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T HE beginnings of conquest of any 
country are generally lost in obscurity 

but not so those of the economic conquest of 

India. Amongst the economic products for 

which India was famous in ancient times, the 

most notable was undoubtedly cloth. When 

India lays claim to an ancient civilization, the 

claim is really for the recognition of the 

antiquity of her arts and crafts.. If we re

member that modern industrial progres~ is 

after all only a century and half old, we can 

imagine' how all ancient achievements from 

the wrought iron pillar of Delhi to the muslins 

of Dacca were wholly the handiwork of Indian 

craftsmen and artists. It may be news to 

many in the 20th century to be told that 

cotton was not known to England prior to the 

year 1298 when too it was known only as an· 

article used for making candle wicks. Even 

in the domain of wollen manufacture, it was· 
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in the year 1331 that King Edward III 

'brought seventy families of \Valloons who 

were weavers and settled them in England 

under Royal protection. In 1641 a hook was 

published by one Mr. Roberts, named the 

" Treasure of traffic." It was the first publica

tion which gave an account of the Manchester 

cotton industry at the time. Very soon England 

had to take measures in order to conserve its 

own textile trade and prevent the ingress of 

Indian cotton goods and silks. In 1666, 

therefore, an Act was passed by Padiament 

ordaining that all persons of whatever rank 

should b~ buried in wollens. The object of 

this was to increase the British woollen trade. 

It was in 1660 that muslins were imported to 

England and in 1700 the wearing of cotton 

goods was prohibited in that country. An 

Act of Parliament imposing a fine of £ 5 on 

the wearer and £ 20 on the vendor of cotton 

goods was passed in 1721 while in 1730 

another Act of Parliamt!ot was passed allowing 

the goods with linen warp and cotton weft to be 

printed only on paying an excise duty of 6d 

per square yard, 
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Let us see what the eonditions were that led 

·to the genesis of these drastic measures in 

Parliament. It will be remembered that the 

,East India Company was formed in 1600 and 

that it set foot in India at (Masulipatam) in 

1612. It then went to Surat in 1613, to 

Madras in 1629 and Hugli in 1630. The 

factories that it I:!stablished at these 

various places were not manufacturing centres 

but were merely depots where they were 

gathering together all the cotton (Khaddar) 

goods oi India and stoeking them for export 

to England; and there they were also stocking 

the spices, the knives and scissors ano the 

broad cloth that they were importing into this 

country for purposes of trade. It is on 

record that by 1669 the merchants of the 

East India Company named Messrs. Stryen

sham ~aster, Richard Hatton and Henry 

Mohan, on the one part and the merchants of 

Masuiipatam on the other, entered into 

contracts for the supply of Khaddar and these 

are to be found in Appendix V of the Kistna 

District Manual. They related to the supply 

01 . KaJamk:\ries, Sutheranjies, Paliampores, 
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Sasergantis, Diapars, Diamptis, RoomaHsr 

Allejahs, Kalavapovvulu, Percollas, Lungis, 

Sellas and Ijaris. Fabulous profits were made 

by the merchants of the East India Company 

which aggregated sometimes to 600 per cent. 

over the Khaddar cloth that was exported 

from India to England. Great was the 

sensation that prevailed in England that i.t 

1Should have been the misfortune of the people 

there to dress themsel ves in silks and cottons 

manufacturerl in India. The woes oi the 

capitalists anti merchants 01 England are thus 

graphically described by Macaulay. (We 

take some of these historical details from the 

Prize Essay on Hand Spinning !Ind Hand 

Weaving by Varadachari and Puntambekar). 

"Those, it is said, were happy days 
for the inhabitants both of our pasture 
lands and of our manufacturing towns 
when every gown, every waist coat, 
every bed was made of material which 
our own flocks had furnished to our 
own looms. Where were now' the 
brave old hangings of Arras which had 
adorned the walls of the lordly mansions 
in the time of Elizabeth? And was it 
not a shame to see a gentleman whose 
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ancestors had known nothing but stuffs 
made hy English hands out of English 
fleece flaunting in the calico suit and a 
pair oi silk stockings from Morshida
bad ?" Clamours like this were also 
raised in an anonymous pamphlet 
called .. The Naked Truth" published 
in 1696 which coxplained that the 
advantage of the Company lay in their 
muslin and other fahrics. It spoke of the 
muslin, half in anger and half in contempt . 
.. Fashion is truly termed a witch, the 
dearer and scarcer any commodity, 
the more the mode; 30 shillings a 
yard for muslin and only the shadow 
of a commodity when procured" ? Only 
a few years before the appearance of 
this pamphlet, Parliament had passed an 
Act making it obligatory that the dead 
.,hould be draped only in woollens" and 
there were not sanguine clothiers wanting 
who hoped that the same obligation 
should be extended even to the living." 
It fell to the lot of Daniel Defoe to vOice 
the wrath of local commerce and he 
wrote in picturesque language that .. the 
general fancy of people runs upon E~st 
India goods to that degree that the chintz 
and painted calicoes which before were 
made use of for carpets, quilts, etc,. and 
to clothe children and ordinary people 
became now the dresses of our ladies' , 
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and much is the power of a mode as we 
saw our persons of quality dressed in 
Indian carpets which but a few years 
before their chamber-maids would have 
thought too ordinary for them; the chintz 
was advanced from lying upon tlteir 
floors to their backs, from the foot-cloth 
to the petty coat ; and even the queen 
herself at this time was pleased to appear 
in China and Japan, I mean China silk 
and calico. Nor was this all, but it cr~pt 
into our closets, bed-chambers, curtains, 
cushions, chairs and at last beds them
selves were nothing but calicoes or India 
stuffs; and, in short, almost everything 
that used to be made of wool or silk 
relating either to the dress of the women 
or tht" furniture of our houses was fur
nished by the India trade." 

Qlleen Mary was taunted that she should 

have set t);}e fashion by wearing the Calicoes 

and printed cloths from India on her back 

and loins which had till then only been con

sidered fit to be spread 00 the floor. In 1688. 

there was a great agitation in Y urkshire, Wilt

shire, Norwich and Spitfield counties amongst 

the woollen manufacturers against the' inroads 

of Indian cotton fabrics. That was no wonder 

{or by 1667, 160,000 lbs. of cotton fabrics, 
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were being imported into England. A Parlia

mentary statement was made in 1681 that 

three lakhs of pounds were being spent on the 

rugs, printed cloth, bed-sheets and door-cur

tains that were being imported from India. 

By that time the dividends on the shares of 

the East India Company rose so much so 

that a bonus equal to the share amount was 

granted to the sharehoiders. This led to the 

decay of the woollen manufacturers and the 

craftsmen engaged in that art. Parliament 

was moved to pass measures prohibiting the 

import and the wearing of silk cloths from 

India and heavy countervailing duties were 

levied upon the imports from India which 

ranged from 10 per cent. to 3,000 per cent. 

Guzerat, the Coramandal Coast and Bengal 

were the three countries that were largely 

exporting these cotton goods. A piece of 

muslin 20 yards long one yard broad took 

10 to 60 days to weave. Each muslin was 

costing 100 to 400 rupees and they received 

fanciful and poetic names such as Vayuvastra, 

Upravana, Shabna from their resemblance to 

the web of a spider, Muslingraj, Aprawana 
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flowing water. A Hindu weaver was deport

ed by Nawab Aliwardikhan for having care

lessly allowed a muslin to be grazed by a 

cow under the hallucination that it was grass. 

Aurangazib himself is said to have scolded 

his daughters for having come to the court 

almost naked whereupon they demonstrated 

that they had seven layers of muslins and 

soothed his anger. Testimony is borne to 

the excellence of these manufactures by cele

brated travellers like Tavernier and Bernier 

and trade was extensive for the Indian fabrics 

with Arabia, Persia, Egypt, Pegu, Malaka, 

Sumatra and the Mediterranean shores. It is 

hardly nect'ssary to recite the story of the 

Dacca muslins and how muslins to the extent 

of a crore of rupees were exported from Dacca 

of which more than a third were going to 

England. 

It was at this critical stage that England 

made rapid strides of progress in the domain 

-of industrial development. John Kay of Bury 

invented the fly-shuttle in 1753 and the 

Mechanical Carder was invented by Lewis 

Paul in 1733. A prize was offered in 1761 
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'by the Society of Arts for the best invention 

-in spinning textile fibres by machinery. It 

was in 1764 that James Hargrieves invented 

the spinning Jenny and in 1767 Arkwright in

vented his Roller Spinning Frame. The same 

Arkwright patented a comprehensive piece of 

machinery for the improvement in cotton 

manufacture in 1775. Ont.: year earlier, Schele 

'had die overed Chlorine. In 1778 a ·muslin 

was woven in Great Britain and the next year 

Samuel Crompton gave his Spinning Mule to 

the world. The climax was reached in 1782 
when James Watt patented his Steam-Engine 

and in 1785 by the invention of the Power

Loom by Edmund Arkwright. The cotton 

trade in England became so far developed 

by 1791 that she imported American 

cotton to the extent of 1,89, 361 lbs. 

that year. In 1798 Jacquard made practical 

the loom appliance now known as the 

Jacquard machine and organised manu

facture was so far developed and the first 

e'1ils of industrialism were so much in evi

dence by 1812 that the disturbances in Nottin

gham District were continued till five years 
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resulting in the transportation and hanging of 

numt:'rous workmen. India's fate was sealed 

in 1814 when Horrocks applied the Power

Loom to cotton weaving and from that day 

forward it is a story of new discoveries and in

ventions, new improvements and patents all 

of which led to the destruction uf the Indian 

textile trade and manufacture. The course 

of the stream was really reversed and a study 

of the development in England reveals the 

rapid marches made by the beginning of Jute 

manufactures in Dundee in 1832, the introduc

tion of ramie first to the British manufactures 

in 1835, the patent taken out by John Mercer 

for the process known as mercerizing in 1850 

and -Samuel Culiff Lister's patent for his com

bing machinery in 1851. The story of the 

later developments is as much of the destruc

tion of the cotton trade in India as of its 

development in England. 

While thus England was developing from 

step to step,-indeed by rapid strides in the 

sphere of industrial organisation and textile 

manufacture-India which was 200 years ag(} 

largely a manufacturing country presents in 
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its history exactly a contrary Course of events. 

Whatever reverses the Indian crafts might 

have suffered in the waves of conquest which 

commenced from the 11th century onward 

there was a great revival of the handicrafts 

during the lime of Akbar, when the muslins 

and satins were as much the object of 

admiration by travellers like Bernier and 

Tavernier as embroideries, streaked silks, 

tufts (If gold turbans, silver and gold cloth, 

brocades. network of gold and carpets 

of silk and gold. Babu Satiscllandra Das 

Gupta gives interesting details of the decay 

of the craft in Bengal in his Khadz' Manual. 

Murshidabad was described by H. J. S. 

Cotton as being as extensive, populous 

and rich a city as the city of London;· 

only there were individuals in the first posses,

ing infmitely greater property than in the last 

city." In the words of the historian Murray, 

India's fabrics, the most beautiful that human 

art bas anywhere produced were sought by the 

merchants at the expense of the greatest toils 

and danl?;ers. When the East India Company 

obtained its charter from Queen Elizabeth 
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on the 31st December 1600, it was to trade 

with the East-Indies, not to exchange as far as 

possible the manufactured goods of England 

for the products of India, (Report, Para 2) for 

England had few manufactures then. The 

English merchants who came to trade in India 

were not satished with the steps that they had 

taken in England through their GlJvernment to 

kill the Indian trade. They themselves began 

to oppress the Indian merchants, the moment 

they attained political power in thi~ country, 

especially since the battle of Plassey. They 

freely intrigued in the internal politics of 

Indi'l befriending one party and not seldom 

causing the hetrayal of the rulers by their own 

men. After Plas~ey the British traders began 

to exercise extreme cruelty in securing fabrics 

for their trade and when Mir Kasim protested, 

we are told, he was dethroned and the British 

traders assumed the role of rulers as the Suba

dar of Bengal in 1765. The oppression was 

so great that in 1842, one Mr. Francis Carnar:k 

Brown appearing as a witness beforf' the select

committee produced an Indian Charka before 

·it and explained how there was an oppressive 
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Moturfa tax which was levied on every Charka 

in every house and on every implement used 
by the artisans. The East India Company deli

berately entered into contracts with the Indian 

princes that they would give them a mono

poly of the fabrics prod uced within their domi

nions and when the artisans failed to do so, they 

were subject to great persecution and harass

ment. A hundred years ago the port of Cal

cutta alone used to export two crores worth of 

cotton goods which has been equated at the 

present value of 10 crores. All that has dis

appeared, and when people explain that the 

weavers of Dacca cut their own thumbs, it 

must be remembered that if they were driven 

to that act of sell-mutilation, the oppression 

must have been far greater than if the 

Company itself cut their thumbs by force. 

Anyone that reads the six volumes published 

by Mr. Martin and Dr. Hamilton in the 

beginning of the 19th century dealing with 

the survey of the condition of the people 

and the industries of India would easily see 

the dismal ruin brought in by the East India 

Company by the deliberate destruction of trade-

7 
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of this ancient and civilized land. The story is 

told of how 700 families of weavers in the 

Districts round Jangalbari at once abandon

ed their country and their profession 011 

account of the oppression of the Company. 

The atrocities committ~d by the officials of 

the East India Compaoy and the Indian rul .. rs 

at the time, subjugated by them especially in 

the latter half of th .. 18th century, are heart

rending and indescribable. The Wi'avers were 

compelled to part with their goods at impos

sibly low prices to the Company's Gumastas 

who were empowered to collect them at the 

point of the bayonet. They were put in 

stocks and whipped for not executing 

contracts into which they had been forced to 

enter against their wishes and against all 

human commercial possibilities. The oppres

sion was particularly great in the South of 

India, in Bengal and in the dominions of the 

Nawab 01 Surat. In fact, these were the best 

manufacturing areas of India. Indian 

merchants were prohibited from !Juying cloth 

from the weavers and they were required to 

..• ·hold a license for the purpose. The weavers 
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who found that the craft was not paying and 
wanted to ab>\ndon it were prohibited from 

doing so and were required to take passports if 

thE'Y wanted to leave their ancient abode. 

Heavy octroi duties were caused to be leviE'd 

from place to place if the goods were in 

transit inland without being given to the East 

India Company. It was a common custom 

of the day that when the Governor was touring 

the I.ndian rulers sent out firmans that all 

cloth available should be given to the 

Governor and his Gumastas. At one time 

there was an atrocious proposal to divide the 

weavers between the English !lnd the Dutch. 

This was turned down by the Court of 
'Directors. There was the amplest evidence 

from the minutes left by Munro and other 

acministrators of the time that the weavers 

were treated as the slaves of the Company's 

Officers and that the tradE' was completely 

monopolised and brought under so that by 

1813 it almost perished and by 1829 India 

witnessed the sad spectacle of 70 lakhs worth 

of cloth being imported from England. We 

-thus see that the graph of textile manufac-
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ture was rising in England by the inventions 

and discoveries of the 18th century and by 

the flow of the wealth of India into England in 

the 19th, the Indian craft of textile manufac

ture absolutely perished and when in 1851 

the first Indian cotton mill was projected by 

C. N. Daver, and was constructed by 1853, 

Lord Dalhousie discovered the supreme 

necessity of monopolising not merely textile 

trade but also cotton areas in India and .took 

steps against the Nizam in 1853 to wrest the 

Berars from his possession. The story of this 

spoliation is to be found in books· dealing 

with the conquest of India. The wresting 

of Berars led only to the wrenching of Nagpur 

from the Bhonslas in 1854 immediately after 

the death of the ruling Bhansla by declaring 

the doctrine of escheat following the failure of 

right to adopt. Anyone that travels by the 

Grand Trunk Express notices that from 

the commencement of the Nizam's territory 

about 15 miles from Bezwada right 

up to Itarsi the whole tableland of Deccan 

* Thoughts on the Policy of the Crown in India-by 
James Ludlow 1858. 
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is one vast stretch of cotton 

area and it was this area 

through the machinations of 

17 

producing 

that was, 

Lord Dal-

housie, seized irrespecti ve of the equi

ties or moralities of such a procedure and 

absorbed into British Territory prior to the 

rising of 1857. 
The English admini~trator III India makes 

no secret of the destruction of this ancient 

craft in this country. Indeed in a recent lec

ture Gan. 1930) Sir Basil Blackett, India's 

Financp. Minister, makes a frank admission of 

this fact when he says 
" The ('f{t'ct of the West on India and in 

particular the reaction upon India of the 
industrial revolution in Grea Britain and 
the consequent influx of machine made 
goods, while providing the mas~es of 
India with better articles at cheaper 
prices, had during the nineteenth century 
seriously impaired the village economy 
of India, and had reduced the output and 
the value to India of many of the indi
genous manufactures, previously export
ed, for which India was famous, for ex
ample, her muslins. The Indian Govern
ment of the day was dominated by the 
ideas of the Manchester school and restric-

2 
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ted its intervention in economic spheres 
and its taxation to the minimum needful 
to maintain law and order. 

What is this influx of machine-made goods 

and what are these better articles at cheaper 

prices which are being dumped upon India? 

From morning to \'vening the modern English

educated young man and even the rural 

population, notably young men and women 

use articles of foreign manufacture in a degree 

which it is hard to imagine. Euthymol 

tooth paste, Japan bru~hes, Vulcanite tongue

cleaners for morning ablutions, Kropp 

Razors, Strops and Pastes, or self-shaving 

apparatus of the Valet, Gillet or Jump Junior 

Brand with blades and machine sharpeners 

and concave mirrors, Cuticura or Vinolia 

Soaps, Rubber scrubbing gloves for a bath, 

Atkinson's vegetable Hair Oil, Hair brushes, 

Cosmetics, Himalayan Bouquet, Erasmic from 

London, Ascot Snow Face Cream, French 

Pompeia or Vinolia Cream (rom London, 

Erasmic old Lavender soap for toilet. Rolled 

gold pins, gold covered points for shirts, 

Derby ties and high Collars, Crevianette, 
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Marine and Glasgow for dress, Forks and 

Knives, Tea-sets, Cruet stands, Marble trays, 

Cavis Table Water Biscuits, Norwegian 

Sardines, Morton Herrings in Tomatto sauce, 

Lunch tongues sliced pine-apple, Cherries 

,...d Current Jelley, Desert Prtlne~, Australian 

butter,-all for hreakrast and lunch and 

dinner, then, Gandhi Lavender water (Wold's) 

tKareschatt-Germany! Heiko Scents of 64 

varieties, Swis" watches, Cherry walking 

sticks, silk umbrellas, Cars of a hundred 

makes to go out in, overcoats, Dawson's Boots 

and Christy's hats, Tennis Bats and Hockey 

Sticks for evening sport, Deitz lamps, Gold 

medal cots, Mosquito curtains, Trunks, Port

manteaus, Brief Bags, Hold-ails for travel, 

Table fans, Butter machines, Orange juice 

"queezers, Swedish Optimus Stoves, Lux for 

cleaning silk, ironing machines, Jumperfly 

open knives, Rapid wove Court Note Papers, 

Cooptu's Penholders, Zqual Book form Patent, 

Vertilok, folders, Top-match Envelopes. 

Manilla Cigars and Virginia Cigarettes,-these 

g~eet your eyes, captivate 

and oeplete your purse. 

your imagination 

Besides you have 

10 
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Brasso metal Polish, Cobra and Blanco, Coffee, 

blazing Brussels Carpets, Czecho-slovakian 

Chairs, Carved tables and Electric Torch lights 

and fans, Heaters, Teapots. Handlamp5, paper 

clips, Pins, Taga and what not of furniture in 

the markets-but not a vis .. of colton. When 

a\l the goods of Englaud and America and the 

who1<~ of Europe and Japan are available in 

every village market in India, is it not really 

comic-rather it is tragic that you cannot get 

cotton in the Indian Bazaars,-much less 

hand-spun yarn. 

It is to counteract this tremendous drain 

from India that Gandhi has made a heginning 

in devising the resuscitation of handspun and 

handwoven cloth. The proposal was not 

taken seriously when it was foreshadowed at 

the Special Congress in Calcutta in September 

1920, but at Nagpur in December of that year, 

it was forced upon the Congress although other 

varieties of Swadeshi doth including Mill

spun Hand-woven, Mill-spun Mill-woven. 
mill woven with foreign yarn, were all 

included under the heading of Swadeshi. By 

a huge moral up-hea"al the country ha!'l 
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·now been got to recognise that Khaddar 

·means Hand-spun Hand-woven cloth, that 

,it is the hall-mark of every patriot and that a 

Congressman C1ressed in other than Khaddar 

habiliments is a target of attack not only 

by his fellow-Congressmen but by politicians 

-Qf other schools of thought who kave 

learnt to look upon him as a betrayer of the 

-Congress cause. This development of public 

6pinion has not indeed come in a day; 

slowly and steadily had the Congress atmos

phere been permeated with this cult of 

khaddar and in the space of four years, i.e .. by 

the 1st of January 1925, we had made the 

wearing of khaddar compulsory, obligatory 

spinning a condition of membership to the 

-Congress executive and finally a quota of 

self-spun yarn, the one subscription for being 
or becoming a Congressman. It has been 

borne in upon the people that the Charka is 

the only alternative to the sword, that sword of 

wrath and wreckage which the Congress and 

the country have once for all abjured. The 

cult of khaddar has elevated manual labour 

once again to that dignity which has been 

11 
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member too how in olden times the bride was 

not qualified for marriage until she was able 

to spin and weave,--a tradition that survives 

"till to-day in Assam (Praggyotishpura.) In seek

ing therefore to revive the cloth industry of 

India, we are only trying to establish a proved 

principle and not hazarding an experiment. 

It is hardly necessary to speak of the amount 

of leisure that people have in villages which 

unfortunately they are beguiling in cards

play, vain gossip or pernicious gambling at 

home or in law courts. All this must be put 

an end to. Administrators like Sir M. 

Visweswarayya have been hard put to it to 

discover some collateral occupation for the 

agriculturists and the women, without being 

drawn away from the privacy as well as the 

sanctity of their homes. The genius of man 

has not been able to discover any such occu

pation until the resourcefulness of Gandhi hit 

upon the restoration of thi~ happy craft of 

Khaddar manufacture. Hand-spinning is a 

simple process which requires no more capital 

than a quarter of a rupee worth of slivers or 

cotton for the instruments are already there 
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and on the lowest computation there must be 

in India about 50 million Charkas. Even 

the blind, the maimed, the disabled and the 

crippled can spin. It has been said that 

spinning is not a paying occupation. It is not. 

It has never been claimed to be such. At 

best it cannot fetch more than one anna eight 

pies a day but what is the average income of 

the Indian? It is one anna nine pies per day 

and that including the millions of the million

aire, the crores of the Koteswara and the lakhs 

of the Lakshadikari. They yield the average of 

one anna nine pies for these millions, and there 

must be millions of population indeed who are 

-earning nothing. Is it wrong then for these 

millions who are earning nothing to be pro

vided with an occupation which yields them 

as much as the average income of a man in 

India without dislodging them from their homes 

and families? What India must take notice of 

is her immense man-power. It is the total 
out-put of yarn produced, or capable of being 

produced by the unnumbered numbers of her 

population that can make India hold her 

own against any other coun try, against all 
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machinery and against the onslaughts of the 

new-fangled industrialism of the West. 

It is not cotton alone that was spun in olden 

days and provided an occupation to the people 

of the villages. Gunny in Bengal was one 

other substance and the spinning and weaving 

of silk is equally well-known. Professor Ray 

points out that the hand-woven jute was a 

great subsidiary industry of Bengal and in 

1850-51, Gunny Bags and cloth exported 

from Calcutta were valued at Rs. 2,159,782. 

In Patna City in Bihar District alone there 

were 3.30,426 spinners and the average 

estimate of the thread spun by each spinner 

in a year was Rs. 7-2-8 and the total 

value in the District was Rs. 2,367.277. If 
out of this amount a half-to be more 

exact Rs. 1,286,272-was taken away lor 

raw material there remained a profit of 

Rs. 1,081,005 for the spinners. Nor was 

there any distinction oi caste, for in Behar the 

spinners are Hindus and the weavers are 

Mussalmans. They aTe the complements 

of each other in life. Imagine a village with a 

population of 4000 all told being self-contain-
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ed in regard to its clothing and if the average 

of each individual's requirements is 13 

yards as has been estimated, the village would 

require in the year 54,000 yards of cloth 

costing roughly Rs. 27,000. If a third of this 

is equated to the price of cotton which in 

any case is being grown in our country, there 

is a balance of Rs. 18,000 representing the 

profits of trade, transport charges, spinning 
and weaving wages and so on, left in the 

village, and this by engaging the leisure hours 

Bot of all the people in the village, but only 

WO spinners in that village. Would you call 

it a crime? Would you call it bad economics 

or worse patriotism? Imagine this village 

being richer every year by an addition of 
Rs. 27,000 and it is only when you are able 

to visualise such a condition that you can also 

picture to yourself the extent of ancient wealth 

for which this country was noted and the 

depths of modern poverty from which this 

country is now suffering. Food and raiment 

a~e the two essentials of life and whatever 

luxuries a country may possess that which 

cannot grow its own food and manufacture 

11 
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its own raiment cannot lay title to civilization. 

The Empire Marketing Board in a pamphlet 

that has recently been circulated advertising 

Bengal and Burma rice, has claimed for India 

that she possesses an ancient civilization and 

that the rice plant was known so early as 

349 B.C. But India's capacity for weaving 

her own fabrics has been shown to be even 

older than that and the instruments with which 

she has been ahle to achieve her magnificent 

·results are the simple Hand-Loom and the 

still simpler Charka of to-day. Only the Fly 

Shuttle which was invented about the year 

1733 in the West has been incorporated into 

the Hand-Loom of India in the begioning ot 

this century and has helped to double or even 

to treble the out-put of the unsophisticated 

loom. The tragedy of a country's incompe

tence to supply its own needs by way of 

clothing was witnessed by India during the 

Great War when the prices of all fabrics ro!!e 

prohibitively high so much so that stories of 

'suicide for want 01 clothing were to be heard 

now and again during those years of tribula

,tion. The Hand-loom industry is indeed an 
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ancient one in India and does not own its 

resuscitation to the Non-eo-operation Move

ment as inoeed Hand-Spinning does. When 

the fly-shuttle was introduced even earlier 

than the Anti-Partition agitation in Bengal 

in 1905 men like E. B. Havell estimated that 

there were 60 lakhs o)f we&vers in this country 

and South India has the honour of possessing 

nearly a quarter of them. To estimate the 

number of Charkas in the country then even at 

500 lakhs would be no exaggeration. On the 

average a trained spinner is easily able to 

spih 300 yards of unif orm yarn per hour with 

good twist and of counts between 10 and 15 

or even 10 and 20. Reckoning five hours as 

the period of such work a person is easily able 

to spin 1,680 yards a day which comes to 

about 4 lbs. per month or 48 lbs. per annum. 

A pound yields' 4 square yards of cloth and 

48 Ibs .. would yield 192 square yards. If that 

is so the 5 million Charkas in the country 

should yielcl 96 crores of square yards of cloth 

or roughly 100 crores. We know that in 1906 

the cloth that was imported into India was only 

107 crores of yards. In 1914 the year of the 
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commencement of the Great War it was 320 

crores of yards while in 1922 it fell to 167 

crores of yards of cloth. It is evident then 

that by mobilising the charkas in the conntry. 

we can eliminate almost the whole oj the 

imported doth from t'lis woe-begone hnd and 

the capital we require is ea~ily managed. 

What we want is the will to spin.-the will 

to conquer. 

When we plead for the 

Charka and Khaddar, 

propagation of the 

intellectual reople 

argue why they cannot use mill cloth. This 

kind of perverse argumentation is not new to 

the country. A pure intellectualism support

ed by a gospel 01 pure individualism has 

made people absolutely logical and perverse 

instead of making them reasonable and 

practical. Likewise, people argue when you 

plead for the acceptance of the Sarda Bill and 

raising the marriage age to 14 why they ,:an

not marry their girls earlier and if necessary 

perform widow marriage. That looks logical. 

It is a nne proposition,-fine only for the 

arguer to get over the present situation 

but by no means nne when he should 
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be confronted with 

Mill cloth IS not 

that future situation. • 

ignored even under 

'strictest Congress resolutions. The various 

grades of swadeshi have been enumerated 

and if you consider that there are poor 

people who cannot immediately affurd to pur

chase Khaddar, or obtuse people who cannot 

follow its cult, there is no reason why they 

should not be permitted to wear mill cloth, 

i.~., cloth woven on handlooms or Indian mills 

with yarn spun on Indian mills. Naturally such 

concession must be reserved for the really 

poor and genuine folks amongst us, not for 

those who would fain play the part of capital

ists and advocate the Western industri'~lism for 

this country. But let this much be remem

bered, that in buying the mill cloth you enrich 

the 100 rich men of cities while in buying 

Khaddar you feed and sustain the widowed 

and the maimed and the helpless in towns 

and viII ages. Indeed, it must be owned that 

the use of machinery is not precluded from 

the programme of the Indian patriot. If that 

were so, Professor Ray, as he himself has 

/s~d, should be belying himself because he 

16 
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has been the founder of the Bengal Pharma

ceutical Works and the patron of several other 

machine industries, nor should Gandhi be 

driving in a Motor Car to-day. The lact is 

there is a clear border-line between industries 

which permit the aid of machinery and those 

which involve the play of arts and crafts. 

Artistic industries are the asset of any nation. 

A nation is ~aid to be civilized which has its 

own arts and crafts with their distinctivenes, 

and individuality and variati('n of taste and 

temperament. Go to any part of the world 

it is the arts and crafts that invest that part 

with its own genius. To clear distanc,,~ 

rapidly, you may use the Motor Car, to lift 

water from the canal and irrigate land, you 

may use the pump, to crush stones or polish 

turmeric you may use rollers and engines, to 

save mechanical labour, you may employ the 

steam Road Roller but when you weave 

carpets, when you manufacture cloth, when 

you print fabrics, when you do embroidery, 

vou are in a different domain altogether which 

forbids the use of machinery. They constitute 

the craft life of the nation. It is for this that 
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we are pleading in India. Nor is it a practical 

proposition that we should be able to supply 

India with mill made cloth. The same cannot' 
be said of Khaddar. A Charka to be put into

operation requires a capital of 4 as. worth of 

slivers or cotton. A Hand-loom to be put 

into operation requires a capital of Rs. 3)

worth of yarn. As for the trained skill and 

expert knowledg~, they are there languishing" 

ready to be availed of, and having the 

power of being converted into a mine of gold. 

That even to-day, a third of the clothing of 

India is supplied by her own Hand-100m 

industry is admitted on all hands. Indeed it 

was Mr. E. B. Have11 that contended in 1905 

that hand-loom industry any day could hold its 

own against the Mill industry in India as well 

as in England_ Nor can such a statement be 

exaggerated beca,use 150 years after the inven

tion of the Steam-Engine and Mechanical Aids 

to weaving, India cannot boast of more than 

344 mills all told and the capital sunk in 

them is 81 crores and in each of these may be 

estimated to range from 25 to 40 or even 80 
lakhs. On the average then India has less, 

3 
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than one mill to each of the 350 Districts. 

The output of cloth in each such mill 

is roughly estimated at 4,800 Ibs. equi

valent to about 15,000 yards a day: putting 

the average need per head of India at 

13% to 15 yards of clothing, per annum, the 

day's supply is enough for 1,000 people, 

In a year, therefore, one mill can supply 

3.00,000 of people, z. e., 3 mills are 

necessary to clothe a million people and 

to clothe 350 million people we require 

5,100 mills. In effect, reckoning Indian India 

as a half of British India and therefore the 

total number of Districts in India to be 350, 

it comes to this: each District must have not 

less than 3 mills, i. e., one mill is necessary 

for two or three Talukas or Tahsils. How 

can two or three Tahsils find 25 to 40 or 

even 50 lakhs of rupees for a Spinning and 

weaving Mill? Granted that the money can 

be found, it will take years to collect this 

and an order entered to-day for the plant is 

executed only 2Y3 years hence and when the 

Plant arrives and is put up and is brought 

into working order, it will be another two 
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years <;0 that even if you had the money it 

would take five years for you to see the miUs 

at work. And then you will have to face the 

problem of Floating or working Capital, the 

problem of capturing markets and competing 

with well-established rivals of reputation and 

popularity. All this takes 10 years on the 

;;upposition that money is flowing evenly from 

two or three Tahsils, an impossibility in itself, 

hut by that time you discover that you are 

left behind in the race, that your Machinery 

is antiquated :md that your profits if ever you 

come to the stage of reckoning any, have 

disappeared. In the meantime, Lancashire 

invents new facilities and new short cuts and 

contrivances so as to steal a march over everv 

other country in the world and over it'Self 

and this poor little thing, a mill started in 

a far off corner of India simply languishes. 

But even if you succeeded, you would be pay

ing to Birmingham for machinery what you 

.wanted to avoid paying to Lancashire for 

doth. There is the other factor still that when 

the capital has been found, the machinery has 

been honestly sent and correctly fitted up and 

IS 
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efficiently kept at work, then you have the 

fear of strikps which have reduced the working 

time of Bombay mills to half the year in 1928-

29. This is the fate of mills en the financial 

and mechanical planes but on the moral 

plane, they involve labour divorced from crea

tive capacity, the disruption of families 

involving injury to morals, the detachment of 

wife from husband, the bringing up of children 

in creeches and the absence of that satisfaction 

in the labourer which the craftsman feels in 

owning the goods that he has manufactured 

and in endowing them by variations of colour 

and design, with that living heauty which 

abounds in all arlistic crafts. 

What sustains and IS sustained by the 
Hand-loom industry is thE! collateral crafts of 

printing and dyeing by which alone you can 

subserve the tastes and fashions of people 

which vary from caste to caste and from 

pistrict to District. And in a country having 

'" population of 35 crores and an area of 18 

lakhs of square miles, you can easily ima~ine 

what a real variety of taste and temperament, 

what variations of form and beauty, what 
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-g.lorie~, of colour and design must have come 

into existence during the past 5000 years. 

Indeed, it has been well said that the index of 

a country's civilisation is furnished by its art1= 

and crafts and the craft of cloth-making ha!l 

attained in the hands of the Indian weaver and 
printer a degree of skill and eminence and 

beauty which is inconceivable to the Wester

'nero If only we arfi' able to conserve the 

wages of spinners and weaving involved in the 

-cloth necessary for the whole country we can 

avoid a drain of 40 crores of rupees annually, 

'or the cloth imported into India amounts to 

'Rs. 66 crores and the yarn to 6 crores. Out 

Qf the 72 crores a third represents cotton 

wbich we ourselves supply .nostly. TherefoTe, 

1.h~ • imports may be reckoned strictly at 48 

crores. Out of this we shall not be far wrong 

it'\' reckoning 8 crores as trade profits and 

transport charges, leaving 40 crores as the 

net value of the imports. As against this we 

export rice to other countries to the extent of 

exactly 40 crores. The Empire Marketing 

'Board in the pamphlet already referred to has 

-sttated, while praising the quality of Bengal and 
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Burma rice, that India grows more rice than 

she needs. This is incorrect because men 

1ike Sir Charles Elliot and Sir William Wilson 

Hunter have estimated that a fifth of the popu· 

lation goes with one meal a day which means 

thilt six crores of people have no second meat 

Imagine a town like Raj~hmundry-Rajamah

endravaram-situated on the banks of the 

Godavary with the waters of the river with 

their unnumbered gallons simply flowing to the. 

ocean whilp- the 68 thousand people of the 

town have not a drop of watH to drink. 

Why? Because the Municipality has n~t 

brought water to the doors of the inhabitants . 

So it is with the stream of rice that flows awa}' 

to foreign countries while the crores of people 

living on the banks are left to starve. Whr'~ 

Because there is no Government that put, 

enough money into the hands of the people 

t9 buy the rice with. Of rice there is plent} 

in the country, of hungry men there are 

enough, yet thel'e is no means of bringing the 

starving stomachs the food that is next dool 

to them but cannot be taken in because there 

is no money to purchase the food with. If 

. . 
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only the 40 crnres that is being drained away 

by the cloth imported could be conserved by 

the support of the Hand-spun, Hand-woven 

cloth industry, then the Indian people would 

not be starving and rice would not be finding 

its way abroad. And too, out of Rs. 100· 

worth of mill cloth, Rs. 71 goes to the 

capitalist while Rs. 29 goes to labour. But 

out of Rs. 100 worth of Hand-spun, Hand

woven cloth Rs. 79 goes to the craftsmen while 

Rs. 21 covers the remaining expenses. In a 

Rupee e>f Khaddar 3 as. 9 p. goes to spinning, 

4 as. 9 p. goes to \veaving. 3 as. 9 p. goes to 

cotton, 2 as. for carding, Y:; a. for bleaching, 

1 anna for salesmanship, ~ a. for transport. 

Thus the Hand-100m industry conserves the 

collateral industries of spinning, printing and 

dyeing and bleachillg. and through them 

conserves the food of the country and puts it 
IOta the mouths of craftsmen. These are sim

ple propositions in Indian economics. Indeed 

these constitute the new economics of India of 

which the writers in the West are woefully 

igllorant. We do not study them nor does 

the Government. 
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All crafts receive support only from a co· 

operative organisation that finances them but 

it is singularly sad to note that for a million 

people and 3,30.000 weavers dependent on 

this Industry in Madras Presidency there should 

be only 63 co-operative societies exclusively 

for weavers while the credit societies of which 

more than 60 per cent. are weavers are only 

76 in number. The working capital covered 

by these societies is Rs. 1,32,632 yielding 

a divisible profit of Rs. 3,442 in the year 

192i-28. The Townshend Report on Co

operation has stated that steps so far taken 

to help the weavers' community are not 

adequate. 

Only recently the 1929 Provincial Co-opera

tive Conference assembled in Madras exhort

ed co· operative central banks to afford special 

facilities to Khaddar societi~s and to weaving 

societies in particular and to primary rural 

credit societies in general, to help this Handi

craft. Public opinion is day by day consolidat

ing in favvur of the patronage of ('ottage 

industries, people are fast realising in the 

Ea~t, and it is hoped, they in the West are 
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.also alive to the fact, that machine industries 

have their own limitations and while power is 

quite good enough to CPlsh stones, to lift 

weights and to abridge space and time it 

cannot and ought not to encroach upon 

artistic crafts. Nor is production in mass and 

for export any longer the cry of the age. Eco

nomists have discovered that production for 

export or more production to relieve un

employment is merely like the fox hunting its 

own tail. The industrial civilisation of the 

West is based upon the theory that the 

1nventions of to-day must destroy the dis

coveries of yesterday. Thus the battleship 

was swallowed by the cruiser, the cruiser 

by the dreadnought and this by the 

super dreadnought and all by the sub

marine, the submarine by the torpedo. The 

gamut of destruction is complete. We 

see the same nearer home in the motor-car 

models that change every year. It is said that 

proprietors of Singer's sewing machines were 

Ollce collecting old parts and throwing them 

into the bed of a river in order to compel the 

purchase of new parts. Indeed the civilisa-
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tion of the West is a civilisation of parts· 

rather than "wholes". This had led to 

the abandoning of land for forests and 

game, and the making of the country 

d~pendent upon other nations for food. 

England gets its rice from India, wheat from 

Russia, meat from Australia and New Zealand. 

Dairy products from Holland and Belgium and 

Denmark, and now its eggs from Lucknow. 

Let India not repeat thi£ mistake when Eng

land is beginning to see her folly. Norway 

and Sweden are now producing enormous 

hand.spun, hand-woven cloth, and the writer 

saw a bale at Sabarmati with Gandhi. It is 

exqUIsIte in every way. It is our misfortune 

that we copy all that is rejected by London 

(L. R.)-U niversities and Education, mills and 

industry, gewgaws and knick-knacks and 

L. R. Teakwood. 
The next argument that we have to deal 

with in regard to the manufacture of Khaddar 

is the argument relating to cheapness. People 

complain that Khaddar is not sufficiently 

cheap and ~hat they would gladly buy it if that 

were not as dear as it is. It is really astonish-
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ing to see how simple these critics are. If 
Khaddar were as cheap as or cheaper than 

Lancashire cloth, would you require Gandhi, 

the National Congress and a patriotic cult, to 

spend their time and talents in propagating 

the cult of Khaddar? Water flows from a 

higher level to a lower level and the purchase 

side of economics always flows from the dearer 

to the cheaper. Our whole complaint is that 

our goods are made so dear in England that 

they could not be purchased by the English 

people in the 18th and 19th centuries. Our 

whole grievance is that our goods have been 

made so dear in India that they have been 

made to disappear in the face of the competi

tion with those imported from Lancashire. 

While that is the position, to say that you will 
wear Khaddar provided it is cheap is to beg 

to question. Indeed is it not evident to the 

meanest understanding that things become 

cheap only when they are produced on a large 

scale) Have we not made Khaddar appreci

ably and considerably cheaper during the past 

eight years? When we started the manufac~ 

lUre of Khaddar, we were selling 25 counts, 
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would be considerably less than upon other 

kinds 01 cloth. Costly silks are dispensed 

with; expensive flannels are DO longer 

required; a simplicity of dress and demeanour 

is soon cultivated and much is saved in the 

quantity of clo th no less than in quality and 

only a couple of years' experience can con

vince the cynic and critic who is not willing 

to try the experiment but who is free with his 

arguments of a purely intellectual nature. On 

the point of cheapness, we might as well be 

permitted to ask one plain question. Yes, 

Khaddar is dear, Lancashire cloth is cheap and 

your position is that you must at once buy 

Lancashire cloth. So is salt. Our salt is made 

dear. Liverpool salt is dumped upon us. It 

is made temptingly white, pure and cheap. Are 

we not raising a hue and cry that this dumping 

of Cheshire salt must be summarily stopped I 

Let· that alone. We have all heard and 

been taught how salt is being imported 

into this country as keel ballast of the empty 
vessels th~t have to come to India in order to 

carry its vast exports which are not. only vast 

. in value but also in volume. Do our friends 
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'know that last year five crores rupees worth 

of wheat was imported into this country and 

Sir Basil Blackett has in his last Budget 

speech pointed out that export of Indian rice 

was reduced on account of competition with 

the output of rice from the Mediterannean 

Sea-Board? It will not be long before the 

English farmers pressed under unemployment 

in their own c0untry will be forced to go out 

in quest of "fresh fields and pastures new" to 

far off lands like Australia. We have all 

heard how Colonel Amery former Minister for 

Colonies has matured a scheme for the 

emigration of the English unemployed not 

indeed those belonging to the lower but those 

who belonged to the upper and the middle 

classes endowed with funds and invested with 

prestige. Imagine thousands of these farmers 

going to the virgin soil of Australia and 

supplying their machine-made tools, engines 

and pumps to the art of agriculture and then 

imagine how much of paddy will be produced 

'and how cheap it will be brought merely as 

keel ballast once again to this unfortunate 

country, would the ryots say that the 
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paddy and the wheat imported into this 

country are cheaper when brought from abroad 

than the grain produced here and therefore 

they should hereafter buy only foreign grain 

and abandon their ancient fields? \Vhat 

would they then grow in these fields, Ganja, 

Opium, Jute or Tobacco? The question of 

cheapness is really an unworthy issue to be 

raised in this connection as it is an unreal 

issue.* 

When we exalt the question of Khaddar on 

to the pedestal of a patriotic plank in 

the Congress platform and the platform of 

Swaraj, people will turn round and ask 

whether it is not the duty of the country to 

carryon an effective boycott of British cloth 

instead of making that boycott extensive and 

apply to foreign cloth and whether it will not 

be a sufficient retaliation against Britain to 

abandon the purchase of its goods (doth) in 

favour of the cloth imported from other 

* Tbls paper w.. written in t 930. It I. being 
publisbed in 1931. And now as feared, a quantity 01 
Japane.e rice bas come to Bombay and upset tho le-:eJ 
of prices in India-as baa been complained against b]l 
tbe Bombay Cbamber of Commerce. 
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countries like Japan, Germany and America. 

Really that is the danger with which the 

country is confronted at the present moment. 

There is no doubt that the boycott of foreign 

cloth has had its own telling effect upon 

the production and trade of cloth in 

England.* 

Congress Committees and those inter

ested in the boycott of foreign cloth will read 

with interest the following remarks made by 

a British correspondent on the last d~y of the 

last year (1929), relating to the conditions of 

Lancashire cotton industries :-

"Traders will not be sorry to see the 
last of 1929, for it has been one of the 
most depressing periods on record. The 
trade stagnation has left in its trail bank
rupt firms. old-established concerns gone 
out of business and balance sheets which 
are anything but healthy. 

The spinning section remains in a 
deplorable position. The production of 
American yarns is in excess of demand 
and prices are weak. Egyptian spinners 
are in hardly a better position. 

* And upon the politics of India. 
4 
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From a financial point of view, the 
pa~t year has been a period of anxiety. 
According to my records 123 cotton 
companies have gone into liquidation, 
but of this number ;')1 have been formal, 
for the purpose of reconstruction or 
amalgamation. The numher included 
40 spinners, 38 manufacturers, 8 spinner" 
and manufacturers, 4 filli~hers and 33 
merchants and agents. There h,we been 
;:')4 bankruptcies Rnd deeds 01 arr"nge
ments Rnd the uns!'cur .. d liabilities hRve 
totalled to £1,164,921 and the net assets 
£361,529. The bankrupkies, etc., com
prise 1 spinner, 9 manufacturers, 3 
finishers, 41 merchants. Receivers have 
been appointed in 34 rases consisting of 
10 "pinners, 11 manufacturers, 4 spinners 
and manufacturers, 1 finisher and 8 
merchants. Ninety-eight cnmpanies have 
arranged mortg"ges, debenturers and 
Ilener"l charges, etc., amounting: to 
£6,800,000. Forty-one cotton companies 
comprising ot 39 spinners, one manufac
turer and 1 spinner and manufacturer have 
call!' on the shareholders of unpaid 
share-capital, the total amount being 
£1,492,707. During the year 187 cotton 
companies have been registered with a 
nominal capital of £5,869,290, these 
firms consisting 01 13 spinners, 26 
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manufacturers, 3 spinners and manuf"c
turers, 18 finishers and 127 merchants'* 

Whi;e this is so this depression in 
English trade is no consolation or com
fort to us because side by side with it 
we have the stOlY fmm Japan and its 
aggressive invasion 01 the Indian milrket 
both by its yarn and its cloth. In the 
heginning of this century the Japanese 
trade in fabric or yarn with India was 
practically negligible. In 1914, says a 
magazine, Japan exported 940 bales of 
yarn into India. These were valued at 
216,850 yens. Twelve years later, in 
1926, the amount of Japanese yarn 
imported into India increased to 216,850 
boles and tbeir value to 28,086,000 yens 
~about 42 million rupees). The ratio of 
Japanese yarn to the total imported yarn 
of India was a little over 2 per cent. in 
1914·]5, nearly 45 per cent. in 19~2-23. 
and 65 per cent. in 1925-26. 

Out of the total of 50 minion lbs. weight 
of yarn consumed every year in India 
her mills are calculated to produce not 
more than half the quantity. The major 
portion of imported yarn of India comes 
from Japan and England. It is remark-

" All tb1s i. nothing compared to the catastrophe 
""realed in Lanca.hire and the rest of England by the 
1!atllyagraba movement of 1930-31 in India. 
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able that, while the proportion of Japa. 
nese yarn export to India increased 
more than thirty. fold in twelve year!" 
period, th.,t of Ellglancl decreased from 
87 p .. r cent. in 1914·15, to 52 per cent. 
in 1922·23 and to on Iy 31 per cent. 
in 1925·26. 

The large bulk of yarn imported into 
India either from L'H1cashire or Japan is 
01 counts hptween 30 and GO, 

The valu" of British cotton yarn im· 
ported into India in the commprC'ilil year 
ending 31st D"cemher, 1924, was esti· 
mated at four crores of rupees; while 
that of British cotton piece-goods was 
nearly 54 crores of rupees. 

Japanese greys have now predo,minat. 
ed. They have ousted English makes 
and the condition of the mills in Japan 
made it po~sible for the goods to !'tp"dily 
!!"in ground. It is reportpd that about 
800/900 bales are being cleared every 
month." 

Then again the latest report from Japan 

shows how that little country has inv,,,led not 

only India but England herself. "Not only 

did Japan threaten Lancashire in her exports 

of piece-goods, but she bids well to capt\l~e 
the Indian raw cotton market so that Lan-
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·ca'shire might have to depend on Japan for, 

:In,dian cotton" declared Mr, Barnard Ellinger, 

reading a paper prepared by him5elf and 

Mr.' Hugh Ellinger, cotton spinners of Man-, 

chester, on Japanese competition ;n Cattail' 

Trade at the Royal Statistical Society, London., 

; :fhe paper pointed out how Japan is satis- , 

'fied with the world's demand for cheap bulk 

cotton by using a type of raw material which" 

although nbt so good as that used in Britain" 

was sufficiently good to satisfy requirements. 

Japanese spinners also were very clever in 

mi,x~n.g cotton. Each mill had its own mixing, 

which is kept a secret, Mr, Ellinger stressed 

tlte. advantage Japan held in organisation, for, 

in the British industry it was only the 

fringe, the finishing sections and subsidiary 

'trade, that was organised whereas Japan had 

'organised the heart of the industry, cotton. 

buying, distributing and chief productive; 

sections. 

,The paper concluded thus :-" No problem 

'confronting the British cotton industry was 

more urgent than that of solidifying small firms 

,into larger units while the rationalisation of! , 
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trade must include the distributing section."· 

Advocating the formation of a series of bit 

c'ombines interlocked by the financial com

munity of interests, Mr. Ellinger recalled that 

Lancashire still exported even now approxi·, 

mately half the cotton goods ,that were 

exported from all the countries in the world 

and expressed the belief that if she had the i 

will and power so to organise as to meet the' 

requirements of the present century, she 

would regain her former prosperity. 

Meanwhile Tlte Morning Pust draws atten-' 

tion to the sale, in Lancashire cotton·spinning' 

towns, of shirts manufactured in Ireland, 

from cloth imported from Japan which, it says; 

were sold at lower prices than locally made, 

garm€'nts, Cheap Japanese vests are also ~el(.' 

ing readily, The paper asks if Lancashire is: 

going to submit to the penetration of that 

home market by cottons of the Orient andt 

opines there is probably little profit on 1m· 

ported shirts which probably represent the 

dumping of the Japanese surplus. 
Shal1 we transfer our allegiance from. 

England to Japan? Let it be remembered no:w 
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at least that it was through cloth that we lost 

our kingdom. Lord Birkpnhead in his State

ment to the Commons in 1927 said: "We 

went to India in that commercial guise which 

has frequently in history been our earliest 

approach to illtllre dominions" Shall we 

knowingly this time and deliberately allow 

Japan to make a similar approach to India in a 

commercial guise in order to establish a future 

dominion or act with the grim determination 

to get rid of England's domination? 

Great efforts are being made by the Indian 

princes and the people in order to make India 

self-contained and restore the self-respect of 

this ancient country. The Mysore Govern

ment has achieved through Khaddar in the 

year 1928 the task offmding a supplementary 
occupation for 1,000 families of agriculturists 

without losing in the attempt a rupee of the 

State Treasury. We make no apology for 

inviting the reader to peruse the whole of the 

scheme and its description as given by the 
Foreign Cloth Boycott Committee's Pamphlet 

No.2. It is fortunate that Indian States have 

become awakened to the importance of the 
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problem. England knows that Lancashire is 

being hit hard from one side or another. What 

she is unable therefore to force on British 

India, she is fast contemplating to dump upon 

InrHan India. The Jamsaheb of Jamnagar while 
verbally decrying the report of having placed 

an order for £ 2 million worth of Lancashire 

cloth, admitted nevertheless that he promised 

support to Lancashire. Here is an interesting 

extract from an issue of January 1930 of The 
Commercial (Published by the Manchester 

Guardian) containing an important article dis

cussing some aspects of the outlook for 

Lancashire trade with India. The author, 

Dr. L. F. Rushbrook Williams, who is Foreign 

Minister of Patiala State, and whose recent 

address to the members of the Manchester 

Chamber of Commerce made a great impres

sion on traders here, gives it as his opinion 

that in Briti,h India Lancashire goods not 

only have no preferential advantage over 

foreign goods, but owing to the existing poli

-tical situation, are rather at a disadvantage. 

" When competition is 

prices approach the 

keen," he say!'. " and 

same level. political 
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sentiment may on critical occasions suffice to 

turn the scale against the United Kingdom," 

He is careful enough to point out, however, 

that what is commonly called India is politi

cally not one country but two countries, British 

India and the Indian States. The Indian 

States, with their population of 70,000,000 

people, embrace more than one-third of 

the entire Indian sub-continent, and, in Dr. 

Rushbrook Williams' view, are likely to offer 

in the near future an increasingly valuable 

market for British goods. "Moreover," it is 
adde.-J, ., there is reason to believe that their 

influence will be exerted along economic 

lines, as it has always been exerted along 

political lines, in a direction fostering and 

strengthening the ties with Great Britain." 

"The present tariff system in India is 
such that the proceed> of the British 
Indian tariff which is imposed by a body 
upon which the Indian States are not 
represented, and which is levied even on 
goods consumed in those States-are 
crediterl, with certain small exceptions, to 
the British Indian Exchequer, so that the 
Indian States are indirectly taXed for the 
protection of British Indian industries. 
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It is not surprising, thereforf', that the 
Navanagar port of Bedi, which i~ one of 
the few possible points at which the 
Indian States could have access to the 
sea, should recently have enjoyf'd a con
siderable increa~e of trade. It remains 
to be seen whether good~ entprinl2 Tnnia 
through Bedi wilI continue to he expmpt 
from the British Indian tuiff and the 
position at present is an interesting one." 

In this great process of rehahilitation of 

Khaddar, every man, woman and child in 

India can render adequate assistance. Yet, 

the very mill-owners have an opportunity of 

serving the country through Khaddar, and 

Gandhi hao; prescribed the folIowing six 

methods in which they can render that 

assistan ce : 

1. They can sell Khaddar through their 

agencies. 

2, They can lend their talents to the 

movement. 

3. They can by a Conference with the 

AII- India Spinners' Association 

determine the varietit's th .. y should 

manufacture in terms of bOY('Cltt 
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.4. They can cease to manufacture Khad

dar whether in that name or in any 

other. 

5. They can standardise their prices so 

as neither to sulfer loss nor to 

increase their profits. 

6. They can render financial assistance· 

to the movement.* 

Yes, the Khadi mOVell'lent is a patriotic 

movement. Indeed it is a national movement 

and it is a Swaraj movement. Khadi easily 

brings the movement into touch with every 

living soul in India. In speaking of the national 

movement we often exhort every citizen to do 

his or her duty by the country. It may not 

be given to everyone of tfJese to play some 

part in Non-eo-operation but where is the man, 

woman or child that is not clad and may not be 

<;lad in home-spun fabrics? They may be coarse 
to look at but they are soft to the feel. They 

may excite the pity of the observer but they 

fill the wearer with joy and satisfaction. They 

* Some of these have been accepted by the mill-owners 
who have subscribed to the declaration formulated by 
th~ Congress during the great struggle of 1930-31. 
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are durable. They keep the body warm in 

winter and cool in summer. A recent dis

covery by Dr. J. c. Bose has attributed to 

them the additional power of minimising 

s.ound. They solve the problem of unemploy
ment in India. They raise the standard of self

respect in the country. They constitute the 
uniform of every soldier of the Non-violent 

Army of India in the warfare for ~he recovery 

of Swaraj. Nay, the constructive programme 

chiefly consisting of the manufacture and 

propagation of Khaddar has been well describ~ 

ed as the drill and discipline which this non~ 
violent army has to undergo from day to day' 

in its preparation for civil disobedience. The 
process of spinning is a process that engag'es' , 
your mind, occupies your time, compose~' 

your thoughts and subdues your passions.' Try 

it when you are in a bad temper. Have' a 

foretaste of it when you are perturbed in 

mind and you will find half an ho'ur's' 

spinning has softened your Tamst'k feelings' 

and transformed you into a Satvik creature. 

I~ is not given to everyone to be the comtria~-
" , , , 

cler of an army or be the builder of a temple'. 
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,But even as a soldier that is truly patriotic 

would no more complain against the outpost 

where he is charged with the duties of being a 

sentinel than the humble devotee against the 

sort of tabernacle wherein he may have a 

chance to worship, ~ven so the humble Khadi 

worker may not complain against the absence 

of limelight irradiating his sphere of work, for 

he is contributing to the nation's recovery of 

it~ self-sufficiency and self-respect and to the 

removal of starvation from the hungry 

stomachs that are helpless. India is truly at 

the parting of ways. She has to choose 

between the spinning wheel and the steering 

wheel, between Khadi and Kaki and to her 

to-day there is little doubt that her salvation 

rests in her adherence to the Charka and 

Khaddar. The last battle has revealed that if 

only people are serious about Khaddar, they 

need not lose a single life or shed a single 

drop of blood in emancipating their country, 

for an army of 70,000 men, women and 

children clad in Khaddar has won a notable 

victory for Sathya over asathya, for dharma 
over adharma, for ahimsa over himsa, for 
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unarmed India over mighty England with her 

puissant armies running into lakhs, finances 

running into crores, with her bombs, 

aeroplanes, cruisers, submarines and dread
noughts. 

~'rs\ EcIlUOIl, 2,000 Copieo, JUllol9Sl. 
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

- fWENTY years ago when the 3gitation on behalf 
of Indians in South Africa was at its height, 

\lr. H. S. L. Polak, a warm friend and admirer of Mr. 
-;andhi with whom he had worked for the Indian 
·~ause in South Africa wrote. at the request of the 
publishers, a sketch of Mr. Gandhi for the benefit of 

1- readers in India. The first edition was sold out , 
within a short time and the publishers have already 

i issued as many as eight editions, with additions as 
Q,:casions demanded. In this the ninth edition, an 
'ttempt is made to bring the story of Mahatma Gandhi's 
I fe up-to-date. It is a clear and succinct narrative of 
1 i '; remarkable career in South Africa and India, 
ncluding a sketch of the Non-Co-operation move

'Uent. his historic trial and imprisonment, t0gether 
vith a iull account of his great march to the salt 
;)ans of Surat, his arrest and internment, the Slocombe 
nterview, and the famous Sapru-Jayakar negotiations, 

-he Round Table Conference, the Gandhi-Irwin Agree
ment, the Rupture and the Agreement with Lord 
Willingdon down to his departure for London to 
~ttend the second Round Table Conference. 

Apart from its purely biographical interest, the 
sketch is a rapid review of the social and politiGjIIP 
history of modern India, as the Mahatma's life and 
activities are so intimately bound up wit~most 
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every phase of the nation's activity during the last 
fifteen years. 

It is hnped that this critical and comprehenslvt' 
study of his life and career. coupled with apprecia· 
tions of the Mahatma by such distinguished persons 
like the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, Mr. and 
Mrs. Polak, Sir Rabindranath Tagore, Mrs. Sarojini 
Naidu, Dr. GilbNt Murray, Dr. Holmes, M. Romain 
Rolland, Mr. C. F. Andrews, Bishop Whitehead. Mr. 
H. N. Brailsford, Mr. George Slocombe, Lord Irwin 
and others, will be welcomed by the public not only 
in India but in other countries as well. 

Advantage has been taken of the issue of this 
new edition to include the text of the Agreement 
with Lord Willingdon, while the full text ,Jf the 
Gandhi-Irwin Agreement of 5th March, 1931, is 
printed as an appendix. 
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IDdian National Congress meet~ in Karach! under 
the Presidentship of Sardar Patel 

Congre.s ratifies. Gandhi-Irwin Pact 
All-India Muslim Conference meets In Delhi 
The Cent"al Sikh League ratifies the Irwin-

Gandhi Pact 
Mr. (Sandhi bids farewell to Lord Irwin 
Lord WlllingdoD succeeds Lord Irwin as Viceroy 

Nov. 2, 193() 
". 2, 1930 

" 25, 1930 
Dec. 7, 1930 
" 24, 1930 
" 29, 1931) 

Jan. 6, 1931 

" 26, 1931 
Feb. 1, 1931 

" 6. 1931 
., 7, 1931 
., 17, 1931 

" 18, 1931 

" 22, 1931 
" 23, 1931 

March 3, 19:H 

" 
4, 1~31 

" 
5,19:H 

" 
5, 1931 

" 
10, 1931 

" 
12, 19M 

" 
19, 1931 

., 26, 1931 

., 28, 1931 

" 
31, 1931 

Ap"il 5, 1931 

" 
10, 1931 

" 
16, 1931 

" 
17, 1931 



IMPORTANT DATES 

Mr. Gandhi arrives in Simla and interviews 
Lord Wlllingdon 

Mr. Gandhi Bnnounces that he would fully partici
pate in the Round Table Conference dis~.
.ion8 if he goes to London 

Congre.s Working Committee deCide. that 
Gandloljl should attend the Second R. T. C.··· 

Mr. Gandhi dines with' young Europeans of 
Bombay at T .. i Mahsl Hotel 

lIIr. Gandhi Rttends the Congress at cloth 
merchants of BombBY at Congress House ... 

Lord Wlllingdon make. his first political 
pronouncement at tbe Chelmsford Club 

Mr. Gandhi wires to Lord Willingdon re. the non
observance of the Truce by certain Local 
Governments 

Viceroy ".Surea Gandhiji that the Truce terms will 
be duly in.plemented 

Mr. Gandhi inlerview. Lord Wlllingdon re: Irwln
Gandhi Pact 

H. E. Sir Ernest Bolson, Acting Governor of 
Bombay, Is shot at, at the FergWlslon College 

G""dhi RecepUoJl Commlltee I. formd in London 
Mr. Gandhi gl ves an ul timatum to the Collector 01 

SuroL Viceroy asks him not to precipitate a 
crisis I 

Mr. Gandhi congratulates H. E. Sir E. Hotson, 
Governor of Bombay, on his nanow eSCApe 
from gunshot 

Congre •• Working Committee condemns violence 
and disaffiliate. the London Branch 

Gandhiji wires to Viceroy ,.e: allegations again at 
breaches of the Truce and requests Inve8tiga~ 
tion thus enabling him to proceed to London. 

Government of India'. reply I. considered un.atis
iactory and the Working Committee Issues 
.tatement withdrawing Congre.. Participa
tion in Round Table Conferenee. Mr •. Sarojinl, 
and Pt. Malaviya cancel their passage to 
London 

Releaae of Mr. Gandhi's correspondence with the 
.. Viceroy, Governor of Bombay, etc. 

Mr. Gandhi open. a private temple belonging to Sir 
Chuntbai for the use of Ilntonchahles in 
Ahmedabad 

;i!' 
X'f 

May 13, 1931 

" 
31, 1931 

June 10, 1931 

" 
23, 1931 

" 
24, 1931 

" 
28, 1931 

JUly 10, 1931 

" 
11, 1931 

" 18, 1931 

" 
22, 1931 

" 
~4, 1931 

" 
25, 1931 

" 28, 1931 

Aug, 5, 1981 

" 
11, 1931 

" 
13, 1981 

" 15, 1931 

Ang. 1, 1931 
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%\"1 IMPORTANT DATES 

Mr. Gandhi wires tu Viceroy to inlervene in 
Bw-doli af!"air and thus enable him to 
proceed to Lopdon 

Viceroy's reply Is deemed unsatisfactory. Mr. 
Gandhi decides not to go tu London 

Mr. Gan,lhl relea8es for publication all his lette" 
and hi. charges on the Government 01 India 
re: non-fnlfilment of Truce terms • 

Viceroy replies to Mr. GandhI's letter and agrees 
to interview Mahatma Gandhi ... 

Oovernment of India replies to Gandhiji'. 
charge-sheet 

Mr. Gandhi an;',e. In Simla and interviews Mr. 
Emet'soD 

Mr. G:<ndhl Interviews Viceroy and the latter 
agree. to appoint .. Committee to enquire 
Into Bardoll troubles. 

Mr. Gandhi sail. for Londoll by S. S. "R~iput.n.·' 

Aug. 11, 1931: 

" 
13, 1931 

" 
19,1931 

" 22, 1931 

., n, 1931 

" 25, 1931 

" 27, 1931 
" 29, 19:>1 
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MAHATMA GANDHI 
THE MAN AND HIS MISSION 

A SCE~E IN .JOHAN~ESRURG 

T HE scene is laid in Johannesburg. Summer is corning 

and the days are lengthl'ning out. At Park Station, 
at I; o'clock on a Sunday evening, in September, 1908, 
whilst it was still broad daylight" a smRll animated group of 
rlark-skinned people might have been observed eagerly 
Juoking in the direction from wbich the mail traio from 

,tal, that stops at Volksrust, was expected. Th~ 

'cbers were l\Iarlrassi hawkers, who, were apparently 
citing the arriv:ll of one affectionately regarded b) 
10. Punctually to time, the train steamed in and there 
- observed, descendiog from a second-class compartment 
oded by a prison-wardM in uniform, a small, slim, dark, 

'\'e man with calm eyes aDd a serene countenance. He 
- clad in the garb 01 a South African native convict
,11 military cap, that did not protect him from the sun, 
-I', coarse jacket, bearing a oumbered ticket and marked 

'II the broad arrow, short trousers, one leg dark, the 
or light, similarly marked, thick grey woollen socks 
leather sandals_ But it was plain that he was not a 

Ith African native, alld upon closer scrutiny, one became 
'ire that he, too, was an Indian, like tbose who respect
'y saluted him, as be turned quietly to the warde1' for 

,t ructions. He was carrying a white canvas bag, which 
,I his clothing and other effects found upon hi'm when h,. 
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was received by the gaol authodties, and also a small 
basket containing books. He had been sent by the 
Government to travel nearly two hundred miles, for many 
hours, without foon or the means of procuring it, as the 
warder had no funds for that purpose, ann but for the 
eharity of a European friend-a Government official-he 
would have had to starve for twenty-four hours. A brief 
consultation 'ensued between the prisoner and the warder. 
The latter appeared to realise the incongruity of the 
situation, for he bore himself towards the prisoner' with 
every reas0nllble mark of respect. The latt.er was 
evidently a person of some importanc~, to whom a consider
able amount of nefel"ence Rhould be shown. The subject 
of conversation was whether the prisouer preferred to go 
by cab or to walk to the gaol. If the fUl'mer, he (the 
prisoner) would have to pay for it. He, however, declined 
the easier method of locomotion, choosing to walk three
quarters of a mile in broad daylight, in his convict suit 
to the gaol aon resolntely shouldering his bag, he briskly 
stepped out, the 1Iadrassi hawkers shamefacedly following 
at some distance. Later, he disappeared within the grim 
portals of the .Johannesburg gaol, above which is carverl, 
in Dutch, the motto, "Union makes strength". 

Five years have passed. On the clusty, undulating 
road from Standerton to Greylingstad, for a distance 
of three miles, is seen a long, trailing "army" of 
lnen who, on closer inspection, are recognisable. as 
Indians of the labouring classes, to the number of some 
two thousand. Upon questioning them, it would be found 
that they had been gathered from the coal mines of 
Northern Natal, where they had been working under 
indenture, or as " free" men, liable to'the £3 annual tax 
upon the fre~dom of themselves, their wives, their son8 of 
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16 years and their daughters of thirteen. They had 
marched from Newcastle to Charlestown whence they had 
crossed the border into the Transvaal, at Volksrust. They 
were now marching stolidly and patiently on until they 
reached Tolstoy }<'arm, near .J ohannosburg, or they were 
arrested, as prohibited immigrants, by the GoverIlmont. 
Thus they had marched for several days on a handful of 
rice, hread and sugar a day, carrying with them all tbeir 
few worldly belonging., hopeful that, at the end the burden 
of the hated £3 tax would be removed from their shoulders. 
They appeared to place implicit trust in a &mall, limping, 
bent, but dogged man, ~oarsely dressed and using a staff 
.}lain fully marching at the head of tbe straggling column, 
but with a serene and peaceful countenance, and a look of 
sureness and content. A nearer inspection of this strange 
figure discloses the same individual that we have already 

!' Been entering the forbidding portals of the" Fort ", at 
'~_.J ohannesburg. But how much older looking ami care-worn? 
; He has taken a vow to eat only one poor meal a day, until 

the iniquitous tax upon the honom and chastity of his 
,-"thers and sisters sball It ,,-ve been repealE,d. Upon bim, 
- the foremost protagonist of the movement, has fallen the 
I,in burden and responsihility of organising one of the 

_ ,eatest and noblest protests againBt tyranny that the 
world has ever seen during the preceding seven years. 
Time has left its mark upon bim? 

FRQ)f SOUTH AFRICA TO INDIA 

Nine more years Ilave passed. Bent down by the 
weight of years, but resolute of heart, that same figure is 
yet the cynosure of all eyes. The scene is laid now 
in Ahmedabad where tbousands of Khadder-clad pilgrims 
march in solemn array to the court-house and await "the 
man of destiny". It was twelve noon on the 18th of 
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March. That same frail figure in a loin cloth, with th{> 
dear old familiar smile of deep content, enters the court
house. The whole court snddenly rises to greet· the 
ilIustl'ious prisonel'. "This looks like a family gathering," 
says he with the benignant smile of his. The heart of the 
gathering throbs with alternate hopes and fears, but the 
august prisoner, pure of heal't and meek of spirit, is calm 
like the deep sea. In a moment, the great trial had begun; 
and as the prisoner made his historic statement, tears 
were seen trickling down the cheeks of the stoutest. 
"I wish to endorse all the blame that the Advocate
General has thrown on my shoulders," says he with perfect 
candonr. "To preach rlisafrection to the existing 
system of government has become almost a passion 
with me * * * I do not ask for mercy. I do not 
plead any extenuating act. I am here, therefore, to 
in vite and submit to the highest penalty that can be 
inflicted npon me for what in law is a deliberate "crime 
and what appears to me to be the highest duty of a 
citizen." And then follows the terrible indictment of the 
Government. The .Jndge himself is deeply moved. He 
feels the greatness of the occasio~ and, in slow and deli~ 

berate accents, he says: "It would be impo"sible to ignore 
the fact that JOU are in a different category from any 
person I have ever tried Or am likely to try. It would be 
impossible to ignore the fact that in the eyes of millions 
of your countrymen, you are a great palri.)t and a great 
leader. EYen those who differ from you in politics look 
upon you as a man of high ideals and of noble and even 
saintly life." "But," he continued, "I have to deal with 
you in one character only * * to judge you as a man 
subject 10 the law who has by his own admission broken 
the law. committed, what to an ordinary man must appear 
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, be grave offences against the State." "A sentence of 
six years' simple imprisonment is passed: but the Judge 
adds: " that, if the course of events in India ,hould make 
it possible for the Government to reduce the period and 
release you, no one will be better pleased than I," And 
the prisoner thanks tbe Ju.lge, and there is perfect good 
humour. 'Vas there ever such a trial in the history of 
British Courts or any other court for the matter of that? 
And finally he bids farewell to the tearful throng pressing 
forward to touch the bar" feet of him whose presence was 
a benediction' 

The man is Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, Dewan's 
son, Barrister·at·Law, scholar, student, cultured Indian 
gentleman, "f"rmer and weaver," and leader of his people. 
Because he preferred to ohey the dictates of conscience, 
because he placed honour before comfort or even life itself, 
because he chose not to accept an insult to his Motberland, 
because he strove so that right should prevail and that his 
people might have life, a civilised, Cbristian Government 
in a Colony over which waves the British Hag, deemed 
that tbe best way to overcome 8uch dangerous contumacy 
was to cast his body into gaol, where at one time 
he was compelled to herd with and starve upon the 
diet of the most degraded aboriginal native felons, men 
barely emerging from the condition of brute· beasts, 
01' ratber, with all their human aspirations and instincts 
crushed out of them by tbe treat!Dent accot'ded to 
tbem undel' the " civilising" process of the Transvaal's 
colour legislation. And, again obeying the hehests of 
~onscience, believing that he best serves India so, he 
again choos",s the refuge of prison, convinced like Thoreau 
that he is freer than his gaolers or tbose who mourn fur 
I,: '" I",t rio not liberate themselves from bondage. 
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EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born on the 2nd 
October, 1869. Though he has a Brahmin's spirituality 
and desire to serve and teach, he is not a Brahmin. 
Though he has a Kshattriya's comage and devotion, he 
is not a Kshattriya. He belongs to an old Bania family 
resident in Kathiawar, politics being a heritage of the 
family. His forefathers were Dew3ns of the State of 
Porbandar in that Province, his father having been 
Dewan of that State for 25 years, as also of Rajkote and 
other States in Kathiawar. He was likewise, at one time, 
a member of the Rajastbanik Sabba, having been nominat
ed thereto by the Government of Bombay. Mr. Gandhi's 
fatber was known to, and loved by, all with whom he 
came in contact and he did not hesitate, if need came, to 
oppose the will of the Rana of Porbandar and of the Politi
cal Agent, when he tbought that they were adopting a wrong 
or unworthy line of conduct. This particular trait has 
evidently descended to his youngest son. Ml'. Gandhi's 
mother was an orthodox Hindu lady, rigid in her observ
ance of religious obligations, strict in the performance of 
her duties as wife and mother, and stern in her determi
nation that her children should grow up good and honest 
men and womeu. Between bel' youngest "on and herself 
existed a strong affection, and her religious example and 
influence left a lasting impression upon his character. 
Mobandas Gandhi received his education partly in Kathiawar 
and partly in London. It was only with tbe greatest diffi
culty that his mother could be prevailed UP0!l to consent 
to his ~crossing the waters, and, before doing so, she exacted 
from him a threefold vow, administered by a Jain priest 
that be would abstain from flesh, alcohol and women. And 
tbis vow was faitbfully and whole-heartedly kept amidst all 
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the temptations of student life in London. Young Gandhi 
became an under-graduate of the London University and 
afterwards joined the Inner Temple, whence he emerged in 
dUtl course a barrister-at-law. He retul'Ded to India imme
diately after his call, and was at once admitted as an 
Advocate of the Bombay High Court, in which capacity he 
began practice with some 8uccess. 

\'ISIT TO SOUTH AFRICA 

In 1893, Mr. Gandhi was induced to go to South 
Africlt, proceeding to Natal and then to the Transvaal, in 
connection with an Indian legal case of some difficulty. 
Almost immediately upon landing at Durban. disillusion
ment awaited him. Brought up in British traditions of the 
equality of a 11 British sLlbjects, an honoured guest in the 
capital of the Empire, lie fonnd that in the British Colony 
of Natal, he was regarded as a pariah, scarcely higher than 
a savage aboriginal native of the soil. He appealed for 
admission as an Advocate of tbe Supreme Court of Natal, 
but his application was opP.l'sed by the Law Society on the 
grounJ that the law did not contemplate tbat a coloured 
person should be admitted to practise. Fortunately, the 
Supreme Court viewed the matt'er in a different light and 
granted tbe application. .But Mr. Gandhi received sudden 
wal'Ding of what awaited him in the years to come. 

"In 189-1, on the urgent invitation of the Natal Indian 
community, he decided to remain in the Colony, in order 
that he might be of sll.rvice in the political troubles that he 
foresaw in the near future. [n thot year, together with a 
number of prominent members of the community, he found
ed the N .tal Indian Congress, being for 80me years its 
honorary secretary, in which capacity he ,hafted a number 
of petitions and memorials admirable in construction, lucid 
and simple in phraseology, clear and concise in the manDer 
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of setting forth the subject-matter. He took a leading part 
in the mccesBful attempt to defeat the Asiatics' Exclusion 
Act passed by the Natal Parliament and in the unsucessful 
one to prevent the disfranchisement of the Indian commu
nity, though the effort made obliged the Imperial authori
ties to insist that this disfranchisement should be effected 
along non· racial lines. At the end of 1~95, he returned to 
India, being authorised by the Natal and Transvaal Indians 
to represent their grievances to the Indian public. This he 
did by means of addresses and a pamphlt;t, the mutilated 
contents of which were summarised by Reuter and cabled 
to Natal, where they evoked a furious protest on the part 
of the European colonists. Tho telegram ran thus: "A 
pamphlet published in India dfclares that the Indians in 
Natal are )'obbed, and assaulted, a!ld treated like beasts, 
and are unable to obtain rodress. The Times of india 
advocates an enquiry into these allegations." 

This message was certainly not the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but tbe truth, tbough it had elements of 
truth in it. About the same time, MI'. Gandhi r~tllrned to 
Durban with his family, and with him, though independent
ly of him. travelled ~evernl compatriots. The rumour arose 
that he was bringing with him, a number of skilled Indian 
workers with the express object of ousting the European 
artisans from the field of employments, and the two circum
stances combined to stimulatf'l in the colonists, high. and low 
.alike, all the worst passions, and fetliog ran so high that 
the Attorney-Genel'al, Mr. Escombe, felt himself obliged to 
side with tbe popular party, ann accordiugly gave instruc
tions that the vessel bringing ;\11'. Gandhi and his compa
nions .hould be detained in quarantine. The quarantine 
was only raised when the ship-owners announced their 
intention of takiog legal action agaiost tbe Government. 
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1 he v('ssels now came alongside the wharf, but the ~row<l 
that assembled became so hostile that a police inspec/o,', 
who came on board, warned JIIr. Gandhi of his own pel'sonal 
danger if he landed then, and he urged him to delay the 
landing until night. A little later, however, a well· known 
member of the Natal Bar came on board specially to greet 
~[r. Gandhi and offer his 8e1'vices, and Mr. Ganrlhi at once 
determined to land without waiting for darkness to come, 
trusting, as he him8elf expressed it, to the British sense of 
justice and fair-play. He was soon recoglJised, however, 
set upon, and half-killed, when the wife of the 8uperinten
dent of police, who recogni8ed him, ran to his rescue, and, 
·rai8ing her umbrella over him, defied the crowd, and accom
panied him to the 8tore of an Indian friend. Mr. Gandhi 
was, however, in order to save his friend's propel·ty, oblige,l 

~ to escape di.guised a8 a police constable. 
r The affdir was 'at an end, popular pas8ions calmed 

]"11'0, and thtl newspapers apologised to him, tbough the 
ident demonstrated tue telOpe~ of the mob towards the 

.i,lent Indian commnnity. Years afterwards, meeting 
,. Gandhi one day, Mr. l!;.combe expressed profollnn 
-,ret at his connection with this unsavoury business, declar-

.ug that, at the time,. he was unacquainten with ~L'_ 

Gandhi's personal merits and those of the community to 
which he belonged. Half an hour later he was found dead 
;n the street., stl'icken down hy heart·disease. 

BO!;(t WAR AND THE INDIAN A~!IlULA~CE COlli'S 

In 18(1\), at the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War, 
'fr. Gandhi, after considerable opposition, induced the 
(Jovel'nmpnt t. accept the otFer of an Indian Amhulanee 
Corps. The Corps was one thousand strong and SIl.W active 
3ervice, being on one occasion, at least, under heavy fire, 
and on anothe,', removing the dead body of Lord Robert's 
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only son from the field. The Corps was favourably 
reported on, and Mr. Gandhi was mentioned in despatches 
and afterwards awarded the war medal. HiB object in 
offering the services of a body of Indians to do even :he 
most menial work was to sh~w that the Indian community 
desired to take their full sbare of public responsibilities, 
and tbat just as they knew bow to demand rights, so tbey 
also knew to aSBume obligations. And that has been tbe· 
key-note of Mr. Gandhi's public work from the Iwginning. 

Writing in the Illustrated Star of Johannesburg in 
July 1911, a European, wh 0 had taken part in that 
campaign, observed :-

My first meeting with Mr. M. Gandhi was under strange cir· 
cumstances. 11 WHS on the road from Spion Kop, after the fateful 
retirement of the British troops in January, l~OO. The previous 
afternoon I saw the Indian mule-train moved up the slopes of the 
Kop carrying water to the distressed soldiers who had lain power· 
less on the plateau. The mules carried the water io immense bags, 
one on each side, led by Indians at their heads. The galling ritle
fi·-e, which heralded their arlilval 011 the top, did not deter the 
strangely-Iookinl': cavalcade Which moved slowly for.vard, and as an 
Indian fell, another quietly stepped forward to fill the vacant place. 
Afterward, the grim duty of the bearer corps, whi.h Mr. Gandhi 
organised in Natal, began. It was on such occasions the Indiau! 
proved their fortitude, and the one with the greatest fortitude of all 
was the subject of this sketch. Atter a nigbt's work, wh;ch had 
shattered men with much bigger frames I came across Gandhi in 
tbe early morning sitting by the roadside-eating a regulation Army 
bi~cuit. Every man in Buller's force was dull and depressed, and 
damnation \'Vas heartily invoked on everything. But G8ndhi was 
stoical in his bearing, cheerful, and confident in hitl conversation, 
and had a kindly e,e. He did one good. It was an informal 
introduction, alld it led to a friendship. I saw the man and his 
small undisciplined corps On many a field of battle during the Nota\ 
campaign. 'Vhen succour was tu be rendered they were there. 
Their ullassuming dauntlessness cost them many livt:::;, aDd even
tually an order was published torbidding them to go into the firing. 
line. Gandhi sitR~ly did his duty then, and his comment tbe other 
evening in the moment at his triumph, at the dinner to the Euro
peans who h.ad bupported the Indian movement, when some 
hundreds of his countrymen and a large number of Europeans paid 
him a noble tribute, was that he had simply done his duty. 

• 
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RETURX TO INDiA 

In 1901, owing to a breakdown in health, Mr. Gandhi 
came to India, taking his family with him. Before he 
went, hO"'ever, the Natal Indian community presented him, 
Mrs. Gandhi, and his children with a valuable gold plate 
and jewellery. He refused, however, to accept a single 
item of this munificent gift, putting it on one side to be 
used for public purposes, should the need arise. 'rhe incid
ent but endeaped him the more to the people, who realised 
once again how selfless was the work that he had so 
modestly and unassumingly undertaken. Before the Ambu
lance Corps left for the front, its members had been 
publicly entertained by Sir .John Robinson, then 
Prime Minister of Natal, and on the occasion of the pre
sentation to Mr. Gandhi by the Indian community, he 
addressed a letter to the organisers of the ceremony, in 
which, after excusing his unavoidable absence, he said : 

It would have given me great pleasure to have been present on 
the occasion of 80 ,yell-earned a mark ot respect to onf able and 
distinguished fellow-citizen, Mr. Gandhi. . . . Not the les8 
heartily do I wi.h all sllccess to this public recognition of the good 
work done and the many service. rendered to the community by 
1\1r. Gandhi. 

On his arrival in Bombay. Mr. Gandbi once more 
l'e.mmed practice, as he then had no intention of returning 
t(, South Africa, believing that with the end of the war, a 
uew era had arrived. 

BACK TO SOl'TH AFRICA 

Scarcely, however, had he returned from tbe Calcutta 
Congress, where, under MI'. (now Sir) Dinshaw Wacha, he 
did some very useful organising work unobtrusively, when 
he received .. n urgent telegram from Natal, peremptorily 
calling him blick to South Africa to draft the memorials to 
Mr. Chamberlain, whose visit was imminent. to take charge 
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of the work required to secure the removal of existing 
grievances and to place Indian affairs finally on a higher 
level. Without a moment's hesitation, he obeyed the call 
of duty, and a new chapter opened in his life. In Natal, he 
had been able to overcome official prejudice and was high 
in the esteem of all those head. of departments and minis
ters with whom his public duties brought him into contact. 
But when, after beading a deputation to Mr. Chamberlain 
in ~ atai, he was called to tbe Transvaal for similar purpose 
he found an officialdom hostile, and he was refused the 
right to attenrl upon :\1r. Chambcdain as a member of a 
deputation of Transvaal Indians: and it was only after the 
utmost endeavours that he prevailed upon the Indian com
munity to send a deputation that did not include him. 
Finding that the situation was becoming rapidly worse, 
and being without a trained guide, the Transvaal Indians 
pre,sed him to remain with them, and this he at last 
consented to do, being admitted to practis" as an Attorney 
of the Supreme Court of the Transvaal. In 1903, together 
with other communal leaders, he founded the Transvaal 
British Indian Association, of which, until his final depar
ture from South Africa, he was the honorary secretary and 
principal legal advi,er. 

FOUNDING OF "THE INDIAN OPINION" 

About the middle of 1903, it had occurred to him that, 
if the South African Indians were to be brought intu closer 
associatiou with each other and with their European fellow
colonists, and to be politically and socially edttcated, it was 
absolutely necessary to have a newspaper, and, after con
sultation, he provided the greater part of the capital for its 
inauguration, with the late Mr. M. H. Nazar as editor, and 
·thus the Indian Opinion was born. It was first published in 
English, Gujanti, Hindi and Tamil. For various reasons, 
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it afterwards became necessary to dispense with the 
Tamil and Hindi columns. 

Towards the end of 1904. howevel', finding that the 
paper was absorbing most ot the money that could be 
spared without making any appreciable financial headway, 
he went to Dnrban to investig.'lte the situation. During the 
journ~y, he became absorbed in the perusal of Ruskin's 
,. 1'nto This Lut ", Rnfl he received certain impressions that 
were confirmed whilst on a visit to so'ne relatives, who had 
started Ii tra<ling enterprise in an up·country villRge. His 
conclusions were that the town conditions in which the 
"al,er was [lroduced we,'c such as almost to cO'1lpel unlimit-

'.Vaste, to act as a check upon the originality and 
"'iduality of the workers, and to prevent the realisation 
"is dearest desire to so infuse the columns of the paper 
, a spil'it of tolerance and persuasiveuess as to bring 

,··ther all that was best in the European and Indian 
.llnunities, whose fate it was to dwell side by side, 
'Jer mutulllly hostile to or suspicions of each other, or 
icabl)' co-operating in the securing of the welfare of the 

"te and the building-up of a wise administration of its 
. ·~ts. 

TIlE PHI};NIX SETTLEMENT 

Accordingly, he determined that the very first thing 
',e dooe was to put an enrl to the divorce of the wOl'kers 
on the land, and from this determination, arose what has 

. ':e become known as the Phmnix Settlement. Phmnix 
,itnated ahout 12 miles from Durban, in the midst of a 
:;ar-growing country, and :\11'. Gandhi invested his saviogs 
the purchase of an estate of about 100 acres of land 
. ,ut two miles distant from the station, on which were 
ected the press buildings and machinery. A nnmber of 
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8elected Indians and Europeans were invited to become 
-settlet·s, and the original conditions were these-that 
they should have entire 'management of all the assets 
of the press, including the land itself; that each 
should practically vow himself to a life of poverty, 
accepting not more than £3 (Ks. 45) It month, expenses 
being high in South Africa, and an e'lual share in the 
profits, if Itny; that a house should he built for him, 
for which he should pay when able, and in whatever 
instalments might seem suitable to him, without interest; 
that he should h,we two acres of land as his own fo,' culti
vation, payment being on similar conditions, and that he 
shnuld .levote himself to working for the puhlic good, 
Indian Opinion being meanwhile the mllinspring of the 
work. Whilst the fundamental principles remained, it 
became necessary later, in the light of further experience, 
to modify these conditions. Suhsequently, the Phrenix 
8ettlers extended the scope of their labomB, to the task of 
educating some at least of the children of the lakh-anfl
a-half of Indians in South Africa. 

SERVICE IN PLAGUE AREAS 

In 1904, an outbreak of plague occurred in the Indian 
Location, Johannesburg, largely owing to gross negligence 
on the part of the Municipal authorities, in spite of repeated 
warnings of the insanitary conditions prevailing. _\ week 
before the official announcement of the outbreak, Mr. 
Gandhi sent a final w3ming that plague had already 
broken out, but his statement was officially denied. When, 
however, a public admission of the existence ot plague 
could no longer be withheld, but before the :\hnicipal 
authorities had taken any steps to cope with the disease, 
he at once or~auised a private hospital 'lnd nursing home, 
and, together with a few devoted friends, personally tended 

• 
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,e plague patients; and this work was formally appreciat-
I by the Municipal authorities. 

LEADING A STRETCHER-BEARER CORPS 

In 1906, a native rebellion broke out in Natal due to 
tany causes, but realising that bloodshed was imminent 

and that hospital work would necessarily ensue therefrom, 
Mr. Gandhi offered, on bellalf of the Natal Indians, a 
Stretcher-Bearer COt'pl, which, aftet' some delay, was 
'6ccepted. Meanwhile he had sent his family to Plurnix, 
where he thought it was most proper that they sh'lUld live, 
ntber than in the dirt, noise, and restlessness of the town. 
He himself volnnteered to lead the Corps, which was on 
.ahive service for a month, being mentioned in dAspatches 
and publicly congratulated and thanked by the Governor 
for the valuable services rendered. Each member of the 

, (Jorps has had awarded to him the medal especially struck 
. } ior the occasion, and as an indication of the manner in 

: which the Transvaal Government appreciated the work so 
~'8elflessly performed by Mr. Gandhi and his Corps, it may 
"I 
. be noted that, together with at least three other members 

of the Corps, as well as some who belonged to or helped to 
fit out the old Ambulance Corp., he was flung into gaol to 
associate with criminals of the lowest type. 

The work of the Corps was, besides that of carrying 
stretchers and marching on foot behind mounted infantry, 
through dense bush, sometimes thirty miles a day, in the 
midst of a savage enemy's country unarmed and unprotect-
ed, to perform the task of hospital assistants and to nurse 
the wounded natives, who bad been callously shot down by 
th,· colonial troopers, or had been cruelly lashed by military 
command. Mr. Gandhi does not like to speak his mind "
about what he saw or learnt on this occasion. But many P.'" 
times he must have had searchings of conscience aI to the 
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propriety of his allying himself, even in tbat merciful capa
city, with tbo,e capable of such acts of revolting and in
excusable brutality. However, it is well to know tbat nearly 
all his solicitude was exercised on behalf ofahoriginal native 
patients, anli one saw the Dewan '8 son ministering to the 
needs and allaying the sufferings of 80me of the mMt un
del"eJoped types of humanity, whose odour, habits and 
surroundings must have heen extremely repngnRnt to a man 
of refined tastes-though Mr. Gandhi himself will not 
admit this. 

ANTI-ASIATIC LAW AND l'ASSIVE RESISTANCE 

Scarcely had he returned to ,Johannesburg to r€'sume 
practice (he had left his ~ffice to look after itself during his 
ab8ence) when a thunderbolt was l~t1Dched by thp. Transvaal 
Government by the promulgation of the Draft Asiatic Law 
Amend ment Ordinance. After years of plotting and 
scheming, tbe anti·Asiatics of the Transvaal, having fir8t 
secured the willing services of an administrative department 
anxious to find an excuse for the continuance of its own 
existence, compelled the capitulation of the executive itself 
with the aforementioned result. Mr. Gandhi at once 
realised what wa, afoot, and nnderstood immediately that, 
unless the Indian community adopted a decided attitude of 
protest, which would he backed up, if necessary, hy resolute 
action, the wbole Indian population of South Africa was 
doomed, and he accordingly took counsel with the leading 
ml'mbers of the communit), who agreed that the measure 
mnst be fought to the bitter end. Mr. Gandhi was chiefly 
responsible for the initiation of the policy of passive 
r6dista.nce that was iO successfully carried out by the 
Indians of South Africa during the next eight 
years. Since that day, Mr. Gandhi's history has been 
mainly that of the Passive Resistance struggle. All 
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know how he took the oath not to submit to the 
Law on the 11th September, 1906; how be went to 
England with a compatriot in the same year, and how their 
vigorous pleading induced Lord Elgin to sllspend the 
operation of the objectionable piece of legislation: how, 
when the law finally rec.eived the Royal Rssent, he threw 
himself into the forefront of tbe fight and by speech;' pen, 
and example, inspired the whole community to maintain an 
adamantine front to the attack that was being made upon 
the very foundations of its religion, its national honour, its 
racial self-respect, its manhood. No one was, th~refore, 

surprised when, at the end of 1(107, Mr. Gandhi was 
atTested, together with a number of other leaders, and con
signed to gaol. or how, when he heard that some of his 
friends in Pretoria had been sentenced to six months' 
imprisonment with hard labour, tbe maximum penalty, he 
pleaded with the Magistrate to impose that penalty upon 
him too, as he had been the acknowledged leader and 

, inspirer of the opposition against this Law. To him it was 
a terrible shock that bis followers were being more harshly 
treated tban he himself, and it was with bowed head and 

'. deep humiliation that he left the court, sentenced to two 
months' simple imprisonment only. Happily, the Govern
ment realised the seriollsness of the situation, and after 
three weeks' imprisonment of the lending passive resisters, 
General Smuts opened negotiations with them, and a 
compro~sll was effected between him and the Indian 
community, partly written, partly verbal, whereby voluntary 
registration, which had beeR repeatedly offered, was 
accepted conditionally upon the Law being suhseq uently 
repealed, This promise of repeal was made personally to 
Mr. Gandhi by General Smuts in the presence of official 
witnesses, When, shortly afterwards, M,', Gandhi wall 

Z 
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nearly killed by a few of his more fanatical countrymen 
(who thought he had betrayed them to the Government) 
as he was on his way to tbe ltegistration Office to carry 
out his pl~dge to the Government, he issued a letter 
to tile Indian community in which he definitely declared 
that promise of repeal hlld been made, General Smuts 
did not do so until several months later. No one 
was, however, astonished to find M,'. Gandhi cbarging 
General Smuts with breach of faith, And absolutely 
refusing to compromise himself or the community that 
he represented by accepting further legislation that would, 
in the end, have still further degraderl tbe I ndians of 
Routh Africa. Having convinced his colleagues that 
such acceptancp. on theil' part was impossible, the 
struggle r~·commenced. 

Twice again, during the pel'iod of passive resistance, 
was he sent to gaol, and then the Govprnment sougbt to 
seduce his followers from their allegiance, hy imprisoning 
them in hundreds and leaving bim free.' III 1909, wbilst 
his friend anr! fellow-worker, )11-. Polak, was in ludia, on 
behalf of the South African Indian community, be and a 
colleague had g{)ne to England to endeavour to arouse the 
puhlic conscience there to the enormities that were being 
perpetrated in South Africa in the name of the British 
people. Whilst he failed in his main purpose to secure 
trom General Smuts, through the mediation of the Imperial 
Government, the removal of the racial bar in tbe immigra
tion Law, he nevertheless sowed the seeds of the subse
quent settlement, for his suggestions were embodied, 
and their adoption was recommended by the Imperial 
Government in their Despatch to Lord Gladstone, shortly 
after the creation of the Union of South Africa in the 

following year. 

• 
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)lR. GOKHALE'S HISTORIC ")SIT 

In l~lll, the second" provisional settlement" was 
effected alter the Union Gov_roment had, notwithstanding 
prolonged and sympathetic negotiations with Mr. Gandhi, 
found themselves unable to discov.r a formula acceptable 
alik .. to the Indian community, the (Joveroml'Dt themselHs 
IIDd Parliament. Nor did the year 1 \112 show any hetter 
promise in the direction of a final settlement. Meanwbile, 
tbere occurred the historic vi.it to South Africa of Inuia's 
great statesman·patriot, the Hon. Mr, Gokhale, who, ev~n 

then, was suffering from ill·health. Mr. Ganohi, who, for 
years had regardpd him a8 his own political leader, had 
invited him to South Africa, not primarily for political 
reasons, hut so that he might nurse his gill'/l back to health. 
f!ircumstances combined, however, to impose upon Mr. 
Gokhale a greater l'hysical strain than had oeen antici· 
pated in spite of 1111'. Gandhi's own devoted personal 
8ervice. It was pathetic and beautiful to observe the way 
these two old friends refl\sed to see anything but the best 

each other, in spite of their fUDoamental differenc .. s, of 
., perament ano often of outlook. '1'0 Gandhi, Gokhale 
., the gdlant and selfless paladin, whom tbe whole of 
Ii" lookeo up to as her noblest son. To Gokhale, 
,ndhi was the very embodiment of saintly self.abnega· 
,II, a man whose personal suffHings, splendid and 
,,'alrous leadership and moral fervour, marked him out 

one of the most outstanding figures of the day, the 
• !ling Jeader of his people, who had made the name of 

" adored Motherland, revered and honoured t.hroughout 
the Empire and beyond, ano who had proved beyond dis· 
pute the capacity 01 even his most insignificant country· 
men to live and die for her. 
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FURTHER STAGES OF THE STRUGGLE 

During his visit, Mr. Uokhale extracted a promise 
(afterwards denied) from the principal Union Ministers, 
that they would introduce l~gislati()n repealing the £3 tax. 
"Then, ther~.fore, in 1913, Mr. Gandhi discovered that the 
Government were not going to fulfil thpir pledges of 1911, 
and that they refusAd to repeal the £3 tax, he denounced 
the" provincial settlement", and, in September, announced 
the revival of Passive- Resistance ana its bodily extension 
to Natal, where he promptly organised and carried 
through the DOW historic strike. The events of this last 
phase of the struggle are of historic interest-the 
campaign of the Indian women whose marriages bad been 
dishonoured by a fresh decision of tbe Supreme Court 
at the instigation of the Gonrnment, the awakening of the 
free and indentured labourers all over Natal, the strikes, 
aud the historic march into the Transvaal, the scenes 
enacted later in the effort to crush the strikers and compel 
them to resume work, the aITest and imprisonment of the 
pl'incipalleaders and of hundreds-many thousands-of 
the rank and file, the enormous Indian mass meetings held 
in Durban, ,Johannesburg, and other parts of the Union, 
the fierce and passionate indignation aroused in India, the 
large sums of money poured into South AiI'ica from all 
parts of the Motherland, Lord Hardinge's famous speech at 
Madras, in whicb he placed himself at the head of Indian 
public opinion and his demand for a Commission of Inquiry, 
the energetic efforts of Lord Amptbill's Committee, the 
hurried interventil)n of tbe Imperial authorities, the 
appointment over the heads of tbe Indian community of a 
Commissioli whose personnpl could not satisfy the Indians, 
the discharge from prison of the leaders whose advice to 
ignore' the Commission waB almost universally accepted, 
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ll1e arrival of Messrs. Andrews and Pearson and their 
wonderful work of reconciliation, the deaths of Harba! 
Singb and Valliaroma, the strained position relieved only 
by tbe interruption of the second European strike, when 
Mr. Gandbi, as on an earlier occasion, undertook not to 
hamper the Government whilst they had their hands full 
with the fresb difficulty, and when it han been nealt with, 
the entirely ne w spirit of fripnuliness, trust, and co-operation 
that was found to have been created by the moderation of 
the great Indian leader and the loving influence spread 
around him by Mr. Andrews as he proceeded with his 
great Imperial mission_ 

All thllse things are by now matters of history, as are the 
favourable recommendations of the Commission on practi
cally every point refenen to it and out of which Passive 
Resistance had arisen, tbe adoption of the Commission's 
Report in its entirety by the Government, the introduction 
and passing into law of the Indians' Relief Act, after 
lengthy and remarkable debates in both Honses of the 
Legislature, the correspondence between :'11'. Gandhi and 
General Smuts, in which the latter undertook, on behalf of 
the Government, to carry through the administrative re
forms that were not covereq by the new Act, and the final 
lettel' of the Indian protagonist of Passive Resistance
formally announcing the conclusion of the struggle and 
setting forth the points upon which Indians would SOOner 
or later have to be satisfied before they could acquire com
plete equality of civil status-and the scenes of his depart
ure for his beloved Motherland. 

MR. AND )1RS. GANDHI IN LONDON 

Faithfll! to bis instinct for servicil, Mr. Gandhi hur
ried to England, where he heard that Gokhale WIlS criti
cally ill, and arrived, on the outbreak.of the Great War, to 
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find that his IT.iend was slowly recovering from the alDl08t 
fatal attack that hlld overwhelmed him. Here, too, bis 
sense of responsibility revealed itself. He recognised tbat 
it was India'8 duty, in the hou\' of the Empire's trial, to do 
all in her power to Iwlp, lIUri he at once set. about tbe 
formation of the Indian Volunteer Ambulance Crops in 
London, enrolling' I,imself and his devoted wife, who bad 
bereelf heen barely snatched from ·the jaws of death. but a 
few weeks earlier, amongst tlte members. Bnt the years of 
strain, his neglect of his own physical well·bpjng, and his 
addiction to long fasts as a means to spiritual purification, 
hRd undermined II. never very robust constitution, and his 
condition became 80 seriolls that private and official fripnds 
insisted upon his proceeding immediately, with Mrs. 
Gandhi, to India. 

RETURN TO THE MOTIIEULAND 

On his return to the Motberland, at the beginning of 
1915, Mr. Gand hi was naturally very much before the 
public eye. lIis progre~s through India, from the day of 
the public landing and welcome at the Apollo !illnder, '11'88, 

in tbe natUl"e of a veritable triumph, marred ollly by 
the sudden death of his beloved teacher, Gopal Krishna 
GokhBle, who had sacrificed health and life itself upon the 
altar of his country's welfare. 

The Government of India marked their appreciRtion 
of Mr. Gandhi's unique sprvices by recommending him for 
the Kaiser-i-Hind gold medal, which was conferred 11pon 
him by the King-Empe"or amongst the 191& New Year 
Honours. To Gokbale he had given a promise to 
make no public utterance on Indian affairs until at least a 
year had passed, and he had visited the principal centres 
of public life in India. This promise, wbich was faithfully 
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of public life in India. This promise, which was faitbfnlI\ 
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kept, was extracted, because Gokhale, hoping to see in him 
his own SlIcceSSOI', had been someII' hat disturbed by the 
very advanced views expressed by Mr. Gandhi in the 
proscribed pamphlet-Hind Sw((raJ* wbose pages, we now 
know, were written to sbo.v the basic similarity of' civili
!ation the world over, the sup!'riority of India for the 
p&rticular Indian phase of that civilisation and the stupidity 
of the barriers of luxury created by tbe modern industrial 
civilisation of the 'Vest, that constantly separate man from 
mau anrl make him a senseless machine drudge, anrl that 
threaten to invarle that holy Motherland that stands in his 
eyes for the victory of spirit over matter. He had condemn
ed some things of which he had disapproved, in Gokhale's 
opinion, somewhat hastily, and the older man had thought 
that, after an absence from India of so many years, nuring 
which he had perhaps idealised certain phases of Indian 
life, a year's travel and observation would be a useful 
corrective. Which of the two. if either, has correctly diag
nosed the situation, time alo"e can sholl'. 

But one thing is clear. MI'. Gandhi has consistently 
maintained these views in the face of adverse criticisms 
from friends ann foes. And it is interesting that writing 
over & dec><rle after tl", publication of the book, MI'. Gandlii 
observed in Young India (26th January 1921) : 

It i. certainly my good fortune tbat this booklet of mine is 
receiving wide attention. In my opinion it is a book which can bo 
put into .h. hand. of a child. It teaches the gospel of love in the 
place 01 tl,al ot hate. It replaces violence with self-sacrifice. It 
pit~ soul force against brute force. It has gone through several 
(,.JitiODS aDd [ commend it to those who would care to read it. I 

tt!draw nothing ex.cept one word of it and that in deterence to a 
Iy triend. 

-----------~-

,- HIND SWARAJ OR INDIAN HOME RULE. By Mahatma Ganothi. 
,-r ADDa. Eight. G. A. Nate •• n & Co., Publishers, Madras. 
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• 
SATYAGRAHASHRA1\1 

Mr. Gandhi. however, made his headq uarters ~t 

Ahmedabad, the capital of his own Province of Gujarat auJ 
here htl founded his Satyagrahashram, where he has been 
endeavouring to train up from childhood public servants 
upon a basis of austerity of life and personal subordination 
to the common good, the members supporting themselves 
by work at the hand-loom or other manual labour. (The 
Rules and Hegulations of the Ashram are printed as an 
Appendix to this book.) • 

TRA VELS I~ INDIA 

True to his promise to Mr. Gokhale, Mr. Gandhi, ,JD 

bis relul'D to India, started on an extensive tour through the 
country. Though his idea was merely to visit every place 
of importance and acquaint himself thoroughly with the 
conditions of the country and thus acquire first-hand know
ledge of men and things, he had of course to speak wher
ever he went. He was given a warm and enthusiastic 
welcome at every station, and the magnificent demonstra
tions in his honour bore an eloquent testimony to the great 
ngard in which.his countrymen have always I,eld him. )Ir. 
Gandhi accepted these marks of affection a011 respect with 
his accustomed grace, but spoke out his mind on every sub
ject as the occasion demanded. One characteristic feature 
of these speeches was that ~rr. Gann hi seldom repeated 
second-hand opinions aun his views OB every subject were, 
therefore, refreshingly original. As" rpforrn"r, his interests 
were encyclop:t·dic ann he touched lif" at many points at 
once. It is convenient, therefore, in II review of his travels 
and opinions, to record hi&- views 011 the many public ques
tions that confronted him as be passed from place to place 
in his first g,·tlat pilgrimage through tbe country. U odeterred 
by fear or any exaggerated sense of conventional. i'eSpectR-
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worked out the great problems of life in harmony. Surely 
then, we shall evolve a civilisation which may well be the 
envy of the world. This ideal will be achieved for the 
glory of Britain and India. Then Oh, : England and India, as 
God's greater children, unite in that aim, and work 
according to the design of Providence to produce that 
result which may go down in the annals of the world as 
the purpose of God, namely service of His Creation
Humanity. 

Oh ! England! rise above your imme<liate political or 
trade interests, hold India'. hand in her hour of need and 
make Tndia great that England may be greater; and Oh! 
India! submerge all your communal or political differences 
and embrace the hand "r England and make her great in 
order that India may be greater. 

Thus, both united in bonds of unity and friendship, 
fulfil that destiny that Christ, iVlahommed and the Vedas 
taught; the destiny of self-realisat.ion, and through it the 
cause of iVLm thronghout the world. )Iay we thus leave 
some footprints behind so that OUl' progeny may know that 
East and 'Vest, which were differentiated hy races, colours 
ann. religions, hrtve, through fdendship with England, 
arrived at that gr~at position which will be tile, glory of 
God and the pride orMan. 
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My Lord Chancellor, when, on his return to India, 
His Excellency Lord Irwin made the historic announcement 
of Octoher Ui29, giving a more precise definition of the 
policy of His Majesty's Government towarns the ultimate 
goal of India, than had been done in the decla~ation of 20th 
August 1917, and stating that His Majesty's Govemment 
intend'ld to invite the representatives of British India and 
Indian India to a Round Table Conference in London, so 
that an agreed settlement of the Indian constitutional pro
-blem might be arrived at, the two great organisations of the 
Indian Mussalmans-the All-India Muslim League and the 
All Ionian Muslim Conferen~"-welcomed that announce
ment in the main for t\\'o reasons. 

In the filst place, they realised, that, when the 
Government ann the people of a country are confronted with 
such rlifliClIll and complicated political problems as is the 
ca8e now in Inllia, a Round Table Conference at which the 
representatives uf t.he parties concerned may have a fnll 
and frank exchange of views in order to bring about an 
agreed settlement, is the most effective way of realising the 
end in view. 

In the second place, they believed that where tbe 
political situation is so grave, as it is at present in India, 
calling for immediate solution, a Round Table Conference is 
also the most expeditious way of meeting the situation. 

And now that this Round Table Conference has been 
opened by His Majesty our King-Emperor in person, in a 
gracious speech, vibratin~( with the love of India and with 
sympatby for the Irgitim'Ire aspiration of her people, I, for 
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one, refuse to believe that, with some of the best brains of 
England and of India assembled round this table, we shall 
not arrive at a satisfactory solution of the problems, which, 
both India and England have to face, a solution which, 
while satistying the legitimate aspiration of the Indian 
peoples will thereby strengthen tbe link which binds 
Englan,j and India together. 

My Lord Chancellor, ninety-seven years ago, during 
the debllte on the first Government of India Bill in 1833, 
the late Thomas Babington Macaulay, who had taken a 
prominent part in tbe preparation of that Bill, observed as 
follows: 

The destinies of our Indian Empire are covered with thick 
olarkoo.8. It is difficult to fonn any conjecture as to the fateful 
result for a State which resembles no other in history, and which 
forms by itself a separate class of political phenomena. 'fhe laws 
wltieh regulate its growth and decay are still unknown to us. It may 
b. thaI the mind ot India may expand under our system, till it has 
outgrown that system, that by good government we may educate 
ear suhjects into a capacity for better government, that having be
come instructed in European knowledge they may in some futnre age, 
demand European institutions. \Vhether such a day will ever come, 
I know not, but never will I attempt to avert it or retard it. \Vhen
ever it comes, it will b. the proudest day in English history. 

That was the glorious vision whicb the late Lord 
Macaulay saw, when introducing that measure in the Honse 
.f Commons. The dawn of the day, when tbat vision may 
be realised, has now come. 

Unfortunately, thereafter, if I may venture so to put it, 
the British Parliament succumbed to what can only be des
oribed as sleeping sickness in its relations with India; for we 
:fina that it was not nntil 1861, some thirty y .. ard after, that 
a Hill was introduced in the Hunse of Commons for the first 
time recognising the need for associating Indian reprpsent
atives in the work of legislation in that country. But tbat 
association was a very limited one, secUl'ed only through 
nomination. Again, the British Parliament went to sleep,. 
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and slept for over 40 years, and it was not until the year 
1909, that the elective principle was introduced into the 
Legislative Councils of India. Meanwhile, India had gone 
on advancing rapidly. The influence of '''estern education, 
the study of British constitutional history, the study of 
French aod Italian llistory, had aroused in the mind& of 
educated Indians ,lreams which Macaulay, at any rate, had, 
contemplated when the Bill of 1833, was introduced. 

The result was that the tardy measures taken at such· 
long interva.ls by the British Parliament, instead of satisfy
ing the aspirations uf the Indian peoples, gave futher im
petus to those aspirations. It is a curious fact in history 
that political aspirations have a very stunge way of grow
ing. What lIlay satisfy a people to-day, if not given in 
time, will not satisfy them to-morrow. That is what is· 
happening in India. 

Shortly after the Act of 1909, a great war broke out, 81 

war which gradually drew into it almost all the leading 
nations of the world. During that war, India came for
ward to prove her devotion to the British connection in that 
life and death struggle, in which the very existence of the 
Empire itself was in danger. India came forward to prove 
her devotion to th e British connection by taking her share 
of the burden spontaneously and by providing for the 
armies of England over one million recruits-soldiers who 
vindicated the honour and the name of their country on· 
the varinus battlelielcls of Europe, Asia, and Africa. 

The part taken by India during this unpamlleled 
world confl"gration gained for her, her legitimate position 
in the international affairs of the world as a signatory to 
the Treaty of Versailles and an original member of th" 
League of Nations. But, within the British Commonwealth 
of NatioD8, curious a8 it may appear, she still continued t(}. 
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"occupy an inferior position. After the conclusion of peace, 
"until the appointment of the Royal Commission, unfortun
ately, a succession of events took place in India, which 
added to the val"ious causes of unrest in that country 

"influencing the Indian mind. "When His :\Iajesty's Govern
ment was plellsed to appoint the Royal Commission, India 
was absolutely exclnded from that Commission. No 
"reprp.sentative of India was appointed to it, with the 
result that the uUl"est in tbat country increased tenfold. 
And now, we have to face a situation, which in all 
eal"Destness is indeed grave. 

When I see articles in the news'papers stating that 
all the unrest in India is confiued only to the educated 
classes and tlUlt the uneducated masses, or Indians living 
in rnral areas, have no sympathy whatever with the 
national movement which is going on in India, I am more 
than surprised. It would be very amusing, if it were not 

"so tragic. Do writers who indulge in that sort of writing 
realise that h'lOdreds of thousands of India's soldiers who 
took part in the Gr~at 'Val' and who have seen with their 
own eyes what other people are in their own countries, 
have returned to India and after demobilisatiun have 
dispersed all over the rmal areas of the country, living ill 
villages, talking to their fellow villagers? They have told 
their tellow villagers what they have seen in Enrope and in 
the near and middle East. Do these writers realise what 
·a deep and widespread effect the stories, which these 
demobilised soldiers have told their country-men, have ha-j 
in the villages and remote corners of rnral India-what a 
.deep and wide-spread effect they have had on the minus 
"of Indian villagers? 

Just look for a moment at what is going on now in 
India. This civil disobedience, which we have openly 
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conrlemned, not only in Englanrl, bllt in India~i, that move
ment limiterl to til!> erlllcateci classes? ~ 0 doubt the move
ment is led by the educated classes; but who are the men· 
who are facing all the trials, all the troubles, which this 
Civil Disobedience movement has given ri"e ttl '! They be
long to the nneducated masses. To say that the nn
educated masses are entirely out of tOllch with the. n>Ltional 
movement thllt is going on in India is, if I may venture to 
say so, the action according to the Oriental s>Lying of a man 
who closes his eyes when the cat is approaching him 
thinking that thereby he is saie. 

Fortunately among the British Delegation here, there 
are at least three statesmen who knolV that I am 
a Punjabi, and th>Lt we Pnnjllbis are not easily alarm
erl. Indeed, the greater the difficulty the more finn, 
the more cool and the more calm Punjabis be
come. They also know that I have proved, in the last 
40 years of my public life in Inelia, the strongest and 
firmest supporter of the British connection in India~so· 

much 80 that on occasions I have been called a reactionary 
by my own countrymen. It is I who say that the situation 
in India is vcry grave, very grave. 

If a solution calculated to satisfy the l"gitimate 
aspirations of the Indian peoples and thereby to strengthen. 
the tie which binds England and India together is not 
attained by this Conference, I tremble to think what the 
situation will be. Now that we have met in order to try 
to find that solution, it is my business, as spokesman to-day 
of my community, of the Muslim group, to tell you what 
we, the representatives of the Muslim community in this 
Conference think. Our position is very simple. To 
repeat what I said in the Viceregal Lodge at Delhi in 
November, 1924: 
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" \Ve want our countrymen ill India to rise to that 
. stature to which oth",' people have risen in their own 
countries. We want India to attain Dominion status a" an 1 
equal partner in the B"itish Commonwealth of Nations." 

I say, we want Inilia to riRe to her full stature within 
the British Commonwealth of Nations for this reason: in 

·the new conilitions which have be~n bron,;ht into existence 
as a result of thewonilerfnl progress which science has 
maile anil a. a re.snlt of th" world forces, which are now 
II.ctnally in operation as a conse'1ufluce of the Great \V"r, J 
no conutry in the worlil, hOlvever rich or powcl"flIl, can , 
afford to leail an isolated life. 

The ten(lency of mo<lflrn intern"tional movements is 
towanh the as,ociation of Nation. aud countries for the 
pnl'poses of security, of mutual help, and co-ordination of 
effort. Therefore we, Mnssalmans of India, realise that 
the British Commonwealth of Nations is there for India to 
be a.sociated with it anil to continue to be associateil with 
it for her own benefit an'] in her own interest. That is the 
deep-rooted cOQviction in our minds, and that is the reason 
of Ollr tra<litional loyalty. 

At the same time, it is perfectly natural for tbe 
seventy-one millions of His Majesty's :lfnssalm>ln subjects 
to insist uron this-that in tbe constitutional and adminis
trative evolution of India they must have their legitimate 
sbare, both in the Provincial and in the Central Government. 

I do not desire, on ~he present occasion, te enter into 
the netails of the claim. which the Mllssalman community 
has put forward in this connection. That is a matter wbich 
will have to be rliscussed in the committees. Some of our 
Olvn committees are already considering that matter, and 
I trust they will be able to arrive at a satisfactory 
conclusion. To my mind, in view of India's vast extent, in 
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view of her territorial divisions well recognised for centuries 
past, and in view of the other complicated conditions, which 
obtain in India, there is only one form of government, one 
basis for the fl1tl1re constitution of India, which alone will 
suit the circumstances of the case, and that is the federal 
sy&tem. IVe therefore wAlcome the declarations, made by 
Their Highnesses the Maharajah of Bikaner and the 
IIlah.rajah of Alwar, on behalf of their Princely Order, 
that the Indian States are willing to come into an All-India 
Federation. 

To Inf', as a constitutional lawyer, a self-governing 
India side by side with an Tndi .. n India having its relations 
within the Cro wn is a hopelessly im possible conception_ 
A Federation of India must include both British India &II 

well as Indian Indi... In so far as British India i. 
concerned, we must, as it is the case in every other kind of 
structure, build upwards and not downwards. 

'111erefore, I welcome the recommend'ltion made is 
certain quarters of granting Provincial Autonomy to the 
Provinces. These will be the federal units of our All
India FedeJ"ation in the future; bnt the IIfussalman Gronp 
have no hesitation in saying that that is not enough-that 
the responsibility must be introduced in the centre. 

How far that responsibility should go is a matter whieh 
will be discu.sed in the committees hereafter. We lIre 

willing that, for the transitional period, certain vital reser
vations might be made. 'That is to the interests of India 
itself, and in consequence we have no objection to thllt. 
But you have seen that the Report of the Royal Commie
sion has been condemned in India by every school of poli
tical thought, mainly on the ground tbat it does not propose 
to introduce respo~sibility in the Centre. 
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To tbe British Delegation, I have one final appeal to 
make before I sit down. Believe me, a happy and con
tented India will be a source of immense strength to the 
Briti8h Commonwealth of Nations. Take your cOllrage in 
your two b"n08. The situation is grave. When a situa
tion is grave, far-sightAd statesmen should require that it 
should be handled with wisdom and generosity. Taking 
your conrage in your two hands, do what you did in South 
Africa shortly after the conclnsion 0/ the South African 
WitI'. 

'What hits been tbe result? Dnring tbe sittings of tbe 
Imperial Conference, wbicb I had tbe honour of attending 
on behalf of my country, nothing struck me more tban the 
way in which the representatives 0/ South Afriea, through
out the deliberations of the Conference, upheld the tie 
which bincls Sonth Africa and England together. 

Believe me, the legitimate satisfaction of legitimate 
aSl'irations brings contentment, and contentment awakens feel
ings of love anil affection for those who have satisfied those 
legitimatA aspirations. If the aspirations of all educated India 
are satisfied, the result will be that the tie betwe"n India 
and England will be strengthened .. Then all yonI' Imperial 
problems-the problem of Empire defence, the problem of 
inter-Imperial trade, even the problem of Empire unemploy
ment-will be solved within a measurable distance of time. 

That is my appeal to the members of the British 
Delegation. Wisdom and sympathy is what is required OQ 

this occasion-that wisdom and sympathy with which Lord' 
Irwin is handlillg the sitnation in India to-day. To those 
who have been attacking Lord Irwin, I would say this; bnt 
for Lord Irwin handling tha situlttion, as he has done in 
India, to-day the situation would bave beeJl ten times 
1I'0rse. (prolonged applause). 
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In the name of India, and in tbe name of tbe British 
Commonweahh of Nations, of which India forms an inte
gral part, and hopes to be an equal partner with the other 
Dominions, I eamestly beg of you repre~entatives of the 
British Delegation, representatives of the Indian Delegation 
and representatives of the British Indian Delegation, to realise 
the gravity of the situation, and to give their undivided 
attention to a satisfactory solution of the grave problem, 
with which we are confronted-a solution which, while 
satisfying the legitimate aspirations of the people of India, 
will, at the same time, strengthen the link which bind .. 
England and India. (loud applause). 

5 
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f.lllity, he retained his independence, indifferent to the 
applause or contumely of his listeners. 

ANARCHICAL CRIMES 

Speaking at the Students' Hall, College Square, Cal· 
cutta, in March Hll\ when the Hon. Mr. Lyon presidetl, 
he said, with reference to anarchical crimes, that 

whatever Ids personal views were, he must say that misguided 
11:'81 tbat resorts to·dacoities and assassinations cannot be productive 
of any good. Tht!se dacolties and assassinations ar6 absolutely a 
foreign growth in India. They cannot lake root here and cannot be 
• permanent institution here. History provE's that assassinations 
have done no good. The religion of the country, the Hindu religioE, 
is abstention trom" bimsa", that is, taking animal life. That is, he 
believes, the gUid.ing principle 01 all religions. The Hindu· 
religion says that tven the evil·doer should not be hated. It say. 
thai nobody has any right to kill even the evil·doer. These 
assassinations are a Western institution, and the speaker warnetl 
hi. hearers against the ·Western methods and Western evils. 

That was a striking pronouncement of .. public man 
denouncing anarchical crimes not on mere grounds of 
political inexpediency but on deeper grounds of morality 
and religion. That was the first public utterance of a man 
who scorned the shibboleths of lip loyalty '1uite as much as 
tbe "lIbterluges of secret societies. Mr. Gandhi thus 
vindicated his great principle that the means are a part of 
the end and that in his. politics at any rate he would 
countenance no 'luestionable method~ for the attainment of 
quite uncleniably legitimate and honourable aims. It was 
the Rame principle that he vindicated at the Karachi Con· 
gress of 1931 when he denounced political violence while 
appreciating the heroism of Bhagat Sillgh. 'rhus he struck 
a blow at the root of all Machiavellian politics that the 
eoil justifies the m~aDS. 

LOYALTY TO TilE BRITISH itA.) 

At the Br~ti8h Law Dinner in April of the same year, 
',\,served in proposing (at the request of the President, 
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Mr. Chairman, I find that now my turn comes to speak, 
after so many eminent brotber Delegates from India have 
spoken before me. 'Ve have heard most illustrious 
speeches mane by the Indian Princes and by the most 
capable British Indian leaders-leaders who have a 
command of law, advocacy, and it will be a somewhat 
difficult task for me to express the claims of India, and 
my own views, in any better language than has already 
been used. 

When I was asked to attena this Conference to re
present the conservative element among the Indian States, 
I was aware that the occasion would be one of the first 
importance. 

I am forced to confess, bowever, that the extreme 
importance of the occasion has been very much more fully 
brought home to me, by the opening speeches to which I 
listened yesterday and to-day. It seems to me, without 
exaggeration, that a nation is being brought to the birth. 
More than ever before, I am conscious of the measure of 
the task before us, and I realise that we shall require every 
Ounce of wisdom, patience, goodwill, adaptability, aDd 
imagination which everyone of us has to contribute, if these 
great problems are to be successfully solved. 

I am conscious that a heavy burden of responsibility 
has been laid on me. It must seem strange to some that, 
in It country, whose ways of life are so ruled by custom 
and tradition ~"India, there sbould be no political party 
which calls itself conservative. Yet I believe that there is 
scarcely one of my fellow D~legates, who would submit, 
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without protest, to the designation of Couservative. So far, 
'at least, as designation goes, T stand alone. My task is in 
,some ways a thankless one. It is made more difficult by 
ihe fact that on the personal side, I am entirely. without 
experience of the public discussion of affairs; and I ask the 
forbearllnce of all h~re, ann of thoRe in India for Ivhom 
1 spMk, if through inerperience, I prove an indifferent 
an vocate of my cause. At the sanie time, I feel greatly 
'honouren that I have been chosen to take part in these 
deliberations, and however faulty my ad voeaey may be, 
I am encouraged ana upheld by the conviction that half 
the humanity shares the views which it falls to me to 
propound. I feel certain that not only among the millions 
who till the' soil of India, but among all sober-minded 
politicians and statesmen there must be a large measure of 
support for, and sympathy with, those who counsel a 
cautious ad vance, and preach the dangers of precipitation 
and short cuts. 

I believe, moreover, that when once power is given to 
India to shape her own destinies, a strong party of 
,experienced and responsible politicians will emerge, which 
will call itself the Conservative Party, for the chief ingredi
ent in conservati.m is, in my view, a sense of responsibility. 
Such a sense of responsibility has not, so fin, had an 
opportnnity to develop aua the constitutional advancement 
of India will provi<le it with the opportunity for whrch it is 
waiting. 

The energy that is now being dev;oted to gaining that 
anvancement will, when the victory is won, be converted 
to the consolidation and preservation of the position that 
has heen gained. I do not claim that the conservative 
point of view has a monopoly of wisdom ud foresight; 
but I do not, on the other hand, admit that the progressive 
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point of view rallies to its banners the whole available 
stock of energy or idealism. I do, however, suggest, tI, a!, 
·in the world at large, the conservative elements 31'1\ the· 
great rep?sitory of experi"nce, and that ihey have therefore 
much of value to contribute to the common stock. 

In this country of England, where One of the great 
parties of the State has been for many years known as the 
Conservative Party, it may appear to many to be mere 
waste of time and breath to "ay that the conservative 
attitude does not begin and end with blind and obstinate 
resistance to all changes of any kind. I believe, nODe the 
less, that there are in India those who suspect the conserva
tive attitude to consist merely in distrust of, and opposition. 
to, change as sllch, and I wish, therefore, to begin with a 
sincere assurance thl>t this is not the case. 

The Princes, whatevet· their views, whether conser
vati VB or advanced, are in the fullest sympathy with all the 
legitimate aspiration of the leaders of thought in British 
India. The Princes of India welcome the emergence of 
India as a nation among the nations of the world, and 
gladly and whole-heartedly support the eff~rts of represen
tative Indians by which this claim to nationhood is being 
established. 

There are, however, I will confess, some aspects of 
our Indian problem in regard to which the men of 
conservative principles will, I believe, obstinately, though 
not blindly, resist all change. They will resist with all 
their power any sign of failing in loyalty to the Crown, and 
any attempt to sever India's destinies from the British 
Empire, of which we are proud to be a part. I hope and 
believe, howenr, that to this extent every member of this 
Conference is a conservative; and I content myself with 
saying that I yield to none in my loyalty to these ties, and· 
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ID the sincerity of my desire for India's happiness and 
prosperity in the future. 

Before J begin to state my position, I wish to make 
one point clear. To guard Hgainst possible misunder
stanning, let me say here that, in my approach to these 
problem., I am dealing mainly with those aspects which 
eOncern the States. 

Perhaps I can hest define the conservative attitude by 
saying that we differ from other schools of tbought less, as 
to tbe object to be achieved, than as to the pace ann tbe 
metbod of acbievement., A good car needs a brake as 
well as an accelerator; a ship requires an anchor as well 
as an engine. The proverbial difference between 'haste' and 
'speed' is a truth so commonplace that v-f~ are apt to be 
impatient when we are reminded of it, but it is the 
function of tbe conservative to insist on the truth of truths 
tlO old, tbat they are sometimes forgotten. Each one of us 
as an individual learns sucb truths for himself by experi
ence, sometimes bitter. J m ~1'Elly ask that we should 
apply to the problems of statecraft the caution and 
restraint, which we exercise in tbe daily round of our 
'individual lives. 

One of the most difficult aspects of the problem which 
concerns us all, is in my view the variety of tbe interests 
which have to be reconciled. We are met, not to prove 
'before an impartial tribunal that one view and not the 
-other is true, that one policy should be adopted, one 
community or one set of interests should be favoured, and 
the others set aside, overlooked, or suppressed. We have 
to reconcile all points of view and achieve a measure of 
agreement. It is possible to coax into the parlour those 
who cannot be driven into the fold. For this purpose, the 
quality which we require in the largest measure is mutual 
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confidence. The quality of confidence is a plant of slow 
growth. It i, not a commodity that can he weighed out in. 
parcels and distributed. Its growth cannot be artificially 
forced. It grows in the soil of safety and it requires a. 

peaceful atmosphere of security for its nourishment. Until 
this spirit of mutual confidence and goodwill animates us
all the path of the Indian nation will be a difficult ORe t8' 
tread. I feel so strong the danger of pressing abead in. 
disregard of the health of this tender plant, CIa whose life 
and growth our safety depends, that I make no apology 
for my insistence on the danger of precipitancy and the· 
need for caution in aur rate of advance. 

The Indian States-I speak for the cODservative ele
ment- wish to safeguard their individual existence. They 
ask for guarantees that the changes in the Government of 
India, which are foreshadowed, will leave them free to pursue· 
their Own ideals in the manner of their heritage and tradi
tion. They ask that their position will not be modified. 
without their own consent, that changes will not be forced 
on them and that the treaties into which they entered, 
with the British power in India will be honoured in the 
spirit and in the letter. 

It may be thought by some that there is a sinister 
intention underlying the request for guarantees and safe
guards the intention to make permanent the divisions which· 
exist in India and so to prevent her from attaining the full, 
stature of a nation. This is not the desire of the :States. 

We have no desire to stand in the way of reforms· 
for British India. We wish only to be assured tbat the 
reforms which the Indians of British India desire, tIo not 
impose on us changes which we do not desire. We wish 
to preserve the individual and historical identity of the· 
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States which our forefathers carved out for themselves and 
handed down to us. If tbese interests can be secured, we 
make no further claims. If these interests can be secured 
without OUr participating in the common Cuuncils of India, 
we have no wish to thrust ourselves in, simply for the 
sake of participation. If, as may well be the case, tbey 
cannot be secured, except by participation, we desire no 
greater meaSUre of participation ti,an is needed to achieve 
these ends. 

Similarly as to the pace of the advance, if the 
changes which are decided on for British India necessitate 
changes in the relations between the Government of India 
and the States, we desire that such changes may be made 
step by step; that they 5hall be restricted at each stage to 
a minimum, and that the effect of each step shall be care
fully considered before a fresb step is taken. Many of th& 
cbange~ w hicb are adumbratetl are, from the conservative 
point of view, in the nature of an experiment. The more 
fundamental the cbanges, the greater and more daring wi!} 
the experiment be. There is B Latin proverb which teaches 
us that experiments .hould be made on subjects of com
paratively little value. The ::>tates do not regartl themsel
ves as objects of comparatively little value (Laughter), and 
they are reluctant to be tbe subject of experiment, because 
the daring nature of an experiment, even its brilliant suc
cesses, are sligbt consolations to the object wbose existence 
is saerificed fGr it. v" e wish to know the nature of oUr 
destin .. tion. Weare unwilling to set out for a destinatioD 
bereafter to be revealed. 

Th"re are those who see in visioDs of the future a 
picture of an India united in religion, race, and creed, 
pur8uing one ideal and standing as one Dation without 
diversity of intt>rests or outlook among its peoples. Thi& 
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hope the future may bring true, but not the world of the 
present. 

We desire that the interests of the present shall not 
be completely subordinated to those of the future: and we 
are not willing to surrender the substance of OUl' position 
to-day, for the shadow of a position which we may one 
day achieve in a Federated India. 'Ve do not desire 
federation, if this involves the gradual disappearance of 
all that the States have stood for in the past. 

I have one more thing to say. Rights and obligations 
&re complimentary. They are the two sides of one medal. 
This is as true of the nation as of the individual. It is 
perhaps inevitable that, in negotiations such as these, the 
rights should be emphasised by one side or the other, and 
the obligations glossed over. Let us, I mean everyone 
here, recognise that every right involves an obligation. If 
we ask for rights, let us honestly and squarely face the 
implications of our claims. Let us strive, not in a spirit of 
bargaining, but in a statesmanlike spirit of compromise and 
accommo<lation to satisfy each other's anxieties, in the 
eonfident hope that by concessions to the fears or pre
judices of the doubting, a rich harvest is to be won, for, by 
the confidence thus inspired, the ground is prepar~d for 
that spirit of mutual trust and goodwill, to Cl'eate which is 
the real aim of all concession. 

His Majesty the King Emperor reminded us, in the 
gracious words with which he opened this Conference, that 
"ten years is but a brief span in the life of a nation." 
These are weighty words which I hope will be pondered 
deeply by all who share in the deci$ions of our destinies. 
I have singled them out, not because I would have the 
Indian nation mark time even for a moment when the 
way is clear to go forward, but because I feel that 
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however rapid the pace of development, which the facts 
may admit, the distance that we have to travel is more than 
a day's journey. It requires stages for its completion. If 
I may vary my metaphor, the structure of a constitution i. 
80 massiv~ that it cannot be erected on a fragile foundation, 
and it is in the laying of the foundations that the greatest 
foresight, caution and sagacity are imperatively neccs"ary. 
If by the united labours of the experienced statesmen of 
our two countries the foundations of a worthy eoifice can 
be well and truly laid, we can, then more safely hope that 
the youth of India may be left to complete the buihiing .. 

The state of India to-day is such as to bring tears to the 
eyes of all who love her. It may be that in the inscrutable 
ways of Providence, she is being led through pain and 
travail to a future of joy an<i happiness. I pray that this be 
so. I am reminded on this occasion of the words of a great 
,British orator, Edmund Bnrkl\, when the fate of another 
nation was in the balance-" I think" he said, " we ought 
to inRugmate our discussions on this subject with the 
an~ient invocation of the Church of 'Sursom Corda '-' Lift 
up our hearts"', and conclude my speech with some 
memorable words of his'-" magnanimity in politics is not 
seldom the truest wisdom ;" aud " a great Empire and little 
minds go ill together." 
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No one is more sensible than myself of the profound 
interest and importance of this Conference, and I think no 
man can contemplate without emotion this assembly here 
of so many representatives of India, with the Princes and 
the British Delegation, gathered together in this old Palace 
of St. James in order to deliberate on this question affecting 
the constitution and the future of India. Indeed, I feel in 
listening to the speeches of myoId colleague the Maharaja 
of Alwar and Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, as if I were back 
again, seven or eight years ago, to the time whlln we were 
colleagues in an Imperial Conference and when we battled 
together and fought together, I believe, not uDsuccessfully 
for the further recognition of the position of Indians in the 
Dominions and elsewhere. 

I think and I know that those gentlemen and others 
who know me, will not imagine that I am lacking in 
sympathy with the ideals and aspirations that have been 
expressed here and in India, and in whatever I say I am 
impressed solely by the duty of speaking courageously 
and frankly to the audience here. My hopes and views 
about India's future do not differ greatly from those who 
have expressed most passionately tbeir own aspirations. 

lIlay I interpellate this, and may I say first of all bow 
extremely interested I am in tbe last speech heard from 
the Maharaja of Rewa-how well he understood conHerVa
tiTes and conservatism. They hold on to what is best in 
the past, and they look forward to what is best in the 
future; and, at the same time, with & lack of arrogance~ 
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which, I hope, you will note. We do not claim to have & 

monopoly of all the virtues. (Laughter and applause.) 
Sir TE'j Bahadur Sapru made some observations about 

the interest of members of Parliament in Indian affairs, and 
about the very small number of men who control matters
both here and in IndIa. There seemed to be implied in 
his observations the suggestion that, while many members 
of Parliament know very little about India, there was not 
a deep and profound interest among the people of this 
country in the affairs and in the future of India, and in 
their connection with India. 

Speaking in the presence of members of Parliament, 
J would not like to suggest that tbere are those outsine who 
know more about political affairs than they do, but I do 
assure JOU of this-and it would be a great mistake for 
anybody in this assembly to form a contrary impression
that the pride of Englishmen in the history of their 
achievements and of their connection with India, and in 
the future of India, is deep and profound. Do not let any 
man go away from this assembly with the impression that 
the interest, the profound and even instructed interest, in· 
Indian affairs is confined to half a dozen men in Parliament 
or in the Services. 

I comment for a moment, if I may, on the observation 
made by :Mr. J ayakar, because I wish to hang a remark. 
upon it. His observation was to the ell'ect that England's 
main interest in India is commercial. He said "There are 
500 or 1,000 families who send their younger sons to India 
to make a career for themselves." Here again, though 
I have no doubt he did not intend it, I seemed to Dote a 
view somewhat depreciatory of those great Services which 
have worked for so many years with a selfless devotion to 
Indian interests and Indian causes. May I say that I felt. 
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the Hon. Mr. Corbett, the Advocate-General) the toast "t 
the British Empire:-

As a passive resister I discovered that a passive resister has to 
Inake good his claim to passive resi6tance no matter under what 
circumstance he finds himself, and I discovered that the British 
Empire had certain ideals with which I have f .. llen in love, and: 
one of those ideals is that every subject of the British Empire has 
the freest scope possible for his energies and honour and whatever 
lle thinks is due to his conscience. I think that this is true of 
the British Empire, as it i~ not true of any other Government. 
(Applause.) I feel, as you here perhaps know, that I am no lover 
of any Govel'nment, and I have more than once said that that 
Government i. best which governs least. And I have found that it 
I. possible tor me to he governed least under the British Empire. 
Hence my loyalty to the British Empire. (Loud "I'planse.) 

The speech doubtless made a deep impression not 
only by the vigour and originality of his exposition hut also 
by a certain consistency to his own ethical princil'les. 
" The right to rebel", as an inalienable right of a British 
citizen-that was quite a characteristic and rather curious 
vindication of tbe British Raj. And so we find in every 
one of his public utterances Mr. Gandhi familiaris~d bis 
countrymen with his singular opinions. 

ADDRESS TO THE STUDENT/; 

Addressing tbe stud~nts of Madras at the Y.M.C.;\ ... 
when the Hon. 1\11-. (now tbe Rt. Hon.) V. S. Srinivasa 
Sastri presided, Mr. G~nrlhi made his now famous onslaught 
on European civiliz~tion. He made it plain that in tole
rating a foreign rule, India never bargained for foreign 
cnlture. We were quite content to haye our own; and 
Mr. Gandhi argued that we darll not give up our cultural 
inberitance at the risk of our soul. 

I am and I have been a determined opponent of modern civili
sation. I want you to turn your eyes to-day t:pOil what is going on 
in Europe, and if you have come to the conclusion that Europe 
is to·day groaning under the heels of the modern civilisation" 
then you and your elders will have to thInk twice hefore you 
can emulatv that civilisation in our ~lotherlaDd. But I have been 
told, "How can we help it, seeing, that our rulers bring that culture: 
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a little hurt at that observation? Like others, my own 
family has sent out many men to India, who have devoted 

-themselves to the cause of India, and I think it a pity, 
when we are gathered heJ'e to talk about the relations of 
these countries, that we should say anything tbat would 
depreciate, to howen'r small an extent, what I believe to 
have been the ilevotei! services rendered by so many of my 
countrym~n in the building up of India. 

Any how, I can Rssure you of this, that no observation 
of mine will depreciate the services rendered by Indians to 
the Empire. (Applause.) I know, and I can speak not 
merely for a party in this, but on behalf of my countrymen, 

-that whatever may be the constitutional issues, tbey feel 
most strongly and most ileeply the contributions that 
India has marle to the Empire, and they are full of 
sympathy with, and full of gratitude for the great devotion 
and the great energy which Indians, Princes and peoples 
alike, thr~w themselves into their great contribution to the 
War. (Applause.) 'l'herefore, when we are approaching 
what is no doubt a very great subject, let us at least free 
our minds, if we can, from any idea that there exists, either 
in my own party or in the country, any indifference or lack 

-of zeal or lack of sympathy towards the problems, IV hich 
you gentlemen are here discussing. 

Naturally, we must come down to practical affairs, 
-though I myself have listened with profound interest and 
sympathy to some of the emotional appeals, that have been 
made to us, by the eloquent speakers wh·) llave precetled 
me, because I am not at all one of those who think that 
these matters can be settled by dry and hard legal or 
constitutional formulae. I am very sensible and sensitive 
indeed to the great part wbich sentiment and emotion play 
-,in the building up of human affairs. But, of course we 
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have to consider that the result of our deliiJeralions 
may be embodied in a Bill and that that Bill is to lw pre
sente,1 to Parliament for its consideration or for its criticism. 
or adoption, and that b"ing so, I think it may be my duty 
to say a word or two as to the attitude or the feelillg in· 
many Conservative circles towards some of tho iml'ressionR 
they hRve formed, or which have been shaped in their minds 
by the happenings of recent years, because I want to pay 
the only compliment that I can pay to this assembly, the 
compliment of frankness, and I believe that allY contribu
tions that we can make sllOuld be not only sincere, but 

should be true as far as we can make them, so that we may 
join together, as it were, in building up on that basis of 
frankness and sincerity and fact the structure which we do 

hope to build. 

I shall have to say a word or two on that in a moment 
but let me make a quotation from the Viceroy's declaration 
itself. I was very glad to hear the enthusiasm and applause 
with whicb our pres"nt Viceroy's name was received, and· 
it is therefore with all the more confidence that I want to 
read out to you, to refresh our memory, shall we say, a 
passage in that address delivered on the 15th January 
1930 to the members of tbe Legislative Assembly: 

I kave never sought to delude Indian opinion into the belief 
that a definition of purpose, however plainly stated, would of itself, 
by the enunciation ot a phrase, provide a solution tor the problems 
which have to be solved, before that purpose is fully realised. The 
assertion of a goa1, however precise its terms, is of necessity a 
different thing from the goal'. attainment. No sensible traveller 
would feel that the clear definition of his destination was the same 
thing all the completion of his journey; but it i. an assurance of 
direction. 

I lay special stress upon those words, because I think 
there has been certainly in some political circles in India, 

j 1 though not mentioned here, a misinterpretation of them; 
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and they have regarded the statement of the goal as the 
same thing as the statement of the immediate purpose. 
Criticisms of statements as bad faith or breach of faith are 
often very easy to make, bnt, even though denied, travel 
far, and I wish to stllte here that there is no promise in 
tbat statement of the immediate translation into fact of the 
full measure of Dominion Status, ann that it is pointed out 
there as a goal which may be attained in a swifter way or 
in a shorter time, it things go well with the political 
development of India, anrI therefore, while we are united 
on the goal, we may, as the Maharaja stated, differ as to 
the pace or rapidity with which we may attain that goal. 

Now I have one or two things to say, if you will 
allow me to say them to you on the recent events in India, 
whicb have, to some extent, disturbed and harrassed and 
upset the more Conservative bodies or Conservative opinion 
in this country. I have to say so, because, unless we 
deal frankly with these matters, we cannot really form a 
conception of the attitude which Parliament may adopt 
towards suhsequent Bills. In many ways, Conservative 
feeling has btlen deeply moved by recent events in Innia i 
it has been deeply disturbed by the great non-co·operation 
movement. Conservatives have never believed that non
co-operation on a large scale could h') non-violent. They 
have never believed that the experiments alrearly tried in 

·India some years ago with unfortun~te rARults could be 
tried ~gain in India with more fortunate results. 

They are harrassed also by an anxiety that, if we 
~gree here upon some constitution, and if the r,(presenta
tives of India go back to work [it, there is a party, very 
strong party and an or!ranised p'lrty in India which will, 
'lS it were, wrest the opportnnity from the hands of those 
who are here, and will merely uae those powers that are 
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grAnted for furthering their own separatist and independent 
ends. 

We were told that that independence and those 
declarations of independence by the Congress were due to 
frustrated amhition, frustrated desire for further Self· 
Govprnment. r am not going for a moment into the 
'Psychology of those declarations. I will only say that 
declarations of that sort of independence and separation from 
the ~~mpire have been made. I regret that they have been 
made, but they have had some definite influence upon 
Conservative opinion in this country. Further than that, 
declarations have been ,"ade even about repudiations of 
debts, .)f in the milrler form (but coming to exactly the 
8ame thing as far as credit is concerned) of an examination 
into the rlebts incurred by India to see that they bave been 
properly incurrerl. One can easily see, and one knows, 
that had a most unfortunate effect among the com· 
mercial and trading classes of'this country. It has given a 

'. 1Ihock to their confidpnce, possibly made them rather more 
conservative in tbeir views than they were before. 

We bave bad an observation about monopolies from 
, Mr . .Jayakar. r do not know quite wbat be meant by 
, these monopolie.. Referring to what would be done, if 

India had Self·Government, he said, 'Let me give them 
one warning-. that they will not enjoy the monopoly they 
have, in so far as it i" enjoyed, on the ~imple ground tbat 
in their skin there is less pigment than in mine." 

What are those monopolies? I submit that there is 
no monopoly-Ie~al, constitutional cr of any other kind
except that monopoly which is obtained by 'skill, by energy 
and "y commercial slIccess. I say advisedly that there is 
no single commercial operation in India, which cannot be 
undertaken just as well by any Indian as by any Britisher. 
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Therefore, I submit without fear of contradiction 01' chal
lenge, that there is no slich thing as a monopoly such as 
has been referred to. Then, Sir Tej Babadnr Sapru told 
us that the Moghuls were con'luerel's and that they became 
domiciled. He seemed to draw sOlOe distinction between 
the position of the British in India and the Moghuls in that 
respect. What I am going to say is thi.-and our feeling 
in rpgard to this point is stl'Ong-that quite apart frOIO any 
legal constitutional rights founded on Acts of Parliament 
OUl' position in Innia, and our services to India, have given 
us a strong claim on moral grounds alone to be considered, 
a claim which I think has not been fnl1y dealt with by any 
of the speakerQ who have addressed us. . 

I am not going to al1ude-because they are so familiar· 
to you-to onr achievements on the material side, onr work. 
in the destruction or diminution of famine, 01' the great 
works of irrigation, or what we have done for law and 
order and the whole machinery of government. Al1 that 
long history of education in political theory has been, as I 
think many Indians will admit, one of the great contribut
ing causes to the growth of that national sentiment, to 
which such eloquent expression has been given in this Con
ference already. Therefore· when we are talking of the 
British positiGn in India, let us remember that we have 
been there now a long time. . 

Do not talk of us, as one 01' two speakers have done,. 
as aliens. Talk of us as those who have contributed greatly 
to the constitution and to the growth, mGral and material, 
of India, as thGse who have won a place in India of con
sideration-of partnership, if you like t() use that word Gn 
account of our previous service. 

I want to al1urle with some-I was going to say hesi
tation-to the work of the Statutory Commission, becauslt 
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we have been told by Onp, speOlker already that it has met 
with general condemnation in India. I as",ume that every
body her~ present bas read carefully and ponderetl both 
volumes of the Report of th .. Statutory Commis~ion, and 
really I am often amazed when I look at it that so little 
regard appears to have been paid by some people to that 
Report. I am One of those unrepentant persons who ha,-ing 
read it and studied it, consider it to be a great contributi')lL 
both in though t and report to the great Indian problem. 

It has been treated, as in sorne respects it might be called-, 
a very revolutionary document, and I want to make that 
statement good. Just take the position as regards the pro
vinces-take the question of the proposed introduction of 
full self-government in the provinces. (A Delegate: Abso
lutely bogus.) I will come presently to the question 
whether it ill bogus. These proposals, I submit, are very 
wide and far-reaching. What is to be done by these 
proposals? First of all, dyarchy is to be swept entirely 
away, and tbe councils in the Provinces are to be furnished 
with exceedingly wide powers over the great populations 
in these provinceR. Really they are not provinces, they 
are countries. They are countries witb 20, Or 30, or 40 
millions of people. Is it nothing that these wide powers are 
to be fully transferred to Indian 1Iinisters whose laws and 
whose administrative acts will touch most closely the inti
mate lives of these millions of people in the different IKO
Tinces in education, in local government, in health, in agri
cultur~, and even in regard to the more disagreeable sub
ject of taxation r I submit that a change of that kind 
proposed in the self-government of the provinces is more 
far-reaching than lIlany have gi yen it credit for. 

Under these circumstances, is there really anj thing 
inherently unreasonable in proposing that, while the pro-

6 
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Tinces are artjllsting themselves to these n6_V conditions, 
1lettling down, learnin~ their new powers, applying the arts 
of government to these great populations, that during that 
time-not a long time perhaps-there should be no sub
stautial chance in the central government? I know that 
Sir Tej Bahadllr Saprll said it would be st.range, if res
ponsible Ministers in the provinces wAre to be under the 
eontrol of an il'l'e~ponsibIA gov~l'nrnent 'lt the Centre. :\hny 
Governors of Pl'Ovincflg will tell you that they 'lre very little 
'Under the control of the Government at the Centre, 
whether responsible or irresponsihle, but surely at thi. time 
of day, it is 'l little late tl) talk of irresponsible government. 
Al! governments, whatever their form, are very well aware 
of, Rnr! are extrp,mely sensitive to, the opinions, the thou
eand and one sympathies and interests and movements of 
thoughts which govern thp.m, as they govern mare techni
cally responsible governments. 

Again,-I am still d~aling wit.h the rather conservative 
side of opinion in this country--take the question of police. 
Many must be aware th'lt the transfer of the police is 
viewed with very g"eat anxip-ty in many quarters, not ouly 
in this country but also by some of the Governmp-nts in 
India. While we bave every hope that what, was 
snggeste<1. by 8ir l\fub~mmad 8hafi may come to pass, 
anr1 that with agreement all these old difficulties and 
eommun'll troublp.s may disappear, yet we must at the same 
time be well aware that, even in the last few years, we 
have seen most unfortHnate exhibitions of communal 
troubles, anll that there are some people who think that 
perhaps that impartiality, which European or British control 
over the police ciln give, may be of some advantage. 
Possibly conservative opinion may to some extent put too 
bigh a value on the length of time during which some 
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'countries have enjoyed representative institutions, and may 
think that the habits .. cq'1ired by those countries can only 
be athined by the lone: experience of years. It may be 
that they think that those habits must be deeply rooted 
h~.forl\ the fl111 .train of _elf-government iu a vait c(lI1ntry 
like Inrii.. can he thrown upon them. We hllve seen 
rp.ceotly in other C0l1ntl'ie" whel'e parliamentary institutions 
hllve been too rllpirily set up, that they ha.ve failed and 
withered, because they had not the roots on which they 
might grow. We feel this not from any desire to delay in 
India the realisation of her aspirations, but because 
Parliament does feel, ao.} must feel a tremendollS 
fPsponsibility towards India_ 

It is not by any means forgetful of its promises and 
declarations, but its long association with India has laid 
great respon.ibility lipan it, anri it caonot, therefore, by 
la~siturie or MSY goo,l-nature telescope too rapidly the 
process by which self-govemrneut is attained. 

As has beeo ob.,erved to-day alrea·Jy, it may be that 
Pllrli,llneot .. ry Institutions in Inelia 'll'e not a growth but a 
·graft, .. nd I hf\ve .. Iways I",~n olle ot those who were not 
'anxious for the too r"pid development of a particular form 
of Parliamentary [n~titutio08 in India, because I feit that 
lneli .. itself 'night hwe a stron::; contribution of its own to 
bring to constitution'Ll pl"Oolem;, alln. that it was a pity to 
stereotype too ellrly the particular form which that 
-coostitution ought to take_ 

Jl<hy I, belOJ-e I sit n.own, say a few words on what I 
think is really the subject we are discu;sing-whether the 
future constitlltion of India should be uoitary or federal? 
On the uoitary point, I have not much to say; I can hardly 
conceive myself that, in a country so vast, so diversified 
and so populous, it i~ po.sible to set up or maintain what 
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i, called 11 unitary government. Yon would have, I Rm· 
sure, the cent.re of government so far removed from living 
contact with the people, of India that there could be very 
little sympathy-that sympathy which must be established' 
between the ruler and the ruled. I, therefore, incline 
most stroogly to that federal idea which builds up units,. 
of great variety, if need be, within tbe whole and which 
contribute to the wholesome thing of the richness aDd t.he 
variety which they themselves contain. 

It might be useful to meditate upon the relation that 
conlrl be est'lblished between the Princes and the States of 
India, aDd the Provinces. One would be impressed, I think, 
by the fact that some unity must be established between 
them, because, otherwise, one might see the Princes on the 
one side with their States, and the Provinces on the other 
side, moving in sep'lrate orbit~ almost, in opposite 
directions, not to,nrds that unity which seems to be 
necessitated by the growing forces of ci .. ilisation with the 
practical application of science and industry drawing 
them together. This idM hM been planted, has flourished, 
and has grown rapidly. With all respect, I should say 
that, in this matter, the Report of the {}overnrnent of India 
seems to me to be somewhat out of date. It seems to 
contemplate the setting up of such a scheme as being a 
}'emote possibility in the future, hut not, I think, in the 
present. 

I feel-as I think has been indicated by some of the 
speeches delivered dUt'ing these two days, notably that of 
the Maharaja of Bikaner which met with answering 
sympathy from other speakers-that this idea of some 
sort of federal union between Princes and Provinces has 
grown rapidly and has enlisted a large amount of sympathy 
from great sec\ions of opinion. That seems to be a' 
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'tremendous gain, because it is very difficult to see bow it is 
possible to get an organised unity in India, except on some 
federal basis. It certainly would be one of the most 
remarakable federations in history. You have had federal 
government with the grant of powers from centre to the 
units, and on the other hanil nnits se~kiog to g"t more 

'power. Her" yon wonld have the monment both ways, 
from the states and frolll the centre to the provinces. 

Of cour.<e, many grave questions remain to be con
sidered, the question of what should he the powers of the 
Central liovernment, anil whether those powers shoulcl be 
equal as regards the provinces and the States, or whether 
as regarcls the States tbe powers of the Central Government 
should be greater than as regards the Provinc(ls, whether 
on tlo" basis of that, you cau construct assemblies and con
stitutions which would give full play to the different feelings 
and claims of the Provinces and of the States. 

We have listened very carefully to the claims made 
. by tbe Princes for their States, and everyone will see that 
great prohlems arise in the attempt, it may be, to hanno
nise the interests in this way of Princes and of Pl'Ovinces. 
I will not say a. word about the "residuary powers"; that 
is one of those ph~'ase8 80 dear to constitutional lawyers, 
which may perhaps disappear altogether and be found to 
have been divided eqnally, or in some proportion, between 
the States and the Provinces. 

I argue, therefore, tha.t though many problems have 
got to be faced, yet so fruitful is this idea that it would be 
a misfortune, if anyhow some of the foundations for carry
ing out that idea could not be laid in this Conference; 
because what one is afraid of is this-that when you set 
up institutions' in a COlmtry, they tend to gather round them 
sentime.nt, feeling, knowledge, sympathy and interest which, 
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to our Motht-rland." Do not make any mistake about it at all. I do 
not. for one moment believe that it Is for any rulers to bring that 
culture to you, unless you lire prepared to accept it, RDd it it be 
Ihat the rulers bring that culture before us, I think that we have 
forc6l!I within ourselves to enahle us to reject that culture withou1 
baving to reiect the rulers thelmel "es. . 

He concluded :-

I ally myself to tbe British Government, because I believe that 
It Is p088!blt" for me to claim equal partneT~bip with evpry suh.iect 
of tbe British Empire. I to-day claim that equal partnership. I do 
not belong to a subject race. I do not call myself a subiect race. 
(ApP/lIIt.Pol But there is this thing: it i. not for the British 
Governors to give you, it is t0r you to take the thing. I want and 
1 can take the thing. That I want only by discharging my obllga
tiODS. Max: Muller has told us, -we need not g'o to Max Muller to 
iDterpret. our owo religion-bnt he says, onr religion consi~tB in 
tour letters j, D-u-t-y" tint.! not tn the five l~tters "R-i-g-h-t". And 
If you believe that all that we want can flow from a better disc.harge 
of our duty, then think alway" of your dilly and fighting along 
!.boBe line. you will l,a,-e no fear of any man, you will fear 
oBly God. 

RRAJ[)I1~~ AND PANCllAMAS 

If Mr. Gannhi was plain-spoken in regard to his politi
cal opinions and in his views of British rule and foreign 
cnlture, he was no less outspoken in his condemnation ot 
hi. Own countrymen. In his speech at Mayavaram on 
Kay 22, 1 (115, he touched on social reform and uttered 
lOme bome truths in tbat centre of orthodoxy :-

In so far a. I have been able to study Hinduism outside India, 
,;we felt that it i~ no part of rcal Hinduism to have in it~ hold a 
~'\s of people whom I wl)uld call " un~ouchable8". It it was proved 
me tbat this is an essential part of Hinduism, I for one would 
,:Iare mys.lf an open rebel against Hinduism it.elf. 

Are the Brahmins in Maysysram equi-minded towards the 
Irish and will they tell me, it they arc 80 equi-minded, that otht:rs 
'I not follow? Even If they say that they are prepared to do so 
1 other. will not follow. I shall have to disbelieve them until 
I;:we revised my notion.:; ot Hinduism. If the Brahmins them
'l.:e8 consider they are holding lligh position by penance and 
. ~1p.l'itYI then they hD,\-e themsdves much to learn; then they will 

the people who Lave cursed sud ruined the land. 

This was the beginning of B social controversy whicn 
Las not ended yet. Inoeed, Mr. Gandhi's social heresies 
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once they are started. are hard to bend away from the' 
course on which they were started. Thereforp-, if we really 
clo want, as:I believe this great assembly cloes want, to· 
exbibit its sympathy in practical action for these great con
stitutional changes leacling in a federal direction, I submit 
that our minds should work in that direction-tloat we 
should attempt not only to do nothing contrary to the 
federal idea, 88 tbe Report of the Statutory Commission 
suggests, or as the Government of India'.s Report suggests, 
but we should attempt perhaps to lay some stones imme
diately on which tbat great federal idea can be built. 

India indeed is amazing in the extent and in the 
variety of its resources, ill the beauty of its scenery, in th" 
contrast of its races and its religions and its peoples. I do 
not think it is merely a dr~am to snggest that that variety 
and that contrast within a unity should be reflected in the 
great constitution combining Provinces and Princes together 
in one common whole. 

I have made some criticisms. I have to say some
tbing ahout conservative opinion in this country, about' 
provincial developments and the question of development 
at the centre. 

But I should like to affirm, in my last few sentences,. 
that, at the same time there is no one who feels more
strongly than I do, and I believe the party also, the vast 
imporlatlce of hringing India, sooner or later, hy processes 
quicker or slower aM the case may be, into its equal part in. 
the great community of the British Commonwealth. I am 
not ODe of those who can see the British Empire, with its 
great constituent nations without India in it. I am certain 
the loss would be great to that Commonwealth of N .. tions. 
I am equally certain-lam confident that the loss would. 
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be great to India as well. We cannot be 
service to each other. (Applause). 

of great use and 

I say, speaking Lere to so many representatives of 
India, that the contribution which tbey can bring in 
tbonght, in knowledge, not merely on the mllterial side, but 
on the spiritual side as well, will enormously enrich the 
content of wbat may be in the future tLe community of 
British Nations. It is tbe very variety, wbich we find in 
India, fl"Om the otber Dominions, which constitutes the 
great attraction for the resources of constructive statesman
ship. 

In tbis strange world where, as we g'·ow older, we are 
more impressed perhaps by tbe fleeting and the transitory 
aspect of tbings than by permanence and stability, I trust 
that this fruitful vision of unity Dlay endure-and may 
endure so long as human hearts beat to the music of noble 
causes. All men's imaginatioDs are stirred by high ~Olil

ception to great achievement. (Applause). 
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~Ir. Chairman, it is obvious that the section of the 
British InJia Delegatioll to which I belollg, approaches this 
questioll ft'om rather a different standpoint to that of many 
of the previotls speakers. I feel strongly, however, that 
-although we are racially separated, we are united in a 
desire for the welfare and progress of India. 

It would be absurd for me to su~gest that we have the 
'Same impellillg urge in that desire as those who are born 
in India but we do have a very sincere sympathy with that 
desire, not from any standpoint of superiority, but because 
we recognise in th~t genlline desire that which we flur
-selves would entel'tain, were we sons of India, I think 
-perhaps we all think that the keenness of the desire has 

'lead to India travelling faster tllan any of us had expected 
'and we are inclined to think that she has arrived at the 
'present point a little nut of breath. 

We feel that it is a most happy condition that we are 
drawn here to-,lay really to get away from the turmoil 
which is liable to warp judgment and really to look at 
the whole problem in the slIrroundi,lgs which have been 
,laid for us h Pl'<'. 

\Ve are, of COlll';e, very largely actuated by anxiety 
that the present OI'der shoblld not give way to immature 
ideas which would lead to a breakdown. Eve"ybody mllst 
feel the risks which a,'e facing India, and little excuse is 
wanted, when one looks at the appalling conditions which 
bappened fl'om too rapid chan6es of governm ent in Asia. 
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Much has already been said by Lord Peel which 
represents the views of the Bt'itish community in India, I 
will not attempt to follow' him, but with regard to the main 
rluestion of feneral or unitary government, we are united 
in believing that ferleral government, is the line which 
Qffet's the best chances of successful progress to a united 
India, We believe in the full application of the ferleral princi
ple not only in bringing the States an'\ the Provinces to
gether at the centre, but also in its application to uther 
departments of government-finance, raihvays, anil so on, 

\Vhen we come to the question of respon.,ibility at 
the centre, we are frankly doubt!1l1 whether that is 
possihle at the present time, It has been said that given 
responsibility, lOany of the difficulties with which the 
present Government ha. to contenrl will disappear, I do 
not think experience wan'ant, us placing great faith ill 
that, nor do I think thfl remarks that have alrearly been 
made he.'e really inrluce us to follow that line of thought. 
It was said yesterday that that which satisfied India twelve 
months ago does not satisfy her to-day, that which satiijties 
her to·day will not satisfy her six months hence. I rather 
agree with that, but it does not inuuce in me faith to say 
that now is the time to make Il.ny great move. 1 should 
like to see further consolidation ot'- thought in Indian 
political opinion as to what is beijt at the centre befot'e any 
strong move is made, 

There are several points which lead me to take that 
view, but I will only touch on them briefly, as I do not 
want to occupy your time tuo long. For instance, in the 
matter of dealing with distmbances and maintaining law 
and order, I have nO doubt that the present Government 
and system of government is perfectly capable of taking 
care of the country at present. \Ve do not advocate any 
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more than the most ardent patriot here, that the methGds. 
of force are the methods we wish to see applied; but they 
are methods which may have to be applied at times, 
not only hy the Government as constituted at present,. 
but by any national Government of the future. It must be 
admitted that hitherto the Legislative Assembly has not 
proved itself ready to grant the Government such powers 
as they have often found necessal·y for coping with the 
the conditiGns that prevail in the country. 

The talk about the repudiation of debt and the exami
nation of national indebtedness, as has already been 
pointed out, not helped to inspire confidence in those whose 
future is wrapped up in India and we feel very strongly 
that any Government that is goiog to be for tbe good of 
India must retain not ooly the confidence of its own· 
nationals but also international confidence. 

I have mentioned some of the difficulties and consider
ations which build up our present attitude. It is not one of 
lack of sympathy; it is not one of wishing to go back or to 
stand still; we recognise the impossibility 8f that. But 
we do most sincerely bope for the fullest consideration of 
the schemes that are going to be put forward before any 
minds are closed to the possibility tbat pace of realisation. 
is not the best criterion. 

Our community are eotirely unrepentent still as to the 
Statutory Commission and its formation. Vi' e believe that 
Parliament had every right and was wise to find out the 
conditions in India as visualised by their own members; . 
but, with tbat feeling, we were intensely strong that no 
legislation should take place before all schools of Indian 
tbought had had the opportunity of expressing tbeir views. 
Tbat is why my community, when first the calling of this 
Conference was announced, immediately welcomed it as· 
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ensuring that use of Indian experience without which none 
of us can hope to attain the aim we seek to achieve 1D 

the future. 
As regards OUl" own position out there, it is One of 

friendship and common interests, and we have welcomed 
the assurance as to the way in which it is intended to treat 
British interests in India in the f"ture. It makes it easier 
for us to welcome forward moves in the political field, and 
we do welcome India's claim to a position in the Empire a& 
a Dominion. There are admittedly grave difficulties which 
call for time to overcome, but we are proud as members of 
the British Delegation to face those difficulties with the 
certain hope that we are going to overcome them. 
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I address this Conference in a aual capacity, as an 
lnrlian in speaki:Jg for India aud as a member of the 
Anglo-Indian comlotlDity representing my views with 
regard to the futUre constitution of India. I should be 
indulging in a truism, were I to say that both the unitary 
and federal types of government have their good points. 
In the past, India. has been ruled, and her present 

'nationalistic spirit developed, under the stimulus of a 
centmlised form of government. To replace this suddenly 

'by a fedeml government is obviou~ly a leap in the dark, 
the more so when one finds it connotes the close material 
eo-operation of the Innian States. If we are to judge by 
ttlia tMms published in the Press on which tbese States 
,would be willing to enter sucb a federation, their conn ex ion 
with British Innia would for some time be more in the 

'nature of a sentimental than a practieal associatiou. 
At thl' same time, we really appreciate the willingness 

and desire of tbe States to join tbe federation and, On the 
assumption, that such a federation woule! Boon materialise 
into a corporate body, it would be ridiculous for anyone of 
us to refuse sucb an offer j and therdore, on bebalf of the 

. community I have the honom· to represent, I raise my 
voice in favour of a federal form of government and 
·welcome it as best for the future of Indill. 

With your permission, Sir, I should like to go a little 
furtber and say a little more on this. In the creation of 
tbis federal government, this consummation of which no 
one here can foretell, I am afraid that, judging from 80me 
()£ the speeches I have heard, we have in a measure, by 
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seeking for a federal government first before stabilising 
our provincial gOn'rnments, placed the cart before the 
horse. My conception of a practical measure would be 
to give Inrlia immerliately complete provincial autono
my anrl when tloe provinces have stabilispd themselves, 
allow them absolute freenoll1 to federate with those States 
which are willing to ('nte!" into association with them, and 
80 form a number of federated units which could eventually 
combine in an All· India Federation with a strong, respon
sible ann representative central Government. 

I am aware there are some tltates which will refusp. to 
enter into tI,i, pact, ann perhaps some special provlslOn 
will have to he mllde for tbeir affiliation with a federated 
India on terms acceptable to them. But, whatever the 
decision of this Conference may be, I am prepared to 
accept it, as a membe.· of a minority community, for I am 
wedded to neither one form nor the other of government. 

All I ask is that am pIe provision be made for the 
development of self-governing institutions in India and that 
we be given ample power to deliver the goods that we are 
manufacturiog at this Round Table Conference; and at the 
same time I ask for the adeq uatll and statutory protection 
and safeguarding of minority interests. 

By that, I do not mean the sort of provision that 
already exists in the Instrument of Instructions in the 
1919 Government of India Act, which no Governor has up 
to date put into operatioD, nor do I meaD any authoritative 
directions from the Secretary of Statf1. ·Wbat I desire to 
express b clear and unmistakable terms is that all minority 
communities must be afforded full protection, be it by 
means of a Magna Chllrta or in any other way, and given a 
right of appeal to the Central Government or, if necessary, 
to some higher authority against any infringement by 8. 
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Provincial Government of this statutory protection, the 
Central Government being armell with adequate powers for 
·th e purpose. 

This protective clause should in the first place 
prohibit <liscriminatory legislations against minorities; 

. secondly, it shouid guarantee their entry into the public 
services, and thirdly, seclll"e their a<lequate representation 
in all legislatures. Such a provision is guaranteed in other 
Dominions, and particularly in the constitution controlling 
the New healand Government. The stability of a majority 
'Government ilepenils on the protection it affords to the 
minorities. This was in a large measure overlooked, when 
frMdom was given to Ireland, with the result that an 
Ulster was created to the permaneut prejudice of a United 
Ireland. The demand for self-government for India has 
often heen compared to the similar demand made by 
Irel1lnd. LAt us hope that in its attainment no Ulsters will 
be created in India. 

It is true th'lt in numbers we are one of the smaller 
of the Indian minorities represented here to-day, but our 
stake in India, Olll" interest in her future destiny, and the 
part played by us in her defence, devel"pment and past 
fortunes, and to be played by us in the future, are in no 
way commensurate with the mere numbel's of th" Anglo
Indian commuuity. In the first place, we represent in our 
very bodies that fusion of East and \Vest, India and 
Britain, which in other Indians and other Britons can exist 
only as fusion of intel'ests in politics and economics. If 
India is our )Iotherland, Britian is our Fatherland, and 
whatever may be the case of other cnmmunities, Our 
loyalties are to both these great lands; in the connection 
hetween them we find our truest welfare, and in the 

. growth of affection and union between them we find our 
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highest h'lppiness and contentment. Indeell, we are your 
joint responsibility and neither party can disclaim iti 
honourable obligation to protect Uij. 

Moreover, small as our community is, it has played a 
mighty party iu the maki ng of British India. Its milit:try 
services from the old .Tohn Compauy day to the present 
Great War, wh"u we gave RO p. c. of our manhood at the 
call of the King 'lnll F~mpir", is an unparalleled record. 
To-nav Sir, we form 27,000 out of au auxiliary 
force of 34,000. 

Modero Iudia has beeu truly described as a crp,ature 
of communications, and I ~laim that my community has 
played the leacling part in making and working these com
munications, which are the framework of the nervous sys
tem of m<>dern India. I go further, and say that, without 
my community, these communic'ltions would not have b~ell 
developed as early or as completely as th~y now are. I 
appMl confidently to the history of India to prove what I 
am s,,-ying. In all Tndia, there will not be fOllnd any com
munity more steadfastly loyal, more industrious, more law
abiding, and, in a worn, more fully possess en of the virtues 
of good citizenship than the Anglo-Indian community, and 
in ple'lding the cause of my people, T beg most earnestly 
that my kinsmen, Tndian and British, will try to appreciate 
the value to the future India of such a body of citizens as 
we represent. 

In the memoranrlum to the Simon Commission, this 
community a.ks for temporary economic l'rotection for 25 
to :{o years, after which it is prepared to sink or swim with 
the rest of India. During this short period it merely asks 
that the number of posts it occllpies to-day in the various 
services be not reduced-that its educational grants be not 

'10wered and that it be very lib~ral1y assisted with generous 
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brought on his devoted heai! the fury of a considerable 
section of conservative opinion in the country-a section 
which is hard put to it to march with the times. And yet 
Mr. Gandhi has gone his way, pressing his opinions in 
diverse ways with the persistency of a reformer. 

Swadeshi industries and Swadeshi culture, or rather 
the neglect of these, then came in for severe handling, 
and he gave utterance to some unwelcome truths in the 
matter of leadership by example and by precept. 

There are, I understand, one thousand handlooms. So much 
the worse for tho leaders! (Loud applause.) If those one thousand 
handlooms are kept chiefly in attending to the wants of our women, 
douhle this supply of our handlooms and you will have all your 
wants supplied by our own weavers and there will be no poverty in 
the land. I ask you and ask your friend the President, how far he 
Is indebted to foreign goods for the outfit and if he can tell me that 
he has tried his utmost and still has failed to unfit himself or rather 
to fit himself out with Swadesht clothing and therefore he has got 
this stuff, I shall sit at his feet and learn a lessol.. What I have 
been able to learn to-day is that it is entirely possible for me, 
without any extra cost. to fit myself with Swadeshi clothing. 

Surely here we find the genesis of the great Khaddar 
campaign and the yarn franchise of the latter-day Congress! 

These passages on diverse subjects culled from 
Mr. Gandhi's Speeches and \Vritings reveal the mentality 
of the man as he was in 19 Lo. The succeeding years 
have merely tpnded to confirm these opinions, and in many 
ways ~Ir. Gandhi has progressed in the direction of his own 
genius. It is remarkabl" that, in the light of subsequent 
history and recent experience, there is a singular uniform
ity, we had almost saiil, continuity, in 1\11'. Gandhi'. original 
ideas. Tbey have seldom been shaken by opinions how
!Iver influential nor by all the vicissitudes of circumstances. 
This only brings in relief tbe firmness and· tenacity of his 
(;onvi~tions which bave grown with the passage of years 
in the very direction inllicated by his attitude to the varied 
J'l'Ohlems that confronted him in the days when, like l\ 
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scbolarsbips to enable it to educate itself and enter the 
bigber services in larger numbers. 

Surely tbese demands are not excessive, when one 
considers tIle great economic, military and administrative 
services rendered by tbis community to India and tbe 
British Empire. If tbis protection is refused, we sink; if 
it is granted, we swim, and shall witbout doubt, playas 
great a part in tbe future as we bave already done in tbe 
past. Indeed, Sir, I assure you that tbe decisions now 
being taken at this Conference are matters of life and deatb, 
literally life and death, for us. 

Of late years, our economic position has steadily 
deteriorated. Nevertheless, so far as it is in our power, 
we are endeavouring to make it possible for the more 
promising of our younger generation to receive the 
educatiou and training which will fit tbem to compete with 
tbe members of otber Indian communities. But-and this 
is a point whicb I would ask all present to consider 
dispassi€lllately-the deterioration in our economic condition 
is due very largely to no fault of our own, but to a deliber
ate policy on tbe part of Government. 

The members of other communities are now in a 
position to undertake many of the duties wbich bave fallen 
to us in tbe past, and particularly in that spbere of work 
which hitherto bas provided my community Witli its main 
employment-I mean the Rail ways. It was inevitable, of 
course, that tbe competition of otber Indians for the posts 
wbich we held in these and otber services should become 
more and more strenuous as education spread, but we are 
suffering under the dread conviction tbat, as a small and 
poor community, we are being sacrificed to the demands of 
.th..,r more powerful communitieil, and I repeat again, not 
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communities whose attacbm~nt to India is in any more real 
or deep than our own. 

If our experiencp. of the past few years is to continue, 
in<leed, I can see no hope for us. And there is another 
thing I want to say with all the seriousness and empha,is 
I can command, and it is tbis, the treatment accorded to the
A nglo· India" community, smal1 as it is, hut with a record 
of consistent and devoted loyalty to India and Britain will 
be a touch·stone by which the quality of Indian and 
British statesmanship and equality will be judged in the 
future. 'We can be dispossessed of a1l that we have, and 
truly ruined, and dispersed as a community. That can be 
done quite easily. But if it is done, it will he done to the 
everlasting discredit sf the two counh·ies to which we 
belong. I do not want to make a begging appeal to. 
retain as privileges the Government posts and other 
heoefits which we have enjoyed in. the past by virtue of 
se ... ·ice, tradition and fitne~s ; rather I want to ask if it is 
not possible to give us something in the nature of a "Bill 
01 Rights ", to embody in the fundamental document of the 
new Indian Constitution, a declaration with all the 
authority of India and Great Britain behind it, to the e/fect 
that we shall not be expropriated from our employments 
and the other positioos, which we have created by our 
labour and our service, merely because we are partly 
Indian and partly European. In short, I want ts ensure. 
that a reformed India will not result io a deformed 
Anglo-l ndia. 

We are not before you as beggars, but as suitors in a. 

just cause; an Indian community devoted to Our Motaer
land but, it must be admitted, under some suspicion 
becausl' of our unflinching loyalty and devotion ,in tbe past 
to our Fatherland. Our bitter experience has forced us t~ 

'j 
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tbe conviction that nothing less than that for which I am 
now a,king will be of any use to us, namely, a solemn 
dec\oration in tbe fundamental document of the Constitu
,tion, that we shall be allowed full access to al\ the work 
for which we are fitted, anu that we, as a community, 
shall be given the opportunity of playing our p'lrt in the 
future development of India, military, political and cultural 
·as well as economic. 

Sir, let me end on the note on wbich I began. My 
people and I are Indians, but Indians whose roots are deep 
not only iii the soil and t.-aditioos of India, but in the 80il 
.and history of this country, where we are meeting to-day. 

We are a synthesis of India and Britain as no other 
people are or can be, ani! I would like to remind my 
Indian kinsmen that it was a man of my own community, 
the great poet and statesman Louis DeRozio, who, more 
than a hundred year. ago, long before any of the develop
ments of modern day" could po,sibly have ueen foreseen, 
woke from its long sleep the lyle of the Indian MlIse with 
the noble poem, which opens with the stirring and filial 

declamation : 
" Harp of my land, which moulrlering long hath hung II 

and ends with a touchiog appeal for 
" My fallen country, one kind thought from thee. " 

au.l this is what I ask for Sir, a kind. ana generolIs gesture, 
ana this is what I ask of my Indian friends, and this is 
wbat I ask of my Inaian Princes, whom for. a generation 
we have served nobly and well-a kind and generOlIS 
gesture oat, thank God, for my fallen country, but for my 
eountry resurgent. 
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Mr. Chairman: I associate myself wholeheartedly 
with the spMkers who have l'rece<ied me io their expres
sion of sympathy aod clevotioo to His l'>hjesty the King, of 
the sympathy of the Rllli,,~ P"inces and Chiefs of Inaia 
with thfl aspirlltions of BI'iti~h Inclia an<i of hope an,] faith 
that, in the solution of the issues which confront us, we 
shall be animated by the goodwill, patience and wisdom 
which His ~Ia:iesty commAncleli, anli in rloing so, I feel sure 
I am echoing the sentiments of those who no less than 
others are amongst the Rulers of States. 

As regads the main question that we are liiscussing 
,to-day, namely, whether the flltUl'e Constitution of [naia 
should be unitary or feder.l, Their Highnesses who have 
spoken before me have already showo that a Uoited and 
Greater India can only be createa with the consent aod 
associatioo of the sovereign States of India with the Govern
meot of British IOllia. I Deed not therefore deal with that 
point. I would only say that if federation be "gl'eed upon, 
,those whom I represent would be willing to 'Hsist in the 
achievement of that goal. 

At thi, stage, it might oe well to state in broad outline 
the problem of the sm'll1~r St~tes. Thei,' essential features 
are identical wilh those of the other States, namely, (1) 
they are not British terl'ibry, their subjects are not British 
subj~cts and they are not goveruerl by the law of British 
India, and (2) the British Cl'Own is responsible for their 
external relations and te,rritorial integrity. They all manage 
their intern .. l affair; .. nd maiutain their troops or police 
forces, except the very small estates and jagirs. For inter
national purposes, the territories of these States are in thtl 
same position as those of British India, and their subjects 
are in the same position as British Bubj ects. These facts 
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establish that their rights, and indeed their interests, are
identical with those of the rest of the States. 
".; It will thus be plain that the methods of All-Indilll 
co·operation that may be devised by the Conference 
would apply to these States. It is true lhat some of the 
States-especially those which are included in the group 
known ~s estat9s, jagirs and others-are very small, anet 
their cases will requin: investigation in order to fit them in 
the scheme that might be ultimately framed, in order that 
they~might eojoy all its benefits in common with the rest 
of the States. 

In this connection, I may remark that the importance 
of the smaller States is not to be judged by the ~ize of 
individnal units, but by the aggregate figures of their area 
and population, their widespread territorial distribution. 
and their large number. I would ask this House to 
remember that, if a little over twenty States be excepted, 
nO one of the remaining States has a population exceeding 
half a million: and yet they include in their number 
States which have as ancient a lineage, as prond a history, 
as large a jurisdiction and as rich potentialities of develop. 
ment a8 any other. They further share in the general 
political awakening, the stirrings of new life and new hopes 
or in His Majesty's words-" the quickening and growth in. 
ideals :tOd aspirations"-whieh characterise the whole
country, and they are animated by the common ideal of. 
being placed firmly on the road to the political stature 
which is their due. The fact that His .Majesty the King
Emperor has emphasized the wisoom of paying due regard" 
to the just claims of minorities at once shows bis deep
interest in them and inspil'es the hope that the legitimate 
claims of all States regardless of size will receive due. 
recognition and that, at this birth of a new history, the 
foundations will be well. ~nd tr~ly I~id, and an enduring 
union of the States "I'd BntIsh India WIll be br6ught into> 
being. 

/ 
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H. H. THE ;\IAHARA.JA OF PATIALA 

Mr. Prime Uini;ter: In rising from my place at this 
·comparatively late st~ge of the general discussion. I feel 
I have somewhflt of an a<lvantage over thfl speakers who 
have pl'eceded me. Tnis i~ the thil'd day of the geneml 
discussion which, I am sure, we must all agree, has greatly 
clarified our ideas. It rerr.ains, thel'efore, for me to deal 
with those points only which I think might be clearly 
brought out, in orde,· to summarise what I take to be the 
general view of the Indian States Delegation. 

My brother Princes have all'cady laid stress upon the 
intimacy of those personal ties with His Majesty's person 
and throne, of which I and every Prince are so proud-ties 
which bini the Pdn~es of Iodill to th,' Crown of B,·itain. 
'These ties remain indi;sohlble, iu the tl'ue,;t seuse, links 
of Elllpire. But I would point out that they operate in 
two ways. They constitute, on the one hand, a link 
between the Indian States and Great Britain. On the 
·other hand, they constitute a no lels important liuk betweeu 
the [u<lian Stllte. an i Bcitish India, sinc", they hind the 
two h&lve~ of India, politically distinct though they may 
be, iato the highe,' ullity, which come. of common attach
ment to II common Sovereign. It is my earnest hope, as I 
am sure thllt is the hope of all my brother Princes, that the 
dU1l1 operation of these bonds will play its 0 wn great part 
in the birth of thllt United Inrlia for the achievement of 
which we are all striving. 
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I make no secret of my own belief that the connection 
between my own country and the British Commonwealth is 
one that has been ilesigned by Providence for the benefit 
of humanity at large. India herself comprises within her 
borders no less than one fiftb of the human race. If, as I 
hope and pray, she remains within the British Empire, as a 
partner equal in dignity with her siBter commonwealth, 
there will result ouch a free and voluntary co-operation 
between East and West as the world has never known. 
What may such an alliance not achievll for the peaceful 
progress of mankind at large? The culture of the East 
like the culture of the West, has its own characteristic 
contribution to make. It is for us here to see that our 
strengths are jointly cast into the same ,eale-the scale of 
justice, of progress, of co-operation. 

Like all my brother Princes, I have been greatly 
impre8sed by the eloquent appeal made to us by Sir Tej 
Bahadm E'aplu, whfn he ol'fned this general discussion, 
that we should recognise weare hdians first and Princes 
afterwards. l\Iay I, with all earncstne,s, say how readily 
we respond to thnt appeal? We yield to none in our 
devotion to India, our motherland. But may I also point 
out that by remaining Princes, we do not cease to be Indians. 
Our Order is supposed, in cfrtain respects at least, to be 
conservative. I should myself prefer to say that we are 
conservators. 'Ye feel indeed that we are the conservator&' 
of a great tradition, of an ancient civili,ation and of 3' 

proud culture. 
At a time when the dynamic, machine-made civilisa

tion of the 'Yest threate,ned to overwhelm much of our 
ancient Indian culture, it was the Indian States which 
proved themselves the consel'vators of the traditional arts, 
and crafts. 
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It was within tIle Indian Stat~& that Indian talent, 
whether in the sphere of arts or of politics, for long, found: 
their feet, and indeed perhaps for a t;me, their only 
scope. 

It was within tile Tl)di"n SIR.tes, to speak of the past 
alone, that men like Sir Salar .JUlIg, Silo T. Maclhav Rao, 
and Sir Seshadri lyeI', discovered opportunities of self
rp"li~aljoD, of work tor the motllerl"Dd, tlla! were not 
avail. hIe to them in British India. And tu·day, is it not 
the ca~e tllat the Indian Princes can count, among their 
lIJini.tels and ad\isl'JS, statesmen, of "hom the whole of 
our c •• untry may well be plOud? I leel sll ongly that the 
Indian States have it in their po~'er to make a contribution 
no less valuable to the Great India of the future. than the 
contribution 01 British hdia herself. Nor is this contribution 
confined to a historic continuity of culturf', a proud seose 

of citizenship, a solidity of political institutions transcending 
differences of caste and creed. 

The Indian States can contribute something else which 
until the millennium al'fives, is no less important to the 
life of a country than the arts of peace namely, the capa
city for self-defence. It is in the Indian States that ther& 
still flourish most prominently such organised military life 
and tradition as still exiRt in India, and I suggest th at in 
the future, may he found alllolJgst Ihe most practically 
valuahle of'the contributions that the Indian States can 
make to India, and through India to the Empire. 

Mr. Prime Minister, I believe I am speaking for my 
brothe .. Princes as much as fur myself, when I say we al1 
lock for" ard to the bhth of a greater Jndia; whether that 
greater India ",ill take the form of a United States o~ 

India, ",·e may know more clearly before this Conference, 
Cl ml s to the Cf~d",ioD of its wOlk. 
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Our readiness to work for this ideal, and to facilitate 
its achievement, has already been made manifest; and I 
·am happy to think that both His Majesty's Government in 
England and my colleagues, the political leaders' of British 
Indian thought, fully appreciate the anxiety of the Indian 
States that India shall rise to her full stature within the 
British Commonwealth of Nations. I believe, and I am 
bappy to think that my belief is shared by many, that the 
Teadiest and the quickest method of achieving this en
hanced status and dignity, lies along the road of federation. 
For federation I am prepared to work, knowing that only 
through federation can the Indian States join with British 
India in the formation of the greater India which we all 
<lesire. 

Here I think, it is necessary to be clear in our ideas: 
for it is not only the future of our own States and our own 
peoples, but the future of India as a whole that is involved. 
I believe that, at every step, we should refi@ct upon the 
1mmense is::Hlf'S concerned. 

"Vhat do we, r ndian Princes mean, when we say we 
are prepared to jnin with British India in constituting an 
All-India federation? Let me say first what we do not 
mean. We nn not, we cannot coatemplate, any severance 
in the ties whic'l bind Innia to the Empit·e. The m'linten
ance of the B"itish connection iR the fundamental assump
tion of our whole position. In the next place, we db.ire to 
make it plain th.t outside the matter, of' common concern, 
we shall rreservtl our internal autonomy intact without any 
interference on the part of British India, whatever the 
eonstitution of Beitish India m"y be, just as the British 
Indian unit of thA federation will be entitled to manllge 
those affairs, '"hich are exclusively its own without inter-
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ferenee on our part. 'fa put it otherwise, by federation 
we meaa an arrangement enterd inte> by us and by Rritish 
India jointly, under which, while British India manages 
those affairs that exclusively concern it, and while tbe 
Indian Stlltes manage tl,ose affairs that exclusively con
cern them and while the Crown discbarges such functions 
in India as are reserved to it the Crown British India, Bnd , , 
the Indian States join together in a system which provines 
for the joint management and joint conhol of matters tbat 
jointly concern the two sides of India. 

The task of devising such a system is not merely 
difficult and delicate, but involves certain assumptions that 
I desire to bring out. No federation has, I am sure 
ever come into existence, without the rights of the federat
ing units being first precisely known. Now, so fal' as the 
Indian States are concerned, these rights are in some 
doubt. 

Our own view, the view of the Princes, is that our 
rights are foundeil upon our treaties and engagements, that 
our relationship with the Crown is an ascertainable rela
tionship, the tpl'lUS of which depend upon the elemegt of 
consent. The Indian States Committee has challenged this 
view of Ol1rs. Are our own le!;al a<lvisers right-some of 
tbe most eminent Counsels in London-or are the membell8 
of the Indian States Committee right? How can we feder
ate, until we know what rights and what duties we bring to 
the federation? Wh~n, therefore, we express our willing
ne88, and, indeed, Ol1r desit'e to enter a federal arrange
ment' are we oat entitled to ask that there should be a 
prior ascertainment (If 0111' rigbts, not iodeed by executive 
action, hnt by jndicial 'lecision, by the decision of the 
highest jlldicill.l tribllnal, t'l which lIis Majesty'. Govern_ 
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pilgrim from abroad, he travelled up anrl rlown thtl country 
in search of knowledge. Knowledge indeed he must have 
gllthererl in a remarkable rleg,·ee, for he ~p>lrerl no pains to 
equip himself for the gre"t task that lay before him, but 
he had "Iso managed to impress himself more indelibly on 
the habits anrl opinions of his countrymen. Like "II strong 
and original minds, Oandhi reacted on his countrymen with 
extraordinary vigour anrl the impact of such a lIlinrl on the 
tenrlencies of the age has been rlYDllmic-altogether whole
lome as some conceive it or thoroughly devastating, in the 
view of others. Whateyer it is, the fact remains that his 
influence on recent history has been potent and rlecisire. 

UXYEILING MR. GOKHALE'S PORTRAIT 

Towards the end of May he was invited to Bangalore 
llnveil the portrait of Mr. Gokhale, when he made a 

let and highly suggestiye speech. 
I saw in the recitation,-the beautiful recitation that was given 

me,-that God is with them whose garment was dusty and 
.!lered. My thought Immediately went to the end of my g.rment; 
".mlned aod found that it is not dusty Bnd it i. not tattered; 
~8 fairly spotle-ss and clean. God is not In me. There are other 

.nditions attAched; but in these condition8 I may fail i and you, 
y dear countrymen, may also fail; and if we do tend thitj well, 

should not dishollour the memory of one whose portrait you 
,ve , •• ked me to unveil this morning. I bave declared myself hIs 
"'iple to Ihe political field and I have him as my Ra.ia Guru: 
"I this I claim on behalf of the I"dian people. It was in 1896 
"' I made this declaration, and I do not regret having made the 
,oice. 

That reference to the garment that is not dusty and 
(!tered iB truly inspired! There is in it something Boul
Iring Ihat muves UB to heights of gl'eat feeling as in the 
lllnB and psalms of the poet-Baints of Medieval India. 

"where else have we a note of such pathos and grandeur 
'lched with nohle passion for humanity. .. 

Later in the year Gandhi presided over the anniver
"uy function at the Gurukul and spoke io Hindi 00 the 
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ment and the Indian States may agree to refer tbe 
question. 

We feel that such ascertainment of our rights runs in 
no way counter to our desire for the higher unity of India 
but will indeed directly facilitate the formation of that 
federal arrangement, through which we believe that unity 
can best be achieved. 

Again, it is impossible for federation to come about, 
unless those who are parties to federation are prepared to 
pay the necessary price. Sacrifices will be necessary;· 
sacrifices by British india as well as by oUl'selves. Are w" 
prepared to face these sacrifices? For my own part, I 
believe that we are. But let U8 be under no illusion that 
sacrifice will not be necessary. And while 1 do not think 
that there can be any question, for exampl~, of our losing 
that internal autonomy which each State cherishes, I do 
tbiI!k that iVe shall find ,the actual process of working out a 
federation, one which demands great unselfishness, great 
patit'nce, great patriotism. 

Are the Indian Princes afraid then of what the future 
holds? Speaking for myself I can answer frankly, that we 
are not. We are proud of being indiana, we are proud of 
our motherland. But we are also proud of the historic 
position of our States. ,Ve are fully conscious of the trend 
of thought in British india, indeed, I think that the trend 
of thonght has, in many respects served to modify in some 
degree our Own institutions within our States. At the same 
time, "'e b~lieve it is not essential that lines of progress 
within the Indian States and in British India should follow 
exactly the Bame course. Each State, with its historic 
consciousness, should, I feel, seek its own particular form 
of self-expression, consistently ",ith contributing to tbe 
bigher purposes of the federation. 
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And may I here say, in all earnestness, that I depre
cate even casual references to the possibility that the Indian 
States rnay he obliterated by tbe rising tide of democracy. 

Mr. Prime Minister, the Indian States have survived 
many cataclysms; they may survive mauy more. In my 
view, it is just their strength and vitality, their sturdy 
VIgour which has carried thelll through so rn/lOy trial., 
which gives them their greatest value as elements in the 
future polity of India, aud as links ill those chains of 
common loyalty, common affection and common interest, 
which I pray may ever bind together Britain and India in. 
the great British Commonwealth of free nations. 
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I should like to begin my speech by expressing my 
;·beart-felt gratefulness to Lord Peel for the noble and 
courageous lead that he gave yesterday by saying that we 
should speak frankly and sincerely. He may be legiti
mately proud of haviug brought a contribution of sincerity 
to the business before this Conference, and for having paid 
this Conference th.e compliment of frankness. I can assure 
him that, in my speech, he will not be disappointed; he 
will have the most frank, sincere and honest views of a 
man who has proved his loyalty to the British Empire, 
even running the risk of losing his life in doing so, when he 
was a young man and comparatively unknown, and when 
he showed his loydty in the actual fire of war. It is such 
a man who now speaks frankly and sincerely and may 
appear to be a rebel at the present time. 

I should like to dispose of certain points which Lord 
Peel made in dealing with the speech of Mr. Jayakar. 
Lord Peel complained that Mr. Jayakar in his speech did 
not appreciate the services of the lllany young British 
people, who go to India and give their devoted service in 
the prime of their life to the uplift of that country. I 
do not know whether Mr. J ayakar appreciates those 
services or not, but, in any case, I fully appreciate 
the services which the British people give. I may give an 
illustration of how I appreciate their services. There is a 
farmer in a village who keeps a cow. He gives his devoted 
attention and his devoted service to that cow, so tbat every 
morning he lOay have an ample supply of fresh milk for his 
tea. I may also make a eompal'ison with the devoted service 
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v:hich a landlord or mnl~~zar paJs to his mPolgazari village. 
Inrlill is tI,,, malgazari village of England, Rnd as slich T 
IIppr~cilite that devoted attention is given to the malgazari 
vill.g~. 80 that thA grpatest rl'eources possihle may b(, 
obtllineo from thllt sourclI. 

Lorrl Peel Illso complaineo that 1\[1'. JB)'Bkar chargerl 
the Briti~h people with hllving monopolies in British Indill, 
anrl I WIlS pl .. 88 .. d to hear the definition of the monopoly 
which Lord Peel gave. If thllt uefinition is correct and if 
practical eft'ect is given to it, tb~n I, coming from the great 
Hindu race, hue notbing to fear. Efficiency, competence, 
intelligence and capacity for work-if that be the test for 
the loaves and fi,l, .. s of life, if thllt be the test for Il mlln's 
worth to be known, T, coming from the grellt Rinrlu race, 

have nothing to fellr. 
l"nlortunately, however, it i. not that. Lord Peel 

says, "I submit that th~re i. no monopoly, legal, constitll
tional or of aDY other kind, ucept that monopoly which i, 
obtained by .kill, energy anrl commercial success." I wish 
tbat were the fact, In the history of the British Empire in 
India, I wish it were a fact; for, had that been the case, 

I woulrl be th" last man to complain, for I woulrl have no 
reason to complain. Efficiency, capacity for work, intelli
gence-if that he th" test, no man from the Hindll race 
would ever have reason to complain or would ever haH 

complained. 
As regards the monopoly, I might briDg to the notice 

of my friend, Lord Peel, somethiDg which wai writteD by 
oDe of his owo people, a life of Sir Bartle Frere, Governor 
of Bomhay, written by Mr. Martin. lIe gives a history of 
how the Indian shipping industry was kill.d and the pre
seot British India Steam Navigation Company brought ioto 
heing. A Mr. Mackinnon weot to India, without meaDS, 
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as an adventurer, and was introduced to the Governor, who 
was told that he was a very capable yonng man, who would 
be able to bnild up a great British shipping industry in 
'India, if the Government would only help him by a·subsidy . 
. " Thllt is the man I am looking out for," the Governor said 
. and a subsidy was ;iv~n. Every help was given, and the 
British shipping industry was established, to the prejudice 

of the existing shipping industry of the Indians. 
I should like to quote from the reports of the House of 

Commons. In 1839 a Committee was establisherl by the 
House of Commons, before which a Mr. ~Ie,lville gave 
evidenGe. India passed entirely into the h~nds of the 
British after the war which ended in 1818, when the 
M"harattas ,,,ere completely routed. Some twenty years 
later, in 1839, Mr. Melville said before that Committee: 

" If British India wel'e a foreign country, a ship built 
there and navigated wholly by natives might bring a cargo 
of produce to this country and take back a cargo of 
British produce; whilst, being a British possession, a ship 
so owned and n'lvigated is denied th"t power. The natives 
of India are excluded from advantages to which natives of 
all other countries are admitted; they are not only rlpprived 
of the advantages secured to British shipping and seamen, 
but even of the advantages possessed by some of the 
f · t' " orelgn na Ions. 

Mr. Wilson, who is known as a gr<lat British historian, 
an honest man, and a sincere man, and one who follows 
L0l'fl Peel's advice by speaking frankly, rlescribes how tbe 
Indian cotton industry was killed. 

He says British goods were forced on India without 
paying any duty and tue foreign manufacturer employed 
the method of political injustice to keep down and 
ultimately strangle a competitor, 'with whom he could not 
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have cOlnpeted on eqnal terms. He further says that had 
not tbis been the case and had there not been snch 
llrohibitivl'l duties, the mills of Paisley and lI!1tnchester 
would have been stopped at the outset, and could scarcely 
again have been set in Illotion even by the power of steam. 
That \\'us the position of tire colton industry in India and 
that was how it was killed. 

No\v that it hll~ been killed, Lord Peel comes and says 
there is no monopoly, log'll 01' constitutional, or of any 
other kind, Hcept a monopoly of efficiency. I wish it 
were 80. 

~Iay I s"y a won1 "bollt a monoply in a sphere 
which is dear to my heart-tilt; monopoly which is enjoyed 
by Britishers as regarels commissions in the Army? 

Up to ten years ago, not one !nelian belonging to the 
fighting race_, belonging to the races that established 
Empires, tlrat again established empires and again 
established empires that are looking forward to ti,e time 
when again thAY will establish empires-the sons of such 
races were elenied commi.sions in the Army. Is not that 
a monopoly? Was the Civil Service not a monopoly? 
Wu the In~ian Medical Service not a monopoly? Was 
it based entirely on efficiency anel capacity for work? 

I wish Lord Peel would reconsider his statement and, 
as he haM given us a leael in fraukne.s aud sincerity, would 
reconsider the position and give us a fmther lead in 
lincerity and frankness. 

Lord Peel reminds us, and sincerely reminds us, and 
very gravely remincl. DS, that Lord Irwin, for whom we 
gave verY lusty chpers, wI,en his name was mentioned here, 
has never promised immediate tt'anslation into {act of the 
full measure of Dominion Status. I know it. I do not 
require to be reminded of it. I have not yet kno \Vn any 
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British statesman say, " I shall take time by the forelock. 
ana be an exception this time to the rule of the British 
being always five minutes too late ana doing a thing when 
all grace is out of it." I expected that the British people 
won1cl rise to the occasion and say, when we come here 
to-da~ to give a frank expression of our opinion, "If yon 
prove yonr capacity, if yon prove worthy, immediate 
Dominion Statns will be given to you." In capacity, in 
efficiency, it cannot be said that th e representatives of the 
Hindus have been fonnd wanting. (A Delegate: of India.) 
Yes. Hindu means all India. An Indian may be a Hindu 
or may be a member of any other religion, but in what I 
am saying no\\", he is a Hindu. I am glad the delegate 
reminded me of that. I am not an Englishman and 
therefore I am accustomed to say Hindus. ' 

What is the present situation in India? Lord Irwin 
may say that he is not going to give immediate Dominion 
Status, and the British people may say that they are not 
going to give immediate Dominion Status. Weare not 
hAre to know whether the British Government is going to 
give Dominion Status or not. We have come here, as a 
mark of long-standing friendship, as a mark of long-stand
ing connection, to tell the British people frankly and 
sincerely-taking the lead of Lord Peel--what India 
thinks and what is the sitnation at present, so that you may 
exercise your independent brain and your independent 
thought and make up your minds how to proceed in the 
present situation. 

The situation in India r shall briefly describe. There 
are Indians in the Civil Service, there are Indians in the 
Medical Service, there are Indians in the Military Service, 
.ad their wives and their sons and their brothers and tbeir 
Rearest relatives are taking part actively in the national: 
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movement and are going to jail and are suffering all kinds 
of indignities and oppression. Young boys, young kids, 
young girls, young women, old women, old men-all are 
coming forward to express their heart-felt feeling that the 
time has come, and that India can never be satisfied with 
anything-less than Dominion Status or full responsible 
Government. I will come soon to what I mean by Domi
nion Stlltus or responsible (jovernment. 

They are suffering 811 kinds of indignities and oppres
sion. I myself went twice to jail in the struggle for free
dom, in my desirA to mRke Inclia as free as any Dominion
in the Empire. If further sacrifice is needed, this man 
will not be fonnrl wanting when the time comes, as he was 
not found wanting during the Boer War and during the last 
war. If I could offer the sacrifice of my life for the 
Empire during real emergency, I should be a thousand 
times more rearly to offer my life for sacrifice for the uplift 
of my countq'. 

British people think, and perhaps British Officers in 
India think, that they can put down the movement, that 
they can rlemoralise the people. They think that, by a 
display of force, they will cause all this trouble to dis
appear. The time has passed-I am speaking frankly and 
sincerely, and that time will never come again, when any 
show of physical force is going to cow the Indian people. 

I have seen with my own eyes Officers with police 
and military, faced by thousands of people, children, boys 
women, men, who said" All-right, you do the worst, we 
are prepared to be shot down." While being shot down, 
they will run away, but when the shooting stops, they will 
come again. In the organ called Young India Miss 
Slade, one of the daught~rs of t.he British peopJ~, a 
daughter of Admiral Slade, who took part in the last war, 

8 
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writes as to the ways of British oppt'ession, how the British 
people are aspiring to kill the movement and how it does 
-not succeed. 

I shall only quote: "Lathi blows on head, chest, 
stomach and joints; thrusts with lathis in private parts, 
-abdominal regions; stripping of men naked before beating: 
tearing @ff loin cloths and thrusting of sticks into private 
parts; pressing and squeezing of the private parts-the 
most sensitive part of a man, I wi1l not name it-till a 
man becomes unconscious; dragging of wounded men into 
-salt water; riding of horses over men as they lie Ot· sit on 
the ground; thrusting of pins ann thorns into men's bodies, 
sometimes even when they are un~onscious; beating of 
men after they had become unconscious, and other vile 
things too many to relate, besides foul language and blas
phemy, calculated to hurt as much as possible the most 
sacred feelings of the Satyagrahis. The whole affair is one 
of the most devilish, cold-blooded and unjustifiable in the 
bistory of any nation." So says Miss Slade, the disciple of 
Mahatma Gandhi, the modern author of love, non-violence 
and truth. That disciple, an English lady, says these 
things. She has seen these things with her own eyes, and 
frankly taking the lead of Lord Peel, and frankly and 
-sincerely and honestly says what she has seen. 

This is going on in India at the present moment, 
and this \las been going on for more than six months, and yet 
the movement has gone on. As I have said before, when 
shooting does take place, people run away fur the time 
being, but as soon as the shooting stops, people again 
throng and do the same thing. I should have thought 
they shoul,] not rnn away, but let us imagine the progeny 
-of the races IVhich fought wars, which waged wars, 
defeated enemies, being disarmed, for the last 80 years 
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'or so-three generations of disarmament! The Moghuls 
eame, conquered India, defeated us, established their 
Empire i but it did not enter their brains to maintain their 
Empire by disarming the whole nation. It is this thing 
that has gone right into the bottom of our hearts. I could 
quite understand it, if anybody says if you have a rifle and 
if your opponent has a rifle, ana then he runs away, then 
yon can call him a coward. But coward" they are not, 
because these people, seeing that their Own people are 
being shot down, return to the same place to do the same 
·thing, simply because they I,ave no rifles of their own. 
That is the crux of the sit11ation. The pith of What I am 
saying is that if the British Officials in India think that 
this movement can be cowed down or submerged by any 
kind of repression, they are mistaken. It is impossible 
that that movement should be crushed. We have gone 
through it. '\ly grand-father has passed through all these 
troubles before. W", know in our history what a repression 
we have gone through before much more serious than the 
present repression. 'Ve have gone through that, and we, 
Mahrattas and Sikhs, standing together have withstood the 
most unimaginable atrocities that human nature could 
think of. 

The sum and total of what I say is this. This is the 
parting of the ways for the British people and ourselves. 
\Ve have been in association, according to my calculation, 
for about a hundred years, according to somebody else's 
calculation about a hundred and five years. It is this that 
has prompted me to come to this Round Table eonferen ce 
against all the desires of people, against the condemna tion 
of friends, with whom I have worked for the last twenty 
five or thirty years, against the assertion in private and in 
,public that he is a traitol' who goes to the Round Table 
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meaning of true Swadeshism, the doctrine at Ahimsa and 
otber kindred topics. 

HINDU UNIVERSITY SPE~;CH 

On Feb. 4, 1916, he attended the Hindu University 
celebrations and delivered an address which unfortunately 
was intercepted. But the regrettable incident of which fal· 
too much was made, revealed the hold tbat he l'ossesses 
upon the esteem and affection of his countrymen, for his 
version of what transpired was generally accepted. Since 
then Mr. Gandhi has been taking a prominent part in the 
building up of the Indian nation along his own peculiar 
lines. For, he teaches both by precept and by example. But 
he goes his own way, untramelled by precedent, carefully 
analysing the criticism to which he is naturally subjected, 
holding himself answerable, however, to his own conscience 
alone. For he is at the prophets, and not merely of the 
secondary interpreters of life. 

The same month he came to ~fadras ·and on the 
10th spoke on Social Service to a large audience presiaed 
over by Mrs. Whitehead. On the 14th he spoke on 
Swadeshi befure the Missionary Conference, and a couple 
of days later gave a lucid account of his Satyagrahashram 
to a large gathering of students in the precincts of the 
Young Men's Christian Association, Madras, the Han. 
Rev. G. Pittendrigh of the Christian College presiding. He 
then went back to Ahmedabad to look after his Ashram. 
Late in the year on Decemher 22, he made a remarkable 
speech on " Economicl)erslts Moral Progress" at the Muir 
Central College, Allahabad, Mr. Stanley .J evons presiding. 
The address contains some of his most mature and thought
ful reflections on life, and, both in style and sentiment, is 
one of the most characteristic of Mr. Gandhi's utterances. 
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Conference. They say, "'Ve believed that he- was a 
sound soldier of his Motherland, but at the time, when the 
real examination-mark man comes up, 9t that time he was· 
founrl ont, and now he is a traitor who goes to the Round 
Table Conference." 

I am risking all that thing. I am risking everyth ing 
that is dear to a man's heart in this life, and for one thing: 
for the some little affection there is far the connection that 
has been established for the last 125 years. It was that 
little affection that made me take risks in my youth 
according to the promptings of youth in these days. 
According to the promptings of a more soher man at a 
more advanced age, I am taking that risk of losing every
thing that a man holds dear in his life. If I had looked 
at things from a personal point of view, what a simple 
thing it would have been for me. People would have said, 
" There is no greater patriot than Dr. Moonje at this time 
in Inoia." But I have come here, ano I am so glad that 
Lord Peel has anticipated the promptings in my heart to 
speak here sincerely and honestly and frankly. 

Now that 1 have said all these things, what is it that 
India wants, and what is it that you are asked to do? India 
wants Dominion Status. India has an ambition of her own. 
India had, according to her own ambitions, established her 
own Empires, and of course, those who establish Empires 
lose Empires. It is not a very extraordinary thing to lose 
an Empire, becaLlse only th08e can lose Empires who have 
got the capacity to establish them. But India has, in her 
consideration, for the connection of a hundred or a hundred 
and fifty years, set the line. 

The laat straw is being put on the camel's back. Let 
us see if the British people have the courage to put the 
last straw on the camel's back before the camel's back 
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'breaks. What is it that India wants, and what is it that we 
are asking you to do? We want Dominion Status. 

I am not speaking from a constitutional point of view. 
When we meet in the sub·committees from the constitu
tional point of view, we can talk about it scientifically and 
constitutionally and historically, but here I am speaking 
from a layman's point of view. 'What is it that India 
wants'~ India wants to be a Dominion within the British 
}~mpir'>, so that India mlly also be in a position to own the 
Empire as its Own. If I possess a house, I feel a kind of 
love for that house, I wish, and India desires, that in con
sideration for that connection Iudia should be allowed to 
feel that the Empire also is its home. It is in this sense 
that I am using the term Dominion Status. I know that we 
are different from you as regards race, though ultimately 
you and we are one~we belong to the Aryan race. At the 
present moment, we are hlack people and you are white 
people, so perhaps you may think that you and we are 
quite different, and you may also think that, being different 
people, is it wise to give Domillion Status to them, so that 
they might stand up against you and sit on your chest 
again to· morrow, and might do something which will not be 
very pleasing to you. You might feel that. You have seen 
that past history of India. If that had been the intention 
of the Indian people, the history of our connection with the 
British nation would have beeu quite different. 

'I'her" are people here who know that, three.aays after 
the Great War was declared, I volunteered my services, 
but, heing over age, unfortunately I could not be accepted. 
Then I volunteered that, from my little Province, I would 
t'aise 50,000 soldiers for the war, provided that the racial 
bar and the racial monopoly in the Army was removed. If 
.the mind of India had been different, you would not have 
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received that offer, bllt we said, " '111is is a time of emer
gency and difficulty for the British people, and it is not 
our comprehension of our duty and of our conscience that 
we should create troubles for the British people at such 
a time; they are also human heings like us. After seeing' 
them through their difficulties, the God in them will he
roused enough to see that our people, though hlack in 
colour, are the same as their own." 

I have not come here as a beggar. It will be a good 
thing if you, of your own accord, would say "We offer you· 
Dominion Status." If fear or suspicion may not lead you' 
to make that friendly gesture, then I say we will not be 
satisfied with anything less than full responsible Govern
ment. I want to he as free in my country as an Englishman 
in England, as a Canadian in Canada, as aNew Zealander
in New "'ealand, and as an Australian in Australia. Nothing 
less thaD that is going to satisfy me. That is one thing. 

The second thing which I shall never tolerate is tha
saying that Indian people cannot defend their own colin try 
and therefore the British peopie must undertake the
responsihility of defending India. 

We shall he satisfied only with full responsible govern
ment. You must look at it from the psychological and 
physiological point of view. There al'e things which are 
known as foreign bodies. When a foreign body enters into
the body politic, if the body politic reacts in a certain way, 
that foreign body may remain in the body politic isolated; 
hut if the body politic does not react favourably, then the 
foreign body acts as a poison and poisons the whole body 
politic. Either ahsorb us into yourselves, so that we can' 
say we are part of the Empit'e along with you, or we shall, 
say "You are a foreign people, but we shall allow you to 
isolate yourselves." If something on those lines is not 
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done, it is not very difficult to prophesy that that foreign 
body will be a source of immense trouble, will poison the
whole horly politic, until either it is cast out or the body 
politic itself is destroyed. 

It is for this reason that I have come here and spoken 
freely, frankly, and sincerely, and I am grateful to Lord 
Peel for ~having given me the lead. This is the frank 
expression of a man who has been known up to now as 
a patriot in his own country. Now he is called a traitoi> 
to his own coantry for havitlg come here. I would com
mend to the British Delegation the amount of responsibility 
that lies on their head. 

It is a question whether India shall be complementary 
to England or opposite to England. In the latter case, 
there may be constant war/are, constant trouble and 
eonstan t repression so that th ere w ill be peace on neithev 
side in India. 
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Mr. Chairman: We are assembled here to find a solu
tion of one of the most difficult and complex problems, 
which any assembly was ever faced with. We were 
reminded yesterday by Lord Peel that we should proceed 
with caution. I fully agree wi th the noble Lord that we 
·sbould take all factors into careful consider .. tion but we 
must face and surmount difficulties and not succumb to 
them. I need not repeat what many of my friends have 
already said about the grave situation in India. 

I will only say that rapid progress may lead to Borne 
trouble, but hesitation and half-hearted measures are bound 
to lead to great disorder. 

We cannot forget that India at this moment is impati
ent and restless to breathe the air of freedom. This 
impatience hos led the leaders of the greatest and most 
powerful p"litic.1 party in the country to adopt means 
which we, I b~lieve, sadly deplore. But we Indiaos deplore 
no less tbe,pr~sellt statfl of things with its breaking of 
,heads and the sending to prison men, who in a free 
-country, would have commanded the respect of the proudest 
,nations. Both tllese methods are a couDsel of despair. 
This unfortuDote sad state of affairs in India calls for the 
rarest courage. wisdom and statesmanship of tbe highest 
order. In the slIccess of this historic Conference lies the 
good, not only of India or of England, but of the whole 
world, for one-third of the human race in ferment cannot 
'but produce uncertainty and restlessness in the whole. 

Although the prohlem is difficult and its solution 
imperative, there is no ground for pessimism. On the 
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other hand, here is a clear indication of determination on 
the part of every section of this historic assembly to find a 
ready solution lor it. By inaugllrating the opening cere
mony of this Conference, His Majesty the King Emperor 
has given practic'!l proof of his anxiety to see the success 
of Ollr deliberations. 'We should express our gratitude to 
His Majesty, not by words, but by the results which he 
expects us to achieve. The fact, Sil', that with your 
multifarious duties and momentous responsibilities you have 
been able to find time to preside over our delib('l'ations is 
another proof of tit e determination of the British people to 
find a solntion to this problem. 

We, Indian Delegates, have already staked our repu
tation in the eyes of OUl" fellow countrymen. We cannot 
-we dare not-go back to India without carrying with us 
the solution which will satisfy the aspirations of OUl" people. 

The Indian Princes, in their magnificent speeches, 
have made it abundantly clear that thpy are not only 
anxious to adjust their relations with British India, but that 
they are equally desirous to see fndia occupying her right
ful position among the proud nations of the world. 

When the best brains 01 England and the versatile 
brains of India are bent upon the solution of the problem, 
there is no difficulty which may not be overcome. 

What is the natUl"e of our problem? 'Ve have been 
asked here to give an expression of a limited character on 
the question of federal or unitary government. 

Belore expressing my opinion on this specific proposi
tion, on behalf of the Sikh community, which I have the 
honour to represent here, I make bold to say that, from 
the ooint of view of British India, our immediate business 

• 
is to obtain the substAncA of independence, a status of 
partnership in the Briti;11 Empire and a full measure of 
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responsible government in autonomous Provinc~s under a· 
responsible central government. If that had not been the 
main issue, perhaps the Conference would not have seen 
the light of day. 

The immediate realisation of this desire is no doubt 
full of difficulties, and if there were no difficulties, we would 
not have been here putting OUl' heads togMher and coming 
to close grips with the problem. Lord Peel said yesterday 
that the Simon Commission Report, so far as the Provinces 
were concerned, is a revolutionary document, in so far as, 
in the Provinces, diarchy is done away with and a unitary 
responsible government is established instead. I admit 
that the word" diarchy " has been taken away from the 
constitution but diarchy in substance is replaced in the 
official Members of the Cabinet. I do not desire to enter 
into any discussion at this stage of the various proposalsr 

but with all deference I submit that no amount of autonomy 
in the Provinces is going to satisfy Indian public opinion 
unless responsibility is estabished in the central government .. 
Representing, as I do the important Sikh minority I cannot 
ehut my eyes to what realistion of full responible govern
ment would mean to a minority. 

If we were all to forget that we were members of 
diff"rent communities, and were prepared to sacrifice our 
communal interest at the altar of nationbood Or nationalism, 
I for one would not have asked for any consideration for 
my community; but unfortunately communal interests are 
atill dear to us and require adjustment in a spirit of give 
and take. The Sikhs-who were, I need not remind you. 
the masters of the Punjab not many years ago and who, 
since the British advent have maintained their military 
prestige in the various theatres of war in Asia, Africa and. 
Europe, and who, during the Great 'War, supplied no less-
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than Fl9,OOO combatant recruits besides 30,000 already 
in service, and who still constitute the most gallant element 
of the Indian Army-cannot remain indifferent to· 
their interests. I beg of you not to ignore the just claims 
of a commnnity wbich is to be the backbone of hdia a:; a 
Dominion. I need only remind you of the words of 
Edward Thomson, who has written a book on the reo 
construction of India. lIe says that if tbe Sikhs remain 
loyal to a federated India, thEi North Western border is safe 
against Afghanistan, anJ if India remains a Dominion, her 
shores are secured by the British Navy. 

I am anxious, therefore, to be assured of a rightful 
position for my community. In fact, tbe test of a constitn
tion is the measnre of security it provides for tbe minorities. 
But I am not without hope that, along with other difficultips, 
we shall be able to solve tbis problem, in a friendly spirit, 
with a common desire to see India occupying a proud 
position among the countries of the world. 

The problems of defence and the maintenance of law 
Bnd order were mentioned yesterday as tb e big problems. 
which presented peculiar difficulties. I am of opinion 
that, with tbe solution of the minorities problem and with 
the introduction of a system of responsible government 
which will satisfy general public opinion in India, the 
question of law and order becomes very easy. Indians in 
general are more peace-loving than Westerners, and if their 
legitimate demands are acceded to, there is no reason why 
there should be any more disorder. 

I admit that the defence problem is more difficult, but 
it is made more difficult, partly from the peculiar nature of 
India's frontier, and p~rtly by the exclusion, until recently
of Indians from bigher ranks and positions of responsibility' 
in the Indian Army. I bold the view that India canoot-
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be a full-fledged Dominion, until she is able to assume 
control of the Army, but that does not imply that she can
not have Dominion Status and responsibility in other spheres 
of Governmental activity. 

Tbe question of defenee-and along with it the 
'l'elations with foreign countries-can for a period of time 
be entrust.ed to the Viceroy, assisted by an advisory hoard 
of Indians; but to seek to remove the control of the Army 
from tbe Inclian Il'gislature and to vest it in'a f@reign body 
for all time to come is to postpone the attainment of full 
Dominion Status by India until Doomsday. 

'What is immediatel} needed is to accelerate the pace 
of Indianisatiou in the higher ranks of the Army. It is 
inconceivable that the right material will not be available, 
or tbat any peculiar difficulties will present themselves in 
providing non-British commands. 

In spite of general disarmament and physical degener
ation, for which the Arms Act in India is mostly responsi
ble, the martial ract's in the Punjab like the Sikhs and 
Muslims and the Mahrattas in the South can still supply a 
valuable elemtlnt for the higher ranks. 

During the Great -War, the Viceroy's commissioned 
officers gave proof of their capacity for leadership, and tht're 
is no reason to think that when Indians are given the oppor
tunity of holding positions in the higher command they will 
Dot exhibit every capacity for leadership. 

There is another question with regard to the Army 
which I desire to bring to the notice of tbis assembly. It 
is not quite clear to me why such a large garrison of 60,000 
British troops, is maintained at such a heavy cost, appa
rently for the preservation of internal peace and order. 

·One British solilier cost. four times as much as an Indian 
. soldier. 
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Sil' Phel'Oze Sethna :-Five times as mucll. 

-no nO 
125 

A British solaier costs fOIll' to five times as much as an 
Indilln solaier, and it is difficult to see why so large a 
garrison should be maintained for the apparent reason of 
intercal peace and order. The Indian Police can well be 
trusted in times of disorder and outbreaks to discharge their 
responsibilities and duties honestly, and there is no reason, 
why Indian soldiprs, who are more disciplined should not 
be able to aischarge their auties honestly and conscien
tiously. 

The Army question, instMd of offering any insur
mountable difficulties, becomes easy of solution, if the dead 
weight of expenditure on British troops is removed and the 
Indiauisation of the higher ranks in the Army honestly 
pushe<l through. 

The problem 01 the Indian States h'ls presented great 
difficulty, but is fortunately now nearer solution. With the 
acceptance of the idea of a greater India, united in diver
sity, and with the willingness of the Princes to join that 
federation as free contracting parties, that problem is 
nearer solution. While the idea of a federation, in which 
self-governing provinces in British India, on the one. hand, 
and the Indian States, on the other, will fit themselves into 
a whole for the realisation of common ideals, in an atb'ac
tive one, it is still an idea which cannot immediately 
mature. At the outset we can so frame OUL' constitution as 
to leave the dooL' open to the Indian States to come in, 
but in coming to a decision on the exact type of federa
tion, we must not forget that India is DOW rapidly advanc
ing towards nationhood. Nothing should be done which 
might stifle that process of unification and nationhood; we 
must guard against any disintegrating tendencies on the
part of various units. 



THE MAN AND HIS mSSION 

MR. GANDHI IN CHAMPARAN 

The.n came the Champaran incident which has since 
'ecome historic as being the forerunner of civil disobe

dience. In the Lucknow Congress of December 19!6, 
Mr. Gandbi, though pressed by some of the citizens of 
Behar, declined to talk about grievances of the labour
ers in tbe Behar plantations without first-hand know
ledge of the real state of affairs. This he resolved to 
acquire soon after the Congress session: and in res
ponse to an insistent public demand, to inquire into the 
conditions under which [ndians worked in the indigo plant
ations, Mr. Gandhi was in Muzaffarpur on the 15th of 
April, 1917, whence he took the mid-day train for Motihari. 
Next day he was served witb a notice from the Champaran 
Diitrict Magistrate to ,[uit the distt"ict "by the next 
available train as his presence will endanger the public 
peace and may lead to serious disturbance which may be 
accompanied by loss of life". But the local authorities in 
issuing this mandate counted witbout the host. For 
Mr. Gandhi, who had initiated the Passive Resistance 
Movement in South Africa, replied in a way that did not 
lurprise those who bad known him ~ 

Out of a Bense of public responsibility, I feel it to be my duty 
to say that I am unable to leave this district, but it it so please the 
authorities, I shall submit to the order by suffering the penalty of 
disobedience. 

I most emphatically repudiate the Commissioner's suggestion 
that" my object is likely to be agitation". My desire is purely and 
.Imply tor" a genuine search for knowledge" and this I shall 
conllnue 10 satisfy so long as I am lett free. 

Mr. Gandhi appeared before the District Magistrate on 
the 18th, when he presented a statement. l!'inding that th" 
case was likely to be unnecessarily prolonged, he pleaded 
guilty, and the judgment was deferred pelllling instructions 
from higher authorities. The rest of the story is pretty 
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Nothing should be dcne, in particular, to weaken the 
-authority or the credit of the Cantral Government, and for 
tbis reason, I am strongly of opinion that, after distributing 
as large powers as possible to the provinceiJ to develop on 
their own lines, a reserve of power must remain with the 
-Central Government. We must remember that, in deCiding 
to have a federal type of Government, we are reversing tbe 
natural process, so fill' as the provinces are concerned. 
The federation of once independent States has usually been 
an intermediary process towards unification, but here we 
are trying to create s~paratist tendencies. History should 
-be our guide, aod we should evolve a type of system which 
may not be strictly unitary, but which is soited to 001' 

peculiar conditions and traditions. 
The eyes of the world are turned towarda this Con

ference. The fate of one fifth of the human race hangs 
on the deliberations round this historic table. The pledges 
of British statesmen are on their trial; the patriotism and 
.good sense of various commuoities is to he tested. I only 
pray and hope tbat we may all rise equal to this great 
occasion, and that the fruits of our labours may lead to a 
happier and more contented India and to a greater England. 
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After such a circuit of words, praises and emotions, for 
'me to contrihute anything would only be wearisome and I 
am sure I should be trying the patience of this assembly 
'if I were to make a long speech. Myohject this morning 
'is to place before you certain business propositions derived 
from experience and the knowledge of the working of 
institutions which were inaugurated unde~ the Montford 
Scheme, with regard to relatious between the Provinces 
anll. the Centre, and what should be done with a view to 
easing the situation and for creating facilities for the 
smooth working of responsibility at the Centre and in the 
Provinces. 

I hllve listened very carefully to the very instructive 
and interesting address of the representative of the Con
llerV'ltive group, Lord Peel. I appreciate his great sincerity 
and frankness, and he is speaking true to the creed 
of the great party to which he belongs. ",Ve are also in 
Southern India styled a Conservative party, and a reaction
ary party by a certain section of the extreme nationalists. 
As a Conservative party, we hold fast to the trllditions of 
the past, and as nlltionlllists we want to progress with all 
other political sections of India. 

It will he interesting for you, therefore, to hear what 
the legislature and the Pllrty, which I have honour to 
represent and to lead, has to sayan the nature of the 
practical working, the defects and the difficulties of the 
system of dyarchy. It would be mere waste of time, 
bow ever, for me at this stage to go seriatim into all the 
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defects and difficulties of the pres~nt situation. I will only 
picture to you briefly what it is that, from tbe point of 
view of the Party I represent seems desirable. I represent 
a party which consists, not merely of the intelligentsia of 
the country, but of representatives of the countryside, 
agriculturists and small landholders-all classes who bave 
a stake in the country. 

The Legislative Council of Madras, which co-operated 
whole-heartedly with the Indian Statutory Commission, 
has, in commullicating tbe report of the Committee to the 
Secretary of State, resolved emphatically that any grant 
of political autonomy iu the provinces will be a mere shell 
witbout substallce, uIlle8s responsibility is introduced in tbe 
Central Goverllment. Tbe Justice Party, at a great 
meetillg held two days after this report was submitted, has 
also unanimously placed on record its sincere desire tbat 
tbe next step in advance should be responsibility in the 
Celltre, and that India should be placed in a position 
not illferior to that of tbe States which comprise the 
British Commonwealth of Nations. 

I may also refer to anoti,er view expressed by this
great movement in Southern India, Bombay and the 
Central Provinces, the Non-Brahmin movment. 

It is the sincere wish of the Non-Brahmin Party, 
guided and controlled by experience and knowledge 
of the working of the institutions of the coulltry, to 
have full responsibility at tbe centre, and a meeting of 
the All India Non-Brahmin Party, held in Poona and 
presided over by myself, has resolved that it shall 
stand for full responsibility at the Centre, subject 
to such safeguards for a temporary period, as !!lay 
be essential, and that India shall be placed in line with the· 
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other States which comprise the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. 

W I'J hase tLis on the experience we have hitherto, 
acquired. The system of dyarchy was acquired and worked 
with varying degrees of success in the different provinces. 
If, in any province, it has not worked successfully it is not 
because of want of capacity in the individuals, but because 
they refused to work a system or an organisation which 
did not fulfil thllir expectations, and which was so full of 
defects that they would not work it whole-heartedly. 

That b~ing so, I would submit to this Conference tbat 
the success of the dyarchic experiment in India has not 
been, as it has been represented to be, inferior to any other 
institution. 'Ve have worked successfully in India, "e 
have gained experience and knowledge. What then is the 
next step to be taken, when we have proved that thEt 
dyarchic system has been sllccessful, though it has been 
universally condemned by sections of people who did not 
dare the responsibility, who did not put their shoulders to 
the wbeel and carry out the administration?; 

Those who did not have the painful experience of 
working the institution are most. luud in condemning the 
system. I am not one of those who think that it deserved 
such universal condemnation. Like every other institution, 
its defects are many, its difficulties are many, but it has 
worked successfully, as ,we have proved in the Madras 
Presidency. I would ask this Conference ;to bear with me, 
while I point out how far this system has been successful iu 
improving the condition of the countryside and in helping 
the minorities and others. One .of the great problems, 
which this Conference will have to consider, is whether the 
palt can be taken as a sure' guide for the futUl·e. 'Ve 
must test our conclusions and the facts. The Legislative 

9 
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Councils all over the conntry addressed themselves to what 
is known liS nation-building, Departments were set up 
which served to improve tbe condition of the people of tbe 
rural areas, the depressed classes have been helped and 
steps have been taken to see that provision was made for 
their redemption from ignorance and cruel injustice. 

The problem of the lI1inorities was not DPglected. 
Every time, when questif)ns relating to the rights and 
liberties of the minorities came up, the legislatnre stood 
firm and did not allow any injustice to them. In the 
matter of discriminatory legislation, hy means of interpella
tions or resolutions, the Honse always protested. It was 
the same in the matter of finance, when the revenues of 
the Presidency were sought to be curtailed. I refer to the 
mattet" of excise revenue, when an attempt was made to 
deal with the problem of temperance. Wben the question 
was brought forward, the Oouncil stood firmly .for the policy 
of temperance and yet did not yield to a curtailment of the 
revenues of the country. While everyone sympathised 
with the advance of temperance, we felt that it must come 
gradually. I bring forward this illustration, because it 
is common among certain sections of the Nationalists to 
say that thel'e should be total prohibition. Any amonnt of 
talk has gone on, and it has even been suggested that force 
should be used. Neverthless, I give this testimony to show 
that the practical wisdom and the commonsense of the 
legislature induced members to stand firm in the matter. 
They would not be moved by sentiment Rnd emotion, or by 
appeals to patriotism. They st.ood firm, and the revenues 
of the Provinces remained. Therefore, I stRte this, thongh 
it is an unpleasant illustration to sholV, that in any matter 
relating to the reduction of the revenue the Legislative 

Council proved true to their cornmOnsense. 
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Now I wish to say a word io reference to what the 
oUoble lord, Lord Peel, said with reference to the people of 
India. It is not correct 10 say that th e political shibboleth 
or the demands for independence 01' for the repudiation of 
debt is the desire of India. That is confined to a certaiu 
section of the people. Are there nllt politic~1 l'~rties in 
England to-day who make the most extreme demands? Are 
there not political parties in the Dominions who take up 
extreme positions w hieh you and I would not assent to ? 
You may call il Bolshevism 01' Socialism or anything you 
like. There arc exll'eme sections of people all over the 

world, 
Therdore, these thing, should not be taken as any

thing that should operate to deter the l'rog,'ess of India 
towards full Self-Government. You should utilise these 
forces more profitably and h .. i'ness them for the good of the 
people, They are "yrnpl,.ms of the great forces working 
in the country, anel it will be high statesmanship, it will 
be true stalesma:lship, to control these forces aod conciliate 
-these forces and bl'ing about constitutional ch~nges which 
will keep them willi in the constitution, It m~y not i)e 
-too late now to 010 that. 

As envisaged in the despatch of the G0vernment of 
Inaia, you caunot take for granted the passive con~ent 
of the people for any l"gi.latiun of any mea~1ll'e you take. 
It has been visualised in the Despatch of the Government 
01 [neli:). that yon ,nust have the willing consent of the 
people if any measurt' which you 'ire to take is to be suc
·ce •• ful. Therefore, in such cases, is it not desirable that 
you should enlist the sympathy and snpport of all sections 
tlf people who are now co-operating with the a<iministration? 

Again, in the matter of the relations betwtlen the 
{)cntral Government and PlOvinces under the dy:uchic 
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system many difficulties wert' experienced. But we over-~ 

came the obstacles in tlle W>1y ann affairs were managed .. 
efficiently ann satisfactorily as was proved by the testimony 
of British statesmen. To prove how effective they are, I 
would lay before you facts relating to the internal peace 
and order which bas been maintained during tbe last ten 
years. In every Province there were disorders, how did the 
legislatures deal with the mntter? Money was expended by 
the sanction of the Governor-in-Council to maintain peace, 
and the legislatures co-operated. Responsible and non
responsible Ministers actert in union in the matter of main
taining law and order. Both in law and order, in the matter 
of discriminatory legislation, ilJ. paying attention to the· 
rights aud Iibertit's of minorities the legislatmes have proved 
themselves equal to their task. They have gained exper
ience, and they have gained knowledge of w hat to do in 
order that that experience may be utilised in the future. 

Remember, that whatever may be the changes decided 
upon here, whatevel' may be the constitution framed for the
future, we of the agricultural classes expect tbat the aim 
and end of every constitutional change will be to improve· 
the lot and th" life of the cultivator, the agriculturist, and 
tbe small industrialist. 

If you do not keep in view this aim, and if you only 
provide for the iDtel1jgent~ia of the country, you will be 
sorry for having had anything to do with the modification 
.f the constitution in India. \Ve have vast masses of people 
to deal with, not a few educated classes. Therefort', your 
reconstruction of the constitution mllst be consisteut with 
and in co-operation with a spirit of helpfulness to the grellt 
masses of India. Please remember that the end and aim 
of every constitutional change should be to improve the lot 
and the life of the agriculturist in India. 
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I would like to remind you that the position in the 
countrysidB is not as it was ten years ago. I will not take 
up time by describing fully to you the position, but I have 
travelled over all the provinces and visited individually 
many villages to t".t the real feeling. To-day there is It 

great awakening in my community, the commuuity of 
agriculturist.. You could nut have imilgined ten years ago 
that there would be such a transform ation worked in the 
villag~8 by the franchise. The organisation set up have 
'hall an educative influence and have made the villagers 
·sel/-reliant. The work of the local bodies, wherever they 
exist have awakened people to the consciollsness of their 
·rights and their liberties and they are working to make 
-those institutions successful and sufficient. In the taluk~, 

you find boards of various kind. doing an immense work to 
'rouse the pMp'Je to self-consciousness and to enable them 
<to manage their own affairs. Thet'e are Boards and 
Councils, Education Boards and numerOllS other institutiens 
which are, day in and day out, teaching the people, placing 

'before them their duties and responsibilities, and to-day 
you will not finn. a single report which condemns wholesale 
the valuable work of self-Government tllat is being carried 

-on in the provinces, the districts and the villages. 
I have one more word to say. Judging by British 

standards, YOll may ask what is the percentage ot atten<l
ance, w h"t is the percentage of voters at the polls, anti 
how are the eleetions conducted? 1 do not want to go 
into details. It is sufficient for me to say that to-day thera 
is an interest taken in the election of the Legislative 
'Councils, that you ·will find that the members of the 
Councils in most cases are looking forward to til" influence 

-0 f tbe ballot box. The ballot box controls the destinies of 
1the British Goverament here to-day. It is beginning to 
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control affairs in India. So there is this feeling in the· 
country that the people are beginning to manage their own 
affairs. Why you should refuse to give opportunities for 
the people to manage their own affairs in the provinces and 
at the centre I cannot understand. It may be necessary,. 
as my Hon. friend Sir Muhammad Shafi said, to place 
temporary restrictions-those are details to be considered 
later-but I do say that you should trust the people who 
have been able to work well in co-operatioli in the past. 
I do not agree with those who hold that there should be 
revolution in the country. 

I believe, and my party believes, in evolution. We' 
say that the introd.ction of responsible Government at the 
centre is not a revolution but :is a step towards what we' 
ask for-full responsible Government later on. It is a step, 
necessary and essential. 
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Mr. Chairman: My friend Dr. Moonje, has explained 
his position a$ to how he has b<"en called a traitM to hi~ 
country. I think we are bracketed together here again. As 
he knows very well, on the day when he and I were to 
depart f.·om India, black flags were flown to wiilt us 
Godspeed, ana the wishl's of people with whom we had 
beeu working all these years were that the boat "Viceroy 
of Inaia " llIight I'lOve very unseaworthy. Even when:li 
came to this conntry, one newspaper in England, which I 
have hplped to stahilise financially, I am very glad to see· 
it has a million sale to·day-the Daily Hemld, publish
ed my photograph and called me a convert--I suppolle It 

convert from patdotism to tt·eachery. There is in 
Parliament, besides the Conservative Peer, who spoke 
yesterday frankly and sincerely, another very Conservative 
gentleman who was my tntor, my Professor at Oxford, 
Sir Charles Oman, and it is from his history that I quote 
one short sentence which was one of the questions asked 
us in the Innian Civil Service Examination, for which I 
appeared and failen: ., The Saracen alone it was. 
impossible to convert." I do not claim to have in me 
orient blood like all the white people here and Dr. 
1II00nje. I have the blood in me which my Lord Reading
(who sent me to prison) perhaps has rnnning in his veins. 
I am It Semite, Rnd if he has not been converted from 
Zionism nor am I converted from Islam, and my anchor 
holds. I am the only person belonging to my party who 
has be .. n selecten by His Excellency the Viceroy, or the 
Governm~nt of His Majesty here, or whoever it is who 
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familiar. The higher authorities subsequently issued 
instructions not to proceed with the prosecution, while a 
Commission of En,! uiry was at once instituted to enq nire 
into the conditions of the Behar labourers with Mr. Gandhi 
as a member of that body. As usual, Mr. Gandbi workerl 
in perfect harmony with tbe ot~er memoers, and though 
with the findings of his own private enquiry he coulrl han' 
raised a storm of indignant agitation agaimt the scandals 
of the plantations, he rElfrained from using his inflnence and 
knowlerlge for a merely vindictive ani! vainglorious cry. He 
worked quietly, with no thought of himself, but absorberl 
in the need fo,' remedial measures; and when in December 
1 (117 the Champaran Agrarian Bill was moved in the Behar 
Legislative Council, the Hon. Mr. Maude made a frank 
statement of the scandals which necessitated an enquiry by 
a Commission, and acknowledged .\fr. Gandhi's service 
III handsome terms :-

It is constantly asserted, anel I have myself often heard it ",id, 
that there is in reality nothing wrong or rotten in the stat. of 
aff.lrs; that all concerned are perfectly happy 80 long as they are 
left alone, and that it I. only when out.iele influences and agitators 
come in, that any trouble i. experienced. I submit that this conten
tion is altogether untenable in the light of the history of the last 
fifty years. What i. it we find on each indiTidual occa.ion when 
tresh attention has beeD, at remarkably short intervals, drawn once 
Inore to the condition. of the production of the indigo plant? 
We do not find on each occasion that some tresh little matter has 
gone wrOD!r which can be easily adjusted, but we find on every 
occasion alike that it is the system itself, which is llondemned as 
being' inherently wrong and impossible, and we see a180 repeated 
time "fler time the utter futility of bringing the mailer to any la.t
tng or satisfactory settlement by the only solutions that have so far 
been attempted, namely, an enhancement of the pnce paId for indigo 
and a reduction of the tenantls burden by reducing the limit of the 
proportion of hIs laud which he would be required to ear·mark for 
Indigo cultivation. Repeatedly, those expedients have been tned
repeatedly they have failed to effect a l8Btlng lolullon, partly be
calise they could not be unlver.ally enforced, but chiefly becanse no 
thinking can set right a syslem which Is in Itself Inherently rotten 
&ad open to abUlie. 
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appoints these wonderful Delega.tes. Whose Del('ga.tes we 
are we do not know. I do noc pretend to represent any
'body, but I will say this much, and I feel certain that 
when you have heard me-I hnpe patiently-you will say 
that I am not misrepresenting myself, and I think that 
should be enough. In politics there is too much mis
representation, even of oneself. 

Yesterday, appeals were being made to me, because I 
am a fighting mao, by the lady friend6 with whom I 
travelled, that I should answer Lord Peel. I said, "No, 
the answer must come from you still more conservative 
,than Lord Peel" (Laughter). I will only quote to L<ml 
Peel from an English poet, as I did when we were going 
through the lobby. I said, "I hope your Lordship is a 
Conservative and will remRin a Conservative, because th .. 
only definition that I read of a Conservative was in Tenny
son, who said, 'He is the best Conservative who lops the 
mouldered branch away". I think those ideas which he 
expressed vf'ry sincerely antl frankly really represent the 
moulderetl branch which shollltl he lopped away. This is 
my only anSwer to him. 

As regarils th" nther Cunservatives, our own Princes 
{mID India, as regard" His Highness the J\{ahllr~ja Sahib of 
Rewa, I am Dot 'I"ite sure about his conservatism. If he 
1akes Burke to h" a Conservative, aDd quotes him at the 
·ena of his speech, I woulil say, "Be a Conservative and 
·stiek to it; .m"ll minds antllarge empires goo ill together." 
If ti,e Briti8h Em "ire-call it Empire, call it Commonwealth 
of Nations, whatt'ver you choose to c:tll it I do not care
;if the British E'"pi:'e desires to remain big, tho small minils 
that have been visible and audible only too long must dis
appear (Applan.e). If you had followed Burke, you 
'would not have lost America, antl you would not be talking 
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of parity to-day. There will be talk of much more charity. 
And you woul(l not bave all those debts to pay. You 
would not have all tbat worry. Yon would not have to go 
to Geneva to the Pl'eparatory Commission for the Disarma
ment Confprence, How long that preparation is going to 
take, Heaven only knows. All these things come in, 
beclluse yon forgot your greatest politician, your g,'entest 
statesman, who was the man who in th" House of COlli

monS was called the" ilinner bell ", because when Burke 
got up to speak, you all left aoc.l weot to the elining 
room, 

You still do that to people who aee like Burke, and I 
therefore say, and J (Iu"te him once agllin-" lIIen, not 
measures," I do not care what constitution you have, but 
it you havll got one man in Eoglaod who is a real milo 
-" Oh God, for a mlln of heart and head like some of the 

simple 'great ones gone for ever and ever by!" autocrat 
demoel'at, aristocrllt-'I care not what you call him-one 
who can rule and dare not lie, ] hope myoId friend, Mr_ 
~JacLJonald, will at least prove the man to rule, and that 
he wouln not dare to lie to his own party, to his own 
conscience, to hi. own dead wife and to his living country i 
and if you people of all parties assist him, we shall make 
history, But, even more than that, I trust myoId friend 
Mr, Ramsay MacLJondd. I, a republican, make tllis 
concession, that I place my trust in the man-t call him a 
man, beca.use a man's a man for a that-who inaugurated 
tbis ceremony in tbe Gallery of the House of Lords whose 
name is George, Whether you call him His M.jesty, or 
whatever you call him, he is a man, (Cheers.) He knows 
India better than any of his Ministers, past or present, aud 
I am looking up to him to cIo justice to the 320 millions, 
who constitllte one-fift!' vf the whole of humanity, and 
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I am strengthened in that belief by the wonderful patrio-
tism shown by the Princes arrayed over there-the Con
servative element of India. It must be a reve],ltion to my 
Lord Peel and to my Lord Reading, it is no revelation t,,· 
me. I am again a unique person. While I am a British 
~ubject, yet I WIIS being t'xcluded from the Indian Civil I 
Service Examination, becaui;e they said I was not a 
natural·born British subject. Provisionally, they admitted 
me, anll when the evidence from my mother came in 
they admitted me, but I happen also to be the' 
subject of an Indian State, and probably in that respect 
I am a unique person. I was born in a State, I 
haTe served in a State, I have served in another State-my 
master is here; I ate his salt for seven years-and when 
I was dying two years ago, it wai; an Indian Prince who 
aent lIle at his own cost his own doctor here. ''Vhen 
I was suppofJed to be going to die once more at Simla,. 
it was a friend whom I WaS about to take as a private 
tutor, the Nawab Sahib of Bhopal, who exercised the truest 
hospitality, which the British are not yet exercising-he 
turned his guest· house into a hospital for me. The British 
will be extending their hospitality to me, if they make me· 
a free patient in every haspital that there is (Lllughter). 
'Vhen I was sent to Simla to the hospital, I made a· 
judicious separation between two fiancees, a lady on one 
side and a military officer on the other, who were to be' 
married very shortly. Both were ailing. The lady asked, 
when she saw an Indian coming into the quarters, "What 
is this old man ailing from?" The Doctor said, "Tell me 
what the old man is not suffering from "-a man with my 
dil'lted heart, with my blindness and what not ~ With 
my gaDgrene foot, with neuritis, with this huge bulkiDg foot 
through oedema, with an albumen areB and the whole long 
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list that I could give you, if Colonel Gi(lney would not 
think I was becoming his rival as a medical man. I would 
not have travelle(l seven milps, let alone have come seven 
thousand miles on land and sea because, as the Daily 
Hemld puts it, I am a convert from a rebel against the 
Government, T have become a traitor to my conn try and L 
am now working" ith the Government. I say I can work 
even with the (levil, if it is to be work for the cauge of God. 

r hope you will forgive thig long introduction about 
my health and ailments and all sorts of things, hut the fact 
is that to.day the one purpos" for which I come is this
that I want to go back to my couutry only if I can go back 
with the substance of freedom in my hand. Otherwise I 
will not go back to the slave country, I would prefer to die r 

in a foreign country; and so long as it is a free country 
you will have to give me a grave here. 

I b~gin with the Conservatives by thanking them_ 
When I met 11k Baldwin at the dinner which the Govern
ment hospitality provided for us, when I was really very 
ill and ought to have been in bed, I was watching for the
cherrywoocl pipe, and, thank God, it came out. So I went 
up to Mr. Balclwin and I said, "In two ways you have 
made history. Although a Conservative belonging to a 
party of the so-called idle rich, you have at least been. 
human enough to establish this rule, that where only 
Coronas could be smoked, an honest man could bring out 
his shag, put it into a cherrywood pipe, as I used to do at 
Oxford, and smoke it." But he has done another hi.toric 
thing. He has sent out a Conservative Viceroy of tbe 
type of Lord Irwin. If any man has saved the British, 
Empire to-day, it is tbat tall, thin Christilln. If Lord 
Irwin was not there to· day, Heaven only knows wbat 
would have happened. At least I would not be the COffi-
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raill' I hm sllpposed to be. We should not have been at 
this Hounil Table. It is for the sake of pflIlce, friendship 
and frl'eilom that we have come hl'r!', anil I hope we shall 
go back witb that. If we do not, we go back into the 
rllnk. where we were before. Y all may call IlS traitors to 
the country. You may call us rebels or 0lltlaw8. 

I bllve said something abollt Hi~ Excellency Lord 
Irwio, but I clo oot wi.!. to associate myself with J.i~ 

government. The ooly goorl point ahout their despatch is 
that it has provi,jecl IlS with another histOl"ic clocument. 
The Himl,n Commi"ion's Report is not the only docllment 
we h"ve to consicler. The despatch is a most disap· 
pointing docnment. The best thing we can do IS 

to create our own documents hllre. The best hearts 
a:1<1 the best brains of two big countries are assemble,} 
herll. lIany who ought to have heen here are still in gaol 
in Inclia. Mr .• hYBkAI', Sir Tej Saprn, and I tdecl our 
hlLn,h at peace.making with the Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi, 
but we faiIl"1. I hope we will not fail. when we go hack 
to onr country this time, to can}' with u" thA snb.t .. nce of 
freedom. 

Lord Peel said, "Oh yes, but when you go back to 

your country with a constitution such as YOIl wllnt, tho.a 
pAnple who ILl''' not co·opel·"ting will wrest it from your 
ballds." \Vrest it! When I clln fight th" ilriti.h, I ClLn 
fight the IndilLnl too. Bnt give me 80methiog to tight for. 
Do not let me hlLve to take hack from hl'l'e " charter of 
slav .. ry and then expect me t() fi~ht my own people. I 
conld not do it, and if I tried to do it, I .hould fail. But 
with trpedom in our hands, I wnnl,j glaclly ~" haek 
" tholf! in whoae name by frit'n,) Mr . .Jay"k"r spok ... 
1(" cl~imed to ape .. k tor Young Iodia. I think he kno.V8 
"at, although II much older In<ii"n, I am II young man in 
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heart, in speeo, in temperament and in fighting. I was 
non-eo-oper"ting, wh"n Mr. Jlly~kar was still practising in 
the Law Cnurts. Anyhow, hp was not in gaol with m€'. 
1I1y broth~r Hnd I were the very first to be sent to g"ol by 
Lord Hearling. I hear no g .. urlg~, but I want the power, 
when Lonl Reaning rloes wrong, also to senrl him to gaol. 

I ha,-e not come to ask for Dominion Status. I rlo 
not belip-ve in the attainment of Dominion Status. The 
one thing to which I am committed 18 complete indepen
dence. 

In Madras in 1 !l27 we passed a resolution making 
that our goal. In 1\:)28, in the Convention of our Pa .. ti .. 8, 

a report was movea, onc of the very first clauses of' whirh 
was about Dominion Status. Even myoId Seeretary, the 
President of the Con)l;ress to-day, was kept down hy his 
father. There is a Persian proverb which says," Do not 
be a younger brother." In the case of him, I would say 
" Be a cat, do not be the 80n of your father." I got up in 
his place, when he could not speak for comple.te indepen
dence, aud I opposed the clause dl'aling with Dominion 
Status. In 1926, I woulrl not make it my creed, because 
once we make it our creed in the Congress, we cannot 
admit anybody else into the Congress, who does not hold 
the creed. I would like to keep the door open for 
negotiation. I would not like to slam the door in the 
face of anybody. 

His Excellency Lord Irwin, a Conservative Viceroy, 
was the man on the spot. WIlen we came to London we 
heard that everybody was appealing to " The man in the 
street". Whether the man in the street is ever ll~ard or not, 
I do not know, but Lorrl Rothermere and Lord Beaverbrook 
talk about thll man in the street. III India, it is alway~ 
" The man on the spot." The man on tbe spot came 
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here and he talked to the man in the street. They brought 
· round )Ir. Bald win; they brought round the Conser-
· vatives; they brought rouud everybody, and made the 
announcement that Dominion Status was meant when in 
1!l17 they said" Responsible Govemment". That cleared 
the fog which harl been created in a very memorable 
meeting of the Indian Ll'gislative Assembly in 1924 by the 
Officer-in-charge of the Home Department at the time, w lIo 

· I am glad, is present to·day. 
As I said two or three days ago, India has put on 50 

-league boots. 'Ve are making forced marches, which 
will astonish the world and we will not go back to India, 
nlllpss a new Dominion is born. 

If we go back to India withont the birth of a new 
Dominion, we shall go back to a lost Domillion. We shall 
go ba~k to an America. Then you will witness, not within 
the British Commonwealth or the British Empire, but out
sid~. it, with the Indian Princes, Dr. i\l:uonje, with Mr . 
. Jayakar, with myself and my brother, a free and United 
States of India. It will be something mort" than that. As 1 
wrote shortly after leaving Oxford long years ago, in India 
we shall have something bettcr than an America, because 
we shall not only have a United States, but we shall have 
united faiths. ~ot like to like, but like in difl'erencej self
reverent each and reverencing each; distinct in individua
lities but like each other even as tho.tl who love. 

It is with these passions surging in our hearts that we 
bave come here. It now depends upon our Conservative 
friends, upon 'Jur Hadical friends, upon our Labour fl'iends 
aud still more upon tbe one man whom I trnst more in 
Eugland than anybody else-His ~[ajesty King George, 
the grandson of Victoria the Goon, whose love for India 
nobody dare deny. Her wbole life was the Magna Charta of 
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'India, and in hel' grandson's time history will be written :
George III lost America. George V won India. 

We are told that there are nifficulties. It is said 
.. Look at the States ". But I come from the States. Then 
·there is the Army. It is the biggest indictment against 
Grrat Britain thllt the Army is not OUrs to-day, ann if you 
·ever u.e thllt excuse of the Army, you will con!lemn your
selvP," out of your own mouths. Let me tell you frankly 
and honestly, but in 11 friendly way. that yoUI' greatest sin 
was the emasculation of India. (Hestr, hear). 

I am glad to hear my £rienn say "Hear, hear". I 
was very sorry to heal' him talk about our people being 
fired upon ann running away. We have 320,000,000 of 
people. When they can afford to die in millions from 
famine and from plague, surely they can afford to die 
from British bullets too. That is the lesson which Gandhi 
wanted to teach us, and that is the lesson which we must 
leal'D now. In 1913 I was in this country when Gandhi was 
'leading his move-ment in South Africa. Mr. G. K. Chester
ton presided at a meeting jn the Essex Hall, and he called 
upon me to s~eak. Other speakers had spoken of Gandhi's 
new philosophy. I said "Please undflrstand one thing 
about that." ·Whether it i. his philosophy or mine, it is 
the human philosophy. Nobody wins in a battle. There 
is merely the will to kill. In India we have not the power 
to kill, bnt the moment we develop the will to die, numbers 
will tell. 320,000,000 of people cannot bp, killed. There 
is no mechanization for which you can find money which 
CliO kill 320,000,000 people. Even if y"u have got that 
mechanization, even if you have got the ma:erial, you 
have not the morale to dare to kill 320,000,000 people. 
We must have in us the will to die for the birth of India 
as a free aDd united nation. 
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The real problem which is upsntting us all the time 
has been the third problem-the Hindu-:lloslem problem, 
But that is no problem at all. The fact is that the Hindu
Moslem ditlicnlty like the Army difficulty, is of your own 
creation. But not altogether. 

It is the old question of divided ruk The moment 
we decide not to be divided you will not be able to rule. 
With this determination, we have come here. Let me 
assure every British man and woman who thinks of sbapiD~ 
OUl" destinies tbllt the only 'lllllrreJ between tbe Hindu and 
the )loslem to-day is a ,[uarrel that the Moslem is afraid 
of Hindu domination. I want to get rid of that fear. 

The very fact that Hindus and )[oslems are ,[uarrell
ing to-day shows thllt they will not stl\nd British domination 
for one single minute. That is the point to grasp. British 
domination is doomed over India. Is OUr friendship doomed 
also? 

My brother took service unrler the Government, for 
17 vears, but he did one thing for me. He sent me to . . 
Oxford. He was always taunting me in my"non-co-oper-
ation days by saying, "You have a seft heart for that 
place callerl Oxford ". I must admit tbat I harl. I spent 
four year. there, and I always carry with me the most 
pl6asant recollections of that timA and I want to keep tbat 
feeling. But I can tll-unt my brother. Wben he wal 
being tried at Karll-chi-when the.J ury lilt us off', and there 
was a British juryman among them; they voted for our 
release because we were such sporting lot-he said, 
" Even if it becomes my duty to kill the fi"st Englishman 
I (1o",e actOSS, if he happens to have blue eyes my knife
will not work, because I shall think of tbe eyes ol, 
Theodore Beck, my late Principal at my College." 
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Therefore, even if British domination is doomed-and' 
it mnst be killed here-rio not let us kill British friendship. 
'Ye have a 80ft corner in OUl' heilrts for Great Britain. 

One word as to the Mussulman position. Many 
peopll1 in England ask us why this question of Hindu and 
lI!ussuhnan comes into politics and what it has to do with 
these things. I reply. "It is a wrong conception of 
religion that you have; it is not dogma; it is not ritual; 
religiou, to my mind, means the interpretation of life." I 
have a culture, II polity, II synthesis of life which is Islam. 
'Vhere God commands, I am a :Mu8sulman first, a 
Mussulman second and a l\Iussulman last, and nothing but 
a i\Inssulman. If you ask lIle to enter into your Empire or 
into yOUl' nationalism by leaving that synthesis, that polity, 
that culture, that ethic, I will not do it. My first duty is, 
to my Maker, not to H. :\f. The King nor to my companion. 
Dr. lIfoonje ; my first duty is to my Maker, and that is the 
case with Dr. Moonje also. He must be a Hindu first and 
I must be Mussalman first, so fill' as that duty is concerned. 

But where India is concerned, where India's freedom 
is concerned, where the welfare of India is concerned, I 
am an Indian first, an Indian second, an Indian last and 
nothing but an Indian. 

I belong to two circles of equal size but which are not 
concentric. When we came to England in 1920 at the head 
of the Khilafat Delegation, my friends said, "You must 
have some sort of a badge." I decided to have a badge 
with two circles on it. In one circle was th e word" India; 
in the other circle was Islam, with the word "Khilafat ,> 

and the word "India." "India" came in both circles. 
Weare not nationalists; the Mussalmans say that God 
made Man and the Devil made the Nation. K ationalism.· 

10 
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The planters of course cO)lld not endute this. The} 
took occasion to indulge in the most rabid anu unbecoming 
attacks on Mr. Gandhi. One Mr. Irwin earned on unenvi
able notoriety by writing all sorts of scurrilous attacks 
touching personalities which have nothing to <10 with the 
subject of enquiry. Columns of such stuff appeared in the 
pages of THE PIONEER: but Mr. (hndhi with a 'luiet 
humour replied in words which shoulrl have made the 80ul 
of Mr. Irwin ppnitent. The controversy on Mr. Gandhi's 
dress and Mrs. Gandhi's stall-keeping reveals the character 
of the two men~:\rr. Irwin tussy, vindictive, violent, 
ill-tempered, writhing like a wound~d snake in angel' and 
agony, and Mr. Gandhi secure in his righteousness, 
modest, quiet, strollg and friendly with no malice and 
untainted by evil prossions. 

THE CONGRESS-LEAGUE SCHEME 

By this time Mr. Gandhi had made the Guzerat Sabha 
a well-equipped organisation for effective social service. 
When in August 1917 it was announced that Mr. Montagu 
would be in India in. connection with the Scheme of post
,V' ar Reforms, the Guzerat Sabha, under the direction of 
Mr. Gandhi, devised in November the admirable scheme of 
a monster petition in connection with the Congress-League 
Scheme. The idea and -the movement alike were opportune. 
Mr. Gandhi himself undertook the work in his province of 
Guzerat and carried it out with characteristic thoroughness. 
The suggestion was taken up by the Congress and the 
Home Rule Le~gue and piles of books containing the 
monster signatures were duly presented to Mr. Montagu 
at Delhi. 

Mtlanwhile Mr. Gandhi was not idle. On the 
17th September he presided over the Bombay Co-operative 
Conference. On November 3, he delivered:. remarkable 

3 
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divides; no wars, no crusades, have been so cruel as y'lur 
last war, and that was a war of your nationalism. 

But where our country is concerned, where the ques
tion of taxation is concerned, where OLlr crops are concern
ed, wbere the weather is concerned, where all associations 
'in thuse ordinary matt~L·' are concerned, which are for the 
welfare of Indi~, how c~n I soty "I am a Mussalman ana 
be is a Hindn "? Make no mistake abont the qnarrels 
between Hindu and Muss'l.lm~n; they are founrled only on 
the f~ar of domin~tion. [f theL·e i, one other sin with 
which I charge Great Britain, in arldition to the charge of 
emasculating Tndia, it i, the making of wrong histories 
about India an,l teaching them to us in onr schools, with 
the result that OUL" schoolboys have learnt wrong Indian 
histoL-Y. The qnal"l"els which are sllmetimes visible in OUL" 

iltreets on cflrtain rlays, a,·e q Llarrels which Aave been 
instilled into the hearts of O'll· so· called intelligentsia-I 
eall them unintelligentsia-by the wrong histoL"y taught to us 
in our schools for politic~l pUL·poses. If that feeling, which 
writes" Revanche" large over the politics of certain people 
in India exists, and if it existed to the extent which it does 
to· day, and the Mussalrnans were everywhere in a minority 
of 25 per cent. ana the llin<1us were everywhere in a 
majority of 66 per cenl. I could see no ray of hope to.day ; 
but thanks to the j~rry-maudering of om· saints and onr 
soldip,rs, if there are provinces like that of my friend 
Dr. Moonje, in which I am only 4 per cent. there are othe~ 
provinces where 1 am 93 per cent. There is the old pro
vince of Sind, where the Mussalmans first landed, where 
they are 73 per cent., in the Punjab they are 56 per cent., 
and in Bengal 54 per cent. That gives us our safeguard. 

I want you to realise that for the first time you are 
introducing a big revolution iBto India; for the fir.t time 
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mAjority rule is to be introduced into India. The old 
mlers who gambled their kingdoms away do not have a 
majority rule; Akbar and Aurangazeb did not have major
ity rule; when Raojit Hiogh ntled in the Punjab, he did 
'not have majority rille; when Warl'en Hastings and Clive 
rulerl Iodia, they diel not have majority rule; and "ven in, 
;the days of Lorel lewin, there is no majority rnle. 

For the first time in India, we are g!ling to introduce 
majority rule, and I, belonging to a minority, accept that 
majority rule. Although I koow very well that if 51 people 
;JAY that 2 and 2 make 5, and 49 people say that 2 and 2 
make 4, the fact that 51 say that 2 and 2 make 5 does not 
·cause them to make five. Still, I am prepared to submit to 
majority mle. L,tckily, however, there are lIflBsalman 
majorities io certain provinces, and with the federal form 
·of Government, which is suited to India not only for Hindu
)[oslem rea80n~ b,tt for the sake of the Princes, this is In 
om' favour. The centrifugal and centripetal tendeneies 
al'e so well balanced in India that. we are bound to have a' 
federal system of g'lvemment there, not as a distaut ideal, 
as the Government of India says, but to-day, now this 
minute. We shall leave this Conference only with federa

tion established in I,,,'1ia, with the treaties made with the 
Princes, with the consent of the Crown and the Princes. 

I sometimes hear it said that nothing can be done 
withont the consent of the Princes. No, Your Highnesses, we 
Our Lownesses will do nothing without yonr consent. But 
when, at the end of 1857, the power. of the East India 
Company were kansferred to the Crown, nobody ever 
thought of asking your consent. There were not so mn~h 

as " By yoUl' leave". Your relationship with the CrolfB 
was established merely ipso facto, but it was with a family 
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they were interested in Swaraj, and they said "yes." Out 
of respect for the British Indian Army, I will stand up and 
"epeat their word~. Gandhi said to them "Are you inter
ested in Swaraj, you who belong to the Army and who 
have hef'n brought as an escort all tbe way from Poona, 
becau,e they cannot trust the people of Bengal, their first 
Presidency, for the slLfety of the Duke of Connaught?" 
They said" Only the othet' dRy our Colonel on parade told 
us laughingly something about Gandhi, saying "Do yon 
know Bunnia Gandhi wants Swaraj for India?" and he 
laughed and said "Do yon want Swaraj?" Of course he 
'lxpected we should all Bay 'No, Sir'. But the Company 
very 'Iuietly said, • Yes, we want Swaraj for India". 'l'hen 
the Colonel asked them why they wanted Swaraj, and they 
told him that when they were sent to fight in Europe even 
when they saw Belgian soldiers coming back after a defeat 
t30se soldiers would reply to anyone who asked who they 
'were" \Ve are Belgians; we belong to the Belgian Army". 
Sometimes the French came running back, but if anybody 
asked them who they were, they drew themselves up and 
replied that they belonged to the French Army. It was 
-the same with the Beitish; but these men said that, even 
when they had won and had saved the coast in a critical 
moment in OctohAr, when anybo~y a.ked them who they 
were, they could not say they belonged to the Indian 
Army; they had to say " We are British subjects." 

Now thesl1 men say that they want to staod upl'ight 
and be able to say" We belong to the army of India." I 
tell you this is the fact, God's own truth, abo!;t the Indian 
Army. You take a plebiscite of Indian Army, God 
Almighty being present, anti the British spies being also 
'present, but some of LIS also being present, and you will 
nnd that we know more than aoyboiy else on that subject. 
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The Government of India's Despatch goes further thaD 
Sir John Simon's report which BAys that the Army should 
not he under the control of England hut under the Govern
ment of India. There are three members of the Govern
ment of India, the pigment of whose skin is the same as
mine, sometimes leven darker. Two of them were my 
stable companion~ in England as students, and tbe tbird 
also studied here. If these people can control tbe Army, 
why cannot Sir 'rej Blthadm Sapru he Prime Minister of 
India ~ 'Vhy cannot Sir Muhammad Shafi be Prime 
Minister of India, or wby cannot even a humble man like 
myself become Commander-in-Chi~f of India? I have 
exhausted your patience, but I can assme you my speech 
has been both exhausting and exhaustive. I take my seat 
and I hope J shall not be called upon to speak again until 
you announce, Mr. Chairman, that India is as free as 
England. 



FlHH DAY. NOV. 20. 

H. H. THE NA W AB OF BHOPAL 

Mr. Chairman: As several of my brother Prince~ 

have already spok"n, I will crave your attention for 
only a few minutes. Time presses, and we are all anxious 
to get to work in Committee. That being the position, .the 
thought that has been in Illy mind from the moment when 
His Majesty tl,e King-Emperor opened the Conference 
with his graciou8 words is that here at last is the opportu
nity of getting rirl. for ever of the misunderstandings and 
the conseqnent cloud of suspicions that lie between our 
two nations. We meet in an atmosphere of good·will, an 
atmosphere which has been fostered thrnughout his 
ViceroYklty by Lord Irwin, one of the greatest of Viceroys, 
whom India honours as one of the best friends she has 
ever had, and who ha" renrlered such signal service to his 
country and ours in striving to bring the two together. 
In that atmosphere, and with an earnest desire on all 
sides form free alld frank di8clls,ion. 

I have no doubt that WII shall be able, under Pro
vidence, to settle the essentials which shall secure the 
future peace, happiness and prosperity of Iodia as a. 
content~rl. member, equal in status with all the rest, of 
that community of fl'ee self-governing nations, which now 
constitute the British Empire, linked together by united! 
loyalty to His MAjp,sty's Throne and by a corporate ideaL 
of mlltual co-operation for the common good. 

At the nutset Ollr discussions were set the high 
standarrl to which they ought to aspire by the extremely 
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able and thoughtful opening speech of Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru-(hear. hearl-which has defined the goal towards 
which Iudia is pressing, and hils ilone so in a manner which, 
I believe, will be helpful to us all. Speaking for myself, 
and I am sure too all hehalf of my brother Princes, I cordi
ally reciprocate his view of the share which the Indian 
States can contribute in a united federal India, and I 
particularly endorse his remark that, when the time comes, 
they will furnish a stabilising factor in the constitution. 
( Hear, hear.) I note tbat both he and other speakers 
recognise that nothing in a system of feneration connotes 
any interference with the internal affairs of the 8tate~; tl!>tt 
their treaties with the Crown will remain unllltererl, unless 
and until modified by mutual consent, and that it is in 
matters of common concern, here"ftcl' to be definen by 
mutual agreement, and in nothing else, that feneration will 
'be concerned. On that un~erst'Dding, Duly one ieatllre 
has t.o be aclded to the pictme, namely, that the f.,lleration 
shall be eqnal on both sines and that there can be no 
question of the status being in any way subordinate 
to that of the rest of lndia. On thnse conditions 
I entirely agree with the principle of federation. The 
details will have to be worked out by the committee 
already appointed for the pU"POS'I and must provine that 
all States, whn agTee to participate, even the small~st, shall 
'be properly representen. 

In this connection some remarks were m"rle as to inter· 
action between the 8t"IAs ann the rest of Iunia. "It is 
impossible ", it w". said," to conceive of' a free British 
Indi" without conceiving of free Tndian States." I fully 
subscribe to tbat remark. tl,ough not 'Iuite in the seose in 
which the sppaker proceened to df\velop it. A f,·ee Indian 
:State means the disappearance of that doctrine of 
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'Paramountcy which has been imported, contrary to our 
treaties, into the relations het.ween the States and t.he 
Paramount Power anrl. which has been so milch in vogue 
in comparatively recent times. That, Sir, is one of the 
facts to be kept steauily in mind. On the other side of 
the case, we Princes have no apprehension as to !iOW the 
processes at work in the re8t of India, where we must 
rely on democracy not being made a cloak for aggression, 
will affect our peoples, and we shall be content to leave it 
to our States lO work out their own development. 

In this connection, seeing that communal troubles have 
bulked so lar~ely in the news from India, thus creating an 
imprAssion that the country is the cockpit of warring sects 
and thus standing in the way of her aspirations, T wish to 
make it clear, as the point has not been brought out 
I,itherto, that "mong the Princes no rift exists as between 
lIIuslims and Hindus-(applause)-and that in the Indian 
States communal tension has so rarely occurred that it can 
be sllid to be practically non-existent. (Renewed applause.) 
1'l,is fact brings me to a second point, namely, that there is 
nothing in our respective religions which should lead to 
s'lch ill-will, and that the reason why it has arisen in 
Briti"h Inilia has been solely political. The varions minor
ity movements have exactly the same hasis, and ~qually 

the attit.ur1e of many of the politically minclecl in India 
to l\'al'f1s Great B"itain, which has demonstrated itself 
at times in ways, which are frankly to be deplored, 
IS not, believe me, inspired by racial animosity, but 
IS sololy political. And as soon as the foundations 
{)f the Constitution for a self-governing India are well 
ana truly laid these differences, we all believe, will 
a1ltomatically disappear. These arll facts which I can 
state from personal knowledge and witbout risk of 
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contradiction, because we Indian Princes are not isolated 
in OUr States, but from our very position as Hulers are 
bound to keep in touch with the course of events and the 
trend of thought in other parts of India. We know fully 

as well as the people of India, represented by the delegates 
here present, and possibly more clearly than the British 
authorities, the amazing growth of the national feeling 
throughout India. 

The enormous importance of these facts is obvious· 
On the one hand they explain the statement m~de here on 
behalf of Young India, that if you give India Dominion 
Status to·day, in the course of a few months the CI·y of 
independence will die of itself. On the other hand, I hope 
that they will go far to allay the doubts with which Lord 
Peel explained how Conservative opinion approaches the 
solution of the Indian problem. 

Turning now for a moment to other matters, which· 
concern the States and will come up for discussion during 
this Conference, the Chamber of Princes has already express
ed itself strongly against the Report of the Indian States 
Committee and will never be satisfied until their conteutions, 
which were so summarily brushed aside in that Report, re
ceive the detailed investigation they deserve in a regularly 
conducted inquiry. Since that Report there is more expal'le 

matter uuder the head of" Relations with States " in tbe 
recently published Dispatch of the Government of India, 
with which the Princes are just as strongly dissatisfied. 
These are matters for discussion in committee and .,Ise
where. But I am obliged to mention them here in order 
to place our protest on record a.t the earliest opportunity 
and to indicate how much will have to be dOlle in framing 
the list of matters of common concern, which will hereaft~r 
be the sphere of the Federal Council, and in devising a· 
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satisfactory impartial tribunal to adjudicate on all matters, 
which may be in disp'jte between the States and the rest 
of India, or in which the Sates may be at variance with the 
~flicers of the Crown, with whom they are to be brought 
IOto relation in place of the Government of India. 

. These, Sir, are matters of very great iml'0rtance to· 
the States as on them and on the satisfactory develop
ment of communications and the finances, tbe future social 
progress of the States will largely depend. But the matter 
of the most cardinal impol"tance is the future constitution of 
India, which this Conferpnce is here to discuss. The 
welfare of the States is inseparably bound up with that of 
the rest of India. 

1 beg, therefore, of the British representatives at the 
Conference, and those whom they represent, to bear in 
mind in approaching the problem, that we are an ancient 
pfopie, compared with whom many of the most powerful 
coun!t'ies of the present day are of very recent growth. 
The Aryans among us have a continuity, which stretches 
back b(>Y(JDd the dawn of history. Islam WbS a world 
power at the time of the Norman conquest. The Aryans 
had an Indian Empire before the Christian era; the 
Moghuls had one to which the countries of .\!:urope sent 
embassies, and in the last century again has an Indian 
Empire be(>D evolved under the British Crown. The first 
two were Eastern. Their influence survives in the world 
to this day in religion, philosophy, art and science. Now 
the British Empire has grafted the West on the East; and 
tbough, as E,.sternprs we have our special modes of thought 
and our own iueals of lite, we fully appreciate the great 
benefits which Great Britain bas brought us. Peace and 
spcurity and the higl.est standard of administration ha\'e 
I,pen among her gifts, but the greatest of all is, that we-
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address as president of the Guzerat Political Conference 
and jater, of the Guzerat Educational Conference. Then 
came the Congress week III Calcutta. in December 
and he presided over the First Session of the Social 
Service League when he made a striking speech. 
Mr. Gandhi has always travelled in the third class in all 
his journeyings and the grievances of the third class 
passengers are driven home in his address to the Social 
Service League. But even before this he had already 
sent a letter to the press on the subject on the 25th 
September 1917, in which he gave a vivid and true 
account of the woes of the third class passengers. 

FA~HNE I~ THE KAIRA DISTKICT 

After his return hom the Calcutta Congress of 
December 1917, Mr. Gandbi was occupied in connection 
with tbe famine in the Kaira Distl"ict aud his labours 
resulted in some material relief to the people. The facts 
of the story can be easily told in sIr. Gandhi's own worta 
uttered at a meeting in Bombay on February 5, 1918. 

The respousibility for the notice issued by the Guzer .. t Sabha 
of Ahmedabad was his: and nobody expected that the Government 
would misinterpret the objects of the notice. The Guzerat Sabha 
had suffi,ient proof of the plight of the people in the Kaira Districf 
and that the people were even obliged to sell their cattle to pay 
taxes, and the notice was issued fo console those suffering from 
hardships. Tbe Sabha's request was to suspeud tbe collection ot 
dues till negotiations were over. If the Commissioner of the Divi
sion had not been angry with the deputation and had talked to 
tbem politely, such crises would not have happened. He tully 
expect.ed that the deputation which would wait on the Governor 
would be able to explain the situation to His Excellency and the 
people's cause would succeed in the end. Pl¢lic men had every 
rigbt to advise the people of their right.. He trusteu that those 
who had given the people the right advice would stand by them 
and would not hesitate to undergo hardships in order to secure 
justice. 

The first and last prInciple of passive resistance is that we 
should not inflict hardships on others but put up with them our· 
selves ill order to get justice, and the Government did not fear 
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,have again become a united living nation under tbe CrowD. 
Standing where we do to-ilay, full of vitality; knowing OUl" 

resoUl'ces and our intellects, can we be expected to stand 
still even for a time, and watch the rest of the world 
go on? Should we not enter, as we desire, into the promised 
lan(l, into that greater sphere, which the genius of the 
British race has evolved, that of being one of the body of 
self-governing free dominions with erluality of status united 
in the Empire of the British Crown? 

Here in the centre of the Empire, St. Paul's stands as 
the central monument of the British race. A few years 
ago, though outwardly as fair as ever, it was found to be in 
serious danger of collapse. All parts of the Empire at once 
rallied to the rescue, and now the building stanils rejuvena
ted and strong enough to stand for all times. So, Sir, it is 
with India. I state, with all the earnestness I can com
mand, that though she sLands fair to the eye, the structure 
is fnll of fi,snres. But grout her with the cement of nation
al uuit.y, which is ready to hand, give her national freedom 
and that equality of statns, for which her sons are longing, 
and she will stand thrOllghout the ages as the noblest and 
.strongest support of the British Empire. 
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I propose to make a brief statement on behalf of til e 
workers of India on the momentous problems before this 
Conference. The workers of Indi" IVllnt full responsible 
seH-government as much as the other classes. Although 
on account of ignorance and illiteracy they do not for
mulate their ideas and express their feelings in tl,e same 
manner as the educated cllls,es, those of us who are in 
close contact with them know hOI\' strong their feelings are 
and holV easily they are aroused. 

During my visits to this country I am often asked holV 
the workers v:i11 fare in a self-governing Innia. My reply 
hilS been that I hope their conditions under self-govern
ment will improve, but that at least their position will not 
be worse than it is to-day. That is a cautious reply, but I 
think it is an entirely ade'luate one. No special justi
fication is needed for the establishment of self-government 
ill India; it is the retention of foreign domination which 
requires special justification. 

While thinking over this subject, I have also asked 
myself what the British Government has done for the 
Indian workers and what it can do for them now. Though 
the British Government has much experience of the evils 
which generally follow in the wake of industrialisation, 
they we,'e not able to avoid them in India when that country 
gradually developed industries. It is true that Factory Acts 
were passed from time to time, but the motives of the 
Briti8h Government, through whose pressure in the initial 
stages the legislation was passed, could e,lsily Le 
questioned; and as the Govemment of India was also 
greatly influenced by Knropean industrialists in India, these 
measnres were very inade'lut.te and could noteffectiveI,y 
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. check the evils which were growing apace. Latterly also 
some legislation has been passed through the influence of 
the International Labour Conference and on account otthe 
pressure of the recently started but rapidly growing Trade 
Union movement in the country. But even these efforts fall 
short of the needs of the time, on account of the fact that 
th". Government of Innia and the Provincial Governments 
are now dominated hy the joint influence of the Indian and 
European industrialists in India. To-day the Secretary of 
Slate for India and the British Parliament have practically 
lost all their power of initiative in the matter, and the 
workers of Innia depend solely on the strength of their 
organisation ann on whatever political influence they can 
hring to bear on the [nrlian legislatures. 

'Vhat would have been the condition of Indian workers 
if British rule had never been established in India is a 
hypothetical 'Iuestion, but one can d,·aw an inference from 
the fact that <lnring the hst ten years neither the Legisla
tive Assembly nor any P,·ovincial Council has refused to 
pass any labour legislation brought forward by the Govern
ment, and so it mRy he assumed that the position of Indian 
workers would not have been worse than it is to-day. 

I l·ealise that even in a self-governing India Heaven 
will not immeiliately descend to earth fo.. the Indian 
workers, but their chances of success in their struggle 
will be greater than when they are under a Government 
which is really responsible neither to the British Parliament 
nor to the legislatnres in Inllia. The st,·uggle will also be 
made somewhat easier, as the extraordinary influence which 
the European industrialists in India exercise to· day will be 
gl·eatly reduced. 

But this is not all. My friend M,·. Shiva Rao and my
self have come to this Conference in the hope that, with 
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-the help and sympathy of the other Deleg'ltes, the constitu
tion of a self-governing Indi'l will be so framed that the 
political influence of the worke,'s on their Government will 
be much greater than it is to.day. For this purpose we 
should like in the first place the constitution to contain a 
declaration of the {un(hment .. l rights of workers. It is true 
that such a declaration has not the force of legislation, but 
none the less it will serve a very useful moral pm·pose. 
Secondly, the constitution must be founded upon universal 
adult suffflige. Much is made of the pl'8ctical difficulties; 
it is said the constituencies wonld be unwieldy, but this 
difficulty is not expl'cterl to disappear at any time, and the 
Indian masses will neveragL'ee to deprive themselves of 
-their rights of citizenship for ever. Much is also made of 
the difficulties createrl by illiterllcy, but those rlifficulties 
exist even to-nllY in the case of pel"ons already enfl'8nchis
-ed or whom it is proroserl to enfl·anchise. 'I'ue possession of 
property addea to illiteracy does not remove the difficulties 
-which may be rlUIl to illiteracy. 

Thirrlly, without entering on the question of a federal 
O()r unitary form of government, the workers of India insist 
that IllhoUl' legislation shall ah·ays remain a central or 
federal suhject. nnrl thllt the cpntral 01' federal Government 
shall alw.ys retain to itself the power of control and 
supervisiou in its enforcement. If labour legislation and 
its enforcement are left to Provincial Governments or to 
th .. constituent parts of the federation, labour legislation 
and its Anforcemp,nt will be very difficult. If tbe constitu
tion does not make proper provision for this it will be 
utterly useless to tbe workers. Moreover, labour legisla
tion and it. enforcement must remain central or federal 
subjects for the ratification and enforcement of Inter
lIlational cODventions on labour subjects. 
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Here I must draw the attention of the Conference· 
to the fact that by Section X of Article 405 of the Treaty 
of Versailles, Part XIlr, Labour, a federal State the power 
of which tu ratify International Conventions is limited,. 
escapes mOre easily from its international ubligations 00 

labour matters. The pmctical effect of this sect jon of the 
Peace Treaty to the disarlvantage of w<Jrkers may be 
judged from the fact that while even a backward country 
like India under a unitary form of Government coulrl ratify 
eleven conventions of the Internl1tional Lal:our Conference, 
advancerl countries like Australia and Canada under a 
federal form of government could ratify only fonr conven
tions each. I therefore hope that the power of the Inrlian 
Central Government whether Federal Or Unit.ary to ratify 
international conventions and to secure their enforcement 
will not be in any way limited. This subject will no doubt 
he cunsidered by the Royal Commission over which Mr. 
'Vhitley has been very ably presiding anrl although the 
Commission may not report before this Conference finishes 
its work, I have absolutely no d0ubt in my mind that the 
Commission will generally support the view that I have 

put forward. 
I must here refer to the position ofIndian States whose 

coming under the Indian Constitution will whole-heartedly 
he welcomerl by Indian workers. I hope the Representa
tives of the Princes will agree to a constitution in which 
Labour L~gislation as well as its enforcement for the whole 
of India and the ratification of international conventions and 
their enforcement will not have unnecessary difficulties due 
to the form ofthe Constitution. At present the Indian States 
have done nothing to recognise their Intemational obliga
tions in Labour matters which I hope they will not here
after do. Lastly may I say that to-day labour is not the 
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only matter which is iJlternationally considered. The 
tendenc), to finn an intcruational solution to our difficulties 
is naturally and v~ry properly growing and occupying a 
wide spllere an(l I hope that our Constitution will be so 
framed in this Conference that India as a whole will be 
able to take full benefit of the International action and 
India as a whole will also be able to be helpful in the 
international solution of the difficulties of the world. What
ever form of Government we decide to establish in this 
Conference let U8 at least do nothing to make future 
chan~es in that form practically impossible. 

We cannot settle our constitution for all time. If it is 
found by experience that the form of government which we 
settle in this Conference is not snited to the needs of the 
future, it should be possible by constitutional means to 
Ie cure such changes in the form of government as may be • 
found nel'ess,uy. If my snggestions regarding incorpor&.-
tion of the l1eclaration of the Fundamental Rights of Indian 
workers in the constitution and the establishment of univer-
lal adult franchise be accepted, as I hope they will be., and-
if tlle constitution i. so framed that Central or Federal 
Government, with or without Indian States included in it, 
will retain in its hands full authorit), without any limitations 

, regarding labour I,·gislatiou nnd its enforcement and regard-
:l:ing tbe ratificatiOJ.J Rnd enforcement of international conven

tions and other ubligations, the immediate establishment of1 
full sel/-government in India will not only secure for the
worker. of India an improvement in their present position, 
but eventually will enaLle them to occupy the same position, 
in tbeir country as the workers of Great Britain are occu
pying in their own_ 

11 
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Mr. Prime ;\linister: My sister delegate's presence and 
mine in tbis historic gathering is an illustration indeed of 
the fact that th<l so-called unchanging East is unchang
ing no longer. Ten years ago who could have thought of 
Indian women coming to London and taking part in the 
.deliberations of such a Confen'nce? To-day, not only a 
Hindu, but a Muslim woman, belonging to a fa.mily the 
women of which have always observed strict purdab, are 
actually sitting with their brethern around one table in 
order to evolve a suitable constitution for their country. 
(Applause). 

This important ann historic gathllring is unique of its 
kind for it is the first time that the Princes and people of 
India are sitting together, with the representatives of the 
three great parties in England, to discuss ann frame the 
future constitution of India. llut is it also unique because 
for the fi"st time women have been a,lmitted to such a 
gathering! (Applause). 

Sir, we are grateful to you, to the Secretary of State, 
8n,l to his Excellency Lord Irwin that when issuing invita
tions to the representatives of all tbe parties you and they 
did not forget that half of the country on which depends 
the wplfare of India'M future gllneration. 

HiI', the history of my country is the history of nations 
who II ave tried, sometimes successfully, but more oft~n 

unsuccessfully, to weld together a continent like Inilia 
into one grellt Empire, one great nation. Most of these 
nations came f"om countries nellr and distllnt, Illlured by 
the rich pl"ins of Hindustan and hy its fahnlous wPlllth, 
beauty anil culture. Under Borne of them Iodia not only 
enjoyed peace a[ld tran'l'lillity, but achieved a high culture 
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,nd civilisation, thus contributing more than its share 
" the progress of the world. To·day we are witn~sBing, 
,ot the birth, but thA re-birth of a great ancient nation. 
"iI', very few people in this country realise the tremP.Ddous 
·honge in (lur country which has taken place durillg the 
:~st five years. Things have moved and are moving at 
.;uch a tremenilous pace that sometimes we ourselves are 
startled. In the remote corners of India, in the out of the 
way places, you will find people, especially young boys 
and I\'irls, talking of their national aspirations and of the 
f!eedom and liberty of their :lIotherland. There is such 
an awakening in the youth of the country, both in the 
rural an,l urban areas, that it is not possible to check the 
.growing desire, the increasing spirit, which animates them 
to form themselves into a nation worthy of the name. We, 
tbe women of that reviving nation, cannot but r~joice at 
this awakening. Bllt, happy as we might feel, this brings 
with it tbe tremendous responsibility ofg-uiding tbe younger 
generations. It is our duty as motbers, as sisters, as 
wives to show them the right track and lead them along 
the straight road. 

Hir, the hasi» of buman society is federal. A union 
{)f two forms, a home, a group of bomes is known as ,a. 
village, villag"s together become town, a number of towns 
form a district, and a federation of districts is called a 
province or a cOllntry. Modern civilisation, with all its 
culture and development of tbe human mind, has brough t 
'home to us the fact that for a big country like India, wbere 
dilf~rent races and different interests exist, a Government 
estahlished on the basic principle of federation alone caD 

be a success. 
ily following this principle countries like the United 

States of America, the Australian and the Swiss Federa-~ 
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tions., bave become some of the greatest nations of to-day. 
Units bind themselves togetber for the sake of tbeir 
lIlothedand, and for the purposes of defence from foreign, 
aggression, and thus gain thllt peace and tranquillity which 
is essential for the full development and progress of a 
nation. Having realised this, we, the women del~g"te8 

from India, support the proposal of a federal form of 
government)or our country. Snch a form will gi ve to Our 
people in tbeir respective Provinces, in their n.tural sur
roundings, and in their Own traditional culture, freedom aud' 
scope for full development of the different faculties given· 
to them by providence. Provincial genius in every sphere 
of life will better flower amid.t its OWII native surroundings,. 
and will thus spread its perfume all over the country and 
the world. A 'fagore in Bengali and a Mohammad Iqbal' 
in Urdn, by writing in their respective language could 
enrich the world with such gems of thought and literatul'e. 

We :are glad, Sir, that our Princes have proved true· 
sons of the soil of their Motherland, and are ready to join 
an All India Federation. The golden day for OUI' country 
will he then when the Indian India nnd the British India 
will link themselves for commOn purposes, thus forming 
themselves into one great nation. 

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the womanhood of India,. 
I make an earnest appeal to you to let us go back to our. 
c:o.uotry with such a measure of reforms as, when plRciog 
them before our younger generations, we may be able to' 
say to them, "In this age of scientific development, when 
no ,country can stand isolated, you have in the British 
Commonwealth of Nations a ready-made union. Now that' 
an equal partnership with the sister Dominions'is offered to 
yoll, what more do you require" ? 
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8ir, having had many oppodunities of meeting '1',ite a 
number of British peopl\3 of all sh!\des of opinion, I find 
-that one of their argnment8 against India getting full mea-
-sure of reform,; is: "How can India be given Dominion 
Statns when it is so backlvard in social reform"? S nch 
... emarks have often been m'lrl., hy the Press, as well a~ by 
'Unsympathetic politicians in public. lily reply to thl'm is, 
., Yes, we have many of onr social problems to tack I"" but 
show me any country on the face of the earth where· sl1ch 
.problems do not e.dst in one form or another"? 'Ve have 
taken om problems in hand, anrl are trying to tackle them 
day by day; with the help of nod we hope to achi"ve
and achieve very soon-that Western freedom of speech 
and action, combined with Eastern restl'aint, which is the 
~d'eal of our womllnhoorl. 

The social reform of a country depends mostly UpMl 

its women. With the best intention in the world, a foreign 
>Government may introduce excellent measures of social 
·reform, but because it is a foreign government, the reforms 
advocated by it are al ways looked upon with suspicion. 
As soon as we have the legislation of our country in O'Jr 

·own hanils, we can better do away with some of the 80cial 
·evils existing to·day, just as Japan, Turkey, Persia, Mysore, 
Baroila, Bhopal, anil Travancore have been able to do. 

Almost as Soon as our men got the francbisA, tbey 
·did not hesitate in giving us our share j and now that the 
women of India are coming forwar<l. and taking an active 
part in the political life of the country, the solution of all 
-these problems will not be difficult to find. "Tith women 
-to guiile in the social matters, the men of a conntry can 
achieve greater success in social reform. 

Mr. Chairman, whatever may be the ultimate form of 
:government decided upon, we hope tInt this Conference 
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anything if we make up our mind as we are bent on getting sheer 
justice from it and nothing else \Ye can have two weapons on 
occasions like this, revolt or passive resistance, and my request 
is: for the second remedy always. In order to remove distress 
through which the Guzerat people are passing, it is my firm convic
lion tbat if we tell the truth to the Government, it will ultimately 
be convinced and if we are firm in our resolve, the Kaira District 
people shall suffer wrongs no more. 

I)<ITEREST IN SOUTH AFRICA 

In spite of all these activities in Innia, Mr. Gandhi 
could neve,' forget tire scene of his early labours. His 
South African friends and fellow-workers are always dear 
to him. In " communiMtion to the IJldicm Opinion 
he wrote nuder date 15th December, 1917 :-

When I left South Alrica, I bad fuJIy intended to write to my 
Indian and gnglish friends there from time to time, hut I found my 
lot in India to be 'luite different from what I had expected it to be. 
I bad hoped to be able to have comparative peace and leisure but 
I have been irresistibly drawn into many activitie.. I hardly cope 
with them and local daily correspondence. Half of my time is 
paned in the Indian trains. My Soutb African friends will, I hope, 
forgive me for my apparent neglect of them. Let me assure them 
Ibat not a day has passed but I have thought of them and their 
kindness. &uth African a~sociatioDS can never be effaced from 
my memory. 

I note, too, that our people in South Africa are not yet free 
from difficulties abont trade licences and leaving certificate,_ My 
Indian experience hAS coufirmed the opipion that there iB no 
remedy like passive resistance against such evil:;, The community 
ha. to exhaust milder remedies hut I hope that it will not allow the 
Bword of passive resistance ·to get TUllty. It is our duty whilst 
the terrible War la,ts, to be satisfied with petitions, etc., for the 
desired relief 'but I think the Government sbould know that the 
community will not rest until the questions above mentioned are 
satisfactorily solved. It Is but rigb. that I should also warn tbe 
community against dangers from within. I hear from those who 
return from South Africa that we are by DO mean~ free of those 
who are engaged in Illicit traffic. We who seek justice must be 
above .uspicion, a"d I hope III at our leaders will not re.t till they 
purged the community .1 internal defects. 

AHMEDABAD MILL STRIKE 

Passive Resistance in some form or other has always 
been Mr. Gandhi's final panacea for all ailments in the body 
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.'.
will not treat us in the way we have been treated 10 the- ~ 

Government of' India Dispatch. 
The fate of half the population of the country ha .. 

been decided in one sentence. Had that one sentenc& 
said that sex should be no disqualification for women iJlo 
any way, we would have rejoiced. But, to fioish nearly 
160 million of His MajestY'8 subjects by saying that n~ 
special provision should be made for women, shows It 

complete lack of understanding. Hut, if others bave!· 
blundered, we hope and pray that this Conference will not .. 
and it will give women their adequate share in the adminis
tration of their country. 

Sir, with your permission, I earnestly appeal to the 
British Delegation, as well as to my countrymen, to sit 
aroun,l this table in a spirit of mutual co-operation and 
good-will. \Vith only one aim and one object in view
that of finding a suitable constitution for India-a. 
constitution which, wbile satisfying the legitimate aspira
tions of an ancient nation like India, by giving it fnll. 
Dominion Status, with certain reservations, of course, for' 
the transitiunal period, the fewer the better, should be the 
means of removing mistrust and snspicion and should. 
establish an everla8ting bond of friendship between. 
England and India. (Applause.) 

1 appeal to you all let us not sit down in the spirit or 
the ruler and the ruled, but as friends, with sympathetic 
hearts, and open minds, to anive at a conclusion which 
will help the suffering masses of the country that we love. 
India, bruised and aching, is l(}oking up to us-rather not 
only India but the whole world is looking up to us-t~ 
sfread the balul of goodwill and fl·iendship.-Let a~ not 
disappoint them. May Almighty God bless our efforts. 
(Prolonged applause). 
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Mr. Chairman: I shall be as brief as possible. I only 
wish to say that in the opinion of those I am privileged 
to represent at this Conft,rence, the time has come for 
making a r'l.dical change in the system of govemment in 
India. That is a change which seems equally neces~ary 

in the interest of both c()untries~not more necessary for 
India than it is for Great Britain, Great Britain wl,ich is 
only less dear to us than our own Motherland. '1'0 my 
mind, the success of this Conference will be judged 
mainly by this test: Ho,v far have we been able to hring 
England and India closer together in bonds of true friend
ship and unity? India wants to remain within the Empire 
as an equal partner with the rest. She has no desire to 
sever her connection with Great Britain. As Mr. J ayakar 
said the other day, this cry of independence is only a cry 
of despair. I would. attach no importance to it, save as an 
indication of the intense desire felt by the people generally 
for greater opportunities of self-expression and self
development. 

There is, I believe, general agreement with the 
view, both in this Conference and outside, that the future 
government of India should be constructed on a federal 
basis. What exactly is meant by this term "federal" in 
its application to the peculiar conilitions of [ndia, will have 
to be discn.sAd and determined in committee. That-I 
mean the constitution of the Central government~i8 the 
fundamental issue before this Conference. 

By agreeing to join an all-India federation, the Ruling 
Princes have rendered incalculable service to their Mother-
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:land at this most critical juncture in her history. Their 
attitude has enormously facilitated the work of this Con
ference and has made the whule political problem 
-of India more susceptible of satisfactory ~olution than it 
would have been otherwise. I am onll of those 

who entertain no doubt whatever th'lt the Princes 
-will never have any r.,,,,on to re"ret their -decision, and 

" ". 
,that they and their Htates will, occupy a pusition, as 
honourable as it will he assured, in the future couocils 
·of their commoo motherland. 

India is a lanrI of lllany creeds anrI many:communiti{'s 
and diverse interests, hut I believe that it i. this very 
diversity that will go far to "nmre the requisiteJ"stability in 
the democratic institution; that al'e proposed til be estll
.blished in her country. 

Another matter upon which we-I mean th" Indian 
-sect.ions of the Conference-are agreed is that a measure 
-01 resroniibility shoul,l be intl'Oduced at the centrb if the 
constitut.ion is to wOl'k sati,tactol'ily and is to enjoy an 
adequate IlP·a·lll'p. of conficlence and support /'l'O'11 the peo
ple, 'Vbatev,·r m'ly be the risks and the rlifficulties in 

-taking such n .tep-and they are unrloubtedly consider
able-the il"ilish <1ovel'llment will, we all bope, come to tbe 

-conclusion tInt a solution which does not satisfy the people 
1\1 I~l'~e is nIl solution at all. It can neither work smoothly 
·nur endure fOl' any length of time, A cllnstitntion which 
provides full antonoll1Y in the Provinces, re~ponsibility at 

,the ceotre (snhi,.ct to such transition'tl saf~gll'lrds as may be 
necessary and uoa<:oiclable) and a close a~sociation between 
British India and the States in m.tters of common con

.cern-this, let us bope, may be th" result of Dill' clelibera
tions here, a result which, I ventUl'e to think, wOlllcl satisfy 
,all reasonable people in India, 
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In "onelll.ion, I ,honla lik~ to ass lire my fellow dele
gat(>" frolll British Inoi" tlmt we of the Inc1ian States whole 

he"rteoly join with them ill their appeal to the British 
nation to set Inllia on the high roao to sel/-government. 
I wonld, at the same time, ventl\l'e to ask my countrymen 
to remember--I hope 1 shall not be misunderstood, for I 
think I sppak nothing but the obvious trutl,--tl",t ~reat 

..iourn,·y cannot be accomplished "uccesafully, no,' CHn 'loose 
pillriotic aspintions, OI\l'S as mnch as thei,'s, he fnlly realis

<1,1 except in company of their compatriots in th" States, 
"no, may I also aeld, with the gooel will and co-operation 
of Great Britain . 

• 
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Mr. Chairman: The first temptation to which I felt 
I was likely to succumb was to contro,'ert tHtain statp
ments wbich have been made, and to allude in passing to 

certain misconceptions that were apparently present eYen 
to those who haa large experience of' Indian affairs. On a 
very memorable occasion an English stat,'sman urged 
his audience to consult a large map, It is sometimes 
astonishing that On occasion8 of this kin,l the hist,,,.y of" 
England ana the history of India are apt to he forgotten. 
V't me, in passing-not in a spirit of reproach-advert 
only to three matters. JlIy Lord PHI referred to mono
polies. Did he remember tbat in 1721 there wa8 a prohibi
tiun of imports into England of any Indian printed calicoes. 
Di<i he ahert to the series of statutes beginnin~ from the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth which prevented Indi!ln goons 
reaching Englann '? Did he remember what took place in 
1871 when the representatives of a great trading federation 
remarked upon the calamity of new mills being erected in, 
Bombay? But I shall not dwell On that IlSp~ct of tl.. 
matter any further. Let 118 consult large maps. Let us 
have advertence to the history of England and the bistory 
of India. 

It is often said that the professional politician i, dfe 
in India, hilt Ipt it be remernb~red that the object. of tile 
professional politician, and of every other politician, is to 
seek what is heyond politics and what is beyond the tran· 
sient needs of the hour-the prosperity and the content· 
ment of the ppopie. In the few remarks which I shall 
permit myself I shall have relerence only to that, Yon had 
a great and magnificent gathHing here at the Imperial 
Conference. What was the object and outlook of that 
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Conference ? "'as it not to devise meaos and measures 
for the purpose of impl'oving the economic condition 
of England Rnd of the Empire? We believe, and 
believe fen'ently, that the economic conditioo of tbe 
Iodian massps will be improved ooly if tbat pconomie 
position can be dealt wit,h by the people of Inllia. A 
good deal WRS said and written, both before and after 
the Imperial Conference, about measures of preference and 
measmes of protectioll; bllt what Illdia wants is this: 
whether one theory or the other of trade and fiscal manage
mellt be correct, let it be given to India to make ber ex
periments in her own way, by hel' own people, for hl'r own 
goon. It is that which is at the back of our elldeRvours. 
'We believe th:lI the fiscal and the tariff policy of India call 
ne,'cr be so r .. gulated, call never be adjusted to the bE'st 
prosperity of India, ullles8 those in charge of th"se great 
subjects are animated by a pmely Indian stanil point and 
idea. 

Xext, a great ileal has been said of tbe JlossiLle dis
location from the international and the secular l'oint cf 
view, and of mistakes in fillance. It bas been pointed out 
tbat if the credit of India were not stabilised and maintain
ed bpfore the world, India's progress would be greatly 
retarded. True; but does anyone fail to realise that tbe 
school of expprience is a sharp and short one? 'Viii any 
person in India, let bim be the most irresponsible 
politician, igoore the fact that if India's finances are 
con~ucted 011 a haphazard and risky Lasis-if they go 
to the 1II0D"y market of the wodd and finrl they cannot 
raide a loan to-ilay, to-morrow they al'e going to stop all 
nation-building and pursue a mad financial career ~ Is 
not the experience of other countrips It lesson to, 
us? Is it not a fact that countries belonging to the 
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British Dominions have hao their own experiences in tbis 
matter'? Have tlley not. profiteo by their experiences? 
Have not great conntries like the United States bad 
financial <lis-equilibrium? Ha. tllllt country not benefited 
by it. experience 'J After all, in financial mlltters more 
than in any othe,' the school of experienc'l is the best 
school at which to leRrn, and we shall never learn unless 
we emerge from the position of being ill s/IIIII pupil/ari. 

'Vhen we carne to this Conferenc" we came in some 
c10ubt an(1 hesitation, but it has been rightly remarkeo by 
the Lore! Peel that the Government of Inni" Despatch has 
alreaily hecome out of oate. The memorable attitude of 
the Indian Princes and the line they have t&ken has made 
that nespatch absolutely out of date, The ideal of federa
tion, not as a rlim and distant idelll but as a matter of 
prActical politics, which is aoumbrated and envisaged by 
the Indian ~rinces in their assembled might and p()wer 
has marle the Government of India Despatch out of date. 
But more than that it must be said that the march of 
events will make all these despatch'ls, memoranna anJ 
reports out of date, because India, let it he granted, has 

'now joined together in the r1etermiDlltion to solve its own 
problems through its own men, aided by the best brains, 
by the best talent and by the best goodwill on the part 
of Great Britain-bnt only aided. 

There am two more points with which I desire to 
deal. Somp.thing was said about H, E, The Viceroy's 
speech ana declaration not making any promise of 
immediate translat.ion of self-government into practice. 
Let us not hear of that in this Conference, I beseech 
JOU. The only thing to be decided at this Conference 
is, Is it possihle to go back to India and make 
':01' a contented India? There was an idea thrown out to 
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the effect" Well, let this Conference arriYe at a result: 
wbat will bappen ') You wiII go back to Inrlia aod you 
will probably finrl that irresponsible men will wrest all the 
power Ollt of yom l,otll.h, aod that will be to the disadvan
tage of Inrlia aIllI E!Jglnorl alike." :\{ake tbat impossible. 
And you will make it ionpo,sible only if this Conference 
achieves something real and substantial. The only way in 
which to take it out of the power of the irrespoosibles to 
ruin things is to make it possinle for tue irresponsible to 
become r .. spousible. You will lIndoubtedly make the 
irresponsible responsible if YOII make something which is 
worth striving for, dying for, yeaming and longing for as 
the result of this Conference. I fit'mly Lelie,'e that opinion 
in this Conference will be unanimous tbat the only way of 
producing peace and good will and contAntment and COITI

radeship between India and England is to hammer out a 
system of government which will enable the most restless 
spirits of India to feel that they have ht'ougbt into being a 
constitution w'lt·th working in, If that is done this Confer
ellc" will h",'e Hchieved a great result, If we bave to go 
back to our cOllutl'Y and say that we have bl'ought hack 
only a halting or fl'agmentat·y systelU of government not 
WOI'tlt working for Ot' yeaming fol', we shall have failed. 
Then will al'i,e the calamity to which allusion was made, 
Then will arise tbe cotlamity of the irresponsible coming to 
positions of power and influence. On the other hand, if 
with the co-operation "f the Indian Princes and British 
Indians, if with the co-operation of Britisb statesmen and 
Indian statesmen, we achieve real self-government, we shall 
make it impossible for those who have not the best ideals 
of both countries he forI' their mind's eye to do what tbey 
may otherwise do. 
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This is indeed a memorable Conference. I hllve 
been more anil more impressed as I have listpned to every 
sppech that has fallpn from those who have aadressea us. 
It is memorahle in the first pbce hecause it m>lrks a 8t>lge 
in the development of the constitutional advance of Innia. 
Hitherto the pmcess h>ls nevel' been arlopted of a Rounn 
'rable Conference to cliscnss the propositions heflll'e the 
Goyernment; hut very often-it may he too often, as I 
have sometimes thong-ht-in the past decisions of the 
Government were formulated and invitations then issued to 
>lttend a Conference to change them if possible, Obviously 
India was anxious to change that system, and for my 
part I am gl:tn th>Lt this has happened; I think it gives 
Inelia a fairer ch:tnce when she can put her case hefore 
the Government has come to conclusions, instead of having 
to argue .gainst something alreaily netermined and in 
which, no doubt, every consieleration has been taken into 
account before the elecision was reachen, 

For that reason, I thiuk we are all pleased when 
the proposal was made that this Round fable Conference 
should take place, but I do not think we quite appreciated 
how important it woulil be ; indeed, I am snre even those 
who set ont from Inaia for this country to take part in this 
. historic Conference did not realise then the events 
that have happenen since we have been here. It 
I may be permitted to do so, I shonld like to say 
first, perhaps ont of a gallantry we all like to display 
in the presence of ladies, that this Conference is 
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marked first by the presence of Indian ladies. 
That is a distinct advance by the East. I should 
,like to remark that as I study the affairs of the 
East from day to day, I am every day more and more 
astonishe,) at the rapidity, the almost dazzling swiftness 
with which the East seems to outdistance the 'Vest. Here 
is a movement whiell has almo~t only just started in India. 
In my time it was only beginning, and yet here at this 
moment Wp have the ladies present and taking part in our 

,debates. 
Now let me tum to what, to my mind, is a distinct 

historic,,] anvanc<, in the I,istor), of India, which once it has 
begun can never stop, once it has left its imprint, as it has, 
can never be effacer!, which is going to take India further, 
perhaps, than some of us ever thol1ght when we have had 
visions before us of what Indi~ might achieve. We have 
now our minds enlarged, our area of vision extendeil, our 
horizon infinitely wirlened, because we have the Princes 
taking part with I1S and with British India. 

The Government of Inrlia, as you are aware, 
has always harl these two seperat<' limbs, so to speak, 
,of the government. On the one hand it has to deal 
with thp. Prillces of Inoia; Of) the other, it deals with 
British India. Think of the improvement as they have 
themselves port,.ay"d it in vlirions speeches to.day! 
Think of all that is open to us if nolV we pl'Oceed together 
to form a government for all India, a United States of 
India, as it has been termed, ",hich will in truth be tbe 
greatest conception of federation, shonld it take place, 
that the wOl·lrI h>\s yet seen. It is unique in its character 
"nrl 'Illite rell1 ... k~bl" in its extent. There is no sub
continent, no nation and certainly no country tbat I can 
think of in the world that can present to you, to us, to tbe 
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politic. He has applied it with rpsolute courage, and has 
at least as often succeeded as he bas as often undoubtedly 
failed. But success 01' failure in the pursuit of a rigbteous 
cause is seldom the determining factor with men of Mr. 
Gandhi's moral stamina. Wben in March 1918 tbe mill
hands at Ahmedabad went on strikp, IIIr. Gandhi was r~
quisitioned to settle the dispute between tLe millowners and 
the workmen, and he arranged a compromise satisfactory to 
hoth. 

He was guiding the latter to Ii successful settlement of 
their wages when some of them hetrayed a sense of weak
ness and despair; and demoralisation was apprehended. 
At a critical stage in tbe crisis lIIr. Gandhi and Miss 
Anusuyabhai took tbe vow of fast. This ext reme action 
on the part of lIIr. Gandhi was disquieting to friends and 
provoked some bitter comments f"om the unfriendly. He, 
01 course, would be the last per~on to resort to such a 
metbod of forcing the millowners by appealing to tbeir 
sense of pity, knowing that they were his friends and 
admirel·s. He explained tbe circumstances in a statement 
ssued subsequently: 

I am. not sorry for the vow, but with the beliet that I have, I 
would have been unworthy of the trust undertaken by me if I had 
done anythinl( less. Before I took the vow r knew th.t there were 
serious defects about it. For me to take such a vow in order to 
affect in any shape or form the decision of the millowners would be 
" cowardly injustice done to them, and tbat I would so prove 
myself unfit fa)' the friendship which I had the privilege of enjoying 
witb some oflhem. I knew tbat I ran the risk of being misunder
stood. I could not prevent my fast from affecting my deCision. 
That knowledge moreover put a responsibility on me which I was 
mabie to bear. }'rom DOW I disabled my •• lffrom gaining concessions 
for the men which ordinarily in a struggle sucb as tbis I would be 
entirely justified in securing. I knew, too, tbat I would have to be 
.atisfied with the minimum I could get from millowners and 
with a fulfilment of the letter of the men's vow rather than its spirit ~ 
and so hath it happened. I put tbe defect. of my vow In one Bcale 
and the merits of it in the other. There are bardly any act. of 
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world, the picture as we see it and as it is now portrayed 
before u" Neve,' cau this be paralleled. Here yon have the 
rulers of great Indian States, the representatives of His 
Exalted Highness the Nizam, of the great and powerful 
State of Hy,lerabad, the representatives of Mysore, again a 
State which has always, if I may be permitted to say so, 
taken the lead in the advance tOlVarns mor" constitutional 
government, of Baroda, which certainly has not lingered 
behind, and of many others-I sl,ould like to go right 
through them, but time does not permit-the very picture 
they have brought before us shows us the rulers corning 
here aud takiu!(' part with the re.presentatives of British 
Innia, because like them they feel the call of the )fother 
country, aud they put before you their desire to JOJU JU 

all that IJlay be for the good of India. 

Now let me turn to the main subject that we have 
to discnes, but before doing so I should like to say how 
deeply impressed I am by the speeches that we have heard 
dllriug the whole course of the discussion and also by the 
conversations that I have been enabled to have outside this 
roora with those who are representing the various parts of 
India. 

In approaching the subject of Innia, I speak here 
to·day on behalf of the Liberal section of Parliament, bnt 
I speak also on behalf of myself, and you will permit me 
to say on my own hehalf that I have a profound interest in 
Indian affairs. 1 can never forget all that happened in 
India; I shall always recall it and always have an abiding 
affection for India and the memories it has left me. 

I have toid you, Sir, that I speak for the Liberals. 
Weare here discussing two main questions, as I under
stand it. The first is the one propounded b:r you. Sir, as-
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to wheth~r the future constitution should be on a federal or 
a unitary 1>8sis. The other is incidental to it and arises 
from it, for you have 1IIr. Prime Minister, set us a good 
{'umple by allowing the fullest latitude of debate, so that 
th~re sh.ll be nO technicalities introduced into this gr{'at 
discussion. 'VA have therefore been able to speak of 
{'Terything. 

What stands out most is, of course, the demand for 
advance in constitutional government. Let me first deal 
with that one aspect of it. Dominion status is a vague 
term. I am not going back on all that has bappened 
in the past; we want to deal with th" questions 
as tbey now stand. Dominion status I gather to meaD 
a statu8 equal to that of the other Dominions witbin tbe 
Empire. That is the true me.ning of it. It has never 
been defined; no lawyer bas ever attempted to put it into 
definition, but I do not suppose anyone will doubt tbat 
that is what in trutb is meant by it. Keep that meaning 
of it clear in your minns, because if you do I think yeu 
must see tbat tbere are very many questions to be 
consideren and discussed before YOIl can get quite to the 
ultimate goal wbich you naturally strive to attain. Let 
me add tbis, so tbat I may clear the ground and nl,t take 
up further time in discussion. Speaking on behalf of 
those with whom I am associated, let me ssy we most 
fully accept tbe statem ent tbat the natural issue of tbe 
Declaration of 1917 is tbat of Dominion status, and that 
tbe implication of the words used is Dominion status. We 
do not wish to discuss for a moment finA shades of 
difference; tbey may bave had their place, and I take full 
responsibility for baving at one time thought thet they had 
their place, th .. t responsibility prorerly fan. on mp, and' 
not on others. We have had questions raised and answerS 

12 
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-given which have cleared the gL'ound, and we are now 
-dealing with the subject as it stands before us. 

I would ask you to bear this in mind. Let me 
say that though I "peak for the Libpral section and 
have no right to speak for any other, I hope that whpn any 
one of us belonging to anyone of the tlLl'ee spctions 
of Parliament speaks in connection with 1n,lia, we shall 
.always speak as one Parliament and not as members of 
different sections of Parliament. I hope that in the end 
we may be able to continue that unity in P"rliamflot which 
we have sought so hard to maintain. Bnt, sl'l'aking once 
more for our own section, let me say that we Lib«rals, who 
inherit the great traditions of libert.V and self-govf'rnment 
which have distinguished this country, and who t.ry in our 
humble way to carryon in the avenue, that hav!' been 
marked out for us, h:ne no desire in the slight~st negree
and not only no desire but no intention-to cl pviatp, from 
the promises made. In that at least I am quit" sure I 
speak not only for my own section but for Parliament. 
Whatever has been promised stands. Th .. re may be 
differences of opinion bet,veen us, there may be cliffer
cnces of opinion between you from India >lnd we from 
Britain, as to the pace at which we shouln an vance; but 
there can be no difference of opinion with regaril to the 
goal we seek to re~ch, and indeed we shall rio everything 
we possibly can to help in reaching that goal. 

But I would just remind you that, after Ill!, the ohject 
{)f this Conference is to arrive at propos 'lIs which will be 
submitteil to Parliament by His M'l;ip,sty'. Govprnment, 
and it is hoper! with at any rate some considerable assent. 
That is the purpose for which we are here aod the ultimate 
conclusion which will be reached after all OUr discussiolls. 
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:I have no desire or intention to take up time in di~cnssing 
the difficulties which mu~t arise. 

But, Sir, we must speak with sincerity, we must speak 
with frankness, as all Ita ve reco;;nised. You will forgive 
me if I use a strong expre;sion, but it is only expressing 
what I have heard in different directions from many of you, 
when I say that it is idle to say thlll at this moment there 
could be anything like equality of .tatus-that is 
constitution statull-in India with tbe Dominions. It is 
idle at this moment because there Itre other questions that 
come in which mu,t be discussed, and, indeed, no one 
could more freely have recogllised this than Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru, who introduced the subject. Begin, for 
exaDlple, with the Army.-I am uot going to suggest how 
it should be dealt with -then there are foreign affairs and a 
numher of other 'lue.tions, but in the end, whatever the 
proposal is, it will have to be decided by Parliament; it is 
Parliament that must consider, and Parliament that has to 
be persuaded. 

Will you let me "emind you that thel·e is alt'eady a 
variety of literature availahle. There is the Simon 
Commission; it is true, we know the histol'y of it, it does 
not commend itself to you, but let me remind you again 
that it contains a mass of most valuable material, and, 
speaking for myself, I have th e greatest admiration for 
the work that Sir .John Simon has done, and for those who 
were associated with him in it. Those of you ,yho a .. e, fo .. 
reasons not to be entered into at the moment, too ready to 
throw aside the report of the Simon C<;lIumission, lliay 
perhaps be more minded to study that of the Government 
of India. One of the striking things is that in the Report 
of the Government of India as we have got it now 
the Viceroy and the Membero of CouDcil, both British 
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and Indian, giving their views, you will find that there is, 
not mnch diff~rence between that and the conclusions 
arril'ed at, in the main, by the Statutory Commission. 

But I want to pass from that anrl get on to wbat I 
conceive to be the suhject we are con.idering to-day that 
is, whether arp. not this Government is to be on " Federal 
system. I have one observation with regard to both these 
Reports. The St>ltutory Commission lays great stress 
upon federation, tries all it can to direct onr attention to 
federation, and make it the ultimate goal. The Govern
ment of India takes tbe same view, only regarding it &s 
more di,tant. Since tben, as has been said by more thall 
one speaker, a gl'eat change bas taken place because of 
tbe Princes, and I will deal just now with their position 
very briefly. I am dealing merely witb tbis particular 
cOD5ideration because that is the subject of the 
debate we have before us. The Princes have explaiued 
their position, I cannot, of course, go into tbe various 
considerationi put forlVard. They do not all agree in 
detail, tbat was not to be expected, but we shall, I hope, 
arrive at conclusions when we sit around the table and try 
to settle the great question. But what I do feel-and I 
have it well in mind --is the pertinence of the poetic 
exhortation, if I may be permitted to say 80, which his 
Highness the Maharaja of AIIVar addressed to us at tbis 
Table, and the invocation w bich followed from it. And 
I woulri ttT and rise with him and all of you to the 
pinnacles and not lose my way in the woods, where I might 
not find the straight and clear path. I would keep straight 
on, looking ahead, striving to banish distrust, to create trust 
and in that way we may work together with one under
stanning, witb one purpose, to do the best we can in the 
interests of India, and that this federation of All India 
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thi~ great nnel mighty conception, m~y be reach en with the 
as.istance of the Princes and of your~elves_ In the emI 
we may look back to the days of this Confe,-euce and 
realise that this Conference has done one grellt thing, that 
it has accompli~he'l this principle of feneralism, and I 
bope--but, of course, that is pntirply for you-that we m:ty 
be able by a unanimo,.. c()nclusion to arrive at the rpsult 
that we shoul<l not l'roceeri to consiiler the fe,leral systpm, 
that that "hould be O'lr work, quite uDoerstan(ling, of 
course, that no one i~ bouno to detail, that we are oealing 
only with the principle. Bnt if we 00 accompli_ih that, 
than this Conference will have succeeoed to a g,-eat extent 
at the start, ano will have chBnged, as I underslan,\ it, the 
whole aspect of the situation as it existed befo .. " the Con
terence met. (Applause). 
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Mr. Prime Minister: Before I begin to address this 
Conference, may I add a word of congratulation to the 
gracious lady who addressed us this morning. Speaking 
on behalf of all of us, whether the British Delegation, the 
Princes, or the other Delegates from India, we congratulate 
her most heartily on the most wonderful speech that I 
have heard from the lips of an Indian woman on so 
momentous an occasion. 

lifT. Prime lIIinister, you have unfortunately, on this 
last day, curtailed our time of speaking, and therefore, 
although 1 had hoped to address you from notes, yet, 
lest I should wander and take up too much of your time, 
I wiJJ confine myself to reading what I have to say. 

Much has already been said, at this table, on the 
supreme gravity of the issues that agitate India to day; 
I can hardly add, with any words of mine, to the volume 
oftestimony that is forthcoming from speaker after speaker 
who brings to this country very recent and intimate know· 
ledge of the national movement that bas long since stepped 
beyond the proverbial lawyer, and has entered the hearts 
and homes of all classes of people and in all rarts of the 
country. It is a mass movement that has got in its grip, 
the mind of India-not the literate classes only-as it 
is often alleged in this country. Let that stern fact be 
clearly recognised and properly appreciated. 

I wiJJ refer in the first place to a few of the admimble 
speeches, as for example those of Sir Tej Bahadur 
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Sapru and Sir Muhammad Shafi. I naturally refrain 
from referring to the utterances of the members of my own 
Order, because they embodied my own personal views. 
Those that I do refer to were so frank and explicit that, 
in my humble opinion, the Conference should be grateful 
to the speakers for putting the issues on both sides ,,~ 
such cluity. Our congratulations are due to all of them, 
particularly to Sir '1'ej Dllhadur Sarru for his masterly 
review of the position iu British India to·day ahout which, 
he is eminently c\ualified to speak. We, the Ruling Princes, 
Sir, represent the conservative element in the Indian polity, 
and yet we cannot afford to ignore the fact that times are 
changing rapidly and that the doctrine of " Festina Lente 'I 
is not suitable to the pace~of progress which the changing 
conditions imperatively demand. We have the example 
of England hefore us to follow. England preserves even in 
her wouderful progress a sober conservative outlook and 
yet takAS rapid strides, without losing grip of the essentials 
of stability. 

I must not allow this opportunity to pass without a 
reference to the striking speech delivered by His Highness 
the :\faharaja of Kashmere, Oil the opening day of the 
Conference. In a few well chosen sentences, His Highness. 
laid before you the ideals which animate us and the expec
tations which prompted us to attend this Conference. 

We have always stood for th~ steady progress of ou~ 
country. 'Ve have tile stauncilest possible faith in the 
de~tiny of India as a whole,-it caonot be otherwise. We 
have inherited its traditions, it., culture, its instincts, its. 
honour. Our ancestor~ shaped its history at one period or 
another. 'Ve have rejoiced when it prospered, we have 
suffered when it suffered. On many occasions our blood 
has been shed in her defence. And though in the altered 
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conditions of to-day we may sometimes be judged harshly 
-even by our own countrymen, we have always held nearest 
to our heart her prestige and her houour. 

Sir, it llIay interest, particularly the British deleglltes, 
to know that the word "Subject" had no place in onr 
vocabulary. In our langullge our subjects are known as 
·our " Pr.ja" which is a Sauskrit worrl meaning" Children." 
In that concept there is no tinge of suhordination which is 
implied in tbe Latin root of th" word 'subject.' A prince 
and his people-.nember8 of a united househol<l.-living 
together as fllther and children is a concept thal is \'ery 
dear to the Orient,,1 mind and it un,lerlay Oriental polity. 
I am not talking just now of the compaL"lltive merits of 
·democracy an,l moullrchy. I am ooly alluding to the 
·culture of IorIia ao<l. of the polity t.o which it gave rise. As 
His Highness the Mah,U'aja of Bikaner said, traditions of 
centuries of Kingship are ingrained in our being. But we 
at once recognise the obligations of HlIlel'ship-tlle 
obligations which are immense and proportioned to the 
sanctity of til" ullited family ideal. Such being the Indian 
-Ira,lition the <oll1lion we are seeking of this problem with 
which we are COli fronted Inust be fuund in consonance with 
that tradition. 

!lfy purpose therefor'l is to bring home to this 
gllthering the vital necessity of satisfying the aspirations of 
India as a whole, if she is to continue as a contented and 
vigoro,lS memher of the HI·iti.h Co'nmon wealth uf X ations. 
I h"ve no hesitation in saying that her association with 
Or"at Britain is 1I0t merely a historic event, it is an event 
of great import. It is Providential. It cannot be other
wise for we finri two countries, separated geographically 
and culturally, though Dot racially, brought together in the 
·closest contact and the most intimate association. And I 
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say arlvisedly racially, Sir, because Mr. Baldwin was good 
enough in a memorable speecl, he uttered about a year 
ago, and which created a profound and happy feeling in 
Inoia, to refer to Indians and Englishmen as coming irom 
the great Aryaa stock. As Lord Peel very rightly said, we 
in India have always appreciated the great work tbat 
Britain has done. Britain has done well by India in a 
variety of ways. Site Itas developed her resources aud 
nH>dernised many of her institutions, above all she has esta· 
blisbed peace and tranquillity. All this is ac·knowledged 
and gratefully appreciated. 

Three boons in particular stand to the eternal credit of 
Great Britain. I will give the first place to the Pax 
Britannica, which has enabled India to make much material 
progress. She has given India a unifying medium through 
tbe English language, the noble literature of which has 
helped to iutl'Oduce a new spirit of liberty and self-respect. 
Thirdly India's counection with England has proved to the 
world that the two countries are complempntary to each 
other, aorl to·day tbe world &tands to benefit by the 
mutual" give and take" of the two countries of which they 
are eminently capable. 

Speaking for myself, I have been educated in this 
connh)' anrl have spent many years of my life here. 
England is almost as much my cultural and spiritual home 
as rnoia; its great institutions and its J>olitical life have 
bepn to me, a perenllial "ource of refreshment. From her 
r have imhibed much that i" ennobling and elevating. 
Mr. President, my hopes centre in the perpetuation of the 
Briti.h connection, which in my helief is a guarantee of 
the advancement of '"Y country and of her future 
greatness. 
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human beings which are tree from all taint. Mine, I know, was 
exceptionally tainted, but better the ignominy of having unworthily 
compromised by my vow the position and independence of the 
millowners, than that it should be said by posterity that 10,1)00 lIlen 
had suddenly broken a vow which they had for over twenty rlays 
solemnly taken and repeated in the name 01 God. I am fllily 
cODvinced that no body at' men can make themselves into a nation 
or perform great tasks unleslS they become as true as steel and 
unless their promises come to be regarded by the world like the 
law of the Medes and Persians, inflexible, and unbreal,able, and 
whatever may be the verdict 01 Iriends, so far as I can think at 
present, on given occasions, I should not hesitate in futnre to repeat 
the humble performance which I have taken the liberty of describing 
jn the communication. 

DELHI WAR CONFERENCE 

Mr. Gandhi was "ne 0/ those invited to attend the 
Delhi War Conference in April H118. At first he refused 
to participate in the discussions, on the ground tbat Mr. 
Tilak, Mrs. Besant and the Ali Brothers were not invited 
to the Conference. He, however, waived the objection at 
the pressing invitation personally conveyed by H. E. the 
Viceroy in an iuterview. At the Conference he spoke 
brielly, supporting tbe loyalty resolution and nrged his 
countrymen to give in the hour of danger ungrudging and 
unequivocal support to the Empire of which "we aspire 
in tbe near future to be partners in the same sense as the 
Dominions overseas". 

He explained his position more clearly in 
que issued by him soon after the Conference. 
out: 

a I;olll/nun-i· 

He pointed 

I recognise that in the bOtH of its danger we must give, as we 
have decided to give, ungrudging and unequivocal support to the 
Empire ot which we aspire in the near future to be partners in the 
same !H"DSe as the Dominions Overseas. But it is the simple truth 
that our response is due to the· expectation that our goal will be 
reached all the more speedily. On that account, even &s perform
ance ot duty automatically conters a corresponding right, people are 
entitled to believe that the imminent reforms alluded to in your 
speech will embody the main general principles of the Congress
League .cheme, and I am sure that it is this faith which has 
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Sir Tej Bahadm Sapru has asked us to federate with, 
British India; we are prepared to federate so long as our 
internal autonomy is preserved aod our present hardships. 
are remedied, We the Ruling Princes are jealoos of 
interference by others in otlr methods of Government. We 
therefore feel bouod to refrain from making any suggestions 
about the exclusively domestic problems of British India. 
Subject to su"h mutual freedom in internal affairs, let us 
say that. for all questions of common concern, we regard 
federation with British India as being both possible and 
desirable at the earliest date. As I see the position, 
British Inilia in federation wi1l continue to manage 
its own affairs-its great provinces adjusting their 
relations between themselves. So also the :States,
possibly assisteil by a State's Council-will contioue to 
man"ge their own affairs. But for all matters of common 
concern there must be a Federal Council, composed of 
authorised representatives, from British India and the 
States. I see no reason why a federation should not be 
effected as soon as the difficult matters which rail to be 
adjusted can be settled, and I feel sure that only by 
federation can those aspirations for the dignity and status 
of India which we all of us entertain, in due time be 
achieved,-namely the equality of status with the sister 
dominions within the Empire. I must reiterate that 
no federation has ever come into being, in which the 
federal units did not know that their rights were. There
fore while asking for federation, we also ask for the 
" judicial" ascertainment of the rights of the States. The 
present position that the Paramount Power can at will 
over·ride the treaties is extremely unsatisfactory. It is so 
utterly inconsistent with the Royal Proclamation in which 
the world was told that the treatitls with the States are 
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inviolate and inviolable after they had been similarly 
pronounced to be sacred aud sacrosanct. But for the· 
existenc~ of the Stat~s there would have been no use of 
the words' Paramount Power.' 

I am making no s~cret about the feeling of uncertainty 
and ins~cUl'ity in which the States have been plunged by 
tile enunciation of a doctrine which empowers the Govern
ment of India to override all treaties, engagements and 
sanads, on the plea of Paramountcy. I would plead, with 
all the emphasis at my command, that this uncertainty 
should cease and that all vagueness attaching to the con
ception of Paramountcy should give place to a clear 
formula which should btl the outcome of a considered 
decision given by a competent and impartial tribunal. 

The Butler Report, tbe Simon Report, the Govern
ment of India despatch have all failed to satisfy the parties 
concerned. 

A contented India is, it is superfluous to say, an econo
mic necessity. It is our keen desire to see that trade 
hetween England and India develops in volume and import
ance. A large number of my subjects and those of my 
neighbour, His Highness the Maharao of Kutch, reside in 
Bombay and carryon business in cloth. I know as a 
positive fact that their annual turnover goes over 2 to 3 million 
sterling or 30 crores of rupees. It is not a small stake 
that these merchants of ours possess in the Bombay mal'Mtt. 
But both I and the Maharao of Kutch are helpless at the 
present moment. rhe policy of boycott, which may I tell. 
yon, is gaining in strength as time goes by, and hits them 
very hard, and it would be useless on our part to induce 
thE'm to resume their trade relations with British merchants 
in the present circumstances because it would be futile. 
An early settlement, therefore, of the Indian problem is of 
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the utmo"t importance. If Manchester is pwsperou8 again, 
a great deal of unemployment in the North would dis
appear. 

So far as all those present at this Conference desire 
to remain within the British Empire as equal partners, in 
so far as we all are sincerely firm in our devotion to the 
King Emperor, what is the obstacle in the way @f conced
ing India's demand? At "ny rate what is to prevent a 
declaration of policy by His :"ajesty's Government at this 
late date?' Such a declaration, with the association of 
several parliamentary parties, will greatly facilitate the 
work of the Committees to be appointed. One thing is 
certain-if those who l,ave come to this Conference go 
back to Indi" without the Parliament of Britain making it 
clear that. the minimum constitutional demands of India will 
be conceded, not only will this Conference have been held 
in vain, but I am much afraid that such a fiasco would 
strengthen beyond measure the extremist party in India. 
I therefore submit, in the interests of both countries, with 
all the empha'is at my command that the recognition of 
IDllia'g status within the Empire ann her right to be mis
tress of her own affairs a. early as reasonably possible 
should not be left in any doubt. (Applause.) 
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SIR p, C, MITTER 

I have heel' honour~d bj' the L'lnrllOl'ds repr .. senting 
the ,lifferent Provinces and their important iDterests to be 
their spokesman on this historic occasiOD, I have been 
charged ,with this duty by, amongst others, men like Nawab 
Sir Ahm~d Said Khan of Chitiri from the UDited 
Provinces, the ~Iahar"ja Darbhanga· of Bihal' Rnd Orissa, 
and the R'l;ja of Parlakimedi, Madras, They, in their 
turn hal'" varied experience lind wide interest. I also 
H'present the landlords of my own Province of Bengal, 
large and slIlall, aD,l that wider circle including thll land
IM,I. wh!) ile~ire self-g'lVernment for India for lin int~gral 

part ot the. British EllJpire, 

The iliscus1ioDs to which we hllve hitherto listened, 
ha\'~, I think, made it ab1\mlan!.ly clellr that on the British 
In,liaD si<lp, both a"H)ngst the Muslims, Iln<l amongst the 
Hin<l118, there i. R passionate clesire for responsibility in 
thA cpntre. 'Vhen leaders of p.xperience, position and 
mO""l'ation like HiI' \[uhammad Shafi on the Muslim side, 
an,l lik" my esteemed friend Sir Tej 13ahadUl' Sapru on the 
other havp asked for rpsponsioility in the centre, when 
Their HighnMses the Indian Princes have shown such 
sympathy with British Indian aspiratious, onA can easily 
draw the conclusion that the desire for such responsibility 
is almost uDiversal. Tbe lllndiords, Sir, Ilre as keen as 
Ilny other section of their countrymen on the question of 
self-government, but being in a minority they naturally 
desire Il constitution which will en~ure the protection of 
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their interests along with those of the other minorities. 
They also desire that their class should have separate 
and adequate represent~tion hoth in the Proviuces 
and in the centre. They would further point out that 
in order to make respon,ible government a success 
there must be justice to all classes Rnd interests, including 
theirs. They feel, like others, the urgent need for the 
establishment of harmouy and peace in the country; indeed, 
they feel it more than the dwellers in urhan areas. They 
realise that progress must depend on the maintenance of 
social equilibriHm, and that the stahle elements should 
have their place in the new constitution. They feel that 
no political arrangement in India has a chance of success 
which is not firmly rooted in the strncture of Indian 
society .. 

The lanrllords, Sir, are naturally more intimately 
concerned with the rural al·eas, and with the interests and 
problems of such areas, and we know that more than 226 
millions out of the 247 millions in British India live in 
rural areas. Self-government in India will not be worthy 
of the name unless arlequate and suitable-mark the word 
suitahle-representation he given to rural areas and to the 
classe.s intimately concerned with those interests. Adequate 
provision should therefore he made for the ,·epresentation 
of rural areas with a view to improving their present 
educational and economic conditions. (Hear, hear.) 

Now, Sir, we are repeatedly told that self-government 
in India is really a graft and not a growth. Is that so? 
In the mban areas, with 1)0 years of experience in munici
pal politics and in council elections, with tbe keen desire of 
the educated classes who folluw Westem systems, is self
govemment not yet a growth in mban areas? But if you 
turn to the rural areas, if you approach the question of 8el£-
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'government in rnral areas as an Indian problem, I venture 
to 81lbmit that yon will look upon it in true perspective and 
aee that it is really a growth. 

\Vhen dyna.ti~s tumbled, when Emrir~s faded, when 
legions thundered by, tbe village communities of India had 
their own self-govemment, and self-govemment under 
,those conditions is much more rlifficult than self-govern
ment in the sbltic state of society which you have in 
England or in many of the Western conntries. But, mind 
YOll, in th .. futme sf\lf-gov~rnm~nt of India do not forget 

,the kind of splf'govemrnent to which our rural areas are 
aecn,torned. In comse of time, iu the course of another .'.0 

or 70 years, given the chance, the rnral areas will appre
ciate the b~lIot hox and will be able to nse the ballot box 
as efficiently as the urban areas. 

There is another point which, speaking on hehalf of 
rural interests and also on behalf of the lanrllorcls who are 
intimately concemed with rural interests, I desire to make 
and that is the inad"(lllate provision which has hitherto 
been mllrlfl for social services in rural areas. The land
lord cannot collect his rents unless his ten anti are pros
perous. In this connection I will refer to the Simon 
CommiKsion·. Report, and draw my conclusion from what 
is therei'n ,Iescrihpd. 'I'he average income of a native of 
thesA Isles i. £100 a year. 'fhe average income of the 
IodilLn, according to the most optimistic f'stimate accepted 
by the Simon Commission, is Re. 107 II. year. According 
,to a less optimistic estimate it is ooly Rs. 80. The British 
Indian Delf'gation are familiar with the unemployment 
problem. ()omparing an annual income of £100 a year 
granted in thes~ Isles, what is £6 or £8 a year in the case 
'of II. natil's of India, in spite of the advantages of a tropical 
<Climate? And this figure represents the average income 
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inc1u~ing the income of rich and poor, and incluning the 
income of the urban areas. With your knowledge of the 
acuteness of the unilmployment problem in your conotry, 
you can "ppreciate what human existence is on an income 
of £6 Ill" £8 a year. 

R!lt wh"t is the goon of stating all this unless you 
British and we Indians join our h"nrls in uplifting 
250,000,000 of our fellow beings'? The three political 
parties of this country can really give us a helping hand. 
In the limited time at my disposal I will not go into 
details, but if the British Delegatiou will give mil a 
chance I venture to say that I shall be able to place before 
them a scheme by which your noO-mployment problem 
will be rapi(lIy reduced and by which the problem of 
India--namply, tbe uplift of the rural masses-will be 
solved in a comparatively quick time. 

Before I conclude I would like to refer to two import
ant spO-eches-oue by Lord Peel and the other by Lord 
Rp.ading. I could follow the speech of Lord Peel; I could 
see the difficulties he pointed out; but, with t.he utmost 
respect, and perhaps he was carried away by his usual 
eloquencp, I could not understand whether Lord Reading 
really wlinted to give us self-government immediately. But 
I could see Lorn Peel's at.titude. Hi$ attitu~e was "Yes, 
we may be prepared to meet. you if you can remove certain 
difficulties; for instance, if you can set up a constitution 
which will ensure a stable state of socipty." There was 
one very imporhtnt point raised by Lord Peel. He said 
that if we representatives of India, and t.he Princes of India, 
go back having attained our object there is a very strong 
party in India which will wrest power from our hands. Let 
me assure Lord Peel that if the sentiments of the people 
be satisfied there will be a large section of extremists who 
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will be satisfied; but let me at the same time tell some of 
my friends here that there will remain a section who may not 
and will not be reconciled. You may, the British Indian 
delegates, take that into account in framing the constitu
tion, but if you give us a constitution such as we want the 
position will be infinitely better, if you accede to the senti
ment of the people witb due safeguards. 

One word mor". I would like to ask yuu to reali$e 
what will be the position if you can freely affiliate India to 
you-a sllif-governing India. I make bold to say that if 
that ideal be attained world peace is assured. Such affili
ation will make Britain's position in the world pre-eminent 
not only in the sphere of trade and commerce but also as
a most important and effective factor in maintaining world's· 
peace. '1 he Great War has demonstrated the possibilities 
of India in men and money assembled at short notice, but 
with a self-governing India, truly affiliated to England the
resources in men and materials which will be available to 
the British Commonwealth of Nations will be very much, 
larger than the contribution of India during the World War. 
With this reserve strength, England the head of that con
federacy will reach a {losition which no other power in the 
world would ever approach. ::luch a consummation may 
lead to the realization of a new world ideal. If that posi
tion is ever attained perhaps the poet's dream may cease 
to be a dream and prove to be a reality. It may then 
mean a world where the war-drum will throb no longer io. 
the Parliament of Man and the Federation of the World. 
Is not that ideal worth striving for? Should we not, as. 
citizens of a world where, through God's grace, I firmly 
believe, an increasing purpose runs, strive for such ao. 
ideal.? 
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Mr. Chairman.: My purpose in rlsmg to a~dress the 
()onference is principally to pLice before it the point of 
'View of tbe Depre.sed Classes, whom I and my colleague 
Rao Babadm Shrinivasan have the honour to represent 
regarding tbe question of constitutional reform. It is a 
point of view of 43,000,000 people, or one-fifth of. the total 
population of British India. The Depressed Classes form 
a group by themselves which is distinct and separate from 
the Mahomedan" and although they are included among 
the Hindus they in no sense form an integral part of that 
community. Not only have they a sep'lrate existence but 
they have also assigned to them a status which is invidiously 
distinct from the status occupied hy any other community 
-in India. Th>lre are communities in India which occupy a 
<lower and a subordinate position. But the position assigned 
to the Depressed Clas"es is totally different. It is one 
which is mid way between that of the serf and the slave 
and which may, for convenience, be called servile-with 
this difference, that the serf and the slave were permitted 
to have physical contact, but from which the Depressed 
Classes are debarred. What is worse is that this enforced 
servility and har to human intercourse due to their untouch
ability involves not merely the possibility of discrimination 
in public life but actually works out as a positive denial of 
all equ'llity of opportunity and the denial of those mast 
-elementary of civic rights on which all human existence 
depends. I am sure that the point of view of a commu
nity a8 large aB the population of England or of France 
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and so heavily handicapped in the struggle for existence 

. cannot but bave sOIDe bearing on the right sort of solution of 
the political problem, and I am anxious that the Conference 
should be placed in possession of that point of view at the 
very start. 

Tbat point of view I will try to put as briefly as I can. 
It is this: that the bureaucratic form of government i& 
India shoulrl be replacel] by a government which will be a 
government of the people by the people and for the people. 

Tbis statement of the view of the Depresseil Classes 
I aID sure will be receiverl with sume surprise in certain 
quarters. The tie that bonnrl the O"pressed Cbsses to the 
British has he en of a nnique character. The Depressed 
Classes welcomed the British as their deliverers from age 
long tyra"ny and oppression by the orthodox Hindus. 
They fought their battles against the Hindns, the Mussul· 
mans and the Siklu, and won for them tbis great Empire of 
India. Th!' British on their side assumed the role of 
trustees for the Depressed Classes. In view of such an 
intimate relationship between tfe parties, this change in 
the attitude of the Depressp,d Classes towards British rule 
in India is undoubtedly a most momentous ph,momenon 
but the reasons for this change of attitude are not far to 
seek. We have not taken thi. decision simply because 
we wish to throw in onr lot with the majority. Indeed as 
you know there is not milch love lost between tbe majority 
and tbe particular minority I represent. Ours is an 
independent decision. We bavA judged of the existing 
administration solely in the light of our own circumstances 
and we bave found it wanting in some of the most 
essential elements of a gooa government. When we 
compare our present position with, the one which it was 
our lot to bear in Indian society of the pre-British 
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enabled many members of the Conference to tender to the Govern
ment their full· hearted co.operation. If {could make my country
men retrace their steps, I would make them withdraw all the 
Congress resolutions and not whisper" Home Rule" or " Responsi
ble Government" during the pendency of the War. I would make 
India offer all her able bodied .ons as a sacrifice to the Empire at 
Its critical moment and I know that India, by this very act, would 
become the most favoured partner in the Empire, and racial 
distinctioDs would become a tbing of the past. But practically the 
whole of educated India has decided to take a less effective course, 
and it is DO longer possible to say that educated India does Dot 
exercise any influence on the mMses. 

I feel mre tbat nothing less than a definite vision of Home 
Rule to be realised in the shortest possible time will satisfy the 
Indian people. I ]{now t.hat there are many in India who consider 
no sacrifice is too great in order to achieve the end, and they are 
waketul enough to realise that they must be equally prepared to 
sacrifice themselves for tbe Empire in wbich they hope and desire 
to reach their final status. It f"lIows then that we can but 
accelerate our journey to the goal by silently and simply devoting 
ourselves heart and soul to the work of delivering the Empire from 
the threatening danger. It will be a national suicide not to 
recognise this elementary truth. \Ve must perceive that, if we serve 
to save the Empire, we have in thlit very act secured Home Rule. 

Whilst, therdore, it is clear to me that we should give to the 
Empire every available man for its detence, I fear thAt I cannot 
say the same thing about the finAncial assistance. My intimate 
intercourse with the raiyat~ convinces me that India has already 
donated to the Imperial Exchequer beyond her capacity. I know 
that, in making this statement. I am voicing the opinion of the 
majority of my countrymen. 

It is interesting to note that even so early as this, 
MI'. Gandhi foreshadowed his views on the Khilafat qups
tion of which we "hall read 80 much indped in the sub
sequent pagps. lIfr. Gandhi wrote these words in a letter 
to the Viceroy: -

Lastly, I would like yon to ask His Majesty's Ministers to give 
definite assurance about the Muhammadan States. I am sure you 
know thAt every Muhammadan is deeply interested in them. As a 
Hindu I cannot be indift'erent to their cause. Their sorrows must be 
our sorrows. In the most scrupulous regard tor the rights of these 
States and tor the Muslim sentiment as to the places of worship and 
ill your just and timely treatment of the Indian claim to Home Rule 
lie the safety of the Empire. I wrote this, because' I love the 
English nation and I wish to evoke In every Indian the loyalty to 
Englishmen. 
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days we find that instead of marching on w~ are
ooly marking time. Before the B.-itish we were in 
the loathwme conilition clue to onr untouchability. 
Has the B,·itish Government done anything to remove it? 
Before the British we could not draw water from the 
village well. Has the British Government secured us the 
right to the well? Before the Britisb we could not enter 
the temple. Can we enter now? Before the British we 
were denied entry into the police Force. Does the British 
Government ael mit us in the Force? Before the British we 
were not allolVed to serve in the Military. Is that career 
now open to us? To none of these qu~stions we can give 
lin aftirmatiYe answer. That the British who have held 
80 large a sway over us for such a long time have done 
some good we cheerfully acknowledge. But there is 
certainly no fuudampotal change in our position. Indeed 
so far as we are concerned the British Government lIas 
accepted the social arrangements as it founn them, and has 
p,·eservecl them faithfully in the manner of the Chinese 
tailor who, when giVflll au pld coat as a pattern, produced 
with pride an exact replica, reots, patches and all. Our 
wrongs have remaioed as open sores aod they have not 
been righteu altllough lr,O years of British rule have rolled 

away. 
'Ye do not accuse the British of in cliffe renee or want 

of sympathy, but what wc do find is they are quite in
competent to tackle our problem. If the case was one of 
indifference on 1) it would have been a matter of small 
moment, and it would not have made such a profound 
change in, our attitude, 

"'hat we have come to realise on a deeper analysis 
of the situation is that it is not merely a ease of indiffer
ence but it is a case of sheer incompetence to undertake-
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the ta~k. The Depressed Classes find that the British 
Government in India suffers from two very serious limita
tions. There is first of all an internal limitation which arises 
from the character, motives and interests of those who are 
·in power which prevents th~1l1 hom sympathising with the 
living forces operating in Indian society, is inimical to its 
aspirations, is apathetic to education and does not favour 
swadeshi; it is not hecause it canuot favour these things 
bLl! because it is against its cllaracter, motives and interests 
to do so. The second conoi,leration that limits its anthority 
is the possibility of external re"istance. The Government 
of India does reRlise th" necessity of removing the social 
evils which are eating into the vitals of Indian society and 
which have blighted the lives of the down·trodden classes; 
the Government of 1n,\ia does realise that the landlords are 
squeezing the masses dry, and the capitalists are not giving 
the labourers a living wage and drcent conditions of work. 
·Yet it is a most painful thing that it has not dared to touch 
any of tLese evils. 'Vhy? Is it because it has no legal 
powers to remove tbem? No. The reason why it does 
not intervene is hecause it is afraid that its intervention to 
amend the existing code of social and economic life will 
give ri'!e to resi.tence. Of what good is such a government. 
to anybody? Under a government paralysed between two 
such limitations much that goes to make li£" good must 
remain helol up. We must have a government in which 
the men in power will give tbeir undivided allegiance to the 
'best interest of the COLlntry. We must have IL government 

. in which men in power knowing wbere obedience will end 
·and resistance will begin will not be afraid to amend 
,the social and economic code of life whieh the' dictates 
of justice and expediency so urgently call for. This 
Tole the British Government will never be able to play. 
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It is only a government which is of the people, for the· 
people and by the people that will make this possible. 

These are some of the qnestions raised by the
Depressed Classes and the answers which these questions 
seem to carry. This is the conclusion which the Depressed 
Classes have come to: namely ti, at the Bureaucratic 
Government of India with the best of motives will remain' 
powerless to effect any change so far -as our particular 
grievances are concerned. We feel that nO body can, 
remove our gTievances as well as we can and we cannot 
remove them unless we get political power in our own 
hanns. No share of this political power can evidently 
come to us so long as the British Government remains as 
it is. It is only in a Swaraj con,titution that we stand any 
chance of getting the political power into our own hands 
withont which we cannot bring salvation to our people. 

There is one thing, Sir, to which I wish to draw your 
particular attention. It is this. I have not used the, 
expression Domiuion statns in placing before you the 
point of view of the Depressed Classes. I have avoided 
using it not because I no not understand its implications 
nor does the omission mean that the Depressed Classes 
object to India's attaining Dominion status. My chief 
ground for not using it is that it does not convey the full, 
content of what the D~pressen Classes stand for. The 
Depressed Classes while they stand for Dominion status 
witb safeguards wish to lay all the emphasis they 
can on one question and one question alone. And' 
that question is, how will Dominion India function? 
Where will the centre of political power lie? Who will 
have it? Will the Depressed Classes be heirs to it ? These 
are the questiom that form their chief concern. The De
pressed Classes teel that they will get no shred of the 
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political power unless the political machinery for the new 
constitution is of a special make. In the constructi4ln 
of that machine certain hard facts of Indian Social 
life must not be lost s1gbt of. It must be recogni.ed that 
Indian Society is a gradation of castes forming an ascend
ing scale of reverence and a descending scale of contempt
a system which gives no scope for tIle growth of that senti
ment of .. quality and fratel'Dity so essential for a democratic 
form of Government. It must aho be recognised that while 
the intelligentsia is a very necessary and a veq important 
part of Indian society it is drawn from its upper strata and 
althougb it speaks in the name of the country and leads the 
political movement it has not shed the narrow particularism 
of the class from which it is drawn. In other words what 
the Depressed Classes wish to urge is that the political 
meo hanism mnst take account of and must have a definite 
relation to the psychology of the society for which it is 
devised. Otherwise you are likely to produce a constitu
tion which however symmetrical will be truncated one and 
a total nlisfit to the society for which it is designed. 

There is one point with which I should like to deal 
before I close thi. matter. We are often reminded that 
the problem of tbe Depressed Classes is a social problem 
and that its solution lies elsewhere than in politicli. Vve 
take strong exception to this view. We hold that the pro
blem of the Depressell Classes will never be solved unless 
they get political power in their own hands. If this is· 
true, and I do not think that the contrary can be main
tained, then the problem of the Depressed Classes is, L 
submit, eminently a political problem and must be treated 
as such. ",Ve know that political power is passing from 
the British iuto the hands of those who wield such tremen
dous economic, social and religious sway over our exist-
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ence. We are willing that it may happen though the idea 
-of Swaraj recalls to the mind of many of us the tyrannies, 
-oppressioos and injustices prRctised upon us in the past 
and the fear of their recurrence under Swaraj. 'Ve are 
prepared to take the inevitable risk of the situation in the 
'hope that we shall he installed in adequate proportion as 
the political sovereigns of the country along with our fellow 
,countrymen. But we will consent to that on one condition 
and that is that the sAttlement of our problAm is not left to 
time. I am afraid the Depressed Classes have waited too 
long for time to work its miracle. At every successive 
step taken by the British GovArnment to widen the 
scope of representative Governme.nt the Depressed Classes 
bave been systematically left out. No thought has been 
given to their claim for political power. I protest with 
all the empbasis I can th at we will not stand this any 
longer. The settlement of our problem must be a part 
of the general political settlement and must not be left 
over to the sitting sands of the sympathy and goodwill of 
the rulers of the fl1ture. The reasons why the Depressed 
Classes insist upon it are obvious. Everyone of us knows 
that the man in ro'session is more powerful than the mlln 
who is out of possession. Everyone of us Ill~o knows thllt 
those in poss~ssion of power sel,iom abdicatA in favour of 
1hos~ who are out of it. We cannot therefore hope tor the 
effectuation of the settlement of our social problem if we 
allow power to slip into the hands of those who stand to 
10se by settlement unless we are to have anl)ther revolution 
to dethrone those whom we have helped to capture power. 
We prefer being despised for too Ilnxious apprehensions, 
tban ruined by too confident 11 seemity, and I think it 
would be just and proper for us to insist that the best 
guarantee for the settlement of social problem is tI,e adjust-
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ment of the political machine itself, ana Dot the will of 
those who are contriving to be left in unfettered control 
of that machine. 

'Vhat adjustments the Depressea Classes want, I will 
place before the Conference at tllA proper time. All I will 
say at tI,e present moment is that altllough we want res
ponsible government we do not want a government that 
will oIlly nwan a change of masters. Let the Legislature 
be fully ana really reprl'sentative if your execntive is 
going to be fully responsible. 

I am sorry Mr. President, I haa to speak in ,uch plain 
words. But I saw no help. The Depressed Classes haye 
had no friend. The Government has all along used them 
only as an p,xcuse for its continued existence. The Hindus 
claim them only to deny them or better still to appropriate 
their rights. The Mahomedans refu,,, to recognize their 
separate existence because they fear that these privileges 
may be curtailed by the admission of a rival disowned by 
one section and unowned by anolher. We are left in a most 
intoleral,le position to which I am sure there is no parallel 
and to which I WIlS bonua to call attention. 

R('guding thll other question which is set aown for 
discussion I am sorry it was decided to tag it on to a 
general debate. Its importance deserved a session for it
self. No justice can be done to it in a passing reference. 
Tbe subject is one in which the Depressed Classes are 
de('ply concerned and they r('gard it as a very vital ques
tion. As a member of a ;ninority we look to the Central 
Government to act as a powerful curb on the proviDcial 
majority to save the minorities from tbe misrule of the 
majority. As an Inrlian interested in the growth of Indian 
nationalism I must make it plain that I am a strong 
believer in the unitary form of government and the thought 
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of disturbing it, I must confess, does not please me very 
much. This unitary government has been the most potent 
influence in the huilding up of the Indian nation. That 
process of unification which has been tbe result of a unified 
system of government has not been completed and I 
should be loath to with<'lraw this most powerful stimnlus 
in the formative period and before it has worked out its 
end. Howevel· the question in the form in which it is 
placed is only an academic question and I shall be pre
pared to consider a federal form if it can be shown that III 

it local antonomy is not inconsistent with central unity. 

Sir, all that I as a representative of the Depressed 
Classes need say on their behalf I have said. May I 
crave your indulgence to permit me as an Indian to say 
a word or two genNally on tbe situation which we have 
to meet. So much has been said regarding its gravity 
that I shall not venture to add a word more to it although 
I am no silent spectator of the movement. 'Vhat [ am 
anxious about is to feel whether we are proceeding on· 
right lines in evolving our solution. 

What that solution should be it rests entirely upon 
the view that British delegates choose to take. Addressing 
myself to tbem I will say, whether you will meet the 
sitnation by conciliation or by applying thtl iron heel mnst 
be a matter for your judgement. For the rl'sponsibility 
is entirely yours. To such of you as are partilll to thfl 

use of force ano believe tllat a regime of Lettres de 
cachet alld the Bastille will ease the situation let me rpc"ll 
the lllemorable words of the greatest teacher of political 
philos(lphy, Edmund Burke. This is what he saio to the 
British nation when it was faced with the problem of deal
ing with the American Colonies :-
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" The use of torce alone is but temporary. It may 
endure for a moment, but it does not remove the necessity 
of subduing again: a nation is not governed which is 
perpetually to be conquered. The next objection to 
force is its uncertainty. Tenor> is not always the 
llfrect of force, aud an armament is not a victory. If 
you do not succeed, you are witbout resource; for 
conciliation failing force remains, but force failing, no 
further hope of reconciliation is left. Power and Authority 
are sometimes bought by kindness, but they can never be
begged as arms by an impoverished aud defeated violeuce. 
A further objection to force is, that you impair the object 
by your very endeavours to preserve it. The thing you 
fought for (to wit the loyalty of the people) is not the 
thing you recover, ~ut depreciated, sunk, wasted and con
sumed in the contest." 

The worth and efficacy of this advice you all know. 
Yon did not listen to it and you lost the great continent of 
America. You followed it to the lasting good of yourself 
and the rest of the dominions that are with you. 

To such of you as are willing to adopt a policy of 
conciliation I .hould like to say one thing. There seems 
to be prevalent an impression that the delegates are called 
here to argue for and against a case for Dominion status 
and that the grant of Dominion status will be dependent 
upon on which side is the victory in this battle of' wits. 
With due deference to all who are sharpening their wits I 
submit, that there can be no greater mistake than to make 
the formula of logic govern so live an issue. I have no 
quarrel with logic and logicians. But I warn them against 
the disaster tbat is bonnd to follow if they are not careful 
in the selection of the premises they choose to adopt for 
their deductions. It is all a matter of temper whether you, 
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will abide by t.he fall of your logic or whether YOll will 
refute it as Dr. Johnson did the paradoxes of Berkeley by 
trampling them under bis foot. I am afraid it is not 
sufficiently realised tbat in the present temper of the 
country no constitutton will be workable wbich is not 
acceptable to tbe majority of the people. The timtl 
when you were to choose and India was to accept 
is gone never to return. Let tbe consent of tbe people and 
not the accident of logic be the touchstone of your new 
constitution if you desire that it should be worked. 

, 
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MH. K. T. PAUL 

Mr. PAnnirselvam and myself have the honour to 
represent here a community which numhers five million 
people. Among the minorities, ours is the next to the 
Moslems in number. It is a steadily growing community. 
It has special advantages of education and training which 
render it far more useful to the country than its numhers 
would indicate. A big proportion of the elementary 
education of thEl country is manneil by its men anil women; 
its extended participation in the secouilary and coilegiate 
education of the country bring it into valuable contact with 
the young manhooil anil womanhood of the whole country. 
In tl"" voluntary national service of medical rl'lief for 
women the pioneering and the steady progress of the 
service lut, been possible because of the periiOnnel so 
reanily available from our community. 

As for 0111" rank and file, we are tillers of the soil, 
many more of us heing labourers than owners of land. 

In all such ways we are tIle servants of our mother
land. Though our religion has come from outside-and 
we derive from it oUl· deepest and most powerful direction 
for ol1r private and public life and relationships-it should 
be realised that \I'e have heen in India for 1,700 years; 
that i~, for over 700 years before the ttrst Moslem arrivals 
in India. 

That section of our community which is still the 
wealthiest and the most vigorous has been in the Hindu 
kingdoms of Travancore and Cochin from the third century 
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LORD WILL!lWDON AXn THE IIOM~: RULERS 

On June 10, 1918, Lord "'iIlingdon, the Governor of 
Hombay, presiding OVM the Bombay 'Var Conference, 
happened to make .n unfortunate reference to Home 
Rulers. Mr. Tilak who was on the war-path resented what 
be deemed all unwarrantt'd io.nlt to Home Hulers and 
iIlItllntly launched on a rlownright political oratioo. Bis 
Exc~llellcy ruled him out of ordrr and one by one the 
Borne Rulers left the Conferenct'. Mr. Gandhi was asked 
to preside over the pl'otest meeting in Bombay held 00 the 
16th J uoe. He spoke as follows; -

Lord Willingdoll has presented them with the expre .. iun Home 
Bul(> Lt"agners distinguished from Home Hulers, And I call Dot Coo
ceiye the existence ot an Indian who i~ Dot a Home Ruler; but 
there ar~ millioll8 like myself who are not Home Rule Leaguers. 
Although I am not a member of any Home Rule League, I wish to 
paT or. this auspicious day my humble tribute to numerous Home 
Rule Leaguers Wh08.~ assOCiation I ha,'e ever sought in my work 
and which has been extended to me ungrudgingly. j have found 

':lny of them to he capable of any sacrifice for the ~ake of the 
: berland. 

HECHCITI:\r; HJH TilE WAH 

Mr. Gandhi did a great deal to stimulate recruiting 
the War. Though he did oat hesitate to criticisp the 

"'allcracy for indivi,lual acts of wrong, he weot about in 
. di.tricts of Kaira calling for recruits. Time and again 

wrote to the pre •• m'giug the neeu for volunteers, and he 
"taotly spoke to the educated and the illiterate alike on 

uecessity for joining tht Defence ~'orct'. 
00 ooe occasion he Mid io Kaira where he had con

ded Satyagraha on an exteoshe scale;-
You have succes8fully demoDstrated how you can resist 

·\'l!rnmenl with civility, and how you can retain YOUl' own respect 
~ !iout hurting llJeir~. I now place before you an opportunity of 
'\"Ing that you bear no hostility to Government in spite of your 

"'nuous fight with them. 
You Are all Home Rulers. some ot you are memberlli of Home 

',e League.. One meaning of Home Rule is that we .hould 
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,of the Christian era. The next great section was esta
blished in the Tamil kingdoms of the South-East in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In all thOlse centuries, 
though it will not be right to say that there were no diffi
culties. in the maic. it is a fact that we have had freedom 
and protection under Hindu and :\loslem Prince alike. Nor 
do we feel isolated in point of culture ani! tradition. We 
drink from the same founts of literatUl'e, art, and music, 
and in fact the most modern tendencies of even our reli
gious thought and expre,sion is to relate them in all loyalty 
to its great history and traditions, to the categories that are 
derived from what is cllaracteri,tically Indian lore. And 
with the deliberate advantages that w~ have of underst,md
ing the best in the mind and spirit of Britain, our commu
nity in general anr! its youth in particular, are now in the 
mid-cmrents of the natiollalistic movement which is surging 
in the country. This was voiced in no uncertain terms in 
the re~olutions of the All-India Uhristian Council which 
met in Lucknow on the 11th of July. I shall quote one 
section of the second resolution: 

It is OUT observation that India hils in the last three months 
indicated in the clearest way and in substantial unanimity that her 
place in tbe Britisb Commonwealth should be that of a Dominion 
and that immediately. lo(lia has indica.ted this in the most arduous 
of ways, the ""y of suffering and selt-sacrifice. 

The same Council went on to state its views on the 
Rounr! Table Conference in these terms: 

Our All-India Conference which met in Lahore last December 
welcomed the proposal of a Round Table Conference. We 8till 
believe that the solution to the constitutional problems of India 
can be found only at a Conference at which the chief interests are 
adequately and acceptably represented. We do have the faith th&t 
H. E. Lord Irwin will recommend for participation in that Confer
ence persons who are competent to express th~ views of the various 
Important political parties and who are thoroughly acceptable to 
them. While we do welcome the Conference we wish to make 

. certain points: 
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I will quote only the first of these: 

The mind of India as regards the main i •• ue has already been 
'Indicated through the way of suffering'. Thi. should, therefore, be 
laid down 9. the limiting' scope of the Round Table Conference 
within which anrl around which all other problems great and slllall 
should be worked out. Now that the Viceroy has signified that he 
cannot give any pled!'e, the Round Table Con terence itself should 
lay this down as the definition of its scope-should lay down Domi
nion constitution as the main basis on which all other problems of 
internal and external relationships and responsibilities, as, e.g., of 
the Army, be worked out. 

I shall be asked what precisely is the attirnde 
of my community a< regarrls the protection of minorities. 
I am here to say that this was considered with the greatest 
care by the An-India Christian Council, which laid down 
its views which we shall place before the relevant com
mittees or sub-committees of this Conference. At this time 
I may be permitted to read only one section of it : 

\Ve are confident that :our own co.l1munity, especialIy the rising 
generation, is well aware of the fact that the place of 11. mi nority in 
a nation is its value to the whole nation Rnd not merely unto it!1ielf. 
That vRlne depends npon the quality of its lite, thp. standard of its 
preparation for life's varions activities, the strenuousness with which 
it throws itself into all ayenlles of useful services and the genuiue
ness with which it seeks a common weal. 'Ve are well aware 
that in the peculiAr social situation in India. even with all the 
values we hav3 inilicated, there are and will continue to be un
merited hal'~h.hip. taIling on individuals and groups. But we 
record our conviction that while many of such haroships and 
.disabilities will be met by such administ.rative df'vices as Public 
Service Commissions and by re8ervation in the Legislatures and 
Councils, the real solution is to be found in the positive and 
constructive methorls of the community straining every nerve to 
make itself qualified, efficient, useful, alld even indispensable to 
the nation. 

The attitude of our community is thus one of trust. 
We do not ignore the fact of the minorities problem_ 
Situaterl as we aI''' between two great and powerful 
communities, we are only too often conscious of the 
fact that we are just forgotten, sometimes to our seriOU8 
and lasting injury. But we have every belief that 
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this conference will find no difficulty in laying dowu 
general stanilards of equitable treatment to all 
citizens without prejudice or favour. In the first 
place we anticipate that in the new constitution of 
India there will be implemented articles setting forth 
such standards as were done in the new constitutions 
which arose at the 'frellty of Versailles. In the second 
place we anticipate that the Central Government will be 
made strong enough to oversee the effective maintenance 
of such standards in actual practice throughout tbe country 
in all the Provinces and States. In tbe third place, and 
as my final word, I wish to make one point. 

Our religious life brings us in intirhate relations 
with tbe life of many Nations of the West, and our 
community is in a peculiar position to appreciate 
the enormous importance of Our country maintaining 
international relationships in as many lines as possihle. 
We will fail in our duty if we do not here and now emphasise 
what indeed is no new idea to our· national leaders, that 
our Motherland has everything to gain by every tie sbe 
makes with other nations, East and 'Yest. We would 
mention this specially at this time because it has a bearing 
un th~ structure of our constiruti('n. 'Ve are aware and 
prolul of the fact that India, even as a so-callt,d "suhject 
nation" is becoming more and more an influence, through 
her literature and philosophy, and wbat I may c'lll her 
spirit, upon the life and thought and spirit of mal'Y nations 
in both hemispheres. And today, when tit" stigma of 
political subj~ction is to be removed from her fair brow, 
we are anxious that no mistake should be made to weaken 
her integrity as a united indivi8ible entity which bas al\\'a)"8 
atood for something distinctive in the world. In our 
eagerness to safeguard the autonomy of tbe uuits which 
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ahall make up the In,jian Federation, we have also to 
safeguard with the greatest jealousy h"r integrity as a 
solid well· knit unit with a strong Central Government 
which could speak to other nations on behalf of the whole 
of IndiA, and where necessary even make undertakings on 
behalf of the whole of India in matters of economIC, 
humanitarian, cultural and peace interests. ". e crave for 
our In,1ia a real place, not merely in the British Common
wealth, but also in the sist~rhood of all nations, a place 
that is real and effective for the good of the entire world. 



MR. M. A. JI~NAH 

Mr. PresideI1t : To use your own words I can assure you 
rthat we are here going to co· operate, animated by a deter
mination to succeed. 

The first point that I should like to deal with is the 
'point with regard to the moral clai rns of Great Britain on 
the one side and the sins of commission and omission by 
Great Britain on the other. I tell you, Sir, this, that I am 
one of those who believes that no useful purpose will be 
served by going into that question. Let that question, may 
I say to those who indulge in it on both sides, be decided 
by the historial!s (Ilear, hear). For my purpose it is 
enough that Great Britain is in India. I have DO hesitation 
in conceding this proposition,-that you have a great inter
·est in India both commercial and political, and therefore 
you are a party, if I may say so, gravely interested io the 
future constitution of India. Bllt what I have said that I 
want you equally to concene frankly-and fraokness does 
not mean wounding anybody's feelings, nor that we are 
influenced by bitterness; it means, as I understand, parti
cularly in a Conference like this, that we should put our 
point of view frankly and respectfully and without wound
ing anybody's feelings, and therefore I shall avoid any 
kind of bitterness. When I have said this I want you 
equally to concede that we have a greater and far more 
vital interest than YOll have, because you have the financial 
or commercial interest and the political interest but to us it 
is all in all (Hear, hear). 

Now, in that spirit, you sitting on that side of the 
Conference and we sitting on tbis side, let us approach 
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-every qupstion. I almost said that really there are four 
-parties, not forgetting till' other smaller minorities, such as 
the Sikhs anil the Christians and not forgetting for a single 
moment the Depressed Classes. But there are four main 
parties sitting round the table now. There are tbe British 
Party, the Indian Princes, the Hinilus and the IIIoslems . 

. Let us, Sir, consiiler .what is the issue with which we 
are engaged. Before I come to that issue I want to dispel 
-on& thing. There is a cm·tllin llmonnt of misnnilerstanding 
or want of understanding. I want you to unilerstand 
particularly on account of the ob.ervat.ions of LO"d Peel. 
Lord Peel said tb at his Party was gravely disturhed by the 
non-eo-operation movement. Having emphasised that 
he concluded by saying tbat if we came to any 
agreement and gave you a great advance in the 
constitution of India it would be taken advantage of 
by those who would like to wreck it. Now Sir, let us 
understanil the position in Inilia. The position in India is 
this, and let me tell you here again, without mincing any 
words that there is no section, whether they are Hind liS or 
Mohammadans or whether they are Sikhs or Christians or 
Parsees or Depr('s5eil Classes or even commercial classes , 
merchants or traoel's, there is not one section in India that 
-has not emphatically declared that Inoia must have a full 
measure of self-government (Heal', Hear). 'Vhen you say 
,that a large, a very influential party in India stands for 
wrecking or misusing this "onstitution I ask you this 
-question--Do you want those parties who have cbecked, 
held in abeyance, the party that stands for complete 
indepenoence, do you want those people to go back with 
this answer from you: that notbing can be done because 
there is 8. strong party which will misuse or wreck the 
-constitution which we will get from you? Is that the 
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Mr. Preside!;t: 'I'o use your own words I can assure you 
<that we are here going to cO'operate, animated by a deter
mination to succeed. 

The first point that I should like to deal with is the 
point with regard to the moral claims of Great Britain on 
the one side and the sins of commission and omission by 
Great Britain on the other. I tell you, Sir, this, that I am 
one of those who believes that no useful purpose will be 
served by going into that question. Let that question, may 
I say to those who indulge in it on both sides, be decided 
by the historians (Hear, hear). For my purpose it is 
enough that Great Britain is in India. I have no hesitation 
in conceding this proposition,-that you have a great inter
est in India both commercial and political, and therefore 
you are a party, if I may say so, gravely interested in the 
future constitution of India. But what I have said that I 
want you equally to concerte frankly-and frankness does 
not mean wounding anybody's feelings, nor that we are 
influenced by bitterness; it means, as I understand, parti
cularly in a Conference like this, that we should put our 
point of view frankly and respectfully and without wound
ing anybody's feelings, and therefore I shall avoid any 
kind of bitterness. When I have said this I want you 
equally to concede that we have a greater and far more 
-vital interest than you have, because you have the financial 
or commercial interest and tbe political interest hut to us it 
is all in all (Hear, bear). 

Now, in that spirit, you sitting on that side of the 
Conference and we sitting on this side, let us approach 
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·every qUl'stion. I almost said that really there are four 
'parties, not forgetting the other smaller minorities, snch as 
the Sikhs and the Christians and not forgetting for a single 
moment the Depressed Classes. But there IlL'e four main 
parties sitting round the tahle now. There aL'e the British 
Party, the Indian Princes, the Hinrlus and the 1[oslems . 

. Le.t us, Sir, consiller .what is the issue with which we 

are engaged. Before I come to that issue I want to dispel 
,on~ thing. There is a cert"in amonnt of misnnderstanding 
or want of understanding. I want you to unilerstand 
particularly on account of the ob'ervations of Lord Peel. 
Lord Peel said that his Party was gravely distUL'bed by the 
non-co-operation movement.. Having emphasised that 
he concluded by sayillg that if we came to any 
agreement and gave you a great ad vaD('e in the 
constitution of India it would be taken advantage of 
by tho,e who would like to wreck it. Now Sir, let us 
understand the position in India. The position in India is 
this, and let me tell you here again, without mincing any 
words that there is no section, whether they are Hindus or 
Mohammadans or whether they are Sikhs or Christians or 
Parsees or Depressed Classes or even commercial class68 , 
merchants or tra.-l.eL's, thp.re is not one section in India that 
has not emphatically declareil that India must hav~ a full 
measure of self-government (Hear, Hear). 'When you say 
-that a hrge, a very inAuential party in India stands for 
wrecking or misusing this constitution I ask you this 
.question-Do you wllnt those parties who have cbecked, 
held in abeyance, the party that stands for complete 
indepenaence, do you want those people to go back with 
this answer from you: that notbing can be done because 
there is a strong party whiclL will misuse or wreck the 
·constitution which we will get from you? Is that tbe 
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answer you want? N"", let me t('11 you the tremendous 
fallacy of that argument. 

Seventy millions of lIfussalmans-all, barring a few 
individuals here and there-have kept aloof from the non
co-operation movellwnt. 'I'hirty-fivp or forty millions of 
Dppressed Classes have set their fac" against the non
co-operation movement. Sikhs and Christians have not 
joined it, and let me tell you that even amongst tbat party 
which you cbar"cterise as a larger party-and I admit that 
it is an important p~rty-it has not got the support of the 
bulk of Hindus. (" Hear, hear") Do you want eV'lry 
one of the parties who have still maintained that their 
proper place is to go to this Confer~nce, and acro"s the 
table to negotiate and come to a settlement which will 
satisfy the aspirations of India, to go back and join the 
rest? Is that what you want? Because what other posi
tion will they occupy? What will he the answer? I 
want you to consider the gravity of it, a gravity which was 
emphasised by previ<lus ~peakprs. You may, of course, 
argue it, but let us understand now the character snd the 
function of this Conferpnce. SpMking on behalf of tbe 
British Inrli:\D Delegation I do not want to inrlulge in 
generalitic., but I want to put befl>re you the. cardinal 
principle by which we shall he guined in the further pro
eeedings of tbis Conference. I must admit that while I 
am stating this cardinal principle we llIust have r~gard to 
facts and to r.,alities, and that is why we are h~rR to hammer 
out those facts and those realities and to hammer out a 
constitution for India which will satisfy tbe people. That 
cardinal principle which shall he thp guide as far as 
we are concerned is this-that if I call it Dominion status 
I know that Lord Reading will put a poser as to what is tl,e 
meaning ot Dominion status; I know if I URe the word re8-
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ponsible government somebody else will put me a poser, 
" What ao you mean by responsible government?" I know 
if I use the expression, full self-Government, somebody 
else will ask me a similar questioll-but I say the cardinal 
principle which will gui.1e us throllghout the rleliberations 
of tbis Conference is that India wants to be mistress in her 
own house; aud I caunot concpive of any constitution that 
you may frame which will not trausfer responsibility to tbe 
-central government or to a caLinet responsible to it. If 
that is the cardinal principle by which we shall be guided 
then as Lord Reailing very rightly pointed Ollt, there may 
-be questions, such as in defence or in policy and so on. 
I do not think there is any secret on that point so far as the 
British Indian Delegations 3r" concerned. \Vho~-ver has 
used the phra8e Dominion status so far as thi" taLle is con
cerned has always said" with safe guards during the transi
tional period". Sir, that is going to be our cardinal 
principle. 

To sum up the substance of the speeches of Lortl. 
Peel and Lord Heeding, the only point that emerged was 
the diff .. rence with regard to thp pace. I will only say one 
thing before I proceed a little fllrther, and it is this-that 
self-government is not an abstract thing, it is a business 
proposition, and if tbe power of the Government is trans
ferred to a Cabinet responsible to the legislature, the 
-first and foremost thing that we l,ave to provide is that 
the various interests are safeguarded, and JOU cannot 
possibly frame any constitution unless you have provided 
the safe guards {"r tbe interests which pxist in India. First, 
there is the minority question, which we ohall have to 
tackle, and unless you create that sense of security among 

.the minoritiee, no constitution that you may frame will be 
possibly able to work snccessful(y, (" Hear, hear.") Very 
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become partners of the Empire. To-day we are a subject people· 
We do not enjoy all the rights of Englishmen. We are not to-day 
partners of the Empire as are Canada, South Africa and Australia. 
We are a dependency. We want the rights ot Englishmen, and we 
aspire to be a8 much partners of the Empire as the Dominions 
Overseas. We wish for the time when we may aspire to the Vice
regal office. To bring such a state of things we should have the 
ability to defend ourselves, that is the ability to bear arms and to 
use them. As lung as we have to look to Englishmen for our 
defence, as long as we are not free from the fear of the military, so 
long we cannot be regarded as equal partners with Englishmen. 
It, therefore, behoves us to learn the use of arms and to acquire the 
ability to defend ourselves. If we want to learn the use ot arms 
with the greatest possible despatch, it is our duty to enlist our
selves in tbe Army. 

The easiest and the straightest way to win Swamj, 
said :Mr. Gandhi, is to participate in the defence of the 
Empire~ This argument, doubtless, went home, and he 
appealed in the following words: 

There are 600 villages in the K aira District. Every village 
has on an average a population of over 1,000. It every village gave 
at least twenty men the Kalra District would be able to raise an 
army of 12,000 men. The population of the whole district is seven 
lakhs and this number will then work out at 17 pcr cent.-a rate 
which is lower than the death-rate. It we are Dot prepared to make 
even this sacrifice for the Empire and 8warajya, it is DO wonder it 
we are regarded as unworthy of it. If every village gives at least 
twenty men they will return from the war and be the living bul
warks ot tbeir village. If they fall on the battle-field they will 
immortalise themselves, their villages and their conn try, and 
twenty fresh men will follow suit and offer themselves for national 
defence. 

THE MONTAGU HEFOmlS 

'We have noticed how Mr. {jandhi tonk It leading part 
in the agitation for post-War reforms and how his idea of 
a monster petition was taken up by every political body 
of importance in the conntry. It must, however, be noted 
with regret that his enthusiasm for the reforms was not 
kept up as he was absolutely engrossed !n other atrairs. 
On the publication of the Joint He port in July 1918, 
~Ir. Gandhi wrote to the Servant oj lndirt at the request of 
the Hon. ~Ir. V. S. S. Sastri for an expression of opinion: 
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rigbtly, the Indian Princes are here, and yon cannot very 
well frame a constitution for India, for self-government in 
the sense in which I have clesClibed it, without taking into 
consideration their position; and all that the Princes are 
anxious about is that they want certain safeguards in, 
that const itlltion. 

The next point, Sir, that I waot to make is this. It was 
said by Lord Peel that there WAS the journey and the 
journey's pnd, AS he r!'ad from dIe spl'Pch of L>rd Indn, 
May I point out to him that in that very spel'ch this is what 
Lord Irwin said, which Lord Peel omitted: 

Although it is true that in our external relation. witb otber 
part. of the Empire India exhihit. already several ot the attributes 
of self-govel'lliug Dominions, it i. also true that Indian political 
opinion is Ilot at present disposed to attach full value to tliese 
attributes of I'tatns, for the reason that their practical exercise t:i for 
the most part .ubject to the control or concurrence of His 
Majesty':; Guvernment. The demand for Dominion statns that is now 
made on bellalf of India is basf'd upon the general claim to be free 
from the cOlltrol more especially in those spheres that are regarded 
as of predominantly domestic interest; and here, as is generally 
recognised. there arc real difficulties intE'rnal to India and peculiar 
to her £ircull1stances and fo world conditions that have to be factd, 
and in regard to whid .. there may be sharp variation of opinion 
both in India and in Great Britain. The existence of these 
difficulties cannot be seriously disputed, and the whole object of the 
Conference now proposed is to afford the opportunity to Hi. 
Majesty's Goyernment of examining, in free consultation with 
Indian leaders, how they may best, most rapidly anrl most surely· 
be sunnouuted. 

Ooe more word I will say with regard to the pac,,_ 
You, Sir, speaking two YCilrS "go at 8 meeting, saic! this, 
presiding at the British Labour Conference io London io 
1928 : 

I hope tllat within a period of months, rather than years, there 
will be a new Dominion added to the Commonwealth ot our 
nations, a Dominion of another race, a Dominion that will find, 
self-respect as an eq1l.1 withi" the Commonwealth-I refer to lnllia. 
(Applause.) 
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And yet, Sir, the crux of the two speeches of Lord 
Peel and of Lord Reading is that our differencQS are stilL 
with regard to the pace. Since 1028 two years have 
passed. 

There IS ODe more thing that I want to say. It is 
this. I think we have 
which has createa us. 
only read the passage: 

lost Right of the communication 
From til at announcement I will. 

The Chairman of the Commission has pointed out, in 
correspondence "ith the Prime :Minister which I understand is being. 
published in England, that as tlleir investigation has proceeded he 
and his colleagues have been greatly impressed, in considering the 
directions which the future constitutional development of India is 
likely to take, with the importance of bearing in mind the relation8-
which may at some future time develop between British India and 
the Indian States. In their judgment it is essential that the 
methods by which this future relationship between these two Con
stitnent parts ot Greater Innla can be adjusted shonld be fully 
examined. He has further expressed tbe opinion that it the 
Commission's report and the proposals subsequently to be framed 
by the Government take this wider range, it will appear necessary 
for the Government to revise the sch~me of procedure as at present 
propos.d. 

Therefore, Sir, when Lord Peel says that some of the 
recommendations of the Simon Commission are revollltion-

• ary, the Chairmlln of that Commission himself suggests 
that in the light of the inclusion of the Indian Princes you 
have not only radically changed the proceaure, but the 
whole aspect of the position is changed altogether. 

Sir, let me tell you this in conclusion-that so far 
as we are concerned the Simon Commission's Report is 
dead. The Government of India Despatch is already a 
back numbe.r, ana there has arisen a new star in our 
midst to-day, anrl that is the Indian Princes. Their position 
has even pll\cea the dt'mand of British Inaia for Dominion, 
status in the background, and we are now thinking of a 
Dominion of All India. (" Hear, hear,") Therefore it is no' 
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'use your believing still in the Report of the Simon 
Commission or in the Despatch of the Government of 
India. 

I must say in conclusion that I am very much moved 
'by, and that I welcome warmly, the noble attitude, the 
patriotic attitude, that the Indian Princes have shown. 

There is only one other word I would like to say, 
'because there might be Some misapprehension. It was 
said by II. II. The Maharaja of Patiala and also by 
H. H. The .r am Sahib that "before we consider tbe 
question of All India Federation we must have our status 
determined and df'cided by a judicial tribunRI". I could 
·not quite appreciate the force of that statement, but may 
I say to my h'ienels the State's Delegates that whatever may 
be their position with regard to the orders that the Govern
ment of India nifty have passed under the present constitu
tion, that con~titution, is now in the melting pot, and they 
'do not want anyone else to decide their status and rights. 
They are here to assert their status and rights. 'Whatever 
decisions this Conference may come to, and if there is an 
agreement, alld if Parliament gives effeut to it, it floes not 
mRtter what ha~ hpen laid down in the Butler Heport or 
what has been Iaiel down in the Secretariat of Simla or 
Delhi. 

On!' more Wl)l'fl about Parliament. It was said and 
emphasised by Lord Peel and .Ly Lord Reading that 
Parliament must decitle this question. We know that. 
'Ve would not l,ave been he"e if we did not expect Parlia
m~nt finally to decide it. But remembpr, the original idea 
was that His Majesty's Govel'Dment, in conference with 
the leaders of British India and of the Indian States, were 
to obtain the largest measure of agreement; and tbat if 
any sl1ch agreement were arrived at they would put these 
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proposals before Parliament. I am very glad--althoubh 
I WaS opposf'd to the id"a of the British Delega.tion beinb 
inclurle<1, (I tell yon that frankly), because as a husiness 
man I thought it W&8 better to negotiate with Olle than to 
negotiate with three. It is more tI iffi cult to get three to 
agree. Therefore I was opposed to it. Now you are here. 
Do YOIl not represent Parliament-th" three Parties 'J You 
do, and if you come to an agrepmeut are you afrairl that 
P'lrlia.ment will repu.Jiate it? JlIay I read here what Lon! 
Irwin said about it when this question was raiserl : 

It would seem eVident, however, that what all people most 
de8ire is a solution reached by mutual agreement between Great 
Britain and India. and that in the present. circumstallc~s friendly 
collaboration between GrtJat Britain and India is a requisite and 
indispensable condition in order to ohtain it. On the one side 
it is unprotitable to deny the right of Parliament to form il8 free 
and delibf'n .. te jurlgment on the problem, as it would be short 
sighted of Parliampnt to llnderrate the importance of trying to 
reach 1\ solution which might carry the willing assent of political 
India. 

In this c&~e now, aB the Conference is constituted, it 
is not ooly with the willillg asseot of India but of the 
British D .. legation. It would be a very bold Parliament 
indeerl that would r~purliate any abreemcot that might be 

arri ved at this Table. 
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1\lr. Chairman: Let me first of all thank the Prime
Minister for baving given me this early opportunity of 
speaking to tLe Conference. I do not know whether it was 
my extraordinary turbau oj' my moustaches wLich attracted 
attention, or wbether I was called upon because of a spnae 
of justice that the depressed of the Sout.h wl,o had spoken 
sbould be followed by the depressed of the North. "Yhether 
tbe one or tbe other, I must feel thankful to the Prime 
Minister. I was not one of those fortunate people w ho@e 
names were sent up earlier, and I did not know whether I 
should ever get an opportunity of speaking to this House. 
I was ignored by all the different sectioos when they pro
posed the names of their speakers. When a man of the 
position of the Prime Minister excuses himself fot' hi. awk
ward account, I must excuse myself for my bad English and 
my bad pronunciation, as my English educatiotl has been 
very limited and I have not come into contact witb English 
speaking people very much. 

Sir, it is not a speech that I am going to make to this 
Conference. As I cannot make good speeches and impress 
my points on peo pie by tlie force of good language and 
oratory it is an appeal that I am going to make to the Con
ference-to you, Sir as the head of the Govern ment, to the 
British Delegates as representing the various parties in 
Parliament, and to my brothers from India with tlieir 
Princes. 

It is an appeal from one who has devoted the whole 
of his life to the service of the Empire-(" Hear, hear ")-~ 
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whose sE'rvices have been appreciated in various ways both 
by Governmpnt and by the public. It is not the word of 
an agitator or a discontented man, it is the word of a man 
who has beAn brought up under the prescot regime, one who 
owes a gooo maoy obligations both to the Government 
and to the Empire. My appeal is on behalf of the people 
of the North "rest Frontier Province, a people who have 
rendered meritorious service to the Empire, who are the 
gate·keepers in ooe sense of tbe Indian Empire, who l,ave 
served that Empire and have proveil their loyalty to the 
Empire and to the country in numerous ways, who !Jave 
fought against their neighhours (who happen to be their 
kinsmen in blood), who have reodered conspicuous services 
in the recent worln war. If you take the percentage of 
recruitment of Indian Army you will find that the North 
West Frontier Province stands first throughout India. It is 
on behalf of that Province, that unfortunate Province, that 
I am going to make this appeal to the Conference. I do 
not think it is necessary for me to appeal to my brother 
Delegates from India, because they know the situation. 
They are more thoroughly acquainted with our sentiments 
and our services, and as I see during the sessions of this 
Conference that they are condemning untouchability and 
doing away with tbe depressed classes and are giving them 
full liberty throughout India, I find it unnecessary to appeal 
to them. I hope they will grant us equal rights. It is to 
you, Sir, who appear now inclined to be creating untouch· 
ability in the twentieth eentmy, c1!.sting away a people, or 
rather stamping a people as depressed, as inf~rior, AS not 
equal to the ordinary citizens' rights in India, to whom my 
appeal is addressed just now. 

I hope, Sir, that my avpeal will not fall on deaf ears. 
It is a great feeling that prompts me to speak in such terms· 
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as this, hut my predecessors have heen frank and sincere in 
their expressions, ani! I hope tbat I shall not be accused of 
undlle hluntness if I 'peak on this occasion. 

The question before the Conference is, how to meet 
tl,,, asp;ratious of India with respect to her constitution~l 

advancement. ,Yell, T uo not think that I lun competent 
to speak on that question, hecause so far I am out of any 
constitution for India. As I hav" said, I do not shirk the 
responsibilities of this assembly, and so I bope that the 
rule of ten minutes will not apply to Ille either. 

I undnstand that the trend of opinion is towards a 
FfCleratiou system. To my limited intelligence that is the 
only way in which Inilia can make progress and be united. 
But my personal difficulty is, How am I to be fitted in in 
that Federation? Am I to have equal rights with the rest 
of Tnilia as a unit of British India or of the whole of India, 
or am I to be kept in the background and ruled in the 
present. despotic way or by, to use a word which bas been 
already uttl'l't,a, domination. That is my point. I hope 
I am not going to be treated in any way as an inferior nnit 
in the Feuemtion. I claim equal rigllts, and I assure the 
Conference that nothing short of equal rights will satisfy 
m... That desire has been demonstmted in many ways. 
We have been clamouring for it during the last ten years 
ever since our separation from the Punjab, and I am not 
going to remain contented with this stigrr.a of inferiority. 
When 1 see that I am in no way inferior to the rest of 
India in intelligence, in education, in physical culture or 
in other ways, I look upon it as a great hardship and as a 
great injustice when I am told "You are not going to have 
equal rights." A thou,and and one pxcuses are found by 
various organizations and people proving my illferiority, 
bnt so far not a single one has convinced me. When other 
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IH"VI.i, ale c\ailllin,; Dominion I:)tatu8 with their caste 
systems, with their Depressed Classes, with their 
untouchahility, nnel with a thousand other difficulties 
in their way, alii I not justifie<i in claiming only 
a simple eq n,,1 citizen's right for myself r I have no 
uatoucl,a!>ility in Illy Pl'Ovince. I lIa,'" II~ cute sy,tem in 
my I',.o\"in",'. I 11m a very homogeneous community. 
Other. are clamoUl·ing for protection, /01' safeguards for 
mino";ties Rnd other things. I have not g,)t the difficulty 
of lI';nol'ities. I am prepared to satis(r Illy minorities. I 
am not so selfish liS to refuse them safeguards. I alii not 80 
selfish a8 not to satisfy thelll. I am p""pared to g-ive thelQ 
every a88uranCA, allli if necpssary safl'gullros, which will 
satisfy them. I 110 uot basI" Illy claim on cOlOlIllInaiism 
01' on matters of policy. 

These are not the bases of my claim. My claim is 
simply bRs .. el on human rights-on rights of eqnal citizen
ship. and oothing more. I will oot go into the details of 
my fito,," for e(I'"11 partner.hip, becallse I may possibly 
fio,l nn opl'ortilnity til I'xami"" people, or to offer myself 
for examinatioo, io the (:ommittpes, but if I 11m a8 lin fort
uoat.. os I have bepn only tid. morning, if I had oot 
attracted yonI' "ttpntion Romehow or another, I may Dot 
~Vt·O have the opportunity of ~oing betol'e a Committee and 
explaining my vi~w". HowevPI', the time limit is near and 
I CIlDnot go iuto the details of my cllse. 

Ail Illllve s .. id, I feel myself quite fitted intell~ctually, 
economically, physically and in every way. There may 
yet be some matter of policy. A. an old servant of the 
Crowo and of the In<iian Empire I have been associated 
with trans-border difficulties the whole of my life. I haTe 
served you on Border Commissions, on the Frontier, 00 

Royal Commissions and in various other ways. With all 
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this expe>'ience behind me, I cannot see any insurmount
able oifficulty in the way of my progress. I was separated 
from the Punjab wherp, for 50 years I was in the execise 
of full fledged rights of citizenship. Nobody said a word 
about my unfitness. As a matter of fact I was fitter in 

• my part of the Punjab than many other parts of the 
Punjab were. That can be proved by reference t'l books. 

ThAn the evil day Came when we were separated. 
It was our destiny; it was the hand of God. 'Ve deplored 
that day. We were told that as a small unit oirectly 
connecteo with tbe centre and under the very eye of the 
Viceroy we 8houlo an vance by leaps and bounds. Well, 
we jumped at the sug-gestion; but what 00 we find? \Ve 
are going backward while other people are going forward. 
We, have lost three chances, and nOw the last chance is 
going to be lost to us. If you put Uil one step backwards 
to-day we are doomed for ever; we shall never be able 
to pass two classes in one year and gd into the higher 
class. 

You may talk about the difficulties. I will not dis
close what I h,we leaL'Ded about the difficulties in an 
official cap!lcity, but I am prepared to discuss them with 
you if you, take me into yonI' confidence. But if I am to 
be placed a step lower, how am I to get over this? Are 
you going to give me some additional advantages and 
facilities to m'lke up the loss? Are you going to provide 
me with funds and so on? Or are you going to keep me 
in that state perpetually? That is an idea which has been 
puzzling the minds of most of our people. Hope deferred 
maketh the heart sick. 

In 1921 we were considered to be quite fit in every 
res poet, and it was merely a question of whether we 
should be re-amalgamated with the Punjab. I was the 
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first witness to go before the Committee which was 
appointed, and I said that if we could have full-fledged 
reforms as a separate unit we should prefer it, but 
that otherwise we should rather like to go back to the 
Puojab. If in 1923 we could be entrusted with elected 
members in the proportion of two-thir~s, you will not be 
surprised to learn that r thought it a very retrograde move 
when I rpad in the Simon Report th'lt we were not to have 
any elected majority at all, and thllt the elected element 
was to be chosen by people who were nominated; that is 
to say, people who werfl themselves nominated would elect 
certain people. I do not want to worry you with these 
detail., but we are going backward. 

We have Ilad one statesmen in my part of the world, 
lind I am glad to say he remained with us for a fairly long 
time, but unfortunately it was during the Great War. He 
put us on the right lines; he established a first-class college 
and gave u< education, ana in your official despatcbes you 
will find his idpll was to make that small unit a model 
province educationally, intelluctually, economically, techni
cally and so on. I refer to Sir George Roos-KeppeL 
Unfortunately hi~ name is not well-known outside my 
province or it would have been greeted with more applause_ 

After that there was a good deal of trouble and we 
started going backwards_ If there is any increase in 
taxation at the centre it is at once applied to our corner of 
the world, but if it is II, question of any reform it is said 
that we are not fit for it. You were not afraid to apply the 
Sirdar Bill to the North ~West Frontier Province, though we 
did not require it and had no need for it_ You are not 
afraid of applying a measure of that sort to the frontier , 
but when it is a question of electing men to deal wit.h the 
mending of a few roads, the establishment of a few schools, 
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No scheme of reform can possibly benefit India that does nvt 
recognise that the present administration is top~heavy and ruinous
ly expensive and for me, even law, order and good government 
would be too dearly purchased if the price to be paid for it is to be 
lb. grinding poverty of the masses. The watchword of our Reform 
Council. will bav. to be not the Increase of taxation lor the grow
Ing needs of a gr<iwing country, but a decrease of financial burdens 
thai are .applng the foundation Itself 01 organiC growth. If this 
fundamental fact is recognised there Deed be DO JnlspicioD of our 
molives and I think I am perfectly safe In a,serting that In every 
olber respecl British inlerests will be as secure in Innian bands a. 
they are in their own. 

It follows from wbat I have said above that we must respect
fully pres. for the Con~ress-Leagne claim for the immediate grant
ing to Indian. of 50 per cent. 01 the higher posts In the Civil 
Service.* 

THE ROWLATT BILLS AXD SATYAGRAIIA 

Hut SOOn there began a movement which was to tax 
the utmost energies of Mr. Gandhi-' a movement fraught 
with grave consequences. The Government of India per
.isted in passing a piece of ll'gislation known as the Howlatt 
Laws whi~h were designed to curb still further what little 
liberty is yet possessed by Indians in their own country, 
The l~gislation was presumed to be based on the Report 
of the Rowlatt Committee which announced the discovery 
ilf plots for the subversion of Government. Friends of 
Government, solicitous of the peaceful and w'lll-ordered 
condition of society, warned it of the danger of passing 
8uch Acts which hetrayed a tactless want of confidence 
and trust in the people at a time when Responsible Gov
ernment WaS contemplated. The Bill was stoutly opposed 
by the public and the press. It was denounced by every 
political organisation worth the name, It was severely 
and even vehemently attacked in the Imperial Council. 

-- *Inthi;~~~nf!ction l\Ir. Montagu's own opinion of Mr. Gandhi, 
sinf'e made public by the release of his Diary, is ot some interest. 
Mr. Montal(u was I(reat1y impressed by Mr. Gandhi's character ann 
biFl beneficent activities but he held that II he is a pure visionary" 
aad " does not under.tand detail. of scheme .... 
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or even a hospital, you say" It is a great responsibility, and' 
we caDnot entrust you with it." 'Vhcn all your able lawyers
and judges have failed to trace the guilty or innocent 
person, you refer the matt!'r to us, and you allow us to 
pass a sentence of 14 years' imprisonment; but you will 

not entrust the mending of a road to us! 
It is not a sin to boast of one's own activities here, 

and 1 should like to say that I am a person who owns land 
on both sides of the border, in the independent territory as 
well as in British territory. I protect myself across the 
border, and am under the prot"ction of the police inside 
the hordeI'. If I can manage my afrairs over there, witl. all 
the tenants, including Borne 60 families of non-~.ruslims, 

under my protection, why cannot you entrust your few 
non-Mmlims to me in the settled districts? 

. Why do you fear? Do you think I shall pass laws 
which will be most objectionable to the minorities? Do 
you think I shall pass a law that the elhotis of certain non
Muslims should be cut off? God forbid that I should think 
of these things. What, then, are you afraid of? Are you 
afraid that if the Council is ,et up and a raiding party 
comps you will not be able to send out your frontier 
militia and constabulary to intercept it, but will have to 
wait until the nouncil has met and has allowed you 
to intercept them or prevented you from doing so'~ I cannot 
understand what is at the bottom of all this. If you fear 
trouble from my brothers across the border go ahi! take 
them over. You may disarm them and crush them and 
spend crores of rupees in doing it, but when the time comes 
you will find them claiming the same rights as my friend 
Dr. Moonje claime!l the other day. 

It is no use my saying that this is the difficulty or that 
ill the difficulty; as I have said, I do not think there is any 
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insurmountable difficulty. There may have been the idea 
in the mind of the Viceroy-God knows what his idea was
perhaps it was of the building of a Central Asian Empire, or 
perhaps it was the fear of Bolshevism. Both those fears 
have disappeared now. There is no longer any fear of 
Bolshevism or of Russia, nor can Bny Central Asian Empire 
be created, for a free Afghanistan would not allow it. 

I shall off"r myself for cross-examination to any Com
mittees set up to discuss these questions, and I hope I shan 
be able to prove that there are no insurmountable difficul
ties. I claim equal rights. I cannot indulge in threats, 
like some other people, because I know it is useless to 
attempt that against the British Empire. I know it is not 
possible for a few disobedient non-co-opera,tors to upset 
things; I do not believe in that or advocate that. 
Mine is only a little appeal to tbe sense of justice but 
I will not end without quoting a little proverb in my mother 
tongue which says that even a flea in your trouser can 
make you very uncomfortable (Laughter). 

15 
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Mr. Prime lIfinister: Two ideas have emerged from the 
-debates to which we have listened aud which now domin~te 
,our minds. One is that of Dominion Status for India as 
the natural outcome of Inaia's constitutional evolution. 
The other is that of federation "'8 the proper form of the 
future polity of loelia, including both British In'lia and the 
Indian States. This latter idea is comparatively new. We 
have struggled for Dominion Status for some time, and at 
last it seems to have found acceptance from the spokesmen 
to whom we have listened, of both the Conservative and the 
Liberal Parties. 

The idea of federation, I must confess, is comparatively 
new to me. I struggled hard against it uutil the other day. 
Now I confess I am a convert. (Applause). I have listened 
hoth in private and at this table to the Princes and their 
spokesmen, and may I say with all due respect to them 
that they have brought me round to their view hoth by the 
siQcerity of their declarations as to Dominion Status and 
by the tone of restraint and modet"ation in which they have 
spoken of the terms of /etleration itself. 

It only remains for me to say one word of caution. 
Great ideas thrown together into the arena of politics 
sometimes work together and co·operate with each other 
up to a certain stage, but may tend, when pushed each to 
its consummation, to collide and even to weaken each other. 
I do hope that in the deliberations of the Committees to 

which we shall consign these great topics nothing will be 
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·done on the side of those who care tor federation more than 
ofor Dominion Status to weaken the latter, just as nothing 
should be done on the side of thuse who care for Dominion 
Status more than for federation to weaken federation. 

Now, Mr. Prime Minister, may I address myself to another 
llubject of the greatest importance. The idea of fe:\r which 
is io the minds of many Briti.h people when they contem- • 
plate a large advance in constitntional status is that any 
polity that we may COllstruct here, or that we Illay lay the 
foundations of, may pass, as respects its machinery, illto 
the hands of those who now belong to the Indiau N ationa! 
Congress P"rty and who have brought about the serious 
situation which lias bl to the summoning of the Round 
Table Conference. I do not think that that filar is unrea
sonable. It is natural. I think we who speak for India 
are under an obligation to fRePt that fear in earnest and 
try to convince the British people that either the fears may' 
be countered by clllltionary measures or that the fears have 
no foundation in fact. Uuch has been sai,l by my friends 
who spoke on this si,le about the very large and consider
able sections of th~ population whom Congress propaganda 
has not touched 80 far, who remain loyal to the British 
connection and who may hp, tra.ted, when there is serious 
da.nger, to stand by the British Bag at all costs. 

May I add another SO\1l'ce of comfort-and in saying 
this I shall perhaps strike a note out of the line of wtho
dox defence of politics. Mr. Prime lIIinister, who are these 
people from whom we fear disturbance? No doubt they 
have caused trouble so far. Are. our measures here not 
designed ~to conciliate them? Are these not pacificatory 
staps that we are taking? Are they not calculated to win 
over once more their hearts to the ways of loyalty and 
-ardered prog:res8 ? 
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Believe me, they are not herioitary criminals; theyar6' 
not S:lV~ge barbarian horlles; they are not the Bworti· 
enemips of Gre.t Britain or of British institutions. They 
are meD of culture, men of honour, most of them, men· 
who have made their mark in the professions. They are 
our kinsmen both in spirit and by blood. It is a sense of 

'political gri('vance that I,as placed them in this position, 
which we view with so much distrust and so much dis
approhation. Remove that discontent an<l you will find 
them alongsioe you, working the new constitution tbat 
we shall frame to its highest issuE'S and dtawing from tbose 
Dew institutions that we fmme all the benefit of which 
they are CApable. 

The toils and trials of public life are well-known to 
us all. I am on the side of law ann order. I have never 
bl'en within proximity of the goal, but I am a political 
agitator. I know how near I am to those wbose methods 
I join with you in conilemning to·day. Oft~n iu my life 
has tbe Govel'llllll'nt "ie\\'ed my nctivities with suspicion 
and set it, ~pies upon me. My life hns not been one of 
unalloyed happiness; my way has not been free from 
thorns-and, Mr. Pl·ime Minister, your experience is not 
altogether foreign to tbem. 

Let us not be carried away In this matter, then, 
too much by a sense of self-righteousness. Very little 
indeeu divides those who now champion Jaw and order and 
those who, impelled by the purest patriotism, have found 
themselves 011 th e other side. Arlopt measures born of 
conciliation; set the constitution of India in proper ordet·; 
aud we wholll this political differl'Dce has unhappily' 
divided, will find ourselves once more co-operators for the 
,..pllare aud contentment and ordered progress of India. 
Therein lies the ;,trengtb of the situation to-day_ Our' 
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.. n~lllie. arc out bad meo; they al'~ good "'''0 whom \I ,. 

have .. Iieo .. ...,d by ullfortuo .. tc political hal'peoiog8. It i, 
ea"), to bring them muod. Let U8 make an honelt atteml>! 
"nIl, by Go<l'. gr .. ce, our work .hall be rewarded both here 
and in Iu(lia, .. od WI' 8hall fin<l [n,li .. once more nut ooly 
happy withio hpl' l .. ",h·n but a contented p .. rtOler in the 
llritieh Commonwealth. 
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After the many eloquent speeches to which we have' 
listened during these three days, a very lal'ge amount 
of ground has been covered and it would be futile for me 
to go over the same ground again. There are a few con
siderations relating to the States to which I desire to dt·aw 
attention in \-ery simple words_ 

That the future Government of India in which the 
States may participate can only be federal admits of no 
doubt, for in any arrangement that may be made for the 
future g overnrnent of India the States will have, and right
ly have, an adequate share and an effective voice. 

His Highness the Maharaj a of Patiala yesterday did 
well in empha'ising the great services the States have 
rendered to India as a whole, and that is II truth that can
Dot be emphasised too strongly and too often. 

There is one general misconception about the I:;tates 
which I sMnld like to attempt to l'!:move. It is generally 
thought by those who have no inner knowledge of tbe condi
tions that an Indian Prince is an arbitrary Ruler. Nothing 
can be more t·emoved from the truth. I speak not as an 
outside obs€rver, hut from an inner and a most intimate 
knowledge of fact>. I have been serving the Gwalior 
State now for more than a quarter of a century, twenty 
years of which w{'re spent in the closest of adminis
trathe aHociation with the late Maharaja, and since
his death, I have been a member of the Council of 
Regency. A very tender regard for the feelings and 
s{'Dtiments of all c1a8ses of the peuple, strict meting out-
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of justice, uninfluenced in any way by caste, race or 
religious leanings or pl'ejudices-these have been the 
cardinal and guiding principles of rule in Gwalior. The· 
Maharaja lived a most simple life, indeed a frugal life, and· 
worked harder tban anyone else in tbe constant pursuit of 
the goon of bis people. His privy purse never exceeded 
three lacs of rupees a year, and every pie tbat was saved· 
was earmarked strictly for some State purpose. 

Such a rule I would not designate as arbitrary. If 
I can coin an expression I would call it Democratic auto
cracy. This might sound a contradiction in terms but it 
has the es,entials of Democracy, namely, that the supreme 
Rex governing all actions of the Government are the senti
ments an'! wishes of the p~ople, and there is the added· 
advantage of quick decision and action. 

I make bold to say tbat tbe States in India would not 
bave lasted as they bave lasted if they were not the true 
expressions of tbe sentiments ann feelings of tbe people. 

Now stepping out of tbe States' boundary, we are 
confronted by a most formidable, complicated and intricate 
problem in British India. Tbe solution of that problem. 
requires all the calmness, sanity, understanding, and sym
patby that both the Indians and tbe English can bring to 
bear upon it. This can only be if we are fair and just to· 
one another, recognising and sympathising with each 
other's point of view. 

A just and uobiassed observer will find ample evidence 
that despite defects and drawbacks, Englishmen have 
rendf'red great and enduring services to India. They have, 
in many directions honestly and earnestly worked for the 
betterment of the country and its people. Even the 
Indian National Congress owes its birth to an Englishman, 
the late Mr. A. O. Hume, a member of tbe Indian CiviL 
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Service. Englishmen in every walk of life have assisted 
in its growth and development. The late Mr. Yule, a 
merchant prince of Calcutta, was once its President. So 
was )11'. Bradlaugh, a member of Parliament, and Sir 
William 'Yedderburn, also a member of the Indian Civil 
Servicl'. And I nceil hardly mention the lifelong and devo
ted service to the cause of Inilian uplift of that great 
English woman, Dr. Annie B .. sant, who, though over 82 
years of age, is still giving' her hest to India. And it is as 
the result of their great work in India that we are gathered 
together in this great and epoch-making Confer .. nce. 

It is no small tribute to the great work Englishmen 
have done in India and for India that there should be in 
India a practically universal demand for the establishment 
of British institutions. 

On the other hanil I feel nO doubt that En~lishmen 

will be the last not to appreciate the desire of Indians for 
the direction anr\ control of their o\\'n affairs. That desire 
is embeddeil in human nature. \Yhen God sent down 
manna t'J the remote ancestors of the human race, a 
'universal pra.y .. r went up that they should be furnished 
with the mean~ of obtaining their own sustenance, as a 
result of their oll'n efforts. 

'l'here is nothing to prevent Inilians and Englishmen 
'Working together in harmony. This statement I base upon 
my personal pxperi .. nce. At Gwalior at one tim~, working 
,in varions Dep,rtrnent. under m", there were no Ipss than 
'len ~~nglishmf\n, ~n'! yet I fonnil not the slight"st difficulty 
·in ilealing with them, anc{ they obeyed orders as any 
'Indian subordinate diel. I hllve }~nglishm"n working 
,under me to-day. Au Englishman by his upbringing and 
'training is Ii well·disciplined inilividnal. 
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As rpgl1rns Innia bping made a Dominion, I think 
the qupstion has two very ilistinct aspects. One is India 
having the status of 11 Dominion, and the other is India 
functioning as a full-fledged Dominion_ Indians are a 
Ilighly sensitive people; esp~cially on matters of their 
izzat and honour they feel acutely. As they are situated 
to-day they cannot hol,i up their heads vis-a-vis the people 
of other countries; they feel a sense of inferiOl'ity which 
cannot but be humiliating. I can Dot think that English
men, to whom m'ltters of honour and self-respect are of 
supreme importance, will not sympathise with that 
sentiment. 

I think I am right in saying that there IS no thinking 
Indian who believes that to-day India is in a position to 
shoulder the entire responsibility· of a full-flenged Domi
nion; that position can only be reached by stages. There
fore, there is no foundation for the fear that if India is 
declared to possess the status of a Dominion an immediate 
demand for transferring to Inrlian shoulders the entire res
ponsibility of Governmpnt ani! defence will be made. 

The declarlltion of India as a Dominion will serve a 
oouble pnrpo.,,; it will satisfy the natnral desire, nay, the 
intense crllving of Indians to be reckoned as equal padners 
in the British Commonwealth of Nations, and it will be a 
sure earnest of tbe fulfilment of the promise that England 
desi~es Indil1 to be, in the fnlness of time, a full-fledged 
DominiQn. 

I am not without !rope that the Indians and English 
will labour wbole-heartedly together for the happiness and 
prosperity of India means greater happiness and prosperity 
for England. 
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IrrbSpecti\'e of parties, the whole country stood solid 
against a measure of such iniquity. The Hon. Mr. (now 
the Rt. Han.) Sastri and Pundit Madan Mohan Malaviya, 
and in fact everyone of the non-official members con
demned the Bill as outrageous and forebode g"ave conse
quences if it should be passed. But Government was 
obstinate and the Bill was passed in the teeth of all 
opposition. 

Mr. Gandhi, who tl'llvelletl "II over the conntry and 
wr-ote and spoke with amazing energy, was not to be easily 
silenced. Every other form of constitutional agitation 
having failed, he resorted as usual to his patent--Satya
graha. On February 28, 1919, he published a momentous 
pledge which he BSked his countrymen to sign and observe 
as a covenant bindiog on them. The pledge ran as 
follows :-

Being conSCientiously of opinion that the Bill known as the 
Indian Criminal Law (Amendmenl) Bill No. I of 191!l, and the 
Criminal Law (Emergency Powers) Bill No. II of 1919, are nnjust, 
.!!ubversive (If the principle of liberty and justice, and destructive ot
the elementary rights of individuals on which the safety 01 the 
community as a whole and the State itself is based, we solemnly 
affirm that in the event of these Bills becoming law and nntil they 
are withrl.rawn, we shall refuse civilly to obey these ls:ws and sueD 
other Jaws as a Comlnittee to be hereafter appointed may think fit,. 
and further affirm that in this struggle we will faithfully follow 
truth and refrain from violence to life, person or property . 

. He then started on an extensive tour through the 
country educating the learned Hnd the uolearoed in the 
principles and practice of Satyag1'3ha. At Bombay, 
Allahabad, Madras, 'l'anjore, 'l'richy, Tuticorin and 
Negapatam, he addresB'ld large gathelings io March. 
Suoday, the 6th April, was appointed the Satyagraha day 
when complete harlal was to be observed, prayers offered 
and the vow to be taken amid.t great demonstrations_ 
Delhi observed the Satyagraba day 00 the 30th. and there 
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In the 10 minutes' existence allowed to me I wish to 
make a few genenl observations on the place of commerce 
and industry in the India of to-morrow which we are met 
here to fashion; but the trend of th" discussions in the 
last few days makes it impossible tbat I should rpmain 
altogether silent on the political issues tbat confront India 
and the Empire. 

In the earlier stages of the discussion we heR.rd a great 
deal of tbe value of conservatism as a force in the affairs 
of men. While I admire the courage of those people wbo 
expounded th"t ideal, I am afraid I was irresistibly reminded 
of a schoolboy howler which stated that anotber natue for 
conservative was preservative! 

However, this Conference, to my way of thinking, 
will fail and fail miserably if it does not fix its gaze steau
fastly on the goal in view, and if it does not stoutly refuse 
to be obsessed with the dllngers and the difficulties ou the 
way, many of which are imaginary. 

Lord Reading in the remarks which he placed before 
the Conference to-dllY talked of the goal and the pace. If 
the goal is one, I hope Sir, it will not be a measured pace 
but a rapid race towards the goal so that lndia may be 
contented ana prosperous. The fundamental conception 
of this Conference should be not what can be safely con
ceded to India, but what can be safely denied to India. 
That should be the fundamental conception, awl I see that 
the choice before England to-day is first this-either take 
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India into the Common", ealth of British Nations a8 a free 
willing partner or drive her more and mote to courses of
desparation and disoroer if you will. 

In the process, Sir, you are going to lose the friend· 
ship and good will of those powerful classes. They may 
not be powerful in numbers to-day, but powerful for every
thing else which counts in the life of the people. It may 
be that we to-day, wllO represent those classes, have not 
the ear of our countrymen, but we shall have it to-llIorrow.
At any rate we are the claso which is on the side of order 
to-day. 

Now, I want to say a few words about the interests of 
those I represent at this Conference, and I would begin 
by saying tbat commerce and industry are the life-blood of 
a nation, and political freedom is not going to mean any
thing to us unless we have economic freedom which will 
enable us to regulate Olll' economic and industrial develop
ment on lines which we regard as most conducive to our 
interest. (Applause). 

I have a tremendous admiration for Lord Irwin as 
has everyone else who ha, come in contact with him. 
He is a big man, and we have a great re8pect for him. 
But it would be idle to pretend' that the economic policy 
of India to-day is controlled in the sole interest of India, 
or that it i. in accord with the interests of the people. 

Lord Peel ventured on an eulogy on British rule, and 
T am entirely with him when he talks of the achievements 
of the British race in India. Everyone of us here knows
that those achievements have been great, but it will Dot be 
contended that mistakes have not been made, and let us 
not forget that there have been many dark pages and 
innumerable instances of the way in which the industri e8--
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the commerce and the trade of India have been nl'glected 
or ruthlessly sacrificed. 

Lord Peel rlin not think that even the miln observa
tion of my friend 11r. Japka: shoule! be allowed in regard 
to monopolies. I am afrairl it would be impossible for me 
to talk of replying to that statement, but [ wouhl he 
prepared to reply to that statement in some other pi ace. 
r will only contl'nt myself here with saying that Lord Peel 
has entirely mis-rearl the history of the economic progress 
of Tnnia in the last fifty y'-ars, and I alll afraid he has 
forgotten a good deal more than he has leamt. Consiiler
ing tile han,licaps to trade and innustry all these' years, 
inspite of the welcome change of policy in recent time, 
the surprise is not that Innia has rlone so little, but that 
India has achieved anything at all. Anrl when Lorn Peel 
talks of efficiency anrl enterpriRe he will concede that it 
is only by the exercise of those particular virtues, namely 
of enterprise ann efficiency that India has been able to 
achieve that litt.le progress she has achieve,l in the last few 
years. My Frienrl, Mr. Jinnah, a few minutes ago Baid 
that the commercial classes were ranged with other 
intHests in demanning immediate Dominion Status for 
Iodin, a status which would usure DS freedom. The 
pres/lnt movement is the wark of one man, nnd I will just 
amplify 'lr. Jinnah's remarks. I come from a Province 
where that one man's word is law, lind where he is 
constantly followed by large masses of the p""ple. Why is 
that so? It is because, I say it without rancout" or 
bitterness, my class an<l others have Leen forcen to the 
conclusion that unless India is politically free .he cann .. t be 
healthy Rod .he cannot look forward to industrial develop
ment. That is the backbone of the political monroent 
wbich we all know. The position could not have been p <> 
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more pffectively thRn when you said tht the party of India 
was not Rn opinion but it was a fact, and you cannot go 

forward when 70% of the population is dependent Upon 
agriculture with a poor soil and precarious rain which 
characterise our seasons. So long as India is not 
indllstrially de"eloped and the mass of the population is 
dependent upon agriculture, its pl'ogress will be pxceediugly 
limited, whatever political freedom you cooft'r ou her. 

~ly last point is that political freedom without 
economic freedom means nothing to India, and may mean 
a snare ann a delusion, because taxation and fiuances will fall 
upon th.. populRtion of a country which is mainly 
agricultural, an<l one that will not be able to withstand a 
modern system of government withont economic freedom 
which will ensure to her a future place in the Common
wealth of NAtions. 
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In the ceaseless flow of oratory which you have per
'mitted and which even the ten-minutes rule doell not seem 
able to restrict or restrain there is just a chance of tbe 

. real issues being completely swept away, and of getting 
out of sight. It seems necessary, therefore, that someone 
at the close of this deb~te should try aod keep tbe task 
before us. India wants a full measure of self-government, 
the fullest that can be accorded her. It requires no amount 
of oratory to convince anyone in this Conference that tbat 
is at present the immeniate practical demand of united 
In<1ia. TI,ere are difficulties in the way but the real pro
blem is how to give India tbe fullest measure of responsi
ble government consistp.nt with the rlifliculties of the posi
tion an<1 the re,;ponsibilitie., of the British nation. That 
being tne simple problem, I submit that no amount of 
oratory, however loftily conceived, will find a real solution 
unless the delegates assembled at tbis Conference them
selves by way of negotiation come to some sort of conces
sion of each of their rig~ts, and present to this ConfereBce 
a real constitution for the Government of India. I ask my 
fellow delegates to remember that there are before us one 
of two ahernalives: either we will come to some agree
ment and present a united front, or we will leave it to the 
British people themselves to prepare for us a constitution 
for the future Government of India. But what the dele
gates have to consider is that there are considerable objec
tions to the latter point of view. If the constitution is 
framed by the British people it will be framed witb 
some obvious disadvantages. In tbe first place we will 

. be facing the hostility of tbe British nation if after 

• 
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iiitting a few months here and discussing the question 
-of the future constitution for India we 'profess our inability 
to come to some agreement, and tell them we are leaving 
the question in their own hands to decide. Secondly, it 
wiII be unsuitable to the Indian people because anything 
coming from British brains or statesmanship would not be 
acceptable to various classes, namely the politically· minded 
people of India. Thirdly, I would refer to the colossal 
ignorance about India which generally prevails among 
political leatlers in this country. Only the other day, 
Commander Kenworthy, a Member of P,uliament and a 
very prominent member of the Labour Party who had 
been to India, who set himself to say something about the 
complexities of the In/lian problem contrihut~_d an article 
to the Review of Reviews under the heading of " British 
Policy in India ", and there be says: 

The communal (or religions) differences in India present 
perhaps the most serious problem of all. It;8 a fact, admitted 10 
me personally, and regretted, by such great leaners as Gandhi and 
Malaviya on the Hindu side, and JinDah on the Moslem side, 
that it anyt.hing', the commnnal differences have become worse in 
recent years. (Laughter.) 

I ask the delegates to consider whether they are 
not going to m~ke a strenunus effort to settle and 
compose their differences and corne to some settlement, or 
are they going to leave it to Command~r KenlVorthy and 
his colleagues? It is tel the interests of us all and to the 
present Party in pow"r to frame a constitution fDr the 
future government of India. The Mohammadan position 
has been explained by Sir Muhammad Shafi and Mr . 
• Tinnah, and we should compose our differences and come 
to some agreement which will represent the progressive 
ideals of this land. 

The moment we have been convinced that in the 
future CODstitution of India not merely Mussalmans but all 
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minorities-Indian Christians, Sikhs, Parsis, Untouch
ables, the commercial interests and credit iuterests-will 
be safe and secure, that all the various interests will have 
the fullest measure of self-determiuation and self-advance
ment, we shan not only register our consent, but we shall 
go much fmth .. r than the most enthusiastic member of the 
Indian National Congress in demanding the {ulle.t measure 
of responsible Governml'nt for India. (Hear, hear.) 

But, Sir, if that is the position, consider for a moment 
the meaning and the nature of what are suggested as safe
guards. I purpDsely do not wish to use the word" safe
guard." It is not a very dignified term. "-hat is rPRlly 
meant is this: That in a democracy, the government oflhe 
people by the people must be the government of the people 
by all the people, not the government of the people by only 
a section of the people (I1ear, hear). I wish to read 
out to this House two or three sentences from the words of 
John Stuart Mill in his well known book on Rep"esentative 
Government. That gl'eat authority says: 

That the minority must yield to the majority, tbe smaller 
Dumber to the greater, is a familiar idea, and accordingly men think 
that there is no nec.essity for using their minds any further, and it 
does Dot occur to them that there is a medium between allowing the 
sm&ller number to become equally powerful with the greater and 
blotting out the smaller Dumber alt<')gether. The majority ot 
electors would always have a majority of representatives, but a 
minority of the electors should always have a minority of repre
sentatives, but man for man they should be as fuUy represented as 
the majority. Unless they are, there is no equal government, but 
a government of inequality and privllege ; it one part of the people 
rule oyer the rest there is a part whose equal share ot 
influence in the representation is withheld from them, contrary to 
ai.; just government, but above all, contrary to the principle of' 
democracy, which professes equality a8 its very root and toundation.-

I am reading these few lines to this Conference 
because I want to commend them to those brother Dele
gates of mine who are to form the Committee which 
is going to be proposed. 
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I submit to this Conference that the present moment 
is one of the most opportune for settliug all those differ" 
ences which have disgraced the fair name of India. 
(Applause.) We have in India a Viceroy the very men
tion of whose name evokes the most enthusiastic gratitude 
from our people. We have in power a party in England 
who are pledged to democracy and to break down aU 
those barriers of inequality between man and man. We 
have a genuine atmosphere of 'ympathy, of tolerance and 
of goodwill pervading Englllnd which had induced the 
other political parties to co-operate with the party in power 
in evolving a system of administration which should be 
acceptable to all. Above all, we see present here a 
galaxy of Indian'princes who have come down from their 
high pedestal to brush shoulders with commoners in trying 
to find a solntion for the future government of India. If, 
in these circumstances, we cannot come to some sort of a. 
settlement it is much better that all hone.t men should 
come forward and say that although we very much desire 
self-government, India is not fit for self government, because 
Indians, however much they may claim the art of states
manship, have yet to learn the very rudimentary lesson 
that true patriotism must transcend all communal and 
sectarian considerations. 

Sir, if we fail we fail most ignobly. Great Britain has 
offered us the best of opportunities and it is for us to rise· 
to the height uf the occasion and to make the most of the 
opportunities that have been offered to us. 

Before I sit down, to my countrymen who constitute 
the majority community I wish to make a, fervent appeaL' 
I wish to tell them that they must take due note of the 
awakening of feeling amongst the Muhammadans of India,. 
and just as they have ventured to warn the Englishmen 

16 
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against the d~nger of ignoring the political upheaval in 
India, I also W'lrn them ag~inst any disregard of the 
fervour in the Muslim community. It would be surprising 
if the Muslims hail been unaffected by the impulse of the 
political aspirations which are finiling expression throughout 
India. How can the M'lssulmans be impervious to such 
influences? The blood of the slave does not run in our 
veins. Until recently the Mussnlmans held the sceptre of 
sovereignty in India, anel along with their fellow men in 
other lands the seventy million Mussnlmans in India have 
traditioDs of sovereignty and cOD'lnest extending over 
thirteen centuries ana three continents. Sir, I ask my 
-brethren to remp-mber that Muslim India has been deeply 
stirred, anel will be slttisfied with nothing less than the 
fullest recognition of their legitimate rights. 

To the British Government I on my part wish to strike 
a note of warning. If hy any chance the British Indilln 
Delegation canoot come to any agreeel settlement, in all 
probability-nay cert .. inly-the task of framing the consti
tution will fall on the British people. Let me warn the 
British GoverDm~nt most solemnly-and I would be failing 
in my rluty if I iliil not ilo so-that they must not forget 
the claims, the legitimate aspirations, of seventy millions 
-of MU5sulmans, as well as those of the other minority Com
munities in India. (" Hen, hear.") So far as thfl ~fussul

mans are concerned, not once or twice but times without 
number British statesmen have broken faith with the 
Mussulmllns. I hope that experiment will not be repeated 
any longer. (" Hear, hear.") I hope, on the contrary that' 
if we work in a spirit of tolerance and gooa will we shall 
still be able to surmount the difficulties. I hope that as the 
future unfolds itself our Motherland will be covered with 

~tern&l glory. 
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:\Ir. Prime Minister: This Round Table Conference is 
,the first of its kind since, in the inscrut;thle dispensation of 
divine Providence, India has cOlUe nnner British rule. At 
the same time, it is hilt inevitable that such a Conference 
should he h~ld at the present juncture, because Iudia has 
now reachen a stage in its political and constitutional 
advancement when the determination of its further 
constitutional progress and reforms cannot be made f.,y 
Great Britain alone. 

Si,·, we who have aceepted yom- invitation have 
incurred the very great displeasure oi om- countrymen, and 
even to·day we received telegrams from individuals and 
bodies asking us to return to India by the first boat avail
able because they do not believe that the work of this 
Round Table Conference is to result in anything satis
factory to India. We, however, who have come here 
have still faith in the British sense of justice, aud we trust 
that no matter what certain sections of the British public 
may say or write, the representatives of the three political 
Parties who sit round this tahle with us come here with 

.open minds, and, after hearing us, will be prepared to 
give what we want; aud what we want and will he satisfied 
with is nothing short of Dominion status with safeguards 
during the transitional period. 

Mr. Chairman, we maintain that safeguards are 
certainly necessary during the transition period, and 
particularly iu the matter of defence. If, however, we are 

.not prepared in the matter of defence to take it up 
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enlued a scutHe between the people and the police. It was 
alleged against the Delhi people at the Rail way Station 

(l! that some ot them were trying to coerce sweetmeat sellers into 
closing their stall.; (2) that .ome were forcibly preventing people 
trom plying trom-cars and other vehicles; (3) that some of them 
threw brick-bats; (4) that the whole crowd that marched to the 
Station demanded the release of men \",·ho were said to be coer· 
cen and "'ho were for tha.t reason arrested at the instance of the 
Railway authoriti •• ; (5) that the crowd declined to disperse wben 
Ihe Magistrate g8\'e orders to disperse. 

Swami ShmJdhananda (the well-known Mahatma 
Munshi RlLm of the Gurukula, who had taken the Orders ot 
the Sannya.si', denied the first three allegations. Granting 
they were all true there WIlS nO need, argued Mr. Gandhi, 
for the interference of the military who were called on to 
fire on the unarmed mob. But the crowd was completely 
self-possessed, and though there was some los8 of Jifl', it 
spoke volumes in praise of the Delhi people that they con
ducted a meeting of 40,000 ·in perfect peace and order. But 
the Delhi It'aged), han burnt itself into the soul of Mr. Gandhi 
aon his friends. "The incident," he said, "imposed au 
anden responsibility upon Satyag"ahi~ of steeling their 
hearts and going on with thei,' struggle until the Rowlatt 
Legislation was withdrawn." The whole country answered 
Mr. Gandhi'. call in a way that was at onC~ significant and 
impressive. Tens and hundreds of thousands gathered in 
different cities, and nHer within lil'ing m"mory h'lve such 
demonstrations been witnessed. 

In the meanwhile, the Satyag"aha Committees in 
different centres of India we,'e actively carrying on theh' 
propaganrh. The Centrlll Committee, of which Mr, Gandhi 
"1\8 the president. a<hi~en that lor the time being laws 
regllrding p:ohibited literature and "egistration of newspapers 
might he cil'illy disobeyed. Accordingly on the 7th April, 
'I,. (~andhi issued a notice to organise, regulate and control 
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immediately, the blame does not lie so much with us as· 
with the British themselves. We have been talking of 
monopolies for the last two days. Has it struck my Lord 
Peel that in the case of the commissioned ranks of the 
army-and there are 3,200 commissioned officers-up to 
1918 not one single Indian had attained the rank of a com
missioned officer? Is not that monopoly? And even then,. 
thereafter, since there has been ail mission to Sandhurst, 
and latterly elsewhere, the number of Indians in the com-

• IDissioned ranks has not yet reached 100. 
As a business man I will confine myself to thOS6 

remarks ,,"hich fell from Lord Peel on the subject of vested 
interests of the European community in India_ He has 
been answered to a certain extent by Dr. Moonje yesterday, 
and by my friend Sir Mirza Ismail and by Mr. Mody 
to-ilay. All that I want to impress upon this Conference' 
is that if Indians are given the chance they will prove 
themselves worthy of undertaking any position that is
entrusted to them, and the same will apply to the army. 
Let me quote but one instance. The Government of India 
is divided into different departments. There is one depart
ment known as that of Education, Lands and Health. Till 
last year every single superior officer in that Department 
was an Indian. 'fhis year all are Indians except one. 
May I ask the Right Honourable the Secretary of State if 
he liilds any fault with the working of that Department, or 
whether that Department is infel'ior in its work as com
pared with the other Department< of tbe Government of 
India? Sir, it is the keeping back of Indians which has 
helped the European community, the commercial European 
c()mmunity, who, if they have not been given monopolies, 
have been shown preference, which preference has resulted, 
in monopolies, as I will try to explain. 
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Dr. Moonje quoteu an instance of monopolies going 
~ack more than a century. I will give yon instances of 
monopolies before our eyes. A few years ago the contract 
which a European-owned steamship company enjoyed for 
the carriage of coal from Calcutta to Rangoon for the 

Burmese Railways was about to lapse. An Indian ship
ping company, after tender, received very evasive replies, 
until one fine day they were told that a fresh contract 
had been entered into, and entered into for the long space 
-of ten years; but what is more, although Government were 
asked as to the rates at which this contract was placed, to 
this day no answer has been given. l\Iay I ask Lord Peel 
if th'lt is a monopoly or not? It is preference which 
amounts to monopoly. 

That. is not all. Take a case of railway freights. 
That is one sordid history of the railway b~ard elldeavour
ing to help the importer of non-Indian goods to the 
-detriment of Indian enterprise. Take, again, the case of 
shipping rebates, which amounts to nothing less than 
crushing at the start any In,lian steamer company. 

Again, that is not all. In a communication by the 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce it was asserted that the 
European Companies had entered into an agreement with 
the jute mills of Bengal whereby the jute mills promised 
not to buy any jute carried on Tndian vessels. To make 
this further possible, Insurance Companies, which at that 
time were mostly non-Indian, raised the rates of insurance 
.premium on jute carried in vessels which were Indian. Is 
this not monopoly? Ts this not preference? This, Sir, is 
what Indians have suffered from for all these years. My 
noble Lord said that they were not monopolies, but these 
were vested interests created by skill, by energy and by 
-commercial enterprise. I submit that Indians are capable 
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of showing the same skill, the slime !'nergy lind the Bame
commercial euterprise, given the same opportunity. I 
submit that, not in a spirit of IInimosity, but I want to rely 
on the actual facts, which I hope will not occur in the 
future, thRt they have not had the sa me opportunities. 
Blood is thicker than \'iater. An English merchant has 
ready aCC!'S8 to au official. He can settle things very 
easily, if not at the office then at his Club over a peg of 
whisky 01' 1\ glass of vermuth, whereas the Indian 
merchant might have to kick his heels for days, perhaps 
for weeks, hefol'e he can even gain admission. There was 
more of this formerly than there is to-day. If thRt is 
changed to-nay we owe it to that Secretary of State of 
illustrious memory than whom uo one has done more for 
India -I mea~ the late M,·. Edwin ::iamue! Montagu. 
(Applause.) 

I must lIot forget one other item in re,gard to mono
polies. Are there not many instances of Regencies in 
Indian States where the Resident, because he was all 
powerful dnring the regency, has giveu monopolies to 
}<;urup~Rn firllls to the excbsion of the subjects of the 
State and of British Indians? I am surprised that my 
noble Lord is not Rware of the fscts whicb I have given, 
and whie h I could easily multiply, and which he 
must have known in his capacity as Secretary of State, 
which dignified position he held more than once. 

1 mentioned lIir. Montagu's good work for India. I 
rejoice to know, also, thnt every single Indian present, 
whenever (he name of Lord Irwin has been mentioned, has 
applauded it-and rightly. But, Mr. Prime Minister, there 
is one oth!'1' name to which you will pprmit me to refer and 
in connection with which you will allow me to thank you 
yonnl'lf in that you sel(cted him for the office- I mealb 
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:Mr. Benn. (Loud applause). We recognise the worth of :Mr. 
Benn. vVe recognise his goodwill. I know that if left to 
himself he would go as far as he possibly could in the· 
matter of helping us. 

In the Government of India Despatch it is said dis
tinctly that, for reasons advanced, finance should not be 
trans/erred. :May 1 '1sk how much the Government 
of India has contributed towards the advancement ot, 
tbe creclit of India? I~et me refer to an instance· 
which nccurred in India less than six months ago. 
I do not know whether it was of their own instance or 
whether it was with the permission and knoV:'ledge of the 
Government of India, but the Government of Bombay 
issued a circular from tbe Central Government Press of, 
Bombay, which they broadcasted by thousands, in, 
which, in order to meet the boycott movement, they 
deprecated every Indian commercial enterprise. I wilL 
quote one sentence in regard to banking. They say:. 
"British banking is the mainstay of our banking system 
in India. It provides wide facilities and the strongest 
secmity. Why should people in this country ignore these· 
liecure cOncerns in favour of much less stable ones" meaning. 
Indian concerns. Is that the way the Government of India 
propose to advance the credit of India? In ans~er to that 
I would say that when India is entrusted with ber own, 
finances and when sbe knows that sbe will have to horrow 
money from outside tbe country, she will do it in such a, 
manner that her credit will be very greatly enhanced. 

Lord Peel complained that none of the speakers who· 
preceded him made any reference to the devoted services 
of EIlgli.hmen who bad gone out to India in the diift'rent 
services. ~There was no occasion \0 do so. Weare 
always prepared to admit that Englishmen out there have· 
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"Certainly given of their best. At the same time they will 
admit that India has rewarded their services in a manner 
in which no other country pays its Civil Servants. Again 
it must not be forgotten that India pays to the tune of 
£4,000,000 annually in the way of pensions, both civil 
and military. 

What do we ask for? As Mr .• Jinnah pointed out, we 
want to be masters in our own house. 'Ve do not want to 
rob our Em'opMfi friends of their vested interests, but I 
would ask this Conference to remember that the vested 
interest, were made up by them, themselves, when Indians 
had not the ghost of a chance to come in. Are we asking 
you to do any more than what you al'e doing in your own 
country? Take the cmema industry. Because you 
discovered that the British cinema film industry was not 
getting along as well as it ought to be doiog you imposed 
a quota. Then there was another case of an electrical 
eompany in rpg~rd to which you laid down by law that the 
percentag" of shares held by Britishers must be no less 
than 51 per cpnt. 

I have cxceenen my time, and I will not say any
thing fnrther. All that I want to impress upon this 
Conference i. that if I have been forced to make the 
·remarks I have made, it is just in answer to Lorn Peel. 
I repeat that they are not made in a spirit of animns. I 
have only placed before yon actnal facts. I sincerely 
trnst that when we go back with a constitntion which will 
help us politically and economically, we Indian and 
European merchants will work together side by side for 
the advancement of India and England and consequently 
-of the Empire, 

TIlE CHATRJIAN: I think I sl"dl rille now that 
Lord Peel has been most amply answered! 
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SIR AKBAR HYDARI 

In view of the fact that most of my ground has been 
~overed by the Princes on the Indian States Delegation I 
should not have taken any part of your time. Represent
ing, however, His EX'llted Highness the Nizom, I feel I 
cannot sit silent but should expl'p,SS the view, in a few 
minutes, of the Hyderabad State tbat we shall Dot in any 
way be lagging behind in giving such assistance and belp 
as will bring about a form of Government which will satisfy 
Indian aspirations and which wiII function successfully 
under the difficult conditions that prevail in Inrlia to·day_ 
I would mel'ely ask the Delega.tes from British India., wbo 
have shown such strength of mind and patriotism in meet
ing here in face of so much oppositicm and contumely, to 
work for a constitution which will enSure a government 
national in every 8ense but which, by its stability, will 
endure and not merely a constitution which wiII sa.ti.fy for 
the moment the uninstructed. In the same spirit cIa I ask 
the representa.ti ves of the British Parlia.ment here to-day 
not to refuse a responsibility to a great Indian Federal 
polity within the Empire. Infuse into it the elements that 
make for settled and orderly government, for the preser
vation of the autonomy of the States, and last but not 
least for the adequate defence of our frontiers against ex
ternal aggression. I can assure you that in such a case 

,your countrymen, wbo have done so much for India in the 
past, will have a welcome and an honoured place in the 
India of the future. 
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I believe that God's purpose can be read in history .. 
I helieve that it is not for nothing that this Island set in the 
Western seas has secured domination over our Vllst country 
and has held it for 150 yeal's. I believe that we are now 
here to reap tbe harvest of these years of experience and 
discipline in a greater and more united India than our his
tory has ever recorded. 



5tf3 

SIR CHIMANLAL SETALVAD 

You, Sir, and otLer members of the British Delegation 
must have been struck "ilh the unanimity with which the 
Delegates from British India of all groups, of all com
munities and of all "ections, as well as the Indian Princes, 
have demanded full self-government for India. To the 
Indian Princes who have so patriotically stood by us our 
obligations are dup, and 1 have every hope that when we 
sit down to hammer out a federated constitution for India 
the Indian Princes will therein occupy their rightful place. 

I entirely agree with my friends Mr. Jinnah and 
Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq (I am sorry they are not hers for the 
moment) that in any constitution which you frame the 
minority communities must be made to feel that they are 
safe. 1 can assure the minority communities that, so far 
as in us lies, the majority community will be able to agree 
to such safeguards as will satisfy them. 

It has been said-I will not mention the name of 
Lord Peel: it has heen mentioned so often before-that we 
Delegates here have not made sufficient acknowledgment 
of the very good work done by England in India in the 
department of education and in various other ways. To 
my mind it is profitless on the present occasion to go into 
those questions, because one may well feel disposed to ask 
whether it is an achievement of which anyone can be 
proud that at the end of 150 years of British rule the ppr
centage of literates in British India is no more than about 
9 per cent. whereas you find that in Indiau India, in 
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progressive States like Mysore, Baroda and 'l'ravancore, the 
percentage is very nearly 90 per cent. 

Can it also be said that in various other matters the 
achievement has been such as commends itself entirely 
to us? It has been officially recognised that many millions 

·of hum .. n heings in British India exist on insufficient food; 
they cannot afford more than One meal a nay. I venture 
to say you will not find tIlat condition of affairs in Indian 
India. 

It has been said that you ought to go by easy stage., 
that you must not quicken the pace, that you must be 
satisfied for the pl·esent with the sort of provincial autonomy 
reported on by the Statlltory Commission. "Nhen that was 
mentioned my friend Sir Te.i Bahadur Sapru inteljected 
" Bogu, ", and I entirely agree with him in that descrip
tion of the provincial autonomy described by the Statutory 
Commission. Can that provincial autonomy be described 
as a real one under which you will have official Ministers? 
There would still be a large portion of the budget non
votable, and all the services-recruitment, discipline and 
so on-would still be jn the hands of tbe Secretary of State. 
If you call that provincial autonomy you may, but I do not 
eall it gennine or real provincial autonomy at all. 

Those who say "Go slowly; do not quicken the 
pace" are like some parents, who will never realise that 
the ward is no longer a ward but has now become a self
determining adult. Those parents and those politicians 
who take that view are sadly mistaken. The ward who 
has nOW become a self· determining adult is determined to 
have his way, to come into his own, to have the manage
ment of his own estate in his own hands. It does not do 
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for the guardian to say" If I hand over your inheritance 
to you, YOll may mismanage it, you may manage it 
inefficiently, and you will commit mistakes." ]l,fr. Prime 
Minister, we are perfectly conscious that w8 may commit 
mistakes and that for sometime our a,llIlinistration may 
be comparatively inefficient, b"t we are ,Ietermined to go 
through that stage, for we want to come into Our own. 
We may not manage thing. as efficiently as you are doing 
now, but it is our affair and we want to be allowed to 
manage it ourselves. 

It has ueen said that if you take a constitution frolll 
here, a hlll democratic government, the moment that is 
given, power will be wrested from you, the Delegates who 
come here, hy the people who have recently created all 
the trouble in India. I will not repeat the answer given 
very effectively to that suggestion by my friend M,'. Sastri. 
YiIll have to make up your minds what you will do, ami I 
beseech tblJ British Delegation to think of [he alternatives 
before them and to choose wisely. You can sMisfy Inaian 
aspi"I\tions and give, power to India in her own affairs, 
and then, as sure as fate, those people whom you call 
irresponsible at present, who are now creating all the 
tl'Ollble in Inaia, will be the first to come in and work 
that constitution in an ordered manner. On the other 
hand, if you do not do that you can make up your minds
T do not say this as a threat, hut with all gmvity and with 
all t],e emphasis I can cornmand--that the future is very 
bl~ck indeed hoth for India and England. If you do not 
grant now what India wants the position will be this; you 
will have to enter into a long-drawn struggle, increasing 
everyday. You may put down disorder; you are bound to 
put it down, and you will do so; but at every stage it will 
sooner or later again break forth with increased vigour, and 
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the sale of these publications. A leaflet called Saty"" 
was at once brought out as also some early writing d 

Mr. liandhi's which was pronounced to be seditious. The 
first print stated among other things; 

The editor I. liable at any moment to be arrested, and It is 
Impossible to eD8ure the cODtinuity of publication until India i. iD a 
happy position of supplying editors enough to take the place 01 
those who are arrested. It is not our intention to break for all time 
the laws governing the publication of new.parers. This paper will, 
therefore, exist so long oDly as the Rowlatt Legislation i. not 
withdrawn 

Meanwhile, as contemplated by MI'. Gandhi, he was 
arrested at Kosi on his way to Delhi on the morning of the 
10th April and served with an order not to enter the 
Punjab and the district of Delhi. The officer serving the 
order treated him most politely, assuring him that it would 
be his most painful duty to arrest him, if he elected to 
disobey, but that there would be no ill-will between them. 
)Ir. Gandhi smilingly said that he must elect to disobey 118 

it was his duty, and that the officer ought also to do what 
was hi., duty. Mr. Gandhi then dictated a message to 
Mr. Desai, his secretary, laying special emphasis in his oral 
message that none should resent his arrest or do anythiug 
tainted with untruth or violence which was sure to harm 
the sacred cause. 

)(r. Gandhi arrived in Hombay on the afternoon 
of the 11 th April, having been prevented from entering 
the Provinces of tlae Punjab and Delhi. An order was 
800n afte,' served on him requiring him to contine his 
activities within the limits of the Bombay Presidency. 
Having hear~ of the riots and the conse4uent bloodshed in 
different places, he caused the following message to h~ 

read at all the meetings tbat evening ;--
I have nOL been able to undereland the caUlie of au 

~~citf'Dlent and dlsturbauce that fnll,)Yo"ed. R1J rl .. tefltioD. It 
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YOil cannot rul~ 320 million people continuously by force 
and by military power. 

I trust, therefore, you will make a wise choice. You 
can make Inelifl discontented, which will mean ruination for 
her anel may mean ruination to England, or you can make 
now a contAoteel India which will be the brightest jewel in 
the Empire and its greatest glory, and which will enhance 
the reputation of the Empire which, with all its faults, has 
excited not only the admiration but even the envy of the 
rest of the world. 
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SIXTH Dn. NOV. 21. 

RAJA SHER MUHAMMAD KHAN 

Before I begin my speech I welcome the ruling of the 
Chairman tbat there should be a time-limit of ten minutes 
because as a soldier I am a man of action, not of words. 
::\fr. Prime AHnister, as tbe representative of the Army, 
and tberefor" of the classes from whicb it is drawn, my 
first and foremost duty is to· assure you of our steadfast 
loyalty and unsbakeable devotion to His Imperial Majesty 
the King Emperor and his Throne. We are thus ever 
ready to upholn the cause of the British Commonwealth of 
which India forms an integral part. It is not without con
siderable nifferenctl that I have risen to address this gather
ing wherein is collected together the intellect, the charac
ter and the experience of India and Great Britain. I am 
and have been a soldier content to serve in the Army to 
the best of my humble Burl limited capacity, taking pride 
in the performance of those routine duties which, however 
monotonous they m~y appear to civilians, are the foundations 
of th" true discipline of character. I believe, Sir, that the 
great and noble contributi'ln which the Army can make and 
has made in the past to the solution of India's problems is 
the building up of a strong, self-reliant, vigorous and self
dependent Indian nation, cemented by those bonds of com
radeship, professional pride and military discipline which 
the people of India have always displayed in the hour of 
greatest glory. 

I am a stranger to politics, ignorant alike of the 
nieeties of Parliament, indifferent to tbe arts of tbe 
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delllagogue, and impervious to the appeals ofself-advertise
ment. My life has been spent on the battlefi~lds, on the 
snowy peaks of Asia Minor and the fertile valley ()f the 
Nile, and on the rocks of the frontier where Sir Abdul 
Q'liyum olvns the I~nd. China, Iraq, Turkey, Egypt and 
India have been the chief theatres where the regiment t~ 
which I h'lVil the honour to belong has fought. I went 
through the ordeal of the world-wide war, supremely 
confident of the .i ustice of our cause, and determined W 

fight for those principles which were so gloriomly vindi
cated on many a battlefield throughout Europe and Asia. 
Even now, I can picture to myself the scene. I can recall 
the field which seemed covered with poppies and call to 
memory the heroic deeds of thousands of my comrades in 
arms who laid down their lives with a smile of supreme 
satisfaction and cheerfully obeyed the call of duty on the 
inhospitable rocks and inaccessible creeks of the Frontier. 
While the politicians are busy discussing forms, modes and 
aspects of the constitution, while they are busy with the 
permutation and combination 01 policies, programmes aud 
principles we martial races of In.lia guard the Frontier 
from the incessant raids of the stranger. It is the Army 
which acts as a bulwark against the limitless ambitions and 
boundless greed, not only of the Trans-Frontier people, 
but also of foreign powers. The long coast-line of Madras 
antI Bombay is protected by the might of the British Navy. 
If the British ships are withdrawn, even for a day, the
teeming millions (If Madras and Bombay would be exposed 
to the fury of powers which I ne~d not mention. 

I have deemed it necessary to state these facts as 
they are consistently ignored by tbe framers of constitutions. 
I belong to a community which has given a splendid 
account of itself in the past. Its achievements in the 
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domain of art, cultur!', learning and sCIence are 
in the hearts of those countless millions in 

'engraved 
India who 

carryon the great tradition of our ancestors. As monu
ments the record of its achievements is embodied in those 
great institutions which have stood the test of time and are 
now the foundation of modern India. The Punjab, the 
Province to which I have the honour to belong was ruled 
by the Muslims for seven centuries, and though it was 
occupied by Ranjit Singh and his arillY for the brief space 
of thirty years, it is and must remain the centre of Muslim 
activity in India. 

n is the focus of Muslim endeavour, Muslim energy, 
and Muslim capacity for a practical, orderly and 
harmonious life. Not only has my province made great 
strides in education, but also there has been a renaissance 
in the rural and urban parts of the Province, and I am not 
exaggerating when I say that modern Punjab has risen 
like Phrenix, from its asbes, and is showing all the vitality 
and vigour of a martial Province. 

The Punjab is the shield, spear-head and sword-hand 
of India, and it has won this proud title by its association 
with the flower of the British Army in every campaign in 
Asia. I am sure that our most popular Governor, Sir Malcolm 
Hailey, who is fortunatp.ly here present, will agree with me. 
It was the Punjabi soldier with his simple life and sturdy 
spirit, who saved India during the confusion and anarchy 
of the Mutiny. The splendid band of fighters who poured 
into the rich and fertile Gangetic Plains from the defiles 
of many a Punjab hill rendered services which are 
recorded in the annals of British endeavour in letters of 
gold. At the heginning of the War the Punjab had about 
one hundred thousand men of all ranks in the Army. At 
the close of the War no less than half a million haa serTed 

17 
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with the Colours. The number of figbting men raised 
during the four years of War was roughly 360,000, more 
than half the total Dumber raised in India. 

Speaking at Rawalpindi, on February 6th, 1921, His 
Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught, used these 
memorablA words-" The achievement of the Punjab was 
indeed remarbhle. Even before the 'War the Punjab 
had a name familiar in the military annals of the Em pire, 
but during the War she became a household word, not 
~nly on account of the Dum bllr of men from the Punjah 
who joined the Colours, but also on account of the splendid 
fighting qualities they displayed in many a campaign." 

The Muhammadan Community suppli ed more than 
half the number of recruits raised <lUl'ing the four years of 
War. In fact, two Muslim districts of Rawalpindi and 
Jhelum, out of a total male population of h quarter of a 
million, sent nearly thirty thousan 1 men with the Colours 
during the last year of the "Var. 

Mr. PrimA Minister, I have supplied tbese figures, not 
in a spirit of vain glory or self-praise. I have done so be
cause I feel there is a possibility of our losing sight of the 
fundamental fact that the government is a government of 
men, and a constitution cannot be manufactured to order. 
It must be adapted to the capacities, tradition and environ
ment of each country. I have no desire to discuss the 
political problems which confront you. I do not wish to 
enlarge on either the necessity or the difficulty of Dominion 
Status. My point is that our entire scheme of constitution 
would be a complete failure unless we make adequate pro
vision for the Indian Army. 

If India wllnts to be a mistress in her own household, 
if she is keen on acquiring a status which will ensure her 
equality with the Dominions, the problems of the Army 
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muat be faced by her with courage and candonr. The 
position now is that the number of Indians who have 
t'eceivea Commissions in his Majesty's Forces is alarming
ly low. The one pl'inciple which must be kept permanently 
in view is that thel'e should be uc) duality in the Army. 
The Government hILS propoun,lerl a scheme of duality in the 
Central Government; th" Indian Statutory Commission has 
devised a still more complicate,l and impractical scheme. 
They recommend the m'lintenance of an Iluperial Army 
and Domininn Army. In my humble opinion auality in 
the Army will aisorganise the whole machinery of the 
Army department. It will prol\uce constant friction, breed 
innu'Ilerable troubles, and lea,l to extravagance and even 
-daos. The Army in India must be one and indivisible. 

Having stated this basic principle, let me deal with 
some of its implications. If India achieves a Federal 
Government, and I cannot conceive any other form of 
Government in such a vast country, she will have a 
National Army, setting the highest standanl in organising 
the resources of men and materials and focussing her 
needs, the building up of an efficient and stt'iking fighting 
machine. 

The National army mu~t, however, be supplemented 
by Citizen Militia or Military Police maintained by each 
Federal Province of British India. The powers of the 
National army over the Citizen Militia will be varied. 
There must be co-ordination of supervision and control. I 
cannot contemplate the possibility of a Citizen Militia of 
each province acting independently of others of the National 
army. This would produce chaos and disorder. As 
British Indian Stlltes gain in experience, this control might 
be relaxed to some extent. Whilst it is essential that the 
individuality and treedom of the Citizen Militia of each 
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province should be maintained intact, it is no less essential' 
that tbere should. be supervision by, and co-ordination with 
the National army. The National army mllst be under a 
Council, consisting of the Viceroy, Commsnuer-in-Chief 
and other Members of specialised experience, and mllst be 
f,oee /1'om the ebb and flow of A~8embl!J politics. 

This is my conception of the part which the Army will 
play in the centre as well as in the provinces of Federal 
India. 

This brings me to another problem, which the Round 
Table Conference will have to discu~s. One aspect of this 
is the provision of Officers for the Indian Army. I am con
vinced that excellent material exists in India for officers and 
that if opportunities were provided for Indians, the requisite 
number of officers would have been forthcoming in large 
numbers. It must be admitted that the methons adopted 
hitherto for the supply of officers have not been satisfac
tory. I need not go into details, as these problems wefe 
discu,sed exhaustively by the Savdhurst Committee. I am 
strongly of the opinion that an Indian Sandhurst ,houl,i be 
created, and tbat the number of Commissions to be given to 
Indians sluuld be rapidly increasp,d. It is obvious tbat the 
rate of advance will depend upon numerous factors, and I 
am not going to lay down here the minimum number of 
years during which the Indian army should be "Indianis
ed." Again, under zeal for Inrlianization, we mu.t not 
overlook the impol·tant fact. that not all parts of India can 
produce recruits in sufficient numbers. Whatever the 
theorists may say about the absence of non-martial races in 
India the palpable and vivid realization of th" fundamental 
facts of history and pbysical geography, environ
ment and climat,e, must be kppt permanently in view. 
There are some parts of India where recruits of the requi-
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site stamp can be raised, There are other pal't, whet'e the 
absence of martial trarlitiou, the inclemencies of climate 
and the nature of environment and occupation, r~nc1er effi
cieot service impossible, If the Army of New [TIlli. is to be 
efficient it must contaill n,l: fitJ1oe}' I~/ it., lJulitl/Uod, 

tlw cream oj the Suciety. U mll'it ('Olltl~;'l j}~fn who ((}'e 

detamined and preparerl 10 ,Iic, au<l not logicians to whom 
mere physical abstractio"s make greatm' appeal thaI' solid 
realities. 

Hence the martial l'le,,,, an,l the 1l1~l'tial provlUces 
must be specially utiliserl fur til" l'Ul'pnse, This seems to 
me to be an indispensable prelirnin~ry to any sncce"ful 
experiment in the necessary National Army, 

I have not discussed the quesl ioo of iutel'llal ol'ganiza
tioo of the, Army, nor h'lve I dealt Ivitlt the IHlIUcrQU3 other 
problems which arise out of the subject, which I have 
sketched, It is unnecessary for Ille to do so, as I think 
that it will be foun,l that a COlllmittee of Defence, which 
this Conference should establish will be the propel' body 
for this purpose. Such a COTllmittee seems to me to be 
ab,solutely necessary as the structure of OUl' Constitntion 
will be shaky ana very· unsollnd until it is based on a 

practical and efficient "ystem of a N ationltl Army from 
OUr Common Motherland. 
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Mr. Prime Minister: I did not intend speaking here
either to-day or at any stage of these proceedings, but 
some of the members of the British Indian Delegatioll 
had told me, as recently as last night and this morning, 
that it was my duty to express my views. I have come 
quite unprepared, but the best preparation of all has bHn 
the proceedings of this Conference (Hear, hear ). You, 
Sir, and the British representatives of the three Parties of 
the state have heard practically every school of Indian 
thought. From the Hindus to the Muslims, coming down 
across the centre, nearly every school has ·spoken. Their 
Higbnesses, the Princes, have spoken. If we eliminate all 
differences, there is on one point complete unanimity. 'Ve 
all ask for a full measure of Self-Government. (Applause)_ 
I think, as Chairman of the British Indian Delegation, 
working in co-operation with the two other Delegations, 
I can 8a)' tbat we are all unitedly asking for til at. We 
ask you to promise us tbe framework. If the picture that 
we are to paint on it is unsatisfactory to any of the 
important minorities or to the Princes or to a small section 
of tbe minorities, we will try again-(Applause)-and if 
we fail we will try again-(Renewed Applausc)-and we 
will continue trying till we produce something that will be 
generally satisfactory. I for one am particularly anxious 
that it shall be in a form which will ensure that not only 
every Indian minority but the British commercial element 
11l India shall be satisfied that their interests are safe 
in thei,' hanas. As to the interests of this counh'J 
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a united India could offer her a far greater security 
as to her commercial interests than anything she has 
at present-could offer you a 10Dg dated treaty on 
the lines of the German-Russian Treaty of 1904. For 
many year~ tbat would ensure your commerce fair and 
equitable treatmeDt, and that would give your people a 
sense of security. The same applies to debt and to other 
interests which could be infinitely safer than merely rely
ing as at present, on the streDgth of this country aud not on 
a cODsented agreement with India. 

Mr. Prime Minister, there is no reason why-if we can 
produce a federal scheme that will please the Princes, that. 
will please the Hindus, that will please the Muslims, that 
will please the smaller minorities and that will satisfy all 
the legitimate .commercial interests and 'i.t the same time for 
a period which has certain objects-·there is no reason why 
we should not at this moment start on the basis of full self
government and responsibility. (Applause). 



THE MAN AND HIS MISSION 

~;:.vagraha. It Is worse than durag,·aha. Those who join Satya-. 

f,aba demonstratioDs are bound ODe and all to refrain at all 
azard from violence, DoL to throw stones or in any way whatever 

injure anyhody. 

I therefore snggest that if we cannnt conduct this movement 
.!thout the slightest violence from our side, the movement might 
Rye to be abandoned or it may be necessary to give it a different 
and still more restricted shape. It may be necessary to go even 
farther. The time may come for Ille to offer Satyagraha against 
O11l'llelves. I would not deem it a disgrace that we die. I shall be 
paIned to hear of the death of a Satyagrahi, but I shall consider it 
to be the proper sacrifice given for the sake of the struggle. 

I do not see what penance I can offer excepting that it is for 
me to fast and if need be b~ 80 doing \0 give up this body and thus 
, '''ve the truth of Satyagraha. I appeal to you to peacefully dis

.• and to refrain from acts that may in any way bring disgrace 
n the people of Bombay. 

But the dl/mgmha of the few upset the calculations of 
Gannhi, as he harl so constantly been warned by many 

!,is friends and admirers wbo could not however subs
. e to his faith in civil disobedience. The story of the 
"edy needs no repeating. It is written on tbe tablet of 
." with bitter memories, ann the embers of tba! contro· 
;)' have not yet subsided. But lilt-. G~ndbi, with a deli
v of conscience and a fine appreciation of truth, which 
IHlve learut to associate with bis name as with that of 
lYman, felt for tbe wrongs done to Englishmen witb the 

. ·"e passionate intensity with which be felt for those inflict· 
on bis own countrymen. Few words of remorse in re

:rled literature are more toucbing than tuose uttered by 
r. Gandhi in his speech at Ahmedabad on the 14th April, 
, 19. They are in the supreme manner of Cardinal 
"wman's Apologia pro vita sua: 

Brothers, tbe events that have happened in the course at the 
, few days have been most disgraceful to Ahmedabad, and as all 
~(', things have happened in my name, I am ashamed of them, 

.>1 those who have been responsible for them have thereby not 
·,.oured me but di.graced me. A rapier run through my body 
·,ld hardly have pained me more. I have said times without 
.• uber that Satyagraha admlta of no violence, no pillage, no 
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I have to thank you, Sir, for giving me an opportunity 
to address this Conference this morning. Had I been 
serving on the principal Committee which is going to be 
formed at the end of this session I should not trouble you 
to give me a few minutes; but, not being attached as a 
tail to any group, I was left in the lurch and had to claim 
justice at your hands. 

I represent here the southern portion of tbe Bombay 
Presidency non· Brahmins. They number about ten millions. I 
am also an accredited representative of the great Maharatta .. 
community. Tbe Maharatta community is well-known for 
its past history, and its military prowess was exhibited as 
1ately as the last war. I need not take up much of the 
time of the Conference in detailing the facts concerning or 
describing tl,,; achievements of my race; suffice it to say 
that word for word the description given by my gallant 
friend from the Punjab, the Raja of Domeli, will apply to 
the race to which I have the honour to belong. 

The Maharattas, as is well-known, have been loyal 
ann have kept themselves aloof from the agitation of tbe 
Congress. Tn the non-co-operation agitation of 1921 they 
kept themselves apart and did not participate to any extent 
in the troubles that were cansed by it. In orner to show 
their loyalty to the Honse of Windsor they mustered 
about 2[),OOO strong in tbe city of Poona to welcome His 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, largely as a resnlt of 
the exertions of two Maharatta Princes. 
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They gave a direct challenge to the success of the 
non-eo-operation movement at that time, hut times have 
changed and minds have chau"ed. During the space of 
eight or nine short years theri' has been a gl'eat change 
in the mentality of the :'Ifaharatta people, and the second 
adventure of J\Iahatrna Gandhi has met with a good rleal of 
success. The Maharatta pea~antry haR fallen nnder the 
spell of non·co·operation, as is evidencerl by th~ big 
gatherings of lu,OOO, 15,000, 20,000, and sometilfles even 
311,000 people who go out into the fOI'ests to commit what 
is technically called forest sadhana. As the ""I,,)l1sible 
l\Iini,ter in charge of the fumsts of the Bomhay Presidency, 
I have from <lay to day to hear and Bcan reports and to 
see what goes on in the Presidency, and I was really 
surprised to see that the imagination of the people had 
beeu touched to such an extent by thR teachings of that 
wiry and small bannia who was despised a few years 
before. 

'Vhat is the seCI'et of Mahatma Ganalli'. success? 
He has awakened the sense of self-respect among the 
people, and everywhere now the cry is "'Ve must he 
masters in our own house." That is a very great acbieve
ment indeed, but lit the same time let me assure 

. yon that, "s everyone of my Indian friends knows the 
whole Indian nation is thoroughly loyal to the Throne. 
Althongh we all-Hindus :lnd lIlussulmans and whatever we 
may be-want to be m:lsters in our own house, there is no 
thought of disloyalty. \Ve do not want to separ:lte ft'OID 

the British Empire; we want to live within it, and even in 
these days of unrest if any member of the Royal family 
will come to India I am quite SUl'e that not only the 
Mnssulmans but the M. harattas and other IIindus from 
every pl'Ovince will show their loyalty and their love 
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for the Empire, under which they have enjoyed so 
many benefits. 

We are generally a law-abiding people, and although 
during these forest Sadhanas some little damage is done, it 
is done not with any object of private gain or private pro
fit, but simply to assert that the people are protesting 
against a system which is grinding them down. 

The Government of Bombay have recogniserl these 
aspirations of the people. They could not support the re
commendations made by the Simon Commission-and who 
in India has accepted those recommendatiQn8? They have 
been looked upon as very reactionary, and many I'eopl~ have 
even refused to look at them. The Government of Bombay 
have in their despatch, shown what should be the future 
constitution of Inrlia, and in this I am very glad to say .. 
the Government have recognised that India should he given 
some amount of self-respect by bestowing upon her tbe 
power to have a little mastery in her own house. The· 
government have recommended certain reservations and 
certain safeguards, but responsibility in the centre has been 
advocated, and that I bring to the notice of this (Jonterence, 
for it is a very important thing. A number of people say 
theri! should be provincial autonomy only, and that there· 
need not be any advance at the centre. Provincial auto
nomy, as it is called, is our due. We have worked the 
Montagu·Chelmsford system and the dyarchic system, and 
I may assure this Conference that the responsible Ministers· 
who took part in its administration will not look at dyarchy 
again. Dyarchy has been condemned and complete Provin
cial autonomy must be given at this time or else the 
system will not work. Much has been said about the 
preservation of Law and Order. I do not myself see any 
difficulty there. The Hindus and the Mosll'ms do form. 
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one peopk We have lived together in perfect confidence 
in one another and in amity. In the Bombay Council my 
Party and the Mussalmans have worked t.ogether with 
almost one Blind. I am quite sure that, when Provincial 
autonomy comes, if Sir Ghulam Hussein Hidayatlllla were 
made Minister in charge of law and order, no Hindu would 
ever entertain any fear. With pardonable pride, I may 
say, Sir, that if I am put in charge, if I am called upon 
to hear the burden of high office, my Mohammadan 
friends will always trust me. So the amity between Hindus 
and Mohammadans I am quite sure of. 

Difficulties in our domestic affairs can be settled. We 
have settled them before, and we shall settle them now. 
In the Army Hindu·lIIohammadan questions never al'ise. 
When fighting shoulder to shonlder the Hindu is proud to 
he a Mohammadan and the Mohammadan to be a Hindu. 
When a regiment contains some Hindu and some Moham
madan companies, the Hindus take part in Moslem festivals 
and the Mohammadans join the Hindus in their sorrowS 
and share in their joys. 

I should like to say a few words ahout the new India 
that is taking shape. The yonths of the countt·y are 
taking the movement in their own hands. People looking 
on the surface only may think that their activities are only 
political, but that is not true. The yonnger generation is 
realising that for the sake of the unity of India differences 
of caste and creed and race ought to disappear. Whatever 
differences there may be between tbe older people, I am 
quite sure that their children will come together as friends 
and brothers. The next generation is going to be some
thing quite different. 

I have to say something also about the Army, but :'is 
time is limited I need not say much, A few week~ ago, 
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I had a talk with a British General and discussed with him 
the scheme which is at present being given as a sop to the 
Indians. The General agreed with me that the present 
scheme was not satisfactory. He said that under that 
scheme Indian Officers would get hardly any training in 
responsibility. I asked him what he would recommend, 
and he said that it would be much better if young officers 
were made lieutenants in some of the Indian regiments, and 
then these young officp.rs from Sandhurst and military col
leges could be put uOller them. Then it would be easy for 
tllP-m to get military knowledge and to imbibe trailitioos 
more quickly than unoer the present system. 

I was very agreeably surprised to hear from the 
speeches of the Princes that they are eager to come 
within the Federation. I had not expected that, 
that time would come so quickly. I had exppcted 
that, for a time at all events, the Indian Princes would 
like to form their own confederation anil then to come into 
the general scheme after some years of experience. 
If they are already eager to join the general Ferleration 
I would not like to stand in their way, although I think 
that perhaps it would be better for the Indian Princes to 
develop their own Indian Chamber of Princes, to form a 
federation of their own, to take up certain problems in 
v.-hich the Rajas and Maharajas are interested and in tbis 
way build up a tradition of tbeir own while allowing 
British India to develop along its own lines. Tbe develop
ment of British India bas been all along on the liues of 
unity of Government. Evolution is doing its part, and 
when the provinces are properly developed there will be 
a time-I think a very short time-within which Britisb 
India and Indian Inilia will be united. W p. ~hall then be 
able to show that the spirit of amity and friendsbip tbat 
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has pervaded this Conference has secure foundations, 
tbat Ill~ia is an indivisable whole and is determinec1 to 
be a Nation, determined to take her rightful place amollg 
the other nations. 



COLONEL HAKSAR 

Sir, yest~rday you expressed the hope that we should 
be able to finish OUl' proceedings to-day by noon. It is 
DOW twenty minutes past eleven, you have still got to sum 
up, and you must have much more time to sum up-and 
are entitled to have it-than any member of any delegation. 
I must not encroach on your time and I shall try not to do 
so. This conference if it has not already formally done so, 
will appoint a Committee to consider and recommend the 
principles on which the future Government of India should 
rest. That Committee will report and this conference 
will examine the suitability of its recommendations. 
For this reason any expression of views at this stage as to 
how the future should be ordered appears to me to pre
judice the issue or to be at hest superfluous. Yet by the 
will of th is Conference, the opportunity for a general dis
cussion has been extended from day to day and from hour 
to hour. I take it Sir, that the ohject of the general dis
cussion is to bring about a comprehensive attitude of mind 
in this Conference-an attitude of mind which will result 
from every member of this Conference becoming acquainted 
with the different points of view, to the end that the final 
conclusions of this Conference may be in cognisance with 
the general wish and related to the powerful factors which 
constitute the complex problem with which India and 
England are to-day confronted. 

May I, with your permission, trace for a moment the 
genesis of this Conference to 11 point of time anterior to 
Sir .John Simon's recommendation, and concurrently express 
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my view of the reasons which invest this Conference with 

. such tremendous importance. The conditions which led to 
·the Governm.mt of India Act 1919, I submit, had already 
come into existence 4;) years before, and so it was that in 
1885 the foun']ation was laid of the Indian National Con
gress at the instance of no l"ss a person th'ln Lord Dufferin, 
then Viceroy of India. The conditions which led to the 
reforms of 1919 had also been so created. By the Govern
ment of India Act 1919 it was provided that after the 
Reforms h'ld be"n in operation for ten years an enquiry 
would he he}t{ in regar,\ to certain ~p"cified issues. When 
England mltrle this provision it consciously desired to 
review the result of the big experiment it was launching. 
But sllbcon<ciollsly, I submit, by that v"ry provision it 
brought on record the fact th at the experiment it was 
trying, bold though it was, did not cover all the factors 
of the problem which it had set out to solve. In 
the iUDer consciousness of England there was the feel
'ing thM thA Act of 1919 had ignored the existence 
of the Innian States. This phase of the problem has 
-obtruded itsillf since on the attention hoth of the British 
'Government and of the people of British India. But I 
must P'lSS on to the operations of the Act of 1919 and 

·show how the existing unhappy conditions in India are the 
·consequence of that Act. In British India that Act 
·created an appetite which grew, and has grown by what 
it fed on. Sir, it has been remarked that the present 

·conditions in India constitute a problem of Briti8h India. 
I beg to submit that the problem of British India is al80 
<the problem of the Indian States, because the conditions 
tbat have arisen in Indi-t are every day in a greater 
measure affecting the Indian States.' It has been said 

that the problem of India is a racial pl·oblem. It mayor 
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may not be so. I believe tbat it is so to .. coosiderable 
extent on account of the rlliative position of the Englishman 
and the Indian in Inaia. V{hether that position has 
exi8ted by design or in consequence of the (}overnment of 
India, or in spite of it, is not the point. That it has 
existed is a fact. Let every Englishman search his heart 
and fioa an answer to the questinn how he wonld feel 
if the position were reversed-if in his hnme in England 
his position became something like what the pnsition of 
the Indian is in his own home. 

But IV hetber fundamentally the prohlem is a racial' 
problem or not, is it not in a deeper sense a buman 
problem? I do not think it is any matter for wonder that 
every Indian-Prince or peasant-shonld, in consequence 
of the conditions which have prevailed for certainly a 
period of 60 years counting back to 1870, should feel, and 
strongly feel, that he might be saved from bis friends. 
I submit, therefor61, that the problem of India may he 
viewed as a problem of human oatm'e, ana let no 
doctrinaire considerations obscure the view. 

I promised to explain how the present po,ilion in 
India is due to the Retorms of 1919. I do not propose to 
review the legislation of the last ten years to illustrate 
how that legislation has adversely affected the rights of 
the State. in maoy ways, or how it has given rise to the
feeling in British India that measures can be carried which 
the country feels al'e opposed to its interests. I shall' 
choose only one example. 'fake the fixation of the 
exchange ratio at 1/6. It was a measure which was 
carried, I need not recall the well known circumstances
in which it was carried. It was a measure which affected 
British India and the States alike. India may well wonder 
how a measure to which there was such strong and large 
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opposItIon couM be carried against the wislles of the 
country. In any case the States did not even have the 
opportunity of expres,ing in any proper sphere-ann such 
a sphere does not even exist to-day-and join the chorus 
of disapproval against that measure. It may tberefore
be said to the creelit of the Reforms of 1919 and the 
Government 01 India Act of that year tiUit tl",y hnve served 
the very uselul ptll"pose of enabling India, British India 
and the States, to determine what radical cbanges are 
necessary in her constitution for the safeguard of 
her vital interests. This one illustration alone should 
suffice to explain, firstly, British India's cry for 
the transfer of re8pon~ibility from the centre and 
secondly, the anxiely of the States that in matters which 
affect them and British India in common they should have 
an effective voice in the framing and execution of policies_ 

Burprise has been expressed in va,-ious q narters that 
the States have shown a readiness to federate with British 
India even thou;;h nntil the other day they always maintain
ed that they and British India mutually should have no 
concern with each other. This surprise is to me truly 
amazing_ Is the attitude of the States not the direct logical 
consequence of the Reforms of 1919 and the aftermath of 
those Reforllls? 

While on this point I should like to offer tlVO further 
observations. The first is that the conditions in British 
India no longer, as I have said, constitute the problem of 
British India. They constitute as much the problem of the 
States .. s those of British India. The other is that if the 
States whole-heartedly support the demands of British 
India, if they desire to unite with British India in a 
federation which will rest upon their vital aud fundamen
tal rights being recognised, they do so not to gain any ex-

18 
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Incendiarism; and still in the name of Satyagraba we burnt down 
buildings, forcibly captured weapons, extorted money, stopped 
trains, cut off telegraph wires, killed innocent people and plundered 
sbops and prlvote houses. If deeds such as tbese could save me 
from the prison house or the sC81Iold I should not like to be so 
saved. 

It is open to anybody to say that but for the Satyagr.ha cam
paign, there would not have been this violence. For this I have 
already done a penance, to my mind an unendurable one, namely, 
that I have had to postpone my visit to DeIhl to .eek rearrest, and 
I have also been obliged to suggest a temporary restriction of 
Sstyagraha to a limited field. This has been more painful to me 
than a wound, but this penance is not eoough, and I have there
fore decided to fast for three days, i.e., 72 hours. I llope my last 
will pain no one, I believe a seventy-two houn' fa8t is easier for 
me than a twenty-four hours' fast for you. And 1 have impose<j 
on me a discipline whirh I can bear. 

In conseq lienee of the violence, he ordered a general 
suspension ot the movement on the 1 Rth April, only to be 
resumed on another occasion which was soon to follow in 
the heels of the Punjab tragedy. 

THE PU~,JAB DISORDERS 

Before passing to a consideration of the Khilafat ques
tion and Mr. Gan'Y'i's lead which made it such a potent 
and All-India agitation, we mnst say a word on the after
math of the Punjab tral:edy, It is unnecessary to recount 
the extraordinary happenings in the Punjab as time and 
vigilant enquiries have laid bare the unscrupulous methods 
of that Government. For over a year, the tale of the Punjab 
atrocities, the shooting down of a defenceless and unarmed 
gathering of some 2,000 men, women and children in cold 
blood at the Jallianwallah Bagh, the monstrous methods 
of martial law administered by Col. Johnson and Bosworth 
Smith, the outl'ageous indignities to which the poor people 
of the place were subjected, the callolls disregard of life 
and respect with which Sir Michael O'Dwyer and Brigadier 
Dyer were inflicting some of the worst features of Prussia
nism on a helpless people-the crawling order and the 
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elusive advantage for themsel ves, but with the object of 
keeping the Empire whole and entire. They do so out of 
their loyalty to the King-Emperor. They are once again 
doing for England what they aid in 1857, namely, coming 
to England's rescue. In just that lies the true inwardness 
Qf the attitune wh;ch the States are taking to-day. 
They are desirous ot restoring peace and contentment to 
their unhappy country and 01 rehabilitating the honour of 
England in Innia. If tbe unitary form of government 
remains, I doubt very much if England will feel the con
fidence to concede to Innia all that India is asking. If the 
States come in, and there is a federal form of government, 
I am sure that that fact would inspit·e England with suffi
cient confidence to entrust to India the management of her 
Qwn affairs. 

'What better can England ask of Providence than a 
uniten and contented India behind her to face with her all 
the risks of tbe future and to help her in solving her many 
domestic problems? A united India, I believe, !jas been 
the goal and the ideal of England in India, and the States 
have come along to make the realisation of that ideal pos
sible. They are asking England to put the coping stone 
Qn the magnificent edifice which she has raised in India, 
and, inneed, by consenting to let the people of India 
manage the .. ffairs of their country according to their 
genius, they are enabling England to win the blessings of 
the 3:10,000,000 men and women of India who according 
to their faith in Kismet actually believe that the day of 
their deliverance is now dawning. 



MR C. Y. CHl~TAMANI 

:\fr. Prime :\linist.el·: As a humble member of t.he 
Delegat.ion from British India, and as almost. the last 
sp~akt'r from IImoog its ranks, I ileern it my duty and 
privilege to express my profonnd lind rAspectful appreciation 
of the valuable contribution which Their Highnesses the 
Ruling Princes have maile to the success of t.hese delibera
tions. In the future In.1ia----a united, greater Iodia-~the 
part which the Princes will have to play will be even more 
important than that which has Alrelldy fallAn t.o their lot; 
and, speaking itS a Hindu with all the traditional reverence 
of my race for ruler., I express the confident. hope th. in 
them thp. federated India will fin'] the hest friends, philoso
phers and guides. 

Next, ( ask you permission to express my appreciation 
of the patient endurance anrl comtesy with which the mem
hers of the B"itish Delegation have IistMed without a word 
of interruption to many an unpal;ttaLle truth which has been 
driven home to their minds by the speakers from my coun
try. This spirit of discipline which is out one of the many 
traits of British character of which I am a profound 
-admirer conve}s to us its own lesson, and I trust I shall 
have the good fortune, liS previous speakers have had, of 
bl'ing given an equally patient hearing for a few minutes. 

I am not in the least disturbed by the speech of our 
-ex-Secretary of Statl', Lord Peel. I rea.d long years ago 
that the British 'I'ory has a habit of being most vehement 
in his protestation just on the point of surrendering a hope
lessly untenahle position. 
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Sir, the accents of Lord Peel were mildness itself 
compared with the strident utterances of some of his 
colleagues in his party, and if I werp, he I should shudder 
to think of' ,,-hat reception would be accorded to him hy the 
Churchills and the Beaverbrooks of the party. I hope, 
Sir, that history willrel'eat itself, and that the party of 
which Lord Peel is a shining ornament will not be slow 
to profit by the example of'the g'J'p.atest Tory Leader of 
the last century, MI'. Disrae\i, and that just as he stole 
the garments of the Liberal Party and introduced the 
Reform Bill in 1847, so it will he Lord Peel's Party who. 
if the opportnnity falls to them will not be slow to take 
advantage of the spade work that yOU\' party is now doing 
in order to confer upon India the gift of self-g-overnment. 

Lord P~el, as the bearel' of II. peat and historic name, 
may slso profit by the example of his. great-grandfather, 
who had no hesitation in giving the protection and repealing 
the Corn Laws, and that the great.-grand.on will have no 
hesitation in realising that to obstruct the political advance 
of India is to stantl hy a lost C~IBe. and that he will be 
wise in his day if he will join your ranks and will h~lp 

us in our ad vance_ 
But onc word I shall permit myself to say with 

regard to his observations on commercial monopolies and 
the conditions by which industrial lind commercial 
advance is guined. As he evidently thinks that 
there is no injustice or inequality operating against 
Indians, I desire with all rpspecl to make a present to 
him of this book, the life of the greatest of India's great 
industrial captains, J N. Tata, by an Englishman F. R. 
Harris. If he goes through this book I am Sure he will . 
see from many illustrations, cited with a wealth of detail, 
that tht'l'e is jmtification for the complaints which we IIttel'~ 
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At the commencement of om procetldillgs I was by no 
'means sure whether Lora Reading had come to pray or to 
cu.-se, and after listening to his speech of ye,tenlay I am 
still left in doubt as to what attitude he is going to adopt 
when the "tage comes for concrete proposals. But :::lir, true 
to the definition of Libemlism, Lord Reading has not stood 
still during the days that have elapsed since his return from 
India. He confessed yesterday that he was responsible for 
II certain utteran',e in the Legislative Assembly some 
years ago, when it was sought to explain that responsible 
Government was different from and less than Dominion 
statlls, the latter of which was never promised to us. He 
made a confession yesterday which was gratifying to us, 
.and I hope that, as he claimed to be an inheritoL· of the 
great trad itioys of liberalism, he will care more for the 
liberalism of the greatest of the liberals whom this or any 
·other country has known, l\lt-. Gladstone, than for the 
liberalism of his colJ6Jlgue, :::>il" John Simon. Mr. Glad
stone stated a proposition and enunciated a principle which 
I respectfully beg to bring to the notice of Lonl Reading • 

. He said: 

It is one of the uniform and unfailing rules that guide human 
. judgment, if not at the moment, yet of hb;tol'Y, tuat when a long 

relation has existed between a nation of .superior strength and one 
()f inferior strength, and that relation has gone wl'ong, the l'e~poD8i
.bility for the guilt rests upon the strong rather than upon the week. 

AgaiO, to this I invite his particular attention. 

"I hold," said Mr. Gladstone, "that the capital agent in 
·aetermining finally the qu.estion whether our power in India 
will be the will of the 2!O millions of people who inhabit India. 
The question who shall have supreme rule in India is, by the laws 

, of right an Indian question, and those laws ot right a.re ftom day to 
day growing into laws of facl Our title to be there depends on 
tbe first condition that our going there is profitable to the Indian 
'nation, and on the second condition that we can make them seo 
and uouerstand it tij be profitable." 
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This, Sir, should be the true principle and not the' 
latter day imperialistic doctrine which seeks to use what 
are called coloured peoples as the foot-stool upon which 
the colourless :people might build their prosperity and rise
to fame. 

Sir, it is a great privilege and advantage that this historic 
conference has for its president no less a mau than your
self, the first subject of the Crown, the holder of the 
g"eatest office in the British Empire. 'Ve Indians have 
many reasons to be gratefnl to you. k:arly in your public 
life you showed an interest in India and a concern for her 
welfare aud progress, which led to your visit to my coun
try and the subsequent publication of the book called 
"The Awakening of India." Your sympathy was so pro
nounced that the Indian Naticnal Congress invited you to 
fill the office of its President in the year 1911 and you, 
expressed your readiness to accept that position but for 
domestic political circumstances which rendered it impos
sible for you to go. Three years later you showed, when· 
the War br()ke out, that in you there was not the so-called' 
professional politician, a soldier of fortune, but one who 
had the courage of conviction and was fearless of unpopu
larity. (Hear, hear.) Six years after that you made 
a gift to my country, a gift which I in particulal' value. 
Here is that gift. It is a constant friend of mine, because· 
whenever I, in the exercise of my vocation 8;8 an Indian. 
editor, feel induced to pay compliments to the Govern
ment of India, I find them in "The Government of India" 
by J. Ramsay MacDonald, in which there is plenty of 
ammunition with which to make attacks on that Govern, 
ment. In the Preface to your book I read: 

India's needs cannot be met by an adjustment here and au, 
adjustment tbere. They bave to be viewed in their wide sweep. 
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In 1928, presiding at the British 
Labour Conference in London you said: 

Commonwealth 

I hope that within a period "f months rather than years there 
win be a new Dominion to the Commonwealth of our Nations, a. 
Dominion of another race, a. Dominion that will find self-respect as 
an equal within the British Commonwealth. I refttr to Illdia. 

Anrl your party, in 1929, on the eve of the election, 
said-and this is what your party is committed to :-

The Labour Party believes in the right of the Indian people t<> 
self-government and self-determination, and the policy of the Labour 
Government would be one of C'ontinuoas co-operation with them 
with the one object of establishing India at the earliest po .. ihle mo
ment, and by her consent, as an equal partnl:'T with tht:. other mem
bers of the British Common wealth of Nations. 

Sir, I trust that this Conference, unique and unprece
dented in many ways, will propose lasting frieudship 
between our two gl'eat nlltions. It is no good following 
Lorrl Uosebery and writing efficiency on a clean slate. 
Efficiency of administration which does not lead to the 
contentment and happiness aud prosperity of thl' people 
has no meaning and·,no reality. After nearly a century and 
a half of Bdtish bureaucl'lltic rule in India illiteracy is 
still the badge of the tribe. There is poverty which a former 
Secretary of State, the Uuke of Argyll, described as poverty 
wor.e tban any that could be witnessed anywhere in 
Europe, and there is communal tension, there is incapacity 
for military defence. For all the.e thing. it is the British 
policy and the bureaucratic system of government which 
are responsible. No longer should the Government of 
India be maintained as what it h". been called a despotism 
of de.prttch boxes tempered by occasional loss of 
keys. No longer should red tape be the king and sealing 
wax the ministers. The Government of India can be a 
l'eality iu the interests of the people of India when that 
Government is carried on by the representatives of those 
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people and not by others who may claim to be father, 
mother, and God, all rolled into one, of the uneducated 
masses. 

If this Conference does not lead to the f.-uition of 
India's most legitimate hopes and a8pirations I shudder 
to think of the future. 'fhe present system of government 
stands discredited; there is definitely an end of peace 
in India on the basis of the present system. A system 
which can be maintained only by casting into goal two 
such noble beings as Mahatma Gandhi ann Pandit 
Malaviya is doomed. I hope statesmanship-which has 
b!\en described as the foresight of commonsense-will 
recognise the wisdom of avoiding a crisi, and of solving 
this problem in a friendly spirit. As in the city that has 
adopted me, Al1ah"bad, the best city in Inrlia, the tlVO 
sacred rivers, the Jumna and the C1anges. co"lesce and 
flow as one stream, so too I hope the British and the 
Indians, e"ch adding their contribution to the progt'ess of 
humanity, will join in bringillg about material prosperity 
and moral elevation fot' the benefit Dot only of themselves 
ibut of the entire human race. 



fiOS 

THE Rl'. lION. RAMSAY MACDO~ALD 

Your Highnesses, Ladies and Gentlemen: It is now 
my t~"k to conclu~e this part of our proceedings, and 
In doing so it is my duty to try and survey the 
field as it is at the present moment. Of course, the 
very first thing th~t p,ntB"S into one's mind and remains in 
one's min I with g"owin!;, strength is the simple objective 
fact that we 'U'B all here togethel'. It has never l"'ppened 
before. This sllrely is a union of India sitting at the 

. council table not only with the British Govemment but with 
the British Parliament-the British Parliament represented 
by members of the HOll<e of Lorch, by members of the 
Honse of Commons, and by members of the G-()vernment in 
existence for the time being. Ah, my Innian friends! 
Those of you with a keen and lively imagination, when I 
wrote those things that were going to satisfy the heart of 
my well-armed friend Mr. Chinta.rnani, did yon ever 
imagine that this wonld have happened under those circum
stances and in a brief space of time? Do remember this, 
that the first tlling you have to do regarding this Confer
ence is to assllre YOlU'selves that we have reachecl a mile

-stone that indicates a different future from what the past 
has been. (Applause.) 

I said to you when you elected me to thi, Chai,' at 
-the beginning t.hat you were cloing me a very great honour. 
'fhe sense of that honour has grown f .. om hOlll' to hour and 
from day to day. This is not only an historic conference 
in the sense in which I have used the word, but it is 

.;historic in other senses that ought to put prid~ into the 
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hearts of everyone of you here. You have listened to 
those magnificent speeches so full of promise, of the 
Princes. (Hear, hear.) You have listened to speeches 
-and it is impossible for me to individualise and parti
cularise them,-from representatives of practically eve'T 
interest, every community, every differing group iu India. 
You have done more. You have Iistenfld to a charming new 
voice-(Applause)-which in itself marks something great 
and something most significant in the evolution of Indian 
self-gove,·nment-the voice of the women of India. \ Cheers.) 

This, then, is a recognition of statu,. This recogni
tion made here never can be departed from. It is impo;
sible to go back to pass a pen through the hst four or five 
d~ys and to dechre in any man's vanity that it never 
existed. It has been born in order to develop. We have 
listened to remarkable speeches displaying the mind of 
India, speeches when differences were decl:ued, not meant 
to send us all away-you home to India, we back to the 
Hottse of Commons-full of despair, but speeches which 
were meant and must be taken to mean to brin6 us face to 
face with facts in order that those facts may be overcome 
an<l. fitted into a system of agreement. (Applause.) 

And, my Indian colleagues, do remember this. 
This is a sm,1l place; we are few; but we have not been 
yoar only audience. You have spoken to the great 
audience of the British public outside. Mr. Sastri, in 
pursu~nce of tl".t honourable character which has always 
been his, told you quite candidly that he had changed his 
opmlOn. Ah, Mr. Sastri you are not the only man who 
has changed his opinion within the last few days! 
(Applause). W,\ want opinions to change; not in funh
mentals, not in aspirations, not in ideals, not in those great 
fundamental human claims, but we want opinions to change· 
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tn this sense, that every new fact brought before us 
challenges us to accommodate it in the practical systems, 
which I hope we are going to construct before we leave· 
this table. 

There has been a great influence on public opinion 
here by your speeches. Every time you spoke yOll have 
had effect. My friends opposite who belong to the 
minorities, and who feel, I dare say-not only say but 
feel-that they are minorities, I give you this word of 
cheer and this word of comfort: the case you have put up' 
has not fallen on deaf ears (Applause). 

Another observation I want to make is this. The 
speeches have not stated problems for the purpose of 
debate; w~ have gone past all that. We are not here 
to elebate: we are here for action (Cheel·a). Everyone 
of you who has been in politics-anel I dare say some 
of you will be a little more in the centre before yOlt 
elepart fl"Om this life-will, I think, before you go from 
here have a new angle from whicu to consicier politics, 
the sort of angle that my honourable friends by me and 
myself have had to occupy, the angle of the responsible 
mao whose problem is to relate the" is" to the "is to be", 
and to create in the "is", from the vital strength that it 
gets from the "is to be" an ev~lution which will work 
itself Ollt ill accordance with the laws of evolution (Cheers). 
It is not for IlS hel'e to be recorders of what happened in 
1800, We al'e not the recorders of the past. We al·e the 
custodians of the fntme, The policies of 1800, plll'slled' 
by us and by every other nation were pretty milch the 
same, The policy of 19;~0 is to depend upon th~ situation 
which has been created by the pas8ing of the yelLrs since 
then. That is the next important thing that we have to· 
consider in our work, 



THE )IA~ AND 1II~ ~llSSJ<J:-; \, L 

, d,lic flogging-these have been the theme" of couutless 
articles and speeches. The Punjab revcl~tions have shock
ed the conscit'nce of the civilizeli world which could scarce
ly believe that such frightfnl acts of brutality could be 
possible in the British Government till the Hunter Com
mission confirmed their worst apprehensions. 

But it was long before the Government could be forced 

to appoint a Commission of Inquiry. And at last only a 
Committee was appointed while all India was anxious for a 
Royal Commission. It was, therefore, decided to proceed 
with an independent enquiry. !lfr. Gandhi head eli the Con
gren Sub·Committee.and carrieli ~ut a most searching and 
tbcrough investigation. It was a pity he conld not lead the 
Congress evidence before the Hunter Committee, owing to 
,!lifferences between the two Committees in regard to the 
freedom of certain witnesses then under confinement. 
Suffice it to say that the Congress Committee decided not 
to give evidence, or in aoy way participate with the Hunter 
Committee. 

But under the able aoli indefatigable guidance of 
Mr. Ganlihi, the Congress Committee collected a great 
mass of material for jullging the Punjab disorders. They 
examined over 1,700 witnesses and recorded the evidence 
of no less than 6nl). Mr. Gandhi's participation in tbe 
Committee was itselt Il guarantee to its merit as an· 
autbodtative lIod re~l'0nsible body. In fact no name could 
carry more weight than Mr. Gandhi's in the matter of 
veracity in such 8n undertaking" -an u(l(lertaking likely to 
prejudice aod warp the judgment of many. When in 
April 1920 the Report was publishfld it was hailed every
where as an unanswerable document-the result of patient 
induitry and dispassionate judgment on a most brutal aod 
~!lvage epi.ode in recent history. 
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I he'lr it sometimes s'lid that, somehow or othpr, some 
group or ot.her wishes to go b'lck upon what hIls been said 
and what has been accepted by you 'lS pledges between, 
say, 1917 and this moment. That;8 not true. The Gov
ernment accepts everything that has been officially said. 
This Conference has been called because we accept it. 
This Conference at. its meetings will have proof that we 
mean to carry it out. 

We have to face-and ag'lin I think of speeches deli
vered from the section of th" Couference immediately in 
front of me-we haY<l to face practical requirements. '1 do 
not like that worn difficulty, because when a man says he 
is in difficulties he always implies to some extent that he 
is overcome. But there are two types of mind and two 
classes of men who never can f'lce nifficulties with success. 
The first t.ype ann the first class is the man who, when he 
comes up against a difficulty, imagines eitllfll' that it is not 
there at ,,11 or that he can jump over it without any trouble. 
The other type of man, who is eCIually ineffective, is the 
man who says "Oh! there is a difficulty, let us stop 
our pilgrimage. The road is blocked. It is not our 
homp, but we cannot go home. Let us pitch our camp in 
front of the difficulty." He is no good. Neither of those 

types is of any use. 
The mnn of practical action, the type of man anQ the 

type of mind that is going to serve both India and this 
counb'Y with SUCCP88 and with hononr and be a blessing to 
both is the type of man who says: "Yes, there is a diffi

. culty. Come 00, let's get over it." That is the spirit in 
which we approach the problems before us. We have pre
cisely the same sort of problem which, although different in 
its content, very very diffet'ent in its content, but the same 
type of problem, the same class of problem both in think-
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ing and practical action which we had to face the other day 
at the Imperial Conference. 1926 made a great declaration. 
1930 hail put a content ioto that declaration. That is the 
position io which we aI''' here at this present moment. 

As one of the speakers this morning said, 0111' friend 
in front, gov"rnment is a government ot men, and constitu
tions cannot be made to oriler. Constitutions are not made 
at firesiiles. May I-with due respect.-as one who 
helongs to the same fraternity, who hononrs the fraternity, 
hnt knows its weakness-add that neither can constitutions 
be made in the edtiorial offices of newspapers. I include 
myself in that. 

What we have to do, as men of knowledge, men of 
experience, men who have thought ont problems, is to 
come anil sit together fnll of the faith, as II preliminary 
necessity, that we can find om way through, and that when 
we have found our way through we shall feel proud of our 
action, anrl will see om action fructifj- in the peace and 
the happiness of 0111' people. 

What has emerged from this? I say first of all that 
status has emerged. \Ve are here altogether-Princes, 
British Indihns, Hindus, Mahommadans, the .Minorities 
grouped in their various sub-divisions, some with great 
grievances, Bome with less grievances, unt yet, very con
siderable grievances-some like Burma whose case we shall 
have to consider before this Conference is finally wound 
up. Here we are altogether-my friend Sapru, myself, 
our fl'iend8 over there, all at the same table, working at 
the same problem, listened 10 in the same way, enjoying 
the same freedom of exp"ession, anil taking to themselves, 
q uile rightly, the full right of criticising, objecting, negotiat-· 
ing, bargaining aurl accepting finally, 01' 1'Pjecting. I 
repeat, that is a gain which is marked by the meeting of 
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this Conference. Let it be noted that it is not static; it is 
'not fOl' this time only. This has established a relationship 
of active co-operation between us in which your part is 
as conspicuous as ours. 

A second thing is this. The speeches I,ave been 
extraordinarily practical in their charactpr. There is anoth~r 
woro I rio not like-that this snbject shall· be "reserveri" 
and that subject shall b~ "reserved." That seems 10 

imply the idea that we are sitting here, baukers as it wpre, 
and that we are wishing to exel'cise a control merely in 
relation to ourselves and not in relation to you. The 
problem of the rpserved suhjects-and every speaker has 
said that that problem must be faced-is a problem of hol'l' 
things are to be fitted into the conditions which exist 
to-day; not to stabilise ano ossify those conditions, but as 
practic,,1 men who know perfectly well that within six 
weeks of our agreement you will have to bear responsi
bilities for it and we will lu.ve to bea,' Nsponsibilities 
for it. You will have to go and face public opinion 
in India. You will hav~ to go and face agitation in 
India. You will have probably to go and face those 
black flags which bade you God speed, and may 
be displayed in order to give you India's welcome. 
So shall we. So shall this country. All I say is this; 
that as practical men we must face those facts, and in tbe 
agreement we make give them a place. It is not reserved. 
It is not withholding. It is not withdrawing. It is this; 
it is an honest stutly as between responsible men and 
responsible men of the facts relating to the conditions in 
India and the facts relating to public opinion here for the 
time being. 

We have to recognise the objective nature of our task, 
not merely its subjective nature. 
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This is another point. The declaration of the Princes 
:bas revolutionised the situation. (Heal', hear.) Supposing 
we had met here wilhout the Princes, supposing the Princes 
had come and had said nothing, or supposing they had 
aain, "We are here merely as spectators." What a differ· 
ellt situation would have presented itself to us! The 
Princes silying what they have said have at once not only 
0pened our vision, not only cheered our hearts, not only 
let us lift up om eyes and see a glowing horizon, but have 
simplified oll\' duties. The Princes have given a most sub
stllnti,,1 contribution in opening up the way to a really 
united federated India. (Applause.) 

The final point that I need mention in that connec
tion is this. We have made a great contribution here, you 
have made a great contribution, to the style of arcbitecture. 
I had an Indian illustration in my mind. J clo not think I 
will give it. You know, [ have waudered up and down 
India, I have seen your beantiful old architecture. Uncler 
:its walls, and standing in its shadows, I have tried to pour 
out my Western prejudices, shall I call them-not exactly, 
because I do not think they are exactly prejudices, but my 
Western upbringing-and I have heen able to revel in tLat 
extraord inary blossoming of the artistic Indian mind. 
Style of architecture, my friends-remember this-has a 
great controlling intluence on the mind that abides with 
it. Give us a constitution which is crude in its con
struction, and it will not help you. Give us a con
stitution which is in accordance with experience, which 
has become part and parcel of your spiritual thoughts, 
and that will help you. And the contribution I make 
to the style of the architecture of your constitution 
is this. The most characteristic foundation of our 
-common Al'yan civilization, of our common Aryan 

• 
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oocial order, is the family. The bmily, as the Begum said' 
yesternay, united in the village, the village united in the' 
district. and so on-India a federation, a federation which 
is flexihle, a federation which (neets the historical inherit
ence you have all got, in so far as it is worthy to be 
carried into thE' future, a federation which enables merging& 
to take place, a federation which embodies in itself 
the authority of the State and the liberty of the individual. 
Th~ sl1pel'iority of the combination an,l homage at the same 
time to the, containing smaller co·ordinating groups withiu, 
the fed"ration; that is in accordance, I,think, both with 
the Indian ~"nius and the Sl'itish genins, because as a 
matter of' fact in our funnamenta!., we drink at the saille 
historical fonntains and are refreshed by the same historial 
reminiscences. 

With regard to the practical points, I have a series, here 
which I have taken down. They are not syste.matic; 
please do not criticise them as that; they are casual. I 
took them dOlVn from the speeches as they were being 
deliverlOd not by any of us but by you. 'What will be ~he 

• nature of th" component units which are to be fitted into a 
scheme of federation? What will he the nature of the 
central co-ordinating structure r 'Vhat will be the relations 
oi this structure to the provinces r What will be the 
relations of it to the States? What provisions will be 
made to secure the willing co·operation of the minoriti es 
and the special interests? What will be the subjects 
with which the general structure will deal, and in 
general what should be its powers, functions and 
responsibilities? 

My friends, good debating speeches are not gomg 
to carry us over those problems and p~ovide an answer 
to them (Cheers). I always delight .in listening to my 
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very nimble Tnrii"n frien(ls when they ,ue in nebate, ann I 
must confess to Il sin on my own part; I love to take part 
in them. Bllt thllt is not for here and now. Your problem 
and my problem is to ~it ilown together and supply 
pr"ctical ans,vers to those questions, which can be 
emboilied in an Act of ParliamMt. (Appla\lse). 

This constitution, this federation or whatever it may 
be, mllst meet two fnnil:lmental req\lirements. [n the first 
place, it must work. There is no goorl proilllcing a constitu
tion which will not work. That will not get yon out of 
yom difficlllties and will not get liS Ollt of ours. The other 
point is this: The constitution mu.t evolve. You are not 
in a position here to pro~lIce a static constitution that your 
grandsons and your great-granilsons and great-great grand
sons will worship as though it was one of YOllr sacred in
herit'lnces. Therefore, the c@nstitution must work and tbe 
constitution must evolve. It mllst be a continuing thing, 
and in the en)lviog rn~ian opinion and Inni,lU experip,nce 
must be the more important initiating power. 

That is the history, 8S a matter of fact, of all the con
stitutions of our Dominions. In saying what I bave said I 
am not asking you to take up any special position 
at all. Look at the history of our eVJlviug Dominions and 
YOIl will find that they had ardent meu in the clays of the 
evolution, cursing, .wearing, going to prisoJl, boasting that 
they had been in prison. It aU had to be gone through. 
These things, although we may say it in our rashness and 
our thoughtlessness, are really not the acts of man. They 
are the tuings that are inevitable in relation to the great 
fundamental laws which govern the life aDd provide for the 
changes in the life of tbis world, and noboily knows it 
better tban the great Hindu and l\foham mad an philosophers. 
You bave to apply this to our procedure. 

19 
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We are not hard-headed business men always count
ing material gains. No, the politician is different from 
tbat. Tbe politician IlIlS to bave his Bpiritual draugbts in 
order to enable him to be practical in his political 
·proposals. I want you to remember that in your negotia
tions, and I hope we will still more. 

That is all [ need say. Final words will have to be 
"eserved for fin~l meetin;?;s. Between final meetings and 
this is the honest, laborious thinking, considering and 
ponrlering of the problems in front of us. Leaving the 
Chair, as I shall now proceed to do to-day, I only leave 
it so that somebody plse may go into some other chair, anrl 
this plenary Conference may resolve into committees. All 
I can say of that is t~at in the work of those committP!'s 
you have the best will, not only of His Majesty's 
Government unt of thtl llritisu Parliament, House ot Lords 
and llonse of' Commons together. We sball wait with 
expectation-a little bit anxious perhaps, as I am sure you 
will be-with perhaps a little auxiety but all the same 
with expectRtion and in the hope that as a rpsult of the 
work of those committees we shall be able in our final 
meetings to register agreement which will send you back 
to lu,li" happy men, pow~rful men, men able to fRce your 
difficulties, and which will give us a chance of doing the 
same thing here, and which above .11 will enable both of 
us to go out' vRt'ious ways with the friendship which unites 
us strengthened and the desire to co·operate which is still 
with us amplified enormously beyond what it is at the 
present moment. 

I must apologise to you. I meant to knock at the 
end of ten minutes. You will accept my apology, for what 
I hope I may say, is my fit'st failure to do my duty at this 
Conference. This is the finish, and I hope tbe good feel
ing we have had and the candid expression of views we 
have given, may be continued in the committees. Please 
be assured that at any of these Committees, whatever they 
are, if you wilh it, I am at your disposal to help you. 



'LAST PLENARY SESSION, 19TH J~N, 1931. 

MESSAGE TO HIS MAJESTY 

At the last Plenm'y Sessiull of the ROlliid Table Con
terence, OIL .Jalluw',/ 19, 1.981 ,lfr, "lfacDunal'I"ead a message 
to the Kiltg, which nm as jallows : 

The delegation to the Illdi .. n Round Table Conferencd at the 
conclusion of its proceedings desire to submit to His Majesty with 
their humble duty, the expression of their loyal gr .. titude for 
'!Ieversl marks of Royal favour so graciously bestowed on them. 
Through His Majesty'. kindly forethought they owe the setting of 
their deliberationli unsurpassed alike in convenience and beauty 
and they will ever treasure in grateful rememi:-rance the inspira
tion of Hi. Majesty'. personal association with their proceedings, 
(Cheers). 



THE lIIAHARA.JA OF PATIALA 

The lIIaharaja of Patiah, expressed his pleasure 
that many doubts anil ,Iifficulties with which they had been 
confronted at the start I,ltel heen cleued away. He 
regretted that commnnal anri minorities prahl ems still re
mltined, but it waS P.DcclIlraging to notice that these difficulties 
di,l not hinder nnity of British Indian demand for political 
advance. He was of opinion th'lt the main outlines of the 
future structure of the constitution of India I.ad been laid 
down nn the lines, which it \\'ould be ilifficult to challenge. 
The main principle of feeleration had been accepted and 
he hoped that a large proportion of States would come in 
immediately, but they all had made it clear that they could 
federate only with a self-governing B.ritis!] India and just 
as they did not desire to dominate British India .0 also they 
could not consent to B,·itis" India dominating them. They 
wished to enter the federation as e'l ual partners III a great 
and honourable enterprise. 

"If Our work at the Conference is not to go for 
nought, it iii necessary thnt Great Britain should declare 
her intentions, withont any further delay. We JOIn in 
asking that our country should acquire that status within 
the Empire, which can alooe satisfy her." He pointed out 
that though the Princes would he the first to suffer from 
chaos and anarchy yet they joined in urging the necessity 
of courageous, generous and prompt political advance anw 
if they recommended the acceptance of the present scheme. 
need anyone in Britain hesitate ?" 



til4 

MRS. SUBBAROYAN 

Mrs. Sllhbaroyan, on hehalf of the women's delegation, 
<exprpsseil appreciation of the work of th", sub-committees. 
Theil' reports gave food for llope, but they were only 
provisional and judgment IUU"t be reserved. She did not 
believe that Tndia woulrl accept a form of government, 
which, while conceding the general principles of responsible 
self-government, contain"d details and reservations, which 
might make it really something < different. But she 
believed that if the fillin~ in of the picture could be ap
proached in a spirit of goodwill that had been apparent at 
the Conference, the hopes now entertained would not be 
i1is'lPpointeil. She expresseil the thnoks of her colleagues 
and herself for the sympathetic hearing given to the pro
posals on behalf of the women. She hoped that the 
political status of women would not be forgotten at the 
future conferences anil thaoked Mr. Benn and Lord Irwin 
for recognising the principle by inchHling women in the 
Conference. 



LORD PEEL 

Lord Peel said that the discussions at the Conference' 
were most valuable in informing and shaping the public 
opinion here and probably in India. The most outstanding 
fact~ of the Conference had heen that the conception of 
Federal India had been brought from the realm of dreams 
to the state of reality. He paid a tribute to the enligbtened 
action of the Princes ann those leaders of opinion in 
British India who had given their political aspirations the 
Federal colour and said that it would be a great misfortune 
if this mighty scheme could not be started soon on its 
great career. 

Explaining hriefly the attitude of the Conservative 
section [of the British delegation, Lord Peel said: "Our 
aim has been to sketch the main outlines of the coustitu
tion at once so flexible as to meet differences of federal 
unity and so firm as to create a strong cement of unity in 
the centre for the manifold diversities of Indian social ann 
political life. 'Ye have done our best to free our minds 
from all old unitary adherences and shaped the new struc
ture as far as possible on purely fpuerallines." 

Lord Peel said they had tried not to look with suspi· 
cion on any new proposals, merely because it was not 
embedded in some older constitutional system. They had 
not thought that British Parliamentary methods should be
transferred wholesale from VI' estminster to Delhi. They 
were anxious that the Central Legislature should be so
composed that the tie with the Provinces should be firmly 
impressed on tbe constitution and that, while making a la\1, 
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for All-India they were acting as agents and interpreter~ of 
the Provinces and the States. 

They f.Homed immediate self· government for the Pro
vinces so that the view of Responsible Ministers should be 
added to those present at the Conference in approving OF 

modifying the new constitution. They I"ere keenly inter
ested in rnnia's political aspirations and in discussing the 
constitutiollal sat~guards they had in mind the necessity of 
the carrying out of Imperial responsibiliti~s and they were 
not moved by aoy desire to fetter Iodian freedom. 

Lord Peel said it was generally admitted that certain 
subjects must be reserved to the Crown and that certain 
reserve powers must remain with the Viceroy. He pointed 
out the diversity of opinion with regard to these safeguards 
and emphasised that there must be no haziness in regard 
to them. It was imperative that while safeguards were 
necessary, the machinery for operating them should he 
closely and clearly defined. It was in the interests of 
general confidence that the protection for minorities should 
be closPly anrl clearly defined. It was in the interests of 
general confinence that protection for minorities should be 
clearly set forth and as regards financial security, he was 
expressing no distrust of Indian ministers in saying that, 
for the present it would assi,t them if financial safeguards 
were so drawn up as to give confidence to the great com
mercial and financial community. Again, in transferring 
power British Government couln not be indi/f<'rent to the 
interests of tho,e who had trusted her for protection and 
security. 

Lord Peel said he had heard with surprise that reser
vations were made in some quarters to complete 
equality of treatment of British traders and British trade. 
" I must make it clear that our future attitude will depend 
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upon such equality. I shall be ohliged to withdraw what I 
am about to say now unless that condition is fulfilled. It 
must not be assnmeil in any way that we consiiler that 
these constitutional difficulties and requirements arll incap
able of solution. If safeguards can be made effective with 
cartl anil goodwill anil if our practical problems can be met 
in a workmanlike spirit, ''" I believe they can, then we 
shan not hesitate to assent to the new const itlltion because 
it will involve the transfer of new powers an<l responsibi
lities to India. (Applause). 

"It is agr~ed that opinion neither here nor in India 
is to be presented at this nonference with a scheme that 
must be accepte<1 as a whole or rejecteil. Many p,·oblems 
are still left over anil all we ask is that these [l,·oblems 
should be squarely faeeil Anil fairly settled." 

Refe.rring to the communal 'plestion, L()ril Peel s.id 
tbat long patience must be sh()wn before a settlement 
could be reacbed anil it was manifest th.t, unless a 
satisfactory agreement was coneluiled, the success of any 
future constitution must be g"avely jeoparnised. Again 
th" just claims of tI,e Depressed Classes, Anglo-Indiaos and 
other minorities illl"t he sati,fied. 

Lor,} Peel conclnded by empilasi,ing the Conservatives' 
desire that the Conference's labours should b,·ing peace, 
security and goofl will to Indin. "I trust that, in the 
coming months, til~ s~als may be affixed to this new deed 
·of partnership between two countries. May the leaders of 
India freed from the fevers of non-co·operation, bend all 
their energies to the furtherance of their great and 
·constructive task." 



LORD READING 

Lord Rpacling said that, when those w 110 participated 
in the Conference looked back on the results attained, they 
would be gratified that so larg" a measme of "gret'rnent 
had been reached upon important question, atHl that npi
nion hlld beRn exchanged upon others wbich would be 
further examine,] hy competent expert authorities .nd 
would be decided after due submission to British and 
Indian opinion. 

"'Vhen we fir3t met the outlook wa. confllsed and 
the pro:"lems seemed baftling, even insoluble, e3!-,ecially 
within the limited time at our di"posa1. Exan,ination 
and discussion, attended by goodwill and conducted 
throughout with great courtesy and in a calm and restrain
ed atmosphere, under the wi,e guidance of the Prime 
Ministe,' and the LO"d Chancellor, have overcome formi
dable ohstacl.>s and Rnabled us to bring the session of the 
Conference to a conclusion. At the outset none coul,i I, ave 
expected that succe"s to the extent already descl'ihed 
would attend om effol'ts or that we shollid have attain<>d a 
substantial meaSlLl'e of agreement on tbe main ground plan. 
The Princes of India, to their honour be it recorded, led 
the advance and cleared the new way for constitutional 
development. 'Vhatever may be the fate of our endeavuurs 
at this Conferllnce the attitude of the Princes will always 

. be g"atefully remembererl by those who de"ire a uuion of 
all th at stand s for India." 

Lord Rearling pointed out that the Princes, however, 
attached con<1itions to perhaps the most important question 
·~f responsibility at the centre. He quoted in thi~ connec-
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tion from the important speeches of Bikaner and Bhopal; 
and again from the last day's speech of Patiala. Lord 
Readin~ added: "The Conference whole·heartedly weI· 
corned the idea of an All·India Federation. We therefore 
devoted our attention, energies and abilities to laying the 
foundation of the new edifice. Tbe work of construction 
must proceed and, we most sincerely hope, to completion. 
From the moment the Conference decided to procee,] upon 
the basis of Federation the whole asprct changed. The 
idea of Fedel'ation which lllul appealed 80 strongly to Sir 
John Simon and to the Statutory Commission and latn 
to the Govel'Dment of India and that had seemed entirely 
beyond realisation, sprang into being at the Conference and 
threw a rosier hue over tbe constitutional probl'lms." 

Lord Reading, continuing, said: 
"Once the All-India proposal was accepted we, as a 

delegation, studied the problem afresh and from an entirely 
new angle. A Fedemtion could not. proceed unless the 
principle of responsibility at the Centre was acc.,pted. 
Without. it., the Princes would not move towards a Ferlera
tion. We wisher!, as members of tbe Liberal Delegatiou 
and true to its traditions, to travel in the direction of 
responsibility, but we felt it necessary to stipulate that 
certain safegnards and reservations should be introduced 
and these have been explained and discussed. We ex
pressed in plain language our definite support to the policy 
of conferring reRponsibility at the Centre pruvided that the 
safeguards were adequate and the n~w constitution was 
workable." 

"'l'hroughout the debates we have listened most atten
tively but have seen no reason to change our attitude. We 
hold to the statements I made in their entirety. These 
opinions were not, as some suggested, the result of impulse-
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or of sudden conversion. Tbey began to take shape 
immediately the Federation was launched and were only 
formed after protracted thought and as the result ot 
profound conviction." 

Lord Reading said, " 'Vhen the delicate Hindu-Moslem 
negotiations jJroyed abortive we felt frell to express our 
views in clear and unmistakable terms. 'Ve earnestly hope 
that agreement may be reached between our Hindu and 
Moslem friends and that proper protection will be afforded 
to all minorities not forgetting the depressed classes. You 
delegates from British India are about to return to India. 
You will take a message of true British sympathy and 
goodwill. 'Ve are aware that many of you, honoured and 
distinguished among Indians of character, integrity and 
intellectual capacity have risked political fortunes to take 
part in this Conference. As we know, you were actuated 
by the highest motives. ·We hope that, on your l·eturn, you 
will he able to convince our compatriots and that India may 
then walk in the ways of constitutional progress and deve
lopment. Riots, crime, terrorism and anarchy lead only to 
greater political disturbance. Great Britain will not be· 
detened from performing her duty aod discharging her 
obligations by threats or violence. She can and will be 
won, as she hopes to win India, by sympathy, goodwill and 
co-operation by working together as willing partners in the 
best interests of Iodia and the Empire for the benefit of 
India aod the Empire and for the greater contentment and. 
bappiness of India in the future." (Applause.) 



THE GAEKWAR OF BARODA 

The Gaekwar of Baroda said that, for himself, the 
idea of a Federation had been present for very many 
years, and .it had impressed him as presenting the only 
feasible me.ns of secnring the unity of India. He was 
content to believe that, in the present circumstances, 
realisation was at hand of the ideal he had long cherished. 
He described the Conference's conception of a United 
India, as unity without uniformity, w!.ich was the prime 
requisite of true ferleration. It was his deliberate con
viction that to strain after uniformity in the Federal 
Structure, would be a mistaken policy. Each unit should 
be perfectly free to rlevelop along its olVn peculiar lines. 
The success of the Conference's laboms should be jurlged 
by only one test. Have they resulted in producing a 
Government capable of facing the tt'emendously difficult 
problems boldly and of adopting wise measures and policies 
which wonld enable India to take her place among the 
advancerl countries of tbe world? If futme Government 
wa~ to be "of the people for the people by the people," 
then the provinces, as at present constituted, seemed too 
large for tbe end in view. The education of the people 
should be made an earnest endeavour and, the greatest 
efforts should therefore be concentrated on the uplift of 
the people by this means. 
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1IIH. ZAFARl'LLAH KHAN 

l'tJ r. Zafarullah Khan declared that the most hostile and 
adverse critic of the work of the ConfElrence would not 
deny that a great deal had he en accomplished. They had 
traeed out the ground plan, dug out, excavated and filled 
in the founnation" and even raised the walls of a vast con
stitutional structure to a certain height, but from one yiew
point it appeared to be rather a lopsided structure. He 
regretted that very little had been done to establish the 
absolute autonomy of the provinces in the ,arne way as the 
State. entering the FederatioG would be autonomous. He 
earnestly hoped that the autonomous position of the pro
vinces would be very much more clearly emphasised. He 
was glad to find that one of the still necessary key-stones 
would be supplied by an agreement, securing the rights and 
interests of tl,e British commercial community. lie hoped 
that the structure woul d not for tOll long be left standing' ID 

;n incomplete condition. 



MR. A. RAMASWAMI MUDALIAR 

Mr. A. Ramaswami Mudaliar expressed British India's 
deep gratit.ude to the Princes for the part they had played 
in fostering the idea of a Federation. Nobody who bad 
heard them at the Conference could have the smallest 
doubt ot the great part they would take In the 
future Government of the country and the future 
of the nation. He did not wish to be regarded as 
speaking rlisparagiDgly of the generation whose political 
career might SOOD end, but he ventured to expresss the· 
feeling of the younger generation that it was they who 
perhaps would have the burden of working the constitution 
in the coming decades. He had witnessed at this Confer
ence, that change of heart for which his countrymen had 
been plea(ling for man) generations. He had seen a 
change of head in the British delegation. He had heard 
Lord Reading's great speeches. "How can I go back to my 
country, unless I am able to tell them with conndence and 
sincerity that we had witnessed that great change of heart? 
After hearing Lord Peel he had seen it too in the Conser
vatives. The last two decades had seen many world 
changes, but through it all one golden purpose was visible, 
and there had beeu an effort to bring different units of the 
Bdtish Empire together. He had heard a great deal of 
talk of the" Lost Dominion." But, the spirit generated 
at this Conference had not lost India for Britain, but had 
reconquered it; and if this temper and change of heart 
was Been as clearly by Indians as had been seen at this 
Conference-and he had no doubt tbat they would see 
it in the comiug months -he gave au assurance that this 
new reconquered India would be a firm collaborator in the 
British Empire. 
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When in October last we left the shore of our 
country we were told by friends and op Fonents, by men 
·of our own party and by men of other parties, that 
we were going on a fool's errand, that we were incurring 
risks of an extraordinary character, that England had made 
up its mind against us, that we should reach a hostile 
England. Well, I do not know whether we came here in 
the minst of a hostile Englanr], but T do know one thing, 
and I hope I am not putting it too high when I venture to 
say that we are leaving hehind us a friendly England 
(Cbeers.)-an Englanel which has sent to this historic 
Conference some of her greatest, wisest and most farseeing 
statesmen, to talk to us On terms of equality, to discuss 
questions of high import in a spirit of give and take and 
not to dictate to us from their side. That has been my 
experience and I venture to think that, so far as that is 
concern en, I give expression to the views of many of us at 
this Conference. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna : " All of us." 
Dr. Saprn: T ndeed, as I have heen corrected, of all 

of us. (Cheers.) 
N ow during thl:' last nine weeks, what is it that we 

have witnessed emerging from this great Conference? 
,Three Central ideas have emerged-one the higher, nobler 
and loftim· idea of All·India Federation which has taken 
such material shape, if" I may say so, mainly because of 
the patriotic attitu,le of tbe Indian Princes. (Applause). 

The second important idea which, from the view
point of British India, is of the highest ,importance, is the 
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was yet an index to the depth of English ignorance and 
prejudice. Above all, some officers who had misbehaved 
in the late tragedy still continued to exercise autbority 
in tbe Punjab and the late Mr. Lajpat R'li started 
a propaganda to boycott the New Councils so long as they 
"'ere not dispensed with. I\[r. Gandhi who had already 
made up his minrl. to offer Satyagraha in varyin~ forlnS in 
connection with the Khilafat question readily joined Lalaji 
and issued the following note to that effect in .r uly 1920 : 

Needless to say, I am in entire accord with Lala Lajpat Rai OIl 

the question of a boycott of the Reformed Councils. For me it is 
but one step in the .campaign. of Non-Co.operati?n, as I leel equally 
keenly on the Punjab questJon as on the Khllalat. Lala Lajpat 
Rai's suggestion is doubly welcome. I have Been a suggestion 
made in more quart.&rs tlUU\ one that Non-Co-operation with tbe 
Reforms should Commence after the process of election has been 
gone tbrough. I cannot help sayieg that it is a mistake to go 
throngb. the election farce •. Dd the expens~ of it, when we clearly 
do Dot Intend to take part m the proceedmgs 01 these Legislative 
ConDcils4 Moreover, a great deal of educative work has to be 
daDe among the people, and if I could I would not have the best 
attention of the country frittered away in electioneering. The 
populace will not understand the beauty 01 Non-Co-operation. It 
we seek election and then resign; but It would be a fiDe education 
for them if electors are ... ught not to elect anybody and uDani
mously to tell wbosoever may be seeking their suffrage that he 
would not represent them if he sougllt election so long as the 
Punjab and Khilafat qnestions were not satisfactorily settled. I 
hope, however, tbat Lala Rajpat Rai does Dot mean to end wilh the 
boycott 01 Ibe Reformed COllncil~. We must take, if necessary. 
('verv one of the fonr stages of Non-CD-operation if we are to be 
regarded as a self-respecting Dation. The issue is clear. Both the 
Khilafat terll\s and tbe Punjab affairs show that Indian opinion 
counts for little In the Councils of tbe Empire. It Is a hnmiliating 
po .• ilion. We sball make nothing of the Reforms it we qllietly 
swallow the humiliation. In my humble opinion, therefore, the first 
condition of real progress is the removal of these two difficulties In 
our path, and, unless some better course of action is devised Nan-
Co-operation must hold tlle field. • 

THE KHILAFAT QUESTION 

We have referred mOTe than once to ~Ir. Gandhi's 
connection with the Khilafat question. The country WIIS 

In the throes of a tremendouB agitation-an agitation which 
4 
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id .. a of responsibility at. the centre. Lord Reading, in his 
remal'kable sp~ech, this morning, quoted from th~ speeche~ 
of Bik,wer twd Bhopal to show how, 80 far as the Prince~ 
are concerneil, the only condition, the only term, on which 
they would come into the feileration was that responsible 
Government should be established. We ,,"sponded to that 
call in the 'pirit in which their Highnesses expressed their 
wishes. "Ve did so not mel'ely because we think it 
benefits them but also because we think it benefits ns. 

The third impol'tant idea which has emerged, and 
which, if T m .. y respectfully say so, is the integral idea of 
all systems of responsible Government is thllt India must 
be pl'eparen in the years to corne to delend h"rsclf. For 
years past, for 40 or 50 years past, it has been a sore 
poiut with us that we have not bee!! admitted into the 
highest ronks of the Army. It is only during the last ten 
yea,r. that a few of OUI' young men have hail the King's 
Ctlmllli"sion conferr~d on them, but there is no Innian 
to wh'ltevel' school of tbought he may belong, who has not 
fblt keeuly on this question and who has not mgeJ it on the 
Governllwnt from time to time thllt a serious attempt should 
be made to qualify the men of Inelia to take the 
bm,leu of defence on tlwir own shoulders. "Ve know, and 
we have known it with great regret, thllt even the recom
men.lation of the Skeen Committee as regllrels the establish· 
ment of an Indian Sandhurst has not found much support 
in cert"in otlicial quarters in England. 

To·day that principle is no longer open to discnssion. 
It has heen conceded. It has been acknowledged that we 
are entitled to have an Indian Sandhmst, that it mu,t be 
established to qualify Indians ultimately to take respon
sibiliy for the defence of their own country. I consider 
it no small gain. It may be that there are certain safe-
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guards. Frankly, I am not alarmed by those safeguards. 
They are really intended in the interests of the responsible 
Governmp,nt that we are establishing at th" centre (Cheers) 
and not to strengthen the hands of ./!;ngli8h control over us. 
That is the view I take. 

It is dangerous to inrlulge in prophecies, especially 
in the field of politics. It would be dangerous for me to 
say that the enthusiasm with which some of us have 
approached the whole of this scheme here will be readily 
shared by everyone in India. I am fully prepared for II 

great many doubts and fnr a good deal of scepticism in 
certain quarters but, Mr. Prime Minister, may I appeal to 
your great political experience? Has there been a single 
constitution established in anyone of the Dominions which 
has not been taken exception to whether in Ireland, 
Australia or Slluth Africa by a certain number of people? 

And indeed when we remember that on the present 
occasion we are marching towards a Federation (an idea 
with which we have not been familiar) I should not be 
surprised if certaiu doubts are expressed and certain 
amount of scepticism shown. But of one thing I feel sure 
that when the ideas which have been evolved here are 
carefully examined, when time i. given to the people to 
think about them, you will find tbat those doubts, those 
misgivings and that spirit of scepticism will disappear as 
your London fog disappears sometimes and that we shan 
then enter into the brigbt sunsbine of hopefulness for 
future. 

\It-. Prime Minister, I have seen to-day remarkabl~ 

evidence of that spirit of hopefulness. Lord Peel is not 
here and I am glad he is not here, for otherwise his pres
ence would have been embarrassing to me, but I would 
venture to say, that I have already witnessed a remarkable 

20 
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change in the attitude of that great party which he repre
sents, during the last Hight days and, may I very respect
fully ask you, Sir Samuel Hoare to accept my congratula
tions and convpy the same to your distinguished colleague 
fOf the remarkable speech IV hich he delivered this morning, 
a speech which WaS full of hope so far as your party was 
concerned. 

"Veil, Mr. Prime Minister, may I venture to make an 
appeal to ),ou? Yon know far better than anyone knows 
or ha< known during the last four months of our discussion 
what the connition of Iunia is 2nd bas heen. 

And, speaking with a full sense of responsihility and 
with full appreciation of the administrative situation in 
India I make an earnest apptlal to you to make it possible 
for the people of India at the present moment to apply 
their minds to a consideration of these problems dispas
sionately, not in the spirit of irritation ann bitterness, but 
in a spidt of hopefulness. 

'Vhile I am making th is appeal to you, I think it 
my clear duty that I should make a similar appeal to my 
countrymen. Too long l,as this struggle gone on. The 
amount of bittern?s' already generated is far too great and 
I waIlt revered leaders, men who cQmmand the homage, 
respect and aff"ction of their countrymen and enthusiastic 
young men, to apply their minds Reriously to a con,idera
tion of these problems ann make their further contribution 
to a furth~r Alucination of our ideas and further improve
ment of this scheme, for I recognise that it is ODe of the 
merits of Lord Sank~y's scheme that it does not holt the 
door against further suggestion. 

'rherefore, Mr. Prime Minister, I venture to express 
the hope that when you make your declaration, you will 
not merely utter the word of hope to us, but you will, with 
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all the weight of your position, take courage in yOU\" hands 
and hold out the oli ve branch to my country. I respectfully 
ask you for the release of political prisoners, for amnesty 
to those who ha~e gone to jllil for an opillioll from which 
you have differed and from which many of us have differod. 
and which we consider to be deplorable. Let a new era 
be established and let the struggle of this last few months 
be forgotten. Let the people approach the new task which 
awaits them in a spirit of g'·nerous appreciation and in a 
spirit of hope and good cheer. 

Mr. Prime ~Iinister, I am 8lll"" tllat in asking for the 
release of the prisoners, I am ~iving expression to the views 
not only of those who are here but of a very large number 
of men of my conntry who are eagerly expecting some such 
gestnre from you. (Applause.) T will only utter one word 
mor" and then sit down. Whatever may be the verdict of 
onr critics, eitber in the Pre.s here or in the Press in India, 
whatever may be the verdict of my countrymen and your 
countrymen upon the work of the Conference there is one 
thing in regard to wllich everyone of us is ullited without 
exception and that is the fine spidt which has been shown, 
not merely by His :lfajesty's Government but by 
the entire section of the British delegation in discussing 
these things with us. Our deep senae of obligation 
is due to you, Sir, and to everyone of your colleague s 
and, if I may venture to mention one single name, 
I will say that such measure of success as hili been 
achieved by the Federal Structure I Sub-Committee, which 
was entrusted with the very heavy responsibility, has to 
very large extent, indeed to a much larger extent than we 
imagine, been due to the wisdom, statesmanship and 
,breadth of view of the Lord Chancellor. 
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The principal scheme that has been before us 
has been the evolving of a system which is ultimately 
going to leall to that happy consummation which I would 
like to describe as thl' ' U niten States of Indi,,' within the 
Empire. In order to achieve this ideal, we have worked on 
this scheme of federation uIlner which term come all the 
other point, that we have been rliscussing rluring these last 
few months. Lord Sankey originally made up twelve 
points for OUl' consideration, aud I am glarl that they have 
escaped the fateful number of fourteen pronounced by the. 
late Mr. Wilson of America, and have brought us to grips 
with the actual situation of the future. The component 
elements of the federation, the typE' of Ferleral Legislature, 
its powers, the number of members, the methons whereby 
representatives from British India and from Indian States 
are to be selected, the constitution, character and powers 
of the Executive, the powers of Provincial Legi.latures, 
the constitution, character, powers and responsibility 
of the Provincial Executives, the provision for minorities, 
the problem of establisldog a Supreme Court, the defence 
force and the relation of federal and provincial executives 
to the Crowu, have been the twelve items round which we 
have centred our deliberations. 

The Federation tbat we have been attempting to 
devise is one of a unique character for the reason that we 
are bringing two Indias together into political unity, where 
each will work out its individual domestic and internal 
problems and eacb will combine together for the good of 
India as a wholtl. This Federation scbeme, which in the 
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Simon Report and Gonrnment of India Despatch was 
'looked upon as a remote contingency, has become an 
aptual reality. And why? Because the British and Indian 
States have come determined to join hands in order to 
make this scheme a success. British India has made its 
valuable contribution to this scheme and I be
lieve it 18 alrean), reaJisen that Indian States 
havp, played no small part for th e sake of their 
country in making this scheme a workable pro
position of the future. \Vhereas in other countries this 
Federation has come under easier ei,rcnmstances, with 
comparative unity in races and creeds, with comparative 
unity in political organisations, these question, have been 
more complicated in r&garrl to India, because we have to con
tend with so many different races as well a8 with the ancient 
system of rule laid down by our Raj ~itis, the exponent8 
of which are Inrlian Stlltes. On Olll" sine of the table we 
have attempted to make a contribution of which I hope 
Olll" fellow countrymen and others present in this mom will 
not have r" .. son to 8'lY that we in any wily became a spoke 
in the wheel. On the otber hand, we have had it stated by 
·00 less a personage than the Prime Minister of the present 
Government, by members of the British Delegation 
representing Conservatives and Liberals, that the attitude 
which Indian States took by coming into this Federation 
'has caused a revolution in the situation. 'While we are not 
revolutionaries in the strict sense, we are glad that, for the 
sake of our country and its interests, we have contributed 
<to this vast change in hope of its ultimate succeS8. * * 
Its eventual reali~ation lies in appreciating tlvo basie 
,principles; firstly, one, on which we are all agreed, that 
we want India to a8pire to the highest statns possible 

III- i thin the Britisll Empire itself, and secondly, and no le8a 
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fundamental, the principle that we must "each he left 
free to go our own way 10 working out our 
internal problp,ms of the provinces and the Centre or on 
the other side of the Indian States according to our best 
dictates and of our human capacities for the happiness 
and progress ot the people destined to have been placed in 
the hands of our respective governments. For while 
the one cannot dictate to the other a, to the best 
metho<is of Government for all, I think that it is not 
altogether an unfortun'lttl factor (in fact I believe 
that it is for the common gooci) tlllLt lI'e have two or mOre 
systems working' out their proposition towards our one 
common ailtl inside the Federation_ It is only by mutual 
understanding of our respective rights lind privileges that 
we can, in uuanimity and unity, work out our unitell goal. 
There will be tendencips for sparks to fly from one side to 
the other, and as none can afford to get themselves encased 
in watertight compartments, I am sm-e that under our two 
different systems (the ancient of the East, tile other, the 
modern of the West) for the sake of out' Motherland we 
can still arrive at our very laudable goal for the benefit of 
India. 

The responsibility at the cer.tre of the Government of 
India is a question on which a great part of the SUCCf\SS of tbis 
Conference depends and a great part of the success of the 
future governance of the country and, while certain subjects 
h'lYe been reserved, we hope that the spirit will move and 
conceive ideals on all sides that will help towards the 
working out of satisfactory solutions in the sbortest space" 
of time. 



sm 1\1. SHA.FI 

Sir Mahomed Shafi, on behalf of his bl"ethren of the 
British Indian delegation, expressed grateful ackn;)wledg
ment of the far-sighted statesmanship and sympathetic 
co"op(wation, which Mr. MacDonald and the member,! of 
the Labour, Liberal and Conservative delegations had 
displayed throughout thll Conference. Sir M. Shaft.: 
envisage.! thfl <lay when Indi .. ,vould rise to the full stature 
of .. n equal partner in the British Commonwealth of 
Nations, as one of His Majesty's Domiuion~, not only to 
the incalculable luppiness and contentment of its Vallt 

population, but also to the benefit and immense strength 
of the British Commonlvealth itself. He declared that the 
ROllnd Table Conference had brought England anrl India 
much closer together than they harl ever beeu before. Sir 
Mahomed concluding, said, " May God grant that tbe new 
concord, which arises from to-day, will grolv in sincerity 
and strength to the rn ntual benefit of the two countries 
and the incalculable good of humanity at large." (Cheers). 



THE RT. HON. SASTRI 

The Rt. Hon. Sastri said that Mr. MacDonald 
bad been a valiant soldier of peace. :£Ie declared, "On 
your hreast my vision sees many pl~ZM and med"ls in this 
pacific war, but if OUl' work goes through and sees its 
consummation then you will bave won the Victoria Cross of 
Peace." (Applallse.) Only the first and hardest part of 
their task was over. There was a good deal to follow, 
scarcely less ar~uous on both sidps of the water. When 
they wfnt back to India this scheme must finrl champions 
willing to brave risks in sprearling it all over the country. 
(Hear, hear). "No doubt among us here, who have helped 
to shape the constitution we must look for the best and 
most convinced champions, but on the other side too we 
must look for a<lvocacy. We want the Princes, Chiefs and 
ruling powers to finrl among you too men somewhat made 
for this Indian Federation, who like Dou Quixote, will do 
battle for it regardless of what may be said around them, 
who are prepared to risk everything-life, limb and wealth 
-in pursuit of this great ideal." 

Mr. Sa<tri appealed to the Pl'inces to convince the 
1esser Princes that the Federation would be in their 
interests. 
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BEGUU "lHAH NAWAZ 

Begum Shah ~awaz declared that :'Ifr. :'IIacDonald's 
momentous and historic words so deeply touchp,l her 
heart that worns failed to eXprllijS hpr feelings. 
)lr. )IacDonal,l's name would not only be written in 

"letters of goln but would go down to history as the 
'name of one, w'ho knew how to combine statesmanship 
with wisdom and friend.hip. "The great moment, for 
which we have waited so long has arrived and, 
thanks to you (U,·. :'IhcDunald) the greatest friend of my 
countlT, we stand before the dawn of a new el'a, which will 
alw~s be remeruber"d for this wonderful achievement of 
having uniten England and India in an everlasting link of 
com radeshi p and ft·iendship." (Cheers). 

Begum Sh'i\y" Nawaz asked Mr. :'IIacDonald to convey 
to Their Majesties, their best thanks for their generous 
messages, sympathetic interest and kind hospitality. The 
Begum thanked all the British Nation for their kind bos

,pitality and sympathy and the warmth of their welcome. 
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gained enormously in its intensity and popular appeal by 
the mere fact of Mr. Gandhi's participation in it. It would 
take us far afield to discuss the whole question of 
the history of the Khilafat movement. Briefly put, it 
resolves itself into two primary factors. The first was the 
then Premier's pledge and promise, that after the War 
nothing would be done to disturb the integrity of the 
Ottoman Empire both as a concession to Muslim loyalty 
and in accordance with the principles of self·rlet~rmination. 
The second was that the violation of imperial obligation 
was thoroughly immoral and shoul!l at all costs he resisted 
by all self.respecting Mahomedans. In this gigantic enter
prise Hindus must help Mahomedans and join hands with 
them as a token of neighbourly regard .. " This, "t any rate, 
was the interpretation put upon the Khilafat '1uestion by 
Mr. Gandhi. Mr. Gandhi would not stop to consider that 
the Government of India could possibly have no voice in 
the determination of an international negotiation. He knew 
that the Government of Ineli" had represented tbe Indian 
feeling with some warmth and that Mr. ~r ontagu and Lord 
Sinha had done their best to voice the claims of India at 
the Peace Table. Bllt he held that the Government of 
India had not done IIll in their power and when the terms 
of Treaty with Turkey were published with a lengthy note 
from the Government of India to soothe the injnred senti
ment of the Muslim people, Mr. Gandhi wrote a remark
ably frank letter to 11. E. Lord Chelmsford on June 14, 
1920, setting forth his reasons for resorting to N on
Co-operation. 

The Peace terms and Your ExeellJ.>ncy's defence of them have 
given the Mus_alman. of India a shock from which it will be diffi
cult for them to recover. The terms .. iolate Ministerial pledges and 
utierly disregard the Mussalman sentiment. I consider that a_ a 
staunch Hindu, wishing to live on terms of the closest friendship 
with my Mussalman countrymen, I should be an unworthy 80n 01 



MR. C. Y. CHI~TAMANI 

Mr. Prime Minister: In one brief word I wish to join 
my coll~agues in their respectful tributes to the Lord 
Chaocellor for the great work which he has assisted in 
accomplishing. Proceeding to the Report before us I 
wish to state, again in a brief word, one feature that runs 
through it-namely, that the most important matters have 
been left as open questions. 10 paragraph after par"graph 
we come across the observation that the ql1estioll requires 
further investigation or exploration, or that no member who 
expres>es any opinion in the sub·Commitee stood Commit
ted to that opinion or to any other. Therefore it remains 
still an open 'luestion wbat exactly will be many of the 
features of the future constitution, upon the soundness of 
which will depend not only its efficient and harmonious 
working but the degrees of satisfaction and contentment 
which it can bring to the people concerned. 

Now, Sir, 1 confine myself to one particular point
namely. responsibility at the Centre-and here the Lord 
Chancellor and his oolleagues of the Federal :;tructure 
Committee W!1l pardon me for saying that I cannot express 
any sense of enthusiasm or unbounded satisfaction, but 
rather I feel bound to express my sense of disappointment 
at one or t\l'O featuras of the proposals. 

In the first place, the reservations proposed are Dot 
only with regard to foreign affllir!! 8 nd the defence of the 
country, on whicl. there has been no difference of opinion 
but with regard to questions of finance, questions of ~ 
currency and exchange, with regard to which my opinion ~ 
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and feeling are entirely different from those which informed 
the proposals made by the Marquess of Reading, Mr. 
Prime l\[inister, I hope recrimination is no part of my com
position, but I shall be forgiven for saying that the manner 
in which Indian finance, currency, exchange and allied 
subjects have been managed by the present Government of 
India does not surely establish their claim to the reservation 
of power in such matters in the hands of the Viceroy in the 
future. If there is one matter on which Indian opinion bas 
been mos! keen it is that India should be in a financial 
sense mistress of her own household. That this Report 
does not promise to India; and to that extent I anticipate 
tbat nationalist opinion-not only Congress opinion but 
nationalist opinion of a more moderate variety-will dissent 
from some of the conclusions come to here. 

Next with regard to the responsibility of the Executive 
to tbe Legislature I am bound to express my feeling that, 
while in theory we shall have an executive removahle by 
the Legislature, in practice it will be an irremovable Exe
cutive on almost all occasions. I can assure my friend 
Colonel Haksar that he need not include me among those 
whom be had in mind when he referred to constitutional 
purists. I realise only too well that all these are matters 
dealt with by imperfect men in an imperfect manner. But, 
Sir, if the imperfections so overshadow the good points and 
to obscure tbem, then I think we shall not be beld guilty 
of purism if we express our di.satisfaction. The respon
sibility is to both Houses of tbe Legislature, composed in 
very large part of members nominated by the ruling Prin
ces, and even that responsibility is further limited by the 
fact that it requires the vote of a two·thirds majority of a· 
joint session of the two Houses for the removal of tbe 
ministry. I shall congratulate those who will be in 
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charge of no-confidence motions in the future legis
-lature on the rare occasions when they may by Pro
vidence or similar intervention succeed in getting that 
two-thirds majority, I sho,do like to know the self-gover
ning country in the world where responsibility is expressed 
in tbis form. On this point, Mr. Prime Minister, I am 
bound to confess that [ am diss'ltisfied with the report of 
the Federal Structure Committee and I do not contem
plate that any section of Indian opiniol! will acquiesce 
in this. 

Mr_ Prime Minister, at this stage I do not want to 
-take up the time of the Committee fmther; but I do not 
wish it to be unnerstood that I sit down only with an 
expression of dissatisfaction. In order to avoin that imp
ression I should like to say that I am impressed as much 
as any other member by the great work that has been done 
anrl I look forward with hope and confidence that in the 
near future thi~ work may be consummated and India shall 
he a contented member of a Commonwealth of free 

nations. 



UNDELIVERED SPEECHES 

In response to Mr. MacDonald's earlier appeal Dr. 
Ambedkar, Mr. Pannirselvam, Mr. H. P. Mody, Sir H. Carr,. 
The Chief of Sangli, Sir Cowasji .Jehangir, Sir Mirza Ismail, 
Sir Akbar Hyrlari, Sir Manubbai Mehta, Col. Haksar, the 
Raja of Parlakimedi, RAja Narendra Nath, Mr. Narendra 
Nath Law ann Mr . .Jadhav handed in their speeches, 
instean of delivering them. 

DR.AMBEDKAR 

Dr. Amberlkar, however, was not sanguine that Lord 
SRnkey's plant would grow. He expressed the fear that 
franchise on a limited basis would result in a government 
of tbe masses by tbe classes, but if tbe constitution f()r the 
centre satisfied Sir Tej Babadur Sapru, Mr. M. R. .Jayakar 
and Sir A. P. Patro he felt that it was not for him to 
oppose it. 

MR. PANNIRSELVAM 

Mr. Pannirselvam on bebalf of the Indian Christian~ 

expressed satisfRction at th e conclusion of the variol]S snb
committees and felt assured that the community would be 
prepared to make its own contribution to tbe new self-· 
governing India. 



11R. II. P. lIIODY 

Mr. Mody said that th" Conference had achieved 
much hut he felt disappointed that 80 many matters 
were left undetermined. He emphasised that India's main 
demand must remain lwaffected by tbe fate of the principle 
of fetleralism. He added with reference to finance that 
India must have a complete financial and fiscal autonomy. 
He 8u iJrnitted that stability would be assurl'd with the 
acceptance of legal and moral obligations respecting d"bts 
and with large powers vested in the Viceroy. 

~rr. Narendranath Law' associated himself with this 
V1ew. 

SIR HUBERT CARR 

Sir Hubert. Carr felt that wben the framework was 
filled in it would attract the support of the best elements in 
India. He emphasised the conclitions on which the 
Europeans approved, namely, that the states should 
receive a strong proportion of representation, that the 

Crown should be aderluately represented in the legislature 
-this representation to be reduced as the transi
tional period expired-and that. the executive should hold 
office during the life of parliament unless defeated by a 
two-thirds vote or dismissed by the Governor-General. 

Sir Hubert Carl' emphasised the need for assuring the 
stability of the constitution and ensuring the protection of 
British commerce and said that the Europeans would only 
be able to overcome the natural hesitation accompanying a 
forward move if they were satisfied that the new constitu
tion gave not only themselves but all the minorities com
plete confidence. 
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sm MIRZA ISMAIL 

Sir Mirza Ismail declared that the ilel~gates were re
turning to India conscious thnt. their duty was done and 
with the message of trnst ann goonwill from Britain. He 
pointen out that the communal negotiations han tended to 
accentuate a few of the points of difference and obscure 
many points of agreement. He did not cloub! that a just 
settl~ment would b .. accepten Ily tbe mass of IOIlians of all 
commUnitIes. 1'1 any case tl", British Government must 
pursue the work to which tl,ey had so nobly set their 
hands. He concluded by saying that it was now for 
Indians to build on the soli,l foundations laid. If they 
failed history would not blame England bnt Jnnia. 

SIR COWASJ1 .JEHA:'iIGIR 

Sir Cowasji .Jeha::ogir hoped that the Government 
would ensure that there should b .. no break in the continui
ty of work and hoper! that committees for this purpose 
woulr! soon he appointen. He further expressed the hope 
that the services wouln ],e reassured by the Services Sub
Committee'. rep,'rt but he wa.' not completely satisfied with 
1he Franchise Committee's report. 

THE CHIEF OF SANGLI 

The Chief of Sangli believed that the smaller states 
would be as ready as others to recognist" the essential unity 
<If India and participate in realising tbe federal ideal. 



SIR AKBAR HYDARI 

SilO Akbar Hydari deprecatea the emphasis laid OIt· 

the p"ints of disagreement and counselled giving attention 
to the brighter side of the picture. He believed that then~ 

was g~neral agreement in favour of an all-India federation, 
with subjects definitely defined and with responsibility at 
the centre for those subjects and autonomy in the pro
vinces, a stahle federal legislature and definite and clear 
reservations and safeguards with the Crown for the main
tenance of peace and tranquillity and financial stability 
and for the fulfilment of trpaty obligations with the States. 
Sir Akbar Hydari expressed gratification that the scheme 
adopted was one which in essentials he had thought out 
as the best solution and that he was privileged to play his 
part, in its final acceptance. 

Sir Akbar Hydari considered that a practical agree
ment on most essential points was no me'ln achievem ent 
by the Conference and said that there was plenty of time 
to adjust the differences while working out the details. 
He promised to do his best to induce the States, 
great and small, to accept the federal idea. He 
said that his friends from British India had a harder task 
but he believed that they would secure the adherence of 
all fairminded men if they concentrated On principles 
while working for the adjustment of differences. He hoped 
that in two 01' three months the work of the Conference 
would secure such support in India that it would be possible
for the varions expert committees to draft a detailed con
stitution on sound lines. 
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SIR MANUBHAI MEHTA 

Sir Manubbai Mehta pointed out that the Princes' 
support for Federalism was due to their attachment to the 
King-Emperor, their love for their own Motherland which 
had inspired the surrender of a part of their internal 
sovereignty to a federal government, their regard for the 
interests of their o.vn subjects which had driven them to
secure adequate safeguards for fiilancial justice respecting' 
the future fiscal arrange.ments and tbeir own instinct of 
self-preservation. ne pointed out that thAir internal 
sovereignty was being whittled down bef!'re the claims of 
Paramountcy and said tllat while the Princes were prepared 
for a diminution of some of their sovereignty in the interests. 
of commonweal no needless saerifice sbould be demanded. 

COL. HAKSAR 

Col. Haksar emphasised that the Conference had 
shown that Britain's policy was designed to secure harmony 
and agreement. He pointed out tbat it was far more tt) 
India's interest than Britain's that India's finance should be 
stable. He regarded safeguards as scaffolding and declared 
that in acquiring responsible government India also
acquired Dominion SldtuS. 

THE RAJA OF PARLAKIMEDI 

The Raja of Parlakimerli expressed his thanks to the 
Conference on behalf of the Oriyas and the zemindars of 
Madras. He empLasised the need for security for all, 
mentioning in thi~ connection the services and foreign. 
commerce. 



RAJA NARENDRA NATH 

Raja N arennra N ath declared that the main outline of 
the Constitution showed a material and .ubstantial advance. 
He regretted that the minol'ities question had not been 
settled. He assured the Conference that the view he 
hael taken in this regard was not due to class or communal 
or parochial interests but to the desire to construct the 
constitution on a scientific basis. 

~!R .. JADHAV 

~Ir. Jadhav considered that the constitution to be 
hammered out might be acceptable but it was the spirit 
which was really important. The spirit of Mr. Churchill 
would not make for peace. Conciliation was the only true 
remedy. He was gl'atified to see that the foremost British 
statesmen haa reali.ed the necessity of meeting the 
national dem!lnd. He urged adequate consideration of 
rural iDterests wheD the basis of suffrage was laid down. 
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KI~G'S REPLY TO MESSAGE 

Mr. JfacDonald then read tI,e following )'epT,! fmm 
the Rillg to the Co)!ference's messw/e:-

I have received with mllch plea,ure the loyal message which 
the Cho.irm," of yoUI' Conference conveyed to me on your behalf. 
The time ha:i now comE' for me t.o bid you God-speed OQ the 
.conclusion of your deliberations which I inaugurated some nine 
weeh:s ago. 

I have followed your proceerlings with the closest interest
1 

aDd 
have been impressed. with the rligility a:1d ei\fuestness with which 
they were conducted ancl thp. unity of :l.im which inspired them··. 
It \vas not to he e:<pectef\ thr\t in nine short week.i, however close 
a.Dd intensive the lnbrmr th!lt W:l:1 cl'O..vil.ed into them-I know full 
well how exacting your labours have been-a clear-cut and final 
8olation of the va.,t problems which confronted you should be 
found. But I am per.IHll\deri that, great as is the volume I)f paiient 
thought. carefnl work j~ still to be done. Yon have opened a new 
.ehapter in the hi~tory of India. I am sura you will, oue and all, 
strive to secure the aid of yonr countrymen in carrying on the ta:;k 
io the same spirit that has marked your discussions and I hopefully 
look forward to the ontcomc which \vill restore pea.ce and content
ment throughollt India. 

R. T. C. REi>OLUTIO~ 

After the I·ea(lin.? of the Kin!l's message and uetl)re 
adjoumin.? f<)I' the last lime, the Confel'ence adopted a formal 

Resolution record;I!.? the pl"O!re8s achieved so fa,· by Con
sultations between the varioltS Ilelegatiolls wul their Sub

CommiUees. The Resolution IVhich /Vas put by Mr. Jlluc
DOIIaid and passed unanimollsly, rail as follows: 

These report_, provi.ion.l though they are together with the re
eQf(led notes attached to them Bft\11'rI, itl the opinion of the Confer
ence, material of the highest value fOl' use in framing a constitution 
for India, embodying as they do, a substantial m~asure of the agree
ment on the main ground of the pla.n and ma.ny helpful indications 
of the points of det~i1 tn be further pursued and the Conference feels 
that arrangements should be made to pursue uninterruptedly the 
work, on which it has beeil engaged including provision in the Con
stitution of adequate safe-gu&rds for Mussalmans, Depressed Cla •• es, 
Sikhs and all other important minoritie., 



THE MAN AND HIS )IISSION 

India if I did not stand by them in their hour of trial. In my 
humble opinion their cause is just. They claim that Turkey must 
not be punished it their sentiment is to be re.!ilpected. Muslim 
soldiers did not fight to inllict punishmimt on their own Khalifa 
or to deprive him of his territories. The Mussalman attitude has 

. been consistent 'throughout these five years. My duty to the 
Empire to which lowe my loyalty, requires me to resist the cruel 
violence that had been done to )'lussalman sentiment. So far as 
I am aware the MussalmaLls and Hindu.:; have, as a whole, lost 
faith in British justice and honour. 

The report of the majority of the Hunter Committee, Your 
Excellency's despatch thereon, and Mr. Montagn's reply have only 
aggravated the distrust. In these circumstances the only course 
open to one like me is either in despair to sever all connection with 
British Rule or if I still retained the faith in the inherent superior
ity of the British ConRtitution to all others at present in vogue, to 
adopt such means as will rectify the wrong done and thus restore 
that confidence. 

Non-Co-operation was the only dignified and constitutional 
form of such direct action. For it is a right recognised from times 
immemorial of the subjects to refuse to assist the ruler who 
misrules. At the same time I adn:it Non-Co-operation practii:led 
by the mass of people is attended with grave risks. But in a crisis 
sucb as has overtaken the Mussalmans of India, no step that is UD

attended" ith large risks can possibly bring about the desired 
change. Not to run so-;ne risks will be to count much greater risks 
if not the virtual destruction of law and order; but there is yet an 
escape from Non-Co-operation. The Mussalman representation has 
requested Your Excellency to lead the agitation yourself as did 
yom distinguished predecessor at the time of the South African I 
trouble, but if you cannot see your way to do so and Non·Co.opera
tion becomes the dire necessity, I hope Your Excellency will give 
those who have accepted my advice and myself credit for being 
actuated by nothing less than &. stern sense of duty. 

THE NON· eO-OPERATION PROGRAMME 

And what was the NOD-Co·operation programme that 
Mr. Gandhi had worked out for the adoption of the 
country for rectifying the wrongs done to Muslim senti
ment '? He enuncillted the four stages in the programme 
of Non-Co-olleration in clear and unambiguous terms. The 
first was the giving up of titles and honorary offices; 
the Becond wa. the refnsal to serve Government in paid 
appointments or to participate in any manner III the 
working of the exiBting machinery of civil and judicial 



THE PHEMlER'S STATE~fENT 

The following silltell/enl of Gave/mile,,! policy was made 
b!J J1[;', ltlac lJo 11 rdd at the cOlic[udil1g session of the 

Conference: 

Yo.ur Highnesses, Ladie. and Gentlemen: 'Ve have 
met for the last part of this Conf"rence, You will believtl 
me I am perfectly certain when I assure you that never in 
the whole of my life h'lve I presided over a gathering with 
more pleasure and more pride than I have presided over 
this Conference (Applause), When I Bpoke to you at the 
end of the first part of our proceedings, I assured you that 
you had come here as our colleagues, that JOU would have 
no necessity to persuade us regarding status because our 
conception of my parliaruentary colleagues as well was that 
you had come from India to meet us representing the 
legislatUl'B of Great Britain for the purpose of taking counsel' 
together to achieve the pUl'pose, the self-government of India 
(Applause), 

I think I was right. I think you will go back to' 
India whether you are disappointed as to the work or not 
and Bay we were met by our British colleagues on terms 
of hospitable equality (Applause). We have put OUl' case 
before them and they have listened with a desire to 
accommodate us and they have put their case before us 
ann we assure you that there is so much in their cast', so· 
much experience in the working of institutions, so much 
in relation to peculiar conditions of India that they and we 
must come to agreements upon it. Now we have gone 
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as far as we can go at this moment. You have to go back 
to India. We bave to go back to our public oplmon. 
You have spoken here subject to reconsideration, and 
subject to reaction which your public opinion will show to 
your work. 

'Ve Government and Pa1'liamentary representatives 
alike have spoken in the same way and we must also listen 
to reactions. We must also explain, expound and defend, 
we must also make ourselves champions of your findings 
(Applause) and do our best to bl'ing our people with us in 
our pilgrimage of hope to its conclusion (Applause). 
What have we been floing? Pledge after pledge had been 
given to India tbat British Raj was there not for perpetual 
domination. Why did we put facilities for education at 
your disposal? Why did we put in your hands text-books 
from which we draw political inspiration? If we meant 
that the people of India should for ever be silent and 
-negative, subordinated to our rule, why have oUr ([ueens 
and our Kings given you pledges? 'Vhy have our Viceroys 
given you pledges? Why has OUI' Parliament given yon 
pledges? 

'Vhy, when Morely- \{into Reforms were launched, did 
those reforms contain not merely machinery of Government 
but promise of advance. 'Vby, when ~Iontagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms were in due course launclted, did they, too not 
only set up a system of government but give you a pledge 
that something ehe was to follow? The very Simon 
Commission itself was appointed DOt because there was 
Government in office desirous of change. The Simon 
-Commission was appointed because it was contained as a 
sacred pledge in the ;\fcmtagu-Chelmsford Refornls and if 
to-day, if during the last ten weeks, we had met you with 
,uniform non-possumus, Ive would have been uulme to the 
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pledges given to India by the Government for which we are 
resp6nsible. 

"'hen the Simon Commission was appointeu-tbe 
Commission let me say, becau,e I must say it, has done a 
work remarkable, conspicuous and essential (Cheers). You 
may agree with it or you may not, but you could not haTe 
come to conclusions with us to which you have come had' 
there been no Simon Commission (Cheers) and had not the 
Simon Commission opened doors that up to then were 
closed and brought ears into action that up to then were 
deaf (Cheers). India will nbyer be "ble to be tou grateful 
or to show too great a gratitude for the labours of men who 
composed the Simon Commission (Cheers). 

When that COlllmission was appointed we all agreed
leaders of the three political parties here agreed-that 
when British Governml'nt came to consider, came to give 
its literary system a legal constitutional value at some time 
or other, somehow consultation would Lave to ~ake place 
between the representative:; of tbe British Parliament and 
the reprl'sentatives ot Indian opinion, and that is why 
you are h~re. I regret profoundly that important sectionti 
of Indian political activity are not here too (Cheers). 

1 am one of those, who, I dare say, is r~garded by 
you and my colleagues the same as helonging to left-wing 
politics. That is neither here nor there. But do believe 
me, my Indian friends, Left-wing, Centre, or Right, I am 
one of those who believe that he who stirs enmity between 
peoples is not going to advance liberty in the world. 
(Cheers.) He who spreads suspicion, he who makes co
operation impossible, is not one of tbose agents for good 
that tile world, in its present distracted frame of mind, is 
so much in need of. If anything has been done by yon 
and us here during the last ten weeks to make the yon t1>. 
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of India, inspired by its youth, turn to practical pl'oblems, 
turn to ways of conqu~st by calm reason, my case is 
unanswerable and I am prepared to put it to the test of 
reasun. If anything that you and I have heen able to do 
here will produce that rA~lllt, and if we do nothing else, 
we will have made a ~reat contribntion to the progres,iV6 
political development of the Indian nation. 

Everyone must honestly admit that situations have 
arisen, like some of the communal difliculties, which have 
put obstruction in our way. Now I want you to take it from 
me that the attitude of the British Government in such 
relations is nothing more than an overpowering desire to 
leave you to settle your own affairs. IVe are not pro
Hindu. 'Ve are not pro-anything·ebe. If we are auimated 
by anything it is by a conception of India herself-India 
a unity, India feeling behind and below and above and 
beyond her communal differences that the myst.ic oond of 
unity, which the great poets, the great philosopl,ers and 
great religious teacher. of India have always taught. 
Believe me, the British Government has no desire to use 
your disagrpements for any ulterior purpose-quite the 
opposite. Our One ambition is that, being in a sense kith 
and kindred with you, its history, whether you liked it Or 

whether W'l liked it, has woven our destinies somehow 
together -that we, feeling that we have this one desire
to use that unity with you in order tbat we might have 
your way and smooth yon the path to that much required 
intern'll unity amongst yourselves. 

In a fe~' moment> r will make further reference to the 
position 01 the minorities, but I take grellt pride aud I am 
sure my colleagues do the same that as a result of this 
Conference and conversations both private and public that 
ha "e taken place at this Conference, the gap between you. 
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is much narrower than it was before (Cheers) and that the 
very men, who feeling that they must be loyal to their 
community were in sorrow that they were unable to agree" 
are inspired more by that feeling than ever ann. that in 
the conversations and negotiations that are going to take 
place they will be moved by it more than ever they han. 
been before. 

I have convincen. my friends that you can settle it 
and I am also convinced of this-that an imposed agree
ment might make your constitution unworkable. I would 
like now to make one or two observations from the point of 
view, first of all, of one who had good deal of l'xperience 
jn political values-value of words and the value of pro
visions. 

I have listened to some of my minority friends mAking 
their claims. Do remember this, my friends. \Ve, sitting 
here, are not a legislature. 'Ve, sitting here, cannot 
impose pains and penalties. We, sitting 11ere, can 
declare rights anrl hand over to you political power 
to see that these rights at'e enforced and respected. 
We can put in a constitution that this rlisability may not be 
put upon you and that the next disability may not be put 
upon you. Believe me, after some experience in those 
things, ultimately it depends upon the IntAlligence of your 
people. It rlepends upon their organisation. It depends 
upon their strength of will. It depenrls upon the success of 
their leadership as to whether worns become deeds and 
declarations actions. 

As regards the form of the constitution, all speakers 
have said that it has been determined that it is to be a 
Federation. Your Highnesses, I can add nothing to the 
tribute tbat has been paid to you by the previous speakers 
regarding the magnificent part you have played in making 
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-that possible (Cheers). Before you came, the structure of 
the Indian constitution was in doubt. Many people as was 
said this morning, wue doubtful when British India alone 
could bear central authodty. Yon came and you made 
your declaration. You showed your patriotic interest in 
Indian affairs and your very wise vision regar(ling the future 
and your words made it possible for ns to build up a con
stitution and to put political weight upon it. of the nature 
of an All-India Federation. That has been the great 
achievement and the great work for which both India "nd 
Brit'lin are grateful to Your Highnesses (Cheers). 

In building up that constitution we have come acroSS 
Some very awkward things. There is a word which, when 
used in politics-and some of my friends here also know in 
economics-I detest and that is 'safeguarding' (L,ltlghter). 
That is one of my sins, I suppose. Safeguu(ling-I do 
not like the word. It is an ugly word. It is a word 
which quite naturally rouses great SU!pIClOnS in your 
bearts. It is a word the aspects, meanillg,;, conllot<1-
tions and associations of which are forbidcling; let us 
apply commonsense to it. The safeguards th .. t have been 
snggested here fall under three c'llegories. One 
category i@ the group of reserved powers given to somebody 
-Governor,' Governol'-General, Cl'Own or somebody else. 
And that catpgory of safeguards you will find, eithel' px
pressed or implicit. in every free constitution from the rising 

-sun to the setting StHI. That category include,; pOlvers which 
may be put into operation by somebody authorised, some· 
body in authority somebooy, in a distinguished position, in 

·8 powerful position in the state to be put into operation by 
him in the event of a breakdown of the orclin'lry normal 

~ operations of Government. And, my Indian friAn ds, you 
·can twist, you can turn, you can turn the blind eye to this, 
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the blind eye to that, you can draft with care and you can 
hirle up what really is the substance of your draft, but if 
you were drafting your own constitution without any outside 
assistance or consultation you could not draft a constitution 
without embodying safeguards of thatkinrl in it (Applause). 

Then there is the second category ",f safeguards And 
there are two sections of that. The first covers guarantees 
made by the Secretary of State or by the British Crown 
for which, by virtue of contracts that we have made in 
your behalf, we remain re.sponsible under a new constitu
tion, just as under the existing one. The typical instance 
of that is Finance and also the existing Services. These 
guarantees, in the interests of India herself, have to be 
made clear to the world. It is not that we want to inter
fere. It is not even that we want the money. It is that 
if tbpre were any doubt at all About India shouldering 
these obligations and responsibilities the moral status of 
India would be deteriorated and in spite of the materalism 
of this age tbere is far more of the materialist power found
ed on moral foundations than many of you wot of. It i:; 
to put India in It moral position in the eyes of the rest of 
the world that that section of reserved subject" will be 
required. 

Then there is another .ection. '1'here are matters not 
solely Indian, owing mainly to India's history and requir
ing Some time for change. Do not be afraid of time. I 
know yoU\' patience has been tried. I know you have 
waited long, but, nevertheless, when you are going fastest 
you have not to be too penurious of time, hecause, that 
which is bllilt-I do not say unnecessarily slowly-hut 
that which is lmilt calmly and steadily, step by step, 
endures, whilst that which is built in a hurry wastes away 
and comes to ruin. 
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Then there is the third category of safeguards relating 
to communities. Now, I repeat what I have said to you so 
often regarding tbat. If you fail to agree to set up your 
own safeguards and to come to a settlement betlveen your· 
selves regarding those safeguards, the Government will 
have to provide in the constitution provisions de.igued for 
the purpose. But do remember the best of all is your own 
and we do not Pl"OPOS<l to lose grip of you. We do 
not propose to let you go as though yun have said the last 
word here, because we do not believe you have said the 
la.t word. 

Commullities, small anrl great, must be safeguarded 
in the Indian constitution (Applause) not only in the terms 
of the constitution but tbe content of those terms, the 
details of those terms and a settlement that satisfies those 
terms. My Indian friends, are you to allow them to pass 
away from your own hands and ask anybody outside 
yourselves to do /01' you wbat you are going to declare you 
are not able to do for yourselve.? (Applause). 

There is one great danger inherent in these safe
guards which I will mention, because it is of the utmost 
importance in the working of the constitution. The ;'\1inis
tel'S responsible must not shield thelllselves from taking 
upon their own shoulclers their responsibility when It IS 
unpopular, by leaving the Viceroy or the Governor to put 
into operation his reserved powers (Hea,', hear). 

Moreover, we bave this problelll in front of us too. 
In Executive, in particular, there must be unified respon
sibility (Applause). I am not going to push tbat observa
tion to any marc pointed conclusion, but a great task in 
forming the l<:xecutive is not so much the task of res
ponsibility, wbich is tbe peculiar characteristic of legisla
tme8. Tbe great task in forming the Executive is to create 
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through the Executive the confidence of the legislature 
together with its own united w.:nking in policy. 

Now, as regards the future, we have before us reports 
of various sub-committees all of them noted together with 
yonI' observations upon them. 

The Government proposes at once to study these 
very carefully iu order to face the prohlems which they 
present to it. We have, for instance, Sub-Committee No. I, 
the Sub-Committee presided over with such c(>nspicuous 
ability by the Lorrt Chancellor, who by that one act of 
service, lias won for himself a great place in your hearts 
(Applause). That report is rough woort, if I may say so, 
woort of very varying lengths, full of knots, full of 
difficulties in handling and using and must be planned and 
filted into logical and consistent structure. 

The Sub-Committee No. II, has enoorsed the princi
ple of fully represeutative Government in Governors' 
provinces, subject to the retention by the Governors of 
certain powers which were widely agreed to he necessary 
at this stage. 

1'he Minorities Sub-Committee, I have already referred 
to. You h ave not heard the last of us regarding that. 

As to the Sub-Committee on Burma its findings have 
been notcrt and the Government will pursue the d~cisions 

of that Sub· Committee separating Butma and making the 
n<3cessal'Y en(l'liries as to the conditions upon which 
separation is to take place. 

With regard to the North West Frontier Province, 
which was the subject of Sub-Committee No. V, that Sub
Committee recommended the elevation of its status to that 
0/ a Governor'. Province, with a constitution analogous to 
that of the other Governor's Provinces, under the new 
regime, but with the necessary modification and adaptations 
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to suit the peculiar local conditions and req uirernents and 
with the necessary financial adjustments with the Central 
Government. 

The Sub-Committep, No. VI the Franchise Sub
Committee has recommeniled the settin.,;' up of a Committee 
and that Committee will be set up. 

Sub-Committee No. V[[ dealt with Defence. That 
will be proceeded with and if it is possible to put into 
opMation without the delay that will be required in the 
building up of a full constitution, some of its parts by 
administration, we shall get into touch with the Govern
ment of Innia and see how that can be done. I refer to 
such things for instance as the creation of a Military 
Sand!mrst in India (Applause). 

Sub-Committee No. VII dealt with the services and 
affirmed the necessity of continuing to the existing 
members of the services under the new constitution the 
guarantees which the present Act, and the rules framed 
under it give them and has explored the position as regards 
the future. 

Sub- Committee No. IX dealt with Sind and adopted, 
with two dissentients, the principle that Sind should be 
formed into a separate province, hut left its feasibility for 
future decision after an enquiry by an Expert Committee 
into financial problems involved. That also will be under
taken. I need not go through any more details than 
that. These pledges I give you. These statements I 
make relate to the administration and to the setting up 
merely of Committees. 

One or two of you, wllO have had large experience 
in administration, have pressed UpOD us that under the 
existing Government of India Act, 8<lme things of importance 
could bedon6 by the AdmiBistration to bring Indian Admi-
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administration. The third was to decline to pay ta 
• and the last was to ask the police and the militan 

withdraw co· operation from the novernm~nt. From 
first lI'Ir. Gandhi realised the full scope of the mOVeL 
and he had no doubt of its far-reaching effecb. 
cannot, therefore, be said that he started the movement 
a fit of indignation. Far from it, he had worked on' 
programme to the farthest limits of its logic and II" 
clear grasp of all its implications. I<'rom time to tiaw 
set right m'iny a misconception in the mind of the no,), 
operationists, such for instance, in regllrd to th~ positi,., 
the non-co-operationisl Vakil. There is no ambigllit,' 
what Mr. Gandhi said. The Vakil should quietly wash 
haurh oft' the courts, cases and all. 1Ill'. Cllndhi took . 
to explaiu that no stage would be taken uotil he had ni 

sme that he was on firm ground. That is, he would 
embark 00 the last two stages till he had created an i, 
genoH; paochayat to dispense justice and all 
of volunteers to maintain peace and order. 
violence should be completely avoided. 

organiz1' 
In any C'" 

N ow it must be admitted that many people had 
vagne and hazy notion of Mr. Ganohi's programme. 1'1 

were, of COUl'se, those ivho plainly told 1111'. Gannhi of . 
impracticability of his ,chem" and the nang~rs invoht'" 
in it. Many Liberal League organisations implorell 
Mr. Gandhi not to lead the CouDtry to a rt'petition of the 
Pun.iab tragedy. Moderate leaners like Sir Narayan 
Chandavarkar argued th" futility of methods leading to 
anarchy and chaos. But the mo~t amusing, even at such 
serious time', was the attitude of some Congressmen. 
These were variously divided. All hailed Non-Co-opera
tion in theory and wer" determiaed to uphold it at any
cost 1 But when the tillie came for practistng it, they 
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nistrative action more in accordance with the Declaration 
mdde here than is the case to-day. We cannot commit 
ourselves as to whether that is so or not, but we propose, 
in consultation with Indians of administrative experi~ncp, 

to explore that. As the result of the exploration we shall 
take IIction or otherwise. (Applause.) 

At this pniot I mlly turn to the very moving appeal 
rna,]" by Sir T~j B"hadLU' Sapru to me this m()cning reg-lIrd
ing amnesty. It w"s a wise "nd moving appeal, which, I 
can assure the C'lllference, lodges very naturally in my 
own heart. I should like this Conference to open a Del. 
chapter in the relations of India and ourselves. If Dr. 
Sapru's appeal to India, as well as to us, is responded to in 
India and civil quiet is proclaimed and assured His 
l\lajesty's Government will certainly not be backward in 
responding to his plea which is endorsed by so many of his 
colle"gnes here. (Applause). 

Now, that brings me. to the qnestion of what is to be 
done to complete our labours. We bave agreed upon 
certain features of tbe constitution but th e successful 
launching of the constitution depends still upon a very 
careful study of the conditions and structure. I think it 
was Lord Peel who said that we were not so short
sighted, so self-centred, as to be undet· the impression that 
the only successful constitutional machinery is that under 
wbich we wot·k oU\'selves. As a matter of fact if you ask 
my opinion, I can give you some very hall results of its 
working. 

Therefore it is certainly not perfect. We have got 
the United States type. We have the type which has 
been used in .Japan and wbich is of very great interest 
especially in some of its aspects if not in all. We have the 
type such as was used in Germany before the War. We 
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bave got the French methods and so on and in order that 
we may have all the worM experience of working legis
latures "Iected in oiff~rent ways and composed in different 
ways we shall stuoy thos". 'V" have as a matter of fact 
stnrlieil those anil we bOpA to get from that study with your 
ideas, suggestions and plans from which tl,e New Innian 
constitution con be benefited ann made workahle. Some 
con,litions that have been aURched to the working I)f the 
constitution have been practically ag;med upon and they 
hav" become of the nRtnre of problems tbat can quite 
easily b" settled by the Chairman's ruling or by Govern
ment decision involving no principle ano creating no 
friction. Others still require work especially the open 
questions and notes of dissent taken to report of Committee 
No.1. 

There is, for instance, th" plRee of the States in the 
F"oeration ano the provision which must be made that the 
States, in everything which they are not agreed to IlI!.nd 
over to the Federal authority, owe direct contact to the 
CrOWD (Cheers). Thel'e is the composition of the Legis
latures nod the Executives au<i somp, problems rpgarding 
practical working. Th!'re are problems of communities 
and various (letails of safeguarding. 

Now, J think I am right t.hat so much work has been 
done UpOIl this that the time has come for us to bE'gin to 
try and draft something, becltuse it i. only when you begin 
to draft that you discover what you have overlooked and 
·what yon have not properly considered. 

Now this work must not be left to the bureaucracy in 
-either country, (Cheers), but must be conducted on the 
direct responsihility of politicians aided And guided by 
"those admirably equipped servanh of the States which both 
-our Civil Services contain. (Cheers). 
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I hope, for instance that in further negotiations an,l 
explol'3tion< we are going to have the great pleasUl'e of 
continning the Parliamentary unity which has been malll
tained with so mnch goon feeling during the last ten weeks 
in the work of t1,is Conference (Cheers). 

There is another important tbing. One of the secrets 
of our sl1cce.s thus far-in fact I am not at all SUre it is 
not the main secret of success is the personal contacts that 
we have been able to establish and keep going (Cheers)_ 
I have had a goon deal of experipnce of tl,ese Conferences. 
ODe week of Conference pronuces more good than six 
months of .liplomatic C01Tf'spondence. Let us get down 
face to face. Let us sit round a table. Let each of us 
state Olll' claims, "t",te our hopes, state oUt' fears, state OUI' 

expectations. Let each of us be candid, one to another 
and, sitting faee to face, there is an enormously better 
chance of understanding and agreement than under other 
circumst."nces (Cheers). 1 wish to continue that condition. 
'rhere are practical nifficulties as you know. Much work 
has still to be done in India, of educational and explanatory 

chamcter. 
At this minute, after all the heavy work we have llad 

to unnertllke without remission during the whole day and 
very often far into the night, you will understand me when 
I say that I am not in a position at this moment to tell you. 
precisely the plan hy which those personal contacts 
are to be maintained. I mention that because I know 
that some of my friends place great store upon those 
points ann I want to assure you, before you go home, 
that I thoroughly agree with you regarding them. r 
propose to confer at once with the new Viceroy, who is 
arriving here in a few days, and tell him what has been 
done-by my colleagues and myself, and I hope in this 
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that I may incluile my Parliamentary colleagues as well as 
my Go\·prnmpntal collellgll~.-anrl agree to a plan which 
will satisfy the rerluirements which I hav~ just stated. 

At this point I will read to you the DAclaration which 
I am authorised to make by my colleagues of the 
Government. 

The view of His :\Iajesty's Government b that responsibility 
lor the Gov.'romeot ofIndi. should be placed upon the Legislatures 
Central and Provincial, ,vith such provision as may be necessary to 
g1l8T1lOtee, during a perioo. of tran~jtion, the observance of certain 
obligation:,; and to JIlt'et otlu'"r special rirCUIDtihnces and a1~o with 
such guarantees ad are required by the millorities to protect their 
political liberties alld ril[hts, (Cheers). 

In such statutory flafeguards as may be made for meeting the 
needs of the transitional peri 00. it will be the primary Concern of 
His )1.R.jp~ty·s Government to Be(~ that the reserved powers are ~o 
framen and exercisen a~ not to pl'C'judice the advauce of India. 
through the neW' constitution to full responsibility for her own. 
Government. I.Applausel. 

His :I[",jesty's Government, whilst making this declara
tion, is aw"re tll .. t some of th" conrlitions which are ~ssen

ti .. l to the wot'king of snch a Constitution as is contemplated 
have not bepn finally .ettled, but it believes that, as the 
result of work done here, they have bpen brougbt 
to a point which encomages tbe hope that fUt·ther 
negol1atlOns after this d~clarntion will be successful. 
Hi. Majesty'. Government has taken note of the tact that 
tbe deliberations of the Conference have proceeded on the 
basi. accepted by all parties that the Central Government 
should be a Federation of all-India embracing both Indian 
States and British Inrlia in a bicameral legislature. The 
precise form and stmetur" of tbe new Federal 
ment must be determinerl after further discussion 
Princes and representatives of British Iudia. 

Govern
with tbe 

The range of suhjects to be committed to it will also 
requit'e furtber discussion because a Federal Government 

22 
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will have authority only in such matters concerning the 
States as will be ceden hy their rulers in agreement made 
by them on entering into the Federation, ( Cheers), 

Tlte connection of the States with the Federation will 
remain subject to the, basic principle that, with regard to 
all matters not ceded by them to the Federation their 
relations will be with the Crow fl, acting through the agency 
,of the Viceroy (Cheers), 

'With a legisllltnr~ cOtlstitnted on tl", Feneral basis 
His ';{aje'ty's Oovernmr'nt will he preparen to recognise 
the principle of responsibility of th" Executive to Legisla
ture_ U odel' the "xi"ting connition., the subjects of 
Defence anrl Extern'll Affair,; wi!! he reservco to the 
Governor-General and arrangements will be made to place 
in bis hantls the pow~rs necessary for the atlministratioD, of 
those subjPcts, Moreover, as the (;overnor-Gpne,'al mllst 
as a last resort, he able, in an pmerj?;ency, to maintain the 
tranquillity of the state anrl must similarly be responsible 
for the observance ot the constitutional rig!.ts of minorities, 
he must be gt'anten the nec('ssary power for those purposes, 

As rpgaros Financp, the tt'ansfer of financial respon
sibility must npce8,arily be suhject to such conditions as 
will ensure th" fulfilment of the obligations incurr"d under 
the authority of the Secl'elary of State and the mainte
nance, unimpaired, of the financial stability and credit of 
India, 'fhe report of the Federal Structure Committee 
indicates some ways of dealing with this subject, including 
a Reserve Bank, the service of loans and exchange policy, 
which, in the view of His Majesty's Government, will have 
to be provided for somehow in the new constitution, It is 
(If vital interpst to all parties in India to accept these pro' 
visions to maintain financial confidence_ 
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Subject to these provisions the Indian Goveroment 
would have full financial responsibility for methods of 
raising revenue and for the contl'ol of expenditnre 011 non
reserved services. This will mean that, under the existing 
conditions, the Central Legis!..ture and I<:xecuti ve will have 
Some features of dualism which will have to he fitted into 
the constitutional structure. 

The provision of reserved powers is neeessary in the 
circllmstaoces and "ome Ruch reservation has indeed beeb 
incidental to the development of most free constitutions, 
but every care mnst be taken to prevent conditions arlslOg 
which will necessitate their use. (Hear, hear). It is, for 
instance, undesirable that Ministers should trust to special 
power, of the Goveroor-Geneul as a means of avoiding 
responsibilities which are properly their own, thus defeat
ing the development of Rf'sponsihle Government by bring
in:; into use powers meant to lie in reserve anf1 in th" 
back;;round. Let there he no mistake about that. 

The Governor's ProviDces will be constituted on the 
basis of filII respflnsibility. Their Ministries will b<l taken 
from the Legislature an'[ will be jointly responsible to 
it. The rallge of P"ovincial Bubjects will be 80 defined 
.as to give them the gre.test p"ssible measure of Self
Government. The authority of tbe Federal Govern
ment will be limited to the provisions re'lLlired to 
secure its adminish'ation of the federal subjects and 
to discharge its responsibility for subjects defined in 
the constitution as of All-India concern. There will be 
reserved to the Governor only that minimum of special 
powers which is required in order to secnre, in exceptional 
circumstances, the reservation of t"an(l uillity and the 
guarantee of the maintenance _ of rigbts provided by the 
Statute for the the Public t:lervices and the Minoritiel. 
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Finally, His Majesty's Govel'l1ment considers that the 
institution in the Provinces of Responsible Government 
reqnires, both that the Legislatures shou1<l be enlarged and 
that they should be basl'd on a more liberal franchise. In 
framing the constitution His Majesty's GO\'el'l1ment 
considers that it will he its dllty to insert provisions 
guaranteeing to the variolls minorities, in addition to 
political representation, that the difference.s of n'ligion, 
race, sect 01' caste shall not in themselv<,s constitute civic 
disabilities. 

In the opinion of His Majosty's Govergment it is the 
duty of the communities to come to an agreement amongst 
themselves on the points raised there. Vuring the conti
nuing negotiations such agreement will continue to render 
what good offices it can to help to ,secure that end, as it is 
anxious not only that no delay should take place in putting' 
the new constitution into operation, but thnt it should start' 
with the goodwill and confidence of all communities con

cernen. 
The various Sub-Committees, which have been study

ing the more important points of a constitution which would 
meet Indian conditions, have sUfveyed a considerable part 
of the strllchlre in detail and the still unsettled points have 
been advanced a good way to an agreement. 

His l\Iajesty;s GOl'ernrne.nt, however, in view of the 
character of the COnfel'<lnCe anrl of the limited time at its 
disposal in London, has deemed it advisable to suspenn its 
work at this point 80 that Innian opinion mar be consulted 
upon the work done and expedients considered for over
coming the difficulties which have heen raisen. His 
Majesty's Government will consider without delay a plan 
by which our co-operation may be continued so that the 
resu\t~ of our completed work may be seen in a new India· 
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·Constitution. If, in the meantime, there is a response to 
tbe Viceroy's appeal to tllOse engaged at present in Civil 
Disobedience and there is a wish to co·operate on the 
gelleral lines of this rleel~ration, steps will be taken to 
enlist tLeir services. 

I mllst convey to y"n ,.11, on hehlll!' of the Government, 
am hearty appreciation uf thp, sp,rvie('s you have rendered, 
·not only to fnrlin, hut to tl,is CO!llltr)', oy coming here and 
pngaging in t.hese persoll'll U(··gotiations. Personal contact 

is the best way of rl'JI1uving these unfortunate differences 
and misuuderstanrling<, "l,i"h too many people 011 both 
sides b~ve bren engen<lering br.tween us in recent years. 

A rnutnal l1nd"l'stawliug of the intention and difficulty 
gaillt1d nnder such conrlitions as Lave prevailed here 
is by f,u the best way £c,r rliscovering the ways and means 
of settling the differences ~nrl satisfying the claims. His 
Majesty's Govprnmeut will strive to secure such amonnt of 
agreeme.nt as will enahle th" new Constitution to be passed 
through British Parliament ann to be put into operation 
with the active goorlwill of the people of both countries 
(Applause). And now, my friends, we go our various ways. 
Our ten weeks of valuable co·operation and pleasant COID

Ilanionship and friendship are endccT. 
Sir Tej Bahadur :-\apl'll said, I think, that he hoped 

he was leaving }~nglanrl with friendly memories bebind 
him. I can assure YOll that that it is not only true of Sir 
Tej Baharlur. It is true of you all and I can only hope 
that the memories you are taking away of us are equally 
.precious to you as your memories will be to us (Applause). 

• 'I pray that anI' contacts and our negotiations may be 
·continued, though oceans divide us by a whelm of seas. 
I hope you will go back and tell your compatriots what 
you have found, You may have to dis~gree som"times 
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and somewhere *ith the letter of what has been written. 
I hope you will never have to disagree with the spirit in 
which you have been met (Hear, hear). 

Finally, I hope and I trust and I pray that, by Ollr 
labours together, India will possess the only tbing wbich 
she now lacks to give her the statu. of a Dominion amongst 
the British Commonwealth of Nations, wbat she now lack~ 

for that-the responsibilities and thp cares, the bUl'den~ 

and the difficulties, but the pride and the honour of respon
sible self-Government (Lond applause). 
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J. THE COmIONS' m~BA1'E 

ON 

THE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 

I. THE PR~;mER 

Tn the House of Commons on January 26th, immedi
ately after questions, the Premier initiated a debate on the 
Round Table Conference. It was in the nature of a 
review of the work of the Conference. After setting forth 
in detail the nature of the w'lrk done at the Conference, 
the Premier pointed out the absolute necessity there was 
for all the partie~ to agree to the general conclusions 
arrived hy the Conference and authorise his government to 
pursue the pl'Oblems in detail with representative Indians 
and const.itutional p.xperts. He wound up his great speech 
with the following words :---

"The stage has almost been reached-I am not at all 
sure, I should not be quite justified in saying that it has 
actually been reached--when we should begin our plans 

with trial drafts. 

If we refused, supposing we do not ,10 this, what are 
the pros peds ? Repression, nothing but repression and it 
is vpry curious repression, very uncomfortable repression 
and a kind of repression from which we shall get neither 
credit !lor success. It i. the repression of the masses of 



THE MAN AND HIS ~lISSJON 

:looded the country with a mass of literature of the moat 
tortuous kind. These friends and "fonowers" proved to 
he the real thorn on Mr. Gandhi's side. Aspirants after 
Council bon ours refused to commit what tbey called 
"political suicide" hy boycotting the New Councils. 
OUlers affected to believe in tbe possibilities of furtber 
efforts of constitutional agitation. Still otbers detected 
illegalities in some stages of Non-Co-operation. And yet 
some would not comlllit themselves but await the verdict of 
the Special Congress. A minority would contest at the 
elections only to resign again and ypt some others would 
join the New Councils just to wreck the Reforms! What a 
cloud of worda and mystification of meaning! To all this 
warfare of words 1\1\,. Gandhi's own direct and simple 
statements are in refreshing contrast. He spoke and wrote 
strongly on the subject. There could be no doubt of his 
intentions or his plans. There was no ambiguity in his 
language. His words went straight as a bullet and he had 
a wholesome scorn of diplomatic resel'ves in opinion. 

Accordingly on the 1st August, as he had already 
announced, he led th~ movement by returning the j{aisel'-i

Hind gold medal to the Viceroy. In returning it he wrote 
a letter to His Excellency from which we must quote the 
following sentences :-

Events that bave happened during the pa8t month have con
firmed me in the opinion that the Imperial Government have acted 
in the KhiIafat matter in an unscrupulous, immoral, and un.i ust, 
manner and have. heen moving from wrong to wrong in order to 
defend their jmmorality. I CBn retain neither respect nor affection 
tor such a Government. * • * 

Your Excellency'. light-hearted treatment of official crime, your 
exoneration of Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Mr. Mootagu's despatch, and 
above all, the shameful ignoran'ce ot the Pnnjab events and calJrntS 
di.regard of the feelings 01 Indians betrayed by the House of Lord. 
have filled me with the gravest misgivings regarding the future of 
tbe Empire, have estranged fRe completely from tlle pre.ent Gov-
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the people-a great proportion of these mas<es being 
women and children. 

It is repression not of organisations, not of bodies 
but it will develop into a repression of a whole population. 
If we are prepared to march our soldiers from Himalayas 
to Cape Comorin, then refuse to allow us to go on. 

" If we are prepared to subdue by force not only the 
people but the spi,·it of the time, refuse to allow us to pro
eeed. If we a,·e p,·epared to stage, for the whole world 
to behold, the failure of oUt" political genius and at the 
same time provide it with a spectacle which will bring our 
name and our fame very low, indeed, then refuse to allow 
us to go on. If, on the other hand, you wish to bind 
India to you by bouds of confii!ence and make he!" happy 
withiu youl" Empi!"tl and Commonw~.alth, if you wish to 
hear her praise you in gratitude and remain with you in 
pride, then accept tbe work that has been done by the 
Conference and instruct the Government to p!"oceed with 
it to its complete conclusion." (ClJeers). 

II. )IR. STANLEY llALDWIX 

Mr Stanley Baldwin strongly rppudiated M,·. Churchill's 
view of the Indian situ'ltion and m .. de in the cou!"se of his 
speech the following obsprvations :--

"The immagination of the whole country haa been 
c~ught by the idea of the United States ot Iudia. There
fore we were on enti,·ely f!"esh .terl'itory. The wbole 
situation hali been ch~nged by the attitllde of the Prince". 

* * * * 
I do not believe that there will be any permanent 

solution of the question ;of Indian Government until you 
get complete co-operation, understanding and goodwill 

between Indians and ourselves. 
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III. MR. \V EDG \\' 00 II BEli'N 

:'lIt-. \Vedgwood Benn, the Secretary of State for India, 
made a vigorous onslaught On Mr. Churchill'il criticisms 
ana pointed out what the 10gic,,1 consequences of his 
policy would be :-

" What that has meant is lathi stick anrl, after rifle, 
the machine gun. You must either base the Government 
on the assent of the people or govern by force. The 
logical consequence of Mr. Churchill's policy, if put into 
force, is Government by force, without the assent of the 
people. The alternative is Government by the people for 
the people. That is why people of all parties have, 
grasped the principle almost with unanimity." 

lIe wound np his speech as follows :-
"For the future, in our jurlgment, t\\'o things are 

nece.sary : one thing is sincerity, the second is speed. Une 
of the effects of the Conference is that we have begun to 
re-establish the tender plant of understanding and tmst by 
continuing the work of the Conference. We shall foster 
this plant for that purpose. Speed is necessary. \Vhat 

,can be gained by delay? If India is to be fitted for self
Government she must be fitted for it at the eadiest 
moment. 

Delay had heen the tragedy in the past. Thirty 
years ago, men, who, to-day are opposing U8 in Indi'l were 
,firm 'ldvocAtes of the British connection. • 

Mr. Gandhi was a stretcher-bearer In the South
African \Var and it was his influence which got us a large 

,contribution of money and endless troops. There is lIO 

tragedy like delay and that is why 1 ~ay it will require not 
only sincerity, but also speed. 

Supposing that, by the labours of all pal·ties in the 
tEonse, something is done, supposing we succeed ill build-
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ing up a Constitution, not of sealed and delivered pattern 
on the English model, but something unique and moulded 
according to the tradition and spirit of the Indian people 
and resting in their good-will, if we can sncceed in that, if 

all parties can succeed in that, we shall have done som!'
thing to discharge the true mission of the British Common
wealth, wh ich is to extend the area of pe:lce and 
contentment in the world among the free peoples." 

IV. MR. ISAAC FOOT 

1\1r. Isaac Foot, who spoke on behalf of the Liberals 
said ;-

" I am a believer in self-Government for India, because 
I believe that upon those lines there i, the best hope tor 
these people * * * Our task of bringing India 
withiu the Commonwealth is the biggest thing we have 
ever yet attempted. The great problem of future will be 
the problem of race aHd colour. 

The peace of the world largely depends on the solu
tion of this problem. 'We have had a long association 
with India. There have been put upon us a gl'eat respon
sibility. If we have given the great blessings oj peace to 
India, and a common language and recognition of 
justice would it not be the most lamentable thing if 
that long and honourable association should now be broken 
in the midst of anger, hatred and ill will ? I believe that 
along the lines of the proposed settlement that aSSOCiatIOn 
can be maintained and that problems cannot be solved, 
except upon lines of friendship." 
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MAHATMA GANDHI 

el'nment and have disabled me from rendering as I have hitlitl t" 

wholc-heartedly tendered, "'y loyal co-operation. 
In my humble opinion the ordinary method of agitating by way 

of pet.itions, depntations, and the like is nO remedy for moving to. 
repentance a Government so hopeles~ly indifl'erent to the welfare of 
ih charge a~ the Government of India has proved to be. In Euro
pean countries condonation of such grievous wrong as the Khilafat 
Rnd tbe Punjab would have resulted in a bloody revolution by the 
people. They would have resisted, at all c.osts, national emascula
tion. Half of India i. too weak to ot!"er violent resistance and the 
other half is u:H\'illing to do 80. I have, therefore, ventured to 
8ugl\'est the remedy of Non-Co·operation, which enables those who 
wish to dissociate themselves from Government, and which, if it is 
unattended by violence and undertaken in an ordered manner, must 
compel it to retrace its steps and undo the wrongs committed i
but whilst I pursue the policy ot Non·Co-operation, tn so far a8 I 
can carry the people with me, I shall not lose hope that you will 
yet see your way to do justice. I, thereafter, respectfull~' ask Your 
Excellency to summon a conference of reoognised leaders of the 
people, and, in consultation with them, to find a way that will 
gladden Mussalmans and rlo reparation to the unhappy Punjab. 

Soon after, Mr. (1anuhi started on an extensive 
campaign preaching N on-Co-operation to large audiences. 
In August he came to Manras where he delivered a power
ful speech advocating his scheme. Mr. Gandhi went to 
Tanjore, Trichy, Bangalot'e and otber places and dis
coursed on the same subject with bis accustomed energy, 
while his weekly l"ollllfj India was replete with regular 
contributions from his indefatigable pen. vVeek after week 
YO/lily India came out with a series of articles from Mr_ 
Gandhi's pen answering objections and formulating methods 
of Non-Co-operation, which, whether one agreed with 
them or not, were un~oubtedly an intellectual treat_ 

THE SPECIAL CONGRESS AND NON-CO-OPERATION 

Mr. Gandhi's immediate objective was to convert the 
Special Congress to his creed. For, as we have said, 
though many had jubilantly proclaimed their faith in his 
programme, it was found that as time drew near .for putting 
his plans into practice they were busy finding loop-
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Tn Subscribers of r ndi.n Revi"w." R •. 2-8. 

INDIAN CHRISTl4NS 
Poet.~, Pub!icisr..", Rp/nrmers. Educahoniats, 

JllimRter., of tho f7hurch in India. 
COO'rENTS :-K: M. Banerii. Rev .. Lal Behari Dey, 

Ramach .. ndra, M. M. Datta. Rev. W. T. Satthiana
dban, 1)r. [mad·ud·din. Nehemiah Goreh. K. C. 
Banerjea. Pandlta Ramahhai. Raj.h Sir Harnam 
Singh, Dewan B.hadur L. D. SWdlllikanu Pill ai, 
Narayau Vam'," Tilai<. Principal Rudra. aod 
Sadhu .Sundar Sinil:h. JVdh thirteen illu.lralions. 

Price RI. 3. To Sub. of the" I. R," RI. 2-8: 

EMlNENT MUSSALMANS 
Among the sketches in this volume are:-Sir Syed 

Ahmed, "·ir Salar Juog, Nawab Moh.in·ul-mulk. 
Badruddin Tyabji, R.himtulla Mu'camed Say ani. 
Syed Mahmood, Syed Amir Ali, The Alta Khan. Sir 
Muhammad Shafi. Sir Ali Imaw. Syed HaIBn Imam. 
Hakim Ajmal Kb.lin Sir Ibr"him Rahimtoola, 
Sahibzada Aftab Ahmad Khav, Syed HUlain Bilgrami, 
JUltiee Shah Din, Sir Mabomed [qh,1, "ir Muhammad 
nabibullab. ~ir Abba. ~li Baig. M.bomed Ali .Jinnah, 
Sir Abdllr R,him. Mr Hyrlari and tbe .Ii Broth .... 

With the portr~its of "ll. Pric. R •. Three. 
To Sublcrib ... of" Indian R.vi .... " RI. 2·8. 

-G. A. NATESAN & CO., PLTIlLISHERS, MADR.A8. 



INDIAN SCIENTISTS· 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 

OF 
DR. MAHENDRALAL SIReAR 
I:! I R JAG A DIS H C. B 0 S W. 
sm PRAFULLA CHANDRA RAY 
D R. R I R C. V. RAM A N 
PRO F. RAM A C HAN D R A 
SRINIVASA RAMANUJAN 

AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR 
RESEARCHES, DISCOVERIES & INVENTIONS· 
b~S a companion volume to the live. of the many 
~ eminent Indiana hitherto publilhed, this volume 
oontaining the .k.tche. of di.tingui.h,d Indian Scien
ti.ta will be Ipecially welcome. Modern Indian Icien
ti.t •. brought up in the exrerimental method. of tbe 
Welt ., are proving to the world that they could 
pursue Icience not only for itself but for 
its application to the benefit of mankind." The' 
lives of Prof. Ramachandra and Ramanujan 
.aow the heights to which Ipeoulation in 
tbe field of abltract loience reached in India. 

Priee R •. Thr .... 

To Subl. oftbe" Indian Review." RI.2-8. 

-
Sir Jagadish Chunder Bose 

HIS LIFE, DISCOVERIES AND WRITINGS 

THE matter of thil volume hal been carefully lelect
ed and ar<snlled under three headini<s. Educa

tional. General, Scienoe. The book il prefixed with· 
an exhaultive acoount of hi. life and achievement •. 

Price Ro. Three. 
To Sublcrihra of tbe ,. Indian Review." RI.2.8'. 

Dr. P. C. Ray 
HIS EBSA YS AND DISCOURSES 

Price Ra. Three. 
To Sublcribers of tbe "Indian Review." RI. 2·R. 

G. A. NATESAN & CO., PuBLISHERS, MADRAS. 
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The Life and Teachings of Buddha 

BY THE ANAGARIKA DHARMAPALA 
... HIS i. a clear and concise account of the life and 
.. Teaching. of Lord Buddha written by a well

known Bundhi.t authority and io a .tyle especially 
iot,oded for non- Buddhist.. Th. book i. bound to 

be widely read and appreciated. The author cull. 
freely from the allth.ulic life aDd .ayings of the· 
Buddha io Pali. Append ix: Buddba'. ".nun.iution. 

(Extracts irom .. Tbe Lifeof Buddba" by Bodiliaatva). 

Price A •. 12. To Sub., of .be .. 1. R." A •• 10. 

Life and Teachings of Muhammad 
BY 

AHMED SHAFI AND YAKUB HASAN 
,@N tbis brief sketch an attempt i. made to prelellt 
1,") an outline of tho cbief incident. tbat marked tbe 
career of a great world-personality. The Teachings of 
tlte Prophet will be particularly interesting. 

Price A •. 12. To Sub •. of the" I. R." A •. 10. 

Temples. Churches and Mosques 
BY l\iK. YAKUB HASAN 

.!8i j thi. remarkable volume Mr. Yaku~ Ha •• n haa 
1,") attempted to give a kaleido.copic view of the 

world'. "rchitecture. Every .'y Ie of Temple, Church, 
or MOlque ... rchitActure i. delcribed at length to thl> 
accompaniment of DO I ... than 68 iIIultrblion •. 

Sw A a. JY. : A u.eful companion to the I .. y reader, 
NEIV INDIA: A very remarkable production. 
TELEGRA PH: Highly intereotiog and richly informiog, 

Price Re. 1·8, To Sub •. of" I. R." Re. 1·4.. 

G, A, NATESAN & Co., PUBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



Hindu Eth • 1 C S 
PRINCIPLES OF 

HINDU RELlGIO-SOCIAL REGENERATION 

BY BAllU (lOVINDA DAS 

WITH AN INTRODUCTION 

BY BAEU BHAGAVAN DAB 

AND A FOREWORD BY 

DR. :'ANGANATH JHA, M.A., D.LIrT. 

Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University. 

I"A companion volume to the author', book all 
Hinduiom. It i. critical of current Hindu b.lief. and 
'lays down line' along which reform should proceed, 

The l11ahratta : Undoubtedly well worth being read 
'by thinker. Rod locial reformero. 

United India and Indian States: One oi t,h. malt 
thought·provok ia" book. on the subject. 

Price R •. Two. To 'lubs. of the •. I.R." Re. 1-8. 

13" THE SAME AUTHOR 

HINDUISM 
The b~olr de,'. with the lource. of Hinduilm, it. 

fundamenta I t{:';Icbings, ita rites and customs, and it 
will be found illva\uable to I!I.tudeuts of comparative 
religil)n. I!IOCidl r",f,.)rrner. and legi,Lit~)rs. 450 pages. 

Cloth h,u"d RI. 3. To Sub •. of HI.R." 2-8. 

Governance of IndIa 
A8 IT IS AND AS IT MAY BE 

H i. a hand book of pro!{re •• ive politic. and a vade
mecum for active politiClRn8.-Cloth bound. 

RI_ Three. To Bubl. of "1.R." RI. ~-8 

<l. A. NATEIlAN & CO., PUBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



SPEECHES AND WRITISGS 648 
OF 

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA 
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION 

WITH A SKETCa OF HIS LIFE AND TEACHINGS 

~ HIS i. an exhaustive and c.)mpreben.ive collectioD 
'il~ of the work. of Swat"i Vivek .uanda. It COD
tain., among others, hi. elcquent ohar"cter·.ketch of 
.. My Master ": hi. celebrated lecture at the gr.a t 
Pariidment of Religion. at Chic.go; all tbe import
ant and valua.ble speech61, addre.SBIJ and dillcouue. 

deltvered in Engi>lnd, America and India on Guaua 

Yoga, Bh.kti YOio:a, Karma Yoga, Vedanta, and 
Hinduism; a choice collectiou of the contributions of 
the Swami to variou. p.perl and periodic all hitherto 
not available in hook form; lome of hi. private lette .. 
to frieRds; and a .election from hi. beautiful poems. 
7tt> Edition. With Two Portraits and A.ppreeiatioll'. 

Price R •. 3. To !:;ub •• of tbe .. I. R." RI. 2-8. 

THE MISSION OF OUR MASTER 
E:HAYS AND DISCOURSE8 

BY THE EASTERN AND WESTERN DISCIPLES 

OF RUIA.KRISH~A.-VIY'K.\NANO'\' 

PRINCIPAL CONTgNTS : 

VIVEKANAND A<BRAHMANANDA 
ABH&DANANVA~SARADANANDA 
TRIGUNATlrA~TURYANANDA 
BODHANANDA~KRIPANANDA 
VIR~JANANDA~SHARVANANDA 
NIVEDITA~DEVAMATA 
MISS WALDO;::'PARAMANANDA 

Price Ro. 3 (Three), 
To Sllb.criberl of the .. Indian Raview." Ro.2-8. 

·G. A. NATESAN & CO., PUBLISHERS, MAURAS. 
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SANKARA'S SELECT WORKS 
With Sanskrit Text and English Translation 

By MR. S. VENK~TARAMANAN 
C(mtents.-Hymn to Hari: The Ten-Versed Hymn; 

Hymn to Dakallinamurthi ; Direct Realization; the 
Century of Venel ; Knowledge of Self; Oommenlory 
on the Text; Definition of one. own Ie If. 

'The Main object of thi. invaluable publication i. to 
prelent in simple Engli.b. lome of the worko of Sri 
Sankaracharya in which be tried to oxpound in a 
popul.r aty Ie, the philosopby of the non-dualistic 
Vedanta of which h9 was the weU·known founder_ 

Rs. 2. To Sub •. of the' 1.R:' Re 1·8. 

THREE GREAT ACHARYAS 
nNHRA, RAMANuH AND MADHWA 

~QN attempt to bring under one cover critical 
~.ketcbe. of the life and times of these ~reat 
religiou. leaden and an expo.ition of their rOlpective 
.,Iloma of tbought and philolopby. 

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE VOLUME: 

Paociit Tatvabushan, Dr. Kriahnaawami Aiyangar, 
Prof. M. Rangacharya. Mr. C. N. Krilbna.wamy 
Aiyor, Prof. Rajagopalachari, and Prof. S. Subba Rao_ 

Priee Rs. 2. To Suba. of the" LR." Re.1·8. 

THE BHAGAVADGITA 
WITH THE T~XT IN DE\-ANAGARI 
AND AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

By DR. ANNIE BESANT 
~fi'!K0RE than a lakh of copies of tbil oacred Script
~ ure of the Hindus have already been sold and· 
now "Dother ten thouoand copiea of tbis astonilhingly 
cheap edition a.e i.lued for the henefit of th~ public. 
The t.xt of the oloka. il prir.ted in Devanagari. 

Price per copy, Annas Four. (Foreign 6d.) 
Price of a .ingle copy by V. P. P. is 7 (S.ven) A •. 

Two copiel 12 A.. Three copies Re. 1-1. 
Four caples. Re. 1-6-0. 

G. A. NATESAN & CO., PUBLISHERS, M.4DRAS.. 



Religion and Philosophy 
Prophet Muhammad. Lire by Ahmed Shall. Hi. Teach· 

ing. by Moulana Yakub Ha.an. A •• 12. To Subs.of
o 

the" l. R." A. 10. 

The tile and Teachings of Buddha-By the Ar.agarika 
Dharmapala. (New.l£dition). A •. 12. To Subs. of the 
"1. R." A •• lO. 

Chaitanya to Vlvekananda. Live. & Teacbing. of 
Eminent Sainh of Ber gal. Wlth 5 portraitl. Re.1·8, 
To Sub •. of tbe .. 1. R." Re. 1-4. 

Ram.nond to Ram T1rolh-Recounh the live. und' 
teacbing. of Ramaoand, Kabir, N ~oak. Mira Bai, 
Guru Govind, etc, Re. 1·8. 1'0 Subl. of " 1. R." Re, 1·4. 

Hindu Elhics. By Babu Govind.. Das with an· 
introduction by Babu Bhagavan Das. Reviled by Dr. 
Ganganatha Jha. R •. 2. 1'0 Subs, of "I. R." Re. 1·8, 

Hinduism-A Handhook of Hindu Religiono By Babu 
Govinda Da.. Clot.b bound and Indexed. Rs. 3: 
To Subs. of the" I. R." R •. 1·8, 

leaders of the Brahmo Samaj - Recoun t. the live. and 
teachings of R.ja Ram Mohun Roy, and otber Brahmo 
leaders With Seven Portrait.. Re. 1·8. 1'0 Sub •• oC 
the" I. R." Re. 1·4, 

Sri Krishna's Messages and Revelations - By Baba 
Bbar"ti. A •• 8. To ~ubs. of the" r. R." As. 6. 

Ught on Uk-Six ~piritual Di.couroe. by Baba 
Bharati. Re. One. To Sub.. of the" I. R " A •. 12. 

The Mlssl,," of Our Mastn. Essays and Discourses -By 
the Eaotern and Waotern DiocipJ •• of Ramakri.hna
Vivekanand". R. 3. To Sub •• of the "l.R." RI. 2 8. 

Three Great Acharyas-3ankara, Ramanuja and 
Madhwa. Their Life and Times and an exposition of 
their philolophy. Rs. Two. To Subs. of tho .. 1. R." 
Re. 1·8. 

Sri Sankarachalya'. Select Works.-Tbetextin Sanskrit 
Devanagari type and an Engli.h Tranlation. By H. 
Venl<ataramaoan, B.A. RI.2. To Bub •. of Ihe .. r. R." 
Re.18. 

Aspect. of the Vedant.. By variou. writer.. Ne", 
Edition. Ite. 1. To Sub •. of tbe " l. R." A. 12. 

bsenli.l. of Hinduism-... oympoliurn of leading 
Hindus. As. 12. '1'0 Subo ef the" J, R." AI 10. 

V.lshnavlte Reforme.s of India. (Critical Sketch •• ). 
By l' Raj.gop.la Chariar, M A., B.L. R •• 1. To Subs. 
of the .. I. R." As, 12. 

G. A. NATES.A.N & CO., PCllLI!!HEll~, MADRAS: 



THE MAN AND IllS MISSION 5& IJ 
holes to escape the rigours of Mr. Gandhi's discipline. 
Everyhody would throw everybody else into the struggle. 
A body of men who had sworn by lIfr. Gandhi and 
denounced those who h ad the courage to differ ffOm him 
were suddenly faced with an awkward dilemma. They felt 
the incoovenience of suffering and sacrifice and would fa.in 
be relieved of their unwitting words of bravado. But Mr. 
Gandhi would stand four square to all the winds that blow. 
Nor could they with any grace secene from the Congress, 
having so violently ilenouncerl as treason the Morlerates' 
disregarrl of the Delhi anrl Amritsar Resolutions. There 
was to their milld only one course left open, t.e., to thwart 
Mr. Gandhi's resolution in the op~n Congress. But Mr. 
Gandhi harl p"epare,l the ground with characteristic 
thomul\"hnes8. Khilafat specials ffOm Bombay and Madras 
had flooded the Congress with delegates sworn to vote for 
him. There was a tough fight in the Subjects Committe e 
which sat for eight long hours without coming to any 
apparent decision. Over forty amendments (dear to tbe 
legal mind!) we"e brougbt in hy different members, twelve 
of them were ruled out as me,'e verbal repetitionr. and there 
rfimained no less than 28 amendments to consider. The 
speeches in the Subjects. Committee were remarkably 
frank. Messrs. :\Ialaviya, Da8, Pal, Jinnah, Baptista, all 
attacked the original resolution with warmth, while Dr. 
Besant vigorously assailed the very principle of N on-Co
operation. The debate was most exciting. The President, 
Mr. Lajpat Rai hi'nself, spoke strongly against certain 
important provisions of the resolution. He would not agree 
to the witllflrawal of boys from schools nor could he think 
it at all po"sible to call upon lawyers to leave their 
practice. He was pe"sonally in favour of the principle 
of Non-Co-operation but he doubted the wisdom of com-



"SAKU NT ALA 
RENDERED INTO EASY PROSE 

ON THE MODEL OF LAMB'S TALES 

By KAMALA SA'ITHIANADHAN, M.A . 

. ~ AKUNTALA is Kalidasa', master-piece, though he 
::9 is also the author of two other well-known 

· plays, Vikramorvasiyam and Malavicagnimitram. In ren
dering the play ioto a prose narrative, Mrs. Satthianadhan 
ha.~ borne in mind two great pieces of English Literature, 
namely, Charles Lamb'g " Tales from Shakespeare ", anA 
Sir A. T. Qlliller-Couch's " Historical Tales from Shakes
peare" for her moaels. Por, a mpre epitoQ1e of the story, 
without the beauty of the similes and metaphors for which 
Kalidasa is famous, will make the story uoattractlve. The 
authoress has throughout maintained the spirit of the 
original which evoked the appreciation of Goethe, the 
'G~rman poet. Innumerable translations of this drama have 
appeared till now, and this new version of 1\ great classic 
is published with a view to acquaint the lay reader, 
with the beauties of Kalidasa, the Indian Shakespeare. 
This book can be read with profit by student. 
and others who cannot study the original in Sanskrit. 

Price Ann ... Six net . 

. SHAKESPEARE'S TRAGEDIES 
BEING STUDIES OF 

KrnG LE.tR, MACBETH, HA_MLET & OTHELLO 

By REV. DR. WILLIAM MILLER, c.r.E. 

Late Principal, Madms Ch,-istian College. 

Dr. ~IiIIer does not appear as an annotator or critie. 
· He fixe. his student's attention especially on the 
ethical side of Shakespeare's teaching. According to 
him, the plays of Shakespeare, whether designedly or 
not, are not calculated merely to amuse. They have 
each "an inner meaning," a !£ central idea," which 

· does the studeni good to search ont and assimilate. 

Price Re. 1-8. 'fo Subs. "I. R." Re. 1-4. 

·G. A. NATESAN & CO., PUBLISHERS, MADRA.S. 



E MIN E N TOR lEN TAL 1ST sf150 
INDIAN, ENGLlSN, FRENCH, GERMAN AND AMERICAN 

This is a new and interesting publication of equal inter
est to the scholar and the layman. It is a record ot the 
achievements of many European and Indian savants. By 
their zeal for learning and sympathetic understanding of' 
ancient literature tlley have laid bare the treasures of 
ancient cultures and opened the door to a new world at 
thought deeper and subtler than any known to Europe. 

Among the Orienta lis" Studied are: Sir William Jones, 
Sir CharI •. , Wilkins, Colebrooke, Horace Wilson, George 
'rournour, Fergnsson, Rajendralal Mitra, Telang, Bhau 
Daji and Indraji, Dr. Buhler, Monier Williams, Max, 
Muller, Sir John Fleet, Edwin Arnold, Nivedita, Griffith, 
Whituey, Vincent Smith, nal GaDgadhar Tilak, Anun
doram Harooah, Bhandarkar, l\facdounel, A. B. Keith, 
Paul Dellssen and Sylvain Levi. 

Among the Contribulors to the "olume are: Prof. P. 
Seshadri, Prof. Raddhakrishnan, Dr. S. Krishnaswami 
Iyengar, Prot. P. P. S. Sastri, Mr. Shul1l bu Chundcr 
Dey, Prof. Suryanarayana, Mr. Vasant Naik, Mr. 
K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, Prof. M. S. Ramaswami 
Iyengar, Prof. Surya Kumar Bhuyan, Prof. Srinivasa
chari, and Mr. D. W. Wickramaratchi. 

SELECT PRESS OPINIONS. 

The Mo~ern Roview:- In this little volume we have 
been presented with critical sketches of the livts and 
achievements of a number 8f distingul.~bed scholars 
WllO have done much to resuscitate India's lost 
history, and interpret her ancient culture. * * * 

The Times of India :-The biographies go right dow~, 
to the pres.nt day and give " good deal of informa
tion whicll is not easily av.ilabl •. 

The Leader :-Interesting alld stimulating. 

SwaraJya :-A true and faithful study of I,ulian 
Culture. 

Price Rs. 2 (Two). To ilubs. of the" 1. R." Re. l-S. 

Bonks are (:liven at cOTlCession rates only to .qubs .. 
cribers of I. The Indian HeV1·el.l.·." Anyone who wishes 
to buy bonks at c01lces.Qion rate·q must remit Ea. Five 
one' year's .ub8cri,~on to t/le RevieVJ in advance. 

O. A. NATESAN &: CO., PuBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



~MALABAR & ITS FOLK 
By T. K. Gopal Panikkar, B. J\. 

With Special Chapten on 

·"The L?ood System of Malabar" by Dr. V. K. John, 
and" The Moplahl" by Mr. Hamid Ali. 

+.HIS book is a firot attempt al a IYltemalic Ire.t· 
,,~ ment of Ihe life and inltitutions ot tbe people. 

• of Malabar. Mr. Gopa1 Paoikkar write. of bis 

compatriot. with intimate knowledge born of loog 
.. tudy Bnd clole alOociation. 

There are tweoty-three chapte," in all, beside. 
4, A Glollary of term I", and advantage hal beeD 
taken of the iuue of thi. Dew edition to revise and 
.amplify the chapters in the light of recent hiltory. 

Pdce Rs. Tw(). 

To Subscribe .. of the" Indian Review" Re. 1·8. 

INDIAN TALES 
OF 

FUN, FOLLY & FOLK-LORE 

A COLLECTION OF THE 

Tales of Tennali Raman, Mariada Raman, Raja-Birbal 

and of Komati Wit and Wisdom, The Son-in-law Abroad, 

New I¥ian Tales, Tales of Raya and Appaji, and Folk

.lore of the Telugus. Eight booklets in one Single volume. 

New and revised edilion. 

Price Re. 1-4. To Subs. of tbe .. l. R. " Re. One. 

G. A. NATESAN k 00., PUBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



Industry, Agriculture & Economics 651 
ladu,tri.IIDdi... By Glyn Barlow. Re. 1. To Subl. 

-of tbe .. I. R." A •. 12. 
ladi,." Indultrial at\d Economical Problem.. By 

Prof. V. G. K.le. RI. 8. To Sub •. of .. 1. R." Re 1-8. 
Essay. on Indian Economies. By the late Vahadev 

Oovilld Ranade Rs 2. To Sub!. of" I. R." Re. 1-8. 
The Swadeohi Move ... "t. A Iympolium by Repre

oeotative Indianl and Anglo-Indianl. Re.1-4. To Subl. 
of the" I. R." Re. 1. 

The Improvem e \t "f Indi.an Agriculture. By 
·Ca.thleyne SlOgb. Re.1. To Sub •. of" I. R." A. 12. 

L'ft Irrig.ti()~. 5y Mr. A. Chtterton. R •• 2. To 
Sub •. of the" I. R." Re. 1·8. 

Auieult.ral '"dullrie. in I"dia. By Say ani. Re.1. 
To Subl. of the" 1. R." A I. 12. 

General 
Tale. Irom Sanskrit Dramatists. On the line. of 

Lamb'l TaLe. (Ten famouo Drama. rondered into 
..,aoy Engli.h Prooe). R. 2. To Sub •. of "La." Re. 1-8. 

Sukunt.la. By Mro K Sathianatban Rendel'flfl 
Into ea.y pro.e for Ule in Scbooll and Colle"e!. A •• G. 

Mal.b •• ""d it. Folk. By Mr. T. K Gepala 
Panikker. B A. Witb opecial cbapte.. on" Land 
IYltem of Malabar" by Dr. V. K. John and" The 
Moplab." by Mr. Hamid Ali Bar.-at-law. R •. 2. 
To Sub. of the" I. R .. Re. 1-8. 

<;I",ke.pur.·. Tragediel. By Dr. Miller. Being 
the critical .tudy of Lear. Macbetb, Otbelln, and 

Hamlet Re. 1-8 To Subo. of tbe "1. R.." Re. 1-4. 
Mis. Mayo'. Mother (odia. A Rej>3iDder. By K. 

Natarajan. Witb an introduction by Mr. G. A. 
Nat."an and criticiom. of Tagore. Gandhi. Bonn', 
etc 5th Edition A •. 12. To Subo. of .. I. R" A •. 10. 

Vi.""bh'rati By Dr. Rabindranath and Mr_ C. F. 
Andrews, witb 6 portrait. A •. 8. 

J).lhi. The Capitol of Indi •• 54 illustration •. R._ 2. 
rndian Tales of Fun, FDlly aDd Folk-hu. A 

collection in one volume of .i~ht book· let.. New 
Edition. Re. 1-4. To Sub. of the" T. R." Re. 1. 

The Bhagavad Gil.. With text in Devan.gui and 
an Engli.h tranlhtion by Annie Belant. Pncket 
Edition. Pleale Dote tbe price io 4 As and not 2 A •• 

lUse and Grewth of Bombay Municip~1 Government. By 
Sir D. E. Wacba. RI.2. To Sub. of" I. Roo Re. 1-8. 

·G. A. NATESAN & CO., PUBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



IF YOU WANT 
TO BE IN TOUCH WITH INDIA 

her political, social and industrial activities; her history, 

tradition aud literature; her religion and philosoplly, 

her hopes and aspirations for the future; and the men 

3nd women who labour for the attainment of her ideal, 
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The Indian Review is an All-India Monthly Magazine 

devoted 'to the discussion of all topics of general interest 
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all classes. * * * Please note that" large and varied 
colleetion of Books on Indian Political, Induatrial, 

Agricultural, Social and R"llgious Literature, Biographies, 
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FOREWORD 

It was in the beginning of 1905 during my second English 
vi8it tbat I made the aoquaintance of Mr. Roddy at Cambridge. 
Even during his student career he had made hiB mark as an 
aoute debator. I believe l1e was soon rewarded for his brilliant 
hlents by the secretaryship to the Cambridge University 
Liberal Club. 

Since then, I have heen watching Mr. Reddy's career with 
considerable interest. He has filled high offices, first at 
Mysore as an Educational Otlicer and subsequently as the 
Viuc·Chancellor of the newly.founded Andhra University. 

Mr. Reddy has the courage of bis conviction. When he 
found that his views came into clash with those of the 
hureaucracy he had not a moment's hesitation in throwing 
off the robe of office and tbe s)Jirited letter which he address
ed to the Chancellor of the University will long be regarded 
as a olassio on the subject. 

The essays em bodied in the booklet arB of more tban 
passing interest and the publishers have done well in bringing 

. it out at the present moment. Tbe author's views on the 
i Round Table Conference are as refreshing as suggestive. His 
addresses to the Students' Conference in Beng,,1 and at 
Allahabad dtiserve careful perusal; wben they appeared in the 
newspapers I took care to have outtings therefrom and read, 
marked, and digested many of the passages. Tbey are not 
mere verbiage 01' empty platitudes but are the result of deep. 
thinking on the burning problems of the day. 

N a less valuable is his address at Vizagapatam on Swadeshi· 
and Swamj. The ideas inoorporated in it tally with those 
beld by Mahatma Gandhi and my humble self, and it is 
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refreshing to find a cultured alumnus of the great British 
University not indulging in oheap sneers at the eharb. 

I have very great pleasure in recommending the essays to 
the reading pu hlic. 

CALCUTTA } 

29-8-31 
P. C. RAY. 
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PREFACE 

The chronological order of the Addresses and Artioles 
comprised in this volume is as follows : .. -

1. Address to the Women's University-middle of last 
year. 

II. Address to U. P. Students-January 1931. 

III. Address to Vizagapatam S~adeRbi League-January 
1931. 

IV. Artioles on the R. T. C. Proposals-January and 
February 1931-

V. Address to Bengal Students-March 1931. 

The subject matter falls under two divisions: The Gandbian 
Movement and tbe R. T. C. 

As regards my views on the R.T.C., they have been fully 
endorsed by the Liberal Conference recently beld at Bombay. 
Needless to say that the Nationalists have always favoured 
them. Recent developments bave but confirmed me in my 
oplDlOns. Tbougb the proposals of the R.T.C. were ostensibly 
declared to be tentative and open for reconsideration, the 
separation of Burma has been beld to be a settled faot. 
There will be many more settled facts soon. The Liberals 
are not fighters hy charaoter though they trade on the fight 
put up by others, and they are sure to swallow settled facts
settled by others for them-with diplomatic gnwe ana 
creature appetite. It seems to me that the purpose of 
the Government is to rally the Liberals, Communalist 
Muslims, and I!.I1 varieties of special interests and careerists and 
employ them to smash the Nationalist Movement. Witb 
more places open for Indians, which is a oertainty, there may 
he defections from the Congress ranks tbemselves. Mr. 



MAHAnlA GANDHI 

mitting the Congress to those extravagant and far·reacbing 
items in Mr. Gandhi's programme. 

BOYCOTT OF COUNCILS 

But by far the most contentious item in tbe Resolution 
was that relating to the boycott of Councils. The bulk 01 
the J.~ational.ists were strangely enougb opposed to it and 
by a curious stretch of logic they considet'ed obstruction in 
the Council as preferable to wholesale boycott. 

Mr. C. R. Das, who was in charge of the ruain 
resolution on behalf of the Reception Committee, agreed to 
Mr. Bepin Chandra Pal's amendment of his resolution, but 
if it was defeated, he would stand by his own. Mr. Pal's 
amendment was put to the vote and was lost, 155 voting for 
and 161 against. Then another vote was taken on Ur. 
Das's resolution and Mr. Gandhi's resolution as amende,l 
by Pundit Motilal Nehru and as accepted by Mr. Gandhi 
himself was passed. It iR said that in the final voting a 
poll was taken, 133 voting for Jlr. Vas's r('solution and 1<11-\ 
for Mr. Gandbi's tbus gi\·ing a majority to Mr. Gandhi 'Jf 

15 votes and thun showing that the voting was very close. 
It is clear that the Subjects Committee consisted of 296 
members present and that 1:, of whom remained neutral. 
The greatest excitement prevailerl both inside the Com· 
mittee room and outaine when it was known that J1r. 
Gandhi won the day. Nearly two thousan,i people c?llect. 
ed outside and shouted" Gandhi Mahatma Kee Jai" an,l 
" Bande Mataram". 

THE NON·CO·OPERATIO;..' RESULLJTIO;..' 

That gives the clue to the mRntality of the Congress. 
If Mr. Gandhi could win in the Subjects Committee itself 
there was no doubt of his triumph in the open Congress. 
Still )lr. Das proposed to bring his amendments in the 
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Shaukat Ali has gone back to his pre-war "Comrade" poli
tics. His policy is to get all the power or rather positions 
he can for his community in alliance with the British and 
then use the leverage thus obtained, if the Hindus will join 
him on his own terms, for Pan-Islamic purposes, irrespec
tive of its possible effects on the integrity of the British 
Empire. The British are quite aware of this dire pos
sihility, of which Mr. Hazrat Mohani is an open ex
ponent, and they have to choose between Indian Nation
alism, which in essence is no enemy of the Empire 
and Pan-Islam ism which is Anti-N ational to-day and may 
become Anti·lmperial to-morrow. It is the fear of a strongly 
Nationalist Constitution which could not be employed for 
purposes foreign to India's integrity and interests, that has 
led a section of extreme Muslims to oppose Federation and 
a powerful Central Government. Hinflu Princes will be 
a big factor in a Federation, bigger than Muslim Princes 
and this does not suit their book. And a powerful Central 
Government blocks the way for Sir Muhamad Iqbal's 
]\[uslim sphere of sovl'reignty and the pressure that Buch 1\ 

sphere could exert on India's Iuternational and inter-Imperial 
relations. Tbe Muslim State is their objective; and so they 
dislike Federa tion and ,\ strong responsible Government in the 
Centre with residuary powers and justice ",s an all·India sub
ject. Govemment are for Federation without a democratic 
responsi ble government in the Centre, And so are the m:.jo
rity of the Princes. They won't have democracy either with
in or without; but they are prepared to honour British India 
hy claiming a large sbare in ruling it, an honour which we do 
not seem to be in a hurry to welcome. Certain civilians used to 
advocate partition of British India into Native States, a clumsy 
prooess. Lord Sankey will " N ative·Statesise .. British India, 
wholesale, a more decorous procedUre, whioh retains the end 
aimed at while modifying the means, As for Mr. Shaukat Ali, b. 
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is to-day in favour of the British, of the Princes, of Capitalists, 
of Landholders, and the whole gamut of Oligarchy, provided 
only they agree to concede special privileges for Muslims a.nd 
eMhle " Muslim" Provinces to function for all practical pur
poses a.s autonomous Muslim States. The Muslim State is of 
primary importance to him and his party, and not the good of 
Indian Muslim people. If this can't be obtained without 
sacrificing Muslim democracy involved in Universal Suffrage 
etc, well then it will have to go. And Indian democracy must 
of course go the sooner. Nor should M uelims be exposed to 
~he risk of becoming Indians first and Muslims next. They 
must be ;t State within a feeble State and there should be no 
unauthorised traffio across the frontiers. I do not see what· 
other hypothesis could collegate into a consisteut whole 
Mr. Shaukat Ali's recent pronouncements. 

Mahatma Gandhi appears to be more concerned with nation
building from within than Constitution building from London 
or Delhi. The text. of the Constitution is of less conseqnence 
to him tha') the spirit of the people. He is slowly 
evolving a people who will be Imli"ns polil.ically without 
ceasing to maintain, if they want to, their religious and 
cultural individu;tlity, and who will be "ble to act with the 
cour'1ge and honour of a free people and a scrupulous regard 
for equality of rights within the Nation, which iR the soul of 
democracy. This can't be done in London. If it is to he 
done at all, it must be done hers in Indi". Hence his 
<levotion to the masses and his indifference to the R. T. C. 
and other intellectualist confabulations. His is a dusty road, 
with steep ascents and ahrupt descents, strewn with thorns 
and h~set with beasts of careeristic prey. Bat if there must 
be r8,,1 salvation, honest and enduring, the al'duous journey 
must be faced and comrletecl. Even", Constitution is only a 
means to this end aud not an elld in itself. That is why 
S .. I)'um"ti h",s become the mean between Simi. and Yerra-
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wada. While others feast, he fasts; wbile otbers prey be does 
so with 'l,n" a"! If he goes half -naked to the horror of the 
ChuTchills, it is prohably because he feels that our shame 
as a r",ce cannot be completely covered by evening dresses 
morning coats, ",nd saloon cars, and that no man can enjoy 
a bigher bonour and respect th'1n what pertains to his nation. 
Wben the nntion has been stripped naked of its rights, C'1O 

the individu",ls composing it acquire grandeur by resort to 
Bond Street or triumphal Government House parties? He 
is a man of sorrows. becJouse ours is a land of sorrows and 
humilia.tions. 

And thi'S volume I offer at bis feet as my little flower of 
worship. 

" Padma-Prabhasa "} 
Cblttoor, N. A. 

25-8-1931. 
C. R. REDDY. 



The Round Table Conference 

Is it fair on the part of the R. T. C. invitees to carry 
on a propaganda in favour of their achievements while 
the Congress at the instance of some of their leaders 
has refrained from publishing its opinion and has 
agreed to suspend judgment until it has had an oppor
tunity of discussing the situation with Dr. Sapru and his 
colleagues? It is a question of honour, rendered all the 
more imperative by their own admission that their 
achievements were in no small measure due to the Con
gress and Nationalist agitation. The Congress dynamo 
generates power and it is a pity that there are people 
ready to convert it to their own use by an odious act of 
misappropriation. 

Transfer of power, transfer of responsibility, responsi
ble government at the Centre-these are the slogans in 
which their success is acclaimed. Is the success nominal 
or real-that is the question. It looks as though it is the 
shell without the kernel. 

The power transferred is small and insignificant. 
The reservations and safeguards reduce it to a decorous 
formality. Power may be given to an Indian agency, 
but if the agent is not free and has to obey the master, 
the Viceroy, it is of little use to the country, however 
valua ble it may be to the individuals concerned. We 
have had Indian Members, Indian Executive Councillors 
and Indian Ministers under the present regime but of 
what use have they been to the country? Places without 
power are a source of demoralisation. It is far better to 
~ power without places. 
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Transfer of responsibility forsooth: From whom and 
to whom? Will the Viceroy's responsibility undergo 
any diminution? Will the new Ministers be responsible 
to him or to the legislature? 
. And they talk of responsible government. limited no 
doubt but real, at the Centre. The limitations are obvious 
but is the reality quite so obvious? 

Responsible government means government. respon
sible to the legislature in the first instance and to the 
electorate in the last. Will the R. T. Ministry be in any 
sense responsible to either? 

In the Federal Assembly or Lower House there will be 
the agents of the States-forming 'probably I/3rd of the 
strength. There will be in addition the representatives of 
special groups and interests of no less strength than 
the former. Residuary nationalism will bring up the 
rear. In the Upper House the strength of the States 
and special groups will be proportionately larger and 
there may even be nominated members. Two-thirds 
of the Legislature thus constituted is required to turn out 
a Ministry. Does anyone in his senses hold that such 
a majority can ever be a possibility? The ministry 
will be impregnable by the legislature. And so, res
ponsibility to the Legislature may be dismissed as non
existen t. 

Leaving the other categories aside. let us take up the 
States' delegates-who are in no sense representatives 
of the people. Will they become members of any of the 
political groups? Obviously not. for they won't have 
anything to do with British Indian subjects. They will 
flock to a separate block under the Viceregal gallery. 
In view of the vassalage of the Princes to the Viceroy, 
they are sure to be at his beck and call. How then can 
any ministry be formed independently of Viceregal 
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support? Suppose 30 out of 100 members are at the dis
posal of the Viceroy. Then for a party ministry indepen
dent of the Viceroy to be formed, it must capture no 
less than 51 out of the remaining 70 seats, leaving its 
opponents only I9 out of those seats. Is such an exten
sive capture possible except under a revolutionary 
deluge? The R. T. Constitution can function independ
ently of the Viceroy only under conditions of an abnor
mal landslide. A constitution which can be democratic 
only under a revolution or something near it, is a peril 
to be avoided as it suppresses normal political forces 
until they result in a volcanic eruption. In the R. T. 
Constitution this process of dangerous suppression will 
be far more drastic than in the illustration given. 

A constitution to be at all satisfactory should result in 
the elimination of direct action as a justifiable course on 
the part of the people. It should within the constitution 
enable the views of the vast majority of the people to 
prevail; and in the case of constitutional amendments, 
which will have to be enacted by Parliament, it should 
serve as a faithful exponent of the views of such a 
majority. If it can perform neither of these functions, 
nationalistic politics will have to operate from outside. 
Direct action and its concommitant repression will become 
inevitable. And there won't be any advance on the 
dangerous state of things prevalent at the present time. 
The R. T. Constitution fails hopelessly under both the 
tests. 

If a Ministry can't be independent of the Viceroy and 
if the latter has the power to appoint and dismiss 
them, the sorry spectacle of the present dyarchical 
vlinisters will be staged in Simla and Delhi. They 
must either act as the agents of the Viceroy or go-
nd of course they won't go. Constitutional opposition 
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becomes meaningless, since the opposition too, however 
favourable the results of a general election may be, 
can't generally aspire to office except by grace of the 
Viceroy, Instead of a government and its opposition, 
there will be room within the constitution only for com
petitive loyalisms and intrigues. Politics will degenerate 
into place hunting and the diet of the ministtrs will 
chiefly consist of the declarations made when out of 
office. 

Commenting on the legislative omnipotence of the 
Governor due to his command of official and nomi
nated votes, the late Rajah of Panagal, a very good 
judge of dyarchy, remarked at Coimbatore that, with 
his countenance, any Tom, Dick or Harry could carry 
on government. The competition to be the favour
ed Toms, Dicks and Harries is always very keen. 
In one sense dyarchy is unworkable viz., as a form of 
responsible government. In all other senses it is not 
only workable but fool-proof. It has in this way more 
than democrati~ed government-it has vulgarised 
And it is this type in a more aggravated form that 
the R. T. C. proposes to instal at the Centre. 

I have no aversion for a "limited" responsibility 
provided that responsibility to the Legislature and the 
electorate could be enforced with the same facility as 
in other constitutions. If it can't, then it may be govern
ment through (not even by) Indian hands but not by 
popular hands. I have no objection to service members 
being included in the Ministry for War or Defence as 
in Japan, provided of course that they too resign with 
the rest. 

If normally no one party can have a majority over 
the rest and if further there is a bloc unaffected by 
general elections constituting I/3rd of the strength of 
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the Legislature, and there are also separate groups, large 
and small, a party ministry-the essence and soul of 
collective responsibility, becomes impossible. 

The Viceroy's powers, posItive and negative, are 
sought to be defended on the analogy of the Dominions. 
In point of sober fact such extensive and extra
ordinary powers are not vested in any of the heads of 
Dominions. Doubtless they appoint and dismiss ministers 
and can dissolve the legislatures and order a fresh 
election. The other powers are nominal. They can't 
issue an emergency ordinance except by and with 
the consent of the Ministry. And no ministry is 
irresponsible whether in name or fact to the Legis
lature. As regards appointment of ministers, they have 
to choose from the majority party or rather empower 
its leader to form a cabinet. Dissolution again is ordered 
on the advice of the ministry. Dismissal of ministers has 
practically ceased to be a modern phenomenon. The 
reason why the head of a Dominion has to function only 
as a constitutional head and not as an executive, as is 
proposed here, is that there is a legislature which he 
can't manipulate and one through which the majority 
of the nation can express its will. Having the back
ing of such a legislature, which is not a tool of the 
Governor.General, ministers can withstand him easily 
and successfully in case he displays a tendency to 
interfere and convert his nominal role of an executive 
into reality. This all important substance of constitu
tionalism is reduced to a shadow in the R. T. C. resolu
tions and yet we are asked to believe that transfer of 
responsibility and responsible government in the Centre 
have been secured. The utmost that has been secured is 
an Indirect Indian Bureaucracy-the last thing that one 

. would desire in the interests of clean and decent politics. 
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The novel ministers of the Delhi Durbar can't with
stand the Viceroy and they can with his patronage 
withstand the legislature. It is not central responsibility, 
but central moonshine, that has been brought back from 
London. 

I had all along thought that this result was due to 
want of thought. To my surprise I find 'that it was 
deliberately aimed at by some of the invitees to the 
R. T. C. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, whom it is no pleasure 
to challenge, is reported to have declared that "the 
gain of certain responsible government at the centre is 
the greatest achievement in the history of my country." 
Where the fact thus, the claim would be justified. He 
continues that he himself offered some of the safeguards 
"freely and willingly" at the very commencement of 
the Conference-a noble way of conducting a bargain. 
"In every dominion constitution there is a provision for 
extraordinary or emergency action on the part of the 
Governor-General in the case of financial breakdown," 
True, but can the Governor··General act as an executive 
possessing his own initiative and without reference to the 
ministry? Is the ministry dependent on him? Has he 
control over the legislature or any portion of it? Why 
even in England such emergency powers exist, but they 
are exercised by the ministry in the name of the King. 
Here in India they will be exercised by the Viceroy in 
his own right and there is no ministry or legislature 
capable of coping with him. 

But the best elucidation of the responsibility secured 
at the centre is this statement. "The political safe
guards suggested are devised to ensure stability in the 
Central Government ". "We do not want to see 
the Indian Government or Executive at the mercy of 
changing groups or varying political alliances" and that 
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Nationalism is not yet completely born in India." If 
Nationalism is not yet born in India, they why should 
the :\loderates have postulated Dominion Status includ
ing right of 5ecession as their minimum demand? Is it 
to deceive the people or keep up their hearts by shouting 
what they did not mean? Secondly, does he not want 
nationalism to be completely born instead of being but 
partially delivered as now? If so, will his constitutional 
midwifery help the process or retald? Mr. Jinnah in
vited the Dominion Premiers to remain and witness the 
birth of a new Dominion. They were men of sense and 
sensibility, and so they did not remain to witness the 
miscarriage. If a nation is to be born it can't be under 
or by this constitution-only by action outside. 

Our Viceroy is fortified in all three directions-in the 
legislature, the ministry and in his own executive supre
macy. Such a head of the state is unknown to modern 
constitutions. He is a rock but not one on which the 
Church of Responsible Government can be founded. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru wants to make the Indian 
Executive stable. He certainly has made it irremovable 
by the legislature. Apparently the Viceroy is a more 
reliable master than the Assembly and he won't remove 
his nominees in a hurry especially as they will illustrate 
dy archica I docility. The composition of the legisla
ture is their first safety-the joint session their second
and the 2'3rds majority their final and infallible. But 
having secured this Himalayan stability (even the 
Himalayas are said to grow but this is immutable, 
serene and unearthly) how can he be said to have 
secured responsibility at the Centre, the greatest achieve
ment in the history of his country? He probably 
means responsibility to the Centre, which is the Viceroy 
and this· he has secured to the brim. For the new 
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open Congress and take the verdict. That verdict was a 
foregone conclusion. 

The Nationalists complained (what an irony of things ~) 
that the Khilafats had packed the house and maml'uvrell 
a majority. There is no doubt that each party stl'Ove for 
victory. When the Congress met the next day, Sir 
Asutosh Choudhuri moved for ailjournment of the question 
in the right legal way. Mr. V. P. Madhava Rao scconde<l 
it but the motion was lost by an overwhelming majority. 

Mr. Ganuhi then rose to move his famous Non·Co
operation resolution amidst thunderous applause. The 
Resolution ran as follows :-

In view of the fact that on the Khilafat question both the Indian 
and Imperial Governmcnts have sigva\ly tailed in their duty 
toward. the MU88almans of India, and the Prime Minister has 
deliberately broken hi. pledged word given to them and that it i. 
the duty of every non-Moslem Indian in every legitimate manner 
'W assist his MU8salman brother in his attempt to remove the 
religious calamity that has overtaken him. 

And in view of the fact that In the matter of the events of the 
A.pril of 1919 both the said Governments have grossly neglected or 
faUed to protect the innocent people of the Punjab and punish 
'Officers guilty of nnsoldierly and barbarOl~.8 behaviour towards them 
"nd have exonerated Sir Michael O'D wyer who proved himself 
<lirectly or indirectly responsible for most of the official crimes and 
callous to the sufferings of the people placed \lnder his administra
tion, and that the Dcbate in tlte House of Commons and specially 
in the House of Lords betrayed a woeful lack of sympathy with the 
people of India and .howed virtual support ot the systematic terror
lsm and frightfulness adopted in the Punjab and that the latest 
Viceregal pronouncement is proof of entire absence of repentance in 
the matters of the Khilafat and the Punjab: 

This Congress i:s of opinion that then: can be no contentment in 
India withont redress of the two aforementioned wrongs and that 
the only effectual means to vindicate national honour and to preveo.t 
a repetition of similar wrongs in future is the establishment of' 
Swarojya. Thi. Congress is further of opinion th.t there is no 
{lourse left open for the people of India but to approve of and adopt 
the policy ot progres~ive non·violent Non-Co-operation unti.l the 
said wrongs are righted and Swarajya is established. 

And inasmuch a8 a beginning shonld be made by the classes 
. ",' have hitherto moulded and represented public opinion and 
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mmlsters will be less independent of him than the pre
sent members of Council with their statutory rights 
and powers. 

Was it worthwhile securing this ministerial stability 
at the total cost of responsibility to the legislature and 
the people? Dr. Sapru apparently thinks, "Yes". We 
shall not be like those absurd Frenchmen, Germans and 
other nations who keep constantly changing their 
cabinets. No ministerial mercury for us but just lead. 
And he has accordingly devised or agreed to a constitu
tion absolutely staid and sober, with no fizz or intoxica
tion of any kind b~t ice-cold water to damp down the 
Legislature. No frivolous Paris this but Allahabad 
minus Anand Bhavan. But why is he not equally 
solicitous about ministerial bills and policies and 
made them also untouchable by imposing a 2!3rds 
majority for rejection or amendment? What is the good 
of ministers being kept tight there if their policies can 
be bowled over like nine pins? Very probable that such 
ministers-genuine collective ministry is out of the 
question, very nearly-want's have a policy to be bowled 
over. Also as the ministers are a fate decreed by the 
Viceroy, the legislature, a very huma n mosaic of varie
gated colours and composition, will naturally in its 
helplessness resign itself to chronic submission. What 
cannot be cured will be endured. Dyarchic Councils 
have shown how under such conditions a large number 
of legislators will enroll themselves as Ministerialists, a 
bastard tribe known only to Indian politics. Ministers 
may change-but the constancy of ministerialists never; 
they will sit on the government side whether Rama is 
on the treasury bench or Ravana. They are devotees of 
the abstract ministry which is immortal, continuous and 
not of the concrete ministers whom sometimes a Lord 
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Goschen may send out in order to prevent a dyarchic 
dynasty being established. 

Dr. Sapru knows that extraordinary majorities are 
required in modern States only in the case of constitu
tional amendments. Is change of ministry a constitu
tional amendment in India? 

May not one object of these sinister arrangements be 
to load the dice against Congress and other nationalist 
parties and keep them in permanent constitutional sub
ordination to the vested interests and the parties amen
able to their dictation? Is it not courting trouble to try 
to keep the majority oi the nation under subjection by 
means of inequitous constitutional tricks, reservations 
and safeguards? 

The Princes are brought in as a justification for these 
proposals. God knows they have much to answer for 
in all conscience but should they be made answerable 
for this also? One is not quite clear. It is said that 
the Princes would not enter a Federation unless there was 
responsible self-government given for India. That is a 
patriotic attitude. Did they claim to have a voice in 
determining British Indian Ministers or was this honour 
thrust upon them by those that distrust Indian nation
alism? They were against intervening in British Indian 
affairs. Even if their Highnesses wanted to have a 
share in the Government of India, however indirect in 
form, it was not a desire which could be gratified with. 
out inflicting a serious grievance on the British Indians. 
I cannot believe that the Princes were for a self-govern. 
ment for British India which was no self-government at 
all but a travesty of responsible constitutionalism. Or 
is it that they wanted to be in a position to help the 
Viceroy to rule through Indian tools at Delhi so that in 
return his rule over them may become lighter and less 
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strict? Is it all a deal between the British and the 
Princes with the Moderates as brokers to maintain each 
other's autocracy and prevent real responsible govern
ment being enjoyed in any part of India? The thought 
is too black to be entertained. But however it may have 
arisen, the R. T. Constitution must be deemed to be no 
form of responsible government or even an introduction 
to responsible government at the centre. It can neither 
facilitate nor lead to Home Rule or Dominion Status. 

We want both federation and Responsible Govern
ment at the Centre. If they are incompatible with each 
other, we must give up Federation for the time being. 
The aim of Indian agitation is not to place the country 
under the dual control of England and the Princes but 
to secure self-expression for the people. 

British obstinacy will uphold the R. T. Constitution 
against all criticism and opposition. It is the nature of 
an Englishman to hold that whatever is, is the best 
until it is changed when the latter becomes the object 
of his attachment. Nothing could be more ridiculous 
than the way that during the last ro years support of 
provincial dyarchy was regarded as the only sign of 
political sanity and fitness for self-government. Yet to 
day that dyarchy is in retrospect dismissed as a poor 
machine fit only to be scrapped. In the same way they 
will try to inflict the R. T. Constitution on India though 
it is a far more objectionable and demoralising type of 
government than provincial dyarchy. Since there is no 
term fixed for the revision of the new constitution and 
since it can't serve as the instrument of further evolution, 
the country must be prepared for an indefinite period of 
agony and agitation. The future is being overcast 
with clouds darker than any that have so far obscured 
our prospects. 
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But as the final word has not been said and as the 

recent Parliamentary debate and more especially Mr. 
Ramsay MacDonald's speech have given a hopeful 
indication of a big change in the attitude of Great 
Britain, I think it is too soon to despair of reasonable 
arrangements being evolved. The Congress would do 
well to enter into negotiations on the basis of responsi. 
ble Government at the centre, limited perhaps in scope 
but real, and do its best to secure the substance of it 
in place of the vain shadow now projected. The stars 
do not appear to be altogether inauspIcIous. Even if 
the efforts of the Congress with which I shall always 
bracket the Jamiatul-ulema of India fail to achieve 
passable success, the responsibility for the frustration 
of the hopes raised and pledges given will then in the 
judgment of the world rest on Great Britain and the 
prestige of Indian Nationalism will stand even higher 
than it is to-day. A blank refusal to negotiate or an 
ultimatum embodying final demands to be forthwith 
accepted will prove to be an inexcusable blunder. 

Il 
It is held by some that the results of the R.T.C. are an 

advance over the Simon Report and the Government of 
India recommendations and that being so, they ought to 
be held to be satisfactory. It is necessary to scrutinise 
what the nature and limitations of this advance are 
and to whom they will be satisfactory. 

The point of view from which they ought to be 
examined is the nationalistic demand of India for a trans
fer of real power to the representatives of the people. 

Provincial autonomy has been granted and this 
is an advance over the existing constitution. But this 
does not touch except in a subsidiary manner the 
primary question of national self-government which is 
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the real test to which the Round Table Conference re
sults should be submitted. 

Even in the sphere of provincial autonomy abso
lute powers of veto and absolute powers of administra
tive direction and control in respect of the interests of 
the minorities are vested in the Governor. To this extent 
they abridge the powers of ministers and the peoples' 
represICntatives and imply that the Governor is the real 
custodian of good government in the presidencies. 
Absolute veto is sought to be defended by the analogy 
of the United States and other constitutions in which 
such veto is vested in the head of the State. But in 
those constitutions the head of the State is himself an 
elected functionary. In the "United States the Chief 
executive is elected by the vote of the entire people 
and as such he can rightly claim to exercise his 
powers on behalf of the people. In India the Governors 
will be nominated by the Imperial Government. . He 
is the agent of the Imperial Government and there
fore the analogy fails. In the other constitutions 
of the world the Chief executive possesses only a 
suspensory veto. He can only refer the matter in con
troversy back to the existing legislative council and if 
he thinks that there is enough party division in the 
country to give him a chance of popular support, he may 
empannel another ministry or dissolve the council. The 
verdict of the country given as a result of such dissolu
tion is held to be binding. Without bringing the 
Governor's veto down to the level of a suspensory opera· 
tion the substantial responsibility of ministers for legis· 
lation and administration will be badly weakened. 

In the Central Government it is held by the apolo
gists of the Round Table Conference that there will be 
under their proposals transfer of power to Indian hands. 
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The issues are what amount of power and to which 
hands? 

The reservations are drastic and some of them 
cut at the very root of the main object of the nationalist 
agitation. The safeguards in respect of military affairs 
and foreign policy may be regarded as necessary for 
the time being. But even rere provision should be made 
for giving the Federal Legislature some power to deve
lop the military organization of the country on national 
lines so that when the new organization makes suffici
ent progress the old organization and with it the Vicere
gal control, may be proportionately diminished. This 
will combine responsibility with safety. But it is in the 
field of fiscal and tariff policy that reservations of an 
inadmissible character are sought to be made. Without 
control of currency, exchange, credit organisations, 
transportation and tariffs, there can be no revival of the 
industrial and commercial life of the country. It is the 
bread of the people that is involved in this question 
and not merely political advance which under the 
circumstances can only mean more careers for educated 
Indians, hardly a compensation for leaving these vast 
and vital interests unprotected by the Federal Legis
lature. This is practically to ask the Congress and 
the Nationalists to sacrifice the merchants, the industria
lists and the agriculturists to the tender mercies of 
foreign operators. Indian History on its economic side 
has been in the main the history of the exploitation of 
the masses by British Capitalists. This reservation 
therefore cannot be accepted without defeating the very 
object for which Mahatma Gandhi has been fighting all 
his life through, viz., the economic betterment of the 
people. Mr. Jinnah has again and again declared that 
fiscal autonomy was an essential demand on which no 
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compromise was possible. If, in addition to this reo 
servation, what is called equality of treatment to British 
economic interests which in actual practice means pre
ferential treatment to the detriment of Indian enterprise 
and development, is conceded, there won't be any 
the least advance over the present deplorable situation. 
The theory of economic trusteeship of Great Britain 
which has cost India so much will be continued to our 
distress and dismay. 

The next question to be considered if; into what 
hands the proposed transfer of power is to be made. 
Is it to the Indian democracy, or is it to an oligarchy 
which will be amenable to the imperialist discipline and 
with the aid of which the national movement may be 
crushed by the agency of Indians themselves? 

The composition of the Federal Assembly is 
oligarchical. This is to consist, we are told, of dele
gates sent by the Indian States who will not be represen
tatives of the people of those States but mandatories of 
the Durbars who will naturally be prepared to accept 
and carry out the instructions of those Governments. 
So the Federal Assembly cannot even possess the 
character of a representative institution. The number 
Iof such delegates or agents is sought to be fixed at the 
high percentage of 3373 of the strength of the legislature. 
Even if by bargaining this proponioD is reduced to 25, 
it would still mean a higher percentage of votes at the 
disposal of Government than what is now seen in the 
various legislatures. Add to this the members returned 
by the various types of separate electorates, communal; 
economic, racial etc., such as Europeans, Labour, Com
merce and so forth. The nation is reduced to the posi
tion of dregs or a residue. The Mahomedans claim 1/3 
representation by means of separate electorates. Ev .. , 
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if the rest put together come up to 115 the total, what is 
left for what may be called real popular representation 
may not exceed J;5 of the entire legislature. It is likely 
to be less. If the total representation of the nationalist 
elements which have made all these tragic sacrifices 
could only be about I '5 of the legislature or less, can it 
be said that this will satisfy the just and the legitimate 
interests of the country? Won't it, on the other hand, 
give an internal character to the present struggle and 
create an atmosphere of civil war more bitter and perhaps 
more cruel in its incidents than the non-violent agita
tion against the present system of British rule? It looks 
as though these proposals are an invitation to civil war. 

Is the competence of the States' delegates to 
be confined to All-India subjects? Apparently not. 
They claIm to determine the complexion of the 
Indian Government, as can be seen from the pro
vision made in respect of censure and no-confidence 
motions. If they are allowed to take part and decide 
on the fate of Ministries, it follows that they will have a 
considerable, perhaps a predominant share in settling 
what kind of Government British India shall possess. 
The iniquity of this is enhanced by their claim that 
there should be no kind of interference on th'e part of 
British India in their internal affairs including the 
composition of their Governments, if any; nor can 
British India interfere in {heir external affairs, subsumed 
under Paramountcy. The States will be directly under 
the Viceroy, while British India is to be subjected to the 
interference of the States. Being directly under the 
'Viceroy, it is not an uncharitable presumption that they 
and their agents will not be in a position to withstand 
the will of the Viceroy and will generally speaking act 
in subordination to the Imperial Government. Instead of 
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an official block there will be an Indian States' block 
in the legislature ready to give support through thick 
and thin to the Viceroy and his Ministry. As though 
to add insult to injury the states demand direct repre
sentation in the All-India Cabinet. It is no doubt very 
kind on the part of the Princes to be so ready to take' 
part in ruling us, while resisting a reciprocation of the 
compliment, but the country is not yet prepared for this 
climax or rather catastrophe, since it has never asked or 
worked for it. What kind of upholders of Responsible 
Government these princes must be who devoutly anathe. 
matise it in their own States! And if they and their 
agents are given places in the British Indian Responsi. 
ble Governments, Central or Provincial, we shaH have 
enacted a political farce Gilbertian in type though of 
gruesome, tragic aspect. Democracy could not be made 
to stultify itself in better style. 

The Viceroy's control of the Ministry is calcu
lated to reduce it to a show and a shadow. He can dis
miss the Ministers. But they cannot in effect be dis· 
missed by the legislature and though in theory they 
are removable, in practice they will be beyond the 
reach of the legislature. It is laid down that a 2{3 
majority of a joint session of the Lower and Upper 
Houses is necessary before a Ministry can be dis
missed by the legislature. This will be even more 
difficult to obtain than an ordinary majority under 
the present system of provincial dyarchies in which 
the official block and the nominated members act 
as the bodyguard of the Government and its Ministers. 
If the Ministers are dismissable by the Viceroy and' 
secured from the legislature, it follows that they will 
have to act as the agents of the Viceroy and not as •. 
popular Ministry. The general election will be reduced. 
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to a farce and the people, unable to secure redress 
through constitutional action, will be obliged to have 
recourse to direct action. Unconstitutionalism will thus 
become the only remedy available for the nation. Such 
are the arrangements provocative of disorder that the 
idolaters of Law and Order propose to make. 

The surprising thing about this arrangement is 
that no such special majorities are required for passing 
the budgets or legislation. By a simple majority the 
legislature can veto the bills and the budgets. But it can 
not dismiss the Ministry. Places are evidentlv more 
important than policies. Is it intended to overawe the 
legislature by the apparitIOn of an irremovable 
ministry and force it to resign itself to impotent cri
ticism? Experience shows that under these circum
stances the Ministers will have ample power and 
opportunity to produce legislath'e demoralization by 
appealing to the cupidity of individuals and sections 
and building personal parties possessing little or no 
relation to principles and policies. So if, under this 
scheme, there is a transfer of power, it is from the right 
hand to the left hand of the Viceroy. There will be an 
oligarchy of vested interests and willing tools of Govern_ 
ment enthroned in Delhi. Indirect bureaucracy sub
sisting on a putrid legislature is no advance on direct 
bureaucracy frankly independent of the votes of the 
mem bers. Is it for this that the nation has sent sixty 
thousand of its most honourable and patriotic citizens, 
men and women, to the jails? Is the nation to be 
satisfied by a constitution breathing distrust of the 
people at every pore and aiming to reduce them to deco
rOlls impotence? Distrust of the people is called caution. 

In the Round Table constitution there won't be 
any legislative chamber to represent the nation as a 

2 



58 MAHATMA GANDHI 

Inasmoch as Government con80lidates \L8 power through titles and' 
honours bestowed on the people, through schools controlled by It, 
its law courts and its legislative councils, and inasmuch as it is 
desirable in the prosecution of the movement to take the minimum 
risk and to call for the lea8t sacrifice compatible with the attainment 
of the desired object, the LJongress earnestly advises: 

(a) surrender of titles and honorary offices and resignation 
from nominated seats In local bodies. 

(b) refusal to attend Government levees, durbar., and other 
official and semi·official functions held by Government officials or' 
in their h08.our j 

(e) gradual withdrawal of children from schools and colleges 
owned, aided, or controlled by Government and in piace of such 
schools and colleges, establishment 01 national schools and colleges 
in the various provinces j 

(d) gradual boycott of British courts by lawyers and litigants. 
and establishment 01 private arbitration courts by tlieir aid for the 
settlement of private disputes; 

(e) relusal on the pRrt of military, clerical and labouring 
classes to offer themselves as recruits for service in Mesopotamia i 

. (J) withdrawal by candidates ot their candidature for election 
to the Relormed Councils and refusal on the part 01 the voters to 
vote for any candidate who may despite the Congl'es., advice, ofter 
himself for election. 

(g) And inasmuch as NOD-Co-operation has been conceived as 
a measure of diSCipline and self-sacrifice without which no nation 
ca.n make real pr0gress, and inasmuch as an opportunity should be 
given in the very first stage of Non-Co-operation to evel-Y man. 
womAn and child, for such discipline and self-sacrifice, this Con
gress advises adoption of Swadeshi in piecegoods on a vast scale 
and inasmuch as the existing mills of India with indigenous capital 
and control do DOt manufacture sufficient yarn and sufficient cloth 
for tbe req uirement. of the nation and 8re not llkely to do so for a 
long time to come, this Congress advises immediate stimulation ot 
further manufacture on a large scale by meaDS of' reviving hand
spinning in every home and hand-weaving on the part of the 
millions of weavers "Tho have abandoned their ancrent and honour
able calling tor want ot enCOUl'agemem. 

In moving the resolution, Mr. Gandhi spoke with 
compelling fervour. "I stand hefore you, in fear of 
God, "he said, "and with a sense of duty towards my 
country to commend this resolution to your hearty 
acceptance." Mr. Ganethi sairl that the only weapon in 
tbeir hands was Non·Co·operation, aod ooo-violence phould 
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whole and to voice its feelings. There will be the 
States' delegates and men returned by separate and 
special constituencies, not one returned with a right 
to speak for all the sections of the people. How is 
Duminion Status possible without any representatives 
of the Dominion as such? The Maharaja of M aho
madabad, Sir Ali Imam and the- Bengali Muslims, 
always an advanced class, have very rightly point
ed out that without a chamuer to embody the prin
ciple of national representation, the legislature IS 

bound to be weak and disunited and can never 
speak with the authority of the nation's representatives. 
With regard to the Hindu, Muslim as well as other 
special claims those who have been fighters in the cause 
will agree more easily than the arm-chair critics, and if 
the Congress, the Jamait-ul-ulema and the Muslim 
League and other nationalist organisations convene a 
new conference, it is very likely that a nationalistic 
solution will be evolved in it. 

The location of residuary powers seems to have 
been left in a vague condition. So far as the AIl-T ndia 
legislature in the session in which it is competent for the 
Indian States to take part is concerned it may not have 
the residuary powers because the States beiug sovereign 
bodies will give up only speci~1 subjects of an All-India 
character·to be enunlf'rated and defined to the control 
of the All-India session. But to proceed on this analogy 
and argue that the provillces also should be constituted 
into sovereign States is to introduce disastrous dis
integration of the country. The British India legislature 
should have the residuary powers not given to the 
provinces. If this is made clear it would give a chance 
for British India to proceed uninterrupted on its course 
of progressive development. 
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A Federal Constitution necessitates the establish
ment of a Supreme Court and federal judiciary. It also 
necessitates the establishment of a federal administra
tion for the subjects aliotted to the federal government. 
What is to be the relation between the federal judi
ciary and the federal administration and the judi. 
cial and administrative systems of the States and 
provinces? In some countries the component States 
and provinces are required to act as agents of the 
federal government in respect of these departments. 
But this has been found to be a very unsatisfactory ex· 
pedient. So far as administration is concerned the 
federal governments have generally had their own 
agents and departments even in the provinces. As reo 
gards the judiciarv. in some constitutions the local 
judges have been empowered to deal with federal cases 
also while the appellate jurisdiction is naturally reserv
ed to the Federal Supreme Court. In America they 
have both State and Federal Courts functioning in the 
States and there has been a lot of litigation regarding 
their respective spheres of competence. This has led to 
an enormons increase of litigation and a country will 
have to be as rich as the United States to be able to 
stand the burden of such a system. In some constitutions 
the entire judicial system, local and central, is placed 
under the federal judiciary and there are no judges 
locally appointed, though the Supreme Court would 
naturally appoint people recommended by local Govern. 
ments. Such a judiciary will deal with litigation arising 
both under local and under Federal la ws. It is desirable 
to adopt this system in India so as to give the greatest 
possible confidence in judicial administration and bring 
about automatically a separation of executive and judi
cial functions. It is not known if these subjects had 
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been dealt with in any detail at the Round Table Con
ference, and whether the Indian States are prepared to 
part with the necessary amount ot administrative and 
judicial patronage and power in favour of the Federal 
State. 

Every Federal constitution makes provision for consti
tutional amendments by means of referendum or special 
legislative majorities, the object being tha t the consti
tution should be elastic and responsive to the consider
ed will of the country. It is obvious that the Round 
Table constitution can contain no such seed of self
development. It establishes an oligarchy and oligar
chies will not consent to amend down their own powers 
and prerogatives. Once again there will have to be a 
terrible agitation bordering on revolution before this 
constitution could be dernocratised, and without a 
democratic constitution there won '( be a permanent 
cessation of political agitation. The country cannot 
concentrate on internal development until its rights and 
liberties are properly secured. The dreary prospect now 
obtaining is not likely to be shortened by the Round 
Table constitution. 

The position of the Viceroy as settled by the Round 
Table Conference is hardly different from that of 
an autocrat. He will continue to be the successor of the 
Grand Mogul. The main portion of the budget is his. 
He is in absolute control of the Indian States. He has 
enormous administrative powers. He appoints Ministers 
who are practically independent of the legislature. He 
has an absolute power of veto. He can legislate by 
means of ordinances and under the new constitution he 
has every facility to employ Indian hands to throttli'O 
Indian nationalism. He is the defender of specia 
interests. He is the guardian of the services, he or hi ~ 
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master the Secretary of State. He is a direct autocrat 
in respect of these subjects and in the Ministerial 
sphere he is an indirect autocrat. The only thing 
that is not safe from him is the interest of the coun
try. On the whole it seems nationalism will be 
smothered under safeguards a nd vested interests and 
won't be a ble to breathe. Because direct elections are 
held to be impossible in the Indian-States it is sought 
to impose indirect election to the Federal Assembly and 
make the provincial legislatures the constituencies for 
the All-India legislature. For the analogy to be com
plete, it ought to be the Provincial Governments and 
they should send, not representatives, but agents. Even 
the vision of a united India is thus taken away from the 
eyes and hearts of the people. It is all Simon in a new 
shape. 

The better way of safeguarding personal rights 
and the cultural and other rights of minorities is by 
vesting the necessary jurisdiction in the Courts. The 
tendency of a democratic constitution is to trust the 
judiciary and not the executive. 

When the Viceroy is given so much power. nega
tive and positive, the proper remedy is to give the 
Legislature the right of self-convention, i.e., the right to 
be summoned by the President on r.equisition of I/Sth of 
the members or the Leader of the Opposition, so that 
the Legislature may immediately deal with the situations 
created by the Viceroy. There should be no infringe
ment of the Parliamentary freedom of the Legislature
the Opposition Leader must be given the right to move 
votes of censure or of no-confidence as in the House of 
Commons. Thus only can the Legislature become a 
force for good in the country. At present the Councils 
are like meetings of Boards convened to register the 
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decrees of the Directors. It seems they are business 
bodies. It is best not to divulge the business in which 
they excel. However small an Opposition may be in 
numbers, so long as it is the regular Opposition it must 
enjoy the unfettered right to challenge the Ministry. 

In spite of all these defects and shortcomings 
there are possibilities in the new attitude adopted by the 
British Government. Mr. MacDonald's speech raises 
hopes and that is something. The transfer of responsi
bility to Indian hands has been conceded in principle, 
though why this is made contingent on an All-India 
Federation is not quite clear unless it be that Britain 
will not transfer power to nationalist India but only to 
its own instruments and channels. But a conference 
with the leaders of the Congress and the Jamait-ul
Ulema may lead to better and more satisfactory results. 
It remains to be seen whether any such confe
rence would be held and conducted in t he right 
spirit of give and take. The Government must trust 
nationalist India, those men of honour and patriotism 
who are now rotting in the jails. A constitution based 
on distrust of the nation's gallant leaders can't be ac
ceptable to the country. Still less a constitution which, 
whether so intended or not, will result in the rallying of 
certain elements in tbe country, not of the highest repute, 
for an onslaught on the Congress. Even Government 
cannot fairly expect the Congress and nationalist India 
to exchange the country for showy careers. 

The most important essential for the SLlccess of 
the new conference is that it should not consist merely 
of the invitees of the Government. The different politi
cal organizations in the country should be asked to send 
up representatives with full powers. Or the political 
prisoners should be set free, the present councils dis-
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solved, new elections held, and the representatives thus 
chosen given the right to select the members of the new 
Round Table Conference; special interests and com
munities also being accorded the same privilege on the 
same basis. Only the depressed classes will have to be 
given nominated representatives. All the rest of the 
British Indian delegation including Europeans, Business
men etc., must enter by election. The Princes will of 
course send their delegates. But the British Indian 
members should have a representative character. If that 
is done there is hope of a ~atisfactory settlement being 
reached on most of these questions. 

III 

In my recent articles on the proposed R. T. C. cons
titution I treated genuine Ministerial responsibility to a 
truly democratic Lower House·-whether Federal or 
Unitary-as the crux of the problem. In my opinion, 
safeguards and reservations are relatively to those minor 
considerations, however objectionable they may be 
per se. Because, given a legislature responsive to the 
will of the country. which the Rotten Table legislature 
is not, and a Ministry truly responsible to such a legis
lature, the political leverage thus placed in our hands 
could be used. and will certainly be used, to reduce 
gradually the amount of safeguards and reserva
tions, and after confidence and goodwill have become 
firmly established, to remove them altogether and gain 
full Dominion Equality. With a legislature which can 
easily flout the country's will and with a Ministry which 
can even more easily flout that legislature. or worse still, 
ride it according to its own pleasure, the gifts of the 
Rotten Table, even after the elimination of the safe
guards and reservations, won't be of much use to the 
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country, and the British control will continue undimi
nished though it may come to be exercised through 
toady ish Indian Ministers. Central responsibility to a 
truly representative Lower House, even though its juris
diction may be limited to begin with, will be a satisfac
tory enough solution if none better is forthcoming and 
may be accepted as a good enough temporary settlement. 
The unrealisable responsibility offered by the R. T. C. 
is hardly honest or decen t politics. 

Federation was evidently sprung on the Conference 
as a surprise, and instead of taking time to study, the 
guests seem to ha ve walked into the parlour tal king all 
the way. And now having nobody to blame except 
themselves for the mess created, they are boosting and 
boasting for all they are worth. 

The Calcutta Europeans demand an Irremovable 
Executive. An Irremovable Executive is perfectly 
consistent with democracy provided certain condi
tions are fulfilled, and they can have it if they agree 
to the conditions. 'I) Firstly, the Chief Executive him
self should be elected by the people as in the U.S.A. 
But this may be waived as England will have to appoint 
the Viceroy. (2) The Legislature should be thoroughly 
democratic and independent of the Executive, the 
Executive not even having seats in it. It must have 
power of self-convention, power of examining the Execu
tive and Departmental officials, settling the depart-men
tal budgets by means ot its own committees etc. The 
executive will then merely execute and not govern. (3) 
The Executive shall be legally bound to carry out 
the orders,of the Legislature and this obligation should 
be enforceable by the Courts. (4) An independent 
judiciary, independent from top to toe and absolute 
separation of executive and judicial functions. 
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Our people can have but a faint idea of such a consti

tution. One must dwell in the United States to know 
what the separation of Executive, Legislature and Judi
cial functions means and involves. For instance, there 
won't be any resolutions of the Legislature which are 
only recommendations to Government-~every resolution 
will be a binding order. 

The R. T. constitution combines the anti-democratic 
features of the British and American types and does 
not in the least provide for popular sovereignty which 
is the root principle of both those systems. Having 
dished democracy at every turn, by the composition 
of the Federal Legislature, by fictitious Ministerial 
responsibility etc., they want safeguards also; safe
guards against whom-not the legislature which will be 
a tool in their hands nor yet Ministers who will be their 
toadies, but like lunatics, against themselves, the only 
remaining factor! These safeguards are, I suppose, 
intended to make assurance doubly sure. 

No wonder the British Government has nothing but 
praise for the Police and Moderates, who are both 
serving them admirably-I mean zealously. 

ALL·BENGAL STUDENTS' CONFERENCE 

6th March 1931 
IT/au!7l1 raf Address 

FRIENDS, 

Although I am not happy under the burden of res
ponsibility placed on my feeble shoulders, I yet feel it 
to be a proud privilege to be invited to occupy a chair 
of which the first incumbent has been that hero of young 
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Indi<l, Pandit Jawahar Lal l':ehru. He is now mourn· 
ing the loss of his great father and the nation mourns 
with him. No greater calamity has befallen the coun
try than the death of Pandit :\lotilal Nehru at this junc
ture. He united in himself the three-fold graces of 
courage, patriotism and position and he sacrificed his 
all, including his family, for th~ good and honour of our 
motherland. Of the builders of the Indian Nation six 
of the greatest have gone. Tilak, Hakim Ajmal Khan, 
Lala Lajpat l<.ai, C. R. Das, Muhammad Ali and ;vlotilal 
l':ehru. Though they are gone their spirit has, I trust, 
incarnated itself in the youth of the country. I wonder 
if it is they that are really dead or we that are only in 
name alive. There is such a thing as moral death and 
if our condition is going to be that, then indeed would 
have been in vain the sacrifices and sufferings of those 
immortal heroes of the Nation. 

I have no desire to inflict direct advice on students 
who are clever enough to be critics of their elders and 
occasionally good enough to give advice to themselves. 
I abhor picketting of the body. If I can picket your 
souls by presenting to you the binding logic of events, 
that would be enough. I am getting old in years. The 
prospect is short and the retrospect is long. I therefore 
naturally dwell in the more roomy sphere of retrospect. 
But I fancy this retrospect itself will have its own 
lesson for the future a nn you, young people, who are 
the builders of that future. The most noticeable obser
vation that forces itself on my attention as I review 
the past is the remarkable change that has come about 
in the estimation in which India is held by the world at 
large. In my first tour to A merica in 1906, I had the 
good fortune to make friends with Mr. J. T. McCutcheon, 
a man of wide travel and culture, the cartoonist of the 
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Chicago Tribune and a journalist of high standing. He 
had visited India and he told me in terms of sombre 
sadness that the Hindus appeared to be a spent race and 
the Muslims extinct volcanoes. He thought that the 
Indian people were done up and finished. I know 
in England and Europe too the opinion about our 
racial capacity was low. Then followed the years 
of the Bengal Partition and Nationalist agitations 
under the leadership of Arabindo Ghose, Tilak, and 
Lajpat Rai. Politics took a new and more manly 
turn, and though it was still all a speculation which 
might burst like a bubble, our stock in the inter
national market seems to have gone up a bit. In 1913 I 
all;ain visited Europe and America. Sgr. Luzzati, an Ex
Premier of Italy, whom I met at Rome, made to my sur
prise anxious enquiries regarding what he called the 
"Independence Movement in India." I had to confess 
that, though such a movement might be visible to the 
distant reaching telescope, it was not to the near 
scrutiny of the microscope. Professor Alfred Marshall 
of Cambridge, a very reai friend of ours, had no 
high opinion of the average character of Indians as 
exemplified even by the undergraduates in Cam
bridge and contrasted us very un favourably with the 
Chinese and Japanese students whose sole idea was 
to serve the country and not to secure jobs. I again met 
Mr. McCutcheon at Chicago. He could only say that 
there were some symptoms of national re-awakening 
but they were too faint and feeble to permit of an 
assured reading of the future. The Canadian statesman, 
Mr. Cook, made a penetrating observation. Expressing 
his admiration for the Poet Tagore, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu 
and a few other persons he added that, though India 
could produce great individuals eqllal to the world's 
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be their creed. Dr. Kitchlew seconded the resolution in 
Urdu. 

Mr. Pal then placed his amendment which proposed a 
mission to England to present our demands and in the 
meanwhile to establish national schools, formulate arbitra· 
tion courts and not to boycott the Councils. 

Mr. Das in supporting the amendment made an appeal 
to Mr. Gandhi to consider the practical effect of his 
victory. Dr. Besant opposed both the resolution and the 
amendment, while Pundit Malaviya and Mr. Jinnah pre
ferred the latter. Messr8. Yakub Hasan, Jitendra Lal 
Banerjea, Motiial Nehru and Rambhuji Dutt supported 
Mr. Gandhi whose resolution was finally carried. 

The· Congress n,-assembled on the 9th and the whole 
morning was devoted to the taking of votes, province by 
province, for and against Mr. Gandhi's motion_ Out of 
twelve provinces only the Central Provinces and Berar 
showed a ma.iority against Mr. Gandhi'8 motion, while in 
the remaining ten provinces the m.jority of vote8 were in 
his favour. The President announced that out of 5,81,t 
delegated, the registered number of delegates who took part 
in the voting was 2,728. while 63 did not vote. Actual 
voting showed that 1,855 voted for and 8i9 against 
Mr. Gandhi" s motion. 

THE FATEFUL DECISION 

After this fateful decision it was no wonder that Con
gressmen who were avowedly against Non-Co-operation 
found themselves in a difficult predicament. They ha8tily 
called for a meeting of the All 1n,lia Congress Committee 
and it was resolved to find a way out of the situation. 

The mandRtory nature of the Congress Resolution was 
relaxed at the instance of Pundit Malaviya and a few others 
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highest, the race and society appeared to be decadent, 
To him India was like a vast manure heap on which grew 
a few occasional flowers of striking beauty. From 
America I crossed over to Japan and there too Indians 
were looked down upon as a subject race too feeble and 
disunited and too lacking in patriotism to deserve res
pect. The illustrious Count Okuma, a statesman with 
international sympathies and outlook, spoke to me un
reservedly of the situation in Egypt, Persia, India and 
other oriental countries and he ranked us the last. He 
had great veneration for our ancient culture. He told me 
that many Japanese revered India, the birth place of the 
Buddha, as the" Umbrella of Heaven ", But the present, 
day people-they were an unedifying spectacle. It will 
be remembered that, when our great Peet, Rabindranath 
Tagore, visited Japan sometime after the War, the 
Japanese could hardly forbear dubbing him" the Poet 
Laureate of a defeatist country". Those of you who 
have read the works of LaJa Lajpat Rai need not be 
told how keenly he felt our racial humiliation at every 
point of the compass, 

In those days I used to dabble with the theory of 
Indian degeneration, Do not racial stocks degenerate? 
Are not Rome and Greece instances of that incurable 
malady? Has anybody discovered a remedy for this 
biological deterioration? One sign of degeneration is a 
certain divorce between ideas, feeling and will. People 
may think aright and overflow with correct emotion, 
but their will having decayed, they can't act, more 
especially as organised bodies, and can but simply 
watch like outside spectators their own collective impo
tence and hypocrisy. Mutual jealousy is the charac
teristic of slaves and don't we possess it in abundance? 
Truth, honour, courage and strength are inter-related 
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virtues. Were they at their best in us? I used to read 
works that directly or indirectly touched on this grue
some topic like Mr. Balfour's lecture on the Decay of 
Rome and :\fax Nordau's works and also make what I 
imagined were original notes on the 5ubject. Is not pro
gress a matter of instinct and ultimately of physiology? 
Are our instincts sufficiently strong and do they sponta
neously take the right direction? Can a decadent race 
be made virile by lectures and reasoning? Is giving 
people the idea of courage or patriotism the same as 
giving them courage or patriotism? Do ideas influence 
or generate will or are they only the attorneys of the 
vast irrational life-force surging in the depths-or 
death-force? Writing to a member of the Servants of 
India Society on what I called an obituary outburst over 
the death of an imliortant leader I asked. "We have a 
great capacity for weeping together. Have we any for 
working together?" Such was the gloomy and oppres
sive influence of our position and surroundings on my 
mind in those days. I was without hope: to-day I am 
not hopeless. 

Has there not been a change in our world-standing 
since 1920, that is to say, within the last decade, some 
change, however small, but significant and hopeful? No 
doubt even during the War the British Press lavished 
praise on our people and soldiers. But war-praise like 
war-idealism is mostly policy, propaganda and pretence. 
But apply what test you will, I rather think there 
has been a genuine improvement within the last IO 
years in our international position. The British Press 
devotes considerable attention to our affairs. It may 
not be always considerate but it is something that 
we are not ignored altogether and dismissed as a race 
of philosophical worms. Even the Continental Press 
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which cannot afford to displease England finds space 
for Indian discussions and news. Democratic America 
which is no respector of imperialism has so interested 
herself in our cause as to send down distinguished press 
representatives to study at first band and report. More 
remarkable still, Great Britain, the mistress of the 
seas and therefore of our salt. has found it neces
sary to organise propaganda in the United States to 
stem the tide or their pro-Indian sympathies. The 
Labour Ministry, with the concurrence of the other 
parties, thinks it desirable to confer with Indians on the 
future of our constitution instead of following the 
traditional practice of giving us pills of their own 
prescription to cure our political melancholy~stimu
lants for toning up the nerves of our moderates. 
Mahatma Gandhi is more than a world figure. He 
is a world factor, the first Indian since the days of the 
Grand Moghul that has counted for so much. His effigy 
decorates the dining tables of Paris and the walls of 
New York institutions. India is no longer a haphazard 
news. She is an event to be taken into account. 1920 
marks a new era in our history~the Gandhian era of 
our national rebirth. 

But do not let us exaggerate the reality and extent of 
our advancement. We have not yet conquered and the 
goal is yet far distant. There is nnt the least ground for 
self.complacency and the inertia I ilat springs from self
complacency. Indeed in a world ever changing, ever 
progressive, there is never room for self-complacency, 
which spells stagnation and decay. However limited 
then our satisfaction may be, howe\'er partial and im
perfect, can we not at any rate sayan proved grounds 
of recent history and experience that during the last 10 
years we have stuck to the right path and maintained our 
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march with tolerable vigour and infer from it that conti
nued progress on the same lines would lead us sooner or 
later to success? 

Is it by our mere ideas or thought-output that we have 
improved our world status? I hardly think so. Our 
philosophic and other contributions have always been 
there during countless ages. And those who have ad
mired our thought did not usually admire our character. 
Indeed thought without will and character is likely to 
be derided as cleverness, the phosphorescence of putri
fying matter. Modern Japan is, on account of her 
national spirit, higher up in the scale of nations than we 
with our ballast of ideas. We were never famished for 
ideas. We have always been chokeful of them, suffer
ing from surfeit and indigestion. Nobody could write 
a better dissertation on freedom, patriotism, unity, 
discipline, organisation and all other subjects under 
the Moon, than our intellectuals. I am tempted to 
think that people who do little can think a great 
deal, for, they will have more time and are less 
hampered by the facts and trials of life. It is not 
therefore on account of more ideas, greater ca pa
city to argue our case in London and added power 
of eloquence that we have been able to emerge from 
our degradation but rather owing to the new mentality, 
which is more than ideas, and character evoked by the 
Gandhian mission. Is there not some truth in the 
observation that art and literature are the flowers that 
adorn the path of national decay? 

Nor is it an impersonal timespirit, a celestial mecha
oism, that is impelling us on wards. The devotees of 
time spirit are generally men of the tame spirit. It is a 
form of fatalism of which we have had enough in 
our composition. Optimistic fatalism is just as much 
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a bane as pessimistic. If, however, by timespirit is 
meant the sum total of circumstances and human 
endeavour, then it is not worthwhile invoking it as an 
agent of progress and relying on it for all time to come. 
Timespirit is not going to bring us S waraj without 
organisation and disciplined action on the part of the 
people. If you sit quiet with closed eyes and open 
mouth trusting that time will shake the fruit into it, the 
flies will make of it a. convenient home. We never 
entrust our personal affairs like match-makin~ and 
money-making to the guardianship of Time Spirit. It 
never serves individuals but it is by some supposed to 
serve the race. Is time spirit then a wholesale shop in 
which no retail dealings are permitted? 

Neither is mere emotionalism any better factor than 
ineffective intellect. The weak are proverbially 
emotional. The strong are calm and self-restrained. 
They do not flare up and go speedily out in smoke, but 
burn with a steady flame. At the Cocanada Congress I 
sat by Sir P. C. Ray, our great Acharya. The sight of 
the huge crowd assembled there in thousands, men, 
women, children and babies, made him wonder what it 
was worth. It is his habit to give a hearty slap first and 
then a talk and the slap is the sharper of the two. He 
told me if such a gathering hdd met in any European 
country, its government would have disappeared the 
very next day---but here amongst us-he paused, shrug
ged his shoulders and gave me another slap, which is 
his way of driving home a lesson. 

Well, our ideas have always been there, our feelings 
have always been there, for years and years before 
1920. And yet the conduct of to-day was not there. It 
is this new conduct that is the new factor in our 
nation. 
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It is therefore in improved character that we must seek 
an explanation of the movement towards nationhood that 
is taking place in our midst. And by character I mean 
th~ character of our people as a people and not as private 
individuals. The weakness of Indian mentality is that 
it concentrates too much on the self to the neglect of 
general good, which is perhaps inevitable in a people 
who have long been in a state of subjection and 
to whom the ethics of a free people has not been a code 
of habitual conduct. I remember a person with a vast 

. and funded reputation for being religious on the income 
of which he enjoys a thriving position, explain on one 
occasion why he could not undertake a public duty 
which however he was vigorously impressing on others. 
He had to bui!rl a house. He had a large number of 
daughters to be disposed of in matrimony. He had 
other private circumstances and therefore he could do 
nothing but preach. In this way each individual tries 
to exempt himself from national work and there is no 
individual who cannot plead similar justification. If 
therefore all such individuals are hf:ld to be good, it 
follows that you can have a society in which all the 
individuals are good while the society itself is rotten 
which, as Euclid would sav, is a r!'ductiu ad nUsunlum. 
The Greeks regarded justice as the highest virtu~ and 
justice is concerned with conduct between man and man 
and above all between man and the State. Westerners 
infer the worth of individuals from the worth of the 
society to which they belong. If the society is worthless 
there is no meaning in lauding the individuals compos
ing it as a highly worthy people. And this appears to 
me the truer way of estimating conduct values and 
character. If then there has been a change for the better 
in our character, it is progress in our racial and social 
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character that must be held to account for the newborn 
esteem that the world has begun to entertain for Indians. 

There is no such thing as character which does not 
operate in life and manifest itself in activity. And 
social activity or social conduct is in its very nature 
organised conduct and organised activity. No doubt 
we sometimes witness a widespread rising of :people 
united only in the object but not in method or leadership. 
Such a rising cannot last long. It disappears soon leav. 
ing a gulf of gloom and despair behind. Our present 
national movement is not a sporadic outburst of this. 
evanescent type. At all events it has lasted a decade,. 
no doubt with ups and downs but still as a continuous; 
and on the whole an ever broadening stream. Further, 
even when most of the leaders had been clapped in jail 
it did not collapse but has shown capacity to maintain 
itself-a proof that it has spread deep and wide. It is 
fair inference from this that our people are not likely to 
be easily crushed. I am not an astrologer. So I cannot 
say that we would be able to sustain the struggle till 
success is achieved. There is no celestial mechanism 
to guarantee success but if we can put forth the neces
sary effort, keep up the ranks by supplying new recruits, 
organise better and more extensively, then it follows 
that there will be a settlement between England and 
India based on mutual respect and equality of status. 

Is it too much to hazard the opinion that it is Mahatma 
Gandhi who has translated us from oblivion to modern 
history, that it is his genius that has organised our 
feelings and ideas into integral personality by impreg
nating them with will and courage, and enabling us to 
achieve character as a nation and giving us a method 
and programme of action in which that character can 
find a field of effective operation and fulfilment-
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a fulfilment which does not exhaust but rather continu
ously revitalises and regenerates our being as indivi
duals and nalion ? 

Historically speaking the seeds of our national re
generation were first sown in Bengal by Swami Vive
kananda, the greatest synthetic thinker of modern 
times. Aurobindo Ghose directly inaugurated the move
ment during the Partition agitation. Swadeshi and 
boycott of British goods had its origin here and some
thing of greater significance than these particular lines 
of operation~a change in the psychology of the people 
themselves. Until then the Bengalis used to be ad
mired for their intellect and at the same time des
pised as the weakest of the Indian races. But even 
our worst critics were obliged to change their view 
as a result of the widespread courage and patriotism 
displayed by young Bengal. The mendicant policy of 
the Moderates was abandoned and people began to rely 
on their own strength and organisation for securing 
redress of their grievances. Mahatma Gandhi may be 
said to have built on the foundations thus laid by 
Aurobindo Ghose, though undoubtedly he gave it a new 
strength and more extended scope and operation and 
infused it to an extent unknown before with the spirit 
of a vigorous democracy. 

Just reflect for a moment on the miracles wrought by 
the genius of Gandhi. Who would have thought from 
a study of our history that the peasantry, mercantile 
and industrial communities, and the women of our 
cnuntry would have shown themselves to be the 
heroic soldiers of nationalism that they are to-day? 
Bardoli and Borsad are a new revelation. Guzerat 
too used to be despised, more especially by the 
Mahrattas, as a province of the tame and weak. Yet 
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to-day can any province be said to excel the men and 
women of Guzerat in courage, power of organisatioD~ 
discipline unto death and patriotic devotion and scorn of 
danger and suffering? More than conduct is character 
and personality. Does It not appear to you that from 
the ashes of old India a new being, state Iv and stal
wart, is coming into existence and Gandhi is the Iife
giving breath? The merchants of Bombay, of Calcutta, 
Cawnpore, Lahore and even of Madras at long last, have 
placed the coun try before i m med i a te persona I profits
Their calculation has shifted from their persona I accounts 
to the country's credit. The sellers' boycott organised by 
the merchants is an even more telling weapon than the. 
consumers' boycott organised by the people. Some of 
the biggest firms in the land have agreed to abide by the 
conditions laid down by the Congress thus giving to the. 
Congress the status of a de facio government. The youth 
of the country from the young lads composi ng the 
Prabhat Pheries to men of 20 and 30 are offering them
selves in their hundreds and thousands as Congress 
volunteers subordinating personal convenience to the 
dictates of their conscience. And lastly who can fail 
to be moved by the sublime heroism of the warneD 
of our country? In Bombay, Bengal, Guzerat, Yladrali 
and everywhere they have risen superior to their 
traditional limitations and are undergoing unparal
lelled and unimaginable sacrifices. Speaking fu~ 

myself, and I am an old man not easily accessi, 
ble to romantic feelings, I may say nothing has over· 
whelmed me so completely as the noble patriotism oIj 
our daughters, sisters and mothers who ha ve not hesit ... 
ted to sacrifice their cherished feelings of home aDd 
family all' i rnarch with a smile on their face to the 
jails-the g" rrdian angels of our nation. The lathi and 
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the rifle are no longer a terror to our people. Honour 
to-day is to them dearer than life itself. Some years 
ago foreigners used to look down ·on India as a dead 
country. To-day resurrection is taking place on earth 
itself. Even if we fail and are crushed we shall go 
down holding aloft the flag and as men and women of 
honour. If this movement cannot inspire you to im
mediate and active response we would deserve to be 
treated with contempt as a race without honour, with
out shame. Mr. H. N. Brailsford has given a masterly 
exposition alike of the present spirit of the people, Con
gressmen' and genuine nationalists, as illustrated by 
their sufferings and endurance, and the detailed pro
gramme, swadeshi, boycott of Britsish goods, defiance 
of salt laws, no-tax campain etc., that has been in opera
tion. 1 have nothing to add to his treatment of the 
subject which appears to me to be fair and well-balanc
ed. I wish that his articles will be brought out soon in 
volume form and translated into every vernacular in the 
country. 

The insurgence of nationalism on this scale and 
degree is a historical surprise. It may either be a tem
porary ebullition which will soon subside or ~he begin
nint-( of a new evolution. If the youth of the country 
rally strongly it will be the beginning of a new evolu
tion. If they fail in their duty it will become a memo
rable episode. Is it to be an episode Of a history? It is 
for you to answer. 

By far the greatest surprise is the steadfast adherence 
in such a large movement spread over nearly a year to 
truth and non-violence, the bedrock of Gandhian !carma 
yoga. Nothing akin to this has been known to human 
history. It is through this that we have been able to 
cunquer the hearts of the very Britishers to whose 
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wbo tbonght it suicidal to let slip the benefits of the D' 

reforms. It was, however, thought inexpedient to iml,n 
tLe authority of the Congl'~ss, and Congressmen like :'II 
Patel in Bombay, Mr. Vas in Hengal, Pundit Motilal Nel, 
in U. P., )IessrR. Mad Lava Hao and Vijayaraghavachal ,. 
in Madras-though they had opposed the Resolution in t I 

Congress-decided to abide by it, and withdrew the;. 
camlidature from the forthcoming elections. )[any leading 
Congressmen resigned their honorary offices and relin
quished their titles. While several ofiice-bearers in the 
Provincial Congress Committees who were opposed to the 
Resolution, resigned their offices so as to leave the Congress 
organisations free to work out :'Ilr. Gandhi's programme. 

If Mr. Gandhi's inHuence was so decisive at the Special 
Congress as ro set at naught the opinions of Congressmen 
like C. R. Das aDd Bepin Chandra Pal, his authority 
WIIS supreme at tbe N agpur Session in December. N agpur, 
in fact, witnessed the turning point in the history of the 
Congless, as in that year :'IIr. Gandhi, with an overwhelm
ing majority, completely captured this institution and 
converted itB leading spirits to his creed. Here it WIIS 

that the old creed of the Congress wa. discarded for the 
new one of indifference to Hritish overlordship. 

'Vith the change of creed and the wholesale adoption 
of the programme 01 N on-Co-operation tbe old Congress 
was virtually dead. The new Congress was inspired by a 
new hope and sustained by new methocls altogether alien 
to the faith of men like Dllclabbai and Gokhale who bad 
guided it in its years of infancy and adolescence. 

Mr. Gandhi was not slow to use his great authority 
over the Congress to further the movement of which he 
was the directing head. At his command were all tbe 
Congress and Kbilafat organisations, and be set out on an 
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present system of government we are opposed and of 
America, Europe and other neutral spectators. Religions 
might have preacted salvation through suffering. 
But it was left to Gandhi and India to illustrate it on a 
scale transcending historical anticipations. The basis 
of this philosophy is trust in the essential goodness of 
human nature. We believe that through' such suffering 
the most obdurate hearts will be melted and converted. 
"Enmity," says the Mahabhara.tha, "is not killed by 
enmity." True that Mr. George Bernard Shaw has 
dismissed it with the vitriolic remark that the non
resistance of the cow has not converted the tiger to 
vegetarianism. But then are men, even Britishers if you' 
please, no better than tigers? What a sublime appli
cation Gandhism is of that spiritual truth that in weak
ness is our strength. The meek shall inherit the 
kingdom of Heaven and also the earth into the bargain. 
Defeat is no disgrace. The real disgrace is cowardice. 
The warrior dies fighting and he is honoured by all 
decent minded people, and if in the same way we must 
perish without resisting and without harbouring hatred 
and violence in our hearts, our martyrdom will be a 
crown of ~lory and no disgrace'. 

This new spirit has produced a dynamic leaven 
in our character, obliterating old };1ndmarks. The 
indomitable Pathan of the Frontier, supposed to be 
fiery and violent by nature, practices non-violence as 
required by the Mahatma. The unlettered peasantry of 
Guzerat, including their women, supposed to be mild, 
meek and soft, display a capacity for organised passive 
resistance and fortitude under suffering, which has 
pierced the soul of American, French, and English 
observers. Mr. H. N. Brailsford however doubts if we 
can develop active courage. Is not active courag, 
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easier of production than passive? After the mutations 
witnessed can anyone say definitely that is beyond 
possibility? Incap3city to organise has been another 
venerable charge against us. Has not the Congress dis
proved this? Think of the large number of enterprises 
it has organised from the Lathi Hospitals to No-tax 
Campaigns. It has at any rate shown that the Indian 
soil has not grown quite exhausted and barren. Labour, 
too, to-day is not quite so quiescent or incapable as 
before. When it moves, it is Iikelytto develop a trem
endous momentum. 

The reaction of Government is a convincing testi
mony to the strength and solidarity of the present 
movement. The repression now taking place beats any
thing seen 10 years ago. Even Moderate leaders have 
declared that the me3sures adopted by the Executive 
are not always in accordance with the principles of Law 
and Order which they profess to maintain. Mr. Brailsford 
has given harrowing instances of administrative and 
police excesses. One of the latest and most revolting 
is the treatment alleged by witnesses of integrity to 
have been inflicted by the police on women at Borsad. 
The Commissioners appointed by Government to inquire 
into the settlement grievances in Bardoli noted with 
admiration the perfect veracity of the witnesses examined. 
There is no rason to hold that in the present case people 
have been less truthful. And yet Government hesitates 
to institute an impartial enquiry though even the 
"Times of India" demands it. Even the sanctity of 
Universities has not been respected. We are anxious 
th'lt the fight should be non-violent and chivalrous 
on both sides and surely here at least complete co
operation between Congress and Government should 
be possible. In the same spirit I would condemn all 
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acts of violence on our part unreservedly, whatever 
the motive and purpose of such violence. Govern
ment, I am told, are arranging to give jaghirs to 
the Loyalists in some provinces. In Madras, I gather, 
they have given r:ash, which is better. And so they 
have recoiled to mediaoval methods of rewarding the 
faithful. How long will this bounty-fed loyalism last? 
They confiscate the lands and houses of the Congress 
adherents and they give doles to organisers of co
operation. I wonder if the motto of these people is that 
famous line of Omar Khayyam; "Oh take the cash 
and let the credit go." In Madras Government officials 
are engaged in Anti-Congress propaganda, not the 
Ministers so much, mind you, and their followers, but per
manent officials, who should have nothing to do with 
politics. One of our District Educational Officers is so 
impressed by the ('ffects of the education now given 
that he has made our unfitness for Swaraj the burden of 
his lectures, while Government have declared for 
Dominon Status and Central responsibility. It is a 
strange scheme of things altogether and let us pray that 
it won't become stranger still. 

I hope I have not led you to believe that the move. 
ment had spread sufficiently for us to relax our efforts. 
Not at all. Such an impression will be false and mis· 
leading. India is too vast a country and too full of 
internal complexities and problems to be refashioned 
into an integral whole so soon and with this amount of 
effort. This is only a good beginning perhaps and as 

have said above 1 cannot be sure that it will be per· 
sisted through to the end. Why, it has not melted the 
hearts of many thousands of our own countrymen and 
educated ones at that. Sometime ago a member of the 
Justice Party asked me whether these sufferings would 
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not melt the hearts of the Britishers. I asked him to let 
me know how far they had melted his and that was 
the end of our conversation. There are communalists 
amongst us to whom selfish and sectional interests 
are the main object and the country only a means 
to that end. The sufferings of one province are 
often received coldly by the people of another 
as though they happened in Siberia or Lapland. 
There is still much scope for the expansion of our 
national spirit and its uniform penetration into all our 
provinces and peoples. In this process it is the Gandhian 
spirit and action that is the most potent factor. In fact 
none other appears to exist. Can the programme and 
mentality of the Moderates achieve this end, or 
even start the process? Or the communalists, or the 
localists who are concerned only with small reforms 
in their own province or those who think that the 
capture of official positions is tantamount to the ac
quisition of popular rights and Swaraj, that Indianisation 
of services and the appointment of Indian Ministers is 
enough popularisation of Government and Dominion 
Status? Have not some mem bers even of the Congress 
and the S warajist parties deserted the movement the 
moment it took an active turn and have since become 
the defenders of policies that they erstwhile denounced? 
Why blame the Police for the lathi charges which they 
make under orders? Most of them are poor and ill
educated. Are they any worse than many of those, 
possessing cash and culture, who ',et have no mind or 
hearts for the cause of the country? After a\l a people 
connot be held down against their united will and 
therefore it must be presumed that we are worse enemies 
of ourselves than the Britishers, whose attitude is at 
all events natural and from their point of view honour-



able and patriotic. Indeed it seems to me that more 
hearts have to be melted at home than abroad. 

Here then therefore is a call not for despa ir but for 
greater exertion. In most cases cowardice and despair 
are corollaries of selfishness. The altruistic do not 
easily give up hope. Did anything look more like a 
ga:nbler's throw than the Mahatma's historical march to 
Dandi? The country did not appear to be prepared to 
follow him. I suppose there were divided counsels in 
his own camp. And yet he threw calculation to the 
winds and boldly went forward. I think I can under
st3nd the psychology of that sublime soul. He probably 
said to himself: .. What does it matter whether the 
people follow me or hang back. As I do not live 
for myself, my death will not be mine but the death of 
the people whom I serve. ;VIy losses are no personal 
losses. My gains are no personal gains." Thus does 
moral genius transcend, paradoxical as it may sound, the 
limitations of personality in fulfilling itself. 

It would be a mistake to think that the Gandhian 
movement is limited to politics and that it will have no 
valid reason to exist when once 5waraj or dominion 
status is attained. I think it is primarily a moral move
ment, a movement of inner purification and nation-build
ing from within. 50 long as there are racial, communal 
and economical problems and social evils of such type 
as exist in India, the Gandhian movement wiII have to 
be continued. Doubtless its aspects may change. It may 
take new forms. But the spirit and method will have to 
be there if we are to live and thrive as an efficient nation. 
Was it not he who started the Vykom Satyagraha 
against untouchability? Therefore there can be no 
peace for Gandhi unless there is peace and prosperity 
within the country. 
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What then should be the contribution of students to 
this movement? The first question is: Are you con
vinced that you should make a contribution ( I have 
dealt with this Question in my address to. University 
Students at Allahabad in considerable detail and I 
will therefore here just summarise. The precept of. 
exclusive concentration on your studies is fundamental
ly wrong and if you remain for four long years 
thinking and feeling but never acting you will only 
Qualify yourselves for a first· class degree in hypocrisy. 
a commodity already sufficiently plentiful in the 
country. Thoughts and emotions without olltward mani
festation in activity will corrode your souls. Brilliant 
intellects like post-graduate students or research workers 
shou Id certa i n I y con fine themselves to their studies. 
For, in their case there is a chance of their contributing 
something to the stock of human knowledge which will 
redound to the credit of our motherland. As regards 
ordinary graduates I need not tell you in Bengal that 
unemployment will be their chief occupation. The 
livelihood value of our university education is generally 
speaking small. Lord Burnham has de,cribed our 
university education as clerk,hip education and yet I 
suppose if the Congress called upon you to forsake 
your books he will throw up his hands in holy horror as 
though clerkship is higher than citizenship. I hope thaI 
there are none here who feel that politics is beneath 
them. That would no doubt be the superior attitude of 
very inferior mind,. Granting then that in addition to 
studies and discussions of political matters you have to 
contribute something by way of activity and organised 
activity at that, may I venture to suggest the following 
programme? I know students find fault, with their 
elders for not doing enough for the country. It is better 
you shame them by example. 
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If any of you feel convinced that you should suspend 
your studies in order to take part in the national move
ment, I'certainly would regard it as a decision embody
ing a noble spirit. It would not be as big a sacrifice 
as that made by the peasants of Borsad and Bardoli or 

.the glorious women of India. They have given up lands 
crops, homes and have even migrated. They are tasting 
the bitterness of Police Raj. And as regards our women 
they have had to leave behind husband and children 
and overcome their most holy instincts and affections. 
They are conquering their old habits in order to conquer 
new freedom for the country. And many of them belong 
to the first families in the country, high in. rank and 
riches. No sacrifice that you can make or I can make or 
anybody else can make could equal that of the peasants 
and the women. And indeed why talk of sacrifice even? 
Sacrifice a nd duty do not taste as s wee! as the grand 
Greek expression "Virtue ". Facing danger is no, 
sacrifice to the courageous. It is their nature to face 
it. Patriotism is not sacrifice if we are at all men 
and women. If you have the virtue in you, the right 
spirit, YOll will be spontaneously bounding forward 
to the call of the country. Such a spirit of adventure if 
it is illustrated by a large number of our students, I 
would regard as a convincing sign of racial vitality. I 
do not think people have much to loose in the 
way of culture by a life of spirited adventure. 
And as regards characted no University can build 
it so well as that. Why, Mahatma Gandhi has done 
more to increase our will power and elevate our charac
ter than all the Universities in India put together. 
Which would be the greater calamity-closing the 
universities for a time for lack of students or closing 
down the national movement for want of recruits? 
Answer for yourselves. 
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But there may be those who may not feel so inten
sively as all that but who yet, rather than be drones, 
would like to do something. For such there is ample 
work to be done In term time and still greater 
work during vacations. In term time you can engage 
in organised social service in the metropolis, such as 
night schools, workmen's clubs, temperance propa
ganda and extension lectures in the different wards 
of the city. The orga nization must be done by 
outside persons or parties and I include your own 
professors among such persons. Suppose as in Bam bay 
the Congress starts workmen's clubs with a vIew 
to get into touch with labour and to promote tem
perance and swadeshi amongst them. Students may 
volunteer to work in batches of 3 or 4 at each club, 
working for about a fortnight each term and hold simple 
classes to them and lecture on subjects of general 
interest and more especially Indian History and the 
history of modern nations. Lantern lectures on biology. 
hygiene etc., will be of great use. Oxford and Cam
bridge have organised students' settlements for social 
work in the East End of London. It would be best if the 
University or the Colleges undertook this organization 
in Calcutta. Failing which, the onlv alternative is the 
Congress, the only party interested in the welfare and 
uplift of the masses by direct work amongst them. 

You all enjoy long vacations of nearly three months 
and a shorter one of one month. Many of you come 
from mofussil villages. If you could be organized into 
a vast rural education league, you would become a 
most effective army of enlightenment. You need not 
devote the whole of your vacation any more than you 
need the whole of your term time. It is enough if 
you de\lote one half of each vacation for visiting 
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villages in batches of 3 or 4 and giving them evening 
lectures on general cultural subjects or welfare sub· 
jects like hygiene and temperance. You may take 
up the villages nearest to your own homes for this 
work and if you go in batches of 3 or 4, time won't 
hang heavy on you and you can also learn a great 
deal of the actual conditions under which our rural 
folk live. This work again must be organized by 
'Some outside body though you should form the staff 
working the scheme. If the University or different 
colleges can do it, well and good. Other-wise the 
Congress must take it up. For, that is the only or
ganization in the country capable and willing to 
'Undertake such a task. This is only an illustration, 
not an exhaustive programme. As early as 1924 Mr. 
M. K. Rangachary of the Madras Tutorial College pub
lished my detailed scheme on the subject. But I am 
sorry to say that it continues to be only a paper program
me. Under present circumstances both classes of work 
will be vie wed with suspicion and hostility by Govern
ment and their agents. It is but natural that they should 
view with disfavour whatever tends to organize the 
country and build up its strength from within. If the 
Indian lamb refuses to be sheared and bleats aloud 
under the process, it may be charged with sedition. 
But then, if we must live, we must go through these 
ordeals undaunted. Even the policemen may follow 
you to the villages you visit. But this must be looked 
upon as the shadow cast by the rbing Sun of nationa
lism. When he reaches the zenith the shadows will 
.dwindle. It is only when he is young and feeble that the 
shadows are longest. And when the new political 
adjustment between England and India becomes a fact, 
-Government as well as the people will appreciate your 
5ervices. 
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Swadeshi should be your universal creed. The boy
cott of foreign goods is the negative aspect at that 
positive creed. They are like the two blades of a pair 
of scissors. But in so far as boycott is not intended as 
an economic but as a political weapon, that will have 
to be withdrawn as soon as the political exchanges 
between England and India are put on a satisfactory 
basis. What I mean is that where there is competition 
of foreign goods to the detriment of Indian enterprise, 
the boycott will have to be kept up until Indian indus
tries are sufficiently well developed or adequa Ie protec
tion is given. But if there is no ,uch competition and 
India cannot manufacture the British goods imported, 
then their boycott might be undertaken only as part of 
our political programme and should not be continued 
longer than necessary for that purpose. Those of you 
who are sons and daughters of merchants should picket 
your fathers and prevent them from dealing in foreign 
goods. There is no ordinance issued yet against family 
picketting, which in its very nature is bound to be 
peaceful. I need not recount to you the various articles 
in respect of which swadeshi and boycott should be 
observed. Calcutta papers have published long lists of 
them. And from one of the speeches of Sir P. C. Ray I 
understand that young Bengal unable to give up smok
ing has confined itself to swadeshi ueedis and cigarettes. 
I would further advise you to avoid all unnecessary 
expenditure. Write on Post Cards in preference to 
covers and similarly reduce your personal needs to a 
healthy minimum. For those who wish to serve their 
country must not become slaves of luxury. If progress 
could always be had on terms of ease and comfort, 
everybody would be a progressive. It is not everyone 
that can rise like Motilal Nehru above the influence 
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extensive tour of the country preaching the new cult with 
the fervour of a prophet. l<lverywhere be was received 
with outio". 

As be went from place to place accompanied by the 
Ali Brothers, the movement beca m e popular among the 
ignorant as well as the lit<lrate. His fourfold programme 
of boycotting schools, cloths, councils and Govprnment 
service was the theme of multitudinous discourses. But 
the most painful result (at any rate to those who were 
not uf his persuasion) was the calling away of youths froll. 
schools and colleges. Many a lad, led away by til<' 
glamour of tbe great ideal and the irresistible appeal of a 
saintly leader, gave up his school education-the only 
education available in the country. 

One peculiarity of the programme was that emphasis 
was laid on each item as the occasion demanded. At one 
time it was the boycott of schools, again it was the collec
tion of a crore of rupees for the Swarajya Fun'], a third 
time it was the burning of mill cloths, and yet again it 
was the boycott of the Duke or the good Prince. Each 
was in turn to bring Swarajya within the year. Thus ill 
February the agitation centred on the boycott of the Duke 
of Connaught to whom Mr. Gandhi addressed a dignified 
if, uncompromising letter. 

By May the spirit of lawlessness had spread far and 
\\~ide, and strikes and !tartals became the order of the day. 
Mr. G.llldhi, however, resolutely discountenanced al\ vio
lence and he was seldom sparing in his adml)nition of those 
who took part in the incident at Malegllon and other places. 
Again and again, he spoke "trongly against the spirit of 
non-violence which for a time broke out as often as hE' 
(lecried it ;n al\ earnestness. 
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of his surroundings and therefore we had better 
reform the environment itself as an easier way of 
reforming ourselves. Communal unity and the elimi. 
nation of untouchability and other social evils ought 
to enlist your service. Hindus, Muslims, Christians, 
Parsis and all other races and creeds must come together, 
not by trafficking away the integrity of the nation, a 
suicidal policy, but by realising that justice and citizen
ship in a free country is a good which is far superior to 
the minor interests over which they squabble. 

In its fundamentals this is more a moral struggle than 
political. Qualities which are considered meritorious 
on the other side of Suez, such as patriotism, are regard
ed here as hazardous, unnatural adventures. Actions 
and words which are not sedition elsewhere are 
sedition in India. The ethics of the European ill 
India belongs to the order of the Superman, ours 
has to be at the level of the slave. Public position and 
personal worth cannot generally go together. This is the 
dead of our political night and it is but natural that the 
rats should get into the granaries. The best and the 
bravest are in jails. Movements and measures which 
Governments in Europe would gladly promote are frown
ed upon here. Morality has become a function of 
latitude and longiturle, a geographical proposition. The 
great Gandhian objective is to evolve a moral cosmos 
out of this chaos, both internally and in our external 
relations. That is why it has taken a religious tinge 
and has powerfully appealed to the sincere devotees of 
all the great religions of the world. Doubtlpss he wants 
Swaraj-but not perhaps as itn end ill itself but as a 
step in the larger and better integration of the Empire 
and the world. He, like One greater than he before 
.him, bears the cross of suffering and sorrow in order tQ 
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establish a new Heaven on Earth. Will his mission 
succeed? If it fails, so much the worse for India and 
Humanity. 

Students of Bengal: You will be told that yours is the 
age of preparation and not action. What is this prepara
tion? Does it not include the formation of habits, 
including habits of patriotic citizenship? And can you 
form habits without action and conduct? And who can 
guide you to noble action so well as the great men of 
action? Is it the highest wisdom to place yourself in the 
safe-keeping-safe it is for certain---of writers of 
ancient history to the exclusion of makers of modern? 
Remember the Kantian doctrine of morality, ~iz., that we 
should universalise the principle of our conduct. If you 
exempt yourself from the rule of duty, you must allow 
every body else to do likewise and there won't be any to 
do the duty. Do you admire a certain line of conduct in 
others? Is it proper to be content with idle admiration? 
Should you not try to follow where you admire? It is 
easy to have an insatiable relish for other people's 
sacrifices; not so easy to have the appetite to sacrifice 
one's self. As Mrs. Annie Besant has said in her noble 
autobiography: "Between, this is the duty of all and 
therefore let others do it and this is the duty of all and 
therefore I must perform it, there are whole ages of 
Illoral evolution." It is mean to try and flourish on 
other people's sacrifices. Parasitism and patriotism are 
hardly identical Qualities. You are living in times 
pregnant with the fate of our Motherland. If success 
crowns our efforts and Dominion Status is really achiev
ed, the gain will be yours and not of the elder genera
tions setting in the west. Wordsworth thus hailed',the 
French Revolution :-

Bliss was it in that age to live 
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But to be young was very heaven. 
He meant of course young and active and not young 
and vegeta ti ve. 

Our Universities will be judged by two tests by the 
contribution they make to art, science and applied 
sciences and by the stal wart manly citizenhood possess
ed with enthusiasm and perseverance they produce. I 
trust that the students of Bengal will satisfy these tests 
and be the imperishable glory of the province and India. 

STUDENTS AND POLITICS 

MR. C. R. REDDY'S ADVICE 

Address at U. P. Conference held at Allahabad 

17th January 1931. 

Friends,-It is the custom of Hindus to begin every 
function with the worship of Ganesha, who can remove 
all obstacles except those preventing his own marriage. 
Now the Ganeshas of these conferences who overcome 
the obstacles and organize them, are the Executive 
Committee. Let me then begin by saluting the Com
mittee who have origanized this Conference and inciden
tally did me the honour to invite me to preside. Under 
ordinary circumstances I should have thankfully accep
ted the invitation but my poor health and the cold of 
Northern India have frightened me away from this long 
journey. 

The misfortune is mine. I should have liked to be 
with you and refreshed my spirit in the clear waters of 
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youth and replenished my soul, wearied and cheerless, 
in the virile atmosphere of the United Provinces. Also 
it would have been my duty and privilege to have paid 
my homage at Ananda Bhavan, which next to 5abar
mati is the most holy shrine of Indian Nationalism. I 
wonder why any address from any quarter is necessary 
to you who have the immortal Nehrus in your midst. 
They were my hosts last year and where are they to
day? Their example is inspiration enough to every 
Indian who is not already dead to the nohler impUlses 
of life and dictates of duty. 

I feel also that a journey to North India cannot be an 
unmixed pleasure to me. Most of my political friends, 
women as well as men, are behind prison bars. No 
doubt they dre happy, happy in the thought of being 
true to their conscience and country. But we, how can 
we be happy or contented at the contemplation of the 
great misery surrounding us, especially of wives, mothers 
and sisters heroically suffering imprisonment at what 
tragic cost of personal feeling and domestic sorrow 
imagination reels at picturing. India is bravely worki!lg 
out her Karma and may the end be near and auspicious. 

But it is some consolation to me that my professorial 
friends are intact. Theirs is the realm of thought-the 
starry heavens above and the moral la w within, and no 
action without. They prepare the youth for the hattie 
of 'life by precepr, while the others do so only by 
example. 

This address from Chittoor to Allahabad is a long
distance shot. I am not a very good marksman and if it 
goes wide of the target, you will please pardon my 
inability. Moreover, an address to students is no easy 
task. For students are a very critical lot-critical of 
others. 50 I must reciprocate the virtue and give them 
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a bit of my mind. And yet not being a dogmatist I can 
only present issues to be judged and acted upon by you 
and not lay down doctrines. 

Avoid the habit of saying that all others are in the 
wrong, unless you are prepared to be in the right here 
and now. To decry others for their shortcomings is a 
good thing, to set the right example is a trifle better if 
less convenient. Idle criticism corrodes the soul that 
makes it. Action is the only salvation of life. 

It is usual to preach discipline to students. Others 
need it no less. The purpose of discipline is to increase 
our efficiency as individuals and society and not to 
produce stultification. A discipline which infringes 
this object is only terrorism in another form. When 
Gokhale and Lajpat Rai visited England in 1905 on 
behalf of the Congress to plead the cause of the country , 
I, who was then an under-graduate in Cambridge, was 
requested by them and Sir William Wedderburn to help 
them on the platform, which I did. As I was a Govern
ment of India scholar, objection was taken by Sir 
Curzon Wyllie, a very good friend of mine, to my 
participation in politics. I argued that a scholarship 
was not a salary, that it was given to help me to develop 
my own personality, and that a scholar was not a 
salaried civil servant. The matter was not pursued an y 
further but I believe the scholarship rules were changed 
thereafter. 

Make no mistake about it. Book education is not the 
panacea for all the ills that our flesh is heir to. You 
can have ideas without character and nd" infrequentlY 
you can have character without clearly defined ideas. 
There are some who can define courage without being 
courageous and there are also people who are innately 
courageous without being able to write a learned dis-
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serIation on courage. Similarly with patriotism. Every 
patriot is not a political philosopher and every political 
philosopher is not a patriot-necessarily I mea n. 

Spirit is of infinitely greater consequence than 
intellect. I can't define it, not being sufficiently intel· 
lectual. We can see it in its operation. The English 
were a most spirited and determined race of patriots 
long before the Compulsory Elementary Education Act 
of 1870. It is a life force springing from unfathomable 
depths and spreading more by example and imitation 
than precept and dry doctrine. Are the Bardoli peasants 
more spirited than you? Are the Deshi Sevakas more 
spirited than you? I don't know. You must draw the 
comparison, or is it the contrast, yourselves. 

Is thf're then any ground, other than thoughtless, 
fruitless vanity, for graduates and 'Varsity men to 
considf'r themselves as such superior to their neigh
bours? Intellectual vanity is less excusable than the 
vanity of physical beauty. The latter is a perceptible 
good; the former, more often than not, an insidious evil. 
Consider the response made to the vital forces now 
operating in the country by the different categories of 
people. If gradations of superiority and inferiority are 
to be based on this, what would be the position of most 
of us? I would shudder to look at myself in the mirror 
after your critical hands have done my grading orrather 
degrading. 

The question whether students should take part in 
politics is d burning question, burning like foreign cloth, 
and every term of this qUf'stion has to be investigated. 

The theory of the S. S. L. C. is that it is a preparation 
for life as well as the 'Varsity. Theretore all post
S. S. L. C. men could without doing violence to our 
educational presumption take part in politics, which is 
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a part of life. No body objects to the students gomg 
out into life taking such part. The problem is thus 
narrowed down to the case of students in the 'Varsities 
Ought students while remaining students to take part in 
politics? That is the question. 

Is not "Not-taking part in politics" a species of 
politics? Solon in his wisdom decreed punishment for 
people who did not take one side or the other in a crisis, 
for he held that remaining neutral was a dereliction of 
citizen duty. It is a weighty observation of George 
Elliot that only two subjects can engage the whole 
personality of man, viz., Theology which deals with the 
relation of the individual soul to the unseen powers 
above and politics which deals with the relations of 
man to man and to society in general. They are both 
an atmosphere, all-enveloping, which we cannot avoid 
without spiritual or moral suffocation. Education is 
undoubtedly concerned with the dtvelopment of the 
individual; but is there such a thing as an individual 
apart from society? Man reaches himself soonest 
through society and indeed can be reached ollly 
thus. Aristotle defined man as a political animal. 
Are not students men? Both Plato and Aristotle 
wrote their monumental treatises on Education as 
chapters of their Politic.', giving it its due place 
of subordination. If it is said that students should 
confine themselves to studies, should not the same 
principle of exclusive concentration be applied 10 

lawyers, merchants and all other varieties? Then 
should husbandmen do nothing but keep on husband· 
ing? Who then are left to do the work of the country? 
Is it suggested that a race of professional politicians 
should be created? They are coming into existence 
even without anybody's suggestion and God save us 
and the country from them. 
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Citizenship is the common duty of all because it 
Involves the common destiny of all. Every large ques
tion discharges itself sooner or later into politics. 
Industry, commerce, taxation, etc., are in no small 
measure the stuff of politics. Educational systems, the 
careers open to our graduates, general and technical, 
medical degrees and registration, autonomy of Univer
sities-are these in no wa y a ffected or conditioned by 
politics? Lord Burnham says that ours is clerkship's 
education. Has politics nothing to do with the type 
thus installed? 

Then they say that students could take part in politics 
but it must not be an active part. It should only be a 
contemplative part. Be you philosophers for four long 
years and then you can be men if possible. You may 
study politics to yonr heart's content or, rather head's 
repletion. You may think politics j so long as you don't 
act, nobody will object to thinkin~ as you please. I 
must say this amount of toleration has always persisted 
in this otherwise horrible world and we must be thank
ful that patriotism has not been declared an illegal 
emotion. 

But let me ask. Education, it is conceded, must 
develop character. Is it possible to have character with
out conduct? Is conduct to be postponed till after edu
cation is completed? And when is education brought 
to a dedd stop? I should think at death only if we are a 
live people. Is our thought in no way conditioned by our 
conduct, the Itrials and experiences we undergo? How 
are wisdom and correct jud~ment possible without 
action and reaction between self and environment? 
Abstract yourself from life for 4 years-refuse to respond 
to the sights and calls alOund you for four years. What 
would be your capacity for right spirit and conduct 
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after such a regime of self-suppression? If the better 
impulses and ideas are not allowed to flow into action of 
some sort won't you become a sink of hypocrisy? Even 
a balanced mind can't ensue from this system of train
mg. 

What then should be the form of activity? Nobody 
rules out study and thought: and in this field addresses 
by experienced administrators on their particular 
departments and by politicians of differing schools of 
thought, Moderates, Extremists, Loyalists, Nationalists, 
Communalists, etc., will be of special value. They 
are a part of the realistic study of politics which will 
act as a corrective of vague theories and impossible 
doctrines. I must say that the average Indian student 
lacks grasp of realities, experience and balanced judg. 
ment. You must therefore be put into touch with men 
of affairs and affairs as well. 

On the practical side the Universities themselves 
should organize social and rural reconstruction work. 
Social work is a recognised courst:! in some of the Univer· 
sities in England. Oxford and Cambridge maintain 
missions in the East End of London. Bristol has a two
year social Testamur course-theoretical and practical. 
Monastic abstraction into books tend to produce extreme 
mentalities-deadening hypocrisy or an explosive tern· 
perament. 

Rura I work, I understand, has been organized in one 
or two Uuiversities in India. You have a long vacation 
of three months. If you could he organized in batches 
of 3 or 4 and sent out to the villages nearest your native 
homes to hold evening classes for a month or a fortnight 
at each centre on cultural subjects like General History 
of Modern Nations. Social problems, Civics, Indian 
History and Administration etc., and welfare subjects 
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like Hygiene, you will have done a good deal to awaken 
the masses to some knowledge of the world as it is to
day and also gained valuable experience of the real 
conditions in our own country-our problems and the 
extent to which remedies on a votuntary basis are 
possible. You will have trained yourselves in habits 
of organised work. In the big cities, you can 
by turns run workmen's clubs-such as haVe:! been 
recently opened in Bombay and build up contacts 
with factories and labour organizations. Temperance 
work calls for vigorous propaganda. I have been advo
cating this kind of work since 1924. But while many 
applaud, few have taken up. Reading and arm-chair 
thinking are so much easier than conduct. Just think or 
rather imagine, 4,000 college students attacking roughly 
1,000 villages or centres accessible to 2 or 3 villages for 
a month each year and for 4 years- -what an army of 
enlightenment you would become. And how illumined 
you would be yourselves. 

The illustrious Professor Alfred Marshall one of the 
truest English friends of India -once remarked to me 
that he was puzzled and pained by the mentality exhi
bited by Indian students in Cambridge. Whereas the 
Chinese and Japanese boys were habitually eager to go 
and work for the uplift of their countries, Indian students 
were only after official careers and often went to him 
for recommendations. He said it in pity and no malice. 
The China of to-day, with its distinct prospect of nation
hood, is to a large extent the work of Chinese students, 
who went out enthusiastically into thE' villages and 
carried on propaganda. 

The nation is the centre round which the life of the 
advanced races revolves. Is it so sufficiently amongst us ? 

The activities I have hinted at above enjoy two merits. 
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INTERVIEW WITH THE XE\\, YICEROY 

It was about this time too that Lord Chelmsfor 1 
retired and his place was taken by Lord Reading, who 
came to India witb a great reputation as jurist and diplomat. 
An ex-Lord Chief Jnstice of England and sometime British 
Ambassador at Washington during the (atetul yeArs of the 
War-the new Viceroy inspired gr<lat hopes. His repu
tation for justice, strengthened by his rcpeate,\ assurances, 
and his reputation for tactful dealing of delicate questions 
were just tbe things of momentous need for India. ~') 

wonder, an air of hope and expectllncy hung over tb~ 
w hole country. 

Soon after Lord Reading arrived in Jndia, an interview 
was arranged by Pundit l\falaviya between the new Viceroy 
and Mr. Gandhi. This interview, which lasted many 
hours, took place at Simla in May 1\121. Much specula
tion was rife as to its result and )11'. Gandhi explained the 
circnmstances and the results of his talk in an article in 
YOIIl!g India under the title "The Simla Visit ". What 
was the upshot of the visit? The leader of the Non·Co
operation movement ana the head of the Government of 
India got to know each other. It was a great thing. 

But the immediate result of this was the statement 
issued by the Ali Brothers-a statement in which they 
regretted their occasional lapse into excessive language and 
promised to refrain from writing or speaking in any manner 
likely to provoke violence_ This" definite result of the 
interview" was claimed as a victory for the Government_ 
Others claimed that it was a victory for Mr. Gandhi who 
explained that it was no apology 01' undertaking to the 
Government, but :a re-assertion of the principle of Don
violence to which the Ali Brothers had subscribed. It was 
a statement to the public irrespective of what the Govern-
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Firstly, they don't interfere with your studies. If any
thing this change of occupation during vacations will 
act as a tonic on you. Secondly, you don't incur risk 
of disfavour with Government or the university authori
ties. In fact universities should organise this work, 
otherwise it can't be eione efficiently or on a large 
enough scale 

Students should take part in elections. It is to he 
hoped t hat they will introduce an element of idealism 
into our contests. In America the university student.s 
are a big factor in deciding the fate of candidates. As 
Secretary of Ca m bridge Un i versity Li bera I Clu b I 
helped to organize over a hundred meetings in the 
General Elections of I905. 

I presume that few will question the right and pro
priety of students taking active part in civic life and 
politics in the above and similar ways. But sometimes 
a more heroic call is made on students not consistent 
with their personal safety or pursuit of studies. They 
are asked to quit colleges and undertake picketing of 
liquor shops, enforce boycott of British goods and in 
other wa ys play their part as energetic missionaries in 
the national upheaval. During the Non-Co-operation 
movement of 1921 quite a number of students suspended 
their studies and at the present time too colleges have 
been in some places picketed with success. 

This policy is vigorously denounced by Government, 
the University authorities and a number of Indian 
leaders, who regard it as sacrilege to ask students to 
give up their studies. 

I shall try to present the pros and cons of this interest
ing controversy, because in some respects it affords a 
clear index of the divergent mi nds in the country and 
their code of values. 
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It is admitted that during the Great War Universities 
in England and Europe were emptied of their students 
IU order to get recruits for the fighting forces. The 
sanctity of books was subordinated to the life of the 
nation. The Universities of the West did not sit idle 
through their civil wars either. They would not be kept 
off the field of battle. Has this been regarded as a sin 
and slur on their fair name? Did it retard the intellec
tual progress of Europe or did it act as a spur for dis
covery and invention and even the progress of literature 
and fine arts? True such desertion of studies could 
only be a rare exception to the rule to be justified only 
on the ground of a big national crisis. The question 
then is 'Is the crisis through which India is now passing 
such a big crisis as to justify students forsaking their 
classes and plunging into the movement '. It is for each 
one amongst you to answer with hand on heart. If you 
think it is not a big enough crisis, take the world into 
your confidence and say in what particulars it should be 
improved in order to deserve your patronage. 

Will it argue a bad or weak moral character if you do 
non-co-operate? Is there anything immoral in the 
methods or aims of the national movement? Who is the 
nobler of the two-the student who is blind and deaf to 
the sights and cries around him or he who, impulsively 
if you like, rushes to show sympathy with his suffering 
brothers? Which is the better principle of action, blood 
is thicker than water or examinations are thicker than 
blood? 

Consider whether the growth into strong sincere man
hood will be promoted by years of cold callous calculat
ing indifference to the call of the country-the most 
penetrating so far heard in India. But is it asked, could 
we disobey our teachers? What: Are Gandhi and 
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Motilal Nehru not teachers, teachers of life which is a 
bit better than books? Are they less interested in the 
welfare and progress of young India than professors 
and lecturers, less wise, less patriotic? Is association 
with them moral depravity qualify ing you for a long 
sojourn in Borstal settlements, while obedience to Chan
cellors is sanity and saintliness? 

But it may be objected we honestly differ from this 
movement and its mandates and consider them wrong. 
Certainly this alters the case. If you honestly think it 
is all wrong, resist it to the best of vour ability and 
opportunity. Don't act except under irresistible convic
tion. 

If on the other hand you hold it to be a noble endea
vour and admire the men and women bravely bearing 
the burden of the fight and undergoing sufferings un
flinchingly, then it were cowardice to remain without 
demonstrating your sympathy and support by some 
section however mild or moderate but unmistakable. 

I would add two cautions. You are not self-support
ing. Your idealism rests on parental finance. You 
must therefore act with the consent of your parents, un
less you are convinced that it is your duty to cut adrift 
if need be. Many a young English lad has taken to the 
sea in a spirit of adventure. If young men here similar
Iv take to a life of adventure it is a sign of racial vita
lity which nobody need mourn. 

Secondly, if any organization calls you out, it should 
find you work and in some cases maintenance during 
your employment in national work. Will not such a· 
life make real men of you, alert, strong, self-reliant and 
able to look danger in the face without wincing? Talk 
of character building-will not that build your character 
·better than the class room and notes taking? Who has 
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built the character of our women and made them the 
sublime heroines that so many of them are to-day? 
:'v1ahatma Gandhi or the Universities? And within what 
time too? The Mahatma has achieved more in one year 
than all the Universities in India put together in all 
their lifetime from their foundation to this hour. The 
glorious Deshi Sevakas did not calculate. So they 
have secured immortality for themselves and may 
secure salvation for the motherland. You calculate
don't you? And where are you? The Rt. Han. Srinivasa 
Sastri, a demon of Moderatism, declared not long ago 
in England that he was very proud of the part played 
by the women of our country. Which women? And 
what part? And who was their inspiration and guide? 

Let us estimate the material loss accruing from sus
pending studies. What is the loss in terms of liveli
hood? You know that unemployment will be one of the 
pleasures of your post-graduate life. In Madras some 
200 B.A.'s apply for a single vacancy of Rs. 50 or 60. 
The hope of one meagre bone collects a congregation of 
200 piteous souls wagging their tails-if souls have 
tails. So what is the livelihood value of your education 
which you have to forego? I mean in the case of ordi
nary graduates. 

Now what is the cultural loss to be apprehended? Our 
University education has a high cultural value though it 
is inferior in this respect to European Universities. But 
can it be said that fellowship in a noble struggle and 
the experience it brings have no bearing on richness of 
life and mind. A large number of young men in Eng
land go straight from school to the Military and Naval 
Academies-men of high social rank and influential 
connections. Anyone who knows a British offcer 
knows that he is in every sense of the term a gentleman 
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and man of culture. Many of the best British adminis
trators in India have hailed from military ranks. In 
sympathy, generosity, knowledge of human nature, wide 
outlook and straight dealing, soldiers are not behind
hand graduate civilians. Loss of book lore may be com
pensated for by the lore supplied by the book of life_ 

And as regards character, few people would rank the 
educational factor above the large factor of social, 
political and business life. 

I take it that here as elsewhere there will be special 
cases. Should a brilliant researcher opening up new 
fields of knowledge or adding, be it in modest measure, 
to our store of knowledge, f'xchange the laboratory or 
library for picketing a liquor shop? Would it result in 
the best possible distribution of our national energies? 
You may be a Raman in the making and Raman (and 
shall I add while here Saha) is a builder of India though 
not in the sense in which the Gandhis, Nehrus, Ansaries 
and Azads are. He increases the amount of inter
national respect felt for India. Just as self-respect is a 
function of the respect felt by others for you, similarly 
national self-respect is in some measure a result of inter
national respect. Moral factors are of the essence of 
nationalism and he who contributes them whether poet, 
philosopher or scientist is in very truth a nation-builder, 
the maker of our racial personal it} . Highly-specialised 
talent would do well to remain a nd work in its OWIl 

sphere. 
So if you are all Ramans alld Sahas in various stages 

of development, please don't give up your studies, I 
beseech you, but stick to your desks for my sake and the 
sake of the country. In fact you should nol have attend
ed this Conference. 

I hope that in discussing this subject-a difficult and 
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delicate one-I have succeeded in analysing it into its 
significant factors, reducing it to its proper proportions 
and placing it in its due perspective in the scheme of 
life for which youth must prepare itself. 

The most robust amongst us can't escape fits of pessi
mism as we survey the situation and this hinders effort. 
Is the national movement a deep-seated, permanent and 
growing reality or is it only a momentary flash and 
temporary hysteria'? Can we persevere? Or will we 
succumb to exhaustion? If it is going to succepd, won't 
it succeed without our help? If it is going to fail, won't 
it fail even if we help? Then why not look on uncon
cernedly and attend to our private business or snap up 
the places that Congressmen vacate? It is a question of 
faith, honour and self-confidence. The bestial element in 
us operates with greater persistency than the divine. Do 
we therefore want to become naked brutes? The lightning 
flash lasts but a moment, while the castor oil lamp blinks 
a way for hours; which do we prefer? Truth is less 
widespread than falsehood. Is false-hood the reality 
and truth a mirage? If success is guaranteed, you will 
say where is the need for effort? If it is not, you will 
turn round and say, what is the use of effort? After all 
have not things been better to-day than a few years ago 
and may they not be improved further? Some years 
ago nothing was stirring in India except the mosquito. 
To-day the masses even are astir. 1930 has revealed the 
glory that is India at her best. It is for us to capture 
the lightning and convert it into steady abiding illumi
nation. 

The other obstacle to moral conduct is what Dr. Gore 
the eminent English divine, called the sight of the solid, 
sordid world comfortably thriving on our sacrifice. 
Gandhi, Ansari, Abul Kalam Azad and Nehrus go to 
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jail; the others that toiled not to go to the Round Table 
Conference. The soldiers risk their Ii ves, the stay-at
homes become Ministers and Executive Councillors. 
The lion sheds its blood in opening a way' in the 
jungle, the jackal follows at a safe distance and laps up 
that blood with evident satisfaction and prides itself on 
its prudence. The foaming horses pull the chariot, the fiy 
on the wheel congratulates itself on the dust raised and 
imagines that it controls the direction. These discre
pancies are inevitable in the uneven career of progress. 
And if there are no soldiers willing to die and sacrifice 
themselves so that the others and future generations 
may prosper, the race will become decadent and none 
will be saved. The sight of the unworthy prospering is 
but an added element in the sacrifice undertaken and 
must not be allowed to damp our moral ardour. 

Presiding at the All-India Students' Conference ill 
Belgaum during the Congress sessions, I said India 
was not yet a nation. Though we ale nearer nation
hood now than five years ago, still we have not reached 
the culmination of our ambition. There are the 
communal squabbles not free frum the reproach even 
of separatism as witnessed by Sir Mahomed Iqbal's 
speech. The united front presented to the Simon Com
mission broke up at sight of the Round Table and those 
who declared that only Congress could deliver the 
goods delivered themselves as the only goods at their 
disposal. The attraction of jobs has not visibly abated. 
Honour, the positive incentive for noble action, and· 
shame, the negative feeling that makes us refraill from 
the ignoble, are not operating to the extent requisite. 
Grant all this and worse, and yet what is to be dOller 
Shall we give up in despair? Or shall we in meekness 
of spirit and candour acknowledge the facts and work 
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with greater vigour though with diminishing hope to 
repair the damages and consolidate our people? Suppose 
we dismiss nationalism as impossible. How shall we 
save our character from lapsing into gross callous selfish. 
ness and cynicism? What are the possible regulative 
ideals of conduct? Religion, Humanity, Abstract Ethics 
and Nationalism-which of these is a force active, 
effective and in widest commonalty spread? Look at the 
world to.day :lnd answer.We want a full.bloorled, warm
blooded category for regulating our lives. So Nationa
lism, as [ conceive it, is not merely a secular concern. It 
is a moral factor. If it is not a fact with us, it lIlust 
be a hypothesis and we must act dS though it was a 
fact. Robespierr~declared that if God did not exist He 
must be invented. If Nationalism does not exist. it must be 
invented; otherwise one of the most effective agents of 
morality will be gone and we will rapidly shde down 
the slope of racial degeneration. 

I have no practical programme to advance for you. 
You are such good thinkers and critics that you must be 
able to give one fur India even if you don't adopt it for 
yourselves. Intercommunal consolidations should be 
promoted. The secular interests of India are the same 
for all communities and so are the moral. A nation is 
not the arithmetical slim of its component parts. It is 
an organic whole endowed with a general will. In a 
bicamera I federal legislature the lower house should 
represent the general will of the country. The upper 
hOllse should have real power as in America and should 
be so composed as not to give a majority to anyone 
communitv over the combined strength of the rest and 
the ~ame priciple might be applied to the provinces. 
Swadeshi should be the universal economic creed of 
Indi~. Hindus mllst set their own tattered house in 

5 
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order by eliminating caste and untouchability. Under a 
democratic constitution many of these objectives will be 
promoted if we work in the spirit of service and not of 
selfish plunder and jobbery. A democratic constitution 
is a tremendous responsibility and not a comfortable 
possession and calls for a steady continuous subordina
tion of selfish and sectional interests for the good of the 
whole. 

One word of political faith-unpopular though it may 
sound-and I have done. I am a believer in the British 
Empire, which is a Common wealth of nations except ir 
relation to India. If India could attain the position of : 
sister commonwealth, that would be far better than inde 
pendence. Grant that the Empire a"!; now functioninl 
has been an evil to us. Still the point for consideratiol 
is, Can it not become a good? Has it not become a gOO( 
in respect of Canada and other Dominions? There is : 
pregnant saying in the Molhabharata which strikes thl 
keynote, "Look !lot too closely into the origin of Gods 
rivers and heroes." The origins are perhaps small anc 
mean. But it is their present and future that determinl 
the estimation in which they are to be held. Vast his· 
torical unities that bring together different rdces, creedl 
and cultures, and promote fecund intercourse, should no' 
be broken up. If we are strong enough for independence 
we are a fortiori strong enough for Dominion Statu! 
which combines the advantages of separation and 
combination. From the point of view of universal 
humanity, our cry for Independence is another form of 
communalism. With India as a Dominion, the Empire 
will become an epoch-making stage in the federation of 
the world. It Sir Muhammad Iqbal's neighbouring 
Islamic nations desire to leaven this mass with their 
p-reat culture, let them come into .this federation and 
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enlarge its scope, variety and richness by their sublime 
contributions. We honour and respect the glorious 
Islamio culture, none more so than myself who have 
earned however undeservedly the reputation of having 
been the champion of Mysore :'vloslems and Malabar 
:vloplas. But we must not lea ve the greater for the 
smaller or break up the known for the uncertain advan
tages of the unknown. Similarly in regard to the idea 
of a Pan-Asiatic Federation. Expansion of the existing 
British Federation or rather the Indo-British Federation 
that I hope will be brought into existence, is a 
more feasible prospect than destruction and reconstruc
tion in untried directions. Nor need Dominion Status 
call forth less energy on our part than Independence. 
To be a moderate in iueal is not the same thing as 
being moderate in conscience, courage, or capacity for 
sacrifice. I am glad that the great Mahatma of India 
and the world has toned down Independence to the 
substance of Independence. Form is often more per
plexing and vexatious than substance. If we can get 
the substance, we might reasonably ignore the form. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I wish this conference every 
success and hope it will result in some workable pro
gramme of action being adopted and pursued with your 
united energy and enthusiasm. 

WOMEN AND NATIONAL LIFE 
ADDRESS PREPARED FOR THE CONVOCATION OF 

THE INDIAN WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY, 
Po ON A, 1930 '\fAY. 

The Indian Women's University is a racy institution. 
It is Oriental in the best sense of the term. Its inspira
tion comes from the great Women's University in 
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"ent might or might not do with thrm, In answer to 
,ticisms against his advice to the Brothers, Mr. Gandhi 

'ontly defended his action, and praised the Brothers' 
,'titude. 

Indeed ~Ir. Gandhi's loyalty to his colleagues and 
particularly his atfectionate and frateroal regal'd for the 
Brothers is beautiful alld touching to a degree. And when 
in September 1921 the Brothers were prosecuted by the 
Bombay Goveroment, Mr. Gandhi with fifty others issued a 
public manifesto that" it is the inherent right of everyone 
to ~xpL'ess his opinion without restraint about the propriety 
of citizens offering their services to, or remaining in the 
employ of, the Goveroment whether in the civil or the 
military department". To think of those days and Mr. 
Sbaukat Ali's later performances is a study in contrast. 
Who could have imagined that the" big brother" would 
lead the revolt against his erstwhile leader? 

- THE BOMBAY RIOTS 

Now to take up the thread of the story. Whatever 
tbe root·cause of the breaking out of violence and hooli
ganism, the landing of tbe Prince of Wales in Bombay on 
the 17th November was made the occasion of a ghabtly 
tragedy. Mr. Gandhi had· since the announcement of the 
Royal visit appealed to his countrymen to refrain from 
participating in the functions got up in honour of the 
Prince. Non-Co-operators all over the country had orga
nised what are known as 'hartals " closing of shops and 
suspending all work, and boycotting the Prince. In 
Bombay such activities resnlted in a great riot in which all 
parties suffered owing to the hooliganism of the mischiev
OU8 elements in the mob who violated Mr. Gandhi's injunc
tions to be non-violent and brought about a. terrible riot. 
~Ir. Gandhi was then in Bombay and after witnessing the 
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Tokyo, the organisation of which served as the model. 
Karve, the educational Sanyasi, is its founder. It 
spreads knowledge through the natural medium of 
vernacular. 

But its outlook is not orthodox and reactionary. The 
spirit is racial but the flow is towards the broadening 
human future. It is out to satisfy the demands of our 
Nationalism. It is preparing women workers for all the 
fields of their special needs and activities. Your gradu
ates are playing an important part in developing 
women's education. They are serving as members of 
Local Boards and other public bodies. Citizenship, good, 
strong and resolute, is the ideal of this University. 
You, graduates and studf'nts, are fulfilling that ideal' 
with conspicuous energy and devotion. 

But let me tell you that citizenship has two aspects
the routine and the dynamic. Service in existing insti
tutions is of the routine order. The endeavour to create 
bigger and grander institutions through which the soul 
of our country can express itself more fully and unin
terruptedly is dynamic citizenship. The number of those, 
who make themselves comforta ble in routine, is al ways 
large. Those who adventure forth to evolve better 
worlds and a more spacious life are generally far fewer, 
in number. They are the disturbing factors of our 
quiet-going routine, the romantic knights who become 
either martyrs or heroes according as their efforts end 
in failure or lead to success. 

Faith never accept's failure as final. Time is endless 
and the failure of to-day may yet become the triumph 
of to-morrow. Did not Jesus Christ say that the dis
carded pieces may become the corner stones of the 
Church? The caution and prudence that discouragt 
movements rooted in lofty ideals on the score of weal-, 
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ness and the impcssibility of triumphing over the 
opposition are a form of cowardice. 

We are meeting in a new era for Indian women and 
of Indian history. If anybody had ventured to think 
that Indian women would have been playing the heroic 
part that they are doing in the present national move
ment, he would have been regarded as a lunati~. 

Contrary to all historical induction and positive in
ference, Mahatma Gandhi has produced an explosion 
of the pent-up women-power of India, which is nothing 
short of a miracle. Genius can transcend history-this 
is the essence of the miracle-working power it possesses. 
The power of genius has often blasted historical induc
tions to pieces. 

The men who adhere too closely to what they call 
facts-is there, I wonder, any fact which is not coloured 
and conditioned by interest I-thus miss reality. Reality 
is evolution, creation. What you call a fact is the dead 
tissue. Factual politicians will analyse all the difficul
ties of the Indian situation and conclude that little or no 
progress is possible. Fateful heroes of nations will look 
on existing defects as an evil dream which disappears 
at the break of the new dawn. Shall we say that the 
former are always right and the latter always wrong? 
Is stagnation eternal and progress a chimera I As a 
Professor of History, which I once was, I used to say 
that in Indian History there have been only battles and 
no wars until the rise of the Mahrattas and Sikhs, and 
I used to comment on the national psychology thus re
vealed, which is our lack of perseverance and the incapa
city to outlive and overcome a defeat. To-day after the 
failure of the first Non-Co-operation movement, a similar 
one on a bigger scale is in full swing and tho;; women of 
India are leading the struggle. Whether we agree with the 
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policies and methods of Mahatma Gandhi or not,-that 
is not relevant to this occasion-there can be no disagree
ing on the fact that so far as national character is con
cerned, he has done more to strengthen and elevate it 
than all the Indian Universities put together. It is this 
ethical aspect that I am concerned with here as an 
educationist and the further truth charged with hope for 
human progress that Gandhi's genius jumps the bounds 
of historical anticipations and soars to higher heavens. 

Take another of his achievements. Did anyone im
agine the possibility of Mass movements in India on 
the scale now operating? We have alwavs been told 
by careful students of our past, having no care for our 
future, that the rural folk were plunged in wakeless 
sleep, while the cities were undergoing political night
mares, and that democracy was imoossibl~. I have 
only one remark to offer. If masses and women fight 
for a constitution in the manner they are now doing, 
they will know how to guardian it against possible 
oligarchies, foreign or indigenous. To this extent 
Gandhian public: life is a vast improvement over the 
older days in which a few intellcClllals supplied all the 
politics we possessed-the politics of argument as 
different from community organisation and action. 

Dr. Robert-Bridges, the late Poet-Laureate of England, 
has expatiated in his writings on the divine right, 
possessed only by rational man, to break existing laws 
in order to re-organise life at a higher level. The 
moralist Gandhi would add that such reconstruction 
should never be attempted by methods of violence. 
Non-violent struggle for social and political emancipa
tion is a new feature in history. I wonder if it will 
become a factor. 

Law and order are not ends in themselves but means 
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to progress. As Jesus Christ declared" La w exists for 

I Man, not \'lan for La w." Those who desire the people's 
t support for law and order should make clear beyond 

possibility of doubt the nature and extent of the 
progress to which it is their intention to advance. 

Struggle in some shape or other is an inevitable 
incident of progressive life. It may take one of two 
forms, Destruction of the Opponent or Conversion of 
the Opponent. The former has been the usual type in 
history. The method inallgurated by Jesus Christ is 
conversion by self-suffering. Materialism triumphs 
by producing death and demoralisation. Spirituality 
aims at saving both the parties. It comes to fulfil and 
not destroy. Its triumphs are permanent. The Gan
dhian movement is an adventurous application of the 
spiritual principle for the political and social redemption 
of mankind. The principle of his method appears to be 
as old as religion itself or at least Christianity. The 
novelty consists in the vast scale in which it has been 
under his inspiration practised. Whether he succeeds 
or fails, the better mind of humanity will bow in rever
ence to the man in Yerrawada jail for his sublime 
demons tra t ion. 

I am aware of the biting criticism of George Bernard 
Sha w tha t the non-violence of the cow has not con vert
ed the tiger to vegetarianism. But are men no better 
than tigers? 

Ideas without organised will and exertion are mirage 
and moonshine. Organised power bereft of high pur
pose is brutishness. A nation which has ideas without 
the requisite capacity for organised action is degenerate. 
A nation which has strength without a soul is unrege
nerate. 

Women are the guardians of the race. You cannot 
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help sympathising and encouraging all those who are 
engaged in fightinl! for the rights of our people. No 
true woman will ever admire the diplomat in preference 
to the soldier. I am therefore not surprised at the sup
port that Indian women are giving to the Gandhian 
movement. 

There is no need to appeal to YOll at the present time 
for brave acts of citizenship. Your own sex has 
furnished ample inspiration, by example more telling 
than empty precept. Mrs. C. R. Oa" Mrs. Sarojini 
Naidu, Mrs. Kamaladevi Chatopadhyaya, Mrs. Rukmini 
Lakshmipathi, the Tyabji ladies of Baroda and Rangoon, 
Begum Alam of Lahore, Sri mati Anusuya of Ahmeda
bad, Dr. Muthuhkshmi Reddi, :VIrs. K. ~. Munshi, :\1iss 
Dickinson and a host of others are there to inspire or 
shame our pe'lple into noble deeds. I wish some enter
prisin£( firm would bring out an album containing the 
pictures of these heroines of modern India with short 
sketches of their services and sufferings. 

SW ADESHI & SWARAJ 

ADDRESS AT VIZAGAPATAM 

Swadeshi is economic patriotism, and patriotism is 
good business as well as decent sentiment. It is 
rooted, not merely in racial emotion, but in prudential 
desire to secure satisfactory and stable conditions of 
prosperity and progress. Swadeshi is thus as much our 
universal duty as nationalism. They are a matter of 
life and death to our country; life, if properly organised 
and pursued; death, if forsaken or bartered away for 
immediate personal careers or profits. 
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Lost ground cannot be regained without special 
effort and all special efforts are for the time being pain
ful, and therefore selfish and cowardly people slink 
away from the test. Conditions of servitude and depen
dence whether economic or political cannot be over
come except by a people capable of the requisite 
amount of courage and co:nbination and proved 
capacity for self-sacrifice. That is why both aspects of 
national evolution present an identical moral problem, 
which is the subordination of temporary personal and 
sectional advantages to the enduring good of the whole. 
The pursuit of Illinor and meaner advantages is a form 
of parasitism. For, they imply sucking the blood of 
'he parent tree ann retarding its nevelopment. Of 
ourse, when as a result of this process, the parent 

tree itself dies, the parasites also will finally succumb. 
The truest prudence itself, let alone moral duty, will 
thus inspire rational beings to conduce to the general 
and permanent good of the country, 

John Stuart Mill classified peoples according to the 
amount of prudence they practised. The savage does 
not look beyond a season or a year. He lives from 
hand to mouth and hardly accumulates capital. In the 
struggle for existence, he goes down or becomes the 
collie of the farseeing races. The more civilised people 
embark on vast enterprises, which necessitate the 
sinking of enormous capital though they well know 
that the fruits thereof cannot be reaped for years, and 
perhaps for generations to come. They take a long 
sighted view of their duty and sacrifice the present, so 
that a better and enduring future may be achieved. 
Sacrifice is thus as much an ingredient of healthy 

. economic progress as of healthy political development. 
And if people are not capable of conduct based on 
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long-sighte equirements, they must decay, and finally 
perish. 

Doubtless, in our present condition, even Swadeshi 
may entail some sacrifice of profit or comfort. But that 
is the price we have to pay if we are to emerge from 
this sorry plight into a more prosperous and self-reliant 
future. 

The parallelism 
Naticmalism is the 

existing between Swadeshi and 
root explanation why, historically 

speaking, the two movements have, to some extent, 
been inter-related. It was to restore the integrity of 
dismembered Bengal that Boycott and Swadeshi were 
first advocated in India about the year 1908. But the 
movement did not flourish long. The merchants tried 
t::> profiteer on the patriotic sentiment of the consumers, 
and when, added to this, Lord Hardinge wisely undid 
the partition of Bengal, matters relapsed to their 
ori~inal drift. Further, the Swadeshi of that epoch 
was too political in its origin, and the politics itself too 
much concerned with the intellectuals to have the right 
character about it or command widespread and per
manent support. 

Mahatma Gandhi altered the nature of our politics 
and with it of Swadeshi as well. No doubt, even 
to-day, the politics of the bulk of our Moderates,: 
Liberals, etc., is chiefly of the careeristic order. But 
there has been a mighty change all the same, and 
the better side of politics is at present in heroic evi
dence. Nationalism, the rights of the people, their 
liberties and the good of the masses, have come to 
occupy the centre of the field. This change in the 
nature of our politics is, naturally enough, accompanied 
by radical changes in its organisation. Politics is no 
longer a bye-industry of" B A., B. Lism." The intellec-
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tuals are, no doubt, doing useful work, but, '~Iey are alas, 
hardly the front and centre of the movement. The new 
agencies which are at work are both the cause and effect 
of the new era, of which Mahatma Gandhi is in the 
main and, even allowing for his limitations, the herald 
and prophet. The organisation of industrial workers, 
the growing influence of Trade Unions, Peasant move
ments and above all, the splendid part played by 
merchants and women, once the very symbols of 
caution, (and shall I say, timidity?) testify to the reality 
and strength of the new spirit. And Swadeshi too has 
undergone concurrent change. 

The old Bengal Swadeshi ignored handicrafts and 
cottage industrie~. It aimed at creating an Indian indus
triali~m--faclories, large capital and machine production 
-which would be able to counteract British exploitation 
successfully. The new Swadeshi is deeper, wider in 
scope. It has thought out Indian problems in terms of 
Indian conditions, and while acknowledgink the place of 
industrialism, has sought to widen the field of operations, 
so as to take in the poorer people and peasants, by 
encouraging khaddar and other home industries. This 
is mass Swadeshi, as distinguished but not opposed to 
capitalistic Swadeshi. 

That the two Swadeshis are not opposed to each other 
but act as mutual supplements is best proved by the 
organised co-operation established between them at 
Bombay, Ahmedabad and other big industrial centres. 

Gandhian Swadeshi is not confined to production and 
distribution only, but concerns itself also with consump
tion. It has attacked wasteful and harmful forms of 
consumption of which liquor is the type and the worst. 
To save people from the temptation of drink, with which 
too of len goes the devi I, has been one of its chief mis-
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for Imperialistic domination and prepare the ground for 
an equitable solution of the political issue. And it 
follows that boycott for political purposes should be 
withdrawn at the earliest possible moment. 

Neither boycott nor protection aim at ultimate econo
mic isolation. What they purpose to achieve is inter
national trade on a footing of equality of economic 
strength. Swaraj is no enemy of international exchanges 
of culture on a basis of equality and mutual self-respect. 
There is perhaps more trade and more cultural fellow
ship between independent countries than between Im
perialistic countries and their dependencies. The sense 
of dependence itself, the feeling of inferiority and help
lessness it creates, retards the will and spirit to progress 
and finally results in ever-increasing decay. And de-. 
cadence makes not merely the country directly affected; 
but the world itself, the poorer, as it reduces the 
total number of world factors engaged in cultural and 
economic creation. Mr. Hyndman used to emphasise 
the fact that Indian poverty was a greater barrier of 
trade with England than Indian Nationalism could ever 
be. 

There are some who make rather extravagant claims 
on behalf of Swadeshi, which, I dare say, is natural to 
the mood and temper of propaganda. They say 
Swadeshi is Swaraj, and sometime, more specifically, 
that Khaddar is Swaraj. Sw~ i~shi and boycott as 
political weapons are doubtless "f the utmost impor
tance, and they are in our unfettued hands. But, even 
they cannot function at their best and fullest, unless due 
control is obtained of financial and tariff policy. 
Transportation rates, railways, shipping, banks and 
other credit agencies, tariffs, State purchase of 
stores, currency policies and a host of other f acton 
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determine the scope and nature of Swadeshi available 
for a country. Without the requisite political power. 
these cannot be regulated entirely to our advantage. 

Northern and Western India seem to have evolved a 
very effective organisation, both to promote Swadeshi 
and enforce bovcott. Ladies of the highest rank and 
riches have undertaken at what sacrifice of personal 
feeling and traditional custom, it is needless to say, the 
arduous and delicate task of peaceful picketing, with 
amazing success. Men also, young as well as old, 
hdve not been behind-hand. The merchants and indus
trialists affected, have taken a patriotic and enlightened 
view of the situation and have shown an admirable 
measure of sympathy and co-operation. Spinning 
classes have been opened in a large number of places in 
Bombay, and these are conducted by ladit's of high 
social standing. Swadeshi goods are being hawked in 
the streets and trom door to door. S wadeshi Exhibi
tions have been organised and guides to Swadeshi, 
giving a list of Indian firms producing various lines of 
commodities, have been published. Nationalistic 
newspapers have helped in securing the necessary 
advertisement. Above ali, social opinion, from the 
palatial home of the millIOnaire to the hovel of the 
peasant and labourer, has been effectively exercised. I 
doubt if the morale of the country taken as a whole has 
in modern times ever heen higher than it is to-day. 

Swadeshi and nationalism are conduct and character 
not idle sentiment or cloudy philosophy. The buyers 
and consumers of goods must make themselves felt, 
and, if need be, open Swadeshi emporiums, as has been 
done in the chief cities of progressive India. Swadeshi 
leagues should circularise merchants and inform them 
of the Indian goods available. Such information is 
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scene of the tragedy, wrote Borne of the most stirring Ipttl I.' 

which, coupled with the exertions of men of all parti!'., 
restored peace in the city. 

As a penance for this ghastly tragedy, he pledged 
himself to fast till complete peace was restored. Strangely 
enough, the situation was well in hand in a couple of days 
and on the fourth day in breaking the fast in the midst of a 
gathering of Co-operators, N on-Co-operators, Hindus, 
Mussulmans, Parsis and Christians, Mr. Gandhi made a 
thrilling statement. 

Warned by the disasters at Bombay and the Moplah 
rebellion whicb was still going on in Malabar, it was 
expected that Mr. Gandhi would reconsi,ler his position 
and stop short of the extreme step in Non-Co-operation. 
Bllt that was not to be. The Congress had by this time 
become an organ for registering hi, decrees. And the 
Committee met frequently to devise methods in pnrsullDce 
of Non-Co·operation. Thnndering resolutions, alternating 
with hopes aorl warnings, came in quick succession_ Pro
vince after Province vied with one another for the exciting 
novelty of Civil Disobedience. 

Though the author of the Civil Disobedience move
ment in India, Mr. Gandhi was always alive to its 
dangers. He therefore insisted that his conditions 
should be fulfilled ill toto before any taluka could embark 
on the campaign. And those conditions were very rigorou.~ 
indeed. 

THE/CALCUTTA HARTAL 
Meanwhile the hartal organised by Non-Co-operators 

in connection with the Prince's visit was more Or less 
successful in many places. It was alleged that by intimi
dation and otherwise, the hartal in Calcutta on the day 
of the Prince's landing in Bombay was phenomenally 
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easily obtained. The" Advance" publi'ihed lists of 
the leading Indian manufactures in Calcutta. The 
Bombay Swadeshi League is bringing out, I believe, a 
second edition of its industrial and commercial guide. 
Take, for instance, cloth. biscuits, soaps, inks. cigarett~s, 
leather goods, various medicines and pharmaceutical and 
chemical products; all these can be obtained in India. I 
need only mention, by way of illustration in this con
nection the Lily Biscuit Co., the Bengal Biscuit Co., 
Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works etc., of 
Calcutta, the Elgin leather goods manufacturing firm of 
Bombay and other leauing concerns. It may be that 
these firms are not sufficiently alert in advertising or 
opening agencies. But we must spread the information 
and get merchants to place their indents with Indian

l 
producers. 

Nor should merchants penalise patriotism by selling 
at inequitous prices and profiteering. England is a 
"nation of shop-keepers" and she can be fought 
successfully only by the shop-keepers of India. The 
intellectuals should do the propaganda work and spread 
the message of Swadeshi in every town and village, 
The people should also renounce consumption where 
foreign articles are concerned. :\10st of them are not 
necessities of life, and one can expect the vacancy thus 
caused to be filled up sooner or later by Indian enter
prise, which is now so alert. 

The sufferings and sacrifices of our brothers ano 
sisters cry aloud for active sympathy and support. 
Let not Madras prove to be the black-leg of India. 
There is probably no higher moral precept than 
that enunciated by Kant, Universalise the princlpll: 
of your action because what you consider Tight 
and decent for yourself. you must consider right 
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and decent also for other people. If you make yourself 
an exception to the rule of patriotism you must concede 
to all the right to be equally unpatriotic and what would 
be the result? Universal patriotism is obviously a work
able hypothesis and will lead to success. Will universal 
backsliding lead to success? Similarly Swadeshi by all 
is a workable proposition. Can it be said that Swadeshi 
by none will be either successful or decent conduct? 
Follow then the inspiring Kantian maxim of acting on 
that principle which you would like to see adopted by 
everybody. And resist the loathsome temptation to 
trade on the courage and sacrifices of other people. 
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complete. The Bengal Chamber of Commerce and the 
Anglo-Indian Press took an alarmist view of the situation 
and expressed grave indign!ltion against the passivity oj; the 
Government. With a view to suppress the activity uf the 
Congrflss in this direction Government resuscitated Part II 
of the Criminal Law Amendment Act which was then liter
ally under a sentence of death. 'Vhen vol lin tee ring was 
declared unlawful, Congresi leaders took lip the chal
lenge and called on the people to disobey the order 
anrI seek imprisonment in their thousands. Men like 
Messrs. C. R. Das in Calcutta, Rnd Motilal ~ehru in 
Allahabad, openly rIefied the order and canvassed volun
tAers in total disregard of legal consequences. They 
8011ght imprisonment Rnd callerI on their countrymen to 
follow them to prison. The situation was grave. rt was 
then that PUlldit Madan Mohan Malaviya, Sir P. C. Ray 
and others thought that the time had come when they 
.hould step into the breach and !t.y to bring about a re
conciliation between Government and Non-Co-operators. 
With this view, Pundit Madan Mohan anrI others interviewed 
leading Non-Co·operators lind those in authority. Lord 
Ronaldshay, in his speech at the Legislative Council, 
referred to the gravity of the situation and rIefined the firm 
attitude of Government. 

The Viceroy who harI invited the Prince was naturally 
very indignant at the strange form of "reception" that 
awaited the innocent scion of the Royal House. Could 
anything be done at all towards a rapprochement. 

THE DEPUTATION TO THE YICEROY 

A Deputation headed by Pundit Madan ~[ohan ~Iala

viya waited on His Excellency the Yiceroy at Calcutta 
on December 21 and requested him to call a Round Table 
Oonference of representatives of people of all shades of 

5 
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opinion witb a view to bring about a settlement. L 
Reading replied at some length and defined th" attitnde ,,1 

the (1overnment. lIe rl'gretted that" it is impossible eveD 
to consirler thl' convening of a confer~nce if agitation in 
open and avowed defiance of law is m('anwhile to be 
continued". Mr. Gllnrlhi's refusal to call oIl" th. hartal in 
connection with H. R. H. the Prince of Wales' visit to 
Calcutta on December 2.1, apparently stiffener! the attitude 
of the Government. Intel'viewed by the A~sociated Press, 
Mr. Gandhi marle the following st4lemf'nt rl';pmling tbe 
Viceroy's rpply to tbe Deputation:-

I repo.! for the thousandth time that II i, not ho.iile to anv 
nation or any body of men, but it I. dellberRtely Rimed at the 
syotem under which the Governmenl of IndiA Is being to·day con
ducted, anel I promise that no threats &Ild no enforcement of threat.. 
by the VIceroy or any body of men will strangle Ihat agitation or 
send to reot that awakenIng. 

THI> AHMEDABAD CO~nRESS 

Meanwhile the Annual Session of tbe Congress met at 
Abmeuaban, the head'l'larters of Mr. Gandhi. It was 
virtually a Gandhi Session. The President· elect, 1I1J;.. C. R. 
Das, WIIS in prison anrl so w!lre many otber leaders 
besides. Hakim Ajmal Khlln was elected to take the 
chair and the proceedings were a)] in Hindi and 

Gujarati. IIIr. Gandhi was invested with full dictatorial 
powers by the CODgress. 

There were yet some in the Congress who went a step 
further than :'Ifr. Gandhi himself. :'Iroulan" llazrat lIohani 
stood out for complete independence and it i. interesting to 
note how valiantly :'IIr. Gandhi fought then against the 
motion of absolute severance from Britain. 1IIr. Gandhi 
opposed all his amendments and pinnen the Congres8 down 
to his own resolution. Soon after the session, some of the 
Provincial organisations were busy preparing for a no-tax 
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campaign. In n. P., Guzarat, the Anilhra and in the 
Pnnjab, the movement threate(led to assume a serious turn. 
Mr. Gandhi himself, while insisting that his conditions 
should be iulfill"d before any taluka should embark on an 
offensive campaign, th"elv the onus of responsibility on the 
Proviuce itself-Provincial autonomy with a vengeance! 
But then there were hopes of peace in the air. 

THE BOMBAY CONFERENCE 

A conference of representatives of various shades of 
political opinion convene,i by Pundit Malaviya, ~[r. Jinnah 
and others, Ilssembled Ilt Bombay on tire 14th January, 
1922, with Sir C. Sankaran Nair in the chair. On the 
second day, Sir Sank'lran withdrew and Sil' M. Viswe"
w:uaya took his place. Over two hundred leading men 
frorn different pl'ovinces attended. Mr. Gandhi was present 
throughout and though he refused to be officially con
nected-an atHtude resented by 'Dany-with the reslllu
tions, he took part in the debates and helped the conference 
in framing the resolution; which were also ratified by the 
Congress Working Committee. 

TilE ':LTmATU~[ 

While negotiations were going on between the 
representatives of the Malaviya Conference and H. E. the 
Viceroy, Mr. Gandhi addrel\lled an open letter to J,ord 
Reading. The letter was in effect an ultimatum holding 
out the threat of an immediate inanguration of civil 
disobedience in Barrioli, In thatletler Mr. Gandhi charg'ed 
the Government of many crimes and miSidemeanours and 
frankly and boldly held forth :-

Repre.slon of a virulent type has taken place with the Con
currence of the Government of,lndia, in Bengal, Assam, the United 
Provinces, the Punjab, the Province of Delhi and In a way in Bihar 
and Orissa and elsewhere. I know that you have objected to til .. 
use of the word "repression" for describing the action of th6 
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aut.horities in these Provinces. In my opinion, when an action is 
taken which is in excess of the requirements of the situation, it I. 
undoubtedly repression. The looting of property, assaults on 
innocent people, brutal treatment of the prisoners in ·jails, including 
flogging, can in no sense be described as legal, civilized or in any 
-Na.y necessary. This official lawlessness cannot he descl'ibt:d by 
any other term hut lawless repression. 

Intimidation by Non-CD-operators or their ~ympathi~ers to a 
certain extent in connection with hartal~ and picketing may be 
admitted, but in no case can it be beld to justify the wholesale 
.uppression of peacetul volunteering or equally peaceful public 
meetilJgs under a distorten. use of an extraordinary law which W8S 

paMsed in order to deal with activities which were manifestly 
violent both in intention and action, nor j~ it possible to designate 
as otherwise than repressive action taken against innocent people 
under what has appeared to lllRny of us as an illegal use of the 
ordinaJY law, nor again can the administrative interference with 
the l!berty of the Press under a law that is under promise of repeal 
be regarded as anything but repression. 

The immediate task before the ~country, tbereftlre t is to rescue 
from paralysis freedom of speech, freedom of association and free
dom of Pr.ss. 

In the present mood 01 tlle Govercment of India and in the 
present unprepared state at' the country ill respect of complete 
control of the forces of violence, Non.Co-operators were unwilling 
to have anythhlg to do with the Malaviya Confprence whose object 
waH to induce Your Excellency to cocvene a Round Table Con
ference. But as I was anxious to avoid all avoidable suffering, 
I had no hesitation in advising the Working Committee of the 
Congre8~ to accept the recommendations of that Con terence. 

Although, in my opinion, the terms were quite in keeping with 
your own requirements as I understood them through your 
Calcutta speech and otherwise, you have summarily rejected the 
proposal. 

In the c'ircnmstances, there ii nothing before the country but 
to adopt some non-violent method tor the eniorcement of its 
demands; including the elementary rights of free speech, free associ
ation and free Press. In my humble opinion, the. recent events are 
II. clear departure from the civilized policy laid down by Your 
E'Xcellency at the time of the generous, manly and lin conditional 
apology of the Ali Brothers, viz., that the Government of India 
should not interfere with the activities of Non-Co·operat'''s so long 
as they remained non·violent in word And deed. HaJ. the Govern
ment policy remained neutral and allowe·l public opinion to ripen 
and have its full effect, It would have been possible to advise 
postponement of tbe adoption of Civil Disobedience of an alrgre.· 
,ive type till the Congress had acquired fuller control over the 
force. of violence in Ihe country and enforced greater diSCipline 
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among the millions of its adherents. But the lawless repression 
(in a way unparalleled in the history of this unfortunate country) 
has made immediate adoption 01 mass Civil Disobedience, an 
imperative duty. The Working Committee of the Congress has 
restricted it only to certain areas to be selected by me fros time to 
time and at present it is confilled only to Bardoli. I may under 
said authority give my consent at once in respect of a group of 100 
villages in Guntur in tbe Madras Presidency, provided they can 
t4trictly conform to the conditions of Don-violence, unity among 
diO'erent classes, tbe adoption and manufacture of hand-spun 
Kbaddar and untouchability. 

But before the people of Bardoli actually commence mass Civil 
Disobedience, I would respectfully urge you as tbe head of the 
Government of India finally to revise your policy and so free all the 
Non-CD-operating prisoners who are cODvicted or under trial for 
nOD-violent activities and declare in clear terms the policy of 
absolute non-interference with all non-violent activities in the 
country whether they be regarding the redress of the !Cbilatat or 
the Punjab wrongs or Swaraj or any other purpose and even though 
they fall within the represRive sections of the Penal Code or the 
Criminal Procedure Code or othtlf represaive laws, subject always 
to the condition of non-violence. I would further nrge you to free 
the Press from all administrative control and restore all the fine. 
and forfeitures recently imposed. In thus urging . .! am asking Your 
Excellency to do what is to-day being done in every country which 
is deemed to be under civilised Government. If you ca.n see your 
way to make the necessary declaration within seven days ot the 
date of publication of this manifesto I.I,all be prepared to advise 
postponement of Civil Disobedience of an al':gressive character till 
Ibe imprisoned workers have after their discharge reviewed the 
whole situation and considered the position de nuvo. If the Govern
ment make the requested declaration, I shall regard it as an honest 
desire on its part to give etlect to public OpiLiioD and shall, there· 
fore, have no hesitation in advising the country to be enaged in 
further moulding tbe publlc opinion without violent restraint from 
either side and trust to its working to secure the fulfilment of ilB 
unalterable demands. Aggressive Civil Disobedience in that caS8 
will be taken up only when the Government departs from its policy 
of strictest neutrality or refuse to yield to the clearly expressed 
opinion of the vast majority of the people of India. 

The Government of India in a Communique published 
on the 6th l!~ebruary in reply to Mr. Gandhi's letter, 
repudiated his assertion and urged that the issue before the 
country IVRS no longer b,·tween this or that programme of 
political ad vaIlce, but between lawlessness with all its 
consequence on the one hand, and on the other, the 
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maintenance of tbose principles which lie at the root of all 
civilised Governments. Mr. Gandhi in a further rejoinder 
issued ~n the vel'Y next day pointed ont tbat the choice 
before the people was mass Civil Disobedience with all its 
undoubted dangers and lawless repression of the lawful 
activities of the people. 

Mr. Gandhi then gave 
Government's lawlessness and 
facts :.-

a comprehensive account of 
barbarities with the following 

(1) Official shooting at Entally in Calcutta and the callous 
treatment even 01 a corpse. (2) The admitted brutality of the civil 
guards. (3) The forcible dlspe"sal of a meeting at Dacca and the 
dragging of innocent men hy their legs although they had given DO 

offence or cause whatsoever. (4) Similar treatment of voluntt:ers in 
Aligarh. (5) The conclusive lin my opinion) findings of the Com
mittee presided over by Dr. Gokhul Chand about tho brutll and 
uncalled for assault. upon volunteers and the public in Lahore. 
(6) The wicked and inhuman treatment of volunteers and the public 
at Jullundur. (7) The shooting of a boy at Dehra Dun and the 
cruelly forcible di\persal of a public meeting of that place. (8) The 
looting admitted by the Bihar Government of villages by an officer 
and his company without sny permi~sioD whatsoever, from anyone, 
but, a8 stated by Non-Co-operators at the invitation of a planter, 
assaults upon volunteers and the burniug of Ka.addar and papers 
belonging to the Cong:ress at Sonepur. (9) The midnight searches 
and arrests in the Congress and Khilafat offices. 

I have merely given .. sample of the many infallible proof. of 
officiAl lawleSSness and barbarism. I have mentioned not even a 
tithe of what Is happening all over the country. I wish to state, 
without fear of successful contradiction, that the scale on which tbis 
lawlessness had gone on in so many provinces of India puts into 
shade the inhumanities that were practised in the Punjab, if we 
accept the crawling order and the massacre at Jallianwallabagh. It 
is my certain conviction that the massacre at Jallianwallabagh was 
a clean transaction compared to the unclean transactions desoribed 
above, and the pity of it is that, because people are not shot or 
hutchered, the tortures through which hundreds of inollensive men 
have gone through do not produce a sufficient effect to turn every
hody's face against this Government.' 

Ann be wouon up with the following challenge: 
1 venture to claim extreme reasonableness and moderation for 

the above presentation of the case. The alternative before the 
people, therefore, is not, as the communique concludes, betwi'en 
"lawlessness with all its disastrous consequences on the one hand 
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and on the other the maintenance of those principles whicb lie at 
the root of all civilised Governments". Mass Civil Disobedience, 
[t adds, is traught with such danger to the State that it must be 
met with" sternness and severity l1. The choice before the people is 
mass civi disobedience with all its undoubted dangers and lawless 
repression of the lawlnl activities of the people. I hold that it is 
impossible for anybody of self-respecting men for fear of'unknown 
dangers to sit still and do nothing effective when looting of property 
and assaulting of innocent men are going on all over the country in 
the name of law and order. 

THE CHAlJRI CHAURA TRAGEDY 

While Mr. Ganrlhi was about to inaugurate mllss Civil 
Disohedience ill Bardoli, there occurred a terrible tragedy 
at ChaUl·i Chaura all the 14th }<'ebruary, when all infuriated 
mob, including some volunteers also, attacked the thana, 
burRt down the building and beat to death no less than 
twenty-two policemen. Some constables and chaukedars 
were literally burnt to deatb and the whole place was 
under mobocracy. ~rr. (jandhi took this occurrence as a 
third warning from God to suspend civil disobedience, and 
the Bardoli programme was accordingly given up. On the 
11tb tbe 'Yorking Committee met at Bardoli and resolved 
to su'pend all offensive action including even picketing and 
processions. The country was to confine itself to the con
structive programme of Khaddar manufacture. The 'York
ing Committee advised the stoppage of all activities 
designed to court. imprisonment. 

• The suspension of mass civil disobedience in Bardoli, 
wbich was recommender! by the Working Committee, at 
tbe instance of Mr. Gandhi, was resented by some of bis 
colleagues and folloKers. In reply to correspondents who 
attacked b irn, be wrote as tallows ill y"un,q India of 
February 23 : 

I feel still more confident of the correctness of the decision of 
the Working Committee, but if it is found that the country repu
diates my action I shall not mind it. I can but do my duty. 
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The All-India Congress Committee met on the 25th at 
Delhi to consider the Bardoli decisions, and though the 
latter were endorsed it was not done without some import
ant modifications, to feed the growing demand for aggressive 
action on the part of the extreme N on-Co-operators. From 
subsequent events it was fairly certain that the Delhi reso
lutions confirmed the Government's resolve to prosecute 
Mr. Gandhi, a resolve which was held in abeyance after 
the Bardoli programme was made known. 

GANDHI'S ARREST 

For months past the rum our of Mr. Gandhi's 
impending arrest was in the air. Expecting the inevit
able, Mr. Gandhi had more than once written his final 
message. But in the first week of March the rumour 
became more wide·spread and intense. The stiffening of 
public opinion ill England and Mr. Montagu's threatening 
speech in defence of his Indian policy in the Commons, 
revealed the fact that the Secretary of State had already 
sanctioned ~fr. Gandhi's prosecution. Chauri Cham'a and 
the Delhi decision were presumably the immediate cause of 
Govemment's action on Gandhi. Healising that his arrest 
would not long be deferred, Gandhi wrote a farewell mes
sage in Young India calling on his countrymen to continue 
the work of the CongL'ess undeterrea by fear, to prosecute 
the Khaddar programme, to promote IIindll-~Iu8Iim unity 
and desist from violence at any cost. 

Meanwhile he was arrested at the Satyagraha Ashram, 
Ahmedabad, on Friday, the 10th March. On the 11th 
noon, Messrs, Gandhi and Sankarlal Banker, II"" publisher, 
were placed before ~Ir, Brown, Assistant )iagistrate, the 
Court being held in the Divisional Uommissioner's Office at 
Sahibah. The Sllperintenrlent of Policp, Ahmedabad, the 
first witness, producerl the Bombay Government's authority 
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to lodge a complaint for four articles published in Young 
India, dated the 15th June, 1921, entitled "Disaffection a 
Virtue" dated 20th September, "Tampering with Loyalty" 
dated the 15th December, "The Puzzle and Its Solution" 
.nd "Shaking the Manes" dated the 2 3rd February, 1£122. 
Two formal police witnesses were then produced. The 
accused declined to cross examine the witnessell. Mr. Gandhi, 
who described himself as farmer and weaver by profession, 
residing at Satyagraha Ashram, Sabarmati, said: 

I simply wish to state that wben the proper time comes I shall 
plead guilty so far as disaffection towards the Government is con
ilerned. It is quite true that I am the editor of Young India 8nll 
that the articles read. in my presence were written by me and the 
proprietors and pnblishers had permitted me to control the whole 
policy of tbe paper. 

The case then having beton committed to the Sessions, 
Mr. Gandhi was taken to the Sabarmati Jail where he waa 
lletained till the hearing, which was to come off on March 
18. From his pdson, Mr. Gandhi wrote a number of in
spiring letters to his friends and colleal;ues urging the 
-continuance of the Congress work. 

THE GKEAT TRIAL 

At l~st the trial came off on Saturday the 18th March 
before Mr. C. N. Broomfield, I.e.s., District and Sessions 
Judge, Ahmedabad. Of the trial itself it is needless to 
write at length. FOl' it will be long before the present 
generation could forget the spell of it. It was historic in 
many ways. Men's minds involuntarily turned to another 
great trial nineteen hunched year~ ago when Jesus stoud 
before Pontius Pilate. Mr. Gandhi's statement (bJth the 
-oral and the written statements) was in its best form, terse 
and Incid, courageous and uncompromising, with just that 
touch of greatness which elevates it to tbe level of a master
piece. Never before was such a prisoner arraigned before 

'j 
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a British Court of Justice. Never before were the laws of 
an all-powerful Government so defiantly, yet with such 
humility, challenged. Men of all shades of politi~al opinion, 
inrleed all who had stood aloof from the movement and 
had condemned it in no uncertain terms, marvelled at the 
wisdom and compassion and heroism of the thin spare 
figure in a loil cloth thundering his anathemas against the 
" Satanic" system. And yet none could he gpntler nor 
more sweet-tempered than the prisoner at the bar with a 
smile and a nod of thanks and recognition for every onl', 
including his prosecutors. An eye-witness has given an 
accoul.Jt of the scene and we cannot do better than quote· 
his words;-

Mahatmaji stood up and spoke a few word. complimenting the 
Advocate-General on his fairness and endorsing every statement he 
made regarding the charges. "I wish to endorse all the blame that 
the Advocate-General has thrown on my shoulders," said Mahatmaji 
in pathetic earnestness, " and I have come to the conclusion that it 
Is impossible for me to dissociate myself trom the diabolical crimes 
of Chauri Chaura or the mad outrages of Bombay". These word .. 
of confession .eeilled to penetrate every heart throbbing in tllat hall 
and make those present there tee I miserable over the mad deed. of 
their thoughtless countrymen. The speech finished, the Mahatmaji 
sat down to read his immortal statement. *' * * * * 
• * * This historic production was the master's own. The 
ennobling confessions, the convincing logic, the masterly diction, 
the elevated thoughts and the inspiring tone~all produced instan
taneous eft'eet on the audience including tl~e Judge Rnd the prosecu
tor. }-'or a minute everybody wondered who was on trial-whether 
Mahatma Gandhi hefore a British Judge or whether the British 
Government before God and Humanity. 

Mr. Gandhi was sentenced to SIX years' simple
imprisonment. 

GANDHI IN PRISON 

In March 1922, Mr. Gandbi was interned ID ErI'avada 
J ail which for two years was looked upon as a place of 
pilgrimage. Tbith .. r went hundreds of devotees if only to 
have a vision of the august prisoner. Every three months 
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'Jr so his wife and sons or some of his friend s got admis
sion to approach Gandhi and converse with him-though 
in the presence of the Superintendent who seemed to have 
exercised a quite unnecessary vigilance. Such official 
vigilance was entirely out of court. For Gandhi was an 
ideal prisoner. He was true to his dictum: "My ideal of 
jail life, especially that of a civil resister," he wrote to 
Mr. Andrews, " is to be cut off entirely from all connection 
with the outside world. 'l'o be allowed a visitor is a pri
vilege-a civil resister may neither seek nor receive a 
visitor." l'hough political friends met him in jail he was 
too honourable to be drawn into a talk on current politics, 
and rarely a word escaped his lips that might in any way 
be construed as a message from behind the prison bars. 
One remembers too well Mr. Gandhi's mild surprise as he 
was told of Mr. Mahomed Ali's picturesque m~taphor of a 
wireless from El'l'avada ! 

Meanwhile, the Congress was drifting as it were with
out a rudder or compass. Distrust of one another and 
mutual recriminations among the leaders replaced the stern 
discipline of one man leadership whatever might have been 
its other defect'. Non-Co-operation of the f;andhian order 
was being diluted with partial Co-operation and leaders 
were divided among themselves as to aim and methods of 
work. Already the canker of communa.lism was slowly 
br"aking in, while the Report of the Civil Disobedience 
Committee threw in a new apple of discord among the 
politicals. 

But we must go back to Gandhi. In the latter years 
of his prison life it was ullderstood that he was ailing from 
some serious disease-never correctly diagnosed. It took 
a bad tnrn and developed into appendicitis. Luckily, the 
medical authorities discovered it in time and Mr. Gandhi 
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was removed to the Sassoon Hospital, Poona, for operation. 
Mr. Gandhi had a very high regard for Col. Maddock, the 
surgeon who conducted the operation, anil the mutual r"'gard 
and esteem that the two had for each other developed into 
an ardent friendship of which both have spoken in feeling 
terms. Before the operation, Mr. Gandhi very thought
fully sent for the Rt. Han. Sastri who was then in Poona, 
and other friends, and the conversations at this supreme 
moment were reported by Mr. Sastri in words of inimit
able grace, befitting "the calmness, wisdom and mag
nanimity of the great leader of the Non-Co-operation 
movement". The operation was successful and Mr. Gandhi 
was slowly recovering and preparing himself for the public 
life that was calling him. Mr. Gandhi was a model patient. 
It is pleasant to recall here what Col. Maddock himself 
wrote to Mr. G. A. Natesan, the Editor of The I~DIA~ 
REYIEW, months after he had left these shores. " Whilst 
in hospital," wrote the great surgeon. "Gandhi endeared 
himself to all those who came into contact with him, on 
account of his unfailing courtesy and patience, his wonderful 
cheerfulness, thoughtfulness for others, and complete 
forgetfullless of himself." Well, the same greatness and 
elevation of character throughout. 

THE RELEASE A~D AFTER 

As he was convalescing, the first public message came 
in the form of a letter to Mr. Mahomed Ali, the President 
of the Congress. In this letter (dated 7th February, 1924), 
Mr. Gandhi after thanking the doctors and nurses for their 
care and attention, and acknowledging numerous telegrams 
and messages of greeting, pointed out tbat release brought 
him no joy and that he was overwhelmed with the sense of 
responsihility i he deplored the tension between Hindus and 
Muslims in his absence and appealed for a union of all 
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anks in the service of the country. He finally reaffirmed 
his faith in the principles of Non-Co-opel'ation. 

I had during the last two years ample time and solitnde for 
hard thlnkiug. It made me a firmer believer than ever in the 
efficacy of tbe Bardoll programme, and therefore in tbe unity be
tween the races, the Charka, the removal ot untotlchability and the 
application of non-violence in thought, word and deed to our 
method. as indispensable for Swaraj. If we faithfully and fully 
carry out this programme, Wt need never resort to Civil Disobedi
ence and I hope that it will never be necel'lsIHY Bnt I must state 
that my thinking prayerfully and iu solitude has not weakened my 
heUef in the efficacy and righteou ..... of Civil Disobe.liance. I 
hold it a8 never before to be a man's or nation's right and duty 
wben its vital being is in jeopardy. I am convinced that it is 
&Uended with Ie •• danger than war an.l whilst the former when 
•• cc.s.rul benefits both the resister and the wrong-door, the latter 
harms botb the victor and tl,e vanquished. 

Mr. Gandhi did not express any opinion on the ques
tion of Council entry until "ho hlld the opportunity of 
discussing the 'luestion with 0111' iIIustriouR countrymen who 
have felt called upon in the interests of the country to 
advise the removal of the boycott of legislative bodies". 

That opportunity was soon afforded at Juhll where 
came as to II shine Congressmen of all shades of opinion. 
C. H. Das and Pundit Motilal Nehru were there too with 
thei,' "chemes of Non-Co·operation from inside the Council 
and then the orthonox non-co-operators who swore by the 
Barrloli progrllmme. It was no light thing for a leader in 
convalescence to decide. His own faith in the original 
programme was unabated: but the forcing of his views 
at once would be futile hesides dividing the ranksirrevo
tably. N either would he compromise his own position, 
and 80 he came to an understanlii;:g with his Swarajist 
friends, giving them freedom of action while he himself 
held a different opinion. This position, of course, led 
to further trouble with the no-changers while the Swara-

as the Elections were approaching, demanded a 
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definite declaration of ti.e Congress in their favolli". And 
so came the agreement of November signed by Gandhi, 
Das, and :Nehru permitting those who cared to enter the 
Councils while compelling all to swear by Khaddar and 
the constructive programme. Thus was the S",arajisl 
party given official sanction to work for elections on behalf 
of the Congress. In succes;ive sessions of the All-India 
Congress Committee and the Congress, Congressmen were 
allowed to work in either direction, The Non-Co,operat· 
ing Congress had a wing in the Swarajya party to practice 
Non-Co·operation from within the Councils. Indeed the 
Council programme being in the hauds of the more energe. 
tic men, became, as it were, the more vital work of the 
Congress. Its results were more demonstrative and HE 

every movement grows by opposition, the Swarajya part) 
developed into 11 power as much by opposition in Counci' 
as by opposition in- Congress. Though Mr. Gandhi coula 
have carried the Congress with him in his orthodox pro
gramme, he recognised the strengtb of the opposition, ana 
though in Congresses and Committees he was ab:e te 
manage a small numerical majority, he knew that it wal 
mainly due to personal equation and scorned to takE 
advantage of it. On the other hand, he felt" humbleo 
and defeated" as he himself said after one of those stormy 
meetings of the A.I.C.C. at Delhi in .June 1924. 

"YOUNG INDIA" 

After two years' interruption, Mr. Gandhi resume': 
editorial charge of his two weeklies Young Illdill ano 
Nllvajivan (the Guzarati counterpart of Yuung India) in the 
first week of April 1924. To his followers his weekly 
articles were a guide and an inspiration while they were I 

pure joy to the rest of the world. In his opening article, 
Mr. Gandhi wrote in Young India;-
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It is not witbout much hesitation that I resume the editorsbip 
01 Y g""g Inaia. I do not know whether my health can yet 
oustain the energy required for conducting tbe paper. But I can
not torsee, I Cao :r:ly dimly understand God's purpose in brlngiDg 
me out of my retirement in Yeravada. In taking up the editorial 
control of" Navajivan" and" Young India", I am followipg His 
Ught "" far as I see it. Nor have I aDY new message to deliver to 
the reader. I had hoped for the release by the act of the Swaraj 
Parliament and to be able to take my bumble share in serving free 
India. That was not to be. We have yet to attain freedom. I have 
DO new programme. My faith in the oldest is just as bright as evert 
If not brighter. Indeed oue's laith in one's plans and methods i. 
truly tested wheo the hori"on before ODe is blackest. Though, 
therefore so far as my mind can perceive, there will be DO new 
method or policy developed in the pages of Young Indict, I hope 
they will not be stale. * • * " * '" 

God, I know, is truth, I live for India's freedom and would die 
tor ft, because it is part at the truth. Only free India can worship 
the true God. I work for India's freedom because my SwadesbI 
teaches me that, being horn in it and having inherited her culture, 
I am the fittest to serve her and she has a prior claim to my 
service. But my patriotism is not exclusive. It is calculated not 
only not to hurt another nation but to benefit all in the true seDse 
of the word. Indi a's freedom as conceivod by me can never be a 
meDace to the world. 

Apart from his comments on current politics which 

gave direction to multituile ()f his followers and were 

generally made with a view to reconciling divergent inter-

6sts and factions, Mr. Gandhi mainly devoted his pen to the 

furtherance of the constructive programme. The spinning 

wheel was still his kamadhenu. Hindu-Muslim t~nsion 

and the curse of untouchability still supplied the theme for 

hundreds of notes aDd dissertations. He was aDd is per
haps the one no-changer still trusted by the Swarajists and 

he always held the scales even between the two wings of 

the Congress. Youn9 India 800n took up its unique place 

among the Inrlian weeklies. Gandhi's Jail Diary, so full 

of intimate touches of character and so fresh with the vivid 

colouring of his own reminiscences in Jail, became an 

attractive feature of the journal. More than even the Diary 

was the Autobiography, published week after week, and 
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the intimate revelations of a character in the making told 
in the simple yet telling style of the great master won 
universal appreciation. Hundreds of newspapers and 
periodicals in India as elsewhere reproduced Mr. Gandhi's 
"Experiments with truth" which formed the subject of 
absorbing interest in Europe and America. The Autobio
graphy has attracted thousands of readers by its simplicity 
and naivet., its almost uncanny realism, alld its compelling 
charm. 

THE FAST AND THE DELHI CONFERENCE 

But there is no peace to a public man-least of all to 
one of Gandhi's sensitiveness. The Hindu-Muslim cloud 
which was no bigger than a man's hand at the time of his 
release grew to portentous proportions within a few months. 
Riqt followed riot and the blaze spread from city to city. 
Di~trnst and mutual recriminations, notwithstanding all 
efforts at organizing the forces of order and dhcipline, grew 
apace. Gandhi was probing the queston with the acuteness 
of a trained surgeon and exhortat.ions from his tongue and 
pen seemed of no avail. What was be to do? 

On the 1 uh September, all India was shocked to read 
the brief announcement in the papers that Mahatma Gandhi 
had undertaken a fast of twenty-one days both aq " a penance 
and a prayer," because" recent event.s have proven unbear
able "to him. The statement announcing this fierce resolve 
was couched in words so moving that we should quote the 
passage in extenso : 

The recent events have proved unbearable for me. My help
lessnes. is still more unbearable. My religion teache. me that 
whenever one is very distressed by something which one cannot 
remov~ one must tast and pray. I have done so tn connection with 
my own dearest one. 

Notbing evidently tbat I say or write can bring the two com
munities togetber. I am, there/ore, imposing on myself a f •• t 01 
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- .ty-one days, beginning from to-day and ending on Wednesday, 
,ber 8. 1 reserve the liberty to drink water with or without salt. 

lt Is both a pen"nce and prayer. As penance 1 need not have 
,,,,,," the public Into my confidence, but 1 publish the I •• t as (let 
me hope) an effective prayer both to Hindus and Mussalman. 
who have hitherto worked in unison not to commit suicide. 

1 respectfully Invite the heads of all the communitle., Including 
Englishmen, to meet and end this quarrel which Is "disgl'ace to 
religion and humanity. It seems as If God has been dethroned. 
L~t us relnst.ate Him in our hearts. 

At the time of undertakiDg the fast Mahatma GaDdhi 
was the guest of Mr. Mahomed Ali in Delhi. Indeed some 

pks before he had said that he would" bury" himself in 
heart of the Punjab till the ,[uestion of Hindu-Muslim 

•. 'Y was solved. Bnt the solution seemed as remote as 
"I'. Fresh riots were cropping up day after day. Delhi, 
-llburg',. Kohat, Lucknow-one after another in quick 

an,l unceasing succession, broke the heart of the great and 
goon man who has done more thaD any other in our time 
to cement the two communities. As he himself explained 
in an inspiring article in Young fndia, 

1 was violently ,haken by Amethl, Shamlal, and Gulburga ...... 
···1 W&8 writhing in deep pain and yet 1 had no remedy. News 

of Kobat set the smouldering mass aflame. Something had got 
t., be done. 1 passed two nights in restle •• nes. and paio. 00 
Wednesday 1 koew the remedy. 1 must do penance in Satyagraha 
A~hrama. . 

Snch an ordeal undertaken 80 800n after his recovery 
from illness ana without notice to his friends and colleagues 
naturally threw them into a great consternation. Hakim 
Ajmal Khan, Mr. Mahomed Aft, Dr. Ansari and others 
tried to argue tbe Mahatma out of his extraordinary act of 
self-abnegation but he was inexorable, as was feared. 

My fast is a matter between God and my.elf .... · .... (he ... ld). 
When man waol8 to make up with hi. Maker, he does oot consult 
" third party. He ought not to. If he has any doubt about It, he 
certainly must. But 1 had no donbt 10 my mlod. 

6 
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The announcement was also the signal for a great 
()utburst of good feeling, and message~ poured in at the 
Mahatma's residence imploring him to cease fasting and 
assuring him of whole-hearted support in his endeavours 
to secure unity. The Muslim Press of Lahore agreed to 
observe a week's truce to which the ~[ahatma answered 
that what was needed was a permanent heart-unity and 
not a temporary makeshift. Of the ethics of the fast we 
are not competent to speak: but noborly could deny that 
it did have a tremendous influence in ,hawing public aUen

. tion to the one question which was uppermost in the minds 
(){ all parties. Whllt could be the answer to an appeal so 
moving as the Mahatma's when he wrote: 

My penance i~ the prayer of a bleeding heHrt for forgiveness, 
for sins unwittingly committed. It is a warning to Hindus and 
Mussalmaus who have professed to love me. If they have loved 
me truly and if I have been deserving of their love, they will do 
penance with me for the grave sin 01 denying God in their hearts. 

But the immediate result was the calling of a confer
ilnce of all parties and denominations to meet at Delhi and 
devise means for bringing about unity. The Conference of 
300 representative~ which included the Metropolitan of 
India came off on the 26th and passed resolutions designed 
ro secure that unity. At this distance of time we may say 
lt did not result in all the goon things expected of such a 
gathering, but for the time being it generated a degree of 
good feeling which paved the way for the second All
Parties' Conference at e-ombay in November. Ad might 
be expected, Mr. Gandbi's part in such a Conference was 
decisive and efforts were made to explore possibilities of a 
united Congress and to find a corn mon denominator on 
which a1\ parties could take action with regard to the 

Bengal Ordinance. 
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PRESIDENT OF THE BELGAllM CON(lRESS 

It was only to be expected that Mr. Gandhi would be 
rdnrned unanimously to pr~side over the Congress in 
December 1924. In tact the honour would have been his, 
years ago, if he bad not persistently oeclined it and chosen 
to work behind the scenes. Whoever was the President, 
Ganilhi had become the guiding, inspiring and leading hand 
in Congress deliberations: a11d K~rnataka was determined 
to make tbe occasion thoroughly historic. The fact that 
Mahatma Gandhi was to preside ovcr the deliberations 
added special importance to the session. And then certain 
enots like the Uoity Conference at Delhi and the All· 
Parties' Conference at Bombay paved the way for a fuller 
understanding of differences among the diverse sections of 
Congressmen. Tbe two ontstandiog questions of the honr

Hindn·Muslim Unity and the Gandhi·Das Pact were {'xpect
"d to be settled and ratified in the Congress. The circum
,tances imparted special interest to the Belgaum session. 

J n the week preceding the actual session, Gandhiji 
prepared the ground for the decidions of the Congress in 
regard to the two or three vital issues before the country. 
He has always been the mediator and the reconciler 
between the extreme wings of the CODgres8 and he now 
played his role with extrt'me tact. In accordance with 
previous arrangements, :\Ir. GaDdhi met both the No· 
Changers ao<i Swarajists in R nnmber of informal ConfH
ances when he tried to persu~de them to see each others' 
points of view. Throughout the conversation i.e placed the 
chrtrka in the forefront as an answer to critics and 
8ceptil.ls. When they wanted a fighting programme Mr. 
Gandhi wonld say, " The fighting programme is there in the 
boycott of foreign cloth which, if properly caLTied out, will 
bring. about an atmosphere for something like Civil Dis-
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obedience." He then referred to Hindu-Muslim Unity and 
removal of uutouchability liS two indispensable items in his 
constructive programme. But the discussion centred round 
the spinning franchise in lieu of the present four-anna 
franchise. Indeed, as the Mahralta put it, this was the 
point which Mr. G~ndhi claimed as a set-off against his 
readiness to suspend the Non-Co-operation movement, and 
the recognition of the Swarajists as Congressmen who could 
work in the Councils on behalf of the Congress. 

Mr. Gandhi's presidential address havin~ been circulat
ed was taken as read, but in opening the proceedings he 
made a few general remarks first in Hindi and then in 
English. He said that the work they undertook in 1920 
was still undone and if they wanted Swara.i for the masses, 
the only way was through the charka_ If they disbelieved 
they should not hesitate to reject it. 

Mr. Gandhi's views on the leading topics of the day 
being so well known there could not in tbe nature of the 
case be anything new or sensational in the address. For 
one thing it was remarkable for its brevity: in fact it was 
the bribfest in Congress record as Mr. Mahomed Ali's was 
possibly the longest. Mr. Gandhi re-affirmed his faith in 
tbe spinning-wheel, Hindu-Muslim Unity, the removal of 
unt.ouchability and such other subjects with characteristic 
lucidity_ He traced the course of the Non·Co-operation 
movement and pointed out why it was necessary to cry 
halt at this hour of disunion and weakness. But his own 
faith in Civil Disobedience still stood. 

I swear by CIvil DIsobedience. But Civil Disobedience for the 
attaInment of Swaraj is an impossibility unless and until we haye 
a~tained the power of achieving hoycott of foreign cloth_. 

Then he defined our immediate goal :-
Our go&! must be the removal, at the earliest possible ·moment, 

of communal or sectional representation. A common electorate 
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muot impartially elect Its representatives on the .ole ground of 
merit. Ollr services must be likewise impartially manned by the 
most qualified men and women. But till that time comes and COID

munal jealousies or preferences become a thing of the past, minori
ties who suspect the motives of majorities must be allowed thtdr 
way. The majorities must set the example ot solt-sacrifice. 

As regards India's political goal, Mr. Gandhi was for 
ililer-depmdmce on the basis 01 perfect equality. He is for 
" a iF,deration of friendly inter-dependent states ratJ.<lr than 
for independence". 

In my opinion if the British Government mean what they say 
and honestly help us to equality, it would be a greater triumph than 
a complete severance of the nritish connection. I would therefore 
.trlve tor Swarajya within the Empire bllt would not h~sitate to 
!!lever all connection, it severance became a necessity through Ed
tain's own tault. I would thus throw the burden of separation on 
the Britisb peoDle. 

He concluded with an affirmation of his faith:-
As a Congressman wishing to keep the Congress intact, I 

advise suspension of Non-Co-operation, for I !:lee that the nation 1s 
not ready for it. But as an indiTidual, I cannot, and will not, do 
80 &8 long as the Government remains what it is. It it; not merely 
policy witb me, it is an artiele of faith. Non-Co·operatlon and 
Civil Disobedience are but different branches of the same tree called 
Batyagraba. It is my 1;"!padrum-Jllfll-£·Jau,-the Universal 
Provider Satyagraha Is search for· Trutb; and God Is Truth. 
Ahlms. or Non-violence is the light that reveals that Truth to me. 
Bwaraj for me is part of that Truth. This Satyagraha did not fan 
me in South Atrica, Khaira, or Champa1'8n and in a host of other 
cases ( could mention. It excludes all violence or bate. Therefore, 
I cannot and will not hate Englishmen. ~ or will I bear tbeir 
yoke. I must fight unto death the unholy attempt to impose Britisb 
methods and British institutions on India. But I combat tbe 
attempt wltb non-violence. I believe In the capacity of India to 
olfer non-violent battle to the English rulers. The experiment 
haa lIot failed. It has succeeded, but Dot to the extent we had 
hoped and desired. I do not despair. On the contrary I believe 
that India will come to her own in the neal' future, and that only 
through Satyagraha. The proposed suspension is part 01 the 
experiment. Non-Co-operation need Dever be resumed if the pro
grllm.ne sketched by me can ·be fulfilled. Non-violent Non-Co
operation in some form or other, whether through the Congress 
or without it, will be resumed if Ibe programme tails. I have 
repeatedly stated that Saty.graha never fails aDd that one perfect 
Satyagrabl Is enough 10 vindicate Trutb. Let us all strive to be 
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perfect Satyagrahis. The striving does not require any quality 
unattainable by the lowliest among us. For Satyagraha is an 
attribute of the spirit within. It Is latent In everyone of us. 
Like Swaraj it is our birthright. Let us know it. 

In concluding the proceedings of the Belgaum Con
gress, Mr. Gandhi, after thanking all concerned, wound up 
with the following exhortation: 

I want you to transfer all this noble atlection, al! this genero
sity that you have shown me, to the thing which you and I hold 
dear, to the thing which alone binds you and me together. and that 
is Swaraj. If we want Swaraj we must know the conditions of 
Swaraj. You have endorsed those conditions in the resolution 
moved by Mr. Das on the Pact. Everyone knows the conditions 
and I want you to fulfil them to the letter and in spirit and insist 
upon others that they will fulfil those conditions not by force but 
hy love. Exert all the ioftuence and all the pressure that love can 
exert upon every one concerned. Go throughout your districts and 
spread the messages of khadd{t1', the message of Hindu-Muslim 
Unity, the message of untouchability and take up in hand the 
youngsters of the country and make them real soldiers of Swaraj. 
But you will not do it it the No-Changers and the Swarajists still 
bear malice against eacb otber, and if they still have jealousy 
against one another. It will be possible only if you bury the 
hatchet, leave all the jealousies, all anger and all that is bad in 
your heart. Bury it underground 1 cremate it, do whatever you like, 
but take away the sacred resolution with JOu that let heavens fall 
but the tie that binds to-day or bas bound the Swarajists and the 
No-Changers shall never snap. 

" HOXOURABLE COMPROMISE" 

Before taking up the thread of his activities in the 
cause of social, economic and political reform in India, we 
must pass in review his activities in connection with the 
Indian South African problem. 

Since his return to India, Mahatma Gandhi had 
always too many irons on the anvil to devote himself 
adequately to South African questions. And yet from time 
to time when there was any trouble in South Africa, bis 
words of counsel always counted anrl his authority was 
uudisputed. When the Class Areas Reservation Bill was 
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before the Transvaal Legislature, Gandhi wrote some 
illuminating criticisms guiding, inspidng and helping our 
countrymen abroad with practical advice as to how best to 
deal with the situation. Hut he did not actively engage 
himself in South African problems as before, as he always 
held that it was part of the trouble arising from India's 
dependence. South Africa had to be fought and won in 
India, he said, and the success of the Swaraj movement in 
India wonl,l automatically lead to success abroad. On the 
failure of Non-Co-operation he realised that every step in 
the South African Settlement was a move in the right 
direction, ann he warmly commenned the work of' the 
HlI.bibnllah Deplltation. Indeen before the publication 
of the Agreement, jrtandhi's advice had been sought 
for, and the simultaneolls iublication of his views and the 
text of the Agreement did nnt a little to guide public 
opinion in its favom. Gandhi callen it an "Honomable 
Compromise" in l"Ultlly India of 24th February 1927 : 

Sir Mahomed Habibullah and his colleagues are to be 
congratulated upon having secured a settlement that is honourable 
to both parties. It is not the best that could be conceived, but it is 
the best that was possible. I doubt if any other deputation could 
have done more. The Class Areas Bill, which brought ahout the 
Conft::rence and round which the battle raged, is dead and gone··· 
............... ······· .. ······The annexure, containing a summary of 
• cODclusions reached by the Honnd Table Conference on the Indian 
questions in South -Africa', is a remarkable document betraying in 
every paragraph a heroic attempt to reconcile conflicting interests 
aud sentiments.* * * * * * * • • * If this atmosphere 
of goodwill alld SOCiability is kept up and encouraged, the settlement 
can be used as a solid foundation for erecting a beautiful temple of 
freedom for the Indian settlers in South Africa. . 

MR. SASTIU AS FmST AMBASSADOR 

It was a great victory for Gandhi and the South 
African cause when the Ht. Hon. Srinivasa Sastri accepted 
the Government's offer to be the first Agent·General in 
South Africa. l\1r. Sastri, it would appeal', had with 
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characteristic modesty declined the offer at first, but 
Mr. Gandhi's persuasive appeal £0 Mr. Sastri not to miss 
this great opportunity of service to the Iudian cause in 
South Africa, had done its work. On the publication of 
the announcement, Gandhi wrote 10 Young India of 
April 28, 1927: 

Very considerable rellef will be felt by the Indian settlers in 
South Africa over the announcement that the RI. Hon. V. S. 
Srinivasa Sastri has consented to become India's ~"'ir&t Agent
General in that sub-continent, if the post is finally ofrered to him by 
the Government of India. It Is .. great sacrifice thaI Sastri and the 
Servants of India Society bave made. It Is an open secret that left 
w himself he was not inclined to undertake the respon8'ibility and 
to leave his work in India. But he has yielded roth. pressure of 
friends, especially when it was urged upon him that he alone could 
successfully Inaugurate the working of the Agreement in bringing 
about which he played not an inconsiderable part. We know trom 
the cables that were sent from time to time from South Africa that 
the Europeans wel'e anxious that he should accept the honour. Sjt. 
Srinivasa Sastri had by hil:i eloquence l transparent sincerity, sweet 
reasonableness, and extreme earnestness won the el;teem and 
re9pect of the Union Government Rnd the EuropeRDs in South 
Africa during the shOl't time that he was there as a member of the 
Habibullah Deputation. I know how nerVously """xio,,, our country
men in South Africa were th"t he should hecome the Ii .. t Agent. It 
w,," impossible for Sjt. Srinivasa Sastr! whom God ha. endowed 
with 8. generous nature not to respond to such a unanimous call 
from South Africa. 

How well Mr. Sastri fulfilled his mission and how fully 
he justified Mahatmaji's (in fact, the whole country's) 
expectations are mlltters of recent hi.tory of which it is 
needless to enter into any detail. Suffice it to say that 
~lr. Sastri fully justified his reputation fur statesmanship 
and had indeed set a high ideal for his successor to follow. 
Need it be said that throughout the negotiations as after it 
Mr. Gaudhi's wise counsel and his gl'eat knowledge of 
South African problems were ungru<lgingly placed at the 
disposal of 1f... Sastri for the bp,nefit of our colonial 
brethren. 
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YAIl{A.'1 SATYAGRAHA 

Soon after the Belgaum Congress, Mr. Gandhi made a 
tour all over the country calling upon the people to carry 
out the Congress mandate in regard to Khaddar, and un
touchahility and other features of social and political 
reconstruction. Early in March he was in Vaikam exhort
ing the Satyagrahis to carryon their campaign until success 
was attained. It was at this time too that he was invited 
by the Maharanee of Travancore to he Her Highness's 
guest at Varhala. Gandhi's presence in Malahar eased the 
situation and a sort of reconciliation was effected between 
the orthodox Brahmins and the advocates of reform. 

A GREAT MODERATING INFLUENCE 

During the next four years Gandhi confirmed himself 
primarily to his pet pl"Ogramme of Khaddar and untouch
ability and prohibition, and rarely if ever took part in 
1iggressive politics. But all the same his influence in 
Congress circles was supreme. Whoever might be the 
president it was Gandhi's will thai was the deciding factor. 
And that will was invariably exercised in moderating the 
temper of the ultra-extremists and independence-wallah~ 

who had by this time increased in numbers and threatened 
to swamp the Congress. Time and again Mr. Gandhi was 
on the side of moderation. He would not. jeopardise the 
efforts of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Pandit Motilal Nehru 
to bring about an All Parties' Convention, and he fully shared 
the desire of these two Pandits for a united sland or even a 

r 
miniQlum demand. But the forces of e:itremism had gain€d 
their ascendancy and under the influence of Messrs. Srini
vasa Iyengar and .Iawabarlal Nehru, the Madras Congress 
of 19:21 declared "that the goal of the Indian people is 
complete independence". Not all Mr. Gandhi's rebuklJ 
could wean the Congress from tbe extreme position it had 
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taken up; and it is surprising at this time of day to read 
Mr. Gandhi's rebuke of the independence-wallahs. in the 
light of bis later activitills. ComUlenting on the Independ
ence Resolution, Mr. Gandhi wrote in YOUII!! Ilidia: 

I could not lall to perceive that. Irresponsible talk and work 
were the order of the day, and that Indiscipline was not a rare 
feature. Resolutions involving great cODsequences were l!Iprung
npon the Subjecls Committee, and readily accepted by the august 
body, without much thought or discus.iou. The Independence 
Re~olution that was rejected last year, was passed almost without 
opposition. I know that it. wordIng wa. harmle.s hut in my 
opinion it was hastily conceived, and thoughtlessly passed. The 
r.solution, regan1.ing the boycott at British goods was passed with 
an equally 112"hl hearl. The Congre •• stultifies Itself by repeating 
year after year resolutiooR of this character when it knoWti that it is. 
not capable of carrying them illto elIecl. By pa.sing such resolulions, 
we make an exhibition of our impotence, become a laughing-stock 
of critiCS, and Invite the contempt of the adversary. 

And this from Mr. Gandhi who but a couple of years 
hence was leading an army of Salt Satyagrahis with a view 
to wrest independence from the Britisb Government. 

But tbe spirit of extremism once let loose was not to 
be curbed by the reasoniDg e\'~n of a man of Mahatmaji's 
influence and pur8uasivPDess. Tbe ranks of indepeDdencf'
wallabs swelled in the Congress aDd by the time the Con-. 
gress met in Calcutta in December 1928, had become 
well-nigh irresistible. As part author of the AIl·Parties' 
Report, Pandit lIIotilal Nehnt, the °re~ident of the Session, 
pleaded for Dominion Status. But hi~ son Jawaharlal with 
the support of Messrs. Srinivasa Iyengar and Sllbasb Chan
der Bose and others carded the day, and the stormy meet
ing of the Sessio. ended with aD emphatic declaration 
in favour 01 independence. The rp.solutioD, in view of 
Mr. Gandhi's later ultimatum, should be quoted: 

The Congress, hAving cODsidel'~tl the constitution recommended 
hy the All-Parties' Committee Report, welcomes it 8.8 a great con
tribution towards the solution of India's political and communal 
problerns aod congratulates the CommCttee 00 the vital unanimity-
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01 i~ recommendations, and whilst adhering to the resolution..; 
relating to complete independence pas,ed at the Madras Congre ••. 
approve of the constitution drawn by the Committee a8 a great 
step in political advance, specially as i.t represents the largest mea~ 
lure of agreemellt attained among important parties in the country. 

Subject to the exigencies of political situation, this Congre .. 
will adopt the con8titution, if it is accepted in its entirety by the 
British Parliament on or belore 31st Decemher 1929, but in the 
event of its non-acceptance by that date or its earlier rejection, th~ 
Congress will organise a campaign of non-violent non-co-op'eratioD 
by advising the country to retuse taxation Rnd in such other manner 
a. may be decided upon. 

ConSistently with Ihe a~ove, nothing in thils resolution shall 
Interfere with carrying on in the name of the Congress propaganda 
for complete independence. 

This resolution was moved -by Mahatma Gandhi him
self as a sort of compromise and that explains Mahatmaji's 
later activities to fulfil the Calcutta programme. 

A BONFIRE DEMONSTRATION 

It was not long he fore Mahatmaji began as usual a 
whirlwind tour of the country in favoUl' of the Calcutta 
resolutions. For it is a rule with him, whatever he uoder
takes to do he must do thoroughly. No half-hearted 
aC(luiescence with him! Early in March 1929, we find 
him presiding over a honfire demollstration at Calcutta 
where he declared at the outset that Khadi was the only 
effective weapon if they were to wake up on January 1.t 
as Independence-wallahs if ueed be. But he said: 

I do not want to precipitate that time and I do not a180 wa"t 
10 antici pate it and If Government will play the game. if the police 
will play the gallle, if the public will play the game, I promi.e 
that we shall be able to settle our business with the Government 
without the public having to resort tl> civil disobedience or having 
even to resort to no-tax campai!!,n which is also a part of civil 
disobedience. Believe me I shall strain every nerve to avoid And 
precipitate that issue. 

Speaking with a lull sense 01 responsibility on my shoulder. 
I know the tremendous consequence~ of civil disobedience and 
no-tax campaign In a vast country like India, but a mao who is 
made after freedom has got to take tremendous risk and stake 
--'-erything that he has in order to gain that precious freedom. 
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There was trouble with the police, and Mr. Gandhi 
Wad hauled up before the :\Iagistrate when he made tbe 
following statement: 

I venture to submit, that by taking the law Into their hands 
the police put themselves In the ",ronlr and should change places 
"Ith me. They should be the accused Bnd I .hould be tbe 
complainant. 

• • * I affirm that the crowd was absolutely puceful and 
extremely well-behaved. 

• • • The site chosen for burning wal well-protected and 
IsolalRd. It was theretore tbe duty of the police to refrain from 
Inter!erence, with the peaceful and orderly demonstration. Their 
joterference, In my opinIon, was rudely premature, extremely hIgh
handed and uncalled for. 

Concluding his long Btatement, Mahatmaji declared: 
It you believe the statement of facio given by me, I ask that 

I and "'y colleagues be dIscharged Bnd you may take .uch notIce 
of the conduct of the police ... may be opeo to you This 18 irres
pective of the InterprelAtion that the Court may put 00 Section 96 
of the PoHce ACL 

Nominal fines were imposed on tbe accused whidl, it 
was said, was immediately paid by some one without 
Gandbi's knowledge. Gandhi declared that he could not 
believe that the fiDe was paid by some one on behalf of 
the Bengal Congress Committee. He could call notbing his 
own in this world from whicb he could pay the fine, and this 
apart from his views on the payment of tbe fine. He said, 
" MI'. Sen Gupt~ knew tbis thing and, thpreforE', whoever 
had paid the fine could not be a friend." 

BRITISH HENERAL ELECTIONS 

Wbile thl' agitation was going on in India, the Gene
ral Elections in England in ;\Iay 1929 re8ulted in the over
throw of Mr. Baldwin's Ministry, and Labour came into 
power with :\Ir. Ramsay :\IacDonald 8i Premier. The 
general feeling in India was one of tbankfulnp88 and relief 
as people were getting tired of, and irritated by, the 
Birkenhead tone. The avowed sympathy of Labour with 
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nationalist aspirations in India ano MI'. Ramsay Mac 
Donald's friendship with leading Indian politicians and his 
well-known sympathy with their aspirations seemed for a 
time to evoke a generous response. Mr. Wedgwood Benn, 
the Secretary of State for India, and Dr. Drummond Shields, 
the then Under-Secretary, w~re politicians with Liberal pro
clivities; and it was not long before they were able to esta
blish themselves in the generous appreciation of the Indian 
public. Not even the most recalcitrant non-co-operator 
could hav~ objected to a Cabinet of acknowledged ~ocialists 
anxious to pacify an Empire seething with sullen resent
ment against the arrogant imperialism of the "Little 
Englanders" whose tone had pr()voked the ire of ardent 
nationalists in India. Indian Liberals expected much from 
the Labour Government, while Congressmen were content 

,.t the worst was over with the fall of the Unionists, 
"I things could never be 80 bad under an avowedly 
cialist Cabinet. 

LABOUR'S ACHIEVEMENTS 

The new Labour Government entered on its task with 
gl'eat zest ,and independence of judgment. It soon won 
notable successe. in international policy which enhanced 
its prestige, strengthened its hold upon the electorate and 
created a wide-spread impression that the affairs of GrAat 
Britain were in the hands of men who brought a new and 
broad spirit to their management. Its courageous and 
stateijmanlike policy, particularly with regard to Egypt, 
which resulted in the making of a new Anglo-Egyptian 
Treaty in conSonance with Egyptian public opinion, won 
almost universal appreciation; and the feeling began 
gradually to dawn upon the Indian mind, that if the same 
new spirit could be shown in dealing with India, the settle
ml'nt of her constitutional problem would not be attended 
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with much difficulty. ~Ir. Wedgwootl Benn, the Secretllry 
i)f State for India, evidently brought a new and open mind 
to bear upon the consideration of the Indian political situa
tion, and took particular care to avoid saying anything 
which might offend Indian sentiment and widen the gulf of 
misunderstanding, ill·feeling and discontent that yawned 
between Great Britain and India. 

Lord Irwin who was then in England bad tried his 
level best to reconcile Indian opinion tn the Simon Com
mission. Finding it absolutely impossible His Excellency 
was in consultation with the Cabinet and had hit upon a 
Round Table Conference to solve the puzzliaglndian 
problem. Now the Round Table Conference was 

one of the demands of the Congress for some years 
past and it was a happy solution of a very knotty 

prohlem. 

THE VICEROY'S AN~OUXCEMENT 

His Excellency Lord Irwin returned to India on 25th 
October 1929, and on Dewali day, that is, on 31st October, 
issued with the approval of His Majesty's Government an 
important statement which was a declaration of the goal of 
British policy in India. His E'"I:cellency declared: 

The goal of British policy was stated in the Declaration 01 
Augu.t 1917 to he that of providing for" the gradual developmeut 
of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive realisa
tion of Responsible Government iu India as an integral part of 
British Empire". As I recently pointed out, my own instrument of 
instruction from the King.Emperor expressly states that it is 
Hi, Majesty's will and plea.ure that the plans laid by Parliament in 
1919 should be the means by which British India may attain its due 
place amung his Dominions. Ministers ot the CrOWD, moreoverj 

have, IDore than once, publicly declared that it is the desire of the 
British Government that Iudia .hould, in the fullness of time, toke 
her place in the Empire in equal partnership with the Dominion •. 
But in view of the doubts whi"h have been expressed both in Great 
Britain and India regarding the interpretation to be placed on the 
intentions of the British Government, in enacting the Statute of 1919, 
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l:1i. authorised, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, to state 
-.. ly that, in their judgment, it is implicit in the Declaration oj 
; 17 that the natural issue of India's constitutional progreso, a. 

re contemplated, is the attainment of Dominion Status. 

His Excellency concluded as follows: 
It is not necessary for me to say how greatly I trust that the 

.-ction of His :Majesty's Government may evoke response from, and 
enlist the Concurrence ot all sections of opinion in India.; and I 
believe that all who wish India well, wherever Bnd whoever they 
are, desire to break through the cobwebs of mistrust that have 
lately clogged the relations bet lVeen India and Great Britain. 

I am firmly assured that the course of a.ction DOW proposed j" 

at once the outcome of a real d.esire to bring to the body politic of 
Iodia tbe touch tbat carries with it healing and bealth, and is the 
method by which we may best hope to handle those high matters in 
the way of constructive statesmanship. 

THE LEADERS' STATEMENT 

The immediate effect of tbis statement was almost 
illectric. Except a handful of " Complete Independents" 
who considered that it was a move designed to undermine 
tbe growiog movement of independence, all other sections 
of Indian opinion generally welcomed and appreciated the 
ttatement. A Confprence of lead.,,·s of all parties met at 
Delhi to confer on the announcement and Mr. Gandhi him • 
• elf drafted the res3lution which w~s discussed and adopted 
with Vr. Saprn's aml'ndments at the Conference. The 
Leaders' statement was as follows :-

We appreciate the sincerity underlying the declarations ... 
also the desire of Briti8h Government to placate Indian opinion. 
We hope to be able to tender OUl· co-operation to His Majesty's 
Government in their effort to evolve a scheme of Dominion cODsti
tution suitable for India's needs, but we deem it necessary that 
certain acts should be done and certain points should be declared 
80 as to inspire trust. and enSure the co-operation of principal 
polittcal organisations in the country. 

We call sider it vital for the success oj the proposed conference 
that (a) a policy of general conciliation should be definitely adopt
ed to Induce a calmer atmosphere; (b) political prisoners should 
be granted a general amnesty; (e) the representation of progressive 
political organisations should be effectively secured and that the 
Indian National Congress, as the largest among them, should have 
pre,iomin8nt repre!ent&tion. 
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Some doubt has been expressed about the interpretation of the 
paragraph in the statement made by the Viceroy on behalf of His 
Maiesty'. Governmenl regarding Dominion Status. We uDderotand 
however that the conference is to meet not to discuss when 
Domioion Status i. to be eSlablished but to frame ... cheme of 
DomInion constitution for lildia. \Ve hope that we are not mistaken 
In thus iuterpretlng the import and implication. of the weighty pro
nouncement of H. E. the Viceroy. 

UntH the Dew constitution comes into existence, we think it 
necessary that a more liberal spirit should be infused In the 
Government of the country, that relation. of the executive and 
lee-islature sbould be brought more in humony with the object of 
the proposed conference, and that greater regard SHould be paid to 
constitutional methods and practice .. 

We hold It to he absolutely e.gential that the public should he 
made to feel that a new era has commenced from to·day and that 
the new constitution is to be but 8 register to that fact. Lastly. we 
deem it as an essential factor tor the .uccess of the Conference tbat 
It should be convened as expeditiously as possible. 

It was thus thought that there would be an end of all 
trouble and a right solution of the vexed Indian question 
was near at hand. At any rate it was thought that the 
Round Table Conference was a move in the right direction 
and a move the genuineness of which was beyond question. 
And both tbe Secretary of State and the Viceroy made it 
plain that they meant to handle tb p, situation in no petti
fogging spirit. And the Viceroy straightway invited the 
leaders to confer with him on the personnel and other 
mattei'S connected with the forthcoming Conference. And 
wh ... t was the surprise of the country when it became known 
that the Viceroy's conference with the leaders had failed. 
His Excellency met tbe leaders on the 23rd December 1929 
at the Viceregal House, Delhi. But the conference 
broke down after three hours'discussion. The official 
communique stated:-

Tbe Viceroy met Gandhljl, Pandlt Motllal, 'Mr. Patel, Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru and Mr. M. A.. Jlnnab at the Viceroy's House, New 
Delbl, this afternoon. Discussion was limited to the function of tbe 
proposed Conference In London. It W~8 pointed out tbat any 
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,,,ember of the Conference would be free to advocate any propesals 
and that any measure ot unanimity at the Conference would neces
sarily carry weight with British "pinion. On behalf of the Con
gress Party the view was expressed that unless previous assurances 
were given by His MAjesty'. Government that the purpose of the 
Conference was to dralt a scheme for Dominion Status which His 
Majesty's Government would undertake to support, there would be 
grave difficulty ahout Congress participation. His Excellency made 
it plain that the Conference was designed to elicit the greate.t pos
sible measure of agreement for the fiual proposals, which it would 
he the duty of His Majesty's Government to submit to Parliament 
and that it WdS impossible for him or for His Majesty's Government 
In any way to pr~judge the action of the Conference or to restrict 
the liberty ot Parliament. Conv3rsation then concluded. 

This is but a diplomatic way of saying that Gandhi 
and the Viceroy could not agree and the Conference broke 
off ! 

LAHORE CONGRESS: INDEPENDENCE MOVE 

No wouder when the Congress met at Lahore in Dec
ember 1929, the atmosphere was charged with excitement. 

Panilit .J awaharlal's Presidential address was, if any
thing, moro decided in its demand for independence. Gandhi, 
as usual, hart no light task in moderating the extreme wing 
of the Congress, and it was left to him to move the fgJlow
jog resol ution in the open session after a strenuous fight io 
the Subjects Committee. One can imagine what the UD

adulterated text would be like! 
The Congress, whilst endorsing the action ot the Working 

Committee in connection with the manifesto signed by the party 
leaders, including Congressmen, in cODnection with the Viceregal 
Pronouncement of the 318t October relating to Dominion Stalu" 
and appreciating the efforts of H. E. the Viceroy towards a peaceful 
.ettlement of the nalional movement for Swaraj, and having Con
oidered the result of the meeting between the Viceroy and Pandlt 
MoWal Nehru and other leaders, is of opinion tbat nothing is to be 
gained in the existing circumstances by the Congress being repre
sented at the proposed Round Table Conference; 

And in pursnance of the re.olulion passed at the CalcuttI' 
Congress l&st year, this Congress now declares that Swaraj in the 
Congress creed shall mean corr.plete Independence, and therefora 
iurther declares the Nehnl scheme at Dominion Status to have 

7 
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lapsed, and hopes all parties in the Congress will devote their 
exclusive attention to the attainment of complete independence, and 
hopes also that those whom the tentative solution of the communal 
problem suggested In the Nehru constitution has prevented from 
joining the Congress or actuated them to abstain trom it, will now 
join or rejoin the Congress and zealously prosecute the common 
goal; 

And as a preliminary step towards ol'ganip,ing a campaign for 
independence and in orner to make the Congress policy consistent 
with the change of creed, this Congress declares a boycott of the 
Central and Provincial Legislatures and calls upon Congressmen to 
"bstain from partiCipating, directly or indirectly, in the Legislatures 
in future, and the present members of the Legislatures to tender 
their resign ation ; 

And the Congress calls upon the nation to concentrate its atten
tion upon the constructive programme of the Congress and author
ises the All-IndIa Congress Committee, whenever it deems fit, to 
launch a programme of civil disobedience, including non-payment 
-of taxes, whethel' in selected areas or otherwise, sr:'_d under such 
safeguards as it may consider necessary. 

Introducing the Independence resolution as adopted 
by the Subjects Committee, Gandhi characterised it as the 
root ~f the future Congress work. Thus the resolution de
clared complete Independence as the meaning of Swaraj 
for the purposes of the Cungress creed and resolved on the 
complete boycott of the legislatures as a preliminary step 
towards organising a campaign for Independence. 

Since the passing of the Independence Resolution, the 
cleavage between the Congress and the Government on the 
{lne hand and the Congress and Moderate opinion on the 
other became more and more pronounced. Liberals 
throughout the r.ountry regretted that owing to Mr. Gandhi's 
recalcitrant attit.ude, the possibility of the Round Table 
Conference was being jeopardised and a solution of the 
vexed problem still further deferred. And the Viceroy's 
speech in opening the Assembly on .January 25 was not 
-calculated to reassure the fading faith in Congress circles. 
Liberals felt thnt the good offices of the Viceroy and the 
well-intentioned Cabinet were being nullified by the 
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III possible attitude that Gandhi had taken. But Gandhi 
commenting on the Viceroy's speech in the Assembly 
wrote in Vunny India: 

His Excellency the Viceroy deserves thanks Irom every Con
gre8sman for having cleared the atmosphere and let us know exactly 
where he and we stand. 

The Viceroy would not mind wa.iting for the grant of Dominion 
Status till every millionaire was reduced to the level of a wage
earner getting seven pice per day. The Congress will to-day, it i~ 
had power, raise every starving .peasant to the state in which he 
at least will get a. living, even equal to the millionaires, and when 
the peasant i. fully awakened to a sense of his plight and knows 
that it is not Ihe kismet that has br2ught hinl to the helpless state 
bnt the existing rule. Unaided, be will in his impatience abolish 
all distinctiolls between the constitutional and unconstitutional, even 
the violent ano non~vio]ent means. The Congl"et'8 expects tl') guide 
the peasants in the right direction. 

Proceedillg, Gandhi made the follOWing offer to Lord 
Irwin: 

(1) Total prohibition. 
(2) Reduction of rates to Is. 4d. 
(3) Reduction of land revenue at least by 5n per cent. and 

,king it subject to legislative control. 
(4) Abolition of tbe salt tax. 
U;) -Reduction of Military expenditure at least by 50 per cent. 

flegin with. 
(6) Reduction of salaries of the highest grade services by hall 

.ess, 80 as to suit the rednced revenue. 
17) P;otective taritf on foreign clotl}. 
(8) PassMge of the Coastal Traffic Reservation Bill. 
(9) Discharge 01 all political prisoners, save those condemned 

for murder or attempt to murder, or trial by ordinary judicial tribu
nals, withdrawal of all political prosecutions, abrogation of Section 
124-A and Regulation III of 1818, and giving permission to all 
Indian exiles to return. 

(10) Abolition 01 the C.LD. or its popular control. 
\ 11) To issue licences to use fire-arms for self· defence, subject 

to popular control. 

In fact these were the terms which Mr. Gandhi com
municated to Mr. Bomanji who undertook to negotiate 
with Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, the Prime Minister, a8 early 
as January 1930. 
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This is by no means an exhaustive list of tbe pressing 
Doeds, wrote Mabatma Gandhi, "but let tbe Viceroy satisfy 
us witb regard to these very simple but vital needs of India. 
He will then bear no talk of civil disobedience; and the 
Congress will heartily participAte in any conferellce wherl' 
there is a perfect freedom of expression and demand". That 
is to say non-compliance with these simple and vital 
demands would mean civil disobedience. 

That was the bflginning of another struggle, perbaps 
the most mompntotls in rec~nt history. For we find 800n 

after Mr. Gandhi addressing tbe Vidyapith words which in 
tbe light of bis g"eat march to the salt pans of the Arabian 
Sea, show that already he was on the war-path (of course 
the Non-violent war-path of the Satyagrahi.) 

* • * • Other nations, said Mr. Gacdhi, might 
have different and other meaDS for getting their country's freedom, 
but for India there is no way but nou-violent Non-Co-operation. 
May you be the exponents of this mall/I'a of Swaraj and may God 
give you strength and courage enough to give all that you have In 
India', fight tor Independence, a fight wbich is drawing very cear. 

CIVIL DlSOBE[)[ENCE 

And 80 Gandhi and his co-workers set to work for 
independence, and a vigorous propaganda was abroad under 
the auspices of the Congress. The Working Committee 
met at Ahmedabad on the tr,th Feburary and after COll

siderable deliberations decided on prosecuting Gandbi's 
scheme of civil disobedience. It accordingly invested 
Mahatmaji with dictatorial powers giving him full authority 
to prosecute his programme and prepare the country for 
civil disobedience. The resolution declared: 

In the opinion of the Workicg Committee, Civil Disobedience 
should be initiated by tho8~ who believe in non-violence for the 
purpose of achieving Purna Swor&jya as ac article at faith, and a. 
ilie Congress contains In its organisation not merely sucb men and 
women, but also those who accept DOD-violence as " policy essential 
In \be e",isnng circumstances in the country, the Working Co .. -
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luiuee welcomes the proposal of Mahatma Gandhi aDd authorise8 
hlm and those workiug with him, who helieve in non-violence as an 
article of faith to the extent above indicated, to start Civil Dis
obedience"" and when they desire and In the manner and to the 
extent they decide. 

The Working Committee trusts that in the event of leader. 
being arrested and Imprisoned, those who are left behind and have 
the spirit of .acrifice and service In them will carryon Congress 
organisation and guide the movement to the best 01 their ability. 

GANDHI'S LETTER TO THE VICEROY 

The next step was the famo1l8 letter addressed by 
Gandhi to H. E. Lord Irwin. Whatever might be said of 
Mr. Gandhi's programme there i$ 1\ certain consistency 
in his method. Just as he began Non-Co·operation after 
giving due warning to Lord Heading, so now, before embark
ing on his campaign of civil disobedience, Gandhi wrote 
what is nOW called his "ultimatum" to the Viceroy. The 
letter, as we read it, was in no sense an ultimatum. It was 
& declaration of facts as Gandhi conceived them and he 
boldly and frRnkly enunciated his immediate programme in 
calle the Viceroy should not heed hi. warnings. The letter 
was personally delivered to the Private Secretary to the 
Viceroy hy one Reginald Heynolil, an English youth who 
was an inmate of the Ashram for some months past. Mr. 
Gandhi chose an Englishman for this task probably as an 
indication of the fact that he still held Englishmen in res
pect and had no prejudice8 against them personally. The 
letter which reached the Viceroy on the 4th March was a 
strongly worded indictm!lut of British mle; 

And why do I regard the British rule as " curse? 
It has Impoverished Ihe dumb millions by a system ot' progres

aive exploitation and by a ruiooualy expensive military and civiJ 
administration which the country can never afford . 

. It has reduced us politically to serfdom. It has sapped the 
foundations of our culture. And, by the policy of disarmament, it 
has degraded us spiritually. Lacking inward 'trength, we have 
heen reduced, by all but universal disarmament, to a state border
"'~ on cowardly helplessness. 
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And then he passed on to say that in common Wl', 

many of his countrymen, he had hugged the fonel hope that 
the proposed Round Table Conference migh't furnish a 
sohltion. But the Delhi interview having misc.nied, there 
was no option for Panelit Motilal Nehru and him "hut to 
take steps to carry out tbe solemn resolution of tbe Con
gress arrived at in Calcuttll at its session of 1921"'. 

If India Is to live as a nation, If the slow death by starvation of 
her people is to litop, 80me remedy must be tound for immediate 
relief. The proposed Conference i8 certainly not the remedy. It is 
not a matter of carrying convictlo~ by argument. The matter 
resolves itself into one of matching forces. CODviction or no Con
viction, Great Britain would defend her Indian commerce and in· 
terests by all the forces at her command. India must consequently 
evolve force enough to free herself from that embrace of death. 

That force is not ill violence. Gandhi knew there was 
in the country a party of violence slowly gaining ground. 
But he was convinced that it could not bring the desired 
relief to the dumb millions. 

And the conviction is growing deeper and deeper in me tbat 
nothing but uDadulterated non-violence Can check the organised 
violence of the British Government. Many think that non·violence 
ta not an active force. My experience, limited thoug'h it undoubtedly 
is, shows that non-violence can he an intensely active force. It is 
my purpose to set in motion th.t force as well against the organised 
violent force of the Briti~h rule as the unorgani!'ed "iolen t force ot 
the growing party of violence, To sit still would be to give rein to 
both the forces above menttoned. Having unquestioning and im
movable faith in the etticacy ot non-violence as I know it, it would 
be sinful on my part to wait any longeI'. This non-violence will be 
expressed through civil disobedience, for the moment confined to the 
Inmates of the Satyagraha Ashram, but ultimately de.igned to 
cover all those who choose to join the movement with its obvious 
limitations. 

Nor was he unconscious of the risks he was runDlng. 
He was certainly aware of the consequences of embarking 
on a campaign of civil disobedience. It was a mad risk to 
be sure, as he conft'ssed. 

But the victories of truth have never been' won without ri sk, 
otten of the gravest character. Conversion of a nation that has C on-
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sciously or unconsciously preyed upon another. far more numerous,. 
tar more aodent and DO less cultured than itself is worth any 
amount of risk. 

Gandhi declared that bis idea was never to lD,lUl'e a 
8ingle Englishlllan. If anything, be explained, his plan if 
8ucces8ful would lead to natural friendship with English
men by doing away with the evils that DOW beset the 
Briti8h connection with india. And he went on to declare 
definitely: 

But if 'au can Dot see your way to deRI with these evils, and 
my letter makes no appeal to your heart on the 11th day of this 
month (March 1030). I shall proceed with such co-workers of the 
Ashram I\S I can take to disregard the provisions of Salt laws. 
I regard this tax to be the most iniquitous of all from the poor 
manls stand-poillt. As the Independence movement is essentially 
tor the poorest in the land, tbe begJnlling will be made with this 
e"i1. The wooder is that we have sub:nitted to the cruel monopoly 
for so 19n9. It is, I know, open to you to Imstrate my design by 
arresting me. I hope there will be tens at t"ousands ready in a 
disciplined manner to take up the work after me, and in the 
act of disobeying the ~alt Act lay themselves open to the penalties 
of a law that should ne,'er have disfigured the Statute book. 

The Viceroy's reply, as might be expected, was curt 
and brief expressing His Excell~ncy 's regret tbat Mr. 
Gandhi was contemplating "a course of action wbich is 
clearly bound to involve violation of the law and danger to 
the public peace". 

Commenting on thi., Ganrlhi wrote in Young India:-
On bended knees I asked for bread and received stone instead. 

The English nation responds only to force and I am Dot surprised 
by the Viceregal reply. The only public peace the nation knows 
is the peace of the public prison. India i. a vast prison hOI)se. I 
repudiate this (British) law and regard it as my sacred duty to 
breah: the mournful monotony of compulsory peace that is choking 
the healt of the nation for want of fne vent. 

And so G'anrlhi prepared himself for immediate Satya
grah.. 'fo begin with there weI'/' the inmates of the 
Ashram including the stunents of the Vidyapith who offered 
themselves to be ('nrolled as volunteers. Gandhi beld out 
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DO alluring prospects before tbem. They were to be ful ~ 

alive to tbe difficulties of the task that lay ahead. 

HIS" LAST MESSAGE AND TESTAMENT " 

Our case is strong, our means purest, and God is with H' 

There i. no defeat for the Satyagrahis till they give up the trut' 
I pray for the suecess of the battle which begins to· morrow. 

In these words Mahatma Gandhi concluded what It", 

termed his last message and testament on the banks ,)f 
the Sabarmati where thousands had collected to hear him 
on the 11th March 1930 (the day previous to the great 
march). He exhorted the people of Gujarat to continuH 
the plan of marching to Jalalpur in order to offer Civil 
Disobedience through the manufacture of salt, even if he 
and his party were arrested before reaching the destination. 
From what he had heard in the last fifteen days, he was 
confident that there would be enough volunteers forthcoming 
in Gujarat. The people of India, he urged, should pre
serve peace and carry out the instructions of the Working 
Committee. He laid down only one condition for the 
people to join what he called the "War of Independence ., 
-and that was "absolute non-violence as an article of 
faith". They could carry out his programme in more ways 
than one. He once again outlined his progt'amme of triple 
boycott and urged that those, who had courage, could 
refuse to pay taxes. AlludiLlg to Civil Disobedience through 
breaking of salt mOLlopoly, Mahatma Ganul,i suggeste<l 
three means to achieve the eud, First, by the manufac
ture of salt wherever it could be done. Secondly, til 
remove salt without paying duty thereupon and thirdly to 
distribute salt. Referring to the question oj leadership in 
the country he asked people to follow Pandit Jawaharlal. 
But where no Congress organisation existed, he asked 
everyone to be his own leader. "Where could be the 
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yuestion of leadership when the riddle of bravery could 
only be solved by freedom or death ?" 

THE GREAT MARCH 

True to his declaration, just a little while before day
break on the morning of the 12th, Mahatma Gandhi with 
his 79 Volunteers, all students of the Vidyapith, left the 
Ashram on a campaign of civil disobedience. Their desti
'nation was the village of Dandi on the sea· coast neat 
J Blalpur where Gandhi was to break the law regarding the 
manufacture of salt. Streams of Khaddar-clad men and 
women had flowed to the Ashram all night through to 
,have a darshan of Mahatmaji and witness the great march. 
Among 'those were journalists and camera·men from far 
and near and correspondents of some British papers as well. 

" fhe scenes tbat preceded, accompanied and followed 
'tbis great national event, ,. wrote the Bombay Chronicle, "were 
so enthusiastic, magnificent and soul-stirring that indeed 

. 1hey beggar description. Never was the wave of patriotism 
·80 powerful in the hearts of mankind, as it was on this 
.great occasion which is bound to go down to the chapters 
·of the history of India's national freedom as a gL'eat 
beginning of a Great Movement." In fact the Chronicle 
went so far as to say tuat Gujarat was to realize the great 
-hopes of an.ther patriot and reformer, who no less, than 
half a century ago, bad predicted its leadership in tbe 
·coming campaigu. For Malabari, it declared, had given 
poetical expression to the glory that was awaiting Gujarat. 
That was about the tone in wbich the nationalist press 
viewed the situation. And there was no doubt the march 
had appealed to the imagination of multitudes of people 
who were emotionally swayed by the dramatic turn 
of events. 
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Mabatmaji began at the head of 
march with quick steps and unfr.ltering. 
tritle too fast for his health and 
correspondent. 

tbe procession to 
The pace was a 

age, wrote the 

He was carrying a IODjl stick in hif' hand obYiously for BUPPOI' 
Tae whole army was marching in a perfectly disciplined m'lon(" 
The agiltl general in the front was indeed a 80urce ot inspiration ~ 
all. The army passed all along the distance of ten miles up , 
Aslali between the densely packing rows of people who were stan" 
Ing in their plaoes tor hour. together, eager for the "darshan" 
India'. great General. Ahmedabad had had on the occasion one 
its hugest processions during liv'ing memory. With the possib 
exceptions of children and decrepits every resident ot the city mll

have watched the great procession which wa~ at least two miles I 

length. Tho.e who could not find a standing pl.ce in the stred
through which the army marched had made use of honse-tops al1' 
galleries, open walls and trees and every conceivable place th,· 
could get hold of. The whole city seemed to be enjpte on this lii
toric occasion. The cries of "Gandht-ki-Jai n were rending tL 
skies all along the march. 

" Like the historic much of Ramachandra to Lanka,' 
laid Pandit Motilal Nehru, "tbe' marcb of Gandhi would 
be memorable and the places he passes through would be 
sacred." 

And so for miles and mil~s the roads were watere(l 
an'\ bestrewn with green leaves and the halting station, 
werH decorated with flags aud festoons, and all througb. 
there was a general appearance of a festival. 

Mahatmaji spoke at all the halting stations, urging 
the people to take to khaddar, to stop drinking, to give Ul' 
co-operation with Go\-ernment and jO;8 the ranks of the 
Satyagrahis. At Aslali he told his followers that he would 
either die on the way or else keep away from the Ashram 
until Swaraj had been won. This was an expression of 
despair, said bis critics; while his own followers were 
moved to tbeir depths. "I have no intention of returning 
to the Ashram until I succeed in getting the salt tax. 
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repealed," said Ml'. Gandhi. He exhorted villagers to 
take to the spinning wheel, to look to the sanitation of the 
village and to treat the untouchables with brotherly loye. 
He urged tbem to join his movement to break the salt 
monopoly of Government, a8 this would be a step forward 
on the way to Swaraj. Volunteers were enrolling them
selves in their hundreds in the cause of ~ivil disobedience 
and the headmen of several villages were rpsigning their 
jobs and joining the campaign. The arrest of Mr. Gandbi 
was supposed to b'l imminent and lIIahatmaji, as might be 
expected, waS well prepared for it and he gave instruction 
that his pbce should he taken up by Abbas Tyabjee, the 
aged frienel, who has stood by G9.n~hi through all the 
years of Non-Co-oppration. The fight threatened 10 be 
well-nigh grim: anr! as Si,' P. C. Ray said, .. Mahatma 
Gandhi's hi~toric march was like the exodus of Is.-aelites 
under Moses. Until the Seer seizerl the promised land. he 
won't turn his back." 

SPEECH AT HORSAD 

After ten days' march, Gandhi and his party of Satya
grllhis reached Gujerat where they camped for the night. 
Speaking .t Borsad, Gandhi made a full coofession of his 
faith and the ideals for which he stands. In the course of 
his appeal to the gathering assembler! at Borsad, he said: 

The British rule in Indio has brougbt about moral, material 
and cultural and iilpiritual ruination of this great country. • regard 
this rule as a curse. I am out to destroy this system of Govern-
ment. 

t have sung the tune of" God Sa.ve the King" and havrl 
taugbt others to sing it. I was. belie,-er in the politics of petitions, 
deputations and friendly negotiation.. But all these have gone to 
dog.. I know that these are not the ways to bring this Govern
ment round. 

Continuing, Gandhiji said, "sedition has become my 
religion. Ours is a non-violent battle. We are not out to 
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kill anybody but it is our dharma to see tbat the CUr" 

of this Government is blotted out." 

And yet, as all the world knows, Gandhi is singularly 
free from malice or ill-will. He strenuously opposed social 
boycott of people for political or other reasoos_ Speaking 
at a place called Jambusar, Gandbi denouoced tbe enforce
ment of social boycott agaiost sub-inspectors of police_ I

was not religion to starve Government officials, said 'I 
Gandbi, and he would suck the poison out of a dyi'._ 
enemy of bis if he was bitten by a snake, in order to sa \ 
his life. 

Tbe A.I.C.C. meeting whicb met at Abmedabad .)[j 

Friday the 2tst March (1930) decided to start Civil Dis
ilbedience on the arrest of Mabatmaji or if he so directeil. 
before his arrest by April 6. 

SPEECH AT SURAT 

" Suck the poison out of a dying enemy "-that was 
tbe key-note of Ganctbi's Satyagraba, not a passion for 
revenge or an ambition to overtbrow the enemy. In fact in 
Gandbi's theology tbere could be no sucb thing as an 
enemy unless it be an abstract one. Throughout tbe march 
wbich lasted four and twenty days, Gandhi went on preach
ing his cult of truth and non-violence to the multitudes tbat 
gathered from far and near, and he did not besitate t.) 

impose the strictest discipline on the Satyagrabis tha: 
flocked to bis banner. To bim as to bis band it was '1 

religious pilgrimage and he would therefore eschew every 
attempt at making his journey a thing of comfort. At 
each place be balt~d, be spoke twice a day and bis injunc
tions to bis followers were rigorous in the extreme. He 
would not countenance any attempt to please the palate 
-of the volunteers with delicacies brought from distant 
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places. He would not bear the sigbt of a common cooly 
carrying the heavy burner all through the dark and dusty 
paths of the countryside. Now aud again Gandhi bas tbe 
habit of "turning tbe searchligbt inward" and the result 
is always salutary. He remember~d that he had written 
strongly to the Viceroy on the subject of his enormous 
salary. In one of his exhortations at Surat on the 29th 
March, Gandhi referred to this particular passage in his 
open letter and went on to observe: 

Only this morni.g at the prayer time I was telling my com
panions that as we had entered the district in which we were to 
otft::r civil disobedience, we ahould insist on greater purification 
and intenser rtedication and warned them that as the district was 
more organised and contained many intimate co-workers, there was 
every likelihood of our being pampered. I w .. rned them against 
succumbing to their pampering. We are not Angels. We are very 
weak, easily tempted. There are many lapses to our debit. Even 
to·day some were discovered. One defaulter confessed his lapse 
himself whilst 1 was brooding over tbe lapse of the pilgrims. I 
discovered that my warning was given none too soon. The local 
workers had ordered milk from Surat to be brought in a motor 
lorry and they had incurred other expenses which they could not 
justify. I therefore spoke strongly about them. But that did not 
allay my grief. On the contrary it increased with the contemplation 
of the wrong done. 

"FEASTING WHEN OTHERS ARE HUNGRY" 
In the light of these discoveries, what right had I to write to 

tht Viceroy the letter in which I have severely criticised his salary 
which is more tban 5,000 times our !,verage income? How could he 
possibly do justice to that salary? And how can we tolerate his 
getting a salary out of all proportion to our inf'ome? But he is in
dividually not to be hlamed for it. He has no need for it. God has 
made him a wealtby man. 1 have suggested in my letter that pro
bably the whole of his salary is spent in charity. I have since 
learnt tbat my guess i. largely likely to be true. Even so, of courso, 
1 should resist the giving of such a large salary. I could not vote 
Rs. 21,000 per month, not perbaps even Ro. 2,100 per. month. But 
when could 1 offer such resistance? Certainly not if 1 was myself 
taking from the people an unconscionable toll. I could res;st only 
it my living bore some correspondence with the average iflcome of 
the people. We are marching in the name of God. We profess 
to act on behalf of the hungry, the naked and the unemployed. I 
have no right to criticise tbe Viceregal salary, if we are costing the 
(1" ntry, say fifty times seven pice, tbe average daily income ot our 
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people. I have asked the workers to furnish me with au account 
of the expenses and the way things are going. I should not be 
surpri.:led it each ot U8 is coating :something Dear fifty times seven 
pice. What else can be the result if they will fetch for me from 
whatever source possible, the choicest oranges aDd grapes, if they 
will bring 120 when I should want 12 oranges, if when I need one 
pound of milk, they will produce three? What elso can be the 
result it we would take all the dailJties you may place betore us 
under the excuse that we would hurt your toeling, if we did not take 
them. You give us guava~ and grapes and we eat. them because 
they are free gift from a princely farmer. And then imagine me 
with au easy conscience writing the Viceregal letter on costly glaz
ed paper with a tountain pen, a free gift from some accommodating 
friend. ''''ill this behove you and me? elln a letter so written 
produce the slightest effect? 

TRUSTEES OF THE DUMB )llLLIONS 

To live thus would be to illustrate the immortal verse of 
Akhobhagat who .ays 'stolen food is like eating unprocessed 
mercury I and to live above the means befitting a poor country is 
to live on stolen food. This battIe can never be won by living gn 
.tolen food. Nor did I bargain to set out on this march fQr living 
above OUT means. 'Ye expect thousands of volunteers to respond to 
the call. It will be Impossible to keep them on extravagant terms. 
My life has become 80 busy that I got little time to come in close 
touch even with the eighty companions so as to be able to identify 
them individually. There was therefore no course open to me but 
to unburden my soul in puhlic. I expect you to under. land the 
central point of my message. If YOli have not there is no hope of 
Swaraj through the present ett'ort. We must become real trustee, 
of the dumb million •. 

Needless to say the speech produced a tremendous 
impression on the audience. 

ADVICE TO PARSIS AT NAYSARI 

The whole countryside was awake to the call of the 
:Mahatma. Over two hundred patels had resigned and there 
was a general stir all round. Gandhi's own speeches 
were generaliy impassioned and always brave and there was 
a tone of pathos which had gone home to the hearts of the 
listeners. Addressing the Parsis at N avsari, Gandhi made 
a pathetic and fervent appeal to them to give up drink and 
the liquor trade. " If they are successful in doing away 
with the salt tax aud the liquor traffic from India," 
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added Gandbiji, "there is the victory tor abimsa. And 
what power on earth is there, then, that would prevent 
Indians from getting Swaraj? If there be any such power, 
I shall like to see it." 

"Either I shall return with what I want, or else my 
dead hody will float in the Ocean," concluded Gandhi-a 
sentence which was as much the expression of determina
tion as of despair. 

Thus it would appear, whether the masses understood 
all the implications of the Mahatma's political programme 
or not there w."s a wholesomfl cleausing of their souls. 
The tour must have caused a great social upheaval, for 
tbere could be little doubt as to Gandhi's powerful appeal 
as a social and temperance reformer. This is borne out 
by the impressions of MI'. K. Natarajan, Editor of t.he 
Indian Social Rejormel' who is by no means a Satya
grabi but who is wholly in favour of the Mahatma's social 
gospel. 

The general impression we brought away with us is more 
important perhaps than a detailed account ot our experience. The 
Satyagrah. against tbe salt laws i,"tbe last tbin2' wbich the people 
at Chhaprabatha were thinking of wben he was among them, They 
bailed his presence as that of an auspicious guest and cluring hi. 
atay with them they were absorbed in the pride of having hiln in 
their midst. He diffuses sweetness and light wherever he goes, and 
if I were Viceroy I would give him a commission to visit as many 
villages as possible every year. The S(tty(tYl'(tha was so clean oul 

·of our minds, even Mabatmajl's for the time being, that when my 
daughter took leave of him, he affectionately said, " Do come to the 
Ashram. H Then correcting himself: u, Go ' I should have said, at! 

I will Lot be there. No, I shall not go hack." 

GANDHI'S STATEMENT AT DANDI 

Gandhi and his party reached Dandi on the morning 
of the 5th April. Mrs. Sarojini N aidu had also gone there 
to 8ee the Mahatma. Interviewed by the Associated Pre88 
immediately after his arrival at Dandi, GaDdhiji Baid : 
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God be thanked for what may be termed the happy ending 
the first stage in this, for me at least, the final struggle for freedo!ll 
I cannot withhold my compliments from the Government for the 
policy of complete non-Interference adopted by them throughout the 
march_ After the gnceless and childisb performance in the matter 
of Mr_ Vallabhai's arrest and imprisonment and equally unprovoked 
arrest and imprisonment of Mr. Sen Gupta, I was wholly unprepar
ed for tbis exemplary non-interference. 1 am not so foolish as to 
imagine that the Government has suddenly lost tbeir proved 
capacity for provoking popular resentment and then punishing with 
frightfulness. I wish I could believe this non-interference was due 
to any real change of beart or policy. The wanton disregard 
shown by them to popular feeling in the Legislative Assembly aud 
their bigh-handed action leave no room for doubt that the policy of 
heartless exploitation of India is to be persisted in at any cost, and 
S0 the only interpretation I can put upon this non-interference is 
that the British Government, powerful though it is, is sensitive to 
world opinion which will not tolerate repression of extreme political 
agitation which civil disobedience undoubtedly is, so long as <Ii.
obedience remains civil ana therefore necessarily non-violent. 

APPEAL TO THE COUNTRY 

It remains to he seen whether the Government will tolerate as" 
tLey have tolerated the march, the actual breach of tbe salt laws hy 
countless people from to-morrow. I expect extensive popular res
ponse to the resolution of the "\\7'orking Committee. I have seen 
nothing to warrant the cancellation of the notice I have already 
is.ued that all Committees and organisations throughout tbe length 
and breadth of the land are free, if they are prepared to commence 
from to-morrow Civil Disobedience in respect of the salt laws. God 
willing, I eKpect with my companions (volunteers) to {'ommence 
.. ctual Civil Disobedience at 6-30 to-morrow morning. 6th April 
had been to us since its culmination in Jalianwalla massacre day 
for penance and purification. 'Ve therefore commence it with 
praye.· and fasting. I hope the whole of India will observe the 
National Work commencing from to-morrow in the spirit in Which 
It was conceived. I am positive that the greater the dedication to" 
the country's cause and the greater the purification, the speedier 
will be tbe glorious end for which the millions of India • consciously 
or unconsciously are striving. 

THE" LAW-BREAKER" 

Gandhi's prayer on the morning of the 6th was more 
than usually solemn. In the course of his speech he 
observed that if he was arrested, they should take orders 
from Mr. Abbas Tyabjee and if he too was removed, from 
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Mrs. Sar~jini Naidu; He paid a tribute to both these 
leaders and asked the volunteers implicitly to obey them. 

Gandbiji conclucled his address by asking the visitors 
not to offer Satyagraha that clay, but to do so the next day. 
He considered his offer of Civil Disobedience as a great 
Yagna and he evidently did not want demonstrations, 
proceeding out of motives other than spiritnal, to be 
associated with his great movement. 

Soon after prayers, Mr. Gandhi with hi" 84 volunteers 
of the Gujarat Vidyapith and Saheth Punjabhai of Ahmeda· 
bail, proceeded exactly at G in the morning for a bath in the. 
sea. A large crowd accompaniecl the party. Gandhi 
was walking at a slow pace in grave solemnity and entered 
the water of the sea amidst loud cries of "Mahatma 
Gandhi·ki·jai ". 

Gandhi was leaning on MisB Abbas Tyabji's shoulder, 
and was accompanied by Mrs. Sarojini Naidu. Then 
Gandbi and his volunteers proceeded to break the salt law 
by picking up the salt lying on tbe sea·sbore. Mrs. Sarojini 
Naidu hailed thl Mahatma by calling him 'Iaw·breaker ' .. 

Ko policemen appeared on tbe scence when Gandhi 
and his volunteers broke the salt law. 

GANDHI'S STATEMENT 

Immediately after breaking the BaIt law, Mr. Gandhi 
iBBued the following press Btatement ;-

N ow that the technical or ceremonial breach of the .alt law 
has been committed, it is now open to anyone who would take 
the risk of prosecution under the 881t law to menufacture salt 
wherever he wishes and wherever it is convenient. My advice fa 
that workers should everywhere manufacture salt, and where 
they know how to prepare clean salt, make use of it and instruct 
the villagers likewIse, telling the villagers at the same time that he 
runs the rlsk of being prosecuted. In other words, the villagerB 
should be fully instructed as to the Incidence of the •• It tax, and 
the manner of breakIng the law. and regulations connected with It 
.0 as to have the salt tax repealed. 

8 . 
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It .hould be llIade abHolutely clear to the villagers that Ihe 
breach to open, and ID no way stealthy. Thi. condition belnl 
known, they may IIlAnufactul'e IIalt or help themaelvea to the salt 
manufactured by Nature in rreeks and pits near the lIea-ahore, uae 
It for Illemselves and their cattle, and .ell it to tho.e who will buy 
It, It being well understood that all Huch people are commlttlDIr. 
breach 01 the oalt law and running the rl.k of "pro.ecutfoD, or 
even without a prosecution, are to be oubjected by .o·called •• 1& 
officers to harassment. 

ThtR war agRinltL the :ialt tax ~hotlhl be continued durin/! 1! " 
:-Iatloool Week, that 1o, up to the 13th April. Those who.r< 
"rgaged In this •• cred work should themsplves do Vigorous pl· 
ga.da for the hoycott of foreign cloth and the u .. of kh_oI 
They should altto endeavour to manufacture as much khadd.l 
po,slble. A. to this and the prohlbltloo of IIqUOl, I am prep,,, 
a message for tlle women of India who, [am becoming mor,
mOTe convinced, can make a larger r:ontMblltton than J1IIen W\\ 

the attainment of Independence. I feel that they will be wo, 
interpreters ot non·violence than men, not becaust" tlley are \\ 
as men, in their arrogance, believe them to be, but becAusE' 
have greater courag't' of the right type, and tmllleasurably gJ" 
'plrlt of •• If·._crifice. 

B~ing asked what he would do duriog th~ oRti" 
week, )(1'. (Jandhi said, (, I have 1\ lot of work to do." 

however laughingly Rdderl, "I shall encourage illicit ",. 

facture of 8alt." 

TIm AIIRESTS 

GRndhi', law, breaking wa. only 1\ signal for a spries 
of acts of civil ,Iis"bpdience in huodreds of pIllet's in differ· 
ent parts of the country. Orou]ls of Satyagrahis at rliffe," 
ent points in Bombay Rod CalcllttR were milking striking 
,\emon8trations of civil disobedience. The se,! tiel was the 
arrest of the :\[ahatma's lieuteoants. First camp the arrest 

of Sardar Vallabhai Patel; then )lr. IIIanilal KothlU"i who 
was lea,ling a batch of salt Satyagrahis. lIe was followed 
by Messrs. Nariman and JamnRlal Bajllj; tiwn Ramdn 
GlI.ndhi and Devadt\s (sons of the lIIahatma:,. lIIessl"8. 
Deshpande and Durbar GO]laldas came next. 1I1r. Sen 
Gupta, on his release from Burma, sought arrest again by 
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.Ittying the law of sedition in Calcutta. Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, President of the Congress, was arrested on the 
13th. These arrests led to the usual trials followed by 
varying sentences, and by the end of the "natioual week," 
some 200 had courted imprisonment. Gandhi felt gratified 
at the result: 

From information avail.able up to now, I gather that the strik
Ing manifestation of mass Civil Disebedience in Gujarat has had its 
efiOect on the Governnlent, who have lo~t DO time in arresting the 
chief meu. But I know that similar attention must have been bes
towed by the Government on the workers In the other Provinces. 
This is a matter for congratulation. 

It would have been surprising if the Government had allowed 
civil resisters to have their own way. It would have heen bar
barous if they had violated the persons and property 01 civil resist
ers without jndlcial process. 

No exception can be taken to orderly prosecutions and penalties 
therennder. After all, this is the logical outcome of civil re.i.tance. 
Imprisonment and the like I. the test through which the civil resist
er has to pass. He gains his end when he himself is foued not to 
flinch and those whom he represents do not betray any nel'VOUSDNIS 

where the leader is put away. Now is the time for everyone to be 
both chief and lollower. 

It would pain me if pven after these imprisonments, student~ 
who are in Government or Governmf::nt-controlled schools and col
Jege. do not respond by giving up their schools and colleges. 

In anothpr me.sage issued to Gujarat, )Ir. Gandhi 
pointed out that" Gujarat has fulfilled the hope expr(>ssed 
by Pandit Motilal Nehru at Jambusar". 

The first day of the National Week has begun auspiCiously. I 
congratulate all those brave warriors who are arre.ted. They bave 
enhanced the glory of Gujarat and India. But what will the remalfi
Ing workers in greater Gujarat do. I hope that uninvited, they will 
come down from all places and tsh the places of those arrested. 
Now is the time of test for students, pleaders and Government 
~ervants. 

PROGRESS m' THE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE CAMPAIGN 

Indeed after the arrest 01 the Congress President, the 
movement flourished with renewed rigoul'. It was naturally 
impossible for Government to ignore the growing tendency 
to disregard the law. 80 the executive began to disp(>rS41 
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Satyagrabis. Early in tbe second week of April wben tbe 
Satyagrabis at Aat attempted to carry contraband salt, tbe 
police tried to wrest it by force from their hands. Gandhi 
said, "they had no right to do that if they were representing 
a civilised government." Wben one of the volunteers was 
slightly injured on the wrist, Gandhi wrote: 

This laying hand on the people fol' the purpose of seizing the 
salt they were carrying was morally wrong, and even wrong, I 
fancy, according to the English common law. But I do not know 
wh .. t powers are given by the statute. 

Concluding, Mahatmaji said: 

The legal procedure may be a cumbersome business for the 
Government, but since they have begun well, let them not end ill. 
If they resort to terrorism, they wl\J find the people prepared. Let 
the people defend the salt in their possession till they break in 
the attempt, but they should do so without. malice, without auger 
and without an angry word. The police have the easiest way open 
to them tor taking possession of the salt. Let them arrest the civil 
resisters and they can take possession of the salt, because they have 
possession of their persons; but. it can become forfeit only after 
conviction, not before. 

The result of tbe campaign and of tbe numerous 
arrests and imprisonments of prominent workers in tbe 
various Provinces was to give an enormous stimulus to 
the movement. Huge public meetings were beld in centres 
like Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, Madras, Allababad. 
Lahore, and Lueknow. An energetic campaign for the 
violation of tbe Salt Law was being conducted every day 
in Bombay, 500 volunteers dividing themselves into 5 
batcbes of 100 each. Tb" meeting held on the sands at 
Chowpatby (a spot ballowed by tbe cremation of Loka
manya Tilak's dead body) was reported to bave been 
attended by no less than 500,000 peoplp. Equally large 
meetings were beld at Cawnpore with an audience 
of 53,000, and at Nagpur witb 15,000. At Cawnpore, 
Pandit Madan Moban Malaviya addressed the meeting 
and took a pledge from all present tb8t they would 
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boycott British cloth at least for a period of twelve months. 
Over a thousand women were present at the meeting and 
made an enthusiastic response to the appeal. 

The ~Iaharashtra which threw in its full weight with 
Gandhiji, pllt up a brave (non-violent) figbt. By the third 
week of Mayall the leaders found themselves in prison. 
Mr. K. M. Munshi, the member for University, resigned his 
seat on the Bombay Legislative Council and proceeded to 

Dandi to take an active part in the campaign. He was 
arrested and sentenced to six months' simple imprisonment 
and a fine of Rs. 200 on April 22. Then were arrested 
in turn Dr. Manubhai, Dr. Choit Ram, Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta, MI'. Mahadev Desai, 1I1essrs. Banker, Bhopatkar, 
D. V. Gokhale, Swami Anand, Jamnadas Dwarkadas and 
:Mrs. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya. 

In Bengal, Dr. Ganesh Chandra Banerjee was sentenc
ed to 2 J,2 years' rigorous imprisonment, and Dr. Prafulla 
Ghose and Mr. Premnath Banerjea to 2 Yllars' rigorous 
imprisonment. Messrs. W. N. Neogy, P. N. Dhar, Ilnd 
Prof. B. K. Bhattacbarya were also arrested and convicted. 

In Madras Mr. K. ~ageswara Rao, Editor of the 
Andhra Patrika, and Mr. T. Prakasam, Editor of the 
SW"I'ajya were both sentenced to varying terms and their 
place was taken up by Miss Dhurgabhai who was sub
sequently arrested at Vellore. 

In the Tamil Nadu Mr. C. Rajagopalachari marched 
with a band of hundt'ed volunteers to Vedaranyam where he 
was arrested and sentenced to six months. Mrs. Rukmani 
Lakshmipathy was also convicted a fortnight later. 

The movement was as active as ever in Andhra Desa, 
particularly all along the coast line. Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramaya 
and K<)nda Venkatappaya were arrested and sentenced 
soon after. In U. P. it was not long before the prison 
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claimea Mr. Mohanlal Saksena, Babu Sri Prakasa, !\Ioll .. 

Ahmed Zamankhan, Sardar Narbad Prasad Singh and 
,.tbers. 

WI nlE~ IN THE MOYEME~T 

tine remarkable feature of the situation was that 
wcmen more than ever participated in it. Groups of 
women were enlisted as \'olunteers for organizing the 

picketing of liquor Hhops and foreign cloth .hops in 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. In the latter city, Mrs. Ambalal 
SIll'"bhai, the wife of a leading mill·owner, organized a 

depntation to Gandhiji, her programme being the Swadeshi 
vow ann organization of the country for the boycott, 

British goods. 

Gandhiji himself, addressing a meeting of women ilJ 
village near Navsari, requested them not to take part in I: 

violation of the Salt Law. He observed; 

Women ought not to take part alongside of men In defence 
... It pan.. I still give credit to the Government that it will " 
make w .. r upon our women. It will be wrong on our. part 
provoke them into 80 doing. This is men '8 fight 80 long as t, 
Government will confine their attention to men. There will 
time enough for women to ~onrt assaults when the Government j, 

crosoed the limit. Let It not be said of us that men sought .h..!" 
behind women, well knowillg they wtll be .. f. If Ihey took WOIl' 

with them in what may be called. for want of a belter DR" 
~greHlllv8 noo·viole'lce. "~omen have, in the programme 
vt>Dtured to place belore them, enough work and to spare aod 
adventure aDd risk they may be capable of undertaking. 

VIOLENCE 

Gandhi had always insisted on carrying on the" w., 

fare" in '{uite a gentlemanly fashion. But all warfart· 
ugly. Mass civil disobedil'nce went on for & time witl,. 
a hitch. But law-breaking led to lurests, and al'rl'st, 
dl'monstration8 aod hartals, to be followpd in turo by t, 

ther arrests aod con8equent di8turbancea. Tbe .. fJOle tlii" 
&8 /pared by many, worked in a vicious circle. The ::)at, 
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grahis were by all accounts non-violent and observer! their 
~re It le~de"'8 cOlUlUinds with praiseworthy discipline, But 
a m~ss move,neat gathers all and slln'h'y, who without im
bibing tne sflirit of the movernent and of its g,'eat leader 
ar~ easily le,i astray by the e)(citement of conHict. And 
then th, m Ignitu,le of the concourse aor! the general unrest 
are just the occasion fo,' t118' emption of sporadic outhlll'.ts 
of violence by the rolvdies, [t was just the atmosphere of 
confusion in wnich the vagabontls plied their trarle with 
CO'llp~I'ative ea.e, And th~s~ distul'ballces hl\d to he quell
ed hy the I'0lic~ or the rnilitary, an 1 inv .. riably the inno
cent sulftl,'e I nlll the complaint hec .. me lou,j that the 
allthorities ha I u,ed more force than was neces lary or 
justifi Ihle, WllIltevHl' it was the happenings at Karachi, 
Patna, PdOnt, C"lclltta, Peshawal', Sholapur and Madras 
threw a hlL'i,1 light on the situ>ltion, "By their indiscri
minate b8>lting R.rl,l R.ssaults," sai,l Babu Rlljendrll Prasad 
addl'essiog a public meeting 00 the day followiog the inci
dent in Patna, "the authol'iti<ls had perhaps done more of 
propag>lnda and infused mo,'e spirit among the people than 
he could ever do by means of his speeches, Therefore, in 
this matter at 1M,t he R.dmitte,1 his defeR.I at the hands of 
the Government." 

So much for P<1tna, :\il', Gandhi l'efrlrring :to the 
KIl1'achi tragedy wrote: 

Brave young Dattatreya who is said to bave known nothing ot 
Satyagraha and being all athlete had merely gone to .. sht in 
keoping order, received a fatal bullet wound. Meghrej Revachand, 
18 years' old, has also succumbed to a bullet wound, Thu. did seven 
men, inCluding Jairamdas, receive bullet wouods. 

It was a gruesome tragedy io Peshawar where mllny 
persons were killed as a result of military firing 
following a disturbllOce in which two armoured cars were 
8"t fire to, 
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In Madras, police assault on the peaceful Satyagrahia 
on the morning of the 25th April was an equally gl'uesome 
spectacle. Then began the dispersal of a public meeting 
by armed sowars and police firing. 

Above all there was a most unexpected outbm'st of 
violence at Chitagong, where a number of young men 
armed witth revolvers made an attack upon thA police, 
killing six and wounding a few mon'. It was evident tbat 
this haa nothing to do with the Satyagraha movement, but 
it was most unfortunate it should have occurred at all. 

THE BENGAL ORDINANCE 

The Government of India consirlered the situation at 
an emergency meeting of the Execntive Council, ana thp 
Viceroy immediately issued an Ordinance renewing the 
Bengal Ordinance, which normally lapsed on April 23rd, in 
view of the grave happenings in Chittagong. Gandhiji, 
interviewed on the subject, saia that the Chittagong news 
made sad reading, and" silol\'s that there is "- large Or "
small body of men in Bengal, wilo flo not believe in non' 
violence as a policy or a creea", "If it i. an inaication, 
and not an isolated act," Ganahiji sairl, "it is a serious 
affair. But however serions tile situation becomes, there 
ean be no suspension of the fight. There C'iO be 00 re
tracing." Civil resisters, in hi. opinion, "must therefore 
:fight an unequ .. l struggle with the violence of the Govern
ment .. orl the violence of th"se who have no fllith in non
violence. " 

Mabatmaji himself wl'ltlng under the caption Rlm-!.
Regime reviewerl the outstanding event. and observed that 
" if Government neither arrest nor declare salt free, they 
will find people marching to be shot rather than Iw 

tortured. " 
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THE PRESS ORDINANCE 

While events were taking this untoward turn, H. E. the 
Viceroy promulgated on the 27th April another Ordinance 
reviving the powers of the Preds Act of 1910, with .certain 
amendments. His Excellency pointed out that many 
writings in the Press incited openly to violent and revolu
tionary action, others by consistent laudation of the civil 
disobedience movement, han encouraged a spirit of lawless
ness throughout the country. 

The ordinance was enforced with the utmost prompt
ness in Delhi, the Government demanding securities trom 
the principal papers. This was extended to papers in 
all the provinces with almost indecent haste. Some of 
these papers ceased publication, while others in deference 
to the decision of the Journalists' Oonference paid the 
1I6curities fOl' the first time and continued. It was a 
difficult and almost impos,ible situ'llion for nationalist 
papers and no wonder some newspapers including 
Mr. Gandhi's Young India, began to be issued in cyclostyle. 
Mr. Gan,l.hi in a pl'ess statem"nt declared: 

Revival in the form of an Ordinance of the Press Act, that was 
supposed to be dead was only to be expected and that, in its new 
form, the Act contains additional provisions making the whole piece 
deadlier than before. . 

Whether we realise it or not, tor some da.V8 past, we have 
been living under a veiled lorm 01 martial law. After all, what is 
martial law, if it is not the will of the commanding officer? For 
"the time being the Viceroy Is that officer and wherever he considers 
It desirable, he supersedes the whole 01 the law, both common and 
statute, and imposes ordinances on a people too submissive to resent 
-or resist them. I hope, however, the time for tame submission to 
dictation from the British rulers is gone for ever. 

I hope that the people will Dot be frightened by this ordinance. 
Pre8smen if they are worthy representatives of public opinion will 
not be frightened by the ordinance. Let us realise the wise dictum 
of Thoreau that it is difficult, under tyrannical rule, for honest men 
to be wealthy, and if we have decided to hand over our bodies 
without murmur to the authorities, let us al80 be equally ready to 
band over our property to them and not sell our souls. 
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I would therefore urge Pressmen and publishers to refuse tl} 
ful'oish security, and if they are called upon to do 80, either to cease 
publication or challenge the authorities to confiscate whatever they 
like. When freedom is actually knocking at our doors, and, whe .. 
for the sake of wooing it, Ihousands have suffered tortures, let it not 
be said of Press representatives that they were weighed and found 
wanting, They may confiscate the type and machinery. They will 
not confiscate the pen and still less the speech, but I recognise they 
can succeed in confiscating even these last two, but what they will 
never succeed in stifling what is after all the thing that matters, the 
thought of the nation, 

He subsequently directed the manager of his Navajivan 
press to allow it to be forfeited rather tban deposit security 
if security was demanded by the Government under the 
Press Ordinance. And, of course, in due conrse, Kava);,,, 
fell and with it the journals issued by that press, 

lIIR. PATEL'S RESIGNATION 

It was about this time too that President Patel resign. 
his otlice of speakership of the Assembly as well a, his 
membership. In his letter to His Excelleucy Lord Irwin, he 
declared that he would serve the countt·y better outside the 
Assembly by joining his countrymen in the "movement for 
freen.orn ". He also outlined the difficulties and obstacles. 
he had to contend with. "The Chair," he declared, "had 
been a bed of thorns for me all throughout." Hi& 
movements, he allegen, had been constantly watched and 
be har! been shadowed. During the last five years his 
health had been seriously impaired by ,trenuous work. 
" A man with weaker nerves," he dp,clared, "would have 
resigned long ago 0" become subservient to the bureau
cracy." He found that he had lain. down precedents ann. 
conventions which. in his opinion," might be a credit to 
any Assembly in the world". 

I would ask you to lay Aside in the larger interests of the respective 
c,)unrries all ctlnsideratioQ~ of prestige and lnvhe MI'. Gandh.i for a 
~ettlement. 
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Thus wrote Mr. Patel in the course of his second letter 
to the Viceroy, tendering his resignation. Mr. Patel in this 
letter reviewed the political situation in the country and 
recounted the advice that he constantly gave to the 
Viceroy, dwelling on the importance of the Congress in 
IndillIl politics. In concluding, he paid a warm tribute tn 
Lord Irwin. "You sincerely wish to solve India's problem," 
he said, 

your influence with all tbe parties in England is great .. · ....... .. 
If, therefore, you take coura.ge sod rise to the occasion, you will 
serve both India and England as no man has served in the past. 
II you tail, it must be India's good-bye to England. 

The Viceroy accepting the rflsignation refused to 
reply to all the allegations against the officers of his 
Government as "tbese charges bear on their face their 
own refutation ". He referred to l\k Patel's misunder
standings of events as flvident in his letter of resignation 
and he hoped that Mr. Patel "and his friends would 
realize the great harm they were doing to India by refusing 
the way of peace" for the solution of the country's political 
problems, 

GANDHI'S ACTIYlTIES 

:\Ieanwhile Mr. Gandhi's own activities continued un
abated. He travelled through the villages preaching inces
santly now against untouchability, now against drink, now 
urging the people to go on with Khadi work and the manu
facture of illicit salt, and calling upon the women to take 
the place of men in national service. At Olle place he 
asked the people to cut off all the palm trees in the village 
-himself inaugurating the ceremony of destruction by 
cutting at the root of olle-and he called u!-'on the viIlage 
officers to resign and join the national work. Addressing 
a meeting of women in Surat on May 4, Gandhiji said 
that they should not attend his meetings in future without 
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their taklis. They could spin the fine"t counts on the 
taklis. Women of Surat had to atone for the admission 
of f~reign cloth through the port of Surat. At the same 
place he called upon the caste p8nchayats to obs~rve their 
pledge to abstain from drink. At Navsari however he 
warned the people against the social boycott of Government 
officials. "Kaira District appears to have become the 
theatre of war in Gujarat," wrote Gandhiji in an article 
in Savajivan. 

People have preserved peace but tbere are Bnger and malice 
and therefore violence in tbeir intensive social boycott. Tbey 
censure and harrass Government ufficers in small matters. They 
will not succeed in this manner. 'Ve should expose the evils of the 
offices of Mamlatdars, l"ozdars, etc., but we should not harbour j nger 
towards Mamlatdars and Fozdars. There should be sweelness and 
respect in our intense boycott. Otherwise there win be riots some 
day. Mamlatdar and Fozdar etc. will cross tbe limit. Fozdar is 
already said to bave crossed the limit. Wbat wonder if tbe people 
crossed the limit? Similarly if some abuse, how can they blame 
t.hose who resort to blows? 

People of Kaira District should take a warning and enforce bo,. 
cott within limits. I have Indicated for instance boycott of village 
officers should be with regMd to their office oDly. Their order 
should Dot be obeyed but their food supplies should Dot be 
stopped. They sbould Dot be ejected from their bouses. If we are 
not capable 01 doing this we should give up tbe boyeo~t. 

Gandhiji was then drafting his second letter to the 
Viceroy and had also announced his intention of raiding 
the s .. 1t works of Dharsana and ehhar wada. 

THE ARREST 

It waS obvious that Gandhi's arrest was only a ques· 
tion of time. The Government of India had made up its 
mind to put a stop to his activities, a view in .. hich the 
Home Government had no hesitation in concurring. But 
the whole affair was kept confidential .. no. not until :\Ir. 
Gandhi was actually removed to Yerravada on the morning 
of the 5th, was it known that the arrest had taken place. 
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I .. , ,,: IHidoight on the 4th May, Gandhiji was uff'sted 
tn his camp at K.radi. Describing the RTr~8t. \lira Bai 
(Misl Slade) used the illnguage of the Biblp. 

At dead of night, Ilk,· thieves they came to slAl.1 him .... y. 
For, 'wh~n the:1' .ought to lay bold on him, they feared the rnu Itt
til d •• , becall.e they took him for a prophet.' 

It would appear that tIll., District MAgistrate and I1ia
trict Superintendent of Police with the Dl'puty Superintl'n
dent of Police aod about 20 armed policpmpn procl'l'ded 
from .Jalalpur to Kllrarli and reRched then., at 12·45. They 
proceeded straight with the help of a flashlight torch to 
the cot wher" Mr. Gandhi was fllst 8811'''1'' They directed 
the flashlight on Mr. I+andhi, who woke up. Pulicpmen 
Inrrouoded Mr. Gaodhi's cot. lIfr. Gllodhi ashd if they 
waoted him. The District Magistrate replied io the affir
mative aod sairl: .. ". e have orders to place you uodl'r 
an-est. " 

!'tfr. Gandlli iO(luired if they minded bis cleaning his 
teeth. Thl' District Police Snperintendpnt replied tbat be 
had no objection. While Mr. Ganrlhi W88 thus pogaged in 
applying SRlt tn his teeth with Il brush, his "vulunteers" 
ulemhled. Mr. Gandhi a.ked tbe Oiatrict Magistrate if 
be would It't him know tbe cbargtl under whirh he was 
·.rrested. The District Magistrate tben read out lhf' warrllnt. 

A. Government views with alarm the aettvitleo 01 Mr. M. K. 
Oandhi, they direct that h. should he placed under reatraint UDder 
Regul.tlon 25 of 1827 and suffer Imprl80nment during the pl.uu", 
of the Government and b. ImmedIately removed to Yerrnada 
Central Jail. 

Mr. Gandbi tbanked tbe District Magistrate and w~nt 
.IIol1t hi. morning routine. It WaS by thia time nf'arilllt 
1 A.M., and the District Magiatrate requested Mr. Gandhi to 
.peM up. Mr. Gandbi was 800n ready to go. He hlln.tpd 
"'I'r 1\ l~tt"r which h~ bad written to 11 
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and some other letters to one of his ,. volunteers ,. and he 
took his two b.&gs, and a tflkli. Before Mr. Gandhi 
departed, his "volunteers" bade Lim fal·ewell. By this 
time it was ten minutes past one and lIr. Gandhi was 
placed in a motor lorry, accompanied by policemen. 

He was then taken to Borivli near Bombay by train 
and thence by motor car to Yen'dvada prison. By special 
favour of the authorities two newsp~per correspolldpnts, the 
late :\'lr. Ashmead-Bartlett, repl'esenting the London T-IP.
!Jl'ilph, and Mr. Negley Farson the correspondent of an 
American paper, were present at a level crossing \\' lwn 
Mahatmaji was taken down from the train. Descr;' 
the same with true historic perception, Ashmead-Bar' 
wrote: 

There was something intensely dramatic in the atmo~I' 
while we were waiting for the train, for we all felt we wert:' 
eye-witnesses of II. scene which may become historical-this arrest 
of a. prophet, falsc or true. For, false or true, Gandhi is noW' 
regarded a8 a holy maD and s .. int by millions of Indians_ Who 
knows whether, ODe hundred years from now, he may be worship
ped as a supreme being by 300,000,000 people. We conld noi 
shake off these thoughts and it seemed iocongruous to be at a level 
crossing at dawn to take the prophet into custody 

HIS MESSAGE 

Before the anest, however, r:andhiji had rlictak' 
Danoi what may be called his last message in whiclJ 
expressed his satisfaction at the way Gnjarat had resl' 
ed to his call. 

If such an auspicivus beginning is carried to, hs full conclusioD, 
complete Swaraj is a certainty and India will have set to the whole 
world an example worthy of her. Swaraj obtained without sacrifioe, 
never endures. People may have, th erefore, to make endless sacri
fices. In real sacrifice there 18 only oue-sided sufrering, that,l. 
without killing others one has to die. May India accomplish thl. 
Ideal! At present, the self-respect and everything of India are con
cealed in a handful of salt. The first may be broken, but it .,h,,, 
never be opened. 

* * * 
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After I am arrested, neither the people nor my colleagues 
.bould be daunted. The conductor of this fight is God and not I. 
Re dwells in the heart of all. If we have faith in us, God will 
certainly lead us. Our path is fixed. Whole villages should Come 
forward to pick or manufacture salt. Women ,hould picket liquor 
and opium shops and foreign cloth shops. In every house young 
and old should begin spinning on lakli and heaps of yarn should 
b. daily woven. Therc should be bonfires of foreign cloth. Hindus 
-should regard none as untouchables. Hindus, Mahomedans, Parsis 
and Christians all should heartily embrace one another. The major 
c.ommunities should be satisfied with what remains after satisfaction 
of minor communities. Students should leave Government schools, 
and Government servants should resign and be employed in the 
aervice of the people like brave pate Is and talatis who have 
re,igned. Thus shall we easily complete Swaraj. 

MRS. GANDHI 0)11 THE ARREST 

Interviewed by the Associated Press, Mrs. Gandhi 
-aid: 

Bapu has been removed, but his removal will in no way 
i1amper the great task of winning India's freedom undertaken by 
him. It the nation sincerely followed Bapu, they should carryon 
the work with double vigour. Lawyers should now leave the courts, 
and women should justif, the faith reposed in them by Bapujl, and 
shonld leave no stone unturned in the boycott of foreign cloth and 
abolliion of the drink evil. I fervently hope thai India will 
show her mettle, and give a fitting reply to the Government's 
un warranted action. 

MRS. )IIAIDU O~ GANDHI'S ARREST 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, in a statement to the Pre88 on 
.\rabatma Gandhi's anest, said: 

A powerful Government could have paid no more splendid 
triuute to the far-re.ching power of Mahatma Gandhi than by the 
manner of his arrest and incarceration without trial under the most 
arbitrary law on their statute book. It is really immaterial that the 
fragile and ailing body of the Mahatma is imprisoned behind stone 
walls and ,teel bars. It is the least essential part of it. The man 
and his message are Identical and his message i8 the living heritage 
of the natiun to-day and will continue to influence the thought and 
aclion of the world unfettered and unchallenged by the mandate 01 
the most autocratic Government of tbe earth, 

THE AFTER~IATH OF THE ARREST 

The an-est of Mahatma Gandhi naturally created con
siderable excitement, 'not only in India but all over the 
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world. It was followed by spontaneous demonstrations of 
sympathy from one end of tbe country to the other. It 
was the signal for a voluntary and complete hartal in 
Bombay, Calcutta and several other places. The day after 
the arrest, the hartal was even more wide-spread. In 
Bombay, a huge procession was taken out, and a public 
meeting in the evening had to be addressed from seven 
different platforms. About 40 out of the 80 mills had to 
be inactive, because over 50,000 men had come out in 
protest. The workmen of the G.I.P. and tbe B.B. and C.1. 
Workshops also came out and joined the hart.a!. The cloth 
merchants decided on a six days' hartal to indicate their 
disapprov~1 of the arrest. In Poona, where Gandhiji was 
interned, the hartal was complete. Resignations from 
bonorary offices and from the services were announced at 
frequent intervals. Troubles were brewing at one or two 
places, thougb on the whole the country had imbibed 
Mabatmaji's teachings rather astonishingly. The disturb
ances in Sholapur resulting in the burning of six Police 
Cbaukies led to police firing in which 25 were 
killed and about a hundred wounded. In Calcutta, 
though the hartal was peaceful in the City, there were dis
turbances at Howrah where the police opened fire; at 
Panchannantala, a crowd which tried to hold up a train was 
fired upon by the police and fifteen were injured. Section 
144 was at once promulgaten at Howrah, and numerous 
arrests were made. There was firing also in Delbi, fol
lowing the refusal of a crowd to disperse. Under Section 
144, all assemblies of more than five were prohibited. 

PROTESTS IN OTHER PARTS OF TIlE WORLD 

But Gannbiji's arrest bad a world-wide interest, 
Indians engaged in business in Panama called a 24-hour
sympathetic' hartsl '. A similar step was taken by Indians 
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on the east coast of Sumatra, who wired to the Viceroy 
and the Clmgress regretting Mr. Gandhi's arrest. .\<'rench 
papers were full of Gandhi and his doings. The boycott , 
movement had a repercussion in Germany also where 
textile exporters were advised by their agents in India to 
sll'pend exports. Reuter reported that Saxon manufac
turers of cheap printed cotton goods were particularly hard 
hit. The Indian community of Nairobi declared a ' hartal ' 
in consequence of the arrest. 

AMERICAN SYMPATHY 

:lfeanwhile, an intlnentially signed message was cabled 
to Mr. Ramsay MacDonald by 102 American clergymen of 
various denominlltions urging him to seek an amicable 
settlem"nt with 11k Gandhi and the Indian people. Signa
tures were collected by Dr . .John Haynes. Holmes, New 
York, and the message appealed to the Prime Minister in 
tbe interests of Britain, India, and the world to avoid the 
tragedy of a conflict which would mean catastrophe for all 
mankind. 

The signatories refused to believe that Mr. Mac 
Donald, representing principles of freedom, democracy and 
brotherhood, could find it impossible to negotiate with 
Mr. Gandhi and make peace with the spiritual ideals he 
so sublimely embodies. 

THE LIBERAL MOVE 

The Government of India was no doubt keenly alive 
to the seriousness of the situation. H. E. the Viceroy 
interviewed tbe Liberal leaders, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
and Sir Chimanlal Setalvad at great length. The Council 
9f the Liberal }<'ederation met at Bombay to consider the 
political situation and leading Liberlils gave expression to 
the urgent need for another annonncement from the 
Viceroy fixing the early date of the Round Table Coofer-

9 
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ence. But the ,lay before the meeting of the All-Parties' 
Conference and the Council of the Libpral Fed .. ratioD, 
H. E. mad" another important announcement and released 
for publication his correspomlence with the Prime Minister. 
The Council of the Federation also issued a statement on 
the situation. The Council, while unequivocally condemn
ing the civil disobedience movement, urged the Viceroy to 
speed up the preparations for the Round Table Conference 
for the discllssion of Dominion Status. It stressed the 
importance of the Government 
innicating t.he terms of reference Rood the scope of the Round Table 
Conference in order that even at this stage those who keep aloof 
may join hands with the Liberals and other Parties who are pro
ceeding to the Conference. 

It further laid stress 
on the simultRoeOlls cessation of civil disobedience and the initia
tion of active conciliation on the part of the Government to be mani
fested by the release of those whose freedom has been restrained 
for political reasons, and the taking of all political Parties into 
Government's tull confidence. 

J,OIW IRWIN'S ANNOl'NCE~IENT 

In the comse of a statement announcing the date of 
the Round Table Conference, His Excellency the Viceroy 
reviewed the course of political events since his announce
ment of November 1, reiterated his desire to continue his 
work for India despite the many lamentable happenings, 
and concluded with the remark: 

Our purpose remains unchanged. Neither my Government nor 
His Majesty's Government will be deflected by these unhappy events 
from our fh'm determination to abide by the policy I w ..... privileged 
to annOUDce on November last. 

After reviewing the developments in this country since 
October 1 \129 and pointing ont how his warning to Mr, 
Gandhi against the consequences of a campaign of civil 
disobedience had been proved by recent riots, Lord Irwin 
declared that steps were heing taken to arrange for the 
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assembling in London of the represen'a!iv6s at the Round 
Table Conference. His Excellency adden, "I have learnt 
to love India too well to relax my efforts to assist what I 

hold to be the natllral and true development of her political 
life," and emphasised that no settlement can be considered 
satisfactory which did not carry the consent of, and give a 
sense of security to, the important communities who will 
have to live under the new constitution. 

THE WORKING COMMITTEE'S DECISION 

But, in the meanwhile, the Congress Working Com
mittee met at Allahab'ld and expressed its abiding faitb in 
civil disobeilience. It chalked out the lines to follow in the 
"{)lI1ing weeks anil recommended in its resolutions: 

(1) Civil Disobedience Campaign to continue; 
(2) Complete boycott of foreign cloth; 
(3) Inauguration of 11 no-tax campaign j 

(4) Weekly breaches of the Salt Law; 
(~) BOyCott ot' British Banking, Insurance, Shipping and 

other institutions j 

(6) Picketing of liquor shops; 
(7) Delegation of tull powers to Pundit Motilal Nehru. 

In the meanwhile, ~It-. Abbas Tyahji who took up 
Mahatmaji's place 'is leader of the Salt Satyagrabis was 
arrested on the 12th April. 

Mrs. Naidu who had proceeded to Allahabad to attend 
,the Working Committee meeting, on hearing of Mr. Tyabji's 
arrest, hurried to Dhal'sana, in fulfilment of her promise to 
Mr. Gandhi and continued to direct the raid. Sbe and ber 
batch of volunteers, who had pursued a policy of " wait and 
see" for over 24 hours, were formally arrested on 16th 
morning, taken out of the police cordon and then released. 

After the first batch had left tbe prohibited area a few 
volunteers, taking advantage of the fact that the majority of 
tbe police party had moved out to the lunch camp leavi!lg 
only a handful to keep watcb, rushed towards the salt 
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mounds. They werp chased out, and in the SCUmE', a few 
volunteers were injured. The same evening over 220 
voluntE'ers were arrested by the police on a chargE' of being 
members of an unlawful assembly and were detained in 
the segregation c~mp at Dharsana. 

According to the decision of the Bombay Congrps8 
Committee, a large number of volunteers converged on the 
Wad ala salt works 00 the 18th morning. The' raid' was 
frustrated by the prompt action of tbe policl'. who, armed 
with revolvers, arrested over 400 of the Satyagrahis. Tbere 
was an exciting ehabe after a batch of tbe arrested persons, 
who had broken loose from the police cordon and (Jaabed 
out for Wadala, but were also soon rounded up. 

THE Et"FECT OF THE ~IOVEMENT 

Tbe r"percussions of the movement in the country 
were plain enough. To take a single instance, largely owing 
to tbe civil disobec1iellce campaign, the Bombay Govern
ment was faced witb a Budget deficit of Rs. 1 ~ crores. 
whereas they had estimated a smplns of Rs. 1 lakh. 

There was also a fall in excise revenue of R". 
lakhs and a decrease of Hs. 16 lakhs from forests; Rs. 
I.khs of laud reveuue remaiued uncollected. 

But its efftlct on the London market and in tbe malH" 
factHring centres in England was even more pronounced. 
The Free Press Correspondent, writing 01 the effect of the 
boycott movement, observed: 

Siue. tb. attack s •• ms to be concentrated on the te;ttile goods, 
it is here tbat the effectiveness ot the movement is most visibly 
lelt. But wb"t worries manufacturers is Dot 80 much the feeling 
that thty would ultimately lose the Indian morket as the fear that 
the existing contracts would either not be fulfilled or would be 
cancelled. The tendency to cancel the present orders seems to b. 
on the increase, and the Manchester CorreBpondent of The Daily 
Mail says, "The lat •• t news trom India is likely to bring Lanea
ob1re's radian trade to a complete stannstill. Already 'pinning .... 111. 
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and weaving sheds are closing down indefiuitely and thousands of 
operatives a.re joining the ranks of the unemployed." 

Thus nobody, least of all the Viceroy and the Secret .. ry 
of State for India, could believe that the trouble was all 
over with the arrest. It would appear that they were forced 
to it rather painfully. It is easy enough for the ignorant or 
the reactionary Press in England, as in India, to goad th41 
Government on to acts of repression. Hut they forgot that 
the Mahatma himself, wbpn free, is a great force working 
fQr peace. :\lr. Henn and Lord Irwin knew that there could 
be no peace ill the country until the w hole problem of the 
Indian constitution was discu;se.1 de novo and a settlement in 
conformity with the legitimate aspirations of the people 
arrived at. Hence it was that, in reply to qnestions in the 
House of Commons on the morrow of the arrest, Mr. 
Wedgwood Benn emphasi8ed "that the invitations to 
Indian leaders for the Round Table Conference still stood 
despite anything that has happened ". 

THE SALT RAlDl'l 

Meanwhile successive meetings of the Working (Jom
mittee decided to continue the programme aod the raid was 
to go on. A mass raid at Dharsana took place 00 the 21st of 
May, when 2,500 voluDteerll from all parts of Gujerat took 
part in it. They were lea by Imam Saheb, the 62·year8 
old colleague of Gandhiji in South Africa. The volun
teers commenced the raid early in the morning, and a9 
they attacked the salt heaps at different places, the police 
charged jhem with lalhis (bamboo sticks) and beat them 
hack. Thousands witnessed the spectacle. After this had 
gone on for two hours, the leaders, Mes8r8. Imam Saheh, 
Pyarilal and Manilal Gandhi were arrested and later Mrs. 
Sarojini Naidu a180. The total number of injured volun
teers on that day was 290. One injured volunteer, Mr. 
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Hhailalbhai Dajabhai, died from the effects of the IDJurleB. 
The police, with the help of the military, then practically 
isolated Dharsllna and Vntadi by blocking the main road 
leading to these places and preventing IIny car or pedes· 
trian from going along it. All the volunteer. who were 
camping at Untadi were taken to some unknown destina· 
tion and later'released. 

Two batches of volunteers numhering 'about 200 were 
led on the 3rd June from Untadi camp to raid the Dhar
sana salt depots. Both were held up by the police whp, 
when tbe crowd entered the prohibited area, charged 
them with latbis. The injured men wt're tak!'n to tbe camp 
hospital. 

WADALA RAIDS 

A succession of raids were also made on tLe Wadala 
Salt depot. On tht' 22nd, 118 volunteers were arrested 
and taken to Worli. On the 25th, 100 volnnteers were 
accompanied by a huge crowd of 2,000 spectators. The 
police charged them with lathis, injuring 17, and later 
arrested 115 of them. The raid lasted two hours. It was 
continued in the aft!'rnoon wheu 18 more were injured 
by police lathis. On the 25th, about a dozen were injured, 
and among them the airman Kabali. On the 26th, 
6:) volunteers were afi .. ld and 43 of them were arrested. 
The rest with the crowd got off with the salt. An official 
Press Note stated that the disturbances tLat had so far 
taken place, had been caus~d largely by tbe sight seers 
who were, unlike the volunteers, not disciplined. 'l'he Note 
warned the puhlic to keep away from Wad ala while the 

raids were in progress. 

But the most demonstrative raid was to come off au 
the 1st .Tune for which ilie War Council was diligently 
preparing. On the morning of the 1st, nearly 15,000 
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\"olunteers and non-volunteers participated In the great 
mass action ~ t 'Yadala. 

Successive batches marched up to the Port Tmst level 
crossing and the swelled crowd were held up there by the 
police cordon. Soon the raiders among whom were 
women and children broke through the cordon, splashed 
through slime anel mud, and ran over the I'a.!.. Congress 
raiders numbering about 1.-,0 were slightly injured. The 
raiders were repulseil by the police who were acting under 
the immediate supervision of the Home Me'llber. 

Serious trouble endiog in two police charges and the 
caliing out of the military to cope with the situation occur
red at the 'Yorli Det~ntion Camp on the 3rd .rune when, 
about d thou<and uuiler-trial Wadala "Raiders" were 
involved in II brush with the police resulting in about 
ninety casualties, twenty-five of them being seriol1s. 

ORDINANCES GALORE 

Meanwhile the Viceroy issued two more Ordinances in 
order to check the inauguration of no-tax campaign, tho 
picketing of foreign cloths and liquor shops and the social 
boycott of Government servants. These were called the 
Unlawful Instigation Ot'dinlloce and the Prevention of 
Intimidation Ordinance. Each of them was accompanied 
by a personal statempnt by the Viceroy, who set out his 
reasons for such extraordinary legislation. The new 
Ordinances were at once applied, by notification, t.:J the 
Provinces of Bombay, ll~ngal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa 
and the North-west Froutier i the Instigation Ordinance 
alone was extended to the Pnnjab. 

En;,wITNESSES' STATEMENT 

But the way in which the raiders were dealt with by 
the police caused considerable public indignation and • !,rotests. On-lookers were aghast at the gruesome 
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spectacle. Mr. Hussain, ex-Judge, Small Causes Court, 
Bomb"y, Mr. K. Natarajlln and Mr. G. K. Devadhar, 
President, Servants of India Society, who personally watch
ed tbe Dbarsana raid, issued a statement in which tbey 
said that: 

They saw with their own eyes thai after Satyagrahi. were 
driven out of the Salt boundary, mounled European Sowaro rode al 
full'gallop witb lathl. in their hand. heating people between the 
.pot where Satyagrahi. had reached ror raid and Ihe village IlIIelf. 
They actually galloped full spe.d through the slreets of the village 
scatlering men, women and children. Village.. ran into bye-lanes 
and closed thems.lve. in hOll.... But if, by accident, Ihey were 
unable to escape, they were beaten with lathls. 

Mr. 'Vebb Miller, writing to tbe New FI'eeman express
ed abhorrence of tbe sigbts at Dharsana. 

In eighteen year. of reporting in twenty-two countries, durln~ 
which I have witnessed innumerable civil disturbances, rio't8, street 
fights and rebellions, I have never witnessed such harrowing scenes 
.. s at Dhar.an&. Somelimes the scenes were so palntul thaI 1 bad 
to turn away momentarlly. One surprising feature was the disci
pline of the volunteers. It seemed they were thoroughly imbued 
with Gandhi's non-violenoe creed. 

MR. SLOCOMBE'S IMPRESSIONS 

Mr. George Slocombe, 
Daily Herald, London, was 
of the Salt raids. 

the representative of the 
also an eye-witu.ss to some 

I watched the events trom an observation-post on one of the 
rocky hill. which ring in Wadala. 

It was humiliating tor aD Englishman to stand among the 
ardent, friendly, but deeply moved crowd of volunteers and sym
pathizers and watch the representatives of the couutQ's administra
tion engaged in this ludicrous, embarrassing business. 

'rhe scenes that he witnessed burnt themselve~ into his 
mind, and like a true evangel he was groping fur Ii way out 
of the impasse. It ".V~s now that he achieved a journalistic 
eoup more impressive and certainly more fruitful tban 
Mr. Bartlett's intl'rview at the R~ilway level em,sLng. On 
May 20, Mr. Slocombe saw Mr. Ganrl~i in Yen'avada .Jail 
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"wi wrute a masterly despatch to his paper-a despatch 
which disturbed the slumbers of the House of the Commons 
and threw the Tory 
fury. It was ID 

announced that 

press ioto a paroxism of chagrin snd 
that despatcb that 1\1r. Slocombe 

even at this critical hour, a settlement is possible and Mr. Gandhi 
Is prepared to recommend to the Congress a suspension of the 
civil disobedience movement and co-operation with the Rounil Table 
Conference on the following terms; 

(1) The terms at reference of the Round Table Conference to 
Include the framing of 1\ constitution giving India the substance of 
tndependence. . 

(2) Satisfaction to be granted to Mr. Gandhi's demands for the 
repeal of the salt tax, prohibition of liquor and the ban on foreign 
cloth. 

(3) An amnesty for prisoners convicted of political otIences, 
to coincide with the end of the civil disobedience campaign. 

(4) The remaining seven points raised in Mr. Gandhi's letter 
10 the Viceroy to be len for future discussion. 

And Mr. Slocombe pertinently asked; 
Is the Government prepared to make honourable peace with 

him '! Negotiation is ,till possible and after my two meetings with 
Mr. Gandhi in prison, I am convinced that conciliation will be met 
with conciliation but that violence on either side will compel 
surrender of the other, Incalculable disaster may yet be avoided 
·by the fra.nk recognition that the imprisoned Mahatma now 
I.Dcaroates the very t!oul of India. 

A WEEK'S WAR NEWS 

But the authorities were then in no mood to listen to 
this counsel. Government was bent On breaking the back 
of the Civil Oisobedience movement-and its method was 
simplicity itself. It was to clap all the leading men of the 
Congress in prison and literally to beat down the ranks. 
As 'lVe have seen Abbas 'l'yabji followed Gandhi to prison. 
Mrs. Sar~jini who took hi8 place was arrested on the ~3rd 
June, aDd Pandit Motilal Nehru on the 30th. ValJ.bhai 
Patel and Pandit Maraviya found themselves in prison on 
the 3rd Angust folio wing a sensational trial. Abdul Kalam 
Alad, the next president, was clapped on the 21st, and 
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Mr. V. J. Patel aod Dr. Aosari 00 the 25th; aod iodeed, 
tbe whole Workiog Committee was declared illegal 00 

the 2Gth. 

What with orrlioaoce, galore aorl lathi 'charges the 
atmosphere was one 01 otter gloom and desolAtioo. All 
the vocabulary of the war was io full ust'. The preu 
reported of "newB from the froot" and "war couocils" 
were carryiog 00 in "very province. A "pecimeo diary 
of a" week's WAr news" tor Augost 1 !130 will give sorne 
idea of the situation io the cOUDtry. Her .. i, the d .. pressiog 
r('lcord : 

Working Committee d«lared unlawful In Bengal, Blbar, 
Bomb.y, C. P., Deihl and M.dr..... On the arT.sl and oonvlclioa 
of Ibe memben of the Working Commillee which me' at Deihl, 
a fresh Committee baa been formed In "hleh there are .Ix NUMllm· 
and ab Rtnd'18 wllh Choudbry Kh.llg·l!z·Zaman .. Presldenl. 

AJMER:-Securlty demanded 01 'Jal" Sudharak Pr.· 
Coavlctlon: Shrl Sbanlld.vi. 

BENOAL :-Securlty demanded of 'Indl. To·MorTOw'. F" 
.t !;hyam Sundarpur. ConvlctloD.: ~ women and 2~ men. 

BIHAR :-Lathl cbarge at Pakaur. Ramalakhan Sinha ., 
K. SInha of O.ya Jan bave pa .. ed away. CODviction.: 109 I', 

BOMBAY:-War Council arre.ted. Peshawar Patel COlli 
Cee Report proscribed. !;ecurlty demanded of' fte Ghadl ~: 
COllvictions: 105 men. 

C. P. :-Latbi charge at Anja.lpur. FtrlDg In Shabpur. CO" 
Uno!: 47. 

DELHI :-Securley dema.ded of' AI.'. CODvlct!ODS: 
women and 79 men. 

GF.JARAT:-Securltv demanded 01' Raj .. tban'. Lathl charg-.·, 
at Barwala and Nadlad. f'lriDg at Ode, one killed. HUDter 
lasLes to political prlsonen at Nadiad. Convictions: 42 men. 

KARNATAK :-Convlctlons: l·U men. 
MADRAS :-Latbl charj{e at Udamalpet, Kodur and Tinnevelly, 

and on political prisoners ot Rajmandri .Tail. Convicriond: 36 meo. 
U. P. :-Congress organiSAtions declared unlawful. Lathl 

cbarge at Sanlier and Bulandskow. Convictions: Maulan" 
A. It. Azad and 70 others. 

THE SAI'Rl'·.JAYAKAR NEGOTIATIONS 

It was at this time and under such circumstanc", ti,,' 

~ir Tej Bahadnr Sapru and Mr. M. R. Jayakar llu<iert, " " 
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ttl" very delicate and difficult task of negotiating a settle
ment of outstanding differences between tbe Congress and 
Government. Sir Tej Babadur rightly tbought that such a 
settlpment would facilitate Congress repl'esentation at the 
enming Round Table Conference, and he set about the 
business (as be said subse'luently) at tbe instance of Borne 
leading Congressmen. The documents and correspondence 
relating to the Peace Negotiations were released on the. 
5th September, ann we must here be content with a brief 
precis of them. 

The basis of the negotiations was two statements by 
Pandit Motilal Nehru: 

I. The Pandit's interview with Mr. George Slocombe 
on .June 20. 

II. )1r. Slocombe's statement submitten to Pundit 
Motilal and approved by him. 

On tbe basis of these documents Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru and Mr. Jayakar requested the Vicer"), in their 
letter of July 13 to afford them facilities to see Mr. Gandhi, 
Pandit Motilal and Pandit .Jawaharlal in gaol, without any 
gaol officer being present. Lord Irwin's reply, giving 
them the desired permission, reiterated the statement that 
he had emhodied in his speech to the Central Legislature, 
indicating' his attitude to the constitutional issue. 

~IR. UANDHI'S NOTES TO THE NEHIWS 

The two peace interrnpriiarips had long conversations 
with Mr. Gandhi in Yerravada gaol on July 2::1 and 24. 
The outcornl' of the talks was that he gave a note and " 
letter to bl' handed over to the Nehrns in Naioi gaol at 
Allahabao. The Note,. among other things, urged: 

I. That the Conference be restricted to a discussion of the 
.afeguards that may he necessary In connection wid. full s.lf
j!overnment during tIle period of transition. 
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, II, Simultaneous calling off 01 civil disobedience and tbe 
witbdrawal of tbe Ordinances and release of Satyagraba and 
political prisoners. 

Further, Mr. Gandhi stated that he would reserve to 
himself 

tbe lib.erty ot testing every Swaraj scheme by its ability to 
the object underlying the 11 points mentioned in my letter 
Viceroy. 

satisiy 
to the 

The letter to Pandit Motilal stated 
Jawaharlal's must he the final . " VOIce, 

that "Pandit 
und that he 

(Mr. Gandhi) "should have no hesitation in supporting 
any stronger position (thail that adopted in the note) up to 
the letter of the Lahore resolutioll." 

But the Nahrus pitched their demands a trifle too high 
and in their note to Gandhiji expressed their doubts as 
to the wisdom of lowering their standard. 

They also felt that "we are unlikely to achieve any
tbing (lit the R. T. C.) unless an agreement on all vital 
matters is previously arrived at". And then Gandhi 
wrote his revised terms which he gave to Mr. ,Iayakar 
in the first week of August, declaring: 

(1) No constitutional scheme would be acceptable to Mr. 
Gandhi which .lid not contain a clause allowing India the right to 
secede from the Empire at her desire and another clause which 
gave the right and power to India to deal satisfactorily with 
his eleven points. 

(2) The Viceroy should be made aware of this position. Mr. 
Gandhi would also insist at the Conference on a claus~ giving India 
the right to have examined by an independent tribunal all the 
British claims and concessions given to Britishers in the past. 

CONGRESS LEADERS' !'lOTE 

The next event was the joint interview in YelTavada 
gaol on the 14th and lflth August, between Mr. Jayakar and 
Dr. Sapru on the one side, and )Ir. Gandhi, Mrd. Naidu, 
Mr. Daulatram, the Nehrus and Dr. Syed Mahmud, on the 
other. The result was a letter sign~d by the Congress 
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leaders in the comse of which they said among othf'!' 
things: 

The following is the utmost response It is possible for u" 
to make to your friendly endeavour: 

The language used by the Viceroy in the reply given to your 
letter about the Conference is too vague to enable us to assess 
its value nor Rfe we in a position to !Say anything authoritative 
without reference to a properly constituted meeting of the Working 
Committee of the Con!rress and if 'neceosary the A,I.C.C.: but 
for us individually nu solution will be sati.factory unless (a) it 
recognizes, in as many words, the right of India to secede at will 
from tbe British empire; (I,) it gives to India complete National 
Government responsible to her people, including control uf the 
Defence forces and eCODOfTlic control, and covers all the eleven 
points raised in Gandhiji's letter to the Viceroy, and (0) it gives 
to India the right to refer. if necessary, to independent tribunal 
luch British claims, concessillDS and the like, iQclllding the so·called 
public debt of India, AS may seem to the National Government to 
be unjust or not in the interest of the people of India, 
. .iYote :-Such adlustmt'nts as may be necessitated in the inter

est.. of India during tbe transference of power to he determined by 
India!~ chosen representatives. 

The negotiators then interviewed the Viceroy between 
the 25th and 27th Augnst. His Excellency, while appre
ciating the spirit in which they had undertaken the work, 
declared: 

I do not think any uselul purpose *ould be served by my 
attempting to deal in ~etail with the suggestions they made, and 
I must Iran kly say I regard the discussion on the basis 01 the 
proposals contained. in the letter as impossible. 

Thus ended the Saprn-.Jayakar negotiations to whicb 
the country was looking forward with hopes for a settle
ment. 

THE FAITXRE OF NEGOTIATIONS 

The failure of the negotiations came as a rude shock 
and disappointment to the country at large. While Dr. 
Sapru and Mr .. Tayakal', in conformity with the recognised 
etiquette on such occasions, kept a dignified silence, Liberal 
leaders felt sorely aggrieved by the prospect of the 
indefinite continuance of impasse and the strain on the 
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country consequent on the rigorous application of ordinances 
resulting in the Ineek and helpless sufferings of the people. 
Even some of the advanced nationalists did not quite 
approve of the intransigence of the Congressmen. 

Thus tbe Jfalimtta, tbe leading organ of the Tilak 
School of Nationalists, while holding that the major portion 
of the responsibility for the failtn'(i of the peace negotiations 
rested on the Government, severely criticised tlw Congress 
leaders for shifting tbe basis of negotiations. It pointed out 
that in the first letter Mahatma Gandhi did not refer to the 
right of secession or to the question of the public debt of 
India. ' It was an after-thought and inserted in his second 
note.' I t wrote: 

In hrief, the Congress leaders, by their unpractical extrava
gance, and probably by their lack of the exact perception of the 
political situatioD, have, to our mind, lost a golden opportunity of 
compromise. We do not believe that the country would have 
Buffered by the compromise. On the contrary, it h; our conviction 
that the nation would have been better braced up for any other 
political movement, if necessity fJr the same arose later. The 
movement of the Congress was indeed pre-eminently successful. 
The condllct of the Government had even certified that snccess. 
But the fact, as it seems to us and as it would be found to be correct 
1n course of time, is that though the victory was won on the battle
iield, it ha. now at least been lost on the peace-table_ 

Undeterred by the failure of tbese efforts, Mr. Horace 
G. Alexander, Professor of International Relations at 
Selly Oak College, took upon himself the seemingly 
impossible task of bringing about a mpproch{ment by 
further efforts at negotiation and sought interviews with 
the Viceroy in Simla and ]\11'. Gandbi in jail. Recording 
his impressions of his interview with the august prisoner 
and the possibility of a common factor in the tangle of 
dissensions, he pointed out subsequently in an article in the 
Spectator that: 

Phrases like' Dominion Status' and' Federation' mean little 
to him. He wants to know what the functions and powers of a 
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Dominion are to be, and who is to have effective control of the 
essential services in any federation. Unlike many of his tell ow
countrymen, it is not the prestige of a higher status that he craves, 
but the power to wrestle with tbe problem of Indian poverty. 
There is surely nothing negative or destructive in such an aim, as 
so many of hi. British critics maintain, even tbough his method ot 
'Securing it may seem strange. 

It was in filet clear that though he had to implflment 
the existing laws with about a dozen ordinances, all 
-obnoxious to the people, Lord Irwin was by no means 
oblivious to the spirit underlying the disobedience move
ment in the country. Addressing the Calcutta European 
Association at a dinuer Lord Irwin declared: 

However emphatically we may condemn the Civil Disobedience 
Movement, we should, I am satisfied, Illake a profound mistake if 
'!'~ underestimated the genuine and powerful meaning of nation
alism that Is to· day animating much ot Indian thought and for this 
DO complete. or permanent cure has ever been or ever will be found 
1n strong action by Government. . 

nut the Imperial Government had decided to go on 
with the Round Table Conference, irrespective of Congress 
participation, though they would Ivelcome such participation 
at any stage. H. E. Lord Irwin, speaking at a farewell 
Banquet at Simla on September 29th, made reference to 
the peace efforts and the Round Table Conference and 
observed: 

In little more than a month trom DOW representatives from 
all part. of India will meet His Majesty's Government in .. 
Conference, which, I trust, may long be remembered as one of the 
landmarks of progress in the history of this conntry. 

That the Conference will include no representative of one 
-Important political party in India, and, I con less, that tl,e refusal 
of Ihat party to endeavour to make their contribution to discussions 
of 8uch far-reaching consequence, seems to me to betray a tragic 
lack of foresight and a bankruptcy of statesmanship. 

But, while deploring that wiser counsels have not prevaUed, 
I d" not think there can b~ mnch doubt on whose shoulders must 
relt the blame for the present posllion of alfairs. 
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Thus, arrangements were in rapid progress to make 
the London Conference a great and impressive success. 

THE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 
'Accordingly the opening of the Ronnd Table Conftlrence 

in the Royal Gallery of the House of Lords, on Wednesday 
the 12th November 1030, was attende,} with stately 
splendour. For the first time in the history of British 
connection with India, the King of England presided over 
the Conference and gave his Royal blessings to a historic 
gathering called upon to deal with the mOT'1entous problem 
rf India's future constitution. There were 86 delegates 
in all: Hi from the Indian States, :)' representing British 
India, and 13 from the British political parties. The 
central figure in the sceno was the King himself. The 
Premier, Princes and their Ministers sat to the right of the 
throne. Mr. Benn and other British delegates to the 
left, and the British Indian delegation to the front. Among 
the keenly interested visitors were the Prime Ministers 
of the Dominions. The speeches delivered on the occasion 
were altogether impressive. 

The plenary session recommenced at St. .Tames' Palace 
on the 17th and continued for 5 days till the 21st, during 
which time a number of speeches were made by represent
atives of the various delegations, and the consensus of 
opinion was a strong and irresistible plea for Dominion 
Status for India. 

Opening the general discussion on the future form of 
Constitution tor India, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru delivered a 
magnificent speech which made a great impression on the 
House. "India. is determined to achieve a status of 
equality with the other three members of the Common
wealth, which will give her a Government, not merely 
responsible, but responsive, to the popular voice," said 
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u,. ;:;apru, and concluded amidst cheers; "\r e are here 
to add, if we can, a bright chapter to the history of the 
relations of Engh.nd and India." 

A striking feature of these deliberations was the part 
taken by the Ruling Chiefs and Princes who participated in 
tbe discussion. The Maharajabs of Patiala and Bikaner 
aDd Alwar, and the Nawab of Bhopal and the represent
atives of th ~ States, were unllnimous in their plea for 
broll,iening the basi" of the Indian Constitution and joining 
an Indilln Federation. The Rt. Hon. Sastri made an 
impassioned appeal to the Premier pointing out the strength 
aDd unanimity thllt lay behind the movement for freedom in 
India. Mr. - ~IacDonal'] replied with much force aDd 
earnestness. 

Especially notable also was the declaration that the 
attitude of the Princes had rovolutiooised the situation, and 
be went on to say; 

Your problem And my problem Is to sit down together And 
lupply practical ansW,r. to tho.e queslions which can be embodied 
In An Act of Parliament. (Applause.) This Constitution, this 
Federation or whatever it may be, must meet two fundamental 
requiremeots : 

Firstly, it muot work. There fs no good prodUCing a cooslitu
tion which won't work. Thai won't get you out 01 your dtfficultie. 
and won't get u. out of ours. The other point is this. Th. cooslltu
tion mnot evolve. You Are Dot in a posltton here to produce a 
.tallc con.titution that yonr grandsons, great-grandsons and great 
great-grandsons will worship as though it is one of your sacred 
InheritAnces. 

Therefore, the constitution must work, the constitution must 
evolve. It must be a continuing thing, and in the evolving, 
Indian opinion and Indian experience must be the more Important 
Inlilating power. 

Thus ended the plenary session which appointed 
various Comlnittees to deliberate upon and advise the Con
ference on the outstanding issues before it. 

10 
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THE SUB-COMMITTEES AND THEIR I<EI'OI{TS 

For nearly ten weeks tbe Committees sat at freq\len: 
intervals and deliberated upon the various aspects of the 
problem, notably under the immediate guidance of the 
Prime Minister and the Lord Ohancellor Lord Sankey. 
First, there was the Federal Structure Committee 
presided by Lord Sankey. There were then the Defence 
Committtee under }Ir. Thomas, the Frontier Committee 
under Mr. Henderson, the Franchise Committee under 
Sir W.;\[. JOlVltt. 'l'her<1 were besides the Minorities 
Committee undel· the immediate gllidance of the Prime 
Minister, the Burma Com'Dittee, the Provincial ComQj<ittee, 
and the Committee on Public Services. 

At the meeting of the Federal Structure nomlDittee on 
the 2nd January, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru outline'! his 
proposals in a speech of remarkable force and lucidity 
which elicited approval from Lord Rpading and admiration 
from a\l sides for the eloquence and cogency of his 
arguments. His proposals may ue briefly put: 

Powers 01 the Secretary of State to be restricted to Crown 
subjects and the Council 01 India to di.appear. 

The Governor-General in future to be the head ot the 
Executive Government in the same way as the Governor-General 
i.n the Dominions, subje(;t to certain changes necessitated by the 
period of transition. 

Sir Tej Bahadllr Sap\'tl recalled that the object of 
the Conference lVas n"t to draft a Constitution which 
must be left to constitutional draftsmen later. He 
tbought he waS entitled to ask the Chairman to say 
that the real object had been attained· and to hold 
that the maximum amount of agreement regarding respcm
sibility at the centre and the status of India had been 
arrived at. * * Lord Sankey, after considering all the 
reports at a special meeting of tbe Committee at St. 
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James', on .Ianullry 12, read the Draft Report which 

suggested 
Ibal Executive power and authorlly should be vested in tL. 
Crown or the Governor-General, and there should be a CouncIl 
of Mlnisle .. appointed by Ih. Governor· General 10 hold offic. at 
hi. ple .. ure to aid and advise him. 

The GovljrDor-Gen~r,,1 Mhould invite a liini:iter to form (jovern
ment., who will retain office only as long a8 they retain the confi
dence of Ihe L'gi.lalure. 

The Sub-Committee generally agreed that the assump
tion by'[ndia of all powers an<l. responsibility which have 
hitherto rested with Parliament cannot be lI1~de at one 
Itep, and 
during the period of transition the Governor-General should be 
respon8ible fur Deteoue and External Relations, including Relations 
wllh Indian Slates, outside the Federal .pher. and in certain speci
fied slluation. which fUlly arl •• oUlolde the .phere of those subjects. 

The Governor·Gene.ral must be free to act on hiB own respon
.!b\lily and should be given tbe power. nece88ary 10 implement hi. 
deelalons In the event of a breakdown of tbe Constitution. Ade
quate po .. e.. .bould be ve.ted In th. Governor-General for the 
pnrpose of enabling King's Government to be carried on. 11= :t' • 

Tbe Conf~ .. ence sitting ou the I ~th January at the 
Plenary Se.sion adopter! thp, following r~.olt1tion : 

These Report.s, pro\"hsional though they are, togt::thtlr wit.h the 
recorded notes attached to them, afford tn tilt! opinion of the 
Conference materiAl uf the highest v8lu~ tor use in the framing of a 
Con.tllutlon for India, embodying as they do a .nbstantlal measure 
of agreement on the main ground-plan and lIlany helpful indication. 
of the potnl' 01 detail to be Illrlher pursued. And tbe Conference 
tee'" tbat arrangowenls should be mad. to pur.ue without Interrup
lion tbe work upon whIch it has been engaged, Inoludlng the 
provl.lon in the Constitution of adequate .afeguard. for the 
){u •• alman., Depre .. ed Cla •• es, Sikh. and all otber Important 
mlnorltle •. 

The Conference concluded with the speech of' the 
Prime Mini.ter recounting the achievements of the Session. 

The Prime Minister, in reviewing the work of the 
varions Committees, observe<l. : 

Hi. Majesty'. Government has taken nole of tho fact that the 
.ellberatloDO 01 the Conference bave proceeded on the ba.l. accept
ed bl all parties, that the Central Government .bould be a federa
tlon.of Ali-IndIa embracing both Indian State. and Brill.b India in 
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& bi·Cameral Legislature. The precise form and structure ot tile 
new Federal Government must be determined after further discus
sion with the Prince. and representatives of Britisb India. The 
range of subjects to be committed to it will also require further dis
cussion, because tbe Federal Government will have authority only 
In sucb matters concerHing the State. as will be ceded by their 
Rulers in the agreement made by thp.m on entering into Federation. 

The connection of the States with tbe Federation will remain 
subject to the basic principle that with regard to all matters not 
ceded by them to the Federation, their relations will be with the 
Crown acting through the ageocy of tbe Viceroy. 

With tbe Legislature constituted on Federal b8sis, His Majesty's 
Govel'nment. will be prepared to recognise the principle of responsi
bility of the Executive to the Legislature. 

IT nder the existing conditions, the subjects of Defence and 
External Afl'airs will be reserved to the Governor-General, and 
arrangements will be made to place in his hands the powers neces
sary for the administration of those SUbjects. 

Moreover, as the Governor-General must, as the last resort, be 
able in emergenc:¥, to maintain the tranquillity at tbe State and must 
similarly be responsible for the observance of the constitutional 
rights of Minorities, he must be granted the necessary power for 
those purposes. 

As regards Finance, the transfer of financial responsibility must 
necessarily be subject to such conditio,," as will ensure the fulfil
ment of the ohligations incurred un~er the authority of the 
Secretary of State and the maiotenance, unimpaired, of the financial 
.tability and credit uf India. 

The Report ot tl,e Federal Structnre Committee indicates some 
ways of dealing with this subject, including a Reserve Rank, the 
oervice of loans and exchange policy which, in the v;ew of His 
l\.fajesty's Governmpnt, will have to be provided for somehow in the 
new Constitution. It is of vital interest to all parties in India to 
accept these provisioDs to maintain financial confidence. 

Subject to these provisions, tbe Indian Government would have 
full }'inancial responsibility for methods of ral.ing revenne and for 
control of expenditure on Don-Reserved services. This will mean 
tbat under the existing conditions tbe Central Legislature and 
Executive will have some features of DU1\lisIn whlch will hJt.ve to 
be fitted into tbe Constitutional stnlctlU'e. 

Provision of Reserved powers is necessary in the circumstances, 
and some such reservation has indeed been incidental to the 
development of most free constitutions. But every care must be 
taken to prevent condition. arising which wUl necessitate tbeir use. 

* • * 
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THE rRO"UU'ES 

The Governors' Provinces will be constituted on the basis of full 
'ponsibllity. Their MinIstries will b. taken from the Legislature, 
I wtll be jointly responsible to It. The range of Provincial subject • 

• ! be so defined ... to give them the greatest possible measure of 
It-Government. The authority of the Federal Government will 
limited to the provisions required to secure its administration 

the Federal subjects and to discharge its reponsibility for the 
i'iecls defined in the Constitulion .s of All-India concern. 

There will be reservl'd to the Governor only that minimum of 
"cial powerR which is required in order to secure. in exceptional 
"llmstancee, the preservation ot trRnquillity and guarantee of 
dntenance of the rights provider! hy statute for the public 8er
t''; and minorities. 

Finally, His Ma:ieBty's Government cODsiders that the institution 
the pr(lViDCf'S of Re.8pon~ible GoverJlment requireB that both the 
"i.lalures should be enlarged nnd that they should be based on a 

'Ire liberal franchise, In framing th~ COllstitution, His Majesty'!; 
, ... ernment considers that it will be its duty to insert, the provisions 
,aranteeing to the vllrioU8 Minorities, in addition to political 
presentation, that the dift'ereoces of reli!;ioD, race, sect or caste 
rl.1l Dot in them8elv~s cODstitute civic disabilities. 

TilE PREmER'S STATEMENT 

Mr. RaID say lIIacDoDaln tben announceu the policy 
".1 intentions of His MlI:iesty's Government in regard to 
'f' future Constitution of Innia : 

The view of His Majestylij Government is that responsibility 
,. the Government of India should be placed upon the Legislatures 
I_'ntral aDd Provincial. with such provision 88 may be necessary to 

~\Iarantee, during a period of tranSition, the ob~ervance of certain 
oblt&"ations aud to meet other special circumstances and also with 
meh gU8ran~t'~ as are reqUired by the minorities to protect their 
poltticallibertles and rights. 

In such statutory safeguards .s mfty be made for meeting the 
Deed. of the tran.itional perl on, it will be the primary concern of 
His Maie8ty's Government to Bee tbat the reserved powers are so 
tramed and exercised .. s not to prejudice the advallce of India 
through the new constitution to full responsibility for her own 
Government. <> 

But tbe work of the Conference had by no mean~ 
enued; and c, His lIhjesty's Government, in view of the 
cbaracter of the Conference, and of the limited time 
.t its disposal in London, has deemed it advisable tu 
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suspend its work at this point, so that Indian opinion may 
be consulted upon the work done and expedients consider
ed foL' overcoming the difficulties which have been raised". 
M,·. MacDonalrl stated that the Govp.mment as well as 
representatives of other Parliamentary parties in England 
would soon conf~r with Lord \ViIlingdon, the new 
Viceroy, as to the details of the plan by which this may be 
done, so that "the results of our completed work may be 
s·een in a new Indian Constitntion". "If in the meantime," 
added the Premier, "there is response to tbe Viceroy'. 
appeAl from those engaged at present in civil disobedience. 
and there is a wish to co-operate on the general lines ot 
this declaration, steps will be taken to enlist tbeir services." 

At a Farewell Banquet in London in honour of the 
British Indian ~elegation, Mr. MacDonald summed up the 
achievements of the Conference lD his postprandial 
oration in which he said: 

I believe that we are- going to hammer out a constitution under: 
which IndIa will not only be hap~y but will enjoy a .ense of 
self-respect. (Cheers.) Then it may be that when our constitutIon 
breaks down, when ,,,-e here in London are faced with great pro
blems of a cOllstitUtiOll901 character, you having enjoyed the bless1ng 
of an Indian constitution, will offer your timely service (la1f,ghte1~) 
to come here and enable us to redrart our constitution (laughter) 
and enjoy the great felicities of peace which, I believe, you are 
going to enjoy when you make it possible for the new constitution 
of India to be promulgated. 

In a subsequent haoctuet given by the Maharajal, of 
Alwar, the Prime Minister declared that the 

British Government, and I believe that the British Parliament, 
Is fully aware of what India wants, determined to give to India 
eVf'!rything that India can use wen, every power, every responsibility 
which will make the Indian feel that his destiny is in his own 
hands, which will enable India to look forward to the time when 
walking in Its own light, enlightened and illuminated by its own 
inl'ler personality, it will go on carving a name and reputation in 
future which will be as honourable to it 3S some ot those glorious 
chapters that have already been writt~n in Indian History. You 
<lRD talk and write your formulas and you can make your demands ~ 
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'Inle~8 the forms of government correspond to the genius and 
.. ·,ds of the people they will "ever sit comfortably on their 

nlders. 

R. T. C. DELEGATES' MANIFESTO 

The Iodian delegates returned to Iodia on February 6· 
'lDd twenty-six of tbem, ioclneling the Maharajas of Bikaner 
and Alwar, Mr. Sastri and Sir 'rAJ Bahadur Sapru, issued a 
statemeot uniler thei,' .ioint~signatures that "the attainment 
by Innia of Dominion Status is no longer in dispute". 

They emphasi~ed that English opinion has undergone 
a remarkable change in Inelia's favour. "It has been 
I'xplicitly r~cognised that the task 01 governing India 
shoulel in fnture be entrusted to an· In'dian executive 
responsible to the Indian Ipgislature." 

On the question of sateguards, the manifesto said 
tbat' they would not affect the subatance of the scheme 
which sought to transfer political power into Indiao hands. 
They were only intended for the period of transition and 
were subject to furtber examination. 

As regards law and order, the manifesto declared that 
tbe Governor-General will not bave power to interfere witb 
day-to-day administration aud will step in only to secure 
peace and security, whcn it is seriously imperilled or when 
the interests of the minorities are seriously endangered. 

TIm RELEASE OF TilE POI.lTICALS 

10 harmony with the Prime Minister's declaration at 
the concluding session of the Round Table Conference 
" that steps would be taken to enlist the services of Con
g"essmen if they wished to co-operate on the lines of the 
declaration," H. Eo Lord· Irwin issued a statement on 
January 25, 1931, releasing Mr. Gandhi and the member!> 
of the Working Committee unconditionally. 
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The legal bar against their meeting and the not, 
.:ations declaring the Committee unlawful were all wi' 

drawn at once, and His Excellency added: 

My Government will impose no conditions on these relea~e'l 
because we feel that the best hope of resloration of peaceful cODdi
tlOD8 lies in di,cussions being conducted by those concerned uDder 
terms of unconditional liberty. 

Our action has been taken in pursuance of a sincere desire to 
a8818t the creation of such peaceable conditions"" would eDable the 
Government to Implement tbe undertaking given by the Prime 
Mloister that if civil quiet were proclal med and assured, the GovprY 
ment would not be backward In response. 

I am content to trust those who will be affected by our dec;, 
10 act in the same spirit as inspires it, and I am confident 1 

they will recognise tbe Importance of securing for tbose gP 
issues calm and dispassionate examination. 

Much to his own surprise, Mr. Gandhi was l'eieased (JU 

the morrow of tltis declaration. Interviewed on his release, 
Mr. Gandhi gave the following message to the Indian 
people: 

I have come out 01 jail with an absolutely open mind, unfettered 
'by enmity, unbiassed in argument and prepared to study the 
whole situation from every point .of view and discUSB the Premier'! 
stalement with Sir Tej Sah"dur Sapru and other delegates on 
their returD. I make this statement in oeference to the urgent 
wish tlxpre8sed in a cable sent to me from LOlldon l1y some of the 
delegates. 

Speaking to a group of journalists at Bombay, MI'. 
Ganuhi further defined his position with regard to the 
proposal that an amDPsty should be announced. He 
reiterated his well· known ehIVen points which, he ileclared, 
must he met befol'e a satisfactory settlement was possible. 
Referring to the amnesty proposal, he obs~rved : 

I personally feel that the mere release of members of the 
Congress Working Committee make., a difficult situaLion, infinHely 
more difficult, and makes any action on the part of the me(nb~r8 
almost, if Dot altogetber, imp'lssible. The authorities evjdently 
have not perceived that the movement has so mnch affected the 
mass mind that leaders, however promi oeDt, will be utterly unable 
to dictate to them a particular Course of action. 
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He then went on to insist on the right of picketing 
·and the manufacture of salt: 

What I am anxious to clear is that even if After consultation 
with friends who are coming from the Round Tahle Conference, it 
I. found that the Premier'. Btatement atIords sufficient ground for 
the Congress to tender ~o-operation, the right of picketing canno~ 
be gIven up nor the right of the starvIng millions to manufacture 
SAIL 

If these elementary right. a,'e recogniserl, most of the 
'Ordinances will naturally have to be withdrawn. It i. therefore 
hfghly necessary for the public, also the Government, to underBtand 
the funda'llental Congress position. Th. manufacture of SRIt and 
the boycott of f'l.reign cloth and liquor are not intended to register 
,the resistance of the nation to the existing misrule, but intended to 
achieve these ends lor all time, 

No amount of gOJdwill, especially between Great Britain and 
IndiB, so far as I can see, will reconcile the public to the drink evil, 
10reign cloth evil or prohibition of the manufacture of salt, 

Speaking for myself, I am hankering after peace if it can be 
had wIth honour, but even if I stood alone I can be no party to any 
.pea,·e which does not satisfactorily solve the three questious I have 
mentioned. I should therefore judge the Round T .. ble Conference 
tree by it. fruit. 

I have gIven three tests that are in operation, but as the public 
«now, there are eight more points I want. Substance of Indepen
dence not shadow and even 8S the doctor names the disease after 
proper diagnosis, so also I will name the tree 01 the Round Table 
Donference after I 'h.ve examined the fl'llit in th~ light of the 
eleven points which are conceived In the terms of the man in the 
·street. 

Mr. Gandhi then left for Allahabad where Pandit 
lIotilal Nehru was lying ill. The Workiug Committee met 
1Ioon after, and the decisions were suspended publication 
pending tbe arrival of Dr. Sapru, ~[t·. J ayakar, and the 
Rt. Han. Sastri. Meanwhile the civil disobedience move
ment was to continue unless and until the Working Com
mittee should decide otherwise. 

FACE TO FACE WITH REALITIES 

Now by this time Mr. Gandhi was thoroughly apprised 
01 the 6ituation in the country and the tragic sequel to the 
'Various phases of civil resistance. So in respon.e to a 
1'e,[ uest from the Nelvs Chronicle, Mr. Gandhi cabled back 
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to say that he was unable to pronounce a final opinion on 
the Round Table Conference. 

But what worries me is the look ot things here. If the 
Conference really offered lreedom to India, the reaction should have 
been felt here. On the contrary I find that black repression 
continues unabated. Uoprovoked assaults on innocent citizens stlll 
continue. Respectable people are being summarily and without 
apparent reason deprived of their immovable and movable property 
by mere executive actioD. A procP 8sion uf women was forcibly dis e 

persed. They were seized by the hair and kicked with boots. The 
continuance of such repressions would make the Congress. 
Co-operation impossible even if other difficulties were got over. 

" 1 am a man of peace, but circumstances have made 
my life one of stmggle. I shall, however, leave no stone 
unturoed to att>lin peace. It is no joy to me to submit 
thousands wbo have a child·like faith in me to suffering," 
debued Gandhiji in the course of a conversation with the 
special representative oflbe Pioneet·. 

THE PASSING OF l'ANDIT MOTILAL 

It was at this time that Pandit Motilal Nehru passed 
away after a hard struggle. All bis colleagues and memo 
bers of the Congress were gatbered at Ananda I3bavan, 
and ,J awaharlal and Mahatmaji were at his side. "Decide 
India's fate ip the Swaraj Bhavan " the good Pandit is said 
to have told Dr. Satyapal. 

Decide it in my presence and let me be a party to the final 
honourable settlement of the fate of my motherland. Le' me die, 
If die I must, in the lap ot a ~'ree India. Let me sleep my la<t 
aleep not in a subject country but in a free one. 

Oh that be ha.d lived to witness the Irwin·Gandhi 
settlement! The death at such a time was a rude 
shock to the countt·y but it was particularly poignant 
to Mr. Gandhi who said in a message to Liberly: 

My position is worse than a widow's. By a faithful life she 
can appropriate the rr.erits 01 her husband. I can appropriate 
nothing. What I have lost through Motilalji'. death is a 10.. for 
ever. Rock of Ages cleft for me, let me hide mysell in thee. 
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Pundit Jawaharlal gave fitting expression to the solace 

&iJd inspiration of Mahatma,ii's companionship when he 
exclaimed: 

And to him, our beloved friend and leader, what words of mIne 
caD convey our feelings. Carrying the burden of a nation's suffer
Ing and 101,ging tor free.tom, but still ever ready to share and 
lighten the burdens of others, he has been to us a solace and 
inspiration, and has given us strength and courage when the blow 
came and darkened our horizon. 

LETTER TO LORD IRWIN 

It was at this time too that M,·. Gandhi sent a 
letter to the Viceroy through Moulvi Rafiuadin Ahmed 
Kidwai, ex·M.LA., seeking an interview with H. E. at 
Ilelhi to aiscnss the political situation. It would appear 
that Mr. Gandhi sought the interview with a view to have 
a peace talk with Lord Irwin the man, rather than H. E. 
the Viceroy. Now Gandhiji's letter to the Viceroy was a 
fairly lengthy one. Addressing Lord Irwin as "My dear 
friend," Gandhiji urged His }<;xcellency to appoint an 
enquiry committee to go into the alleged police excesses. 
III such instances, Gandhiji included the Boread affair, the 
Calcutta incident on the Independence Day, the beating 
of Mr. Bhashyam and others in Madras while picketing 
foreign cloth shops, and tbe Bihar shooting incident. 
Gandhiji's object in writing to the Viceroy was to find out 
whether there "'as really a change ot heart on the part of 
the GOVl'rnmellt. 

Lorcl [rwin having agree,j to the interview, )Ir. Gandhi 
left for Ddlti on the 16th February. In the meanwhile the 
Viceroy Wa! in frequent cODsuit'ltion with the Kt. Hon. Sastri, 
Dr. Sapru and Mr. .T ayakar who were as it were the 
intermedillrieR who arranged for the interview. 

While the Viceroy was in constant touch with his 
OouDcil and the Governor. of Bombay and Madras, 
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Mr. Gandhi had also summoned all the members "f the 
Working Committee and some of hiB friends to Dr. 
Ansari's place in Delhi wbere they were in constant 
-session. Tbe Working Com mittee had given Mr. Gandhi 
.. a clear mandate and invested him with full authority to 
negotiate in the nalDe of the Congress. 

MI'. Gandhi's six points, which were the absolute 
minimum for peace negotiations to begin, were: (1) general 
amnesty; (2) immediate cessation of repression; (3) resti
tution of all confiscated property; (4) reinstatement of all 
Government servants punished on political grounds; (5) 
liberty to manufacture salt and picket liquor and foreign 
cloth shops; and (6) enquiry into police excesses. 

GANDHHRWIN TALKS 

Mr. Gandhi motored to the Viceregal House on the 
afternoon of February 17, 1931. The talks began a: 
2-30 P.M. and continued till 6·10. They were resumeq 
the next day and continued the day after. 

The conversations were tben suspended for a week. 
Apparently the Viceroy had cable.J. to Whitehall and was 
awaiting instructions from the authol'ities at Home. The 
following communique was issued from the Viceroy's House 
on the subject on the 19th: 

His Excellency lhe Viceroy granted a further interview to 
Mr. Gandhi to·day. It is understood that various matters emerging 
from the discussions are now under eXlI.minination, and it is 
possible that some days may elapse before a further stage of discus
-sions is reached. 

SPEECH AT THE QUEEN'S GARDENS 

While the Gannhi-Irwin talks were suspended for a 
few days pending instructions from Whitehall, Mr. Gandhi 
addressed a mammoth gathering of over a lakh of people in 
the (~ueen's Gardens on February 20. After referring t.) 
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tue death of Moulana Mahomed Ali and Pandit Motilal 
Nehru, he said :-

I may say tbb much that these talks have been conducted in 
.. m~st friendly manner and witb much sweetness. What wlll 
be the result I cannot say. The result is in the hands of God. 
It Is His Will that will pr~vail. 

GANDHI AND THE MUSLm COUNCIL 

On tbe morning of tbe 22nd, Gandhi.ii addressed also 
tbe meeting of the Council of the All-India ~[oslem League. 
Sir Mahomed Shafi, on behalf of tl,e League, tbanked 
Gandhiji for accepting their invitation and invited him to 
address tbe House. Moulvi Mabomed Yakub said that 
the coming of Gandhiji meant the coming of 21 crores of 
I nrlians, and he held it a happy augury for India, because 
it might lead to the solution of the Hindu-Moslem tangle. 
Gandhiji said in tbe course of his reply: 

Moulvi Mahomed Yakub had remarked that my coming meant 
the coming of 21 crores of Indians Brethren, I am • Bania, and 
there Is DO limit to my greed. It bas always been my dream and 
heart'. desire to speak not only for 21 crores but for tbe 30 crores 
oflDdi.. To-day you may not accept that position of mine. But I 
may assure you that my early upbringing and training ip lI,y 
childhood and youth have been to strive for Hindu-Muslim Unity, 
and none to-day may dismiss it merely as a craze of myoid age. 
My heart is, however, confident that God will grant me tbat position 
when I may speak for the wbole of India, and if I may have to die 
striving for th.t ideal, I .ban achieve the peace of my beart . 

. GANDHI-IRWIN TALKS RESUMED 

Mr. Gandhi was called again on the 27th and 28th 
and the talks at one time threatened to break up. The
Congress 'Y orking Committee having rejectpd the Viceroy's 
counter· proposals, Congress circles were very pessimistic 
about the outcome. The country at this time was swayed 
alternately between hopes and fears when Gandhi saw 
the Viceroy again on the lst March. The prolonged inter
,iew was due to the examination of a fresh alternative sub· 
mitted by Mr. Gandhi on behalf of the Congress Working 
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Committee in answer to the official note sent to Mr. Gandhi 
the previous day. Difficulties of negotiation were very 
obvious in spite of best intentions on the part of the leaders 
On either side. Apart from intransigents in the Depart
ments and Services, irresponsible men like Mr. Churchill at 
Home added considerably to the complexity of the situa
tion by their ignorance and bluster. To Mr. Churchill, for 
instance, it was "IlIanning and nauseating" to see Mr_ 
Gandhi, all "Inner Temple lawyer, now a seditiou; fakir, 
striding half-naked up the steps of the Viceregal Palace to 
parley on equal terms with the represpntatil'e of the King-

E " mperor. 
The \Vorking Committee was strong and unanimous, 

and though listening with respect to the authority of 
Gandhi, was in no mond tJ water down the conditions of 
the truce. It was at this time that the services of Dr_ 
Sapru and Mr. Sastri became invaluable. Sir T. B. Sapru 
and ){r. .Jdyahr had earlier impressed on Lord Irwin 
the imperative need of the Goverument agreeing to the 
principle of the Congress demand for an independent and 
impartial tribunal to go into police excesses. On the 
other side, Mr. Sas!ri had passionately pleaded hefore 
Gandhiji and other members of the Congress Working 
Committee 1I0t to be too exacting OVl'r the details if the 
principle of an impartial tribunal was conceded by the 
Government. Mr. Sastri pleaded his case in which he laid 
stress on the importance of a Second Round '1'able Confer
ence with so much warmth that he was at one stage 
overpowered with emotion and slightly fainted. 

The sincerity of Mr. Sastri's pleas had its effect, so 
that the Congress Working Committee altered their draft 
formulae in certain respects withont aifeeting the principle 
of their terms for truce. 
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Mr. Gandhi saw the Viceroy again at midnight on tbe 
f2nd March for further exchange of notes on the points 
,'Taised by the Working Committee.. And tbe situation 
that appeared "0 gloomy had slightly improved, and the 
conversations became_more frequent. ){r. Gandhi also saw 
Sir George Schu.ter, the }<'inance Member, on the 3rd 
March, with wbom a gllneral agreement was arrived at by 
which people on the sea coast could pick, manufacture and 
sell salt thereby llsing nature's gift. The Gandhi·Schuster 
Agreement on the principle tbus overcame anotber import
ant obstacle and cleared tbe path for tbe settlement of 
Congress participation in tbe Round Table Conference. 

THE GANDHI·IRWIN AGREEMENT 

Gandhiji and Lord Irwin worked together at a settle
ment practically the whole of the day and a truce was 
agreed on late in the night according to whicb 
the people on the sea coast have been conceded the right of 
picking up, IIl&nufacturing and selling salt. 'fh. punitive police 
poated in Bihar and other place. will be withdrawn, and pUDitive 
lax so far unpaid will be remitted. All political prisoners not gUilty 
of violence will be released forthwith. Peaceful picketing of foreign 
cloth shops and liquor shops will be allowed, aDd lastly confiscated 

. and auctioned property will be retnrned. 

In view of the fact thkt charges and counter-charges in an open 
enquiry into police COD duct will not be conducive to a dlspas.loDate 
dlBcu.siuD OD constitutional questions, GaDdhiji has agreed Dot to 
pres. It furth.r. 

By tar the most important part of the agreemeDt was 
that which I"id down that the scope of future discussions 
shall be fllrther consideration of the Round Table Confer
,'nce conclusions, namely, federation, central responsibility 
Ina safeguards. 

The conversations were resumed in the nigbt and 
led at 1-30 on tbe morning of the 5th when complete 
reement was reached_ At 12 noon tbe agreement waB 
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signed by Lord Irwin and Gandhiji at "Viceroy's HOI" 
similar to the Smuts-Gaudhi agreement of sixteen years ago. 

The agreement was the result of fifteen days' negotia
tions in which Gandhiji is said to have visite<l the 
"Viceroy's House" eight times, and spent altogether 
twenty-four hours, besides undergoing the strain of discuss
ing the terms of the negotiations with the Congress 
Executive from time to time for longer hours than he spent 
with the Viceroy. A correspondent rigbtly pointed out 
that Gandhiji ha'l, by general 'lgreement, broken all the' 
world's endurance records and that when his own health 
was none too good. 

News of the agreement spread like wild fire in the 
city at dawn. Sit· Tej Bahadnr exclaimed: "I rejoice 
at it. I give my heartfelt congratulations to Lord Irwin, 
Ganrlhiji and the cOllntry." The Statesman (New Delhi) 
gave a lead in a strikingly refreshing article welcoming 
the agreement as one of the greatest happenings in the 
second quarter of the 20th century, possibly as decisive 
for the world as November 11, 1918. The paper said: 

The debt i. great both to the Viceroy and Gandbiji who, 
unperturbed by outside critiCism, have conducted negotiations in 
a Berene spirit which I. beyond all praiBe. 

It paid a tribute to Lor<l Irwin for having banked 
on a miracle and now given a lead to Europe and Asia_ 
" As fOT Gandhiji," it said, "that he plays no double game." 

If he decides to come in, he comes in, and he may be counted 
on to bring his great Influence to bear on the activities of the 
Second Round Table Conference, which would open another era 
of construction and lead to the gradual obliteration of the memories 
of tbe struggle. 

Immediately on the publication of the Agreement, 
tht> Congress ~Torking Committee passed the following 

resolution : 
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The Working Committee, having considered the terms of the 
provisional settlement arrived at between the Government of India 
and Mr. Gandhi on behalf of the Congress, endorses them and 
directs all Congress Committees to take immediate action in 
accordance with them. 

The Committee hopes that the country will carry out the terms 
agreed to in ao far as 4hey relate to various Congresb activities 
and is of opinion that on a stl'iet fulfilment ot the ubligations under
taken on behalf of the Congress, will depend the advance of India 
towards Pu,1'na Swat'a). 

Telegrams were accordingly despatched to all Pro
vincial Congress Committees, wbile Gandbi in a speecb to 
the Jc>urnalists appealeti to the country to implement the 
provisional settlement and ther~by give irresistible prestige 
to the Congress. He urged tbe anarchists to suspend tbeir' 
movement and give him a chance to attain the goal non
violently and promised thereafter' the release of all politicals, 
including even those condemned to the gallows but warned 
them against fals" hopes. 

Tbis happy consummation was hailed all o\'er the 
country with a sigh of relief, thougb the Cburchills and 
WintertoDs and Odwyers waxed eloquent against the 
"[rwin surrenders ". OOl1btless there were those wbo 
tbougbt that Mr. Gandhi had scored while others held[that 
it was the Viceroy who had won in essentials. But after 
the twelve months' protracte,d struggle and a fortnight's 
negotiations which threatened to break up at IIny moment, 
peace was welcome like the dawn. And it was peace with 
honour on either side-the triumph of goodwill and mutual 
under"tanding which have to play such a decisive part in 
the constructive programme that lies ahead. The Irwin
Gandhi pact was in a word the triumph of true statesman
ship, or the triumph of truth and non-violence, 'as Mahatma 
Gandhi would have it and marks a new pra in the histo,y 
of British relations with India. 

n 
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In a masterly speech delivered soon after the gig" 
of the Agreement, Mr. Gandhi himself paid II well-neser 
tribute to the Viceroy when he said that; 

This settlement, such as It is, would_have been impm.!sible wit.; 
out the Viceroy'. inexhaustible patience and equally inexhaustible 
industry and unfailing courtesy. I am aWAre that I must have, 
though quitp. unconsciously, given him cause for irritation. 1 must 
have also tried his patience, but I caD not recall any occasiou when 
he allowed himself to be betrayed into irritation or impatience. I 
must add that he was fralJ){ throughout theOje very delicate negotia
tions, aan I believe he ",a., ~etermined on it, if it was at all possiblf', 
to have a settlement. 

As for himself 
I have pledged my word to Lord Irwin that In making i! 

the terms of settlement, in 80 fa.r as they bind Congress, I :-.: 
devote myself heart and son 1 to the task. I ask for a settlemenl , 
In order to break it to pieces at the very first opportunity, but .. 
Qrder to strain every nen·e to make absolutely final what to-day is 
provisional, and to make ~t a precursor of the goal to attain which 
Congress exists. 

Explaining the plll"port of the Gandhi-Irwin Agreement 
to a group of journalists, Gandhiji said; 

It is open to both partiet1 to work along their o.\'o lines. The 
CODgres~ seeks to ma1te federatioll, r~BpODgibility, safeguards and 
reservations such as would promote the real growth of the country 
along political, social, ecnnomic and moral lines. It' the Congress 
~ucceedtt in making tbis position acceptable to the Conference, then 
I claim that the frnlt of that effort will be complete independence. 
Ihe Congress can either nse a new opportunity to make the scheme 
worth looking at or by lack of self-confidence and want of courage 
:ritter away the opportunity. But I know that Congres8men wIll 
require the aid of other pu.rties, the great Princes and Englishmen. 
The CongtOess has tWH" ZaHnched on a period oj co-operation. 

It only remained for the Government on the one si,lp. 
and for the Congress on the other, to see that the term, 
the tt"Uce were duly implemented by the respective part: 
How strenllously )Ir. Gandhi endeavoured to fulfil hi. 
()£ the truce is now matter of common knowledge. 

IMPLEMENTING THE PACT 

It is not to be ~upp08ed tbat a settlement, howe'.· 
perfect, could satisfy all interests and all parties equalI 
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There were of course left·wingers in India, as in England, 
who felt bound to repudiate it. But they were in a miner
ity and by no means rerresented the considered judgment 
of either people. Blltitill thAY were vociferous as they 
always are. Mahatma Gannhi'g reply to them wa, straight 
and unequivocaL 

I will ask the Karachi CongrelS!j to ratify the Gandhi-Irwin 
Agreement, and if It was not acceptable to the country, they could 
move a vote of Do-confidence in the \Vorking Committee and elect 
soother Committe~ and carryon the work of the Congress 

eaid )Iahatma Gandhi at a mass meeting in the 
Queen's Garnen, Delhi, on the 7th March. The occasion 
was the distribution of a Iluge numher of Red leaflets in 
which j",,,,"y India ,their organ) had announcen that the 
peace ushered in by the Agreement was no peace, as the 
Martial Law and other prisoners convicten of violence 
were still in jails. Mr. Gannhi anned that, if they faith
fully carried out both in letter and 8pirit the terms of the 
compromise, not only prisoners convicted of violence but 
even Garwalis could be set free. Personally he WlOS feT 

the release of ev'm rlacoits anrl thieves, for he was again3t 
corporal punishment. 

And then there was the commnn~1 trouble-nothing 
leemed to improve the Hindu·Muslil/l 'luestion. It alwaYI 
threatened to crop up and mar allY settlement of ont
stanrling national concel'n. The Mahatma's own solution 
WIIS simplicit.y itself. He said· he would give them the 
lame advice to·rlayas he gave in 19~1, that if only one 
of the two communities woulrl he brave enough to tell 
the other, "'fake whatever you want. 'Ve shall be content 
with the rest," the whole communal tangle would be solved. 
But the Hindus, being the majority co IDmunity, should take 
the lead. It was only a question of being brave. He 
adviserl the Hindus to gi .. e up the spirit of bargaining and 
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follow the course of bravery. The Mahatma continued that 
in the last twelve months they had disobeyed all laws and 
&nlinances and still no power on earth could destroy their 
sntity or snatch away their rights. He contended that 
even if the Mussalmans and all other minorities took away 
aU seats in the Legislature, the Hin<lus would not 
lose much. 

We want to be humble servants ot India and to seek no office. 
Let. us compete as much a~ we like in the spher~ of national service. 
It this proposition was not acceptable to Hindus, let them have done 
with me, but if they want to establish communal concord they must 
8ay that they do not want anything. If Ihey do this you will save 
India and eslablish Purna SW01·aj. 

That briefly put was the Mahatma's position. But 
difficulties were also brooding abroad. More than once 
during the months following the agreement, the House of 
Commons was the scene of angry debates in which the die
hards were hent on breaking the back of the supporters 
of the Indian cause. It was revealed that some Conser
vatives were even prepared to back out of their commit· 
ments at the Round' 'l'~ble Conference, and though 
Mr. Baldwin in his famous speech of March 12 complet"ly 
dispelled auy such fear, echoes of dissentient voices were 
heard now aud again in the precincts of W pstminster. At 
a lllter date one such Conservative even went the length 
ot threatening the House with a censure motion on tbe 
new Viceroy, because Lord "rillingdon expressed a wish 
that India might soon obtain a Dominion Constitution. But 
the official leader of the Conservatives, Mr. Baldwin, made 
it plain that further work of the Conference was the 
business of the party in power, and the Conservatives 
would join when the picture had been filled ill. He paid 
a tribute to the Viceroy for bringing about the Gandhi-Irwin 
Agreement, and added: 
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that he was in complete accord with the po1ky pruposed in 
india. It he were in power he would carry it out in no niggardly 
'piri\. If his policy was not acceptable to .. majority of his followers, 
he asked them 10 choose another leader. 

Mr. BenD said that i\fr. Baldwin's words would be 
read with relief an~ delight by all sections in India. Nonll 
would be more encouraged than the Viceroy. 

The Prime Minister, III winding up the debate, 
announced that he had already cabled to the Viceroy to 
invite Mr. Gandhi to participate in the discussions of the 
Feileral Structure Committee to meet in London. 

But Gandhi himself had made his position equally 
clear. Commenting on tbe alleged Conservative repudi
ation of the Round Table Conference decisions, )[r. Gandhi 
declared: 

The Congre8s is ont to win Purna Su'oraj at the earliest 
possible moment. It. will Iherefbre look with grave suspicion npon 
any dilatory tactic.. The Conservative lear. about tbe so-called 
safeguards are jusUfied : the Congress would accept no safeguard 
wbich i. not clearly proved to be In the iDterests ofIndia, and tbos. 
that were discussed in London were certainly not in India's lot.eree., 

RECEPTION AT AH)IEDABAD 

Meanwhile Mahatma Gandhi saw the Viceroy again 
and left for Ahmedabad where Arrangements were made to 
accord him a magnificent reception, 8S it was the Mabatma's 
first entry into bis city after tbe historic march to D~ndi 

twelve months ago. A lakh and a half people waitea tor 
homs on the river sands in the scorching Bun when the 
citizens' address ann pmse were presented to Gandbiji. 
When Mahatma Gandhi came, the rush of people was so 
great that several were tt·ampled down by the on·rush of the 
surging crowd. With the greatest difficulty Gandhiji took 
his seat on the raised and decorated rostrum. Lady Chinu
bhai read the weleomtl address which narrate'] the various 
phases of the struggle \lnder his leadership. Tbe aJdreMs 
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referred to the success of the non-violent struggle and tb 
people's sacrifice. "May Gandhiji live long to lead t" 
country to its goal! " concluded the address. 

Replying to the address, Gandhiji justified the Agree
ment and asked the people to respect it in letter and spirit. 
Proceeding, Gandhiji said: 

that the settlement that had been arrived at wa. so simple that 
even a child conld understand it and even a child should try to 
understand it From the standpoint of the speRker and the Congress 
Working Committee, they had gone as far as they could in arriving 
at a settlement. Swaraj was not won thereby but the second door 
to Swaraj was opened. They were trying to win Swar,,:i by the 
willing weapon of Civil Disobedience. Meanwhile, they as 
Satyagrahis should try to open the door tllfough negotiation and 
.ettlement and they should enter if the door was opened. They 
should fulfil the conditions of the Agreement. If they wanted 
to increase their power manifold, they should effectcommuual unity. 
eradicate the drink evil, banish foreign cloth and produce khadd", 
Then they would secure Purna Swaraj. 

A purse of Rs. 70,000 and a gold takli were presentf 
to Gandhiji by Lady Chinubhai on behalf of the citizen· 

Gandhiji then started on a tour of the Gujarat District 
especially Bardoli and the taluks that had played a deci
sive part in the no-tax campaign. He was anxious person 
ally to bring the balm of peace and healiug to the arM' 
most affected by the Civil Disobedience movement. Every
where lw went, he enjoined the people to pay up the taxes 

. and respect the Pact. In the cOll\'se of a long statement tn 
the people of Gujerat, he observed: 

It would be culpable of us to refuse to attend the Rounel 
1' .. ble Conference. 

Referring at first to the need of suspending all fighting 
activities and undertaking constructive work seriously, 
IIfr. Gandhi said th at: 

even as 8 farmer, after tilling the land, devotes his entire 
attention to the growing of crops, 80 should the Congress workers, 
after a year of destructive work in the form of civil disobedience, 
take seriously to the constructive side of the Congress programme. 
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This was also the burden of his writings in You,. 
lwiia and Nal;iil'ml. YO/IIIg India which for Borne tim .. 
past had been appearing in cyclo~tyled torlll following the 
confiscation of the Xa~ii/1a/l Press nnrler tbe Ordinance, 
appeared again in printed form on the 12th March. In 
the course of bis fir"t signed article therein. unrlel' the 
title ., How to do it ", ~r,.. Gandhi explained the implica
tions of the Delhi AgrN.\ment aurl th« Congre,s obligations 
thereunder. He emphasised that, wbile the tmcc lasted, it 
. a8 obligatory on them mpticnlously to respect laws and 

i ,Iers, even if thpse Rppeared cap,.jcions. He proceeded: 

We need Dot expect a change of heart in the official 'Torld all 
a BuddeD. 

If we are CODRCious of our strength and our ability to resume 
civil disobedience whenever it becomes necessary. we should find 
110 dIfficulty In obeying even irhome orders. 

That was the spirit in which he worked to fulfil the 
·conditions of the truce-R spirit which was fully recognized 
by H. E. Lori! Irwin R·ho. in " speech at the .Taipur 
'Banquet, observed: 

Throughout my conversations with Mr. Gllndhi. I felt compiljtf:' 
•• B"rallee that I could implicilly trust hi. word and I am confideDt 
that he will do everything in hili power to give eft'cct to tholie

· .• iertaklngs which are recorded In the published statement. 

GANDHI AND THE RED-t'LAGOEllS 

In tbe thiI'Il week of :\h .. ch, Gandhiji was in Bombay 
l"oferriug with his colleagueS-Rnll he was given a recep
tion the like of wbich even Bombay hall selrlom witnessed. 
And yet tl",re was a Tllffible of discontent among the 
more extreme wing who expressed themselves in continual 
interruptions. Even Gandhi was accused of betraying 
the labourers, while the deniand for the release of Meerut 
I'r1soners and the Bengal detenues was voiced by Subash 
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Chandra Bose and others. In the midst of interruptions by 
labour" Red-Haggers," Gandhi declared that he had never 
betrayed the workers in his life, and that the Congress would 
stand by the Independence Resolution passed at r~ahore, 

which would be reiterated at Karachi, and a clear mandate 
given to the Congress delegates to the next Round Table 
Conference that they should not accept any scheme of 
Swaraj which did not satisfy the country in the light of his 
eleven points or did not contain the sub.tance of 
Independence. 

LORD IRWIN AND THI;; )IAIlAT)IA 

Mr. Gandhi also employed his time in Bombay in 
calling a Conference of mill-owner. and arranging for the 
relief of sufferers from the foreign cloth hoycott. He then 
left fo,· Delhi and had a further interview with H. E. Lord 
Irwin on the 19th when he discussed the question of the 
release of political prisnners in accordance with the 
Ag'·eement. He had also a long interview with :.lIr. 
Emerson, the Home Secretary. 

The rest of hi. stay in Delhi was occupied in confer
ring with the Princes and rep,·esentatives of the ""slims 
and Sikhs. At the Princes' Banquet to the Viceroy on the 
20th, His Excellency paid an eloquent tribnt" to the 
honesty, sincerity and patriotism of Gandhiji with whom 
"it had been a pleasure and a privilege to work". His 
Excellency said now that he would he reliev"d of his 
official duties, he would be in a position to go back to 
England and explain to his people and to his political 
h-iends the implications of the truce and the state of affairs 
in India. 

Lord Irwin declared that '[~hatrn~ Gandhi 011 his side 
was doing everything possible to COil vince his fellow
countrympo and to bring abont an atmosphere congenial for 
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peace. Lord Irwin, on his part, hoped to do everything to 
IHake it possible for England and India to arrive at a 
peaceful settlement. 

THE EXECUTION OF I:IHAGAT SINGH 

Wbile Mr. Gan1hi was doing e,-erything to fulfil th" 
terms of the truce both in letter and spirit, there was n·) 
end of obstacles. }<'oremost of these was the hanging ot 
Bbagat Singh aod his comrades of the Lahore Co~spiracy 
Case, whicb, though it was no part of the settlement, was 
felt by Gaodbi as ao undue strain on the patience of the 
public which could not counteoance tbe executioo under the 
orders of a tribunal createn by tbl' Ordinaoce which expirerj 
witb tbe truce. '\be uowisdom of cart'ying out tbe execu
tion 10 the teeth of nni vernl outcry against normal 
procfldlJre seemed to be io contlict witb the heralding of 
the ne", era of friendliness and co-operation whicb was 
expectjpJd to take the place of suspicion and revenge. 
The Goveroml'nt lost an excellent opportuoity for a gesture 
of mllgnanimity and goodwill which would have won over 
even the recalcitrarots to tho side of reason. Gandhi felt 
tbat the su<lden execution uuder such circumstances was 
cutting the ground unllerneath the feet however technically 
unconcerne,j it might be with tbe terms of the truce. The 
nation's duty, he said, was clear. 

Tht Congress must not swerve from the path challted tor it. 
In my opinion notwithstanding Ihe gravest provocation, the 
Congress .hould endorse the .ettlement .. od test its capacity to 
yield the result hoped for. We must not put ourselves io the 
wrong by bein~ angry. Let us recognise that commutation ot the 
sentence~ wa~ no part of the truce_ We may accuse the Govern
meat of goondaism; but we may not accuse them ot a breach 
of the settlement. 

In my deliberate opinioo, the grave bluoder committed by the 
Government hAR increased our power for winning the fl'eedom for 
which Bhagat Singh and his comrade. have rli.d. Let us not 
lritter away the opportunity by being betrayed into any angry 
.,( tinn. Univer~al hart.1'l1 is a foregone conclu8ion. ~o better mark 
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of iespect can be paid to the memory ot the decealled patriols thaI> 
by having ab.olutely silent and respectful processions. Let the· 
eve,t be one ot selt-purification and greater dedieation to the 
service of the country. 

THE KARACHI CONGRESS 

Gandbiji and Sj 1. Vallabbai Patel, President-elect of 
the Congr~ss, and other leaders arrived in Karachi on the 
25th March. A hand of "red shirts" greeted them 
with black flags, and the leader of the Party went the 
length of presenting Mr_ Gandhi with a black flower in 
token of their sorrow and <lisapproval of Mr. Gandhi's 
doings. There were throughout the day hostile demon
strations against tbe Cungress, and it was even feared 
that tbey would make it impossible for the Congress 
to go on. l'bey displayed throughout a menacing attitude 
to the Congress leaderd and volunteers and practically held 
tbem up more than once. It was left for Mr. Gandlli t~ 
bring tbem over to the side of reason and non-violence 
(at aoy rate for the mom .. nt) by his wise connsel aod 
courageous staud. Gandhiji later addressing a public meet
ing of about 50,000 referred to the Red Rhirts' ilemonstra
tion and said the action of the young men dill not aoger 
him, but on the other hand he was pleued with the digni
fied way they had behaved towards him. They might have 
done worse. They might have killerl him for which non~ 

required a premeditated plan. 

But none Can harm me as long as God wins that I should sen t 
India. But the moment my day comes, none not even the clevere~1 
doctors could save me. 

Proceeding, Gandhiji said their struggle was based on 
truth and rigllteonsness and they must advance on that 
basis alone. In short. this was Gandhism which the young 
men were shouting down. Gandhiji continuerl that the 
d~ath of him or of all those who believed in Gandhism 
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d,l not kill Gandhism which was the cult of non-violence 

i love. On the otlter hand it was tltrough non-violence 
,t India could sho\\' the fight of last year's which attract
thousands of men .. women and children to the fray. 

This would be .impo,sib!e under violence, and he 
appealed to youog mAn to com" out and embracp his 
creed. Proceeding. hI' Qbsen·pd : 

If the young men try to make the work at tht' Congress session 
hnpo •• ible, they could Dot bring back Bhogat Singh. On tb. othe. 
bud tbey would retard the progress of the country. I aspire for 
8_"aj-Ramraj or Government of peace and love-which alone 
could be achieved through DOIl-violeDce. Thi. i. my oDly dream. 
I live. I eat, 1 walk, I speak, and I move for that dream olone, but 
tbe day my iDDer voice tells me that tbe country has no lODger need 
, " lIle and.I am con"lncen that Ihe people bave reiused to respond 

. \' call, I will .tarve myself to death. 

Prior to the actm.l meeting of the Congress, Gand hi 
'I talk with Mr. iluba,h Chandra Rose, the leader of the 
Illwan Sabhll. Ilnd was able to persuatle him to fall ill 
the Congress view. Therl'upoll I\fr. Subaslt wade a 

-illent declaring that the Red Shirts would do nothing 
i It pair the authority ot nand It i and th" COllgres.--a 

,i~claration which ~et at rll.t all f('llU8 regarding the peace
tul conduct of tlte sessioDs. The Congress Subjects
Committee met vn th', :l1"th AOti adopte,l by an over
whelming mlljority the r~soluti()n of the Congress "'orking 
CommitteI', rAtifying the Gandhi·Irwin Agreprneot alld 
choosing Mahntma Gandhi liS the leader of the COIlgrpss 
Delegation to the Rounti T.Lle COltf~r .. nce wil h II lIlauriate 
to rlemlto,l /'UI'11(1 Swam; with such adjustlD~Dts as might 

he necessary in the interest of India. 

Mahatmaji a"8ured the Suhject8 Committee that the 
terms of the Truce did not in any way bring down the 
prestige of the Congress. On the other banrl it had added 
'.n"irierahle strength tl' tltp (Jongress. In the open 
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Congress it was left to him to support the resolution which 
was moved by Pandit Jawaharlal. The Congress unanim
ously stood by him and gave him full authority to negotiate 
with the Government in the name of the people. 

No promise has ever been made
J 

and no promise is being made 
now, that if the Congress deputation goes to the Round Table Con
f?rence either here or in England and enters upon further negotia~ 
tlOns, the deputation is going to bring Pnnu~ 8wa-raj. Pnrna Su)araJ 
will COme when the full authority of the Congress has been mani
fested and not a minute before. All that I promise faithfully on 
my Own behalf and that of lhe deputation, which you may wish to 
send, is that we shall not be disloyal to the Congress in any shape 
or form. 

With these striking words, Mahatma Gandhi wound up 
the debate on the resolution on Congress partici pating in 
the Round Tahle Conference. 

The resolution was supported by maoy leaders of note. 
A few, including Mr. Jamnadas Mehta of Bombay, opposell 
it. Eventually the resolution was put to the House and 
carried practically unanimously amidst deafening shouts of 
"V d t "~,, G d' k' . ." an ema aram an" an \- I-Jal. 

Another resolution to which some ohjection was taken 
by a few Congressmen was what is known as tha Declara
tion of Fundamental Right; embodying Mr. Gandhi's 
famous eleven points and a few more which \fr. Jawahar
Ial hall introduced into it. But Ganl!hi "ponsored tbe 
resolntion and, as might be expected, he had his way. 
There was no doubt that everyone was anxious that Mr. 
Gandbi .hould have a free hand all,1 should be unfettered 
in the exercise of his p,-,wers. Congress had gained greatly 
in prestige under bis authority, and eVtlry section of the 
house was prepared in the interest of Congress discipline 
to abide by bis counsels. Mr. Gandhi's h(Jld On the Con
gress 'lnd tbe country was thlls supreme at the time, antI 
the Karachi Congress gave him an anre.tri~ted mandate 
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aIIO invested "iIll with full authority t<:> dpe .. k ann act in 
tile name of tbe country. 

TEE Ml'SLf)( CONFERENCE 

Fresh from his triumphs at Karachi, Gandhiji tumen 
his attention to the 'solution of the communal ques~n. 
Accordingly he procef'decl to Delhi, where the AII- rndia 
Muslim Conference WM sitting, and trien to get into touch 
with the le'lderB of the League with " view to reach a 
settlement. But in ILis he was nisapvointed. After an 
iDterview with the lea,lers, he i~sued a statement in which 
he pointed ont that hi, vi~w on the Hindu-Muslim 'IneBtion 
was that of full surrenrler to any unanimously expressed 
wish of tLe MUBsalmans anrl Sikhs. Before he cultivi\ted 
Hindu opinion, hfl wanterl to have that form IlIa but it 
had not been forthcoming. He arlded that he was unable 
to identify himself with auy solutiou bllsed on commuoalism. 

OPKNING THE FEDERATION OF' CHAMBJ.;RS 

Un April 7, MI'. Gandhi opened the session of tl,e 
,Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce before a dis
tinguished assemblage. including Sir George Schuster. lIe 
said th'lt Swam) meant the rule of justice, therefore tbp 
Englishmeu's rights must be protected. The prohlem was 
like the one he faced in South Aftica during his talks with 
General Smuts. MI'. nan~hi wa- told that the real problem 
was that the South African settlers wished to safeguard 
their civilisation against Eastern inAuences ann domination. 
Mr. Gandhi conceded that the view-point of General Smuts 
could similarly be applied tQ India. She wished to preserve 
her civilisation against inroads by otber civilisations. If 
Lnglish;nen and foreigners respected tbe Indian civilisation 
and lived as true servllnts of India, they had a most honour
"hIe place in thl' country. 
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Urging the Federation leaders to capture tbe Congl 
~Ir. Gandhi said tbat tbe entire Coogre§s strength wa. 
<1erived through adult franchise. Indian uatiooalism was 
such that they oeither wished to exploit others nor allow 
otbero to exploit them. The Federatioo leaders could 
capture Congress Dot by means of the purse but by greatp . 

sacrifice for the masses. 

Gandhiji then attended the Sikh League at Amr 
and returning to Ahmedabad, presided over the convo(' 
of the Gujerat Vidyapith where he exhorted the grad 
in the followiog words: 

You must be experiencing the atmosphere itl at pi 
surcharged \vith violence, I do Dot want to go into the caUSt", 

It does not gather much force, but I remInd the graduates thai 
are and ought to be the C'Mbodiment of Don-viohmce a.nd trn I! 
they have properly imbibed the spirit 01 truth aDd Don-vi .. 
then alone they will be able to dispel and clarify the cl, 
atmosphere of violence to a great extent. 

GANDIDJI IN HmlBA Y 

Hut Gandhi arranged to be in Bomhay to bid farewell 
to Lord Irwin and had hi8 last talk with ilis Excellency 
on the 18t11 April. He also interviewed the Governor 
of Bombay in connection with the carrying out of the 
truce terms, particu1.uly with refAl'ence to the restoration 
of confiscated lands in Guzerat. The (>onversations were, 
in the nature of the elise, private: but it was understood 
that the retiring Viceroy earnestly pressed Mr. Gandhi 
to attend the Second Round TallIe Conference in London. 
On the salDe day tne Corporation of Bombay pres~nted 

an address to ~Ir. Gandhi-an address which paid " 
glowing tribute to the services and achievements of .1 

Mahatma to the country. 
While Gandhiji was strammg every nerve 

implement the Pact and prove the nation's solidarity beL 
the Agreement, troubles were brewing out of the GO\I 
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lJJeDt'~ attempts to colleet the revenues in Guzerat. It was 
understood that no coercive measures would be adopted 
beyond the ordinary law in collecting the taxes: and the 
Agreement rlefinitely stipulated that only the ordinary 
processes of Illnd rev.enlle adlllinistration would be put in 
force IIgainst defaulters. Both tbe Vicl>roy and IIIr. Emerson, 
the Home Secrptary, had di.tinctl)" promised a considerate 
lind even generous attitude to tbe peasants. And the (ioverD
ment of Bombay al80 would appear to have promised a8 
much. But now and again,eriolls allegations against local 
lIuthorities came to the notice of the \Vorking Committee, 
and 11k Gandhi was flooded with complaints aglt.inst the 
alleged extortion8 of the tax gatberer8. Lori! Willingdon 
.ucceeded to the Viceroyalty on April 17, and 11k Gandhi 
interviewed him in May. Gandhiji took the opportunity to 

'.equaint tbe Dew Viceroy with the case of the Kisans and 
~oubtl~ss His Excellency promised tbat nothing would be 
"anting on his part to see justice done by them. Meanwhile 

.the Working Committee whicb met on .June 10, decided tbat 
Gllndhiji should attend the Second Round Table Confer· 
~nce, and he was It.ppointed sole delegate of the Congre8s. 
Gandhiji bimself announced tbat "if be sbould succeed in 
attending the Round Table Cnnterence he would fully 
_participate in the discu8sions ". The" if" was ominon8. 
In fact in every communication to the press on the subject 
of the Hound Table Conference, Gsndbiji took care to 
add the mystifying" if", Speculation was rife as to what 
he would ullimately do. Meanwhile tbe personnel of 
the Round Table Conterence was announced wbich 
included Gandhiji's name. S~i11 Gandhiji added "if" 
to everyone of his statements. H" bad decided to stay 
iu an East End borne kept by Miss Muriel Le8ter if he 
decided to go at all. On .July 11, Gandhiji wired to 
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Lord Willingdon regaraillg the non· observance of the 
truce terms by local Governments and received His 
Excellency's assurances. On the IRth, (jandhiji interviewed 
the Viceroy and things seemed to move pretty satisfac
torily. Later, however, he haa to wire to His Excellency 
protesting against the action of the Collector of Sur at, and 
the Viceroy replied asking Gandhiji ., not to precipitate a 

.. " 
en81S . 

TilE ATTEMI'T ON SIR E. HOTSON 

Meanwhile an unfortunate incident occurred in Poona 
where while the Acting Governor H. E. Sir Ernest Hotson 
was visiting the Fergusson College, he was shot at by a 
student: not long after came the news of the shooting of 
Mr. Garlick in Dacca. Gandhiji was naturally horrified that 
such things should happen at a time when he was so 
untiringly busy peace-making. (jandhiji immediately 
telegraphed to His Excellency congratulating him on 
his escape and condemning the outrage. He also took 
occasion to write and speak freely on the subject. The 
Working Committee which met at Bombay in the first week 
of August, lost no time in passing a strong resolution on 
the subject. It was endorsed by the A. I. C. C. in which 
Mr. Gandhi himself spoke on the resolution. 

Though Mr. Ganahi was himself responsible /01' the 
drafting of the resolution, he gladly seized the opportllnity 
for a speech that made his own standpoint abundantly clear. 

By this resolution we are informing the world that we do 
not wish to fool the British, that we wish to obtain freedom 
thrQugh peace and non-violence alolle. We believe, and wish 
to make the world believe, that we want to follow the policy of 
peace In thought, word and dee~. 

It would not he honest, Mr. Gandhi continued, 
to take shelter under the plea that Congress has noth
ing to do with the allts of Tiolence of other people. 
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'I"u Mr. Gandhi say more," asked the Times of 
fllI/ia. "It would be sheer obstinacy to pretend that 
this statement' is not completely satisfactory." Proceed
ing Mr. Gandhi said that by non-violence we have 
gained and not lost anything. By this creed million .. 
of our countrymen have become btave. We must there
fore have tbe courage to speak out our minds and t'xpress 
a definite opinion on the cre"fl of non-\'iolencp. 

I praised the coura"e of Hiug'at Sing'h and hi. comrades and 
I was a party to the Karachi resolution; hut I confe •• that the redO
l11tion ha. been misunderstood and has been wrongly followed by 

"ths. The youth. have been misled. I admit the mistake if it 
t .. & mistake. 

"To me non-violence is a dhonnre," he continue'] 
Iont to some of you it may be Ii policy." 

THE RUPTURE 

While he expressed himself thus freely and firmly on 
subject of violence, he was also confronted with the 

"gations against the extortions of the local officials in 
l;erat .• It would appear that Mr. Gandhi, on the occa
',of his visit to the Acting Governor soon after the 

. i "rtuoa!e incident, found His Excellency was very 
,iable and expresserl bis rea(lineS8 to investigate every 
t' of the specific cases of coercion and breach of the 
,ct cited by Mr. Gandhi and to remedy them. Further it 

,,~, reported that Mr. l1andhi also obtained an assurance 
that coercive mellsures would not be resorted to if Mr 
nand hi would use his inftllence with the peasants who art 

able to pay revenue dues to do so without any equivoca 
tiOD, and in accor1ance with this, it was claimed in Con 
gress circles, 1\11'. Gandhi was mainly instrumental in tl .. 
(;('\'ernment realising nineteen lakhs of rupees in reveoll" 
in nujerat. Despite this it was alleged the Government. 
contrary to the undertaking, resorted to coerciYe measure, 

1Z 
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which led :\11-. Gandhi to visit Poona to Interview Sir Ernest 
Hotson. Mr. tlandhi Idid before the Govel'l\OI' a numher 
;)f specific cases wherein he alleged the terms of the Pact 
had been broken hy revenue otlicials in r;ujerat, not only 
in the matter of collection of revenue but also in the 
matter of reinstatement of village officials who had 
resigned during the civil disobedience movement. 

Some Sholapnr prisoners and severa} other prisoners who, the 
Congress claimed, were covered by the Settlement still remained 
undischarged; (2) several such prosecution. still continned; (iI) 
clvil restst~;rs comtng under the Foreigners Act llsd Dot yet been 
removed from 'he baD j (4) Yatan and lDam cases against civil 
resisters ,,,ere not yet withdrawn; (;)) officials such as patels, 
who resigned during the civil disobedience movement still remained 
nnreinstated; (6) confiscated moveable aDd immoveable properties 
~lad not yet, undtr some pretext or other, been retnrned ~ (7) liquor 
yendors still conttnued uDliceD8~d business in ~pite of the know. 
ledge of tIle authorities. 

)Ir. nandhi referred also to two further heads in thi. 
c.mnexion touching on forfeited lanlls and gr~nt8 to the 
Ahm~dabad Municipality. 

Apart from thesp specific cases, "r. Gandhi also held 
that to repudiate the Congress as an intermediary bet weeD 
the people and the Government means the repudiatioa 
,{ the Settlement. 

The Working Committee, io meeting held in 
Bombay, asked the Governor's intervention in the matter 
in dispute. 

The Governor's reply to ]\fr. nano hi which caused 
considerable dissatisfaction among the members of the 
\Vorkiog Committee, contended that the grievances put 
forward by Mr. Gandhi had been investigated by the 
Local Government and it was found that there had 
been no coercion as such in the collection of land revenue 
from the peasants of Bardoli, Bors.d, etc., nor any 
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,eadws of the terms of the Truce but that only the 
,,.,linary legal procedure was being followed. 

On the information before him, he is .atisfied that no breach of 
"":tttlement is involvpd in the steps taken to collect land revenue in 
Hardoli. It was clearly contemplated by tke Settlement that current 
d,·mand. and arrellrs would be paid promptly by all who could pay. 
I'he Collector did llOi\<ever show special forbearance in regard to 
InploYlnent of coercive procel'lses, and it was only after some 

",mth,' delay and then only in carefully selected c •• e. that he 
("'iorted to them. The prompt response of revenUf··pa.yer:; and the 
negligible extent to which attachment became nece .. ary showed 
. hen, 1hat there were many persons able to pay who had not done 
,,' and established the ract tbat action had becume necessary only 
n consequence of their fanure to observe the Settlement. 

While reserving the right to decide each case on its merit., 
neither the Government nor the Collector hsl'! ever accepted the 
~n8ition thAt the collection of lalld rCVE:'nue should be dependent on 
tbe advice of tbe Congress, and His Excellency ho. no doubt you 
wtll yourself realise that the decision as to whetber .. particular 
person can or cannot pay must rest with the Collector. Holding, 
tberelore, as he does, that there hILS been neither a breach 01 faith 
nor & breach of Settlement itt any action which has been taken, His 
Excellency the Governor·ln-Council is uflable to approve of refund 
ot any sum! already collected. 

The Governor's CUI·t reply which doubtle~s precipi
tated the crisis, was discussed hy the Working Committee 
lor over three hoUl's and when the Committee adjourned 
at noon on the 11 t.h August, Mr. Gandhi sent an expre.s 
telegram to Hi. F:xcellency the Viceroy which was in 
the natm6 of an S. O. S. 

Exceedingly regret to inform you tbat tb. letter from tbe 
Bombay Government just received renders impossible my departure 
ior London. The letter raises iS8ues of first magnitude, as well at 
facts as of law and contends that the Government must be the 
tinal judges on both. In naked terms this means tbat Government 
.hould be both the prosecutor and judge with reference to malte .. 
arising Jut of a contract to which they and the complainants al'e 
parties. This is an impossible position for the Congress to accept 
When I read the Bombay Government's letter together with Sir 
~Ialcolm Hailey's telegram received in answer to my i[]quiry and 
reports of continuing harassment in the United PrOVinces, the 
Frontier Province and other Provioctls, they ~t:em to me "cOmplete 
IndIcation that I muot not ean. 
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Lord Willingdon telegraphically replied to Gandhiji, 
expiaining tbe Gov(,l'Dment's position in respect of land 
revenue coilection in Gnjerat. The Viceroy in a courteous 
but decisive note substantially supported Sir E. Hotson's 
reply to Gandbiji. 

I should regret extremely, if tOI' the reasons you have given, 
the Congres. should be unwilling to carry out the "rrangement 
which provided for their representation at the Conference. I am 
unable to accept these reasons as "alid and I cannot but feel that 
your misgiving. arise It'om a misunderstanding of the policy of the 
Government and the grounds OD which it rests. 

* • • 
I would remind you of my personal letter to you 0; JUly :H, 

in ,,,-Mch I gave you the fullest assuraDce~ of my personal fnten" 
in everything to do with the Settlement and could therefore ha, 
hoped that you would not allow disputes over tbe present details I 

prevent your serving India by participating in the momentous eli:
cuss ion ot the future Constitution which may determine the desti 11 

. of the country beyond your time or mine. It, however, your tell 
gram represents the final word, I will at once inform the Prill 
Minister of yom inability to attend the Conference. 

Gandbiji replier! that he could only read If' 
Excellency's assurances in the light 01 present happeningo 
and if you can see in them nothing inconsistent with the settlemeo( 
it shows fundamental difference in our respective outlooks npon 
settlement. In circumstances I regret to say there is no way left 
open to me but to confirm decision already conveyed. I can onl) 
add that I tried my utmost best to go to London but failed. PleaS(' 
Inform the Prime Minister accordingly. 

It did Dot take long for the public to know tbe result 
of these anxious negotiations. And the \Vorking Com
mittee which met at once to consider the situation, issued 
the following itatement: 

The Committee carefully conbidered the correspondence 
exchanged between t.he Central and various Provincial Govern
ments on the one hand, and Gandhijt on tae other, upon matters 
arising out of the Delhi Settlement and also considered the state
ment made by Gandhiji describing the events that leu tn the 
correspondence. The Congress Working Committee notes with 
regret that there have been in ita opinion repeated and in 
some cases serious breaches by provinc~al- Governments ot condi
tions of the Delhi Settlement and a stage was reached when 
fall1ll11: satisfaction, Gandhljt had ... ked with the approval of 
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the Working Committee for the appointment of an impartial 
tribunal to investigate tbe aUegations [If brol\ches and interpret 
the terms of the Settlement. Such a req'lest has D<)W been refused 
eveD In matters affecting the vital interests of the peasantry. 
The Committee has therefore been obliged reluctantly to come 
10 the cODelusion that consistently with the terms of the Settlement 
and na.tional interests, the COllgress cannot and should not be 
represented at the Ronnff Table ConfereDce. 

'rhus unfortunately, after about six months of anxious 
and vigilant nurturing from the first wetk of ~Iarch to the 
third week of August, the tender plant of the Truce, on 
wbich such great hopes h ~d been reared, snapped at a 
moment. It was deplorablp, that the long and patient 
fIndeavour of months of gOl)'lwill and co-operation on either 
tide should have t"ken such a surlden and unexpected 
turn. The situation was grave enough in all conscience, 
and Lord Irwin overwhelmed by the gravity of the crisis 
declined to say anything. The Rt. Hon. Sastri was 
plunged in gloom a8 he heard the news of the Congress 
decision and Mr. Gandhi's withdrawal from the Round 
Table Conference. Dr. Sapru and Mr . .Tayakar and other 
Round Tablers who were in Bombay to sail for England on 
the 15th by the Jl[oolta», saw M,·. Gandhi Ilt "~Iani Bha
wan" and expressed their profonnd disappointment at the 
tUrn of events. Pandit Madan ;\Iohan MalaviYIl and 111'8. 
Sarojini N ",idn who had arranged to sail by tbe MooitulI, 
cancelled their passal;'es. Gandhiji himself in an interview 
with pres8 correspondents declared: 

I need hardly say that it has been a great blow to me that 
I am not to go to London. I know what it will mean to Lord 
Irwin and I know also what severe disappointment it will bE"- to the 
numerous English friends I have in ~ng18nd. But a decision Dot 
to go became Inevitable. I had hoped against bope tbat ju.tice 
wtll be done even at the eleventh hour. My request was in my 
optnion incredibly eimple. If there WBS a contract between the 
Government and the Congress, and if there was a dispute as to 
th e i.nterpretation of the contract, or if there was a breach on eitber 
"I de, surely the rules governiJlg all contracts must be hppHcabh~ 

,) this contract, and this tn my opinion wa." the more so, beealJ."" 

, 
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it is a contract between a great Government and 8. great ol'ganisa 
tion claiming to represent the whole nation. That the contract is no' 
legally enforceable imposes a double obligation upon Ilk 
Government to submit to an impartial tribunal questions in disput< 
between·the contra.cting parties if they cannot agree. The Gover:l 
meut in their wisdom have rejected a very simple and very natura' 
suggestion of the Congress, that such matters in dispute should b· 
referred to an impartial tribuna1. 

In th~ circumstances it would have been highly improper if t.il 
Congress had allowed itself to be represented at tbe Round Tabl 
Conference. More than this I mu~t not ~ay at the present momel.lt 

By lllTaDgemeDt the "Dtire correspondence and doc,,
ments relating to the issue unner controversy were pub· 
lished on the 15th. Nothing could be gained by blamingon(' 
side or the other, but there was general and widespread regret 
that differences in trivial detail,; should have obsoured the 
larger end in view. It was yet hoped tbat something would be 
done to retrieve the situation-a hope inspired by Gandh!.ii's 
message to the News Chronicle in which he declared that 
the position was any day retrifwable if tbe local authorities 
implement tbe Settlement and that he "will dash to Londou 
the moment the way is clear". 

For once let the Britisb public believe that every effort humanly 
pos8ible was made by me to proceed to London. But the belie! is 
growing on me that the great Civilians here do not want me to attend 
the Conference, or if they do, they do so under circumstances 
which & National OrgllDi8ation like the Congress can never tolerat.e. 
If there is to be lasting partnership between two Nations, these 
Civilians will probably remain as true servants of India. 

I have therefore no desire to atteod the Conference if I cannot 
do .0 with their wbole-hearted good will and blessings. When the 
full facts are published, I will be able to produce a catalogue of 
breaches by Provinci.al Governments which will show how patient 
the Congress has been and hoping against bope. 

DE~lAND FOR TRIBUNAL 

The demand for an impartial tribunal before whom the Cougre~~ 
; Can prove these breaches I hold to be perfectly natural and siruple. I 

claim for the Delhi Settlement at least as much sanctity and protec
tion as is claimable for any ordinary contract.. But if tor this solemn 
Settlement one contracting party can be both prosecutor and judge, 
it is not worth the paper on which it is written; and if London 
cannot guarantee protectiou to that pdrty to the contract which hag 
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DO arms \0 back it, London is not likely to produce a scheme that 
will give India what she has long desired and to which she i. entitl
ed by right of suffe";ogs, if nothing more. 

The position is any day retrievable by Jocal authorities, 
implementing terms ot the Sett.iement. I cJaim for the Congress that 
U has done its part to the best of its ability. It has .1 ways been 
ready to set right everything brought against it, and it has been 
always ready to court public inquiry int:) everyone of its doings. 

MAHATlIA'S CONCERN FOR IRWIN 

Personally I would give lily all for the sake ot Lord Irwtn 
who will feel deeply cut up to see the Settlement to which he 
ga.ve many anxiOUd days and nights failing at the lost moment. I 
claim to feel this no less kepnly than be. You may thereiore 
depeod upoo it that I would make II dash tor London the moment 
tbe way is cleared for me by those who are ill a position to do so. 

"What is going to happ" n now will be known within a 
few days," declared Gandhiji addressing a small crowd 
assembled at the time of prayer. 

We believe the truce still continues, but It the Government 
declares the truce has come to an end, we are ready tor it. If 
however the Government declares the truce still continues) both we 
and the Government have to carrr it out. 

LETTER TO LORD WILLINGDON 

Before his departure from Bombay for Ahmedabad, 
Mr. Gandhi addressed a personal letter to H. E. Lord 
Willingdon, in which he affirmed that the Congress had 
no desire to embarrass the Gov"rnment, that it was far 
from his intention to set "I' a parallel government, that he 
had never insisted \lpon a Board of Arbitration though he 
claimed it as a matter of right and that all that he wanted 
was simple justice. He declared further that Congress 
was prepared to continue honomably to work the settle
ment provided there was reciprocal attitude on the part of 
the Provincial Governments. The letter reads: 

Events have moved so fast that I have not ha,\ the time to 
acknowledge your very kinel personal letter of July 31. 

I recognise the sincerity running through the cOffimuuication, 
but the lH.te~t devell)pments have made that letter pa.st history and,. 
a:-. I said in my wire of August 13, the sum-total of all circum
"lances betrays a fundamental difference of outlook hetween us. 
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I can only give you my assuraoce that it was not without th, 
greatest and most anxious deliberation that I Came to the conclu
sion that. in view of your decision, I could not, consistently witll 
my obligations here, attend the Round Tahle Conterence. 

I was grieved when I heard that your decision WaR affected j,y 
the opinion ascribed to you that I had insist.d "pon a Board n: 
Arbitration and that! was trying to set my.elf up as the head c" 
a parallel govern men t. 

A~ for a Board of Arbitration, it is true that I have claimed]1 
as a matter of right, but, if you recall our conversation, I never 
insisted upon it. On the contrary, I told you that 80 long a; I 
got the justice to which I was entitled I would be quite satisfierl. 
You will agree that thiH is wholly different from insisting ()n ii 

Board of Arbitration. 
VOLUNTARY PATELS 

As to the alleged parallel government I thought I hat! 
dispelled the illusion wben, in reply to a jocular remark by you, 
I had told you that I did Dot claim to be a district officer, but that 
my co-workers and I had acted as voluntary patels or village head
meo, and that, too, with the consent and knowledge of the district 
officers. I should theretore be sorry it these two opinions, which 
I submit were erroneous, had aif9cted your decision. 

THE ~A(;T 

The purp9se, however, of writing this letter is to intluire 
whether you regard the Delhi Settlement as now at an end, Qr 
whether it is to be still continued in spite of the abstention ot the 
<:ongress from participation in the Hound Table Conterence. The 
<:ongress Working Committee arrived at the following decision this 
morning: 

"In view of the resolution l'elatillg to Congress non-participation 
in the Round Table Conference pAssed by the Working Committee 
on August 13, the Committee desires to make it clear that this 
resolution should not be construed .9 ending the Delhi Settlement. 
'The Committee therefore advises the Congress organisations and all 
Congressmen to continue to comply, until further instru('tions, with 
the terms 01 the Delhi Settlement in so far as they are applicable 
to the COflgress." 

From this you will observe that the Working Committee has no 
.(lesire to embarrass the Government at the present juncture, and 
that therefore it is prepared to continue honourably to work the 
Settlement; but such working must depend upon a reCiprocal 
attitude aD the pari of the Provincial Governments. 

As I have told you so often, through correspondence and our 
.conversatiuDs, this reciprocity has heen found to be progres~ively 
missing. Informatio[] continues to be received at the office ot' the 
'Vorking Committee 0t GoverDment activity which can only he 
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Interpreted to be .. token of B design to crush the Congress workers 
and normal Congre.s activities, 

It, therefore, the Settlement is to abitie, I ventnre to think that 
early relief in the matter of complaint. already filed t. necessary, 
lIore complaints, as I have already satd, are ct.Jming and co-worker~ 
are Insistent that, If relief is not had in time, they should at lea", 
ret permission to adopt. defensive mea~Ures. May I request an 
early reply, 

THE REAL ISSUE: THE ATTITUDE OF THE SERVICES 

Gandhiji explained tbe purpose of his letter to tbe 
Viceroy, in an article in YO/my India. After referring to 
the fact how the Government had refused to IlCCl'pt the 
Congress as the intermediary between the people and thi) 
Government, and how he had not iosisted 00 the point as he 
did not want to embarrass or humiliate tbe Govl'rnmeot, 
Gaodhiji pointed out that he could prove by documents 
tbat occasions we,'l' not wanting to warrant the Congress 
declaring the Truce at au end by reason of the Provincial 
Governments having failed to carry out the terms. Gandhiji 

'[I cited instances of alleged breaches and addeel that 
lJ~ress had showu exemplary patience in not terminating 
Truce iu tb" face of the eletermined antagonism of the 
iJ Services, It was tb"y ti.at stood in the way of peace 
',e Bardoli elispute. 
l'he inference to be drawn from the conduct of the Proviucia,} 

"rnmento 10 tnat members of the Civtl Service are unwilling that 
""lid proceed to Londoll, Had they desired otherwise it w .. 

i":n to them, &8 It is even now, to make my way clear for me by 
treaUng the CODgres. as worthy of their trust and respect, and 
theretore giving It satisfaction through an impartial enquiry. 

Replyiog to the ohjection that Ganrlbiji, in concentrat
ing upon InllttPrS of detail, had really missed tbe opportu
nity of hAlpiog rlecisions on matters of higher interest, h'l 
pointtd out tbat he does not look at the two things 
separately: 

Government of India is but & part of the wbole Imperial scheme 
, cI it it Is Dot ready to recognise the right of rndla to govern her-
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•• If unfettered from any outside cootrol, it i. nOI likely to Ihlok 
do otherwise. My closest association witb tiat Governme"t for tl'e 
lasl four month. h ... lefl the impressioo on me that the Civil Ser· 
vice i. not ready to recognise the right of IndiB to full freedolll. I 
have too gn:!&t a r~gard for their wility and powers of organisation 
and their intluence on the British public opinion, to think, that with
out their whole·hearled co·operation and bl.s.log, a humble person 
like me could possibly get aoythlng from London. Thereforo, till 
the members of that Service are converted, there is no scope for the 
Congress to enter upon negotiations for full freedom. It mllst go 
through further suffering, however costly the proces8 may be. 
Bardoli, therefore, was for me an acid test. It was d~8igned tn 
gauge the Civilian temper. Looked al in that light, it was not 
small thing. 

FURTHER PEACE Et'FORTS 

While be ~ave out his mind freely on the attitud(> 
tlip Sflrvices, he was unremitting in his endeavours to ('(, 
tione negotiations for peace. He caused the Working C, 
mittee to issue instl'tlctions to the Provinces that 
Congressmen a~ any rate the Truce should be obsen· 
both in tne letter and spirit. He repndiated the press 
port that he hlld issued a challenge to tlte Government, ". 
wben it was bronght to his notice tnat the publication 
his charge·sheet had affected the negotiations adversely. 
pointed out: 

I have issued no challenge. \\'hatever I have said has been I" 
lished in the correspondence. If Illy letter to the Collector of 81: 
be regarded "s a challenge, then that letter unbQubtedly st." 
The material result bas been already achieved-that is to say 
could not go to LondoD. The honour of the Congress pledge to . 
Bardoli peasant. was thereby halt vlndie .. ted. The re.t is in ' 
lap of the Government. Whatever the 6nal ,Iecision of the Gove, 
ment may be, I decline to believe that It C'" possibly be affected 
the publication of the charge-sheet which \V8.S part ot the relt"\ 
correspondence rhis publication was authorised by the teleg" 
dated ath instant Irom Simla. 

So far as the CO linter-charges wer" concerned, he sa 
he wouM welcome them as also an impartial tribunal 
investigate them. 

I wlll be prepared to ad,-i •• the Working Committee to ae( 
t-\-~n an oDe-sidl"o tribunal-that is a tribunal that Ilt.sy confine 
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,lion only 10 Investigate the counter-charge.. The Con gr ••• 
•. ,,"thing to 108e by a public enquIry Into the allegations mad. 

" .! .... i II ~t It. 

Meanwhile H_ K the Viceroy who was in f!alcutta, 
I'astenerl to his headquarters in Simla, beld Ii ml'eting of hill 
Oonncit anct 8('ot a reply to Mr. Gandhi's letter 0; Augnst 14, 
in which he hRrl alleged breacbes of tbe Settlement on tbe 
part of the local Governnwnts. The Viceroy replied: 

The activities of tbe Congre •• during the past five month .. baY<, 
III many din·clion., been contrary both to the letter and the spirit 
ot the Delhi Settlement'l and llAve involved Ii constant menace, Dot 
001, to the continuance ot the Settlement, but to the ID1l1ntenance oi 
peace, particularly in the United Provinces and the North-West 
ProD~ier Province. 

Lord Willingaon further observed tbat the relnsal 01 
the Congress to be represented at the Round Table Con
ference involves the failllre of one of the main ob.iecta of 
the Settlement. Declaring that the Government wonld 
continue to avoid resort to special measures so ta.. a. 
that was possible, the Viceroy arjded: 

It I. tbe IntentIon of the Goverument of India to pursue we 
(>ollcy they have hitherto followed to restrict action to the require
ment8 ot the I'fpecific situation, and, in particnhu, to .,,·otd resort to 
special measures so far as thi8 h~ possible. 

But 10 far as this action may relate to the acth'itie. of the 
Congress, its nature and extent must depend primarily on the naturt: 
of tbo.e activltie;, and the Government "f India are unable to fetter 
tht~ir discretion 1)1' that of Local Governments ill thl~ r('~p{'ct. 

r:omrn~lltillg on the Viceroy's reply, ~[ahatlH".ji told 
l'r~8(>ntative of the A. P. I : 

• 
t do lint consider tht> Viceroy's reply to be at all had or (Ii~-
",tlng. In fact I was prepared for 80me ouch reply. 

~[r. Gandhi added: 
I ~m glad too t!lat 80 far as J can nndenl&nd the letler, the 
rDment do not intend to terminate the Settlement and &8 tht> 

.. i. well aware. the Working Committee of tbe Coogre.. h •• 
,o1y pao<ecI a resolution 10 Ihat effec\. I am therefore boplng 
.• 11 Congr •• smen ,.m metlculonsly oboerve we Soulemeat. 
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Gandhiji had, in the meanwhile, received a ra 
message from Sir T. B. Saprll and IIfr. Jayakar from S 

Jloo/lan, protesting against the release of the charge-sl, 
which had placed them in an awkward position as t1 

had heen in comm unieation with \\'hitehall on the 
hand, and the Viceroy on the other. While Gandhiji e" 
not see how the publication was irrelevant, he showed a . 
spirit of accommodation in wiring to the Viceroy at 0' 

to grant him an interview, so tbat he might persoD" 
explain to His Excellency and clear up the points 
which tbere h .. d evidently been some misunderstanding. 

TilE GANDHI-WILLINGDON TALKS 

His Excellency having agreeil, Gandhiji accomparl 
by )Ir. Vallabhai Patel, Mr . .Jawahar Lal Nehru and 
Prabhashankar Pattani reacbed Simla on tbe 2r,th Aug 
and at once starteil negotiations. Gandhiji's evident mou,' 
tion and sweet reasonableness naturally disarmed all opp' 
tion and the disc11ssions with )lr. Emerson proved III 

satisfactory. The discussion covered a wide area, particula 
breaches relating to Gujerat, the United Provinces and,
North-Wellt·Frontier, but finally centred around Gujerat. 

The Viceroy held a two hours' meeting of the Exec 
tive Council when Mr. Emerson explained tbe purport 
his conversation with Mr. (jandhi. 

It all ,eemed quite plain sailing and Gandhiji was 
have left for Bombay en rout, to England but a eleven" 
hour hitch arising, fears were arouseil I"st he .hould miss I: 

boat 00 Fiaturclay the 2!)tb. Meanwhile Sir Prabbashack 
and Sir Cow'lsji Jehaogir (,Jr.) were assiduous in tho 

peace efforts witb Government, and a settlement was reael,·
to the satisfaction of both parties. And the folio wi , 

(:vmm!mique was issued on the 27th embodying tbe res,,' 
of the Gandhi-Williogdoo talks: 
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THE A(;REE~!ENT 

As a result of the conversatlens Letween His Excellency the 
Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi, the Congress will now be ropre.ented by 
Mr. Gandhi at the Round Table Conference. 

The Settlement of March 5, 1931 , remains operative. The 
(Tovernment of India and the local Governments will secure 
the observance ot the specific provisions of the Settlement in 
those cases, if any, in ,vhieh a breach is established and will 
give their careful coosiderp.tioD to any representation that may be 
made in this respect. The Congress will fulfil their obligations 
under the Settlement. 

In regard to collection. of land )·evenue in the Surat District, 
the point in issue is whether in those villages of Bardoli Taluk and 
"alod Mahal which were visited by revenue officials accompanied 
by a party of police during the month of Juiy 1931, more severe 
demands, having regard to their material Circumstances, were ma.de 
from revenue-payer and enforced by coercion exercised through the 
police than were made from and met by revenue-payers of other 
villages of fhe Bardoli Taluka. The Government of India, in cGnsulta
tion and full agreement with the Government of Bombay, have decid
ed that &n inquiry shall be held into this issue in accordance with 
the following terms of reference: 'I'D inquire into the allegationll 
that khatedars In the villages in question were compelled by means 
of coercion exercised through the police to pay revenue, in excess of 
what would have been demanded if the standard hqd been applied 

, which was adopted in other villag-es of the Bardoll Taluka, where 
anllections were effected after March 5, 1931, without the assistance 
of the police and to ascertain what SU!!l, if any, was so paid. 

Within the terms of referencE:', evidence JUay be produced on 
any mailer in dispute. The Government of Bombay have appointed 
Mr. R. G. Gordon, I.C.S., Collector of Nasik, to hold the Inquiry. In 
regard to other matters hitherto raised by the Congress, the Govern
ment of India. and the local Governments concerned are not prepared 
to order any enquiry. 

Thus Gandhiji's principal oemand for an enqlliry over 
th~ Bardoli dispute was concl'ded. The Dl'lhi Settlement 
was to remain operative and Congress was to be represented 
.t the Round Table Conference. 

The news was hailed with rejoicing all over the 
country which for wl'l'ks togl'ther was distractp.d between 
hopes ano fears. Gandhiji left Simla by special train On 

thp 27th and reacheo Bombay in time to catch the P. & o. 
Boat S. S. Rajaput(ma on the 29th noon. With him sailed 
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two veteran Oongress leaders-Pandit Madan Mohan Mal&
"iya and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, and the distinguished 
statesman and administrator Sir Prabhashankar Pattani
all Members of the Round Table Conference. 

Mahatma Gandhi, just before sailing, gave tbe 
following message to the Associated Press representative, 
who interviewed him ID his cabin on board S. S_ 
Rajputana : 

Though I see nothing on the horizon to warrant hope, being 
a born optiml,t, I am hoping against hope. My faith is in God and 
He seems to hltove made my way clear tur me to go to LondoD. 
Therefore I expect He will use me as His instrument for the service 
of humanity. For me service at India is ideo tical with the service 
of humanity. 

Though Congress may be repudiated by sections of the people 
of India, it aims at representing the whole of India and, therefore, 
to deserve the t.rnst that had been reposed In me and Imposed 
upon me, I shall endeavour to represent every interest that 
does not conflict with the interests of the dumb millions for whom 
1he Congress predominantly exists. 

I hope that Provincial Governments, the Civil Service and 
English mercantile houses will help the Coogress to realise tbe 
mission it has set before itself. Representing,8s the Congress does, 
tbe message of non-violence and truth, it can only succeed by the 
goodwill of component parts of the nation, and I am therefore hoping 
that goodwill will be extended to the humble representative that I. 
going upon his errand. 

Septrmoer, 1981-

9th Edition, 3000 "opies, Sept. 1931. G. A_ "'atesan & Co., Madr;e' 
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THE HULES AND REGlJLA.TIONS OF SATYA

(~RAHASHRA i\IA * 
OBJECT 

~.,., The object of this home is to learn how to serve the mother
..... d and to serve it. 

DIVISIONS 

This home is divided into three classes: Managers, Candi
dates and Students. 

(1) MAN "GSRS 

Managers believe that, in order to learn how io serve the 
country, the following observances should be enforced In their own 
lives, and they have been doing so for some time. 

l. THE Vow OF TRUTH 

It h; not enough that one ordinarily does not resort to un ... 
truth; one ought to know that no deception lRay be practised eveD 
for the good of the country, that Truth may require opposition to 
one's parents I<nd elders, Consider the example of Prahlad . 

...-
2. THB Vow OF AHIM ... (NON-KILLING) 

It Is not enough not to take tbe life ot any living being, The 
follower ot tbis Vow may not burl even thoBe whom he believ ... 
to be unjust; he may not be angry with tbem, he must love them: 
thus he would oppose the tyranny whether of parents, government. 
or others, but will never hurt the tyrant. The follower ot Truth 
and Ahimsa will conquer the tyrant by love, he will not carry Oot 

the tyrant'. will but he will suffer punishment even unto death for 
dIsobeying h!s will unttl the tyrant himself I. conquered, 

3. Tn. VOW OF CELIBACY 

It I. well-nIgh impossible to observe the toregolng two Vo";;' 
unless c~lIbacy is also observed; tor this vow it is not .nough that 
one does not look upon another woman witb a lustful eye, be b ... 
so to control bls animal pas.ions that they w1ll not be moved evell 

• A translation of the Gujarati draft constlt1ltion, 
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In thought: it he is married he will not hav. a cOl"Oal mind 1"', 

Ing his wife but considering her as his IHe-Iong friend, will 
blish with her the relationship of perfect purity. 

4. CONTROL Oi" THE PALATl: 

Until one has overcome the pleAtiures or the palate it i~ 
cult to observe the foregoing '"OWl, m.ore especifl.lly that (J[ 

bacy. Control 01 tbe Palate is Iherefore treated as a sep. 
observance. One desirou~ of serving the country will t,l;o 
that eating is necessary only for sus\afnlng the body; he 
therefore, daily regu late and purify hi. diet and wtll 
gradually or Immediately in accordance with bis ability 
oft' such foods 88 may tenrl to stimulate animal passion8 
otherwJse unnecessary. 

r" THE Vow OF NON-STEALIIW 

It is not enough not to steal what is commonly consider, 
other men'. properly. It is theft if we use articlos which. 
Dot really need. Nature provides from rlay to day jnst e.oui:

' no more for onr dally needs. 

6. THE Vow Ot' NON-POSSES~ION 

It is not enough not to poss~ss ann keep much. but it i~ 11 

a8ry not to keep anything which m .. y not be absolutely nece
for our bodily wantS: thus it One can do without chairs, one sll 
do so. The follower of thiB vow will, Iberefore. by COD"· 
thinking tbereover, simplify his life. . 

SUBSIBIARY OBSER\' ANCE8 

Two observances ar~ reduced from the foregoing: 

1. SWADESHI 

It is inconsistent with Truth to us~ articlel about wLidl "I 

abvut whose makers there is a possibility of deception. There· 
fore, for instance, a votary ot Truth will not use articles mAnu· 
factured in the millt; of Manchester, Germany or India, for hi 
does not know that there is no dec~ption about them. Moreover 
labourers suffer much i. the mills. Use of fire in the mills causes 
enormous destruction of lite besides killing l.bourers before their 
time. Foreign goods and goods made by meaus of complicated 
machinery are, therefore, tabooed to a votary of Ahimsa. Further 
rellectio. will .how th~t use of such goods will involve a breach 01 
the vows of non-stealing and non-possession. \Ve wear foreign 
goods in prefere.ce to simple goods made i. our own hand-looms 
because custom attrIbutes greater beauty to them. Artificial beauti
fying of the body is a bindrance to a Brabmachari; h. will, there
fore. avoid the use of ~ny but the sImplest goods. Therefore the 
vow of Swadeshi requires tbe uoe of simple and simply made 
clothtng to the exclusion of even buttons, foreign cut.s, etc., and 80 

will Swade8hi be applied to every department at Ufe. 
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He who Is acted UPOD by lear caD hardly follow Trulh •. , 
.'lh;lII~a. M'aoagerti will, therefore, ('odeavour to be free fro:. 
the fear of kings, people, cute. famtlte~. thieves, robben, ferocioll 
a.nlmals such as tigers and even deatb. A truly fearless man WI, 

.Iefend hlm.ell against otbers by IfIllh-force or .oul-force. 

VERNACl"LA.ftM 

It Is Ihe belief of Ihe Inanagen that no natioD caD make re, 
I,rogre •• by abandonlDg lis own laDguage.; they will, theretor. 
train themselves through the medium of their respective Vt:'rrJ. 

clilar. aDd .... they desire to be on terms of Intimacy with th,· 
)'rethreD from all parts 01 India, they will Ie oro the chief lDdi. 
langnages, and as Sanskrit Is the key to all the Indian langual(., 
tbey will learD that al,o. 

H.urW LAnan. 
MaDagen believe that body labour Is a duty Imposed by natu, 

upon mankind. We may, therefore, reaort to bodily labour alon, 
for our sustenRnce and use our mental and spiritual power tor til' 
common good oDly, and as the largest percentage in the world lh" 
upon agrIculture, manager. will devote some part of tbelr time t· 
working on the land: and when such i. not po •• ible, perlorm '0111' 

other bodily labour. 

HA'W-LooK. 
Man...-ers believe that one of the chief cauoeo 01 poverty In ti. 

land is the virtual disappearance of cotton-spinBlng wheel. an . 
..... d-Iooms. They wi!!, therefore, make a great effort to rev;' 
~"I. industry by working upon hand-looms themselve •. 

POI.ITleS 

Pmitics, economic progress, etc., are not considered t.o be Ind., 
pendent branches of leaming but that they sr. ail rooted in r.lIrt01-
An effort will, Iherefore, be made to learn Politico, Eco~mle, 
Social Reform, etc., In a religious 'plrit, and work in cODnectl .. , 
with these matters will be taken u~ by the managers with ener!!"" 
and devoeton. 

(2) Ca'UHlI.lT&S 

Thos. who are desirous 01 following out the toregolng pi 
gramme but are not able ImmedIately to tAke the necelaary VO" 

may be admitted as candidates. It Is obligatory upon them to ... ,. 
form to the ob.ervances referred to above, though they do not ",~. 
the vows whilsl they are In the A.hram, and they will occupy tl" 
.. 1111118 of manage" when they are able to take the necHsAry "'O"'~ 

(8) BTuDBl<'N .-

1. Any children wbether boy" or "rli from four v 

upward. lIIay be admiMed. 
1S 
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2. Parents will have to surrender all control over tbt<) 
"hildren. 

3. Children may not be permitted to visit their parents unti 
the whole course of study is finished. 

4. Students will be taught to observe all the vows observaL.e 
by the managers. 

5. They will be taught principles of religion, agriculture, hac,l
loom weaving and lilerature. 

6. Literary knowledge will be imparted through the respective 
vernaculars of the students and will include History. Geography, 
Mathematics, Economics, etc., learning oi Sanskrit, Hindi, and at 
least one Dravidian Veroacular is obllgatory. 

7. English will be taught as a second language. 
J;. They "ill be taught Urdu, Beogali, Tamil, Telugu and 

Devanagari characters. , 
9 Managers belleve that the whole course will he complet", 

in teo years. Upon reaching the age of maj,rity, students will ). 
giveo the option of taking the vows referred to io section 1 
retire from the Ashram, if its programme has Dot commended itSt.' 
to them. 

10. This option they will exercise when no l''"ger they w,' 
require the assistance of their parents or other guardians. 

11. Every eodeavour will be made to teach the students Ir.) 
the very beginning Dot to have the fear, "What shall I do for m', 
maintenance if and when I become an independent man." 

12. Grown-up persons also may be admitted as .tudent •. 
13. As a rule the simplest and the same style of clothing w' 

be worn by all. 
14. Food will be .imple. Chillies will he excluded aitogeti!e 

and DO condiments will be used generally except salt, pepper or. 
tnrme.ric. Milk and it~ products being a hindrance to a celibw 
lite and milk being otten a cause of tuberculosIs. aDd haVing tr.. 

same stimulating qualities as meat, will be most sparingly used·if ;. 
alL Food will be served thrice. In it dried alld fresh fruits w' 
be liberally used. All in the Ashram will be taught principle •. 
Hygiene. 

15. There will be no vacation in this Ashram and DO holirla-. 
a. a rule, but during 1)1 days per week the ordinary routine ,,:, 
be .. ltered and stndents will have leisure to attend to their prtva: 
personal work. 

1&. During 3 months in the year those whose health permil' 
will be enabled to travel mpstly on foot in the difl'erent part. 
India. "-

17. No fees will be charged dther against stndents or ca·, 
dates, but parents or members themselves will be expected to j~()) 
tribute as much as they can towards the expenses of the Ashram. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

The management will be controlled solely by the managers. 
1 .. " chief manager will control all admisaions. The expenses of 
conducting the Ashram are being met from money" already received 
by the chief manager and being received from Irienils who are more 
or less believers In this Ashram. The Ashram is situated In 
2 houses on the banks of the Sabarmatl, Ahmedabad. 

NOTI< E 

Visitors are requested during their stay at the Ashram te} 
observe as nearly as possible the rules of the Ashram. Every 
endeavour will be made to make them comlortable; but they will 
confer upon the management a lavour if they will bring with them 
their bedding and eating utensils. Those parents who intend send. 
Ing their children to the Ashram are advised to visit the Ashram. 
No chtldren will be admitted without being thoroughly examined 
a~ to their mental and moral condition, 



11. lRWIN-GAXlIHI AGREEMENT 

-rHE jollowing is the text of the Irwin-Gandhi Agree

ment signlld at Viceroy's House, in New Delhi, on 
March 5, 1931 :-

CODsequent on the couversattons that h ave taken place between 
His Excellency the Viceroy and )Ir. Gandbl, it haa beell arranged 
iliat the civil disobedience movement be discontinued and that, witl, 
the approval of His Majesty'. Government, certain action be taken 
by the Government of India and Local Governmenta. 

THE ROUND TABLli: CONFEBaNt:E 

(2) As regardl constitutional que. lions, the Icope of luture di.
cussion i. slated, witb tbe ... ent of His Majesty's Government, to 
be with tbe object of considering furtber the scheme lor tbe consti
tutional Government of India dlscus.ed at tbe Round Table Confer
ence. 01 the scbeme there outlined, Federation II an es.ential part 
00 alao are Indian responlibility and reservations or laCeguard, 
In the interests of Indi8~ for such matters &8 , for instance, Defence; 
External Affairs; tbe position of minorities; the financial creillt 01 
India, and tbe discharge 01 obligations. 

(3) In pursuance of tbe slatement made by tbe Prime Minister 
in bls Announcement of tbe Hltb of January 1931, steps will be 
taken for the participation of the representatives of the Congress in 
the furtber dlscu.sions that are to take place on the scbeme of 
constitutional ret arm. 

(4) The Settlement relates 10 activities directly connected witl, 
the civil disobedience movement. 

lALLUW OF}' OF ClVIL DISOllEDIENt:E 

(5) Civil disobedience will be effectively di.continued and reci
procal action will be taken by the Government. The effective dis
continuance ot the civil disobedience movement means the efiOe{Jtive 
discontinuance of all activities in furtberance thereof, by wbAtever 
methods pursued and in particular, tbe following:-

1_ The organised defiance of the provisions 01 any law. 
2. The movement for the ~non.payment of land revenue and 

otber legal dues_ 
3. Tbe publication of newo-sheets in support of tbe civil 

disobedience movement. 
4. Attempts to influence civil and military servants or villfge 

offi~(J\11l agaillst Government or to persuade them to resign their 
trlb .. 
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BOYCOtT OF BRITISH O'l(lDS 

\ 6) As regards tbe boycott of foreign good., tbere arc 1100 

is.ues involved, firatly, the cbaracter ot the boycott and secondly 
1be methods employed in giving e!l'ect to it. The position of Goverll
ment Is as follows: They a~prove of the encouragement ofInd, .... 
lndustrielJioft.s part of the economic and industl'ial movemeot detsignt:d 
10 improve the material condition of India, 8Dd they have no df'!"ire 
to discourage methods of propaganda, persuasion ur advertise:UtlUt 
pursued with this object in view, whicb do not interfere witb .h~ 
freedom of action of individuals, or are not prejudicial to the m&in~ 
"'nRnce ot Law and Order. But the boycott of oon-Indian go"'!. 
(except ot cloth which has beeo applied to all foreign cloth) h ... 
been directed during Ihe civil disobedience movement chiefly, If not 
exclusively, against British goods, and in regard to these it baa 
been admittedly employed in order to exert pressure for political 
ends. 

It is accepted that a boycott of this character, and organised for 
tbi. purpose, will not be consi.teot with the participation of repre
... ntMiYes of tbe Congress in a frank and friendly discll8Sion of 
·CODs1.ltutionaJ questions between representatives of British India, ot 
the Indian States and of His Majesty's GOyernmeDt and politi".1 
parties in England, which the settlement is intended to secure. It 
ts, therefore, agreert that the discontinuance or the civil disobedhmce 
movement connotes the definite discontinuance or' the employmt'nt 
of the boycott of Briti.h commodities as a political weapon and tbat, 
to cOllsequence, those who have given up, during a time of politi(ai 
"xcitement, the sale or purchase of British goods Must be left t· •• 
without any form of restraiot to change their attitude if they 80 

-dealre. 
PIC'KKTI:Hj 

(7) In regard to ti,e methods employed in iurlherance 01 the 
replacement of non·lndian bv Indian goods, or against. lhe 
conl'lumption of intoxicatil'g liquor and drugs. I'esort will Dot be 
had to methods coming within the. category of picketing, except 
within the limits permitted by the ordinary law. Such picketiug 
.hall be unoggressive and it shall not involve coercion, intimidation, 
restraint, hostile demonstration, obstruction to the public. or any 
offence under the ordinary law. II and when any of these method. 
i. employed in any placp. the practice of picketing ill that plllCe w"l 
be suspended. 

eOliDrCT OF THE POLICE 

(8\ Mr. Gandhi h .. drawn tbe altention of Government '" 
IpeciBc .. l1egations against the conduct of the police, and represent
.d the desirability ot a public enquiry into them. In pre.ent ci,
<"mslances, Government see great difficulty in this course .. nd feel 
1\';1t it must inevitably lead to charges and counter-charges, lind 

1 i litate agoinst the re-establishment of peace. Havinl! r<I': ...... 
. 'If" .. e considerations., Mr. Gandhi agreed nnt to pre:!i tile mattfr. 
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C.ALLlNG 0,.,. RJ.:VBU8!OJl 

(9) The actton Ihal Government will lake on the disc. 
nuanCe of the .. lvll disobedience movement Is stated In Ihe tollo" 
paragraphs: -

(10) Ordinance. promulgated In connection wllh the 
dl • .,bedlence movemenl will b. wilhdrawn. 

Ordinance No. 1 of 1981 r.lallng to Ihe terrorist move, 
.oeo not com. within tbe .cope of the provision. 

(11) NotlficaUon. declaring ... oclatlon. unlawful under 
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1908 will be withdrawn, pro\· 
that the notlficationo .-ere made In conDection with the 
dllwbedlence movement. 

Th. notifications recenlly 1.lu.d by the Rurm.. Govern 
IIlHler the Crimloal Law Am.ndmenl Act do nol come within 
acope 01 this provision. 

(12) (j) Pendiog prolecutlon. will b. wltbdraYrD if they ha\ c 
heen filed In conoection wltb tbe Civil DI.obedlence movement an<l' 
relate to offences wblch do nol involve violence "ther t.h.n techolc.l 
Tiolence or Incitement to such violence. 

(ii) Th •• aOle prinCiple. wtll apply 10 proceeding. under til .. 
",enrlty provision. 01 the Crlmloal Pr"cedure Cod •. 

(iii) Where" local Gov.rnment h.. moved any HIgh Court 
or Itas Initiated proceedings nnder the legal practitioners' Act in 
regard to the conduct of legal pr.ctltloD ..... In connection with tne 
elvH dlsoberllence moYement, it will mok. application to the Court 
concerned for permi8aion to withdraw such proceedings, provided' 
that tbe allegerl conduct of the peroons cooceroed does not relate tl> 
Y;olence, or incitement to viohmce. 

(i") Prosecutions. if any, againsl ooldle.. anrl polle& 
Involving dt.obedle"ce 01 orders will Dot com. within the scop .. 
()f thl. provl,ion. 

RELEASE OF PRI80NERS 

(13) (i) Those prisonen will be released wno are und.rgolng
Imprisonment in connection with tb. civil disobedience movement 
for offenc •• whirh did not Involve violence, other than technlc.r 
Ttolence, or incitement to such violence. 

(ii) II o"Y pri,,)ner who come. within tbe scope of (i) aboTe
baa been al~o 8entenc~d for a jail oft'eDce, not involving violence, 
other thaD technical vioiehce, or incitement to suob vtolen~, tbe
lat".r .entence ,,1.0 will b. remitted, or If a prosecution relamg to
an otlence of this character is pending agalost such- a prisoner, it" 
will be withdrawn. 
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(iii) Soldiers and police convicted of oll'ences involving di.
-obedience of orders-in tLte very lew Ca8e. that have occurred-will 
Ilot come within the scope of the amnesty. 

(14) Fines which have not been realised will be remitted. 
Where an order tor the forfeiture of security has been made unller 
tbe security provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code, and the 
security has Dot been realised, it will be "'Similarly remitted. 

Fines which have been realised and securities forfeited and 
realised under any law will not be returned. 

(15) Additional police imposed in connection with the civll dis
obedience movement at the expense ot the inhabitants of a particular 
area will be withdrawn at the discretion of Local Governm~nlll. 
Local Governments will not refund any money, Dot hI!! excess of the 
&etual cost that has been realised, but they will remit any 8um that 
has not been realised. 

RETURN OF MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

(16) (a) Movable property, which Is not an illegal pos.ession, 
and which has been seized in coun.ctlon witb the civil di80bedience 

. m:ovement, under the Ordinances or the provisions ot the Criminal 
Law, will be returned, it it is still in the possession of Government.. 

(b) Movable property, forfeited or attached in connection with 
the realisation of land revenue or other dues, will be returned, 
unless the Collector of the District has reason to believe that Ihe 
iletaulter will contumaciously refuse to pay the dues }'ecovep· 
able from him within a reasonable period. In deciding whAt 
ls a reasonable period, special regard will be paid to case. In 
which the defaulters, while willing to pay, genUinely require 
time for the purpose, and if necessary, the revenue will be suspend
ed in accordance with the ordinary principles of land revenue 
administration. 

(c) Compensation will not be given for deterioration. 
(d) Where movable property bas been sold or otherwise tinally 

disposed of by Government, compen8ation will not be given and 
the sale proceeds will Dot be returned, except in so far as they 
are in excess ot the legal dues tor which the property ma] have 
been sold. 

(e) It will be open to any per80n to seek any legal remedy he 
may have on the ground that the attachment or seiZUre of property 
was not in accordance with the law. 

(17) (a) Immovablo property of which possession has been 
taken under Ordinance IX of 1930 will be returned in accordance 
with the provisions of the Ordinance. 

(b) Land and other immovable property in the possession of 
Government, which has been forfeited or attached in conneclion 
with the realisation of land revenue or other dues, will be returued 
unle •• the Collector of the DistriCt haa rea80n to believe that the 
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defa"lter will conlUmaciously refuse to pay tile dues recoverable 
frnHl him within a rpa~onA.le period. In deciding what is a reaSOD
alii. period opecial regud will be pKld to cas,," in which the 
defsulter, while willing to pay, genuinely requi res time for the
purpose, RnrJ, if necessary, the revenues \N'it: be suspendAd in 
accordance with tr.e ordinary principles at land rev~nue admini!· 
tr",tion. • 

(01 Where Immovable property has been sold to third parties. 
the transaction must be regarded as final , 50 far IlS Goverp:ueDt 
arc concernAd. 

l'lote.-Mr. Gandhi ha~ represented to Government that accord. 
ing to hi~ information and belief some, at least, of these sales have 
b~~1\ unlawful and unjust. Government, 00 the information before 
th~ln. cannot accept this contention. 

(d) It will be open to any person to seek any legal remedy he 
m.'\y hs.ve on the ground that the seizure or attachment of property 
wa:~ oot in accordance with the law. 

(18) Government believe that there have been very tew case& 
in which the realization of dues has not been made in accordance 
witl] the proviRions ot the law. In order to meet such cases, if 
Ally, local Governments will issue instructions to District Officers 
to have prompt pnquiry made into any specific complaint of this 
Aatllre, and to gh-e redress without delay if illegality is establishl:'~. 

POSTS OF tNt:UMRENTS \,,"'HO HAVE RESIGIIElJ 

(191 Where the posts rendered vacant by resignation ha"e 
been per ',anently filled, Government will not be able to rein9tate 
the late incumbents. Other cases of resignation will be considered 
on their merits by the local Governments who will pursue a liberal 
policy in regard to the re·appointment of Government servants and 
village officials who apply for reinstatement. 

Jl,U.NLFACTURE OF SALT 

(20) Government are unable to condone breaches ot this 
oxiKUng lllw relati!lg to the salt administratioD 1 nor are they able, tn 
thl! present finaDcial conditions of the country, to make substantia,) 
modillcatlons in the Salt Acts. 

For the sake, however, of giving relief to certain ot ~he poorer
clas.-ies, they are prepared to extend their administrative provisioDs, 
on lines already prevailing in certain places, tn order to permit 
local residents in villages, immediately adjoinlnr; areas where salt 
Can be collected or mane, to collect nr make salt for domestic 
OODHumption or sale within such villages, but not tor sale to, or 
trading with, IndividuAls living outside them. 

(21) [n the event of the Congress talltng to give fnll effect io 
the obligations of this settlement, Gov~rnment will take sue1 

act.toD as may, in consequence, become necessary for the protect~ 
of the public and individuals and the due ohservance ot.or. 
ann Order. 



APPRECIA TIONS 

l. 'fHE RT. HON. SRINIVASA tiASTRI 

IN Ihe course oj an appreciative sludy 41he chamete .. and 
flellin,' of Milhatrna Gandhi, Ihe Rt. Hon. Sastri wrote as follows 
in the pape" of Ihe SURVEY GRAPHIC, an Ame"ican Magazine :-

POLITICS is not separable from life. Mr. Gandhi would not 
countenance the separation, fur his great aim is to strip life of 

its sophistication a.nd reduce it to its own nature-simple) rounded, 
,pure. It merely happens that for the moment his activity is in the 
jield of politics. It merely happens that for the moment he is 
contronting Government and daring its wrath. It merely happens 
that tor the moment hi. cry ot Swam} for India has caught the ear 

,of the world and the world is anxious to know what hi. Swa .. ,,} is. 
His real and final objective is a radical reform of human kind. His 
QQspel is "Back to Nature ". He avows himself an implacable 
enemy of Western civilization. In his mighty war against Western 
civilization, Swa .. aj for India is but a campaign. The rules of the 
campaign are the rules of the mighty war; the weapous to be used 
i:l the campaign are the weapons to be used in the campaign of the 
mighty war; the virtues to be evoked by the campaign are the 
virtues t1which will win the mighty war in the end. The cardinal 
ru~~ of both, the war and the campaign, is non-violence. Non
violence is of the beart as well.s of the body. By thought, word 
and act you may not injure your adversary. Enemy in a personal 
sense is to" strong a word for his dictionary. But 8.S the adversary 
doe, not follow the rule, you will be subjected to great suffering 
and loss. RejOice in the suffering and loss and comt them. If you 
canuo.t rejoice in them, do not avoid or complain against them. 
L0V'e your enemies; If you love them, pardon them and never 
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retaliate against them. ':Force is wrong and must (!O under. The 
soul is inviDcible; learn to exercise its fulJ power. Hold to the 
truth at all co.t..; Sa!.,!" triumph. in the end. Qutof this cardinal 
rule, almost logically, proceed a number of principle~ which will 
keE:;p us straight in the war and this ca~patgn tor 8wH~aj. Siut:f' 
'Ve~tern civilizatioll and the existing system of British Government 
have to be got rid of, we must have nothing to do with eHher of 1'. 
spring of Satan; we must cut off our connection with those large 
and powertul institutions by which they enslave us. These are 
~chools, courts, legislatures. Withdraw children from schools, sue 
not for justice in conrts, and avoid the polling-booth. Machinery 
being another invention of Satan and mills being the mainstay of 
British domination in India, hoycott both, cease to import foreign 
cloth, and erect a spindle ill each home. The motion of the Chark(l 
has mystic properties) its music chastens the soul, 4nd its product~ 
most adorn the human (Ol·m, especially the female form. 
Thes~ principles and courses of action have more or less 
permanent validity because the war against modern civilization 
mllst be expected to be of indefinite duration. It i. a picked 
body, however, namely, the members of the Satya.Q'i'ahasrauu( 
in Ahmedabad-who are engaged in this exalted enterprise 
and owe lifelong allegiance to those principles and cour.es of 
action •. The numerous levies now fighting in India under the flag 
of Non-Co-operation are enrolled only for a single campaign and 
may lapse into the common grooves of life as soon as the British 
Government has been brought to its knees and consented to change 
its basis. In the intensive operations of this campaign it may 
become necessary VJ resort to civil disobedience of ~elected laws 
and non-payment of taxes. But wherever the severity of the 
measures which such action may provoke the authorities to adopt, 
Non-Co-operators are precluded from the slightest intracti,?n of the 
commandment as to non-violence. 

To understand Mr. Gandhi's view of life, attention nJ.l1st be 
fixed on the rules he has laid down for the regulation of his 
Ahmedabad institution. Its name, Satyagrahas1'ama, means the 
hermitage of the determir,ed practice of truth or the abode of soul· 
force. The Asra",,,, i. still small. It has had no real chance of 
proving its vitality, tor ever since its establishment, other th~
have claimed the energies of its founder. But the attainment orit-
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object is conditioned by the increase at its ,numbers and the 
&Cceptance by the community at large of these austere ideals as at 
present exemplified'" the lives of a few apostles, No estimate Can 
he formed of the prospective influence of the new gospel with ant an 
examination of its real nature. 

Truth in the highest sense is possibly only where the individual 
e.njoys complete freedom. All forms of force or coercion Il.re 
thus at ODC~ barred. Compulsion, authority, government, these 
are anathema to one who at bottom is a philosophical 
&narchist. In fact, he describes the essence of his doctrine, some
times ;:s love, sometimes as truth, sometimes as non-violence 
(<<him .• ,,), these forms are in hi. opinion interchan"eable: for. 
organi~ed government in the ideal world. is unjustifiable. The 
merit of tbe British Government is that it governs the least. Even a 
family and a school must trust entirely to the power of love and 
moral reasoning. Flagrant misconduct he deals with by himself 
fasting for a certain number of days, the guilty party being 
invariably brought to a state of cootrition within that period. 
Sometime ago he applied this remedy to end a serious strike in a 
mill, the employers coming to reason for fear ot incurring sin. 
Within the last few weeks the violence practised by 80me persons 
in Bombay in the name of N on-Co-operation on the occasion of the 
Prince of Wales' visit entailed this form at self-chastisement on his 
part, and by al! accounts it had the desired result. 

Nobody is entitled to possess more than is absolutely necessary 
lor the moment. To hold in excess of the need is to be guilty ot 
thett. He and his wife have given away all their property-he 
practised law for many years with success-and now own nothing_ 
beyond the clothes they wear and a change or two and may be a 
hag or box to contain these. The Asram" i!i Ahmedabad contains 
the barest necessaries. 

Each person must supply his wants by his own exertion. The 
ideal is t.o grow the corn that one eats and weave the cloth that one 
wears. Even the brain-worker is not exempt for this bodily labour. 
In fact, the spindle has grown t<> be a fetish with Mr. Gandhi. Ito 
music has a charm for him. He prescribes it for all men and 
women. Boys must prefer it to books. Lawyers must cast away 
their briefs for it. Doctors must abandon the stethoscope and take 
to it. 

> •. 
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So far its products have been coarse; but he asks. can 
a man or woman look more beautiful than in the Khaddar 
made by himself or herself? When a lady pupil of his wore the 
first Sari at her own making, he surveyed her and pronounced her 
divinely Attractive. Without a doubt his eyes so saw hel' and his 
mind so judged her. 

Control of the senses is a requisite of the first-importance. It 
is very hard and can be only very slow. But it must be ioc,,
santly and ruthlessly practised. Luxuries are, of course, taboo. 
Eveo comforts must be steadily reduced_ The palate is a particu
larly venal sense and has to be rigidly curbed. Simple hard fare 
is a condition of spiritual advancement. Celibacy is also enjoined 
on the inmates of the Asrama. Married couples may not be admit
ted unle~s they agr •• to surrender their marital relation and adopt 
that ot brother and sister. If Mr. G.ndhi had hi. way he woul rl 
recommend this course to manklnd. 'the resulting E:xtinction u{ 

the species has no terrors for him. He· merely asks, why sholl I " 

we not all go to a better planet and live on a higher plane? '1'1. 
question would not appear so fantastic after all to one whe believt 
in the re-birth of souls according ,to the law of Karma and reme" 
bered that no person would be a celibate except of his or her 0\\ 

ft'ee choice and when the sex pasI'Jion had been transcended. 
Machinery" being one of the most inseparable adjuncts 

modern civilization, must be abandoned. It is of the kingdom 
Satan. Mills and factories where the labourer is done out 
his humanity have no plac. in his scheme. The wealth they crea" 
it needs no saying, is an abomination. Posts and telegraphs al~ 
railways afe likewise condemned and with them goes the printir. 
press. He says that every time he himself uses these instrumen' 
of civilization be does so with a pang. It would be nearly as hal 
for him to carry on hi. work without resort to them as it would' 
to escape trom the atmosphere of the earth: but perhaps the use 
evil might be d.lehsible in its own destruction. Rapid and e.a
meaDS of communication have but mu1tiplied crime and dise8,!i. 

Could not man infer from the tact of God having given him I,"~ 

that he was not intended to go farther than they could carry bin, 
What are ordinarily called the benefits of the railway and simib 
thIngs are ia reality the opposite, being added enjoy\,ents .. 
means of gratifying the senses. 
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Medicine doe. not escape his judgment; he caUs il black mal''' 
and actually says it is better to die than be saved by a drug pr·-
cribed by the doctor. The tear of immorality and uahealthy moc', . 
of life has been materially weakened if not ,otally removed by ,I" 
hope of being saved from the evil consequences by the help of ,I" 
doctor. A return to the cure 0: na.ture aod her simple waYM won/. 
redeem mankind. 

These and similar doctrines which apP"llr harsh to tht> ordinal' 
person, form the substance ot Mr. Gandhi's ethiCS. Let it not I,. 
supposed that they are logical abstractions formulated for the p'" 
poses ot a moral treatise or sermoD, and with DO intended applici 
tion to life. Their propounder practises them in the spirit and " 
the letter, an.! the limitations on their practice do Dot proceed fll)ll! 

any tenderness for himsslt or his relatives. HIs renunciation ,.1 

wordly goods has already been meutioned. He does not seek jJ,. 

medical man in sicknesR. He eats hanl fare. He wears Kh(Iddtl l 

woven by his own hands and in that dress and barefooted appear' 
before the Viceroy of India. He knows no fear and .hrink. Iru." 
nothing which he advises others to do. In Cact, his love of suffe.
ing and hardship as a means ot spiritual progress is almost morDid 
His compassion and tenderness are infinite like the ocean, to USI" 

an Eastern simile. The present writer .tood by a8 he wiped tl" 
Aores of a leper with the ends of ~li8 own garment. In fact It 1'

his complete mastery of the passions, his reaibation of the ideB} qt 

a II sanyasin " in all the rigonr of its Eastern conception, whirl' 

accounts for the great hold he has over tbe masses of India and h", 
crowned him with the title 01 Mahatma or the Greal Soul. 

Now to a few other doctrlneR of a subordinate grade. Curiousl.,,· 
enough he is a believer In the system of caste though the pride ,,: 
easte and its exclusiveness will receive no quarter trom him. App;.tt
ently he i8 convinced of its beneficence, IC maintained In It, 

original purity, and holds It to be of tbe essence of Hindui.". 
In this belief, however, he is not likely to be followed by a gr ... 
section of h..i15 countrymen, who are anxious to restore their rdigiol. 
10 its ancient purity. But be 18 at one with tbem and in fact wi,., 
the awakened conscience of India in desiring 10 •• drcize the demon 
of u8toucbability. Millions oC people are held by caste Hindus I,. 

h. ben.a~h their physical Iouch .nr! live in conditions which Are 

'. ",cely fit ior human being" rl .... e he would uplift, a •• ertlng thot 
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Hinduism gives DO kind of justification for the abuse. But h· 
work tor the depressed classes, as they are called, would take th, 
form which has quite recently been given to social work of that 
kind in the West. He would have the worker cast aside hi. ~wn 
status and live the life ot the class to be helped, do their work and 
earn their wage, exactly a8 they do. So only can real understand 
ing and sympathy come, so only can that confidence be engendered 
which. is an essential pre-requisite of all work of amelioration. 

His Non-Co-operationist followers seem in place~ to bay" 
mixed up his humaDitarian work with politics and so suffered ;l 

check. In !.he Mahatma's eyes no political rights will be of til 

slightest use to a Community wbich is the prey of great socia 
failings, and work for SWU'Ntj can never reach any success without 
simultaneous work for great ~:IOci81 reforms. But violent politica.l 
excitement is not a favourable condition, for such antagonism of 
government and its officials is onl~ to be expected to the activities 
of hosts of young picketers who are pledged at the same time to 
embarrass and even destroy the ordinary administration. 

The educational ideals ot the Mahatma have not yet received 
a clear expression. To compulsion even of rudimentary educatiol! I 

he must be averse. The higbest sciences and arts, tbe spt'cialised 
forms of historical research or economic enquiry with their glorifica
tion- of machinery and wealth in it.s varied forms, will find no rOOIT'. 

In his simple scheme. Of the necessity of introducing o~e language 
for common use in India, he has been for long a persistent advocate. 
He has chosen Hindi for the place of the lingua fmnca. Witb 
characteristic earnestness he has collected f~nds tor the purpo:;e of 
spreading a knowledge of this languRge and oaR seDt out e"thus!" 
tic teachers to all parts of India. The Non-Co-operation turmoil 

may have for the time overshadowed this activity. Perhaps, tn~, 

the bulk of educational workers in India has not yet accepted tho 
Mahatma's conclusions In this regard, and for this reason his effort'" 
on behalf of Hindi have not been. co-ordinated with the education a 

work of the country generally. 
The writer of these lines ilS not of Mr. Gandhi's political follower. 

OJ' a disciple of lIis in religion. But he claim. to have known him fOI 
80me years and to have been a sympathetic student of his teaghing .... 
He has felt near him the chastening effects of a great personAlity 
He has derived much strength from observIng the work'g of all 
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iroll will. He has learned from a living example something at the 
nature of duty and the worship due to her. He ha. occasionally 
caught 'Ome dim perception of the great things that lie hidden 
below the surface and of the struggles and tribulalions which 
invest life with its awe and grandeur. An ancient Sanskrit verse 
says: " Do Dot tell me of holy waters or stone image.; tbey may 
cleanse us, if they do, after a long period. A saintly man purifies 
us at sight." 

II. ROMAI" ROLLAND 
S O~T dark eyes, a small frail man, with a thin face and rather 

large protruding eye., hi. head covered with a little white cap' 
his body clothed in coar.e white cloth, barefooted. He lives on rice 
and fruit, and drinks only water. He sleep. on the floor-sleeps 
very little, and works incessantly. His body does not seem to 
count at all. There i. nothing striking about him-except his whole 
expression of U infinite patience and infinite love". W. W. Pearson 
whv met him in South Africa, instinctively thought of St. Fr&ncis 
of Assisi. There is an almost childlike .implicity about him. His 
manner is gentle and courteous even when dealing with adversaries 
and he is of immaculate sincerity. He is modest and unassuming, 
to the point ot sometimes seeming almost timid, hesitant, in 
making an assertion. Yet yon feel his indomitable spirit. He 
makes no compromises and never tries to hide a mistake. Nor is he 
afraid to admit having been in the wrong. Diplomacy is unknown 
to him j he shuns oratorical effect or, rather, never thinks about it ; 
and he shrinks unconsciously from the great popular demonstr,,
tions organised in his honour. Literally "ill with tbe multitude 
that adores him'" he distrusts majorities.and fears "mobocracy" and 
the unbridled passions of the popUlace. He feels at ea.e only in a 
minority, and is happiest when in meditative solitude, he can listen 
to the ~, still small voice" within. 

This is the man who has stirred three hundred million people 
to revolt, who has shaken the foundations of the British Empire, 
and who has introduced into human politiCS tbe strongest religious 
impetus of the l.st two thousand years.-" Mahatma Gandhi" by 
Romain Rolland. (Allen &- rml'in.) 



III. Hy. S. L. POLAK 

THERE may be more than one opinion as to Gandhijl's profund", 
as a teacher, his insight as a leader, his wisdom as a gUll]' 

There can hardly be two opinions as to his merits and qualities .. 
a man, and it is as a man that he would, I imagine, prefer to '. 
judged. Indeed, it is to his human weaknesses and demerits t!:; , 

he always points when he explains to his audience how and WI. 
lt is that he fails to reach the goal that he has set him,elf to, ho:,·· 
and wby he has failed to satisfy their hopes and his 0 .. ·. 

aspirations. He is Mahatma, because, small, weak, humble as j , 

is, it is instinctively recognised that here we have the type al 
example "f tbe man striving with all his might to reach the hea, ' 
of Divinity within him. Again and again, he implores us and h' 
Creator to lake him with all his faults and failings, to recognise L: 
limitations (which he eagerly exposes to our gaze), and yet . 
mea.ure him by tbe beights that he would attain with every eflo' . 
01 his sleeping and waking hours. It is tbus tbat we come . 
realise the majesty of manhood, and because he insists that he i<: , 

mere man striving to be perfect even as our Father in Heaven 
perfect that we have agreed to call him a great soul. Can eo', 
bigher tribute be paid by us to one in the flesh? He forces us -
understand clearly, what we but dimly perceived before, that ~Ie, 
is a Spirit and that, in addressing the best in us, it is Spirit calli' ;,: 
to Spirit. I doubt it any can make a higher practical contributi 

to life than this. 

It was my own high fortune and pri vilege to be closely associ.' 
ed with Gandhiji when the Mahatma.hlp was less insisted up" 

and its glamour did not partly hide him from us, when he \'.' 
allowed to be among us a~ a man among men; and then it W~:' 

that we, who were close to him, could see him 88 he reaHy . 
-,tender, affectionate, humorous, generous, always eager to sel ..... ' 
never hasty to condemn. Did you teel like shirking? Who read;, 
to do the work tban Gandhi? Who made you more ashamed th" 
he by his very uncoDsciousness of your slackness? Who ID(I) , 

dependable in an emergency? Who readier to o~rlook yo', 
faults-even to ignore them? Who more eager to attribute to v 
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high motives of which you were all too ashamedly unaware '! To 
live with Gandhi was an education in the whole art of manhood. 
Courage, with him, has 8tood for something more than a mert 
physical attribute. Truth has been an urgent and immediate reality, 
Dot a vague and misty dream-figllre whose proper habitation lies at 
the bottom 01 a well. Another's need has been his occasion, He 
once said to me in mild reLuke: "Sunday is no day of rest lor the 
sorrowful or those who suffer." And for him Sunday was, accord
ingly, a day of hal'der work than any other. 

Gandhi has proved beyond dispute the theory that tbe best men 
and the best women combine in themselves the best qnalities or 
each other. No woman could excel him in patience or endurance, 
none could be more long-suffering. I leave to another pen the task 
of elaborating thii point on the domestic side, and content myseli 
with its application to his public lile. Abuse bas lett him com
pletely unmoved. The difficulty of the task has inhibited him not 
at all. The faithlessness of fellow-workers bas merely stimulated 
him to greater endurance fGf them 8S well as for the others who 
bave stood' and waited upon events. Disappointment has but 
encouraged that invincible patience with wbicb he has taken up the 
task anew, sure of his gORI, certain of the rightness of 1ti~ cause, 
with the words" one step enough for me " ever upon his lips. 

The true test of leadership js not when the cause is won and 
tbe Rowing tide carries it to victory; but when tbe leader 01 8 

cause forlorn, facing treachery and disaster, nevertheless keeps 
bis inner eye upou the distant vi:don, and conveys something of thaI 
vision and his' own assurance of its realisation to his colleagues, 
associates and followers. That is where Gandhi's true greatness 38 

a mRD lies. To the young man at the threshold of Ille, in tbe midst 
of stnlggle, all ulltried, Gandhi baa ever been a source ot inspira
tion and eDcourligement. However wearied by the incidents of tht! 
fray, howeve:r frequent the ilisappointmentl!, however hurt by the 
fa.ih~res, Gandhi never failed. He understood Ruman weaknessl 
human sorrow, buman incapacity, human folly-and made yet ODe 

more sacrifice in order to retrieve the~r COD sequences. He hall been 
the exemplar of higb courage, of chivalry, of hope, of faith. Hi. 
Boul soars high above his human weakness. Strength haa come to 
him Rnd flowed from him because the human man bas ever hl'I'll ill 

"C' contact with the things 01 the Spirit. 
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By perseverance in overcoming, man climbs from the shadow 
of the lowlands to tbe bright mountain-tops of the Spirit. For bo'" 
many of ns has Gandhi marked out the way and, alas: how mao,:
of us hRS not this great pioneer left tar behind) conscious of our lo~' 
opportunities, staggering with fatigue at the pace that be bas ser 
laying down our burdens for just a little rest, taking breath wher. 
he has gone serenely forward, doubtful of our capacity to endnre 
realising that our hero is already acclimatised to higher altitude· 
than any that we can hope in this life to reach, that there rings ir 
his ears a harmony to which we cannot attune ourselves, that in ~ 

him there burns a light th.t is still hidden from us by the iDterven 
IDg distaDce, that he already converse. with those Higher Spirit. 
with whom we caD Dot yet commune !-(TTtr Indian Rerieu'.) 

IV. MILLm GRAHA.M POLAK 

MOST women love men for such attributes as are u8ually consider. 
ed masculine. Yet :'Iahatma Gandhi has been givc& tbe love 

of many women for his womanliness; tor all those qualities that are 
associated with women-great faith, great fortitude, great devotion,. . 
great patience, great tenderness and great sympathy. Women could 
sense tbat in him they found a tellow-traveller, one who had passed 
a~ead along the road they, too, were travelling, and could give him 
an affection deep, pure and untouched by any play of sex-emotion ... 
Women of .11 kinds have turned to bim in perplexity and trouble, 
and no problem of their lives but could be discu •• ed with absolute 
frankness, if they desired to do so. They could be sure that some 
light would be tbrown up"n their difficulties and the path made t<, 

look not too arduous to travel. He seemed to understand how eas) 
it might be for a woman to do what appeared to be evil for lov.' 
sake, to sympathise with the soul-surrender which prompted the 
action, and yet to cl)ndemn it unflinchingly and point out that tlw 
way of love's service could not be through ministering to anythiD~ 

but the highest. I have known many occasions when a woman h:1~ 
gone to him deeply troubled because she had to acquiesce in som. 
seriously dishonourable action of her husband. M~hatm8ji ha~ 

.ympathised with her difficulty, ne'"or suggested t,.t .he sbould 
betray her knowledge, of her husband's action, but advi~ed her tl 



,., ,I. 10' I , '. " .11,-1 ., ' 1 .... n·8 power to g~t I'. .10.1.' :: L ; 

.aYI. 
1I ... y. 

For hi mae II. he cho .. Ih. p.1b of Ih. &acellc. YOI I h.,· 
known blill to make .Uowan .... for Iho". who conld n 

I'ra.l th" cold. auetere palh of denial. If comfu"" .nd obj_ 
M&at,. !Jct!'med essential to tbe woman who dl!Jc~d luct 
IDf.tlOH with him, he would, had It been In his power, have gh-, 

.em to her, but. At tbe !JRme time, ht" would try and penmad" I.· 

..... ek Leauty In Ibe thing_ 01 tile .plrlt and not \0 Identify her" : 
II1th the lhlng~ of the world. l'(>rhap., Ik)mettlUe~, he did lint •• nil 

realllt' that 10 maoy women, whilf' haVing grcal pOUeUIOD8. (' • 

rei eland oul.lde 01 them 8<> often the "oman h .... lf do,'. " 
",all •• It until she Is called IIpon \0 g1v<' them up. Then .b. knu" . 
!bey have v~ry llttl. real meaning to h ... nellh.r .r. Ib.y ,i" 
Iblng. t!.at matter mo.t. 

I of",,, see In Imagln.tlon M"hatmAjl. &a I fr"'luentiy .... Iii' 
la Soulh Afrlc •• walking np and down a room .. ilb a yonng eLi I 

In h\ •• rmd, !lootblng It in the .lmo8t lJDCOU8CloUi .ay • "om.1 
aoe., Ind. 81 the •• me 11m., dlscu •• lng wllb Ibe ulmoRI clearn •.. 
p ...... lng political questions. l'ommunal .trlf •• or 1I>IIIaci "rohlo- ' 
ID philosophy; and children lootlncllv.ly knew thll otd. 'II 
characler; they would n.otl. up \0 him, .ure of the comlQrt II" 
desired, In ILm. woyo I have Ihoughl II .. ao euler for him 1<, rl, 
with Ihe n •• da of young children Ihan those 'If adoleacence. with,' 
warring emo&lone. III .truRI. for liberty and aeU·espreulnn, a 
d. develnplng mind, During Ihal period In tb. IIf. of &1,1. d., 
loplDg I .... ivldual. h. did not 10 ... lIy r •• II •• th. Ilrenc&h 01 I' 

'Itl1rllll that caD s\Veep reuon .. IdE', and when u It unf'onuD.~ 
"dim •• happened. b. w.s deceived bylbe yolith .rouDd him. 
" becau •• in hi. o .. n great .Impllclty he did nol apprecd_ tl, 

",I nil' 1' •• mplexIIY of lb. cbaracter of youth. He I." 10 olear 
sllltght palb Ih.1 should he trod, Ihal be oeemed 10 fiD.t 

".whAt difficult \0 deal ... ·ilh lb. dual nature Ibat ""com ... app • 
• lurIDi: tho._ yean wben oue paues from childhood IDto ad .. 

"I. Whea. however. Ihe iDdlytdual had &aka upon bh .... lf ' 
I\t characwr. theD -ratDt tor Mahatma;'. eoDtaet aad ullde"'t.an 

.' were once more ... y and could be oompl.",. 
Another 01 Ibe many pictures of IIf. In Soulh Atrtca an .. 

"Iy In my mind. It ..... during the •• rl, ,-urs 01 1\(. 

,'0:, ~1.,h"t·I::'" ,;:\,. :' ",' ,'''n:'' I· l'l: ", 'I-
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about sex-abstinence. He had written and spoken on the subject 
very decisively. I had had several discussions with him about the 
continuance of human lite on this planet, and had, on one occasion, 
remarked 'hat he must surely consider tbat God was wrong in 
having created men and women with t.heir seoses and emotions, 
since, were they to accept and adopt lIIabatmaji's dictum, then God's 
expression through creation would cease; self-control, I contended, 
being tbe goal at developed humanity and not the denial of God's 
method of peopling the world. Very soon after this conversation, 
one of the members of the litlle settlement at Phoenix gave birtb to 
"child. [purposely retrained from speaking of the matter when I 
visited Phoenix two or, three day. later. I thought tbat perhaps 
Mahatmaj! might feel the fact displea.lng. After a short time, and 
having talked of other things, he said in a surprised voice: " You 
bave not asked about the mother and bahe. Do you not want to 
see them?" He then came with me to see tbe baby and talked in 
a qUiet, joyous way to the mother; and I realised in a Hasb tli, 
even as a woman does, he differentiated between abstract princip 
and human needs and affections. 

Only once have I known him fan to comprehend the ,I. 
emotions of a woman's life, and that was in not understanding: 
depth of absolute sorrow into which a. woman, bereft of her deal 
beloved by death, was plunged. Perhaps it was the one experieL 
that he had not until then tully entered into, and he could n' 

therefore, realise how sick the soul ot such a woman could be. 
jt may have been thA.t his beliet in woman's consciousn.ss of J 

touch with the All Father precluded him from knowing that worn
also have their periods of standing aloDe in an empty univeT~ 
where God has ceased to be and man is a vanishing shadow· 
-(The Indian Review.) 



v. C. F. ANDREWS 

TO Mr. Gandhi, any swerdng trom the truth, even in casual utter~ 

ance. is intolerable; hi; speeches mu.t be read MS stating un
compromisingly what he feels to be true. They are in no sense 
diplomatic, or opportunist. (\1" merely 'political,' using the word 
in its narrower sense. He neVt'f pays empty compliments: he never 
hesitates to say, for the truth's .. ke, what may be unpalatable to 
his audience. 

I shrink, as I have said, out of the very reverence that I have 
for him, from writing for the cold printed page about his character; 
but I may perhap, not offend by setting down something, however 
inadequate. concerning his intellectual convictions. It is of the 
utmost importance to under~ta.nd these; because, in his case, they 
are held so strongly, as to bind fast his whole life and to stamp it 
with an originality, all it~ O\VD. 

The greatest 01 all these is his conviction of the eteroal and 
fundamental efficacy of ahiws!I. What this meRns to hiln, will be 
explained a hundred times over in his writings. To Mr. Gandhi.,
it would not be too much to say,-ahimsa is the key to all 
higher existence. It is the divine lite itself. I have never yet been 
able to reconcile this with his own recruiting campaign, for war 
purposes, during the year 1913. But he was, himself, able to 
reconcile it; and some day, no dou"t, he wHi give to the world the 
logical background of that reconciliation. Leaving aside the ques
tion of this excef'tiolla.l case, I do not think that there has been any 
more vital and in.spiring contribution to ethica.l truth, in our own 
generation, than Mr. Gandhi's fearless logic in the practice ot 
"hims". Sir 6ilbert Murray's article in the Hibbert Journal has 
made Ihis fact known to the larger world of humanity olltside India. 

A second intellectual conviction is the paramount u~e of reli
gious vow. In the building tip ot the spiritual life. Personally, I 
find it far more difficult to foll6w Mr. Gan,lhi here. Especially I 
dread the vow of calibac)' which he, not unfrequently, recommends. 
It appears to me unnatural and abnormal. But here, again. he 
has often told me, I do not nnderstand his pOSition, 

* * * * 
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I have heard him say, again and again, to those who were' 
highest authority: "If I did not believe that racial equality was to 
be obtained within the British Empire, I should he a rebel." 

At the (']ose ot the great and noble passive resistance struggle 
in South Africa, he explained his own standpoint in Johannesburg, 
in his tare well words, as follow :-

" It is my knowledge, right or wrong, of the British constitu
tion, which has bound me to the British Empire_ Tear that con
stitution to shreds, and my loyalty will also be torn to shreds. OD 
the other hand, keep it intact, and you hold me bound unreservedly 
in its service. The choice has lain before us, who are Indians in 
South Africa, either to sunder ourselves from the British Empire, 
or to struggle by means of passive resistance in order that the 
ideals of the British Constitution may be preserved,-but only those 
ideals. The theory of racial equality in the eyes of the Law, once 
recognised, can never be departed from; and its principle must at 
all costs be maintained,-the principle, that is to say, that in all 
the legal codes, which bind the Empire together, there shall be no 
racial taint, no racial distinction, no colour disability." 

I have1summarised, in the above statement, the speech which 
Mahatma Gandhi delivered on a very memorable occasion at 
Johannesburg,'before a European audience, and I do not think that 
he has ever departed from the convictions which he then uttered in 
puhlic. What has impressed me most ot all, has been his unlimited 
patienCl!. Even DOW, ,,,,hen he has again been imprisoned by the 
present rulers of the British Empire, who have charge of Indian 
affairs, he has not despaired of the British Empire itself. Accord
ing to his own opinion, it is these rulers themselves who have been 
untrue to the underlying principle of that Empire. 

A short time before Mahatma Gandhi's arrest (1922) when I 
was with him in Ahmedabad, he blamed me very severely indeed 
for my lack of faith in the British connexion and for my publicly 
putting forward a demand for complete independence. He said to 
me openly that I had done a great deal of mischief by such, 
advocacy of Independence. If I interpret him rightly his own 
position at that time was this: He had lost faith in the British 
Administration in India,-it was a Satanic Government. But 11, 

had not lost faith in the British Constitulon itself. He ST 

believed th&! India could remain within the'Britt.h Empire on tl 
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."is of racial equality, and that the principle of racial equality 
would ,'O'lle out triumphantly vindicated after the present struggle 
in India was over. Indeed, he held himself to be the champion of 
that theory, and the upholder of the British Constitution. 

Whether that belief, which he has held so persistently and 
patiently all these years, will be justified at last, time alone can 
show. I remember how impressed I was at the time hy the fact that 
he, who had been treated so disgracefully time after time In South 
Africa, should still retain his faith in the British character. I said 
to him, "It would almost seem as if you had more faith in my own 
countrymen than I hd.ve myselC' He said to met " That may be 
trlle,"-and I felt deeply his implied rebulte. 

* * * * * 
He still trusts that the temper and character of the British 

people will change for the better, and that the principle of racial 
equality will finally be acltnow ledged in actul deed, not merely in 
word. If that trust is realised, then he is prepared to remain 
within the British Empire. But if that trust is ultimately shatter· 
ed, then he will feel that at last the time has come to sever once 
and for all the British connexion.-Intl·oduction to Gandhi's 
Speeche,. (G. A. Natesan & Co.) 

;VI. PROF. GILBERT MURRAY 

LET me talte a present day instance of this battle between a soul 
and a Government, a very curious instance, because it is almost 

impossible without more Itnowledge than most people in Engl8nd 
,possess to say who was wrong and who right. 

About the year 1889, a young Indian student called Mohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi Came to England to study law. He was rich 
and clever, of a cultivated family, gentle and modest in his maUDer. 
He dressed and behaved Iilte other people. There was nothing 
particular abont him to show that he had already taken a Jain vow 
to abstain from wine, from flesh, and from sexual intercourse. He 
took his degree and became a successful lawYel' in Bomhay, but he 
care,l more for religion than for law. Gradually hiB asceticism 
Increased. He gave away all his money to good causes except the 
"'r:psgrest allowance. He took vows of poverty. He ceased t.o 
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practise at tbe law because his rellgion-a mysticism which seem.· 
to be as closely related to Christianity as it is to any traditional 
Indian religion-forbade blm to take part in a system which tried 
to do right by YloleDce. When I met him In England in 1914, be 
ate, I believe, only rice, and drank only water, and slept on tbe 
Ooor; and his wife who seemed to be his companion In everytblng, 
lived In the same way. His conversation was that 01 a cultivated 
&lid well-read man with a cer!ain Indefinable suggestion of sainl
IIness. His patriotism, which Is combined with an enthusiastic 
Impport of England a[;alnst Germany, is int.erwoven with his re1t~ 

glon, and alms at tbe moral regeneration of India on the line8 of 
Indjan thought, with no barriers between one Indian and another, to 
the exclusion as far as possible of the influence of the \Vest with i&8 
industrial slavery, its material civtii6atioD, its mODey~worship, and 
its wars. {I am merely stating this view, of course, not either' 
Criticising it or suggesting that It Is right.) 

Oriental peoples, perbaps owing to caURes connected with their' 
form of Civilisation, are apt to he enormously Influenced by greai, 
saintliness of character wben they see it. Like all great masses 0('1" 

l~noraDt peoplp) however, th6Y net'ld Borne very plain and sfmp16l.< 
test to assure them that thC"ir hero is really a. saint and not .f} 
humbug, and the test they habitually apply is tbat of self-denial. 
Take vows of poverty, live on rice and water and they will Iish'l, 

your preaching as sever",l of our misaiooRries have found; coni' 

them eating and drinking and dre.sed in expensive Enr,,! 
clotbes-oand they feel differently. At any rate I am told 
Gandhi's influence in India is now enormous, almost equal to 
of his friend, tbe late Mr. Gokhale. 

And now for the battle. In South Africa there are , 
1,50,000 Indians, chiefly in Natal; and the Soutb African Go\" 
ment. fee1ing that the colour question in it.., territories was q I, 
suffiCiently difficult already, determined to prevent the immigrnt 
of any more Indian., and if possible to expel those wbo were aln'" 
tbere. This l.st act could not be done. It violated a treaty: it . 
opposed by Natal, wbere much of the industry depended on In" 
labour; and it was objected to by tbe Indian Government an Ii 
Home Government. Tben began a long struggle. The whit,>, 

Soutb Africa determined to make life in South Africa undesirabl
not for all Indians, at least for all Indians aboTe tb. cu 
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class. Indians were specially taxed. were made to register in & 

degrading way; they were classed with Negroes; their thumb
prints were taken by the police as it they were cri minal.. If, 
owing to the scruples of the Governm4<:ot, the law was in any case 
too lenient, patriotic mobs undertook to remedy the defect. Quite 
early in the struggle the Indians in South Africa asked Mr. Gandhi 
to come and help them. He came as a barrister in 1893; he 
was forhidden to plead. I He proved his right to plead; he won 
his case against the Asiatic Exclusion Act on grounds of constitu
tional law, and returned to India. Gandhi came again in 1895. 
He was mobbed and nearly killed at Durban. I will not tell 
tn detail how he settled down eventually in South Africa as a 
leader and couoseller to his people; how he 'found a settlement 
In the country outside Durban, where the worker. shoald live 
directly on the land, and all be bound by a vow of poverty. For 
many years he was engaged in constant passive resistance to the 
Government and constant eft'orts to raise and ennoble the inward 
Iif. 01 the Indian community. But he was unlike other strikers 
or resisters in this: that mostly the resister takes advantage 
of any difficulty of the Government in order to press his claim the 
harder. Gandhi, whon the Government was in aoy difficulty tbat 
be thought serious, always relaxed his resistance and offered his 
help. In 1899 came the Boer War. Gandhi immediately organised 
an Indian Red Cro •• Unit. There w,," a popular movement fOI" 
retusing it and treating it as seditious. But it was needed. The 
BOldiers wanted it. It served through the War, and was mentioned 
in despatches, and thanked publicly for it. skilful work and courage 
under fire. In 1904 there was an outbreak of plague in Johannes
burg, and Gandhi had a private hospital opened before the public 
authorities had begun to act. In 1906 there wa. a Native rebellion 
In Natal; Gandhi raised and personally led a corps of stretch or
hf"arers, whose work seems to have proved particularly dangerous 

,,j painful. Gandhi was thanked by the Governor In Natal and 
.rtly afterwards thrown Into jail in Johannesburg. 

Lastly in 1913· when he was helng repeatedly imprisoned among 
'nlnals of the lowest class, and his followers were in jail to the 
uber of 2,500 ; in the very midst of the general strike of Indians 
the Transvaal and Natal, there occurred the sudden and danger
, railway strike which endangered for the time the very exi.tence 

2 
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-of organised society in South Africa. From the ordinary a.gitator'~ 

·point of view the game was in Gandhi's hands. He h"rl only to 
:;trike his hardest. Instead he gave order for his people to resnme 
work till the Government should be safe again. I cannot say how 
often he was imprisoned, how often mobbed Aod assaulted, or what 
pains were taken to mortify and humiliate him in public. But by 
1913 the Indian case had been taken up by Lord HRfdinge and the 
Government ot India. An Imperial Commission reported in his 
favour on most ot the points at issue and an Act was passed 
according to the Commission's recommendations, entitled the Indian 
Relief Act. 

My sketch is very imperfect; the :story forms an extraordinary 
illustration of a contest which was woo, or practically woo, by a 
policy of doing no wrong, committing no violence, but simply 
enduring all the punishments the other side could inflict until they 
become weary and ashamed of punishing. A battle of the unaided 
human SJul agaiost overwhelming material force, and it ellds by 
the units of material force gradually deserting their own banners 
and coming round to the .ide of the soul !-( The H ibb,,·! .Jo"n;"; • 

VII. )f}{S. SARO.JINI NAIDU 
3Ir8. ]Yaidn "'as present ((t the Court when J..~Iah(ltJ!lfl (if! 

INIS tried and .'.;enfenced to ,';"';.1' fjNU'S' impri.9onment. lJt>SO'! 

the scene of the great f"lld in the "Bomhay ehrunt"de ", " 
~la;dn UH'ote in 3/arrh J.I)'j"!:-

I. convict and a crimiD<t1 in the eyes of the Law! Nevertli 
H. the entire Court rose in an act ot spontaneous homage \\ 
Mahatma Gandhi entered-a h'ail t serene, indomitable figure 
coarse and scanty loin cloth, accompanied by his devoted dl" 
and fellow-prisoner, Shankerlal Banker. 

" So you are seaterl near me to give me your supP"Ol't in . 
I break down," he jested, with that happy laugh of hi. which " 
to hold all the undimmed radiance of the world·s childhood I· 

depths. And looking round at the hosts of familiar faces of 
aud women who had travelled far to ofler him a token of their; 
be added, "This Is like a family gathering and not a law-court 

A tbrill of mingled fear, pride, hope and anguish ran thr' 
the crowderl hall when the Judge took his seat-an admirable.l 

~ 
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cleserving of our praise alike tor his brave and rel:iolute sense of 
onty, his flawless coul'te~y, his jU9t perception of a unique occasion 
aud his fine tribute to a unique personality. 

The strange trial proceeded aud so I listened to the immortal 
words that flowed with prophetic fervour from the lips of my belov
e.l master, my thoughts fiped across the centuries to a different laud 
and different age when a similar drama was enacted and another 
divine and gentle teacher was crUCified, for spreading a kindred 
gospel with a kindred courage. I realised now that the lowly Jesus 
of Naza.reth cradled in a manner furnished'the only "true parallel in 
history to tbis invincible apostle of I"dian liberty who loved 
humanity with surpassing compassion and to use his own beautiful 
phrase, " approached the poor with the mind of the poor". 

The most epic event of modern times ended quickly. 
The pentpup emotion of the people burat in a storm of ."onow 

as a long slav\/" procession moved towards him in a mournful pil
gl'image of farewell, clinging to the hands that had toiled so inces
santly, bowing over the feet that had journeyed 80 continuously in 
the service of his country. 

In the midst of all this poignant scene of many-voiced aud 
myriad-hearted grief he stood, . untroubled, ill all his transcendent 
simplicity, the embodied symbol of tbe Indian Nation-its living 
eacrifice and sacrament in one. 

They might take him to the utmost ends of the earth, but hi. 
-destination remaios unchanged in the hearts of hi.::! people who a.re 
both the heirs and the stewards of his matchless dreams and his 
matchless deeds. 

VIII. BISHOP WHITEHEAD 

I frankly con tess, though it deeply grieves me to say it, that I ."e 
in 'Mr. Gandhi, the patient sufferer for the cause of righteousne88 

and mercy, a true representative of the Crucified Saviour, than t.he 
men who have thrown him into prison and yet call themselves hy 
the name of Christ.-(Speec" at the Y. J1{. C. A. Auditori;"", 
.Madraa, December, 1918.) 



IX. RABINDRAKATH TAGORE 

THE secret of Gandhi's success lies in his dynamic spiritual 
strength and ince.sant self-sacrifice. Many public men make 

sacrifices for selfisb reasons. It is a sort of investment that yields 
handsome dividetWls. Gandhi is altogether dUrer.nt. He is unique 
In his nobility. His very life is another name for sacrifice. He is 
sacrifice itself. , 

He covets no power, nO positiun, no wealth, no name and no 
fame. Offer him the throne of all India, he will refuse to sit on it. 

but will sell the .iewels and distribute the money among the needy. 

Give him all the money America possesses, and he will 
certainly refuse to accept it, unless to be given away for a worthy 
Cause for the uplift of humanity. 

His soul is perpetually anxious to give and he expects abso
lutely nothing in return-not eve" thanks. This is no exaggeration. 
for I know him well. * * * * .. 

Emperors and Maharajas, guns and bayonets, imprisonments 
and t.ortnres, insults and injuries 1 e~en death itself, Can never daunt 
the spirit of Gandhi. 

His is a liberated soul. If anyone ,trangles me, I shall be 
cryillg for help; but if Gandhi wer.e stt'angled, I am sure he would 
not cry. He may laugh at his strangler; and if be has to die, he 
will die smiling. 

His simplicity of life is childlike, Ai. adherence to truth is un
ftinching; his love for rnankind is positive and aggressive. He lias 
what is known as tbe Christ spirit. The longer I know him, th" 
better I like him. It is needless for me to say that this gredt man 
Is destined to playa prominent part in moulding the future ot th~ 
world.-(F,·om an inle"view in America.) 



X. REV. DR. J. H. HOLMES 

As the crown of his great movement, Gandhi seeks the moral and 
spiritual regeneration of India on the lines of Indian thought, 

Indian custom, and Indian idealism. This means the exclusion, !;o 
far as possible, 01 Ihe inliuence of the West, with its industr;al 
slavery, its materialism, its money-worship and its wafS. The 
&rst step in his endeavour is to wipe out the barriers which divide 
the Indians from one aaother, and mRke them one great united 
brotherhood. Thus, he seeks the obliteration of caste distinction 
and religious differences; Mohammedan must live peaceably with 
Hindu, and Hindu with Mohammedan. Then must come A leader
skip of mankind in ways of peace and amity. "I believe absolutely," 
lays Gandhi, "that India bas a mission for the world." Hig 
idealism, therefore, transcends the boundaries of race and country 
~d seeks to make itself one with the highest hopes of humanity. 
"My religion," he gries, " has no geographical limits. If I have a 
living faith in it, it will transcend my love for India herselt." 

Such i8 Mahatma Gandhi! In this great spirit, he lives among 
·the people. 

As he moves from city to city, crowds of thirty and even tiity 
\honsand people assemhle to hear his words. As he pauses for the 
night io a village, 0)' in the open country-side, great throngs Come 
\.0 him as to a holy shrioe. He would seem to be what the IndlaIls 
regard him-the perfect and universal man. In his personal 
oharacter, be i. simple and undefiled. In his political endeavours, 
be is as stern a realist 8S Lenin, working steadfastly toward a jar 
goal of liberation which must be won. At the same time, however, 
he I. an idealist, like Romain Rolland, living ever in the pure 
radlaDl'e of the spirit. When I think of Rolland, as I have sa:d, 
I think of Tolstoi. When I think of Lenin, I think of Napoleon. 
But when. I think of Gandhi, I think of Jesus Christ. He lives his 
life; he speaks his word; he sul!'ers, strives, and will some day 
nobly die, for His kingdom upon earth. 

Do you recall how it is told of Jesus, that ooe day, as he IVI.S 

journeying, he heard his disciples quarrelling? And he saio, 
"What were ye reasoning on the way?" And they said they had 
disputed who was the greatest. And Jesus said, "If any man 
would be first among you, let him be the servant 01 all." 
-(From a sermon.) 

Gandhi is in prison, but the great cause to which he bas given 
i, life moves on. If Gandhi were to die 01 confinement and 
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repre.siDn, the Indian people wonld only be inspired anew by I" 

memory, as they have already been Inspired by his presenl
Spiritual forc.. are cosmic forces. They belong not to any 0" 

time or place or person, but to all times and places, and to" ~ 

persons. They are tIle possession of the race. 

* • * 
Freedom through 8uffering-conquest of one's enemies throu~ 

the enduring and forgiving love which must in the end subdue Ii, 
cruellest heart~vlctory not by the sword but by the spirit-this b 

new ideal for a nation, a new and nobler method of revolution, 8~' 

thus Rn event which marks a new eTa in the history of humaokil'ii 

It is this, next only to Gandhiji himself, which binds the atlenl;, 
and aumiration of intelligent American. 10 India to-day. They _<, 

before their face and eyes the story of Iheir own national Ii' 
enacted now by another people on higher and thus sublimer lc\' 
01 human idealism. In spite of themselves, also, they soe for tl 
first time, on a nation·wide scale, the serious and heroic applicatl" 
to world prohlem of Jesus' own gospel of non-resistant 10\ 
"'list Christians themselves, with few exceptions, have never dall' 

.10 in carrying out the teachings of Iheir Lord and SaViour, tl 

,.iian people are now doing with a courage and a patien' 
, rivalled In human hl8tory. In Gandhi, In other words, we " 

Christ alive again; and in his millions oj Indian follow,-, 
,ee the early non-violent Christians who fronled Rome and I. 

'.,-rr sufferings-striking never a blo,,,, but always lOVing, forgivinc 
. ,luring all-subdued II to the Cros •. 

Not only our history, therefore, but our religion, seems to J, 

,ding Its fulfilmenl in India to-day. What wonder Ihal ,,
'.11lertcans, are profoundly stirred, and in a prayer of thaoksgivi I' 
" Gandhi and his people turn devoutly 10 our Scriplures and reo 

retn with new understanding! new vilion, n,ew hope, the :tAC,., 

'Irds---
.. Not by power, nor by might, but by my spirit, 
Salth the Lord !"-(The Indian Social R~fon"t:J'. 23rd A". 

1980.) 



XL Dit. WILLI;\:\<I KIRK 

SCHOLARLY Indians have told me that he is venerated for hi .. 
saintliness as no other Ill.an has been in the memory of anyone 

nOW living. Rabindracath Tagore has said that, " the whole nation 
follows him implicitly and for one reason o!lly, that they believe 
him to be a saint. To see a whole nation ot different races, of 
dIffering temperaments and idea!., joining hand. to follow a saint 
Ii. a modern miracle and possible only in India. The worst and 
most deep-rooted passions are soothed by the WDl'd!o:l: 'Mahatma 
Gandhi forbids it······· He is not only the greatest man in India, he 
18 the greatest man on earth to-day." One often hears his name 
linked with the Messiah, Buddha, St. Francis, and Tolstoi, and com
parisons are inevitably made between hi~ life and theirs. * * * 

His physical appearance Is anything hut prepnssessing, although 
an ardellt admirer exclaims, "In this trivial lantern ot the Hesh 
there burns a light that never was on land or sea." And it may be 
true as another writer has suggested, ""'''''hen Nature is making 
geniuses she has a habit of paying more attention to the contents 
than to the container." 

His power does not lie in the sweep of his mental life, for 
there are in India many who are more than a match for him in 
intellectual vigour. In fact, he seems to lack in some respects tbe 
scientific outlook which ditIerentiates the modern mind from the 
!1).edillival. He seldom manifests an artist's love fo~ the beautiful 
in nature, in poetry, or in song; nor has he the eloquence ot voice 
or pen to sway the multitudes, who sit reveren:tly at his feet. 

His one claim to greatness and perhaps the real secret ot his 

power lies in his Christ-lilee willingness to sacrifice self for others. 
'In a letter to Tagore who had intimated that Gandhi had left little 
place in his life for the beauty of the flowers and the fields, he 
wrote: "True to his poetic instinct, the poet lives for the morrow, 
and would have us do likewise. He presents to our admiring gaze 
the beautiful picture of the birds in the early morning singing 
hymns of praise as they soar into t\le sky·········The human bird 
under the Indian sky gets up weaker than when he pretended to 
retire. For millions it is an eternal' vigil or an eternal trance. It 
is an Indescribably painful state which has to be experienced and to 
be realised. I ha,-e found it impossible to soothe suffering patients 
wIth a song. The hungry million" ask for one poem, invigorating 
f(lod." 
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And even in this despet'ate struggle to escape from hunger and 
.tarvatioD, he tells us not to apply the principle of an eye for an 
eye and a tooth for a tooth, but to tollow the teachings ot the 
Nazarene and the divine Buddh,,-overcome anger with love, return 
.good for evil, temper justice with mercy, conquer avarice with 
generosity, confront falsehood with truth. 

In other words, Gandhi bas indeed a rare gilt-the gift of 
goodness-which the Indian temperament universally accepts as the 
essence of a great life. I have heard more than one thougbtful 
Hindu say tbat tbe East will continue to worship Gandhi regardless 
01 his Ideas and his theories. and in spite of his worldly deleats 
and failures. He is to trusting millions a holy man and a great 
soul, whom the Universal Spirit has Singularly favoured. 

Whatever the West may .eventually think 01 Gandhi as a 
politiCian, economist, social reformer, or religious leader, no one 
who has recently journeyed through India with an open mind can 
fall to note how reverently the high and low, the weak and the 
strong, speak the name of the meek and lowly man of Ahmedabad. 
All classes seem to unite in hailing him .. Mahatma ", their hope 
in tlme of trouble, their apostle 01 peace, and goodwill amoog men. 

No oDe who has talked with him in his Ashram on the banks 
of the Sabarmati, as he sits upon the floor spinning and shaping 
the future destiny of India, can leave his physical presence without 
teeling the impact of a saintly character aod a dauntless spirit. As 
I walked slowly away froLn his simple little cottage, p" .. ed the 
k1aa.ddar workshops where hi. followers were busily spinning, 
along the path leading to the dusty, bullock·trodden high way, I. 
found myself repealing, alter the manner of the Orientals,' 
U Mahatma, great leader of a suffering people, I salute YOlt !" 

- Cullum/ TVorld. 

XU. l\IR. H. N. BRAILSFOHD 
Since Tolstoy died there i. no human being living to-day who 

commands as he does the veneration of mankind. Other. are liked, 
respected and aomired, but he stands On a ~Iount of Tt'ausfigura-
tion. * :* {o: * 

One glances in vain at the world's premiers and presidents f()J 

a personality worfhy to stand beside him 10 Gaodhi."-7The }'leu 

Leader. 



XIII. MR. NAG-ENDRANATH GUPTA 
'THE first time that Mahatma Gandhi was. likened unto Jesus 

Christ was in the course of a sermon delivel'ed by the Rev. Dr . 
. John Haynes Holmes to the congregation in the Community 
Church at Park Avenue, New York. The entire sermon was devot
ed to an exposition of Mahatma Gandhi's doctrine of non-violence 
and it concluded with the following striking words: "When I think 
of 6candhi, I think of Jesus Christ. He lives his lite; be speaks his 
word; he slllfers, strives, and will some day nobly die, for His king
dom upon eartb." In another sermon delivered quite recently Dr. 
'Holmes spoke with clearer convlctto~ and greater emphasis. The 
theme ot the sermon was "Gandhi before Pilate". The opening 
words are of impressive solemnity. 'Why talk ye about God and 
the Son of God and His resurrection on this eartb when He is here?' 
In symbolic answer to his own question the preacber ploced upon 
bls bead a Gandhi cap made of Indian Khaddar cloth in pledge oi 
",cognition and devotion to the Indian leader who, Dr. Holmes 
iI.lieves, is now taking Christ's place in this world. As he put on 
tne cap he continued: "This cap Is a symbol of human devotion as 
.1!acred as the cross. As the early Christians lifted the cross in token 
.at Christ's triumph over shame and death. so the Indians are weRr
ing this cap in token of Gandhi's triumph ave! tyranny and force. 
Why should not this cap go around the world, as the cross Las 
gone around the world? For there are millions of men in all conn~ 

tries to-day who see in the Mahatma the true redeemer of our 
modem world. More than any other man since Jesus, Gandhi 
lnanifests that spirit of universal peace and brotherhood which 

?Jone can save us." * * * * * 
The king. and the captains depart, the governors and the 

l·trarchs are forgotten, empires rise and fall, but the Christ and the 
IHahatma livt for ever, enshrined in the hearts' of men, revered, 
,,"neration aiter generation through all time :-The JJodern Revi",·. 



XIV. MR. GEORGE 8LOCOMBE 

the coursol of his despatch to the Daily Her" 

Mr. George Slocombe cabled on May 21, 19~O:
My conversations with Mr. Gandhi took place in Ihe pres', 

of three British officials, Major Doyle, Inspector·General of Prj-, 
Major Martin, Prison Superlnlendent and Mr. Gould, District Ma~ 
trate. With all tbe three the prisoner seemed on excellent te, 
Mr. Gandhi's cell door open. on the wide verandah. HI. spin, 
wheel occupies a prominent position to the cell and among 
hooks at his bedside I noticed a well-thumbed copy of Bun.,'" 
.. Pilgrim's l'rogress", the work of another famout! prieoDer. r 
the cool darkness in which be spend. his days hy spinning 
meditation, the man revered &8 a saillt in India by million
countrymen emerged to greet me with 8 shy smile. During our' 
Interviews which took pilUle on the verandah oUlslde hi. celi, 
Mahatma ahandoned the cross-legged posture In which be I~ i" 
Har to hundreds of millions and sat on & cane ch~lr. Otherwb 
was, &8. the wor~d knows him, bare except tor the loin cloth, hr 
and emaciated like the anchorite 01 a de.erl but apparently 
and even cheerful. Alone, specl&cled, tbe mild and shining , 
the mouth with Its queer toolhles. smile and his childish t! 

of dropping landal from one foot as he sat with one leg Cr'" 

.. ndered tbe strange apostolic figure bumaD. 

* * • .. 
WHAT IS INDJi;PENDENCl!: 

I asked him to explain frankly what he means by independ, 
Old he demand independence as ultimately Implied In Dom" 
Status or did he insist on separat.ion from the British Com' 
wealth? "I have always heard,lt be replied, II that in En!! 
Dominion Status was understood to mean Independence but by In 
authorities; it is not so understood. 11terefore when lodepend 
is In.isted on by them In contradistinction to Dominion Stain, 
naturally ask for Independence." When I asked him If he tho' 
that Canada and South Africa were not In all essential re'l 
Independent, be acknowledged tbey were. "But. we .... e not oil 
A statu. like tbeirs," he added significanlly. 
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RISKS OE' ClV(L DISOBEDIENCE 

I ... ked him If he had calculated all the peril. involved in hi. 
oampaign of civil disobedience. He replied that he hAd. "I have 
Mken what has been called a mad ri.k but it is a juslffiable 
rfSk." No great end has been achieved without incurring danger. 
Nevertheless he was gravely alarmed at violence said 10 have been 
committed at Sholapur. He grieved at the death 01 two policemen 
killed there but he was convinced violence had not come It'OIll Il,e 
oIV1i resisters. They had, he said. been ordered to sul!'er everything, 
even violence, without otIering resistance. I asked If he thought 
that In the struggle between law-breakers and authorities, Govern
ment could acknowledge defeat and Mr. Gandhi smiled, "I am an 
optimist"; he .ald, "in forty years of struggle I have frequently 
heen told I was attempting the impossible but invariably I proved 
the contrary. Nevertheless, he did not refuse to negotiate. "My 
life has been nothing but a record of settlements," he declar"d. If 
Government was In earnest in its desire to satisfy India, it should 
grant the ele"en points demanded In his last letter to the Viceroy. 
n'l can only judge the tree by its fruits," he repeated over and 
'over again. ,. Until we get satisfaction we shaIr fight on until the 
end and give our lives if need be in the cause of Indian Ireedom. 
'We sh .. n fill all jail. in India with our passive resiaters and our 
,breakers of salt laws, W~ shall make all administration Impossible 
,b;y our opposition." 

* * 
NEGOTIA.TlON STILL POSSIBLE 

I believe ~I!-. Gandhi ooly needs to be convinced of th., oin
(:erity of British Government's intentions to offer his co-operation. 
The Indian Go,-ernment will court disaste,' if it Dersists In It, 
tragic errol' of regarding Mr. Gondhi and the Congress •• a negligi
ble political forc~ in Inella Many r,deb .... ted Indian Moderate. have 

fes.ed to me during the past week that Mr. Gandhi alone 
-,esses the confidence of the masses and that communal differ

.'i upon which Government now places 80 much mistaken 
,.hasts are capable of solution if the Government can reach agree
" with Mr. Gandhi. Hi. co-operation alone can make the 
"nd Table Conference a reality_ 



XV. MR. ROBERT' BERNAY8 
What is the explanation of this lawyer who can meet Viceroys 

on equal terms and, by a gesture, can shape for better or worse the 
aestinies of three hundred and twenty millions of his countrymen? 

Is he a prophet or a priest, or just a politician of genius? 

His power certainly does not lie in his appearance. .. * 
But all thought of his unattractive appearance vanishes 

:noment he begins to talk. 
the 

Though he speaks very quietly and without a trace of pas.lon 
or bitterness, his power Is almost hypnotic. His words 80 grip and 
absorb the mind that half an hour's conversation with him 
produces real physical exhaustion. 

Yet the man is not lnst In the profhet. 
Mr. Gandhi has charming manner.. * * * 
Yet with all his political astuteness, Gandhi has a deep straill 

of religious mystiCism. It i. difficult in conversation to keep him 
on to domestic politics at all. He is al ways straying all' into doubts 
and speCUlations on the universe. He talks familiarly of the inner 

·..,oice, and scouts the claims of reaSOD. 

Gandhi has indeed all the attributes traditionally associated 
with sainthood. * * * 

He has also [this important attribute of sainthood that" tho 
common people gladly hear him ". * .. * 

The fact remains th.t the whole country, including the remo
test hamlet in the shadow of the hills at Baluchistan or withiu 
sight of the Tibetan snows has heard of him ann would ShOUT 
"Gandhi Ki Jai "-which roughly means" Up Gandhi "-if he 
passed by. 

He is perhaps the one man since the dawn of modern history 
who, outside the King-Emperor, Is a name to the whole of India. 

How has he achieved this astounding position? 
Perhaps the truth is that he is at once a prophet, priest ann 

politician at genius and that the gifts have never before been 
combined in one man. 

XVI. MR. JAIN LAING. 
Nobody who has ever had personal ("ontact, however casua], 

with 1\11'. Gandhi, Can escape his charm, or ever forget it; never 
were asceticism, religious zeal and fixity of purpose more disarm· 
ingly seconded by kindliness, homely shl'ewdness and sly, 
~huckllug humour. 



XVII. REV. R. PYKE J 
.. , 
t) J 

Some of the qualities manifest in Gandhi are tllat he is an 
educated man; he has a vivid love for India and for the depressed 
cla.ses, the untouch"ble" one of whom he cherished and insisted 
in taking into his own home; has courage, the kind of courage 
which does not recognise danger, which stands up in the face of 
death and laughs; his religion-h. loves God, but is not a 
Christian, he prays and fasts, and daily submits himself to the 
guiding.head of God-he is unselfish; he has that strange composi-
tion which gives a man the ability to lead. \ 

Whenever h. stauds up. all India hangs on his words. When 
you find a ma.n without any arms or organized forces, trequently 
lonely, I3ven in prison, renouncing the resources which most men 
regard as indispensable to success, and whose decision affects the 
whole of .. gr •• t people, you ha~e a fact which has to be reckoned 
with, which you dare not dismiss with contempt. 

* * • • 
All the same, in prison or out ot prison, in this country or in 

other countries, there resine~ in that body some mystic fOl'ce which 
passes out and affects millions of people. There is something very 
wonderful about snch a man. 

XVIII. MR. HORACE G. ALEXANDER 
Phrases like' Dominion Status' and 'F-ederation > mean little 

to him. He wants to know what the functions and powers of a 
Domioion are to be, and who is 10 have efrective control of the 
esseotial services In any federation. Unlike many of his fellow
countrymen, it is not the prestige of a higher status that he craves, 
but the power to wrestle with the problem of Indian poverty. 
There is surely nothing negative or destructive in ~uch an aim, as 
so many ot his British critics maintain, even t.hough his method of 
securing it may seem strange.-The Spectata,·. 

* :f; * * 
Something like a miracle has happened In those Intimate talk. 

between Mahatma Gandhi and Lord Irwin last .prlng, and I think 
we English people ought to count it as a wonderiul provideDce that 
ther& was a man representing us in India at that moment great 
enough to reach across the gulf to that great-souled man on the 
other side.-The Manchester Guardhfll. 



XIX. MR. upro~ OLOSE 

Gandhiji's battle I. more than that of the Indian nation ver~tS 

its conquerors. It is that of humanity re1'SUS social oppression. 
It io more than that of the Asiatic resenting the intrusion of the 
Western industrialism. It is that of the farmer in America 8S 

well as India who cries out that he cannot live unle .. a new 
relationship is established between agriculture and industry. 

India and Ireland, Mahatma Gandhi and George Russel are 
iJ),itiating the constructive experiment of some industries on the 
soil and the building of rural culture and self-respect. It I. 
Mahatma Gandhi who is the world's greatest exan.ple of political 
straightforwardness, the only true follower ~f the ideal of "open 
diplomacy:openly arrived at" proposed by our own Woodrow 
Wilson. 

This man must speak for himself. Has anything more arrest
ing than this been said, "The moment of victory has come when 
there is no retort to the mad fury of the powerful, that moment 
will also be the moment when all the destructive cutlery in India 
will begin to rust ,/" 

Or, is anything truer than this: 

" 'Vith the extension of definite forgiveness comes a mighty 
wave of strength In us? Or anything more" Modernist" thRn this? 
"I have no hesitation in rejecting scriptural authority it it supports 
a sinful institution. I decline to be bound by any interpretation 
however learned it may be, if it is repugnant to reason or to moral' 
sense." Or has any great." definition of religion been given 
than this which your speaker is proud to have received from 
Mahatma Gandhi in direct conversation. "The conviction that 
I shall always live as truly as I live now and that I Can better 
my condition. To that, he added" Provided I have the willingness 
to risk mental and physical Buffering". Does his an~wer to Tagore 
"to a people famishing and unemployed, the only acceptable form 
in whicb God can dare appear is work and wages and food" sound 
pertinent right now? 

Gandhi is the greatest of to~day's makers ot new nations, recaus8 
alone among them he builds upon a policy to be good for them 
and for those in their mercy alter they have attained social, politi
cal and economic equality with Great Powers. He is the greatest, 
because unlike the others, he would sacrifice hi. nation's hope of 
Independence rather than commit one act ot violence or chicanery 
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'to allain it. Gandhi will outlive both India and Great Britain as 
Jesus ot Nazareth outlived both Judea and Kome. To close, may 
I quote the concluding .entence 01 my book of lives of Eminent 

Allans. 
Gandbi is the world's unique leader, its modern propbet of 

the ancient gospel of love whose spiritual descent is through the 
lIuddba, Mo Ti the Chinese Jesll. of Nazareth, St. Francis of 
Assi.si and Toisloi. Such men outlive the antipathies the, arouse 
·and last longer than their immediate co uses, becoming a factor 
bearing upon every cause that stirs humanity after them.-(Prom 

,Badio 1(11k at Gandhiji Te .• tilllon;,,1 Dinner, New York, June 
-4,19.'11.) 

XX. MR. BOYD W. TUCKER 
I am a disciple of Mahatlna Gandhi, because I find him the 

.ost vital, living spiritual personality in the world to-day. In 80me 
. irespects he has given the Cbri.t'. message a richer and fuller 
~ilterpretation, which the Jesus himself had neither the time nor the 
;environment to develop. I believe that in Mahatma Gandhi, God 

. 1I.s again visited the world in its hour of desperate need. 
Two great forces are striving for the conquest of the world 

>to-day: Gandhism and Bolshevism. But both are moving in 
diametrically opposite directions. BoI.hevism stands for class 
·dbcrimioation, but Mahatma Gandhi knows no distinctions in 
ileeklng to achieve his ideal by reasoll and love. Mahatma Gandhi 
stands to-day as the world's greatest hope of salvation from 
militarism, from class war, from Bolshevism, trom sectarjan strife 
and trom tragIc conflict between the Orient and Occident. * * * 
He is utterly misunderstood in Ihe West, but I make a bold 
.prophesy: Hi. proposed visit to London and later to America 
will be an epochal event, representing the greatest transformation 
since the Renaissance. 

XXI. H. E. LORD IRWIN 
However mistaken aoy man may think him to be Bnd however 

deplorable may appear the results of the policy associated with h .. 
name, no one can fail to recognise the spiritual force which impels 
Mr. Gandhi to couot no sacrifice too great in the cause, as he 
believed, of the India that he loves.-Speech at the Legislative 
A'<'sembly, January 17, 1981. 



XXII. AN A:lIERICAN TRIBUTE 
May be Gandhi is the saint his people proclaim him. May be 

Gandbi is the half-naked fanatic and devil described _by tbe British 
diehards. But, saint or devil, he ranks among the greatest revolu
tionary leaders of all time. 

A revolutionist i. judged by his power to move mountains-. 
Gandhi has done that Not by physical force like Lenin and otbers 
but by spiritual force. He fights as Jesus fought. 

This method is Inaccurately railed non-resistance. It is in fact 
resistance of the most extreme and uncompromising 8ort, moral 
resistance. It is war-no less war because it is non-violent waf. 

The weapon is civil disobedience. In this country Thoreau 
once preached it without winning converts. To-day it is generally 
practised in the United States in two fields-and with success. 
With this weapon the South has nullified the constitutional amend
ments giving black men paper eqnality with white men. With tbi .. 
weapon citizens have virtually destroyed prohibition. * * * * 

That Gandhi does make the seemingly impo.sible come true 
1. clear from the terms of the truce whicb he has sign ed with the 
British Viceroy. 

~ One year ago when he marched to the seashore to make .alt 
in defiance of all tbe might of the British empire, the wise men of 
the Western world predicted that Britain could not and would not 
bow to the will of an unarmed brown man. 

But Gandhi has won this first great battle in the war for India's 
liberation Irom alien rule. His people will continue to make salt by 
the sea, breaking the Britisb monopoly. His 70,000 follower .. 
Imprisoned for civil disobedience will wall< tree. He will dominate 
tbe negotiations for Home Rnle which were futile in London and
Delhi withont him. 

Britain mnst deal with him, for he is India. 
And if Britain in the end does not grant hh demands, one 

gesture from his emaciated hand will unlea.h again the gigantic 
boycott wbich wipes out British trade at his command. 

Saint or devil, Gandhi'. personal power probably is uneqnalled< 
tn all the world to-day_-1he New York World. 
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Publishers' Note. 
The publishers owe no apology in placing this 

book before the public. Mahatma Gandhi who 
occupies the foremost place in Indian politics is 
engaging the world's attenti01t alld what the 
world thinks of him will be found by a perusal of 
this book. We are fortunate in getting an appre
ciation from Lala Lajpat Rai from the latest 
issue of the New York "Nation." At the sugges
tion of Mahatma Gandhi, we have included the 
inspiring Messages of our leaders now in jail. 

We cannot sufficiently thank the proprietors of 
the Kartwtak Press without whose co-operation, 
we would not have been able to place this, book 
before the reader so early. 

We trust that the patronage given to us by our 
readers in connectiolt with our last two publica
tions will be continued in this case also. 

Opp. Portuguese Church, } 
Girgaon, Bombay, THE PUBLISHERS. 

20th january 1922. 
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AN APPRECIATION. 

Gandhi's simplicity, openness, frankness and direct
ness confound the modern politician, parliamentarian and 
publicist. They suspect him of some deep design. 
He fears no one and frightens no one. He reco
gmses no conventions except such as are absolutely 
necessary not to remove him from society of men 
and women. He recognises no masters and no gurus. 
He claims no chelas though he has many. He has 
and pretends to no supernatural powers, though 
credulous people believe that he is endowed with them. 
He Owns no property, keeps no bank accounts, makes no 
investments, yet makes no fuss about asking for anything 
he needs. Such of his countrymen as have drunk deep 
from the fountains of European history and European 
politics and who have developed a deep love for European 
manners and European culture neither understand nor like 
him. In their eyes he is a barbarian, a visionary, and a 
dreamer. He has probably something of all these quali
ties, because he is nearest to the verities of life and can 
look at things with plain eyes without the glasses of civili
zation and sophistry. 

Some say he is a nihilist; others that he is an anar-' 
chist; others again that he is a Tolstoian. He is none of 
these things. He is a plain Indian patriot who believes 
in God, religion and the Scriptures. He believes even in 
caste, not the present-day sub-division and sub· sections 
of it, but the four original castes of the ancient Aryans. 
He does not believe in the superiority or domination of 
one caste over another, but he believes in their different 
occupations according to their inherited ability. He is so 
orthodox as to believe that caste is heritable. Far from 
being an anarchist, he believes in discipline, organisation 
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and authority. His cult is not one of negation ;tS some 
say but of positive discipline made up of self·deflial and 
self-assertio,l. He does not believe in the inherent sup~rio
rity of the white race or in its Go:!-given mission of ruling 
other p~ople by making tools of them. He does not hate 
the Europeln cirilization, but he abhors the industrial 
system upon which civilization of Europe rests, and the 
double-mindedness whi:h characteri-es European politi
cians. The dJCtrine of non-co-operation which he prea
ches and practis5 is not a negation. It is the with:!rawal 
of that hdp which the Indian people have voluntarily 
been giving the English which has made it possible for 
them to rule India and exploit her f)r their own ends. 

The non-co-operation programme consists of (a) 
rejection of all Government titles, honours and honorary 
offices, (b) abstention from drink, (c) with:!rawl of all boys 
and girls from a system of education which has reconciled 
the best of Indians to slavery under foreign domination, 
without f<!ding the sting of it, and which has made of 
them parasites sucking the blood of the c\:J.sses that 
produce and work, (Q) establishment of such Schools and 
Colleges as will give a secondary place to the study of 
English and other European literatuure, reserving the first 
for the spoken languages of Indict and for manual training, 
{e) boycott of English forms of "justice", their Courts and 
their lawyers, (f) boycott of foreign cloth aflj the rehabili
tation of Swad~shi, (g) withdrawal of Indians from the 
services or the British Governme[)t and from service in 
the British Army and the British police, (h) non-p.lyment 
of taxes. 

This is the provisional program'11e which is by nO 
means exh:mstive and which is not to be put in practice 
all at once. Gandhi and his associates have been working 
on this programme for only twelve months and the success 
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they have achieved is marvellous. It is true that not 
many people have given up their titles and honorary 
offices. It is also true that only a small proportion of 
lawye;:s have given up their practice. As regards with
drawal of students, the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta 
University, an Indian High Court Judge in the confidence 
of the British, complained the other day that in Bengal 
the attendance at Colleges had fallen by 23 per cent and at 
schools by 27 per cent, and that the University had suffered 
a great loss of income from exa m ination fees. As regards 
the boycott of foreign cloth, he has succeeded remarkably 
well. Lancashire is already feeling the pinch, and the sale 
of foreign cloth in Indian bazaars has gone down to less 
than 25 per cent. It may be safely said that the masses 
and the middle classes are with and the wealthy against 
him. There are a sufficiently good number of wealthy 
men also with him as was proved by the phenomenal suc
cess of the Tilak Swaraj Fund for which ten million rupees 
were collected in less than three months. In these three 
months, he perfected the Congress organisation which 
now has the registered membership of about ten millions. 
He called upon the country to introduce two million neW 
spinning wheels in the same period and the response was 
more than adequate. These are concrete items of his 
success, but to my mind his great success lies in having 
created a universal love for freedom and a spirit of non
voilence among the people. The Indian patriot of Mr. 
Gandhi's School is quite distinguishable from the old 
revolutionaries of Russia. He works in the open and has 
no secret affiliations either in India or abroad. He is 
frankly out to destroy the present system of Government 
and win full freedom for his country, with full discretion 
to remain in or go out of the British Empire as it suits 
him best. 
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It is true that the "higher" and" respectable" classes 
of the intelligentsia who have thrown themselves on the 
side of the Government are opposed to his programme 
because it would reduce them to positions of comparative 
poverty and nothingnees. The British in India have 
accepted these intelligentsia as subordinate partners in 
their business of exploitation. Imperialism is as much a 
business as capitalism. For ISO years the intelligentsia 
cried for reforms. The Government did not listen to them. 
At first they did not ask even for Home Rule. They merely 
wanted a few more posts and offices and extension of 
education. In 1905 rose a party which set up a flag of 
independence. Both the Government and the intelligentsia 
saw that the game was up. That astute scholar-politician, 
John Morley, started the policy of "Rally the moderates." 
So he decided to throw them a few crumbs. Theyaccep
ted them gratefully, sang Hallelujahs of gratitude and 
praise, and conspired to root out the extremists, both by 
repression and propaganda. 

In the meantime came the war. Lord Morley's 
desciples and the princes immediately declared for the 
British, and pursuaded the people to believe that British 
victory would bring them :freedom. The country was 
'bled white'. Men and money, munitions and provisions 
were poured into the theatres of war, though the country 
itself lost millions of souls (six millions from influenza 
alone in six months) from disease and distress. Victory 
came and was immediately followed by the Rowlatt Act 
which was a negation of freedom. Gandhi who during 
the war had been recruiting for the Government, but had 
caught the popular fancy by his simple life, and fearles 
championship of the poor and the peasant, declared for 
passi ve resistance. 
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All kinds of repression have been resorted to; 
meetings proclaimed and prohibited, speakers and writers 
arrested and imprisoned; but the movement has progessed 
unchecked. India is in a state of non·voilent revolt. The 
most pleasing feature of the new movement is the active 
support it is getting from the women, who flock to 
the non·co-operation meetings, clad in Khaddar, by 
thousands. Millions worth of foreign cloth has been des
troyed in order to intensify the feeling against it. Thous
ands are ready to adopt general civil disobedience of 
British laws as the cult of their lives, but the leaders are 
withholding their consent in their desire to keep the 
movement strictly non-violent. When a man is arrested, 
he refuses to give bail and goes straight to the lock-up 
with a view to spreading the idea that he has no con
fidence in and he does not recognise the authority of the 
Government and its Courts. In some places people have 
lost self· control and committed outrages on the police 
and government men. Gandhi has denounced them and 
ad vised expiation. 

The movement for Indian freedom has taken deep 
root and gone out of the control of the Government and 
the "respectable" section of the intelligentia. The 
Government can repress, but it cannot suppress. The 
greater part of Mr. Gandhi's following may even now 
accept a dominion from of government within the British 
Empire, but a little more delay and the weight of 
public opinion will not be satisfied with anything less than 
full independence. 

LAJPAT RAI. 





THE WORLD'S GREATEST MAN 

By 

JOHN HAYNES HOLMES. 

I am going to speak to you this morning upon whal I 
hope will be the interesting question as to who is the 
greatest man in the world to-day. In seeking an answer 
to this inquiry, I imagine that all of cur minds instinct
ively go back to the days of the Great War, and run over 
the names of the men who held position of vast responsi
bility and power in that stupendous c().l1flict. Especially 
do we think of the great gathering of the war-leaders in 
Paris, in the opening months of the year 1919- Two years 
ago, at this time, we would all of us have agreed that if 
the greatest man in the world was anywhere to be found, 
it was in this council of the premiers and statesmen of 
the Allied Governments. These were the men who had 
been tested by the most awful peril which had ever threat
ened the civilization of the world, and who had brought 
out of that peril a victory which was as complete as it 
was sudden. Now they were being tested by the challenge 
of peace-by the great problem as to how to use a victory 
after it has been won. And it is just here, in this most 
rigorous of all tests, that these leaders of the nations 
failed who can say, in view of what happened at Versailles, 
and especially in view of what has happened since the 
signing of the treaty, that anyone of these men responsible 
for the great disa ster of the peace, has any substantial or 
permanent claims to greatness, in the true sense of the 
word? Of all the men who sat in that Peace Conference 
two years ago, there is only one, it seems to me, who still 
preserves a reputation that is without serious question. 
I I refer, of course, to General Smuts, the Premier of 
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South Africa, the man of whom Mr. Walter Lippman said 
so vividly that, of all the peace conferences who signed 
the treaty in the famous Hotel of Mirrors at Versailles, he 
was the only one who saw mankind and not himself in the 
glass. If you would know how great a man was General 
Smuts at the Conference, I ask you to read three 
immortal documents-first, his public apologia for the 
signing of the treaty; secondly, his .. farewell to the 
people of Europe," published on the eve of his departure 
from London for Johannesburg; and thirdly, his noble and 
generous tribute to President Wilson on the latter's 
retirement from office on March 4 last. General Smuts 
fought the war with consummate ability and unfaltering 
idealism; in the moment of triumph on the battlefield, 
he sought forgiveness of the enemy, and healing of 
the bleeding wounds of men; in the moment of defeat 
in the Council Chamber, he confessed his failure in 
honesty of spirit, and sought at once to repair the d'lmage, 
which he had been unable to prevent. General Smuts is a 
great man-the only great man who is left to us to-day 
out of the wreckage of the war. All the rest of those lead
ers, who filled on world for a little time with the noise 
of their fame, have faded, or are fading, into oblivion, 
never again to be restored, I believe. to the reverence of 
men. Ours to-day must be the cry of David, after the 
battle of Mt. Gilboa-" How are the mighty fallen, and the 
weapons of war perished 1" 

I turn away, therefore, from the storm of the Great 
War, and from the men who rode that storm to power and 
place; and I look elsewhere for that man who impresses 
me as the greatest man who is living in the world to-day. 
And immediately I hit upon three men, very different from 
one another in origin and character, who I believe may 
not unworthily qualify for this position. 
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The first man whom I would name is the Frenchman, 
Romain Rolland, author of that immortal novel, Jean 
Christophe, pacifist exile from his native land during the 
Great War, the leading internationalist in this perplexing 
period of the aftermath of the war. Rolland is supremely 
great in the field not so much of achievement as of ideals. 
I can best indicate my estimate of him by stating that I 
always think of him as the true successor, in character 
and influence, though not of course in personality, of Leo 
Tolstoi, who was himself the greatest single moral influ
ence produced during the whole course of the nineteenth 
century. Like Tolstoi, Romain Rolland lives a life of 
rigorous simplicity. Like Tolstoi, he unites a gigantic 
intellect with a soul of ineffable beauty and power. Like 
Tolstoi, again, he lives and moves and has his being in 
that sublime realm of moral and spiritual idealism, where 
love is recognized as the perfect law of life, and the 
brotherhood of man as the fulfilment of this law upon 
the earth. 

Before the war, Rolland was one of the few men in 
Europe who saw the coming of the great catastrophe, 
and did his utmost to prevent it. He sent out his 
call to poets, musicians and artists of the continent; 
gathered about him, as a master his students. the 
young and ardent souls of all countries; and strove to 
lead them to those heights of pure idealism in the at
mosphere of which he knew it would be impossible for the 
prejudices and hostilities of contemporary nationalism to 
survive. Jean Christophe was written in answer not so 
much to artistic passion, as to a desire to interpret Ger
many to France, and France to Germany, and thus make 
clear the essential kinship between the two. With the 
outbreak of the War, he conceived it his unique privilege 
and duty to keep alive those higher instincts of the soul, 
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which are the first to suffer in the strife of arms. Never 
for a moment did he deceive himself into believing that 
the war would purge the heart of man, or quicken it per
manently to nobler impulses of devotion; on the contrary, 
he knew that this war, like every war, was a dirty and 
ugly thing, subversive of all that is pure and good in 
human life. Therefore did he deliberately set himself, as 
a priest at the altar of humanity, to guard from extinction 
the spirit's flame, that when the conflict was at an end, 
the race might not wander as one lost for ever in impene
trable dark. And now, with the close of the disastrous 
struggle, Rolland is building anew his international 
fraternity, to the end of pursud.ding men to sheath their 
swords, to cleanse their hearts of the poison of patriotism, 
and to toil for the coming of that great Kingdom of the 
living God which shall mean wars and rumours of wars no 
more. 

lfthere is any civilization in Europe to-day, and light 
shining through the gross darkness of the present chaos, 
any hope for the ultimate realization of the dreams and 
visions which beset us of a better world. I believe this is 
due more truly to Romain Rolland than to Foch or Clemen
ceau, Lloyd George or Woodrow \"1 ilson, or any other 
of the men who struggled vainly to bring good out of the 
evil of the \Var. Rolland remained true to his ideal, 
served it with a flawless courage, and therewith did a 
work which marks him as a spiritual, genius of the first 
order. If ht: falls short, as I think he does, it is in what 
we may term the realm of practical affairs. In this he does 
not fail; he simply does not enter at all. For Rolland is an 
artist, an intellectual, a man of the utmost sensitiveness 
and delicacy. It is difficult to conceive of him as dwell
ing among the trodden ways of men. He could never be 
the leader of a revolution, the moulder of great masses of 
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the common people to a world-upheaval, the builder of the
structure or the writer ofthe constitution of a new political 
and social state. Rolland, by the very necessities of his 
nature, as Tolstoi by the deliberate plan of his life, must 
moY<! "above the battle," and not in the midst of its 
bloodshed and affright. For Rolland is an idealist and not 
realist. I thirlk of him as a silver star shining resplendent 
above the murk and mist of earth, a light to steer by 
and to worship. Others must serve as the smoky torches 
which show terribly the pathways of men's climbing. 

The mention of the contrast between the idealist and 
the realist, brings me to the second name which I desire to 
present this morning in this discussion. I refer to the Rus
sian, Nicolai Lenin, Premier of the Soviet republic, a man 
who wields a greater degree of personal power than any 
other man in the world to-day. In making an estimate 
of the position of Lenin among the great men of this time, 
it is necessary for us to disrel;ard entirely such unfavorable 
ideas as we may chance to have of the work that he is 
attempting to do among his people. We may think that 
his principles are bad, his policies dangerous, his whole 
influence destructive of the best interests of civilization; 
but these opinions should not, and indeed cannot, affect in 
any way the facts as to his ability. Many people, for exam" 
pie, regard Napoleon Bonaparte as one of the most im: 
moral personages that ever Ii ved, and describe his achieve" 
ments as among the most disastrous in the whole range of 
human history, but I have never met any body, except Mr 
H. G. Wells, in his "The Outline of History," who denied his 
consummate greatness as a man. So also with Nicolai 
Lenin! We may think him the vilest monster alive upon 
the earth to-day, if we so choose, but there stands the fact 
of his greatness all the same. This man moves among his 
contemporaries like a giant among pygmies. He is at the 
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moment the centre of the world's life. The affairs of the 
race move round his central figure like the rim and spokes 
of a wheel about its axle. I am not at all sure, but what in 
future ages, this present period, which has followed upon 
the close of the Great War is destined to be described by 
historians as the age of Lenin, just as we speak to-day of 
the age of Elizabeth or of Louis XIV. 

If we would seek for evidence of the surpassing great
ness of Lenin, we have only to cite the testimony of those 
who have seen him and studied him at close range_ At I1rst, 
he seems to make little impression upon those who meet 
him, for his personal presence is evidently one of utter in
significance. He does not look like a hero, he does not 
walk the stride of a hero. Mr. Vvells, who was as little 
impressed as anybody, speaks of him simply as a little 
man sitting behind a big desk. Bertrand Russell des
cribes him as "very friendly, and apparently simple 
entirely without a trace of hauteur. If one met him with
out knowing who he was, he would not guess that he was 
possessed of great power, and never that he was in any way 
eminent. I have never met a personage so destitue of self-im
portance." The only thing impressive about Lenin's 
appearance, so far as I can judge, is his head, which is 
that of a stupendous intellectual genious. To see the great 
dome of his brow, as depicted, for example, in Mrs. Clare 
Sheridan's bust, is to think at once of the head of Shakes
peare. Aside from this single feature, however, Lenin's 
presence is apparently as unimpressive as his bearing is 
modest. 

That Lenin is a great man, however, is admitted by 
everybody who has seen him. Arthur Ransome, who is 
favourably inclined toward the Bolshevist regime, declares 
that he is "one of the greatest personalities of his time." 
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Burtrand Russel, who is now opposed to Bolshevism, refers 
to Lenin without qualification as "a great man." Raymond 
Robbins, who stands midway between the position of 
friend and foe, asserts his belief that the Soviet premier 
is "the greatest living statesman in Europe." Even those 
who view him at a distance, cannot disguise their admi
ration. Mr. Frank Vanderlip, for example, has said that 
Lenin impresses him as "a man of most extraordinary 
ability." Nor can I refrain from quoting the opinion of 
most extraordinary ability." Nor can I refrain from quoting 
the opinion ofthe "New York Times," which can hardly 
be described as friendly to the Bolshevists. Speaking at 
an unguarded moment, on one of the numerous occa
sions Lenin's reported death, the "Times" referred to 
him as "the most remarkable-personality brought by the 
world war into prominence." 

What moves alJ these persons who have seen or 
studied Nicholai Lenin, to speak of him in these laudatory 
terms, is undoubtedly the consciousness of the stupendous 
things which this man has accomplished during the last 
three years. His deeds are almost unparalleled in history. 
In the first place, he has beaten back upon every front, 
the attacks brought against him by the enemies of 
Russia at home and abroad. Army after army has 
been organized and led against Moscow, only to be 
destroyed by the" red" armies fighting without resources, 
in a distracted country, and amid a starving population. 
It is the fashion of these days to compare Lenin with 
Robespierre, Danton, and Marat, the leaders of France in 
the bloody days of the" Reign of Terror." The true com
parison, however, is with Carnot, the great war minister 
who raised the levies of the Revolution, and hurled back 
lri umphantly the invading armies of autocratic Europe. 
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Secondly, Lenin and his commissaries have saved the
civilisation of Russia from the utter collapse which was 
threatened, and is still being threatened, as a result of the 
catastrophe of the Great War. This is just the opposite 
of what is ordinarily assumed, for most people believe that 
it is the advent of Bolshevism which has caused the 
human misery and social disintegration which are every
where prevailing in Russia at the present time. Nothing, 
however, could be farther from the truth! The empire 
of the Czar collapsed of its own rottenness and decay 
nine months before the Bolsheviks found their way into 
the seats of power. This collapse was the immed.iate result 
of the impact of the Great Vvar, which in its end, if not 
in its conscious purpose, was a struggle for the destruc
tion, and not at all for the preservation of civilization. 
\"!hat happened in Russia in 1917, was only what would 
have happened in France had the War continued another 
year, and in Great Britain had it continued another four 
or five years. Russia simply went to pieces, because she 
was the least developed and most corrupt of modern 
capitalistic countries, and therefore the least able to bear 
the strain. The first revolutionary government which 
succeeded the Czar, tried to control the situation, but 
ignominiously failed. Then came Kerensky. who like
wise failed. Then came Lenin, who put his mighty 
shoulders beneath the toppling fabric of the state, and has 
thus far prevented it from falling. That Russia is not 
to-day a realm of utter chaos-that its cities :lre not empty, 
its railroads streaks of rust running across vast wastes of 
desert country, its peoples swarming hordes of wanderers 
trooping madly to the west in search of food-all this is 
due more to Nicolai Lenin than to any other single force 
in the world to-day. If H. G. Wells is right in his surmise 

that the fate of Europe is identical with the fate 0 
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Russia, I venture to prophesy that the time will come· 
when this man will be remembered not as a destroyer, 
but as the saviour of the social structure of civilization. 

Lastly, as we survey the achievements of Lenin, we 
see his great constructive undertakings in the field of 
statesmanship. Amid unexampled confusion and difficul
ties, he has worked out a new formula of economic rela
tions-communism ; he has builded a new structure of 
social order-the Soviet; he has visioned a new type of 
social idealism-a democracy of the workers; he has creat
ed out of abstract theory a new technique of practical 
achievement-the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

These are the deeds of a man of the first order of 
practical genius. If Lenin falls short anywhere, and I 
am certain that he does it is in the field of moral idealism. 
He seems to be absolutely devoid, not in character but in 
thought, of everything that we mean by ethical or spiri
tual principle. He boasts of the fact that he has no reli
gion but Ii ves contentedly in the realm of materialism. He 
denies that there is any such reality as a moral law to 
which it is proper or necessary for him to give aCknow
ledgment. What we ordinarily describe and recognize 
as a system of ethics, calling for the allegiance of all 
right-minded people, he regards as an artificial code creat
ed by the strong, and imposed by them upon the weak 
for the better protection of their property and privileges. 
To Lenin's way of thinking anything is right that serves 
the class interest of the workers; by the same token, any
thing is wrong that delays or hinders the emancipation of 
the workers. In his activities as leader of the proletariat 
and chief executive of the Soviet republic, Lenin acts upon 
exactly the same law of necessity which holds away upon 
the field of battle. Like the soldier, in other words, he 
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does anything which it is necessary to do in order to 
defeat the enemy and thus clinch victory for his cause. 
" The end justifies the means!" Lenin is seeking a great 
end of human redemption and social liberation; any 
means which are necessary for the attainment of this end, 
are justifiable in the period which must intervene before 
men are ready and able to reach the goal. It is this realist 
point of view of life which explains the extraordinary 
contradictions in Lenin's career. Thus Lenin is a demo
crat ; but he sustains one of the most absolute tyrannies 
that mankind has ever known. He is not a terrorist, and 
yet he carried through the six weeks of the" red terror .. 
with ruthless severity. He is not a militarist, and yet he 
has builded on the foundation of universal conscription, 
the most powerful and successful military machine in 
the world to-day. VI/hat we have in Lenin is a pheno
menon which has never before appeared in history, so 
far as I know-a reformer of unquestioned personal integri
ty, rigorously pure in private character, simple and unpre
tentious in his ways of life, devoted to the ideal of a better 
world, seeking nothing for himself and everything for his 
fellow-men, and yet a man arrogant, autocratic, stern, hard 
in outline, untouched by any softness save a love for chil
dren. At bottom, there is nothing gentle or lovely about 
this man; he suggests ody the strength of granite, and 
the coldness of steel. This is the reason, I take it, why 
Mr. \V ells, when he thinks of Lenin, finds himself recalling 
the figure of Mohammed. Bertrand Russell, when he saw 
Lenin and his regime, was put in mind of Cromwell and 
the Puritans, I have to confess that I always think, in this 
connection, of Napoleon Bonaparte. All these parallels 
are defective-the last outrageously so; but they serve 
at least to reveal the realistic pattern of the man, and the 
stupendous order of his genius. 
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It is obvious that we have not yet found our greatest 
man. Rolland, the idealist is defective on the side of 
practicality; Lenin, the realist, falls short on the side of 
ideality. What we need is a universal man-a man who 
combines in perfect balance the supreme qualities of the 
Frenchman and the Russian-a man who is at once an 
idealist and a realist, a dreamer and a doer, a prophet 
who sees" the heavenly vision" and, "not unfaithful to 
(that) vision" makes it to come true. Is there any such 
person living in the world? 

I believe that there is-unquestionably the greatest 
man living in the world to-day, and one of the greatest 
men who has ever lived. I heard of him first in 1917, 
through an article by Professor Gilbert Murray in the 
"Hibbert Journal." I did not learn anything of him again 
until a few months ago, when there came to my desk a 
little paper-covered pamphlet containing extracts from his 
speeches and writings. This is meagre information; but 
when I read it, I felt as did John Keats when he first read 
Chapman's translation of the" Iliad "-

" Then felt I like some watcher of the skies 
When a new planet swims into his ken; 

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes. 

He stared at the Pacific-and all his men. 

Looked at each other with a mild surmise. 

Silent, upon a peak in Darien. 

The man whom I have in mind is Mohandas Karam
chand Gandhi, the Indian leader of the present great 
revolutionary movement against British rule in India, 
known and reverenced by his countrymen as Mahatma, 
.. the Saint." I wonder how many of you have ever heard 
of him, or know the story of his life. Listen while I tell 
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this story, and see if I am not right in calling its hero the 
greatest man in the world to-day! 

Gandhi was born some fifty odd years ago 10 India 
of a rich, clever and cultivated family. He was reared as 
the SOns of such families are always reared, possessed of 
everything that money can buy and the imagination of 
devoted parents can conceive. In 1889 he came to Eng
land to study law. He took his degree in regular course, 
returned to India, and became a successful lawyer in 
Bombay. Already, however, he had found that religion was 
coming to have a dominant place within his life. Even 
before his journey to England, he had taken the Jain vow 
to abstain from wine, flesh, and sexual intercourse. On 
his return to India, his asceticism increased. Finding 
that money was inconsistent with his ideal of spirituality, 
he gave away his fortune to good causes, keeping only the 
barest pittance for himself. Later on, he took the vow of 
poverty, and thus became, what he is still to-day, a beggar. 
Later still he became converted to the doctrine of non
resistance, which he calls "the root of Hinduism," and 
therefore abandoned the practice of the law as "a system 
which tried to do right by violence." When Gilbert 
Murray saw him in England in 1914, he ate only rice, 
drank only water, and slept On the bare boards of a wooden 
floor. "His conversation," says Professor Murray, "was 
that of a cultivated and well-read man, with a certain 
indefinable suggestion of saintliness." Gandhi was indeed 
become a saint. He had deliberately swept out of his life 
every last vestige of self-indulgence, that no slightest desire 
of the flesh might stand in the way of devotion to his 
ideals. From early in his life, he was a man apart, with 
every last energy of soul and body dedicated to the service 
of humankind. 
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His public career divides itself into two distinct 
periods. The first extends from 1893 to 1913, and is 
identified with South Africa. The second, which belongs 
to India itself, runs from 1913 to the present day. 

In South Africa, in the early nineties of the last cen
tury, there were located some 1,50,000 Indians, chiefly in 
the province of Natal. The presence of these aliens had 
led to a situation very similar to that now prevailing in 
California as a result of the influx of the Japanese. The 
color question, in other words, had become acute, and the 
South African Government determined to meet it, first by 
forbidding the immigration of any more natives from 
India, and secondly by expelling the Indians who were 
already there. This last it was found, could not legally be 
done as it violated a treaty and was opposed by Natal 
where industry was depended upon cheap" coolie" labour 
and was objected to by the Indian Government. The 
first proposal of course could easily be met by the passage 
of an exclusion act. At once began a long and bitter 
struggle. The whites of South Africa, baffled in their 
desires, did what the whites in all parts of the world have 
always done under such circumstances-namely, persecuted 
and outraged those whom they detested as so-called infe
riors. Systematically they undertook to make life in South 
Africa as miserable an affair for all Indians, especially 
those above the labour class, as malice and cruelty could 
provide. Thus, these Indians were burdened with special 
taxes; they were forced to register in degrading ways; 
their thumb-prints were taken as though they were 
criminals; they were publicly insulted and discriminated 
against. In cases where the law could not be conveniently 
utilized the South African whites did what we do so 
proudly here in America-organised patriotic mobs to loot. 
burn and lynch. K othing was left undone to harry these 
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unhappy Indians and drive them In wretchedness and 
horror from the land. 

It was in 1893 that the Indians In South Africa 
appealed to Gandhi, and asked him to come and help 
them. At once he responded to their caU, for it was his 
conviction that if his countrymen were anywhere suffering 
it was his duty and privilege alike to suffer with them. 
He came, therefore, to Natal in 1893. and there he remain
ed with the exception of one short interval of time, until 
1913. As he was still a lawyer at this time, he began his 
fight against the Asiatic Exclusion Act, and won it in the 
face of the most bitter and unfair opposition on grounds of 
constitutionality. Then came the terrific battle for equit
able political and social recognition-a struggle fought 
from beginning to end with the weapons of passive or non
resistance. Not once in all the years of the protracted 
struggle was there resort to violence or yielding to the 
temptation of retaliation and revenge. 

Acting as the leader and counsellor of his people, 
Gandhi founded a settlement in the open country just out
side the city of Durban. Here he gathered the Indians, 
placed them on the land for self-support and bound them 
by the solemn vow of poverty. Here for years these 
organized thousands of resisters suffering constant depriva
tion and frequent outrage, carried on their struggle against 
the government. It was in essence, I suppose a strike
a withdrawal of the Indians from labour in the towns and 
villages and a paralysis, therefore, of the industrial and 
social life of the repUblic. It was such a strike as Moses 
declared in incident Egypt when he led the Israelites out of 
the land of Pharaoh into the vast reaches of the wilderness_ 
But this strike if it may so be called was in one thing 
different from any previous strike in human history! 
UniversaUy in movements of this kind the resisters make 
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it their business to take quick and sharp advantage of any 
difficulty into which their opponents may fail and press 
their claim the harder for this advantage. Gandhi how. 
ever, took the opposite course. \Vhenever in these years 
of struggle the Government became embarrassed by un
expected troubles, Gandhi, instead of pushing the fight 
ruthlessly to victory, would call a truce and come to the 
succour of his enemy. In 1899 for instance the Boer \Var 
broke out. Gandhi immediately called off his strike and 
organized an Indian Red Cross unit which served through
out the war, was twice mentioned in dispatches, and was 
publicly thanked for bravery under fire. In 1904, there 
came a visitation of the plague in Johanesburg. Instantly 
the strike was "off" and Gandhi was busying himself in 
organizing a hospital in the pest-ridden city. In 1906 there 
was a native rebellion in Natal. Again the strike was 
suspended while Gandhi raised and personally led a corps 
of strecher-bearers, whose work was dangerous and pain
ful. On this occasion he was publicly thanked by the 
Governor of Natal-and shortly afterwards on the resump
tion of the resistant movement thrown into a common 
jail in Johanesburg. It would be impossible for me to tell 
this morning the indignities and cruelties which were 
visited upon Gandhi during these years of intermittent 
resistance and forgiveness. He was thrown into prison 
countless times, placed in solitary confinement bound hand 
and foot to the bars of his cage. He was again and again 
set upon by raging mobs beaten into insensibility and left 
for dead by the side of the road. When not outraged in 
this fashion he was insulted in public mortified and humi
liated with the most exquisite pains. But nothing shook 
his courage, disturbed his equanimity, exhausted his pati
ence or poisoned his love and forgiveness of his foes. 
And at bst, after twenty years of trial and suffering he won 
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the victory. In 1913 the Indian case was taken up by 
Lord Hardinge; an imperial commission reported In 

Gandhi's favour on nearly all the points at issue and an 
act was passed giving official recognition to his claims. I 
know of no more astonishing illustration of a battle won 
by doing no wrong, committing no violence, but simply 
enduring without resentment all the punishment the enemy 
can inflict, until at last he becomes weary and ashamed of 
punishment. 

The second period of Gandhi's life began in 1913, and 
IS at this moment in the full tide of its career. This 
period of course, has to do with the great revolutionary 
movement in India which had been slowly developing 
during his years of absence in South Africa. Immediately 
upon his return he took the leadership of this movement; 
but in 1914, with the outbreak of the war with Germany 
suspended all operations against English rule. To strike 
at England at such a moment, he contended was to strike 
her in the back and it was as reprehensible to strike a 
nation in this cowardly fashion as to strike a man. 
Throughout the war, therefore, Gandhi gave enthusiastic 
support to the Empire in every way not inconsistent with 
his religious ideals. 

Immediately that the war was closed however quick
ened by the outrages visited upon the Indians during this 
period by the oppression of English tyranny, Gandhi lifted 
again his banner of revolt and organized that stupendous 
Non.Co-operative movement, which is shaking the British 
Empire at this moment to its foundations. \\That we have 
here, under Gandhi's leadership is a revolution-but a 
revolution different from any other of which history has 
knowledge. It is characterized by four distinctive features. 
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In the first place, it is a movement directed straight 
and hard against English rule in India. There is no con
cealment of Gandhi's determination to free his people from 
the injustice and cruelty implicit in alien domination. 
" So long" he says "as the Government spells injustice it 
may regard me as its enemy-implacable enemy." Again 
he declares, "I seek to paralyze this Government until 
we have wrung justice from unwilling hands that is what 
I stand for." Still again he asserts, "I deliberately 
oppose the Government to the extent of trying to put its 
very existence in jeopardy." That this is sedition, Gandhi 
sees as clearly as anyone. If he were charged under the 
sedition section of the Indian Penal Code he says that he 
(;ould not plead not guilty. •• "For my speeches are in
tended to create disaffection such that the people might 
consider it a shame to assist or co-operate with a Govern
ment that had forfeited all title to confidence, respect or 
support." 

With all this unbending opposition to English rule, 
however, there is mingled no hatred against the English 
people. Gandhi has never at any time been guilty of the 
sin to which most of us were tempted during the war with 
Germany, of confusing a Government WIth its people. "I 
tell the British people," says Gandhi, "that I love them, 
and that I want their a3sociation," but this must be on 
conditions not inconsistent with self-respect and • • • 
absolute equality." 

Secondly, Gandhi's movement is a revolution which 
ihas no place for force or violence of any kInd. "Non
violence ., is its most conspicuous motto and slogan. For 
Gandhi, as we have seen, is a non·resistant; and in India, 
as in South Africa, will win his victory by peaceful means, 
or not at all "Violence." he says," whatever end it m:t'l 

2 
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serve in Europe, will never serve us in India." We must fight 
our b~ttles with cleaner weapons, on a nobler plane of com
bat. Thus, "we (must) rr.ect their ungodliness by godliness; 
we (must) meet their untruth by truth; we (must) meet 
their cunning and their craft by openness and simplicity; 
we (must) meet their terrorism and frightfulness by 
bravery and patient suffering. Further, he says, " We 
must bring no violence against those who do not join our 
ranks "-how well were it, if Lenin practised this rule of 
conduct! And he adjures his followers to hold" every 
English life, and the life of every officer serving the Gover
nment, as sacred as those of our own dear ones "-think 
of what it would mean to Ireland if Sinn Fein observed 
this precept! "As soon as India," says Gandhi, "accepts 
the doctrine of the sword, my life as an Indian is finished • 
••.•......••••. Then India will cease to be the pride of my 
heart ... 

In advocating thus the policy of non-violence, Gandhi 
takes pains to emphasize that he is not doing this because 
the Indians are weak. On the contrary he commends 
non-violence just because India is so strong and thus s(} 
well able to meet the hazards involved. "I believe in the 
doctrine of non-violence," say's Gandhi, " as a weapon not 
of the weak but of the strong. I believe that man is the 
strongest soldier who dies unarmed with his breast bare 
before the enemy." Again, he says," I want 
India to practise non-violence because of her strength and 
power. No arms are required for her. We seem to need 
it because we seem to think that we are but a lump of 
flesh. I want India to recognize that she has a soul that 
cannot perish, and that can rise triumphant above every 
physical weakness and defy the physical combination of 
the world." 
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At bottom, of course, Gandhi advocates and practises 
non-resistance because he thinks it right. "The true 
thing," he declares, "for any human being on earth, is 
not justice based on violence but justice based on sacri
fice of self." Again he says, "Non-violence is noble and 
right. • • • Forgiveness is more manly than punish
ment. Forgiveness adorns a soldier." It is from this 
point of view, I take it, that Gandhi refers to his move
ment as " this religious battle"! He is insistellt, however 
that non-resistance is not only right but expedient. It is 
the one sure way of attaining a triumph that will endure . 
.. The condition of success," he says, .. is to ensure entir( 
absence of violence." Again," India might resort t, 
destruction of life and property, but it could serve n 
purpose. You need but the one weapon of suffering_ 
Such truth is obvious to anyone, says Gandhi, who unde; 
stands the laws of a universe which is spiritual. "If w 
would realize the secre t of this peaceful and infallible doc 
trine, we will know and find that we will not want to u; 
even an angry word when they 11ft the sword, we will nc 
want even to lift a little finger." 

Non-violence, however, is not enough. Non-resist 
ance means something more than mere acquiescence i 
suffering. It mu"t have a positive or ag:::ressi ve policy
and it is this which Gandhi provides in what he calls 
"Non-Co-operation." To all his followers Gandhi recom
mends refusal to co-operate in any of the political or 
social functions which are essential to the continuance 
of British rule in Indil. He urges that the Indians boy
cott everything English, and thus paralyze the whole 
English system of control. Thus he advise:i that his coun
trymen refuse to sit on the local Councils; that native 
lawyers refuse to practise in the courts; that parents with
draw their children from the schools; that title-holder, 
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give up their titles. On the occasion of the recent tour 
of the Prince of \Vales, he urged all Indians to refuse 
welcome or recognition to the Royal visitor. Even a 
boycott of English goods is under consideration, but of 
this Gandhi voices his disapproval. Such policy, of 
course, if effectively carried out cn a large scale, would 
destroy English rule in India; it would little by little 
bring paralysis to the Government as the hemlock brought 
inch by inch the chill of the de lth to the limbs of So· 
crates. "The peacefullest revolution the world has ever 
seen" would be triumphant. 

Lastly, as the crown of his great movement, Gandhi 
seel,s the moral and spiritual regeneration of India on the 
lines of Indian thought, Indian custom, and Indian ideal
ism. ThiS means the exclusion, so far as possible, of the 
influence of the \Vest, with its industrial slavery, its mate
rialism, its money-worship and its wars. The tirst step in 
his endeavour is to wipe out the barriers which divide the 
Indians from one another, and make tbem one great united 
brotherhood. Thus, he seeks the obliteration of caste dis_ 
tinction and religious difierences ; ~lohJ.mmedan must live 
peaceably with Hindu, and Hindu with Mohammedan. 
Then must come a leadership of mankind in ways of peace 
and amity. "I believe absolutely," says Gandhi, "that In
dia has a mission for the world." His idealism, therefore, 
transcends the boundaries of race and country and seeks 
to make itself one with the highest hopes of humanity. 
"My religion," he cries, "has no geographical limits. 
If I have a living faith in it, it will transcend my love for 
India herself." 

Such is Mahatma Gandhi! In this great spirit, he 
lives among the people. As he moves from city to city, 
.crowds of thirty and even fifty thousand people assemble 
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\ to hear his words. As he pauses for the night in a village, 
" or in the open countryside, great throngs come to him as 

to a holy shrine. He would seem to be what the Indians 
regard him-the perfect and universal man. In his per
sonal character, he is simple and undefiled. In his politi
cal endeavours, he is as stern a realist as Lenin; working 
steadfastly toward a far goal of liberation which must be! 
won. At the same time, however, he is an idealist, like 
Romain Rolland living ever in the pure radiance of the 
spirit. When I think of Rolland, as I have said, I think 
of Tolstoi. When I think of Lenin, I think of Napoleon 
But when I think of Gandhi, I think of Jesus Christ. He 
lives his life; he speaks his word; he suffers, strives, and 
will some day nobly die, for His kingdom upon earth. 

Do you recall how it is told of Jesus, that one day 
as he was journeying, he heard his disciples quarrelling' 
And he said, .. What were ye reasoning on the way? . 
And they said they had disputed who was the greatest 
And Jesus said, "If any man would be first among you. 
let him be the servant of all." 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
BV 

W. W. PEARSON. 

Whatever may be one's personal opinion of the Ir 
dian leader, M. K. Gandhi, there can be no doubt that he 
is a remarkable man. Remarkable because his st'lndar(~: 
of conduct and method of action are so entirely differen: 
from those of other Indian leaders. Statesmen and pol!· 
ticians are seldom guided by the motives which compc: 
Gandhi to action, and the very fact that in him we see : 
man who wields enormous influence over his countryme, 
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by a character-the exact antithesis of the ordinary poli
tical leader-gives to his person'llity a peculiar interest. 
One Governor of a British Province in the East has 
described him as "a dangerous and misguided saint." 
Everyone, whether foe or friend, agrees in regarding him 
as a saint. And it is because of his evident saintliness 
of character that he has such an unparalleled influence 
in India at the present day. 

In a recent article on Gandhi in an American maga
zine he was described as" A Monk who imperils British 
Rule in India." That one man by the force of his austere 
and ascetic character should be regarded as a menace to 
one of the greatest Empires that has ever existed, is in 
itself a remarkable phenomenon. Accounts from India re
cently have described how, during the Duke of Connaught's 
visit to the large cities of the different provinces, the 
streets on many occasions when the Duke was passing 
through the city, were almost deserted. This is a striking 
enough circumsbnce in view of the great reverence with 
which royalty has been regarded in India throughout her 
history, and is a contrast to the welcome which was given 
to King George on his visit. But more striking than the 
deserted streets in the presence of the uncle of the Em
peror were the crowded streets whenever Gandhi passed 
through any of these cities. In Delhi, the present capital, 
when Gandhi arrived a crowd of 80,000 took p03sessiol1 of 
the railway station and was permitted by the station 
officials to superil1tend the arrival of the train in which 
the popular leader was travellil1g. As he drov.! through 
the streets of Delhi there were crowds lining every 
thoroughfare numbering more than 1,00,000. 

The explanation of this phenomenon is simple. Not 
only do the people, the masses of India, reverence Gandhi 
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as a saint, but he has practically unlimited influence over 
them in the sphere of national aspiration. But this is 
not because he is primarily a politician. He has none of 
the usual qualifications for political success. He is not 
Diplomatic, for he lays all his cards on the lable. He 
never compromises and has never been known in his 
public life to rely on expedierlcy rather than on principle. 
He belongs to no party and has therefore no party ambi
tion, and he is unmoved by the criticism of friends and 
enemies alike. He himself has said :-

" Most religious men I have met' are politicians in 
disguise: I, however, who wear the guise of a politician, 
am at heart a religious man." 

MAHATMAJI'S HOLD ON MASSES 

He is a man who, by the very example of this ascetic 
life would attract the masses in India whatever his policy 
might happen to be, and it is just because of the great 
influence which he exercises over the people that he is 
,regarded as 50 dangerous an opponent of British rule in 
India. He cannot be bribed or tempted by personal ambi
tion to change his methods. He is a man who, having 
once accepted a principle, will not yield an inch even to 
those whom he knows to be his friends, even though he 
knows that by yielding he might gain large numbers of 
adherents. Some people have said that he is easily in
fluenced by those around him, and is being used as a tool by 
the Extremist leaders who regard his fame as a saint as a 
valuable asset for their own propaganda. As a matter 
of fact no man is less readily influenced or diverted by 
external pressure from his purpose than Mr. Gandhi. I 
came across a striking example of this some years ago 
when I first had the privilege of meeting Mr. Gandhi. 
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It was in the autumn of 1913 that trouble arose in 
South Africa because of the treatment of the Indian re
sidents in that Colony. Gandhi had for years been strug
gling on behalf of his fellow-countrymen to assert their 
rights in South Africa as fellow-citizens with the white 
subjects of the British Empire. He had gi ven up a lucra
tive legal practice in order to devote his whole time to 
this cause. A crisis was reached in October 1913 owing to 
the action of Mr. Gandhi in starting an extensive Passive 
Resistance Movement aimed at inducing the Union Gov
ernment to grant their demands. As a result of his appeal 
thousands of men, women and children marched without 
permits from Natal into the Transvaal, while many others 
went on strike in the mines and sugar plantations. The 
government arrested and imprisoned thousands converting 
the mines into jails to accommodate the unprecedented 
number of prisoners. Mr. Gandhi as well as two or three 
European sym pathisers were also imprisoned. Feeling 
in India at the news ran high, so high indeed that the 
Viceroy, Lord Hardinge, made a strong public protest in a 
speech in Madras against the treatment of Indian citizens 
ofthe EmpIre in South Africa. In every province of India 
the people united i{l protest and the government both in 
India and in England became alarmed. At last the 
South African government realising the danger to the 
Empire, hastily appointed a Commission to inq uire into the 
grievances of the Indian leaders in order that they 
might gIve evidence. But in appointing the commis
sioners they did not appoint any nominee or representative 
of the Indian community. They did not even consult the 
Indian leaders as to the scope and character of the 
Commission. Mr. Gandhi protested and asked that the 
Indian community be allowed to appoint at least one reo 
presentative to serve on this Commission, but the Govern-
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ment refused. Mr. Gandhi then made the announcement 
that as a protest he would neither give evidence himself 
nor could he advise any self-respecting Indian to give 
evidence. This would obviously stultify the work of the 
Commission and at the same time would give to the 
critics of Indian aspirations the occasion for saying that 
the Indians refused to give evidence simply because their 
evidence was weak. In India, the great Indian statesman 
and politician, the Hon. G. K. Gokhale, for whom Gandhi 
had the profoundest admiration and love, saw this clearly 
enough and was almost daily sending cables to Mr. Gandhi 
urging him to reconsider this decision. Mr. Gokhale felt 
that such a boycott of the Commission would be sure to 
have a detrimental effect on any sympathy which the 
Indian case had aroused both in England and in South 
Africa itself. But Mr. Gandhi was adamant on this point. 
He regarded the honour and self· respect of the Indian 
community as at stake, and although he realised that he 
was going against the wishes of the one Indian who~ he 
respected above all others, and that Mr. Gokhale was 
right in so far as political expediency was concerned, he 
would not retract, and the Commission sat without hear· 
ing the evidence either of Gandhi or any other Indian of 
position or influence. 

ALLEGIANCE TO PRINCIPLES 
I remember clearly being greatly struck with this un· 

usual and unyielding allegiance to principle. On a point of 
honour Mr. Gandhi would never compromise, and since 
then though I have seen him under very different circum
stances I have never known him to compromise the honour 
and self-respect of India. It is this quality which seems 
to some to be his weakness because for the sake of some 
distant and unattained ideal he often loses for the time 
heing some obvious but temporary advantage. But in 
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reality it is this quality which constitutes Gandhi's strength; 
for, everyone who has to deal with him knows that he will 
never accept any policy or accede to any request which he 
himself believes to be contrary to his principle of Truth. 
\Ve may disagree with him as to what is Truth, we may 
disapprove of the meth:Jds he adopts for achieving his 
ends, but one thing is self-evident to all who come into 
contact with him and that is the fact that Gandhi is 
absolutely disinterested in his actions and cares not at all 
for his (,wn personal popularity or position. 

In appearance he is not at first striking. His very 
asceticism makes him insignificant physically. He per
sonifies an idea :J.nd when he is expressing it his body does 
not seem to COUnt. When I first met him in South Africa 
he W'lS taking only one meal a day and that consisted of 
fruits, nuts, and whole meal bread with olive oil. He took 
very little sleep and' from early morning till late at night 
he was busy interviewing people, discussing plans of cam
paign,.and writing important despatches to India and to 
the government authorities in Pretoria. But however 
busy he was, he always had time to talk with the poorest 
of the coolies who came to see him and to consult him 
constantly. He would ask them often to come and sit by 
him as he took his meals in order that he might have 
more time for talking to them. The poorest people felt 
that he was their friend; for he had a word for all. \Vhen 
he went to Pretoria to see General Smuts. and General 
Botha he was dressed in the simple home-spun which he 
always wears, and walked barefoot, His face expresses 
great patience and love, and to me he seemed nearer to 
my idea of Saint Francis of Assisi than anyone I had ever 
seen. He believed intensely in the ultimate victory of 
th03e who try to" Conquer hatred by love," and never 
allowed people to express hatred towards those whom he 
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regarded as tre1ting his fellow-countrymen unjustly. He 
strives with imphcable insistence by the force of moral 
suasion to compel his rulers to yield to his demands for 
fair and just treat"' ent. 

He expects this unfaltering loyalty to Truth in his 
followers, and although gentle and very tolerant towards 
those who differ from him, over those who once ally them
selves to him he exerts a moral authority which is almost 
despotic. Regardmg celibacy as the hightest estate for 
service of humanity he expects those who live in his com
munity to observe the same rule of continence that he has 
imposed upon himself. Also he is a rigid vegetarian though 
I remember his once advising me to eat meat when I had 
been ill. 

He is chivalrous to his opponents and never takes 
advantage of the weakness of those who are opposing him 
however tern pting the opportunity may be. This quality 
hehas shown once or twice in his recent campaign. But the 
following example will suffice. Shortly after his release 
from jail early in 1914 a serious strike broke out amongst 
the white labourers on the Rand. Gandhi had a week 
previously threatened to re-stut the Passive Resistance 
Movement and to call the Indian coolies in the mines and 
on the plantations out on strike as a protest against the 
lack of representation on the Commission referred to 
above. Instead of taking advantage of the di fficulty in 
which the Go,'ernment was pldced, Gandhi announced that 
the Passive Resistance Movement would be entirely 
suspended until the Government was free from the em bar
Tassment caused by the strike on the Rand. Had he 
chosen he could have carried out his threat while the 
Government's hands were filled with the Rand Strike, and 
probably might have gained much for which he had been 
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for so long struggling. But he was chivalrous to his 
opponent and General Smuts was the man to appreciate 
chi vary of this kind, for when later the Indian question 
again came up for discussion he was found in a frame of 
mind much more ready to listen to the Indian point of 
view. But this was not done as a matter of tactics; it 
was a point of honour to fight clean. In the end it proved 
to be good tactics also, for by the middle of 19I4 most of 
the demands of the Indian community were met and laws 
were passed in the Union Parliament granting juster treat
ment to Indians in the Colony. 

HIS PRIV ATE LIFE 

I have described Mr. Gandhi's public activities in 
South Africa, but in order to know the complete character 
of the man it IS necessary to say something of his private 
life. Near Durban he had a Settlement which was a com
munity based on the principles of service. It was situated 
at Phoenix, and it was there that one saw Gandhi in the 
atmosphere and surroundings in which hiS characteristic 
unselfishness was most apparent. It was modelled on the 
lines which Tolstoi had advocated at the close of the last 
century. Mr. Gandhi had a profound admiration for Tolstoi 
and his teachings, and possibly owes more of his present 
attitude on the value of Passive Resistance to that great 
Western Teacher than to the teachings of his own re
ligion, though" ahimsa "(aversion to slaughter or inoffen
siveness) is one of the chief doctrines of the Hinduism 
which Gandhi both practises and preaches. 

It was at this Settlement that one saw Mr. Gandhi 
co-operatlOg in the work which the boys and other mem
bers of the community were engaged 10. Often did I pro
test against the way in which Mr. Gandhi spent his valu
able time, in the mid;t of his great public responsibilities 
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out by less prominent members of the Settlement. 
\\Then the Hon. Mr. Gokhale was guest at Phoenix, 
he had the same experience, and he often told humor
ously of the heartless tyranny of his host who insisted 
upon doing the most menial tasks, including that of the 
sweeper, for his guests. To protests he would reply that as 
regards a piece of work which had to be done and got 
through there was no highness or lowne~s about it-if a 
piece of work was thought to be too dirty for him (Gandhi), 
it should be regarded as too dirty and low even for any 
poor swe<::per, who was just as much a human being as he 
himself. 

It is this readiness to make the same sacrifices which 
he asks those who follow him to make which gives to him 
his moral authority. As a writer in India has said of 
him: 

"Mr. Gandhi has always been prepared to accept and 
has always actually accepted for himself the direct logical 
outcome of his principles, whatever hardship and breach 
of social convention it may involve. This, combined with 
his utter sincerity, the austere simplicity of his !tfe and his 
readiness to serve the people at all costs and sacrifice, 
explains his unparalleled hold over his countrymen. No 
trick or posing can give such intl.uence to any leader." 

When Mr. Gandhi gave up a' lucrative legal practice 
in Johanesburg, the annual income from which was. over 
Dais. 15,000, III order that he might serve his countrymen, 
he was obeylUg the same impelling call which came to 
Saint Francis of Assisi, and later to Tolstoi. But although 
he felt that poverty was necessary to himself because it 
gave him freedom, he does not ask others to follow his 
example and amongst many of his most enthusiastic friends 
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and admirers are men of wealth and position. His desire 
was to win for the Indians of South Africa the equality 
which he re :arded not only as the right to every citizen 
of the Briti,h Empire but also as the right of every human 
being. But although he fought the Government to win the 
justice he knew was the right of his countrymen, he co
operated whenever possible with the very government 
whose abuses he was attempting to remove. He received 
the Zulu W;1r medal for his services as the officer in charge 
of the Illdian Volunteer Service Corps in 1906, and the 
Boer war m~d II for his services as Assistant 5uperinten
dent of the Indian Volunteer Stretcher Bearer Corps 
during the Boer \Var of 1899-1900. He was also later 
decorated by the Indian Government with the Kaiser-i
Hind geld med II for his humanitarian work in South 
Africa. It was his hope that by showing the readiness and 
ability of Ind.ans to share in the dangers and responsibi
lities of the Empire he would win for them some measure 
of respect. These medals he has now returned to the 
British Government as a protest against the action of the 
authorities in regard to the Turkish Peace Treaty and 
their attitude to those who were responsible for the shoot
ing of hundreds of innocent people at Amritsar. Up till 
quite recently he had belieVEd in the ultimate triumph of 
justice because he trusted the British people to see that 
justice was done. l'\ow that hope he has surrendered as 
will be seen from his letter to "Every Englishman in 
India." 

"A CLEVER POLITICIAN" 

IvIost Englishmen in India regard Gandhi as a clever 
politician who attains his political ends by masquerading 
under the cloak of a saint. It is true that no other politician 
in India has succeeded in doing what Gandhi has done, 
uniting the people of every Province in a common demand 
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for freedom. Even the late Mr. Gokhale, the greatest 
Indian statesman of modern times and Gandhi's ideal 
politician, did not succeed simply because he measured the 
immediate consequences of his actions in a way which 
Gandhi never doe:;, 

Gandhi has succeeded in awakening the common feel
ing of nationality of which Sir John Seeley speaks in his 
"Expansion of England." \Vhen, referring to India, he 
wrote :-

" If there could arise in India a nationality movement 
similar to that which we witnessed in Italy, the English 
power could not even make the resistance that was made 
in Italy by Austria, but must succumb at once." 

NO MORE OF FOREIGN DOMINATION 

Mr. Gandhi believed for many years in the doctrine of 
gradual evolution towards self·government and tried the 
method of co-operation with the British Government 
whenever possible. But at length he has adopted a more 
incisive method, and has created in the masses the feeling 
that it is shameful to be under foreign domination. Sir 
John Seeley wrote-

" If the feeling of a common nationality began to exist 
in India only feebly; if, without any active desire to drive 
out the foreigner, it only created a notion that it was 
shameful to assist the foreigner in maintaining his domi. 
nion, from that day, almost, our Empire would cease to 
exist." 

Sir Michael O'Dwyer writing recently in the London 
" Fortnightly" has said: 

" Since the Mutiny.the position of our government 
was never so weak, its credit never so low. 
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.. Our margin of safety in India was never very large, 
and in these days of world-wide anxiety and peril it has 
been reduced almost to vanishing point." 

But it would not have been possible for Gandhi to have 
created this feeling had not external circumstances con
currently converted the masses of the people to the belief 
that the continuance of foreign rule was no longer tolerable. 
For the last twenty years the desire for a greater share 
in thc government of their country has been growing rapid
ly in India, and many methods have been attempted to 
attain this end. The Indian National Congress has met 
year after year and talked, the Swadeshi movement in 
Bengal, which started after Lord Curzon's attempt to 
partition Bengal in the teeth of the unanimous opposition 
of the people had its enthusiastic response in the imagina
tion of the whole of Bengal, while religious organizations 
like the Arya Samaj in the Punjab, and the Ram Krishna 
Mission started by followers of Swami Vivekananda in Ben
gal all had their share in educating the people to a realisa
tion of their own rights. But none of these went so direct
ly to the root of the matter as Gandhi's preaching of Non
co-operation. He showed that in thousands of subtle ways 
Indians were by their co-operation with the existing form 
of government simply prolonging its life. He pointed out 
that no government can exist except with the co-operation 
of the people. 

Seeley's words are coming true, and, they are coming 
true because of the influence of this one man, Gandhi. 
A recent wri ter in .. India" has said of him: 

"Mahatma Gandhi cuts at the very root of the disease. 
He is like a surgeon performing an operation, rather than 

. a phYSician administering soothing drugs. And, as his 
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surgeon's knife cuts deep, we can see at once the recovery 
of self-respect and manhood and indep~ndence." 

* * * * * 
Gandhi ha~ been able to unite the people of India as 

they h:lV" never before been united not o'lly bec luse of 
his unf;lItcrillg loyalty to a moral ideal and by his austere 
ar.d ascetic personallile, but because the British Govern
ment has itself fcd fuel to the fires of national aspi .. ation. 
Confronting the most powerful Empire in existence stands 
one m'ln, Gandhi, who cares nothing for his own personal 
life, who is uncornpromi;;ing and fe.lrle,s in the application 
of principles which he has once accepted, and who scorns 
any longer to receive or beg for favours from a Govern
ment which he regards as h:lVing .. forfeited all title to 
co,,fiden::e, respect or support." Ho! believes in conquer
ing hate by love, in the triu'Tlph of right Over might, and 
an the effort of his public life is di, ected towards persuad
ing the masse5 of India of the truth of this ido!d. 

-The Asian Ret/jew. 

AN ESTll"ATE OF MAHATMA GANDHI 
By 

PERCIVAL LANDON. 

Yesterday I spent a long time in the frankest coo
versation With Mr. Gandhi, and at length succeeded in for
ming a complete, thollgh almost incredible, estimate of 
his attitude to the campaign to which he has devoted 
every bculty and every moment of his life. "No o~, 
und :rst ,n Is Mr. Gandhi's crusade," said a sage man to me 
in Bo·nbay, "who does not know Mr. Gandhi." What I 
have to say, therefore, may probahly seem jer·possibJe to 
tho<:e who have never met this amazing and dangerous 
man, who in solitude bestrides tht: field of Indian sedition 

'l 
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like a colossus. In truth he is alone. He does not seem 
to need lieutenants or councillors, who em barrass him with 
their practical suggestions as much as Mr. Gandhi bewil
ders them by his pure Utopianism. \Vhether they remain 
or desert him makes no .difference ; his appeal is to the. 
lowest of the population, and his strength lies precisely in 
the fact that his teaching is a visionary reconstruction of 
the Golden Age based upon universal loving-kindness. He 
preaches to the heart and despises the head. And, there
fore, he has no parallel in the world to-day, either in the 
semi-divine character of his influence or in the magnitude 
of the disaster which will attend his success. 

Sea ted on the floor in a small, barely-furnished ro om, 
I found the Mahatma, clad in rough, white home-spun. He 
turned up to me, with a smile of welcome the typical head 
of the idealist-the skull well formed and finely modelled; 
the face narrowing to the pointed chin. His eyes are deep, 
kindly, and entirely same; his hair is greying a little over 
the forehead. He speaks gently and well, and in his voice 
is a note of detachment which lends uncanny force to the 
strange doctrines that he has given up his life to teach. 
One could not imagine him ruffled, hasty, or resentful, not 
the least part of the moral supremacy in his crusade is his 
universally-known willingness to turn the other cheek to 
the smiter. From the first it must be realised that con
sciously his teaching has been influenced by that of Christ, 
for whom his admiration has long been the almost domin
ating feature of his spiritual life and probably the external 
character of his daily activity, has been modelled also 
upon Him. He made a curious observation during our 
conversation, which throws some light upon his interpreta
tion of the Galilean Teacher_ In answer to a remark of 
mine that Christ strictly abstained from interfering in 
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politics, Mr. Gandhi answered. " I do not think so but, if 
you are right, the less Christ in that was He." 

AN IDEAL WORLD 
The achievement of an ideal world built upon selfless

ness and governed by loving kindness alone, which has pro
ved too m nch for the Christian nations seems to Mr. 
Gandhi a sell-evident possibility. The danger, the very 
real danger, of the man lies in the fact that his belief is 
exactly that best calculated appeal to the Oriental, and 
most certain, if adopted, to lead in India to internecine 
bloodshed and disintegration and-should our long patience 
become exhausted-to Indian servitude to some other 
Power more willing than ourselves to keep the sabre 
rattling in its sheath. It is precisely his idealism which 
makes him the worst enemy of his own people. 

Courteous, implacable, and refined, Mr. Gandhi ex
plained to me the faith that was in him, and as he did so 
my hopes of an understanding between him and the 
English grew less and less. The hated civilisation and 
rule of England must go. I suggested the unprotected state 
of India should our work come to an end. 

" If India has sufficient unity to expel the British, she 
can also protect herself against foreign aggression; uni
versal love and soul force will keep our shores inviolate. 
It is by making armaments that war is made." 

" But what of the religious antagonism between Hiridu 
and Moslem?" 

" No trouble will come." 
I thought of the transfigured face of a certain distin

guished Moslem follower of Mr. Gandhi, in the Punjab, and 
his eager anticipation of the day when the coast would 
be clear and Islam would crush Hindu opposition and 
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're-establish India as the Sovereign Mo!'lem State-and I 
. renewed the question to which he replied: 

" If trouble should ensue I shall be ready to accpet it. 
If even all India were submerged in the struggle it would 
only be a proof that India was evil, and it would be for the 

. best." 

His attitude not unnaturally made me ask what he 
·thought about Lenin. He said he d·d not know enough 
about Lenin, but in any case he would pre1er Bolshevism 
to British rule. Unless what has be~n said before is borne 
in mind, this answer might seem to justify much that has 
been ch;trged against Mr. Gandhi, but I am convinced 
that idealism uncontrolled, and now uncontrollable, is at 
the root of every extravagant view enunciated by Mr. 
Gandhi. \Ve a\!re~d that Western and Eastern standards 
were irreconcilable, but I asked him if he couU find no 
good in Engli;hmen and English civilisat'on. He said it 
was not against individual Englishmen that he directed his 
campaign. He admitted that several Englishm"n had 
shown a willmgness to work unselfishly for India, and in
stanced Bradlaugh, Jardine, \'1' edderburn, and Montagu. 
Asktd why, then, he opposed the r~for'ns, he said that the 
justice they intended had been whittled away by those to 
whom their application bad been entrusted. He would 
not admit that he could have carried 011 hiS campaign in
side the Chambers by sending depUlies-a remark which 
gives foo j for thought. Either he bellev-.!s thJ.t the intense 
centralisation of the non·co-operative movement would be 
destroyed thereby, or he wishes as yet to avoid a definite 
issue betweeol himself and the moderlt~s. In any case his 
famous justltication of his use of su,:h bad products of 
Bntish clvilis.ltlOn as railways and post offices, on the 
gIound of helping the cause, should apply here also. His 
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policy in this matter suggests weakness in political. 
organisation. 

STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS 

His bitterness against modern civilisation is at once 
the strength and weakness of his campaign. Presented 
as the protest of Hinduism against the Black Age in 
which we are. now living, it makes a direct appeal to the 
country districts, whose antagonism to the Lirge towns 
is one of the disregarded factors in the present Indian 
situation. He frankly admitted that in two matters, sani
tation and organisation, he admired British methods, but 
he did not seem to realise that the latter covered almost 
the whole ground of our administration of India. 
Similar inconsistencies between Western and Eastern 
standpoints account for much in Mr. Gandhi's teaching, 
but he seems to forget that India has already 
attempted something like his Utopia and found it un
practical. Listening to Mr. Gandhi, one was again and 
again reminded of the beautiful vision of a world of 
selfless kindliness that Gautama inculcated twenty-four 
centuries ago-a world that never existed, a vision which 
has left human nature unchanged. 

Coming to essentials, I asked him directly whether 
he did not see that his campaign of non-viOlence as he 
conducted it must inevit<lbly result in vlOltmce, for which 
he must be held responsible. 

"There Will be no trouble unless the Englishmen 
begin it." This was so like the German conte.tlon that 
France began ho.;tiltties that I asked him if he hal said 
that he believed that the Government at Bihar had re
cently provoked violence. He said he did nut believe it, 
and added, with a smile, that much was alleged of him 
that he had never said. 
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Courteous and refined he remained to the end, but 
implacable he remained also, and I could only sum up 
my impression of my visit in the conviction that a pure 
idealist, whom the people of India reverenced as a god, 
must through the very qualities which had enthroned 
him, end by delivering them over to bloodshed and 
misery. -Daily Telegraph. 

THE INDIAN SAINT 
By 

COL. JOSIAH C. WEDGEWOOD, M. P. 

India is drifting into anarchy. To understand what 
is now happening in India one must first understand Ma
hatma Gandhi, and then the state of the clay which he 
is moulding. The saint or Mahatma has India at his 
feet; the "intelligensia" differs from him in private, 
rarely in public; property differs from him and trem
bles ; the Government, any Government, differs from him 
(because he goes to the root of all Government), and 
thinks it best to-wait .. 

The last time I saw him he was sitting cross-legged 
on a mattress on the floor, eating a dish of rice, and sur
rounded by a semi-circle of squatting disciples. All he 
wore was his small white convict cap and a pair of coarse 
white trousers. "Why have you not brought Mrs. Wedg
wood? .. said he. On the whole, I was glad I had not, 
for I know few things more unpleasant than being perched 
up on a chair, in boots, when all around are silent 
strangers on the floor. 

Gandhi specializes in giving up, in reducing his wants; 
his recreation is fasting, and making his disciples fast. 
He looks so physicially frail and weak and small that one 
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could carry him as one does a child, and he makes One 
feel like that towards him. He is as serious as any child, 
and as pure. All this has captured India. One does not 
feel it blasphemous to compare him with Christ; and 
Christ, too, one suspects, gave infinite trouble to reason
able and respectable followers. For Gandhi is a philoso
phic anarchist-a new edition of Tolstoy, without Tol
stoys' past and a Tolstoy who has long since subdued 
Nature and shrunk into simplicity. 

He tells me that when first he came to London he 
took lessons in dancing and elocution to fit himself for the 
polite world. But he is a Jain, peculiarly averse to taking 
life, and while still a child, he had already found the 
efficacy of non-resistance; he now came upon Ruskin's 
II Unto this last," and the dancing lessons ceased, A 
loathing of civilization, especially \Vestern civilization, 
grew up. He read Tolstoy's "The Kingdom of Heaven 
is Within You," and it fitted in. In South Africa in the 
early years of the century, he was still nominally a lawyer, 
but the practice died out, and instead the gaols of the 
Transvaal and Natal began to be full of his disciples. The 
last cure for oppression by Government is to be comp
letely indifferent to whatever Government may do. NOD
recognition of law, non-cooperation with the State which 
is the embodiment of civilization, was born in South 
Africa. It is a terrible weapon, but it can be used only 
by those who are prepared to lose all. That is a condi
tion which is just beginning to be understood :by Indian 
Nationalists, and they are beginning to shy. It does not 
deflect the Mahatma. Three times he was gaoled; once 
he was left for dead, murdered by his own followers for 
imagined treachery. 

In South Africa, too, he wrote his first book, "I ndian 
Home Rule" and sketched the same scheme. If you 
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would destroy English rule, you must go to the root
cease to use the schools and law courts, refuse to plead, 
go to gaol gladly. "The Western civilization has cor
rupted you. Cast it out-by non-eo-operation." But he 
is not so much interested in destroying \Vestern rule 
as \Vestern civilization, Western wants, and the parasitic 
work of towns. Such cotton clothes as he has are hand
spun, hand·woven, and hand·made. His food (when not 
fasting) is too simple to create fear of gaol fdre. (Only, 
he does use a highpowered motor and the railway train 
[third class], and the Philistines jeer! ) 

All this shows why he has such a hold on India, the 
land of resignation, and also why the fear of him grows 
too. He takes the students away from the colleges with
out asking the parents'leave saying, "Follow me." Edu
cation may be a universal need, but educationalists are 
a \Vestern product, and they squirm. Pandlt Malaviya 
will even hght for his child, the Benares University. 
Parliaments and Councils are the machinery of \Vestern 
Government. "Do not join them! " and the Indian poli
ticians, exasperated by Punjab Martial Law, give up them 
too, and hand the Councils over to the Moderates. They 
do not Ii ke it but they obey. I fear he tolerates Demo
cracy as little as Autocracy on account of their last two 
syllables. Only he cannot get the lawyers to leave their 
practices or officials to leave their p::>sts. O"ly-Gandhi 
himself is not mighty ('nough to destroy Western civili
zation, even by precept and practice, or by hi, hold on 
the masses-m sses crying, "Mahatma Gandl1i ki jai "
"to Gandhi the victory," though that victory lead them 
they know not where. Gandhi alone is not enough to drive 
India to anarchy. There are his allies, the Mo,lem fana
tics; and there is the Government. which for Ie If of 
prestige, dare not apo'ogize. _u The Nation." 
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MOULDER OF THE FUTURE OF THE 
WORLD. 

What do you think of Mahatma Gandhi? 

'What do I think of Mahatma Gandhi? said the poet
philosopher, emphatically; why I think very highly of 
Gandhi. He is a great man-a great soul: 

, He to-day wields tremendous power over the teemin[i 
millions of India. What is really the secret of his succ· 
ess ?' 

'The secret of Gandhi's success,' said the Hindu 
Nobel prizeman enthusiastically, lies in his dynamic 
spiritual strength and incessant self-sacrifice. Many public 
men make sacrifices for selfish rea50ns. It is a sort of in
vestment that yields handsome dividends, Gandhi is alto
gether different. He is unique in the nobility. His very 
life is another name for sacrIfice. He is sacrifice itself_ 

'He covets no power, no position, no wealth, no name 
and no fame. Offer him the throne of all India, he will 
refuse to sit on it, but will sell the jewels and distribute 
the money among the needy: 

'Give him all the money America possesses, and he 
will certainly refuse to accept it, unless to be given away 
for a worthy c<luse for the uplift of humanity: 

'His soul is perpetually anxious to give and he 
expects absolutely nothing in return-not even thanks. 
This is no exaggeration, for I know him well: 

'He came to our school at Bolpur and livd with us 
for some time. His power of sacritice becomes all the 
more irresistible because it is wedded with his paramount 
fearlessness.' 

'Emperors ;)nd Maharajas, guns and bayonets, impri
sonments and tortures, insult and injuries, even death 
itself, can never daunt the spirit of Gandhi: 
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I His is a liberated soul. If anyone strangles me, I 
· shall be crying for help; but if Gandhi were strangled, I 
· am sure he would not cry. He may laugh at his strangler; 
· and if he has to die, he will die smiling.' 

I His simplicity of life is childlike, his adherence to 
· truth is unBinching ; his love for mankind is positive and 

aggressive. He has what is known as the Christ spirit. 
The longer I know him, the better I like him. It is need

[less for me to say that this great man is destined to play 
. a prominent part in moulding the future of the world.' 

I Such a great man deserves to be better known in the 
< world. Why don't you make him known, you are a world 

figure', I said. . 

• How can I make him known? I am nothing com
pared to his illumined soul. And no truly great man has; 
to be made great. They are great in their own glory, and 
when the world is ready they become famous by dint of 
their own greatness. \Vhen they time comes Gandhi will 
be known, for the world needs him and his message of love, 
liberty and brotherhood.' 

• The soul of the East has found a worthy symbol in 
Gandhi; for he is most eloquently proving that man is 
essentially a spiritual being, that he flourishes the best in 
the realm of the moral and the spiritual, and most posi
tively perishes both body and soul in the atmosphere of 

· hatred and gunpowder smoke.' 

, A few months ago he said that India would win 
Swaraj (national government) within a year. It may not 
come to pass within the time indicated but he is sincere 
and he believes in it. It goes without saying that he will 
spare no pams, no privations and sacrifice to attain the 
end in view: 
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His South African fight, the moral fight of passive 
resistance extendin~ over eight years, was crowned with 
success. Truth may be crushed by brute forces for a 
while, hut it is sure to triumph in the long run,' 

'What do you really think of the non-eo-operation 
movement in India r' 

'It is great movement indeed. It is a conflict of idea~ 
with phy;;ical violence. I have more faith in force of idea' 
than in physical force. It is fortunate that this movemen t 
is headed by a man like Gandhi whose saintly life has 
made him adored all over India. As long as he is at the 
helm I am not afraid of the ship, or doubtful of its safe 
arrival at the port of destination.' 
-Interview with Dr. Tagore by an American correspondent. 

THE SAVIOUR OF INDIA. 
By 

BLANCHE WATSON. 

The first act of the new British Viceroy of India, 
Lord Reading, was to request an audience with Gandhi, 
whose activity has been keeping some of the British 
Government officials awake at nights. Although little is 
known of the results of the conversation, Gandhi is re
ported as saying that he and the Viceroy had "under
stood" each other-which "understanding," be it said, 
has caused no let-up on the part of the non-cooperation
ists, as Gandhi's followers are known. Under his inspired 
leadership, millions have, during the past year, disconti
nued the use of imported cloths and taken to wearing 
home-made cotton, in pursuance of the idea that Swarai 
(freedom) "lies hidden in the spinning-wheeL" It is the 
spinning wheel by the way, which has been chosen for the 
symbol on the new national flag. 
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The events of the past seven months in India have
written a chapter that has never been matched, in modern 
times at least. There has been opposition to Gandhi's 
programme of non co-operation that was only to be ex
pected. "Tories" have come to the fore in India in 
the twentieth century as they came in America in the 
eighteenth. But the spirit of 76 has come into being 
among the teeming millions of this great country. Their 
goal is the same as that of the American patriots that 
stood behind Hancock and Adams; it is only their methods 
that differ. Refusal to help the ruling class to rule has 
taken the place of mobilization; the vuw in which every 
non-co-operationist promise;; to ab5tain from violence 
precludes resort to arms; good.will has taken the place 
of hate. Gandhi says, " I would not raise my hand against 
you even if I had the power, I expect to conquer you only 
by my suffering. Bravery on the battlefield is im possible 
for us. Bravery of the soul still remains open to us. I 
am engagd in invoking that bravery." 

And the people respond in a way that is almost in
explicable to the \Vestern mind. There is an authentic 
account of mob of 30,0~0 being quietly dispersed by a 
couple of a Swamis who reminded them of their vow to 
non-violence. Non-co-operationists, when arrested, make 
no delence. There is the idea of S, tyag-ahu-or passive 
resistance-the holding fast at any co,t to elernal truth. 
It is this that is supplying the re"ist,mce which no mere 
physical force can ever destroy. 

Meantime non,co-operation with an alien people, 
which connotes co-operation with the best in the national 
life-for this policy has a positive as well as a flegative 
side-is creating within the shell of the old. a new Indian 
State, to supersede the present del'endent State, wherein 
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are being destroyei all that makes slaves of 300,000,000 

people. It is giving India a new psychology of action
the will to liv~ as a free nation-to create arbitr ,tion 
<:ourts, to huild IIp t h~ village organization system, to 
start new schools, to revive Indian industries, in a word, to 
provid, for a b~ I ter life, a new life, and more life for the 
down-trodden masses. 

Non-c::> operation of the Indians with the rulin~ power 
may be desc ib~d as rejection; but rej'"!ction of the evil 
means accepLlIlce of th~ go ,d. and this acceptance it is
this puttill~ aside of de"th for life-that has brou~h( "buut 
the Indilll renaissa'lce. It is the positive side of the non
co-oper,tlOn movement and it is the crownmg success of 
.candhl's whole programme. 

The stran~est revolutionary programme that the world 
has ever secn! And well m ty the world think on what 
it will mean to th<! future if such a programme succeed, 
-the outlawing of physical force in every field and the 
fulfilment of Christ's admonition expres.;ed in the so httle 
underslood words, .. Turn the other cheek!" This means. 
the saving of humanity from that ternble god. Muloch, 
who takes his toll from the finest of the men of the race, 
lays his fell h'lnd upJn the children. and reaches into the 
future-even unto the fourth generation. 

Although Ga'ldhi is the greatest foe to the Govern
ment of I,d;t from the point of view of the British, and 
althou h. by hi, OW.l admis,ion, he is seditious, he is 
standing het-Yeen the governmellt and open. armed insur
rection_ N'JW an.i a~pin reports of upri,in4s come through 
in spite of tho;;! I~ritish cCilsorship. India is having mort' 
than a rehellion. It is having a struggle between Caesar's 
and Christ's way of fighti ng. 
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The West is watching the people whose high PrIVI
lege it is to prove to the world that the teachings of Jesus 
of Nazareth are practicable. Gandhi is a born leader, and 
all sorts and conditions of people are seconding him. These 
millions of men and women are carrying the fight for in
dependence to the high ground of the spirit, and their 
goal is a free India. And India freed by such methods will 
mean a free world! -The" SiHH Feiner" oj New York. 

GANDHI 
By 

BENJAMIN COLLINS WOODBURY. 

When shall there be again revealed a Saint, 
A holy man, a Saviour of his race, 
\Vhen shall the Christ once more reveal his face? 
Gautama left his' bode without complaint, 
Till weary, hungered, desolate and faint. 
He sank beneath the bo·tree with his load, 
As on the Path of solitude he strode; 
And Jesus died to still the sinner's plaint. 
Lives there a man as faithful to his vow? 
Mahatma to a bounded race of men? 
Aye, Gandhi seeks his nation's soul to free; 
Unto the least. ye do it unto Me! 
Hath Buddha found in peace Nirvana now; 
Or doth a Christ walk on the earth again? 

" Unity" Chicago. 
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GANDHI SAHIB 

THE MAN OP THE MOMENT. 

VI/ho is this "egregious Mr. Gandhi" whose quaint 
designs propounded with all solemnity to bring the 
British Government to its knees and hasten the establish
ment of complete self-government in India arouse the 
enthusiasm of Indians and the ridicule of Europeans? 
He is the soul of India in revolt, the spirit of Indian dis
content, the assertion of the East's equality with the 
West, most powerful and at the same time the most 
puzzling personality in India to-day. Physically, he 
hardly counts: scarce Sft. 6in. in height, frail of body, hum
ble in dress and. devoid of good looks, he presents an alto
gether undistinguished figure; but a light in the eye and 
a spring in the step mark him off from the common herd 
Birth and caste yield him little prestige; his father was 
an obscure official in a native state and he himself is a 
barrister who ceased to practice some years ago. He 
comes not from the proud ranks of priest or soldier; his 
caste is that of the trader; but seven years in England 
and twenty in South Africa ha ve familiarised him, with 
the wider world of men and affairs and given him a know
ledge of the English language possessed by few of his 
countrymen. He is no orator; and yet he commands the 
car of India. He lays no claim to scholarship, he has 
written nothing with any prospect of immortality. He is 
the nominee of no party, and yet to-day at the early age 
of 52 he holds the tirst place in the hearts of his country
men. \Vherein lies his power? The answer is obvious
in the man himself. This man of humble birth with 
the light in. his eye and the step of a pioneer, this saint 
turned politician, this returned exile breathing the doc
trines of Tolstoy and Ruskin, this" egregious Mr. Gandhi" 
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is the biggest man in India. \Ve have nobody in this 
country to whom we can liken him: a Generel Booth 
turned politician or a Reverend Roth Smillie might serve 
as a possible approach to a Western comparison, but even 
there we should be far from the real Gandhi. He baffles 

. classification. Here, for example, are a few estimates that 
came within my own knowledge. 'Sir, he is a God,' was 
the reverent verdict of a Bengali station-master;' God 
has given only one Gandhi Sahib in this millennium,' was 
the fine tnbute of an unlettered villager. • Gandhi is our 
Mahatma' (onr supermrtn) was the faith of a student dis
ciple. "This man reminds rr.e of the Apostle Paul," said 
a shrewd Government official who had evidently been to 
a Sunday school in his youth; , Beware of Gandhi,' wrote 
a valued friend, , he is a revolutionary of a most dangerous 
type: I have heard him further described as a ' charlatan,' 
a ' madman: a ' visionary,' 'a menace to British rul,>,' an 
, astute politician who hides hi3 real designs under a mask 
of guileless simplicity,' an 'irresponsible and unscrupulous 
agitrttor,' or' a country cousin,' the' saviour of his country,' 
and the' egregious Mr. Gandhi.' This, then, is no com
mon man, be he revollltionary or evolutionary, prophet or 
po:itician, saint or sinner, agitator Or statesman, madman 
or wise man, saviour or wrecker, mere man or superman; 
come he in pe;ce or come he in war, he arrests attention 
and demands a hearing. He is not to be dismiss·!d by the 
fine sarcasm of an editorial in an English newspaper nor 
rendered ridiculous by the foolish worship of admiring 
disciples: ir. him the current discontents of India begotten 
of certain unpop'llar legislative measures, agrariln and 
industrial grievances, social inequalities at home and 
abroad. the implications of the great war and the after
math of martial law in the Punjab, find expression and he 
can only be silenced when these are remedied or allayed. 
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But what manner of man is this? He is a patriot. I 
bave never known a more Indian Indian. He is, moreover, 
a man of the people. Poverty is the badge of his tribe; 
the clothes he wears were probably woven by himself
One of his hobbies is handloom weaving; his wants are few 
-he exists mainly on nuts and fruits; he always travels 
third class on the railway-a sure token of humility in 
India, and he is big enough and human enough to break 
through the conventions of caste and custom in order to 
eat with pariahs. He will even dine with a Christian 
missionary! Either a touch of nature makes him wond
rous kind or diplomacy drives him to strange companion
ships and unlikely dinner parties. He is a saint in home
spun; but the man is never lost in the saint, for this 
strangely assorted democrat maintains against heavy odds 
a keen sense of humour. Then he is a man who bears in 
his body the marks of suffering. Here, if anywhere, we 
light on the secret of his power. This man has suffered 
for being an Indian; his patriotism has been put to the 
test, time and again, notably in South Africa, where he 
surrendered a lucrative practice at the bar in order to 
share the afflictions of his people, and where his champion
ship of their cause led him frequently to prison and on 
one occasion to the verge of a violent death at the hands 
of a misguided countryman. These marks command re
spect. He is of the stuff of which martyrs are made. 

A partisan in politics, Gandhi is no bigot in religion. 
He calls himself a Hindu, but that is a term exceeding 
broad, and in :many matters he shares:common ground 
with Christians and Mahomedans. In fact, his ardent 
sympathy with the latter contributed largely to the 
gravity of the Khilafat agitation. He is a disciple of 
Tolstoy and Ruskin; but he reverences the Christ, and 
'luotes as freely from the Sermon on the Mount as from 

4 
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the Gita. He sees in the Apostle Paul's eulogy of love a 
foreshadowing of his own doctrine of 'soul force; and 
Calvary as the supreme symbol of sacrifice, is to him holy 
ground. Familiarity with the Christian Scriptures is a 
remarkable feature of this remarkable man. Courage and 
sincerity are closely allied and Gandhi fears neither friend 
nor foe. He speaks his mind with ~freshing candour; 
and herein he is a man apart, for I ndians generally are 
disinclined to say what they think and state unpleasant 
truths. Determination is another arresting characteristic. 
Determination is not far removed from doggedness and we 
must confess that the' egregious Mr. Gandhi' is a ' thrawn 
devil: Once set on a certain course nothing moves him 
but disaster. This was tragically illustrated in his advoc
acy of 'passive resistance,' which led, in some measure at 
least, to the outburst of mob fury tha t ushered in the reign 
of terror in the Punjab. Notwithstanding this obstinate 
strain in him he knows the value of compromise, dnd has 
proved himself more than once a shrewd man of affairs. 
Few practical politicians at the age of 52 have a better 
record of something attempted, something done. His 
record in South Africa will bear the closest scrutiny, and 
all who read it must bear tribute, however reluctantly, to 
his resource as well as his patriotism. Returning to India 
late in life, he plunged with eager spirit into its problems, 
and many hailed him as the natural successor of Gokhale 
-one of the greatest Indians of all time. For a time 
social and econocnic questions claimed him; he intervened; 
effectively in agrarian troubles in Champaran and Kaira and 
showed so little (?) resource in handling labour problems; 
he advocated the revival of cottage industries, notably 
handloom weaving, and pleaded earnestly for the recovery 
of self-respect among his people; female emancipation 
found in him an ardent champion, and education, on 
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Indian lines, a powerful advocate. Ultimately, impelled 
by the sovereign motive of patriotism, he entered the 
troubled arena of Indian politics and he stands out to-day 
the acknowledged leader of the extremist wing of the 
Nationalist party and the author of the policy of non-co
operation. T his is frankly a policy of boycott, and its 
avowed object is by rendering the present Government 
~tile and impossible, to win complete self-government for 
India. Primarily it had in view the modification of the 
Peace Treaty wIth Turkey and reparation for the alleged 
miscarriage of jllstice in the Punjab; but these minor claims 
are now merged in the supreme claim for immedIate and 
complete Home Rule. 

'N e do well to remember that this no-co-operation 
movement has behind it not only the dominating person
ality of Gandhi but also the following sources of discon
tent:-(r} The Rowlatt Act-a measure designed to deal 
immediately and drastically with sedition, but carried 
through in the teeth of the vehement opposition of educat
ed India. (2) The Peace Treaty with Turkey, the terms 
of which by their alleged unfairness to the Sultan of 
TUlkey and his empire, aroused the deep resentment of 
Indian Mohammedans. (3) The unfortunate and tragic 
happenings in the Punjab in April, 1919: 'martial law and no 
damned nonsense' may be a sovereign remedy in desperate 
emergencies, but in the Punjab if it averted a mutiny, as 
its defenders claim, it left behind an embittered populace 
and wounded the heart of the province. (4) The treatment 
of Indians in Soulh Africa and elsewhere-the badge of 
inferiority is harder to bear as the national consciousness 
in India gains in strength. (5) The acute economic pres
sure created by the war and the apparent helplessness of 
Government to relieve the situation. (6) Ever-recurring 
agrarian and industrial troubles, turned so easily to politi-
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-cal account, since the grievances, as a rule, are genuine; 
and (7) The universal spirit of revolt against things as they 
are in the world to day, and vocal in India as elsewhere. 
Bearing these things in mind, it is not altogether surpris
ing that ardent spirits like Mr. Gandhi have come to the 
conclusion that British Administration in India has been 
weighed in the balance and found wanting. Things, they 
argue, could not be worse under Indian rule. That they 
are mistaken hardly affects the issue, they are out to make 
India mistress within her own house and the spirit of haste 
DOW dominates their counsels. Hitherto the goal of educat
ed India has been self-government within the Empire, to
day the extremist wing of the Nationalist party define their 
objective' as self-government by all legitimate and peace
ful means: The reassuring words within' the British Em
pire· are dropped, and the possibility of separation must 
therefore be faced. In the meantime India may become 
a vast Ireland. 

I am of opinion, however, that the policy of non-co
operation will fall in its immediate objective for two very 
good reasons. (I) It runs counter to human nature. It asks 
the lawyer to give up his practice, the trader to confine 
himself to IndLan goods, the political to shun the Councils, 
the polLtician to renounce his titles, the students to with
draw from Government schools, and tht:: parent to cease 
propagating his kind till Home Rule is won. This is 
magnihcent, but it levies an impossible tax on Indian 
human nature as at present constituted. (2) It is dictated 
by no overmastering need. It overlooks the salient fact 
that the peasant, the man that really matters in India, and 
to whom political power must ultimately pass-has yet to 
be pursuaded that Home Rule is a good thing, far less than 
immediate neces3ity. But whether non-co-operation suc
ceeded or fail, Gandhi himself will triumph, for he repre-
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sents tbe soul of a people and the man is bigger than his 
methods. Ere we part from him let us remember that his 
campaign is inspired by love of India rather than hatred 
of Great Britain. He is singularly free from race prejudice
He was with us heart and soul in the struggle with Germ
any as he was with us years ago when as captain of an 
Indian company of stretcher bearers, he helped us against 
the Boers. He counted among his friends the late Lord 
Roberts; he may find another in Lord Reading. When 
in course of time the' United States of India,' come into 
existence, I hazard the opinion that history will regard 
the spectacle as an outcome of the works and worth of the 
• egregious Mr. Gandhi,' as well as the crowning triumph of 
British statesmanship in India. -The Glasgow Herald. 

PEASANT-POLITICIAN-STATESMAN 
By 

ARTHUR S. DRAPE 

London Representative 0/" New York Tribune "-

A host of officials in the India Office in Whitehall, a 
swarm of government servants n India, a thousand and 
one traders in London, Bombay and Calcutta know, " M. 
Gandhi" and fear him. To them he appears a greater 
lnenace to the British Empire than all the revolutionists, 
Bolshevik, agitators. Indian fanatics and other trouble 
makers of the last fifty years. 

But who is " M. Gandhi"? In the" Asiatic Review" 
for October, N. M. Samarth, a distinguished lawyer and 
prominent leader of the Moderate Movement in India, 
writes :-

" M. Gandhi is not an extremist in the sense in which 
that term is generally applied and understood in Indian 
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politics. Indian extremists, rightly viewed are Indian 
patriots in an angry mood. That mood necessarily postu
lates absence of cool-headedness. 

" M. Gandhi is nothing, if not cool-headed. He is an 
idealist pure and simple-an idealist, with an unshakable 
faith in adamantine" soul force" as the only force opposlild 
to physical force, which can compel the most powerful 
Government, however stern a,nd unbending, to yield to the 
dictates. 

STRENGTH IN SINCERITY. 

" His strength lies in his transparent sincerity and 
honesty of purpose and his unflinching determination to 
practise w hat he preaches at all risks and at all hazards. 

Though the name of" M. Gandhi" appears in every 
article on India published in this review, which reflects 
to a more or less degree the Government view, there is 
not one word against him morally, no charge that .he is 
corrupt, that he is seeking personal honour or reward. 
" M. Gandhi" is incorruptible. He cannot be bought. 

This remarkable Indian, with the wisdom of a states
man, the cleverness of a politician, the simplicity of a 
peasant, is fearless, idolized by a large part of his country
men, feared by many but hated by none. His non-co
operation programme adopted by a majority of the dele
gates of Indian National Congress at Calcutta provided 
for One of the greatest boycott in the history of the 
world. 

He asked for the boycott of the Courts by Indian 
lawyers and foreign goods by the public generally. M. 
Gandhi would withdraw boys and girls from schools and 
colleges and boycott the legislative councils which have 
just been reformed in an effort to meet the discontent in 
India. 
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This is the grave danger which England fears. M; 
Gandhi is at pains to warn his followers against the use 
of force. He urges them merely, to sit tight and that 
policy is infinitely harder to beat than a forc~ of revolu
tionists. 

WON AID OF CONGRESS. 

In the opinion of Bombay correspondent of "The 
London Times" M. Gandhi won the Indian National 
Congress to his programme because of the almost univer
sal bitterness following the Punjab disturbances. On 
the other hand, Mr. Samarth quoted earlier, declares that 
M. Gandhi found the soil ready after the passage of the 
Rowlatt Act by the Government of India, "betraying a 
spirit of riding rough shod on Indian public opinion as 
though it was absolutely unworthy of considerate treat
ment." 

Then came the Khilafat agitation-the Muslim em
bitterment at the way in which Turkey was treated by 
the Allies, even though it is now common knowledge that 
the British Government took an extremely lenient attitude 
toward the Turk. These are only a few of the causes of 
the discontent, rather explanations of the tremendous 
.. growth of the Gandhi movement." 

Despite the efforts of the Indian Government to prove 
that it pressed the cause of Indian Muslims at the Peace 
Conference the belief apparently still exists that the 
British have been interfering with their religion and that 
the Sultan of Turkey, the Khilafat had been endangered." 

An Indian writing recently in the" Nation" drew an 
interesting pen picture of M. Gandhi as now a revivalist 
.. clad in the simplest of hand-woven garments, living on 
the most frugal diet." 
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According to this writer, M. Gandhi is not a Nation
alist who points out to his following like a modern Moses 
the land of promise lying in the distance. He is not 
enamoured of western institutions. He has nO belief in 
industrialism which is bound to follow in the wake of 
western civilization. 

GANDHI A REVIVALIST. 

He is a revivalist. His appeal is to the past. What 
do the traditions, philosophy and culture of India lack, 
says he that we should wholesale import western ideas' 
and thus endanger our immemorial social fabric, which 
bas provided so many saints and heroes? It is because 
India has turned away her gaze from the Vedas and the 
ancient philosophy that she had fallen upon evil days. 

" Let her return to the past and all will be well. Here 
lies the irresistible appeal of M. Gandhi to the populace_ 
For in matters of religion and social reform the average 
Indian iS,what the average European was in the Middle 
Ages. 

" Religion is yet everything to him; he has not yet 
learned what the European has learned through bitter 
experience-to divorce politics from religion." 

BRITISH ARE PUZZLED. 

Here too, lies the distrust that most of the younger 
generations feel against M. Gandhi's proposals. For good 
or for evil, India has been committed to a 3ystem of 
government which, rightly or wrongly has been called 
Western, we have too, plunged into the deepest recesses of 
industrialism. M. Gandhi would have us deliberately set 
the hands of the clock backward. Away with lawyers. 
doctors, railways, machinery, they are an abomination 
before the sight of the Lord." 
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British Government have had many problems, many 
strange opponents to handle. President De Valera of the 
" Irish Republic " i~ a worthy antagonist but his methods 
are not new or unusual. Generals Botha and Smuts were 
tough enemies twenty years ago, but they fought along 
orthodox lines. Lenin and Trotsky have introduced some 
new tactics but their strategy generally is not new. M. 
Gandhi is different; he is a radical reactionary. He is 
fighting in his own way for Indian progress, but banning 
all western methods. He is the antithesis of Lenin and 
De Valera. The British are frank to confess that they 
are puzzled. 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
By 

BEN SPOOR, M. P. 

Of course, the central figure (in the Congress) was 
Mahatma Gandhi. Who and what is this man of whom 
it can be said as it was said of one of old that even his ene
mies " can find no fault in him"? His bitterest opponents 
unite in tributes to his transparent sincerity, moral cour
age, and spiritual intensity. (One can, of course, disregard 
the irresponsible comments of certain members 'of the 
British Parliament whose cloudy prejudice obscures judg
ment-their remedy of "hang Gandhi" has just that 
weight which a pitiful bigotry ensures). Even ,Sir Valen
tine Chirol, while of opinion that Gandhi is " more un
balanced," suggests that he has "increased in spiritual 
stature." Some folks believe Mahatmaji is mad-all who 
know him agree that he is good. In this topsy-turvy 
world it may well be that goodness and honesty lie strange
ly near to madness. ·In an age of false values what chance 
has Right? And with Truth on the scaffold and Wrong 
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on the throne, it is too much to expect fair estimates of 
men and movements. Still, to. those who have met and 
talked with Gandhi, who have seen him in a small busi
ness meeting or holding vast multitudes under same subtler 
spell than mere oratory produc~; we have sat alone 
with him in the quiet, or seen the eager throng pressing 
around to touch the hem of his garment or to kneel and 
touch his feet-to those he seems to possess a power gran' 
ed to few. Call it madness if you like, there is a strength 
in that frail body which defies all the combinations of 
political expediency however highly-organised they may 
be. Gandhi has probably a larger following than any 
living man. And it is not the" masses" only who accept 
his leadership. He is " Mahatmaji " to intellectuals, even 
highly-placed officers of the Government exist who re
cognise in him the compelling authority of real character. 
The West has produced a Lenin, strong, masterful, relent
less alike in logic and method. The East had given birth 
to a Gandhi, equally strong, masterful and relentless. But 
whilst the former pins his faith on force the latter relies 
on non-resistance. One trusts the sword, the other trusts 
the spirit. In an extraordinary manner these men appear 
to incarnate those fundamentally opposing forces that
behind all the surface struggles of our day-are fighting 

.for supremacy. -Farewell letter to the Press, Jan. 1921. 

INDIA'S ROLL-CALL 
By 

MAUDE RALSTON SHARMAN. 

Hail Gandhi! soui of Asia, who works for Dharma's 
rule 

And calls upon a Higher Self; man's lower self to 
school 
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Who raises high the standard of India's Awatars, 

That shine in matchless splendour from a galaxy of 
stars, 

Who wakens the discernment, and sets aflame the 
heart, 

To melt and fuse those differences that keep manKind 
apart. 

In thee, Mahatma Gandhi, we find the man we seek, 
Through thee, the Mother answers, we hear All India 

speak. 
We answer to the Roll Call, arise upon our feet, 
And pledge ourselves to Gandhi, his lifework to com-

plete, 
Elect to be sufficient to meet our daily needs, 
And throne a reign of plenty where freedom leads; 
United, free in spirit, we move despite our chains, 
And wield for war's blunt weapons, fine moral force 

and braine 

And though, were bound in dungeons, our bodiE 
doomed to die 

Unshackled and triumphant, 'We'llli'De again,' we cry 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN (U. S. A.) J M. R. S. 
May, I9. 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
By 

" D. P." 

What kind of man is this who excites equal extremes 
of affection and obloquy; who rejects Western civilisation 
and denounces our modern improvements-factories, rail
ways, telephones, hospitals-as either. futile or Satanic? 



Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi is 51, with greying 
hair, unflihchingly truthful eyes, and slim, eloquent hands. 
His voice is low-pitched and monotonous yet pleasing, 
whether in Gujerati or English ........... . 

'G.'s· genias lies in making lost causes live. To his 
disarming sweetness of a saint he adds all the arts of the 
advocate. In South Africa he matched even General Smuts.. 
They sparred for years over Indian claims without quar
relling ...... 

The key to Gandhi and Gandhism is wrapped in his 
self-revealing sentence: 'Most religious men I have met 
are politicians in disguise: I, however, who wear the 
guise of politician, am at heart a religious man: 

-The Daily Mail. 

lITHE REVOLT OF PASSIVITY.u 

AN ENGLISH VIEW OF NON-eO-OPERA TlON. 

" The Nation and the Atheneum" writes-Mr. Gandhi 
is a figure of such significance that even the remoteness. 
mental and physical, of India cannot obscure him. One 
realizes that he is in India what Tolstoy was in Russia, a 
personality which incarnates the characteristic :spiritual 
vision of his race. His tactics may seem exasperating to 
our Western minds, and they most certainly set a baffling 
problem for the Indian administration but the peculiarity 
of them is that they are evidently much more than tactics. 
A Western politician, when he invents tactics, simply 
adapts means to ends on the plane of everyday reality. 
There is a certain similarity between the methods of Sinn 
Fein and those of the Indian Non-Co-operators, but Irish
men are.\Vesterners like the rest of us, and there is no· 
spiritual mystery about their methods. 
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On the surface, perhaps, Mr. Gandhi's notion of the 
way to achieve" Swaraj .. looks as realistic as the earlier 
tactics of Sinn Fein. One proclaims in principle a boycott 
of Anglo-Indians and of the whole official machine. In 
particular, one abstains from elections. The coolies are 
recalled from the Assam plantations. Above all, no English 
goods, and especially no Lancashire goods, must be pur
chased. Students are withdrawn from all the official or 
Westernizing colleges. Then, since Indians must have 
cotton . goods, and the native m Ills are not numerous 
.enough to supply them, the students and other enthusiasts 
are bidden to provide themselves with spinning-wheels 
and from the working of this primitive hand tool, plied by 
amateurs and boys, India is exhorted to expect her free
dom. Mr. Gandhi's predictions are sanguine. He has 
positively said that complete success is possible by Octo
ber, and that the movement will :have failed unless full 
.. Swaraj .. is attained by the last day of the present year. 
Imperialism is we think, a tougher force than he realizes. 
But his conception is reasonable enough as a tactic. The 
root of all modern Imperialism is economic, and if the 
Indian market were to disappear beyond hope of recovery. 
there certainly might be a disposition to consider wheteel 
we need delay longer in conceding the full Dominion 
status. For our part we have no belief in :the method of 
slow and gradual concessions when once a nation is really 
roused to demand the instant satisfaction of its claim. 

But there is a disquieting asrect in this Indian 
movement. Rabindranath Tagore, fresh from interpreting 
the East to Europe, has drawn attention to it. He has, 
he says, brought himself only with great reluctance to 
dissent from the method of non-co-operation. He is an 
Indian patriot, and he gave up his knighthood as his own 
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form of protesting against our brutalities in the Punjab. 
But he is out of sympathy with the passivity of Mr. 
Gandhi's attitude. This pride in being able to dispense 
with everything, even with the gifts of Western science 
is certainly Oriental. But it is unconstructive and 
negative. It is a lapse into the instinctive Buddhism 
of the East. The Oriental attains to spiritual perfection 
and to a vision of the Infinite by denying and renouncing 
everything. All particular things, are discarded, and the 
Infinite is, therefore, a mere emptiness and abstraction. 
The higher spirits may gain a personal sublilT'ity in the 
process, but in the mass this attitude tends only to 
vacancy, to apathy, and to lethargy. The \Vestern mind 
seeks its Infinite in the system of particular things. We 
all know its foible. It pursues the particulars and misses 
the system. It is earthbound, but it is busy, interested, 
active. The ideal of men like Tagore is rather a synthesis 
of the two attitudes. The East must learn to seek the 
Infinite in the fullness and harmony and system of 
particular things, but it must avoid our vulgar habit 
of immersing ourselves in them till we lose all vision of 
the whole. 

It is easy to apply this metaphysics to the particular 
case. To recur to our comparison with Sin Fein. The 
Irish movement had its own method of emancipating the 
Irish cousumer and producer from the English middle
man. It fostered the farmers' co-operative organization. In 
so doing it advanced from a rather primitive economic 
system to:-an evidently higher one, from wasteful indi
vidualism to co·ordinated, economic progress with defence 
against doing, it combined foreign exploitation. When 
the Indian Non-eo-operator substitutes llie primeval spin
ing-wheel for the steamdriven " jenny II of Lancashire, he 
is attempting to beat a higher form of production by a 
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lower. One need not be blind to the ugliness of the 
industrial system to realize that mass production by 
machinery means an immense economy of human effort. 

The attempt is pitiable, and even ludicrous, when, 
young men who should be studying at a University are 
invited to do with their hands and feet, in weeks of dull 
toil what a machine would do as well in an hour. Does 
India really me:ln to turn her back on science and technical 
achievement? To our thinking, the road to Swaraj to 
the emancipation of India from foreign exploitation, lies 
very largely in the study of Western technology. We 
should have thought that a constructive patriot instead 
of setting these students to the sore and hopeless task of 
vieing with machinery would have bidden them work with 
redoubled zeal to master engineering, or chemistry, or the 
science of agriculture. 

That advice is not English materialism. Mr. Gandhi's 
spinning tactics are realistic, economic, even materiali ,tic. 
But it is a re-ourceless, primitive materialism. If Mr. 
Gandhi would do for the wasteful, unproductive, primeval 
agriculture of India what Mr. Russell has done for the 
agriculture of Ireland he would reach his goal more surely, 
if also slowly. It would be the work of a generation and 
not of a few mOllths. But at the end of it the whole 
standard of life, the entire habits of thought of the Indian 
peasantry, would be raised with the fertilIty of the soil 
itself. If in doing this he could keep at arm's length the 
native expluiter and create a truly social system of produc
tion ( as Irishmen are doing), he would m<lke a moral, as 
well as an economic, advance. The last thing one wants 
to see acclimatized in the East is our grasping, gain-lov
ing mentality and its commercial and predatory habits. 
But at the risk of seeming insular, we do not like to see 
the East turning its back on Western science. To go nc> 
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higher and no further, we are sure that without it the 
horror of over-population in India and in China can never 
be met. To take higher ground, we are equally sure that 
such a man as Sir J. C. Bose, with his fJ.scinating revela
tions about plant life, has done more to realize the Infinite 
than all the negations of all the fakirs. 

'''Ie should be sorry to seem to preach to Indians, 
however, and to leave our own offences unnoticed. If they 
are being driven into fanaticism which strikes us as deplor
able, not merely because it is anti-British, but because it 
is unconstructive, the goad to this folly came from us. It 
was the brutalities and insults of the O'Dwyers and the 
Dyers which shook the balance of a movement which had 
and will have again, better possibilities. It is because 
some of our officials and soldiers made Indians, feel that 
our yoke is inconsistent with elementary self-respect, that 
they cast atout them for any means of emancipation that 
might yield its results in a few month5. Nor can we forget 
the provocations of our Turkish policy. \Vhat Indians 
specially resent, about it is that against a people with an 
Oriental religion we back Greek Imperialism, simply 
because it is nominally Christian. Our own personal view, 
based upon a fairly close experience, is that, on the aver
age, the morals of the Eastern Christian, whether in public 
or in private life, are no higher than those of the Moslem. 
His religion has no relation whatever to conduct. It is 
partly an authorized magic, partly a nationalist cult, but 
it is wholly unethical. The Eastern Christians are frequ
ently, and have been recently, guilty, when they get the 
chance, of massacre on a horrible scale. The instinctive 
partisanship which sides with an Eastern race because it 
is Christian is natural, but it does not stand the test of 
experience, and it is rightly calculated to turn the rest of 
the East ag&inst us. We have a duty to protect all suffering 
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minorities, and that duty our Government, in the C'lse of 
the Armenians, has shamefully neglected. But to turn from 
this to the promotion of racial or religious wars of con
quest is an error of temper which is costing us dear in 
India. Until we insist on peace in Turkey, on terms that 
are fair to Turks as well as to Greeks, India will reflect 
in her unsest the facilities of her people. 

THE SOUL OF IT 
BY 

Prof. GILBERT MURRAV, 

Let me take a present day instance of this battla 
between a soul and a Government, a very curious instance, 
because it is almost impossible without more knowledge 
than most people in England possess to say who was 
wrong and who right. 

About the year 1889 a young Indian student, called 
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, came to England to study 
law. He was rich and clever, of a cultivated family, gentle 
and modest in his manner. He dressed and behaved like 
other people. There was nothing particular about him to 
show that he had already taken a Jain vow to abstain from 
wine, from flesh, and from sexual intercourse. 

He took his degree and became a successful lawyer in 
Bombay, but he cared more for religion than law. Gradually 
his asceticism increased. He gave away all his money to 
good causes except the meagrest allowance. He took vows 
of poverty. He ceased to practise at the law because his 
religion-a mysticism which seems to be as closely related 
to Christianity as it is to any traditional Indian religion
forbade him to take part in a system which tried to do 
right by violence. When I met him in England in 1914. 
be ate, I believe, only rice, and drank only water, and slept 
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on the floor; and his wife who seemed to be his companion 
in everything lived in the same way. His conversation 
was that of a cultivated and well-read man with a certain 
indefinable suggestion of saintliness. His patriotism, which 
is combined with an enthusiastic support of England 
against Germany is interwoven with his religion, and aims 
at the moral regeneration of India on the lines of Indian 
thought, with no barriers between one Indian and another, 
to the exclusion as far as possible of the influence of the 
West with its industrial slavery, its material civilisation, 
its moneyworship, and its wars. (I am merely stating this 
view, of course, not either criticising it or suggesting that 
it is right.) 

Oriental peoples, perhaps owing to causes connected 
with their form of civilisation, are apt to be enormously 
influenced by great saintliness of character when they see 
it. Like all great masses of ignorant people, however, 
they need some very plain and simple test to assure them 
that their hero is really a saint and not a humbug, and the 
test they habitually apply is that ohelf-denial. Take vows 
of poverty, live on rice and water, and they will listen to 
your preaching, as several of our missionaries have found; 
come to them eating and drinking and dressed in ex
pensive European clothes-and they feel differently. It is 
far from a perfect test, but there is something in it. At 
any rate I am told that Gandhi's influence in India is now 
enormous, almost equal to that of his friend the late Mr. 
Gokhale. 

And now for the battle. In South Africa there are 
some 150,000 Indians, chiefly in Natal; and the South 
African Government, feeling that the colour question in 
its territories was quite sufficiently difficult already, deter
mined to prevent the immigration of any more Indians, 
and if possible to expel those who were already there. This 
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last could not be done. It violated a treaty; it was opposed 
by ~atal, where much of the industry depended on Indian 
labour; and it was objected to by Indian Government and 
the Home Government. Then be~an a long struggle. The 
whites of South Africa determined to make life in South 
Africa undesirable, if not for all Indians, at least for all 
Indians above the coolie class. Indians were specially 
taxed, were made to register in a degrading way, they 
were classed with Negroes, their thumb·prints were taken 
by the police as if they were cri m inals. If owing to the 
scruples of the Government the law was in any case too 
lenient, patriotic mobs undertook to remedy the defect. 
Quite early in the struggle the Indians in South Africa 
asked Mr. Gandhi to come and help them. He came as a 
barrister in 1893; he was forbidden to plead. He proved 
his right to plead; he won his case against the Asiatic 
Exclusion Act on grounds of constitutional law, and retur
ned to India. Gandhi came again in 1895. He was mobbed 
and nearly killed at Durhan. I will not tell in detail how 
he settled down eventually in South Africa as a leader and 
counsellor to his people; how he found a settlement in the 
country outside Durban, where the workers should live 
directly on the land, and all be bound by a vow of poverty. 
For many years he was engaged in constant passive 
resistance to the Government and constant efforts to raise 
and ennoble the inward life of the Indian community. But 
he was unlike other strikers or resisters in this: that mostly 
the resister takes advantage of any difficulty of the Govern
ment in order to press his claim the harder. Gandhi, 
when the Government was in any difficulty that he thought 
serious, always relaxed his resistance and offered his help. 
In 1899 came the Boer \Var. Gandhi immediately or~ani
sed an Indian Red Cross unit. There was a popular move
ment for refusing it and treating it as seditious. But it 
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was needed. The soldiers wanted it served through the 
\Var, and was mentioned in despatches, and thanked 
publicly for its skilful work and courage under fire. In 
1904 there was an outbreak of plague in Johannesburg and 
Gandhi had private hospital opened before the public 
authorities had begun to act. In 1906 there was a Native 
rebellion in Natal; Gandhi raised and personally led a corps 
of stretcher· bearers, whose work seems to have proved 
particularly dangerous and painful. Gandhi was thanked 
by the Governor in Natal and shortly afterwards thrown 
into jail in Johannesburg. 

Lastly in 1913, when he was being repeatedly impri
soned among criminals of the lowest class, and his followers 
were in jail to the number 2,500; in the very midst of the 
general strike of Indians in the Transvaal and Natal there 
occurred the sudden and dangerous railway strike which 
endangered for the time the very existence of organised 
society in South Africa. From the ordinary agitator's 
point of view the game was in Gandhi's hands. He had 
only to strike his hardest. Instead he gave order for his 
people to resume work till the Government should be safe 
again. I cannot say how often he was imprisoned, how 
often mobbed and assaulted, or what pains were taken to 
mortify and humiliate him in public. But by 1913 
the Indian case had been taken up by Lord Hardinge and 
the Government of India. An Imperial Commission re
ported in his favour on most of the points at issue and an 
Act was passed according to the Commission's recom
mendations, entitled the Indian Relief Act. 

My sketch is very imperfect; the story forms an 
extraordinary illustration of a contest which was won, or 
practicaIly won, by a policy of doing no wrong, committing 
no violence, but simply enduring all the punishment the 
other side could inflict until they became weary and 
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ashamed of punishing. A battle of the unaided human soul 
against overwhelming material force, and it ends by the 
units of material force gradually deserting their own 
banners and coming round to the side of the soul! 

Persons in power should be very careful how they 
deal with a man who cares nothing for sensual pleasure, 
nothing for riches, nothing for comfort or praise or pro
motion, but is simply determined to do what he believes 
to be right. He is a dangerous and uncomfortable enemy 
because his body, which you can always conquer, gives 
you so little purchase upon his soul. (Hibbert Journal.) 

THE OPPRESSION OF THE POOR 
BY 

Rev. C. F. ANDREWS, M. A. 

WHEN I was asked the question a short time ago,
"\Vhat is the central problem of India to-day?" the ans 
wer that came to my lips, without a moment's hesitation, 
was this,-

" The Oppression of the Poor." 

I have just come out of the furnace of affliction at 
Chandpur, where, in a cholera encampment, we were 
forced to see, day after day, the misery of our brothers and 
sisters and their little children, the refugees from Assam. 
If this article bears upon it~ surface the marks of the fire 
that burnt within us, I know that I shall be pardoned by 
all those who read my words with understanding hearts. 
For I cannot, at such a time, keep a judicial aloofness from 
my subject. I must put down just that which is in my 
mind. This article is written soon after the occurrence, 
with the vision of the scene itself still in front of me and 
with all the recent suffering still vividly present before me. 
I can picture it while I am writing. What we have just 
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been through cannot be forgotten easily and lightly. I am 
giving hot memories, not cold, calculated thoughts,
memories that still burn, even while I put them down in 
this Shantiniketan Ashram, where all around me is smiling 
with peace, in the pure joy of the fresh monsoon rains, and 
where nature herself is rejoicing in the beauty of new life. 

The story has been already told, how the refugees 
came down from the tea gradens of Assam, emaciated 
beyond description; with stark hunger looking out of their 
eyes; with scarcely sufficient rags to cover their own 
nakedness; with little children who could hardly stand. 
their legs were so thin; with babies, pinched by hunger. 
3eeking in vain to draw nourishment from their mothers' 
breasts. I have seen many sights of misery and destitution 
before,-in a sense, my life has been full of such sights; for 
I have lived and worked among the poor. But I have never 
seen such utter misery as I saw among these refugees, when 
I met them on the railway platform at Naihati first of alI. 
3.nd then afterwards at Chandpur itself. What was the 
actual origin of their exodus, has still to be investigated. 
But one thing at least was evident, from first to last, as we 
went in and out among them. In their destitution, they 
were miserable beyond description. Misery was the spur 
which had goaded them forward on their journey. They 
had one hope left, to which they clung with a pathos that 
was as great as their suffering itself. It was the hope, that 
through Mahatma Gandhi, deliverance would come from 
all their burden of sorrow and affliction. 

We watched each day these poor refugees from AssaIl! 
in the cholera encampments on both. sides of the river 
channel. We saw the courage that sustained them. We 
noticed how their spirits were kept up, during those long
drawn days of disapFointrnent, by this hope which I have 
mentioned. To the men, who were refugees, it gave 
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patience and endurance. To the women, it was like a pas
sion of the soul; and they were able to enkindle something 
of their enthusiasm even in their little children. The 
national volunteers, who worked among them, used to talk 
to one another with wonder about this. It was a trans
forming faith that raised the whole scene above the com
monplace, and touched it with spiritual beauty. 

It is true, indeed, that Mahatma Gandhi himself has 
set his face firmly against any religious cult being origi
nated in his name. He has repeatedly stated, that he is 
an ordinary man with no claim to supernatural powers, 
beyond those to which ordinary men may attain by trust 
in the supreme. But this devotion which we all witnessed 
at Chandpur, among these poor refugees, was rather the 
devotion to an idea than to a person. Mahatma Gandhi 
represented to them that idea, tinged with his own perso
nality, and it filled their minds to the full. His name was 
the concrete symbol which expressed it. He was the 
embodiment to them of their ultimate deliverance from 
oppressIOn. 

I must tell, at some length, one story which touched 
my heart most deeply. As we made our voyage with the 
ast contingent of refugees from Chandpur to Goalundo, 
I had been walking to and fro along the decks of the 
crowded steamer. \Ve had left behind us for good, oh ! 
how thankfully, the cholera camp with all its misery. 
There was a busy eagerness among the refugees and a hum 
of expectation. One slender figure on the upper deck had 
stirred my compassion each time I had lingered near him. 
He was a little boy, about twelve years old, who had 
recovered ( so I was told) from cholera, but was still so 
weak and thin, that he had to be carried on board and te 
lie on the deck during the voyage. While I stood beside 
him, we happened to pass out of the midstream of the 
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great river. The steamer came round a bend of the river 
quite close to the shore. Bright, healthy children on the 
bank were running along and shouting,-"Gandhi Maharaj 
ki jai! Gandhi Maharaj ki jai !" 

I looked at the invalid child on deck. His face shone 
with excitement and he raised his head with great diffi
culty. Then he waved his hand to the children running 
along the bank, and cried in a voice that was pitifully 
weak,-"Gandhi Maharaj ki jai !" 

Out of all the suffering and misery, which we have 
been through, the haunting face of that child still stands 
out before my mind. There was something in it, through 
all the weakness, that seemed to have conquered death. It 
carried a light within the soul, which the Upanishads have 
called. 'the joy that is deathless.' As I stood watching 
him, lying there on the deck and waving his hand, the 
tears came streaming from my eyes. I remembered the 
words of the great prayer,-

Asato rna sad gamaya. 
Tamaso rna jyotir gam aya, 

Mrityor mamritam gamaya ......... . 
Avir, Avir, rna edhi. 

"Lead me from untruth to truth; lead me from dark
ness to light; lead me from death to immortality. 0 thou 
Manifest One, be thou Manifest in me." 

The thought came like a flash to me, that here, in this 
child's faith, God himself was being revealed. Through all 
this suffering and pain, the words were finding their fulfil- , 
ment,-"God manifests himself in forms of deathless joy." 

In the midst of all these scenes, the question was borne 
in upon my mind with great insistence,-"Is this that I 
have seen one of the signs of a new religious awakening 
throughout the length and breadth of India?" It has 
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seemed to me, tnat there is much to-day which points to ;t 

positive answer. The poor of India, who have been 50 

terribly oppressed by governments and priestcrafts, by 
landowners and profiteers, have cried to God for delive
rance. They are becoming more and more certain, that 
the hour of their freedom is at hand. During the past few 
months, it has been my own lot in life to travel over almost 
every part of the North of India, from East to \Vest and 
from \Vest to East,-to places as far distant from one 
another as Sindh and East Bengal. On these journeys, I 
have seen strange happenings and witnessed a new spirit. 
This new spirit, I am convinced, goes far deeper than the 
political movemer.t of our times. It has its Own initial 
impulse from the poor. Again and again, it has appeared 
to me to bear striking analogy to what we read in history 
concerning the fateful days before the French Revolution, 
when the oppressed peasantry of France awoke to the 
new idea of the equality and brotherhood of Man. 

Let me try to put my thought more concretely, even 
at the risk of repetition. The one thing that has impressed 
itself upon my mind and heart lately, more than any other, 
is this. The countless millions of the poor in India are all 
astir. They are corning forth out of their long dark night 
of ignorance and oppression. They have symbolised their 
yearning for deliverance in the person of Mahatma Gandhi. 
Pitifully, eagerly, pathetically, and sometimes almost 
tragically, they have placed their all,-their destiny, their 
hopes, their aims, their very life itself,-in his keeping. 
They are quite firm in their faith, that he alone can bring 
deliverance. This is not happening in one place only. 
Time after time, recently, I have been in the company of 
the poor and the outcast and the destitute; I have been 
to gatherings, where the untouchables and others have 
flocked together in crowds to meet me and I have listened 
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with intense pain to the story of their afflictions. They 
appear now everywhere to be taking their courage in both 
hands as they have never done before. The incidents 
with regard to oppression which they relate,-with refe
rence to forced labour and forced supplie'1 and forced im
positions by the police and subordinate officers and with 
reference also to the forced impositions of caste customs 
and caste restrictions, equally tyrannical,-have made my 
blood boil to hear. They nave often exhibited an emotion 
which was almost violent in its urge upwards towards the 
surface. I have seen in it something of that elan vital, of 
which Henri Bergson writes, and have thanked God for it, 
even though it has not seldom startled me by its explosive 
energy. I do not think there can be any question, that a 
flame has been kindled within and the 11re ha s begun to 
burn. Again I would make reference to the days before 
the French Revolution, as perhaps the closest analogy to 
what is happening before our very eyes in India to-day. 

There is one picture, which I may give, by way of 
illustration. I was in Patna Junction Railway Station on 
my way back from Gorakhpur. Late in the day, as the 
sun was setting behind a ridge of dark monsoon clouds. 
with streaks of gold piercing through the gathering dark
ness, I was waiting quietly on the platform, trying as best 
is I could to collect my thoughts while the evening was 
drawing to its close. Many persons had come to see me
and quiet was difficult at such a time and place. The 
porters and sweepers and others,-whom the railway 
authorities call the 'menial staff'-having heard of my arri
val, gathered round me in a body. They knew that I was ~ 
a friend of Mahatma Gandhi, and they welcomed me on 
that account.' . ', •• ~~... . . 

At 11rst, they greeted me in silence, with their uplifted 
hands placed together in an attitude of prayer. Then one 



of them, who was in the forefront as their leader, cried' 
out,-"Gandhi Maharaj ki jai!" It was not a conventional 
and jovial shout, such as is often heard from processions 
that pass along the street. It was rather the solemn call 
of religion. A light came into their eyes, and their hands 
continued to be uplifted in prayer to the end. It was like 
an act of evening worship. 

After this, they went back to their various duties on 
the railway. It was only a momentary flash, that I had 
seen,-a look, a gaze, a gesture; but it spoke to me at 
once of the same emotion, which I had witnessed so many 
times before. It told me what depth of religious idealism 
there is iQ the hearts of the simple poor, and that evening 
scene in Patna Station, with the setting sun and the 
gathering darkness, brought back with a strange power 
the memory of sllnsets at Chandpur. For there at Chand
pur, again and again, just as the sun was setting, I had 
passed along the road and mingled with the groups of the 
Assam refugees, sitting in dejection, and had seen the look 
of hope return to their eyes, as they had raised the cry,
"Gandhi Maharaj ki jai I" 

The darkness of that despair at Chandpur had been 
broken with a golden light of hope, even as those monsoon 
clouds, which formed the background of the scene at 
Patna Station. However great might be the sufferings of 
the poor, whether as the menial staff of a railway, or on 
the tea plantations, or elsewhere, life to them with such 
ideals of emancipation, as they were now enthusiastically 
grasping, was at least a nobler thing than the dull mono
tony that went before with no hope, no faith to cheer them. 
The crust of the surface of their poverty-stricken existence 
had been broken. The waters of life from beneath the 
hard rock had gushed forth; and even if all should end in 
outward failure, who should say that it had been in vain? 
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How wonderful is this spring of freshness that ever 
wells up from the hearts of the poor! And withal, how 
tragic IS their suffering! People ha ve often spoken slight
ingly of the poor, and called them the 'lower classes' ,-as 
t hough the uneducated were also the unrefined; as though 
the illiterate were also the unlearned. But it is not so in 
truth. There is a wisdom and a refinement, which come 
from the very suffering itself, which the poor have cons
tantly to bear. Who are we to despise them? It was 
Christ himself who turned away from the luxurious cities 
of Capernaum and Bethsaida, and went directly to the 
oppressed peasants of Galilee and pronounced blessing 
upon them, rather than upon the rich. "Blessed,:' he said, 
"are ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of heaven." Nay, 
further, Christ preferred even the company of the publi
cans and sinners, with their open vices, to the society of 
the wealthy Scribes and Pharisees, with their cloak of 
self-righteousness. For the very vices of those who are 
the outcast of society are on the surface, and they suffer 
punishment often beyond their deserving. But the vices 
of the wealthy are glozed over with all kinds of soothing 
palliatives, and therefore in this life they rarely suffer for 
their vices to the full. 

Thus, there is always a fertile soil in the heart of the 
poor, which is ready to receive the good seed and to make 
it fruitful. A religious faith, that is able to strike its roots 
deep in this soil, is far more likely to flourish than some 
respectable and artificial creed, which owes its origin to 
conventionally-educated mankind. It is Mahatma Gandhi's 
fellow suffering with the suffering poor: h is fellow-poverty 
with the poverty-stricken poor: his fellow-hardship with 
the hardship·bearing poor, which has endeared him to 
their hearts. It is this which has won from them an 
instinctive reverence for his goodness. It is this, which 
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has made them flock to him from every country-side 
wherever he goes. It is this, which has made them follow 
his simple precepts, so that, in a few short months, intoxi
cating drink and 'drugs have marvellously decreased. It is 
this, which has caused a new hope to be born in millions 
of hearts, where before reigned only the blank apathy of 
despair. 

What does this all mean? What will happen, if the 
signs which I have been trying to read are true? 

There is a grim story about the French Revolution, 
which, if my memory serves, is told by Carlyle,-how the 
encyc\opredists and the state record-keepers were busily 
absorbed in their files, when the Revolution burst upon 
them. They were told by the revolutionaries that, if they 
did not side with the POOf, their "skins should form tl, 
parchments for the next records."-I do not believe, tha 
the religious and social revolution in India, which is no 
so close upon us, will be violent in its character like tli 
French Revolution. There is an innate love of peace 1 

India which is not present in any other country. It is nc' 
in vain that the teaching of the Buddha permeated Indi 
for more than a thousand years. But, while there may I 
nO ultimate appeal to force and force alone, yet the miser 
of the conflict will be terrible indeed, if the present almo 
complete aloofness of the officials from the common peor' 
continues, and if these same officials set themselves 
final opposition to those whose lives are lived among t! 
people and who suffer with the people. 

I can well remember the year 1907, in the Punjab, ~J 
the popular disturbances of that year. At a most critic 
time, I implored an official to do some very simple tbir, 
in order to come in touch with the people. He turned 1 

me sharply and said,-"Look at those files." I told hi; 
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'Carlyle's story about the French Revolution that 1 have 
just mentioned. 

There has been no sign of any change for the better 
from that time to this. Rather, the heap of official files 
has grown greater. The mountain tops are still regarded 
as necessary for health and comfort. The foreign charac
ter of the Government is becoming still more foreign, in 
spite of the reforms and the added Indian members. This, 
at least, has been my own experience at Chand pur, where 
a crucial test was applied and the failure of Government 
to meet the test was manifest. 

But I would go still further in recalling the bitterness 
of my experience. The English education which the 
country has been receiving, has created a gulf between 
the 'classes' and the 'masses', which is almost as wide as 
that between the Government and the poor. If Govern
ment's recent action, when tried in the balance has been 
found wanting, there has been much also that has been 
found wanting among those who have received to the full 
their English education, but, while obtaining it, have 
shamefully neglected the poor. The truth is, and it can
not be, too clearly stated, the English mode of life, with 
its motor car comforts, continually prevents the educated 
Indian, just as much as it does the educated Englishman, 
from coming into close and intimate contact with the 
poor of India. 

Mahatma Gandhi bas written in 'Young India' the 
following words :-"The fact is that it is impossible for, 
any Viceroy to see the truth, living as he does on the 
mountain tops seven months in the year and in complete 
isolation. Even when he lives on the plains-with the 
big 'business house' of Government in Simla and the 
growing millions on the plains, there is a solid dead rock; 
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and even the piercing cry of the feeble millions is broken 
into nothingness, as it heaves up to the mountain top 
from the plains." That is true of Darjeeling as well 
as Simla. 

In the same copy of 'Young India,' we have a letter 
from Mr. Abbas Tyabji showing how the abandonment 
of the life-long habits formed by an almost purely English 
education and the taking to 'khaddar' had brought Mr. 
Abbas Tyabji himself close to the heart of the poor. 

"I assure you," he writes, "you need not have the 
slightest anxiety about my health. The 'khaddar,' adop
ted at Bezwada, has made me twenty years younger. 
What an experience I am having! Everywhere I am 
received most cordially and affectionately, even by the 
women of the villages ............. Some of our workers are 
lacking in 'go'. I suppose they represent the very res
pectable class, to which I have ceased to belong. Good 
heavens! W hat an experience! I have so much love 
.and affection from the common folk to whom it is now an 
honour to belong. It is this fakir's dress, which has 
broken down all barriers. Now, men and women meet 
me, as I would have them meet. me. If I had only 
known, years ago, how the jeltta, the saya, the angarakha, 
the boots and stockings, separated me from my poorer 
brethren !" 

I: would go one step further still. The inhum~ 
restrictions which have grown up along with the ca5: 
system, especially with regard to untouchability, ha '. 
also placed a barrier between the higher castes and (I 

poorest of the poor, which is no less a disgrace to mZi' 
kind, than the separation between the 'classes' and ti 
'masses'. _ If I have burnt with indignation at the actir 
of the Gurkha soldiers, who were turned out to beat ai 
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wound defenceless and sickly refugees by Government 
officials, I have also burnt with indignation no less deep 
at the wrongs done to my own Indian brothers and sisters 
by those, who have beaten and wounded the souls of the 
poor through branding them with the curse of untouchabi
lity. I write with shame as a Christian, as well as a 
humanitarian, because I have found out, after careful 
enquiry, that in the South of India my Own Christian 
brothers and sisters are not seldom treated in this manner 
by Christians, who keep caste, even as my brothers and 
sisters among the Hindus are treated by high-caste 
Hindus. 

I ha ve written from a very full heart. What I have 
here stated in writing has been pent up in my mind for 
many weeks, some of it for many years. At the conclu
sion of this article, I repeat with all the emphasis I can 
command, what I wrote at the beginning, The central 
problem of IlIdia to-day is the oppressio" of the poor! 

PRICE OF SW ARAJYA 
BV 

s. E. STOKES. 

"It is not the arbitrary power of a national sovereign, 
but subjection to a foreign one, that destroys national cha
racter and extinguishes national spirit. When a people 
ceases to have a national character to maintain, they lose 
the main spring of whatever is laudable both in public and 
in private life, and the private sinks with the public 
character." (Sir Thomas Munro.) 

At times, as I ponder the strange incapacity of certain 
classes in this land to appreciate the significance of 
Mahatmaji's advent into the political life of India, a curious 
surpicion crosses my mind: Can it be that these good and 
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worthy people are worried and perplexed because a man 
has been born into the Indian nation-one who in all 
things sees, feels and acts as a free man? May it not be 
that unconsciously- instincti vely-they shrink from such 
a being as from a sort of monstrosity? Is it not that they 
are unable to understand the psychological outlook of one 
who frankly takes it for granted that certain of his funda
mental rights as a man are being infringed, and that the 
obvious thing is for him to refuse to permit it? Is it not 
possible that the whole training of their lives has rendered 
it difficult for them to understand how the question of 
wrongs done to India and Indians may be approached, 
except in the rather apologetic and tentative manner of 
those who are prepared to accept gratefully as a kindness 
that which Mahatmaji insists upon as a right? 

If there be any truth in ;this suspicion, we shall be 
forced to infer that it demonstrates in the clearest manner 
the vital necessity of an immediate rectification of the 
relations between the rulers and the ruled in India, for it 
indicates that the psychological emasculation of certain 
important sections of the nation is an accomplished fact. 

I can well understand that an Indian with the mental 
outlook of a free man, must be an altogether disconcerting 
phenomenon to the bureaucracy. It would be astonishing 
if it were otherwise, for that august body has not been 
evolved upon the supposition that it would have to deal 
with such an absurdity as a being who was both an Indian 
and an equal. But if the spectacle is as disconcerting to 
Mahatmaji's cultured and educated countrymen it is an 
ominous sign, and should lead to anxious reflection. 

Yet that his point of view is disconcerting to many of 
them, there can be little doubt. They fear that the move
ment he has initiated may lead to violence and excess. 

6 
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The very idea of such a state of affairs unnerves them; 
the thought of a course attended with any peril gives them 
a feeling of helplessness. In times of crisis and danger 
they would depend upon others, and trust to lawyers and 
legislation to win them a place among the free and self
respecting nations of the world. They would have 
Swarajya, but have it comfortably and without undue 
inconvenience. In short, they would argue and vote their 
nation freedom, pausing from time to time upon the way 
when there appeared to be any prospect of their efforts 
resulting in violence, or of danger to person or property. 
Yet by no such timorous road has any nation ever achieved 
~warajya since the dawn of history. 

SWARAJYA NO FOUNDLING. 

WeN ationalists do not believe that a people can 
calmly, gently, unconsciously enter into any Swarajya 
which is worth the having; or that a people can cease to 
be slaves without knowing it. To those who think 
differently we would say, "Other nations through pain and 
anguish of spirit, through sufferings of persons and pro
perty, by high-souled courage and endurance have attained 
that which you desire to win for the ignorant myriads of 
India by petitions, representations and legislative efforts. 
The greatest value to a people of Swarajya. is the soul
experience of the nation while attaining it. You would 
obtain Swarajya for slaves and then teach them to be free
spirited, but freedom has never come in this way to a people' 
It cannot be given from without; its advent is like child
birth. Mother India must bring it forth as her child, and 
travail in anguish for it as a mother. The Swarajya you 
dream of would be a foundling and no true offspring." 

The ideal of the Congress Party precludes any desire 
to change one bureaucracy for another. To those asso-
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ciated with it, Swa,.ajya does not imply an India 
governed more sympathetically and understandingly by a 
limited group of worthy Indian literate. The Swarajya 
for which they are labouring must be born of the travail 
and the karma of the whole people; it must be the 
conscious expression of the awakened aspiration of all 
India. To secure this, they are prepared-if need be
that India should suffer the pangs of child-birth; they are 
not prepared to receive 'a baby in a basket.' 

India will attain Swarajya if her sons are prepared to 
suffer and sacrifice for their country-not otherwise. 

"-Many in sad faith sought for her, 
Many with crossed hands sighed for her; 
But these out brothers fought for her, 
At life's dear peril wrought for her, 
So loved her that they died for her! 
Their higher instinct knew, 
They love her best who to themselves are true, 
And what they dare to dream of, dare to do ! 
They:followed her and found her 
\/y'here all may hope to find, 
Not in the ashes of the burnt· out mind, 
But beautifu1.-with danger's sweetness round her; 

\/y'here faith made whole with deed 
Breathes its awakening breath 

Into the lifeless creed." 

So sang a bard in those days when men not only 
(}reamed but dared to make their dreams realities. Truth 
and justice,-the conviction that God has "created all 
men free and equal"-these were not to them abstract 
theories, subjects for essays and orations, or the alms that 
men should beg on bended knee. They were men's ,.ight, 
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to be sought for, to be fought for, to be grasped upon 
those heights where they shone resplendent with 'danger's 
sweetness' round them. 

And India has dreamed a dream, has seen a vision of 
a time when the~people of this land-no longer the slaves 
of other men's ambitions-shall he able to look the rest 
of mankind in the face with the level glance of equals. It 
is a glorious dream and our hearts are fired by it. 

PRICE OF SWARAJYA. 

Swarajya! What man, in whom there survives any 
last shred of self-respect, does not thrill at the thought of 
it? What have not men in past ages suffered for it ~ 
What have they not endured to make their dream reality? 

For Swarajya have tattered and hungry armies trudged 
through the wilderness, staining the snow-covered ground 
as they advanced with the blood of their bare and wounded 
feet. Emaciated and shelterless they have crouched 
shivering by their camp-fires through the long winter 
nights, chilled to the bone by icy winds and sleet and 
snow. 

For Swarajya have mothers sent forth their sons, 
wives their husbands, maidens their lovers, to die alone 
and untended on distant battle-fields_ 

For the sake of Swarajya have men suffered the loss 
of all things, choosing rather to see their fields devastated 
and the homes they loved a mass of glowing embers, than 
to purchase a dishonourable security by subservience. 

For Swarajya have men-and women too-suffered as 
exiles among strangers, languished for years in prison, died. 
under the whip, by the bullet and on the gallows, esteem
ing it better to die as men than to live as slaves. 

In all ages and among all nations to such has been. 
given the place of honour; and rightly so, for it is through. 
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the faith, the fearlessness and the self·sacrifice of such as 
these that humanity ever reaches upward toward the goal 
of its high destiny. 

They have never been mendicants. They have never 
bunted for crum bs at the door of the powerful. They have 
never begged as a largest from others, what they knew 
they should achieve for themselves as men. \Vell might 
they have taken for themselves the famous motto, Dieu et 
mon Droit, for putting their trust in God they struggled 
for their right and the right of their fellows, in the face of 
overwhelming odds. 

And yet, how often they achieved the apparently im
possible. Before the depth of their conviction that their 
cause was just, and their profound faith that God was with 
them, potentates shrank back aghast and mighty empires 
clattered to the ground. 

" They were men, 
Schooled the soul's inward gospel to obey, 
Though leading to the lion's den. 
They felt the habit·hallowed world give way 
Beneath their lives, and on went they
Unhappy who was last." 

Of such is Mahatma Gandhi. 

MIRACLES ARE NOT PAST. 

One of the greatest living Indians remarked some 
weeks ago that 'Days of miracles are past: Why? How? 
When? There never was an age in which miracles were 
wrought except by the power of a mighty faith. He only 
can work no miracle who believes that miracles are no 
longer possible. 

Men of India, do you really and truly desire 
'Swarajya? Do you desire it as other peoples in othel 
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ages and other lands have desired it? Are you prepared 
to suffer as they have suffered for it-to sacrifice as they 
have done? 

Do you believe from your hearts that it is your right
that God wills it for you? Have you this Vishwas, this 
Nischaya. If so, know that for you the day of miracles 
is not past; you will certainly achieve the miraculous. 

And nothing but a miracle will win Swarajya forIndia. 
Nothing short of this will disentangle the snarled up coil 
of her present situation. Yet such a miracle is possible if 
we have the faith. This, and readiness for self'sacrifice, 
are the only essentials. 

At this time, therefore, measure the value of a leader 
to India by the measure of his faith. Choose for your 
guide one who does not believe that the days of miracles 
are past. He only can lead us to Swarajya who believes 
absolutely in India's power to attain Swarajya, and is 
capable of inspiring the masses with that belief. 

My own conviction is that such a leader has been 
granted to India in the hour of her supreme need. My 
further conviction is that it would be political madness 
not to support him at this juncture, and that in cabling 
about details of his programme with which we do not 
agree, we are doing a very real disservice to the national 
cause. At last we have found a MAN, honest, fearless, 
and fired with true patriotism-a man whom the common 
people trust and one who is able to fire them with the 
flame of his own idealism. If we sacrifice him to our 
petty doubts and fears the time will come when we shall 
deeply and vainly regret it, for such leaders are not grant
ed to a nation every day. 

There is no question as to whether Mahatmaji is. 
worthy to lead India; it remains to be seen if India is-
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worthy of its great leader, and will loyally support him in 
his great act of faith. 

. . GANDHI AND TAGORE . 
t In Rabindranath and .Gandhi we have representatives 
·of the Greek and the Christian conceptions of life. Ra
bindranath reminds one of Plato. He is the philosopher
poet-mystic-educationist who abstains carefully from forc
ing his views, on his pupils but enables them to become 
their own masters. He never flatters, never dogmatises 
but works on the head and the hearts by his sweet speech 
and subtle humour. By the generous and noble thoughts 
he expresses in his gracious poetry, he touches the heart 
and rouses an enthusiasm for the ideal. He is the typical 
genius of Bengal, famous for her art and culture, lecturing 
at Santiniketan, like Plato in the olive grove of the Acade
my. Sauntering among the tall trees, pacing the colon
nades, he delights his pupils with fresh springs of thought 
and new pastures of feeling. It is his heart's desire to 
establish a Vishvabh(lrati where may be gathered all the 
wit and genius of the day, artists, poets and philosophers. 
An idealist trying to live ever in the pure radiance of the 
spirit, "he is like one who retires under the shelter of a 
wall in the storm of dust and sleet which the driving wind 
hurries along." Gandhi hails from the hard-headed matter
of-fact Bombay. He is a democrat of democrats and a 
born leader of men who is able to control all by virtue of 
the divine principle oflove he embodies in himself. None 
can be blind to the beauty of the great law he lives and 
propounds. In him we have the ideal man of India, of 
unlimited patience, of transcendent virtue, who cares for 
nothing, wants nothing for himself, neither fortune nor 
fame, and yet out of the abundance of his love for humanity 
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is devoting himself to the cause of justice and truth for 
his native land. We subscribe whole·heartedly to the 
statement of the Rev. Mr. Holmes that Gandhi is the 
greatest man of the world to-day. "When I think of Rol
land, I think of Tolstoi. When I think of Lenin, I think 
of Napoleon. But when I think of Gandhi, I think of Jesus 
Christ. He lives his life, He speaks his word, He suffers, 
strives and will some day nobly die for his kingdom 
on earth," 

c. S. R. in the "Calcutta Review." 

THE NEW LIGHT OF ASIA. 
AN AMERICAN VIEW OF GANDHISM. 

The Indian event of uniq ue significance to mankind 
is not the serious Malabar rising but the work of Gandhi 
and his non-eo-operation movement. In an age men call 
cynical, materialistic and disillusioned, the national hero 
and leader of India is a saint whose singular devotion, 
unselfishness and spiritual power have won him the almost 
superstitious reverence of his own people and the respect 
of the most sceptical critics. At a time when the Western 
world is unable to think of concerted resistance in other 
terms than those of war, Gandhi has been able to persuade 
the organised Indian National movement to use non-co
peration as its weapon. The freedom of India, he realises, 
may have to spring from the blood of her heroes, but he 
pleads "Let it be said by coming generations that the only 
blood shed was our own." Not only violence of deeds but 
of thought is a spiritual weakness. The brave man will 
renounce hate even of the oppressor. 

But this sprituaJ weapon is also intensely practical. 
Having begun with the renunciation of British titles by 
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Hindoo patriots, non-eo-operation will march step by step, 
as Indian support may warrant any British resistance, to 
a general strike more thorough going than any Western 
nation has seen. Before such a strike, properly organised, 
the British garrison in India would be powerless. 

At present the best known activity of the non-eo-opera
tors is the boycott of foreign cloth and the effort to revive 
handweaving in order to win for India something like 
economic independence. Gandhi himself dramatically in
augurated the boycott on August I by lighting a great bon
fire of foreign cloth. Much of the 4,000,000 fund raised by 
the National Congress is to go for the purchase of looms 
for those who will make homespun. Gandhi urges this 
reversion to domestic industry not merely as a tactical 
means to bring pressure on Britain. Japanese cloth as 
well as English is under the ban. The non-eo-operators see 
in the revival of handweaving a return to economic in
dependence. India's bitter poverty dates from the destruc
tion of her ancient looms. It will, they believe, end when 
spinning mills hum in the peasant cottages; and with do
mestic manufacture will return native art which machinery 
destroyed. The necessity of foreign trade is recogmsed; 
-it is only on foreign cloth that the boycott falls. 

But the boycott is only one of the many remarkable 
phases on the movement which seeks Hindu Mo.slem 
fraternity, establishes national schools, breaks down the 
worst barriers of caste and fights the opium and liquor 
traffic. Mr. Gandhi has announced that the time may SOOT 

come when he himself will feel compelled to practise the 
duty of civil disobedience to the laws of an unjust state 
Already men are in prison because in accordance with the 
recommendation of the last National Congress they would 
not defend themselves in the British courts. The same 
Congress solemnly urged all Indian soldiers, in the event 
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of British hostilities against the Turkish Government of 
Angora, to refuse all service. This particular sensitiveness 
to the relations between British Empire and Turkey is 
inspired not only by Moslem concern for the sanctity of 
the Caliphate but by Indian concern, Hindu as well as 
Moslem, that Indian resources of men and money should 
not be wasted in Imperial wars. The nationalist move
ment also appears to be behind the numerous strikes whose 
primary cause is the miserable condition of the workers. 
But in all this Gandhi has kept his own soul free from 
hate. The literature of revolution contains no documents 
so uncompromising, yet so reasonable and sweet-spirited. 
as his Letter to Every Englishman and his appeals to the 
cloth merchants and consumers. 

So much one can affirm with reasonable certainty in 
spite of meagre and often contradictory despatches from 
British sources. And even fair-minded critics admit that 
the Nationalist movement has accomplished what a few 
years ago would have seemed miraculous. But for the 
future they have doubts. India, they remind us, far more 
truly than Italy before Mazzini, is a geographical expres
ion. The people are desperately poor, illiterate, divided 
by caste, religion and language. The more prosperous 
elements of the community stand aloof from the austere 
and sacrificial demands of Mahatma Gandhi. (Has it not 
been ever thus with great religious movements?) But. 
the critics continue, the masses have not so much caught 
Gandhi's spirit as lowered him to the level of a wonder
working saint. They do not carry non· co-operation in 
orderly fashion. Such spontaneous strikes as that of 
Assam have inconvenienced the British but they have 
brought enormous suffering on the natives. Gandhi may 
preach peaceful resistance. but iOtvitably his agitation 
stirs up violence. He himself has recognised that his. 
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comrades do not share his religious views on this matter 
and has denounced the English for disarming the people. 
In particular, the critics allege that the union of Moslems 
and Hindus is very superficial. In making his own the 
religious question of the Caliphate, Gandhi is playing with 
dangerous fires of Moslem fanaticism. An English critic 
even alleges that the Ali Brothers, Gandhi's Moslem aids, 
are more interested in Pan·Islam than in united India. 
Finally, Gandhi's attempt to revive hand-weaving is criti
cised and he is reproached for his lack of a constructive 
programme for an independent India. He, they say, is a 
saint, and like most saints, with all his powers of leader
ship, he is essentially and in the noblest sense an anarchist. 
His supreme tragedy may yet be not persecution by the 
British but a choice between rejection by his own people 
of renunciation of his cherished ideals. 

We have summarised these criticisms not because 
we accept any or all of them, but because they matter 
profoundly. The complete verdict on the course of Indian 
nationalism can only be written by time. But even now it 
is possible to say that British, or rather \Vestern, Imperi
alism is doomed. We are witnessing one of the great his
toric movements of our time in the awakening of Asia. 
However that awakening manifests itself in India, whether 
in the slow or constitutional progress of the Moderates; 
the spontaneous revolt, half blind and often violent, of 
exploited workers and hungry peasants; or the ordered 
resistance, spiritual and economic, of the non·co·operators, 
the struggle of those long oppressed deserves the sympa
thetic understanding of every man who waits for a new 
birth of freedom in every land. But if the triumph of 
India should mean the triumph of the spirit and method of 
Gandhi, then, indeed, would a new day dawn for all man
kind. For war would be shown to be as unnecessary for 
winning the outer semblance of freedom, as it is destruc
tive to the realisation of its inner spirit. 

-The New York Nation." 
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MAHATMA GANDHI'S INDIA 
BY 

VINCENT ANDERSON. 

All India is at the feet of Mohandas Karamchand 
Gandhi. Pre~ching a political creed that is new to the 
Hindu and renewing Vedic ideals of asceticism and sacri
-nee in his own life, this man has within a brief span of_ 
months united Hindu and Mohammedan in a common 
bond of fraternity that has not existed in India since the 
days of Gautama. A small, slim, dark, composed man 
with a tremendous personal magnetism a man with the 
untiring energy of Roosevelt, the human sympathy of Debs 
and the philosophy of Tolstoy, Gandhi has developed into 
a force so potent that the English dare not imprison him. 

And Gandhi has a new religion. It is not altogether 
new to the Occident. Anyone who steeps himself sym
.pathetically in Bernard Shaw and Tolstoy, who tries long 
enough to recognise and remedy the ills that industrialism 
bas brought, may arrive at the conclusion that the defect 
of Modern civilisation is civilisation itself. This is new, 
however, to the India that is adopting English and be
-coming commercial and learning what a factory and a 
labour problem is. An industrial and political, intellec
-lual and economic civilization is in India like a hurricane; 
and Gandhi is trying to forestall it. He declares: 

"Formerly when people wanted to fight one another, 
,they measured between them their bodily strength; now it 
is possible to take away thousands of lives by one man 

'working behind a hill from a gun. This is civilization. 
Formerly, men worked in the open air only so much as 
-they liked. Now thousands of workmen meet together and 
Jor the sake of maintenance work in factories and mines. 
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Their condition is worse than that of beasts. They are 
obliged to work, at the risk of their lives, at most dan
gerous occupations for the sake of millionaires. This 
civilisation is such that one has only to be patient and it 
will be self-destroyed." 

To Westerners Gandhi's primitive programme will 
seem Quixotic. So it is. True, a gigantic 5wadeshi Move
ment back to the spinning wheel and home manufacture
has arisen, but for a different reason than Gandhi's. It is 
not because Indians are against civilisation but against 
England, not because they are in favour of the old manner 
of living but because they are against the new. 

What is Gandhi's solution? Weare suffering, he 
says. \Ve have two alternatives, to fight actively or 
passively. If we fight actively, we will be killed like flies 
by the millions; we lack bodily energy, ammunition and 
guns. If we fight passively we at least have a chance to 
win, If we take a physical sword, we will perish spiri
tually. Evil cannot overcome evil. We will then become 
as the men we are fighting. Hate and civilisation Will have 
eaten us up. We will then be defeated. There can be no 
victory in such a material conquest. 

The Indians listen to this; they like it immensely for 
they always have been hero-worshippers. And here is a 
saint and a revolutionary in one. If Gandhi's dream of 
social love could come true, it would be the most stupen
dous event in the history of our world. But the foe is 
within the gates. Hate is in the heart of the Hindu. 
Gaunt cheeks, protruding ribs, bloated bellies of children 
blear of hunger in women's eyes-these are the outward 
evidences of an exploitation which makes it absurd to use 
the same word of the lesser sufferings of the \Vest. Can 
you blame the Indians if they hate the English? 
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Resistance is coming. A bloody revolution is not 
only likely but I believe inevitable. Gandhi fears it. But 
he says, everything must be done against such an ex
pression of India's desires, If his Tolstoian philosophy of 
pacifism is not practical, or possible for a whole nation to 
follow, if his Shavian condemnation of an unnatural social 
order and a defective civilisation cannot halt that civiliza
tion, nevertheless the Hindus, at least, are getting great 
ideas in a modern form; Gandhi will be an educator for 
the future if he cannot be the Saviour of the present. 

-"The New York Nation," 

• Mr. VinceDb Andelllon lis 80 Ameri.oD Journsli.t, recently re
turned from 8 long residence in IndiB.-Ed. 
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Appendix A. 

Leaders' J nspiring Messages. 

CHITTA RANJAN DAS 

" TO MY COUNTRY ME N " 

The recent communique of the Government of Bengal, 
the order of the Commissioner of Police, and the various 
orders under Section 144 issued by Majistrates in different 
districts of Bengal, make it absolutely clear that the 
Bureaucracy has made up its mind to crush the movement 
of Non-Co-operation. The people of Bengal have there
fore resolved to preserve with all their strength in the 
struggle for freedom. My message to them is one of hope 
and encouragement. I knew from the beginning that the 
Bureaucracy would be the first to break the law. It began 
its illegal career at the very outset by occasional orders 
under Section 144. It continued the unjust and illegal 
application of the Section in opposition to this movement. 
Now that the movement is about to succeed, it has adop
ted forgotten laws and forsaken methods, and Section 144 
is being indiscriminately used to further the same object. 

Our duty is clear. The Indian National Congress has 
declared that Swaraj is our only goal and that Non-Co
operation is the only method by which to reach that goal. 
Whatever the Bureaucracy does the Nationalists of 
Bengal cannot forget their ideal. The people of Bengal 
are now on their trial. It entirely depends on them whe
ther they would win or lose. I ask my countrymen to be 
patient, I appeal to them to undergo all sufferings cheer
fully, I call upon them not to forsake the sacred work 
which the Indian National Congress has enjoined. 
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The Congress work is done and can only be done by 
volunteers. Let it be clearly understood that every 
worker, young or old, man or woman is a volunteer. I 
offer myself as a volunteer in the Service ot the Congress. 
I trust that within a few days, there will be a million 
volunteers for the work of the Province. Our cause is 
sacred, our method is peaceful and non·violent. Do you 
not realise that the Service of our country is Service of 
God' I charge you to remember that no communique of 
earthly Governments can be allowed to stop God's worship. 

I appeal to the people of Bengal to realise this truth. 
I pray to God that it may be given to the Bureaucracy to 
understand, appreciate and recognise this great truth. 

THE GREAT PRINCIPLE. 
• MR. DAS'S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS WORKERS. 

My first word and my last word to you is never to 
forsake the ideal of Non-violent non-eo-operation. I 
know it is a difficult creed to follow. I know that some' 
time the provocation is so great that it is extremely diffi
cult to remain non-violent in thought, word and deed. 
The success of the movement however, depends on this 
great principle and every worker must strengthen himself 
to withstand such a provocation. \Ve are too apt to throw 
the blame on other persons. For instance, if there is a 
riot in a city, we say that the hooligans were provoked 
to commit the riot. Let us not forget that these so-called 
hooligans are our country men. Let us not forget that w~ 
the Non-Co-operators claim to hold the country. Let us 
realise that to the extent to which we do not succeed in 
so controlling the masses, be they hooligans or not, to
that extent Non,Co'operation has failed. The responsibi
lity is ours. It does not lie in our mouth to say that the: 
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wicked people have instigated the masses to break the law 
and order. Do you not realise that the success of our 
movement depends on this, that no other people wicked 
or otherwise should be able to lead the masses or any 
section of our countrymen towards violence and bloodshed? 
If we fail to exercise control over the masses, how can we 
claim to have success? I am not discouraged. I do not 
want you to be discouraged. I pray to God that you may 
have sufficient strength to carryon this great battle 
peacefully never forsaking the ideal of non-voilent Non
Co·operation in all its bearing. 

THE TEST OF SUCCESS. 
MR. OAS'S ANALYSIS. 

I said the other day that the Congress must be judged 
by tbe claim it makes. As we claim to hold the country 
we must accept responsibility for any violence anywhere 
'in this country. One must in fairness except those places 
where the message of the Congress has not been allowed to 
be heard. We accept no responsibility wi th regard to fne 
Moplah outrage. I firmly believe that that rebellion would 
have been impossible, had the Congress and the Khilafat 
workers been permitted to carry the gospel of non-violent 
Non-Co-operation. But the position of the Congress is 
different regarding the recent violence in Bombay and the 
application of such violence under similar circumstances. 
Let us understand clearly the real issue which governs 
this assumption of responsibility. I have stated it before, 
but I find its real sign ificance bas not been appreciated. 

Do we assert that the movement of non-violent Non
Co·operation has succeeded? If it has, is it not quite clear 
that it is because the Congress may be said to have esta-

" . 
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blished its control over the masses in this country? That 
is the only test of the success of this movement. 

The continuance of such control is the measure of 
our success, its discontinuance must be the measure of 
our failure. This is also the standard by which the bureau
cracy must be judged. The bureaucracy claims to hold 
this country. I am attaching no importance to its claim 
so far as that claim is based on physical force. If that had 
been the on:y basis of its enormous claim I would have 
unhesitatingly declared that the bureaucracy was no more. 
I am dealing only with its claim so far as it depends only 
on the moral control which it may still exercise. Our 
rulers are never tired of quoting Mahatma Gandh i's assump
tion of responsibility as an adm ission of the failure of the 
Non-Co-operation movement. That great soul never ex
presses himself in the faltering accents of half truth and 
untruth. If there has been a weakening of the control which 
the Indian National Congress has established let the fact 
be clearly admitted-so it was admitted. May I not point 
out with equal force and with equal truth that every case 
of violence such as was practised in Bombay proves, and 
must prove, the failure of the bureaucracy to that extent? 
If such violence proves that the Congress had lost its hold 
on those who were guilty of violence, to my mind it proves 
as convincingly that the bureaucracy also had lost its 
control. 

This brings out the real issue. I state it once again 
so that my countrymen may realise its deeper significance. 
The struggle for Swaraj is a struggle for this control. The 
India of to-day is a country of opposing claims and uncer
tain control. The Indian National Congress claims to 
hold the country. The bureaucracy makes the same claim. 
Are we right? Are they right? The coming events must 
furnish the answer. 
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APPEAL TO SUFFER CHEERFULLY. 
"Our duty is clear. The Indian National Congress 

has declared that Swaraj is our only goal and that Non-co
operation is the only method by which to reach that goal. 
\Vhatever the bureaucracy does the natiunalh,ts of Ben~al 
cannot forget their ideal. The people of Bengal are now 
on their trial, it entirely depends on them whether they 
would win or lose. I ask my countrymen to be patient. 
I appeal to them to undergo all sufferings cheerfully. I call 
upon them not to forsake the sacred work which the 
Indian National Congress has enjoined. The Congress 
work is done and can only be done by volunteers. Let it 
be clearly understood that every worker, young or old, man 
or woman, is a volunteer in the service of the Congress. 
I trust that within a few days there will be a million volun
teers for the work of the province. Our cause is sacred, 
our method is peaceful and non-violent. Do you not realise 
that the servi<:e of our country is service of God? I charge 
you to remember that no communique of earthly Govern
ment can be allowed to stop God's worship. 

TO THE PEOPLE OF CALCUTTA. 
I do not know how long I shall be allOWed to remain 

Jut of jail. I repeat with all the emphasis I can command 
that every Congress and Khllafat worker must remain 
,bsolutely non-violent in thought, word and deed. I ask 
t:very citizen of Calcutta who has any sympathy fer the 
work of the Congress and Khilafat to remember that the 
best ar.d the surest way to destroy this work is to help 
,iolence in any shape or form. 

I ask the people of Calcutta not to gather in large 
'lumbers at street corners as they did to-day. I knew that 
ioldiers would be posted. I was not afraid because I had 
'~very confidence in our workers. There is no doubt there 
will be .ample provocation. You must expect it. \Ve 
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must with~tand this provocation, otherwise we deserve to 
lose. I say to our workers aglin that they must expect to 
be assaulted and they must be prepared not to be provo
ked into vice. 

Fear of Jail, fear of assaults and fear of being shot 
down-these are the 3 fe Irs which every worker must 
conquer before we can get Swaraj. We have conquered 
the fear of Jail; we are about to conquer the fear of assault. 
It depends on the Bureaucracy when we shall succeed in 
conquering the fear of being shot down. 

In the meantime, l' charge :every:one to remember 
that our 5uccess can only depend on non-violence so:real, 
so perfect that all God fearing men and women must come
over to our side. 

MESSAGE TO THE PERSECUTED. 
What shall I say to those who have suffered, who are 

suffering, and to those who are prepared to suffer for the 
cause of freedom? I repeat the message which was deli
vered by a Persian Poet. 

Truth, love and courage:-that is all you need to 
learn, all th1t you need to remember. Faith, Fortitude, 
Firmness, will they falter and faii and fade at the hour of 
trial, in the moment of despair, asked the Saqi in a mourn
ful strain, or will they, tried and tested emerge from the 
-the fire of life radiant, strengthened, ennobled, purified? 

Nor will I forsake them, answered the youth; not even 
were the heavens to fall. 

Thine then, said the Saqi, is the path of glory; thine 
a nation's gratitude; thine the fadeless crown. 

Would that courage, unfailing courage, unbent cou
rage, such as thine, be the proud possession of all ? 
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For naught but courage winneth life's battle, naught 

but courage secureth soul's freedom, man's nol;llest 
highest prize. Let courage, then be thy gift, 0 God, to 
this wondrous land of Love and Light. 

TO THE STUDENTS. 
MR. DAS ON MR. JITENDRA LAL'S IMPRISONMENT. 

"If it is a :sin to have demanded liberty for my 
countrymen with full and passIOnate intensity of soul, 
then I have sinned-grievously sinned beyond pardon or 
penitence and rejoice that I have so sinned. If it is an 
offence to have asked my people to shake off the fetters 
of a foreign servitude that degrades and dwarfs our 
humanity then I am one of the most offending souls alive, 
and I rejoice and am thankful that God gave me the 
courage and hardihood to commit such an offence. And 
as the All·merciful gave me courage and strength in the 
past to speak out the truth that is within me, so I hope 
that he will give me endurance in the future to go 
through the agony of man's unrighteous persecution." 

So said Jitendralal Banerjee as I find from a certified 
copy of his statement made to the Magistrate. We all 
know Jitendralal Bannerjee. I have been intimatelY,con
nected with him certainly for the last five or six years of 
our national activity. Two years of rigorous imprison
ment for saying what he believed to be trne I A man who 
undergoes such suffering as this for the 3ake. of truth 
must be understood and appreciated. 

What is Jitendralal Bannerjee? I ask the student 
community to realise the essential truth of his !tfe. His 
life has been lived up to the present moment pcactically 
before the students of Bengal. He passed his M. A. 
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Examination in 1902 standing first in ·the First Class. 
After that he obtained the State Scholarship to proceed 
to England but he chose to educate himself and to 
educate others in this country. He served as professor of 
English in various Colleges always preferring Indian to 
Government Institutions. Hi~ last appointment was in 
the Ripon College where he served till 19II. In that 
year his services were dispensed with by the College 
authorities because he refused to give an undertaking that 
he would no longer take part in politics. Then began 
his career at the bar. 

Although he always took part in politics from 19II-

1912 he became a prominent figure in the Congress. A 
devoted follower of Surendra Nath Bannerjee-he broke 
away from him at the time when the whole of Bengal 
was intensely agitated on the question of Mrs. Besant's 
election to the Presidential chair of the Congress. Since 
then he has been working unceasingly in support of the 
National cause. 

There was no man in our political circle who was a 
more sincere friend and wellwisher of the student com
munity. He was like a brother to everyone of them who 
came to him, helping them with advice, with his money 
and in every possible way. An ardent patriot who yielded 
to none in his love for his country wi th a heart tender 
and yet stern and unbending. I wish he had been among 
our midst at the present moment for Bengal hath need 
of him.\Ve want his sincerity. We want his courage, 
we want his love for truth. Let his sacrifice ennoble us. 

What is Jitendrala) Bannerjee? I a5k the students 
of Calcutta to realise the truth of his life. Words cannot 
convey it. The work that he did, the life which he lived, 
the qualities of his head and heart all culminating in the 
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grand sacrifice which he had the courage to make-these 
are more eloquent than any words that I can empl<:lY. 

I ask again: what is Jitendralal Bannerjee? I wish 
with all the craving of my heart that the students of 
Calcutta knew how to answer this question! He t>;ave up 
his life for the well-being of his dear and devoted students. 
Are there none now to tell us the meaning of his sacrifice 
not by speaking angry words, nor by sht:dding idle tears 
but by taking up the cause which he loved so well and by 
strengthening that cause by their own sacrifice? 

Merely existing is not living. I wish I could say as the 
students of Calcutta were living as men should live. 
Jitendralal Bannerjee lived. Now that his body is im
prisoned is there no one amongst the students of Calcutta 
who has the heart to hear the call of his soul? 

C. R. DAS. 

APPEAL TO CALCUTTA STUDENTS. 
The arrest of Lala Lajpat Rai has opened a ne' 

chapter in the history of our movement. To my mind ti. 
meaning of this arrest is significant. The bureaucracy 
impatient of our success. It has lost its temper and n. 

turally it has commenced to strike. Hitherto the attack, 
the bureaucracy has been m ore or less indirect. This 
direct. Lajpat Rai is one of the pillars of the Congre 
movement. Through him the Congress itself ha;, be 
struck. I welcome this direct attack. It means an 0[" 

trial of strength between the bureaucracy and the COl! 
gress, and as the Congress year is about to close, it , 
time for the result to be proclaimed. 

In Bengal the arrests have been equally significan' 
They took away Pir Badsa Mian and Doctor Suresh han<: 
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cuffed and chained together as the most eloquent symbol 
of tht:- bondage and unity of the Hindus and the Musal
mans. Jatindra Mohan Sen Gupta is in jail, proving the 
worth and triumph of Chittagong. Nripendra, one of the 

. most popular Professors, has shared the same fate. Pro
fessor Birendra Nath Mukherji of Rungpur has already 
led a thousand volunteers to prison, leaving twenty thou
sand more awaiting the glory of arrest. Brihmanbaria in 

• Commilla is ready with more victims than our masters 
want. 

But what of Calcutta? That is the question which 
distresses me to-day. Only five thousand workers haye 
volunteered, only five thousand in this great City with so 
many schools and so many Colleges! To-day six of these 
volunteers were arrested. They were doing Congress 
work, selling Khaddi and introducing Charkas. So the 
bureaucracy has made up its mind to stop the work of the 
Congress. Only five thousand in this great City and the 
work of the Congress about to be stopped! Have the 
students of Calcutta nothing to say? Is this the time for 
study? Art and Literature, Science and Mathematics:-O 
the shame of it all when the Mother calls and these have 
Dot the heart to hear. 

I feel so desolate in this great City. I see thousands 
and thousands of young men all around me wherever I go, 
but their faces fire old with wordly wisdom and their 
hearts are cold and dead. I wish God had given me the 
strength to rekindle the fire of life in their hearts so th!J.t 
the young men of Calcutta may be young again. It is the 
young who fought the battle of freedom in every age and 
in every clime. It is the young who are purer in spirit 
and are ever ready for sacrifice. 

I am growing old and inllrm and the battle has just 
commenced. They have not taken me yet but I feel the 
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handcuffs on my wrist and the weight of iron chains on 
my body. It is the agony of bondage. The whole of 
India is a vast prison. \Vhat matters it whether I am 
taken or lelt. 

One thing is certain. The work of the Congress must 
be carried on whether I am dead or alive. Only five thou
sand in this great City and the work of the Congress about 
to be stopped! I ask again, have the students of Calcutta 
no answer to make? C. R. DAS. 

Mr. DAS'S MESSAGE. 
The arrest of Mr. Das WdS quietly effected. Two 

Deputy Commissioners of Police, with a small force, 
;\rrived in the afternoon at his residence in Bhowanipore 
when he was in his study. He was arrested under Section 
17 of the Criminal Amendment Act XIV of 1918. Mr. Das 
received the order calmly. There wa3 a minor demonstra
tion outside. Mr. Das wa3 taken to the Presidency Jail. 

Just after his arrest Mr. Das issued the following 
message: 

This is my last message to you, men and women 
of India. Victory is in Sight, if you are prepared to win it 
by suffering. It is in such a~ony a;; that through which 
we are passing that nations are born: but you must bear 
this agony with fortitude, with courage and with perfect 
self-compo,ure! Remem ber that so long as yon follow 
tbe path of non-violence, you put the bureaucracy in the 
wrong; but mo\e by a haic's breadth from the path which 
Mahatma Gandhi has mapped out for you, and you give 
away the battle to the bureaucracy. Swaraj is our goal, 
Swaraj not in compartments, not by instalments; but 
swaraj whole and entire! Now it is for you, men and 
'WOmen to say whether we shall attain the goal for which 
we are stri Vln~ , 
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To my Moderate friends I say this: Survey the his
tory of the world from the beginning of all time; has any 
nation won freedom by pursuing the path which you are 
pursuing? If the appeal should reach any waverer amongst 
you, I ask him to consider whether he will now stand on 
the side of India in her conflict or with the bureaucracy? 
There may be compromise in the matter of details, but 
there can be no compromise in the essential question that 
divides us from the bureaucracy. And if YiiU do not stand 
by for India, you assuredly stand for the bureaucracy. 

And to the students. I say this: You are at once the 
hope and the glory of India. True education does not 
consist in learning to add two and two to make four; but 
it lies in the service which you are prepared to give to the 
Mother of us all. There is work to be done for the Mother. 
Who, amongst you, is prepared to answer the call ? 

Mrs. C. R. DAS' MESSAGE. 
"Awake! Arise I Hear ye not your mother's call? 

Oft, in days gone by, she came to you and spoke to you I 
and you heard her not. She stands before you again to· 
day-and speaks in accents clear and irresistible. And 
should she speak in vain? Would you still hide your face 
in fear or would you, a free being a5 you are, rise and res· 
pond to her stern and imperious call ? 

"The National Congress sits on the 26th of December. 
Many of its trusted leaders and workers, young and old, 
will be absent from its deliberations for reasons which are 
known to you. These high-souled and selfless patriots, I 
though absent, will be present there in spirit. \Vould yoa: 
not be there to be cheered and inspired by their presence r 
The President's chaIr will remain vacant. What then r 
His message to the Congress he has left with me and on. 
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the eve of his arrest, he charged me, his wife, with the 
sacred duty of delivering it to you. Poor and unworthy as 
I am, I shall try to discharge that sacred duty. That is 
my husband's wish. That is Mahatma Gandhi's wish. Will 
you not come and stand by me in this my solemn hour of 
trial? Remember that for the last 40 year, or more the 
Congress has been the only national institution and its 
pandal, the chosen field of our action. Here it is that our 
fathers decided to give battle to the powers that be. Here 
it is that the Swaraj Flag was hoisted and kept flying by 
those who have gone before us. Shall we abandon the 
flag at this critical moment and allow it to be captured by 
our opponents to be tram pled On to our eternal shame' 
I know you will not suffer it. Forget your differences. 
Come in your thousands. Rally round the Congress and 
keep the Swaraj Flag flying; sacrifice yourselves if need be 
on its sacred ramparts. The last call sounds: Hark-· 
"Arise"! "Awake." 

"Men and women of Bengal: I am proud of what you 
have achieved during the course of a week. I glory in 
your sacrifices unstintedly and ungrudgingly made for the 
cause. Who can read the long roll of arrests and im
prisonments, but with a thrill of joy and hope? Who can 
witness the cheerful march of the pilgrims to the Swaraj 
Asram but with tears of admiration in his eyes? The 
fight has just begun. The fight will be long and arduous. 
If soul-force counts for anything in the world, the victory 
is ours. See you not the powers that be already quake and 
tremble. 

"The Congress has decided that a Hartal should be. 
observed in Calcutta on the 24th of December. In this, 
no insult is intended to the Prince. I. as a mother, should 
be the last person to hurt the feelings of one, so young and 
tender withal so brave. Bul the nation has decided ti13.t 
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it is unable to extend to the Prince any welcome as a 
nation. It is your solemn duty to observe the Hartal. But 
remember that the Hartal is an expression of our national 
mourning. Observe it in a spirit of reverence and humility 
above all, non-violence. 

"To you my younger brothers and sisters I say you 
are your Mother's hope, her pride, her joy. March onward 
·to victory anrl to glory." 

BASANTI DEB!. 
( Mrs. C. R. Das.) 

Dr. P. C. RAY'S TRIBUTE TO Mr. DAS. 

Dr. P. C. Ray has addressed the following letter to 
Mrs. C. R. Das:-

My Dear Sister, 

I am so much choked up with feelings that I can 
scarcely give vent to them. Ever since his historic de
fence of Aurobindo Ghosh, which will always rank as one 
of the classics in the State trials your husband has loomed 
large before the public. His unbounded charity, his lofty 
patriotism his high idealism, his heroic and chivalrous 
defence of the weak have always evoked our admiration. 
Although I do [lot see eye to eye with him in some 
matters I have always felt attracted to him, and I do not 
at all wonder that his striking personality should capture 
the imagination of Young Bengal, or for the matter of 
that of Y OU[lg India. Even those who differ from him in 
political matters cannot with-hold their admiration for 
the unparalleled self sacrifice he has made. Our hearts 

. go out to Chittaranjan in this hour of his trial. I know 
the limitations of the expert, and from my position of 
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isolation and detachment, I am afraid, 
full significance of his life's mission. 

I fail to realise the 
Has not the poet 

said-

The man of Science is fond of glory and vain." 

An eye well practised in Nature but a spirit bounded 
and poor." 

Possibly, exclusive lifel'Jng devotion to my favourite 
subject has blurred my vision and my spirit has become 
circumscribed. I can assure you, however, dear sister, 
that in serving my favourite science I have only one idea 
in my mind, namely. that through her I chould serve my 
country. Our aspirations are the same. God knows, I 
ha ve no other object in my life. 

Cheerfully and heroically you have been bearing your 
. tribulations, and you have set an example to modern 
Bengal and her womanhood which has been rarely met 
with since the days of Rajput glory. 

I sincerely hope that the dark clouds which have 
overshadowed our dear Motherland 'Viii ,)Oon 1:>e dispelled 
and your husband restored to us. 

Yours sincerely, 

P. C. RAY. 

LALA LAJPATRAI. 
TO HIS COUNTRYMEN. 

Countrymen-The Provincial Congress Committee 
meets to-day at 2 p. m. This meeting has been convened 
under my instructions. This meetin~ is in every sense a 
private meeting. according to the law and cannot be termed 
a public meeting. The object of this meeting is that the 
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Provincial Congress Committee, after taking into consi
deration the present situation might draw up the pro
gramme or work and devise means to maintain peace 
and order in the Province in the present crisis. The 
Deputy Commissioner has prohibited the meeting under 
the Prevention of Seditions Meetings Act, and in the 
meanti me, I have received orders from Mahatma Gandhi 
that, as far as possible, I should save myself from arrest. 
The meeting is highly important. The order of the 
Deputy Commissioner is illegal and" u/travires," and it 
seems that the Punjab officials do not care much for law. 
Under tbese cricumstances, my conscience does not allow 
me to stop the meeting or to allow it to be held and 
myself not attend it. I have therefore, decided to attend 
the meeting and get myself arre~ted, if the District 
authorities desire to take me into custody, I believe that 
had he been in that position, Mahatma Gandhi himself 
would have acted in that manner, and that, had he known 
the later developments he would not have advised me. 
as he has done. I quite realize that I might perhaps have 
rendered you better service by avoiding arrest at the 
present stage of our national struggle, but I also believe 
that for me to save myself from arrest under the present 
circumstances would be improper. I am sure, you would 
not like me to act in a manner that might render my con
duct liable to be misunderstood. I am not deliberately 
courting arrest on account of the weakness of my heart. 
My faith, my concience, my desire to do my duty-all 
compel me to attend the meeting. If, under these circu
mstances, I am committing a blunder, I believe that you, 
my countrymen, and Mahatmaji will forgive me. 

We have decided, that in my absence, Agha Mohamed 
Safdar Sahib, would act as the President of the Provincial 
Congress Committee. The patriotism and high intel-
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lectual attainments of Agha Mohamad Safdar are well
known to you; and I believe that under his guidance and 
leadership all the Congress Committees and all Congres
smen in the Province would fulfil their duties loyally and 
bravely. 

When I left the shores of America, I knew that I 
would not be allowed to remain outside the jail for a long 
time; and on my departure from there, I had told my 
friends that I would be satisfied if I were allowed to work 
amongst my people even for six months. But now 
through the grace of God I have been enabled to work 
with you for about 19 months, and I go to jail with a glad 
heart and with the firm belief that whatever we have done 
we have done according to our conscience and our God. I 
have no misgivings or fears in my mind. I am convinced 
that the path we have chosen is the right path, and our 
success is sure. I also believe that I shall sOOn return 
amongst you and resume my work; but even if that is 
not to be, I assure you that I shall have nothing to be 
sorry for when I return to my Creator. I am a weak and 
frail man, and do not claim to possess the splendid 
spirituality of Mahatma Gandhi. Sometimes I am not able 
to control my anger, nor can I say that I have never 
harboured feelings which I ought not to have entertained. 
But this I can truthfully assert that I have always kept 
the interests of my country and nation before my mind and 
my actions have been directed with a sole eye to the 
interests of my country. 1 know that I have made many 
mistakes in the discharge of my duties, and have some
times indulged in criticism which might have given 
offence to some of my countrymen. For all that I beg 
for forgiveness. I hope that they will forgive me, espe
cially my Moderate and Arya Samajist brothers. 
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The position of those of my countrymen who· are 
Government servants is peculiar; and I quite realise their 
difficulties. I regret that the question of livelihood com
pels them to act in a manner which is repugnant even to 
their own feelings. I wish that no non-co-operator should 
regard those Government servants with contempt or dis
dain, nor needlessly use a harsh word against, them. 

The success of our movement requires that:-

(I) There should be complete unanimity between 
different communities and denominations. It is a sin to 
disturb that mutual goodwill and concord even for a reli
gious object. 

(2) There should be no violence in the country. The 
Government officials are provoking the people in many 
ways. Courage, patriotism and regard for dUly all demand 
that we should remain non-violent even in the face of the 
gravest provocation There is every danger that at the 
present moment violence might lead to internal dissension, 
which is bound to ruin us. I, therefore, with the utmost 
respect and sincerity of purpose, urge on my countrymen 
to restrain their feelings. They should not have hartal or 
hold meeting over the arrests, nor should they go to the 
courts. Every person should continue his everyday work 
with a calm and cool mind, should not disobey the order 
of the Congress and should regard it his duty to carry out 
the orders of the local and provincial leaders. To main
tain non-violence and to keep the movement of non-co
oper2.tion free from that taint are essential for our success. 

(3) There should be no break in the work of the 
Congress. The "khaddar" propaganda should be carried 
with increasing vigour and the boycott of foreign 
cloth should be made com plete. On the occasion of the 
forth-coming visit of His Royal Highness the Prince of 
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Wales there ought to be nO public decorations or rejoic
ings, and no one should participate in the processions or 
other functions held in his honour. And, above all, you 
should act in accordance with the wishe!=; of Mahatma 
Gandhi. 

TO PUNJAB YOUTHS. 

Young men of the Punjab-I. want to address a word 
to you. To pass a university examination is not the 
"summum bonum" of your life. Any man who models his 
course of life on a selfish basis is not a human being; and 
if in our young age we curb our nobler ambitions and finer 
emotions and in their place plant baser passions and a 
desire for luxurious living in our breasts, then also our life 
is worse than death. I do not wish that you should act in 
a state of undue excitement. But you should at least do 
two things; wear khaddar and boycott the visit of the 
Prince. 

TO PUNJABI WOMEN. 

Women of the Panjab:-I know that you, too, are im
bued with a spirit of patriotism and a desire to serve your 
country, and that you would not care if in that service you 
lose your liberty. Many of you are prepared to go to jail. 
But the Indian jails are hells upon earth; vice and corrup
tion reigns there supreme. I, therefore, request you to 
give up the idea of courting imprisonment; and direct your 
energies towards the preaching of Swadeshi clothes. 
There is one other thing which you can do. You can take 
care of the young children who are left behind by those 
who go to jail in the country's cause. 

My countrymen, I now bid you good-bye. I go to jail 
in the firm belief that the honour of my beloved country 
,,,rI nation is safe in your keeping. The "Bande Mataram" 

I:) 
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and the Tilak School of Politics are my two children; and 
these also I leave in your keeping. 

Those of my brothers who are in Lahore and have not 
lltt~nded to-day's meeting have done so at my request, so 
that our work may not be interrupted. 

Your well-wisher, 
LAJPAT RAI. 

PANDIT MOTILAL NEHRU. 
CONTINUE NON-VIOLENT NON-COOPERATION. 

To my comrades and countrymen :-

Having served you to the best of my ability while 
working amongst you it is now my high privilege to serve 
the Motherland by going to jail with my only son. What 
shall I say of him to you, who know him so well? I am 
fully confident that we shall meet again at no distant date 
as free men. I have only one parting word to say. Continue 
nOD-violent non-co-operation without a break until Swaraj 
is attained, and enlist as volunteers in your tens of thou
sands and hundreds of thousands. Let the march of 
pilgrim» to the only Temple of Liberty now existing in 
India, which has escaped sacrilege at the hands of the 
bureaucracy, :viz., the jail, be kept up in uninterrupted 
stream, swelling strength and volume as each day passes. 
Adieu! 

pANDIT JA WAHARLAL TO HIS COLLEAGUES. 

"KEEP THE FLAG FLYING" 

To my colleagues of the U. P. Congress Committee: 
Some days ago, you did me the high honour of appointing 
me General Secretary of the Committee. I have not been 
able to serve in that capacity for long. To·day, a higher 
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honour and a greater service await me; and I welcome it 
with the conviction that you will carryon the work of the 
Committee more vigorously and successfully than my co
secretaries and myself were able to do. It has pleased 
Providence to give this Province a chance of leading the 
fight for Liberty. May you, the representatives, of the 
people, prove worthy of this high trust. The work of the 
Provincial Committee must on no account suffer. VJ orkers 
from the districts must come to the head-quarters and 
keep the flag flying at the citadel. I trust that there will 
be a full attendance of members at the General Meeting on 
the I3th in Allahabad. 

Theirs will be a great responsibility. May God guide 
their deliberations and give them strength and wisdom. 
One thing I would have you remember. There can be no 
compromise or parleying. This struggle must end and 
can only end in complete victory for the people. Any 
weakening, any giving up of the principles, will be a 
betrayal of the thousands who have given of their best for 
the cause. "An revoir." We· meet again, I hope, as free 
men. 

PANDIT JAW AHARLAL TO THE CITIZENS 
OF ALLAHABAD. 

Friends. 

I go to jail with the greatest pleasure and with th. 
fullest conviction that therein lies the achievement of OUI 

goal. Forget not that there is a complete hartal on th. 
12th instant, and that it is the duty of every man to enli,1 
as a volunteer. The most important thing is to preserv," 
complete peace and an atmosphere of non-violence. In 
your hands is the honour of Allahabad and I hope it ie 
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quite safe therein. I trust you will always be in the firing 
line in the battle of Swaraj and make the name of our city 
immortal in our annals. 

I am your friend. 

JAWAHARLAL ~EHRU. 

PANDIT MOHANLAL. 
In a short Urdu message to the citizens of Allahabad 

the Pandit says :-

I go to jail with the greatest pleasure. The only 
answer to repression is to choke up the jails. In your 
duty to make the hartal of the 12th an unprecedented suc
cess, fail not. No gari should be plying on hire no shop 
should be open. 

WHISPERING OF ATMA. 
Mrs. MOTILAL NEHRU'S MESSAGE. 

,:j 
Dear brothers and Sisters, 

I rejoice in the great privilege that has been vouch
safed to me of sending my dear husband and my only son 
to jail. I will not pretend that my heart is entirely free 
from wrench of ~eparation from my dear ones. My heart 
is full of it because love is a trying thing after all. The 
knowledge that theirs is not a life which can stand the 
hardships of jail makes my heart weep. And yet my Atma 
whispers to me that I should rejoice with my husband and 
my son over their arrests. I will not disgrace them by 
sorrowing over the very happenings they had set their 
hearts upon. 
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JOY OF SUFFERING. 

I have seen it in my life that those who sleep on fea
ther beds hardly ever know true happiness. Suffering and 
penance have a joy and happiness all their own. My heart 
trembles to think of the life of hardships that Jewaharlal 
has been leading, but my soul rejoices in the fact that 
great capacity to lead a life of suffering is a fortune which 
rarely falls to the lot of the greatest of men. 

THE ANCIENT WAY. 

That is the ancient way. Ramchandraji, Nalraja and 
others found happiness by treading that path of suffering, 
and made the world also happy. Was Sita ever out of 
Rama's heart? And yet apparently for her, but for the 
good of mankind, God chose to enforce a life of penance 
on Rama. These reflections bring me joy and peace. Let 
them bring the same to you. 

MY HOPE. 

And how may I sorrow over the imprisonment of my 
only son? Mahatma Gandhi told me once that others in 
the world have also their only sons. And a time is coming 
when whole families will have to march to jail. I have 
just heard of the arrest of the whole family of Desh
bandhu C. R. Das. I hope the same good fortune may 
come to me and my daughter-in -law. 

MY HUSBAND'S MESSAGE. 

What message can I give you but the one my hus
band has given "Go and do likewise"? Let those that 
remain behind turn their spinning-wheels and work for 
peace. If we could answer the present repressive policy 
with firm and determined Satyagraha for just a short 
while, I have no dout that -Swaraj would be at our door 
before the month is out. 
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ARELIOIOUS STRUGGLE. 
I may say again that my heart prays that my son's 

.;!d husband's life in jail may be a bed of roses. I have
faith that th is is a religious struggle, and suffering reli
giously endured must bear its fruit. God has shown us an 
easy way of winning our goal-Swaraj. If we but follow 
it cheerfully, we may never have to be confronted with 
the far more difficult task of laying down our live3 there
for. I trust you will not fail to seize this golden oppor
tunity. For as Tulsidas has well said, 'What boots repen
tence, once a great opportunity has ben frittered away' ? 

SARUPRANI NEHRU. 

U. P. LEADERS. 
MESSAGE FROM JAIL. 

The foIlo"ing message was given to the" Iudepeudeob'B" reprosen· 
babive by Pandit Jawaharla! Nebru, during hiB trial, 00 behalf of Pandib 
MoIIi!a! Nehru, Srijut Purushotam DaB Tandon, Byed Kamaludin Ahmad 
Jaffri and Srijub Ranendra N nth BaBU:-

"Men and Women of the United Provinces:-We are 
in Jail but we are most happy for we know that you are 
carrying on the great fight. We know that you have 
responded to the great call. The great cities of Lucknow, 
Allahabad and Benares have demonstrated your deter
mination. You are to·day making history which your 
children and your children's children freed for ever from a 
foreign yoke, will glory in and unborn generations will bless 
your name. We pray for you. May the Lord bless you 
and give you strength to fight on till victory crowns your 
sacrifices; 

~'To our own city of Allahabad what shall we say? 
How shall we, who are of it, congratulate it or of us? Bravlt 
citizens !:The'great and peaceful hartal, the march of hun .. 
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dreds of its children to jail and the enrolment of thousands 
in the army of Swaraj fill us with joy and hope. Our hearts 
are too full for many words. \Ve can but offer our prayer
ful thanks for the Giver of all strength. May the flag of 
freedom that Allahabad has unfurled ever fly and the sons 
and daughters of our city come forward in an unending 
stream to sacrifice themselves at the altar of Swaraj." 

HOPE AT LAST. 
BY SJT. C. RAJAOOPALACHAR. 

" But things are shaping themselves beautifully with
out our having to force the pace" so, writes Mahatma 
Gandhi on loth instant. \Vhen otherwise, in December, 
men would have doubted whether we had done well or 
failed, when we were anxiously thinking how to shape 
our programme in order that we might get greater 
momentum, Providence has led our rulers into a policy 
which if met by a little courage on our part and a little 
sacrifice will surely take us to the promised land in less 
than a month. 

Civil disobedience was inevitable, but the danger of 
disorder made us draw a di3tinction between mass and 
individual disobedience. We were striving to find out 
what law or orders were best fitted for civil disobedience. 
We laid down conditions, moving most cautiously. \Vhen 
we were thus anxiously feeling our way our rulers have 
come to our help. The hand of God is clearly seen in 
recent events. Clean simple Civil Disobedience, with all 
the advantages of individu;J.l as well as of mass disobedi
ence, with the risks of violence reduced to a minimum, 
has been rendered possible by the wholesale prohibitl8its 
of Congress executi ve work, which is now being promul
gated as law in province after province. 
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We made the mistake of giving our honorary Congress 
\Vorkers a bad English name. We called them Volunteers 
and the government is taking full advantage of the wcrd. 
"Volunteer" suggests guns, sticks or ott least some amount 
of drill. Under the pretence of supressing a potential 
army of revolutionaries, which in European countries 
would call itself by such a name, Government is trying to 
make illegal all congress work, such as Swadesbi or temper
ance or organisation of branches and even to make it 
practically impossible to see to the physical needs of our 
meetings and gatherings. To such a wide prohibition, no 
nation with a future before it, can submit. The young 
men of this province have tarried too long. A chance is 
now offered to them. In hundreds and thot1sands, I expect 
them now to come forward, give their names as congress 
volunteers and go to prison if the government is resolved 
to send to prison, men whose main and only object is to 
make men praceful, non-violent, industrious, brave and 
godly. 

There is no more time to be lost. God has taken 
away wisdom from our rulers and guided them into the 
path of folly, so that we might have our birth-righ. Only, 
we should purify ourselves with a little sacrifice and a 
little courage. The Criminal Law amendment Act will 
bring us Swaraj within the year, if our young men wake 
up now. 

BABU SHYAM SUNDER CHAKRABUTTY
OUR STUDENTS. 

Students of Bengal! You have ever been her hope 
and strength. It is you who have always felt, worked and 
suffered for her; you have obeyed her call, regardless of 
consequences; you have held your country dearer than 
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prospects in life; you have been shadowed, spied on, 
insulted, imprisoned and exiled with hardly a word of love, 
sympathy or commiseration breathed for you. You have 
been misunderstood, misrepresented and maligned, but 
you have not swerved from your duty. You have fed the 
famished, relieved the flood-stricken, regulated the rush of 
pilgrims during festivals, furthered the cause of peace and 
progress, received encomiums of the guardi3.l1s of law and 
order, but at the next moment been handed over to the 
tender mercies of the police as criminals and culprits of 
the basest type. You have known many ups and downs, 
but have never been unduly elated or depressed. I am 
one of those who have an intimate knowledge of what you 
had to pay for your self-le~s devotion to your country. I 
am one of those who drained with you the bitter cup to 
the dregs. I know the stuff that is in you, I feel the pulse 
that beats in you, I dream the dream that sustains and 
inspires you on your dreary march. \Vill you then fail 
the country in this supreme crisis when she has just begun 
to go your way? The stern discipline of suffering, the 
salutary schooling of experience, the example and precept 
of the greatest living I ndian have at last set you on the 
right road to salvation. Bring therefore to the altar of the 
Mother the offering of your holy ardour and enthusiasm. 
What is your education and instinct worth if interested 
cry is suffered to pass for public opinion, if sycophancy is 
suffered to masquerade as citizenship, if tales of petty 
personal inconveniences are suffered to flaunt themselves 
as correct reports of national happenings, if an honest 
appeal to national self-respect is suffered to be stigmatised 
as coercion and intimidation, if the proud man's ipse 
dixite are suffered to be elevated to the rank of facts and 
truths, if the most unwarranted restriction of your com
monest right-the right to speak, ·write, associate and 
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serve-is suffered to assume the sanctity and majesty of 
law? Will you allow the God in you to be thus insulted? 
If not, then accept this challenge to your divinity; if not, 
then call up the spirit in you, if not, then meet hatred with 
love, misrepresentation with becoming silence, and per
secution with noble self-suffering. You are out to teach 
how wrong ought to be righted, how the very germ of evil 
is to be killed by goodness, how to make the creed of 
suffering and sacrifice the established creed of the world, 
in short, to vindicate the innate dignity and majesty of 
your soul. One supreme effort is called for. Think and act. 

BABU BHAGVAN OAS. 
MESSAGE TO HIS COUNTRYMEN. 

Suffering for the sake of an ideal is good for the soul. 
The opportunity for such suffering has been sent to me 
also hy Providence and I am thankful. The achieving of 
true Swaraj, true Self-Government, the Government of the 
Higher Self over the lower in the individual as well as the 
communal life is a high ideal. I have tried to express my 
idea of its nature and form in various writings. I hope 
the Congress authorities may accept it and publish it to 
the people in order to guide and steady the people's 
enthusiasm by clear vision of the goal. I hope that friends 
in Benares and elsewhere will help to. keep alive the Kashi 
Vidya Pitha, my last effort with the most generous help of 
my dear goldhearted friend Shivaprasad Gupta and others 
to establish a new centre of reformed edu~ation the founda
tion of reformed: individual and communal life. I hope 
that the leaders :of the various creeds will teach their 
followings to,distinguish1 between the heart essentials 
which are common to all and the external rites and cere-
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monies which are special to each and accidental and there
by bring about the mutual understanding and peace bet
ween the races and the nations. I express my deep grati
tude to my brothers the English gentlemen who constitute 
the Government of India for ma king themselves the instru
ments of Providence to test the capacity of the Indian 
people for self-sacrifice which is the only foundation of 
true Self·Government-the self-sacrifice of suffering for 
truth and right without retaliation which is specially be
com ing to the soul of India and will help to re·establish 
the universal religion of peace on earth and good will 
among men. I hope that all to whom I may have caused 
any hurt will forgive me. I send greetings to all Theoso
phist friends pcrs:lnally known and unknown in all 
countries. 

MOULANA ABDUL KALAM AZAD. 
HIS MESSAGE TO HIS COUNTRYME N. 

SIR-After Moulana Abdul Kalam's arrest I found the 
following me'5sage with some other notes among Moulana's 
papers, and I send it to the press as desired by him, 

Yours faithfully, 
F. D. AHMAD, 

Private Secy. 

to Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad. 

BEFORE THE ARREST, 

To-day is the morning of the 8th instant. Last even· 
ing I received information from some reliable sources that 
tbe Government of Bengal has after consulting the Viceroy 
decided to arrest me and Mr. C. R. Das. As for me, the 
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Government seems to have decided to prosecute me if I 
do not happen to go out of Calcutta by the lIth instant 
and thus a great burden of responsibility will have been 
taken away from their shoulders, were I to leave Calcutta 
for the Jamiatul-Ulema Conference at Budaon and in that 
case Mr. Das will only be arrested. 

My time was invaribly being 5pent out of Bengal in 
the service of the Nation. I was as well busy at present 
with certain important affairs in connection with the 
movemeHt and had accordingly drawn up my programme 
up to the 25th, of this month. All of a sudden, however. 
the Government of Bengal began wholeheartedly to con
template plans of a new policy which the other provinces 
readily followed. I was at Bombay on account of the 
meeting of the All India Congress Committee. I consulted 
Mahatmaji and he advised me to proceed to Calcatta for 
a few days as he thought it absolutely necessary. Conse
quently I arrived here on the 1st December. I found that 
Government had contemplated some desperate measures 
against the movement and that there was nothing unlaw
ful that was not being done to prevent the hartal of the 
24th. The people on the other hand were perfectly firm 
and peaceful and thus they will continue. to be upto the 
end. 

My first duty was that I should ascertain the capacity 
of the people to maintain peace and forbearance and by 
the 5th instant I felt perfectly sure of this. I now began 
to consider the desirability of leaving Calcutta or other
wise. My presence at the Jamiatul-Ulema Conference at 
Budaon was absolutely necessary. I could not decide 
anything up to the 6th. I wrote to Mahatmaji saying 
that Mr. C. R. Das would look up to the affairs at Calcutta 
.lnd that I was coming to Bombay via Budaon. In the 
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evening of the 6th however matters took a different turn. 
I felt that the Government had concentrated all their 
strength On Calcutta which was going to be the field of 
our final battle and therefore it was necessary for me to 
give up all other work and devote myself solely to the 
affairs here and I decided accordingly. 

I also found that Government was bent upon crushing 
the Congress and the Khilafat Committees one by one. The 
workers were being arrested and prosecuted. The national 
papers were also likely to be gagged. Mr. Das is now the 
only person left to work and in this case it was impossible 
for me to leave Calcutta. 

It is true that the Government wanted to avoid the 
risk of arresting me and they awaited my departure from 
Calcutta. A friend sent to me by the Government gave 
me a timely warning to this effect. But I regret that I had 
to disappoint the Government in this respect also as well 
as another as my creed at the present moment is not to 
obey but to disobey. 

I decided this on full consideration. For many reaSOns 
my presence here was indispensable. By resaons I mean 
that any timethat is available should not be wasted. By 
the grace of God the opportunity now given to Calcutta 
is much more valuable and important than anything 
else and I am sure I am not wrong in this belief. The 
Government has very kindly relieved me of the great 
responsibility by deciding on my arrest. God alone knows 
how much it pained me to have remained outside the jail 
so far. Those who go ahead scarcely know the feelings of 
those left behind. Mohammad Ali, Shaukat Ali, Lala 
Lajpat Rai and Pandit Motilal Nehru have completed their 
journeys while I am still lagging behind in the way. I have 
now begun to feel that I am coming to the end of my 
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journey and my heart is full of joy and happiness because 
I am leaving the last but a successful field behind. 

I have called the present field of activity in Calcutta 
"the last and successful field" and that is what I fairly 
believe it to be. In a short time the country will see what 
could not he accomplished in the last three years by the 
whole country, will be done by Calcutta within a few days. 
Of course to bring all this to a final issue only one further 
step was necessary but I am not nOw anxious on this score 
as I believe that the Government cf Bengal will complete 
our work by its own actions. If both myself and Mr. C. R. 
Das are arrested within the next two or three days the 
incident will bring a new life and awakening not only to 
Calcutta but to the whole of Bengal. The last three years 
of my Liberty could not arouse Bengal from its profound 
sleep but I hope our arrest would do that in a moment. 

In my arrest I see a new turn on the part of the 
Mussalmans of India and I especially look upon my bro
thers in the Punjab and N. W. Frontier and Behar. My 
Muslim brothers of these provinces have always given a 
willing and an affectionate ear to my words and have 
always believed in and relied upon them. For the last ten 
years they have been the centre of all my hopes. I believe 
that my arrest will prove for them my last message. By 
my silence after my arrest they will understand fully what 
I could not explain to them by my continuous speeches 
and writings during the last three years. Thus the Govern
ment of Bengal is rendering a valuable service not only to 
Bengal but to the whole of India. 

FIRST CONGRATULATIONS TO MAHATMAJI. 

If I am arrested the following message be sent 
Mahatmaji on my behalf ;-
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I take the opportunity to congratulate you on your 
success. I hope you will not accuse me of being hasty in 
this respect. I am looking forward to that much longed
for moment and I would not like others to surprise me in 
tendering the congratulations. You are every day running 
short of human aid as your colleagues are being frequently 
arrested but Divine Aid is on the other hand increasing. 
The recent disturbance in Bombay had caused you great 
pain and I felt much aggrieved to see you so unhappy and 
restless on that acCOunt. But Calcutta is now aroused in 
order to present to you the pleasant fruits of success in 
place of your sorrowful feelings of the past. 

We had last had a talk about Calcutta On the 25th 
November and I am glad that the assurance given to you 
then has proved to be right. I am working in Calcutta 
for the last IS years and my family have been residing 
here for about 50 years and therefore the assurance given 
was based on my personal knowledge and belief. The 
Musslims of Calcutta have done most important work in 
connection with the Khilafat movement during the last 
three years, and in this last stage also Calcutta will take 
the lead. It has understood the moral of peaceful sacri
fice. It will neither flare up nor extinguish but the fire 
will continue to burn on. It appear5 that the share of 
completing the stage of peaceful civil disobedience has 
failenon Calcutta, to which it has a right. 

My first message of ten years ago is also my last 
message of to-day i. e., "Be neither harassed nor sorrowful. 
If you can cultivate the real faith in you, you can predo
minate aU". The foundation of our success is based upon 
the following four principtes-viz. 

(I) Complete unity among Hindus and Mussalmans, 
-(2) Peace, (3) Organization, (4) Sacrifice and firmness. 
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TO MUSSALMANS. 

I will particularly appeal to my Muslim brothers to 
keep in mind their religious tradi tions and truths and to 
get ahead of their Hindu brethren in these present critical 
times. If they lag behind it will be for them an act of 
utter shame and disgrace in the eyes of the forty crores of 
Musalmans of the world. I will also particularly ask them 
to be faithful to their Hindu brothers and even if one or a 
few of them were to do something unpleasant they would 
excuse them for it but not in any way hurt their feelings. 
They should also see that they jo not commit an act 
which would give cause to friction in tbeir sacred unity. 
Secondly they should place complete confidence in the 
Mahatmaji and act up to his instructions with full sinceri
ty and firmness unless he asks them to do anything against 
Islam (which, I know, he would. never do ). 

TO CENTRAL KHILAFAT COMMITTEE. 

As for the work done by the above Committee, I am 
fully satisfied. The presence of its courageous and ardent 
President, Saith Chhotani is in itself a guarantee of its 
success. My friend, Dr. Sayed Mahmood, is already work
ing vigorously as Secretary. Mr. M. Saddiq Khatri is also 
there to help him. I trust the office-bearers and officials 
have not forgotten wh~t I told them while last at Bombay 
and their united life and activities will not let our absence 
be felt. 

TO HAKIM MOHOMMED AJMAL KHAN SAHIB 
AND DR. ANSARI. , 

The present circumstances have thrown on your ~ 
shoulders the burden of our duti.es in addition to those of 
yours. It seems to have been destined that all the work 
in the outside should be done by you. It would be we)) if 
you go to Bombay and leave Delhi to itself. 
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ANGORA FUND. 

I regret I could not get time to finish the programme 
of the above fund. Presumably ten lakhs have been collec
ted by now. Formerly,.the time for these collections was 
fixed up to the end of this month but I think it should be 
extended for a month more and collections continued up 
to the end of January. I was thinking of fixing a 
date at the middle of December for the purpose and work 
on the lines of census work. I was to notify before hand 
that the collectors of this fund will go out on a particular 
day or days, that everybody should remain indoors on that 
particular day and ~i\e their little mite to the fund. It 
should be arranged at least once for all that the Muslims of 
India should make some sacrifice for the protection of 
Islam and the Khibfat. But when I reached Calcutta I 
found that the times were not suited for such a step. I 
now wis h that a declaration to this effect be made at the 
Ahmedahad Khilafat Conference and date fixed for the 
purpose in the month of January. 

JAMIAT ·UL·ULEMA. 

The body of the Jamiat Ul·Ulema is at present very 
important with a big responsibility. This is a Council of 
Ulemas and there is none besides them to guide the Mus
lims in their religious and worldly matters. The Jamiat 
have before them an important religious item. May God 
give them strength and guide them to arrive at a better 
conclusion with due concurrence. At the present moment 
I respectfully beg to rerr.ind them of the following points:-

(I)· Unity among your members is the fundamental 
principle of our success. (2) You are not far from looking 
into the necessity of Hindu-Muslim unity and its im
portance from a religious point of view. It should be 

9 
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preserved at all costs, and it is entirely in your hands. (3) 
All the Ulemas, and specially, members of the Jamiat 
'should attend the Ahmedabad Congress and this should be 
arranged by the Jamiat.ul·Ulema. (4) Action be at once 
taken on the Resolution passed at Lahore, for enlisting 
members and bring it to the fixed number as early as 
possible. 

TO GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 

I would also like to say a word or two to Sir Henry 
Wheeler and Mr. Clarke, Commissioner of Police Calcutta, 
and that is that there s hall be a "com plete and successful 
hartal " on the 24th and the work of the Congress and 
Khilafat Committees will continue with re-doubled zeal 
and energy after we are arrested. 

TO MY COUNTRYMEN. 

After four years' of my internment I was set at liberty 
in December 1919 and now after two years I am again 
going to jail. May God help and guide you and keep you 
all firm in the path of truth and the cause of the country. 

ABDUL KALAM AZAD. 
Calcutta, 8th December, 1921. 

LALA LAJPAT RAI'S LAST MESSAGE. 
The following article was handed over to the editor of 

theBande Mataram by Lala Lajpat Rai after judgment 
had been pronounced. 

My dear countrymen, 
Upto to·day I was an under-trial prisoner but now I 

am a convict. Most probably, till the expiry of my term, 
I shall have no opportunity of exchanging ideas with you, 
so I present to you the following few thoughts on the 
·current events. 
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At the outset, I desire to assure you that I am per
fectly happy. I am grateful to God for the opportunitie c 

of performing moral Sadhalls (practices) affurded to mt 
through the grace of the present Government. I am tryinL 
so that those elements of pride, vanity, selfishness and self. 
love which may still form part of my char:lcter may be 
destroyed in the forage of jail life. thus enabling me tf 
come out of this place purified. Last time when I wa 
imprisoned, I had no experience of jail life and I had nc, 
,opportunity of witnessing the spectacle wherein humar' 
beings are degraded from humanity. The experience tha, 
I am having this time has taught me that it is not pos' 
sible to increase the dil<nity inherent in being a mere man 
by means of wealth, riches, learning and position. Ther;, 
were very few men in the world and therefore my only 
desire is to become a man. Around me there are innumera 
ble men, many of them are prisoners and some official" 
In my judgment a large majority of those people who ar' 
outside jails and owing to the possession of wealth, riche c , 

learning or position are looked upon with respect by 
society, are not better than these prisoners. They are out
side jail because Society as at present consti tuted punishe 
Poverty and Helplessness and not Crime. There i, 
hardly any man within the jail who does not commJ1 
an "offence" (Badmashi). But while the poor and help
less prisoner is cruelly degraded from the pedestal 0; 

humanity, others get the reward for this Badmashi in the. 
shape of increment and prosperity. A prisoner is depriveCi 
of treatment deserving of a man, merely because he is 2 

prisoner so much so that gradually all the finer qualitie
in him are wiped away and he becomes a quadruped 
Their warders or guards become quadrupeds or beast 
because society tolerates or encourages them. The resull 
in both cases is the same. I have felt that it is necessar: 
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for us to love men merely because they are men and not 
because of their wealth, riches, learning or position. Jails 
are the Satan's home. Within these there is no end of 
dirt, both outward and inward. Within them there is 
also dishonesty and mischief not fit to be described. But 
my heart longs to love more and more, these dirty, 
mischievous, misery-siricken " Criminals." They are 
wicked and criminals because society by its inhuman 
treatment has made them so, otherwise everyone of them 
possesses within himself the same priceless gift with! 
which Mahatma Gandhi is endowed. These jails have not 
been made for reform purposes but in order that certain 
persons, who are in possession of power, may find an 
opportuni ty of fostering their pride. These people are 
themselves helpless. Their education and training are 
responsible for their helplessness. That is why they are 
themselves deserving of pity. I am trying to make my 
mind free ( from any unkind thoughts) towards them also
so that there may remain in my mind no trace of any 
feeling of grudge or anger against them. Owing to these 
reasons I look upon my imprisonment as an unequalled 
blessing. There is no better school than this for practi
sing self-control and learning humility, provided one can. 
adapt one's nature to practise these. So far about my 
jail life. 

Now I wish you to understand clearly why we have 
been imprisoned. The act for which we have been puni
shed was not an act of Civil Disobedience. We have not. 
till now started Civil Disobedience. It is our faith that ' 
freedom of speech and writing is our birthright. There-' 
can be only one limitation to it and it is this, that by that 
freedom we may not encroach upon the natural rights of 
others and we may not do anything against morality. 
Similarly it is our birthright to confer together and to. 
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benefit by association with one another. There is one 
limitation to this also, and it is this, that we should not 
use this right to injure another. If we act contrary to 
tbese principles, society is entitled to punish us. But nO 
society has the right to punish the whole society for our 
mistake and deprive it of these birthrights. Whatever I 
did on the 3rd December, I did in defence of these birth
fights of myself and of society. I believe that in prohi bi
ting our meeting and arresting us:Government has broken 
its own law. But I do not wish to enter into a verbal dis
cussion." 

Proceeding further Lala Lajpat Rai emphasizes the 
fact that they had not yet embarked on civil disobedience 
which was to commence from the 15th January. 
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Fighting Out of l.Iove 

,,) am glad to be returning to India. 

but sorry to have to leave England. 

That is my happy condition." These 

were Mahatma Gandhi', last words 

before leaving England. uttered to 

Reuter's special representative in a fare

well message to the country as he was 

embarking. 

t 
t 

t 
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t 
~ 
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~ "The English people should believe t 
1,' me, continued Mahatma Gandhi. 1 
, "when I say that if it falls to my lot tot 1 fight them. I will be engaged in the ~ 
.I fight never out of hatred, but most r 
.j surely out of love. even as I have fought r 1 some of my dearest relations. Hence I tr 
, am determined to make every effort to 

1 continue co-operation as far as it is 

1 consistent with national self-respect." ~ 
~. . .~ 
7(iZ ........... ~ ............................................................... eJj';; 
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From Yerawada to 51. James' is a far cry, but Gandhiji 

remains the same enigmatic and mythical figure to the ordinary 

man, whether he iits silently at his charkha in the dim light 

of the prison or amidst the ancient haunt of a Palace. 

With an unswerving directness of speech and an almost 

incredible simplicity of action he has baffled the complex 

World over and over again, for man has so long been wander

ing in a vain quest along bye-paths and side lanes that he has 

nearly forgotten the straight road of Truth. 

When Gandhiji picked up a handful of 

of Dandi with almost childlike playfulness, 

salt on the sands 

some did scoff 

and scorn at his queer pranks, for the mud-streaked grains 

of salt were a poor enough weapon to be arrayed against the 

superb might of the British Empire. But "magical his flngero 

burn" and the common salt turns to an invincible spiritual 

force that shakes not merely the might of the British Empire 

but even the very solid foundations of a crude old fortress of 
a World entrenched securely behind the ostentatious protection 

of armaments, naval bases, aerodromes and poison gases. For, 

here was a new force, an inexplicable force, that chose to defy 

them and yet refused to touch them. Vanquished, yet loth 

to admit it, he is challenged to a wordy warfare on a com

bating ground situated in the very heart of the enemy' 5 

citadel. 
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History has often painted pictures of rebels at the thrones 

of Kings, brave and defiant, flushed with self-righteousne~s. 

But, history will have to use a new brush and dreamily paint 

in soft pastel shades a picture that imagination can capture but 

one which will elude the most skilful of fingers. A frail figure 

sits scantily clothed in the biting Enghsh winter pierced on 

every side by keen doubting eyes, and pleads for those long 

forgotten truths of old. Each word is an echo, a memory. a 

haunting melody stirring up strange emotions. emotions that 

had been hidden away lest they should disturb. His words 

are not the traditional reverberations that thunder and peal and 

shatter the atmosphere. Fresh and vigorous. they drop clothed 

in graceful dignity. They are the eternal silences eloquent 

by virtue of their very quiet. Gentle yet terrible. soft yet 

unyielding. peaceful yet dynamic, his speeches have poured 

forth. as do floods of light when dawn sings out her purples 

and golds and scarlets, all merging ultimately white glow, smiling 

on the high and the low alike. blessing both the foe and the 

friend with the same divine beatitude. 

Unique in their utterances. matchless in their simplicity. 

Gandhiji's Speeches create a new technique in political art. In 

the words of a young Indian writer he has demonstrated to the 

World "what the West with its Indian diplomacy and politi

cal manoeuvring forgets and what India with its slave men

tality has not yet grasped. that truthfulness is the best tactics 

and sincerity the supreme strategy." 

Gandhiji has prepared a case not merely for India' s 

Freedom but for a vaster and more comprehensive morality. 
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In his own inimitable way he has shown that there cannot be 

two moral codes, one for the individual and one for the nation. 

His heart feels as much for the tyrant as for the victim, since 

the tyrant is but a greater victim of his own tyranny. And 

therefore, is there never a tinge of bitterness or sting in his 

speeches. Like the fresh waters of a spring they renovate 

all who come to drink of them. Equally free from arrogance 

are they, authoritative utterances as they are of the Sole Re

presentative of the one-fifth of the human race, for it is thei r 

lowliness that renders them so magnificent. They have reca" 

into newer moulds ideals of patriotism, nalionalism and hf, 

itself, introducing a more correct perspective of things an' 

values. 

Gandhiji sums up his mission when he says "My goal 

is friendship with the World. Having Hung aside the sword 

there is nothing except the cup of love which I can offer II, 

those who oppose me. It is by offering that cup that I expec 

to draw them close to me. I cannot think of permanenr 

enmity between man and man," 

KAMALADEVICHATTOPADHYAYA 



l __ U_l_1t_r_o_b_u_ct_i_on_. __ J 
Before Mahatma Gandhi left for England, the decision 

of the Working Committee of the Indian National Congress 

to send him as the sole representative of the Congress to the 

Round Table Conference was adversely criticised in non

Congress circles. The fear was expressed that Gandhiji 

would be no match for the British politicians, who were 

recognised to be the world's most masterful diplomats, and 

that he would be hoodwinked by them into accepting a 

compromise which, while securing for the country the 

would deprive it of the substance, of Independence. 

shadow, 

But, the 

critics failed to realise - the true inwardness of the decision 

of the Working Committee and they certainly did not know 

Gandhiji. 

the The Congress had decided to 

Government in the work of the Round 

co-operate with 

Table Conference not 

to wage a battle of diplomacy, much less to cajole and flatter 

them into making concessions, but to assert the right of the 

Indian people to be masters of their destiny and secure a re

adjustment of Indo-British relations on terms honourable to 

India as well as England. The Congress when it decided to 

co-operate had no mental reservation. It was prepared to go 

to the utmost limit of concession consistent with its fundamental 

demand for Freedom to enable both the countries to have a 

safe passage over the bridge which the Gandhi-Irwin 

Agreement had built. The co-operation it offered was genuine 
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because it was the co-operation of an equal-of a body that 

was prepared successfully to demostrate its ability to win its 

object by non-eo-operation. The work, therefore, which the 

representative of the Congress had to do at the Conference 

was simple. It was at once to test whether England wa, 

ready to implement the Gentleman's Agreement which had 

brought about the Truce in India, whether, in short, she was 

prepared to relinqUish control over the Indian Army, Foreign 

Relations and Finance - subject to safeguards demonstrably in 

the interests of India,--and to warn her that the only conse

quences of her refusal to do so would be a parting of the ways 

and the revival of the Satyagraha Campaign. Who was 

better fitted to accomplish this work than Gandhiji ? 

How well he has accomplished it is now known to the 

world. Attempts were made, in the first instance, to discredit 

him and to damage the cause of India because a carefully 

p~cked Conference did not do what it could not do, namely, 

settle the communal problem. But, the attempts failed and 

the Premier, in his speech adjourning the Conference, had to 

declare that the framing of the Constitution should not depend 

upon a previous settlement of the communal question. How 

skilfully Mahatmaji compelled the masterful British diplomats 

to acknowledge defeat was, however, best demonstrated by 

his frustration of their cunning plan regarding Provincial 

Autonomy. 

No single individual was honoured more than Gandhiji 

when India sent him as her sole plenipotentiary to England. 

No country was better and more nobly terved by its pleni-
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potentiary than India by Gandhiji. The speeches which he 

delivered in England while carrying out his mandate will 

remain among the historic documents of the world and price

less possessions of India ·-a source of constant inspiration to 

her sons and daughters. They have been brought together in 

the present volume, 

SYED ABDULLAH BREL VI. 



INDIA'S SPOKESMAN 
, 

! 

"My loin cloth is the dress of my Principals-
the peoplt of India." 



GANDH1]I'S FAVOURITE HYMNS. 

Lead, ~indly light, amid the encircling gloom 

Lead Thou me on; 

The night is dark and I am far from home, 

Lead Thou me on ; 

Keep Thou my feet, I do not ask to see 

The distant scene; one step enough for me. 

I was not ever thus, nor prayed that Thou 

Shouldst lead me on ; 

I loved to choose and see my path; but now 

Lead Thou me on ; 

I loved the garish day, and spite of fears, 

Prid~ ruled my will: remember not past years. 

So long Thy power hath blest me, sure it still 

Will lead me on, 

O'er, moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent till 

The night is gone, 

And' with the morn, those angel faces smile, 

Wllifr I have loved long since, and lost awhile. 

( ~ ) 

+;~ ... $T ~Of. 

Amen. 

\':ffR Uif.T ,1:;nUl{ I Ri'[(flilH miTHT1{ II 
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A BIRTH DAY Pf~ESENT 

Uld English Charkha. 

Dr. Dey (\iice-President) and Mr. Puri (A5~t. Sec.) 

of the Gandhi Society, London called at Kingsley Hall on 

November 8, early in the morning to meet Mahatrr.a Gandhi. 

The object of the visit was to make over the spinning wheel. 

which was presented to him on Oct. 2nd at \Vestminster 

Palace Rooms as his birthday present by the Gandhi Society. 

The name of the original donor wh0 presented the 

charkha to the Society) was kept in secre~y at her request at 

[he time Mahatma had expressed desire to meet her if she 

were present at the gathering. But she was not. Th! Swedish 

lady who is still in Sweden with her parents has requested 

. Mr. Brockway (President) and Mr. Dara (Secretary) to depute 

Mr. Puri (Asst. Secretary) and her husband Dr. Jatindra 

Nath Dey (Vice-President), a practising d"ctor in London, 

to wait upon the Mahatma and present the charkha with her 

respects. For, she finds, she would not be able to get back 

to L.ondon before Mahatma sails for India. 

Mahatma was taken by a very agreeable surprise at the 

Sight of the charkha. "Ah! charkha. Is it from Mr. Dara" 

(and he smiled as he came out for his customary walk) "I 

have been waiting for it. I was wondering whether it will 

ever come to me", said he and laughed. "I am very glad to 

know it," he remarked, when he was told that Mrs. Dey was 

very keen in ha:tding over this old Enzlish charkha to him 

herself. She is in fact trying hard now to get' a Swedish 

model for the Mahatma. 

The most sensational part of the episode was the amaze

ment whiCh captured the Police detectives stationed at the 
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Kingsley Hall. During the short hour~ of the morning, when 
they saw two brown faces jumping off th" car and taking an 
old wooden wheel out, they eVidently took it for somethmg 
resembling an Indian machine-gun. The "charkha" soon 
became the centre of the Police electric torches. And thev 
were not satisfied with the naturp. of thi~ queer instrument, 
until they had read the tablet stamped on it; once, twice, 
thrice reading: 

This Spinning-wheel is presented to Mahatma Gandhi 
at his 63rd birthday by the Gandhi So:iety, London. 

GIFT OF POPPIES TO MAHATMA. 

British Weather Makes Gandhiji Optimistic 

On November II, two women poppy sellers were 
waiting at Knightsbridge for a long time, as they were anxious 
that Mahatma Gandhi should receive presents of poppies from 
them. As he was getting into hi~ car to drive to Lady Astor's 
house amidst fine sunshine, Mahatma Gandhi's English friend 
paid two shillings for each poppy. Mahatma Gandhi accep
ted the gift with an expression of thanks. 

Lady Astor also later presented him with another poppy. 
Mahatmaji talked with her at great length on the Indian com
munal issue. She showed concern about the Minorities and 
the Depressed classes. Mahatma Gandhi, it is understood, 
explained to her how the Congress was working for tht;, de
pressed classes. He told his English companion, "I bilieve 
that there is still a silver lining to the cloud somewhere, and II 

solution of the Indian problem is still possible, because I find 
even in November, the sun is shining so gloriously in London. 
I am amazed at it." 

His companion replied: "Because you are in London." 



DREA~1ING ! 

PEACE OR WAR '? 



· PREMIER'S "OFFER" TO INDIA 
AT A GLANCE. 

The British Premier at the Plenary session of the Round 
Table Conference, in his announcement. which was endorsed 
by the Cabinet. repeated the assurance that the declaration of 
January 1931 remains. 

The Government reaffirms belief in an All-India Federa
tion and intends to persist unsparingly in order to surmount the 
cl.fficulty. The statement has been issued as a White Paper. 

It is intended to ask for the Parliamentary approval im
mediately. Federation still holds the field. Provinces will be 
responsibly governed and will enjoy the greatest freedom. 

The N. W. F. P. will be constituted immediately into a 
Governor's province with due rezard to the Frontier's require
f')t.nts. 

Sind will be separated if Finances were safe. A con-
:'rence will be called for this purpose. 

A Working Committee of the R. T. Conference in India 
1; proposed to keep in touch with both the countries, and a 
Franchise Committee, a Fact-Finding committee and a Finance 
Committee with British statesmen as Chairmen will t e set up. 

Central Government will be responsible to the Legislature 
subject to Defence, and Foreign Affairs as reserved subjects 
under the control of the Governor-General and Financial safe
guards are to remain. 

THIS EDITION IS PRACTICALLY SOLO OUT. 
BOOK YOUR ORDER TODAY 

FOR 
REVISED, ENLARGED and IMPROVED 

2nd EDITION. 
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PART II. 

SPEECHES, WRITINGS 
AND 

INTERVIEWS. 



"NO ROOM FOR ME IN A SUBJECTED 
INDIA." 

• 
Mahatmaji Interprets Federation In Terms Of 

Congress Mandate. 

In his maiden speech at the Federal 5trudure Commillee, 

Mahatma Gandhi indulged in some plain-speaking regarding the 

unrepresentative charader of the Indian Delegation which led 10 

hopeless uncertainty and endless delay. Regarding the exclusion 

of the Nationalist Muslims, he dropped a significant hint: "I 

feel that there has been a notable gap. 50 I am oppressed at 

the sense of unreality of the composition." 

" Lodging a humble complaint" against His Majesty's Govern

ment, he challenged them to place their cards on the table, 

instead of playing for time and juggling with momentous issues. 

Discussing the de/ails of Federation, item by item, he inter

preted them in terms of the Congress mandate and concluded 

with a solemn declaration: "If it is to be a subjeded India, 

then I have no place there." 

The following is the full text of Mahatma Gandhi's speech 

al the Federal Structure Committee, on the first day of his 

participation: -

Not without great hesitation I have taken parI in the debate. 

and before I proceed to deal with the several points that are noted 

£Or discussion, I must say that I have to disburse myself from eel'-
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[din "r-pres.ive leeiingo lIial have overcome mt .wee Mor.day iaot. 
I have watched with great attention the discussion of' the last 

three days and have also made a great study of the list of delegates. 

My Srst feeling of oppression is due to the fact that these 

delegates are not the chosen representatives of the nation a5 they 

should have been. But they have been chosen by the Govern

ment. I saw, as I studied the list, and I knew from my experience 

of my country that there are different parties and groups in Indin 

and I fed that there has been a notable gap. So I am oppresS".! 

at the sense of unreality of their composition. 

The second feeling of oppression is the unreality of the pru 

ceedings which seem to be interminable, leading them to nowhere 

If they go on at this rate I do not know if the proceedin~' 

'Would pas I beyond the points raised before that Sub-Committ~, 

threadbare, I would therefore tender my deepest ~vmpathy j. 

the Chairman for the very great patience and unfailng courle", 

'With Which hI! is handling the members of the Committee all,' 

'Would congratulate him upon great pains that he is taking. I hop

at the end of our task it would be possible for us to tender him ot; 

c·jngratulations for enabling Us or compelling us to show SOlT'. 

langi hie results.. 

At 160 same time may I lodge a humble complaint agair., 

His Majesty's adVisers? Having brought the Committee from Ii, 
{lverst'!as and Jmowiag, as they did know, they were all of then 

without any exception busy people as the adVisers ihemselves, a.n 

had kft their respective posts of duty, was it not possible for H 
Majesty's adviScl's to give the Members of the Committee a lead· 

Can I not. through the Chairman. appeal to them to let tli 



Committee know their mind. 

R. T. C. OR DEBATING SOCIETY? 

I would be personally delighted at it. I personally feel that 

it would be a proper procedure if they would bring forward some 

concrete proposals for taking the opinion of the Committee. If 
such a thing is done, I have no dcubt that we would come to 

some conclusion-good or bad, satisfactory or unsatisfactory. But 

if members resolve themselves into a Debating Society, ~ach 

member of which gives eloquent discourses upon points already 

severally raised, I do not think we would be serving or advanc

ing the purpose for which we have been brought together. It 
seems to me that it might still be possible for the chairman to 

appoint a Sub-Committee to give us some points for consideration, 

so that the proceedings might terminate in fair time. I am simply 

mentioning this and making a suggestion to the Chairman to bring 

it to the notice of His Majesty's advisers. 

Lord Sankey: -Oh, yes, I shall. 

I want them to guide the committee by leading and placing 

their own cards on the table. I want them to say what they 

would do supposing the members of the Committee appointed 

them as arbitrators of their destiny. If they would be good 

enough to seek advice of the Committee, then the Committee 

would give them. That in my opinion, would really be better 

than this state of hopeless uncertainty and endless delay. 

IN TERMS OF CONGRESS MANDATE. 

I now venture to offer a few remarks upon Head 2. 

connection, I share the same difficult y that face~ Sir T ej 

In this 

Baha-
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dur Sapru. I too feel embarrassed, in that, I am called upon to 

deal with several .. sub-heads" when I do not know what the 

franchise actually is. An additional difficulty is also staring me in 

the face. I have already placed before the Committee the man

date of the Congress, and I have to discuss everyone of the sub

jects in terms of this mandate. Therefore, on certain of the sub

heads, I would have to offer suggestions or opinion in the terms 

of that mandate, and if the Sub-Committee did not know what 

it was sitting for, naturally in that case, I might really offer no 

value to that Commit tee. Their opinion would be of value only 

in terms of that mandate. My meaning would be clearer after 

the examination of the sub-heads. 

PLEA FOR STATES PEOPLE. 

On the sub-head I, whilst my sympathy goes with Dr. Am

bedkar, my reasons go wholly with Mr. Gavin Jones and Sir 

Sultan Ahmed. If the Committee was homogenous, whose 

members were entitled to vote and come to conclusions, I would 

sail up to a large distance with Dr. Ambedkar, but such was not 

the case. We are a group. Each member, being perfectly inde· 

pendent entitled to give his or her opinion. In my opinion, it is 

therefore, not right to tell the States what they should do or 

should not do. The States have generously come to our a5sj,· 

tance by consenting to federate with us. Perhaps, thus, they are 

even prepared to part with some of their own rights. Therefore 

I cannot but support Sir Sultan Ahmed and Mr. Gavin Jones. 

I am here to plead with the States and to show them their own 

difficulties. We have on our part to recognise our special diffi

culty also. I therefore venture to suggest to the Princes to have ~ 

sympathetic consideration for the people who represent the !Qwel 



class of society by flnding them a place also in any scheme that we 

might evolve and present to the Conference for acceptance. The 

States have the interests of their ryots at heart and they rightly 

claim jealously to guard their interests. Coming more and more 

in contact with the popular India, Briti~h India had common cause 

at heart with that of popular India and .. vice versa". After 

all there is no real vital division between these two Indias. As 

we can divide a living body in two parts, we might divide India 

in two parts. But after having lived together from time immemo

rial, no artiflcial bondage can divide us now. 

PRINCES AND PEOPLE. 

The Princes have frankly and courageously declared in favour 

of the Federation and claim to be of the same blood·· - kith and 

kin. How can they do otherwise, There is really speaking no 

difference between us and the Princes, except that we are common 

people and the princes are God-made men,-who had made them 

noblemen. I wish them all prosperity and pray that their prospe

rity will be utilised for the advancement of their people and their 

subjects. I cannot go beyond that. I cannot even appeal to them. 

It is open to them either to come in or not to come in the 

Federation. Without a spirit of give and take I know we cannot 

come to any definitE scheme of Federation and ultimately we may 

quarrel and break up. As a matter of fact, we need not embark 

upon any scheme of Federation without haVing full heart in the 

scheme. If we at all d3 so, let us do so whole-bearttdly. 

I have considered the sub-head in connection with the 

questiC'n of disqualiflcation. Although I claim to be a full-Hedged 

democrat, I have no hesitation to say that it is not inc'lmi"cnt 
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with one's principle with regard to the right of a voter to attach 

some disqualification for any member or some such other thing 

when it is necessary to unseat such a member. I whole-heartedly 

endorse the idea and principle of disqualification. Now with 

regard to the word "Moral Turpitude" used by so many members: 

Frankly speaking, the words have not frightened me. On the 

contrary, I think they are very good words. We need judges to 

surmount difficulties and their judgment must be acceptable. If 
perchance persons like me were to offer civil disobedience and 

were condemned guilty of "moral turpitude", then I shaIl not mind 

being disqualified by any judge. But on this account, I am not 

disposed to say there should be no disqualification or encroachment 

upon the rights of voters. Some have suggested the test of age 

limit. I should suggest character limit as well. 

PLEDGED TO ADULT SUFFRAGE. 

As regards sub-head 3-Direct and Indirect Elections, I ,m 

in substantial agreement with Lord Peel, so far as the principle of 

indirect election is concerned. I am talking simply as a layman 

and do not know if the wore's "indirect elections" had any tech

nical meaning. I am personaIly going to say what I mean. If 
that is also caIled indirect elections I would plead for it-with 

probably a large body of public opinion in favour of that method. 

So, the expression "Indirect Elections" does not frighten me. 

I am wedded to the principle of Adult Suffrage. Somehow 

or the other the Indian National Congress swears by it. We 

want adult suffrage for more reasons than one. One decisive 

reason to me is it enables me to satisfy all reasonable aspirations 

not only of Mussalmans, Christiam, Jews, Untouchables, Parsis 
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and the labourers but also of all kinds of classes. I cannot conceive 

of a principle, that because a man has got wealth, he should ha\'e 

vote, whereas, though a man may have got character, he may not 

get vote, because of want of wealth or literacy. A labourer 

works honestly, sweats his brow day in and day out, but he IS 

after all a poor man. It is an unbearable thing to me, having 

lived amongst the poorest of people and having prided to be theH 

friend. I have seen that some of the finest speCImens of humanity 

come from amongst the poorest people and untouchables. 

I am not enamoured of the doctrine of literary voters; 

they must have the knowledge of the three R' s. I, of course, 

want for my people the knowledge of the three R's., but I also 

know that if I have to wait before my people are thus qualified to 

vote, I shall have to wait until the Greek Calends. I am 'not 

prepared to wait. I know millions of these men who are quit· 

capable of voting, but it is absolutely impossible to bring them Od 

the Voters' List. I share Lord Peel's fears that if there an' 

unweildy constituencies, it will not be possible for the candidates t" 

come in personal contact or keep with them from time to time 

Although I have never aspired to Legislative honours, I have hac., 

to do something or the other with the elections and had learnt 

something from the experience of those who had been membeh 

of the legislatures. 

The National Congress has evolved a scheme. Though th, 

Government in India accused them of insolently setting up a parall p
[ 

Government, I subscribe to the charge in my own fashion, Though 

we had not set up any parallel Government, we did aspire to dis 

place the present Government, and in the course of the evolution 

I') take cha~ge of the Government, 
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NO DISTINC T10~ OF SE<:. 

Having been for the last 15 year' :1 dri\ft~m·~'1 ·~f t!,"! I!'~!'" 

:--Jational Congress and having been for nearly 20 years a drahs

man for a similar body in South Africa, I hope the Committee 

will share with me my experiences. In the Congress constitution, 

there is adult ~uffrage and a nominal fee of anna. four. I will not 

mind imposing that fee. In a poor country like India we cannot 

afford to run the risk of spending my wealth in eledions. I would 

avoid that. Even to me, four anna. is much. We have also 

another distinguishing feature in our constitution. So far as I 

know the working of the legislature all those who are entitled to 

\'Ote are on the list. Hence whether /I man wanted to vote or 

not he would find his name on the register. That was my experi

ence many years ago. One fine morning in Durban (Natal), 

though I never cared to place my name on the roll, a candidate 

who wanted my vote drew my attention to the fact and since then 

that was how a Voters' List is prepared. I would want some 

alternative in the matter of vote. And subject to the conditions 

regarding Age. etc., and any other condition. applicable to all to 

have their name. on the list. I should welcome them without 

dulinction 01 sex. I want a scheme of that character, 

A. I. C. C. AS CENTRAL LEGISLATURE. 

In my opinion, something is also needed to link the Village. 

with ,he Central Legislature. We have al.o in 'he Congress cons

titution provincial bodie. analogous to the Provincial Legislature •• 

We have our tin pot legi.lature. and al.o adminiltrationl with 

their own executive.. 01 coune, we have no bayonet. to back 
them. But ,he backing behind ,hem i. infinitely deci.iYe. r, 
exaehnl! "bedience lully, the Congren during the la.t 4S , 



had grown from height to height year after year, 01' the Cal 

stone-that is the qualification of voters. We cannot change t' 

at all. I would, as an illustration, take only one province. \ 

lagers elect their own Committee-what are called the TaiL 

Committees. These T aluka Committees de:t the Provm 

Coundls and these latter Councils send men to the Cent 

Legislature-I might so dub it -the A. I. C. C. I have visual. 

humbly that in 700 thousand Villages, there are 500 thousand 

little more in popular India. These units elect their G\', 

representatives. 

If adult suffrage is accepted, then we will have to fall bel' 

upon somewhat on lines suggested by me. It has worked \VI 

excellent results, and we have no difficulty in establishing cont" 

with the Villagers to march smoothly with us. 

ONE CHAMBER WILL DO. 

Regarding the Bi-cameral Legislatures: If it does .' 

offend the susceptibilities of the Committee, I find myself in ~:: 

Joshi's legislature, nor am I afraid of popular legislature runn',' 

away hastily passing Acts. I will not give the popular legislat" 

a bad name and then hang it. In my opinion, popular legislat" 

will take care of itself. On the contrary, though I have no le;c, 

I would notice a state of affair when there would be a b~ I 

royal between the p<'pular chamber and the upper chamber. 

cannot, however, take any decisive attitude. I think we can 

with one chamber with great advantage. 

NO SPECIAL REPRESENTATION. 

Regnrding sub-head 5., Representation: Congress h' 

f('cnl'l(ile<J lITif with the 'I)('cinl intnests of Hindus, Muslir' 
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and Jews. etc. I listened to the list of Special Interests. So far 

as untouchability was concerned, I could not grasp what Dr. 

Ambedkar had to say. He represents the interests of the 

Untouchables. Their interests are dear to the Congress, as are 

the interests of any other human being. I, however, strongly 

resist any special representation. With adult suffrage, labour etc. 

does not require any special interest. Then there has been no 

desire on the part of the Congress to dispossess the landlords of 

their possession, but to act as the trustees of their tenants. I 

pride so much that the landlords should be their candidates or 

representatives. In doing so they will have to make common 

cause with their ryots. If landlords, therefore, insist on special 

interest, they would, I am afraid, be throwing an apple of discord 

in our midst. 1 hope they will not do such a thing. My friends, 

the Europeans, whom Mr. Gavin Jones represents, I suggest that 

hitherto they have been the privileged class receiving protection-

liberally-from the foreign Government. If they make common 

cause with the masses of India, then they need not be afraid of 

anything. 

If Mr. Gavin Jones was prepared to make common cause 

throughout the length and breadth of India, I am sure he would 

be elected, even in preference to an Indian. 

Take for instance my friend Mr. Charlie Andrews. He 

can be a delegate in any constituency in India without the slightest 

difficulty and will be received with open heart. I therefore 

appeal to Europeans to live on the good-Will of the people-not 

safeguarded or protected. That would be the wrong way to go 

about the business. I would want them to live-beseech them 
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to live - as one of the Indians. There is no room for protection of 

special interests. 

Regarding oath of allegiance. That is a delicate point. I 

will not be able to give any opinion just now. If it was to be 

complete freedom. complete independence of India, the Oath of 

Allegiance can naturally be of one character. But if it was to 

be a subjected India then I have no place there. It is, however, 

not possible for me to give any opinion upon the subject of Oath 

of Allegiance. 

NO ROOM FOR NOMINATION. 

VI ith regard to the provision 01 nominated members in the 

Chambers, the Congress scheme has no room for nominated 

members. It does not ~ the slightest justification for it. We 

want votes by popw.r electorate--an undiluted democracy. 

Women, Christians, Untouchables. and even any other large 

minorities if not chosen by the Constituencies, then the elected 

members can nominate them to elect those who should ha,'e 

been elected, As an illustration, in one ProVincial Congress 

Council there is a rule that a certain number 01 women, Mus

salmans and Untouchablej mlli! be elected from that body. I there

fore welcome some such .. living clause. The Congress mentality is 

wholly and absolutely against caste, against doctrines of superiority 

and inferiority. It lives and works in the spirit of absolute 

equality. 

Answering Mr. Rangaswamy Iyengar, Mahatmaji stated that 

by nomination he meant co-option by those who were elected 

of those who did not get elected. He remarked: "As a layman 

I have no accurate language". 



AIi,wellllg iV/t·S. Subbaroyan Mahatma,1 said: "II to the 

Central Legislature women were not elected, I would boycott 

that legislature. If the electorate do not elect proper share 01 
women, I shall refuse to sit in that legi.;lature. Do you SUppOS6 

women do not care enjoying the honour gf being elected b)' 

dected legislator.;" 
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NO CO~OPE ~ATION I N HAN KRU vr~.., 
MEASURES. 

WHY IS LEGISLATURE FLOUTED? 

A S!1rpn,~e allack on the Indian Government's Emerge"" 

Currency measures was made by Gandhiji at the Federal Sin" 

ture Commillee on September 22, when he made a slalemer.1 , 

reply to Sir Samuel Hoare's announcement made the preVious d"l. 

Gandhiji expressed his definite disapproval 0/ the Government 

method and declared that he Was unable to extend 10 them 1/, 

3upport which the Secretary 0/ State had asked. 

Gandhiji said : 

.. Whilst every thoughtful Congressman mllst sympatht. 

with the British Nation in this hour of crisis, I must express In 

surprise and my sorrow at the manner in which action seem, I 

have been taken in India. "What pains me," he continued, .. 

the fact that the decision has been taken aver the heads of t/o 

Legislatures, whi~h, in my ,~ew, is a stnking pmof of tit 

unbending attitude 01 the Government 01 India. E.viden, 

on mailers 01 the most \ital importance, Indians are not \, 

considered fit to be consulted, much l.,ss to decide what 

good for them . 

.. I repudiate that View as far as Congress is concern,· 

and therefore I am unable to give my support to the measu~e [" 

which the Secretary 01 State for India had asked," 

. 
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EXPLOITATION NOT OUR GOAL. I 

INDIA'S HAND OF FRIENDSHIP. 

Malwtma Chmdki delivered leis e'Jpectnrl addrt'.os ~l'hen 

the discu,RsionR of the PrJderu.l Siraetv,re Committee of the 

ROl~nrl-l(d;le Conjrl'T'ence WM'e 7'e,ourned at St. Jamlls' Palace. 
For the fiil'st time ·in the Conference the ca,sc for the Cong1'e .• 8 

j,mty-t"~ biggest, best organised, a'lHl m'iqhtiext oj thH 

Jntii·(m l)oZitiwi padi,es-u'/I,s dimdly 1mt, 

lIfuhlttma Gandhi ~/'ho sat It[Jltin on the l~ft of the LorlZ 

('!/(t/wellor, W(~,~ the .1ir.,t spenkcJ'. !tis u"!bnl I~)'r r.18?i1-

,'.' to speak sented. The iJ[l6hatmn e,fpJ'('8.~ed hi.s point of 

;'/f) 'i.·/l, ~lOll' S('1Otence.,: it. 1('((..0 not a jl1'epaj'ed ,ol'Pc(h, lint 

'''iI~ tiln,1l to time he rcfe1Tcd to notn, 

Jlld6ltim', GaJ!.(lhi. confes~ed at the ontRet thnt. he 1m8 not 

i ittle 'impress,d -in lwvi.ng to sintll to the ('ommiU~e the 

"It';on of the Indian ~"(£t';.()1lal emlgres8. "1 ltu.l'e I'ome to 

!,rmdon," he S(bbrl, to attend the Com.miit.e,' ",,,,d th.,; R(lm;.,1 

T'J,blc GO'(bfere1~re when the prope'r time comes ab80ltbtely in 
I/w Rpirit of co·ope1'ation, and to strive my 'I.tmost to .lind 

1";nt, of ag1'eement." He conti1bu~d; 

"I should like to give this assurance to his Majesty's 

Government, at no stage is il or will it be my desire to 

embarrass authority, and I should like to give the same assurance 

to my colleagues, that however much we may differ about our 

points of view I shall not obstruct them in any shape or form, 



My position is, therefore. dependent entirely upon the', 

~ood will, as also on the good will of his Majesty's Government 

1/ at any time I &nd that I cannot be 01 any useful service t" 

the Conference I shilll not hesitate to withdraw myself from it 

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFER£NCES, 

H" could al~o say to thos~ who were rcsp"nsible for tho 
management of the Federal Structure Committee and the Con
Serenee that they h.d only to gi~e II sign and he would hayc

no hesitation in withdrawing. He was obliged to ma~t 

these remarks becau;e he k-new there were fundament,,! 

~ilIerence, 01 opiniolt between the Government and the Congr~· 

and it waJ pOS3ibJe that there are v;tal dtfference! between hI.. 
coll('aIlUe! and him.eJl. Th('re W<lS also the Iimitatiop und"J 

which he would be workin~. 

'. I am bUI a poor, hUlllbl, agent:' said Gandhiji, .. 8ctir.c 

on behalf of the Jndiall National Congress and it may be as w.-! 

!o remind YOUTseh11S J what the Congr6's! stands for and whe,: 
i is. You w~I then eJltend your sympathy to me b"C.a\15C t1.: 

,,{rdcn that U .it_ UP'lO my shoulders io reaUy "ery ~reat. TI" 
:::ungres5 i5, jf 111m not mi5taXen, the oldest politi.a! organisalic,' 

" India. It ~s ,had ~arly liftv yean of life, during which .,: 

";;S, wit~.~t ... lty inteITl.lpllon, hdd its annual S"~~YJn. h is wl-,,· 
t ~ans - Rational. il repro_sents no p;trti~lar cemmunity, n,' 

,articular clau, no particular inter .. ,I. It claim, to repres(,llt aU 

"dian inlere~I' anJ all cla,."s_" 

If wa:; a mat!f:'r of tll" ~r .. alest pb,:mc I'D him, C,mJhij. 

,!lb. b .'al .. that the Congres» was fir.t conceived in an EnglISh 

,r dIll: i\ Ihn Gcta viall Ilurn" ,h .. y knew 'I" the r ath .. r uf th,. 



Congress. It was nursed by two great Parsees. From its very 

commencement the Congress had Moslems, Christians, Anglo

lndians- he might say all the religious classes and creeds· 

represented upon it more or less fully. 

HISTORY OF CONGRESS. 

Mahatma Gandhi then gave details of the early history of 

the Congress, mentioning the names of some of its presidents 

and officials. He recalled that they had had women as their 

presidents, Mrs. Annie Besant being the first. The Congress 

from its very beginning had taken up the cause of the so-called 

" Untouchables." Congress always stood, and still stood for the 

removal of the curse of untouchability. Congress was national in .~ 

every sense of the term. Congress had endeavoured to serve" 

the Princes of India by refraining from any interference in their 

domestic and internal affairs. Congress had succeeded, and 

had more often succeeded than failed, but it had failed at times, 

he had to admit. 

Congress represented in its essence the dumb semi-starved 

million3 concentrated over the lengih and breadth of the land in 

its 700,000 Villages, no matt~r whether they came from what was 

called British India or Indian India. Every interest which 

in the opinion of Congress was worthy of protection had to sub

serve the interests of those dumb millions. Congress was essen

tially a peasant organisation. Even the Indian members of the 

Committee would be astonished to find that Congress through 

its All-India Spinners' Association was finding work for nearly 

50,000 women in 2,000 Villages, and those women were possi

bly SO per cent Mussalman and thousands of them belonged to 
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the "untouchable" class. It was a superhuman task for Con

gress to cover all the villages and bring in to them the mes.age 

of the spinning wheel. 

THE KARACHI MANDATE. 

Gandhiji then read the Karachi mandate, adding: 

" I want to put forward the claim of Congress in the gentlest 

manner possible, and yet firmly. If you can convince me to the 

contrary and show me that Ih" Con;;ress claim is inimical to th~ 

interest of the dumb millions, I will personally revise it. I am open 

to cOllviction, but even so I have to ask my principals to consent 'to 

that revision before I can usefully act as agent of the Congress." 

He then read the Karachi re:;olution as follow5:-

" This Congress, havin:; on3idere:i the provi:;ional settle

I,ent between the Working Committee and the Govern:nent of 

:dia, endGrses it, and de, ires to make it clear that the Conc<ress 
, , " 

_)~.l of complete Independence remains intact. In the event of 

. way remaining otherwise open to the Congrc;s to be repre

,cnted at the Conference with the representatives oi the 

,:ritish Government, the Congress Delegation will work for' 

',is goal, and in particular so as to give the national control 

" the anny, external affairs, finances, fij)'cal and eC:lnomic 

I dicy, and t:l h3ve a s:rutiny by an imp;trtbll tribunal of the 

bancial transactbns of -the British Govcrn'1l~nt ia India: and 

to examine and asse:;s the obligations of the u:d~rtaking by 

India or England, and the right to either pc"t}' to erd the 

p:crtnership at will. Provided, however, that the Conilress 

Delegaticn will be free to accept such ad;mtmenls as m3Y be 

demcllStrably nececs~ry in the interests cf India." 
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l\1ahatma Gandhi said that in the light of that mandaI. 

he had studied the prO\isional conclusion arrived al by tI,,, 
Federal Sub-Committee appointed by the Round Table COl!

fer{;l\ce. He had also carefully studied the Prime Minister'" 

,tatement giving the considered policy of His Majesty's Govern, 

ment. He stood subject to correction, but as far as he haJ 

been able to undentand, th"t document fell far short of what 

was aimed at and claimed by the Congress. It was true thar 

It took liberty to accept such adjustments as might be demonstra

bly necessary in the interests of India, but they had all to be 

consistent with the fundamentals stated in the Karact.r 

Mandate. 

THE DELHI SETTLEMENT. 

He reminded himself of the terms 01 what was to him " 

sacred settlement,-the settlement arrived at Delhi between the 

Government 01 India and the Congress. In that settlement, 

Congress had accepted the principle 01 Federation, the principle 

that there should be responsibility at the centre, and had 

accepted also the principle that there should be sale-guards ,,, 

so far as they might be necessary in the interests of India 

It had been said yesterday that India did not want a mere!) 

political Constitution. It was true Congress could not be 

and he himself would never be--satished with a politic,,1 

Constitution, which in reality would give her nothing. 

/I they were intent upon complete Independence, it wa' 

not lrom any sense 01 arrogance, not that they wanted to 

parade before the universe that they had severed all connee 

tion with the British people. It was nothing 01 the kind. 0" 
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the contrary they would lind in the Karachi mandate itself 

t hat the Congress contemplated a pal1nership. The Congress 

contemplated a connectIOn with the British people, but that 

connection was to be ,uch as should exist between two 

absolute peoples. 

" ASPIRE TO BE A CITIZEN." 

Gandhiji continued: 

"Time was when I prided myself on being called a 

British subject. But I have ceased lor many years to caU 
my sell a British subject. I would lar rather be called a rebel 

than a subject, but I have aspired and still aspire to be a citizen, 

not in the Empire, but in a Commonwealih, in a partnership, 

pos;;ibly an indissoluble partnership, but not a partnership 

superimposed by one nation on another. Hence you lind 

that the Congress claims that either party should have the 

right to sever the connection, to clissolve the partnership. It 
has got to be necessarily, therelore, of mutual beneht." 

Relerring to the lact that responsible British statesmen 

were busy with domestic affairs, Mahatma Gandhi said that 

he wondered even as he was sailing towards England, whether 

they in the Committee at the present moment would not be a 

drag on British Ministers, whether they would not l:e inter

lopers. Yet he said to himself it was possible that British 

Ministers might consider the proceedings of the Round Table 

to be 01 primary importance. 

.. I do not for a moment minimise the 

to hold India in subjection under the ,word. 

ability of Britain 

But what would 



conduce to the prosperity of Great Britain and the economic 

freedom of Great Britain an enslaved but rebellious India, or 

an India as an esteemed partner with Britain, to share her 

sorrows and take part side by side with her in her misfortunes 

an India that if need be of her own will, can llght side I 

side with Britain, not for the exploitation' of a single ra l 

or a single human being, but it might be for the good , 

the whole world. If I want freedom for my country I ,'- i 

you to believe me that I don't want that freedom in orcl, 

that I may belong to a nation counting one-llfth of the hum' 

race that may exploit any other race or any single individu;; 

If I want that freedom, I should not be deserving of it if I rL 

not cherish and treasure the equal right of every other ral' 

weak or strong, to the same freedom. So I said to myse' 

while nearing the shores of the beautiful island of Englanu 

• Perchance it may be possible for you to convince the BritU 

Ministers that India is a valuable partner, not held by force L" 
by the silken cord of love.' An India of that character illd' 

conceivably be of real assistance to you in balancing Y()l. 

Budget." 

.. What could not two nations do-- one a handful l", 

brave, a nation noted for having fought slavery, and that h· 

claimed times without number to protect the weak, and I;. 
other a very ancient nation counted in millions, with a glofl(,; 

past representing at the present moment two great culture 

Islam and Hindu, and also containing a large Christian popul., 

tion, and absorbing the whole of the splendid Zoroastrian stod 

in numbers almost beneath contempt, but in philanthropy an 

enterprise almost unsurpassed." 



HIS DREAM OF HOPE. 
They had got all those cultures concentrated In India. 

And supposing that God endowed both the Indians and the 

British with proper understanding. he again asked himseU and 

the committee whether with an India free and completely inde

pendent. as Great Britain is. an honourable partnership between 

these two could not be mutually beneficial. And su in that 

dream of hope he had approached the Britir.h Isles and he 

would still maintain that dream. 

When he had said that. perhaps he had said all. and they 

could ask him to dot the i's and cross the t·s. not expecting him 

to fill in all the details and tell them what he meant by control 

over the army. control over external affairs. finances. fiscal and 

economic policies. and even financial transactions. He did 

not take that view. 11 there is a stocktaking between incoming 

and outgoing partners their transactions are subject to audit 

and adjustment. and the Congress was not gUilty of any dis

honourable transaction or any crime in saying that the nation 

should understand what it was taking over and what it should 

take over. That audit. that scrutiny. was asked for not merely in 

the interests of India. It was asked for in the interests of both. 

He was positive that the British people did not want to 

,ettle upon India a Single burden that it should not legitimately 

bear. and he was there on behalf of the Contlress to 

declare that the Congress would never 'think of repudiating a 

single claim or burden that it should justly dischaq,e. 11 they 

were to live as an honourable nation worthy of commanding 

credit from the whole world they would pay every farthing of 

legitimate debt with their blood. He did not think he could 
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take them any farther through the dauses of the mandate and 

analyse all the meanings of the clauses. If it were God's will 

that he should continue to take part in these deliberations as 

they proceeded he would be able to explain the implications 01 

the clause. As the deliberations proceeded he wou!d have his 

say in connection with the safeguards . 

.. I would love to bO away," Gandhiji said in conclusion, 

.. with the conviction that there is to be an hone.urable 

and equal partnership between Great Britain and India. I can

not do anything more than say it will be my fervent prayer 

during all :he days I live in your midst that that consummation 

may be reached." 



J-=ULLEST FREEDOM FOR TH E MASSES. 

No need for Communal Votes. 

The following is the full text of Mahatma Gandhi's 

Speech al the Minorities Committee on October 8 " 

Prime Minister and Friends:· It is with deep sorrow and 

deeper humiliation that I have to announce utter failure on my 

part to secure an agreed solution of the communal question 

through informal conversations among and with the representa

tives of different groups. I apologise to you, Mr. Prime 

Minister, and the other colleagues for the waste of a precious 

week. My only consolation lies in the fact that when I 

accepted the burden of carrying on these talks I knew that 

there was not much hope of success and still more in the fact 

that I am not aware of haVing spared any effort to reach a 

solution. 

CAUSES OF FAILURE. 
But to say that the conversations have to our utter shame 

failed, is not to say the whole truth. Causes of failure were 

inherent in the composition of the Indian Delegation. We are 

almost all not elected representatives of the parties or groups 

whom we are presumed to represent; we are here by nomina

tion of the Government. Nor are those whose presence was 

absolutely necessary for an agreed solution to be found here. 

Further, you will allow me to say that this was hardly 

the time to summon the Minorities Committee. It lacks the 

sense of reality in that we do not know what it is that we are 

going to get. 



If we knew in a definite manner that we were going to 

get the thing we want, we should hesitate fifty times before 

we threw it away in sinful wrangle, as it would be if we are 

told that the getting of it would depend upon the ability of 

the present Delegation to produce an agreed solution of the 

communal tangle. The solution can be the crown of the 

Swaraj constitution, not its foundation -if only because cur 

differences have hardened, if they have not arisen by reason 

of the foreign domination. I have not a shadow of doubt 

that the iceberg of ccmmunal differences will melt under the 

warmth of the sun of Freedom. 

ADJOURNMENT PROPOSED. 

therefore venture to suggest that the Minorities Com

mittee be adjourned .. sine die" and that the fundamentaL 

of the Constitution be hammered into shape as qUickly as rna:, 

be. Meanwhile, the informal work of discovering a true solution 

of the communal problem will and must continue; only it 

must not balk or be allowed to block the progress of Constitu 

lion building. Attention must be diverted from it and concen· 

trated on the main part of the structure. 

HOPE YET. 

I hardly need point out to the Committee that my failUJ< 

does not mean the end of all hope of arriving at an agreed 

solution. My failure does not even mean my utter defeat; there 

is no such word in my dictionary. My confession mereh 

means failure cf the ~pecial effort for which I presumed to a,k 

for a week' S i!'dulge:Jce, which yc u w generously gave. 
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WHAT CONGRE5S MEANS. 

Lastly. in as much as the only reason for my appearanCe 

dt these deliberations i; thlt I repres~nt the Indian National 

Congress, I must clearly set forth its P03ition, In spite 

of appearances to the contrary, especillUy in England. the 

Congress claims 10 represent the whole nation, and mo.t deci

dedly the dumb millions. among whom are included the 

IlLlmberless UntcUchables who are more suppressed than 

depressed, as also in a way the more unfortUnate and neillecteci 

('laS80s known as Backward Races, 

Here is the Congress positlcn in a nllt.hell. 1 !1m I'eadin~ 

t he Congress resolUtion on the subject. Howe\'et much it may 

have failed in the reali!<lticn, the Congress has. since its incep

tIOn, set up pure nationalism as its idOla!. It has endeavoured 
to break down commllnal barriErs. 

The Congress is precluded from setting forth any com

munal solution of the communal p~oblem but at this <:r;tical 

j IIncture in the: history of the nation it is falt that the Working 
Committee should suggest for adoption by the country a 

,oIution. though communll in appearance, yf't as nearly national 

as possible, and !;enerally ac.c~ptable to the communities 

c'onc@rned. 

PREPAR8D '1"0 COMPROMIS£. 
H, however. 6 national solUtion is impossible alld the 

tollgrtlSe s('h~m~ proVes Unfll'ceptabl'! 
from udorsina IIny othOlr r .. a~onaklll 
be acceptable to the pal'ties <lonGefned. 

I 11m not pr","luded' 

.c.h"me whi"h mil" 
The Congress posi-
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tion on this question therefore is one of the g['eateot pos3ible 

accommodation, Where it cannot help it will not obstruct. 

Needless to say th~ Congress will whole-heartedly support 

any scheme of private arbitration. It seems to have been reo 

presented that I am opposed to any representation of the Un

touchables on the Legislature, This is travesty of the truth. 

What I have said, and what I must repeat, is that I am opposed 

to their special representation. I am convinced that it can do 

them no good, and may do much harm; but the Congress is 

wedded to adult franchise. Therefore millions of them can be 

placed on the Voters Roll. It is impossible to conceive that, 

with untouchability fast disappearing, nominees of these Voters 

can be boycotted by the others; but what these people need 

more than election to the le\Sislatures is protection from social 

and religious persecution. Custom, which is often mor" power

ful than law, has brought them to a degradation 01 which 

every thinking Hindu has need to feel ashamed and to do 

penance. I should, therefore, have the most drastic legislaticn: 

rendering criminal all the special persecution to which the~e 

fellow-countrymen of mine are subjected by the so-called. 

superior classes. Thank God, the conscience of the !--Iindus has 

been stirred, and untouchability will SOCD be a relic cf Lur 

sinful past. 



TH E MI NORITI ES PROBLEM. 

Cannot Overshadow the Question of SWaraj. 

The following Is the full text of Maha/ma Gandhi's 
Speech al Ihe Federal Structure Co nm/!!ee on Ocloter 9, on 
the propo$31 /hal the commitlee be adj:>urned for three days: 

Wea, Lord Chancellor, I know that I have been 50me' 

What instrumental in postponing the deliberations of this Com' 

mittee, and being in that un~ortunate position I now feel some 

diffidence when I say that we cann 1t afford to waste II single 

minute. We have come, as you very properly se.y, all these 

several thousand miles in order to work, and not in order to 

seek recreation or holiday, so I would certainly say that if it is 

at all possible we shou:d go through the work of the Federal 

Structure Committee Without w'liting for a single minUte. 

If at the back of Gur minds. indiVidually or collectively, thl! 

thought is lurking that even the ugh We might be lilting oVer the 

deliberations of the Federal Structure Committee We would be 

really marklng lime until the Minorities C]l~estion is settled that 

really is the feeling which we would not or we dare not 

express then I wculd "u~gest that we express tnal feCi/ling and 

ccme to Q deci!iicn. 

TEE PLACE OF MINORITIES QUESTION. 
I myself endeavoured to expre06 my oWn deliberate opinion 

\ ~sierday. that there is not that ab<oluto:ly vital connection with 

\ 1-1, We rk of this Ccmmltt~e. The Minoritie, question i~ Un-



doubtedly a very important, if not the most important 411bliol1 

It has always o:cupieJ in my own mind its natural place but 11 

has neVer overshadowed the other equally important considera

tion, and after havin:5 labotlft'd at this question for seVen days, 

I saw more deafly, than I had seen bdore, that probably the 

minority qup.stion would not be satisfactorily settled unless the 

great fundamental questions were settled, and that being mv 

conviction, I should like the proceedings of this Committee to 

be clothed with n~ality, and thai on several heads which you. 

with yout amazing industry, have been piling upon us fr()m day 

to day and week to ",'e<·k W(e shoIlld comt' to summary decisions. 

The Chairman: Hear, hear. 

Mahatma Gandhi: Instead 01 mak;ni( sree :hes, t\ere

!ere, if I rnav gi~e my opinion without any mental reservation 

whatwever. I would 6uggest that if we leaHy feel. ,IS I feel 

that we should consider ;}nd folce Ihe questions that are beforr 

Ihi, Committee 01\ their meritf" irrespertiH' of what mEl) 

happen in connectioR with the Minorilies qllc,tion. then I say" 

that we shall get the stJength to go through I]", wort without 

(:oming (0 gtid if we mean f;eriou5 busjne,,~. 

The Chairman: I agree,. 

Mahatma -Gandhi; But I repeat, as 1 conclude, that il at 

the bad of oIJr minds the impression is that we should con

tinue to work -and yet Dot work, I thinJc that it would not be 

just to India, it would n<:>! be .ilIS! 10 ourselves, and it would 

~ot be just to the British Ministers either. Therefore I feel 

most strongly that we do not need any holiday; every minute 



that we have is really pledged to this work and no other. 

The Chairman: Thank you. I am very much obliged to 

Nlr. Gandhi. I do not think there is any disagreement between 

u::.. 

1,". r 
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Shawl presented to Mahatmaj.i by his 
Egyptian admirers. It was specraUy 
woven for him out of camd's hair. 
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TH E MI NORITY TANGLE. 

A Rejoinder to Premier. 

., 1. 0 
'" '1.' 

l'}WWJ'" duply tz,i"t.·nBRed m'AI' tlte Ullj(wt1Inf/.ic '1·(;",/1. 

of the comn/,u,nnl negotiation.q, J[nhntmu, (j(£ndl,.'i 8ti/.l,·, 

twined hi.; 'u, .• nal ol)t':mistic ontioo}", alUZ had no TW.,,'" I" 

/",l iev(l aw.t he I'IlHltl not 8 w:cccrl. 

"1'h01~gh it iN (~ mo.tteT fOT denp SO'i'TOW tl'llt the ?leql' 

t;(I,tionR fO'r (! r:mnmmwl 8tttlement lw,ve failed, 1 "lI.l'r, 11.,,; 

yiven 1"1' hope,. (~r 81~cce8,"" h" 8o.id i /I. t' statamen./' i." .• w', i 

ilm)w(liat~i!J (lite't' the Prem:i.f,I.... rmnonnr('ment of 1./" 

ffl,ilwl'e of the" l.[;nol·ity l))'ol.lcm " . 

.. In spite of the Premier's energetic disclaimer, I still hold 

that the causes of the failure were inherent in the composition 

of the conference. I am also more than ever convinced that the 

framing of a constitution should not depend upon a previou, 

settlement of the communal question. 

It was, therefore, wrong for the Premier to suggest thai 

further progress in constitution-making largely depended UpOIi 

the settlement of this question. 

In judging the events in England, the public in India wdl 

do well to bear in miud these two defects in the Governmenl 

position. They will then not become nervous, each time the. 

ht'ar 01 a failure of negotiations. 
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As to the merits of the controversy, have had several 

f,rotracted conversations with the Muslim delegation, but we 

, Duld not come to any final conclusions. I have felt the "bsence 

"\ Df. Ansari as a severe handicap, but it would not be of 

cill use, unless the Muslim delegation de"ire or approve of 

:," ~e1ection as a delegate. 

The positiun I have taken up, I" therefore, of a double 
, h.uaclc·r. 

In my individual capacity. I have retained my original 

I'",ition, namely, to concede all t() all parties. But a3 the 

Congress delegate, I have endeavoured to act as an intenne

dIary up to now without success. I have made it clear that I 

should have to receive the sanction of the Working Committee. 

before I could accept any scheme. 

I have made no reference to the Working Committee. a, 

1 have IlOthing definite before me. At the same time, I am 

keeping myself in touch' with aU the parties, and the moment I 

have anything on which I will tab action, I shall ask for 

instructions . 

j' Mea~while, I would warn the public agairut beiIT.s 

affected and agitated over newspaper reports," 



MAHATMA DISTURBS PANDITJI? 
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An intimate scene from the journey to London. Mark PandJl, 

just got up from nap, eVidently by the intrusion d Ii" \1ahatrlt . 



.. NOT THE CROWN. BUT THE 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT:' 

The Supreme Judicial Authority in India. 

On Or:tober 2J, Mahatma Gandhi put bB/in'e the Fedeml 
Struct!~re Comrwi.ttee the Congress view on (t F8der(tl Court 
i.n 17l(lia. 

"In my op"(liolb," .~(tid 11Ju.lwtlT/'(kii, .. the Sgprenw 

Court has to be, if we are resjJonsible, under the re~pon8ible 

Go·vernment, a1bll, theref01'lJ, the lY1'01JCS8 of cWl'r!Jlng o~~t 

the Wl'it has (bl.;o to be matle gooel by the responb'iU,s 
Gova7'nment," 

" I m(l,st confess," snid Glmdhiji explaining the posi
t. ;u),. of the C,'own, "thd,t (tccordillg to the conception of the 
('ongnsH, thej'eis no questilm of the O/'own. India is to 

CIIjoy complete ind~pcjbdell,ce, and ~lIndi(b e·njoys complete 
i ,depenie»c6, whoever the suprem,e (Juthority the'l'e may be, 
that suprenw authm'ity will be responsible for the nppoint
?nunt (lfjud:;e8 and se'vcrctl other matters ukieh belong to the 
( ·'·I'utV'n." 

Lord Chancellor and Fellow Delegates :-1 feel consider- '1 
able hesitation in speaking on this subject which has been 

rendered so highly technical by the course that the discussion 

has taken; but 1 feel that lowe a duty to you and a duty to 

the Congress which I represent. I know that the Congress 

holds some decided views on the question of the Federal 

Court, views which would be, I am afraid, very distasteful to M 
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large number of the Delegates here. Whatever they are. 

seemg that they are held hy a responsible body, it is, I supposr 

necessary that I should at least present them to you. 

I see that the discussions are based if not upon utter di~ 

trust, upon considerable distrust of ourselves that the Nation~ I 

Government will not be able to conduct its affairs in an i1n 

partial manner. The communal tangle also is colouring thf 

discussion. The Congress, on the other hand, bases the whok 

of its policy on trust and on the confidence that when W f 

have come to power we shall also come to a sense of our 

responsibility, and all the communal bias will drop oul. Bu I 

should it prove otherwise, then too the Congress would run 

the boldest risks imaginable because without running thos,' 

risks we shall not be able to come to exercise real responsibilit) 

So long as we have the mental reservation that we have Ie 

rest upon some foreign power for our gUid!lnce and for 

conducting our affairs at a critical juncture, so long. 

in my opmlOn, there is no responsibility. One feels ahn 

embarrassed by the fact that we really are trying t" 

discuss this thing without knOWing where we shall be. I 

should give one opinion if defence was not under the control 01 

the responsible Government, and another opinion if Defen". 

was under our own control. I proceed upon the assumptior 

that if we are to enjoy responsibility in the real sense of th. 

term, Defence will be under our control, under National contm 

in every sense of the term. 

AMBEDKAR'S DIFFICULTY. 

I entirely sympathise with Dr. Ambedkar in the dill [ 

why that he raised. It is aU very well to have a judgmen' 
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of the highest tribunal, but if the writ of that tribunal does 

not run beyond the conhaes of it, own court that tribunal 

will be a laughing stock of the nation an~ of the whole 

world. What is the:!. to be d)ne in connection with that 

writ? \Vhat Mr. ]in:Iah ,aid, of cClurce, came home

that the military wou:d be there Sut it will be the Crown 

that will run the writ. Then, I would say, let the 

High Court also, or the Federal Cmr~, be under the Crown. 

In my opinion, the Supreme Court has to be, if we are res

p)nsible, under the rec;p:)n5ible Government, and therefore, 

the process of carrying out the writ ha; also to be made good 

by the resp)nsible Government. Personally, I do not share 

the fears that actUJ.te Dr. A'!Ibedkar, but I think that his 

objection is a reasonable objection and that a court which 

gives judgments should also have perfect confidence that its 

judgments, will be re3pected by those woo are affected by its 

judgment, and hence I wauld sUJ:le3t that the judges should 

have the p"wer of fram;n] rules in order to re,;;ulate matters in 

connection with those judgments. Naturaliy the enforcement 

will not rest with the Court; the enforcement WIll rest with the 

e,e:utive authority, but the executive authority w,mld have to 

conform to the rules that might be framed by the Court. 

Somehow or other we fancy that this comtitution is going to 

give us every detail in connection with the composition of thls 

Court. I respectfully differ from that view in its entirety. I 

think that this constitution will give us the framework of the 

Federal Court, will define the jurisdiction of the Federal Court, 

but the rest will be left to the Federal Government to evolve. 

I cannot possibly understand that the constitution is also going 

to tell us how many years the judges are to serve, or whether 





they are to re'i\!1l or retire at the age of 70, or 95, or 90, or 

65 ; I think that thes(' will be matter:; to be taken up by the 

Federal Court, and hence, I propose a drastic method, for 

what it may be worth, that the constitution will give us, to 

~tart with, the judges and these judges will serve for a fixed, 

definite period, so that the responsible Government might not 

have to shoulder the burden of sheltering the Federal Court or 

the Supreme Court, whatever we choose to call it. Of course, 

we bring in the Crown at the end of almost every sentence. 

I must confess that, accordin~ to the C)nception of the Con

gress, there is no question of the Crown. India is to enjoy 

complete independence, and if India enjoys complete indepen

dence, whoever the supreme authority there may be, that 

supreme authority will be resp:msible for the appointment of 

judges and several other matters which to-day belong to the 

Cr~wn. 

OUR OWN PRIVY COUNCIL. 

It is a fundamental belief with the Congress that, what

ever the course the Constitution takes, there should be our 

own Privy Council in India. The Privy Council's portals, if 

It is really to give relief to the poor people in matters of the 

highest importance, should be open to the poorest people in 

the land, and I think that is impossible if the Privy Council 

here is to decide our fate in matters of the greatest importance. 

There, too, I would gUide ourselves by implicit trust in the 

ability of our judges to pronounce wise decisions.and absolutely 

impartial decisions. I know that we run always very great 

risks. The Privy Council here is an ancient institution, and 

an imtitution which justly commands very great regard and 
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respect; tut in spite of all the respect that I have for the 

Privy Council L cannot bring myself to believe that we also 

will not be able to have a Privy Council of our own which 

will command universal esteem. Because England can boast 

of very flne institutions, I do not think that therefore we must 

be tied down to those institutions. If we learn anything what

f,o~ver from England, we should learn to erect those institu

tions ourselves; otherwise there is a poor chance for the nation 

whose representatives we claim to be. Therefore, I would ask 

us all to have sufficient trust and confidence in ourselves at the 

present moment. Our beginning may be very small, but if we 

have strong, true and honest hearts io give decisions it does 

not matter in the slightest degree that we have not got the 

legal traditions which the jud£es in England claim, and very 

: .roperly boast of in the face of the whole world. 

WIDEST JURISDICTION. 

That being my v:ew, I feel that this Federal Court 

. hould be a court of the widest jurisdiction possible, and not 

Jecide cases only that arise from the administration of Federal 

: ",IWS. Federal Laws of course will be there, but it should have 

,he amplest jurisdiction to try all the cases that may come from 

,'1e four corners of India. 

It is, then a question where the subjects of the Princes 

will be and where they will come in. Subject to what the 

Princes may have to say, I would suggest, with the greatest 

diffidence and with equal hesitation, that there will be, I hope, 

at the end of it, if we are going to make something out of thi, 

Conference, something, which will be common to all India, t" 
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I he inha[,itant~ of India, whether they colTle if/'m the re,i 

Lidia. 

If there is S)mcthing in comlTlon between all of Us. na

turally the Supreme Court will be the gU3fdi311 of the right. 

that we may consider to be common to alL \Vhat those 

rights should be I am totally unable to say. It is entirely for 
the Prince. to say what they can be and what they cannot be, 

In view of the lact that they represent here not onl~' their 

uwn Houses but have taken on themseh-e; the tremendous res

ponsibility of repre~enting their subje:ts also at this Conferen~t', 

I would certainly make a humble but fervent appeal to them 

that they would of their OWII accord come forth w;th some 

&eheme whereby the;r subjects also may fe~1 that though they 

are not directly represented at this table the:r voices will find 
adequate expression through these noble Prin:es them

selves. 

NO BIG SALARY, 

So far as the salary is concerned, you will laugh, naturallv, 

but the Congress doc> boelieve that it is an impo:;sible thing for 

the Congress, which represeTJIs a Nation of dwarfs, to ,ie 

with the Engli~h nation, which reprfllent9 to-day giants in: 

wealth. Ind'a, whose average ~Il::ome i~ 31 ~r day. can ill

afford to pay the high salarie:; that are commandd here. I 

feel that it i£ a thing which We will have to . unlearn if we are 

going to have voluntary rule in India_ : It is all very well so 

long as the British bayonet i~ there to squeeze out of these 

POOf' people salaries of Rs. 10,000 a. month or salaries of 

Rs. 5,000 a month or s.alar'e:; of R~. 20,OO() a month •. 1 da 
not co,l:;ider, howe,e., that my Coulltry ha3 sunk to such an 



e~tent that it will not be able to produce sufficient men who 

w dl live somewhat in corre5pondence with the lives of the 

millions and still serve India nobly, truly and well. I do not 

believe for one moment that legal talent has to be bought if it 

is to remain honest. 

C. R. DAS AND PANDIT MOTiLAL. 

I recall the names of Motilal Nehru, C. R. Das, 

Manmohan Ghosh, Badruddin T yabji and a host of others, 

who gave their legal talcnt absolutely free of charge and served 

their country faithfully and well. The taunt may be /lung in 

my face that they did so because they were' able to charge 

princely fees in their own professional work. I reject that ar

bument, for the simple reason that I have known everyone of 

them with the exception of Manmohan Ghosh. It was not 

that they had plenty of money and therefore gave freely of 

their talent when India required it. It had no connection with 

their ability to have ease and luxury. I have seen them living 

the life of poor people and in perfect contentment. Whatever 

may be the p03ition at the present moment, I can point out 

1" you several lawyers of distinction who, if they had not orne 

to the national cause, would ,··,·day be occupyinou seats of the .ry . 
HIgh Court benches in all F .. ,s of India. I have, therefore, 

ab~olute confidence that when we come to frame our own rules 

and so on we will do so in a patriotic spirit and taking account 

of the miserable state that the mJlions of India occupy. 

One word more, and I have finished. Seeing that the 

Congress holds the View that this Federal Court or Supreme 

Court which you call it will occupy the position of the highest 
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ii'ibul1al beyond which no man who is an inhabitant of Illdlil 
can go, its jurisdiction in my opinion, will he limitle", It will 

have jurisdiction, 5e! far as Fed~ral m'ltter3 are c')ncerned, to 

the extent thaI the Prin:!'3 are aiD w,iling. but I cannot 

l1o>sibly im'lgine that We shall have two Supreme Courts, one 

in order to deal w:th merely Federal Law an:! another to deal 

\Vlth all the other mltters that are n~t c()vere:l by the Fe-deral 

administration or the F edNal G'Jvernment. 

Re-,all'l'. at t1t~ pre;e'1t rr1c>m~nt. I suppose, as things go, 

the Federal Governme:lt will concern itself with the minimum of 

subjects: matter. of thf> !tighe;t moment will h~ extra-Federal. 

\Vho is io adjudi:ate upon these extra-Federal mat~ers d not 

this very Supreme Court? Therefore this Supreme Court or 

Federal Court wiil exercise d()uble jurisdiction. if nece::sary. 

treble jurisdiction, The greater th~ power that we give 

to this Federal Court. I think. the greater the confidence' 

we ,hall be abl!' to impire ill tht' w.Jrld and a19:> in the 

nation itself. 

"MY HANDICAP," 

1 am sorry to have take:! up the,e preciot15 m:ntlte, of the 

time of the Coaff'fence. but I felt that. in spite of my great 

reluctance to speak to you on this question of a Federal Court. 

I must give Ih", viaws that many of us in Ihe Congress have 

been holding fo( a large number of y,nts, and which, we 

would. if we oould, spread throughout the length and breadth 

of India. I !mow the terrible handicap under Which I am 

labouring; all the most distinguished lawyers arc arrayed 

against me, the Prince3 also are probably arrayed against me 
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so lar as the salarie~ and jurisdiction of this 

cerned. But I would be gUilty 01 neglect of 

gress and to you il I did not give you the 

Congress and I hold so strongly on the matter 

Court. 

Court are con-

duty to the Con

views that the 

of the Federal 

Chairman: Weare so very much obliged to Mahatqla 

Gandhi for so very franlcly and so very fearlessly expressing 

his view. We are here to exchange views and to hear argu

ments upon them; that is t~ object of the Conference. If he 

will allow me to say so, when you know what a man wants, 

you can do your best to meet him, and he will no doubt do 

his best to meet you. The difficulty is to negotiate with a 

man who does not Imow what he wants. I am very much 

obliged to Mr. Gandhi for putling his views before us like 

that. It will always be my ambition to try and go as far as 

possible to meet them, and indeed as far as possible to meet 

anybody's views. I am sure, we shall have that spirit of 

accommodation all round the Federal Structure Committee. 

Meanwhile, let me express my personal thanks to Mr. Gandhi 

for putting before us so very frankly and so very fearlessly 

what his views upon this subject are. 
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" YOU CRIPPLED OUR WINGS: 
GIVE TH EM BACK." 

An Impassioned Plea for Defence Control. 

On November 17, Mahatma Gandhi put before the 

Federal Structure Commillee the Congress view on the ques

tions of Army and External Relations. 

" The Congress Case," said Mahatmaji, "is that com

ple{e responsibility should be transferred to India. That 

means that there should be complete Control of Defence and 

External Affairs but it also contemplates -adjustment. The 

nation that does not control its Defence forces and Ex/ernal 

policy," asserted Gandhiji, "is hardly a responsible Nation." 

The Congress View was put by Gandhiji, who said 

that he realised that he was undertaking a tremendous res

ponsibility. "I intervene at this stage because I am in one of 

these November fogs. I do not know whether there will be a 

report upon this discussion or not. I do not know whether 

we are going summarily to close these deliberations or extend 

them . 

.. As far as I am concerned I came here intending, if 

necessary, to winter in England, and therefore, time is of no 

consequence if perchance, my purpose can be obtained through 

Iriendly negotiation and consultation. I have been sent here with 

the deliberate intention of exploring every pos,ible avenue to 
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achieve an honourable settlement, whether by open discussion 

at this table or by private conference with Ministers and public 

men who influence public opinion here and with all those who 

,i. are interested in questions 'vitally affecting India. Therefore 

: .. " I a~ under obligation not to leave a single stone unturned in 

order to arrive at a settlement, if only because the Congress is 

wedded to the policy which is known to you all. 

.. The Congress is intent on reaching its goal as early as ' 

possible, and holds also very decided views on all these matters. 

What is more to the purpose, it is to-day or considers itself 

to-day, capable of shouldering all responsibilities that flow from 

Responsible Government. I thought therefore, that I could 

hot possibly allow the discussion on this most important matter 

to close without placing, as humbly and briefly as I could the 

Congress view." 

COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITY. 

" The Congress case is that complete responsibility should 

be :transferred to India. That means that there should be 

complete control of Defence and External Affairs, but it also 

contemplates adjustments. 

" We ought not to deceive ourselves or the world into 

thinking that we would be getting Responsible Government, 

although we may not ask for Responsibility in this Vital matter. 

The nation that does not control its' Defence forces and 

External policy can hardly be a responsible Nation. Defence and 

its Army is to a Nation the very essence of existence, and if 

a Nation's Defence is controlled by an outside agency, no 
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matter how friendly it is, that Nation certainly 
bly governed . 

IS not responsi-

.. This is what our English teachers have taught us times 

without number, and, therefore, some Englishmen twitted me 

when they heard some of us talk that we would have Responsible 

Government but not have, or not claim, control over Defence 

forces. Hence I have very respectfully to claim on behalf of 

the Congress, complete control over the Army, Defence Forces 

and External Affairs . 

.. I put in this also so as to avoid haVing to speak on it 

when that subject comes up. To this conclusion we come 

with the greatest deliberation, that if we do not get this 

control at the time of embarking on Responsibility, I cannot 

conceive of a time when, because we are enjoying Responsibility 

in other matters, we would be suddenly found lit to control 

our own Defence forces. 

A GREAT RESPONSIBILITY . 

.. The Army at present, in my opinion, whether Indian 

or British, is really an army of occupation. It does not matter 

to us or me-I speak from experience-that here are Sikhs, 

Gurkhas, Pathans, men from Madras, Rajputs, no matter who 

they are, they are foreigners to me whilst they are in the Army. 

I cannot speak to them. Soldiers have come to me stealthily 

and have been afraid even of speaking to me, because they 

felt that they might be reported. 

" It is not possible for us ordinarily to go to places where 

soldiers are kept. They are also taught to regard us not 35 

their countrymen. Unlike any other country in the world 
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there is absolutely no correspondence between them and the 

ordinary civil population. This I give as my evidence before 

this Committee, as a man who endeavoured to come into 

touch with every part of Indian life, and this is not my personal 

experience alone, but the experience of hundreds, and 

thousands of Congressmen, that there is an absolute wall 

between them and us . 

.. I am, therefore, quite aware that it is a tremendous thing 

for us, at once, to shoulder that responsibility and have control 

of this Army, say, less British Officers. That is our unfortu

nate and unhappy position created for us, I am sorry to have 

to say, by our rulers . 

.. Then there is the British Army. What is its purpose' 

Every Indian child knows that the British Army is there 

including the Indian Army, for the defence of British inten~~ts 

and the avoiding of and resisting foreign aggre~ion • 

.. I am sorry to have to malr.e these remarks, but that is 

precisely what I have learnecl and experienced, and it would 

be unjust even to my British friends if I did not give express

ion to truth as I have seen it, and as I hold it. 

.. Thirdly, it is an Army intended to suppr~s rebellion 

against constituted authority . 

.. These, then, are the main functions of that Army. 

Hence it does not surprise me that Englishmen should take the 

view they do. If I were an Englishman, and also had the 

ambition to rule another nation, I would do precisely the 

same. I would take hold of Indians and train them as soldiers 
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and train them to be loyal to me, so loyal that they would, at 

my command, shoot anybody I desired them to shoot. Who 

was it that shot people at Jallianwala Bagh if not their own 

countrymen? It is therefore not a matter for surprise, but a 

fact which stares me in the face. The existence of British 

troops there is also intended to serve this very purpose. It 
holds the balance between these different soldiers evenly. It 
undoubtedly protects British Officers and British lives. Again 

I would not complain if I would assume the premise that it is 

right for Britain to occupy India and that it is right for Britain 

to hold India to-day and continue to hold India, no matter under 

what altered conditions. That being so, I have no difficulty in 

answering the question which Sir T. B. Sapru would not face 

and which Pandit Malaviya also would not face. Both of 

them said that, not being experts, they were unable to say to 

what extent this Army could or should be reduced . 

.. I have no difficulty in saying what should happen. I 

would say emphatically that the whole of this Army should be : 

disbanded, if it does not pass under my control before I could 

possibly shoulder the burden of running the Government of 

India under the terrible handicaps under which we labour as' 

a legacy of alien rule. Therefore, that being my fundamental 

position, I say that if British Ministers and the British people 

really wish well by India, if you will transfer power now to us, 

then regard this as a vital condition, that the Army should pass 

under our control in entirety. 

THE SAFEGUARDS . 

.. That is my fundamental position. I do not want to enter 
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into detail. I put the case as forcibly as I am capable. But if 

this one thing is admitted I am resourceful enough to submIt 

and frame safeguard after safeguard which will commend them

selves to any unbiassed mind provided it is a common cause 

that those safeguards must be in the interests of India. But I 

want to go further and endorse what Lord Irwin has said that 

although the safeguards in the Pact are stated to be in the 

interests of India they must be considered--I believe Lord 

Irwin used my name and said that Mr. Gandhi also said that 

they must be considered --as in the mutual interests of India 

and England. I endorse that. 

.. I do not conceive of a single safeguard that will be 

only in the interests of India, not a single safeguard that will 

not be also in the interests of Britain providing that we contem

plate partnership, partnership at will but partnership on abso

lutely equal terms. 

ABLE TO SHOULDER BURDEN . 

.. The very reasons I have given you to-day for demanding 

complete control of the Army are also the reasons for pleading 

and for demanding control of External affairs. Not being 

well versed in what is really meant by External Affairs and 

having to plead my ignorance of what is stated in these reports 

of the Round Table Conference on the subject, I asked my 

friends Mr. Iyengar and Sir T. B. Sapru what was meant by 

External Affairs and Foreign Relations. I have got their 

reply before me. They state that the words mean relations 

with the neighbcuring Powers, with Indian States, with other 

powers in international affair. and with the dominions. 
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" If these are external affairs. I think we are quite 

capable of shouldering the burden and discharging our obli

gations. We can undoubtedly negotiate terms of peace with 

our own kith and kin. our own neighbours. our own country

men. with the Indian Princes. We can cultivate very 

friendly relations with our neighbours. the Afghans. and 

across seas with the Japanese. and certainly we can negotiate 

with the Dominions also. If the Dominions will not have our 

countrymen live there in perfect selfrespect we can nego

tiate with the Dominions. It may be I am talking out of folly 

but you should understand that the Congress has thousands 

and tens of thousands of foolish men and women like me. and 

it is on behalf of these that I respectfully register these claims. 

again saying that with the safeguards we have conceived we 

shall literally fulfil our obligations. 

FEELING OF GOODWILL. 

" Pandit Malaviya has sketched the safeguards. With 

much of what he has said I entirely associate myself. 

I " But then. I told you that I know the attendant 

, risks. That the Army will not accept my command. I know 

that very well. I know that the British Commander-in-Chief 

will not accept my command. nor would the Sikhs nor the 

proud Rajputs~none of them would accept my command. 

But I expect even so to exercise that command with the good 

will of the British people. that they would be there at the 

time of transferring command to teach a new lesson to these 

very soldiers and tell them that they would after all. be serving 

their own countrymen if they do so. British troops may also 
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be told " Now is the time for you not to remain here and 

protect British interests and lives, but you are here to protect 

India against foreign aggression, even against internal insurrec

tion, as if you were defending and serving your own country

men." That is my dream. 

"I know that I shall not realise that dream here. The 

evidence before me, and of my senses, tells me that I am not 

going to realise that dream to-day, and here, as a result of the 

deliberations of this Conference. 

" But I shall still cherish that dream. It is a dream I 

should like to cherish to the end of my time, but seeing the 

atmosphere here, I know that I cannot possibly infect British 

statesmen or the public with the idea or with the ideal that 

this is their cherished mission. That is how I would interpret 

the Prime Minister's declaration; that is how I would interpret 

Lord Irwin's Wishes. It should be the proud priVilege, the 

proud duty of Britain now to initiate us in the mysteries of 

conducting our own defence. Having clipped our wings, it is 

their duty to give us wings whereby we can Oy even as they 

fly. That is really my ambition and, therefore I say I 

would wait till eternity if I cannot get control of Defence. 

" I refuse to deceive myself that I am going to embark on 

Responsible Government, although I cannot control Defence. 

After all, India is not a nation which has never known how 

to defend herself. All the material is there. There are 

Mussalmans standing in no dread of foreign invasion. Sikhs 

will refuse to think that they can be conquered by anybody. 

The Gurkha, immediately he develops a national mind, will 

say, "I alone can defend India." 
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COMMUNAL PROBLEM. 

"., ,. 

"Then there are Rajputs who are supposed to be re,' 

ponsible for one thousand Thermopylaes, and not one little 

Thermopylae in Greece. Are you going to teach these thing, 

to the people of India who have never known how to wield 

arms? I follow that if I shoulder the burd'en of responsibility, 

I mean that all these people are going to join hands. I am 

here writhing in agony to see that We have not yet come to 

terms on the communal settlement. But whenever the com

munal settlement comes, that communal settlement pre-suppose

that we are going to trust each other. Whether the rule j

predominantly Mussalman, Sikh or Hindu, they will not rule 

as Hindus, Mussalmans or Sikhs, They will rule a' 

Indians. 

"If we distrust one another, then we want the British peopl< 

there if we do not want to be killed by one another. Then 

we must have British people. Then let us not talk of res 

ponsible government. 

"I at least cannot possibly think that we have got re> 

ponsible government and therefore I feel deep down at the 

bottom of my heart that if we are to have responsible gover" 

ment and the Congress wants responsible Government 

the Congress has faith in itself, in the masses of the peop 

in all those brave military races, and what is more, t, 
Congress has faith also in Englishmen lome day dOll 

their duty and transferring complete control to us-we rot' 

infect the British with that love for India, that love for ~ 

abling India to stand on her own feet. 
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FIE.RY ORDEAL 
" If the British people think that we shall require a century 

before that can be done then for that century the Congress will 

wander in the wilderness and the Congress must go through 

that terrible fiery ordeal. It must go through the midst of 

storm, distress, misrepresentation and through the midst . if it 

becomes necessary. and if it is God's will of a shower of 

bullets. This comes because We cannot trust one another. 

because Englishmen and Indians must look askance at one

another, 

"If Englishmen and Indians put their heads together. sailing 

in the same directIon with no mental reservation whatsoever. 

it is possible, I submit with every confidence, that we would 

hring into being safeguards which would be honourable alike 

to India and England and which would be a guarantee for the 

.afety of every British life and every British interest to which 

India pledges her honour. 

"Lord Chancellor, 1 cannDt go further. I tender a 

thousand apologies for ta1ing up the time of this meeting. But 

),ou will understand the feeling swelling up in me sitting here 

day after day, thinking day and night how these deliberations 

~an come to a successful issue. 

"~V ()\j Will undeTstand the leehngactuating rile, a feeling 01 
~'bsolute goodWill towards Englishmen and a feeling of abso

lut¢ service to .my countrymen." 
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LORD SANKEY'S SYMPATHY 

The Chairman said: Mr. Gandhi, I have hstened with , 
the greatest interest to your appeal. I want you to be good 

enough to help me personally. I am very much impressed 

firstly by what you call your dream - I cannot, of course, share 

it and then I am very much impressed by your ideals. Those I 

can--perhaps, not to the height that you entertain them

. share to a very great extent. I am just as anxious to secure 

the peace and happiness of India as you. I am just as anxious 

,as you and Lord Irwin to carry out those conditions which he 

and you arrived at the beginning of the year and which in 

,paragraph 2 read as follows: 

"Of the scheme there outhned Federation is an essential 

. part; so also are Indian responsibility and reservations or safe

. guards in the interests of India for such matters as, for 

instance, defence, external affairs, the financial credit to India 

and the discharge of obhgations." 

"I will ask you to assume that I am just as anxious as 

you to carry out that programme. I do not doubt your good 

faith. I ask you not to doubt mine. You said you hoped we 

sh~uld be able to teach you a lesson in self-defence. Nobody 

doubts the bravery of your fellow-countrymen. It has been 

manifested through centuries on many a stricken field. But, 

supposing it is right, as I think it is, that what you say is 

correct, namely that at . the present moment Indians 

have' to learn this lesson of self-defence, I agree with 

you. 



A TERRIBLE RISK 

.. I think that is right. Now let me tell you my trouble. 

11 it is right that at the present moment an Indian army is not 

ready, for that you are asking me and us to take a terrible 

re~pon5ibility when you ask us either to withdraw the army 

or reduce it to such a size as to make it not consistent with 

safety. With much of what you say, I have the greatest 

sympathy, but if you will forgive me saying so, Mr. Gandhi, 

the difficulty I feel i~ the responsibility that I should incur if I 

were a dictator and said "To-morrow I will withdraw every 

British soldier." It would be a terrible risk and if anything 

happened to the peace and prosperity of India. I for one could 

never forgive myself for taking a decision to do that when, 

upon admission, the lesson has to be learned how Indians can 

conduct their own defence . 

.. THE TIME MAY COME" 

.. lt is because I feel that responsibility. that although, 

share your ideals, I feel it is asking me at any rate to go beyond 

what I really ought to agree to. I agree with Mr. Gandhi 

that what we have to cOh,ider here are the interests of 

India, but give me any way the same credit that I give 

you, when I tell you that honestly, I do not think it would 

he in the interests of India to comply with the immediate re

quest to withdraw the army. It is a respollsibility that I think 

no statesman, who has real regard for the interests of India-

forgive me putting it that way- - could satisfy himself in assum

ing. The time may come- I hope it Will. 
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MAHATMA GANDHI EXPLAINS. 

Mahatma Gandhi interrupting said: 

" May I just correct you? I have not asked for the 

withdrawal of the British troops. I do not think there is one 

sentence in my remarks to that effect and if I did utter a sen

tence of that character, I should like to withdraw it.·· 

The Chairman asked: .. Will Pandit Malaviya withdraw 

it also." 

Pandit Malaviya replied: .. I have not asked for the 

withdrawal of. all troops. I said that the removal of internal 

security British trpopsshould be considered and that the re

moval of the re~t of the troops should be carried out progres

sively over a series of years. 

The Chairman saiel: .. I should like to ask Pandit Mala

viya whether he agrees with the safeguards. There was 

general agreement in the Sub-Committee that the assumption 

by India of all the powers and responsibilities which have 

hitherto rested on Parliament cannot be made at one step and 

that during the 'period of transition the Governor General 

should be responsible for defence. Do you agree with 

that ?" 

A RESPONSIBLE ARMY MEMBER 

Pandit Malaviya said: "I have said, my Lord, that 1 would 

reserve emergency powers to the Governor-General, but I 

would make the Indian Army Member in charge of the army 

responsible to the legislature. I think the two can be combined. 



.. I have not suggested the withdrawal of all British troops 

at once. I suggested that the internal security troops should be 

withdrawn and that the scheme for reducing the rest should be 

drawn up in consultation with experts and public men . 

.. I also mentioned that the Indian army will remain at 

158,000 Indian soldiers, officered mainly by Englishmen." 

" NOT A CAUTIOUS MAN .. 

The Chairman asked: "Do I understand you to say that 

it is impossible at present to have a complete withdrawal of the 

British Af"my ?" 

Pandit Malaviya replied: I do not say it is impossible. I 

think it is perfectly possible, but we have not asked for it. If 
I could persuade my English friends that the whole of the 

British troops should be withdrawn to-day, I would do so, but 

I have not a~ked for it because I want to carry my English 

friends with us as far as we can. 

The Chairman remarked: Well, my final reply to you 

is that if you would take that responsibility, you are a braver 

man than I and forgive me for saying so you are not f.uch a 

CLUtiOUS man as I. 
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.. DISCRIMINATE IN FAVOUR OF 
FAMISH I NG IN UlANS." 

"Swaraj Can Tolerate 
No Racial Discrimination," 

At the meeli1'[j of the }1'erleml Stl'll.Ctlwe C'mnmitt6e on 

November 19 Mahatma (;,mdhi plac<J(l befon ,it lite Cong1'es8 

view regarding the claim of Brit'i~h Merchants in India 

for financial safeg~~(!7'd.'l in the fl~ture Indirm Constitut·ion. 

He di~8entld emlJhaticoJl Y from tlte resolution a~'ri't,Bd at by 
the Round Table Confe~'cnce lust year and emphalliH~d that 
the only (li,~criminl/,tion r!eRi1'erl. 1l'a8 o)l.a" ,in fal'onr of 

fami~hing Indiam", 

The follo~li'l1r' 'I,' tlw /1,/1 II;!I 0.( "'Is ,<](e('''' ,

Mahatmoji said :-

Lord Chancellor and Friends:-I wculd like to tender my 

congratulations to Mr. Benthall cn his very temperate statement 

and I wish that he could have seen his way not to spoil that 

admirable statement by importing two sentiments. One senti

ment expressed by him was practically that Europeans or 

Brilishers claimed what they are claiming because of their 

haVing conferred certain benefits on India. I wish that he 

could have omitted this opinion, but haVing expressed it there 

should have been no surprise expressed, as was expressed by 

Lord Reading, that there was a courteous retort from Sir 

Purshotamdas Thakurdas, and now, as we have heard, re

inforced by Sir Phiroze Sethna. I wish also that he could 



WITH HIS FAITHFUL DISCIPLES. 

M.1hatmaii with Mira Ben and Sjt. PyareIal. 



have omitted the threat that has been used in that statement 

on behall of the great Corporation that he represents. He said 

that the European support to the national demand was condI

tional upon Indian nationalists accepting the demands of the 

European community expressed by Mr. Benthall, as also . not 

stated in this statement but we had it unfortunately a few days 

ago--- the separatist tendency expressed in the demand for a 

separate electorate, and their joining that separatist combination 

about whiCh it was my painful position to ~peak the other day. 

LAST YEAR'S RESOLLJTION. 

I have endeavoured to study the resolution passed at the 

last Conference. I want to read that resolution again, although 

you are familiar with it, because I shall want to say a few things 

in connection with that resolution. .. At the instance of the 

British commercial community the principle was generally 

agreed that there should be no discrimination between the 

rights of the British commercial community, firms and companies 

trading in India and the rights of Indian-born subjects". The 

rest I need not read. 

EMPHATIC DISSENT. 

I am extremely sorry, in spite of the great regard and 

respect I entertain for Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru and Mr. Jayakar, 

to have to disssent from this sweeping resolution. I was 

therefore delighted yesterday when Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru 

re6dily admitted that it was vague and that it was susceptible 

of improvement. You will see the general character of this 

resolution if you will carefully study it. There is to be no 

discrimination between the rights of the British mercantile com

munity, firms and companies trading in India and the rights 



of Indian born subjects. If I have interpreted this correcth 

I think that it is a terrific thing, and for one could not possiLI., 

commit the Congress to a resolution of this character, mue I 

less commit the future Government of India. 

There is here no qualification whatsoever. The right, ,. 

the British commercial community are to stand on exactly II:· 
same footing as those of Indian born subjects. Therefore" 

is not as if there is to be any racial discrimination, ot any thin, . 

of that kind; here the British' commercial community enjo· 

absolutely the same rights as Indian born subjects. I want t( 

state, with all the emphasis that I can command, that I cou!, 

not even endorse the formula that the rights of all Indian bOrl' 

subjects themselves could even be guaranteed or equal 

I shall show you the reason presently. 

I think that you will readily grant that the future Gover" 

ment of India would be constantly obliged (to use the ad 

mirable phrase used just now by Sir Phiroze Sethna) in ordt I 

to equalise conditions to do what the existing Government hi! 

neglected to do, namely, continually to discriminate in favou' 

of the famishing Indians against those who have been blest 1.:" 
nature or by the Government themselves with riches and ot]" 

privileges. It will be necessary for the future Governmcn:. 

perhaps, to provide quarters free for labour, and the momc· 

men of India ~ight say" If you provid~ quarters for them Y'" 

should give corresponding grants to us although we do nc I 

require quarters of that nature." It would undoubtedly I .. 

discrimination in favour of the poor people, and the monie,j 

men might then say, according to this formula, that it would b, 

discrimination against them. 
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I, therefore venture to suggest that this sweeping formula 

cannot possibly be accepted by us in this Conference when we 

are trying to assist His Majesty' s Government-~in so far as 

they will accept our assistance--in shaping the future Consti

tution of India. 

NO RACIAL DiSCRIMINATION. 

But having said this I want to associate myself completely 

with the British merchants and European houses in their legiti

mate demand that there should be no racial discrimination. I 

who had to fight the great South African Government for over 

20 years in order to resist their colour bars and their discri

minating legislation directed against Indians as such could be 

no party to discrimination of that character against the British 

friends who are at present in India or who may in future seek 

entry. I speak on behalf of the Congress also, The Congress 

too holds the same view. 

SUGGESTED FORMULA. 

Therefore, instead of this I would suggest a formula some

what on these lines, a formula for which I had the pleasure 

and privilege of fighting General smuts for a number of year •. 

I would suggest therefore this formula. It may be capable of 

improvement but I simply sugggest this for the consideration of 

this Committee and especially for the consideration of European 

friends . 

.. No disqualification not suffered by In:lian-born 

citizens of the State shall be imposed upon any persons 

lawfully residing in or entering India merely" -I emphasise 

the word "merely" - on the ground of race, colour or religion." 



GREETINGS! 
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I think that this is an all-satisfying formula. No Government 
could possibly go beyond this. I want to deal briefly with the 

implications of this and the implications of this are, I am 

sorry to say, different from the deductions that Lord Reading 

drew or sought to draw from last year's formula. There 

would be no discrimination in this formula against a single 

Britisher or for that matter against a single European. I pro

pose here to draw no distinction whatever between Britishers 

or other Europeans or Americans or Japanese. I would not 

copy the model of the British Colonies or the British Domi

nions which have, in my humble opinion, disfigured their Sta

tute Books by importing legislation essentially based upon 

distinctions of colour and race. 

WHAT FREE INDIA CAN DO. 

India free, I would love to think, would give a different 

kind of lesson and set a different kind of example to the whole 

world. I would not wish India to live a life of complete isola

tion whereby it would live in water-tight compartments and 

allow nobody to enter her borders or to trade within her 

borders. But having said that, I have in my own mind many 

things that I would have to do to repeat that expression, in 
I 
·1 order to equalise conditions. I am afraid that for years to 

'come India would be engaged in passing legislation in order to 

raise the down-trodden, the fallen, from the mire into which 
they have been sunk by the capitalists, by the landlords, by 

the so-called higher classes, and then, subsequently and 
scientifically, by the British rulers. If we are to lift these 

people from the mire, then it would be the bounden duty of 

the National Government of India, in order to set its houses in 

order, continually to give preference to these people and even 
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free them from the burdens under which they are belll'_ 

crushed. And if the landlords, Zamindars, monied men an, 

those who are to-day enjoying privileges I do not car, 

whether they are Europeans or Indians - if they find that the 

are dilcriminated against, I shall sympathise with them but 

will not be able to help them, even if I could possibly do " 

becau3e I would seek their assistance in that process, an 

without their assistance it would not be possible to raise the." 

people out of the mire. 

THE UNTOUCHABLES. 

Look at the condition, if you will, of the untouchables, 

the law comes to their assistance and sets apart miles of terr, 

tory. At the present moment they hold no land; at th 

present moment they are absolutely liVing at the mere, 

of the so-called higher castes, and also, let me say, at th, 

mercy of the State. They can be removed from one quart<

to another without complaint and without being able to set: 

the assistance of law. Well, the first act of the Lagislatu" 

will then be to see that, in order somewhat to equall 

conditions, these people are given grants freely. 

F rom whose pockets are these grants to come? Not fron 

the pockets of Heaven. Heaven is not going to drop the!' 

for the sake of the State. They will naturally come from th, 

monied classes, including the Europeans. Will they say tho' 

this is discrimination? They will be able to say. that th,· 

is no discrimination against them because they are Europeans 

it will be discrimination against them because they have g'" 

money and the others have got no money. It will be, therefor 

a battle between the haves and the have-nots; and if that , 
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what I~ feared, I am afraid the National Government will not 

be able to come into being if all these classes hold the pistol 

at the heads of these dumb millions and say: "You shall not 

have a Government of your own unless you guarantee our 

possessions and our rights," 

I think I have given sufficiently an indication of what the 

Congress stands for; of the implications of this formula that I 

have suggested. On no account will they find that there has 

been discrimination against them because they are English or 

because they are Europeans or Japanese or anything. 

The grounds that will be applicable to them for discri

mination will be also the grounds for discrimination against 

Indian-born citizens, and therefore I have got another formula 

also, hurriedly drafted because I drafted it here as I was listen

ing to Lord Reading and as I was listening to Sir T ej Bahadur 

Sapru. 

ANOTHER FORMULA. 

The second formula that I have got with me is in connec

tion with existing rights: 

.. No existing interest legitimately acquired, and not being 

in conflict with the best interests of the nation in general, shall 

be interfered with except in accordance with the law applicable 

to such interests." 

Here, too, I would explain shortly what I have in mind. 

I certlinly have in mind what you find in the Congress resolu

tion in connection with the taking over by the incoming Govern

ment of obligations that are being to-day discharged by the 
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British Government, just as we claim that these ubligation, 

must be examined by an impartial tribunal before they art' 

taken over by us. There is no question, therefore, of repudia 

tion but merely of taking over under examination, under audit. 

Similarly, we have, some of us here. some of us who haw 

made a study of the privileges and the monopolies enjoyed b\' 

Europeam, but let it not be merely Europeans, there are Indians 

I have undoubtedly several Indians in mind who are to-da \ 

in possession of land which has been practically given awa\ 

to them not for any service rendered to the nation but fo r 

some service rendered, -I cannot even say to the Govern· 

ment because I do not think that the Government has ben ... 

fited,- but to some official. 

THAT WHITE ELEPHANT-" NEW DELHI" 

Thm you have. .. not being in conDict with the best in

terests of the nation." I have in mind certain monopolies. 

legitim<:.tely acquired undoubtedly, but which have been broucil-.I 

into be:ng in conDict with the best interests of the nation. Lei 

me give yeu an illustration which will amuse you somewhi.· 

but which is cn neutral ground. Take this white elephallt 

which ;5 ailed New Delhi, (Laughter). Crares have bee I! 

spent upen it. Suppose that the future Government comes t" 

the ccn:~u:icll that this white elephant, seeing that we hay, 

get it, (u:,ht to be turned to some use. (Laughter). Imagine 

that in Old Delhi there is plague or cholera going on, and 

we want hospitals for the peor people. What are we to do' 

Do you suppose the National Government will be able to 

bUild hmp:tal,. and so on? Nothing of the kind. We wl~1 

take ckr;le of those buildm',s and put these p!a\.lue-slnde:· 
~ ~ oj 
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people in them and use them as hospitals, because I contend 

that those bUildings are in conRict with the best interests of the 

nation. They do not represent the millions of India. They 

may be representative of the monied men who are sitting at 

the table; they may be representative of His Highness the 

Nawab Sahib of Bhopal or of Sir Purshotamdas or of Sir 

Phiroze Sethna or of Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru, but they are not 

representative of those who lack even space anywhere to sleep 

and have not even a crust of bread to eat. If the National Go

vernment comes to the conclusion that that place is unnecessary, 

no matter what interests are concerned they will be dispossess

ed, and they will te di'possessed, I may tell you, without any 

compensation (Laughter), J.Jecause if you want this Govern

ment to pay ccmpensation it will have to rob Peter to pay 

Paul, and that would be impossible. 

THE BITTER PILL. 

I am trying to humour you in order to present this bitter 

pill, for it is a bitter pill which has got to be swallowed if a 

Government, as Congress conceives it, comes into being. I 

have no desire to deceive you; I have no desire, in order to 

take away something from here, to deceive you into the belief 

that everything will be quite alright. I want, on behalf of the 

Congress, to lay all the cards on the table. I want no mental 

reservation of any description whatsoever; and then if the 

Congress position is acceptable, nothing will please me better: 

but, if that position is not acceptable, if to-day I feel I cannot 

possibly touch your hearts and cannot carry you with me, then 

the Congress must continue to wander and must continue the 

process of prose!ytisation until you are all converted and allow 
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thl" millions of India to ieel that at la.t they have gc.t a National 

Government. 

DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT AT TRIALS. 

Up to now. no one has said a word in connection with the 

two lines which appear at the end of this resolution. namely . 

.. It was agreed that the existing rights of the European 

community in India. in regard to criminal trials .!'ould be 

maintained. " 

I must confess that I have not been able to study all the 

implications of it. I am glad to be able to say that for some 

days I have been engaged in carrying on friendly--absolutely 

friendly- and private cOl~versiltions with Sir Hubert Carr, 

Mr. Benthall and some friends. I was discussing this very 

theme with them and I asked them to tell me what these two 

things meant and they said it was the same thing for the 

other communities. I have not ascertained what is the 

meaning of the same thing for the other communities. It 
means. I suppose, that the other communities also may 

demand their own jury. This refer. to trial by jury. I am 

afraid I cannot possibly endorce this formula. 

Mr. ]INNAH: May I correct you. Mr. Gandhi! It 

refers not oll.ly to juries but to the tribunals, the tribunals which 

will try Europeans and Innians, and there are many other 

distinctions. It is not merely the jury. 

GANDHI]I : I did not know that. That is why I said 

I had not studied it. If there is something more you will 

parden my ignorance but I could not possibly be a party to 
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such reservations. I think that a Nationa.l Government cannot 

possibly be shut in by these restrictions. All the communities 

to-day who will be the future Indian nation must start with 

good-will, must start with mutual trust or not at all. If we 

are told that we cannot possibly have responsible government 

that will be a state of things understandable. We can all 

understand that. But we are told there must be all these 

reservations and safeguards. It would not be liberty and res

ponsible government but it would be all safeguards. Safe

guards would eat away the whole of the Government. I was 

trying this morning to flnd something analogous and I came to 

the conclusion that if all these safeguards are to be granted and 

all the talk here takes concrete shape and we are told that we 

are to get responsible government, it will be almost on a par 

with the responsible government that prisoners have in their 

jails. They too have complete independence immediately the 

cell door is locked and the jailor goes. The prisoners inside 

that cell about 10 ft. square or 7 ft. by 3 ft. have complete 

independence. I do not ask for that kind of complete indepen

dence with the jailors safeguarding comfortably their own 

rights. 

AN APPEAL. 

Therefore I appeal to our European friends that they 

should withdraw this idea of safeguarding their rights. I 

venture to suggest that the twa formulas that I have put forward 

should be adopted. You may cut them about in any manner 

you like. If the wording is not satisfactory by all means 

suggest some other wording. But outside these formulae of a 

negative character whereby there is no bar sinister placed against 
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you I venture to say you may not-shall I say dare not- ask 

for more. So much with reference to existing interests and 

future trade. Mr. Jayckar was talking yesterday about key 

industries and I propose to associate myself entirely with the 

sentiments that he expressed. I do not think that I need take 

up your time by talking of what importance Congress attaches 

to key industries. The Congress conception is that if the 

key industries are not taken over by the State itself the State 

at least will have a predominant say in the conduct and 

administration and development of the by industries. A poor 

undeveloped country like India is not to be jud.;ed as a highly 

developed individualist Isla;ld like Great Britain m~y be. What 

is good for Great Britain to-day is in my opinion in m:my 

respects poison for India, India ha5 got to develop her own 

economics, her own policy, her own method of deJ.ling with 

her industries and everything else. Therefore, so far as the 

key industries are concernd, I am afraid that not merely the 

Britishers but many will feel that they are not haVing fair-play. 

But I do not know what is the meaning of " fair-play" 

against a State. 

COASTAL SHIPPING. 

And then about Coastal trade too, the Congress un

doubtedly has the greatest symp:lthy with the desire to develop 

cc,,"stal trade, but there if, in the Bill or in any appro:lch to this 

proposition about the coastal trade, there is any di3crimination 

against Europeans as such, I will join hands with the Euro

peans and fight that Bill or the prop~3aj which discriminates 

against Englishmen because they are Englishmen .. But there :Ire 
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these vast interest, thot have come into being. i h;,ve travelled 

fdirly frequently up the great river ways of Bengal and I have 

travelled years ago up the Irrawady. I know something of 

that. By concessions, privilege-. Lvours, whatever you call 

them, these huge corporations have built up industries, built 

up companies and bUilt up a trade which does not admit of 

any opposition whatsoever. 

Some of you may have heard of a budding company 

between Chittagong and Rangoon. The Directors of that 

Company, poor struggling Mussalmans, came to me in Rangoon 

and asked me if I could do anything. My whole heart went 

cut to them, but there was nothinil to be done. What could 

be done? There is the mighty Bniish India Steam Navi

gation Company simply under~elling t~is budding company and 

p:actically taking the pas.;~ngers without any passage money at 

aU. I couid qelote instance after instance of that character. 

Therefore it is not became it is a British company. If it were 

an lndlan company that had usurped this thing it would be the 

same. Supposing an Indian company was ti!king away capital, 

as to-day we have Indians who instead of investing their capital 

in India invest their capital or invest their monies outside 

India. Imagine that there w .• s a huge India:!. CorpDrathm that 

was taking away all its profits and inyesting them in some other 

parts of the world, fearing that the National Government was 

not going along a correcl policy, and therefore in order to keep 

the;r money int3ct they were taking away that money outside. 

Go a little step further with me and say In.;! these Indian 

Directcrs in order to organise in a most scicntiGc and fini~hed 

end pcd<:ct ill"'l'ler brought all 1 he Europe:lIl ,1ill that they 
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("'Jllid bring there and did not allow these struggling corpora

tions to come into bei:lg, I would certainly have something to 

say and have legislation in order to protect the companies like 

the Chittagong company. They could not even float their 

ships along the Irrawaddy. They gave me chapter and verse 

in order to assure me that it became utterly impossible; they 

could not get their licenses, they could not get the ordinary 

facilities that one is entitled to. Everyone of u~ knows what 

money can buy, what prestige can buy, and when su:h pre;

tige is built up which kills all the saplings it becomes necessary 

then to use the expression of Sir John Gor;t which he used 

42 years ago-- that it then becomes necessary to lop off the 

tall poppies Tall p::>ppies ought not to be allowed to crus!" 

these saplings. That is really the case on behalf of the coastal 

trade. It may have been c1u;nsily worded, th., BllL That 

does not matter, but I think the e33ence of it is absclutely 

correct. 

DEFINlTiO~ OF CITIZENSHIP. 

About the citizenship, th~t is the last thing. Well, you 

have the dennition from the Nehru Report. Naturally the 

Nehru Committee had to ccmsider situ:ltions as they arose, and 

therefore there were several changes rung on the orig!ual des

cription ; but I would like this C:lmmittee to realise that the 

Nehru Report is~I am sorry to have to say it but it is so-to

day a back number. Even the late Pandit Motilal Nehru 

was obliged to say that, not because we wanted to treat 

that Nehru Report as a back number. The Nehru 

Report is undoubtedly a compromise between several 

positions. Though not a member of the Committee I knew 
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exactly what was happening, bec~use I happened at that time 

to be in India, to be in touch with the member3 of the C"m

mittee, and therefore I know s'lm~thing of the history of that 

Report and how that Committee aiso c&me into being. I am 

not going to weary you with the details of t~e history of 

that compromise, but, as you will see, that Rep')rt is basc:d 

upon the idea that we were to have Dominion Status. \Vel!, 

the Congress has taken several strides further. The Congress 

had to forget that Report in conection with the Hinclu-Muslim

Sikh formula, as it has been obliged to forget that Report 

about many other things. Although the Nehru Report is a 

creation, or the Nehru Committee is in the first instance a 

creation of the Congress. I am not able, therefore, to say that 

we will be able to-day to swear by everything that appears 

there. Beyond that I do not want just now to go. 

The defini~ion of a citizen is a terriffic job. cOClld not 

possibly undertake on the spur of the moment to present, as I 

understand the Congress mentality of to-day, what will com

mend itself to the Congress or what will commend itself to 

me. It is, as I say, a matter on which I would like to confer 

with Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru and other friends and try to 

understand what is at the back of their minds, because I must 

confess that out of this diSCUssion I have not been able to 

reach the heart of the thing. I have made the Congress posi-

tion absolutely clear, that we do not want any 

racial discrimination, but after having cleared that 

position I am not called upon now to give a summary 

decision for the opinion of the Congress in connection 

with the definition of the word "citizen". TherEfore I 
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would simply say in cnnnection with the word "citiz cn .. th~t 

I reserve my opinion as to the definition entirely for the time 

being. 

Having said this, I want to close with this remark. I do 

not despair of finding a common formula that would satisfy 

the European friends. The negotiations in which I was pri

Vileged to be a party are, I think, still to continue. If my 

presence is required I will still attend that little Committee 

meeting. 

The idea is to enlarge it and give it a little less infor

mal share and find out a common basis. 

Inspite of what I have said, I do not despair of find

ing a common formula, but having expressed that hope, I 

would again hark back to the point that, so far as I can under

stand it, I cannot think of any detailed scheme which could be 

incorporated in the Constitution. What can be incorporated 

in the Constitution is some such formula as this, round which 

all kinds of rights can arise. 

FEDERAL COURT. 

There is no conception here, as you see, of doing any

thing administratively. I have expressed my own hope in 

connection with the Federal and Supreme Court. To me the 

Federal Court is the Supreme Court; it is the final Court 01 
Appeal beyond which there would be no appeal whatsoever; 

it is my Privy Council and it is the palladium of liberty. It is 

the court to which every person who is at all aggrieved can 

go. A great jurist in the Transvaal-and the Transvaal and 

South Africa generally have undoubtedly produced very great 
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Jurists-to whom I used to go for assistance when 

was a youngster, once said to me, 

difficult case. .. Though there may 

now, I tell you th:lt I have gUided 

or else I should not be a lawyer; 

in regard to a very 

be no hope just 

myself by one thing, 

the law teaches us 

lawyers that there is absolutely no wron6 for which there 

is no remedy to be found in a court of law, and if judges say 

there is ne> remedy then those judges should be immediately 

unseated." I say that with all deference to you, Lord Chan

cellor. 

I, therefore, think that our European friends may rest 

assured that the future Federal Court will not send them away 

empty handed, as we expect to go away empty handed if we 

do not have the favour of the Ministers who are the present 

advisers of His Majesty. I am still hoping that we shall 

have their ear and get round their better side, and then we 

may hope to go away with something substantial in our pockets; 

but whether we go away with anything substantial in our 

pockets or not, 1 hope that if the Federal Court of my dreams 

comes into being then the Europeans and everybody-all minori

ties--may rest assured that that Court will not fail them, 

though a puny individual like myself m:ly fail them. 

SANKEY'S THANKS. 

CHAIRMAN: We are very much obliged to Mr. 

Gandhi for that speech. If you will allow me to say so, every

body must be impressed by the earnestness and sincerity with 

which he advocates his ideals, and 1 thank him very much 

indeed. Perhaps he will be good enough to give me those 

two formulas. 
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SAPRU'S QUEEIES. 

SiR TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU: I should like to aok 

:'vbhatma Gandhi to explain one part of his speech, in regard 

to which there is some doubt in my mind. Does he propose 

thill the National Government of the future should examine and 

mvestigate the title to property of everyone, and if so, would 

it be any title acquired within a certain period of time or not? 

\Vhat is the m'lchinery he pr;)p:nes to bring into existence fer 

tne examination of that title and does he propose to give any 

compensation at all, or that the National Government should 

simply expropriate property which according to his view or the 

view of the majority seemed to have been wrongfully ac

quired? 

CHAIRMAN : You said you wanted to ask one ques

tion, and you have asked about twenty! 

GANDHlJI: If you will give me permission I will cer

tamly answer those questions, which are very legitimate ques

tions. I have really given my view. So far as I understand, 

it is not intended that the administration should do the thing; 

everything that is done will be above board. 

It will be done by legal machinery. All these c1aims-

SIR TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU: That is what I want 

to know. What is that legal machinery to be ? 

GANDHIJI: I have not at the present moment thought 

of any limitation. I think that there is no limitation running 

against a wrong. 
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WITH THE COMEDIAN. 

The wcrld-renowned screen hero Charlie Chaplin was delighted to have an interview with 
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" NO TITLE SAFE." 

Sir TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU, Under your National 

Government therefore no title in India is safe ? 

GANDHI]I; Under our National Government the 

Congress will decide these things and if there is any undue 

fear about these things I think it is possible to satisfy every 

legitimate doubt. I have no hesitation in saying that generally 

speaking this is a formula which should be accepted. Where 

complaints are made and there are legitimate rights acquired 

it should be open to the court of law to examine those rights. 

I am not going to say to-day in taking over the Government 

that I shall examine no rights whatsoever, no titles that have 

been acquired. 

CHAIRMAN ; I think each of you will consider what 

the other has said and we will consider what both of you 

have said. 
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.. DISSECTI NO A CARCASS" 

Premier's F allades Exposed. 

On be/talj of the Congngg, M(dwtmc! G(mdhi ente1'(! 

allclwment proto"t n[Jm:nst the Premier's .0'nrl-fathMing , 
the fi,ll(tcions scheme d'I'wwn by tlip, pS8wlo-lcc!ders 1d 
imagi,ned tlUtt they rep1'csenie£l the minorit'ies '1wntionc. 

(tgninst their ?tames. 

" I lawe nJ hegitc!iion in guying to His }.[nje8t:i 

GOvB1·nmcnt ......... nnd, indeed, to the u1wle 1t'011d that tl" 

scheme is not one designed to acln:c7Jc rt8/xinsiUe Gov('r" 
ment, but is un(loubtedly a ,~cheme designed to ~hc/,1'e P01'" , 

'1vith the bureaum·ctcy. 

" If that is the int(mtion- and ·it is the intanti" / 

rn nning throng" the whole docmnent,-I '!,l'i,oh tltem wdl ((,'/,. 
the Cong1'C.~8 is ent'i1'el.1J 01~t of it," declu,'I'{,d Mnlw/ma.ji," 

Mahatma Gandhi at the outset confessed that it was n,· 

without considerable hesitation and shame that he partie' 

pated in the discussion of the Minorities. He said that bef,,· 

commenting on the Minorities Memorandum which he had n 

been able to read with care and attention that it deserved, I,. 

desired wah all deference and respect due to the Premier, t· 

dissent from the view that inability to solve the commun;,' 

question was hampering the progress of constitution-build in>. 

and that the solution was an indispensable condition prior :' 

building any such constitution. 
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.. A t an early st~ge of the siltings of this Confertnce I said 

that I did not share that vi~w. Experience I h~ve since gain

ed confirms my view and if you will parden me for saying it 

'0 it WeS because emphasis laid last year was repeated this 

year upon this difficulty that different communities were en

couraged to press with ali veher:eence at their command their 

own reEpective views. !t wou!d have been against human 

nature if they did otherwise. All of them thought that this 

was time to press their claim for all they were worth and I 

:ug;est again th<..t this very emphasis has defeateJ the purpose 

,hich I have no doubt it had in view. 

'wHY THEY FAIUD IN REACHING AGREE\1E~T. 

Having recei\ed that encom"gerr.ent we failed to arrive 

, t an a~reement. I, Iheref0[e, aswciate myself entirely with 

. :.e vc"w e:,presceJ by Sir C. Set2.lvad that it i, not this ques

',,:n wIlieh IS the fulcrum but the central act is constit:Jtion 

: .. J.kh:Jg 

WE CAl'vlE FOR FREE CONSTITUTION. 

I am quite certain (Lat you dlo not convene the Rot:nd 

Table Ccnference and brought us all 6000 mile3 frem our 

h"mee and occup"Ucm Lo ',f.nIe Ihe ccmmunal question but you 

cunvelled us .. od ycu £Hilde deliberate declarations that we 

were invited to come here to share the precess of constitution 

bUilding and that before we went away from your lH'spilab:e 

shores we shouid have certain cOIlYiction, that we bd built 

up an honourable <'nd practicahle framework for the freed:)m of 

India and that it awaited only the i::r,prirra>ur of the appro""l 

cf the Cemmens and the Lerds. 
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We at present face wholly a different situation, namely, 

that because there is no communal settlement agreed to by us 

there is to be no bUilding of the constitution and that as the 

last resort and as the last touch you will announce a policy of 

His Majesty's Government in connection with the constitution 

and all matters that may arise therefrom. I cannot help feeling 

that it wculd be a sorry ending to the Conference which was 

brought into being with so much trumpeting and so much hope 

excited in the minds and breasts of many people. 

Coming to this document I accept thanks that have been 

given to me by Sir H. Carr. .Had it not been for the remarks 

that I made when I shouldered that burden and had it not been 

for my utter failure to bring about the solution Sir, Hubert 

Carr rightly says he would nJt have found the very admirable 

solution, that he has been able in common with other minorities 

to present to this Committee for consideration and approval of 

His Majesty's Government. 

DISSECTING THE CARCASS. 

I will not deprive Sir H. Carr and his associates of the 

feeling of satisfaction that eVidently actuates them, but in my 

opinion what they have done is to sit by the carcass and they 

have performed the laudable feat of dissecting the carcass. 

As representing the predominent political organisation in 

India I have no hesitation in saying to His Majesty' s Govern

ment and to those friends who seek to represent or think they 

represent the Minorities mentioned against their names and, 

indeed, to the Whole world that this scheme is not one designed 

to achieve responsible Government but is undoubtedly a scheme 
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designed to share power with bureaucracy. If that is the in

tention running through the whole document, I wish them 

well and the Congress is entirely out of it. 

The Congress will wander, no matter for how many years 

in the wilderness, rather than lend itself to the proposal under 

which the hardy tree of freedom and responsible Government 

can never grow. 

I am astonished that Sir H. C<.rr should tell us that they 

have evolved a scheme which has been designed only for tem

porary period with no damage to the cause of nationalism, but 

that at the end of ten years we would all find ourselves hug

ging one another and throwing ourselves into one another's 

laps My political experience teaches me a wholly different 

lesson. If this responsible GovernmEnt, whenever it comes, is 

to be inaugurated under happy auspices it should not undergo 

the process of vivisecticn to which this scheme subjects it. It 
is a strain which no Government call possibly bear. 

There is the coping stone to this structure and I am 

surprised Mr. Prime Minister, that you have allowed younelf 

to mention this as if it was an indisputable fact, namely, that 

the proposals may be taken as being acceptable to well over] 15 

million people or about 46 per cent of the population of India. 

You had a striking demcnstration of the inaccuracy of this figure. 

You have had on behalf of the women a complete repudiation 

of the special representation and as they happen to be one 

half of the population of India this 46 per cent is somewhat 

reduced (laughter) but not only that the Congress may be a very 

insignificant organisation but I unheSitatingly make the claim, 
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and I am not ashamed to repeat the claim, that the Congress 

claims to represent 85 per cent or 95 per cent of the popula

tion not merely in British India but the whole of India . 

. Dr. Ambedkar asked: Who are the five per cent that the 

Congress do not represent? 

CONGRESS REPRESENTS PEOPLE. 

Mahatma Gandhi proceeded : I repeat the claim with all 

emphasis that the Congress by right of service claims to re

present that population which is called agricultural population 

of India and I would accept the challenge if the Government 

were to issue a challenge that we should have referendum in 

India and you would immediately find whether the Congress 

represents them or not, but I would go a step further. 

CONGRESS HAS MUSLIMS AND 

.. UNTOUCHABLES" ON ITS REGISTER, 

At the present moment if you were to examine the register 

of the congress and the records of the prisons in India you would 

find that the Congress represented and represents on the 

register a very large number of the Mussalmans. Several 

thousands of the Mussalmans went to jail last year under the 

banner of the Congress. The Congress to-day has several 

thousand Mussalmans and thousands of" untouchables " on its 

register. The Indian Christians are also on the register. I do 

not know that there is a single community which is not re

presented on the Congress register. With all deference to the 

Nawab of Chattari even the landlords, even the millowners 

and the millionaires are represented there. 



AU REVOIR! 

'lahatmaji, on whos~ right are Pandit Mahwiya, Mrs. Naidu and Mira Ben, acknowledging 
greetings from thf' huge mass of humanity that gathered 011 th., Mole to 

wish him God-speed. 

~. 
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I admit that they are coming to the Congress slowly aJld 

cautiously, but the Congress is trying to serve them also. The 

Congress undoubtedly represents Labour. Therefore this claim 

that the proposals set forth in this memorandum are acceptable 

to well over 115 million people needs to be taken with a very 

great deal of reservation and caution. 

You had presented to you the Congress proposal in 

connection with the communal problem. I submit that of all the 

schemes that I have seen it is the most workable. I admit that 

it did not commend itself to the representatives of the commu

nities here but it commended itself to the representatives of 

these very classes in India. It is not the creation of one brain 

but of a Committee on which various important parties were 

represented. You got that scheme on hehalf of the Congress 

but the Congress has also suggested impartial arbitration. 

I my,e1f suggested the appointment by Government of a 

Judicial Tribunal but if none of these things are acceptable to 

any of us and if this is sine qua non of any ccn3titution build

ing it will be much better that we should remain without 50-

called Respcnsible Government than accept this claim." 

Gandhiji reituated that while the Ccn€,ress would always 

accept any solution acceptable to the Hindus, Muosalmans and 

Sikhs it would be no party to special reservations and special 

electorates for any other minority. "The Conl'.ress will 

always endorse the clauses or reservations as to fundamental 

rights and civil liberty. It will be cpen -to everybcdy to be 

placed on the voter, roll and to appe"l to the common body 
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NEGATION OF NATIONALISM. 

The proposition enunciated by Sir H. Carr is the very 

negation of responsible government and nationalism. If he 

says that if you want a live European on the Legislature then 

he must be elected by the Europeans themselves. Heaven help 

IndIa, if India has to have representatives elected by these 

several racial set-up groups. That European would serve 

India as a whole and that European only who commands the 

approval of the common electorate and not mere Europeans. 

This very idea suggests that responsible government will always 

have to contend against those interests which will always be in 

conflict against national spirit against this body of 8S per cent 

of the agricultural population . 

.. UNTOUCHABLES SHALL NOT REMAIN 

UNTOUCHABLES FOR EVER." 

.. We do not want 'untouchables' to be classined as a 

separate class. Sikhs may remain such in perpetuity. So may 

Moslems and Europeans. Will the 'untouchables' remain 

'untouchables' in perpetuity? I would far rather that Hin

duism died than .. untouchability" lived. Therefore with all 

my regard for Dr. Ambedkar and for his desire to see 'un

touchables' uplifted, and for his ability I must say in all humi

lity that here is a great wrong under which he has laboured 

and perhaps bitter experiences he has undergone have for the 

moment warped his judgment. It hurts me to have to say 

this, but I would be untrue to the. cause of • untouchables • 

which is as dear to me as life itself if I did not say it, I 

will not bargain away their rights for the kingdom ot the whole 

world. I am speaking with a due sense of responsibility. 
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NOT A PROPER CLAIM. 

I say it is not a proper claim which is registered by 

Dr. Ambedkar when he seeks to speak for the whole of un

touchables in India. It will create division in Hinduism, which 

I cannot possibly look forward to with any satisfaction 

whatsoever. I do not mind "llntouchables" being converted 

to Islam or Christianity. I should tolerate what is in store for 

Hinduism if there are two divisions set forth in the villages. 

Those who speak of political rights of "untouchables" do not 

know India and do not know how Indian society is to-day 

constructed. Therefore I want to say with all the emphasis that 

I can command that if I were the only person to resist this thing 

I will resist, it with my life. 



HIS "SAFEGUARD." 

Miraben wrapping Mahatmaji up to protect him 
from the chilly wind on deck, the steamer, 

just on arrival at Marseilles. 



MAHATMA FEARS FRESH COURSE OF 
SUFFERIN 

"Children would Dance with Joy when 
Bullets would Fly." 

Ntb/t(!tma G(~ntlhi ,in BIJite of hi,s cold (mil 'indisposi. 
tion ?Ju!(le one of the st\rring speeches in the Ftdeml Struc
ture CO?lllmittee on Novem/;er '25, when he ?JUI,de a fraTlk 
confeflsion thc!t he webB convinced that, from the Wf1l!J the 
Conference procecdi7~g:3 weI" going on, the Britishers did 
not mean tllAl tmnsference of power to India. 

"It lmrts me, it pC!in.9 me all the more th(!t th·is 1)1'C

CiOUB timc of the British Jl!.iniste1'8 and of all these Indian.~ 
should have been wasted and that nothing t(mgiblc wiU 
result," said ltIah(,tma. 

"The result ii, tlwrefore, tlwt nothing is going to come 
out of thi8 thing, but ter?'ible repre8sion in India. I do 
not mind repression in right time. I will consider that 
a8 a very fine O1!tCO"l"ll,(t of thii Conference. 

"Repres8·ion has never done harm to a single '(In tim 
which is sailing for a desvined goal, with fixed detarmina
tion, for, reprsssion i8 reaUy the draught that Jlfr. Lee
Smith administere(l. 

WILL UNFURL N. C. O. BANNER 
"But uhat I fear is that the sleflder thrgad, which I 

hOl..I U(}ain built up of co-operation with the Britiih n(!tion, 
wit" B"d;,h 1/;".;,t61"8 is O,bOl~ to 8nc!}J (mel awl I ~1wuld 



MAHATMAJI'S BUST, 

.- " ~ >,"" -' -:. ~"" 
" 

Mrs, Clare Sherriden giving the fini~hinf; touch>" to h01' bllM (,f ({IInd](i,ii. The BCU\ptr(", " 'I 

p'enerallv Rtavs in North Africi ""'Iii 'I' "~II Ily ill 1"":,,, , 'I l'll' " mitbicn", 
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again dccla1'e myself a convinced 71On-co.openJ,tor and a 
civil "'~si.ste7'-that I should redeliver' this ?JW88age of non
co-operation, of civil resi8tcmce in Ind ;(1" no matter how 
many (!croplanes uill fly ave?' India or how many 
tanlcs will be br01bght to India. They will have no result. 

EVEN CHILDllEN lVON'T BE COlVED DOlVN. 

" rou do not 7,no1l' to-day they br'ing no 7'esult-not 
&von upon tender young child7'e7h. lI' e twch them to dance 
with joy u'''cn bullets a1'e fly'ing abm!t them. 'I hey a?'c . like 
80 many crackers. TVe tcctch t1um to suller fo'r the freedom 
of their country. I do not despair -not so long as the 
Congress remains untarnished and goes foru-a1'd thrmtgh
out the length and breadth of India undiminished," 

The follOWing is the full text of the speech, 

My Lord, (catching the Chancellor's eye) : .. I tender my 

congratulations to Mr. Lees-Smith for being responsible for the 

debate, I tender my congratulations to you, Lord 

Chancellor, for having allowed the debate, I thank 

Mr. Lees-Smith for haVing shown his amazing opti

mism in initiating the debate, He has come as a physician 

with an oxygen-pump, He is trying to pump oxygen into the 

dying body, I do not say that we are a dying body, because 

of this rumour or threat of Provincial Autonomy divorced from 

Central responsibility. In my humble manner almost from the 

commencement of these proceedings, I have been uttering 

words of warning, and I was oppressed, and I said so in so 

many words, with a sense of unreality which dawns upon Sir 
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T. B. Sapru only yesterday because he has given me ' 

privilege 01 taking me into his confidence in common with 

other lriends and comrades (il I can also bracket myself as 

01 his comrades). Out 01 his ripe experience 01 administra[. 

allairs haVing held high ollices in Government he has war:, 

us 01 the danger 01 Provincial Autonomy . 

.. AN UNREPENTANT SINNER." 

.. I am very olten an unrepentant sinner. He had reas 

for issuing this warning especially--in connection with n 

because I had dared to discuss the question of Provin, 

Autcncmy with so m<ny Engli~h fritnds who are respo",,: 

public men in this country, and he had heard 01 it, and 

he gave me ample warning. It was for that reason I I 

you find me as one of the co-signatories not to the docum, 

that has been placed before yeu, Lord Chancellor, but 

another similar document that was issued to the Press ab, 

ten days ago and was addressed to the Premier. I told h 
as I say here that both he and others who have spcken all 

him, and I reached the same goal, though through differ,· 

routes. Fools walk in where angels lear to tread. Not ha\ 

had any experience cf administration, actually I lelt thai 

Provincial Autonomy was PrOVincial Autoncmy of my co 

ception, I for one would not mind handling the fruit feeil, 

the thing and seeing whether it really answered my purpos, 

on 

and 

MEETING OPPONENTS ON THEIR OWN 

PLATFORM. 

I love to meet friends who may be opponents 

their own platform and find out their 

find cut al~o whether what they are 

in pol 

difficuL 

offer, 
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i5 likely to lead one to the Stime place; and in that 'pirit 

and in that sense I ventured to discuss provincial auto

nomy ; but I found at once on discussion that what they me mt 

was certainly not Provincial Autoncmy that I meant; lind so I 

told my friends also that I would be qUite safe if they left me 

alone and that I was not ~oing to sell the interests of the coun

try cut of foolish cenceplion cf provincial autcncmy, or out of 

impatience to get something for the country. What I am an

xious to do is that having come alllhese miles with the greate ,t 

diffidence, having come here to tender my whole-hearted c)

operation to Government and this Conference without the 

slightest mental reservaticn, having applied that spirit of co

operation in thought, word and deed, I have not hesitated even 

to go into the danger zone; and hence I have dared to talk 

about and discuss provincial autonomy. But I have come to 

the conclusion that you or British Ministers do not contem

plate giving India that measure of provincial autonomy which 

would satisfy a man of my mentality, which would satisfy the 

Congress and which would reconcile the Congress to taking up 

provincial autonomy, although there may be a delay in get

ting responsibility at the centre. 

LET THERE BE NO MISUNDERSTANDING. 

At the risk of taking up little of the time of the meeting, 

let me make my meaning clear. Because here too I am adop

ting a somewhat different line of argument, and I am most 

anxious not to be misunderstood. Let me take one illus

tration. I want to take for my illustration Bengal, because it is 

the one province to-day in India which is deeply affected. I 

know that there is a terrorist school active in Bengal. Every-
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MI['KING THE GOATS! 
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body ought to realise by this time that I can have no matter of 

sympathy with that terrorist school in any shape or form. I am 

as convinced as I have ever been that terrorism is the worst 

kind of action that any reformer can take up. Terrorism is 

the very worst thing for India in a special manner, because 

India is a foreign soil for terrorism to flourish in. I am con

vinced those young Indbns who are giving their lives for what 

they consider to be a good cause are simply throwing away 

their lives and they are not bringing the country by one inch 

nearer to the goal which is common, I hope, to us all. I am 

,convinced of these things, but having been convinced of them 

O:,lUpposing that Bengal had provincial autonomy to-day, what 

'would Bengal do ? Bengal would set free everyone of the 

:letenus. Bengal would not hunt down terroristsa autonomous 

3engal I mean -- but Bengal would try to teach these terrorists 

md convert these terrorists. And I should approach them 

lVith every con6dence and wipe out terrorism from Bengal, 

I IF BENGAL GOVT. HAD AUTONOMY. 

~ But let me go a little step further in order to drive home 

!:the truth that is in me. If Bengal was autonomous that auto-, 
nnomy itself would really remove terrorism from Bengal, because 

'/,hese terrorists foolishly consider that their action is the short

\8t cut to Freedom; but haVing attained that freedom ter

rorism would cease. To-day, there are a thousand young

:'nen, some of whom I would dare swear have absolutely 

lothing in common with the terrorist school, a thousand young 

m~n who. have not been tried, who have not been convicted. 

fhey have all- every one of them·- been arrested on su>pi

:ion. So far as Chittagong is concerned Mr. Sen-Gupta is 
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here to-day. He has brought me a report signed by members 

of all Parties in Bengal in connection with Chiltagong. 

It i. a sad reading. It is painful to read this report, but the 

substance of this report is that there had been an inferior relation 

of Black and Tans in Chitta gong ; and Chittagong is not a place 

of no importance on the Indian map. We now see there has 

been Hag-showing ceremony, and in making this demonstration all 

Military forces have been mobilised there. In Calcutta these 

demonstrations have gone through the streets of Calcutta. At 

whose expense and what will it do? Will it frighten terrorists? 

SUFFERING WILL NOT FRIGHTEN 

TERRORISTS. 

I promise you it will not frighten terrorists. Will it then 

win Congress from CiVil Disobedience? It will not do so. 

Congressmen are pledged to this thing. Suffering is the badge 

of their tribe. They have determined to go through every 

form of suffering. It cannot do any such thing. Our children 

would laugh at this thing. And it is our purpose to show our 

children that they must not be terrified. They must not be 

frightened by this display of arttllery guns, air force and so on. 

Thus you see what is my conception of proVincial autonomy. 

All these things would be impossible. I wonld not allow 

a single soldier to enter Bengal. I would not pay a single 

farthing for the upkeep of the army which I may not command. 

You do not contemplate provincial autonomy for Bengal, 

whHeby I can set free all thelle detenus, can remove from 

the statute book Bengal Regulations. 
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A SOUTH AFRICAN EXAMPLE. 

I can take you to other provinces. You do not contem

plate any such thing. If it is provincial autonomy, then it is 

independence for Bengal. Precisely in the same manner as that 

responsible government I have seen growing up in Natal. 

That is a little colony ; but it had its own independent 

existence. It had itll own volunteer force. 

WANTED LIVE PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY. 

You do not contemplate that thing for Bengal or any of 

these provinces. It will be the centre still dictating, still ruling, 

still doing all these things. That is not provincial autonomy 

of my conception. That was why I said if you present me 

with that live provincial autonomy, I shall be prepared to 

consider that proposition. But I am also convinced that auto

nomy is not coming, we would not see all these protracted 

proceedings that have taken place here. Then we would have 

managed affairs in an entirely different manner. But what 

really grieves me still more is that we have all been brought 

here with one single purpose. I have been brought here 

specially through that very Pact; and in that Pact it is written, 

in so many words, that I was coming here to discuss to receive 

really Centre responsibility. Federation with all its res

ponsibility and safeJ;uilfds undoubtedly are safeguards in the 

interests of India. I have said in season and out of season that 

I would consider every safeguard that is necessary. I person

ally do not really consider with Mr. Lees Smith or anybody 

that all this constitution bUilding should take all these long 

three years. He thinks of provincial autonomy in 18 months. 
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LONG YEARS NOT NECESSARY. 

My folly tells me that all these things are unnecessary, 

where people have made up their mind. If Parliament has 

made up its mind, Ministers have m'lde up their minds, and 

public opinion here, then these things do not take time. I 

have seen them not taking time where there has been one mind 

applied. But I do know that there is not one mind applied, 

but there are many minds, all following their own course, all per

haps with disruptive tendency. That being so, I feel convinced in 

spite of the debate not only is there going to be no responsibi

lity at the Centre, but no tangible result coming out of the Con

ference. It hurts me, it pains me to find that all this precious 

time of the British Ministers, of the nation, and of all these Indians 

and all of us should have been wasted. But I am very much 

afraid that in spite of this oxygen pump the result will be nil. 

I do not say the result is therefore bound to be that Provincial 

Autonomy will be thrust down our throats. I d~ not really 

fear that result. 

MAHATMA'S FEAR. 

What I fear is something still more dreadful than nothing 

at all is going to come out of this thing. There will be terrible 

repression in India. 

I do not mind that repression, Repression will only do 

us good. If we have repression in right time I will consider 

that also as a very fine outcome from this Conference. Re

preuion has never done harm to a single nation which is 

sailing for her destined ~oal with a fixed determination. 
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REPRESSION REALLY OXYGEN DRAUGHT. 

F or that Repression is really the oxygen draught though, 

not the draught that Mr. Lees Smith administered. But what I 

fear is the s!end~r thread which I had again built up of co-opera

tion with Briti3h nation with British Ministers is ab:)ut to 

snap, and that I should again declare myself a convinced Non

co-operator and Civil Resister; that I should re-deliver this 

message of Non-Co-operation and civil resistance to millions of 
India, no matter how many air balloons w;ll afloat over India, 

or how many tanks will be brought to India. They have no 

result. You do not know to-day that they produ~e no remIts 

even upon tender young children. We teach them to dance 

with joy when bullets 'ire flying about them. They are like 

so many crackers. We teach them to suffer for Freedom of 

their country. I do not despair, not so long as Congress 

remains untarnished, and goes forward throughout the length 

and breadth of India undiminished. 

I have been told so often that it is Congress that' s 

responsible for terrorism. I take this opportunity of denying 

that with all the strength at my command. On the contrary I 

have eVidence to show that it is the Congress creed of non

violence which up-to now has kept the forces of terrorism in 

check. We have not su cceeded to the fullest extent. I am 

sorry but as time goes on, I hope to succeed. It is not as if 

this terrorism can bring freedom to India. I want Freedom 

precisely in the same manner, or perhaps little more strongly 

than Mr. Jayakar. 

It is freedom for masses. And I know terrorism can do 

no good to masses. Masses are silent and disarmed. They 



do not Imow how to kill. 

instances; but Indian masses 

direction. 

do not talk of in ~ividual 

have never moved in that 

DISILLUSIONED. 

Whilst on the one hand Congress will fight the British 

authority its terrorism legalised, so also will the Congress fight 

terrurism illegal on the part of the youth. What I feel is that 

there was this course opened up for British nation, and for me 

by Irwin. He ha-1 built this bridge and I thought I was going 

10 have a safe pasa .;e. I had a safe passage. I have come 

here to tender my co-operation ; but I must confess ap3rt from 

what Mr. Lees Smith has said, apart from what has been said 

on this side also by Dr. Sapru, by Mr. Sastri, and olher 

~peakers that limited responsibility at the Centre would not 

satisfy me. I want that responsibility at the Centre that will 

give me control of Army and Finance. I know I am nol 

getting that here now. I know there is not a British man ready 

for that. 

INVITING NATION TO SUFFERING. 

Therefore, I know I must go back and invite the nation 

to a course of suffering. I have taken part in the debate, be

cause I wanted to make the position absolutely clear. What I 

have been saying La friends in private with reference to pro

vincial autonomy I have now said openly. Here I have told 

you what I mean by provincial autonomy-- what would really 

satisfy me. Having opened out this argument, I close by saying 

that I sail in the same boat as Dr. Sapru and others. I feel 

convinced that real provincial autonomy is an impossibility, 
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unless there is Centre responsibility, unless you are prepared 

to so weaken the Centre that provinces will be able to dictate 

to the Centre. I know that you are not prepared to-day to do 

this, I know that this Conference does not conceive a weak 

Centre, when this Federal Government is brought into being 

but it conceives a strong Centre. A strong Centre, governed 

and administered by an alien authority and strong autonomy are 

contradiction in terms. Hence I feel that provincial autonomy 

and Central Responsibility, really speaking, go together. 

MAHATMA HAS AN OPEN MIND. 

But I say again that I have an open mind. If somebody 

will convince me that there is provincial autonomy, such as I 
have conceived (for instance for Bengal) available, I would 

grasp it. 



HIS EAST END" PALACE" 

Suit of Rooms in Kingsley Hall, where Mahatmaji 

lodged in London. 



I LIVE UNDER NO I LLUSIO~5. 

"India is Thirsting for Liberty." 

"No Sacrifice Is Too Great For It" 

" The Congress represents the spirit of rebellion," declared 
Mahatma Gandhi, "in what may be," to quote him "the last 

word on behalf of the Congress", at the Round Table Con

ference. 

" I lioe under no illusion . .. I shall strive every nerve to 

secure a setllement without exposing the millions of India's 

men, Women and children, to the Terrible Ordeal 

but if it has got to be faced, I shall do it with joy." 

Gandhiji strongly protested against the manner in which 

reports of the Conference were recorded putting down Gandhiji 

as only one of the dissentient and warned the British Govern

ment as to what the Congress organisation really is. 

" Do not for a moment differentiate me from the organi-

sation of which 1 am but a drop in the Oce[ln... .. I 

have no authority save what I derive from the Congress." 

Concluding, India's spokesman pointedly drew the atten

tion of the British Government to the writing on the wall, to 

read it and not to be blind 10 such realities for there are 

thousands to-day "besides the lerrorists who are writing the 

hislory of the fight for freedom with their blood, who are 

sworn not to give themselves peace or the country peace," /ill 

they gel the "bread of liberty." 



Mahatma Gandhi delivered his speech at the plenary 

lession seated as he explained to the Premier due to his being 

a physically incapable man. He said. 

" I wish I could have done without having to speak to 

you, but I felt that I would not have been just to you or t(, 

my principles if I did not put in what may be the last word on 

behalf of the Congress. I live under no illusion. I do not 

think anything I can say this evening can possibly influence the 

decision of the Cabinet. Probably the decision has already been 

taken. Mailers of liberty of practically a whole Continent 

can hardly be decided by mere argumentation or even nego

tiation. The negotiation has its purpose and has its play but 

only under certain conditions. Without these conditions nego

tiations are a fruitless task ; but I do not want to go into all 

these matters. 

REPORTS BEFORE R. T. C. 
I want as far as possible, to confine myself within th, 

four corners of the conditions that you as Premier read to thl' 

conference at its opening meeting. I would first of all say 

few words in connection with the reports that have beer, 

submitted to this Conference. You will find in these report· 

generally stated that it is the opinion. of a large majorit\ 

Some, however, have expressed the opinion to the contran 

and so on. The parties who have dissented have not beer, 

staled. I had heard when I was in India -and I was tok 

when I came here -that no decision will be taken by th, 

ordinary rule of majority, and I .do not want to mention th:

fact here by way of complaint that ~eports have been s 

framed as if the proceedings were governed by a test of Ih, 
majority. 
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DISSENTING OPINIONS. 

But it was necessary for me to mention this fact because 

to most of these reports you will find there is dissenting opinion, 

and in most of the cases the dissent unfortunately happens to 

belong to me. It was not a matter of joy to have to dissent 

from fellow-delegates, but I feel I could not truly represent the 

Congress unless I notify that dissent. 

There is another thing which I want to bring to the 

notice of the Conference, namely, what is the meaning of the 

dissent of the Congress. I said at one of the preliminary 

meetings of the Federal Structure Committee that the Congress 

claimed to represent 8S per cent of the population of India 

that is to say, the dumb toiling semi-starved millions; but I 

went further. The Congress also claims, by right of service, 

to represent even the Princes if they would pardon my putting 

forth their claims and the land-holders and the educated class. 

CONGRESS REPRESENT WHOLE OF INDIA. 

I wish to repeat the claim, and I wish this evening to em

phasise that claim. All other parties at this meeting represent 

sectional interests. The Congress alone claims to represent 
the whole of India and all interests. It is no communal orga

nisation. It is the determined enemy of communalism in any 

shape or form. The Congress knows no distinction of races, 

colour or creed. Its platform is universal. It may not always 

have lived up to its creed. I do not know a single human or

ganisation that lives up to its creed. The Congre,s has failed 

very often to my knowledge; and it may have failed more 

often to the knowledge of its critics. But even the wont 
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critics will have to recognise, . as it has already been recog

nised, that the Indian National Congress is an organisation 

that is growil!g daily, and its message penetrates to the remo

test Indian' ~ilIage. 

CONGRESS 01\L Y CAN DELIVER THE GOODS. 

And yet here I see that the Congress is treated as one 

of the parties. I do not mind, it. I do not regard it as a 

calamity for the purposes of the work for which we are 

gathered together. I wish I could convince the public of 

Britain as well as the British Ministers that the Congress is 

capable of delivering the goods, that the Congress is the only 

All-India organisation bereft of any communal bias, that it 

does represent all the minorities which have lodged their claim 

here and which claim I hold unjustifiably- to represent 46 per 

cent of the population of India. The Congress, I say, claims 

'to represent all these minorities. What a great difference it 

would be to-day, if this claim on behalf of the Congress was 

recognis~d. I feel I have to state this claim with some degree , 
of emphasis on behalf of peace, for achieving which is 

the common purpose of all of 4,s,-both to you, Englishmen, 
~ ~ . 

who sit at this table, and to us': Indian men and women who 

sit at this table. I say so for this reason. The Congress is a 

powerful organisation. 

, 
ORGANISATION CAPABLE OF RUNNING 

PARALLEL GOVT. 

The Congress is an organisation which has been accused 

of the desire to run a parallel Government, and in a way I 

have endorsed that charge. . If you could understand the work-
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Gandhiji hav:ng his first motor drive in London. 



ing of the Congress you would welcome that organisation which 

could run a parallel Government, and show that it is possible 

for an organisation, voluntarily and without any force at its 

command, to run the machinery of Government even under 

adverse circumstances. But no. Although you have invited 

the Congress, you distrust it. Although you have invited the 

Congress, you reject its claim to represent the whole 01 India. 

Of course it is possible at this end of the world to dispute 

that claim; and it is impossible for me to prove its claim; but 

all the same, if you find me asserting that claim, I do so 

because a tremendous responsibility rests upon my shoulders. 

REPRESENTING "SPIRIT OF REBELLION". 

The Congress represents the spirit of rebellion. I know 

the word .. rebellion " must not be whispered at this Con

ference which has been summoned in order to arrive at an 

agreed solution of the Indian problem through negotiations. 

Speaker after speaker has got up and said that India should 

achieve her liberty through negotiation by argument; and it 

will be to the greatest glory of Great Britain if she yields to 

India's demands by arguments. But the Congress does not 

hold that view. The Congress has an alternative which is 

'.. unpleasant to you. I heard several speakers to-day. I have 

tried to follow every speaker with the utmost attention and 

with all respect that I could possibly give to these speakers. 

I have heard them saying what dire calamity it would be if 

India was fired with the spirit of lawlessness, rebellion, terro

rism and so on. I do not pretend to have read history. but 

as a schoolboy I had to pass a paper in history. 
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WHAT HISTORY TEACHES US. 

I read the pages of history which were soiled with the 

blood of those who had fought for freedom. I do not know 

of any instance in which nations have attained their freedom 

without having to go through an incredible measure of travail. 

I HOLD NO BRIEF FOR TERRORISTS. 

The asssassin, the poison bowl, the bullet of the riflemen 

the spear of the enemy, all these weapons and methods of 

destruction have been up to now used by what I consider t,.' 

be blind lovers of liberty for achieving freedom. And 

historians have not condemned them. I hold no brief lor 

terrorists. 

Mr. Ghaznavi brought in the question of torrorists. When 

he mentioned the resolution of the Calcutta Corporation re 

garding Bhagat Singh, I felt hurt. He forgot to mention that 

the Mayor of the Corporation made handsome reparation I, 

the error into which he himself was betrayed, and the er' 

which the Calcutta Corporation was betrayed through ! 

instrumentality of those members of the Corporation who w' 

Congressmen. I hold no brief for Congressmen who dire( 

or indirectly would encourage terrorism. As soon as I 

incident was brought to the notice of the Congress. : 

Congress let about putting it in order. 

It immediately called upon the Mayor to give an aCCOI. 

of what was done, and the Mayor, gentleman that he is, " 

mediately made all reparations that it was then legally possli 
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to make. I must not detain this assembly over this incident. 

But it is only out of regard for the great Calcutta Corpor

ation, an::! out of regard for truth and on behalf of those who 

are not here to put in their defence that I mention this .. 

"THOSE TERRIBLE DAYS .. 

I do not know that in those terrible days of last year 

several things were done which we have regretted and for 

which we have made reparations. If our boys in Calcutta 

. were taught those vers~s which Mr. Ghaznavi recited, I am 

here to tender my apology on their behalf. It is again to show 

that for the sake of liberty, people have fought, have sought 

r death and have lost their lives at the hands of those whom 

they have sought to oust from their position. 

The Congress came upon the scene and devised a new 

; method unknown to history, that is, the method of civil disobe

dience. But, again, I am against a stone wall. I am told that 

no Government in the world will tolerate that method. Well 

of course, Government m,y not tolerate it. No Government 

has tolerated open rebellion. No Government mEly tolerate 

civil disobedience, but Governments have to succumb even to 

these forcel, as the British Government have done before now, 

even as the great Dutch Government did after eight years of 

trial. 

I suggest to you, Mr. Premier, it is too late to-day to 

\ resist this and it is this thing which weigh. one down --this 

choice that lies before them at the p3rting of the way, prob

ably. 



A DIVINE SMILE! 

Mahatma in immeasurable ecstacy in com?any of a baby 
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THIRSTING FOR LIBERTY. 

I shall hope against hope, I shall strain every nerve to 

achieve an honourable settlement for my country, if I can do 

so without haVing to put millions of my countrymen, country

women, and even children, through this ordeal of fire. It can 

be a matter of no joy and comfort to me to lead them on again 

to a fight of that character, but if a further ordeal of fire is to 

be our lot, I shall approach that with the greatest joy, with the 

greatest consolation feeling that I was doing what I felt to be 

right, that the country was doing what it felt to be right, and 

that the country would have the additional satisfaction of 

knowing that it was not at least taking lives but it was giving 

lives, that it was not making thee British people directly 

suffer, but that they themselves are suffering. 

I know your people will also suffer. But I want to suffer 

because I want to touch your hearts. When your hearts 

have been touched, then will come the psychological moment 

for negotiations. Negotiations there always will be and this 

time I have travelled all this distance in order to enter upon 

negotiation. I thought your countryman, Lord Irwin, had 

sufficiently tried us through his many ordinances, that he had 

sufficient evidence that thousands of men and women of India 

and even children had suffered, and that, ordinance or no 

ordinance, lathi or no latlu, nothing would avail to stem the 

tide that was on and)o stem the passions that were rising 

.in the breails of the men and women of India, who were 

thirsting for liberty. 
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COMPROMISE. 

Whilst there is yet a liude sand left in the glass, I want 

you to understand what this Congress stands for. My life is 

at your disposal. The lives of all the members of the 

Working Committee of the All-India Congress Committee are 

at your disposal. But remember you have at your disposal 

the lives of all these dumb millions. I do not want to 

sacrifice those lives if I can possibly help it. Therefore, please 

remember I will count no sacrifice too great if by chance I 

can pull through an honourable settlement. You will find 

me always haVing the greatest spirit of compromise if I can 

but fire you with the spirit that is working in the Congress -

the spirit of liberty, cilll it by whatever name you like. 

You will find the Congress itself always in a compromis

ing spirit, but so long as there is not that one mind, that one 

definition, not one implication for the same word that you and 

I and we may be using·· so leng there is no compromise 

possible. How can there be any compromise as long as we each 

one of us has different definitions for the same words that we 

may be using? 

It is impossible. 

Mr. Premier, I want to suggest to you, in all humility, 

that it is utterly impossible then to find a meeting ground, 

to find the ground where you can apply the spirit of com

promise, and I am very grieved to have to say that up to now 

I have not been able to discover a common definition for the 

terms that we have been exchanging. during .. all .. these weary 

weeks. the words liberty and full independence. 
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.. COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE". 

One of your great statesmen was debating with me. He 

said: .. Honestly, I did not know what you meant by 

complete independence." He ought to have known, but did not 

know, and I shall tell you what he did not know. When I 

said to him, that I could not be a partner in the Empire, he 

said : .. Of course, that is logical." I said: .. But I want 

to become one." That it is not as if I shall be if I am 

compelled to, but I want to become a partner with Great 

Britain. I want to become a partner with English people, 

but I want to enjoy precisely the same liberty that your people 

enjoy, and I want to seek the partnership not merely for the 

benefit of India and not m"rely for mutual benefit. I want to 

seek this partnership, in order that the great weight that is 

crushing the world to atcms may be lifted from its shoulders. 

NATION'S REPRESENTATIVE. 

This took place ten days ago. Strange as it may appear, 

I got a note from another Englishman, whom also you know 

and whom also you respect. Among the many things he 

writes is this:" I believe profoundly that the peace and 

happiness of mankind depends on your friendship." And as 

if I would not understand that, he says: .. Your people and 

mine." I must read to you what he also says: "Of all 

I Indians, you are the one that the real Englishman likes, and 

, understand3." I do not think he has intended to flatter me, 

and it will not flatter me in the slightest degree. 

His last sentence does not mean me personally. I perso

nally signify nothing. 
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I know I would mean nothing to any Englishman. But 

I mean something to some Englishmen, because I seek to re

present a nation, a great organisation, which has made itself 

felt. That is the reason why he says this. But then if only 

I could possibly find that working basis I 

CONGRESS POLICY. 

There is ample room for compromise. It is friendship 

-that I crave for. My business is not to throw over-board the 

slave-holder and tyrant. My philosophy forbids me to do so, 

and to-day Congress has accepted that philosophy, not as a 

creed as it is to me, but as a policy, because Congress believes 

that it is the right and best thing for India, a nation of three 

hundred and fifty millions to do. 

A nation of 350 million people does not need the dagger 

of the assassin. It does not need the poison bowl, nor the 

sword, nor the spear, nor the bullet. It simply needs a will 

of its own, and the ability to say "No." That the nation is 

to-day learning to say. 

Its mission to-day is to convert Englishmen, not summarily 

to dismiss them. 

- . 
I do not want to break the bond between England and 

India, but I want to transform t~ at slavery into complete free

dom, freedom for my country. Call it complete independence, 

or whatever you like. I will not quarrel about words. 

SAFEGUARDS. 
I have to urge, times without number, that the safeguards 

that ha,'e been suggested are completely unsatisfactory. They 
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are not in the interests of India. At the same time, I do not 

want safeguards which are merely in the interests of India and 

prejudicial to the real interests of Great Britain. 

The fancied interests of India will have to be sacrificed. 

The fancied interests of Great Britain also will have to be 

sacrificed. The illegitimate interests of Great Britain will also 

have to be sacrificed. Therefore, again I repeat if we have 

the same meaning for the same words, I will agree with Mr. 

Jayakar and Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru and other distinguished 

speakers that have spoken at the conference. 

Then, why are we not coming nearer and nearer to

gether? 

Why are we wasting time in eloquence and oratory, 

debating, scoring points? 

Heaven knows I have no desire to hear my own voice! 

Heaven knows I have no desire to take part in any debate! 
1 
I 

I know liberty is made of sterner stuff. I know the free-

dom of India is made of much sterner stuff. I 
BAFFLING PROBLEM. 

We have problems that would baffle any statesmen. We 

have problems that other nations have not to tackle. But they 

do not baffle me. They cannot baffle those who have been 

brought up in the Indian climate. Those problems are there 

with us. Just as we have to tackle the bubonic plague, we 

have to tackle the problem of malaria. We have to tackle, as 

you have not, the problems of snakes and scorpions, monkeys, 

1 

! 
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tigers and lions. We have to tackle these problems because we 

have been brought up amidst them. They do not baffle us. 

Somehow or other, we have survived the ravages of 

these venomous reptiles, these various creatures. So also, shall 

we survive our problems and find a way out of them. But 

to-day you and we have come together at the Round Table 

Conference and we want to find a common formula which 

will work. 

" TRUST CONGRESS". 

Please believe me, whilst I abate not a tittle of the claim 

that I have registered on behalf of the Congress, while I do not 

withdraw one word of the speeches that I had to make at the 

Federal Committee, I am here to compromise. I am here to 

consider every formula that British ingenuity can prepare, 

every formula that the ingenuity of such constitutionalists as 

Mr. Sastri, Sir T ej Bahadur Sapru, Mr. Jayakar, Mr. Jinnah, 

Sir Mahomed Shall, and a host of other constitutionalists can 

bring into being. 

I will not be baffled. I shall be here as long as I am 

required, because I do not want to revive civil disobedience. 

I want to turn the truce that was arrived at Delhi into a 

permanent settlement. (Applause). But for Heaven's sake, 

give me, a frail man sixty-two years gone, a little bit of a 

chance, a little corner for him and the organisation that he 

represents. 

You distrust that organisation, though you rna,' seemingly 

trust me. Do not, for one moment, differentiate me from the 
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organisation, of which I am but a drop in the ocean. I am not 

greater than the organisation to which I belong. I am infinitely 

smaller than that organisation, and il you find me a place, 

il you trust me, I invite you to trust Congress also. Your 

trust in me otherwise is a broken reed. I have no authority 

save what I derive Irom Congress. 

II you will work with the Congress for all it is worth, 

then you will say good-bye to terrorism. Then you will not 

need terrorism. To-day you have to fight the school of ter

rorists, because you will be blind to facts, to the writiDg 

on the wall. 

WRITING ON WALL. 

Will you not see the writings that these terrorists are.' 

writing with their blood? Will you not lee that we do 

not want the bread made of wheat, but we want the bread of 

liberty, and without that liberty there are thousands to-day 

who are sworn not to give themselves peace or to give the 

country peace. I urge you then to read the writing on the 

wall. I ask you not to try the patience 01 a people known 

to be proverbially patient. 

MINORITIES PROBLEM. 

We speak of the mild Hindu. And the Mussalman also 

by his contact, good or evil, with the Hindu, has himself be

come mild and that mention of the Mussalman brings me to 

the baffling problem of minorities. Believe me, that problem 

exists here, and I repeat what I used to say in India that with

out the problem 01 minorities being solved there is no Swaraj 

lor India, there is no Ireedom for India. I know that, I reali~e 
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it. And yet I came here in the hope 

be able to bring about a solution here. 

some day or other, of finding a real 

connection with the minorities problem. 

that perchance I might 

But I do not despair, 

and living solution in 

WITHDRAW THE WEDGE. • 
I repeat what I have said else-where; so long as the 

wedge in the shape of foreign rule divides community 

from community and' class from class there will 

be no real liVing solution. There will be no 

living friendship between the communities. It will be 

after all and at best a paper solution but immediately you 

withdraw that wedge domestic ties, domestic affections, 

knowledge of the common country, will count. Do you 

suppose that all these will count for nothing? Were Hindus and 

Mussalmans and Sikhs always at war with one another when 

there was no British rule and no English face was seen there? 

Hindus and Mussalmans in Villages were not quarrelling in 

those days. They were not known to quarrel at all. 

UNNATURAL RELATIONSHIP MUST 

CEASE. 

The late Maulana Mahomed Ali often used to tell me, 

" If God" --Allah as he called God-" gives me life I 

propose to write the history of Mussalman rule in India and I 
will show through the documents that the British people have 

preserved that Mussalman rule was not so Vile as has been 

painted by British historians, that the Moghul rule was not 

so bad as it has been shown to us in British-written history, 

d " an so on. And <n have Hindu historians written. 
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This quarrel is not old. This quarrel I \"enture to say. 

is co-eval with the British advent and immediately t his relation
ship unfortunate, artificial and unnatural relationship .. between 

Britain and India is transformed into a natural relationship, 

when it becomes, if it does become, a voluntary partnership, 

to be given up, to be dissolved at the will from other party, 

then you will find Hindus, Mussalmans, Sikhs, Europeans, 

Anglo-Indians, Christians and" untouchables" will live all 

together as one man. 

APPEAL TO PRINCES. 

I want to say one word about the Princes and I shall 

have done. I have not said much about the Princes nor do I 

Intend to say much to-night about them. But I should be doing 

them a wrong and a wrong to the Congress also if I did not 

register my claim, not with the Conference but with the 

Princes. It is open to them to give their terms, the terms on 

which they will join the Federation. I appeal to them to make 

the path easy for those who inhabit other parts of India and 

therefore I can only make suggestions for their earnest and 

favourable consideration. I think that if they accepted, no 

matter what they are, but some fundamental rights as the 

common property of all India, and accepted that position and 

allowed these dghts to be tested by a court which will be 

again of their own creation, and if they introduced elements 

of po~ar rule, I think they would have gone a long way to 

conciliate their subjects and to show the world and the whole 

of India that they are also tired with the democratic spirit, that 

they do not want to remain undiluted autocrats but they want 

to become constitutional monarchs even ali King George is in 
England to-day. 
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Sir, a note has been placed in my hands by my friend 

Sir Abdul Quiyum. He says" Will I not say one word 

about the F ronlier Province?" I will ; and it is this: Let 

India get what she is entitled to, and ~hat she can really 

take; but whatever she gets and whenever she gets it 

let the F ronlier Province get Complete Autonomy 

to-day. That Frontier will then be a standing de

monstration to the whole of India, and therefore, the whole 

vote of Congress will be given in favour of the Frontier 

Province, getting provincial autonomy tomorrow. Mr. Premier, 

if you can possibly get your Cabinet to endorse the propositio< 

that from to-morrow the F ronlier ProVince becomes a full· 

fledged autonomous province, I shall then have a proper 

footing amongst the Frontier tribes, : and convene them to my 

assistance when those over the border cast an evil eye on India. 

This is perhaps the last time I shall be sitting with you at 

negotiations. It is not that I want to sit at the same table with 

you in your closets to negotiate and to plead with you, to go 

down on bended knee before I take the final leap and a final 

plunge ; but whether I have the good fortune to continue 

to tender my co-operation or not does not depend upon me. 

lt largely depends upon you. But it may not even depend 

upon you. It depends upon so many circumstances over 

which neither you ncr we may have any control. 

MAHATMA THANKS ALL PROFUSELY, 

Whatsoever happens, then, let me perform this pleasant 

task of giving my thanb to all frum Their Majesties down to the 

poorest rr.en in the Ead End. where I ha\'c taken up my habi-
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tation. In that Settlement which represents the poor people of 

the East End of London, I have become one of them. They 

have accepted me as a member, and as a favoured member of 

their family. lt will be one of the richest treasures that I shall 

carry with me. Here too, I have found nothing but courtesy 

and nothing but genuine affection, from all with whom I have 

come in touch. I have come in touch with so many English

men that it has been a priceless privilege to me. They have 

listened to what must have often appeared to them to be un

pleasant, although it was true. Although I have often been 

{)bliged to say these things to them they have never shown the 

slightest impatience or irritation. It is impossible for me to 

forget these things no matter what befalls me. No matter what 

fortunes may be of this Conference, one thing I shall certainly 

carry with me, viz., from the high to the low I have found 

nothing but utmost courtesy and utmost affection. 

WELL-WORTH PAYING VISIT TO ENGLAND. 

I consider that it was well worth my paying this visit to 

England in order to find this human affection. (Applause). It 
has enhanced, it has deepened, my irrepressible faith in human 

nature. Although Englishmen and Englishwomen have been 

fed upon lies so often that I see disfiguring your Press. that 

although in Lancashire, the Lancashire people had perhaps 

some reason for becoming irritated against me, I found no irri

tation, no resentment even among the operatives. The opera

tives, men and women, hugged me. They treated me as one 

{)f their own. I shall never forget that I am carrying with me 

thousands upon thousands of English friends. I do not know 

them; but I read that affection in their eyes, as, early in the 



GOING A WAY FROM LAND OF LOTUS! 
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morning, I walk through your streets. All this hospitality, all 

this kindness, will never be effaced from my memory, no matter 

what befalls my unhappy land. I thank you for your for

bearance." (Applause). 

MAHATMA PROPOSES THANKS. 

After the Premier's speech Mahatma Gandhi proposing 

a vote of thanks to the Chair said that he did so with the 

greatest pleasure. It would not be expected of any of them 

and least of all of him to co~ment on the weighty pronounce

ment of the Chairman. He had a double duty; one to 

conduct the Conference and the other to convey the decisions 

of His Majesty's Government. 

It was more pleasant to Gandhiji to refer to the first 

duty. He congratulated the Chairman on the lessons he had 

given them in time sense. He would try to pass that lesson 

to his countrymen. The Prime Minister had shown amaz

ing industry and worked to exhaustion, old men like Pandit 

Malaviya, Mr. Sastri and himself. 

"Therefore I have the greatest pleasure in moving the 

vote of thanks, but there is an additional reason why I should 

shoulder this responsibility and esteem and privilege that have 

been given to me. It is somewhat likely--I wonld say only 

somewhat likely because I would like to study your declaration 

once, twice, thrice and as often as may be necessary, scanning 

every word thereof, and reading its hidden meaning, if there is a 

hidden meaning in it, crossing all T'S and dotting all I'S and if 

then I come to the conclusion, as just now seems likely, that as 

far as I am concerned even if we have come to the parting 



of ways and that our ways take different directions, it does 

not matter to us. Even so you are entitled to my hearty and 
sincerest vote of thanks." 

.. GOOD YOY AGE HOME AND PROSPEROUS 

RETURN ., 

MACDoNALD'S FAREW:o:LL SPEECH To R. T. C. 
DELEGATES. 

The following is the concluding portion of the Premier's 

speech, in replying to Mahatma's vote of thanks :-

The Premier said that he was much obliged for Mr. Gan

dhi's kind and friendly words and continued that here was only 

one thing to quarrel with him about, why does he refer to him

self in relation to me as an old man? (Laughter). The 

Mahatma has got years to his advantage. It was a young 

man who spoke at twelve last night (Laughter). It was an 

old man in the Chair. I do not know which of us looks 

older, but records show that in the ordinary course of nature 

I am much nearer the end of my time than Mr. Gandhi 

himself and if there is anybody who has got a grievance about 

the prolonged sitting it is not the YOUI\g man who spoke. It 
is the old man who presided, whom you L:ept out of bed until 

2-30 in the morning and then made to get up at 6 a. m. in 

order to come here with a prepared statement. That is 

where the grievance is, but ere I have none-not a particle, 

not a shadow-if it has been in the interest.; of India. 
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I am so glad myoId friend Sir Abdul Qaiyum seconded 

the resolution. It was a great achievement to get Gandhiji 

and him together. That is the foretaste of what is going to 

happen (Applause) when the Muslim and the Hin-

Mahatma Gandhi interjected; "Not Hindu". 

The Chairman said: Mr. Gandhi understands the lapses 

of the untrained human tongue. 

Mahatma Gandhi: I forgive it. 

The Chairman: He understands the lapses of untrained 

human tongue such as mine. 

- Mussalmans and others (Laughter and applause) together. 

I am beginning to pick up Mr. Gandhi's thoughts because he 

has always told us that you were sections and he comprehend

ed you all. 

Mahatma Gandhi: Of course. 

GRATITUDE TO A SCOTSMAN. 

The Chairman: But look at the effect of you 

two coming together in order to co-operate and express 

gratitude to a Scot~man. My dear Mahatma, let us 

go on in this way. It is the best way, you may find it to be 

the only way. It certainly is the way that will enable both of 

\:IS to take a great pride in our work and to relate our political 

action with those glorious spiritual impulses which lie at the 

source of all our bein . 
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The Premier con:luded by wishint all very good voyage 

home and a very happy and prosperous returning. .. And do 

remember we are enlisted in the same cause and that we are 

hound by the same loyalty to India herself. Do remember to 

stand shoulder to shoul:ler with U3 in ex:han~e of view; an:! 

hy mutual co-operation and with good lu~k an:l good fortune 

we shall solve the problems that now confront us and see 

I ndia stand seif-governing and self-respecting in the world. 

For the last time I declare that the Ce>nference now adjourns". 

At the conclu.lion of his speech Mr. MacDonald raised 

t he Chairman's mallet! in tense silence and with a resounding 

hit upon the table said: .. For the last time I declare that 

the Conference now adjourns." 

Silence continued for a few seconds and then the Prime 

Minister moved towards Gandhiji and clasped him by the 

hand. The two looked straight into each other's eyes, and 

talked in very low tones of the future. 
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INDIA SHOWS WORLD WAY TO PEACE 

Mahatma's Broadcast Speech To America 

Ferdinand Knlm, Special correspon.dent of the "New 
York Times" cnbli-ng to thl,t pltper from London 071 

September 13 says ;-

Mahatma Gu,ndhi made the fir., radio sp6ed~ of hit! 
life to-df)'Y, addrell:nng unseen millions of l,~t(jn6rs in the 
United States on the ideaJ,.~ of Nationalist India. Sec£ted 
before a microphone at Kingsley Hall in the heart of 
London's c?'ou:ded tast End, the Mahatma told the A meri
can people that India alone among tho nations of history 
was fUjhting a revolu.tion lYy 'l.on-violence. 

" I personally would wait, if need be, for ages rathrrr 
than S8fJ1c to obtain the freedom of my country throu.gh 
bloody mwns", he said quietly. "The wm·ld is sick unto 
d~ath Jj blood spilling Perhap8, it 'will be the Tn'ivilege of 
my ancie?t llmd of india to show the way out." 

Mahatmaji said: " In my opinion, the Indian Conference 

bears in it, consequences not only upon India but upon the whole 

world. India is by itself almost a continent. It contains one-fifth of 

the human race. It represenh one ot the most ancient civiljsations, 

It has traditions handed down from tens of thousands of years, 

some of which, to the astonishment of the world remain intact. 
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No doubt the ravages of time have affected the purity of that 

civilisation, as they have that of many other cultures and 

.... ny institutions. 

If India is to perpetuate the glory of her ancient past, it 

1Jan do so only when it attains freedom. The reason for the 

.truggle having drawn the attention of the world, I know, does 

not lie in the fact that we Indians are fighting for our liberty 

but in the fact that the means adopted by us for attaining that 

liberty are unique, and, as far as history shows us, have not 

been adopted by any other people of whom we have any 

record. 

The means adopted are not violence, not bloodshed, not 

diplomacy as one understands it now-a-days, but they are 

purely and simply truth and non-violence? No wonder that 

the attentions of the world i. directed toward this attempt to lead 

a successful bloodless revolution. Hitherto, nations have fought 

in the manner of the brute. They have wreake(vengeance 

upon those whom they have considered to be their enemies. 

INDIA REVERSES PROCESS. 

We find in learching national anthems adopted by great 

nations that they contain imprecations upon the so-called 

enemy. They have vowed destruction and have not hesitated 

to take the name of God and seek divine assistance for the 

destruction of the enemy . We in India have reversed the 

process. We feel that the law that governs brute creation is 

not the law that should guide the human race. That law 

is inconsiltent with human dignity. 
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I personally, would wait, if need be, for ages rather 

than seek to attain the freedom of my country through bloody 

means. I feel in the innermost recesses of my heart, after a 

political experience extending over an unbroken period of 

close upon thirty-five years, that the world is sick unto death 

of blood-spilling. The world is seeking a way out, and I 

Hatter myself with the belief that perhaps it will be the 

privilege of the ancient land of India to show that way out to 

the hungering world. 

I have, therefore, no hesitation whatsoever in inviting. 

all the great nations of the earth to give their hearty c0-

operation to India in her mighty struggle. It must be a sight 

worth contemplating and treasuring that millions of people ~ 

have given themselves to suffering without retaliation in order 

that they might vindicate the dignity and honour of the 

nation. 

CITES "SELF-PURIFICATION." 

I have called that suffering a process of self-purification. 

It is my certain conviction that no man loses his freedom except 

through his own weakness. I am painfully conscious of our 

own weaknesses. We represent in India all the principal 

religions of the earth, and it is a matter of deep humiliation to con

fe .. that we are a house diVided against itself; that we Hindus and 

Muualmans are Hying at one another. It is a matter of still 

deeper humiliation to me that we Hindus regard several 

millionl of our bth and bn too degraded even for our tour I 

I refer to the so-call .. rl "untouchables." 



ON WAY TO DAND!. 

During his march to Dandi Mahatmaji used to put on 

a wet packing on his forehead. Mark on his smiling 

face in spite of the fatigue. 
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These are no small weaknesses in a nation struggling 

to be free. You will find that in this struggle through self

purification we have aesigned a foremost creed to the removal 

of this curse of "uatouchability" and the attainment of unity 

amongst all the different classes and communities of India 

representing the different creeds. 

It is along the same lines that we seek to rid our land of the 

curse of drink. Happily for us, intoxicating drinks and drugs 

are confined to comparatively a very 5mall number of people, 

largely factory hands and the like. 

Fortunately for us the drink and drug curse is accepted 

as I!. curse. It is not considered to be the fashion for men or 

women to drink or to take intOXicating drugs. All the same, 

it is an uphill fight that we are fighting in trying to remove 

this evil from our midst. 

WOMEN COMBATING TRAFFIC. 

It is a matter of regret, deep regret, for me to have to 

say that the existing government has made of this evil a source 

of very large revenue, amounting to nearly twenty-five crores 

of rupees (about dol. l1,2S0,OOO). But I am thankful to be 

able to say that the women of India have risen to the 

occasion in combating it by peaceful means, that is, by a 

fervent appeal to those who are given to the drink habit to 

give it up, and by an equally fervent appeal to the liquor 

dealers. A great impression has been created upon those 

who are addicted to these two evil habits. 
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I wish that it were possible for me to say that in this, at 

least, we were receiving the hearty co-operation of the rulers. 

If we could only have received the co-operation without any 

legislation I dare say that we would have achieved this reform 

and banished intcxicating drink and drugs from our afflicted 

land. 

There is a force which has a constructive effect and which 

has been put forth by the nation during thi. struggle. That Is 

the great care for the semi-starved millions scattered throughout 

the 700.000 Villages dotted over a surface 1,900 miles long 

and 1,500 miles broad. It is a painful phenomenon that these 

simple Villagers, through no fault of their own, have nearly six 

months in the year to idle upon their lands. 

ONCE SELF-SUPPORTING. 

The time was not very long ago when every Village \\ . 

self-sufficient in regard to the two primary human wants, fo. 

and clothing. Unfortunately for us, the East India Compan 

by means which I would prefer not to describe, destroy, 

that supplementary Village Industry, and the millions of spin"," 

who had become famous through the cunning of their d, 

Rngers for drawing the Rnell thread such as has never ), 

been drawn by any modern machinery. These Village 

spinners found themselves one Rne morning with their noble 

occupation gone. From that day, forward India has become 

progressively poor. 
No matter what may be said to the contrary, it is a 

historical fact that before the advent of the East India Com

pany, these Villagers were not idle, and he who wants rna'-
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see to-day that these villagers are idle. It, therefore, requires 

no great effort or learning to know that these villagers must 
starve if they cannot work for six months in the year. 

May I not, then, on behalf of these semi-starved millions, 

appeal to the conscience of the world to come to the rescue of 

a people dying for regaining its liberty? " 

Mr. Gandhi's talk was heard in America over WOR and 

the National and Columbia broadcasting systems. The re

ception was mainly clear, with little static interference. 



UNSEEN POWER THAT DEFIES 

PROOF 

Sermon On Ood For Broadcast Record. 

The' BOild)(l.'I Chronicle',," Sl'ecial StoJJ' c.wre."Jondmt 
wrote from London on Octul)~I' :20:-

Whe7~ the Collnnbia G"c!mophone Comp(tny ?'eqne8ted 
Mahatma Gandhi to make a ?'ecord for them, he pleaded in
(!/.Yility jo speak on politics, and added tltat at the age of 
sixty, he could m{&I.:e only his first and last record which 
~hould, if wantcd, make his voic~ heanl for all time, 

Confe~sing his (/,JI,X;llty to spec," on spiritual matters, 
u:hich are of deep and everlnsting intercst. as ago,inst pu?'ely 
Jlolitical mattt?'s, 1!'hich Clrll only of transient intm'ost, 
Jlahatma Gandhi went on,' -

"There is an indefinable, mysterious Pou'e?' that per
mele8 everything. I jfel it, though I do not soe it. " 

.. It is this unseen Power which makes itself felt and Ihat 

defies all proof because it is so unlike all that I perceive 

through my senses, It transcends the senses because it is 

possible 10 reawn out the exi'tence of God only 10 iI limited 

extent. 
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A MYSORE STORY . 

.. Even in ordinary affairs we know that people do not 

know who rules or why or how. He rules. but that they 

know that there is a Power that certainly rules . 

.. In my tour, some years ago, of Mysore, I met many 

poor villagers and I found, upon inquiry, they did not know 

who ruled Mysore. They simply said some God ruled it. If 
the knowledge of these people was so limited about their ruler, 

I, who, am an infinitely lesser being in respect to God than 

to their ruler, need not be surprised if I do not realise the 

presence of God. the King of Kings. Nevertheless, I do feel, 

as the poor villagers felt about Mysore, that there is order

liness in the universe, there is an unalterable law governing 

everything and every being that exists or lives. 

MATTER IS LIFE . 

.. It is not a blind law, for no blind law can Govern the 

conduct of living beings and thanks to the marvellous re

searches of Sir ]. c. Bose, it can now be proved that even 

matter is life. That law, then. which governs all life is 

God. 

" The law and the Law-giver are one. I may not deny 

the law or the Law-giver, because I know so little about it or 

Him. Just as my denial or ignorance of the existence of an 

earthly power, will avail me nothing. even so my denial of 

God and His law will not liberate me from its operation 

whereas lin humble and mute acceptance of Divine Authority 
\. . . 



rule makes hfe under it easier. I do perceive that whilst every

thing around me is ever-changing and ever-dying. there is 

underlYing all that change. a living power that is changeless. 

that holds all together. that creates. dissolves and recreates. 

That informing Power or Spirit is God. And since nothing 

else that I see merely through the senses can or will penist. 

He alone is. 

BENEVOLENT OR MALEVOLENT ~ 

"And is this Power benevolent or malevolent ~ I see it 

as purely benevolent. for I can see that. in the midst of de,,· 

life persists; in the midst of untruth. truth persists; in the ml 

of darkness. light persists. Hence I gather that God is L 

truth and light. He is love. He is the Supreme Good. 

"But He is no good who merely satisfies the intellect if 

He ever does. God, to be God. must rule the heart and 

tramform it. He must express Himself in every smallest act 

of His votary. This can be done only through a definite realisa

tion more real than the five senses can ever produce. Sense 

perceptions can be and often are false and deceptive. however 

real they may appear to us. Where there is realisation 

outside the senses. it is infallible. It is proved not by 

extraneous evidence but in the transformed conduct and 

character of those who have felt the real presence of God 

within. 

PROPHETS. 

"Such testimony i~ to be found in the experiences of an 

unbrc ken line d propfcets ~nd sages in all ccuntries and climes, 
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To reject this evidence is to deny oneself. This reiilisation is 

preceded by immovable faith. He who would in his own 

perscn test the fact of Gcd's presence· can do so by living 

faith and since faith itself cannot be proved by extraneous evi

dence the safest course is to believe in the moral government 

of the world and therefore, in the supremacy of the moral 

law the law of truth and love. 

" Exercise of faith will be the safest, where there is a clear 

determination summarily to reject all that is contrary to truth 

and love. 

PROBLEM OF EVIL. 

"I confess that I have no argument to convince through 

reason. Faith transcends reason. All I can advise is not to 

attempt the impossible. 

" I cannot account for the existence of evil by any 

rational method. To want to do so is to be co-equal with 

God. I am, therefore, humble enough to recognise evil as 

such and I call God long suffering and patient precisely because 

He permits evil in the world. I know that he has no evil in 

himself and yet if there be evil he is the author of it and yet 

untouched by it. 

" I know, too, that I shall never know God if I do not 

wre~t1e with and <gainst eVil, even at the cost of life itself. 

I am fortified in this belief by my own humble and limited 

experience. The purer I try to become the nearer to God 

I feel myself to be. How much more should I be ne3r to 
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Him when my faith is not a mere apology as it is to-day, but 

has become as immoveable as the Himalavas and as white as 

the snows on their peaks?" 

PROFITS. 

When the record was ready Mahatma Gandhi could not 

recognise his own voice but he looked much affected by it. 

The company congratulated him for his first class, slow, delibe

rate voice for the broad-cast record. 

It is understood a large percentage of the profit on the 

record will be given to the All-India Spinners' Association 

as a recognition of Mahatma Gandhi's personal favour to 

Mr. Raman, the chief promoter of the idea. 
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"IN THE NAME OF THE CONGRESS" 

Demand for India's Independence. 

Mahatma Gandhi wrote the following article ~n th" 
Daily iVnil, London 

The Editor has kindly asked me to say in these columns 

"what I want." The title is a misnomer. I am here merely 

as an agent for the Indian National Congress, and I can want 

nothing apart from the Congress. "What I want ", therefore, 

means what the Indian National Congress wants. 

Let me then introduce my principal, the Indian National 

Congress, to the reader. It is perhaps the oldest political or

ganisation in India, and claims to represent the whole of India. 

I know that some people would deny this claim. I can only 

say that it is made by right of service. 

NATIONAL CONGRESS. 

The Indian National Congress is over forty-seven years 

old. It was conceived by an Englishman, Allan Octavious 

Hume. It has had, besides Hindus, Mahomedan, Pani and 

Christian presidents. It had two women presidents, Dr. Annie 

Besant and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu. It has zemindars, too, as its 

men;bers. 

The Indian National Congress is no respector of persons. 
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It knows no distinction between classes or the sexes. 

It has always championed untouchables, and has of recent 

years appointed an anti·untouchability committee for hastening 

the destruction of untouchability. • 

But the unchallenged and unchallengeable claim of the 

Indian National Congress consists in its representing the millions 

of dumb paupers living in the seven hundred thousand Indian 

Villages who constitute over 85 per cent of the population. 

1 t is in the name of thie great organisation that I claim: 

(I) Complete Independence for India. 

(2) This does not exclude partnership at will and on 

terms of absolute equality. 

(3) Nor does this exclude federation or such safe

guards as may be demonstrably necessary in 

the interest of India. 

I hope the readers of .. Daily Mail" will not be fnght

ened by the claim boldly put forth on behalf of the Congr", 

'Do unto others as you would that others should do lint () 

you'. On the strength of the wise saying nineteen hund",d 

years old, I hope that Englishmen and Englishwomen, dl 

not grudge India the freedom which she has remained without 

by reason of British rule. 

No reason should be necessary for a self-evident tru t ,',. 

Independence is every Nation's birthright. 
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It is India' 5 also. But it may not be out 01 place to 

mention here that the people of India under the British have 

become progressively poor and emasculate. The village 

industry has been killed and a whole nation has been disarmed. 

Not' in, less than complete freedom in every sense of the 

term can make India happy and strong. 
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". AM HERE TO UPHOLD TRUTH AS 
• SEE IT" 

"I am Neither a Saint nor a Rogue" 

Mahatmn Gandhi wrote the juUUWill!] (t?,tic/c in the 
Daily HlJrctld, Lonclo·n:-

What am I here for? What do I believe in? What is 

the India I would build ? Well. before all else, I am here to 

uphold the Truth, as I see it, for I believe it is the keystone of 

life, On it everything else depends. It comes first and last 

and always. 
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And in all things it is pc ssible to put Truth Hrst. For 

myself I have always tried \0 do it. In my political ambitions 

I eschew all lies and fraud. F or the attainment of no object 

would I subscribe to deceit. 

I have read many varying descriptions of myself. Some 

call me a Saint. Others call me a rogue. I am neither the 

one nor the other. All that I aspire to be and I hope I 

have in some measure succeeded in being is an honest, God

fearing man. 

But the things I read about myself do not annoy me. 

Why should they? I have my own philosophy and my work. 

Every day I spin for a time. While I spin 1 thinle. I think 
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of many things. But always from those thoughts I try to 

keep out bitterness. 

Study this spinning wheel of mine. It would teach you· 

a great deal more than I can--·patience. industry. simplicity. 

This spinning wheel is for India's starving millions the symbol 

of salvation. 

MY .. LOIN CLOTH". 

My dress. which is described in the newspapers as a 

loin cloth. is criticised. made fun of. I am asked why I wear it. 

Some seem to resent my wearing it. 

When Englishmen visit India. do they forsake their 

European clothing and adopt our Eastern dress, which is 

much more suitable to the climate ? No. And there is the 
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answer to those who ask why in England I wear the dress to 

which I am accustomed, the dress of India. 

If I came here to live and work as an English citizen, then 

should conform to the customs of the country and 

should wear the dress of an Englishman. But I am here on 

a great and special mission, and my loin cloth, if you choose 

10 to describe it, is the dress of my principals, the people 

of India. Into my keeping a sacred trust has been put. A 

special duty has been given me to perform. I must therefore 

wear the symbol of my mission. I find these different 

descriptions of me interesting-sometimes amusing. But I am 

just a representative of my pecple, endeavouring to fulfil the 

task they have entrusted to me. 
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Yes, I believe in complete equality for women, and, in 

the India I seek to build, they would h~ve it. The reason I 

, have so many women 'co-workers is, I believe, due to my 

, adoption of celibacy and my instinctive sympathy for women. 

You have probably heard that in my country women 

occupy a subordinate position. This is only so outwardly. 

Actually, their influence has ever been of the strongest. For 

centuries women have worked on an equal footing with men. 

If they ceased work, then many of the men would starve. 

PLAYTHINGS. 

In the cultivation of the crops our men and women toil 

together. Their life is a strenuous one. It is in the leisured 

classes that the difference in status is mor~ marked. Wealth 
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has enabled women to forget and set aside the virtue of use

fulness. Thus there is a tendency for wealthy women to 

become mere ornaments - play-things. 

What I want to see is the opening of all offices, pro

fessions, and employments to women; otherwise there can be 

no real equality. But I most sincerely hope that Woman will 
retain and exercise her ancient prerogative as the Queen of 

the Household. 

From this position she must never be dethroned. It 
would, indeed, be a dreary home of which woman was not 

the centre. I cannot, for instance, imagine a really, happy 

home in which the wife is a typist and scarcely ever in it. 

Who would look after the children, the brightest jewels in 

the poorest household ? 
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FAMILY FIRST. 

Cases might be cited in which a clever woman might, by 

going out into the world to earn her living, make more money 

and do more for the children, payin~ some one to look after 

them. Exceptional women make nece.sarily exceptional 

cases. There are exceptions in every phase of life, but we 

cannot generalise from exceptiolls. 

Generally, it is the father who should be the bread
winner. He will work all the better, knowing that he has a 
happy home. And it is a serioul injustice to deprive a child 
of the tender care which only a mother can give. 

It is a woman's work to bring up her little ones and 
mould their character. A pre:ious work, too. Equaltty in 
status with men I desire for all women, but if the mother 
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fails in her sacred trust towards her children, then nothing can 

atone for the 1085. 

Whatever the Cllse, family life is the first and greatest 

thing. Iti sanctity must remain. Upon it rests the welfare 

of the Nation. For good or ill home influence persists. Of 

that there can be no possible doubt, and no State can survive 

unless the sacred security of its home life is preserved. 

IndiViduals there may be who in the pursuit of some 

great principle or ideal forego like myself the solace of family 

life, choosing instead one of self-sacrifice and celibacy; but for 

the mass of the people the preservation of home life is 

essential. 
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just pused in Bengal giving extraordinary powers to Government 

to d"al with what has been called Terrorism and to a certain 

extent rightly so called. But past experience tells me that 

Government has hecome panicky as is its wont when an 

,European life 11 taken or is attempted at. 
." 

I detest such crime but I am quite clear in my mind that 

~ powers taken are altogether out of all proportion to the 
II 
,..,..ibilities of the spread of Terrorism. If it is left to me, it shall 

~ dealt with under ordinary law. 

I must say that the executive in authority has very wide 

powers even under ordinary law and after all is said and 

done if one were to examine the mere arithmetic of the con

nection between repression and Terrorism I do not think 
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Bengal would come out the worst. 

Then instead of dealing with the root cause, the Govern

ment of India, rather the Government of Bengal, assisted by 

the Government of India and the Secretary of State here have 

merely dealt with the symptom and not the disease. T errorista, 

everybody admits do not rl'wrt to terrorism for the sake of. 

it. 

Nobody throws away his life without some motive behind 

and it is, I think, admitted by all that terrorists resort to 

their method in the hope of thereby securing the 

freedom of their country. If that freedom comes, 

there surely need be no terrorism, certainly no attempts on 

European life or on the life of Officials, whether they are 
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Europeans or others. If I had my way. therefore. I would 

certainly utilise all the ordinary legal powen to put down 

crime and at the same time find out what the terrorists mean 

by freedom. and if as a result of my enquiry I found their 

demands just. I would straightaway concede their demands 

and there would be no terrorism in the land. 

The late C. R. Das and many other publicmen of hi> 

time advised Government to adopt this method but their 

advice went unheeded or not accepted to the fulle.t extent. 

But it is never too late to retrace one', .teps in a matter of 

this character and I fear very much that unless full freedom 

for which the Nation il hunllering cornel. terrorism will not be 
rooted out. 
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The Congress has adopted a method whereby terrorism 

can entirely be replaced by means of Civil Resistance and all 

it means, and I am certain that the Congress method has in a 

very large degree kept Terrorist crime under check. But I 

make no larger claim for the Congress method just yet. I hope, 

however, whether Government regains sanity or not, the Con

gress will pursue its course, and some day effectively stamp 

out terrorism, but I confess that their process is slow like all 

methods of conversion. 

The relevance, however, of what I have said is that these 

extraordinary powers of repression with which the Bengal 

Government armed itself seem to me wholly inconsistent with 

the desire expressed here to part with power and give 1 ndia 
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the question 01 minorities, but will, if necessary, accept the 

principle of special reservation of seats in the Legislature lor 

the Moslems and the Sikhs as a necessary evil for historic 

reasons . 

•. The cause of the 'untouchables' will be a special care of 

the Congress and it would be unjust to treat them separately and 

, thus give 'untouchability' a legal status when every attempt 

i. being made to abolish the evil altogether." 

The manifesto concludes by saying that "no political dis

i ability will be placed on anyone on the ground of race, creed 

, or colour, and the Congress, being wedded to adult franchise, 

there should be nCl difficulty in representatives of any minClrity 

getting elected tCl the legislatures on the strength of national 
. .. 
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An Evening with an "Old Friend." 

A THREE HOURS' INTERVIEW. 

The Editor 0/ Ihe "Specle!ur," London, publishes 

the following record 0/ IlJe conversation he had with 

Maltatmaji one cvtlling ;-

Mr. Gandhi had promised to come round and see 
me at eight o'clock, but knowing how many engage
ments he bas to fulfil, I expected that he might be 
lite. Within a couple of minutes of tbe appointed 
time I heard a motor car drive up and a minute later 
my parlourmaid opened the door of my sitting-room 
lod announced Mr. Gandhi. In flowing white robes, 
tbe prophet and leader of Indian Nationali8~ stood 
before me. I asked Mr. Gandhi whether he would 
prefer to sit on cushions on the floor, on the sofa or 
in an armchair, and he chose the last. His flowing 
robe was a soft Kashmir shawl wound round him and 
bill bare arms kept coming out during the conversation 

, wben he wished to empha~ize any point with his 
capable long-fingered hands. His legs were bare and 
be wore sandals. Occasionally during the talk bis 

• leet would get uncovered and be would then wind tbe 
folds of his gurments round his legs to keep himself 
warm, but he told me tlO far he bas suffered DO 

ill-effects from the British climate. 
1 ~ 
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The firRt impression, and a laB~ing one, which 
1\1r. Gandhi made on me was that of bis" humanness ". 
a felt enti1"ely at home with him and I soon found 
.:nvsetf talking to him as tJ an old friend. The second 
impreflsion he made on me was that of his "soul 
[or<:e ". Here was a man leading a life devoted to 
the ideals in which he believes with ~very fibre of his 
'!leing. Our conversation lasted nearly three hours 
and it ranged over a very wide area, iuclud ing religion 
and Faith, World Co.operation, sex and marriage, the 
treatment of animals, diet, the works of Ruskin and 
Tolfltoy, aud, of course, primarily, the future relations 
of Great Britain and India. The (0110 wi u g represents 
";ome of the subj ects discussed. 

Myself: What is your chief impression as regards 
'.he British understanding "f the Indian problem to
day? DJ you find that public opinion has changed 
.much ? 

Mr. G.: Yes, I find a va!\t change in the attitude of 
'1the man in the street, and I have made a special point 
:alkiog with all sections of British people. 1 am very 
bappy in London and I have received won derful signs 
of affection (rom your ordinary folk. In the East End 
! have been greatly touched by the friendliness dis
played. People come out of their bouses aod sbako 
bands with me and wish me well. I was much 
gratified by the reception I received in Lancashire, 
where the people seemed to me to understand my 
position: and despite the fact that my policy in India 
was reported to have affected Lancashire 80 grievously, 
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'TIO grudge was borne me and I found genuine friend
ship both from operatives and employers alike. 

Myself: What abClut the so-called upper and 
official classes? Do you tbink their opinion has 
t:hanged and are they ready to give India what it 
wants? 

Mr. G.: I fear tbey still do not understand the 
pOflition and are not ready to give the freedom tbat 
we claim as our right. Tbey think that India is not 

'ready to.day to control her own affairs, and I fear not 
many of them would be prepared to admit our right to 
the same freedom that Great Britain posHesses; that 

'is, the right to control our armed forces, our finances 
and our external affairs. 

Myself: As you know, Mr. Gandhi, the "Spectator' 
hal! alwllYs been a great believer in what is called 

.Dominion Status. We think it has achieved the 
apparently impossible task of reconciling two apparent 
opposites, co-operation and independence. Would 
India be satisfied, do you think, with the same status 
that South Africa hilS as a Dominion within the Bdtish 
,Commonwealth? 

Mr. G.: I regard the status of India as unique. 
After all we represent a fifth of the human race. 1 do 
Dot thiuk, therefore, that a political status which 
might suit other Dominions of the British Common
.wealth would necessarily suit us. You must rt:member 
that India has been a subject nation for II long time. 
If Great Britain approaches the question of the future 

Iyelations between our peoples in a spirit of friendShip 
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with no re8ervations, she will not find India behind
hand in coming to meet her proffered hand. We would 
be quite ready, once our right to independence has 
been recognized, to enter into an alliance or partner
ship on equal terms which would place the relations 
of Great Britain and India on a satisfactory basis. 

Myself: Once Great Britain stated finally and 
once for all that the peoples of India have the same 
right to control their own destiny that we have, do 
you think that India would still want to employ on 
terms within India's means, British officials, Britisll 
soldiers, British technicians; and to draw upon our 
experience in building up the Indian State of th& 
future? 

IF DICTATION GOES. 

Mr. G. : Yell, most certainly. Once Great Britain 
recognizes what we consider our jast claims, I certainly 
would not wish to remove all the British officials in 
India. I want to avail myself of all the experienco 
you have gained. I believe thaL we could make 
mutually satisfactory arrangements, once there is no 
dictation on your side. 

Myself: Is it true, as 80me of my more extreme 
Nationalist friends have said, that India when she 
wants European advisers would rather turn to Conti
nental Europeans such as Germans, French, Swedes, 
Dutch, in place of British? 

Mr. G.: No, I do not think this is true in general. 
We would certainly need advice and guidance froIn 
Europe in several things. If we could get these from 
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·'Great Britain on terms that we can afford we would 
welcome them. The only thing that would make us 
turn away from Great Britain would be if Great 
Britain refuses to grant what we consider our just 
demand. 

If you will play the game with us and recognize 
our right to control our own defence, we shouU confer 
with your experts and ascertain, what iil consider ed 
the minimum number of British troops nece~sary for 
our needs. I would regard the British Commander
in-Chief in India as my technical adviser ou military 
matters, but the British Army in India would, of 
-course, have to be under the Indian National Govern-
ment. 

Myself: What about the statement that it would 
be undignified for British subjects to place themselves 
in the position of mercenaries to the Indian Govern
ment? 

Mr. G.: I have heard the argument, but 1 cannot 
appreciate it. Behind the obj action is the lurking 
belief that partnership is to be partnership in name 
only and that in retllity we are to remain a subject 
nation. Or else how can British soldiers serving a 
partner nation be considered mercenaries? But if 
British soldiers will not serve the National Govern
ment, we must do without them. 

Myself: In terms of self interest, therefore, from 

,the British standpoint, you think that a friendly India 
"in close alliance and partnership with Great Britain 
"Would be an asset to us. 
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Mr. G.: You should be the best judges. In my
opinion tbe solution of the Indian problem in a manner 
satisfactory to Indian aspirations would largely help' 

, Great Britain to solve her own economic question. It
would be good for Great Britain, India, and the world 
If Great Bntain enters into a freewill partnership with 
India: that is to say, a partnership of equals, she will' 
have a friendly nation to trade with and all the boy 
catting of British trade would naturlllly cease, apart" 
of course, from cloth. I fear Lancashire cannot get 
much help as we are determined to make our own 
cloth, but there are many other goods required whicn 
we IIhall have to import from abroad. For instance, 
I think India imports eighteen crores of sugar anet 
seven crores of hardware, and so on. 

We shall certainly not be able to manufacture aI, 
our own requirement!! for a long time to come. 

Myself: Then, Mr. Gandhi I understand you to 
meaD that you waDt India's right to control her own 
de!ltiny recognized now once for all. If this were 
done, you think that the whole atmosphere would 
change and that Great Britain would then find the 
India that you repreij ent only too ready to work out" 
details of co. operation ? Rather than that the Round> ' 
Table Conference should fail. You think that the, )y' 

principle of India's complete control of her destiny" 
should be acknowledged and that such problems ai!;· 
the comn; unal question should be left over to arbi-

tration ? 
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Mr. G. : Yes, that is 80. I think that once the' 
British Government proc1llimed to the world that India, 
had as much right to fleedom as Great Britain, we 
should be quite ready to accept the principle of' 
arbitration on the difficult communal question. I do 
not think, however, thllt all the time which has heen. 
spent at the Round Table will be found to have been 
wasted. Believe me, Congress is not obstructive. 

Sir Geoffrey Corbett's scheme has emerged from 
it. Sir Herbert Carr's scheme, which practIcally gives. 
to the Musiims what they want in the Lower Chamber 
and to the Sikhs what they want in the Upper 
Chamber, alno deserves very careful consideration •. 
But, as I have said I think much the best method 
would perhaps be to leave the question of the adjust- . 
ment of seats and separate or joint electorates to an 
impartial judicial tribunal which would only be called 
into being in the case of non-settlement. 

THE 41 UNTOUCHABLE" PROBLEM. 

Myself: What about the "untouchables "? 1. 
know it is thought in some quarters, that they ought 
to have separate electorates and that you are not. 
qualified to speak for them. 

Mr. G. : I am glad you have dealt with this subject. 
I do not hesitate to say that if the "untouchables" 
in all parts of India would record their votes I should 
be their representative. Dr. Ambedkar is undoubtedly 
clever and enthusiastic. He has every reason to be 
bitter •• I have spent the best part of my life in 
cbampioning their cause, I have mixed with them eastp., 
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'West, north and south in India. I have many of them 
in my own Ashram. I adopted an "untouchable" 
girl. Many Congressmen think as I do and realize 
!low serious is the" untouchllbl e " problem. 

In the interests of the" untouchables" themselves 
Ithini: it would be Catal for them to have a special 
... lectorate, or to have reservation of seats. If this 
''Were attempted, it would create opposition to them. 
II think their interests would be best safeguarded by 
their coming" through the open door" to let them 
!have the same voting rights as the ordinary Hindu. 
'Chey will find that tbe leaders of Indian opinion are 
determined to improve their social status and give 
them the right to enter into temples and are ready 
to remove those other terrible disabilities under which 
they have suffered in the past. 

Myself: Readers of Miss Mayo's book have 
never been able to understand the Indian treatment 
of animals. They know that the Hindu thinks it is 
'Wrong to take life, but tbey cannot understand a 
system which allows wretched animals in a diseased 
condition to be left to die on the roadside and not 
put out of their misery. What have you got to Bay 
·on that subject? 

Mr. G.: You have dealt with one of the problems 
'Which reformers in India bope to rectify in time. In 

. my Ashram, we bad a dying calf. He had stinking 
80res and was lame. I put an end to bis earthly 

. existence by painless injections. 1 was bitterly 
:;attacked by some of my fellow-countrymen, who in 
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my view have yet to learn that Ahimsl& never meant
that suffering which could be terminated should be· 
permitted. I think that much of the animal suffering 
in India to.day is due to this travesty of what Ahimsa 
meant. 

Myself: To move on to another subject, I would 
be intereRt€d to know something of your religious. 
beliefs. Have you ever had religious doubts and when 
did you firet firmly believe in God and since then have 
you ever been through dark nights of the soul? 

Mr. G.: When I was quite young I did go through 
a period 01 complete disbelief, I was an atheist in fact. 
This was when I was about fourteen. Since then, 
however, 1 have always believed in God. 

Myself: Do you then believe in the personal. 
immoratality of the soul? 

Mr. G.: Yes, I believe in the immortality of the 
soul. I would like to give you the analogy of tho, 
ocean. The ocean is composed of drops of water,. 
each drop is an entity and yet it is part of the whole,_ 
"the one and the many". In this ocean of life we 
are all little drops. 

My doctrine means that I must identify myself· 
with life, with everything that lives, that I must share; 
the majesty of life in the presence of God. The SUIll'· 

total of this life is God. 

Myself: Did any book ever affect you supremely
and was there any turning point in your life? 
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TRIBUTE TO RGSKIN. 

Mr. G. : Yes, the book that affected me more than 
any other was Unt., This Last, by Ruskin. I was 
living in South Africa then. It was the reading of 
Unto This Last on a railway journey to Durban in 
1904 when I was thirty five, that made we decide to 
change my whole out ward life. There is no other 
word for it, Ruskin's words captivated we. I read the 
book in one go and lay awake all the following night 
and I there and then decided to change my whole 
plan of life. Tolstoy I had read much earlier. He 
affected the inner being. 

Myself: You were a fairly successful lawyer then, 
were'nt you Mr. Gandhi? !)id your conversion mean 
tben thai you came to the conclusion it was wrong to 
enjoy the good things of this life? What income 
were you making then? 

Mr. G.: As far as I recollect, I was making some. 
thing like £3,000 a year by my legal practice. My 
"conversion," as you caIl it, decided me that in future 
1 would dedicate all my earnings to causes that I felt 
were for the benefit of my fellows, that in the future 
I would live simply and by physical labour, and 
iJlperfectly as I have tried to Cdfry out that aim, I 
know that it is only by living thus that one achieves 
complete peace of mind. 

Myself: I have been very much struck with your 
wonderful vitality. Few men of sixty-two can be so 
full of energy, I have read in the papcr~ some of the 

14 
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things about your diet. Would you tell me just what 
your daily bill of fare is? 

Mr. G.: Certainly. I am sure that most people 
eat much too much. I have never felt better than I 
do on my present regime and I have a horror of drugs 
and medicines. This is my daily bill of fare: For my 
breakfast at eight o'clock I have sixteen ounces of 
goat'e milk and four oranges, for my luncheon at one 
o'clock I again have sixteen ounces of milk, grapes, 
pears or other fruit. My evening meal is between five 
and six o'clock. I eat a teaspoonful of almond paste, 
twenty or twenty or thirty dates, several tomatoes 
and a lettuce or other salad, This avoids indigestion. 
As you will note, I eat no starch and no cereals. 

:vIyself.· To sum up, Mr. Gandhi, if the Con
ference breaks down, do you think the people of India 
will be satisfied with partial Home Rule, with the 
possibility of a further conference in ten or twenty 
years when the British Parliament considers that India 
is in a position to control her own destiny? 

A FINAL WORD. 

Mr. G.: I am sure you keow what my answer will 
be. I have tried while I have been in England not 
to say anything provocative but those of us who are 
giving our lives to India will never be satisfied with 
half-measures. If the people of India after this 
Conference become convinced that Great Britain is 
not genuine in her desire to give them immediate 
self-government all the forcea at their disposal will 
be used. 
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Myself: Wbat is your final; word to the readers 
of tbe Spectator? 

Mr. G. : :vIy final word to your readers is that 
they should use all the inftuence at their disposal to 
get their friends to see our point of view, that they 
should work for the great cause of a real partnership 
between our countries on a basis of equality •. I think 
that a free association of our two nations or groups 
of nations, can be utilised for the solving of many 
world problems, not merely for the good of the 
greatest number, but for the good of all. 

--
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PREFACE 
'.\ . 
• ~ ~LITICAL developments in India during the last few 
years will form a distinct landmark in the growth of the 
Indian constitution. Whatever be the form of the fu
ture constitution and whatever the influence of events 
in the recent past on the course of political progress, it 
will be admitted on all hands, and it will be realised by 
the future historian, that the Second Round Table Con
ference has largely supplied the material for the edifice 
of the future constitution. It may be that the structure 
will not be completed in the immediate future, nonethe
less, the material afforded by the discussions at the 
Round Table and the draft reports of the vanous com
mittees will be considered valuable. 

The period from the Delhi Pact to the conclusion 
of the discussions at the Second Round Table has been 
one of comparative quiet and of solid work. The first 
few months from the first week of March, when the 
Pact was signed, to the arrival of Gandhiji in England 
were crowded partly with events causing anxiety to 
those who wished that the truce should lead to peace 
and partly with events centering round Gandhiji and hij 
activities; during the period from September to the end 
of December all eyes were turned on St. Jame's Palace 
where the representatives of India including the sole 
delegate of the organisation, which had not till then 
participated in the discussions on the revision of the 
constitution, the Princes and the representatives of the 
British Government were met together discussing vari
ous aspects of a workable constitution. 
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The thorny problems with which the nation is con
fronted were discussed in detail and the draft reports 
of the various committees are documents of indisputable 
value in that they embody the opinions of many wh' 
had given the best consideration to the subjects ant;" 
who, in spite of differences, strove to reach a common 
u."lderstanding, More than that, as Mr, Ramsay Mac
Donald said in his parting speech at the Plenary Session 
of the Conference "the personal contact among the dele
gates and the heart to heart discussions were of the 
highest value," It cannot be denied that the proceed
ings reveal 2.Ct!tc differences of opinion on certain as
pects of the constitutional problem: they show a wide 
gulf dividing a certain section of the Indian delegates 
from the representatives of the British Government on 
the problem of defence and a few other aspects of the 
future constitution, But the discussion "raised the pro
blem of Indian constitutional reform far above the mere 
technicalities of constitution-making for, Mr. Ramsay 
MacDonald observed, "we have won that confidence in 
and respect for each other which has made the task one 
of helpful political co-operation". 

This volume aims at glvmg a comprehensive 
account of the proceedings of the Conference with copi
ous extracts from the speeches of various delegates and 
of the representatives of the Government. And inasmuch 
as a large section of the British public evinced a keen 
interest in Gandhiji, who had not taken part in the pre
vious session of the Conference, and the British states
men themselves gave prominence to him at the Round 
Table we have made the account fairly exhaustive by 
including reference to Gandhiji and his activitiB 



England. However, our chief aim has been to make 
it a handbook for students of the Indian constitution and 
for those who might consider the Second Round Table 
(".:vnference as forming the basis for building the future 
.:onstitution. 

No goal worth striving for is reached by a straight 
road or one free from obstacles. Even the sunniest day 
is at times preceded by a cloudy night; an optimist can 
yet visualise the gleam of a bright day. And we pray 
with the Premier of the British Empire that suddenly 
and even generally unexpectedly the way will smooth 
itself out and the end happily reached. 

We have to express our indebtedness to various 
journals and newspapers particularly the "Hindu" from 
which w~ have taken extracts. 

The Publishers 
Jan. 18, 1932. 
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GANDHIJr'I~ENGLAND 

CHAPTER I 

A SURVEY OF THE PAST 

'THE stirring events of the past few years in India are 
too well-known to need recapitulation. Yet in order 
to clothe the aim and scope with which we set out on 
this work with a completeness of detail, we will 
briefly state them here. 

The Simon Commission 
In accordance with the provlslOns of the Govern

ment of India Act, 1919, H. E. the Viceroy, Lord Irwin 
.announced on 9th November 1927, the appointment of a 
Commission by His Majesty's Government under the 
'Chairmanship of Sir John Simon, to enquire into the 
fitness or otherwise of India for the next stage of con
stitutional advance as contemplated in the Act. The 
announcement fell flat on the Indian public and did not 
evoke the least response thereto. Moderates and Extre
mists, Congressmen and Home Rulers, representatives 
of other interests and independent public men resolved 
with one voice to boycott the proposed Commission for 
the reason that it was an all-white one and not a single 
;seat was allotted on it to a representative Indian. Th!S 
grave defect in the constitution of the Commission was 
taken as a direct insult to the people of India and the 
consequent boycott programme was so wholehearted
ly organised and thoroughly executed that the enor
mous labours of the Commission was reduced in the 
eyes of the world to a mere waste. 
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Lord Birkenhead's Challenge 
Meanwhile, Lord Birkenhead, the then Secretary 

of State for India, in the course of a speech in the 
House of Lords had addressed a challenge to the lead
ers of public opinion in India to produce by common 
consent among themselves any scheme of political ad
vance for consideration of the British Parliament. 

This challenge was seriously taken up by the Mad
ras Congress in 1927, which authorised its working 
committee to convene a conference of all the political 
parties in India with a view to draw up a constitution 
based on the maximum amount of agreement 
arrived at therein. The result was, the All-Par
ties Conference and the Nehru-Report which 
has since become a classic document in the political 
history of India. The Nehru-Report proposed a full 
Dominion constitution for India with responsibility at 
the centre and in the provinces and it carried the con
sent of the major part of political opinion in the coun
try. 

The Congress Goal 
The Madras Congress had also passed a resolution 

declaring that complete independence was the goal (If 
India. When the Congress met again in Calcutta in 
December 1928, it was found to be divided into two 
definite groups, the one for re-affirming the complete 
independence resolution of the previous year while the 
other for adoption of the Nehru-Report as the basis of 
their demand. The "complete independence" group 
was, apparently the stronger of the two. 

At this stage, Mahatma Gandhi stepped in and used 
his powerful influence to ask the Congress to accept the 
Nehru-Report and as a compromise with the "complete 
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independence" group, he proposed that a time-limit of 
one year be fixed to see if the Government will show 
any sign of willingness to fall in line with the united 
demands of the people and he carried the day. 

A Critical Year 
The year passed on with various vicissitudes in the 

political arena of the country. There were prosecu
tions for sedition and imprisonments on one side and 
meetings of leaders among themselves and with the 
Viceroy on the other. In the meanwhile, the general 
elections in England resulted in a majority for the La
bourites, who came into power. They showed a keen 
interest in the political developments in India and con
stant correspondence on the subject was carried on be
tween the new Secretary of State for India, Mr. Wedge
wood Benn and the Viceroy. The Viceroy proceeded 
to England to have personal consultation with the Ca
binet on important matters connected with India and 
his return was anxiously awaited in the country. 

After an absence of more than four months, the 
Viceroy returned and his first announcement in a Ga
zette Extraordinary issued on 31st October, 1929 
affirmed that "Dominion Status" was to be the 
goal of India. Beyond this, there was nothing definite 
in the announcement except perhaps the proposal of 
His Majesty's Government to convene as early as possi
ble a conference of representative Indians and the 
British Government to discuss and decide in de
tail some plan of settlement of the various Indian ques
tions for submission to Parliament. 

Mahatma Gandhi and the Congress circles thought 
that this announcement was too vague and demanded 
a definite declaration on the part of the Government 
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that the matter to be discussed at the Round Table Con
ference shall be not when "Dominion Status" was to be 
granted to India, but, the form and constitution of "Do
minion Status" which must be immediately granted to 
India. Conferences and conversations followed and on 
November 23rd, after a final conference of leaders with 
the Viceroy at Delhi, who expressed inability to give a 
definite answer to the Congress demands, the hopes of 
the Congress were shattered and definite parting of 
ways announced. 

But the moderate elements in the country declar
ed that they had reason to hope in the Viceroy's an
nouncement and further assurances and decided to uti
lise the chance offered by the Round Table Conference. 

The Lahore Congress 

In 1929, the Indian National Congress was held at 
Lahore under the presidency of Pandit JawaharlaI 
Nehru, and after considering the Viceroy's pronounce
ment, decided that nothing was to be gained by the 
Congress participating in the proposed Round Table 
Conference. The Congress further re-affirmed its ideal 
of complete independence passed at Madras by whicn. 
the Nehru-Report, till then valid for one year, automati
cally lapsed. This Congress, in pursuance of its resolu
tion, called upon all Congressmen to boycott the legis
latures, both central and provincial and all local bodies 
and to carryon the constructive programme of the Con
gress. It also authorised the Congress Working Com
mittee to launch whenever and wherever it deemed fit 
a campaign of mass civil disobedience including non
payment of taxes. 
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The Year 1930 
Henceforth. the march of events was both quick 

and grave. The 26th of January was declared as the 
"independence day", in all-India. Congressmen resigned 
their seats in the legislatures and other public bodies. 
An intensive campaign of foreign cloth boycott was orga
nised and Mahatma Gandhi proposed first to break the 
salt laws in the campaign of mass civil disobedience. On 
the 2nd March, 1930, Mahatma Gandhi wrote a long let
ter to the Viceroy which was in the form of an ultima
tum. The reply he received from the Viceroy and what 
happened afterwards are too recent events for us to 
mention in detail. 

The Historic March 
On the 12th March, 1930, Gandhiji set out on his 

historic march to Dandi to break the salt laws. He 
reached Dandi on the 5th April and immediately set to 
work out his programme. The Government and a large 
body of public men in the country did not at first gauge 
the strength of Mahatmaji's purpose and the country's 
overwhelming faith in him. But soon they were dis
illusioned. The whole country took up the programme 
from one end to the other and His Majesty's prisons 
were filled with Satyagrahis. At first Mahatmaji was 
not arrested, nor his activities interfered with in any 
way. But soon they found out their error. On the 
night of the 5th of May he was arrested and taken to 
Yerrawadda jail. But, the movement had already 
spread and taken strong root in all parts of the coun
try. 

The war of truth and non-violence was waged with 
unabated vigour and the entire armoury of the Govern
ment was brought into use to combat it. Arrests and 
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prosecutions, imprisonments, confiscations of property, a 
series of ordinances, all these were utilised to 'the ut
most, but the situation did not show signs of improve
ment. 

The R. T. C 

In the meantime the Round Table Conference was 
opened in London on the 12th November, by H. M. the 
King and presided over by the Prime Minister, Mr. Ram
say MacDonald. As the procedings of the conference went 
on, it was more and more evident that the non-partici
pation of the Congress in it was a serious drawback to 
its success. The Cabinet in England as well as the 
Viceroy in India were anxious to stop the civil disobe
dience movement and bring the Congress to participate 
in the Round Table Conference. 

Negotiations 

Negotiations were set afoot, and at first Mr. 
George Slocombe, The Daily Herald representative 
and then Mr. Brailsford made attempts In their 
own way to ascertain the VIews of the Con
gress with regard to a settlement. The Rt. Hon. 
Mr. V. S. S. Sastri, Sir T. B. Sapru and Mr. Jayakar, 
after their return from England, took up the thread of 
negotiations and carried it forward. By their efforts 
a meeting of Pandit Motilal Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru, 
who were both in Naini jail and Mahatma Gandhi was 
brought about at Yerrawadda jail and the leaders were 
given an opportunity to discuss among themselves the 
terms under which they were prepared to accept a truce. 
By the good offices and untiring efforts of the above
named gentlemen, the Viceroy ordered the release on 
26th January of all Congress leaders from prison. 50 
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that the Working Committee may meet and discuss the 
truce terms. The other Satyagraha prisoners were 
released later on and the special enactments withdrawn 
one by one. 

The negotiations were carried on with various vicis
situdes till the 28th February, 1931, when finally an ag
reement was reached between Mahatma Gandhi on be
half of the Congress and H. E. Lord Irwin, on behalf of 
the Government. The terms of the truce may be seen 
in the Appendix. 

CHAPTER II 

THE TRUCE AND AFTER 

THE truce was signed. The nation heaved a sigh of 
relief. The suffering and sacrifice of the people for 
twelve long and weary months had borne fruit. The 
Government of India had for the first time come to re
cognise the moral force behind the political movement 
and unmindful of its prestige, condescended to treat with 
the Congress on equal terms. Mutual trust and good
will prevailed. Concessions were given and taken on 
both sides. A supreme act of faith was sealed by two 
great personalities belonging to the two great nations. 

A second Round Table Conference was to be ar
ranged in which Mahatma Gandhi had agreed to take 
part. All went well and hope shined at its best. There 
was jubilation everywhere. What more was wanted? 

Conditions of Truce 
But the signing of the agreement cannot by itself 

establish the conditions of truce. More is needed. The 
entire nation on the one hand and the provincial gov
ernments on the other, had to accept the moral binding 
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of the pact and conscientiously give effect to it. Mahat
maji advised the Congress and through it, the country. 
to respect the pact and the Viceroy addressed the pro
vincial governments likewise to give effect to its terms. 
But here was the rub. Complaints arose from all pro
vinces that executive authorities were not wholeheart
edly giving effect to the truce terms. Consequently 
allegations and repudiations, an immense amount of cor
respondence, a number of interviews, statements and 
counter-statements ensued and the whole tangle had to. 
be very carefully handled and wisely adjusted, before 
Mahatmaji could be enabled to proceed to London. Bet
ter faith and wiser counsels prevailed again and this 
time it was H. E. Lord Willingdon, who earned the cre
dit of squaring up matters satisfactorily. so that Mahat
maji was eventually persuaded to go to London. 

Another factor which was of the utmost impor
tance. if the second Round Table Conference was to be 
made a success, was, the attainment of communal har
mony. without which no amount of goodwill between 
Britain and India would in the least avail. And Mahat
maji strained his utmost nerve to exploit all the possi
ble avenues by which at least a temporary unity could 
be achieved, so that the Indian delegation in England 
could boast of a united front, thus making it impossible 
for the British Government to dally with or postpone 
the Indian demands. How far he succeeded in his ef
forts will be seen as we go on. 



CHAPTER III 

THE COMMUNAL TANGLE 

0:-; the 16th of March, 1931, the council of the All-India 
Muslim League met at Delhi and passed a resolu
tion declaring that they required 3313 per cent. re
presentation in the Federal Legislature: the weightag~ 
which they enjoyed in the provinces were to be main
tained as at present: Sind should be separated and made 
into a province and that North-West Frontier Province 
should be placed on the same footing of a Governor's 
pruvince with respective legislative and administrative 
machinery. Special safeguards should be provided for 
the protection of their culture and religion. This deci
sion on the part of the premier Muslim organisation in 
the country gave rise to considerable controversy in the 
press and the Hindu and Sikh organisations began like
wise to formulate their respective demands. Commu
nalism became the order of the day and common natio
nalism was lost in a maze of communal tangle. Each com
munity viewed the future from its particular vantage 
ground so that to evolve a common formula became al
most an impossibility. National leaders sought to make 
up the differences for which they left no stone unturned. 

Different Viewpoints 
On the 20th March, a deputation of Hindus~nd an

other of Sikhs met Gandhiji at Delhi, at which they pre
sented their minimum demands and also made alterna
tive proposals. The Muslims on the other hand were 
divided into three groups, one under Sir Mahomed Iqbal, 
who demanded separate electorates: the other under 
Dr. Ansari, who would accept nothing but joint electo-
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rates; and the third group headed by Maulana Shaukat 
Ali who were for sticking fast to the Delhi Conference 
resolutions. 

Cawnpore 

Events were moving quickly and negotiations were 
proceeding apace, when suddenly they had to cry halt. 
Communal riots of a terrible nature began at Cawnpore 
and continued for days at a stretch. This gave rise to 
a recrudescence of communal bitterness on both ~ides 
which no amount of exertion by leaders could pacify. 
Eventually the riots stopped partly of their own accord 
and partly by the exertion of the authorities, but after 
carrying away a heavy toll both of lives and property. 
The life of one of the most selfless patriots of India, Pan
dit Ganesh Shunker Vidyarthi was sacrificed during the 
unfortunate riots at the altar of the motherland. His 
death was equally mourned by both the communities. 

Communal Negotiations 

Negotiations for a communal settlement began 
afresh, but it was soon found out that the differences 
among the Muslims were more fundamental than at 
first imagined. The vital issue which emerged out of 
the discussions, was about the electorates and two par
ties stood out prominently. the one demanding separate 
electorates and the other advocating joint electorates. 

On April 4th Mahatma Gandhi met Maulana Shau
kat Ali at Delhi and discussed the situation. He then 
conferred with the Working Committee of the All-India 
Muslim Conference, but the situation remained the 
same. Nationalist Muslims met at various places only 
to reiterate their decision to have nothing but joint elec
torates. The good offices of H. H. The Aga Khan and 
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also of H. E. Lord Irwin were exerted towards arriv
ing at a common formula acceptable to all parties con
cerned, but were defeated in their aim, while Mahatma 
Gandhi was prepared to advise the Congress to accede 
to all the demands of the Muslims, provided they were 
unanImous. 
Bhopal's Efforts 

The office of peace-maker was then taken up by 
H. H. the Nawab of Bhopal, at whose residence the con
versations were continued. Prominent Muslim lead
ers were invited and every possible mode of settlement 
was attempted. At one time in the course of the dis·· 
cussions it appeared as if a settlement was sealed, but. 
that hope was quickly dispelled by a statement from Sir 
Mahomed Iqbal issued on 16th May, that no decision 
was arrived at. The settlement hoped for, was, that 
of a mixed electorate both joint and separate to be in 
force for a decade after which, joint electorates were to 
be made the general rule. But it was afterwards learnt 
that such a system was proposed but was left undecided 
till the opinion of the Working Committees of all the 
Muslim political organisations in the country were 
known. 
Simla Conversations 

The conversations were afterwards resumed at 
Simla, but still without arriving at a tangible result. 
It was feared that Mahatma Gandhi might decline to 
proceed to London without carrying a communal solu
tion with him. But Lord Irwin had already persuaded 
Mahatmaji to proceed to London at any cost. It was 
also believed that the London atmosphere might prove 
more favourable for a communal settlement. Still, 
Mahatmaji's proceeding to London became doubtful for 
yet another reason. 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTING THE PACT 

VVE have already noticed that various complaints were 
received at Congress head-quarters from pro
yinces, alleging non-fulfilment of truce terms by local 
authorities. The first and foremost of which was the 
non-release of political prisoners whom the Congress 
claimed as their own, (following the non-violent cult). 
The authorities alleged in some cases, offences leaning 
towards violence and in other cases, various other rea
sons for not releasing those political prisoners. Mahat
maji interviewed the Viceroy in this connection as early 
as March 19th and after placing him in full possession 
of facts obtained a somewhat satisfactory result. 

Question of Safeguards 

The next to draw Mahatmaji's attention were cer
tain references made by Mr. Wedgewood Benn and 
Lord Sankey in Parliament that the safeguards pro
posed during the transitional period were to be both 
in India's own and British interests. Mahatmaji ob
jected to this mode of explanation and asserted that it 
was expressly stated in the terms of the truce that the· 
proposed safeguards were to be solely in India's own 
interests. 

Local Governments and Truce 

Then there were complaints of local interference of 
authorities against peaceful picketing, which was allow
ed according to the terms of the Delhi pact; of non
return of property confiscated during the civil disobe-
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dience movement; of patels and village officers who re
signed their posts or were discharged in consequence 
of the movement not having been reinstated; of stu
dents refused admission to colleges and lawyers to prac
tise again in courts; of harsh treatment meted out to 
Congressmen and Khudai Kitmatgars (Khan Abdul 
Gafur Khan's followers) in the Punjab and North-West 
Frontier Province and of forcible eviction of tenants 
in the United Provinces. 

Bardoli 
But the most important thing which moved Mahat

maji and the Congress leaders to such an extent as to 
make his chances of going to London very remote, was 
the alleged use of coercive measures in collecting land 
revenue in Bardoli Taluka. After the signing of the 
Delhi pact, the Congress leaders persuaded the pea
sants to pay up the land revenue which was till then 
withheld, and also helped the authorities in its collec
tion. The peasants obeying the mandate of the Con
gress, paid up what they could and left a certain amount 
in arrears. Government had, according to the pact, 
agreed to remit the arrears of revenue in the case of 
those peasants who were genuinely willing but were 
unable to pay. But who was the authority to decide 
as to the ability or otherwise of the peasants to pay 
full revenue? The Government of Bombay claimed 
that the Collector of the district was the sole judge on 
such matters. The Congress leaders inasmuch as they 
were responsible for the truce and had persuaded the 
peasants to pay up the revenue and assisted in its col
lection, wanted a say in the matter. 

When Mahatmaji heard complaints that coercive 
measures were being US(·rl to r('~lize the arrears of re-
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venue. he hastened to the Collectol' of Surat for re
dress. He put himself in communication with the 
Divisional Commissioner as well as with the Bombay 
Government on the subject. The final reply received 
by him from the Bombay Government on the 10th of 
August upset all his expectations and the matter being 
considered by the Congress Working Committee, it was 
resolved that the Congress should withdraw from par
ticipation in the Round Table Conference. 

Communications with Government 
Mahatma Gandhi had been from the v~ry begin

ning of the truce in communication with the Govern
ment of India on the subject of specific lapses on the 
part of provincial governments in implementing the 
pact. The Government of India, though heartily in 
agreement with Mahatmaji in the belief that the truce 
terms must be worked out in a spirit of mutual trust 
and goodwill, had placed more reliance on the willing
ness of local authorities to do so, than the Congress had 
reason to suspect. H. E. Lord Willingdon in the course 
of a letter addressed to Mahatmaji dated 31st July says: 

"1 have of course taken a personal interest in everything 

pertaining to the settlement, and shall continue to do so, and 

in particular in regard to the list of alleged breaches of the 

settlement about which we await reports from the local Govern

ments. I know that, in the provinces, the Governors similarly 

take a personal interest in matters connected with the settle

ment and you can rest assured that there will be no disposi

tion to treat allegations of breaches of it other than as matte', 

of importance." 

Arbitration Board 
But Mahatmaji has been since as early as 14th 

June, suggesting the establishment of a board of arb i -
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tration "to decide about questions of interpretation of 
the settlement and as to the fully carrying out of the 
terms by one party or the other". In a subsequent 
communication addressed to Mr. Emerson, the Home 
Secretary to the Government of India, he suggests that 
the proposed Board of Enquiry may consist of "a Gov
ernment nominee and a Congress representative". Mr. 
Emerson, in his reply to the above communication, as 
well as to the subsequent ones, laid stress on the impos
sibility of creating such a tribunal. as it would inter
fere with the ordinary course of administrative rou
tine. He however assured Mahatmaji that specific 
cases of breaches of the pact would receive prompt and 
sympathetic attention at the hands of the Government 
of India and the local Governments. Mahatmaji did 
not press the point further, but clearly showed his 
anxiety to avoid a hitch as far as it may be possible and 
expressed the' hope that the disputed questions may be 
settled without reference to any tribunal at all. 

Sir E. Hotson's Reply 
While matters were thus satisfactorily proceeding, 

the reply of Sir E. Hotson, the acting Governor of Bom
bay, precipitated the crisis and prompted the Congress 
Working Committee to vote for the withdrawal of the 
Congress from the Round Table Conference. Sir Ear
nest Hotson in the course of his reply dated 10th August, 
denies in the first place any breach of pact on the part 
of the authorities; that the authority to decide on the 
question of the ability of peasants to pay up the re
venue, was the Collector of the district; that "the prompt 
response of the revenue payers to the Government 
measures showed that there were many persons able to 
pay who had not done so." The Congress leaders on 
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the spot asserted that the peasants paid the 'arrears un

der duress by borrowing. This reply of the Bombay 
Government made the Congress leaders feel all thl' 
more, the need for an impartial board of enquiry, espe
cially into the question of the ability of the peasants of 
Bardoli to pay revenue. 

Working Committee's Decision 
The Congress Working Committee's decision with

drawing participation in the Round Table Conferem:e 
spread throughout the country and created much un
easiness. Sir T. B. Sapru and Mr. Jayakar who 
were on the eve of their voyage to England to attend 
the second Round Table Conference, rushed to "Mani 
Bhuvan" along with Pandit Malaviyaji from Allahabad 
to see if any eleventh hour efforts at peace could avail. 
They had a long conversation with Mahatmaji and in 
the end telephoned to the Viceroy to re-open 
negotiations inasmuch as Mahatmaji had on their 
representation waived his claim for a tribunal of 
enquiry but would be content with the appointment of 
a Judge of the High Court, able to command the coa
fidence of both the public and the Government, to en
quire into the question of the Bardoli peasants. 

Gandhiji writing in the "Navajivan" regarding the 
Congress working Committee's decision, says: 

"All believed that 1 would start for London on the 15th. 

Many here, in England and in other parts of the world we"e 

anxious that 1 should proceed to London, but God's will will he 

done." 

"I see the hand of God in the reply of His Excellency th~ 

Viceroy. This much, however, 1 can say with certainty, that 

I had employed, by thought, word and deed, all the means which 
. human being could employ for ensuring my participation in 
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the Round Table Conference. Still if I have not been able to 

go to London, I firmly believe the interest of India lies in it. 

"I for myself do not distinguish between British politicians 

and Indian Civilians; and if for securing justice here in small 

matters, all energies have to be spent, and even then some

times justice is not secured, it is impossible to expect justice 

in England in the so-called big affairs. Experiences obtained 

here is the echo of what is going to happen in England. If 

this view-point is correct, it was proper for me not to go to 

London as the representative of the Congress; but responsibi

lity on the shoulders of the people has thereby increased. Peo

ple have to do greater work now." 

Peace or War? 
Interviewed in connection with the press report that 

Congress was fast preparing for war, Mahatmaji said:
"This is a deliberate lie. No such instructions have been 

issued. Instructions have been issued all over the country 

that the Delhi Pact should be carried out, and that nobody 

should disobey any Government order without permission from 

Headquarters. I know the Congress Working Committee is 

anxious to carry out the Delhi Pact honourably, but if the Pro·· 

vincial Governments goad us, we shall have to take defensive 

measures. I have gathered ample evidence to prove that the 

goading has already begun." 

The fortnight following the decision of the Con
gress Working Committee was the most critical period 
after the signing of the truce. The entire press both 
in India and England and the leaders of public opinion 
deplored with one voice the unfortunate decision. The 
first batch of delegates to the Round Table Conference 
including Sir T. B. Sapru, Messrs. Jayakar and A. Ran
gaswami Aiyengar h"d sailed by the S. S. "Mooltan". 
They had expressed the conviction that without Mahat-

2 
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maji's participation the Conference would be futile, but 
at the same time hoped that he would be persuaded t,) 

sail by the next boat in view of further negotiations set 
afoot with the Viceroy by Sir Sapru. Though Pandit 
Malaviyaji and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu had cancelled their 
passage, the situation was not without hope. 

Government circles in Simla also showed them
selves very much alive to the situation as it was appa
rent from the frequent meetings of the Viceroy's Exe
cutive Council. Though the publication of his corres
pondence with the Government and his charge-sheet by 
Mahatmaji, was at first considered precipitate, closing 
the door on further negotiations, subsequent events at 
Simla proved that this was not the case. The Govern
ment of India contented themselves with merely pub
lishing the replies of the local Governments and their 
threat to publish a counter charge-sheet on the lapses 
of the Congress, did not materialise at the time as in 
the meanwhile further developments in the negotiations 
ensued auguring hopes of a peaceful settlement. 

Viceroy's Reply 
By the 22nd of August the situation improved suf

ficiently as to make hope almost a certainty. The Vice
roy returned from Calcutta cancelling his further pro
gramme and Sir James Crerar as also Sir Fazli Hussain 
from Kandaghat. A meeting of the Executive Coun
cil was held immediately after the return of the Vice
roy at which, Mahatmaji's request for a personal inter
view with the Viceroy to clear up matters was 
.discussed and decided in the affirmative. Telephonic 
message was despatched to Mahatmaji at Ahmedabad 
intimating him of the Viceroy's decision. 
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In a statement to the Associated Press regarding 
the Viceroy's reply, Mahatmaji said: -"I do not consi
der the Viceroy's reply to be at all bad or disappoint
ing. In fact I was prepared for some such reply. Gan
dhiji added, 

"1 am glad too that, so far as I can understand the letter, the 

-Government do not intend to terminate the Settlement and as 

the public is well aware, the Working Committee of the Congress 

has already passed a resolution to that effect. I am therefore 

hoping that all Congressmen will meticulously observe the Set

tlement. 

"So far as the charges against the Congress are concerned 

and so far as the denial of the charges by the Congress against 

the Provincial authorities is concerned, that is a matter of opi

nion. When' the expected counter-charge sheet against the 

Congress is published, I shall be able to deal with it. For th" 

moment, I can only say that the Working Committee of the 

Congress has been most anxIOus that the Congress should pre

"",nt an absolutely clean slate. 

"I know the belief of the Government regarding the Fron

tier Province and the U. P. I have always combated that be

TIef, but it has been a tug-ol-war between two beliefs. All I 

<:an say is that I have done everything I could to ascertain the 

facts for myself, and I have not been able except in isolated cases 

to detect any breach on the part of Congressmen. Wherever it 

has been detected I have made admission and amends where 

possible to the Government. So far as charges against provin

cial authorities are concerned, I have offered on behalf of the 

Working Committee to establish tnem before an impartial tri

bunal. I could not do anything more and it would be a breach 

of duty to the Congress if I was satisfied with anything less. I 

fully acknowledge and am aware that the refusal of the Con

gress to be represented at the R. T. C. involves the failure of 
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one of the main objects of the Settlement. I regret it as much 

as the Government, but the Working Committee was helpless. 

Attendance at the Conference was conditional upon the ful

filment of the Settlement by the Government. Rightly or wrong-

1y the Working Committee came to the conclusion and I as

sociate myself with the conclusion, that the Provincial Govern

ments have in more instances than one failed to implement the 

Settlement. With that belief it is not possible for the Congress 

to be represented at the Round Table Conference unless a way 

is found, namely, the appointment of a tribunal or reasonab!e 

satisfaction to the Congress in some other manner. 

"In the midst therefore of confiict of opinion there should 

be a referee. My suggestion for a tribunal is, therefore, the 

most natural corollary. What shape that tribunal should take 

is undoubtedly a matter for mutual discussion and accommo

dation. Personally, I should be satisfied so long as there is 

reasonable assurance of impartiality from the tribunal. The 

appointment of such a tribunal can in no way diminish the dig

nity, prestige or authority of the Government. I hold that 

such an appointment is an ordinary function of a well-ordered 

Government and if this very Government has appointed com

mittees of enquiry, for matters outside contractual relations how 

much greater there must be the need for such a tribunal when 

parties to the contract are dissatisfied as to the conduct of each 

towards the other and arising out of the contract itself." 

At Simla 
Mahatmaji arrived at Simla on the 25th, accompa

nied by Sir Prabhashunker Pattani, Dr. Ansari, Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru, Vallabhbhai Patel and Khan Abdul 
Gafar Khan. He had long conversations with Mr. 
Emerson on the same day, at which most of the out
standing questions were discussed and agreement ar
rived at. On the 26th, he had conversations with the 
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Viceroy extending over three hours, the result of which 
was eagerly awaited by the whole country. When he 
came out of the Viceregal Lodge, it was known that he 
was proceeding to London by the boat leaving on the 
29th. The news of the agreement was flashed through
out the country easing the tension of the last fortnight, 
which was replaced by satisfaction in every breast. 

Once again in India's crisis wise statesmanship on 
the one hand and generous good-will on the other pre
vailed. There were frequent consultations between two 
or three members of the Viceroy's Executive Council 
on one side and Sir Prabhashunker Pattani, Dr. Ansari 
and Sir Cowasji Jehangir on the other. It is said that, 
but for the efforts of Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar and 
Sir Joseph Bhore on one side and Sir P. Pattani, Dr. 
Ansari and Sir Cowasji Jehangir on the other. the re
sult might have been different. Once again Lord Wi 1-
lingdon scored a triumph of wise statesmanship. 

The Settlement 
A meeting of the Viceroy's Executive Council was 

held immediately after Mahatmaji left the Viceregal 
Lodge and shortly afterwards a Government Commu
nique was issued stating the terms of the settlement ar
rived at with Mahatma Gandhi. After reiterating that 
the Delhi Pact remained operative and that Mahatmaji 
will proceed to London as the representative of the 
Congress it proceeds: 

"The Government of India, in full agreement with the Bom

bay Government, have ordered an enquiry into the allegations 

that Khatedars in eleven villages of Bardoli Taluka were com

pelled by coercion to pay revenue in excess of what would have 

been demanded if the standard adopted in othe~ villages wer~ 

given effect to. 
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Mr. R. G. Gordon,!' C. S., Collector of Nasik, will hold the

enquiry. The Government are not prepared for an enquiry in 

any other area. Any complaints of a general nature may be
dealt with in accordance with the ordinary administrative pro

cedure, and an enquiry may be held if the Local Government 

agrees." 

Return from Simla 
As it was too late for Gandhiji to proceed to Kalka 

by road as already planned, a special train was arranged 
at short notice to take him to Kalka in time to catch 
the Bombay Mail. A large gathering was present at 
Simla station to give a hearty send-off to Gandhiji. 
Mahatmaji had telephoned to Pandit Malaviyaji at 
Allahabad to re-book his passage by the 29th mail boat. 
Malaviyaji started from Allahabad in time to catch the
boat at Bombay accompanied by Mukund Malaviya and 
Govind Malaviya. Mrs. Sarojini Naidu who was al
ready in Bombay also re-booked her passage by the
same boat. 

Although the news of the settlement reached Bom
bay rather late in the evening, elaborate arrangements 
were made by the local Congress Committee to give
Mahatmaji a public send-off. A public meeting was 
also arranged to be held at the Azad maidan on the
morning of the 29th and Indian businessmen had closed 
their shops on the morning to take part in thp public 
function. 

The railway stations throughout Gandhiji's route' 
were humming with eager crowds to have his darshan 
and at Delhi he had to elbow his way among the crowds 
to his compartment in the Frontier Mail. As the train 
steamed in and out of each station cries of "Mahatma
Gandhi-ki-Jai" rent the air. 
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At Bombay 

AE already planned, Mahatmaji had to alight at 
Bandra station and motor to his residence at "Mani 
Bhavan". But the crowds were so great at that sta
tion that it became physically impossible for him to 
alight and wend his way to the car. Hence it was ar
ranged that he should alight at Dadar. 

Immediately after detraining at Dadar, Mahatmaji 
motored to the Azad maidan where at 9-30 he address
ed a meeting. Speaking from the balcony of a private 
house Mahatmaji addressed a huge enthusiastic crowd 
(who stood in drenching rain) for quarter of an hour. 

"He said that he had signed the second Agreement with the 

Government. They could read it. Some of them may ask 

what this man had gone and done again. But he was aware 

that the nation had shown enormous trust in him by electing 

him as the sole delegate to the Round Table Conference. But 

for their trust, he would have refused to go to London. He 

knew full well his own shortcomings and weakness, but truth 

and non-violence would be his guiding principles and he hoped 

that they would come out in their fullness in his work in Lon

don. 

Gandhiji continued: "I am a cripple, but it is only natural 

that a crippled nation should have a crippled delegate who alon" 

can understand the difficulties and miseries of the millions." 

Gandhiji assured his hearers that he would abide by the 

Congress mandate. He would deceive nobody, neither Eng-

lishmen nor anybody else, much less India's teaming millions. 

"If I deceive you, even to kill me would not be violence. I 

have no enmity with Englishmen, nor with Mahomedans, noe 

for the matter of that with anyone else." 

After Mahatmaji had finished, Pandit Malaviyaji 
rose amidst cheers and said, 
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"Our cause is just, our means are noble and I am going with 

the fullest confidence of success. My only appeal to you is 

to remain non-violent and peaceful. I also appeal to all com

munities to keep peace and goodwill towards one another. Swa

raj is our right and none can prevent us from having it. I 

know it is coming very soon." 

Gandhiji's Kit 
"Mani Bhavan", Mahatmaji's Bombay residence, 

was humming with feverish activities on the eve of his 
sailing. Miss Slade, who attended to his comforts dur
ing the voyage, busily packed his kit and belongings. 

In London Mahatmaji decided to wear his usual 
dress and be bare-headed under ordinary circumstances, 
but if the cold be severe, he may use mixed khadi and 
woollen socks and jacket and a Kashmere woollen scarf 
as head-gear. He took with him two or three khadi 
rugs. 

Mahatmaji's kit and belongings excited much more 
curiostiy among the passengers than his personality and 
unconventional manners ever did. His kit consisted of 
a khadi trunk containing his hand-spun khadi clothes, 
a cane basket containing some tin vessels to which he 
seemed very much attached, a quantity of mixed khadi 
and woollen material to be made into an overcoat, if need 
arose, a quantity of leather (of an animal which died a 
natural death) for stitching a pair of shoes, three char
khas, ten gallons of pasteurised goats' milk and a large 
stock of dried fruits. 

More than Mahatmaji's, Pandit Malaviya's luggage 
was curious. It consisted, besides his other belongings, 
a large quantity of Ganges mud and water and a number 
of bottles of cow's milk. 
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Regarding his passage Mahatmaji already telegraph
oed to Mr. Birla to book six berths of the lowest class, 
but as no such accommodation was available in the mail 
boat, he consented to travel by second class. Gandhiji 
was accompanied by his son, Devadass Gandhi, two sec
reta~-i.es and Miss Slade (Mira Ben). Other delegates 
to the Round Table Conference who sailed by the S. S. 
"Rajputana" were, Sir Prabhashankar Pattani, His High
ness the Nawab of Bhopal, the Raja of Korea and 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. Mr. G. D. Birla also 
sailed in the same boat for England. 

Embarkation 

Saturday the 29th August, the day of Mahatmaji's 
embarkation, was a gala day in Bombay. Such a high 
pitch of enthusiasm was evident as never before in the 
history of the city throughout that morning till past 
noon when the S. S. Rajputana sailed to England with 
Mahatmaji on board. The Indial1 quarters observed a 
holiday, where all shops were closed and businessmen 
thronged in large numbers first to the Azad maidan Lo 
hear Mahatmaji speak and thence to Ballard Pier to 
give him a hearty send-off. Congress volunteers and 
Desh Sevikas in their uniforms with national flags were 
promenading every part of the city with a happy coun
tenance exhorting the people to attend first the meet
ing and then the send-off function, regulating traffic, 
singing national songs and distributing hand-bills. All 
classes and conditions of people from the fat merchant 
to the half-clad cooly, the old and the young, women and 
children thronged on either side of the route to the 
Mole station eager to have a fleeting darshan of the 
Mahatma. Despite occasional downpours of rain the 
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enthusiasm evinced by the people remained at its 
highest throughout the long hours of waiting, 

Shortly after noon, Mahatmaji arrived escorted by 
Messrs, K, F, Nariman, Jamnalal Bajaj and Vallabhbhai 
Patel and went up the steamer's gangway, Deafen
ing shouts of "Mahatma Gandhi-ki-Jai" rent the air. 
With great difficulty the party elbowed their way to' 
Mahatmaji's cabin, where he rested for five minutes 
during which, he gave an interview to the press. 

Mahatmaji's Message 

To the Associated Press representative he gave the 
following message to his countrymen: 

"Though I see nothing on the horizon to warrant hope, be

ing a born optimist, I am hoping against hope. My faith is in 

God and He seems to have made my way clear for me to go to 

London. Therefore I expect He will use me as His instrument 

for the service of humanity, For me service of India is iden

tical with the service of humanity. 

"Though Congress may be repudiated by sections of the 

people of India, it aims at representing the whole of India, and, 

therefore, to deserve the trust that had been reposed in me and 

imposed upon me, I shall endeavour to represent every interest 

that does not conflict with the interests of the dumb millions 

for whom the 

"I hope 

Service and 

Congress predominantly exists. 

that Provincial Governments, 

English mercantile houses will 

the 

help 

Civil 

the 

Congress to realise the mission it has set before 

itself. Representing, as the Congress does, the message of non

violence and truth, it can only succeed by the goodwill of all 

component parts of the nation and I am therefore hoping that 

goodwill will be extended to the humble representative that is 

going upon his errand". 



IMPLEMENTING THE PACT 

On behalf of flood -stricken Bengal. he made the following 

appeal: 

"I hope the people of Bombay Presidency will go to the 

rescue of flood-stricken Bengal and send their contributions to 
Sir P. C. Roy". 

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. gave the following 
message: 

"Promote goodwill and unity, keep your hopes high, hearts 

strong and Swaraj is coming. 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu gave the following message: 

"The only guarantee for success of the Round Table Confe

rence is that every delegate who goes to London is responsible for 

the embodiment of the integrity and honour of India, which no 

power on earth can assail. The first essential for the mainte

nance of India's integrity is the instant solution of the out

standing Hindu-Muslim problem and that can only be solved 

when we cease to be Hindus and Muslims and when we have 

the honour and privilege of being true Indians dedicated to th" 

service of India's freedom." 

Sir Prabha Shankar Pattani who played the role of 
peace emissary interviewed said, 

"I have nothing to 

follow Mahatma Gandhi. 

say because I believe in and 

This great result was due to the 

goodness of His Excellency the Viceroy, whose goodness has 

been proved both in Bombay and Madras Presidencies. It was 

also due to Gandhiji's great, though courageous, patience. Britain 

and India can now fairly hope that Mahatma Gandhi will bring 

back similar satisfactory solution from England and the three 

parties in England will make such consummation possible." 

During the few minutes' absence of Mahatmaji in
side his cabin, the crowd outside became restive and 
uncontrollable and gave out incessant shouts to have a 
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final darshan of the Mahatma. In response to it, Ma
hatmaji accompanied by Mr. Vallabhbhai Patel, Mrs. 
Sarojini Naidu and Pandit Malaviyaji came up the deck 
where numerous photographers were waiting to obtain a 
last snap of him. "Be quick about it and let me go 
away" said Mahatmaji to them and the smiling faces 
of the four leaders were taken for the country to che
rish during their absence in England. 

Mahatmaji then retired to his cabin where he bid 
farewell to Mrs. Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal, Mr. Valla
bhbhai Patel and numerous other friends who had com~ 
on board to see him off. Again Mahatmaji with Pan
dit Malaviyaji, Mrs. Naidu and Mr. G. D. Birla came to 
the deck and remained standing till the steamer clear
ed out of the harbour waving his hand in response to 
the cheers from ashore. 

CHAPTER V 

THE VOYAGE 

DURING the voyage Mahatmaji was in excellent mood. 
He chatted merrily with passengers, played with child
ren and endeared himself to one and all by his unfail
ing courtesy, gentleness and jocular behaviour. He 
spent the greater part of his time spinning as usual and 
the remainder in writing, reading and prayer. The 
voyage afforded him the much-needed rest after his 
strenuous exertion of the past few months. So he 
slept soundly though on the bare deck under the stars. 
He rose as usual at four in the early morning and at
tended to his daily routine which he kept up as when 
ashore. He did not become sea-sick though everyone 
of his colleagues succumbed to it. 
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Captain H. Morton Jack proud of the distinction of· 
conveying Mahatmaji on board his ship, treated him with 
every mark of respect and kindness. "I am a prisoner 
to you for a fortnight" said Mahatmaji to the Captain. 
"I will treat you well, but can make no promises about 
the weather" replied the Captain. 

On board of the steamer, Mahatmaji received hun
dreds of telegrams wishing him bon voyage and success 
in his great mission, to all of which he replied. His 
correspondence while on board increased to such an 
extent that three wireless operators were kept inces
santly at work and Mahatmaji himself had to borrow 
money to pay for the charges. 

Sir Prabhashankar Pattani invited Mahatmaji to 
transfer to first class, but he declined saying that he was 
sufficiently comfortable where he was. 
Message from Steamer 

Mahatmaii's prayer meetings were attended by 
many of the passengers, while he attended one of their 
prayers and sang his favourite Christian hymn "Lead 
kindly Light." He spent part of his time in lecturing 
to the Indian students on board about religion and phi
losophy. From on board the steamer he sent a mes
sage to his countrymen through Reuter, 

"Now that I am drawing away from the shores of India 

let me appeal to the Indian people to preserve an absolutely 

non-violent atmosphere during my absence" and urged the 

people of India to "follow out the constructive programme of 

the Congress, namely, the removal of the fourfold curse of 

drink, drugs, foreign cloth and untouchability and revive the 

village industry of spinning and promote the unity of classes." 

"I also appeal to Englishmen, including officials, to 

trust the Congress and Congressmen if they really believe that 

power must pass from them to India." 
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"India of my Dream" 

Asked by Reuter's special representative who ac
companied Mahatmaji on board, as to what his pro
gramme in London would be, he said, 

"I shall strive for a constitution which will release India 

from all thraldom and patronage and give her, if need be, the 

right to sin. I shall work for an India in which the poorest 

shall feel that it is their country, in whose making they have 

an effective voice; an India in which there shall be no high 

class and low class of people; an India in which all communi

ties shall live in perfect harmony. 

"There can be no room in such India for the curse of 

untouchability or the curse of intoxicating drinks and drugs. 

"Women will enjoy the same rights as men. 

"Since we shall be at peace with all the rest of the world, 

neither exploiting nor being exploited, we should have the 

smallest army imaginable. 

"All interests not in conflict with the interest of the dumb 

millions will be scrupulously respected, whether foreign or indi

genous. I hate the distinction between foreign and indigenous. 

"This is the India of my dreams, for which I shall struggle 

at the next Round Table Conference. I may fail, but if I am 

to deserve the confidence of the Congress, my principals, I shall 

be satisfied with nothing less." 

At Aden 
On arrival at Aden, Mahatmaji was given a rous

ing reception by the Indian residents. He went ashore 
accompanied by Mr. Mahadeva Desai and Mrs. Saro
jini Naidu and walked to the Indian quarters where he 
was presented with an address of welcome and wishing 
success in London. A purse containing a sum of £ 325 
was also presented to him. Mahatmaji though appreciating 
the gift, like a true Bania that he was, in his country's 
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-causf'. considf'rf'd the gift a bit small. He then called 
on the acting Resident and returned to the stf'amer. 

As aforesaid. unfailing courtesy of the Captain was 
a source of great satisfaction to Mahatmaji during the 
voyage. He inspected the Captain's cabin and closely 
observed the intricacies of navigating the gigantic liner. 
He was shown the engine room, the radio department 
and the charthouse and the purpose of every bit of 
mechanical device found there was explained to him 
by the Captain. He was also allowed to try his hand 
at steering the ship for a while, when he humorously 
remarked "I hope I do not capsize the boat and drown 
everybody". as he turned the wheel from port to star
board. Mahatmaji was deeply touched by the Cap
tain's hospitality and kindness. 

At Suez 
Arriving at Suez. Mahatmaji was welcomed by a 

number of Egyptians and Indians. He was not how
ever able to visit the Sphynx and the Pyramids owing 
to the short stay of the mail boat at that port. He 
received a message of encouragement from Madam 
Zaghlul, widow of the late Zaghlul Pasha, the famous 
nationalist leader of Egypt and another from Nahas 
Pasha, the leader of the Wafd party of Egypt, who said, 
"I ask God to grant you success in your quest equal to 
the greatness of your determination." He also ex
pressed a wish that Mahatmaji would visit Egypt on 
his return journey. 

Vyapari MandaI's Cable 
Mahatmaji also received a cable from the Bombay 

"Vyapari MandaI" expressing dissatisfaction at the ab
sence of proper representation of their interests in Lon
don. It read thus: 
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"The 

wish bon 
ference. 

Committee 

voyage and 

So far the 

of the 

success 
Round 

Vyapari Mahamandal 

to you at the Con

Table Conference's at-

titude has been opposed to the nation's commercial interests. In 

the absence of commercial representatives, additional responsi

bility is thrust upon you. The foreigner's cry against discri

mination is simply for preserving their entrenched monopolis

tic position. Their demands for safeguards are directed to at

tacks upon the nation's commercial, industrial and financial in

terests." 

At Port Said 
At Port Said a delegation consisting of Egyptians 

and Indians greeted Mahatmaji and presented him and 
Miss Slade with boquets. He was however disap
pointed at the authorities preventing a large number 
of Egyptians and Indians who had arrived to see him, 
only a few out of the vast crowd being allowed to board 
the steamer. Asked by Reuter his opinion about the 
Egyptian aspirations, Mahatmaji said, 

"1 wish this country all she desires and is entitled to and I 

am sure the way to real freedom for Egypt as for India lies 

through non-violence." 

Between Suez and Port Said, a large number of 
British and foreign journalists boarded the steamer and 
Mahatmaji had his first experience of them after leaving 
India. But as he was observing silence, he only wrote 
brief answers to their questions with his left hand, as 
his right hand was crippled owing to poor circulation 
and writer's cramp. 

Moulana Shaukat Ali boarded the S. S. "Rajpu
tana" at Port Said. He had long talks with Gandhiji 
regarding the settlement of the communal problem dur
ing the voyage. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE FIRST BATCH IN LONDON 

IN the meanwhHe, the news of Mahatmaji's consent to 
participate in the Round Table Conference and his start
ing by the S. S. "Rajputana" reached London where 
considerable satisfaction was expressed at the news by 
all sections of the public and the press. Great prepa
rations were set afoot by various organisations social, 
political and religious, for his reception. Kingsley 
Hall, the home presided over by Miss Lester, where 
Mahatmaji had decided to put up during his stay in 
London was made ready for his reception. After a 
meeting held at the India Office, it was finally decided 
that a joint welcome of all the organisations should be 
accorded to Gandhiji and, consistent with his love of 
simplicity, grand processions and formal addresses were 
dispensed with. It was decided that he should be wel
comed as a great personality, rather than as the leader 
of a political party. 

The news likewise reached the first batch of Round 
Table delegates who had already proceeded by the 
S. S. "Mooltan," when they arrived at Marseilles at 
which they were immensely pleased. 

On reaching London they were warmly welcomed 
by representatives of the Prime Minister, the Secre
tary of State for India and the various parties in 
Parliament. Other distinguished officials and non-offi
cials who were present to welcome them included, the 
High Commissioner for India, the Deputy High Com
missioner, Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, Sir G. Cor
bett and Mr. Rushbrook Williams. 

3 
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A party was given in their honour at the India 
House at which among others Mrs. Baldwin, Miss Ish
bel MacDonald and Lady Reading were present. 

The opinion of the entire delegation regarding Ma
hatmaji's participation in the Round Table Conference 
was that it was a distinct advantage. But as regard, 
the change of Government in England, the majority 
opined that it was the most opportune moment to ne
gotiate a substantial advance of power from the British. 
while a few regretted the absence of Labour from 
powei·. However, a strong hope in the ultimate re
sult of their mission was in everybody's breast. 
Federal Structure Committee 

The first meeting of the Federal Structure Commit
tee was held on 7th September at which Lord Sankey 
presided. The Prime Minister on arrival shook hands 
with all the delegates and expressed his pleasure at re
newing friendships made last winter and meeting new 
friends. He assured the delegates that whatever 
changes had taken place here, there had been no change 
in public aims or private friendships. He continued: 

'"Lord Sankey remains Chairman of the Committee. which 

is a guarantee of how the work will be done and I remain the 

Chairman of the Conference. If during the next week or so, 

I may be largely absorbed in other matters it will not mean 

that I have ceased to remember the duty lowe to the dele

gates or that I am not desperately determined to continue the 

same good relations." 

Lord Sankey 
Lord Sankey opened the proceedings by extending 

to them a most cordial welcome. He hoped that during 
the next few days it would be possible for the delegates 
to meet each other formally. He suggested a further 
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meeting on September 11, followed early next week by 
the first full meeting of all delegates who would then 
get to grips with the work. 

Lord Sankey said the coming weeks would afford 
an opportunity of reaching an understanding. "Such 
an opportunity may never come again in our life-time. 
Do not let us miss it. Uniformity may not be pas· 
sible, or may not even be desirable, but let us strive 
for unanimity. I believe that, with patience and good
will we can and shall reach a settlement. There is world 
opinion which we shall rightly have to reckon if we 
fail. " 

"'All schools of thought are represented round this table 

with one exception. That exception will cease to exist this 

day week when we shall welcome Mahatma Gandhi. He is 

not only one who has found it difficult to attend the Federdl 

Structure Committee but it is idle to put your hand to the 

plough and then look back". 

"The restoration of the peace and happiness in India was 

worth any personal sacrifice. Their great ambition was to sec 

India as a nation realising her age-long dream of taking her 

proper part in the social and political thought and the deve

lopment of the world. He said, "During the last few montIlS 

India has never been absent from our thoughts for the day. 

Both here and with you the situation has been carefully sur

veyed. Problems have been set out and alternative modes ,,( 

dealing with them prepared for your consideration." 

He expressed the hope that the committee would 
get to grips with the difficulties and reach decisions as 
soon as possible and hoped that they would settle down 
to details next week. 
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Other Speeches 
Members of the British delegation emphasised also that the 

recent p,)litical changes implied no change in the British atti':' 

tude. 

This point was emphasised by Sir Samuel Hoare speaking 

as a member of both the Government and Conservative dele

gation. He added that Conservatives were as anxious as anyone 

for a settlement ensuring both sound Government and good

will. 

Mr. Benn also gave the assurance that the situation had 

not changed as far as the Parliamentary Opposition was con

cerned and hoped, as an unofficial member, to serve India 

as he strove to do at the last meeting, while Lord Reading pro

mised Liberals' co-operation in striving to bring India peace 

and contentment. 

These assurances were welcomed by Indian speakers who 

expressed confidence at the outcome. 

The Maharaja of Bikanir recorded his unflinching belief 

that with the constant inspiration of the King Emperor, they 

would achieve success. 

Sympathy with Britain's present difficulties was offered by 

Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy, who emphasised the need for a spirit 

of sympathy and compromise. 

Mr. Sastri declared that the Indian delegation was inspired 

by the same spirit as before "for there have been no revolu

tionary changes in the Government or the Opposition among 

us." 
Sir T. B. Sapru welcomed the representative character of 

both the British and Indian delegations as likely to facilitate a 

settlement. 

Sir Akbar Hydari associated himself with the general ex

pressions of goodwill and satisfaction and affirmed that Hydera

bad's belief in the Federal idea had not changed. 
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Sir Mahammed Shafi expressed the common desire that 

they should succeed in framing for India a constitution in which 

all sections, irrespective of colour, caste or creed, will find a 

legitimate place. He added, "Should that consummation be reached, 

not only will the happiness and contentment of 350 millions 

of His Majesty's Indian subjects be thereby secured but India 

will be a source of strength to that great Commonwealth of 

which she aspires to be a component part." 

The Committee decided to adjourn till Monday. the 14th 

September. 

Gandhiji's Day of Silence 

On September 8th when Mahatmaji was shown a 
Reuter's message that the Federal Structure Commit
tee meeting was postponed till Monday the 14th. he re
plied "If the meeting is held on Monday, I will be in 
the most embarrassing position. Monday is my day 
of silence. When I took the vow, I made three excep
tions. 

First, if I am in distress and car. only be assisted by my 

speaking. 

Second, if some one else is distressed, and 

Third, exceptional circumstances such as an unexpected call 

from the Viceroy or other high official who must be seen in the 

interest of the cause." 

Gandhiji added that his appearance at the Committee on 

Monday could only come under the third exception but only by 

a considerable stretch of meaning, seeing that it is not sudden 

and unexpected. The Mahatma pointed out that since he must 

hold himself in readiness for a private conference with two of 

the highest Government officials on Sunday he could not anti

cipate the period of silence nor postpone it to Tuesday because 
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the Committee will sit during the whole of the week.. He said 

he was hoping and praying that it would not be necessary (,0 

reach a final decision but that a way out of the difficulty wouJ.t 

be found. 

CHAPTER VII 

THE RECEPTION 

THE arrangements for the reception of Mahatmaji in 
London were going on apace. Leaders of public life 
and representatives of churches and social, peliti
cal and industrial bodies nubering nearly 1,400, were 
invited to attend the fuction of welcoming Mahatmaji 
to the shores of England. A strong and influential 
reception committee was formed in which were 
Messrs. Marley, Horrabin, Brockway, Mrs. Brijlal 
Nehru, Mrs. Harold Laski, Miss Lester, Messrs. Polak, 
Andrews, John Fletcher, Horace Alexander, Krishna 
Menon (Secreary). Gilbert Murray, Lawrance Binon, 
A. J. Cook. Rev. William Paton and Miss Maude 
Roydon. The reception was to be held at "Friends' 
House" in Euston Road, immediately after Gandhiji 
arrived in London. There were to be no speeches 
except one of welcome by Mr. Lawrence Housman. 
At Marseilles 

On the 11th September, the mail boat S. S. Rajpu
tana reached Marseilles. Hundreds of eager visi
tors were waiting at the dockside to have a sight of 
the great man from India. and when they sighted 
Mahatmaji un deck attired in his loin cloth and a hand
spun shawl inspite of the severe cold, they burst forth 
into eager exclamations. The Indian students who had 
collected in large numbers raised the cry of "Mahatma 
Gandhi-ki-jai" to which Gandhiji replied by raising 
his clasped hands above head. As soon as the gang-
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way was lowered, there was a mad rush by pressmen 
and photographers. The police had the utmost diffi
culty in restraining the crowd. C8.ndhiji said he could 
see the pressmen only in groups of five. 

Mahatmaji's first appearance had dissipated any 
prejudice that might have been entertained against 
him. His infectious smile captured the hearts of all. 
French journalists began to volley him with questions, 
to which he submitted patiently. One of them asked. 
if he would traverse the streets of London and possi
bly enter Buckingham palace in his loin cloth. 

Mahatmajee replied jocularly, "you in your 
country wear plus fours. I prefer minus fours". 

Asked if he had anything to declare by the cus
toms authorities. Mahatmaji replied, "1 am a poor 
mendicant. my earthly possessions consist of six spin
ning wheels. prison dishes. a can of goat's milk, six 
home spun loin cloths, towels and my reputation which 
cannot be worth much". The Inspector smiled and 

passed him on. 
Via Paris 

Mahatmaji afterwards attended the Indian stu
dents' reception and left by the P and 0 special for 
Calais. When it made a brief halt at the GaTe de Lyons 
in Paris, the Indian students made a demon
stration and cheered wildly. Moviemen vainly pressed 
Mahatmaji to make a talkie. An American announcer 
microphoned a few words from Candhiji testifying to 
the thrill he felt to be in the free atmosphere of one of 
the world's greatest republics. 

Asked his opinion about the possibility of success 
of the Round Table Conference by Reuter, Mahatmaji 

replied: 
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"The British Government is faced with such staggering do

mestic problems that it is not likely to take responsibility for 

refusing India's demands, with the consequent renewal of Civil 

Disobedience and Boycott. Nor shall I assume responsibility 

for renewal of struggle until every possibility of peace is ex

hausted." 

He added that the thought of a change of Government in 

England would not influence his policy. 

"Sir S. Hoare seems to me to be a typical British gentle

man. I think his sympathies would be rather with than against 

me." 

Mahatmaji believed that more cuuld be gained by 
private conferences between leaders in London than 
at the actual sittings of the Round Table Conference. 

Questioned again by Reuter while nearing the 
English shore, Mahatmaji replied "you have milked me 
dry, as my favourite goat." 

Mahatmaji reached Folkestone harbour at 2 p.m., 
on the 12th. Though it was raining heavily, the vici
nity of the harbour was thronged with spectators. 
The crush was so great that police precautions were 
necessary and entrance to the Harbour Station was 
allowed only on production of a special permit. 
Arrival in England 

Mahatmaji was met at Folkestone by Mr. F. M. 
Vincent on behalf of the Secretary of State and the 
Government and by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and was 
driven off in a motor car. He was given a welcoming 
cheer by people gathered outside the dock gates. 

He arrived in London at 4 p.m., and was driven 
straight to the Friends' Meeting House on Euston Road 
where the reception had been arranged. He arrived 
at Euston Road at 10 minutes past four. 
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Despite the heavy rain and chill of the English 
autumn, Mahatmaji was still wearing his loin cloth and 
shawl when he stepped out of his motorcar at the 
Friends' Meeting HOllse, on conclusion of the two hour 
drive from Folkestone. On entering the hall for the 
reception given in his honour by Indian and British 
friends, Mahatmaji was garlanded with flowers. 

The audience at the Friends' Meeting House was 
composed almost equally of British and Indians, among 
whom a number were wearing Gandhi caps. After a 
patient but expectant wait, the whole of the assemblage 
rose and applauded for some moments on the entrance 
of Mahatmaji who was accompanied by Pandit 
Malaviya, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, Mr. Marley, Mr. Sastri, 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar, Mira Ben and others. 
Cheers were renewed as he and Pandit Malaviya were 
garlanded, Mahatmaji standing smiling, with his hands 
clasped. 

Welcome and Reply 
The proceedings began with the observance of a 

short period of silence. Then Mr. Housman, on behalf 
of his own and Mahatmaji's countrymen tendered him 
a welcome, both cordial and grateful. He assllred him 
that there was a growing volume of goodwill towards 
India in that country. 

Mahatmaji,though he looked well, appeared tired 
and worn. He delivered his address without emotion 
and without gesture, the only movement being an occa
sional turning of his head quietly and deliberately. 
He explained the Congress aims and appealed for the 
dumb and semi-starved millions "whom he represented 
without fear of contradiction." He came on a mission 
of peace. He and his friends were the guests of the 
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English and he hoped when their work was finished 
they would not be considered to have abused their
hospitality. 

Mahatmaji emphasised that he must conduct him
self within the Congress mandate some words of which 
left him little freedom, but in all other respects and in 
all fundamentals he was unbound. 

Mahatmaji emphasised the Congress belief that 
freedom could only be attained by truth and non
violence and after making a reference to the harm done 
by resort to violence, said that he would feel he had 
done his duty if he convinced the British that freedom 
was to be won through Congress means. 

"But there is something more. There is the settlement be

tween the Government of India and the Congress. That is the 

sacred thing arrived at through the strivings of that noble Eng

lishman, Lord Irwin. I had repeatedly promised him that if 

it was humanly possible I would come to London and as soon 

as I felt the way was open I have dashed to London." 

Recommending a study of the Indian question 
Mahatmaji realised the difficulty because the British 
were rightly preoccupied with Home affairs. "But I 
wish it is possible for English men and women to realise 
that the budget will not be honestly balanced unless the 
balance between Britain and India is set right." 

Concluding Mahatmaji asked the audience to work 
for the fulfilment of his mission, for it would be for 
the good not only of India but of the whole world. 

Cheers and cries of "Bande Mataram" and 
"Gandhi-ki-Jai" broke out again as he finished and slowly 
walked from the hall and stood for a moment in the 
rain. He was cheered by the crowd outside. 
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Mahatmaji then motored to Kingsley Hall where 

'le was welcomed by the Mayor of Poplar and appeared 
m the balcony and acknowledged the greeting of 
imndreds awaiting his arrival. 

CHAPTER VIII 

THE FEDERAL STRUCTURE COMMITTEE 

DURING the preliminary meeting of the Federal 
Structure Committee held on 7th September, it was at 
first proposed to appoint a Sub-Committee for draw
ing up a tabular list of heads of subjects to be brought 
for the consideration of the full Committee, but the 
work was afterwards taken over by Lord Sankey 
himself. Accordingly Lord Sankey prepared a ques
tionaire containing the tabulated heads of subjects and 
submitted it to the members of the Committee for their 
consideration. 

On Sunday, the 13th September, the day previous 
to the meeting of the Federal Structure Committee, the 
Indian States delegation consisting of their Highnesses 
the Maharajahs of Bikaner and Rewa, the Nawab of 
Bhopal, the Chief of Sangli and other members and 
advisers met at the Carlton Hotel and discussed in 
detail, the implications of federation as affecting Indian 
States. 

Sir Sapru's Dinner 
A private dinner was arranged on the same day by 

Sir T. B. Sapru and Mr. Jayakar at Dorchester House, 
London's latest hotel de luxe, to afford Mahatmaji an 
opportunity of discussing Indian constitutional pro
blems with the other members of the delegation. 
Their Highnesses, the Nawab of Bhopal, the Maha
rajah of Bikaner, Col. Haksar, Mr. A. Rangaswamy 
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Iyengar, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, Lord Sankey 
and others were present. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald 
could not at first attend as he was away at Chequers, 
but he returned unexpectedly early and while the 
dinner was proceeding suddenly dropped in. He had 
a private conversation with Mahatmaji for more than 
half an hour, at which, it was said that only general 
opinions werc exchanged. 
Monday's Session 

Mahatmaji was the centre of interest when, for the 
first time he attended the meeting of the Federal Struc
ture Sub-Committee of the Indian Round Table Confer
ence, on Monday the 14th September over which Lord 
Sankey presided. 

Carrying a flask of goat's milk, which was his only 
nourishment until evening and closely wrapped in a 
blanket, the Mahatma accompanied by Mrs, Sarojini 
Naidu, motored from East End to West End, from the 
simple residence at Bow to the Palace of St. James, 
which he entered by the Press door. Gandhiji sat 
immediately to the left of Lord Sankey. He did not 
speak during the proceedings as it was his weekly day 
of silence. But occasionally, he wrote a brief question 
and handed it to the Chairman, who wrote his answer 
and handed it back. His immediate companions were 
Pandit Malaviya. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and 
Mr. Jayakar. 

The new Secretary of State for India, Sir Samuel 
Hoare, sat on the Chairman's right. 

Lord Sankey, who received Mahatma Gandhi on 
arrival, introduced him to Sir Samuel Hoare, 

The Committee spent a day in general debate in 
the course of which new members spoke and expressions 
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of optimism as to the successful conclusion of the 
labours of the Conference were uttered as the outcome 
of the fact that the Conference was now fully represen
tative. 

Lord Sankey announced that "he would not call on 
Mahatma Gandhi (who followed the proceedings intent
lr while steadfastly observing silence) and Pandit 
Malaviya to speak to-day, but hoped that they would 
speak to-morrow." 

Four Heads for Discussion. 
It was decided that when the general discussion 

was over, the Committee must consider four main heads 
for discussion namely, 

1. Strength and composition of the Federal 
Legisla ture. 

2. Direct and Indirect election. 
3. Relations of two chambers and 
4. Distribution of finances between the Federa

tion and its units. 

No Ultimatum. 
Lord Sankey extended a welcome to the three new 

delegates not present at the last meeting-H. H. the 
Gaekwar of Baroda, Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviya. Their pl'esence, he said, greatly 
strengthened the representative character of the Com
mittee. He was convinced that, with patience and 
goodwill such as had been displayed during the earlier 
work of the Committee, a settlement would be reached. 
Their duty was to make suggestions and examine their 
acceptability. He did not anticipate anything in the 
nature of an ultimatum from any quarter but he would 
remind the Committee that the ultimatum came, if at 
all at the end and not at the beginning of negotiations. 
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Baroda Maharaja's Assurance. 
On behalf of the Princes. the Maharaja of Baroda 

opened the general discussion and gave an assurance 
of their co-operation in achieving the aim of a united 
self-governing India. thereby bringing to actuality the 
dream which he had cherished throughout his life. 
Dr. S. A. Khan on Central Responsibility 

Dr. Shafaat Ahmed Khan gave general approval to 
the Federation and enumerated a number of points of 
which he desired to lay emphasis. as for instance. the 
necessity of the provinces enjoying full and real 
autonomy, including autonomy in finance. He advo
cated. in this connection, the transfer to the provinces 
of some central subjects. He also doubted the practi
cability, in all circumstances, of the appointment of a 
Chief Minister in the Central Government. He suggest
ed that the Governor-General should be empowered to 
appoint direct to the Cabinet. ministers representing 
groups in the legislature. 

Dr. Shafaat Ahmed Khan added that since the last 
Conference. Moslem opinion had crystallised and they 
desired that questions concerning Central Responsi
bility should be discussed last. He was grateful that 
the agenda had been arranged to meet their wishes, 
since, unless they knew what the position would be, it 
was difficult to commit themselves. He trusted that 
this matter would not be reached until the Minorities 
Sub-Committee had met. 

There was a dramatic incident. When Mr. Shafaat 
Ahmed Khan was arguing in favour of settlement of 
the position of the minorities before Central Responsi
bility was discussed, Mr. Sastri stood up and said: "I 
hope Dr. Shafaat is putting his own views" and asked 
if he was supported by other Moslems. 
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When Sir Mahomed Shafi rQse to reply, the Presi
dent intervened. saying that the Committee would not 
pursue the point at the present stage. 

111'. Rangaswami Iyengar on Safeguards 
The view that it should not be difficult to find a 

formula acceptable to all was expressed by Mr. A. 
Rangaswami Iyengar provided the Irwin-Gandhi Pact 
\\'as taken as a basis and the principle was applied that 
,afeguards must be in the interest of India. 

Mrs. Subbaroyan put the case for guaranteeing 
Aomen equal right under the constitution. 

Mr. Joshi urged that Labour legislation must be 
d central responsibility. 

The Maharaja of Rewa reiterated his view regard
lIlg the need for precaution, while Sir Provash Mittel' 
emphasised that whatever steps were taken they must 
be in the interests of peace and unity of India. 

Mr. Zafrullah and Sir M. Dadabhoy both welcomed 
:\11'. Gandhi's participation as it was likely to facilitate 
a solution. 

Mr. Zafarullah emphasised his reservations on the 
c'ommunal questions declaring that a constitution would 
not work unless the minorities enjoyed a sense of 
security. 

Sir M. Dadabhoy, dealing with finance, emphasis
~d that Indian and British financial interests were iden
tical. India needed British capital for her own 
advancement. 

Sir M. Dadabhoy, referring to the statement of 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar, that India would pay her 
"just dues," deprecated the ambiguity which the words 
implied and declared that nobody in India would 
countenance the suggestion of repudiation. 
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Sir M. Dadahboy laid great emphasis on the neces
sity of upholding safeguards. He described the inti
mate connection between British and Indian finance. 
Financial safeguards, he said, were necessary and in the 
interests of both countries. India as a whole would 
not contract any proposal which had the effect even to 
the smallest extent of repudiating India's debt. 
Communal Issue no bar to Constitutional Progress 

Regarding the Hindu-Muslim communal issue, he 
was confident that communities would themselves settle 
the problem, which must not be allowed to stand in 
the way of reforms or the constitution. If the present 
opportunity was allowed to slip he did not think there 
would be another so good for fifty years. Failing a 
settlement by the communities he hoped the British 
Parliament or Government would, if necessary, act as 
arbitrator. 

After adjournment, most of the delegates attended a 
reception given by Sir Samuel and Lady Hoare at 
India Office. 

Mr. Gandhi returned direct to Kingsley Hall. 

Gandhiji's Speech 
The Federal Structure Committee was resumed on 

the 15th when it was marked by very keen interest as 
Mahatmaji was to speak on that day putting the Con
gress case for the first time before the Round Table 
Conference. 

Gandhiji, who was sitting on the left of Lord Sankey was 

the first speaker. He spoke seated, in slow sentences for 45 

minutes. The speech was not prepared but he periodically re

ferred to notes. 

Gandhiji, at the outset said that he had come to London 

absolutely in a spirit of co-operation and to strive his utmost 
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to find points o[ agreement. He could only say to those res

ponsible [or the management of the Federal Structure Sub

Committee and the Conference that they had only to give the 

>ign and he wouid have no hesitation in withdrawing. He 

knew that there were fundamental differences of opinion be

tween the Government and the Congress and possibly there 

were vital differences between his colleagues and himself. 

Mahatmaji said that he did not wish at any stage 
to embarrass the Government or his colleagues at the 
Conference. He then sketched the aims of the Indian 
National Congress on which all classes and religions 
\"ere represented. From the very beginning Congress 
had taken up the cause of the so-called "untouchables". 

"1 am but a poor humble agent acting on behalf of the In

d ian National Congress and it may be well to remind yourselves 

cf what the Congr('ss stands for and what it is." 

Congress was not intent upon Complete Indepen
dence in order to parade before the Universe that they 
had severed all connection with the British people. The 
mandate contemplated a partnership as between two 
absolute peoples. 

Referring to the Karachi Mandate Gandhiji said, 
001 am open to conviction, but even so I have to ask my prin

cipals to consent to the revision, before I can usefully act as 

~gent of the Congress." 

He reminded himself of the terms of what was to 
him a sacred settlement arrived at in Delhi between the 
Government of India and Congress. In that settlement 
the Congress had accepted the principle of Federation. 
Neither the Congress nor he could be satisfied with a 
political constitution which, in reality. gave India no
thing. 

A striking passage in the speech was: 
4 
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"I would love to go away with the conviction that 
there is to be an honourable and equal partnership 
between Britain and India. It will be my fervent prayer 
during all the days I live in your midst that that con
summation may be reached." 

Further Speeches 
Pandit Malaviya, who spoke immediately afte, 

Mahatma Gandhi, endorsed the viewpoint sketched 0111 

by Mahatmaji. He referred to the hopes raised by the 
R. T. C. notably by the invitation to the Congress to 
participate in it that the British had made up their 
minds to admit the Indians to equal partnership. He 
said that nothing short of it would satisfy India's demand. 

Pandit Malaviya emphasised that a settlement of this 
question would facilitate the discussion of difficulties 
and assured them that everything possible would be 
done to remove the misgivings of the friends of India. 

Dealing briefly with the details, Pandit Malaviya 
emphasised the necessity of reducing the cost of India's 
administration and, while envisaging the retention of 
British officers in the Indian Army suggested the with
drawal of British troops in the interests of economy. 

Pandit Malaviya declared that the importance of 
maintaining India's credit was fully realised and every
thing would be done to strengthen it. Finally he urged 
that the question of Minorities should not be allowed to 
hinder the Committee's work. 

The Chief of Sangli dealt with the conditions on 
which the States agreed to enter the Federation. He re
minded the Committee that the rulers' rights could not 
be safeguarded. Their sovereignty could not be modi
fied, except through their consent. He said that the 
States did not wish to interfere with the provinces or 
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allow interference in their own affairs. He, therefore. 
advocated a reduction of the number of central sub
jects to the fewest possible. 

Sir Samuel Hoare explained that whenever he in
tervened in the discussions, it must not be taken as a 
considered declaration on behalf of the Government. 
He considered himself there in a dual capacity, first. as 
Secretary of State and second as an individual Com
mittee man. 

He welcomed very much the frank expressions of 
opinion by the new members. Obviously those spee
ches contained a number of very controversial points. 
The new members have been always agreed on many 
important issues. He suggested that this was not the 
occasion in the deliberations on which they should en
ter into general controversy. It would be much bet
ter to lay aside general principles and remember that 
they were a committee with definite terms of reference, 
namely, to see whether they could work out details of 
an All-India Federation within the British Empire. 

Lord Reading, who followed Sir S. Hoare also sig
nified that he did not intend to deal with the points 
which had been raised during the debate as they would 
come up later. He welcomed the fact that the Com
mittee had been able to hear Mr. Gandhi's and Mr. Ma
laviya's views. 

The general debate then ended. 

Sir M. Shafi, said that Gandhiji's speech was of 
happy augury for he believed that it would lead to a 
communal settlement, which was essential not only for 
the success of the Conference but for the future of 
India. 
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Subjects Discussed 

Representation of the States in the Federal Legisla
ture, the Oath of Allegiance and the methods of election 
were among subjects discussed by the Committee after
wards the speakers being Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Sir 
Mahomed Shafi, H. H. the Maharaja of Bikaner and Sir 
Akbar Hydari. There was general agreement with the 
view expressed by Sir Akbar Hydari that the oath which 
subjects of the States took, should not conflict with their 
allegiance to their own sovereigns. 

Sir Mahomed Shafi expressed the opinion that no 
difficulty would be found in arranging a satisfactory 
formula. 

Regarding the representation of the States, Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru and Sir Mahomed Shafi emphasised 
that it was a matter for the States themselves, but hop
ed that in the Lower Chamber it would be possible for 
the States to arrange for their representatives to be re-. 
turned on an elective basis. 

His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner pointed out 
that it would be impossible for the Princes' Delegation 
to dictate to the various States how their representa
tives should be selected. This would depend on the 
circumstances of each individual State. 

Lord Peel and Sir Sapru 
A breezy interlude occurred at this stage which 

contributed much to the merriment of the assembly 
when in the course of Sir T. B. Sapru's speech, Lord 
Peel was attempting to cross-examine him, Sir Sapru 
said that it was mischievous for official members to be 
told to vote a particular way according to Government 
instructions. 
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The Chairman queried, HSurel y nobody IS really told to 

vote a certain way? 

Mr. A. Rangasawami Iyengar said. HIt is so in India" and 

Sir Tej Bahadur added, HI have been a member in Lord Read

ing's Government and hav<, myself issued orders to that ef
fect." 

Lord Peel, with affected surprise, inquired, ··Did you do it?" 

And Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru rejoined, "I did, and if I were 

at liberty to disclose things, Lord Peel, I would say you made 

me do it on a very famous occasion, when you will remember 

the Government of India was in the melting pot, because of 

your orders." 

The delegates laughed louder when the Chairman wound 

up the interlude saying, Hthe only thing Lord Peel can do is to 

apologise and pay the costs." 

Elections 

The general debate on direct and indirect election 
to the Federal Legislature was continued at the Federal 
Structure Sub-Committee on the 16th by Mirza Sir 
Ismail, Sirdar Ujjal Singh, Mr. Zafurullah Khan, Mr. 
Rangaswami Iyengar and Mr. Joshi. The discussion 
ranged over a wide field and comprised voters' qualifi
cations, need fOl' special constituencies and analogous 
questions. 

The suggestion that the British Government should 
appoint a committee to decide how representatives of 
groups of States should be selected and also the distri
bution of seats among the States was made by Mirza Sir 
Ismail, who contemplated that the States' representa
tives in the Upper House should be chosen by the States' 
Governments. He said that the method of selection 
for the Lower House was a matter for the States, who 
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would doubtless bear in mind the popular election as 
the ultimate goal. 

Except Mr. Joshi. who considered a Second Cham
ber unnecessary but said that he was interested in the 
establishment of a democracy rather than in a new 
form of government, British Indian delegates generally: 
favoured indirect election to the Upper House and di
rect election to the Lower Chamber. 

Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar advocated recognition 
of the principle that representation of States as units 
should be confined to the Upper House whereas the 
nation as a whole should be represented in the Lower 
Chamber. He urged that this would facilitate a solu
tion of the difficulties connected with grouping of States 
and weightage. 

Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar, like Mr. Joshi, advo
cated universal suffrage and said that constituencies 
for special interests must be regarded as only transi
tional. 

Sardar Ujjal Singh declared that the settlement of 
the communal question was essential for Sikhs to com
mit themselves to the Federal Scheme. 

Mr. Zafrullah Khan also pointed out that his re
marks were subject to the reservation made by Sir 
Mahomed Shafi yesterday that the opinions expressed 
must be subject to the report of the Minorities Sub
Committee and the Moslem claim for one-third of the 
seats in the whole Federal Legislature. 

Mr. Joshi's views on Second Chamber were strong
ly criticised by Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy, who maintain
ed that during the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms the 
Upper House saved India from disaster. He advocated 
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1 he retention of the present official bloc for some time 
in view of the great experiment to be made. 

Provision for Minorities 
The constitutional provisions for representation to 

be accorded to the minorities were among the points ad
vocated by Dr. Ambedkar, who urged that the States' 
representation in both Houses should be elected. He 
feared that otherwise the States' nominees would take 
the place at present occupied by the official bloc. 

Dr. Ambedkar opposed representation of special in
terests, but, if adult suffrage was not approved, it would 
be necessary to arrange for representation of Labour. 
He suggested in this regard that Trade Unions might be 
constituted into electoral colleges. 

A Bit of FUIi 
There were constant occasions for merriment among 

the delegates as when some Princes agreed that the 
State Legislatures should have a voice in the selection 
of representatives to the Federal Legislature, Mr. Joshi 
said he was not satisfied with a mere voice. 

Lord Sankey interposed, "You want a loud-speaker!" 

Sir M. Dadabhoy's speech gave several opportunities for 

these pleasantries. 

Numerous speakers to-day emphasised the necessity for the 

States agreeing to a form of election of their representativE's. 

Dr. Ambedkar was particularly outspoken in criticising the 

Princes. The only way, he said, to prevent their nominees in 

the Legislature from taking the place at present occupied by the 

official bloc was to put the representation of the States in both 

the Houses on an elective basis. 

At the end of the proceedings it was generally ag
reed that the time had arrived for putting an end to 
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general debate and converging their discussions on de
fini te issues. 

Gandhiji on the Proceedings 
The general debate in the Federal Structure Com

mittee continued on the 17th when Mahatmaji was the 
first to speak. 

Mahatmaji at the outset confessed 
that he participated in the discussion at the present stage after 

great hesitation. He said he had been feeling growing oppres

sion since Monday. 

First, because he realised that the delegates were not the 

chosen ones of the nation but of the Government and felt op

pressed by a sense of unreality at the composition of the Con

ference. 

Secondly, there was sense of unreality as the proceedings 

seemed to be interminable, leading practically nowhere. 

He tendered his deepest sympathies to the Chairman for 

the patience and courtesy with which he was handling the mem

bers and congratulated him on the pains he was taking. 

Gandhiji hoped that eventually, it would be possible to 

congratulate him on enabling or compelling them to achieve 

tangible result. 

Gandhiji then suggested to the Chairman to appoint a sub

committee to give some points for conclusion. He asked the 

Chairman to bring his suggestions to the notice of His Majesty's 

advisers. 

Lord Sankey said he would certainly do so. 

Gandhiji, proceeding urged the Government to 
place its own cards on the table. He said he wanted 
them to say what they would do if the members ap
pointed them as arbiters of their destiny and if, then 
they sought the Committee's advice it would be given, 
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"The Princes, be it said to their credit, had declared 

courageously for a Federation and by doing so they 
had proved that they were of the same blood. How 
could they do otherwise? There was no difference be
tween them and the Princes, except that God had made 
them noblemen." 

It was for the Princes to make up their minds whe
ther or not to come into the Federation and it was upto 
British India to make it easy for them. He would ask 
the Princes not to come into the Federation unless they 
could do so wholeheartedly. 

Gandhiji's views on Elections 
Gandhiji next dealt with the questions of direct and 

indirect election. Here again the words "indirect elec
tion" did not frighten him. He was wedded to Adult 
Suffrage and the Congress swore by it because it enabl
,ed them to satisfy all reasonable aspirations of Mussal
mans, as also the vast number of "Untouchables". 

Gandhiji said he was unable to bear the idea of a 
wealthy man getting a vote while the honest labourer 
was debarred because of his poverty. As one who had 
lived with the poorest, he prided himself on being con
sidered an "untouchable." 

Gandhiji knew some of the finest specimens of hu
manity among the poor and among the very "untoucha
bles" themselves. He would rather forego the vote than 
see his "untouchable" brother deprived of it. 

Gandhiji was not enamoured on literacy, though 
he desired to see the people literate, but he was not pre
pared to wait for it before the people were enfranchised. 

Gandhiji visualised 500,000 villages of India elect
ing their own representatives to the Central Legislature. 
If Adult Suffrage was adopted a scheme of this descrip-
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tion must be adopted. It worked excellently, expedi
tiously and cheaply and without any difficulty in estab
lishing contact with the humblest villager. 

Opposing a Second Chamber, Gandhiji said he 
had no fear of the popular chamber hastily passing 
laws of which they would have to repent, but he could 
visualise a battle royal between the popular and the 
Upper Houses.. While he would not take a decisive 
attitude he personally thought one chamber sufficient 
and advantageous. 

Coming to the question of representation of special 
interests Gandhiji said the Congress would share with 
Dr. Ambedkar the onus of representing the interests of 
the "untouchables" which were as dear to them as any 
interest. He would therefore resist special represen-
tation. Labour did not need special treatment with 
adult suffrage and certainly there was no cause to ac
cord it to the landlords. There was no desire to dis~ 
possess the landlords but they should act as trustees for 
their tenants. 

Re: Europeans 
Referring to the Europeans, Gandhiji suggested 

that they had hitherto been a privileged clan, enjoying 
Government protection. If they now made common 
cause with the people they need not be afraid. Gandhiji 
would take Mr. Gavin Jones throughout the country 
and show him that he (Mr. Gavin Jones) would be pre
ferred to an Indian. He assured the committee that 
Mr. C. F. Andrews would be elected from any part of 
India. Such instances could be multiplied. 

Europeans must rely on the goodwill of the people. 
In any scheme to which the Congress was a party there 
would be no room for special protection. He had letters 
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[rom organisations, such as those of Christians, who 
needed no special protection. 

Referring to the Oath of Allegiance, Gandhiji said 
b.e was unable to express any opinion. as he wanted 
first to know what form of oath it was to be. If it 
was to be complete freedom, the Oath of Allegiance must 
be of one kind and one kind alone. If it was to be a 
subject India, he had no place in it. 

Gandhiji next touched the question of nomination, 
which he strongly opposed. If experts were wanted 
they should give their opinion and retire. He could 
not possibly endorse a scheme for nominated members. 

Gandhiji added there should be a clause in the con
stitution providing that if the constituencies failed, to 
elect representatives of certain classes, as for instance, 
women. Europeans and representatives of commerce, 
should be selected or nominated by the legislature. 

After Gandhiji had finished, Sir Sultan Ahmed, Sir 
Akbar Hydari and Mrs. Subbaroyan asked several 
questions which Gandhiji answered by way of amplifi
cation. Replying to Mrs. Subbaroyan, Gandhiji said 
he would boycott any legislature which did not elect 
women freely. 

Sapru's View 
Dr. T. B. Sapru, who followed Gandhiji expressed 

disagreement with his views on a unicameral legisla
ture and told that a Second Chamber is necessary, in 
order to provide for the representation of the States 
and Provincial Governments. He visualised, however, 
an Upper Chamber differently constituted from the 
Council of State, which had failed to impress the public. 

Examining the position from the viewpoint of mo
ney bills he expressed the opinion that they should ori-
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ginate III the Lower House but need pass through the 
Upper House also and, referring to the difficulty of de
fining a Money Bill, suggested the adoption of the clause 
in the Irish Constitution on this point. 

He also urged Lord Sankey, in this conection, to 
take up the question of the Supreme Court which would 
solve many legislative difficulties. 

Dr. Sapru contemplated that they should be called 
by the Government in power, whereas Sir Provash Mit
ter thought that the responsibility should be with the 
Governor-General. 

There was also divergence of opinion regarding the 
majority vote necessary in the event of a joint session. 
Sir P. C. Mittel' favoured a majority vote but Mr. Zaf
rullah Khan drew attention to the probable difference 
in the size of the two Chambers and expressed the opi
nion that if they were unequal a vote exceeding a bare 
majority would be necessary. 

The Marquess of Lothian, deprecating the organi
sation of the Upper House on party lines, drew atten
tion to its function in other constituencies as a delay
ing chamber and suggested that this was also desirable 
in the Indian Constitution. 

Further Proceedings 
In the course of the proceedings of the Federal Struc

ture Committee on the 18th, Dr. Ambedkar pointed out 
with reference to Mahatmaji's speech of the preceding 
day that the Congress had not considered the nature 
of the Federal Legislature and Executive but only whe
ther India was to remain in the Empire. He asked whe
ther Mr. Gandhi was giving his personal views. He 
.also asked whether the method of election suggested by 
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:vIr. Gandhi was not rejected by the Congress in Dr. 
Besant's Home Rule Bill. 

Lord Sankey said MI'. Gandhi would doubtless 
answer later. 

Mr. Joshi declared that Labour would not demand 
special representation if there was Adult Suffrage. He 
regretted that Mr. Gandhi was unwilling to concede it 
to the depressed classes. 

Mrs. Subbal'Oyan welcomed Mr. Gandhi's lead in 
connection with the presence of women in the legisla
ture. She said that she did not share completely the 
view of the All-India Women's Conference that women 
did not need special treatment. She considered that 
there should be a constitional provision ensuring wo
men a place in the legislature during the first formative 
years. 

Pandit Malaviya laid stress on the importance of 
paying attention to the extent of responsibility to be 
conferred in the Central Government since the only 
Government which had been successful was one exer
cising supreme authority all over India. 

Deprecating asking too much of the Princes, Pan
dit Malaviya said that he would leave the principle of 
popular representation. 

Malavya and Ambedkar 
While Pandit Malaviya was referring to education 

and political progress, Dr. Ambedkar intercepted: "My 
education does not affect my untouchability." 

Pandit Malaviya replied: "Dr. Ambedkar is not an 
'untouchable' but a dear colleague and brother with 
whom we are delighted to work." 

Col. Haksar said that the States representatives in 
the Upper Chamber should be nominated and in the 
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case of smaller States this should be effected through 
groups constituting electoral colleges which might in
volve a process akin to elections and referring to the 
Lower Chamber he submitted that it was immaterial 
whether members were nominated or elected provided 
the identity of interests between the ruler and the ruled 
was admitted. 

The Moslem View 

The Moslem view was put by Sir M. Shafi, who 
stated that. after prolonged discussions. Moslems were 
of opinion that the powers of each Chamber 
must be approximately equal. He had no hesi
tation to say from his own experience that 
the Council of State exercised a stabilising effect of the 
greatest benefit to India and prevented Congress from 
smashing the legislature as would have happened with 
only one chamber. 

Sir Mahomed Shafi contended that once the prin
ciple of bicameral legislature was conceded, the assent 
of both Houses to any measure should be essential and 
it should be possible to introduce bills in either Cham
ber. Money Bills. however, should originate in the Lo
wer House. 

Briefly, Sir M. Shafi advocated the continuance of 
the existing practice for voting supply and the conti
nuance of the provisions of the Government of India 
Act regarding differences of opinion between the two 
Chambers, except that the calling of a joint session will 
be obligatory and not left to the option of the Governor
General. 

The Moslem delegates to the Round Table Confe
rence met at H. H. The Aga Khan's room and decided 
to take no initiative in starting any kind of conversa-
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tJons for the settlement of communal problems, but 
'nly to carryon the work of the Conference without 

oifering any obstruction. 

Indian Merchants' Delegation 

After powerful representations wel'e made to the 
Government of India and considerable agitation in the 
press. Messrs. G. D. Birla and Jamal Mahomed along 
with Sir P. Thakurdas were at last invited by the Gov
ernment of India to attend the Round Table Conferenc~ 
on behalf of the Indian Merchants' Federation at which 
considerable satisfaction was evinced by all parties con
cerned. Mr. G. D. Birla was already in England and 
Sir Purushottamdass Thakurdass and Mr. Jamal Maho
med started for England by the next available mail 
boat. 

Views of Delegates 
As the first week of the deliberations of the Fede

ral Structure Committee was proceeding it was being 
felt by members of the Indian delegation that the Gov
ernment were deliberately withholding expression of 
their policy, pending the result of the Minorities sub
committee. It was also feared that the domestic crisis 
in England may precipitate events prejudicial to India's 
claims. The majority of the Indian delegation there
fore resolved in a body to attempt to force the Govern
ment to a definite pronouncement of their policy by 
co-ordination. And in view of the meetings of the Mino
'rities sub-committee at an early date it was also resolv
ed to set afoot negotiations between the Hindu and 
Muslim delegates to explore the possibility of arriving 
at a settlement of the communal problem. That Gan
dhiji may be near at hand for the constant calls of his 
colleagues. it was decided that he should remove to a 
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flat at Knight's Bridge, nearer to St. James Palace. 
Mahatmaji took Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar as his po
litical secretary for Conference work. 

Meanwhile Mr. Jinnah and the Maharajah of Dhol
pur had arrived and took part in the deliberations of 
the Federal Structure Committee. 

The Moslem Demand 
Mr. Jinnah put before ~Iahatma Gandhi the impli

cations of the Moslem demands. his view being 
unchanged, namely, if separate electorates and Moslem 
majority in the Punjab and Bengal are guaranteed Mos
lems themselves might recognise the force of the joint 
electorates for the full development of Moslem Natio
nalism. 

Gandhiji, however was reluctant to take the final 
step until he has had an opportunity of consulting Na
tionalist Moslems. It was believed that he was very 
anxious for the presence of Dr. Ansari and asked friends 
to use their influence to secure his nomination to the 
Conference. 

Pandit Malaviya and Dr. Moonji were carefully 
watching the situation with a view to bringing the 
weight of their position and influence towards settle
ment. 

A definite step towards a Hindu-Muslim rapproach
ment was taken at a meeting of the Hindu delegates at 
which Mr. Vithalbhai Patel was also present, when 
it was decided that Mahatmaji should open negotiations' 
with H. H. The Aga Khan. Mr. Patel and others also 
pressed Mahatmaji to stand firm on the Congress de
mands, till Government's intention to grant Central Res
ponsibility and other demalJ.ds of the Congress is known 
one way or the other. 
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Sirdar Ujjal Singh on behalf of the Sikh commu
nity addressed a letter to Gandhiji stating that no set
tlement would be acceptable to them unless their mini
mum demands which were necessary for their self-pro
tection were guaranteed. 

The nucleus to a Hindu-Muslim understanding 
was laid when Mahatmaji had an informal talk with 
H. H. The Aga Khan at the Ritz Hotel. 

Strength of Legislatures 
The proceedings of the Federal Structure Com

mittee were carried on also during the second week at 
which some points of fundamental interest regarding 
federation such as, the number of seats to be allottcd in 
the Federal Legislature and the financial aspect of the 
fedcration scheme were discussed in detail. On the 
23rd September, discussion regarding the number of 
seats was initiated, in the course of which varying pro
posals for the strength and composition of the Federal 
Legislature were made ranging from 600 members of 
the Lower House and 400 of the Upper House advocat
ed by Mr. Joshi to 250 and 100 or 150 respectively con
templated by Sir Akbar Hydari. 

Regarding the proportion of representation, 
British Indian speakers generally advocated that this 
should be arranged on a population basis. 

Sir Akbar Hydari outlined a concrete scheme for 
~he representation of Princes based on one-third repre
sentation in the Lower House of 150. 

Sir Akbar's scheme contemplated one seat each for 
all the 21, 19 and 17 gun States, totalling 24, an alloca
tion of 12 seats to the remaining States grouped on a 
territorial basis and the distribution of the remaining 

5 
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fourteen among major States which Sir A. Hydari 
understood, claimed special representation. 

Sir Mirza Mahomed Ismail, speaking on behalf of 
Jodhpur and Jaipur, in addition to Mysore, again advo~ 

.cated the appointment of a Sub-Committee to come to 
binding decisions on this matter. Sir Mahomed con~ 

templated that the Sub-Committee should submit a 
report to the British Government through the Viceroy 
and the States not accepting its findings should remain 
outside the Federation. 

Sir S. Hoare, who emphasised that he did not 
desire to enter into details at present, declared himself 
as strongly in favour of an All-India Federation as 
when the Princes first made the proposal. 

Sir S. Hoare emphasised that such Federation 
implied, firstly, a definite federal foundation and 
secondly, the existence of definite federal organ to 
carry out duties. Sir S. Hoare said that he regarded 
as one of the conditions of an effective All-India Fede
ration sufficient representation and effective participa
tion of the Princes at a reasonably early date as one of 
the absolute conditions of the constitution and indicat~ 
ed that he thought the suggestion made of fifty-one per 
cent of the total States' populations rather small. 

Having sounded a caution against making the 
Chambers unmanageably large he referred to the ques
tion of the States' proportionate representation in 
accordance with the number of States federating. Sir 
S. Hoare said that that seemed to be the logical view
point, but it must be remembered that by creating a 
federation they were bringing together two separate 
interests. Sir S. Hoare believed the Princes would feel 
that they had placed themselves under a disadvantage 
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if they entered a federation without adequate voting 
strength. 

He concluded by pointing out that he was anxious 
10 avoid laying down hard and fast conditions at the 
present stage. 

The discussions of the morning of the 24th was 
also devoted to a review of the question of the strength 
and composition of the Federal Chambers. 

Bikaner and Mysore 
H. H. the Maharaja of Bikaner, at the outset, uttered 

a warning against taking the views expressed by Sir 
Akbar Hydari and Mirza Sir Ismail as interpreting the 
views of the States as a whole or even a majority of 
the States for whom he claimed to speak. He said that 
nothing was more likely to cause a split among the 
States or wreck a federation than the acceptance of this 
,·iew of their declarations. 

After the Maharaja of Bikaner had challenged Mirza 
Sir Ismail's statement that the settlement of the alloca
tion of seats was impossible among the States, Sir Ismail 
intervened and pointed out that his view was supported 
by Baroda, Hyderabad, Mysore, and Jaipur. 

Bikaner said that the resolution of the Standing 
Committee of Chamber of Princes passed in Bombay in 
July was still the view of the majority of the States. 
Bikaner stressed the need for adequate representation 
of smaller States and took the view that the suggestion 
for referring the allocation of seats to a Committee 
was premature at present, since hitherto the States had 
not had sufficient opportunities of a discussion, but he 
thought that if agreement on all points was not reached 
by this means it might eventually be desirable to 
appoint a representative committee to work in close 
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association with the Viceroy. 
equitable to all would thereby 

He hoped conclusions 
be reached. 

The Maharaja of Bikaner said the States must not 
be satisfied with less representation than 125 in the 
Upper Chamber and expressed his personal view that 
51 per cent population of the States entering the Fede
ration would not suffice. 

Sir T. B. Sapru took the view that the States' 
actual representation should be dependent on the num
ber of Federating states, the surplus seats remaining 
vacant. 

Sir T. B. Sapru considered it too premature to dis
cuss the requisite percentage of States for federation 
and emphasised the supreme necessity of bringing a 
federation into existence leaving the attainment of a 
perfect constitution to the future. 
Federal Finance 

On the afternoon of the 24th the subject of Federal 
finances was taken up. 

The main attention in the course of a technical 
debate was directed to the distinction between Federal 
and Central Finances. 

Sir Provash Mitter urged that it was desirable to 
put a term, which might be ten years, to this distinc
tion, while Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar advocated the 
earliest possible abolition of it. 

Sir Provash Mitter suggested the appointment of a 
Sub-Committee to deal with the subject and emphasis
ed the necessity of adhering to two principles, namely, 
necessity of adequate resources for Federal Govern
ment, and, thereafter, the supply to Provinces of the 
largest amount possible. 
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Sir P. Mitter advocated one budget for both 
Federal and Central subjects (the latter being those 
which ought to be borne by British India alone) but 
with a pro forma distinction. He suggested in this re
gard that during the transition period before the dis
tinction disappeared one-half of the income-tax should 
be allotted to Federal Government. 

Sir P. Mitter advocated that eventually the Federal 
taxation should be wholly indirect, the Provinces 
having the benefit of all direct taxation. 

Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar declared that in the 
transfer from Central to Federal one of the first steps 
was the abolition of the financial powers of the Secre
tary of State and the substitution for it of control by 
the Governor-General of the Commonwealth. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar pointed out that of 
India's public debt 1001 crores was covered by assets, 
dead weight being 172 crores. He said that the right 
course would be to federalise the part covered by 
assets leaving the remainder a charge on the ordinary 
general revenues, but certain charges, like the expendi
ture on Frontier defences and pension charges, must 
be allocated between the Provinces, States and British 
Government. He appealed to the States and British 
Indians not to cramp the Federal Government in the 
matter of direct taxation and laid stress on the neces
sity of avoiding discrimination and so render possible a 
breakdown of the internal tariff walls. 

Federal Finance Sub-Committee 

On the 25th the Federal finance Committee was 
appointed by the Federal Structure Committee. The 
following were the members: 
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Lord Peel (Chairman). 
Sir Akbar Hydari. 
Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 
Dewan Bahadur V. T. Krishnamachari. 
Col. Haksar. 
Sir Sultan Ahmed. 
Dr. Shafaat Ahmed Khan. 
Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar. 
Sir Manekji Dadabhoy. 
Mr. Oliver Stanley. 
Mr. Pethick Lawrence and 
Mr. Elliott. 

The Sub-Committee's terms of reference were:-

To examine and report upon the general princi
ples on which the financial resources and obli
gations of India should be apportioned between 
the Federation of British Indian units and the 
States. 

A number of speakers participated in the discus
sion regarding the distribution of financial resources. 
Opinion generally favoured the restriction of the 
Federal income to indirect taxation though both Sir 
M. Dadabhoy and Mr. Joshi did not agree with this 
view and urged that there should be no constitutional 
limitation of the Federal Government's powers in this 
direction. 

Mr. Joshi expressed the opinion that the proposal 
would cause extravagance since pressure for economy 
was only exercised when the increase of income-tax 
was contemplated. 

Sir M. Shafi, while reserving his opinion generally 
until the sub-committee had reported, argued against 
the distinction. between Federal and Central Finance. 
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The need of abolishing the States tributes which 

Sardar Ujjal Singh described as anachronism was 
stressed by several speakers. 

The desirability of avoiding internal trade barriers 
was also the subject of special reference. 

Other Aspects 
On the scheme of federal finance Sir Mirza 

indicated the general principles to be kept in view, 
namely (1) internal trade barriers should as far as 
possible be avoided. This was doubtless the ideal to 
be aimed at, but ·in view of the existing rights it cannot 
obviously be insisted upon. (2) The authority entitled 
to the proceeds of a tax should collect it by its own 
agency, in other words, legislation and administration 
in fiscal matters should go together. (3) As a rule 
Federal taxes should be indirect and provincial taxes, 
direct, but this would be subject to conditions: (a) in
direct taxation having social as well as revenue objects 
for example, excise on alcohol and narcotics should be
long to the units of the Federation, (b) direct and indirect 
taxation should be co-ordinated so that the scheme of 
taxation as a whole would be well balanced. If addi
tional revenue were found necessary hereafter he sug
gested a Corporation tax or similar impost subject to 
the necessary financial adjustment in particular units. 

The Federal Finance Committee was postponed 
till Monday next. The Minorities Committee also was 
to meet on Monday the 28th September, under the 
Chairmanship of the Premier. The Federal Structure 
Committee was likewise postponed till Monday. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE FEDERAL FINANCE COMMITTEE 

OF all the various subjects taken up for discussion by 
the Round Table Conference, that of Federal Finance 
was the one which is said to have obtained the greatest 
measure of agreement among the delegates. Mr. A. 
Rangaswamy Iyengar, was the chief spokesman on 
behalf of the British Indian delegation and Sir Mirza 
M. Ismail, spoke at some length in which he emphasized 
chiefly the question of the abolition of tributes. The 
most noteworthy person whose speech and attitude 
threatened to endanger the proceedings not only of the 
Finance Sub-Committee but also of the Main Federal 
Structure Committee was Sir Akbar Hydari, who 
though professing heartily his adherence to the idea of 
federation, refused to accept it till the financial impli
cations connected with it were completely threshed out 
and determined. This attitude on his part was the 
result or possibly even the cause of the Finance Com
mittee recommending in their report the appointment 
of an Expert Committee to go in detail into the ques
tion of Federal finance with definite terms of reference 
as their basis of investigation. This recommendation 
along with the others also unanimously agreed to by 
members of the Sub-Committee, when brought for dis
cussion in the Federal Structure Committee gave rise 
to grave issues which threatened to obstruct further 
progress of work. Mahatmaji was sorely grieved at 
the further delay that will be caused in the materialisa
tion of the federation idea as the time required for the 
proposed Expert Committee's work was conceived to 
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be at least twelve months. Several other leading 
members of the Federal Structure Committee support
ed Mahatmaji in his proposal to abandon the idea of 
the Experts' Committee altogether and refer back the 
l'eport to the Finance Committee. Eventually Mahat
maji's firm stand and persuasive speech induced Sir 
Akbar Hydari's group to reconsider their position and 
after an informal conference, a compromise was effect
ed, by which the Expert Committee was to work on 
definite terms of reference without in any way pre
judicing the acceptance of the Federal scheme by the 
States. 

After consideration of the darft questionnaire, the 
main topics which were taken for discussion by the 
Sub-Committee were the question of debts, states con
tributions, federal services, federal budget, taxes, and 
revenue from customs and communications. 

Mr. Aiyengar's Memorandum 

At the outset Mr. A. Rangaswamy Aiyangar made 
some concrete proposals regarding federal finance 
about which he submitted a memorandum for conside
ration of the members. He claimed that the debts 
existing before the formation of the Federation are 
Federal liabilities and proposed one common Federal 
budget based on the removal of internal customs 
barriers, making Federal communications, Posts, 
Telegraphs and Railways purely self-supporting and not 
using railway profits to relieve taxation which should 
be borne equally by all parts of the Federation. 

Federal revenue, according to the memorandum, 
should mainly consist of indirect taxes, but access to 
additional direct sources is essential owing to possible· 
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changes III economic policy and prospects of customs 
revenue. 

The memorandum classified customs duties. with 
the corresponding excise duties, supertax on companie; 
and commercial stamps as Federal sources and land 
revenue and excise duties on articles taxed for social 
purposes and non-commercial stamps as Provincial. 

Railways being self-supporting, the Provinces and 
the States are permitted to levy a maximum terminal 
tax of three per cent enabling the States to give up 
internal customs and the Provinces to give up local 
octroi. 

The question of the abolition of tributes was first 
originated by Mr. Aiyangar and with his support. Sir 
Mirza M. IsmaiL made out a strong case for its 
abolition. 

The British India delegation was unanimous that 
payment of tributes, under whatever name, savoured of 
the feudal regime and should find no place under the 
Federal system. 

Lord Peel's Speech 
Lord PeeL the Chairman of the Federal Finance 

Sub-Committee in presenting the report for adoption 
by the Federal Structure Committee, said that the Sub
Committee had done its best to harmonise the financial 
operations with the main lines of constitutional policy 
which the Federal Committee was now laying down 
and referring to the recommendation for the appoint
ment of an Expert Committee, Lord Peel said that it 
would require months of work. 

Lord Peel pointed out that when India's debt was 
thoroughly investigated it would probably be found 
that India had assets almost, if not entirely equal to the 
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whole of her debt. He believed that that was un
paralleled. in respect of any other country. 

Sub-Committee's Recommendation 
The recommendations of the Committee are briefly 

as follows: 
Regarding the existing debt, if the Expert Com

mittee found all the obligations covered by the assets, 
the whole of the pre-Federation debt should be taken 
over by the Federation. The Sub-Committee does not 
rule out the possibility of finding a certain portion of 
this debt equitably classifiable as a Central and not a 
Federal charge. The Sub-Committee has set out the 
initial classification of revenue between the Federal 
Government and the Provincial units at the outset. 
Provincial heads of revenue comprise land revenue, 
excise on alcohol, narcotics and drugs, stamps (with the 
possible exception of commercial stamps), forests and 
Provincial commercial undertakings as also succession 
duties and terminal taxes, if they are levied. Further 
the first seven taxes in the present first schedule to the 
Scheduled Tax Rules should be ProvinciaL Under the 
scheme now proposed, the problem of residuary powers 
of taxation would seem to disappear. Regarding taxes 
which have not been hitherto contemplated in India. it 
is suggested that the right to levy them should rest in 
the Federation, but the Federal Government is 
empowered to assign the right in particular cases to the 
constituent units. Trust duties whether in the British 
Indian Provinces or the States should be specifically 
forbidden and the Provinces should be debarred from 
levying internal customs. No form of taxation should 
be levied by any unit on the property of the Federal 
Government. 
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Income-tax and Tributes. 
The Sub-Committee is agreed that Income-tax 

should be collected from the whole of British India by 
one centralized administrative service, the net proceeds 
being re-distributed to the Provinces. The criteria of 
allocation should be reported on by the proposed Ex
pert Committee. Should a substantial Federal deficit 
arise, it must be met by contributions from the Pro
vinces. Regarding cash contributions from the Indian 
States now payable, the Sub-Committee holds that 
there is no place for contributions of a feudal nature 
under the Federation. Only the probability of the 
lack of Federal resource at the outset prevents the 
Committee from recommending their immediate aboli
tion. They should be wiped out 'pari passu" with Pro
vincial contributions. 

The Sub-Committee recommends that in cases in 
which real hardship is inflicted by the relative magni
tude of the burden, there should be a remission forth
with of a part of the contribution, the idea being that 
contributions exceeding five per cent of the total revenue 
of the State should be remitted straightaway. Re
garding Ceded territorie2, the Expert Committee should 
examine the whole question and pronounce an opinion 
on the equities of taxation in each case. It is laid down 
that the financial adjustments in respect of Indian State 
forces must be conditioned by efficiency, etc. In the 
case of Maritime States, the customs question should 
be determined by a close examination of treaties and 
engagements, and by negotiation for a "quid pro quo" 
surrender of the rights found to be subsisting now. 

Definite limits on the borrowing powers of consti
tuent units are suggested including non-external 
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':lorrowing without the consent of the Federal Govern
ment. The Expert Committee should be bifurcated, 
vne part dealing mainly with questions dealing with 
Indian States. 

Expert Committee 
The Sub-Committee recommends finally that an 

mquiry by the Expert Committee should be under
taken in two parts possibly under a common chairman. 

The principal object of the first inquiry should be 
a general survey of the problem and the examination 
of: 

pre-Federation debt, 
service of Central charges, 
the classification of revenues as Federal or Pro-

vincial, 
the allocation of income-tax between Provinces. 
the basis for Provincial contributions and 
the question of future borrowing. 
The second inquiry should relate mainly to: 
the States and the review of States contributions, 

the value of Ceded territories and 
the existing rights of States with a view to sug

gesting an arrangement for their commutation. 
The Sub-Committee also recommends that the 

question of the financial value to the Federation of 
State forces should be taken up between the Federal 
financial and military authorities and individual States. 

The Debate 
Sir T. B. Sapru questioning as to when the Expert 

Committee was supposed to finish its work, Lord Peel 
said that if the appointment was made soon the results 
of the Committee's enquiry could be embodied in the 
Constitutional Act. Sir A. Hydari said that the States' 
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Delegation had taken a united attitude that until the 
report of the Expert Finance Committee was available 
they would be unable to say whether they would enter 
the Federation or not. 

Replying to Lord Sankey, Sir A. Hydari agreed 
that it was desirable that a time should be fixed within 
which the States should make up their minds regarding 
their entering the Federation. He thought that the 
Expert Committee should complete its work in about 
12 months. The States would then be in a position to 
say whether they were satisfied with the scheme of 
Federal Finance. All other salient features should 
then be ready so that the States would be able to come 
to a decision. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru thought that the Finance 
Sub-Committee's report itself was so excellent that 
there must be one explanation for the attitude taken by 
Sir Akbar Hydari on behalf of the Princes. 

Mahatmaji dreaded the postponements involved 
mittee had aimed too high and had unconsciously 
thrown an apple of discord in their midst. It should 
not be beyond the power of the Sub-Committee to 
frame an elementary scheme agreeable to all including 
the States. 

Mahatmajee dreaded the postponements involved 
in the Finance Sub-Committee's report. The Confer
ence had been formed to shoulder a particular burden 
and should manfully meet the call and not throw its 
responsibility on further committees. 

Unless they approached the task in this manner they 
would never see light from what appeared to him 
impenetrable darkness. 
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Lord Peel's Explanation 
After the debate in the Federal Structure Com

mittee. informal conversations were set afoot between 
members of the two different groups standing for and 
against the appointment of the Expert Committee which 
led to no definite results. At a further meeting of the 
Federal Structure Committee Lord Peel explained 
that the length of time that the Expert Committee 
would take to complete its enquiries had been exagge
rated as had also the extent of the tasks with which the 
experts would have to deal. He hoped that they would 
agree to setting up an Expert Committee which was 
needed to work out the exact calculations and figures 
that arose from the acceptance of the principles in the 
report. 

The Federal Government would have such an 
immense amount of work before it that it would be 
grateful if as many of these questions as possible could 
be decided beforehand. Three or four months devoted 
to the work by the Expert Committee would certainly 
not be wasted for it would fill in further details of the 
scheme and increase confidence. He strongly urgeci 
Mahatma Gandhiji not to press for further investiga
tion by a Sub-Committee which might run the risk of 
breaking up the compromise reached after a very care
ful discussion and a great deal of give and take. 

The Compromise 
Lord Peel, outlining the compromise. pointed out 

that the first committee would investigate questions con
nected with the States' contributions, Ceded territories, 
!)Osition of Maritime States and similar points and the 
<;econd committee would be a fact-finding committee to 
he appointed in India consisting of officials familiar 
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with finance whose duties would include a general 
estimate of the financial position of the Federation. He 
expected the Committee to do its work very quickly. 

Lord Peel said that certain questions could be only 
decided in the light of the facts found by that Com
mittee. The parties concerned would then have to be 
consulted and Government should be prepared, before 
the Round Table Conference closed, to make proposals 
on the procedure to that end. 

Sir A. Hydari endorsed Lord Peel's proposals. 
Sir Samuel Hoare, hoped that, now that they had 

reduced the points of difference to such a minimum 
they would agree to Lord Peel's proposal to accept the 
recommendations of the Finance Sub-Committee on 
that basis. 

Mahatmaji confessed to serious misgivings about 
the result of the committee, though it was less open to 
objection owing to the curtailment of its scope. He 
was, therefore, inclined to support the proposal that 
the matter should be taken up at a later stage but 
desired to record his objections. 

Lord Sankey thought that the Committee had 
taken a long step forward. 

Lord Sankey congratulated the members on the 
tact and good sense displayed. 

The Committee then adjourned. 

CHAPTER X 

THE MINORITIES SUB-COMMITTEE 

WHILE in India, the Hindu-Muslim problem remain
ed as the greatest obstacle towards achieving a national 
unity, in London, during the proceedings of the Round 
Table Conference, it resolved itself into the more seri-
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ous problem of all the Minorities. A separate sub-com
mittee was appointed under the Chairmanship of the 
Prime Minister Mr. Ramsay MacDonald to deal with 
the thorny problem and arrive at a solution agreeable 
to all concerned. But, as India's misfortune would have 
it, the problem after taxing the utmost time, energy, 
tact and patience of everybody concerned, baffled a final 
solution. The result was, that India was shown up in 
all its ugly political nakedness to the world and the Bri
tish die-hards obtained a powerful handle with which 
to turn India's destiny at their own will. 
Premier's Speech 

The Committee opened its proceedings with a 
speech by the Chairman, which he began most altruis
tically saying that "the philosophers of India formed a 
sure foundation for building up harmony between the 
races since they looked at the world not in a merely 
abstract way but as something essentially composed of 
differences, yet essentially calling for harmony of dif
ference. That was the problem before the Round Table 
Conference." 

"We do not want to change the Hindu, the Mos
lem, the Sikh. I hope you do not want to change us. 
But we do want to find means whereby we can co
operate for the good of each other and of the whole 
world. That is the spirit in which I take the chair." 

Appealing to the delegates to agree among them
selves on a solution, the Premier said, he considered it 
a problem internal to the Indian problem and, rejecting 
the suggestion of Government's arbitration, he said any 
arbitration would probably be unacceptable to all and 
a "most unsatisfactory solution". He asked the dele
gates to imagine the fate of the arbitrator when they 

6 
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returned to India. He said, "I have often been a scape
goat. I am willing to be one again if it is good and ne
cessary. But I think you should become your own 
scapegoats, for, if you are responsible you will and must 
work any agreement out." He said the delegates them
selves should undertake the responsibility but if he 
could assist he would only be too glad to do so. 

Mr. MacDonald said their problem was as impor
tant as it was difficult. It had baffled them last time 
and he appealed to all delegates to reach an agreement. 

Other Speeches 
After the Premier, the Aga Khan mentioned that 

he and other Moslems were meeting Mr. Gandhi that 
night and the suggestion was made that the Committee 
should adjourn to allow discussions to occur. 

Some representatives of the smaller Minorities in
dicated alarm that a matter of such importance should 
be left in the hands of the two larger communities. 

Dr. Ambedkar pointed out that they were unable 
to bind other sections and said that representatives of 
smaller Minorities would put forward their claims, ir
respective of the claims of Hindus and Moslems. 

Dr. Ambedkar added that whoever claimed or gave 
weightage would be unable to do so at the expense of 
his minority. 

Col. Gidney expressed similar sentiments. 
The Premier said that he fully realised the position 

and pointed out that the Minorities Committee was a 
body charged with dealing with the question. 

The Committee comprised all sections and all 
Minorities and had to make an ultimate agreement. 

The Premier expressed the opinion that it was use
less adjourning unless, whilst the two larger commu-
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nities were meeting, representatives of smaller Minori
ties also met and tried to compose their differences and 
reach an understanding. 

Adjournment 
The Committee therefore was adjourned on the 

understanding that the smaller Minorities should meet 
and try to reach a settlement and arrange to draw up 
a statement on their position. 

On the same evening a meeting of the Hindu dele
gates was held at the residence of Pandit Malaviya. Mr. 
Sastri, Mr. Jayakar. Raja Narendranath. Dr. Moonji, 
Sirdar Ujjal Singh and others were present. No definite 
plan was adopted. But it was decided to place the res
pective cases of the Hindus and the Sikhs before the 
Committee without reservation. 

On the next evening Gandhiji met the entire Mos
lem delegation at the Ritz Hotel, the Aga Khan's resi
dence. Sir Ali Imam also took part in the conversa
tions. The Moslem delegates advanced fresh propo
sals containing a combination of joint and separate elec
torates. Gandhiji stressed the necessity of including 
Dr. Ansari in the Minorities Committee. to which the 
Moslems did not give a definite reply. 

Mahatmaji's untiring efforts towards arriving at a 
communal solution is evident from the fact that on the 
same day he conferred with the Sikh delegates, Sirdars 
Ujjal Singh and Sampuran Singh. On the next day, 
he conferred with non-Muslim delegates Dr. Ambed
kar, Mr. R. Srinivasan. Dr. Datta, Col. Gidney, Mr. 
Joshi, Mr. Shiv a Rao and Mr. M. Ramachandra Rao. He 
discussed their position and demands. 

Later, Dr. Datta and Col. Gidney, on behalf of the 
other Minorities interviewed the Aga Khan as the head 
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of the biggest Minority to arrange for a joint meeting 
of all the Minorities to discuss their position and de
mands. 

In a further talk with the representatives of the 
lesser minorities Gandhiji said that the Congress was 
opposed to communal representation, but, if driven to 
it, would agree only in national interests. He also ex
pressed the opinion that the committee as constituted 
would never solve the problem in which event, he indi
cated his intention of announcing his withdrawal from 
it. 

Gandhiji favoured an Indian Arbitration Commit
tee, appointed by Indians. He was for independence 
with a clause in the constitution providing India to set
tle her own communal problem. 

Informal Committee 
An informal committee was appointed to discuss 

and settle communal differences with Mahatmaji as 
Chairman and pending its results, the Minorities Sub
Committee was adjourned. The informal committee 
opened at St. James Palace. 

At the outset, Mr. Pannirselvam and Dr. Ambedkar 
put forward a strong plea for separate representation. 
Dr. Ambedkar repudiated the suggestion that the Un
touchables were Hindus and said that Moslems and 
Sikhs were nearer to Hindus than were the Untouchables. 

They were warmly supported by Sir T. B. Sapru, 
Sir A. P. Patro, Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar and Mr. 
Ramachandra Rao. 

Sardar Sampuram Singh opposed any special re
presentation to the Depressed Classes on the ground that 
they were being rapidly absorbed by other communi-
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ties and it would be most invidious to perpetuate this 
kind of special representation by statute. 

Mahatma Gandhi on behalf of the Congress also 
opposed special representation to the Depressed Classes. 
He said he would support special representation only 
for Muslims and Sikhs as a necessary evil. 

Mahatmaji finally warned the Conference. that if 
special representation were conceded, it might be con
ceded to all the Minorities. 

Pandit Malaviya supported Gandhiji. 

Further Adjournment 
As soon as the Minorities Sub-Committee met. Gan

dhiji proposed an adjournment until 8th October. He 
said that the Aga Khan and other Moslem delegates 
and he had come to the conclusion that an adjournment 
would be an advantage as little headway had been made 
in conversations with the Moslems and other delegates 
but time had been too short. 

Gandhiji undertook to report the progress to the 
Committee when it next met and not to request for 
further adjournment thereafter. 

He hoped that he would be able to report a settle
ment by the end of the week. He was an irrepressible 
optimist and experience had taught him that. when the 
horizon appeared blackest, there were always good rea
sons for hope. He assured the Committee that every 
human endeavour to reach a settlement would be made. 

H. H. the Aga Khan formally seconded the pl'OpO-
sal. 
Views of Minorities 

Dr. Ambedkar made it clear that he would not ob
ject to an adjournment if it would lead to a settlement 
.but desired further information regarding the composi-
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tion of the Committee and inquired if the Depressed 
Classes were to be represented. 

Gandhiji said, "Without a doubt". 

Dr. Ambedkar continued that he must consider 
whether any would object to him and some of his col
leagues serving on the Committee in view of Mr. Gan
dhi's opposition to the political recognition for the de
pressed classes and other smaller communities. 

Sir H. Gidney associated himself with Dr. Ambed
kar's attitude saying that he was in the unfortunate 
position of being refused recognition by Mr. Gandhi. 

Sir H. Gidney said that there was no doubt in his 
mind, after yesterday's meeting with Mr. Gandhi, that 
the Lahore resolution recognised, for the purposes of 
political representation only two Minority communities 
namely, Moselms and Sikhs. who were recognised on 
the traditional and historic grounds. 

Sir Henry thought it might possibly be consi
dered impertinence on his part to claim recognition on 
the same grounds, but he asked Mr. Gandhi to make it 
clear that the proposed Committee would include re
presentatives of the communities which had already re
ceived recognition by inclusion in the Miniorities Com
mittee. 

Mr. Pannirselvam expressed similar sentiments. 

Hindu and Moslem Views 
Dr. Moonji suggested that Dr. Ambedkar and Sir 

H. Gidney had taken too seriously the suggestion that 
the Committee would concern itself only with Hindus,. 
Moslems and Sikhs and pointed out that even Hindus 
in the Punjab and Bengal were minorities and there
fore had to watch their own interests. 
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Sir M. Shafi rose to remove a misapprehension and 
said that the Committee would not be a sub-commit
tee of the Minorities Committee but each group, includ
ing Anglo-Indians and depressed classes, would be in
vited to select a few representatives to explore whether 
it was possible to reach a satisfactory settlement and so 
lighten the burden of the Minorities Committee. 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, speaking as a completely dis
interested member representing neither a minority nor 
a special interest, appealed to the Minorities not to create 
difficulties and "not to cross the bridges before they 
came to them." 

When Dr. Ambedkar said he wanted to know ex
actly what the Committee was to consider the Aga 
Khan interjected, "It will be a settlement for al1." 

Dr. Ambedkar stated that, in that case, he was will
ing to allow the motion to pass without protest. 

Gandhiji feared that Dr. Ambedkar and Sir H. 
Gidney were unnecessarily nervous. Nobody need fear 
that he would not receive an opportunity of expressing 
his views. The object was to see whether, by heart
to-heart conversations, misunderstandings could be re
moved. 

Sardal' Ujjal Singh, Dr. Datta and Sir Hubert Carr 
welcomed the motion, the latter remarking that Euro
peans would favour any means of reaching a solution 
which must precede a settlement of the other questions 
in which they were interested. 

The motion for adjournment was then carried the 
Premier remarking that it was understood that the in
terval would not be wasted, but that all would pledge 
themselves to devote the time to informal conferences, 
which, he hoped, would be most valuable and fruitfu1. 
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Congress Position 
Throughout the proceedings of the unofficial Con

ference Gandhiji found no way but to stand against 
communal representation and separate electorates as ac
cording to his ideas, if one minority were granted the 
privilege, all other minorities (which were too many in 
India) would be equally entitled to it and would claim 
the same. 

Gandhiji expressed a sense of unreality if all claims 
were taken at their face value and said that he felt 
cramped and hemmed in amidst the plethora of claims. 
Though he was not idle, he had hitherto round no light, 
but, if he saw light, he would act. He finally said that 
the Conference may take more time if necessary, but 
for his part, he was unable to compromise on fundamen
tals. 

H. H. The Aga Khan suggested that the problem 
may be tackled province by province. The other de
legates stood firmly on their respective stands. 

At the close of the proceedings, it was evident that 
the problem was insoluble by that method and that an 
arbitrator like Lord Sankey might be asked to under
take the task. The idea of arbitration had gained con
siderable ground among the delegates. 

Mrs. Naidu's Suggestion 
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu suggested that an arbitration 

board of from three to five members may be appointed 
from among the members of the Minorities Sub-Com
mittee empowered to decide the matter finally. But re
presentatives of orthodox Hindu and Sikh sections fa
voured the appointment of an outside tribunal. There 
were many eminent Indian High Court Judges both 
Hindu and Moslem in England at the time, who, in con-
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junction with some British Judges might be able to look 
into the differences with a detached and purely judicial 
eye to whose decision it might be left, rather than to 
politicians. 

Moslem delegates, who had discussed the matter 
among themselves prior to going to the Palace, stated 
that they would prefer a committee from among the 
members of the Minorities Committee. their main rea
sons being that the adjudication of their difIerences by 
an outside tribunal would not redound to India's credit 
and would be in itself a confession of failure by the 
informal Conference. The ensuing discussion was fruit
less and the Conference broke up without reaching a 
decision. 

It was understood that the opll1lOn prevailing 
among a number of delegates on the composition of the 
Committee of three pointed to the election of Mr. Gan
dhi, the Aga Khan and one representatIve of the lesser 
Minorities. 
Maulana Shaukat Ali's Speech 

In contrast to the difficulties, uncertainties and vain 
gropings in the dark of the members of the Minorities 
Sub-Committee. the self-assurance exhibited in Mau
lana Shaukat Ali's speech delivered at a meeting of the 
Royal Empire Society is truly remarkable. He prefixed 
his statement of the Mussalman case by remarking that 
last year he had lost his brother, while in London and 
to-day he had received news of the death of his daugh
ter in India. 

The Maulana declared that he did not fear the 
Hindus or a combination of Hindus and Englishmen. 
He laid stress that he was genuinely anxious for an 
honourable peace in India satisfactory to all classes, 
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adding that, as a cricketer, he always hit boundaries and 
was content with nothing less. 

He went on to say that it was probable (which he 
amended to "possible") that the Conference might not 
be a success. 

If Mr. Gandhi went back to India to-morrow they 
must still endeavour to make the Conference a success. 
He wanted the Minorities to have interest in the admi
nistration, but was not going to turn Mussalman majori
ties in two provinces into minorities. 

If peace with Hindus could be achieved well and 
good: but if not he was not going back to India but 
would make peace with England. 
Failure 

Gandhiji grieved at the failure of his Committee to 
arrive at a satisfactory solution of the problem especial
ly as he believed that the Government could do far more 
than they were then doing to speed up an agreement. 
"If we knew in a definite measure" he pleaded, "that 
we are going to get what we want, we should hesitate 
fifty times before we threw it away in a sinful wrangle, 
as it would be.if we are told that the getting of it would 
depend upon the ability of the present delegation to 
produce an agreed solution. The solution can be the 
crown of a Swaraj Constitution and not its foundation." 
But the Prime Minister's response to this appeal was 
thought to be not satisfactory. 

The unofficial Committee's proceeding::. dragged on 
without arriving at any tangible result. The main point 
of difference was the personnel of the arbitration board,. 
the Moslems refusing to consider any other scheme but 
the one originally proposed and the Hindus and Sikhs 
demanding an outside personnel. 
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Punjab Redistribution 

Meanwhile a scheme for the redistribution of the 
Punjab was brought forward by Sir G. Corbett. by 
which the Punjab was divided into three exclusive 
zones. the Moslem. Sikh and Hindu. where each of them 
will be assured of a majority on the population basis 
without the necessity of statutory safeguards. Sir G. 
Corbett's scheme was not evolved with a view to com
munal satisfaction. but purely on linguistic. ethnical 
and historical grounds but it was supposed to satisfy the 
communal demands at the same time. 

"He says that it is fair to assume that in any ratio
nal scheme of redistribution the Ambala Divison. less 
the Simla District and north-west corner of Ambala Dis
trict. should· be separated on these two grounds from 
the Punjab and amalgamated with the United Provinces 
which might also be divided into two provinces. 

Though this matter is beyond the scope of Sir G. 
Corbett's memorandum, Sir Geoffrey considers that re
distribution on these lines will satisfy the claims of all 
the three communities since Moslems. being 62 per cent 
of the total population of the redistributed Punjab, will 
be assured of a majority in the Legislature through ter
ritorial constituencies with joint electorates without re
servation of seats. The Sikhs' preference for joint elec
torates will be satisfied and they will no longer require 
separate electorates or weightage. Further their nu
merical strength will be relatively increased while the 
two principles on which Hindus are willing to compro
mise will be satisfied since there will be no statutory 
majority by reservation of seats and no weightage at the 
expense of a minority community." 
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The Sikh delegates opposed this scheme and Sar
dar Ujjal Singh alternatively presented to Gandhiji a 
scheme of redistribution of the Punjab by which 
Rawalpindi and MuItan divisions minus Lyalpur and 
Montgomery districts should be detached from the Pun
jab and amalgamated with the Frontier Province in 
which case Sikhs would not claim weightage or reser
vation of seats. 

Cables from India 
Meanwhile cables from India were being sent by 

various communal organisations to their respective re
presentatives asking them to stand firm on the commu
nal issues. Mahatmaji's attitude was characterised as 
giving a blank cheque to Moslems which was criticised 
by the Hindu Mahasabha. Some Depressed Classes or
ganisations in India cabled to Gandhiji that they had 
entire confidence in him and expressing their desire to 
accept joint electorates, while others cabled to Dr. Am
bedkar promising support and protesting against Gan
dhiji's betrayal of their interests. 

Further efforts were made for arriving at a com
munal settlement by Mr. V. J. Patel, who proposed to 
to tackle the problem, province by province under the 
direction of H. H. The Aga Khan and Gandhiji, who 
may be empowered to appoint arbitrators, thus narrow
ing down to a minimum the disputed points. Mr. Sastri 
and Mirza Sir Ismail also tried their best to effect a set
tlement but all to no purpose. 
Minorities' Agreement 

Meanwhile the Moslems and the lesser Minorities 
were carrying on negotiations among themselves which 
resulted in an agreement being drawn and signed by 
their representatives. 
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The agreement specified the proportion of the re
presentation the various communities are to receive in 
the legislatures on the basis of which there shall be 
weight age for Minorities, but no majority community,. 
shall be placed in the position of a minority. The Mus
lims in Bengal and the Punjab will, accordingly, re
ceive 51 per cent representation. The agreement also 
set out the special claims of Muslims, EUropeans, An
glo-Indians, Depressed Classes and Indo-Christians. 

The agreement setting out the claims of the Mino
rity communities which was signed by the Aga Khan. 
Dr. Ambedkar, Mr. Pannirselvam, Sir H. Gidney and 
Sir H. Carr, contained eleven clauses detailing the civic, 
religious and political rights and safeguards and there 
were further sections giving the special claims of Mus
salmans, Depressed Classes, Anglo-Indians and Euro
peans. 

Final Meeting 
It was a gloomy meeting of the Minorities Commit

tee that was held on the 13th November. 

H. H. The Aga Khan handed in a document to the 
Premier embodying the Minorities Agreement. Sirdar 
Ujjal Singh also handed in a document setting forth the 
Sikh viewpoint. A number of other delegates includ
ing Sir P. C. Mitter, Dr. Ambedkar, Raja Narendranath 
Dr. Datta, Sir H. Gidney and Dr. Moonji likewise han
ded in documents. 

In his opening speech to the Minorities Commit
tee the Premier reiterated the Government's intention 
to stand by his January declaration. A declaration of 
Government policy would be made to the Plenary Ses
:;ion next week, to which the Premier would report the 
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failure of the Minorities Committee to come to an as-
reement. 

After the Premier's opening speech, Sardar Ujjal 
Singh immediately protested against the Minorities Ag
reement as a negation of democratic principles. 

Mr. Joshi also, with the support of Mr. Shiva Rao 
and Mr. Giri, said that they disagreed with the propo-· 
sals. The workers were not willing to have their ranks 
divided in order to get special representation. 

Further disagreement was expressed by Mr. Datta 
who said that portions of the community, he repre
sented, would not be bound by the agreement, which, 
in turn, was defended by Sir H. Gidney and Sir H. Carr. 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu and Begum Shah Nawaz up
held the women's example in declining special repre
sentation though Mrs. Subbarayan pointed out that a 
large body of educated women did not support this 
view, holding that the presence of women in the legis
latures should be ensured. 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad appealed to the Premier 
to take a hand in the settlement of the communal ques
tion and allow the work of the Federal Structure Sub
Committee to proceed. 

Dr. Moonji affirmed that the Hindu Maha Sabha 
would never agree to separate electorate or weightage 
being taken from the Hindus. He declared that the 
Hindu Mahasabha would never agree to the establish
ment of a permanent communal majority by law in 
Punjab and Bengal. 

Gandhiji declared that the agreement was not 
designed to achieve responsible Government and the 
. Congress would rather wander indefinitely in the wil
derness than lend itself to a proposal under which the 
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hardy tree of freedom and Responsible Government 
would never grow. 
Premier's Offer 

The Premier winding up the proceedings offered 
10 arbitrate on the communal question if all the dele
gates together desired him to do it. 

In response to the Premier's offer to arbitrate, let
ters were despatched by the most important non-Mus
lim leaders agreeing to arbitration by the Premier on 
-communal problems generally or Hindu-Muslim-Sikh 
questions only. 

Mahatmaji and Sir T. B. Sapru wrote separate let
ters accepting the Premier's offer, Mahatmaji in con
nection with the latter question only, while Sir Sapru 
for the former question. 

Pandit Malaviya and six other delegates wrote a 
letter to the Premier in the same strain. 

Another letter signed by Mr. Sastri, Sir C. Setal
vad, Mr. Joshi, Sir P. Sethna, Mrs. Subbarayan. Sir 
Cowasji Jehangir, Mr. Ramachandra Rao and Mr. 
Ramaswami Mudaliar was sent asking Mr. MacDonald 
to arbitrate on the communal issues. 

Efforts were made to obtain the signatures of Mus
lim delegates but they refused to sign on the ground 
that all the sections of the British Indian delegation have 
not signed it. 

The Minorities Sub-Committee was then wound up. 

CHAPTER XI 

THE FEDERAL STRUCTURE COMMITTEE (Contd.) 

By the middle of October, it was found that the 
Federal Structure Committee proceedings had not gone 
far. The main subjects taken up for discussion were, 
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the constitution of Federal Legislature, allotment of 
seats therein, method of election and distribution of Fe
deral finance. The Finance Committee's recommen
dations had found favour with the majority of dele
gates and thanks to the expert knowledge and clear 
elucidation of the subject given by Mr. A. Rangaswami 
Aiyanger, who was the principal speaker in the Sub
Committee as well as in the debate that followed in the 
Federal Structure Committee, the report was accepted 
with some modifications. Regarding the other subjects 
connected with the federation scheme, there was a 
great diversity of opinion, the Princes themselves not 
being unanimous, though the delegates representing 
British India stood very much united. H. H. the Maha
raja of Dholpur brought forward a new scheme of fe
deration and H. H. the Maharaja of Indore brought an
other in a modified form. But these schemes do not ap
pear to have found much favour with the other States 
delegates nor with the British Indians. Mirza Sir Ma
homad Ismail, among the States' delegates, showed the 
greatest agreement with the British Indian delegates 
and generally stood by Mahatma Gandhi. The progress 
of the federal discusisons during the middle of October 
may be easily gathered from a telegram despatched by 
the States' Peoples' representatives in England to their 
publicity officer at Ranpur under date October 16 : 

"Mahatmaji asked us to show our materials about the in

ternal condition in the leading States. The delegation pre

pared a "Bikaner Booklet" and presented it to Mahatmaji, who 

asked us to furnish materials about other States also. We ar" 

interviewing prominent American journalists on the 15th and 

seeing the Times representative next. 
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Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru asked Sir A. Hydari for an assu

rance that there was no change in the Princes' attitude. He said 

that the report of the Federal Finance Sub-Committee itself 

was so excellent that there must be some explanation for the 

recent attitude adopted by Sir A. Hydari on behalf of the Prin

ces. Sir A. Hydari, the Maharaja of Bikaner and the Nawab 

of Bhopal said that they stood unflinchingly by Federation, but 

must know beforehand what it meant financially. Mahatrnaji 

supported the Princes, but suggested a discussion on broad 

principles instead of going into the details. 

Sir Ismail Mirza asked for the immediate abolition of tri

butes. 

We interviewed Mahatmaji and presented to him a state

ment on the composition of the Federal Court. He promised 

to go through it and discuss it with the Princes. The Princes 

are unwilling to accept Gandhiji's advice. 

Mahatmaji, interviewed, told us that if the Princes persist 

iII their present attitude and the committee breaks up British 

India will demand Swarajya without a Federation." 

Regarding the last point Mahatmaji in a special in
terview to the Hindu remarked, that 

"Whether the Princes join the federation or not, he was not 

concerned just as French and Portuguese India are not expect

ed to join the federation. British India is fit for Swaraj. He 

will press its claims and urge a judicial tribunal if there is no 

settlement of the communal problem." 

False Rumours 
Meanwhile, there were rumours and hints to the 

effect that Government intended to wind up the Round 
Table Conference with a promise of re-opening discus
sions in India. This, added to the apparent indiffer
ence of the Muslim delegation to the possibility of the 
breakdown of the Conference and their insistence on 

7 
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their full demands being conceded before they would ag
ree to any scheme of federation caused much uneasi
ness in the minds of the other delegates, Though the at
mosphere of the Conference was one of utter pessimism 
and gloom, the results of the general election and the 
formation of the new Cabinet were awaited to see if any 
hope could be entertained, 

The Daily Herald's story giving currency to the 
above rumour was promptly denied by Sir S, Hoare and 
the Premier. Sir S. Hoare replying to an observation 
made by Mahatma Gandhi said, 

"On behalf of His Majesty's Government I wish to say that 

there is no word of truth in that statement and I take the first 

opportunity of telling my colleagues that nothing is further 

from Government's mind. 

We are perfectly prepared to go on with the work of t~,e 

Round Table Conference as long as you and we think that use

ful purpose can be served by our deliberations, We have not the 

least intention of bringing it to a premature end. Therefore any 

rumours about a particular date have, as far as His Majesty', 

Government are concerned, no foundation whatever,H 

Federal Court 
The discusions regarding the formation of a Fede

ral Court was then proceeded with, in which Sir Ismail 
Mirza took a prominent part. In the course of the dis
cussions Mahatmaji elicited from him an assurance that 
States subjects were entitled to appeal to the Federal 
Court against the decisions of their respective judicial 
authorities, 

The Maharaja of Bikaner, who was returning to In
dia under medical advice, expressed agreement with Sir 
Ismail and said 

"It is necessary for me to reiterate my strong faith in the 

Federation, Even though I will not be here, I hope to do ser-
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vice to this Committee and Conference and to the great work 

before us in India. We should not be disappointed by any mea

sure of disagreement here and there. I do not believe that a 

settlement of these questions and the drafting of the constitution 

will be beyond human ingenuity or the statesmanship of His 

Majesty's Government and British friends". 

In the course of the discussion on the subject of a 
Federal Court, Dr. Ambedkar, speaking for a minority 
which at present had no rights. thought that it was not. 
impossible that a Provincial Government supported by 
a communal majority may not be eager to give effect to 
judgments which were unpalatable. 

Mrs. Subbarayan opposed the proposal that the 
President of the Federal Legislature should be empow
ered fo suspend the discussion of bills relating to fun
damental rights pending the opinion of the Federal 
Court, expressing the opinion that such a course would 
lead to measures of social reform being blocked. 
Gandhiji's Opinion 

Mahatmaji regretted that the discussion had hither
to appeared to be based on the distrust of the National 
(Federal) Government's ability to conduct affairs im

partially and also swayed by the communal tangle. Point
ing out that the Congress policy was based on trust and 
and confidence, that when India had power. she 
would show a sense of responsibility and the communal 
virus would disappear. Mahatmaji appealed for the 
widest powers for the Supreme Court. which should be 
the guardian of the rights of all the people in India, whe
ther in the States or elsewhere. He said that the greater 
the power given to the Federal Court the greater the con
fidence they would be able to inspire in the world and 
.also in the nation itself. 
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Mahatmaji did not think that the present constitu
tion should lay down all the details in connection with 
the Court but should only outline the framework and 
jurisdiction, points like the number of judges and their 
salaries being left to the Federal Government to evolve. 

It was a fundamental belief of the Congress that 
India should have its own Privy Council, and if it was 
to give relief to the poor in matters of the highest im
portance, should be open to the poorest, which, he 
thought was impossible for a Privy Council in London. 
In this matter also Mahatmaji would implicitly trust the 
judges of India to give wise and unbiassed decision~. 

He observed further that the Privy Council in Lon
don justly commanded very great regard and respect; 
but he did not believe that they would be unable to have 
their own Privy Council, which could command 
universal esteem. Because England was able to boast 
of very fine institutions Indians need not be tied down 
to them. If they had learned anything whatever from 
England they would learn to erect these institutions. 
Their beginning might be small, but, if they had strong, 
true and honest hearts, lack of England's legal traditions 
would not matter in the slightest. 

He therefore, felt that the Federal Court should 
have the widest possible jurisdiction and should be em
powered to try all cases from the four corners of India. 

Touching the question of salaries, Mahatmaji ex
pressed the opinion that India would not be able to af
ford the rates paid in Britain or at present in India but 
expressed confidence that they would be able to -'ro
duce sufficient men pr~pared to live as did the millions 
of India and still serve the country nobly and well. Le
gal talent did not have to be bought to remain 1")I,··;t 
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He referred in this connection to the examples of Pandit 
Motilal Nehru, Mr. Manmohan Ghosh, Mr. C. R. Das, 
Mr. Tyabji and a host of others and said that he could 
name several lawyers of distinction, who if, they had not 
taken up the national cause, would be occupying High 
Court benches. 

Having again pleaded for the widest jurisdiction 
Mahatmaji concluded by confessing that he felt that he 
was labouring under a handicap, for many distinguished 
lawyers were arrayed against him and probably also the 
Princes as far as the salaries and jurisdiction were con
cerned, but he would be guilty of neglecting his duty if 
he did not give the views which the Congress and he 
held so strongly. 

Other Speakers 
Sir A. Hydari advocated the appointment of judges 

by the Crown. He said that the Federal Court should 
have original and exclusive jurisdiction regarding the 
interpretation of the constitution but not with regard 
to the treaties with the Crown. There should be an ap
peal to the Privy Council. 

Mr. Gavin Jones on behalf of the Europeans agreed 
that the Federal Court was necessary but it was essen
tial to retain the right of appeal from the Federal Court 
to the Privy Council. 

Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar, however, opposed the 
Privy Council appeals expressing the opinion that from 
the standpoint of both States and British India it was 
desirable to establish in India itself India's final National 
Supreme Court. 

The jurisdiction of the Federal Court was discussed 
III some detail by Mr. Jayakar, who suggested means by 
which the Court could be used to remove apprehensions 
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of the minorities. Referring to the Privy Council ap
peals Mr. Jayakar agreed that the ideal should be a 
completely self-contained judicial system for India but 
warned that it might be premature to establish an In
dian Privy Council at present. 

After the close of the discussions, Lord Sankey in
timated that he would submit the three reports on the 
subjects hitherto discussed, namely Legislature, Fin
ance and Federal Court for the consideration of the 
committee during next week. 

Result of General Election 
Meanwhile, the results of the general election were 

known and the overwhelming Tory majority had deep
ened the depression among Indian nationalist circles. It 
was feared that the effect on the Conference will be un
favourable with the possible resurrection of the Simon 
Report and the Government of India dispatch as the 
basis of a new scheme, failing the acceptability of a 
Federal constitution. The prospects of satisfying the Con
gress demand therefore were considered more remote 
than ever, specially if Sir John Simon joins the Cabi
net. 

Debate on Draft Reports 
On the resumption of the Federal Structure Com

mittee, the three draft reports of Lord Sankey circulat
ed to the delegates beforehand, were discussed and a 
general agreement of their terms arrived at. 

Lord Sankey, submitting the report, explained that, 
after approval by the Federal Structure Committtee, it 
would be discussed by the full Conference and hoped 
that it would eventually form the basis of an Act of Par
liament. He emphasised in this connection the influ
ence which a large measure of agreement was likely to> 
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have on the smooth and unanimous passage of the Bill, 
declaring that if the recommendations were made with 
fhe almost unanimous approval of the Federal Structure 
Sub-Committee and the Conference they must carry 
great "'eight wit h ali political parties in India and Eng
land. 

Changes in the Report 

The main changes in the Federal Structure Sub
Committee's report made during this debate comprised 
the stipulation that it should be impossible for a mem
ber to belong simultaneously to the Federal and Pro
vincial Legislature, an agreement that the distribution 
of seats among the Provinces to the Upper Chamber re
quired further consideration and an addition to the 
Committee's observations, regarding not making a re
commendation about the representation of the Depressed 
classes, Indian-Christians, Europeans and Anglo-Indians, 
of the words "or to the representation of women". This 
change was made at the instance of Mrs. Subbarayan, as 
also the alteration of the section dealing with the nomi
nations in order to make it clear that women should be 
eligible and definite instruction to the Franchise Com
mittee to secure eligibility of a considerable number of 
women as candidates for the Upper House. 

It was also made clear that the age-limit for the Up
per House should be applied to candidates and not to 
voters. 

Pandit Malaviya supported by Sir Sultan Ahmad 
objected to the disqualification of candidates undergoing 
detention. It was agreed to add to the report that a 
section of the Committee was opposed to such disquali
~ication. 
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Mahatmaji through a note submitted to Lord Sankey 
as it was his day of silence expressed the opinion that he 
adhered to one chamber as the best, but subject to cer
tain vital modifications, he was prepared to support Sir 
Mirza Ismail's proposal for a small Upper Chamber con
sisting of nominated delegates of the Governments of the 
Federated units provided this Chamber became an ad
visory body. 

No Special Representation 
"The Congress wholly opposes special representa

tion to Landlords, Europeans and Indian commerce and 
Labour. Representatives of these interests should ap
peal to the common electorate. 

"The Congress similarly opposes nomination but 
specialists should have facility to address the Chamber 
as required. 

"There is much I would like to say with reference 
to paragraphs about the States, especially on the matter 
of representation of the States' subjects, but I reserve 
my opinion for the time being. I adhere to the propo
sal I have made for indirect election or rather election 
through delegates using villages as units the scheme 
being based on adult suffrage to which the Congress is 
committed. " 

It was mentioned that a memorandum by the Maha
raja of Dholpur outlining the scheme for a States' Con
federation and also a note by Sir Ismail Mirza giving his 
views on the character and size of the Federal Legisla
ture would be printed with the report. 

Eventually the reports were agreed to with some 
modifications. The Federal Structure Committee was ad
journed sine die. 
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Fears of Delegates 

This adjournment, while there were other impor
tant matters yet to be discussed such as the Army, Ex
ternal Relations, Safeguards, etc., was construed as in
dicating either the Government's acquiescence in the 
Muslim attitude of blocking further progress till there 
was a settlement of the Minorities problem or the Pre
mier's intention of meeting prominent members of the 
Commit~ee next week for the purpose of formulating 
Government's future policy and inviting discussions 
thereon at the Committee's Plenary sittings before wind
ing up the Conference. The latter appeared probable 
Dwing to the Premier's conversations with leaders. 

Meanwhile anxious discussions were proceeding 
among Indian leaders regarding the latest development 
in Provincial Autonomy schemes owing to British states
men canvassing the chances of acceptance by Indians of 
immediate Provincial Autonomy with Committees work
ing out the details of the Federation, Central Responsi
bility and Safeguards coupled with the specific promise 
of their early introduction. The evident hardening of 
Ministerial attitude owing to Conservatives' domination 
deeply perturbed Indian circles and helped to unite them 
in a firm and determined resistance thereto. 
Letter to Premier 

To make matters clear, it was decided to address a 
letter to the Prime Minister on the subject. Accord
ingly a general letter, signed by 27 British Indian dele
gates was drawn up and despatched to the Prime Minis
ter. It was as follows: 

Dear Prime Minister,-"It is with deep concern that 
we hear rumours to the effect that provincial autonomy 
will be introduced as a first step in the political recon-
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struction of India, leaving federation and responsibility 
at the centre to follow later. 

We have read a statement to the contrary which ap
peared in the daily press this morning (namely, Nov
ember 6). The rumours, however, are so strong and 
persistent that we must ask for leave to place our views 
before you beyond the possibility of doubt. 

The needs of the present situation can be met only 
by a complete and comprehensive scheme of which res
ponsibility at the Federal centre must be as integral a 
part as autonomy of the federating units. To divide the 
scheme into parts and bring into immediate operation 
one of the parts and postpone the other is to arouse 
fears of uncertainty and suspicions of the intentions of 
the Government. 

We realise the importance of the Minorities ques
tion of which no satisfactory solution has yet been found 
but at the same time it must not be allowed to block the 
way of a full and comprehensive scheme of responsible 
government which alone can provide an adequate set
tlement of the pressing problem." 

We are, 
Dear Prime Minister, 

Yours Sincerely, 

(Sd.) Gandhi, Malaviya, Sastri, Sapru, Sethna, Sir 
Cowasji Jehangir, Jayakar, Ramachandra Rao. Mrs. 
Subbarayan, Rangaswami Iyengar, Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdas. Birla. Jamal Mahomed, Datta, Ujjal Singh. 
Moonji, Sarojini Naidu, Tambe, Raja Narendranath, 
Ramaswami Mudaliar, Jadhav, Sampuran Singh, Ba
rooah. Joshi. Giri. Sir Chimanlal Setalvad and Shiva 
Rao. 
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Gandhiji for Provincial Autonomy? 

There was an impression among the delegates that 
Gandhiji was in favour of accepting Provincial Auto
nomy with certain modifications which gave rise to 
much uneasiness in their minds, especially as the scheme 
was particularly repugnant to the prominent delegates 
among them being Sir T. B. Sapru, Mr. Sastri, Pandit 
Malaviya, Mr. Jayakar, Mr. Setalvad, Mr. Ramachan
dra Rao and Sir C. Jehangir, who unanimously affirm
ed that once a scheme of Provincial Autonomy is accep
ted, the Federation will absolutely recede into the back
ground and it will take a long time to reopen the ques
tion. Moreover, to introduce Provincial Autonomy now 
and Responsibility at the centre at a later stage will in
volve the introduction of two bills in Parliament, one 
perhaps in the summer of 1932 and the other dealing 
wi th a Federation later still. 

Mr. Sastri expressed the opinion that even if Pro
vincial Autonomy was enacted. wisdom lay in postpon
ing the actual inauguration until reforms in the Centre 
were simultaneously introduced. He added that his mis
givings were two-fold, namely, that the interval bet
ween Provincial Autonomy and Central Responsibi
lity would create a suspicion in India and afford an op
portunity for obstruction and reaction. 

Mahatmaji therefore at a conference of delegates 
fully explained his conception of Provincial Autonomy 
which differed entirely from what was outlined in the 
Simon Report and the Government of India dispatch. 
His main idea contemplated unfettered popular control 
of all subjects, governors not possessing any reserve 
powers, while the provinces should be so completely 
autonomous that interference from the centre in such 
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matters as internal disorders will be impossible except 
at the province's request. Moreover the provinces 
should be free to refuse contributions to the central gov
ernment if they so desired. 

Sir T. B. Sapru observed, 
"I am not a friend of Provincial Autonomy without Cen-

tral Responsibility. "Indeed, unless Central Responsibility on 

a Federal basis is established, I see grave dangers on politi

cal, constitutional and administrative grounds in the mere es

tablishment of Provincial Autonomy which cannot be complete 

unless its relations to the Central Government are defined. Po

litical India will never be satisfied with mere Provincial Auto

nomy. Responsibility in the centre and in the Provinces should 

be established immediately by an Act of Parliament. I can fore

see grave dangers to the Federation or any kind of Central 

Responsibility arising from the plan which leaves it to Provin

cial Legislatures to determine the machinery of Central or Fe

deral Legislature". 

Mr. Jayakar was equally emphatic that any offer 
of Provincial Autonomy as a first instalment of consti
tutional reforms should be avoided at all costs. He said, 

"I am convinced that it will delay the Federation, if not de

feat it altogether. It will also make communalism more ram

pant and make the entry of the Princes into the Federation 

more difficult. I am sure that it will not satisfy the political 

mind of India which is determined on Central Responsibility." 

CHAPTER XII 

THE ARMY AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

CONTRARY to the gloomy expectation entertained by 
the delegates as a result of adjourning the proceedings 
of the Federal Structure Committee sine die on the 
previous occasion, a definite turn for the better was 
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evidenced by the announcement that the Committee 
would be allowed to proceed on its discussions on the 
outstanding questions such as the Army, External Re
lations. etc .. which did not really hinge on the solution 
of the communal problem. This unexpected announce
ment induced the Moslems to reconsider their objec
tion to taking part in further discussions which they 
now consented to do. merely reserving in Mr. Jinnah's 
words. "as an essential condition that until and unless 
the Muslim demands on safeguards were incorporated 
in the constitution, it would not be acceptable to them." 
The cue was taken by the other Minorities who had 
shared their opposition to the continuance of the Com
mittee's work. with the result that the discusison of the 
outstanding items, beginning with the Army, was taken 
up. by the Committee. 

A Turn for the Bettcr 

This changed attitude on the part of the Minori
ties coupled with the Government's assurance to con
tinue the proceedings of the Committee till all outstand
ing subjects were discussed, infused a new hope into 
the minds of the delegates who went to work in right 
earnest. The result was, that these questions were 
thoroughly discussed, most of the delegates taking 
part in a frank exchange of opInIOn. The first 
subject to be taken up was the Army. The subject of 
the Army was previously discussed in a Conference of 
leading delegates at the India Office, convened by Sir 
S. Hoare and later on during informal conversations 
conducted between delegates. There was a great mea
sure of general agreement among the delegates on these 
questions so that, when the question was taken up in 
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the Federal Structure Committee the debate went on 
quickly and smoothly. 

Lord Sankey asked Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar 
to start the discussion on the Army question. Mr. Aiy
engar replied that Sir T. B. Sapru will start. Lord San
key said "I never know whether Sir T. B. Sapru is what 
we call the centre forward or full-back. He generally 
plays full-back". 

Lord Sankey, however, in his opening remarks, re
minded the Committee that Army, External Affairs, 
Finance and Commercial Discrimination remained to 
be discussed and suggested that the first three should 
be taken up in the next few days. 

Lord Sankey, at the outset, emphasized the impor
tance of ascertaining the delegates' views on the four 
subjects mentioned and reminded the Committee that 
every word of the Premier's declaration of last Janu
ary stood even then. He said that unless the dele
gates' views were known, it would be quite impossible 
to put these matters into shape for submission to Par
liament, though on the subject of finance, he realised 
that in the present world situation, it might be wise to 
express opinions in a most general way. 

Lord Sankey thought that the discussions need not 
take very long and thereafter the Premier would be 
able to make a declaration and wind up the Plenary 
seSSIOn. 

A debate ensued as to whether the four subjects 
already enumerated should be taken up for discus
sion in which Lord Reading, Mr. Wedgewood Benn and 
Mr. Lees Smith took part and all of them supported. 

The Premier, affirming the Government's desire to 
hear the delegates' opinions, urged the members not to 
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allow the fact that the communal question was undecid
ed to prevent them from giving expression to them. 

"They can make their position clear that all they do now 

is with the reserve that, until the other matter is settled, they 

must participate in the discussions with that reserve. I think 

that will safeguard them sufficiently and enable the Conference 

to do its work before it goes. I see no difficulty if we sit from 

day to day, first as the Federal Structure Sub-Committee and 

then the Plenary Conference, allowing those who have taken 

places for next week's sailing to get away." 

Who is more Pro-Indian? 
An interesting tussle then ensued between Lord 

Sankey and Mr. Jinnah as to who was more pro-Indian. 
Lord Sankey, while appreciating the Moslem atti

tude, added his voice to those urging the desirability of 
proceeding with the work and said "Believe me, I am 
neither pro-Hindu, pro-Moslem nor pro-anything else. 
1 am pro-India." 

Mr. Jinnah remarked, "Believe me, I am more pro
Indian than you." 

Chairman: "I do not admit that." 
Mr. Jinnah remarked, "Believe me, no Mussalman 

at this table wishes to create unnecessary difficulty". 

'!'he Debate 
The debate on Army and External Relations was 

then initiated by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Outlining his views on the Army question, Sir T. 

B. Sapru advocated the appointment of an Indian Army 
Member responsible to the Governor-General during 
the transition period. Questions like discipline and 
mobilisation should, however, be the jurisdiction of the 
Commander-in-Chief appointed by the Crown, who was 
bound to be for many years a British officer. 
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Sir T. B. Sapru expressed the opinion that there 
was considerable room for the reduction of the Army 
expenditure, but he was content to leave the matter 
until it was raised by the Indian Army Member, whose 
advice it would be impossible to ignore. 

Sir T. B. Sapru stressed the need for opening the 
Army to all Indians and declared that the Indian Army 
should not be sent out of India without the consent of 
the Government or the Legislature and dwelt on the 
need of speeding up Indianisation expressing the opi
nion that thc Chetwode Report in this connection did 
not meet the requirements. 

Pandit Malaviya 

Pandit Malaviya declared that Indians must have 
full control over the Army in order to enable them to 
discharge their responsibility for the defence of the 
country. He said that he disagreed with Sir T. B. Sa
pru that the Army Member should be responsible to 
the Governor-General, expressing the opinion that he 
should be responsible to the Legislature. 

Pandit Malaviya agreed that the Member should 
not interfere in the technical side which would be the 
domain of the Commander-in-Chief and ""xpressed the 
opinion that, in case of emergency, the Governor-Gene
ral might suspend the constitution and himself take 
charge of the Army. Advocating a reduction of the pre
sent military strength, Pandit Malaviya suggested that 
an inquiry to determine the size of the Standing Army 
was required and urged that expenditure could be re
duced by the reduction of British troops. 

Instancing the capacity of Indians to defend them
selves, Pandit Malaviya referred to the exploits of In-
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dian troops in the Great War, which he feared, had 
been forgotten. 

Lord Sankey interjected: "We have not forgotten 
the valour of the Indian troops." 

Pandit Malaviya, concluding his speech on the De
fence question, emphasised that the strength of public 
opinion in India was in favour of transferring control 
over the Army to the new legislature. He submitted 
that the power to be given to the Governor-General to 
take charge of the Army temporarily gave all the assu
rances required for emergencies. 

Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar 
Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar, supporting Sir T. B. Sa

pru's scheme of administering the Army as a reserved 
Crown subject by the Indian Member, expressed the 
opinion that it was preferable, during the initial stage 
of Pandit Malaviya's proposal, to give the Governor
General power to suspend the constitution. 

Mr. Mudaliar declared that he was at present un
willing to consider the question of the strength of the 
Army, pointing out, with reference to the expenditure, 
that a large amount was devoted to auxiliary and ancil
lary services and reminding them that the Army Re
trenchment Committee had ascertained that a conside
rable reduction of the expenditure was possible with
out reducing a single soldier. 

Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar thought that the reforms 
regarding the expenditure and strength of the Army 
could be worked out with an Indian member in charge. 
Any way the legislature would be confident that the 
right examination of these questions was occurring. 

Mr. Mudaliar laid stress on the desirability of open
ing the Army to all classes and suggested the establish-

8 
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ment of a Committee of Indian Defence similar to the 
Committee of Imperial Defence. 

Lord Reading 
Lord Reading, who made it clear that he was speak

ing for himself and not associating with his observa
tions other Liberal delegates who were members of the 
Government, said that he confined himself to the Army 
and National Defence, but, in much of what he said, he 
would be covering generally Finance, External Rela
tions and Commercial Discrimination. 

He said, 
"With regard to Pandit Malaviya's proposals, I could not ac

cept them. I do not understand how it is possible, in view of 

what we have put forward, that Pandit Malaviya's proposal for 

an Indian Minister responsible to the legislature throughout could 

be acceptable. It is the very negation of everything we have in

dicated from the start." 

Lord Reading continued, 
"To my mind it is of the essence that if Responsibility at 

the Centre is to be conferred on the Indian Legislature, which 

I desire and advocate, there must be a reservation in regard to 

the Army that it shall remain with the Governor-General, who 

shall have power to appoint the Minister and have the benefit 

of (hat Minister's advice. I never suggested that he must ne

cessarily be an Englishman or Indian. I leave it open (0 the 

Governor-General." 

"I wish to state very plainly that any proposal for Respon

sible Government would be unacceptable to me If it did not 

make the exception that the Army must be in the hands of 

the Governor-General and that any Minister must be respon

Ilible to him. 

Lord Reading said that he quite understood that, 
in regard to some questions concerning Defence, the Le-
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gislature and Ministers might desire to make represen
tations to the Governor-General and suggested that this 
might be arranged by a Standing Committee or Advisory 
Committee of the Legislature. 

Mahatma Gandhi 
The Congress view was put by Mahatma Gandhi, 

who said that he realised that he was undertaking a 
tremendous responsibility. 

"1 intervene at this stage, because I am one of those Novem

ber fogs. I do not know whether there will be a report upon 

this discussion or not. 1 do not know whether we arc Moin" 

summarily to close these declarations or extend them. 

"The Congress ca.e is that complete responsibility should 

be transferred to India. That means that there should be com

plete control of Defence and External Affairs, but it also con

templates adjustments. 

"We ought not to deceive ourselves, or the world, into think

ing that we would be getting Responsible Government although 

we may not ask for responsibility in this vital matter. The na

tion that does not control its Defence Forces and External Po

licy is hardly a responsible nation. Defence and its Army is to 

a nation the very essence of existenc" and if the nation's de

fence is controlled by an outside agency (no matter how friend

ly it is) that nation certainly is not responsibly governed. 

"Hence, 1 have very respectfully to claim on behalf of the 

Congress complete control over the Army, Defence Forces and 

External Affairs. I put in this also so as to avoid having to 

speak on it when that subject comes up. To this conclusion we 

come with the greatest deliberation, that, if we do not get this 

control at the time of embarking on responsibility, 1 cannot 

conceive the time when, because we are enjoying responsibi

lity on other matters, we would be suddenly found fit to con

trol our own defence forces. 
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"My Dream" 
"It should be the proud privilege, the proud duty, of Britain 

now to initiate us in the mysteries of conducting our own de

fence. Having clipped our wings it is their duty to give US 

wings whereby we can fly as they fly. That is really my ambi

tion and, therefore, I say I would wait till eternity if I cannot 

get control of the defence. I refuse to deceive myself that I 

am going to embark on responsible Government although I 

cannot control Defence. 

"After all, India is not a nation which has never known 

how to defend herself. All material is there. There are Mussal

mans standing in no dread of foreign invasion. Sikhs will re

fuse to think that they can be conquered by anybody. The Gur

kha, immediately he develops a national mind, will say. 'I alone 

can defend India.' 

"Then there are the Rajputs who are supposed to be res

ponsible for a thousand Thermopylaes and not one little Ther

mopylae in Greece. Are you going to teach things to the 

people of India, who have never known how to wield arms? It 

follows that, if I shoulder the burden of responsibility, I mean 

that all these people are going to join hands. 

"I endorse that I do not conceive of a single safeguard that 

will be only in the interests of India, not a single safeguard that 

will not be also in the interests of Britain, providing that we 

contemplate a partnership at will but a partnership on 8bsolute

ly equal terms. 
"The very reasons I have given you to-day for demanding 

that complete control of the army are also the reasons for 

pleading and for demanding the control of external affairs. 

External Affairs 
"Not being well-versed in what is really meant by the exter

nal affairs and having to plead my ignorance of what is stated 

in these reports of the Round Table Conference on the subject· 
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I asked my friends, Mr. Iyengar and Sir T. B. Sapru, what was 

rn .. ant by External Affairs and Foreign Relations. I have got 

their reply before me. They state that the words mean rela

tions with neighbouring powers, with the Indian States, with 

other powers in international affairs and with Dominions. 

"If the<e are external affairs I think we are quite capable of 

shouldering the burden and discharging our obligations. We 

can undoubtedly negotiate terms of peace with our own kith 

and kin, our own neighbours, our own country, with the 

Indian Princes. We can cultivate very friendly relations with 

our neighbours the Afghans and across the seas with the Japa

nese and, certainly, we can negotiate with the Dominions also. 

n the Dominions will not have our countrymen live there in 

perfect self-respect, we can negotiate with the Dominions. 

"Lord Chancellor, I cannot go further. I tender a thousand 

apologies for taking up the time of this meeting but you will 

understand the feeling swelling up in me, sitting here day after 

day, thinking day and night how these deliberations can come 

to a successful issue. 

"You will understand the feeling actuating me, a feeling 

of absolute goodwill towards Englishmen and a feeling of abso

lute service to nlY countrymen." 

Sankey's Stirring Reply 
The Chairman said: 

"Gandhiji, I have listened with the greatest interest to your 

appeal. I want you to be good enough to help me personally. 

I am very much impressed, flrstly by what you call your dream

I cannot, of course, share it-and then I am very much impress

ed by your ideals. Those I-perhaps not to the height that you 

entertain them-share to a very great extent. I am just as 

anxious to secure the peace and happiness of India as you. I 

am just as anxious as you and Lord Irwin to carry out those 

conditions which he and you arrived at at the beginning of 
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the year and which in paragraph II read as follows: "Of the 

scheme there outlined Federation is an essential part, so also 

are Indian Responsibility and Reservations of Safeguards in the 

interests of India for such matters as, for instance, Defence, Ex

ternal Affairs, the position of Minorities, the financial c"edit of 

India and the discharge of obligations." 

"1 will ask you to assume that I am just as anxious as you 

to carry out that programme. I do not doubt your good faith. 

I ask you not to doubt mine. You said you hoped we should 

be able to teach you a lesson in self-defence. Nobody doubts 

the bravery of your fellow countrymen. It has been manifested 

through centuries, on many a stricken field. But, supposing, 

it is right, as I think it is, that what you say is correct, namely. 

that at the present moment Indians have to learn this lesson 

of self-defence. I agree with you. 

"With much of what you say, I have the greatest sympathy, 

but. if you will forgive me saying so, Gandhlji, the difficulty I 

feel is the responsibility I should incur if I were a dictator and 

said "To-morrow I will withdraw every British soldier'. It 

would be a terrible risk and, if anything happened to the peace 

and prosperity of India, I, for one, could never forgive ;nyself 

for taking the decision to do that, when upon admission, the 

lesson has to be learned how Indians can conduct their own 

defence. It is because I feel that responsibility that, although 

I share your ideals, I feel it is asking me, at any rate, to go be

yond what I really ought to agree to. I agree with you, Mr. 

Gandhi, that what we have to consider here are the interests 

of India, but give me, any way, the same credit that I give you, 

when I tell you that, honestly, I do not think it would be in 

the interests of India to comply with the immediate request tt> 

withdraw the Army. It is a responsibility that I think nt> 

statesman who has real regard for the interests of India-for-
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give me putting it that way-could justify himself in assuming. 

A time may come, 1 hope it will-" 

Mahatmaji interrupting, said: 
··May 1 just correct you? 1 have not asked for the with

drawal of the British troops. I do not think there is a sentence 

in my remarks to that effect and if 1 did utter a sentence of 

that character 1 should like to withdraw it." 

The Chairman asked: "Will Pandit Malaviya with
draw it also?" 

Pandit Malaviya replied: 
that the removal of the internal security British troops should 

be considered and that the removal of the rest of the troops 

should be carried out progressively over a series of years." 

The Chairman asked: 
··Do 1 understand you to say that it is impossible at present 

to have the complete withdrawal of the British Army?" 

Pandit Malaviya replied: 
"1 do not say it is impossible. I think it is perfectly pos

sible but we have not asked for it. If 1 could persuade my 

English friends that the whole of the British troops should be 

withdrawn to-day 1 would do so, but 1 have not asked for it be

cause 1 want to carry my English friends with us as far as we 

can." 
"Well, my final reply to you is that that if you would take 

that responsibility you are a braver man than I-and forgive 

me for saying so,-you are not such a cautious man as L" 

Mr. Sastri 
The Right Hon'ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, who spoke 

next, said he wished with great deference to Mr. Gan
dhi to dissociate himself and some others from the opi
nions Mr. Gandhi had expressed. It required some har
dihood to differ from him on so vital a point, but, in jus
tice to themselves, they thought it necessary to reaffirm 
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the position which early this year they took on the 
matter. 

"I continue to be of opinion that the Army and External 

Affairs had best remain Crown subjects during the period of 

transition. It was with great gratification that I listened to the 

speech of Lord Reading, in which among other things he re-

affirmed the approval of Responsibility at the centre. It ap-

pears to me that the amount of responsibility for which we ask, 

even supposing these two great subjects of Army and External 

Affairs are excluded, is sufficient to constitute a great improve .... 

ment in the present situation and I believe that it is an honour

able and satisfactory basis for settlement. 

"The essential fact, with regard to the Army, which Lord 

Reading has emphasised is that eventual responsibility should 

remain with the Viceroy. We agree that is an essential feature, 

but another essential feature that we have to remember is that. 

in as brief a period as is compatible with the efficiency of the 

Army, the transfer should take place from the Governor-Gene-

1'al to the Legislature and it was in order to remember during 

the period of transition that the transfer was to take place that 

I think that Sir T. B. Sapru insisted on the condition that thEe 

Army member should be Indian. I support that recommen

dation and recommended it to both this committee and the Gov

ernment. We are anxious that while responsibility should rest 

in the hands of the Viceroy arrangements should be set afoot 

and be continually kept in mind which will at the end of that 

period secure the transfer of the Army into capable and trust

worthy Indian hands and I believe that the necessity will be 

best satisfied under the suggestion put forward by Sir T. B. 

Sapru." 

Dr. Shafaat Ahmed said that the Muslim delegation 
reserved their opinions pending a settlement of the com-
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munal question, as until then, the discussion lacked 
reality. 

Sardar Ujjal Singh associated himself with Sir T. 
B. Sapru and Mr. Sastri. While agreeing with the prin
ciple of opening the Army to all Indians he hoped that 
no attempt would be made to secure representation of 
all provinces, expressing the opinion that recruitment 
should be based solely on the quality of the material. 
He also urged the acceleration of the pace of Indianisa
tion. 

Nawab of Bhopal 
The Nawab of Bhopal reminded the Committee that 

the Princes last year accepted the Defence Sub-Com
mittee's Report. He said that they adhered to both 
the principle and spirit of Clause IV dealing with in
-creasing the share of Indian people in the defence of 
India. He also drew attention to the undertaking given 
to the States in Clause V. Bhopal thought there was 
eommon agreement last year that Defence should be a 
reserved subject and said that so long as the Crown 
was responsible, it must determine how the responsibi
lity was to be discharged. Bhopal added that the 
Princes were ready to stay in England if necessary and 
continue the same spirit of co-operation and enthusiasm 
till their work was finished. 

The debate on the Army was concluded. 
Debate on the External Relations 

The discussion on External Relations was opened 
by Sir T. B. Sapru, who said that he adhered to the po
sition he took up last year. 

Sir T. B. Sapru strongly supported the reference 
in the Government of India's dispatch to "increasing 
the recognition of the individuality of India in a large 
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range of external relations", suggesting that a good deal 
of work of the Foreign Department such as, commercial 
treaties, could be transferred to popular control. He 
insisted that the protection of Indians overseas should 
be the responsibility of the Government of India. He, 
therefore, suggested that, as far as the Foreign Depart
ment of the Government of India was concerned, mat
ters within its charge should be carefully examined and 
classified and while matters relating to peace, war and 
treaties of a political character should appertain ex
clusively to the Governor-General during transition, 
other matters, which really affected national and com
mercial life, should be within the scope of the legisla
ture. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar, explaining the Congress 

position, declared that they envisaged India having the 
same powers and status and the same responsibilities 
in respect of external affairs, as the Dominions. He said 
whatever difficulty there might be with regard to the 
control of the Army, the question of external affairs 
was much simpler, contending that no limitations should 
be introduced in the constitution. 

Mr. Iyengar said that India, like the Dominions, 
would be obliged to consider the interests of the Empire 
as a whole and of other Dominions. 

He added, 
··There are, of course, many questions of diplomatic foreign 

relations connected with, what I may call, High Imperial policy 

or the larger foreign policy of the Empire in which India, I am 

sure, will follow the line of Britain in most matters." 

With regard to the relations with the Princes, Mr. 
Iyengar expressed the opinion that the best method of 
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dealing with them was for the Princes unreservedly to 
enter the Federation. . 

Mr. Iyengar argued that the control of His Majes
ty's Government over India in foreign affairs should 
not be greater than that exercised over the Dominions. 

Sir S. Hoare, intervening. said that a practical dif
ficulty was that the question of defence was bound to 
react in the transitional period with the control of for
eign affairs. 

It seemed to him very difficult to have Foreign Af
fairs as a Responsible Portfolio with Defence still a 
Reserved subject. He suggested that the powers re
served to Whitehall would gradually fall into desuetude. 

Mr. Iyengar agreed that Defence and Foreign Po
licy went together, but argued that since Defence would 
be under the control of the Legislature. Foreign Af
fairs should also be under the control of the Legisla
ture. 

Other Speakers 
Mr. Wedgewood Benn said that. ill view of the 

change of fiscal policy in this country. it was desirable 
that the Commercial Agreements of India should be 
made with the Indian Government. Otherwise, such 
commercial agreements would come under suspicion. 

Sir S. Hoare dissented from Mr. Benn's contention 
and said that England had shown her bona fides in the 
past by the way she had carried out her fiscal Autonomy 
Convention and equally she would show her bona fides 
towards India. whatever might be her fiscal policy here. 

Another subject was raised by Mr. Joshi, who urg
ld that the Federal Legislature should be empowered 
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to deal with Labour questions and also questions aris
ing from the ratifications of International Labour Con
ventions. 

Lord Sankey pointed out that the Federation de
pended upon consent and the Federal Government and 
Legislature could have only such powers as the federat
ing units conceded. He suggested that Mr. Joshi should 
discuss the matter with the States representatives. 

Sir A. Hydari, in a contribution which really \\70und 
up the debate on External Relations, pointed out that 
the States stood by the sentence in the Premier's decla
ration that. with regard to all matters not ceded by the 
States to the Federation, their relations would be with 
the Crown acting through the Viceroy and as regards 
Defence, he said, the Nawab of Bhopal's statement 
represented the unanimous opmIOn of the States. 
They desired to leave all questions such as whether 
there should be a Minister of Defence and whether he 
should be an Indian or an European for decision by the 
Crown. 

Sir A. Hydari invited particular attention to the 
paragraph in the Defence Committee's report in which 
an· undertaking was mentioned that no committee should 
in any way abrogate treaty obligations with the States. 
He added that, as far as the Defence Minister being a 
member of the Cabinet was concerned, he personally 
did not desire to introduce an extraneous element and 
thereby destroy the unity of the Cabinet by making him 
a member. An educative liaison of functions could 
be performed better by an Advisory Council repre
senting the various interests. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

COMMERCIAL DISCRIMINATION 

THE subject of Commercial Discrimination and safe
guards may be said to be the most hotly debated in the 
Federal Structure Committee. Unlike that of the Army 
which though occupying a good deal of the committee's 
time, was purely political in nature. the subject of 
commerce gave occasion for the European delegates 
from India and the British delegation minus Labour to 
take an extremely active part in the debate as it particu
larly concerned the Europeans as a class in India. 

Opening the debate on the Commercial Discrimi
nation. Mr. Benthall said that the leaders of British 
commercial opinion had no desire whatever to stand in 
the way of India's constitutional advance on sound 
lines. but, unless the rights of the British commercial 
community were constitutionally protected, most clear
ly and unequivocally, they must reserve their consent 
to the transfer of political power. 

What they claimed was what was laid down in the 
Government of India's Dispatch last year, namely, that 
subject to India's right to receive reciprocal treatment, 
citizens of any part of the Empire should be allowed to 
enter India freely and engage in any trade and should 
receive just treatment. What they claimed for the Bri
tish community in India was exactly what was enjoy
ed by Indians in Great Britain. As British subjects they 
were entitled to any act which allowed State aid to the 
industry. 

External Capital's Claims 
India had reached the present stage largely owing 

to the British capital. Their first claim was for recog-
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nition of their established rights which was part of the 
national economy. It was not only a question of jus
tice but also of expediency. because external capital 
would not be attracted to India unless there was confi
dence of its security. 

The objection that external capital was opposed to 
political progress no longer applied. Regarding the 
criticism that the European capitalists did not train In
dians, he referred to the steps which were already be
ing taken and held that it would be a blunder to force 
the pace. 

The co-operation of Indians and Europeans was 
in the best interests of both and the British community 
was willing to accept the majority report of the Exter
nal Capital Committee but they would not agree to Gov
ernment having power to prescribe that some propor
tion of the directors should be Indians but they agreed 
that Government should approve of the composition of 
the Board. 

Mr. Benthall asked for a recognition of the fact 
that the contemplated constitution would give India vast 
control. He said the Government should be master 
in its own house and what Europeans were asking for 
would not prevent its subsidising and nationalising the 
key industries. If the acquisition of the rights of ex
isting companies was necessary, compensation should be 
paid. 

Subsidies should not be racially discriminatory. 
For example if both Indian and English firms produced 
a particular kind of steel, subsidy should be given to 
both. 
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Mr. Jayakar 

Mr. Jayakar, who said that there was much in Mr. 
Benthall's speech with which he agreed, suggested that 
Mr. Benthall should consider whether the formula on 
Commercial Discrimination reached at the last session 
should not be adopted for the present and wait until India 
was free for a proper Convention to be concluded. Mr. 
Jayakar was of opinion that the formula constituted 
a very wise compromise, which had the approval last 
year of almost everybody. He assured Mr. Benthall 
that India did not desire, generally speaking, to make 
racial discrimination. She had suffered from it in the 
past, and, when she was free, she would be careful to 
avoid it. 

Mr. Jayakar referred, in this connection, to the re
commendations of the Nehru Report, (quoted below) 
which represented the bulk of educated opinion in In
dia. He was of opinion that the clause dealing with the 
Fundamental Rights, combined with the report's defini
tion of a citizen, in which he was prepared to include 
companies and corporations, indicated the lines on which 
the solution was to be found. 

EmphaSising the need for possessing the power to 
regulate competition, Mr. Jayakar declared that it was 
not a question of Europeans and Indians but of protect
ing infant industries, which were endangered by the 
superior competition of other countries. 

Dealing with the right of the future Government 
to lay down conditions as regards companies, capital, 
composition of directorates and admission of Indians 
for training, Mr. Jayakar declared that if the companies 
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wanted subsidy, the future Government must have the 
power to regulate these matters and on a question rais
ed by Mr. Joshi, regarding limiting the proportion of 
foreigners employed, Mr. Jayakar said that the point 
came under the doctrine of reciprocity, which he advo
cated. He was prepared to give foreign nationals the 
same rights as their companies gave to Indians. He 
thought last year's formula ought to cover all these 
cases. 

Sir P. Thakurdass 
Sir P. Thakurdas in the course of the debate said, 

that what Mr. Benthall had said indicated, "You shall 
not touch anything in which any Britisher is interested 
and we want a provision for it from now." That was 
a tall and unjustifiable order. He did not underesti
mate the just apprehensions of the Britishers. but ask
ed Mr. Benthall whether the restrictions indicated did 
not amount practically to shackles on the development 
of India, commercially and industrially, that had no pa
rallel in any other British Dominion? If Mr. Benthall 
would only consider the position from that viewpoint 
Sir p, Thakurdas and his colleagues would enter into 
the spirit of the Britisher who sought protection from 
any aggression in future. British capital invested in 
India had brought handicaps. Indian railways were 
managed from London and instead of the industries for 
their maintenance being developed in India, materials 
were sent out from Britain. India wanted capital with
out political shackles, not capital which called for the 
safeguards they were discussing. Although Indians 
might have been taught racial discrimination by the 
Government of India the delegates were unanimous 
that they did not want to discriminate racially. 
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Mahatma Gandhi 

Mahatma Ga.ndhi said it was impossible to commit 
the Congress, much less the future Government of In
dia. to a sweeping resolution of the character of the 
formula adopted in last session, providing for no discri
mination between rights of the British mercantile com
munity and Indian-born subjects. He expected that 
the future Government would be constantly obliged to 
discriminate in favour of famishing Indians against 
those who blended riches with other privileges, but, 
having said that, he associated himself completely with 
British merchants and European houses in their legiti
mate demands that there should be no racial discrimi
nation. 

He proposed the formula for which he had fought 
in South Africa. 

"No disqualification not suffered by the Indian-born 
citizen of the State should be imposed on any persons 
lawfully residing or entering India merely on the ground 
of race, colour or religion." 

Gandhiji also proposed a further formula that 
"No existing interest legitimately acquired and not 

conflicting with the best interests of the nation in gene
ral shall be interfered with except in accordance with 
the law applicable to such interests." 
Lord Reading 

Lord Reading commented on the great measure of 
agreement which the discussion had revealed. 

He thought that there was no difference of opinion 
on principle and said everybody, in principle recognis
ed that, in trade, commerce and industry no distinction 
should be made. The question was how British rights 
were to be secured. 

9 
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Lord Reading would prefer a convention by agree
ment, but said he would strongly object to a conven
tion which had to be passed by the new legislature. It 
was essential that the convention should form part of 
the constitution. 

Lord Reading pointed out that the Nehru Report 
regarded discriminatory legislation as inconceivable. 
Taking that as the starting point Lord Reading referred 
to the definition of "Citizen" and the declaration of 
"Fundamental Rights" and took exception to the defini
tion as involving not only citizenship but something 
more, namely, that, in order to become a citizen of 
India, a person must cease to be a citizen of this coun
try. This was fatal from the British viewpoint. They 
could not ask an Englishman to give up citizenship in 
his own country in order to get rights to carryon busi
ness in India and to get the same rights as Indian-born 
subjects. 

Lord Reading made it clear that he would oppose 
root and branch any idea of discriminatory administra
tion or legislation penalising by some means a power
ful British concern in order to enable an Indian con
cern to flourish. If unfair competition had to be pro
vided against, the general law of the land must apply. 
If the competition was unfair it was unfair not only in 
one particular trade but in every other trade and if they 
wanted to legislate against it they must legislate against 
it for all trades. If it happened in one particular trade 
only, they were obviously entitled to legislate against 
it, but if it was merely unfair because a concern 
happened to have achieved great and powerful influ
ence by its capital, reputation or by the associations it 
had made they could not and ought not to attempt to 
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legislate against it. However difficult it might be for 
an Indian nascent company to progress where there was 
a powerful company in the same line next door they 
could not legislate or take administrative acts agaimt 
the latter. Competition must determine the matter. 

Sir T. B. Sapru 
Sir T. B. Sapru dealt with the points raised by 

Lord Reading, particularly with reference to the part 
of the Nehru Report dealing with discrimination. 

Paying a tribute to Pandit Motilal Nehru on his 
work in connection with the report Sir T. B. Sapl·u 
said that, if there was one man of his generation who 
was a full-blooded Nationalist, it was Mr. Motilal with 
whom Nationalism was a burning passion. Continu
ing. Sir T. B. Sapru said that it was in pursuance of a 
desire expressed by European trade and commerce 
that the definition of a "citizen" referred to by Lord 
Reading was incorporated in the resolution passed at 
the All-Parties Conference held in Lucknow in Decem
ber, 1928. Sir T. B. Sapru said that, as far as the clause 
relating to citizenship was concerned, there was still 
room for improvement to cover all ideas exchanged at 
the Round Table Conference and it seemed to him that 
there was no room for apprehension. It was never 
intended by the authors of the Nehru Report that 
Englishmen should lose their original citizenship in 
India. All rights belonging to them as citizens of 
England would continue. 

Concluding, Sir T. B. Sapru appealed to the Con
ference to settle as many points of difference as possible 
and said that the time had really come for a settlement 
with Europeans. 
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Sir P. Sethna 
Sir Phiroze Sethna endorsed Mr. Benthall's state

ment that great advantages had been conferred on 
India by the investment of British capital, but simul
taneously England and Englishmen had derived untold 
good from it. The advantages, therefore, had been 
mutual. The fears entertained by the British were un~ 
justified. 

Mr. Benthall and Lord Reading had referred to> 
reciprocity between India and the British, but it was 
only theoretical. Sir P. Sethna subscribed to the re
commendations of the External Capital Committee, but 
the proposal of Indian friends for a fixed percentage of 
Indian capital was impossible and unworkable, but he 
would certainly recommend that the rupee companies 
should offer at least 50 per cent of the capital to Indians 
in the first instance. 

Gandh.~ji's Views 
Mahatma Gandhiji congratulated Mr. Benthall on 

his admirable and temperate statement, but regretted 
that he had introduced a claim that Britishers had con
ferred certain benefits on India and also a condition that 
European support of the National Demand depended on 
Indians accepting the European demands. 

Dealing briefly with its implications Gandhiji 
regretted that they were different from the deduction 
which Lord Reading sought to draw from the last ses
sion's formula. There would be no discrimination 
against a single European, for he proposed no distinc
tion between Britishers and other Europeans, Ameri
cans or Japanese. He did not intend to copy the Bri
tish colonies and Dominions which disfigured their 
statute books with legislation based on distinctions of 
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colour and race. He did not wish India to live in com
plete isolation and allow nobody to enter or trade with
in her borders but there were many things he must do 
in order to equalise the conditions. 

If any of those enjoying privileges, whether Euro
peans or Indians, found that they were being discrimi
nated against, he would sympathise but be unable to 
help for he would need their assistance to raise people 
from the mire. Gandhiji referred to the condition of 
"Untouchables" who were at present living at the mercy 
of the so-called higher classes and the state and said that 
in order to equalise conditions, the first act of the 
Legislature should be to give these people grants of 
land freely the cost of which should come from the 
monied classes, including Europeans. It would be a 
battle between the haves and the have-nots and he was 
afraid that the National Government would not come 
into existence if the haves maintained that the dumb 
millions should not have their own Government unless 
their possessions and rights were guaranteed. The 
Congress would not admit discrimination against non
nationals, as such. Any discrimination would be also 
ground for discrimination against Indian-born citizens. 

Gandhiji proposed, in this connection, his second 
formula and explaining it, said that he bore in mind 
the Congress resolution in connection with taking over 
the present Government's obligations. There was no 
question of repudiation but of merely taking over 
under examination. 

Sapru and Gandhiji 
At the close of Mahatmaji's speech, Sir T. B. Sapru 

evidenty objecting to his queer method of defining pro
perty, had a go at him when he asked whether Gandhiji 
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proposed that the future Government should investi
gate everyone's title to property and if so, whether any 
definite period would be specified. 

Gandhiji, replied that everything would be above 
board. It would be done by legal machinery. "I think 
there will be no limitation running against a wrong." 

Sir T. B. Sapru asked "Under your National Gov
ernment, therefore, no title in India will be safe?" 

Gandhiji replied, "Under our National Govern
ment, the Congress will decide these things and if there 
is any undue fear, I think it would be possible to satisfy 
every legitimate doubt. I am not going to say that I 
shall examine no right and no titles." 

Though Gandhiji's discrimination formula was 
open to discussion, Indian leaders were disquieted 
owing to the likely effect of his speech defining the 
Congress position in intensifying the Conservatives' 
pressure on the Premier against immediate Central 
Responsibility. Conservatives' designs in this behalf 
were understood to be strongly entrenched by depart
mental experts pointing out the impossibility of bring
ing the Federation into operation under three years and 
producing a time-table. 

Lord Sankey referred to two official committees 
sitting and drafting reports, one dealing with Provin
cial Autonomy and the other with Federation. It was 
reported the former was ready for presentation to 
Parliament based on communal status quo. The latter 
owing to many "loose ends" was unready and could not 
be presented to Parliament till the Princes decide to 
join the Federation and a communal settlement was 
arrived at. 
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Fears Re-Provincial Autonomy 

This announcement confirmed the rumours current 
since some time and the fears entertained by the dele
gates as to the object of the Government, which, what
ever might have been at the opening of the Conference 
was now clearly thought to be to deliberately push for
ward the Provincial Autonomy scheme and shelve the 
main question of federation and central responsibility 
into the back ground on the excuse afforded by the 
deadlock prevailing in the settlement of the communal 
issue and also the states' unreadiness to join the fede
ration forthwith. There was considerable consterna
tion among the delegates on this new move of the Gov
ernment and it was frankly believed that the change 
of Government and the overwhelming Tory pressure 
on the Premier was the cause of this sudden change of 
policy. This was evident even at the beginning of the 
debate on Commercial safeguards when Sir S. Hoare 
wanted to wind up the proceedings as soon as the 
speeches were over, without allowing time as was done 
with regard to the other debates to discuss the draft 
reports on these subjects in the Committee before they 
were presented at the Plenary Session and in Parlia
ment. The reason assigned by Sir S. Hoare for his haste 
was, that they had had enough of Conference and that it 
was high time that the proceedings were wound up to 
enable delegates to return in time after attending the 
Plenary Session. But it was freely believed that the 
motive behind this move was that the Conservative 
Secretary of State for India, the European group and 
the British delegation felt rather keenly on the sub
ject of safeguards and did not want that the almost 
unanimous decision arrived at on the subject by the 
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leading Indian delegates should be brought for final 
discussion in the Committee and to avoid the practical 
steps which Government may be compelled to take in 
the matter. But, owing to the spirited protests raised 
by Mr. Benn and Mr. Lees Smith and the firm deter
mination of the leading delegates to carryon the Con
ference inspite of the Government's move and the 
ominous silence exhibited by the Moslem delegation, 
coupled with the personal influence of Lord Sankey 
made the Government alter their decision and allow 
the Committee to proceed in the usual course. But 
still it was clearly evident that the subject of federation 
and central responsibility will be shelved on the basis 
of the innumerable technical difficulties in its way 
raised by experts and the absence of a communal solu· 
tion. The delegates however determined to push 
on in spite of all these discouragements. The subject 
of Provincial Autonomy however retained the promi
nence with which it was invested by the Government. 

Debate Continued 
The debate on Commercial discrimination and 

safeguards was carried on, Mr. A. R. Aiyengar con
tinuing the thread of debate observed that he was 
unable to agree that there should be no distinction be
tween a mere sojourner and citizens Indian-born or 
domiciled after a definite period of residence or that 
absentee firms should have, besides the full rights of 
the British citizenship the additional rights of Indian 
citizenship. 

Mr. Iyengar claimed that the future Government 
should be placed on exactly the same footing as other 
Dominions. He, therefore, urged that the future Indian 
Legislature and Government should be trusted and an 
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effort should be made to reach an honourable under
standing on the immediate difficulties. the future being 
based on the goodwill thus created. 

Right to Retaliate 
Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar, referred to the claim 

that India should have the right to resort to retaliatory 
measures against injustice and inequity in immigration 
restrictions on British Indians within the Empire and 
said that he wanted that principle to extend equally to 
commercial and industrial matters. The safeguards pro
posed for British interests constituted' a restriction of 
the sovereignty that no self-governing legislature could 
accept and which the British Government always dis
couraged Colonial Governors from enforcing through 
the reserve powers. 

Mr. Sastri 
The Right Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri recalling that 

when the matter was discussed at the last session it was 
recognised that India should have the same freedom in 
this matter as the British Parliament and that, by a 
convention based on reciprocity India should be asked 
to exercise the same forbearance towards the people of 
Britain and Ireland as they exercised towards the 
people of India, deprecated taking the matter further. 
as Europeans now seemed to be doing. He urged that 
India should be given legal power to impose discrimi
nations and then, by a reciprocity convention, she 
.should agree to forbear as the British had honourably 
forborne. "You will find that she will respond hand-

1 " .some y . 
The nature of the British Empire was such that 

freedom was given to a Dominion to discriminate against 
its own nationals. Mr. Sastri pointed out that the 
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descendants of Indians settled in South Africa were' 
subjected to the most humiliating discrimination. He 
said this happened in every Dominion. Indians grate
fully recognised that Britain did not discriminate against 
Indians. Parliament, however, had power but the 
British people practised forbearance. 

Lord Sankey, interrupting, said he hoped they had 
good sense as well as good-will. 

Hurting National Self-Respect 
Having urged the British to rely on Indian good

will, Mr. Sash'i argued that, to impose a disability 
upon the projected Indian Dominion was to hurt un
necessarily the self-respect and national dignity of the 
Indian people, and serve no useful purpose. 

Pandit Malaviya 
Pandit Malaviya urged that foreigners and British 

subjects trading in India were entitled to ask for pro
tection of the commercial right. They were not entitl
ed to ask the same measure of protection and assistance 
to which Indian indigenous industries were entitled and 
he was of opinion that the last session's formula went 
far beyond the region of protection of commercial 
interests. 

Supporting Mr. Gandhi's formula III which con
nection he declared that there was no justification for 
the suggestion that, if it was adopted, the title to every 
property would be unsafe, Pandit Malaviya suggested, 
in order to make it more definite, the adoption of a 
formula to the effect that no discriminative legislation 
should be passed or administrative action taken against 
anyone lawfully residing or entering India merely on 
the ground of race, colour or religion. 
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Debate on Finance 
Before the commencement of the debate on Finance 

Lord Sankey again reminded the Committee of the pre
sent difficulties in the financial world and opined that 
the present was not the time to relax safeguards or 
caution in dealing with them either in India or in 
England. 

Lord Sankey begged the committee to remember 
that the Reservations and Safeguards must be in the 
interests of India and said a careless word or hastily 
expressed opinion might have repercussions outside the 
Conference and cause great damage not only in India 
but in England and elsewhere. Although he did not 
desire to curtail discussion Lord Sankey urged them. in 
the interests of India, to speak with the greatest caution. 

Sir P. Thakurdas 
Silo Purushottamdas Thakurdas recognised that 

there was no necessity to deal with any special griev
ance of Exchange or Currency but India exercised very 
little influence as far as the international world was con
cerned. They were there to influence the Chairman 
and the British delegates and to submit to them the 
minimum aspirations of India and explain what form 
of Government and what particular safeguards in the 
interest of India would be acceptable. If anything 
more was imposed they would not recognise it as an 
advance. 

The Government of India had argued that a sudden 
change alone was to be avoided. He asked where the 
suddenness was considering that they had been asking 
for the control of finance for at least ten years. 

The manner in which the Government of India had 
managed the Currency and Exchange matters had tried 
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the patience of Indians. The future 
would be useless unless Finance 
transferred. 

political reforms 
was completely 

No Minister responsible to the legislature would 
have permitted the scandalous military expenditure. 

India's total indebtedness was half in England and 
hali in India. Would India, therefore, be so rash as to 
ask for any system of reform which would endanger 
the safety of those in India who held Government 
paper? The interests of the British investor were tied 
up, with the interests of the Indian investor. 

Sir P. Thakurdas pointed out that India's debt was 
comparatively smail and mostly productive. There 
was, therefore, no reason for special caution regarding 
India's solvency. It was generally agreed that politi
cal influence should be eliminated from matters of Ex
change and Currency. 

Sir T. B. Sapru 
Sir T. B. Sapru devoted his speech to the constitu

tional and legal position and said that Section 20 of the 
Government of India Act gave ample safeguards against 
the suggestion that a new and inexperienced legislature 
might play with public money and use it to other than 
legitimate purposes. Unless Gandhiji's suggestions 
were accepted that debts should be investigated and 
certain debts wiped out, the present statute provided 
the amplest safeguards for certain kind of securities in
cluding the debts of East India Company and the debts 
and liabilities lawfully contracted on behalf of the 
Government. Under the existing Act Parliament's 
control was complete and absolute and when they were 
told that Finance might, for a certain period, be under 
the control of the Secretary of State the implication was 
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that the ultimate control should vest in Parliament and, 
so long as that was so, responsible Government would 
be a maimed and paralysed sort of Government. 

Draft Report on Defence 
The draft report of the Federal Structure Com

mittee on Defence and External Relations was sub
mitted by Lord Sankey for final consideration of the 
Committee. It stated that the majority of the Com
mittee consider it impossible to vest in Indian legislature, 
during the transition, constitutional responsibility for 
controlling Defence as long as the burden of actual re
sponsibility cannot be simultaneously transferred and 
as regards External Relations the majority reaffirm the 
view expressed by the Committee's second report that 
the Governor-General should be responsible for them. 

The Committee point out that the consideration of 
Defence is based on the principle enunciated by the 
last session's Defence Sub-Committee that Defence 
must be increasingly the concern of Indian people. The 
report says that some members strongly urged that no 

. true responsibility should be conferred on India unless 
Defence, involving control of the Army in India, includ
ing British troops, is immediately placed in the hands 
of an Indian ministry responsible to the legislature with 
any safeguards that can be shown to be necessary. The 
majority, however, do not share this view. They 
therefore, reaffirm the conclusion reached by the 
Federal Structure Sub-Committee at the last session 
that the "assumption by India of all powers and re
sponsibilities hitherto resting on Parliament cannot be 
made at one step and that, during the transition, the 
Governor-General shall be responsible for Defence" 
assisted by a Minister responsible to him and not to the 
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legislature. There is no disagreement. however, that 
the legislature rilust be deeply concerned in many as
pects of Defence. It is undeniable that such opportu
nities as the legislature at present possesses of discus
sing and thereby influencing Defence administration 
cannot be diminished. 

The size, composition and cost of the Army are to 
be essentially matters for those on whom responsibility 
reo:ts and their expert advisers. Yet they are not ques
tions on which there can be no voicing of public opi
nion through constitutional channels. 

The Legislature would thus continue to be brought 
into the counsels of the administration in discussing 
such outstanding problems as the carrying out of 
Indianisation. Further, there must be the correlation 
of military and civil administration where the two 
spheres overlap. 

The suggestion was made in this connection that 
a body analogous to the Committee of Imperial Defence 
should be established in India. 

Three Proposals 
The report says that various suggestions were made 

to secure this participation in the counsels of the ad
ministration, the cardinal feature of which generally 
was the precise position of the Minister appointed by 
the Governor-General to take charge of Defence. The 
report mentions three proposals: 

(1) The Minister while primarily responsible to 
the Governor-General should be responsible to the 
Legislature only as regards certain aspects of Defence. 

(2) The Minister, though responsible to the 
Governor-General, should be Indian and might be 
chosen from the Legislature and 
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(3) The Minister, as contemplated in the second 
proposal, should be considered as a member responsi
ble to the Ministry participating in the discussions, en
joying joint responsibility and resigning in the event of 
defeat in the Legislature over a question not relating to 
the Army. 

The report says that, while some of these sugges
tions contain the germs of possible lines of development, 
it is impossible to escape the conclusion that, as long 
as the Governor-General is responsible for Defence, the 
constitution must provide that the Minister should be 
appointed by the unfettered discretion of the Governor
General and be responsible to him alone. 

Further, the Ministers' relations with the rest of 
the Ministry and the legislature must be left to the 
.evolution of political usage within the framework of 
the constitution. 

Regarding supply, the report mentions the view 
expressed that this should not be subject to the annual 
vote but an agreement should be sought on the basic 
figure for a stated period, subject to joint review by the 
Legislature and the Crown representatives at the end 
of the period wi th special powers in the Governor-Gene
ral to incur emergency expenditure. 

The report says that the details of any such plan 
should be further carefully examined. 

Draft Report on External Relations 
Dealing with External Relations the report says 

that similar considerations apply as in the case of De
fence and generally the views expressed followed close
ly members' opinions regarding Defence. The report 
adds that there is a difficulty in connection with Exter
nc'! Relations, namely. defining the content of the sub-
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ject. The reserved subject of External Relations would 
be confined primarily to the subject of political rela
tions with countries external to India and the relations 
with Frontier tracts. Commercial economic and other 
relations would fall primarily within the purview of 
the Legislature and Ministers, but, to a degree, que3-
tions of the latter category might react on the political 
question. Special responsibility will devolve on the 
Governor-General to secure that they do not conflict 
with his responsibility for the control of External 
Relations. 

Close co-operation by whatever means experience 
may prove most suitable will be needed accordingly 
between the Minister holding the External Relations 
portfolio and his colleagues, "Responsible" Ministers. 

The report mentions that misunderstanding has ari
sen by the Committee's second report including in Ex
ternal Relations "relations with States outside the 
Federal sphere" and says that, as stated in the Pre
mier's declaration at the close of last session, the "con
nection of States with the Federation will remain sub
ject to the basic principle that, with regard to all matters 
not ceded by them to the Federation, their relations will 
be with the Crown acting through the Viceroy". 

The report points out that the Committee when 
discussing the two subjects with which it deals and also 
financial safeguards and commercial discrimination 
(draft reports on which will be circulated later) did not 
have the advantage of hearing the views of British 
Indian and Muslim delegates, who reserved their opi
nion until a satisfactory solution was found of the pro
blems, which confronted the Minorities Sub-Committee 
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and adds that some other representatives of Minorities 
have similarly reserved their opiniun. 

CHAPTER XIV 

THE PLENARY SESSION 

THE Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference 
opened on the 27th of November. It met again around 
last year's famous oval table and in consequence of the 
increases in the number of delegates, two tables were 
placed within the enclosed space. 

Lord Sankey 
Lord Sankey, Mr. Thomas and Sir W. Jowitt sat to 

the Premier's immediate left and then came Mrs. Naidu, 
Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Malaviya, while the re
mainder of the British Delegation were seated on the 
Premier's right almost opposite. The representatives of 
the Minorities, the Aga Khan and other Muslims form
lUg a large block sat at the tables within the oval. 

In order that every aspect of the work of the Round 
Table Conference might be open to discussion during 
the final Plenary Session, Lord Sankey and the Prime 
Minister began proceedings by formally proposing the 
adoption of the reports of the Committee of the Fede
ral Structure and Minorities. Fifty delegates had noti
'led that they wished to speak and at the end of the ses
sion, the Premier was to make a statement of the Gov
ernment's Policy. 

Lord Sankey emphasised the solid nature of the 
work of the Federal Structure Committee for the new 
Indian Constitution and expressed the belief that Mr. 
MacDonald would be remembered as the architect of 
the Federal Constitution of India. The Committee had 
endorsed the report, but he called attention to the fact 

10 
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that Muslim members and some other minority repre
sentatives had reserved their opinion on the subjects of 
Defence, External Relations, Financial safeguards and 
Commercial discrimination until a satisfactory solution 
was found to the minority problems. 

The general debate was then begun by ",he Raja of 
Korea. 

The Raja of Korea 
The Raja of Korea generally supported the views of 

the States' Delegation as enunciated from time to time 
by the Nawab of Bhopal on Federal problems and ap
pealed for the sympathetic consideration of the claims 
of the smaller States. He opined that the constitution 
of the Princes' Chamber was an unsatisfactory basis for 
the appointment of States' seats in the Federal Legisla
ture and urged the constitution of a Parliamentary Com
mittee to give a binding decision on this subject, if the 
Chamber did not reach an agreement satisfactory to all. 

Sir A. P. Patro 
Sir A. P. Patro thought that the general result of 

the Conference was far from satisfactory, although much 
good work had been done. Federation was fraught with 
difficulties, but he did not despair. The practical ques
tion was how long the struggle would take to com
plete. If it was likely to be delayed it was indispen
sable promptly to introduce responsibility in the Centre 
in British India. 

Sir Abdul Qaiyum 
Sir Abdul Qaiyum advanced the Frontier's case for 

equal status with other provinces. He said that the 
people of that province would not tolerate anything less. 
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The report of the last Sessions' Sub-Committee did not 
suffice. The position was so serious that prompt action 
alone would avert a revolution. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir pointed out that Moderates 
demanded complete transference of power to the pro
vinces unhampered by the reservations to the Governor 
except in order to avert a breakdown of the adminis
tration. Speaking as one determined to fight for Bri
tish connection, Sir C. Jehangir uttered a note of warn
ing against the grant of merely provincial autonomy 
and said: "If you make a mistake at the present criti
cal juncture, you will wipe out men like myself from 
public life. We are not going to join the non-eo-opera
tion movement but there will not be a school of thought 
to which we can belong. Don't let the masses believe 
that non-eo-operation is the only method of gaining li
berty. Otherwise you will not have a friend left in 
India and you will wipe out those friends who through
out their life have stood by the British connection." 

Dr. Narendranath Law 

Dr. Narendranath Law regretted communal failure 
but adhered to his opposition to communal electorates 
and while accepting a declaration of fundamental rights, 
declared that he was unable to support the Minorities 
agreement pointing out inter alia that it did not provide 
for the representation of such economic interests as com
merce, landholders and labour. The speaker criticised 
the financial proposals in relation to Bengal and said 
that unless the province had adequate resources, Domi
nion status would be poor comfort. 
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H. H. The Nawab of Bhopal 
The Nawab of Bhopal declared that all representa

tives of the States at that Conference were prepared to 
co-operate wholeheartedly for completing the work of 
buil<;ling up the Federation which would bring satisfac
tion to the whole country. Nothing could dim the 
steady flame of India's desire to be equal partner .in 
the British Commonwealth. Nobody denied that the 
realisation of this desire must be subject to such reser
vations as were necessary in the interests of the Indian 
Empire. The Nawab of Bhopal concluded by paying a 
tribute to Lord Sankey. He said that all desired to 
see him in India at the earliest possible moment to con
tinue the work of the Conferenct 

H. H. The Maharajah of Dharbhanga 
The Maharaja of Darbhanga, combating the sugges

tion that the protection of important interests conflicted 
with Nationalist ideals, advanced landlords' claim for 
adequate safeguarding of their rights. They needed 
proper representation in all legislatures through special 
electorates. The Maharaja of Darbhanga advocated 
second chambers in the provinces and urged that lands 
under permanent settlement should be regarded as a 
solemn and inviolable pledge. He urged that the ten
dency of the Indian legislatures recently to interfere in 
religious and social customs should be checked. 

Mr. Fazlul Huq 
Mr. Fazlul Huq contended that under responsible 

Government, Hindus being in a majority in most of the 
provinces, would have seventeen shillings in the pound. 
Moslems desired that they and other communities should 
have a proper share of the remaining three shillings .. 
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He said that he personally, though not speaking on be
half of the Moslem Delegation, was prepared to accept 
joint electorates in Bengal provided Mussalmans re
ceived their full quota on a population basis. He de
clared that in view of the backwardness of the Moslems 
they would be unable in open election on equal electo
ral roll to secure the position to which their numbers 
entitled them. Mr. Fazlul Huq added that the Round 
Table Conference had dispelled the calumny that Bri
tish Parliament wished to place obstacles in the way 
of Indian constitutional advance. There was not a 
single delegate who was not impressed with the fervour 
and singleminded devotion of the attempt to help In
dians solve their own difficulties. 

Sir P. Ginwala 

Sir P. Ginwalla advocated a further conference 
when a constitution was put into final shape. He con
cluded that the Round Table Conference was at least 
unanimous in condemning Untouchability and suggest
ed that it should record its opinion that swift action was 
necessary to wipe out this blot on Indian civilisation. 

Mr. V. V. Giri 

Mr. Giri expressed the opinion that the Conference 
was largely a failure because comparatively minor issues 

. received prominence, while vital matters relating to full 
responsible Government were dealt with after hurried 

. discussion. 

Mr. Hafiz Hussain 
Mr. Hafiz Hussain, after reaffirming the Moslem 

standpoint, drew attention to the difficulties in the es
tablishment of Federation and said that there was not 
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reason for British India marking a time. Pending the 
entry of the Princes. he suggested that provinces them
selves should federate and create a Central Federal 
Government for British India. 

Mr. J. N. Basu 

Mr. Basu emphasised the objection of non-Muslim 
communities in Bengal to placing power permanently 
in the hands of the majority community through sepa
rate electorates and stressing the universality of the de
sire in India for self-rule. said. that the communal dif
ference. though it must be dealt with did not constitute 
the predominant factor of Indian life. The case for trust
ing the people was therefore the strongest possible. 

H. H. The Maharaja of Indore 

The Maharaja of Indore, in his speech, replied to 
the objection against his scheme and proceeded to urge 
that it was inadvisable to thrust an undiluted demo
cracy on the States, for democracy, despite its advan
tages was not an unmixed blessing. India therefore 
should benefit by the experience of other countries and 
model her future institutions with regard to the tradi
tions, sentiments and temperament of the people. 

The Nawab of Chattari 

The Nawab of Chattari. regretting the failul'e to 

solve the communal question, thanked the Premier for 
help and said that except on the question of electorates 
there was complete unanimity among Muslims. He con
sidered that when all other safeguards for Muslims were 
embodied in the constitution and Muslims realised 
that the safety of the minorities rested on the goodwill 
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of the majority. they would willingly give up separate 
electorates. 

Reviewing rural agitation in India the Nawab of 
Chattari said that its cause was mainly economic. He 
strongly urged that property rights should be included 
among the fundamental rights. 

Raja Narendranath 

Raja Narendranath wholeheartedly supported the 
protest against divorcing Provincial Autonomy from 
Central Responsibility, for the questions to be solved in 
connection with the former were more difficult than 
those connected with Central Responsibility. 

Raja Narendranath strongly opposed the method of 
recruitment to the public services suggested in the Mino
rities Pact and said that it would be preferable to meet 
the claims of all classes by reserving for transitional 
period a proportion of the appointments for which such 
claims might be considered and for the rest declare merit 
to be the sole criterion. 

Mr. B. V. Jadhav 

Mr. Jadhav generally agreed with Sir A. P. Patru 
and also with Sir Cowasji Jehangir regarding commer
cial discrimination. He expressed the opinion that at 
least partial Central Responsibility was necessary and 
said that if the Princes could not enter Federation soon. 
power should be given to British India alone to work 
a federal constitution. Mr. Jadhav urged the neces
sity to provide for the just representation of the rural 
population and declared that separate electorates were 
indispensable for the Depressed Classes. 
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Sir Hubert Carr 

Sir Hubert Carr affirmed that the Europeans urged 
the maintenance of the efficiency of the services because 
they wanted Government to start with such weapons 
as would enable them to ensure peace and prosperity. 
They would have preferred Provincial Autonomy bp
fore central changes, but realised the deplorable fact 
that there was not sufficient confidence between India 
and Britain to-day for India to be content merely with 
Provincial Autonomy and the declared intention for 
central development. They therefore endorsed the de
mand of fellow delegates that the whole framework of 
the Federation and Provincial Autonomy would be in
troduced province by province, the varying needs of 
each being recognised in its constitution. The Euro
peans' demand to be allowed to take an equal share 
with Indian fellow subjects in the commercial and in
dustrial development of India was vital to them, but 
did not imply any disadvantage to India or handicap 
on her industrial development. The generous spirit 
in which their demands has been received in almost 
every quarter constituted a good augury for the fu
ture. Sir H. Carr hoped that as a result of a contract 
between Indian politicians and His Majesty's Govern
ment, all parties would feel bound to throw their whole 
influence in the task of allaying of unrest in India and 
preparing for the calm conditions in which India would 
rise from the present economic distress. 

Mr. Jarmanidas 

Mr. Jarmanidas said that the Federation had been 
accepted by all and differences of opinion between the 
Princes concerned only the method of selecting repre-
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sentatives. Mr. Jarmanidas thought tliat a via media 
between the confiictiEg views on this subject should be 
possible. He was of opinion that population and sa
lutes would not provide satisfactory basis for the dis
tribution of seats. He referred in this connection to 
Sir Akbar Hydari's scheme and said that the Federa
tion was doomed if that scheme was adopted. Salutes 
did aot constitute the real criterion of the State's im
portance and the majority of Sovereign States would 
remain outside the Federation if they were not accord
ed proper representation. 

Mr. C. Barooah 
Mr. Barooah also insisted that the Conference far 

from being a failure as some people wanted the world to 
believe had been a great success and proved that India 
was united and earnest in the demand for complete 
self-government. If the communities differed they did 
so only on details and not on the fundamental princi
ples. Points on which they agreed outnumbered the 
disagreements and the latter had been narrowed down 
to such an extent that they might now be left to the 
sagacity and fairness of Briti~h statesman for a satis
factory settlement. He appealed to the Premier to 
take communal differences into his own hands and by 
persuading some and overruling others settle the mat
ter in a manner conducive to the best interests of' all. 

The Raja of Bobbili 
The Raja of Bobbili, on behalf of the landlords, af

firmed that they did not desire to thwart India's unani
mous desire for Dominion Status, but they required 
guarantees in the form of special representation in all 
legisla tures, esta blishmen t of Provincial Bicameral Le-
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gislatures and the inclusion in the Fundamental Rights 
of a clause securing the inviolability of their agree
ments and sanads received from the Paramount Power. 

Bobbili proceeded to urge Andhras' claim for a se
parate province and said on behalf of Madras landhold
ers that Justicites emphatically supported the Depress
ed Classes' claim for special representation and also a 
similar claim for Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Indian 
Christians. 

Mr. A. R. Aiyengar 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar declared that the Gov

ernment's intention to hand over responsibility to the 
Indian Legislatures was implicit in the declaration of 
last January. He said it was inconceivable that Pro
vincial Autonomy alone satisfied that condition. 

Mr. Iyengar urged that the Government should 
have been more definite regarding the safeguards that 
they considered necessary. He was of opinion that 
an agreement was still possible if the Government took 
leaders such as Mahatmaji into confidence and discus
sed with them, if necessary, in camera. He affirmed 
that if that was done there would be practically no dif
ficulty in pro~eeding with the introduction of a Bill 
in Parliament. 

Sir M. Mehta 
Sir Manubhai Mehta stated that he had received a message 

from the Maharaja of Bikaner asking him to place a request 

before the Plenary Session for the enlargement of the Federal 

Chamber. 

Sir Manubhai Mehta thought that the States' views regard

ing the future programme were insufficiently placed before the 

Conference. He declared that Central Responsibility, Federal 
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Government and Sateguards went together and Provincial Au

[onomy. with centralised control. Was meaningless. There can

not be a Federation unless there is central responsibility. We 

are prepared to federate only if there is a Responsible Centre 

and unless our financial rights are fully safeguarded we would 

not agree to any transfer of powers to the Provinces which can

not become autonomous without our agreeing to such a trans

fer. The statesmen of the Empire must find a solution of thi. 

dilemma. 

Mahatma Gandhi 
Gandhiji began his speech five minutes past midnight and 

delivered for 70 minutes one of his greatest speeches-nobk, 

cogent and pacificatory. Emphasising the representative, au

thoritative. powerful and determined position of the Congre.s 

he pleaded for a peaceful settlement with it. He appealed to 

the Government not to distrust the great and powerful politi

cal organisation after it had been invited. 

Gandhiji suggested it was too late to try to "esist Civ" 

Disobedience. He stood at the parting of the ways. "I will 

count no sacrifice too great if 1 can pull through an honourable 

settlement. You will find me always having the greatest spirit 

of compromise that is working in the Congress, namely, th,,! 

India must have real liberty. 

"But so long as they did not agree regarding liberty's im

plications so long was a compromise impossible. A nalio" 

of 350 millions did not need the assassin's dagger, the poison 

bowl, the sword, the spear, or the bullet. It needed only a 

will of its own and ability to say ·no'. The Indian nation is 

learning to do that. 

Gandhiji proceeded, "whilst, I shall not abate by a tittle the 

claim that I have registered on behalf of the Congress. while 

I do not withdraw a word from the speeches I have made at 
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the Federal Structure Sub-Committee, I am here to compro

mise, and to consider every formula that the British or Indian 

ingenuity can prepare. But, for Heaven's sake, give me a fr'lil 

man, 62 years gone, a little bit of a chance. Find a little corner 

for him and the organisation that he represents. You distrust 

that organisation though you may seemingly trust me. I am 

infinitely smaller than the organisation. I have no authority ex

cept what I derive from the Congress." 

Gandhiji did not expect that anything he said would mflu

ence the decision of the Cabinet, which it had probably alread,,' 

taken. The liberty of practically a whole continent could hard

ly be settled by negotiation. 

He said he dissented from most of the reports submitted to 

the Conference, but felt that he could not truly represent the 

Congress unless he did so. Having claimed universality for the 

Congress, Gandhiji said that it was a calamity from the view

point of the work before the Conference that the Congress was 

considered as merely one political party. He wished he could 

convince the public and Government that the Congress was ca

pable of delivering the goods. It would have made a great 

difference if the claim had been recognised. If they recognised 

that fact they would welcome an organisation which could run 

a parallel Government without any force at its command even 

under adverse circumstances. Although the Congress had been 

rejected and although it was impossible for him to prove that 

claim here, he asserted it because a tremendous responsibility 

rested on him. 

Referring to Mr. Ghuznavi's statement that school boys in 

Calcutta were taught anti-British hatred, Gandhiji said that 

charges of that nature had been brought against the Congress 

times without number and repeatedly refuted but, if it was 

true, he was there to tender an apology on behalf of the Cal

cutta Corporation. 
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Mr. 1\'1. R. Jayakar 
Mr. Jayakar emphasised the expectancy with which 350 mil

lions were awaiting the next day's fateful declaration. He com

mented on the degree of unanimity accorded to the three-fold 

scheme of Federation, Central Responsibility and Safeguards, 

the soundness of which had been confirmed as the Conference 

went into details. He said that his only fear was that, in or

der to satisfy Parliamentary exigencies, the scheme might be 

mutilated and India might be offered less than a complete plan 

for the scheme stood or fell as a whole. 

Lord Reading 
Lord Reading, who re-affirmed amidst applause that he stood 

exactly where he stood last January, aroused further applause 

by declaring that the method of Conference had been comple

tely vindicated and he hoped that it would continue. 

In his view, the policy which must warm the hearts of all 

Indians and also British who loved India. was the great policy 

of All-I'ldia Federation. which possessed limitless possibilities 

for the future of India. 

Discussions had encouraged his belief that the final outcome 

of the proceedings would be a great step forward in the pro

gressive march of India to her ultimate destiny. 

Lord Reading observed that the presence of Mr. Gandhi 

and other delegates who did not participate in the previous ses

sion had enhanced the influence and authority of the Confe-· 

renee. The discussions had been conducted with the utmost 

frankness. but the courtesy and patience of all had triumphed. 

Speakmg as the oldest member of the Conference with no 

political ambitions but the all-pervading ambition to serve his 

country and the Empire. 

Lord Reading said thal he devoutly prayed that he might 

live to see an All-India Federation in heing and that a pr05-
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perous and happy federated IndIa might remain a willing part

ner in the Empire. 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu 
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu asked whether Britain to-morrow would 

respond to agony or to hope of people of India'? They were dy

ing under the sweat and anguish of slavery and no more pro

mises, however, sweet, would assuage their pain. When th2 

delegates returned to India they must take back some substan

tial alternative to the demand for Independence. Sh" 

referred to Lord Reading's allusion to equal partnership 

and said that that was something the best mind in India coulrl 

appreciate but only on its own terms. Other Dominions Wei"" 

held by the silken cord of kinship but India at present was held 

by fetter and until the fetter was broken there could be ne 

talk of equal friendship. She asked the Premier to make the: 

ideal of equal partnership real. 

Many arguments. including the communal difference, had 

been advanced on the subject of India's preparedness ior free

dom. She maintained that it was in welding together all di

vergent interests that the glory of India could be maintained. It 

was not by mathematical calculations alone that one could soive 

the vital issue of liberty. 

Referring to the Depressed Classes Mrs. Sarojini Naidu said 

that the Hindu community should be pledged to remove the 

blot and give them an equal place in all things. She eulogised 

the attitude of the Princes in declaring in favour of the Fede

ration. They had realised that they were Indians first and Prin

ces afterwards and their only security lay in the allegiance of 

their own people. 

Mr. Wedgewood Benn 
Mr. Benn said, much had been done to reach an agreement 

and if no bargain was reached it was due to the fact that th2 
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Governmenfs intentions were not definitely known. There \vere 

still great difficulties to be overcome and he advised the Prp

mier not to allow .. the work to be continued by experts to '>e 

inspired by diehards." 

Mr. Benn urged that the first step should be the continuan"", 

of the work by the present Conference, for, if rightly under

stood and handled, the Conference could do no more for good Ull

derstanding and sound cor.stitutional arrangement between Bri

tain and India than all the blue-books in the world. The Con

ference should be the Secretary of State's bodyguard. Th" 

delegates should not be allowed to return until pledge,. of co

operation had been exacted from them. 

Mr. Benn argued that no !Inal decision was possible unlll 

the communal problem w"s solved, but he suggested that the 

Conference should draw up heads of understanding between 

Britain and India imposing reciprocal obligations on both British 

and their Indiar. colleagues. That was the second step. The 

third step was for the Premier to get Parliamentary ratification. 

"Go from this Indian assembly at SI. James's", said Mr. 

Berm, .. to the British assembly at St. Stephens and ask them 

to ratify the heads of understanding. Then ask the colleagues 

here to take them back and invite and secure ratification there." 

Mr. Benn did not forget the work before the Secretury of 

State. His problem 

raising their heads. 

swiftly. 

was urgent. Violence and anarchy were 

Crime must be punished and punished 

Whatever Government was in power a strong Government 

in India was needed, but a strong Government was not one sul" 

ported solely by route marche" ordinances, ehort credits ob

tained by exorbitant rates of interests and guns. Government 

could only be really strong if it rested on the assent of people. 
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"We can get the co-operation of good citizens and a strong 

Government backed up by patriots? It is here. Here 

is willing co-operation, if we can only s2ize it:' 

Mr. Wedgewood Benn, concluding amid prolonged applause 

a speech in which he stressed the responsibility resting both in 

the Premier and the Secretary of State, said, "Do not let tc

morrow be a day of pronouncement followed by com

pliments. Let it be a day of reciproc<:1 takings. Let 
it be ? Treaty of Goodwill". 

Sir T. B. Sapru 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru strongly repudiated the suggestion 

that the Conference had been a failure. He said the idea of an 

All-India Federation had taken deep root. It was ';he only 

possible programme to which he would cling unless its absurdity 

and the impossibility were demonstrated. The Princes wert: 

democratic enough to identify themselves with India's naLlonal 

interest. It was neither just nor fair to allege that the:, had 

gone back on the idea. 

Sir T. B. Sapru added that any scheme of mere Provine;"r 

Autonomy was doomed to failure, No party in India would ac

cept it. Sir T. B. Sapru begged the Government to think twic-e 

before adopting the old-fashioned instalment system of reforms. 

He urged Government not to abandon the Conference method 

but to have plans ready and put them into operation in con

tinuation of the work of the Conference. 

Sir Akbar Hydari 
Sir Akbar Hydari declared that the Federation was more 

firmly entrenched than ever. He suggesied that simultaneously 

with Provincial Autonomy the Centre should be reconstructed 

on the lines of all-India Federal Centre with necessary safe

guards and reservations. He contemplated in this connection 

the constitution, as a temporary measure, of a Joint Standing 
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Committee from both HOllses of the present legislature, with 

which should be associated representatives of the Chamber of 

Princes and also of the States which had not joined that Cham
ber. 

Sir A. Hydari said that Berar must be regarded as an In

dian State ullit under the sovereignty of the Nizam. Sir A. Hy. 

dari added that, while safeguarding his rights, the Nizam did 

not wish to deny the subjects of Berar as great a measure 

of autonomy as British Indian Provinces. 

Sir G. H. Hidayatullah 
Sir G. H. Hidayatullah agreed that Provincial Autonomy 

alone would not work. He appealed to Mr. Gandhi to ,olve the 

communal problem as, if it was not settled, Mussalmans would 

resort to Civil Disobedience, with resulting chaos. Indb wei·· 

comed the adhesion of the Princes because they had accepted 

the principle of Democracy and their action would lead to a 

united India. 

Mr. M. Ramachandra Rao 
Mr. Ramachandra Rao generally agreed with the Federation 

scheme but regretted that the viewpoint of the States' p~oples 

had been inadequately considered. He appealed to the Prin

ces to make all reasonuble concessions to their "ubjects' politi

cal aspirations. 

Mr. Ramaehandra Rao drew attention to the importance of 

redistribution of the frontiers of British Indian Provinces. He 

criticised the pace of lndianisation of the Army and de

clared that Provincial Autonomy alone would not be acc'epta

ble. 

Sir P. Scthna 
Sir P. Sethna contested the view that the Confer~nce had 

failed and though he would have referred the Government to 

make their intentions known beforehand, he declared \hut the 

11 
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Round Table Conference had acquainted the British with the 

exact position in India and awakened them to a sense of their 
responsibility. 

Sir P. Sethna sounded a warning as to the disastrous con

sequences of introducing only Provincial Autonomy and hav

ing examined the proposed safeguards with regard to which he 

found some points for criticism, he said that the time had come 

for British trusteeship to cease and he was confident that it 

would cease because he relied on British fairplay and justice. 

Sir P. Sethna also entered a plea that a few members of the 

Indian Round Table Conference should be added to Burma 

Round Table Conference. 

Mr. Sher Mahomed 
Mr. Sher Mahomed dealt with Defence. He supported the 

proposed Indian Defence Committee, which should include a 

representative of the enlisted classes. He warned against im

perilling the country's safety by a reduction of the fighting 

forces. 

Referring to the proposals for opening the enlistment to all 
classes, he insisted that it was esscntial not to allow the deterio

ration of the present standard declaring that the units raised 

during the war from non-enlisted classes had proved a hopeless 

failure. Finally, he urged that ex-soldiers should enjoy the 

franchise and receive adequate representation in legislatures. 

Sardar Sampuran Singh 
Sardar Sampuran Singh drew attention to the grave econo

mic condition in India and, while agreeing with the inadvisa

bility of reducing the size and efficiency of the Army he sug

gested that retrenchment could be effected by substitutin,g the 

Indian troops for British. Sardar Sampuran Singh urged the 

necessity of restoring faith in British justice and fairness. 
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The Maharao of .Cutch 

The Maharao of Cutch said that the Federation deserved 

sympathetic consideration though the right method for the Prin

ces to enter the Federation was still to be determined. He noted 

with satisfaction the British Government's assurances that the 

rights and interests of the States and their people would be safe· 

guarded. The consideration shown to the maritime states was 

an exam;:>le that such attention would encourage the states to 

enter the Federation enthusiastically. The Princes were se

cond to none in their desire to promote India's progress but 

they adhered rigidly to the British connection. The promises 

made to India must be fulfilled. Otherwise he was afraid to 

think of the consequences but he was sure that the Govern

ment would give the right lead. 

Dr. B. S. Moonji 
Dr. Moonji contended that neither the communal failure 

nor the Princes' hesitancy constituted a bar to achieving Domi

nion Status which he had come to demand on behalf of the Maha

sabha. 

He would welcome the Princes into the Federation, but 

pending their decision a constitution for British India should be 

evolved. He expressed the opinion that the agreed solution of 

the Minorities' problem should follow on the attainment of full 

Responsible Government. 

the Lea~u" of Nations. 

Otherwise it could be referred to 

He pleaded for greater representation to the Central Pro

vince3 in the Federal Legislature. He claimed a declaration 

of Fu.,cJam~T}tal Rights for States' subjects. He criticised the 

Minoriti~s Agreement and said he was opposed to stereotyping 

Untouchability by giving the Depressed Classes separate elec

torates. 
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Mr. R. Srinivasan 
Mr. Srinivasan reiterating the demands of the Depresserl 

Classes insisted on the necessity of special representa

tion by Separate Electorates, which must not be regard

ed from the viewpoint of their effect on Hindu religion and 

society, but whether they would give the Depressed Classes 

real representation. Mr. Srinivasan complained that the claims 

of the Depressed Classes were denied recognition in some quar

ters and said that in those circumstances they were not pre

pared to support any scheme of responsible Government, but 

if they were given sufficient representation for their protec

tion they would consent to the fullest responsibility consistently 

with their safety. He added that their rights and safeguards 

must be embodied in the constitution. 

Dr. Datta 
Dr. Datta believed that representation should be by vocation 

and not by religion and upon a vocational basis the communal 

problem should be solved. The alternative was proportional re

presentation. The States should be democratised before enter

ing the Federation. The release of the Provinces from Central 

Control W3S indispensable to ensure the economic progress of 

the masses and Responsibility at Centre must be simultaneous. 

Diwan Bahadur T. Raghaviah 
Mr. Raghaviah gave the general support of Travancore, Co

chin and Pudukottah to the main principles of the Federal Com

mittee's reports, but said that there were certain points which 

required exploration and adjustment before they were decided 

finally. 

With regard to Federation he urged larger Federal Houses 

in order to provide adequate representation of the States. He 

concluded by saying that Young India demanded responsibility 
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at the centre and a Federation which would ensure that it 

would bring the two Indias into Dominions co-operation. 

Dr. Shafaat Ahmad Khan 
Dr. Shafaat Ahmed Khan explaining the abstention of 

Moslems from the debates on Defence and other vital questions 

hoped that their attitude that it was impossible to diseu.;s these 

problems until the governing problem was settled would be 

understood as indubitably right. He completely agreed with 

the principle of the Federation but thought that it would take 

a considerable time to work out. 

Meanwhile, it was essential to satisfy the legitimate clairris 

of the Provinces. Provincial Autonomy must be conferred with

out delay and immediately the Round Table Conference was 

over, machinery should be established to work out a Federal 

constitution. 

Mrs. Radhabai Subbarayan 
Mrs. Subbarayan declared that the Federal Structure Sub

Committee had made considerable advance in the develop

ment of Federation which alone could realise Indian aspirations. 

She recognised the necessity of safeguards, but begged their 

English friends to remember that galling restrictions would 

only provoke resistance. There was a strong sense of financial 

responsibility in India and some events in the present legisla

tures had constituted an abnormal reaction to the existing con

stitution. Delegates in the past few weeks had suffered tor

turing arudeties. 

Provincial Autonomy was as impracticable without a com

munal settlement as Central Responsibility. She hoped that 

the Government would not take the fatal step apprehended and 

concluded by reminding them of the necessity of safeguarding 

the interests of women. 
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Mr. Ghuznavi 
Mr. Ghuznavi declared that the Moslems would never, in 

any circumstances, accept a constitution which did not embody 

the minimum safeguards that they believed to be vital to their 

welfare. Referring to Bengal he said that the most urgent 

need was for a Government which would ensure stability and 

safety of property and the lives of law-abiding citizens. 

He was of opinion that the Federation was a distant ideal. 

Government should introduce Provincial Autonomy immediate

ly and pave the way for Central Responsibility later. 

Mr. Meher Shah 
Mr. Mehershah also asserted that Moslems would not ac

cept a constitution unless their demands were met. He said the 
time had come for Government to solve the communal prob

lem which was serious. He supported advance both at the 

Centre and in the Provinces. 

Mr. Jamal Mahomed 
Mr. Jamal Mahomed said that nobody in India would bt 

satisfied with anything less than Responsibility at the Centre, 

simultaneously with Provincial Autonomy. 

full and unrestricted control of all affairs. 

Indians demanded 

The Indian debt 

was small before the War. Its present magnItude was the re

sult of the currency policy. Indians would provide funds for 

Defence from self-interest. If internal disturbances arose In

dians would be the sufferers and naturally they would provide 

against them. He feared that military safeguards would ac

count for the taxation involved. 

Sir H. Gidney 
Sir Henry Gidney agreed that Provincial Autonomy alone 

was insufficient. He said that Anglo-Indians looked to the 

British Government for justice, for without Anglo-Indians In

dia would have waited for decades for her present develop-
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ment. He hoped that if the Conference proceedings were to 

continue in India through committees and otherwise Anglo

Indians would be represented. 

Sir H. Gidney advocated a committee of inquiry into ,he 

present unsatisfactory position of the 1. M. S., in order to re

move the distinction between Indians and British and so des

troy colour prejudice which was India's greatest curse. 

Mr. G. D. Birla 
Mr. Birla did not share the view that the Conference was 

Ci success. He said that the future Government would not 

have a shadow of control over the Finance Department. He 

doubted whether the Commerce Department would be tran,,

ferred without safeguards and pointed out that out of a 90 

crores budget 70 crores would be reserved. 

Mr. Birla emphasised the necessity of reducing expenditure 

particularly on the Army, which should be reduced at least to 

the 1913 level. Mr. Birla proceeded to press for the examina

tion of India's obligations and, referring to the demand that 

City financiers should be reassured, said that the Indian in

vestor who was not represented at the Round Table Confe

rence had equally to be considered, for he would provide money 

for future development. 

He concluded that to-morrow he might see a change of 

heart, but at present he saw no sign of it. 

He averred that the people of Berar did not desire many 

way different treatment from British Indian provinces. 

Sir P. Thakurdas 
Sir P. Thakurdas dealt with the present economic condi

tions amidst a worldwide blizzard and referred to the taxation. 

currency and Gold Standard and said that the linking of the 

rupee to gold constituted an injustice. Sir P. Thakurdas ad

vocated confining the borrowing to India, except with the au-
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thority of the Legislature. He said that there was no question 

of repudiation of debt, but no further sterling debt should be 

incurred except to meet the existing debt. England must not 

say, "Because you have our money you shall not have free

dom." 

Mr. A. Ramaswami Mudaliar 

Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar deprecated criticism of the Con

ference as unsuccessful. He referred to the handicap caused by 

the failure of the communal settlement and also said that there 

was on the present occasion a lack of the last session's driving 

force by the British Government. Mr. M udaliar said that 

"Justicites" were of opbion that it was impossible to work 

Provincial Autonomy alone. 

Sir C. Setalvad 
Sir C. Setalvad urged the difficulties in the way of a Fede

ralion, the investigation of which should not be used as a pre

text for delaying Self-Government. Any scheme for reforms 

by instalments was doomed. Minorities must be satisfied that 

the majority community would go to great lengths to reach a 

settlement. The communal question had been exaggerated. 

There was no doubt that points of agreement far outnumbered 

points of disagreement. 

Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri 
Mr. Sastri wound up the debate, which had continued with 

two brief intervals from 10-30 in the morning until 2-12 the 

next day, with a moving appeal to Mr. Gandhi not to return 

in despair to the arid fields of Non-Co-operation. 

"Yes, Mahatma, your duty hereafter is with us. You have 

acquired unparallelled reputation. Your influence is unequalled. 

Your spiritual power to command men and raise them above 

themselves is acknowledged throughout the world. Shall not 
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these great gifts be harnessed to the constructive work of the 

nation? Have you the heart still to lead your people, trustful 

and obedient, through the Valley of Humiliation if it is unne

cessary?-and I contend it is no longer necessary. The thing 

IS in our hands to-day. In your hands, more than those of 

any other single Indian, lies our future progress. We can be of 

some use. Take us in hand. With you and your chosen asso

ciates we can fashion our constitution to great ends. India will 

have cause to be truly thankful that you changed your plans 

and came here. I have read some history. British people often 

do wrong and take unwise coursps. Nevertheless, in the long 

run, they return to the ways of reason, moderation and 

me 

jus

they tice. This is one of the occasions when it seems to 

are in a most winning and admirable mood. Take them IIOW and 
victory is ours.,r 

The Premier paid a tribute to Mr. Sastri's magnificent state

ment, which showed an insight into the heart both of India 

and of Britain and "approached in that way. is bound to be ir

resistible." 

Delegates agreed amidst applause to the Premier's propo

sal to send in the name of the Conference a message to th" 

King-Emperor tendering loyal and heart-felt gratitude for fa

vour, they have again received from His Majesty adding they 

are deeply conscious of His Majesty's unfailing solicitude for 

the well-being of Princes and people of their motherlancl. They 

believe that His Majesty needs no assurance that in other parts 

of his realm there is a livelier sense of loyalty and devotion to 

His Majesty's Throne and Person. 

The Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference con

cluded its session in a setting of the same subdued en

thusiasm as last year. The Prime Minister's parting message 

of hope and his assurance of the Government's determination 

steadily to pur3ue the programme chalked out last year, brought 
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back in clear outline, the picture which some had apprehended 

had almost faded away. 

Queen Anne's drawing room, in which the last Plenary Ses

sion was held, was packed with delegates, distinguished visito.·s 

and representatives of the press. 

A large number of visitors and Press correspondente we~e 

also accommodated in the adjoining room, listening in to the 

speeches through loud speakers. 

Precisely at 11-:30 a.m., the Prime Mimst~r rose to addreS' 

the Conference and read the statement, which had the full au

thority of the Cabinet. He spoke for 35 minutes. 

The speech was punctuated with cheers, particularly the 

announcement of the Frontier into a Gov"rnor's Province and 

the appointment of Committees in India to implement work of 

the Conference. His personal appeal to the communities to 

settle differences without the intervention of the Gover'nment 

made a deep impression and when the curtain was rung down 

on this year's session, wide expression was given by the dele

gates to the feeling of personal debt of gratitude to th~ Prime' 

Minister, who had laboured most heroically to bring the Con

ference to a successful close. 

The announcement that the Conference was "adjourned" 

was regarded as significant, several leading delegates remarking 

that the Conference had ended under good auspices. 

The full text of the Prime Minister's speech is given in the 

Appendix. 

CHAPTER XV 
PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY 

THE general elections and the consequent change 
in the position of the respective parties in England. 
exerted a very adverse effect on the progress of the 
Round Table Conference. The Labour party which 
was, to the best of its ability, consistently in India's fa
vour, had suddenly lost its foothold and found itself in 
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a very small minority after the elections. The general 
election was fought more on class lines, than on impor
tant issues of political policy. Most of the wealth, orga
nisation and social influence were ranged on one side, 
while the working classes were divided among them
selves, a certain section electing to follow the lead of 
the Prime Minister. During the whole elections, no 
mention was made about India 'by any party. This 
glaring omission,-especially at a time when the repre
sentatives of entire India were present in London en
gaged in a most momentous discussion vitally affecting 
both India and England, on the satisfactory conclusion 
of which depended the future welfare of Britain to a 
great extent-was noted with grave misgivings by the 
leaders of the Indian delegation. 

Indian Leaders' Statement 

The fear entertained by the Indian leaders, was jus .. 
tified soon after the formation of the new National Gov
ernment. Strong rumours began to float that the Gov
ernment had decided to wind up the Conference after 
announcing the immediate grant of Provincial Auto
nomy leaving the main question of responsibility at the 
centre and Federation to later discussions in India. This 
rum our, though at first denied by the Government, la
ter on became so persistent as to make the Indian lead
ers believe in its truth. A few of the Round Table 
delegates were also found to support this decision. The 
Indian leaders, meanwhile, to prevent any irrevokable 
decision on the part of the Cabinet regarding the ques
tion, issued a statement signed by Sir Tej Bahadur Sa
pru, Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, Sir Cowasji Jehangir, Sir 
P. Sethna, Mrs. Subbarayan, Mr. V. S. Srinivasa Sas
tri, Mr. Ramachandra Rao. Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar, 
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Mr. Jadhav, Mr. Tambe, Mr. Joshi, Mr. Jayakar, Mr. 
Giri and Mr. Shiva Rao. 

The statement was as follows: 
"It is our considered opinion that no political party of any 

standing in India will in the slightest degree favour the intro

duction of Provincial Autonomy as the first instalment, with a 

mere promise of establishing responsibility on a Federal basis 

In future. The Conference was not called for this purpose. 

"None of us would have taken the trouble to come to Eng

land to achieve merely Provincial Autonomy, which, indeed, 

was recommended by the Simon Commission's report. We think 

In the first place that no genuine Provincial Autonomy can 

be established without Responsibility at the Centre. 

"Even if it could be established we are clearly of opinion 

that no party in India will be prepared to take it, and if it is in

tended to rely on the support of any particular. class or any 

minority among the people of India for the working of Pro

vincial Autonomy then we think that the position, instead of 

being improved, will become one of great complexity and insta

bility and give rise to a situation which, in the best interests 

of both the countries, must be avoided. 

"If His Majesty's Government. intend to take this step it 

must be under3tood that it will not be with .our consent but 

that it is wholly conL-ary to our advice and the Government 

must prepare to take full and sole responsibility for their action. 

"We claim early fulfilment of the declaration of His Ma

jesty's Government made on 19th January last which was ex

plicitly reaffirmed only a few days ago by the Prime Minister 

on behalf of the National Government. 

"Mere reiteration of it in a fresh declaration or in the pre

amble of a Bill for Provincial Autonomy leaving the establish

ment of Responsibility at the Centre to some future date will 

receive no support from us and will be strongly resented in 
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India as a complete breach of faith and as wholly inadequate 

to the needs of the country." 

Moslems Fall in Line 
In the debate which followed In the Federal Struc

ture Committee regarding Government's policy the 
British Labour delegation was warmly supported by 
the Indian leaders in their condemnation of the Pro
vincial Autonomy scheme without Central Responsibi
lity. Even the Moslem delegates, who were still de
clining to take active part in the proceedings, express
ed their disapproval of the mere Provincial Autonomy 
Scheme. Mr. Jinnah speaking on behalf of the Mos
lems stated that 

"Mussalmans also feel that mere Provincial Autonomy will 

not command the support of better minds in India, but remem

b~r also that no constitution will be acceptable to Mussalmans 

unless their demands "re complied with." 

The European group also endorsed the same view. 

Mr. Gavin Jones on behalf of the Europeans said that they 

stood by the principles agreed at the last session. He did not 

think that a measure dealing with Provinc;al Autonomy would 

be adequate. 

Sir S. Hoare's Reply 
Sir Samuel Hoare in reply pointed out the difficulty of the 

problems and said, "a number of problems which it had been 

hoped would be solved this year had not yet been solved. In 

view of this fact the Government had been considering most 

carefully the grave issues and when we ask you to come and 

consult us we ask because we wish to hear your views and not 

because we have already made up our minds."' 

"1 shall convey to the Premier the views expressed by seve-

ral influential members. They all expressed one view, no 
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doubt a very weighty view, but it is obvious that even upon the 

kind of questions we have been discussing this morning there is 

no unanimity, even t.hough this morning's speeches are unani

mous. What I undertake to do is to see that the views ex

pressed will immediately receive the very careful attention of 

the Premier." 

Lord Sankey Thanked 
The Federal Structure Committee had finished its 

labours. The draft reports on the various vital ques
tions discussed, were approved of in principle. There 
was a general agreement exhibited by the delegates on 
the solution of all the questions excepting the commu
nal one which prevented the Moslem delegates from 
taking their full share in the debates. However, the 
Moslems falling in line with the other sections on the 
question of Provincial Autonomy was considered as a 
great gain. 

As Lord Sankey was about to declare the proceed
ings ended, Mr. Sastri said, 
that he must first express the delegates' feelings of utmost 

confidence in Lord Sankey. The Committee's work had been 

of the greatest importance and although there had sometimes 

been sharp dilIerenccs a most wonderful spirit of cordiality had 

prevailed on all sides. This was largely secured by the abso

lute impartiality of the Chairman, who never allow~d the ideal 

of a united integral India to fade from their minds and for that 

as well as other reasons, they were deeply indebted to him. 

They could never wish in similar circumstances to have greater 

good fortune than to have a chairman of Lord Sankey's type 

and character. 

Other speakers including Sir T. B. Sapru, Mr. Jinnah, the 

Nawab of Bhopal on behalf of the Princes and Mrs. Subbara-
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yan wannly thanked Lord Sankey for his able conduct of the 

proceedings. 

Lord Sankey's Reply 
Lord Sankey. who was obviously deeply moved, 

c<mfessed that he was very much touched. He said that he 

thought Civil Servants should have the chief share of any praise. 

He mentioned in this connection that, since the last session he 

had been presiding over Committees of seven or eight civil ser

vants which discussed questions which came before the Fede-

ral Structure Sub-Committee. They held scores of meetings 

and produced memorandums of the greatest possible assistance. 

Lord Sankey continued that his task though diffi
cult, had been very pleasant. He added: 

"I want to say this that, first and last and for all time. I 

favour a Federal India. 1 am not going to desert you. 1 am 

going to take good care that nobody deserts you and do not 

think that anyone desires to do so. In my view a Federal 

India is not only possible but probable and the sooner we sa

tisfy your aspirations. the better for everybody." 

"1 am not going to say goodbye. I hope, I shall meet you 

again somewhere, some day and hope that I shall be one of the 

first to congratulate India on achieving what I know to be its 

ambition, what I know will bring peace and prosperity lit last. 

I thank you." (Loud applause.) 

The proceedings then terminated. 

CHAPTER XVI 

DEBATE IN PARLIAMENT 

AT the Plenary Session of the Round Table Confe
rence the Prime Minister made a statement explaining 
the policy of the Government with regard to the Con
ference and the Indian demand as expressed by the 
delegates during the proceedings. His statement was 
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governed to a large extent by the results of the private 
conversations which he carried on with the leaders of 
the various delegations rather than on the actual views 
expressed by the delegates during the Conference. 

Very strong pressure was brought to bear on the 
Prime Minister by a section of the Conservative mem
bers of Parliament led by Mr. Winston Churchill to 
have a debate in the Commons before the speech at the 
Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference sum
ming up of the results of the session and restating the 
Government's policy was delivered. Mr. Bracken, a 
Conservative member asked for an undertaking from the 
Prime Minister that no statement of the Government's 
future policy on India would be given before first ob
taining the approval of Parliament. But Mr. MacDo
nald declined to give any such undertaking. 

Premier's Motion 
On December 1st, a paper setting out the Govern

ment's policy on Indian affairs was circulated to the 
members of Parliament. On 2nd December, the Pre
mier moved the following motion on Indian policy in 
the Commons. 

"That this House approves the Indian policy 01 His Ma

jesty's Government as set out in the Command Paper (Indian 

Round Table Conference) presented to Parliament on Decem

ber 1." 

Mr. MacDonald referred to the various pledges 
given to India first by Queen Victoria and then by her 
successors and also by the successive Prime Ministers 
and said that the time had come to fulfil those pledges. 
He referred further to the Government of India Act 
of 1919 and the Simon Commission and traced the gra
dual growth of the idea of the Round Table Confe-
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renee. He emphasised that the expression "gradual 
development'· r::ust not be interpreted by the House 
as something i l could fulfil at its own leisure. Those 
words, he said must be interpreted to mean that the 
House was vigilantly and carefully watching the pro
gress of affairs in India and when the right time ar
rived, to increase the amount of self-government that 
India enjoyed. He also observed that the political ca
pacity of India was solid, widespread and had enor
mously increased during recent years. He referred 
to his attempts to solve the communal problem and his 
failure and observed that the non-solution of the com
munal problem must not be considered as a bar to fur
ther progress in India's political development. 

Sir S. Hoare's Speech 

Sir S. Hoare in a lengthy but powerful speech ex
plained more clearly the Government's policy than was 
done by Mr. MacDonald. His speech was clear and un
ambiguous and gave out the exact position of the Gov
ernment on Indian policy. He said, 

that the pledge given in last January by the Labour Govern

ment must be fulfilled. He was of the opinion that phrase~ 

and gen"ralit ;es often mislead people both Indian and English. 

He did not attach much value to such phrases as "Dominion 

Status" and "Central Responsibility" but will consider the ac

tual facts, as these phrases are interpreted one way by some 

and another way by others. Regarding Safeguards, he said 

that they were not shackles on India's liberty but necessary 

stays without which the new Indian constitution would lack sta

bility. 

12 
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Sir S. Hoare, was constantly interrupted in the course of 

his speech by Mr. Winston Churchill, who proposed an amend

ment to the Premier's motion as follows: 

"Provided also that the Government's policy effectively 

safeguards British trade with and in India from adverse pr~

judicial discrimination; further provided that no extension of 

SelI-Government in India at this juncture shall impair the ul

timate responsibility of Parliament for peace, order and good 

Government in the Indian Empire." 

Result of the Debate 
Sir John Simon, Sir Austin Chamberlain, Mr. Lansbury. 

Mr. Baldwin, Miss Eleanor Rathbone and others spoke oppos

ing the amendment and supported the Premier's motion. 

Mr. Churchill's amendment was defeated by 369 votes to 43. 

Mr. MacDonald's motion was carried without a division 

only a few Labourite Left Wingers standing up to oppose it. 

Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Maxton, Mr. Kirkwood and Mr. Mc

Govern had given notice of an amendment urging the Govern

ment to restore full Independence to India but there was no 

time for moving it as the debate automatically ended at 11 p.m. 

CHAPTER XVII 

THE LORDS' DEBATE 

ON 8th December, Lord Lothian, on behalf of the 
Goverrunent, moved a resolution in the House of Lords 
for the approval of Government's Indian policy. 

In the course of his speech, he said that in the long run, re

pression was no remedy and political discontent required a poli

tical cure. He then proceeded to review Indian policy since 1917. 

He believed that Mr. MacDonald's statement commanded the 

agreement of the great mass of responsible opinion in India. 

"If we went faster, we would imperil the structure of the 

Indian Government and therefore the peace, liberty and the secu-
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rity of the Indian people. If we went slower we would be depriv

ed of the consent and the co-operation of Indians without which 

the policy of 1917 could not be realised. 

"The Round Table Conference would re-assemble in some 

form and thereafter Government would present a draft constitu

tion for the consideration of Parliament." 

Lord Lloyd's Amendment 
Lord Lloyd in moving criticised the White Paper as danger

ously vague and said if all the safeguards were effective, responsi

bility would be a mere shadow while if real responsibility was 

introduced the safeguards would be worthless. 

Lord Sankey 
Lord Sankey declared that the British record in India had 

. stood the test of time. He paid a tribute to British achievements 

in many spheres and said that as a result of the British policy of 

ordered evolution, a body of educated and cultured opinion, nur

tured in British political ideals and sharing British political ambi

tion was to-day pressing for a further step along a road which it 

Was ready to tread with us. He was convinced that Govern

ment's policy would produce a happy and contented India and 

appealing to Lord Lloyd to withdraw the amendment as likely 

to excite suspicion in India, expressed the opinion that only 

India's doubt of Britain's sincerity could prevent success and 

nothing would more effectively dispel such a doubt than the 

House of Lords' unopposed affirmation of the Government's dec

laration. Concluding he said. "a niggardly advance would mean 

chaos in India. The present opportunity may never recur. Let 

us seize it. H 

Other Members 

The Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Lord Lytton, Lord Snell, Lord Peel, 

Lord Reading. 
The Marquis of 
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Zetland, Lord Hailsham, Lord Islington and some others 
supported the motion, while Lords Lamington, Sumner, 
Brentford, Salisbury and others supported the amend
ment. Lord Middleton moved for an adjournment of 
the debate. 

Lord Irwin 
Lord Irwin, in a maiden speech, declared that the Round 

Table Conference had abundantly vindicated the conferenc .. 

method and he had not the slightest doubt that the chances of a 

solution of the great Imperial problem had been immeasurably 

advanced by giving India the right to be joint architect of her 

constitution. Lord Irwin agreed that it would be a folly to 

underestimate the immense difficulties, but it would equally be a 

folly to underestimate the amount of common ground achieved 

by the Round Table Conference. 

Lord Irwin did not doubt that Parliament was prepared to 

give whatever powers appeared necessary against terrorists or 

any potential resumption of civil trouble, but pointed out the 

futility of mere repression as a remedy for political discontent 

and said that· only a Government that was able to convince 

reasonable mzn that it was pursuing vigorously and determined

ly with a real intention to achieve a constructive policy aiming 

at an agreement could appeal for their support if it was compelled 

to employ severe measures in other directions. 

Lord Irwin proceeded to argue that it was a profound mis

take to treat the Indian difficulty as the work of an insignificant 

minority. He revealed that before the beginning of civil dis

obedience, he consulted experienced men in India on the possi

bility of treating the situation by inaugurating such a rigid repres

sion as would create "a desert which we should then call peace," 

"I'he steps examined included suppression not only the Press and 

public speech and the closing of the Councils, but he had always 

returned to the conclusion that it would lead to retrogression and 
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not to progress. Therefore th<,y had to turn their minds to a 

well constructed agreement. 

Revolt of the East 
Referring to Lord Lloyd's speech, Lord Irwin said: 

Lord Lloyd had referred to a litter of paper constitutions in 

eastern countries, but were they not to learn anything from the 

stirrings in Turkey, Iraq, Persia, China and Japan which had 

manifested themselves in different ways? He believed it was a 

profound delusion to treat the events in India as the work of a 

minority which, firmly and effectively handled, would fade away 

and give no more trouble. He expressed the opinion that if a 

system of political democracy did not suit India, once she was 

allowed freedom to choose she would evolve the necessary varia

,tions, He welcomed the fact that the Prime Minister's statement 

,had raised British policy above fear of infraction by political 

accidents. 

Result 
The Earl of Middleton's motion for the adjourrunent of the 

debate on the Government's Indian policy was defeated by 106 

votes to 58. 
The Government's motion approving of their Indian policy 

was agreed to. 

Lord Lloyd did not press his amendment to a division. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

THE STATES' PEOPLES' DELEGATION 

ON September 14th the Working Committee of the 
Indian States' Peoples Conference passed a resolution 
appointing Prof. Abhyankar and Amrithlal D. Shet as 
members of their de-legation to proceed to England and 
put forward their minimum demands before the Round 
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-Table delegates. The delegation sailed on the 19th by 
the S. S. Kaisar-i-Hind. 

Their Work in London 
The work of the delegation in London may be ga

thered from an extract from a cable despatched by them 
to the Publicity Officer, Indian States' Peoples Confe
rence at Ranpur, dated October 23rd : 

"The delegation did important propaganda this week about 

the Federal Court, demanding safeguards for the protection of 
States Peoples' fundamental rights. The delegation demanded 

that a provision should be made in the Federal constitution 

enabling the States peoples to proceed against their States if the 

Federal law of fundamental rights is violated. 

"Four members of the Round Table Conference, as also 

Mahatmaji, have promised strongly to support this demand. 

Mahatmaji reiterated his promise to remain adamantine on our 

three demands and would break the Conference if necessary for 

the same. 

"Lord Olivier, who shows great interest in the States' Peoples' 

problem. promised to raise a debate for States Peoples in the House 

of Lords. The Princes and British Indians are agreed on the 

financial proposals based on Mahatmaji's formula, which suggests 

the status quo at present and the consent of the States to be 

obtained when the new taxation is necessary. Though the Princes 

are agreed, Moslem members want the States to be taxed from 

the start. Negotiations therefore are proceeding for the final 

decision. The States are agreed to accept the Federal Court's 

jurisdiction in the case of violation of the Federal laws. 

"Dewan Bahadur Ramachandra Rao has agreed to place before 

the Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference the minimum 

demands of the States Peoples as embodied in the resolution of 

the third session of the Indian States People's Conference." 
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Prof. Abhyankar's Views 

On return of the delegation to India, Prof. Abhyan
kar, interviewed by the correspondent of the Hindu re
garding the result of their mission said among other 
things, 

It was not possible to get any sympathetic hearing from the 

Conservative leaders. The British Indian leaders were already 

committed to their views expressed in the last session of the Fede

ral Structural Committee. They however saw some who were 

newly appointed to the Committee. They saw Mr. Lansbury and 

Lord Olivier who promised to help when the Government mea

sure would be before Parliament. Dr. Laski also promised his 
support when anything definite was placed before the public by 

Goverrunent. 

Gandhiji's Advice 
They were strictly following the advice of Mahatma Gandhi 

and as he did not favour any public agitation either in the Press or 

on the platform their work lay only in lobbying important people. 

Mahatmaji believes that we should not close the door of negotia

tions with the Princes and embarrass him by an open agitation 

against the Princes. We were under restrain so to speak and 

had to work. We sent three statements to the Lord Chancellor 

on the Federal Court, on the fundamental rights to the States' 

people and on the representation on the Federal legislature." 

Attitude of Princes 

Regarding the attitude of the Princes' delegation Mr.Abhyan

kar said they were quite hostile to our aspiration. They strongly 

insisted on sending their nominees to both the Houses of the 

Federal legislatures. The question of fundamental rights did not 

come up for discussion. 
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Sir Mirza M. Ismail 
Sir Mirza Ismail. the distinguished Dewan of Mysore con

sented to agree to giving the right of appeal to the States' peopk 

to the Federal Court. Sir Ismail also wished the States to send 

~epresentatives of the people at least to the popular House. Sir 

Ismail in addition did a great service to the second and third class 

States. by rigidly insisting on the appointment of an independent 

committee to distribute seats between the various States, Sir 

Ismail's proposals about the Upper Chamber were very thought

iul and would serve to remove many of the anomalies that would 

be created by excessive weightages and nominees of the Princes. 

Mahatma favou.-ed ~his proposal. if at all any Upper House was 

,devised. 

Confidence in Congress 
If any workable constitution is evolved and to which 

Mahatmaji agrees we are confident that he would insist on the 

representation of the States' people, on fundamental rights be

ing guaranteed to them in the constitution and on giving the 

jurisdiction to the supreme court to protect them. He has 

reassured us of his undoubted support in this respect. In the 

absence of the support of any other British Indian political par

ties, U,is sympathy with our cause of the sole representative of 

the Indian National Congress is very encouraging and our ap

peal to the Working Committee of the Congress has not proved 

in vain. 

CHAPTER XIX 

THE CURRENCY QUESTION 

EVER since the suspension of the gold standard m 
England and following that event, the linking of the 
rupee with the sterling, Indian financiers, businessmen 
and members of the Assembly have been protesting 
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against the act as being inimical to the best interests 
of India. Leading Indian members of the Round Table 
delegation determined to make every effort possible to 
persuade the Secretary of State for India to alter his 
decision on the Currency question of India. Sir Samuel 
Hoare on the other hand, wanted to convince the 
Indian delegates about the fairness and soundness of 
his decision on the question. 

Sir S.· Hoare's Speech 
In the course of a speech delivered before the mem

bers of the Federal Structure Committee on the gold 
-crisis in Britain, on the very day of the suspension of 
the gold standard, Sir Samuel Hoare after briefly nar
rating the events which led to the decision referred to 
its effects on India and said, 

"I feel a special responsibility in this crisis for India. Since 

the fixing of the rupee by statute at ISd. sterling has until to-day 

been synonymous with gold and for all practical purposes the 

stability of the Indian exchange has been based on sterling as 

Indian trade is financed through sterling. The greater part of 

Indian's external obligations is in terms of sterling. To follow 

gold and so increase the sterling value of the rupee at this junc

tIDe is, I am sure, you will agree, out of the question." 

"It has therefore been decided to maintain the present cur

rency standard on a sterling basis. I am satisfied that this is the 

right course for India and is most conducive to Indian interests. 

l'he Government of India will, accordingly, continue the policy 

under which stability in terms of sterling has in the past been 

secured." 

Various meetings were held at the India Office with 
a view to discuss the question more elaborately and ar
rive at a common agreement in which the leading Round 
Table delegates including the Rulers of Bikaner and 
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Bhopal, Sir Akbar Hydari, Sir Mirza Ismail, The Aga 
Khan, Sir T. B. Sapru, Sir Mahomed Shafi, Mahatma 
Gandhi, Mr. A. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Sirdar Ujjal 
Singh. Mr. Jinnah, Sir M. Dadabhoy, Sir P. Sethna and 
Mr. Benthall were present. At some later meetings, 
Pandit Malaviya, Sir P. Thakurdas and Mr. Birla were 
also present. The discussions ranged over a wide field 
and the searching questions put by the Indian delegates 
were answered by Sir Henry Strakosh, the financial 
expert. 

Gandhiji on Currency 
Gandhiji clinched the issues by demanding answers regard

ing the desperate condition of the agriculturists owing to the 

unthinkable fall in prices compelling them to sell jewellery and 

pay taxes and the money lenders. He asked why price stimula

tion through the fall of gold value should be arrested by the 

rupee being pegged to the sterling and how the Government pro

posed to relieve the agriculturist by a proper currency and fiscal 

policy. 

It was admitted that the fall in the rupee below lSd. was pre

vented, a rise above was not prevented and that so far steps :,ad 

not been taken to prevent the export of private gold. 

Thakurdas and Birla 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas pointed out that the last Cur

rency Commission had recorded a preference for the Gold Ex

change Standard. 

Sir H. Strakosh replied that it was then never contemplate( 

that so many countries would abandon the Gold Standard. 

Mr. Birla maintained that the rupee was not strictly linked 

with the sterling since the Government of India did not accept 

sterling against rupees as the result of which, though the rupee 

could not fall below 15. 6d. it theoretically could rise above. Gold 
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was exported as the result of the Government of India's buying 
price being below the world price. 

Sir Henry Strakosh maintained that India would have to 

export gold to meet her liabilities whatever her currency system, 

to which it was pointed out that Britain had stopped the export 

of gold and it was explained that the remedy lay in stimulating 

exports and discouraging imports. 

Sir H. Strakosh instanced the results of the heavy deprecia

tion of other currencies and pointed out that debtors and those 

with capital abroad gained, but wage-earners lost while India 

would have to pay more in respect of her sterling liabilities. 

Though the subject was discussed in all its bear
ings together with the allied problems of debt, taxa
tion, finance, etc.. all of which resulted in a more or 
less satisfactory solution, the currency problem alone 
could not obtain a satisfactory solution. The subject 
was also ventilated at other meetings. as for instance, 
when Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar addressed a select 
group of Commons members interested in Indian finance 
and currency questions explained, 

"How Indian currency was at Whitehall's mercy and how 

Indian advice in successive currency commissions had been re

jected and stressed the need for a currency free of official control." 

CHAPTER XX 

GANDHIJI'S OTHER ACTIVITIES 

MAHATMAJI'S attendance at the Round Table Con
ference formed only a small part of his activities in 
England. He spent more time in interviewing mem
bers of the Government and other leading personages 
in England. A good part of his time was also devot
ed to unofficial meetings with the other delegates to the 
Conference for discussing various outstanding questions 
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.including the communal one. The short intervals that 
ensued in the midst of his Conference duties were de
·voted to vi:-iting various places of interest in England 
.where he freely mixed with representatives of all clas
ses of people in the country. Inspite of his "strange" 
.political opinions, with which none in England, nor 
many among the Round Tablers seemed to be in ag
reement, he was received wherever he went with the ut
most kindness and hospitality. The crowds mobbed 
.him in the streets wherever he was found. The members 
of the Government treated him with the utmost defe
rence. He was invited to the Buckingham Palace to 
a party given to the Round Table delegates where he 
went with his loin-cloth on and had a few minutes' con
versation with Their Majesties the King and Queen. 
Mahatmaji was deeply impressed by the universal kind
.ness with which he was received in England. 

Visit of Charlie Chaplin 
The strangest visitor he came across in England, 

with whom he could hDve had absolutely nothing in 
common was, the world-famous comedian of the ril.ms. 
Charlie Chaplin, and it was stranger still to know that 
Mahatmaji had never heard his name before. The come
dian, however, suited himself to the scene and gail:; 
chatted with Gandhiji on the subject, it is reported, of 
the good or evil of machines. Chaplin sat for a while with 
Gandhiji, prayed with him on the carpet and then went 
away immensely pleased. 

Visit to Manchester 
Mahatma Gandhi, the most uncompromlsmg advo

cate of the boycott of foreign cloth in India, paid a vi
sit to Manchester, the biggest centre of the trade where 
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he was received with a friendly warmth which was 
truly remarkable. He met mill-owners and operatives 
and in informal talks gave expression to his views re-' 
garding India's future trade in foreign doth. He dis
pelled any hopes which they might have had of regain
ing their former trade with India, but he, at the same 
time assured them that there was nothing to prevent 
India giving a preference to Manchester doth of such 
qualities as she may desire to import from abroad. 

Eton, Oxford & Cambridge 
Gandhiji visited the famous educational centres of 

Britain, notably Eton, Oxford and Cambridge, where he' 
was warmly welcomed by professors with whom he 
talked on various topics. He also addressed various 
student organisations on the trend of current politics. 

Rf"ception by London Indians 
The Indian resident~ of London, compnsmg most

ly of merchanis and students gave separate receptions 
to Gandhiji where he addressed them chiefly on politi
cal matters. He also advised the Indian students as 
to how they should fashion their life and conduct con
sistent with their national dignity and self-respect. In 
a reception arranged for him at the Guildhouse, Lon-' 
don, Gandhiji was presented with a purse containing 
£575 by the Indian community of which £400 was 
said to have been collected by the Indian Chamber of 
Commerce. 

Visits to Celebrities 
Among the noted celebrities whom Gandhiji visited 

in England were Mr. George Bernard Shaw, Mr. Arthur 
Henderson and Mr. Lloyd George. Gandhiji had about 
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three hours talk with Mr. Lloyd George. He met Col. 
Maddock, the famous English Surgeon, who saved his 
life by performing a difficult operation on him for ap
pendicities while he was last in Yerrawadda Jail in 
1924. He also met Lord Irwin with whom he no doubt 
had a detailed talk on the political situation. 

Prof. Einstein's Message 
Gandhiji received a message from Prof. Einstein. 

the great German Scientist and Philosopher as fol
lows: 

"You have shown by all you have done that we 
can achieve the ideal even without resorting to violence. 
We can conquer those votaries of violence by the non
violent method. Your example will inspire and help 
humanity to put an end to a conflict based on violence 
with international help and co-operation guaranteeing 
peace to the world. 

"With this expression of my devotion and admira
tion I hope to be able to meet you face to face." 

Meeting with Prelates 
Gandhiji paid a visit to Canterbury, the residence 

of the Archbishop and famous for its Cathedral. He was 
the guest of Dean Johnson. He had very cordial con
versation with the Archbishop and several other Bi
shops. He also attended evening service at the Cathe
dral. 

Gandhiji's Birthday 
Gandhiji's birthday the 2nd of October was cele

brated by the Independent Labour Party, the Gandhi 
Society and the Congress League with a fruitarian din
ner, to which he was invited. About 300 people were 
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present. A spinning wheel was presented to him on be
half of thosE' present. 

. Visit to other Places 

Besides the above, Gandhiji visited various other 
places in England, chief of them being Chichester. Not
tingham and Birmingham. He also visited the Isling
ton Dairy Show, where, the goat which was feeding 
him with milk and which had been named after him 
won the first prize. 

Other Visitors 

Mrs. Robeson, wife of the celebrated Negro actor 
Paul Robeson visited Gandhiji and had a few minutes' 
talk with him. Mrs. Ghose, wife of Mr. Sailendranath 
Ghose, President of the American Section of the In
dian National Congress and her two daughters, Miriam 
Ghose and Lilavati Ghose aged seven and four years 
respectively, called on Mahatmaji and invited him to 
America. But Gandhiji regretfully declined the proposal. 

Other Addresses 

Gandhiji addressed various other meetings in Eng
land, chief among them being the Temperance Council, 
Peace Workers' meeting, the School Students' Union and 
the Postal Workers' Union. He gave an impressive 
rendering to the Columbia Gramophone Company of his 
reflections on the existence of God which lasted six and 
a half minutes. He broadcasted a message to America 
on the very day of his arrival in England a newspaper 
extract of which is given below: 

"Hitherto nations had fought like brutes. But Indians felt 

that the law governing brute creation was not the law that 
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should guide the human race. He would personally wait, if 

necessary for ages rather than seek to attain freedom of In

dia by bloody means. The world was sick to death of blood

spilling and he flattered himself with the belief that perhaps it 

would be the privilege of India to show the world the way out. 

He invited all the great nations of the earth heartily to 

co-operate with India in her mighty struggle. He expressed 

deep humiliation that Hindus and Moslems were flying at each 

other's throats and Hindus regarded millions of their own kin 

as "Untouchable." He emphasised that in the struggle for 

self-purification Indians had assigned the foremost place to the 

removal of the curse of Untouchability, the attainment of na

tional unity and the abolition of the curse of drink. 

He appealed to the conscience of the world on behalf of 

the semi-starved millions of India." 

Foreign Invitations 
Gandhiji received pressing invitations from CIVIC. 

social and religious organisations from America, France, 
Germany. Italy. Palestine, Egypt, Hungary and Den
mark. 

The Rev. J. H. Holmes cabled to Gandhiji to post
pone his visit to America. 

American Negroes also pressed upon Gandhiji an 
invitation to visit them. 

CHAPTER XXI 

GANDHIJI'S RETURN 

As had already planned, Mahatmaji was to have 
visited various countries in Europe after the close of 
the Round Table Conference before reaching India. He 
had received invitations from several organisations
political, social, religious, temperance and humanita
rian-as well as from famous savants, from various 
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countries in Europe, most of which, if not all, Mahat
maji was willing to accept. But, as regards to Ame
rica, he had no intention of visiting that country inspite 
of numerous invitations. and though as a matter of fact, 
appreciation about the Mahatma appeared to have been 
greater in that country than in any other. His reason 
for declining to visit America was not definitely known 
but it was thought it might have been due to the Rev. 
J. H. Holmes' early warning to Mahatmaji not to visit 
America at that time. 

As it afterwards happened, Mahatmaji's proposed 
tour of Europe had also to be curtailed considerably in 
consequence of messages received by him from India, 
according to which, though his presence was desired in 
this country, it was left to his option whether to return 
immediately or not. But Mahatmaji decided on re
turning quickly. 

Return Programme 
Gandhiji had eventually decided to leave England 

on the 5th December, when all functions connected with 
the Round Table Conference would have been over. 
Reaching the continent by the cross channel boat, he 
would spend the remaining part of that day at Paris and 
thence proceed to Switzerland. In Switzerland, Mahat
maji intended to stay with Romain Roland at his beau
tiful country residence at Villeneuve for a few days and 
afterwards proceed through Italy, via Rome to Brindisi 
and embark on board the S. S. Pilsna reaching Bombay 
on the 28th. A flying visit to Cairo in the course of 
his voyage was also included in his programme. 
On the Eve of Departure 

On the day previous to his departure, Gandhiji 
had a long interview first with the Prime Minister and 

13 
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afterwards with Sir Samuel Hoare. He also had PrI
vate interviews with leading delegates to the Round 
Table Conference in the course of which it was under
stood that the future work of the Round Table Commit
tees were discussed. Pandit Malaviya and Mrs. Saro
jini Naidu decided to stay in London for some more 
time. 

Departure 

On the morning of the day of his departure from 
England, Mahatmaji rose as usual at 4 a.m. and after 
attending to his morning routine, went through the touch
ing ceremony of leave-taking with the inmates of King
sley Hall. Neighbours crowded the streets and wish
ed him bon voyage. He drove direct to Victoria Sta
tion at 8-30 a.m. Gandhiji's staff had already ar>rived 
at the platform to see that all arrangements were:iij>ffi
plete. A large number of friends, both Indiar11 and 
English had gathered at the station among whomrfcere 
Messrs. Sell Gupta, Horace Alexander, Reginali E'y-

o Ie 
nolds, Polak, Lansbury, Dr. Datta and Pandit Ma PRya. 
Mrs. Naidu was to accompany Gandhiji up to FoIl .. :hne. 
As the train steamed out of the platform, Mahatm~Fltnd 
party stood at the carriage window and smiling ac
knowledged the cheers and cries of "Bande Mat elm" 
and "Gandhi-ki-Jai", enthusiastically raised b his c 
friends on the platform. It was noted that a rge .v, 
number of Gandhi caps were worn by Gandhiji's hi Ids . er 
at the platform both Indian and English. )sehe 

,a. 
P . M I/O' artmg essage .ion . 

On arrival at Folkstone, Mahatmaji was aanithe ,). 
the station master, who accompanied him to thl'lril°lln
nel steamer on which he imm",diately embarke( a r5. 
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Naidu returned to London. In a parting message to 
the British people, Mahatmaji said to Reuter: 

"1 am glad to be returning to India, but sorry to have to 

leave England. That is my happy condition". "The English 

people should believe me" continued Gandhiji "when I say that, 

if it falls to my lot to fight them, I will be engaged in a fight 

never out of hatred, but most surely out of love, even as I have 

fought some of my dearest relations. Hence, I am determined 

to make every effort to continue co-operation as far as it is 

·consistent with national self-respect. 

Gandhiji added that he had always asked Indians to fight 

for liberty without hatred against the English. As the result 

of his visit to England, he felt it more incumbent on him now 

to impress on his fellow-countrymen that they should have no 

bitterness against the English." 

Welcome at Paris 

Paris, the gayest city of the world, turned out at its 
best to welcome heartily the ascetic of India. On the 
station, Mahatmaji was met by members of the Indian 
community and a posse of police at the head of the Com
missioner, who escorted him walking arm in arm, 
through the surging crowd. After facing a battery of 
cameras, Mahatmaji drove straight to the Hotel at St. 
Lazare, where he put up during his few hours' stay in 
the gay capital. He was in much demand during that 
short interval to attend various functions arranged in 
his honour all of which he fulfilled. He addressed a 
meeting largely composed of youths, in the course of 
which he urged upon the French to study the Indian 
Independence movement based on truth and non-vio
lence, 
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With Romain Roland 
"Villa Lionette," the picturesque country house of 

Romain Roland situated on a poetic spot overlooki.ng the 
little town of Villeneuve on the extremity of Lake Ge
neva was prepared several days beforehand to accom
modate Mahatmaji for a few days on his return to In
dia. Mahatmaji was extremely glad to accept the hos
pitality of Romain Roland, one of the most famous of 
savants and pacifists in Europe. Though it was not cus
tomary in Switzerland to milk goats at that time of the 
year, M. Roland had persuaded the peasants to break 
their tradition in order to supply Mahatmaji with milk. 
Keeping Villeneuve as his headquarters, Mahatmaji 
made short excursions to Lausanne and Geneva and 
also visited some Swiss villages and studied the condi
tions of their life. 

At Lausanne 
Speaking at Lausanne to a crowded audience at the 

Town Hall, Gandhiji said: 
"Europe was suffering from a malady caused by the burden 

of armaments and most countries were on the verge of moral 

and material bankruptcy". 

He continued that the contagion had spread to Asia, but 

hope was coming from India, which was endeavouring to se

cure independence by pacific means. He invited his hearers to 

study the movement impartially and critically "and if you con

clude that the movement is conducted non-violently and truth

fully. place yourselves on our side. You can mould European 

opinion." 

At Geneva 
Geneva, the capital of Switzerland, the seat of the 

League of Nations and the city of international repute, 
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where many important peace conferences had been held 
even in former times, was the scene of Gandhiji's visit 
on the 10th December. Though Gandhiji did not visit 
the League Secretariat, his activities in that city were 
none the less important. 

Addressing a crowded audience at the Victoria 
Hall, (built by an Englishman and dedicated to the me
mory of the great Queen) Gandhiji "referred to India's 
experience in non-violence and suggested its adoption 
by the League of Nations for enforcing its decisions. He 
also urged other nations to follow Switzerland's exam
ple of disarmament and declared that non-violence was 
made of sterner stuff than conscription." 

Visiting some villages in the vicinity, Mahatmaji 
was impressed with the spinning and weaving activities 
carried on by the peasants in their homes. He was 
greatly interested in the demonstration of weaving of 
mats from strips of rags and himself took a hand at the 
loom. 

Through Italy 
Leaving Villeneuve and its pleasant memories, 

Mahatmaji entrained for Rome, en route to Brindisi. As 
the train slowed at Milan, Mahatmaji opened his car
riage window and smilingly waved to the small crowd 
gathered to see him. The station-master offered Gan
dhiji a first-class carriage free, which he gladly accepted. 

The train reached Rome on the 12th morning, and 
Mahatmaji alighting, was taken straight to his Villa by 
General Moris, formerly head of civil aviation in Italy, 
whose guest he was during his stay in Rome. Gandhiji 
could not see the Pope as he never gave audience in the 
evening, nor on a Sunday as the next day happened to 
be. Gandhiji, however, visited the Vatican Museum 
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and Library and also inspected the Royal School of the 
Montessori method. 

Mahatmaji visited Signor lVIussolini at 6 p.m. on 
the same day and had a private conversation with him. 
The details of the conversation were however not known 
but it was stated that the Duce Chief put a volley of 
searching questions re: the Indian situation. 

Princes Maria, the youngest daughter of the King 
of Italy, unexpectedly paid a visit to Gandhiji shortly 
before Gandhiji left for Brindisi. 

The Princess conversed with Gandhiji for half an 
hour and also attended evening prayers with him. 

On Board S. S. " Pilsna ,. 
On the 14th December. Gandhiji embarked on 

board the S. S. Pilsna at Brindisi. bound for Bombay. 

At Port Said. Mahatmaji met a number of deputa
tionists including one of the "Wafd" party of Egypt. 
Though he was invited by Nahas Pasha, the leader of 
the "Wafd" party of Egypt. to pay a flying visit to Cairo 
on his return voyage and Mahatmaji had accepted it, he 
had to abandon the programme in view of the shortness 
of the steamer's stay at Suez. This caused a great dis
appointment, not only to Egyptians but also to the large 
number of Indian residents in Egypt, who were enthu
siastically preparing to honour Gandhiji. 
Landing at Bombay 

Gandhiji was given a very enthusiastic reception 
on landing on the morning of the 28th December. 

The S. S. Pilsna berthed at 8 a.m. When the gang
wa\' was lowered, Mrs. Gandhi, Mr. Vallabhbhai Patel, 
the members of the Working Committee and prominent 
Congressmen went on board: 
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Gandhiji. patted Mrs. Gandhi when the latter ap
proached him with hands clasped and touched his feet. 

Mr. Vallabhbhai garlanded Mahatmaji amidst deaf
ening cries of "Gandhi-ki-Jai". Gandhiji looked happy 
at meeting his co-workers, and embraced Dr. Ansari 
and Mr. Abbas Tyabji. Gandhiji. however did not speak, 
as he was observing his day of silence. 

The Bombay Congress Committee had made ela
borate arrangements for receiving Gandhiji. By arrange
ment with the steamship company, they had issued spe
cial passes for select friends to go on board to meet Gan
dhiji. Admission to the Mole Station was by tickets 
issued free by the Congress Committee. 

The Mole Station was gaily decorated with tri
coloured Congress flags, banners and buntings. A special 
dais was erected in the centre of the station-hall. 

Gandhiji was conducted from the boat to the spe
cial platform where representatives of various organi
sations, and all the Provincial Congress Committees gar
landed him. 

Garlanding over, Gandhiji inspected the guard of 
honour presented by the Seva Dal lady volunteers corps, 
dressed in their orange-coloured uniforms. . 

Gandhiji was then taken in a procession to "Mani 
Bhuvan" in a car decorated with garlands and flags. To 
his left in the car, was sitting Mr. Vithalbhai Patel, ex
President of the Assembly. who also returned with Gan
dhiji from Europe. 

A fleet of cars carrying the members of the Work
ing Committee and other prominent leaders, followed 
Gandhiji's car. The procession was headed by the 
Seva Dal volunteers corps who marched in fours, wav
ing tri-coloured flags, with band and other music. The 
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road from the gate of the pier to "Mani Bhuwan" was 
tastefully decorated. 

Gandhiji was lustily cheered by the public. who 
thronged the route. People came from the suburbs 
and neighbouring towns as early as daybreak and lined 
the route to have "dharsan" of the Mahatma. Ladies 
from the balconies showered flowers on Gandhiji when 
the car passed them. 

Gandhiji reached "Mani Bhuvan" at 10-30 a.m. 
There was a surging crowd of humanity which clamour
ed for darshan of Gandhiji who had to come out every 
ten minutes to the balcony. 

A huge crowd collected on the Laburnam Road 
III front of the Mani Bhuvan and clamoured 
for the Mahatma's "dharshan". Gandhiji was at the 
time pre-occupied with granting interviews to some Li
beral leaders. The crowd in the meantime got impa
tient and insistent, and kept on raising vociferous cheers, 
and disorder and stampede ensued. 

The news that the crowds were getting impatient 
reached Gandhiji and he came over to the balcony over
looking the street. 

Mahatma Gandhi then stretched his hands and 
waved the crowds to maintain silence and keep order. 
The crowds maintained complete silence which enabled 
Gandhiji to address a few words which were perfectly 
audible to the large audience. 

"Addressing the throng the Mahatma requested 
the crowds not to wait and waste their valuable time 
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which they could otherwise engage in the national work. 
He remarked that he expected to stay among them in 
Bombay for a day more. He also appealed to the crowds 
not to make demonstrations or touch his feet as he was 
driving out to the evening prayer meeting. He hu
mourously observed that he counted himself as an "Un
touchable", and, therefore, they should not touch him. 
"He then asked the crowds to disperse and comman
·ded 'Now, you go home." 

And the street was soon cleared of the crowds."' 

THE END. 



APPENDIX I. 

TRUCE TERMS 

The following statement by the Governor-General 
III Council is published for general information:-

(1) Consequent on the conversations that have taken place 

between His Excellency the Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi, it has 

been arranged that the civil disobedience movement be dis

continued and that, with the approval of His Majesty's Gov

ernment' certain action be taken by the Government of India 

and Local Governments. 

THE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 
(2) As regards constitutional questions, the scope of future 

discussion is stated, with the assent of His Majesty's Govern

ment, to be with the object of considering further the scheme 

for the constitutional Government of India discussed at the 

Round Table Conference. Of the scheme there outlined, Fede

ration is an essential part; so also are Indian responsibility and 

reservations of safeguards in the interests of India, for such 

matters as, for instance, Defence, External Affairs, the position 

of minorities, the financial credit of India and the discharge of 

obligations. 

(3) In pursuance of the statement made by the Prime 

Minister in his Announcement of the 19th of January 1931, steps 

will be taken for the participation of the representatives of the 

Congress in the further discussions that are to take place on 

the scheme of constitutional Reform. 

(4) The Settlement relates to activities directly connected 

with the Civil Disobedience movement. 

CALLING OFF OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 
(5) Civil disobedience will be effectively discontinued and 

reciprocal action will be taken by the Government. The effec-
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live discontinuance of the Civil Disobedience movement means 

the effective discontinuance of all activities in furtherance there

of by whatever methods pursued and in particular the follow

ing: (a) the organised defiance of the provisions of any law, (b) 

the movement for the non-payment of land revenue and other 

legal dues, (c) publication of news sheets in support of the Civil 

Disobedience movement, (d) Attempts to influence civil and 

military servants or village officials against Government or to 

persuade them to resign their posts. 

BOYCOTT OF BRITISH GOODS 
(6) As regards the boycott of foreign goods there are two 

issues involved: firstly the character of the boycott and secondly 

the methods employed in giving effect to it. The position of 

Government is as follows: They approve of thc encouragement 

of Indian industries as part of the economic and industrial 

movement designed to improve the material condition of India 

and they have no desire to discourage methods of propaganda, 

persuasion or advertisement pursued with this object in view 

which do not interfere with the freedom of action of individuals, 

or are not prejudicial to the maintenance of Law and Order. 

But the boycott of Non-Indian goods (except of cloth, which 

has been applied to all foreign cloth) has been directed during 

the Civil Disobedience Movement chiefly if not exclusively 

against British goods and in regard to these it has been admit

tedly employed in order to exert pressure for political ends. It 

is accepted that a boycott of this character, and organised for 

this purpose. will not be consistent with the participation of 

representatives of the Congress in a frank and friendly discus

sion of constitutional questions between representatives of 

Britbh India. of the Indian States and of His Majesty's Govern

ment and political parties in England which the settlement is 

intended to secure. It is therefore, agreed that the discontinu

ance of the Civil Disobedience movement connotes the definite 
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discontinuance of the employment of the boycott of British com

modities as a political weapon and that, in consequence, those 

who have given up during a time of political excitement the 

sale or purchase of British goods must be left free without any 

form of restraint to change their attitude if they so desire. 

PICKETING 
(7) In regard to the methods employed in furtherance of the 

replacement of non-Indian by Indian goods or against the con

sumption of intoxicating liquor and drugs, resort will not be had 

to methods coming within the category of picketing except with

in the limits permitted by the ordinary law. Such picketing 

shall be unaggressive and it shall not involve coercion, intimi

dation, restraint, hostile demonstration, obstruction to the public 

or any offence under the ordinary law. If and when any of 

these methods is employed in any place, the practice of picket

ing in that place will be suspended. 

CONDUCT OF THE POLICE 
(8) Mr. Gandhi has drawn the attention of the Govern

ment to specific allegations against the conduct of the police and 

represented the desirability of a public enquiry into them. In 

the present circumstances, the Government see a great difficulty 

in this course and feel that it must inevitably lead to charges 

and counter charges and so militate against the re-establishment 

of peace. Having regard to these considerations Mr. Gandhi 

agreed not to press the matter. 

CALLING OFF REPRESSION 
(9) The action that the Government will take on the dis

continuance of the Civil Disobedience movement i.. stated in the 

following paragraphs. 

(10) Ordinances promulgated in connection with the Civil 

Disobedience movement will be withdrawn. Ordinance No. 1 of 

1931 relating to the terrorist movement does not come within 

the scope of the provision. 
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(11) Notifications declaring associations unlawful under 

the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1908 will be withdrawn 

provided that the notifications were made in connection with 

the Civil Disobedience movement. The notifications recently 

issued by the Burma Government under the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act do not come within the scope of the provision. 

(12) Pending prosecutions will be withdrawn if they have 

been filed in connection with the Civil Disobedience movement 

and relate to offence which do not involve violence other than 

technical violence or incitement to such violence. (ii) the same 

principles will apply to proceedings under the security provi

sions of the Criminal Procedure Code. (iii) where a local Gov

ernment has moved any High Court or has initiated proceedings 

against the conduct of legal practitioners in connection with the 

Civil Disobedience movement it will make application to the 

court concerned for permission to withdraw such proceedings 

provided that the alleged conduct of the person concerned does 

not relate to violence or incitement to violence. (iv) Prosecu

tions if any against soldiers and police involving disobedience of 

orders will not come within the scope of this provision. 

RELEASE OF PRISONERS 
(13) (i) Those prisoners will be released who are under

going imprisonment in connection with the civil disobedience 

movement for offences which did not involve violence other than 

technical violence or incitement to such violence. (ii) If any 

prisoner who comes within the scope of (i) above has been also 

sentenced for a jail offence not involving violence other than 

technical violence or incitement to such violence. the latter 

sentence also will be remitted or if a prosecution relating to an 

offence of this character is pending against such a prisoner it 

will be withdrawn. (iii) Soldiers and police convicted of 

offences involving disobedience of orders in the very few cases 
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that have occurred will not come within the scope of the 
amnesty. 

(14) Fines which have not been realised will be remitted 

Where an order for the forfeiture of security has been made 

and the security has not been realised it will be similarly remit

ted. Fines which have been realised and securities forfeited 

under the security provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code 

and realised under any law will not be returned. 

(15) Additional police imposed in connection with the Civil 

Disobedience movement at the expense of the inhabitants of a 

particular area will be withdrawn at the discretion of the Local 

Governments. Local Governments will not refund any money 

in excess of the actual cost that has been realised. 

RETURN OF MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE PRO
PERTY 

(16) (a) Movable property which is not an illegal posses

sion and which has been seized in connection with the Civil 

Disobedience movement under the Ordinances or the provisions 

of the Criminal Law will be returned if it is still in the posses

sion of Government; (b) Movable property forfeited or attached 

in connection with the realisation of land revenue or other dues 

will be returned unless the Collector of the District has reason 

to believe that the defaulter will contumaciously refuse to pay 

the dues recoverable from him within a reasonable period. In 

deciding what is a reasonable period, special regard will be paid 

to cases in which the defaulters,while willing to pay genuinely, 

req uire time for the purpose and if necessary, the revenue will 

be suspended in accordance with the ordinary principles of land 

revenue administration; (c) compensation will not be given for 

deterioration: (d) where movable property has been sold or 

otherwise finally disposed of by the Government compensation 

will not be given and the sale proceeds will not be returned ex

cept in so far as they are in excess of the legal dues for which 
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the property may have been sold; (e) it will be open to any 

person to seek any legal remedy he may have on the ground 

that the attachment or seizure of property was not in accord

ance with the law. 

(17) (a) Immovable property of which possession has been 

taken under Ordinance IX, of 1930, will be returned in accord

ance with the provisions of the Ordinance, (b) Land and other 

immovable property in the possession of Government which has 

been forfeited or attached in connection with the realisation of 

land revenue or other dues will be returned unless the Collector 

of the District has reason to believe that the defaulter will con

tumaciously refuse to pay the dues recoverable from him within 

a reasonable period. In deciding what is a reasonable period 

special regard will be paid to cases in which the defaulter while 

willing to pay genuinely requires time for the purpose and, if 

necessary, the revenues will be suspended in accordance with 

the ordinary principles of land revenue administration, (c) 

Where immovable property has been sold to third parties the 

transaction must be regarded as final so far as Government are 

concerned, (Note): Mr. Gandhi has represented to Government 

that, according to his information and belief, some at least of 

these sales have been unlawful and unjust. The Government, 

on the information before them, cannot accept this contention. 

(d) It will be open to any person to seek any legal remedy he 

may have on the ground that the seizure or attachment of pro

perty was not in accordance with the law. 

(18) The Government believe that there have been very 

few cases in which the realisation of dues has not been made in 

accordance with the provisions of the law. In order to meet 

such cases, if any, Local Governments will issue instructions to 

District Officers to have prompt enquiry made into any specific 

complaint of this nature and to give redress without delay if 

illegality is established. 
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POSTS OF INCUMBENTS WHO HAVE RESIGNED 
(19) Where the posts rendered vacant by resignations have 

permanently filled, the Government will not be able to reinstate 

the late incumbents. Other cases of resignation will be con

sidered on their merits by the Local Governments who will 

pursue a liberal policy in regard to the reappointment of Gov

ernment servants and village officials who apply for reinstate

ment. 

MANUFACTURE OF SALT 
(20) Government are unable to condone breaches of the 

existing law relating to the salt administration, nor are they 

able, in the present financial conditions of the country, to make 

substantial modifications in the Salt Acts. For the sake, how

ever, of giving relief to certain of the poorer classes they are 

prepared to extend their administrative provisions on lines 

,,!ready prevailing in certain places in order to permit local re

sidents in villages immediately adjoining areas where salt can 

be collected or made to collect or make salt for domestic con

sumption or sale within such villages but not for sale to or 

trading with individuals living outside them. 

(21) In the event of Congress failing to give full effect tl) 

the obligations of this settlement, Government will take such 

action as many, in consequence, become necessary for the pro

tection of the public and individuals and the due observance 

of law and order. 

(Sd.) W. EMERSON, 

SecretaTY oj the Go vernment of India. 

Working Committee's Resolution 
The following resolution was passed by the Working Com

mittee of the Congress on 5-3-31. 

"The Working Committee having considered the terms of 

the provisional settlement arrived at between the Government 

of India and Mr. Gandhi on behalf of the Congress, endorses 
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them and directs a1l Congress Committees to take immediate 

action in accordance with them. The Committee hopes tha t the 

country will carry out the terms agreed to in so far as they 

relate to various Congress activities and is of opinion that on a 

strict fulfilment of obligations undertaken on behalf o£ the 

Congress will depend the advance of India towards Purna 
Swaraj". 

A telegram has been sent accordingly to a1l Provincial Con
gress Committees. 

Instruction to P. C. Co'S 
Dr. Syed Mahmud, General Secretary of the Congress, has 

wired to a1l Provincial Congress Committees as follows:-

··In view of the provisional settlement arrived at between 

the Working Committee on behalf of the Congress and the Gov

ernment of India, I request you to take immediate steps to 

inform all Congres, Committees in your prvoince to act in 

accordance with it. Civil Disobedience and No-Tax campaigns 

are to be discontinued and there should be no further defiance 

6f laws of regulations. 

Boycott of British goods as such is to be discontinued and 

complete freedom regarding them given, but boycott of intoxi

cating drink and drugs and of all foreign cloth and liquor shops 

is permitted and should be continued wherever necessary. 

Such picketing should not be aggressive, and should not involve 

coercion, intimidation, restraint, hostile demonstration, obstruc

tion to public or any offence under the ordinary law. If these 

conditions are not satisfied in any area picketing is to be sus

pended there. Insistence on Swedeshi goods in preference to all 

foreign goods is also to be continued. 

There should be no organised disobedience of salt laws and 

no raids, but villagers residing in areas where salt is collected 

or made are permitted to continue to collect or make salt for 

domestic consumption or sale in the neighbourhood, but there 

14. 
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should be no sale or trading outside. Unauthorised neWs sheets 

should be stopped. 

Tax-payers should prepare for payment of land revenue and 

return to village where vacated. In cases of economic distress 

or inability of payment, other methods for remission or sus

pension should be adopted. In view of the pending release of 

prisoners, special directions for election of delegates to Karachi 

Congress are being issued to the Press." 

APPENDIX II 

The following is the text of Gandhiji's speech at the Plenary 

Session of the Round Table Conference: 

Prime Minister and friends: Prime Minister, you will ex

tend to me the indulgence of a physically incapable man and 

therefore you and this Assembly will please excuse me for my 

ina bility to stand up to address you. 

The Chairman: Certainly, Mr. Gandhi. 

Mr. Gandhi: Thank you. I wish that I could have done 

without having to speak to 'you but I felt that I would not have 

been just to you or just to my principle if I did not put in what 

may be the last word on behalf of the Congress. I live under 

no illusion. 

I do not think that anything that I can say this evening 

can possibly influence the decision of the Cabinet. Probably 

the decision has been already taken. Matters of liberty of prac

tically a whole continent can hardly be decided by mere argu

mentation, even negotiations. Negotiations have their purpose 

and have their play, but only under certain condi

tions. Without those conditions negotiations are a fruitless 

task. But I do not want to go into all these matters. I want 

as far as possible to confine myself within the fol.\l' corners of 

the conditions that you, Prime Minister, read to this . Confe

rence at its opening meeting. I would, therefore, first of all say 

a few words in connection with the reports that have been sub-
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mitted to this Conference . You will find III these reports that 

generally it has bepn stated that so and so is the opinion' of a 

large majority. Some, however, have expressed an opinion to 

the contrary, and so on. Parties who have dissented have not 

been stated. 1 had heard when I was ih India and 1 Was told 

when I came here, that no decision or no decisions will be taken 

by the ordihary rule of majority, and I do not want to men

tion this fact here by way of complaint that the reports have 

been so framed as if the proceedings were governed by the 

test of majority. But it was necessary for me to mention this 

fact, because to most of these reports you will find that there 

is a dissenting opinion, and in most of the cases that dissent 

unfortunately happens to belong to me. It was not a matter 

of joy to have to dissent from fellow delegates, but I felt that 

I could not truly represent the Congress unless I notified that 

dissent. 

There is another thing which I want to brihg to the notice 

of this Conference, namely: what is the meaning of the dis

sent of the Congress? I said at one of the preliminary meetings 

of the Federal Structure Committee that the Congress claimed 

to represent over 85 per cent of the population of India, that is 

to say the dumb, toiling, semi-starved millions. But I went fur

ther: that the Congress claimed also by right of service to re

present even the Prihces, if they would pardon my putting forth 

that claim, and the landed gentry, the educated class. I wish 

to repeat that claim and I wish this evening to emphasise that 

claim. 

All the other parties 

terests. Congress alone 

at this meeting represent sectional in

claims to represent the whole of In-

dia, all ihterests. It is no communal organisation: it is a de

termined enemy of communalism in any shape or form. Con

gress knows no distihction of race, colour or creed; its platform 

is universal. It may not always have lived up to the. creed. I 
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do not know a single human organisation that lives up to its 

creed. Congress had failed very often to my knowledge. It 

may have failed more often to the knowledge of its critics. But 

the worst critic will have to recognise, as it has been recog

nised, that the National Congress of India is a daily growing or

ganisation that its message penetrates the remotest village of 

India; that on given occasions the Congress has been able to 

demonstrate its influence over and among these masses who in

habit its 700,000 villages. 

"A Parallel Government" 
And yet here I see that the Congress is treated as one of 

the Parties. I do not mind it; I do not regard it as a calamity 

for the Congress; but I do regard it as a calamity 

for the purpose of doing work for which we have gathered to-

gether here. I wish I could convince all the British public 

men, the British Ministers, that the Congress is capable of deli

vering the goods. The Congress is the only all-India wide na

tional organisation bereft of any communal basis; that it does 

represent all the minorities which have lodged their claim here 

and which, or the signatories on their behalf, claim-I hold un

justifiably~to represent 46 per cent of the population of India. 

The Congress I say claims to represent all these minorities. 

What a great difference it would be to-day if this claim on behalf 

of the Congress was recognised. I feel that I have to state 

this claim with some degree of emphasis on behalf of peace, for 

the sake of achieving the purpose which is common to all of 

us, to you Englishmen who sit at this Table a'ld to us the In

dian men and women who also sit at this table. I say so for 

this reason; Congress is a powerful organisation; Congress is 

an organisation which has been accused of running or desiring 

to run a paraIlel Government; and in a way I have endorsed 

the charge. If you could understand the working of the Con

gress, you would welcome an organisation which could run pa-
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rallel Government and show that it is possible for an organi

sation, voluntary, without any force at it" command, to run the 

machinery of Government even under adverse circumstances. 

But no. Although you have invited the Congress you dis-

trust the Congress. Although you have invited the Congress, 

you reject its claim to represent the whole of India. Of course 

it is possible at this end of the world to dispute that claim, and 

it is not possible for me to prove this claim; but all the same, if 

you find me asserting that claim, I do so because a tremendous 

responsibility rests upon my shoulders. 

The Congress represents the spirit of rebellion. I know 

that the word "rebellion" must not be whispered at a Confe

rence which has been summoned in order to arrive at an agreed 

solution of India's troubles through negotiation. Speaker after 

speaker has got up and said that India should achieve her lih'erty 

through negotiation. by argument and that it will be greatest 

glory of Great Britain if Great Britain yields to India's demands 

by argument. But the Congress does not hold that view, quite. 

The Congress has an alternative which is unpleasant to you. 

I heard several speakers-and let me say I have endeavour

ed not to miss a single sitting; I have tried to folJow every spea

ker with the utmost attention and with all the respect tbat I 

could possibly give to these speakers--saying what a dire cala

mity it would be if India was fired with the spirit of lawless

ness, rebellion, terrorism and so on. I do not pretend to 1-.ave 

read history, but as a school boy I had to pass a paper ir his

tory also, and I read that the page of history is soiled red with 

the blood of those who have fought for freedom. I do not 

know an instance in which nations have attained the;r own 

without having to go through an incredible measure 0: travail. 

The dagger of the assassin, the poison bow I, the bullet of the 

riflemen, the spear and all these weapons and methods of des

truction have been upto now used by what I consider olind 
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lovers of liberty and freedom and the historian has 'lU: cun

demned him. I hold no brief for the terrorists. Mr. G:m7nav: 

brought in the terrorists and he brought in the Calcutta Cor

poration. I felt hurt when he mentioned an incident that took 

place at the Calcutta Corporation. He forgot to menEon th,,[ 

the Mayor of that Corporation made hand,om" reparation for 

the error into which he himself was betrayed and the ~1"r<Jr into 

which the Calcutta Corporation was betrayed through the in5-

trumentality of those members of the Corporation who were 

Congressmen. 

Congress and T~rrorism 
I hold no brief for Congressmen who directly or indirectly 

would encourage terrorism. As soon as this incident was brought 

to the notice of the Congress, the Congress set about putting it in 

order. It immediately called upon the Mayor of the Calcutta 

Corporation to give an account of what was done and the Mayor. 

the gentleman that he is, immediately admitted his mistake and 

made all the reparation that it was then legally possible to make. 

I must not detain this Assembly over this incident for any length 

of time. He mentioned also a verse which the children of th .. 

forty schools conducted by the Calcutta Corporation are supposed 

to have recited. There were many other mis-statements in that 

speech which I could dwell upon, but I have no desire to do so. 

It is only out of regard for the great Calcutta Corporation and out 

of regard for truth and on behalf of those who are not here to

night to put in their defence that I mention these two glaring 

instances. I do not for one moment believe that this was taught 

in the Calcutta Corporation schools with the knowledge of the 

Calcutta Corporation. I do know that in those terrible days of 

last year several things were done for which we have regret, for 

which we have made reparation. If our boys in Calcutta were 

taught those verses which Mr. Ghuznavi has recited I am here to 

tender an apology on their behalf, but I should want it proved 
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that the boys were taught by the schoolmaster of these schools 

with the knowledge and encouragement of the Corporation. 

Charges of this nature have bcen brought against Congress for 

times without number, and times without number 

these charges have also been refuted, but I have 

mentioned these things at this juncture. It is again to show that 

for the sake of liberty people have fought, people have lost their 

lives, people have killed and have sought death at the hands of 

those whom they have sought to oust. The Congress then comes 

upon the scene and devises a new method not known to history, 

namely, that of civil disobedience, and the Congress has been 

following that method up. But again I am up against a stone wall 

and I am told that that is a method that no Government in the 

world will tolerate. Well, of course, the Government may not 

· tolerate, no Government has tolerated open rebellion. No Gov

ernment may tolerate civil disobedience, but Governments have 

to succumb even to these forces, as the British Government has 

done before now, even as the great Dutch Government after eight 

years of trial had to yield to the logic of facts. General Smuts, a 

brave General, a great statesman, and a vzry hard taskmaster 

also, but he himself recoiled with horror from even the contem

plation of doing to death innocent men and women who were 

merely fighting for the preservation of their self-respect, and the 

things which he had vowed he would never yield in the year 1908, 

reinforced as he was by General Botha, he had to do in the year 

1914, after having tried these civil resisters through and through. 

· And in. India Lord Chelmsford had to do the same thing; the 

Governor of Bombay had to do the same thing in Bursa and 

Bardoli. I suggest to you, Prime Minister, it is too late to-day to 

resist this, and it is this thing which weighs me down, this choice 

· that lies before them, the parting of the ways probably. I shall 

hope against hope, I shall strain every nerve to achieve an honour·

able settlement for my country if I can do so without having 
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to put the millions of my countrymen and countrywomen and 

~ven children through this ordeal of fire. It can be a matter of 

no joy and comfort to me to lead them on again to a fight of that 

character, but if a further ordeal of fire has to be our lot I shall 

approach that with the greatest joy and with the greatest consola

tion that I was doing what I felt to be right, the country was 

doing what it felt to be right, and the country will have the 

additional satisfaction of knowing that it was not at least taking 

lives, it was giving lives; it was not making the British people 

directly suffer, it was sufferring. Professor Gilbert Murray told 

me-I shall never forget that-I am paraphrasing his inimitable 

language. He said: You do not consider for one moment that we 

Englishmen do not suffer when thousands of your countrymen 

suffer, that we are so heartless? I do not think so. I do know 

that you will suffer; but I want you to suffer because I want to 

touch your hearts; and when your hearts have been touched will 

come the psychological moment for negotiation. Negotiation there 

always will be; and if this time I have travelled all these miles in 

order to cater upon negotiation. I thought that your countryman 

Lord Irwin had sufficiently tried us through his ordinances, that 

he had sufficient evidence thal thousands of men and women of 

India and that thousands of children had suffered; and that, 

ordinance or no ordinance, lathis or no lathis, nothing would 

avail to stem the tide that was on rushing and to stem the pas

sions that were rising in the breasts of the men and women of 

India who were thirsting for liberty. 

Whilst there is yet a little sand lell in the glass, I want you 

to understand what this Congress stands for. My life is at your 

disposal. The lives of all the members of the Working Committee, 

the All-India Congress Committee, are at your disposal. But re

member that you have at your disposal the lives of all these dumb 

millions. I do not want to sacrifice those lives if I can possibly 

. help it. Therefore please remember that I will count no sacrifice 
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too great if by chance I can pull through an honourable settle

ment. You will find me always having the greatest spirit of com

promise if I can but fire you with the spirit that is working in 

the Congress, namely, that India must have real liberty, Call it 

by any name you like: a rose will smell as sweet by any other 

name, but it must be the rose of liberty that I want and not the 

artificial product. If your mind and the Congress mind, the 

mind of this Conference and the mind of the British people, 

means the same thing by the same word, then you will find the 

amplest room for compromise, and you will find the Congress it

self always in a compromising spirit. But so long as there is not 

that one mind, that one definition, not one implication for the same 

word that you and I and we may be using, so long there is no 

compromise possible. How can there be any compromise so long 

as we each one of us has a different definition for the same words 

that we may be using. It is impossible, Prime Minister. I want 

to suggest to you in all humility that it is utterly impossible then 

to find a meeting ground, where you can apply the spirit of com

promise. And I am very grieved to have to say that up to now I 

ha ve not been able to discover a common definition for the terms 

that we have been exchanging during all these weary weeks. 

What is a Dominion? 

I was shown last week the Statute of Westminister by a 

sceptic, and he said: "Have you seen the definition of "Domi

nion". I read the definition of "Dominion", and naturally I 

was not at all perplexed or shocked to see that the word "Domi

nion" was exhaustively defined, and it had not a general defini

tion but a particular definition. It simply said: the word 

"Dominion" shall include Australia, South Africa Canada and 

so on ending with the Irish Free State. I do not think I noticed 

Egypt there. Then he said: "Do you see what your Dominion 

means?" It did not make any impression upon me. I do not 
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mind what my Dominion means or what complete independ

ence means. In a way I was relieved. 

I said I am now relieved from having to quarrel about the 

word "dominion", because I am out of it. But I want complete 

independence, and even so, so many Englishmen have said "Yes. 

you can have complete independence, but what is the meaning 

of complete independence?", and again we come to different 

definitions. Therefore I say the Congress claim is registered as 

complete independence. 

One of your great statesmen-I do not think I should give 

his name-was debating with me, and he said 'Honestly I did 

not know that you meant this by complete independence." He 

ought to have known but he did not know. I shall tell you 

what he did not know. When I said to him "I cannot be a 

partner in an Empire," he said "Of course, that is logical." I 

said "But I want to become that. It is not as if I shall be if I 

am compelled to, but I want to become a partner with Great 

Britain. I want to become a partner with the English people: 

but I want to enjoy precisely the same liberty that your people 

enjoy, and I want to seek this partnership not merely for the 

benefit of India, and not merely for mutual benefit; I want to 

seek this partnership in order that the great weight that is 

crushing the World to atoms may be lifted from its shoulders." 

This took place ten or twelve days ago, strange as it may 

appear, I got a note from another Englishman whom also you 

know and whom also you respect. Among many things, he 

writes, "I believe profoundly that the peace and happiness of 

mankind depend on our friendship" and, as if I would not under

stand that, he says "your people and mine." I must read to you. 

what he also says "And of all Indians you are the one that the 

real Englishman likes and understands." 

He does not waste any words on flattery, and I do not think 

he has intended this last expression to flatter me. It will not 
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flatter me in the slightest degree. There are many things in 

this note which, if I could share them with you, would perhaps 

make you understand better the significance of this expression. 

but let me tell you that when he writes this last sentence he 

does not mean me personally. I personally signify nothing, and 

I know I would mean nothing to any single Englishman, but I 

mean something to some Englishmen because I represent a 

cause, because I seek to represent a nation, a great organisa

tion which has made itself felt. That is the reason why he 
says this. 

"It is Friendship I Crave" 
But, then, if I could possibly find that working basis, Prime 

Minister, there is ample room for compromise. It is friendship 

I crave. My business is not to throw overboard the slave holder 

and tyrant. My philosophy forbids me to do so and to-day the 

Congress has accepted that philosophy not as a creed, as it is 

to me. but as a policy, because the Congress believes that it is 

the right and best thing for India, a nation of 350,000,000, to do. 

A nation of 350 million people does not need the dagger of 

the assassin, it does not need the poison bowl, it does not need 

the sword, the spear or the bullet. It needs simply a will of 

its own, an ability to say No and that nation is to-day learning 

to say No. 

But what is it that that nation does'? To summarily or at 

all to dismiss Englishmen? No. It's mission is to-day to con

vert Englishmen. I do not want to break the bond between 

England and India but I do want to transform that bond. I 

want to transform that slavery into complete freedom for my 

country. Call it complete independence or whatever you like, I 

will not quarrel about that word, and even though my country

men may dispute with me for having taken some other word, 

I shall be able to bear down that opposition so long as the con

tent of the word that you may suggest to me bears the same 
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meaning. Hence I have times without number to urge upon 

your attention that the safeguards that have been suggested are 

completely unsatisfactory. They are not in the interests of 

India. 

Three experts from the Federation of Commerce and 

Industry have in their own manner, each in his different man

ner, told out of their expert experience how utterly impossible 

it is for any body of responsible Ministers to tarkle the problem 

of administration when 80 per cent of her resources are mort

gaged irretrievably. Better than I could have shown to you 

they have shown out of the amplitude of their knowledge what 

these financial safeguards mean for India. They mean the Com

plete cramping of India. They have discussed at this table 

financial safeguards but that includes necessarily the question 

of Defence and the question of the Army . Yet while I say that 

the safeguards are unsatisfactory as they have been presented 

I have not hesitated to say, and I do not hesitate to repeat that 

the Congress is pledged to giving safeguards, endorsing safe

guards which may be demonstrated to be in the interests of 

India. 

At one of the sittings of the Federal Structure Committee I 

had no hesitation in amplifying the admission and saying that 

these safeguards must be also of benefit to Great Britain. I do 

not want safeguards which are merely beneficial to India and 

prejudicial to the real interests of Great Britain. The fancied 

interests of India will have to be sacrificed. The fancied inte

rests of Great Britain will have to be sacrificed. The illegiti

mate interests of India will have to be sacrificed. The illegiti

mate interests of Great Britain will also have to be sacrificed. 

Therefore again, I repeat if we have the same meaning for 

the same word, I will agree with Mr. Jayakar, with Sir Tej 

Bahadur Sapru and other distinguished speakers who have 

spoken at this Conference. 
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I will agree with them all that we have 

these labours, reached a substantial measure 

449221 
after all, after all 

of agreement, but 

my despair, my grief, is that I do not read the same words in 

the same light. The implications of the safeguards of 

Mr. Jayakar I very much fear are different from my implica

tions, and the implications of Mr. Jayakar and myself are per

haps only different from the implications that Sir Samuel Hoare, 

for instance, has in mind; I do not know. We have never really 

come to grips. We have never come to brass tacks as you put 

it, and I am anxious~I have been pining~to come to real grips 

and to brass tacks all these days and all these nights, and I have 

felt: why are we not coming nearer and nearer together, and 

why are we wasting our time in eloquence, in oratory, in debat

ing, and in scoring points? Heaven knows, I have no desire to 

hear my own voice. Heaven knows I have no desire to take 

part in any debating. I know that liberty is made of sterner 

stuff and I know that the freedom of India is made of much 

sterner stuff. We have problems that would baffle any states

man. We have problems that other nations have not to tackle. 

But they do not baffle me; they cannot baffle those who have 

been brought up in the Indian climate. Those problems are 

there with us. Just as we have to tackle our bubonic plague, 

we have to tackle the problem of malaria. We have to tackle, 

as you have not, the problem of snakes and scorpions, monkeys, 

tigers and lions. We have to tackle these problems because we 

have been brought up under them. They do not baffle us. 

Somehow or other we have survived the ravages of these 

venemous reptiles and various creatures. So also shall we 

survive our problem and find a way out of those problems. But 

to-day you and we have come together at a Round Table and 

we want to find a common formula which will work. Please 

believe me that whilst I abate not a little of the claim that I 

have registered on behalf of the Congress, which I do not pro-
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pose to repeat here, while I withdraw not one word of the 

speeches that I had to make at the Federal Structure Committee, 

I am here to compromise; I am here to consider every formula 

that British ingenuity can prepare every formula that the in

genuity of such constitutionalists as Mr. Sash'i, Dr. Tej Bahadur 

Sapru, Mr. Jayakar, Mr. Jinnah, Sir Mahomed Shafi and a host 

of other constitutionalist, can weave into being. 

I will not be baffled. I shall be here as long as I am re

quired because I do not want to revive civil disobedience. I 

want to turn the truce that was arrived at at Delhi into a per

manent settlement (Applause). But for Heaven's sake give 

me, a frail man, 62 years gone. a little bit of a chance. Find a 

little corner for him and the organisation that he represents. 

You distrust that organisation though you may seemingly trust 

me. Do not for one moment differentiate me from the organi

sation of which I am but a drop in the ocean. I am no greater 

than the organisation to which I belong. I am infinitely 

smaller than that organisation; and if you find me a place, if 

you trust me, I invite you to trust the Congress also. Your 

trust in me otherwise is a broken reed. I have no authority 

save what I derived from the Congress if you will work the 

Congress for all it is worth, then you will say goodbye to terro

rism; then you will nCo! need terrorism. To-day you have to

fight the school of terrorists which is there with your disciplin

ed and organised terrorism, because you will be blind to the 

facts or the writing on the wall. Will you not see the writing 

that these terrorists are writing with their blood? Will you not 

see that we do not want bread made of wheat, but we want 

bread of liberty; and without that liberty there are thousands 

to-day who are sworn not to give themselves peace or to give

the country peace. 

"The Writing on the Wall" 
I urge. you then to read that writing on the wall. I ask you 

not to try the patience of a people known to be proverbially 
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patient. We speak of the mild Hindu, and the Mussalman also 

by contact good or evil with the Hindu has himself become 

mild. And that mention of the Mussalman brings me to the 

baffling problem of Minorities. Believe me, that problem exists 

here, and I repeat what I used to say in India-I have not for

gotten those words-that without the problem of Minorities 

being solved there is no Swaraj for India, there is no freedom 

for India. I know that; I realise it; and yet I came here in the 

hope perchance that I might be able to pull through a solution 

here. But I do not despair of some day or other finding a real 

and living solution in connection with the Minorities problem. I 

repeat what I have said elsewhere that so long as the wedge in 

the shape of foreign rule divides community from community 

and class from class, there will be no real living solution; there 

will be no living friendship between these communities. It will 

be after all and at best a paper solution. But immediately you 

withdraw that wedge the domestic ties, the domestic affections, 

the knowledge of common birth---<l.o you suppose that all these 

will count for nothing? 

Were Hindus and Mussalmans and Sikhs always at war with 

one another when there was no British rule, when there was no 

English face seen there? We have chapter and verse given to 

US by Hindu historians and by Mussalman historians to say that 

we were living in comparative peace even then. And Hindus 

and Mussalmans in the villages are not even to-day quarrelling. 

In these days they were not known to quarrel at all. The late 

Maulana Mahomed Ali often used to tell me and he was himself 

a bit of an historian. He said: "If God"-"Allah" as he called 

God-"gives me life, I propose to write the history of Mussal

man rule in India; and then I will show through documents 

that British people have preserved that Aurangazeb was not 

so vile as he has been painted by the British historian; that the 

Mogul rule was not so bad as it has been shown to us in British 
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history; and so on. And so have Hindu historians written. This 

quarrel is not old; this quarrel is coeval with this acute shame. 

I dare to say it is coeval with the British advent, and immediate

ly trus relationship, the unfortunate, artificial, unnatural relation

ship, between Great Britain and India is transformed into a natu

ral relationship when it becomes, if it does become, a v:>luntary 

partnership, to be given up, to be dissolved at t'oe will of either 

party, when it becomes that you will find that Hindus, Mussal

mans, Sikhs, Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Christians. untouchables. 

will all live together as one man. 

I want to say one word about the Princes, and I shall havE' 

done. I have not said much about the Princes, nor do I intend 

to say much to-night about the Princes, but I should be wrong

ing them and I should be wronging the Congress if I did not 

register my claim, not with the Round Table Conference but with 

the Princes. It is open to the Princes to give their terms on 

which they will join the Federation. I have appealed to them to 

make the path easy for those who inhabit the other part of India. 

and therefore I can only make these suggestions for their 

favourable consideration, for their earnest consideration. I trunk 

that if they accepted, no matter what they are, but some fun

damental rights as the common property of all India, and if 

they accepted that position and allowed those rights to be tested 

by the Court, which will be again of their own creation, and 

if they introduced elements-only elements-of representation on 

behalf of their subjects, I think that they would have gone a long 

way to conciliate their subjects. They would have gone a long 

way to show to the world and to show to the whole of India that 

they are also fired with a democratic spirit that they do not want 

to remain undiluted autocrats, but that they want to become 

constitutional monarchs even as King George of Great Britain is. 
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The Frontier Province 
Sir a note has been placed in my hands by my friend Sir 

Abdul Qaiyum. end he says, will not I say one word about the 

Frontier Provincc·. I will, and it is this. Let India get what she 

is entitled to and what she can really take, but whatever she gets 

whenever she gets it, let the Frontier Province get complete 

autonomy to-day. That Frontier will then be a standing demon

stration to the whole of India, and therefore the whole vote of 

the Congress will be given in favour of the Frontier Province 

getting provincial autonomy to-morrow. Prime Minister, if you 

can possibly get your Cabinet to endorse the proposition that 

[rom to-morrow the Frontier Province becomes a full fledged 

autonomous province I shall then have a proper footing amongst 

the Frontier tribes and convene them to my assistance when those 

over the border cast an evil eye on India. 

Last of all, my last is a pleasant task for me. This is per

haps the last time that I shall be sitting with you at negotiations. 

It is not that I want to sit at the same table with you 

ll1 your closets and to negotiate and to plead with you and to go 

down on bended knee before I take the final leap and final 

plunge. But whether I have the good fortune to continue to 

tender my co-operation or not does not depend upon me. It 

largely depends upon you. But it may not even depend upon 

you. It depends upon so many circumstances over which neither 

you nor we may have any control whatsoever. Then let me per

form this pleasant task of giving my thanks to all from Their 

Majesties down to the poorest men in the East End where I have 

taken up my habitation. 

In that settlement which represents the poor people of the 

East End of London I have become one of them. They have 

accepted me as a member, and as a favoured member of their 

family. It will be one of the richest treasures that I shall carry 

with me. Here too I have found nothing but courtesy and noth-

15. 
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ing but a genuine affection from all with whom I have come in 

touch. I have come in touch with so many Englishmen. It has 

been a priceless privilege to me. They have listened to wiwt 

must have often appeared to them to be unpleasant, although it 

was true. Although I have often been obliged to say these things 

to them they have never shown the slightest impatience or irrita

tion. It is impossible for me to forget these things. No matter 

what befalls me, no matter what the fortunes may be of this 

Round Table Conference, one thing I shall certainly carry with 

me---that is, that from high to low I have found nothing but the 

utmost courtesy and the utmost affection. I consider that it was 

well worth my paying this visit to England in order to find this 

human affection. (Applause). It has enhanced, it has deepened 

my irrepressible faith in human nature that although English

men and Englishwomen have been fed upon lies so often that 

I see disfiguring your Press, that although in Lancashire the 

Lancashire people had perhaps some reason for he coming irritat

ed against me, I found no irritation and no resentment even in 

the operatives. The operatives, men and women, hugged me. 

They treated me as one of their own. I shall never forget that. 

I am carrying with me thousands upon thousands of Eng-

lish friends. I do not know them but I read that affection in 

their eyes as early in the morning I walk through your streets. 

All this hospitality, all this kindness will never be "ffaced from 

my memory no matter what befalls my unhappy land. I thank 

you for your forbearance." (Applause). 

APPENDIX III 

MR. RAMSAY MACDONALD'S SPEECH 

The following is the text of the Premier's closing speech deli

vered at the Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference: 

The Premeir said: 
We have now had two sessions of the Round Table Confe

rence and the time has come to survey the important work 
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which has been done first of al1 in setting out the problems. 

which in the task of Indian constitution-building we have to sur

mount and then in trying to find how to surmount them. The 

reports: presented to us now bring our co-operation to the end 

of another stage and we must paase and study what has been 

done and the obstacles which we have encountered and the 

best ways and means of bringing our work to a successful end 

as rapidly as possible. 

"1 regard our discussions and our personal contact here as 

·of the highest value and make bold to say that they have raised 

the problem of Indian constitutional reform far above the mere 

technicalities of constitution-making, for, we have won that 

confidence in and respect for each other, which has made the 

task one of helpful- political co-operation. That, I am conCi-

dent, will continue to the end. 

succeed. 

By co-operation alone can we 

2. "At the beginning of the year, I made a declaration of 

the policy of the then Government and I am authorised by the 

present one to give 

remains their policy. 

declaration. 

you and India a specific assurance, that it 

I shall repeat the salient sentences of that 

"The view of His Majesty's Government is, that responsibi

lity for the Government of India should be placed upon the le

gislatures. Central and Provincial, with such provisions as may 

be necessary to guarantee, during the period of transition, the 

observan"" of certain obligations and to meet other special cir

cumstances and also with such guarantees as are required by 

the Minorities to protect their political liberties and rights. In 

such statutory safeguards as may be made for meeting the needs 

of the transitional period it will be the primary concern of His 

Majesty's Government to see that the reserved powers are so 

framed' and exercised as not to prejudice the advance of India 
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through the new constitution to full Responsibility for her own 

Government. 

3. "With regard to Central Government, I made it plain 

that subject to defined conditions. His Majesty's late Govern

ment were prepared to recognise the principle of the responsibi

lity of the Executive to the Legislature if both were constituted 

on an All-India Federal basis. 

"The principle of Responsibility was to be subject to the 

qualification, that, in the existing circumstances, Defence and 

External Affairs must be reserved to the Governor-General and 

that, in regard to Finance, such conditions must apply as would 

ensure the fulfilment of the obligations incurred under the au

thority of the Secretary of State and the maintenance, unim

paired, of the financial stability and credit of India. 

4. "Finally, it was our view that the Governor-General 

must be granted the necessary powers to enable him to fulfil 

his responsibility for securing the observance of the constitu

tional rights of minorities and for ultimately maintaining the> 

tranquillity of the State. 

5. "These were, in broad outline, the features of the new 

constitution for India, as contemplated by His Majesty's Gov

ernment at the end of the last Conference. 

6. "As I say, my colleagues in His Majesty's present Gov

ernment fully accept that statement of January last as repre

senting their own policy. In particular, they desire to reaffirm 

their belief in an All-India Federation as offering the only hope

ful solution of India's constitutional problem. They intend tl) 

pursue this plan unswervingly and to their utmost to sur

mount the difficulties which now stand in the way of its reali

sation. 

"In order to give this declaration the fullest authority, the 

.statement which I am now making to you, will be circulated to-
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.day as a' White Paper to both Houses of Parliament and the 

Government will ask Parliament to approve it this week. 

"The Difficulties" 
7. "The discussions which have been proceeding during the 

past two months have been of value in showing us more pre

Cisely the problems we have to solve and have advanced us to

wards the solution of them. But they have also made it plain 

that others still require further examination and co-operative 

'consideration. There is still difference of opinion, for instance, 

as to the composition of powers of the Federal Legislature and 

. I regret that owing to the absence of a settlement of the key 

question of how to safeguard the Minorities under a Respon

.sible Central Government, the Conference has been unable to 

4iscuss effectively the nature of the Federal Executive and its 

relationship with the Legislature. Again, it has not yet been pos

sible for the States to settle amongst themselves their place in 

the Federation and their mutual relationship within it. Our 

common purpose will not be advanced by ignoring these facts 

nor by assuming that the difficulties they present will somehow 

solve themselves . 

. ." ·Further Discussions Required" 
"Further thought. discussion and reconciliation of different 

intereSts and points of view are still required before we can 

translate the broad general aims into the detailed machinery of 

a workable constitution. I am not saying this to indicate the 

impossibility of nor to foreshadow any pause in our work. 1 

only wish to remind you that we have put our hands to a task 

which. demands alike from His Majesty's Government and from 

the leaders of Indian opinion care, courage, and time, lest, when 

the work is done, it may bring confusion and disappointment 

and, :instead of opening the way to political progress, may effec

tivelyklar it. We must build like good craftsmen well and tru

ly. Our duty to India demands that from all of us. 
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8. "What then is the general position in which we find' 

ourselves as regards a practical programme for the advance-

ment of our common alms? I want no more general declara-

lions which carry us no further in our work. The declarations 

already made and repeated to-day are enough to give confi

dence in the purpose of the Government and to provide work 

for the Committees to which I shall refer. I want to keep to 

business. The great idea of an All-India Federation still holds 

the field. The principle of a responsible Federal Government 

subject to certain reservations and safeguards through the tran

sitional period remains unchanged. And we are all agreed that 

the Governor's provinces of the future are to be resp()nsibly

governed units enjoying the greatest possible measure of free

dom from outside interference and dictation in carrying out 

their own policies in their own sphere. 

Future of Frontier Province 

9. "I should explain at once 10 connection with that the 

last point that we contemplate as one feature of the new order 

that the North-West Frontier Province should be constituted 

a Governor's Province, but with due regard to the necessary 

requirements of the Frontier and that, as in all other Governor's 

provinces, the powers entrusted to the Governor to safeguard 

the safety and tranqUillity of the Province shall be real and 

effective. 

Sind to be Separate Province 
10. His Majesty's Government also accept, in prinCiple, the· 

proposition which was endorsed at the last Conference that 

Sind should be constituted a separate Province if a satisfactory 

means of financing it can be found. We, therefore, intend to ask 

the Government of India to arrange for a conference with the 

representatives of Sind for the purpose of trying to overcome 
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the difficulties disclosed by the report of the expert financial 

investigation which has just been completed. 

"Federation not to be achieved in a Month" 
11. But 1 have digressed from the question of a programme 

in the light of the accepted factors-Federation as the aim and 

self-governing proVinces and the Indian States as its basis. As 

I have said, our discussions have made it clear to all of us that 

a Federation cannot be achieved in a month or two. There is a 

mass of difficult constructive work still to be done and there are 

important agreements to be sought by which the structure must 

be shaped and cemented. 

"It is equally plain that the framing of a scheme of Respon

sible Government for the Provinces would be a simpler task 

which could be more speedily accomplished. The adjustments 

and modifications of the powers now exercised by the Central 

Government which would obviously have to be made in order 

to give real Self-Government to the Provinces should raise no 

insuperable difficulties. It has, therefore, been pressed upon 

the Government that the surest and speediest route to a Fede

ration would be to get these measures in train forthwith and 

not to delay the assumption of full responsibility by the Pro

vinces a day longer than is necessary. But it is clear that a 

partial advance does not commend itself to you. (Applause.) 

You have indicated your desire that no change should be made 

ln the constitution which is not effected by one all-embracing 

statute covering the whole field and His Majesty's Government 

have no intention of urging a responsibility, which, for what

ever reasons, is considered at the moment premature or ill
advised. It may be that opinion and circumstances will change 

and it is not necessary here and now to take any irrevocable 

decision. 

"We intend and have always intended to press on with all 

possible despatch with the Federal plan. 
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"It would clearly be indefensible, however, to allow the 

present decision to stand in the way of the earliest possible con

stitutional advance in the North-West Frontier Province. We 

intend therefore to take the necessary steps as soon as may be 

apply to the North-West Frontier Province, until the new con

stitutions are established, the provisions of the present Act re

lating to Governor's Provinces. 

The Communal Question 
12. "We must all, however, realise that there stands in the 

way of progress, whether for the Provinces or the Centre, that 

formidable obstacle, the communal deadlock. I have never con

cealed from you my conviction that this is, above all others, a 

problem for you to settle by agreement amongst yourselves. 

'!'he first of the privileges and the burdens of a self-governing 

people is to agree how the democratic principle of representa

tion is to be applied, or, in other words, who are to ·be repre

sented and how it is to be done. This Conference has twice 

essayed this task. Twice it has failed. I cannot believe that 

you will demand that we shall accept these failures as final and 

conclusive. 

13. "But time presses. 

yours to proceed with our 

been held up already). 

We shall soon find that our e1"\dea

plans are held up (jndeed they have 

"If you cannot present us with a settlement acceptable to 

all parties as the foundations upon which to build, in that event 

His Majesty's Government would be compelled to a provisional 

scheme, for they are determined that even this disability shall 

not be permitted to be a bar to progress. 

"This would mean that His Majesty's Government would 

have to settle for you not only your problems of representation. 

but also to decide as wisely and justly as possible, what checks 

and balances the constitution is to contain to protect theminori-
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ties from an unrestricted and tyrannical use of the democratic 

principle expressing itself solely through the majority power. I 

desire to warn you that if the Government have to supply, even 

temporarily, this part of your constitution which you are unable 

to supply for yourselves and, through it will be our care to pro

vide the most ample safeguards for minorities, so that none of 

them need fecI that they have been neglected, it will not be a 

satisfactory way of dealing with this problem. 

"Let me also warn you that if you cannot come to an agree

ment on this amongst yourselves it will add considerably to the 

. difficulties of any Government here which shares our views of 

an Indian constitution and it will detract from the place which 

that constitution will occupy amongst those of the other na

tions, I, therefore, beg of you once more to take further op

portunities to meet together and present us with an agreement. 

14. "We intend to go ahead. We have now brought our 

business down to specific problems, which require close and in

timate consideration, first of all by bodies which are really Com

mittees and not unwieldly conferences and we must now set up 

machinery to do this kind of work. 

"Working Committee of Conference" 
"As that is being done and conclusions presented we must 

be able to continue consultations with you. I propose, there

fore, with your consent to nominate in due course a smallre

presentative Committee-a Working Committee of this Confe

rence---which will remain in being in India, with which, through 

the Viceroy, we can keep in effective touch. I cannot here 

:and. now specify precisely how this Committee can best be em

ployed. This is a matter which must be worked out, and must, 

.\0 some extent, depend on the reports of the Committees we 

-propose to set up. But in the end we shall have to meet again 

for a final review of the whole scheme. 
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"The plan in a word is thi.. I would like you to oarry I' 

in your mind that these two sessions have providl!d now a 

mass of details. You have sketched out in a general way the 

kind of constitution you want. Then, you have said, 'This wing 

of it, has not yet been drawn in detail by any architect' and we 

now have to consider the stresses upon the fabric-the best 

way to protect it, to safeguard it and to carry it. With that 

material in front of us we appoint this Committee, that Com

mittee and other Committees to study the matter and to pro

duce proposals for us for dealing with them. That is what you 

would call the detailed work that must be pursued. 

"And you know perfectly well, my friends, that Ii Confe

rence as large as this or a Committee as large as some of those 

Committees that have been meeting under the Chairmanship of 

the Lord Chancellor cannot do that work. There are too many 

long speeches. (Laughter.) There are too many written speeches. 

There is not enough intimate, practical and pointed exchange of 

view sharp across a table, Without ten minutes speeches--two 

seconds observations met by another two seconds observations. 

Only in that way are you going to work it out. But whilst 

this is being done, we have to keep in contact with what I 

would call the large, representative political body-a body of 

this nature, a body which this typifies. That is the plan, the con

ception of His Majesty's Government-of quick, effective, scien

tific and certain work in the building up of the great constitu

tion of India, to which reference has been made.' 

15. "It is our intention to set up at once the Committees 

whose appointment the Conference has recommended viz" 

(A) To investigate and advise on their revision of the 

franchise and constituencies. 

(B) To put to the test of detailed budgetary facts and 

figures the recommendations of the Federal Finance Sub

Committee and 
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(C) to explore more fully the specific financial pro

blems arising in connection with certain individual 

states. 

"We intend that these Committees shall be at work in India 

under the Chairmanship of distinguished public men from this 

countty as early in the new year as possible. The views ex

pressed by you here on the other outstanding Federal problems 

will be taken into consideration at onCe and the necessary steps 

taken to get better understanding and agreement upon them. 

16. "His Majesty's Government have also taken note of the 

suggestion made in paragraph 26 of the Federal Structure Com

mittee's third report with the object of facilitating an early de

cision on the distribution among the states of whatever quota 

may be agreed upon for their representations in the legislature . 

.. It follows from what I have already said that they share 

the general desire for an early agreement on this question among 

the States and His Majesty's Government intend to afford the 

Princes all possible assistance by way of advice in this matter. 

If it appears to the Government that there is likely to be une 

due delay in their reaching an agreement amongst themselves 

the Government will take such steps as seem helpful to obtain 

a working settlement. 

Safeguards for Minorities 
17. "I have already alluded to another matter to which you 

have given ample evidence that you attach great importance, 

and to which you will expect me to refer. A decision of the com

munal problem, which provides only for representation of the 

communities in the legislatures is not enough to secure what I 

may call 'natural rights'. When such provisions have been 

made the minorities will still remain minorities and the consti

tution must therefore contain provisions which will give all 
creeds and classes a due sense of security that the principle of 

Majority Government is not to be employed to their moral or 
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material disadvantages in the body politic. The Government 

cannot undertake here and now to specify in detail what those 

provisions should be. Their form and scope will need the most 

anxious and careful consideration with a view to ensuring on 

the one hand that they are reasonably adequate for their pur

pose and on the other that they do not encroach to an extent 

which amounts to stultification upon the principles of represen

tative Responsible Government. 

"In this manner the Committee of Consultation should play 

an important part, for here also, just as in regard to the me

thod and proportions of electoral representation, it is vital to 

the success of the new constitution that it. should be framed on 

a basis of mutual agreement. 

18. "Now, once again. we must say each other goodbye. 

"For a time we shall meet individually and we shall meet. 

I hope, on committees carrying on this work to which we have 

set our hands. Not 'we' in the sense of His Majesty's Govern

ment, but 'we' in the sense of you and us together. 

"Great strides have been made; greater, I am sure you will 

find, than the most optimistic think. I was glad to hear, in the 

course of these debates speaker after speaker taking that view. 

It is the true view. 

"These Conferences have not been failures in any sense of 

,the term. These Conferences had to meet. These Conferences 

had to come up against obstacles. These Conferences had to 

be the means by which the diversity of opinion had to be ex

pressed. These Conferences enabled us not only to mobilise the 

'goodwill of India and England, but also enabled us to mobilise 

the great problems, the historical problems, of India. These pro

blems have enabled us all, you and we together, to come down 

and face hard reality and to gather from mutual conference thl' 

'spirit and the determination to overcome difficulties. 
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"We have met with obstacles but one of those optimists, to 

whom humanity owes most of its progress, said that "obstacles 

were made to be overcome." In that buoyancy of spirit and 

the goodwill which comes from it, let us go on with our task. 

My fairly wide experience of the Conferences like this is that 

the road to agreements is very broken and littered with obstruc

tions to begin with and the first stages often fill one with des

pair. But quite suddenly and generally unexpectedly the way 

smoothes itself out and the end is happliy reached. I not only 

pray that such may be our experience, but I assure you that 

the Government will strive unceasingly to secure such a suc

cessful termination to our mutual labours." 

Vote of thanks to Premier 
After the Premier's speech, Mr. Gandhi proposed a vote of 

thanks to the chair. 

He said that he did so with the greatest pleasure. It would 

not be expected of any of them and, least of all, of him to com

ment on the weighty pronouncement of the Chairman. He had 

a double duty, one (0 conduct the Conference and the other to 

convey the decisions of His Majesty's Government. It was more 

pleasant to Mr. Gandhi to refer to (he first duty. He congra

tulated the Chairman on the lessons he had given them in time 

since he would try to pass that lesson on to his countrymen. 

The Prime Minister had shown amazing industry and worked 

to exhaustion old men like Pandit Malaviya, Mr. Sastri anrl 

himself. "Therefore I have the greatest pleasure in moving 

a vote of thanks." 

"But there is an additional reason, and it is perhaps the 

greater reason," Gandhiji continued, "why I should shoulder 

this responsibility and the esteem and the privilege that have 

been given to me. 

"It is somewhat likely-I would say only somewhat likely 

because I would like to study your declaration once, twice, 
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thrice and as often as may be necessary, SCCl'i

ning every word thereof and reading the hidden 

meaning in it, crossing all the T's and dotting all the I's-and if 

r then come to the conclusion, as just now seems likely-that, 

as far as r am concerned, we have come to the parting of the 

ways and that our ways take different directions, it does not 

matter to us. Even so, you are entitled to my hearty and sin

cerest vote of thanks. 

"We must face the storms of Life" 
"It is not given to us always to expect a meticulous regard 

for each other's opinions and always be accommodating so that 

there is no principle left. On the contrary the dignity of human 

nature requires that we must face the storm, of life. Sometimes 

even blood brothers have to go each his own way, but if at the 

end of their quarrel, at the end of their differences, they can say 

that they bore no malice and that even so they acted as becomes 

a gentleman, a soldier, if it be possible at the end of the chapter 

for me to say that of myself and my countrymen and if it is 

possible for me to say that of you, Mr. Prime Minister, and of 

your countrymen, I will say that we parted also well. 

"I do not know in what directions my path will lie, but it 

does not matter to me. Even then, although I may have to go in 

an exactly opposite direction, you are still entitled to a vote of 

thanks from the bottom of my heart." (Loud applause.) 

Sir A. Qaiyum 
Sir Abdul Qaiyum, seconding, confessed that he was over

whelmed by the announcement of the fate of his province and in 

view of the honour of seconding the vote, his happiness was un

bounded. He sincerely and heartily supported the vote. The 

Premier's statement on behalf of the Government was quite sati,

factory to him and though every delegate might not be satisfied, 

there was one from the far off corner of India who was quite 

satisfied with the fate of his own province. (Applause.) 
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Sir Abdul Qaiyum expressed his gratitude to the Govern

ment and all the members of the Conference for the announce

ment. He said that he hoped that the best interpretation would 

be placed on the words "with due regard to the requirement for 

the defence of the frontier" and that they would be allowed even 

if they occasionally committed mistakes, every opportunity of 

acquiring experience of the new constitution. 

H. H. The Nawab of Bhopal 
The whole-hearted support of the Princes to the vote was 

expressed by the Nawab of Bhopal who assured full co-operation 

of the States with the British Government and British India in 

the noble task of creating a Greater India. The Princes were 

very grateful to the Prime Minister, the Lord Chancellor and Sir 

S. Hoare for the courtesy, kindness and goodwill. They were 

grateful to every Englishman for the hospitality of England. 

They were carrying back the happiest memories and hoped they 

would soon meet again, perhaps this time in India. The Con

ference had strengthened the indissoluble links uniting the two 

countries. 

The Premier's Reply 
The Prime Minister, replying to the vote, said that he was 

deeply touched by the warmth of the reception. His old friends 

knew perfectly well how close to his heart India and her people 

lay. He would feel very happy, if, when he retired from active 

life, a settlement between India and British had been reached 

that would make India content and give reason to the British 

people to be proud of their capacity to handle the very delicate 

subject and oement for all time the finest and most spontaneous 

friendship between India and Britain. 

"Go by the Path of Goodwill" 
The Premier hoped that they were going away determined to 

co-operate. It was no good going on any other path. ·'The path 
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of reason and mutual goodwill of the two peoples uniting to take 

the road to aim which we now profess together to have in com

mon is the path of the future, whatever may have been the path 

of the past." 

The Premier said that he was much obliged for Gandhiji's 

kind and friendly words and continued that there was only one 

thing to quarrel with him. "Why docs he refer to himself in re

lation to me as an old man? (Laughter). The Mahatmaji has 

got years to his advantage. It was a young man who spoke at 

twelve last night. (Laughter). It was an old man in the chair. 

I do not know which of us looks older, but the records show that 

in the ordinary course of nature I am much nearer the end of 

my time than Gandhiji himself and if there is anybody who 

has got a grievance about prolonged sitting, it is not the young 

man who spoke. It is the old man who presided whom you kept 

out of bed until 2-30 in the morning and then made to get up 

at 6 a.m., in order to come here with a prepared statement. That 

is where the grievance is, but here I have none, not a particle, 

not a shadow, if it has been in the interests of India." 

I am so glad myoId friend, Sir Abdul Qaiyum, seconded the 

resolution. It was a great, achievement to get Mr. Gandhi and 

him together. That is a foretaste of what is going to happen 

(applause) when the Muslim and the Hindu (Mr. Gandhi inter

jected, "not Hindu.") 

The Chairman said: Mr. Gandhi understands the lapses of 

the untrained human tongue. 

Mr. Gandhi: I forgive it. 

The Chairman: He understands lapses of the untrain

ed human tongue such as mine, Mussalmans and others (laughter 

and applause) together. I am beginning to pick up Mr. Gandhi's 

thoughts, because he has always told us that you were sections 

and he comprehended you all. 

Mr. Gandhi: Of course. 
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The Chairman: But look at the effect of you two coming 

together in order to co-operate and express gratitude to a 

Scotsman. My dear Mahatma, let us go on in this way. It is 

the best way. You may find it to be the only way. It is cer

tainly the way that will enable both of us to take great pride in 

our work and to relate our political action with those glorious 

spiritual impulses which lie at the sources of all our being. 

The Premier cO:1c1uded by wishing all a very good voyage 

home and a very happy, prosperous returning. "And do re

member, we are enlistfod in the same cause and that we arc 

bound by the same loyalty to India herself. Do remember to 

stand shoulder to shoulder with us in exchange of views, and 

by mutual co-operation and with good luck and good fortune, 

we sball solve the problems that now confront us and see India 

stand self-governing and self-respecting in the world (Loud 

applause) . 

"For the last time, I declare that the Conference now 

adjourns." 

Dramatic Closing Scene 
The closing scene at tbe second Indian Round Table Con

ference will be remembered for its quiet drama. At the con

clusion of his closing speech, Mr. MacDonald raised the Chair

man's mallet in tense silence and with a responding hit upon 

the table, said, "For the last time, I declare that the Conference 

now adjourns". 
The silence continuE'd for a few seconds and then the Prime 

Ministc" moved towards Mr. Gandhi and clasped him by the 

hand. The two looked straight into each other's eyes and talk

ed in very low tones of the future? 

Then Mr. MacDonald wished farewell to one delegate after 

another. 

ERRATA:-Page 78, fourteenth line fro:n bottom; Instead of the present 
read "Mahatmaji thOl.tght that the Finance Sub·Com-" 
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H. E. THE VICEROY'S STATEMENT: NOV. 1. 1929 

TIlE GE~ESI8 OF THE R. '1'. C. 

I have just returned from England where I have had 
the opportunity of a prolong~d consultation with His 

}Iajesty's Government. Before I left this country, I said 
publicly that, as the King·Emperor's representative in 
India, I should hold myself bound to tell my fellow 
countrymen as faithfully as I might, of India's feelings, 
anxieties and aspirlltions. In my endeavour to ilischarge 
that undertaking, I was assisted by finding, as I had 
expl'cted, a generous and sincere desire not only on the 
part of His Majesty's Government but on that of all per,ons 
and parties in Great Britain tn hear and to appreciate 
everything that it was my duty to represent. 

These are critical days, when matters by which men 
a,'e deeply tOlIched are in issue and when, therefore, it is 
inevitable that political feeling should I'Un high and that 
misunderstandings, which would scarcely arise in conditions 
of political tranquillity, shoulrl obtain a firm foothold in 
men's minrls. I have nevertheless not faltered ill my 
belief that behind all the disquiMing tendencies of the time, 
there lay the great mass of Indian opinion overflol'.'ing all 
divisions of race, religion 0" political thought fundamentally 
loyal to the Kiog·EmperOl· and, whether consciously or not, 
only wanting to understand and to be understood. On the 
other side, I have never felt any doubt that opinion in 

'Great Britain, puzzled as it might be by events in India, 
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or only perhaps partially informed as to their true signifi
cance, was unshaken in its determination that Great Britain 
should redeem to the full the pledges she has given f()t·· 
India's future. On both countries, the times bave laid a 
heavy and, in some ways, a unique responsibility, for the 
influence on the world of a I!erfect understanding bet
ween Great Britain and India might surely be so great 
that no scales can give us the measure either of the prize 
of success or the price of failure in our attempts to reach it. 

In my discussions with the Prime Minister and the 
Secretary of State, it was inevitable tbat the principal 
topic should have been the course of events iu Iudia. It 
is not profitable on the other side to discuss to what extent 
or witb what justification the appointment of a Parlia
mentary Commission two years ago has affected the 
general trend of Indian thougbt and action. Practical mell 
must take facts and situations as they are and not as they 
wonld have them to be. 

SIMON COMMISSION 

Sir John Simon's Commission, assisted as it has been 
by the Indian Central Committee, is now at work on its 
report, and until that report is laid before Parliament, it is 
impossible, and even if it were possible, it would, in the 
view of His Majesty's Government, clearly be improper, to 
forecast the nature of any constitutional changes that may 
subsequently be proposed. In this respect, every British 
party is bound to preserve to itself complete freedom of 
action. But wbat must constantly engage our attention, and 
is a matter of deep concern to His Majesty's Government, 
is the discovery of the meanS by which, when tbe Com
mission has reported, the broad question of British Indian 
constitutional advance may be approached in co·operation 
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with all those "ho can speAk authoritatively for opinion 10-

British India. 

I w6uld ventUl'e to l'ecnIl some words which I used in 
addressing the Assembly eight months ago on a reference 
to th~ tben existin,; political situll.tion. On the one side, 
I said it is as unprofitable to deny the right of Parliament 
to for III its free and deliberate jungment on the problem as 
it would be short-sighted of Parliament to underrate the 
importance of trying to reach a solution which might carry 
the williog assent of political India. We shall surely 
stray from tile path at the enil of which lies achievement if 
we I.t go either one or the other of these two main guiding 
pl'inciples of political action. 

I);,DIAN STATKS 

But th"re has lately emerged from a totRlly different 
angle another set of consideration. wbich is very relevant 
In what I have just stated on this matter to be the desire 
of His ~["jpsty's Government, The Chairman of the 
Commission has point~d out in correspondence with the 
Prime :\[illi.ter, which, I understanil, is being published 
in Eogbwd, that as their investigation has procee
ded, he Rnd his colleagues have beeu greatly impressed
in considering the direction which the future constitutional 
development of India is likely to take with the importance 
of bearing in mind the relations which may at some future 
timp- develop between British India anil the Indiall States. 
10 his judgment, it is essential thnt the methods by which 
this future relationship between these two constituent parts 
of greater Iuilia may be adjusted should be fully examin~d, 
He has furtller expressed the opinion that if the Commis
sioo's report and the proposals subsequently to be framed
by the Government take this widel' range it would appear 
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neceBS&ry for the Govemmpnt to revise the schewe 01 pro
cedure a8 at present proposed. He suggested tbat what 
might be reql1ired after the reports of the Statutory Com
mission and the Indian Central Committee have been made, 
considered and publishpd but before the stage i. reached 
01 the Joint Parlia.neotary Committee, would be the setting 
up of a Conference in which His )hjesty's Government 
should meet representatives both 0/ Britisb India and of 
the States for the purpose of ~eeking the greatest possible 
measure of agreement for the final proposals which it 
would later be the duty of His Majesty's Goveroment 
to submit to Parliament. The procpdure by Joint Parlia
mentary Committee conferriog with delegations from 
Indian Legislature and other bodies wbich was previously 
contemplated and is referred to in ~ir John Simon's letter 
to myselt of 6th Febmary 19:18 would still be appropriate 
for the examination of the Bill, when it i8 subsequently 
plac~d hefore Parliament, but wOllld, in the. opinion of the 
Commission, obviously have to be prece,\ed by some sucb 
confer~nce as they have suggested. 'Witb these views, 
I understand lbat His :\[aje.ty's Govel'nment are in com
plete accord, for while thdY will grelltly de~ire when the 
tim" coones to be able to deal with the question of I3dtish 
Indi'Ln political development under conditions tbe most 
favoU1'able t" its successful treatment, they are with the 
Commission deeply sensible of tbe importance of bringing 
under comprehensive review the whole prnblem of tbe 
relations of Briti,h IndiR and the Indian States. Indee,\, 
an adjustment of tbese interests, in tbeir view, is e •• entilll 
for tbe complete fnlfilment of wbat they consider to ue the 
underlying purpose of Bl'itisb policy, wbatever may btl tbe 

metbod ;or its further~nce which Parliament may Jeeide 

10 .,Iopt. 
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1917 DEC(,ARATION 

The g01l1 of British policy was stateu ID the 
I>eclllration of August 1917 to be thllt of providing for the 
gradll~1 development of .elf-governing institutions with a 
,.iew to the progressive realisation of responsible Govern
me-llt in India a, an integral part of the British Empire. 
As I recently pointeri out, my own In_trumeot of 
Instructions from the King-Emperor expressly states that it 
ill His lIhjesty's will anri pleasure thal the plllns laid riown 
by P~r1ia,nent in 1!1l9 should be the means by which 
British Inriia may Rttain its dup, place among his Domiuions. 
The Mini.ters of the CrQwn, moreover, have more than 
once pl\blicly declared that it is the desire of the British 
Govcrnm~nt th"t Inriia should, in th" fuloess of time, take 
her place in lhe Empire in equal partnership with the 
])9mioions. But in view of the doubts which hllve been 
pXI)re8sed both in Gr"at Britain aoil India rpg~riling the 
interprptation 10 be placed on the intentioos of the British 
Government, in enacting Ihe statute of 1919, I 11m 
authorised, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, to 
btllte clearly that in their jndgment, it is implicit in the 
Declaration of 191 i that the nlltural issue of India's 
constitution'll progress, a8 there contemplated, is the 
attainment of Dominion Statu8. 

In the full ~ealization of this policy, it is flvidently 
important that the Indian States should be afforded an 
0l'portuDity of finding their place and, even if we cannot" 
al pI'esent, exactly foresee on what lines this development 
may be shaped, it is from every poiDt of view d<:sirable, 
thaI, whatever can be done, should be done to ensure that 
acti(lD taken now is not inconsistent with the attainment of 
he ultimate purpose which those, whether in Briti.h Indi~ 
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or the States, wbo look forward to some unity of all 
India, have in view. His Majesty's Government consider 
tbat botb these objects, namely, tbat of finding the 
best approach to the Bl'itish Indian side of the pro-' 
blem, and secondly of ensuring that in this process the 
wider question of closer relations io the fnture between 

,the two parts of greater Iodia's oot overlooked, cao best 
'be achieved by the adoption of procedure snch as the 
Gommission has outlioerl. When, therefore, the Commii

'sion and the Indiau Central Committee have submitted 
their repol'ts and these have beeo published, anel when 
His Majesty's Government have been able io consultation 
with the Government of Iodia, to coosider these matte.:s 
in the light of all the material then available, they will 
propose to invite representatives of different parties and 
ip.terests in British India and representatives of the Indian 
States to meet them separately or together; ascirc'urn

-stances may demand, for the purpose of a 
,conference and discussion in regard both to' the 
British Indian and the All-Indian problems_ It will be their 
earnest hope that, by these means, it may subsequently 
prove possible on these grave issues to submit proposals 
to Parliament which may command a wide measure 6f 
general assent. 

It is not necessary for me to say how greatly I trust 
that the action of His Majesty's Government may evoke 

-response £I'om and enlist the concurrence of all sections of 
opinion in India, and I believe that all, who wish India 
well, wherever and whoever they are, desire to break 
~hrough the webs of mistrust that have lately clogged t\le 
-relations between India and Great Britain. 

I am firmly assured that the course of action now pro
'posed is at once the outcome of a real deBire to bring to 
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thl' body politic of India the touch that carries with it 
healing and health aud is the method by which we may 
best hope to handle these high matters in the way of 
constrnctive statesmanship. 





THE ROUND TABLE CUNf~K~NL~ 

The openiny of the Round Table Conference in the Royal 
Gallsry of the House of Lords on Wednesday the 12th 
November 1930 !Cas aUmded with stately splendour. As hair 
been observed, for the .first time in the history of British 
connection with I/ldia the Kin!! ~l England presided over the 
Cunferonce and gave his Royal blessings to a historic 
yatlle1 ing called UP01! to deal with the momentous problem 
of India's futitre constitutioll. There were 86 delegates in 
all: 16 from. the Indian States, 57 representin!! Bt'itish 
Tndia and 13 the Blitish political paliies. The 
centml figure in th" scene was the King himself. The 
Premie,', Plinces and thei,' .Ministe, s sat to the right of the 
throne, Mr. Benn lind other British deleyates to the left and 
the British Indian delegation to the front. Among th~ keenly 
intl"'ested visitors we, e the Prime Ministers oJ the Dominjons. 

PLENARY SESS,ON-FIRST DAY. 
H. M. THE KING EMPEROR 

IN opening the COllfe"ence H . .M. the Kiny said:-
It affords me much satisfaction to welcome to the 

cap it-al of my Empire representatives of the Princes, 
Chi efs and People of India and to inaugurate their 
Conference with my Ministers and representatives of other 
partie. composing the Parliament in whose precinctH we are 
aisembled. 

More than once a Sovereign has summoned historic 
aiiiemb\iei~ on the soil of ]ndia but never before Inne 
Briti8h and Indian state,men and rulers of Indian Slates 
met, as you now meet, in one place and rQund one table 
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to discuss the future system of Government for India and 
seek an agreement for tbe guidance of my Parliament as 
10 the foundations upon which it must staud. 

Nearly ten years ago, in a message to my Indian 
Legislature, I dwelt upon the significance of its establish
ment in the constitutioual progress of India. Ten years is 
but a brief spau in the life of any nation, but this decade 
has witnessed not only in India but throughout all nations 
forming t.he BL'itish Commonlve"lth a quickening and 
growth in ideas and the aspirations of nationhood which 
·defy the customary measul'llment of time. 

It shoulu, therefore, be no matter for sUl'prise to men 
of this generation that, as was then contemplated, it should 
have become necessary to estim'lte and review the results 
of what was begun ten ye'lrs ago and to make further pro
vision for the future. 

Such II revie\\' was lately carried out by the Statutory 
Commission, appointed by me for that purpose and you 
have before you the outcome of their labours, together 
with other contributions which have been, or can be made 
to the solution of the gl'Mt problem confronting you. No 
words of mine are needed to bring home to you the 
momentous character of the task to which you have set 

yonI' hands. 
Each one of you will, with me, be profonnoly conscious 

how much depends fer the whole of the British Common
wealth 011 the issue of yOUI' consultat;ons. This com
munity of iuterest leans me to count as of happy angury 
that there should be present to-day representatives of my 
Government in all sister States of the Commonwealth. 
I shall f"lIow the course of your proceeding. with the 
closest and most sympathetic interest, not indeed without 
anxiety but with a greater confidence. 
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The material conditions which surround the lives of 
-my subjects in India affect me deady ~nd will be ever 
present in YOUL' thoughts during the forthcoming delibera

·tions. I have also in mind the just claims of the majorities 
and minorities, l!lCn and women, town dwellers anel tillers 
of the soil, land-lords and tenants, strong and weak, rich 
and poor, of races, castes and creeds of which the body 
politic is composed. 

For these things I care deeply. I cannot doubt that 
·the tme foundation of Self-Govemment is the fusion of 
such divergent claims in mutual obligations aud in their 
recognition anel fulfilment. 

It is my hope that the futUl"e Government of India, 
-baJed 00 this fouoelation, will give expression to her 
'honourable aspirations. 

May your discnssion point the way to a sure achieve
.ment of this end and may your names go down in history 
as those of the men who served Iudia well and whose 
endeavours advanced the happiness and prosperity of all 
my beloved people! I pray that Providence may grant 
you in a bOlluteoll< mea,ure wisdom, patience lind good

will. 



THE RT. HO~. RAMSAY MACDONALD 

My first duty, as Chairman, i~ to ask your conspn~ 
-I know it is forthcoming in full measure-to convey our 
humble duty to His Majesty and the expression of loyal 
gratitude with which we have welcomed his gracious 
presence here and the inspiration his words have given us. 
I know also that you would have me include our loyal 
and grateful appreciation of the kindly solicitude of Her 
Majesty the Queen, which my Indiau friends, have been 
privileged to experience. Nor are we unmindful that it is· 
to His I\Iajesty's gracious permission that we o,,·e the· 
honour of holding our meeting in this Chamber to·day and 
hereafter in the Royal Palace of St. James's. ·We are 
deeply sensible of these signal mark~ of Their M~jesties' 
sympathy and favonr. I am very conscious of the responsi
bility you have put upon me. 

But the responsibility lies heavily on us all, for we 
are nOW at the very birth of new history. Declarations 
made by the British Sovereigns and statesmen from time 
to time, that Great Britain'li work in India was to pre
pare for Self·Government have been plain. If some say 
that they have been applied with woeful tardiness, I reply 
that no permanent evolution has seemed to anyone going 
thr{)ugh it to be anything b1!.t tardy. 

I am never disturbed by people who say that I have 
not fulfilled my pledges, provided I am fulfilling them .. 
We have met to try to register by agreement a 
recogoitioa (if the fact that India has reached a distinctive 
point III her constitutional evolution. Whatever that 
agreement may be there will be, some who will say that it 
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1S not gllod enough or that it goes too far. Let them say 
-so. We must boldly come out and appeal to the inteHigent 
-and informed public opinion. 

The men who co-operate are pioneers of progress. 
Civil <Ii,order is the way of reaction. It destroys social 
mentality wherefrom all cClostitutional development derives 
its source and whereupon all stable internal administration 
is based. 

Tit e task ahead of us is beset with difficulties for a 
solution of which the past affords no ready·mad~ guide. 
There are stubborn diversities of view still to be brought 
together and conflicting interests that have hitherto proved 
irreconcilable. Could any issues be more momentous? 
Could any be more enticing to men who loye to make rough 
'places smo(}th? We must bring to our task all the re
sources of mutual trust, practical sagacity and statesman
ship which we can command. 

This is not the time for reciting, to say nothing of 
prejudging, our problems. 'Ve shall meet them as we 
,proceed. Let us face them as men determined to surmount 
·them. Why not? What problems of growth and develop
'ment in liberty and institlltion have our peoples not faced? 
.And united we remain despite our diversities, because of 
'Our skill in harmonising the differences by a reasonable 
mutual accommodation. What better example c(}uld we 
have tilan the goodly array of distinguished Prime Ministers 
who have been with us consulting about dominion affairs? 

His Majesty's presence at the opening of our deli
Ibentions has enabled us to understand both the strength 
,and flexibility of the bond binding our whole Common
·wealth of Nations together in loyalty and devotion to' the 
>Crown. The attendance of the representatives of the 
Dominion Governments is an earnest of the interest and 
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goodwill with which sister-states of the Commonwealth of 
Nations will follow our labours. The association of 
Princes far tbe first time io a joint coo clave with 
representatIves of the people of British India is symbolical 
of tbe gradual moulding together of India into one whole· 
and, when I turn to the representatives of British India· 
I am mindful of India's different communities, l~nguages· 

and interests, but I am reminded still more of the quicken·· 
ing aDd unifying influences which have grown irresistibly 
from her contact with Great Britain and of the aspiratious 
for a United India which were in the minds of her 
pbilosopbers and ber rulers before tbe first English traders·· 
set foot on ber sbores. 

Nor is it without significance that we who thougb· 
not 9f Iodia, also seek India's honour, are drawn from all' 
the three parties in this Parliament and on the inter
play of whose rivalries no less than ideals, is built up our 
Britisb system of Government. 

But, apart h'om these tbings, surely the simple fact 
that we have come here to sit at one table with the set and 
sole purpose of India's advancement within the companion
ship of the Commonwealth is in itself an undeniable sign 
of progress towards that end and also an inspiring challenge 
to reach an agreement. 

We must now begin our labours. Tbings have been 
said in the past wbether in anger or blindness or for 
mischief, which we bad better forget at this table. What
ever be the story that is to be written of tbis Conference, 
be assured that it will be written. Let us strive to make 
it worthy of the best political genius of our peoples and 
add by it to the respect paid by tbe world to both our 

nations. 



H. H. THE GAEKWAR OF BARODA 

The Gaekw!lr of Baroda voiced the sense of priYilt'ge
in saying a fe,,' word. ou behalf "f tIle Indian States
delegation linn sOlid that they were rleeply beholden to His. 
Majesty, to whom he begged of the Premier to convey 
tbeir sent.imeutsof loyalty to his thl'One and person. He 
said: "These historic precincts hAve witnessed InallY 
conferenc". frllught with import, but I doubt if ever before 
they have been the scene of one like this when the issues 
at stake involve the prosperity and contentment of India's· 
millions and greatness of the British Empire. By the con
cession in a generous measure of the aspirations of the 
Princes and peoples of India and by that alone can the 
realislltion be given to the noble word. of the gl'eat Queen 
Victoria as expressed in the famous proclamation namely, 
'In their prosperity will be our strength, in their content
ment our security and in their gratitude our best regard.' 
May we all labour whole-heartl·dly with mutual tl'Ust and 
goodwill for the attainment of so gr~at An end." 



THE MAHARAJA OF KASHMIR 

The Maharaja of Kashmir expressed deep gratitude for 
His Majesty', cordial welcome and prayed Providence to 
grant them the vision and will to realise t.he hopes express
ed in the inspiring words of their beloved King Emperor_ 
He dr~w attention to the unprecedented natme of the 
gathering and continued :-" Allied by treaty with the 
British Crown, and within our territories indepen~ent rulers, 
we have come with a full Bense of the resflonsihility to our 
fltates and all India. As allies of Britain we stand solidly 
by the British connection. As Indians and loyal to the land 
<ilf our birth, we stand as solidly as the rest ot our country
men for our lands the enjoyment of a position of honour 
and equality in the British Commonwealth. Our desire to co
operate to the best of our ability with all sections of the Con
ference is genuine as also is om determination to base our 
~o-operation upon the realities of the present situation. 
Neither Eng-land nor India c"n afford to see this Conference 
end in failure. We must resolve to succeed. The difficul
ties shall not be insuperable. We must exercise patience, 
tact and forbe:tl'"nce and be inspired by mutual under
ilt>tnding and goodwill. We must give and take. If we 
succeed, Englalld no less than India gains. 1£ we fail India 
no less than England loses. The task is gigantic. In 
the MRe of no people would sllch aim as ours be easy to 
accomplish. In the ease of India, the complexity of the 
factors is u'liqlw, but, by the g,·ace of Gor!, with goodwill 
and sympathy on both sides the difficulties shall be sur
mounted and with the word. of the King-Emperor still ring
ing in our ears Ive Princes affil·m that the Conference shall 
Dot fail through Rny fault of ours." 



SIR AKBAR HYDARI 

Sir Akbar Rynari declal'ed that His Majesty's aitdr.'t!, 
full of personal sympathy to which every Indian heart 
immeiliately responded would prove an inspiration atln 
guiile to all of them. The Nizam counted" Faitl,ful Ally 
of British Government" among the proudest of hi. ti'l~s_ 

For 150 years the Nizams had held steailfastly to the 
" alliance in perpetuity" as the treflties proudly proclaimed 
it. .. As with the Hydembad so with all the States and I 
-can assure the peoples of the Empire and the world at large 
that no hand shall sever the ties binding the Princes to the 
Crown. At the same time the States, autonomous .... i.in 
their own borders, can fully sympathise with tbe aim~ aad 
ineals of the people of British India and be ready to work 
-in harmony with them for a Greatel' United India, .. J.i~h 
we all hope will be the outcome of 0111' deliberations. In 
this spirit we enter the Conferellce and shall do ollr utmost 
to a,sist in the solution of the problems to our country's 
satisfaction of her aspiration. Every race, creed and reli
gion has its own distinct contribution to make to tJae 
Commonwealth and we of the States bring no mean inherit
ance, traditions and culture handed down from the spaeicms 
days when in politics, arts and science, India was amongst 
-the foremost of the peoples of the world. ,\Ve approach a 
tuk heset with 80 mltoy difficult.ieB in all humility, not 
'trllsting in our own power, but in the guiding hand of 
Divine Providence." 
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The gracious and inspiring words of His lIIajesty 
contain lessons which we must learn to practise if we 
would succeed in the enterprise about to begin, Sir, under 
your gracious and well proved guidance. The CrowD is 
the symbol of both power and unity and draws our hearts 
in willing homage and reverence. 

It is, moreover, the fount.ain of justice, freedom and 
equality among the various peoples of the Commonwealth 
and loyalty, therefore enjoins faithful and unceasillg ptll'
suit of these ideals and we sbould be failing in ollr duty to 
the C,·own if we knowingly tolerated anywhere under the 
British flag conditions that produced injustice, inequality or 
undue restrictions on the growth of communities. 

This Conference will enable all parties interested in 
Indill to bring together their ideas as the subjects of her 
contentment and peaceful advance to the fulfilment of her 
destiny. Bold and candid speech is requir(ld, but also 
moderation, forbearance and a readiness to appreciate 
different views. Above all Il vision of India as a whole 
must be tbe sovereign consideration governing all our plans. 
You will hear, Sir, many claims aud counsels. Some may 
be in mutual conflict. Our common prayer is that some
how through the magic of YOUl· personality these claims 
may be reconciled and these fragmentary counsels gather
ed into one complete scheme so that tbis table may be 
hereafter remembered as t.he table of rounded wisdom and 
statesmanship. 

Through all clouds ot prejudice and misunderstanding 
that have darkened the problem two statements of policy 
sbine like bright guiding stars and both have the authority 
of His Majesty's Government. Firstly of the Viceroy last 
year to the effect that the natural issue of India's
constitutional prlJgress as contemplated ill the declaration 
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of .\.ugust 1917 is the attainment of Dominion Status: 
secondly in .J uly of this year he promised India the 
enjoyment of as large a degree of management of her own 
affairs as could be shown to he compatible with the 
necessity of making provisions for those matters in regard to 
which she is not yet in a position to assume responsibility. 

Our allotted task is to interpret these statements 
liberally and to translate them courageously into positive 
measures for the benefit of India and the increased glory of 
of the Commonwealth. 

MR. to. BA PE 

Mr. Ba Pe, on behalf of Burma, appreciated the honour 
by tile selection of a Burman to speak on tbe momentous 
occasion lind assured His Majesty of Burmans' loyalty and 
hoped that His lI1ajesty would live long to preside over the 
desti~ies of the Great Empire. He voiced the gratitudp to 
His Majesty's Government for arranging the Conference 
and believed that a friendly discussion would remove the 
obstacles tbat would have otherwise looked insUl"rnountable. 
He pointed out that the casp of Burma, in some 
ways, was a special one, but they brought the fullest 
measure of goodwill and cO'operation, confident tbat the 
deliberations would promote the political progress of Burma, 
satisfy the a8pirations of the people and increase their 
prosperity and happiness. They had hrought high hopes 
that in the words of Mr. MacDonald uttered recently 'our 
liberty will be broadened in self-government, which is 
essential for the national self-respect and contentment.' 
"vVe love our couutry and helieve in the greatness before it. 
We look to England for friendship Alln lIffection and hope 
that we will 800n be able to take Oul" place "S equal partners 
with other Dominions in the great British Empire." 
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~fr .. Jinnah acknowledged the sympathy and kindness 
of their ~Iajesties and opined that. it was fortunate tbat the 

·statesman of ]\fl'. MacDonald's calibre and experience had 
. agreed to preside over the deliberations. He was glad 
that Mr. ~acDonald had referred to the declarations of 
British sovereigns from time to time that Britain's work in 
'India was to prepare bel' for Self-Government. 

He drew attention to the Viceroy's recent announce
'ment tbat the only issue implicit in the declaration of His 
Majesty's Government is the" attainment of Self-Govern
'ment. 

"But I must now emphasise that India 
·the translation and fulfilment of these declarations. 

expects 
There 

never was a more momentous or graver issue in tbe 
history of' the two nations than tbe present one on 
which hangs the fate of nearly one-fiftb of the population 
of the world. 'Ve welcome the association of the Princes' 
Delegation with the representatives of the people of British 
India. I desire and bope that all parties, interest~ anrI 
i!ommnnities will "pply to the task (in the words of Mr. 
MacDonald) all resources of mutual trust, practical saga

.city and statesmanship which we can command. 
I must mark my ploRsurll at tbe presence of tllf~ 

'Premiers and representatives of Dominions. I am glad 
they are here to witness tbe birth of a new Dominion of 

.the British Commonwealth." 



SECOND DAY, NOV. 11. 

SIR TEJ BAHADl'R SAPRU 

1\11'. Prime Minister, the responsibility which lIas
he en cast upon my sboulders in presenting the case of my 
country to you is very great; but I will beg some patience 
on your part, for the subject is great and complicated and 
involves many delicate is.sues affecting not only India but; 
the relations of India to England. Let me tell you at the 
out&et that we are here to add, if we can, a bright chapter' 
to the history of the relations of England and India. 
(Applause.) 

You and other British statesmen have in the long 
course of your political experience and duties, been· 
accustomed to preside over, or be associated with, so many 
conferences of international character that it ill-becomes a 
humble politician like me from across the seas to tell you' 
that so many bopes are wonnd up with the success of this-. 
conference. An anxious and re stI !'IllS India is watching 
you. May I also add that the eyes of the whole world 
are on you? Not only are we Indians on our trial but if I" 
may respectfully say so, and if I may beg you not to· 

misunderstand me, the whole of British stlltesmanship is 6n 

trial. 
This is absolutely the first time in tile hisoory of the· 

connection of India and England that such a big gesture 
has been man e by England towards India. It is a gesture 
which means that Indians and Englishmen should sit at a. 
ronnd table not to enter merely into a clash of ideas btlt 
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· if possible to !wolve a constitution for the country which 
may Rettie om difficulties for all time to come and which 

'may enable I1S to settle down to constructive work. 
I will ask you to bellr with me when I rem inn you of 

,the circumstances um]r,r which the Conference has been 
cal1"d. Last yeal', I h'l1ieve, it was on the 31st October 
1!):!9, Lord Irwin, for whom let me tell you frankly, I 
have a genuine admiration (loud and prolonged applause) 
-a Viceroy who is very much misunderstood, to my 
sm'prise, in his country ano, let me say, also in my country 

· but wl,osc )1(>"rl is with ns, I feel assured about it-mane 
· that famous announcement. The' secret history "s to how 
,tll'lt annonncement camll to be made has yet to be written. 
Bnt we must take that announcement as an accomplished 

· fact. You pledged yourself there to certain ideas, to a 
· certain policy and this Conference has been convened to 
implement that policy. In his speech which Lord Irwin 
delivered on .July 9 last to the Indian Legislatures he again 
referred to that matter in these words, that the purpose of 
thi- Conference was' that the spokesmen of Great Britain 
and India wonld take free counsel together upon measnres 
which the Govel'llment would later present to Parliament'. 
Ann if I may be permitted to refer to the letter which 

'Lord Irwin addressed to my distinguished friend IIfr. 
Jayakar, ann myself when we started on a mi'sion which 
unfortunately failed, his Excellency wrote as folloO's: 'It 
remains my earnest desire as it is that of my Government 
all:] I have no doubt also that of His Mfljesty's Government 
to do anything we can in onr respective spheres to assist 
the people of Illdia to obtain as large a degree of the man
agement of their own affairs as ean be shown to be eonsi,t
. ent with making provision for those matters in regard to 
which they are not at present in a position to assume 
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Tl'spomihility.' What those measures may be and what 
provisions may be made for them, will engage th e attention 
of the Conference, but I have never believed that with 
mutual confi,ll'nce on both sides it should be impossible to 
reach an agreement. 

In that sfJirit and for that purpose, we have come here 
across the seas in the midst of the gibes and ridicule of Ol1r 
olVn countrymen. We have already been described in our 
cOllntry as traitors to the calise. 'Ve have come. here in 
the midst of that opposition, but have brought with liS the 
determinlltion to argue with you, to discuss with YOll frankly 
and fL'eely, to make Ollr contribution to the solution of the 
p,·oblp.m, to make ourselves heard hut also to hear you and 
to invite you to make your coniriblltion, 80 that in the end 
we may say that those who have already forecast the future 
were really false prophets. In that spirit I wish to pre~.Dt 
my case before you. 

No greater mistake can be mane by British state~mlln 
and my British friends--an,J I claim I do possess some 
friends among the British-than to imagine tllat Indi& 
stands to-day where she din even ten years ago. I think 
the idea of the progres'l India has made during the last ten 
years could not have heen better described than in the 
gracious words of our Sovereign on the opening day of this 
Conference. We have travelled a very long distance. I~et 

that be realised. Let this time-worn theory, that we are 
only a hanrHul of men be abolished for good. Mr . .Jayakar 
and I, during tho months of .Tuly, August and September, 
were constantly travelling from one end of th e couutry to 
the other. We saw with 0111" own pyes, we heard with our 
own cars, signs aod cries which it would have been impos
sible for me or him to imagine. When I read in the English 
preu descriptions of the situation in India, my heart sinks. 
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I am not making a reference to these things with the
object of frightening you. I am not holding out any threat. 
I am simply stating facts. I make an absolutely honest 
(lonfession th~t, so far as I &.m concerned, I have realised' 
from the beginning the grave dangers of the civil disobed
ience movement in my country. But while I have realised' 
Hle ::rave d angers of that movement, I have also realised 
the importance of placing a true interpretation of what ito 
really represents. 1 beg you on this occasion to rise 
sllperior to the small administrative view of this q nestion' 
and to take a broad statesmanlike view of the unrest yon' 
find in India. I beg you to think like this. 

Never before in the history of India, never before even 
in the Moghul period has India been governed by agents 
ancl sub-agents. The Moghuls or Mahomedans may have 
come "s invaders but they had settled down, became men 
of the same country anrl hecame part and parcel of our 
social system. 'What is the system that you have establish
ed? It is a system of the Parliamentary sovereignty, a 
sovereignty exercised by some 700 odd members of Parlia
mellt on behalf of a population of 45,000,000 and you are 
attompting to exercise that sovereignty over 320,000,000' 
people living 6,000 miles away from the centre of your 
political power. I speak with the utmost deference in the 
pro.Mce of th e Secretary of State, but I do say that an· 
orlii.ary member of the Parliament has neither the neces
sary time nor thl' necessary capacity nor the necessllrY 
vision to understand the mind or feelings of India. And if 
Mr. Benn will excuse me, r will say tbat the Secretary of 
Stlrle, however distinguished he may be, is one of those 700 
men. Necessarily he has to depend upon the advice of 
men in the India Office. While I have great admiration 
for the Civil Service, whether it is your civil service or the 
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ci viI service of my country, I cannot forget that while the
civil servants can be VCl'y good servant. they are very bad 
mastel·S. Therefore I say that ultimately it comes down r 

not to ParliamentJlI'y sovereignty, but to the sovereignty of 
half a dozen men in England and half a dozen men in 
India. That is holV the theory of Parliamentary sovereignty 
works out. Can YOll expect a country like mine, brought 
into contact with Western ideas and vibrating with the new 
movement of the EIlst, to remain content with that sort of 
government? Certainly nnt. It is perfectly natural that we 
should seek freedom within Olll' own borders as an integral 
part of the British Cummonwealth of Nations. 

Yon will ask me, "Vhat is it exactly that you want?" 
When I have talked to my British friends-some of them 
are very highly placed stl,tesmen-if I have used in the
course of the conversl!.tion that forbidden phrase 'Dominion 
Status', some of them have asked me,' Wbat does it all 
mean'?' [ have been asker{ that question, in fact by One of 
your biggest statesmen in private. When we talk about 
Dominion Statu., the average Englishman stands up in the 
middle of the road and asks. ' What does it all mean?' I 
would respectfully ask whether, in 1865, when you had tl} 
tackle the question of Canada or, in 1900, when you had to 
tackle the pl'olllem of Australia or, in 1909, when you were 
face to face with the problem of South Africa after that 
terrible war-whether the average Englishman stood up 
and asked, ' What does it all wean?' 

'Vhen you ask what are the implications of Dominion 
Status, I am ready to give an answer te that question, but 
let me tell you what we want before I proceed further 
avoiding that expression which is uDpleasant to sume ears. 
I will put my case like this; India wants, and .is ueter
mined to achieve, a status of equality with ihe other free 

! 
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members of the British Commonwealth, an equality which 
will give it a government not merely responsive to hut 
.responsible to the popular voice. Speaking for myself, 
I say with all conviction-l possess conviction based not 
merely on theory but on experiencA derived, if I may 
respectfully say so, from my official experience, howevP( 
brief it may he-that it will Dot do for you to take 
provincial autonomy or anything of that kind, unless you 
couple with it a decided and clear change in the constitu
tion of the Central Government. You must make that 
responsible to the legislature. 

At this stage you may ask me, assuming that India 
wants a responsible central government, what is going to be 
the relation of that respoDsible central governmeDt to the 
provinces, an-l. what is going to be the relation of responsi
·ble central government to the States? Tllat at once gives 
rise to the question whether our constitutioD should be of a 
fed~ral character. Before I express any views, may I 
make a very respectful appeal to some of my illustrious 
couutrymen, wbo are patriots fhat and princes afterwards· 
It will not do for their Highnesses, and I know they are 
far from conceiving such a thing, to say that they are here 
only for the protectioD of their rights. Let me repectfully 
tell them that they are Indians first aDu Indian princes 
next, aud that they owe as much duty to the common 
Motherland as we do. I am not one of those who have a 
hOI"ror of Indian princes. I make that confesRion publicly. 
I think of the IndiaD princes every inch as patriotic as any 
(Joe of ue and I make an earnest appeal to them not to 
confine their vision merely to what is called one-third IDdia, 
I ask t[,em to say whether at any time in history India was 
so arbitquily divided as it is now geographically British 
India or Indian India. I say we are one India. I leave 
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it to them to move forwaru with the vision of an India which 
will be one single whole, each part of which may be 

autonomous and may enjoy absolute independence with
in its own bOl"(Ip,r~, regulated hy proper relations with the 

rest. I, therefore, ask them to come forth on this occasion 
and say whether they are prepared to join an all-India 
federation. I express nO definite opinion. I w ill not 
commit this Conference to any particular issue on this 
point. These issues have to be examined carefully and 
,minutely. I do suggest, however, so far as we are concerned, 

-that we have the vision of a united India and Dot merely 
India divided into so many compartments. I have nO 
doubt that when the ~Iahara.ia of Bikaner arldresses the 
Conferp,nce, he will advert to these questions and will take 
,us DOW into his confidence. 

If you agree tlll.t there has got to be responsibility at 
the centre, inevitably you must ask yourself the question, 

·unitSlry or ferleral r Speaking for mysp.lf, and I speak in 
r~gard to this matter in my individual capacity, I am a 
'very stl'Ong believer in the federal form of government. I 
believe therein lies the solution of the difficulty and the 

sal vation of Ind ia. 
And if I were to express my opinion freely, I would 

welcome the association of Indian i:ltates with British India 
mainly for three reasons. I say they will furnish a stablis
ing factor in OUI' constitution. Further I say that the pro
cess of unification will begin at once. Lastly, I say that 
in regard to matterH of defence they will turnish a practi
cal experieuce which is yet wanting in British India. For 
all these reasons I invite them tojoin this bigger federation. 
The details have to be worked out. They were not prese.nt 
to the minu of the Gover~ent of India when they wrote 
their despatch. The Government of India in their des-
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patch vaguely speak of a far·off distant federation. With, 
us, it is a real and live issue now. 1£ we can come to som" 
solution of that, I frankly think that nothing hetter can be 
achieved at this Conference. 

Haying said that much, I will reyert to the question 
of the form of govemment. I may be reminded by some 
friends here that absolutely unrestricted rep on sible 
government at the centre is at the present moment an 
impossibility. I may be reminded that there is the ques· 
tion of law and order involyed, I may be reminded that 
there are European interests involved. There is the entire 
system of commerce involved. There is finance, which is· 
the basis of all constitution, invoJye~. My answer is this: 
If these are the difficulties, by all means face them and 
find a sol ution for them. But you ought not, you cannot, 
treat them as insurmountable difficulties which make it 
imperative on yon to say, "no, Gentlemen, we shall not 
admit your claim to respon'iblity in the centre, beclluse 
these are the difficulties for which our combined Btatesman· 
ship is nnable to find any solution." I do not want my 
friends of the British Delegation to take that position. 

No one can be more interested in the maintenance of 
law and order than we Indians. I admit there may be 
difficulties, but what has been your history during the last 
25 years ever since the Partition of Bengal? Every five 
years there has sprung up an agitation of all acute charac· 
ter and we had-I mean Enropeans and Indians have had 
-either to r~sort to extraordinary powers or slmt up thou· 
sands of lllen and put up with grave breaches of law. Is 
this what you call maintenance of law and ordcr? Surely 
no Indian Minister could have made graver blunders than 
have been made in dealing with a tituation of this charac
ter. I do say, that is the position which has got to be· 
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fllirly faced, and you will never be able to maintain law and 
order so long as you do Dot satisfy the political aspirations, 
so long as the question of the minorities is not settled, so 
long a" the Ilntouchables and the depressed classes do not 
feel that they have a nefinite position of honourable 
equality. Solve these problems and then the whole 
problem of law and ot'der becomPR very much simpler. 

I now come to commerc('. What is the trouble about 
commerce? I am 'Iuite nware that there is a very large 
amount of European capital invested in India, but r am not 
one of those, and I believe there is not a single man here, 
who would like to have any expropt'iatory legislation. We 
do not want to rob the Europeans of their capital. On the 
contrary we are most anxious that our friends the Euro
peans who have settled down in India or who carryon 
'husiness there should feal that they h:lve tbe same rights 
and privileges which genuine born Indians have. They 
are quite welcome to suggest any safeguards for their rights 
and interests. We shall be more than willing to meet 
them. 

You t&lk of finance as being an obstacle and of the 
-absence of a Reserve Blink. ~ry answer to that is, by all 
means establish a Reserve Bank based not on a political but 
purely financial and economic basis. When we know that 
-the constitution is going to be ours, that the government is 
going to be ours, why should we adopt It non-possumus atti
tude? There is not very much force in the argument that 
the credit of Indill will disappear in the London mllrket, if 
finance comes into [ndian hands. I know instances in 
which private individuals have raised money in London. I 
know that your country has advanced big loans to small 
.countries which are not within your Empire. Surely, 
after 150 yelils of association with Great Britain, after 
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having enjoyed a system of government which has 
importance, and established stability in the country, do you, 
mean to say that the credit of India in the London market 
will disappear simply because our finances pass into other 
hands. Did you ever raise this question in the case of 
other countries? I, therefore, ask you, if you feel there 
is any real and genuine difficulty with regard to these 
matters, please do not use them as obstacles in our way but 
as difficulties to be surmounted. 

I now come to the question of Army. May I remind' 
you of a very striking speech of the late Mr. Montagu, for 
whom everyone of us here has not merely respect but deep 
genuine affection, In which he said ;-' Having kept 
Indians out of the commissioned ranks for 70 or 80 years, 
having deprived them of the opportunity to build up their 
own army and receive training, does it in fairness lie in your 
mouth to say now: "Oh India must not get self-govern
ment because it cannot defend its own borders and it can
not maintain its own peace". The argument is neither 
fair nor, from a practical point of view, can it be maintain
ed. As practical politicians, we r(lalise that there is 
difficulty about the Army. We realise we have got to 
train a sufficient number of our own men and we have to 
be patient about that. But all we say is, give us the 
opportunity to train our o"'n men. Give us freedom to 
establish institutions. So far as your Army is concerned 
by all means keep it in the hands of the Viceroy. Let 
him exercise control over the Army through tbe Com
mander-in-Chief 01' through a Minister whom he may 
appoint and we, for our part are willing to provide funds 
and agree to statutory changes in respect of the Army. 
These are matters which have got to be finally adjusted 
and examined. 
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I have heen told privately, and I have read it in 
documents-and it causes me some despair-that no 
British Minister will agree to the transfer of the British 
Army to the control of Indian Ministers. That question, 
to my mind, is not of immediate importllnce, bllt I do hope 
people who talk like that 010 not 1I1e&n to imply tbat no 
British officer will be willing to servp nnder any loolian 
fdlow-sul.ject. At the prt·.ent moment it so happens and 
it ha. happened repeatedly during the lllst few Yl'aril, that 
Inilillns holil the highe.t office. un..Jer the Crown ana I 
have not yet kno\\'n & single instance ill which a member 
of the Indian Civil S~rvice or any other service had 
declined to take orders from his Indian superior on the 
ground th .. t he is lin In-lilln. I appeal to my Illte chief, 
Lord Reading. I had the honour at one time to be a 
member of his government a"d { appeal to him to say 
whether the relations between the EIIrOpelln members ot 
the Executive Council and Inrlilln members on the one 
hand &nd between the Indian members of the Executive 
Council and the .ecr"taries most of whom were members 
of the Indian Civil Service were cordi"l or otherwise. 1 
should like to refer to a rem ... kable caS6 which exists in 
Indi .. at the present moment. In Lahore, the Chief Justice 
of the High Court happens to be Ii distinguished country
m .. n of mine Sir Shadi Lall, one of the most striking pel'
sonalities of InniK. I have never heard a single judge oj 
the High Court SIlY that he feels it a matter of 
disgrace thllt he should be presided over by aD 
Indian Chief J uotice. I say thel'efore, let us put it: 
After all, the point of view we take is this: You and we 
are subjects "I the sllme King-Emperor, you and we 
belong to the same Commonwealth of Nations. There 
ou,ht not to be any feeling of superiority or inferiority, 
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because so long as the1'e is that feeling of superiority and 
inferiority, India can never be happy and can never be 
·contented. (Applause.) Let us deal with the problem of 
the Army, therefore, in the manner in which practical 
~tatesman~hip requires it to be done, but do not say to us 
that because of these obstacles we ought to go back to our 
·own countrymen and say: the utmost that we have heen 
>able to achieve by going 6,000 miles and by talking to 
British statesmen of all the three parties is provincial 
>autonomy. 

Let me ask you only one thing. I would make a 
personal appeal':o Lord Heading iu this matter, because I 
'believe that if there is one m:\n in this assembly who 
'Understands the constitution of India from the legal and 
political point of view, it is Lord Reading. I would ask 
·him to consider this. Do you really think that it will 
make fo~ pe,lce and harmonious action if you give the 
'provinces provincial autonomy, which means responsible 
'gove\'Dmcllt., ana on the top of that have an irresponsible 
~entral gOVe.mlll,,"t? Quite apart from questions of a poli
tical charactl'r [say that the machinery will break down 
in the course of" week. It will give rise to so many aead
~o~ks, it will C,lllie so mapy occasions of friction that the 
machinery will break down. The position, therefore, is 
plain and simple. Take your courage in yonr hanus, pro
'Vide as many safeguards as you can so long as those 
·safeguards rlo not destroy tbe vital princi pIe. Tllen go 
ahearl with eonrage and with faith. Courage and faith 
~ogether with the commonsense of the people of Inrlill will 
·come to your rescue. Their whole future is at stake. But 
·do not say: You shall march so many paces.' Tbe time 
bas long since passed by when India could hold its soul in 
\patience and march to tbat far-off ideal through the ages. 
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'I very respectfully beg you to cbange your outlook on th'l 
whole situation. 

Ur. Prime 1Ilinister, I have already taken much more 
time than I intended. But before I resume my seat I 
should like to express the hope that you and we may work 
in the closest possible co-operation and that we may speak 
without mental reservations, because I believe there can be 
no greater crime against England or India than to speak 
with mental reservation on an occasion like this. I hope 
you and we may succeed in evolving a constitntion which 
will bring peace and contentment in my country, which 

'will make tbe youth of my country look to their country 
witp pride, with confidence ann with assurance and which 
will make your office and your name immQrtal in the 

Ihistory of India and England. 
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We meet in. no ordinary times to attempt no ordinary 
task. In our immediate concern is the peace, happiness
aad good Government of 319 millions of people, looking to 
whatever Government may he established for some relief 
from their present distresses, and who, I venture once again 
to assert, certain unhappy circumstances notwithstanding, 
are loyal to the core. 

What, then, would he the result, if from any irresolu
ti9n on our part, from unreason on one side or re-action 
on the other, hom timidity in one party and a refusal to 
recognise the essentials of constitutional Government in 
an9ther, we flinched from the work and failed in our duty 
to secure the greater contentment of India? 

It goes without saying that a very heavy responsihility 
rlliti on each and everyone of us taking part in this· 
Conference, and that the issues involved are really 
tremendous. It is impossible to minimise the magnitude 
g( the task that lies before us, nor do I desire to undelTate· 
the complexity of some of the problems involved. I am an 
optimist, but there is no use in shutting one's eyes to facts. 
I hne seen in Bombay and elsewhere during my travels in 
British Ind ia how the masses in the districts are being 
affected; and I wish I could adequately express the 
gra'l'ity of the situation. 

I have always declined to be moved by threats of dire 
consequences, nor have I submitted to being dictated to at 
the muzzle of the pistol; but undue regard for preconceived 
id~as and false notions of prestige, or exaggerated fears of 
iome possible consequences, have, I feel it will he agreed 
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also, to be guarded against. I for one-and here J feel thar 
J speak for my Order as well as for the representative' of 
Hriti.h India who are gathered in this aocient hall-refuse 
to be made fearful hy the difficulties ahead (applause). 
Rather do J find in them an inspiration to put forth the 
uttermost that is in me in a spirit .,f confidence IIno of 
courage. The very immensity of the work makes it worth 
doing well. His Majesty the King-Empemr, at the 
opening of this conference, was plellsed to remino us that 
the Illst decade had witne88ed a quickening and growth in 
the ideals and aspirations of nationhood, which defy the 
customary measurements of time. 

I venture to appeal to yon, Mr. Prime Minister, as 
well a8 to the other members of His Majesty's Government 
and to our colleagues here reprp.senting the British political 
parties, to take your courage in both hands, to throw your 
hearts over the fencll and to follow boldly after, in the 
conviction that the grellter our vision and determination, 
the greater is our success likely to be and the richer in. 
consequence the harvest which we all-British India, the 
Indian States, Great Britain and the Empire-shall reap. 

The ultimate attainrgent of Dominion Status under the· 
Crown is inherent in the declaration of policy of 1917, and 
has more recently received an authoritative endorsement. 
Let us hitch our wagon to that star, fully realising that our 
sister States did not reach the end at one stride, but after 
evolution based on experience, and that in the intervening 
stage, certain safeguards aud guarantees are imperatively 
necessary for the security of the body politic and all the 
part" thereof, but looking straight ahead nothing worth 
having can be attained without facing 80me risks. 

'l1,at waS when Lord Durham laid the foundation. 
for the proud position which Canada enjoys to-day as· 
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the premier Dominion in our great Commonwealth. 
Similar reasons were given, when Sir Henry Campbell 
Bannerman secured Dominion Status for South Africa with 

,the best results, I am equally convinced that if this Con
ference will do the right thing, my country will be a will· 
ing and contented partner in the Commonwealth. She 
will then be only too glad, side by side with an honoUl"able 
and independent position intel"Dally, to have all the powers 
and reSOUl"Ce2 of onr mighty Empire always at her back. 

No half-hearted measmes and no tinkering with the 
.constitution, will, I beg you to believe, meet tbe situ'ltion. 
Many of our troubles in the past and our troubles of the 
'present have arisen from these causes. Moreover, when 

any responsible demand for some constitutional advance 
was made it was often too late. 

There never was a time in the history of the world 
and of the Empire, when comage-courage in thought, in 

.aim, in constrnctive statesmanship-was more needed than 
·now, when the great ambitions stirring in India are strugg
ling for const.itutional expression. It is in this spirit of 
courage, of confident imagination and of liheral statesman
'ship that I pray we may approach this great task. I 
speak primarily for myself, though I believe 1 shall have 

.general agreement from the Princes and those representing 
our Indian States. We a:'e hel'e specially to present the 

. policy of the Indian States. First and foremost, thel"e is 
an unflinching loyalty to the throne ani! person of his 
'Majesty, the King Emperor of India, With the traditions 
. of centuries of kingship and with the instincts of hereditary 
,rule ingrained in our being, the kingly idea and the 
,monarchical system are bone of OUt" bones, flesh of our 
'.'flesh. -Even if we were tempted to weaken from this 
Ipr.inciple, Wlbich is impossible to contemplate, the intense 
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devotion of the Imp~rilll House of 'Vinilsor to the inter('8t 
of Inilia would rekindle our faith. 

Threp notable Ilnil enconrnging messages from His 
Imperial ;I['jeBty 8till ring in OUl" ~ars. They are the plea 
for sympathy in <IAIlling with India, made on the conclusion 
of his Tnilian 1<)1)1", when Prince of Wales, tWl'nt.y-five years 
ago, the watchworil of hope six yellrs later at Calcutta, and 
the l'letlg .. that the princes' privileges and rights were 
inyiolSlte and inviolable when the Chamber of Princl'S WAS 
ina1,lgtll"lltert somll nine yeAI's ago. With those three 
m!'ssagps the spirit of sympathy, hope and justice, enconr
age:! by the gracious words addressed to this Conference 
wLen it was inaugurated on Wednesday, we come with 
greater optimism to the work that lieB before UB. 

Linked with tLis devotion to the Crown is an un
faltering adherllnce to the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. The old idea of Empire as signifying" Dominion' 
over palm and pine" is finisheJ. The concept of Empire 
as overlorclship based on force was never true, and indeed 
has not even the frail shadow of reality_ The unity of the 
Empire was signally vindicated in the Great War_ The 
ba~is of that unity was re-establi.uled at the Imperial Con
ference of 19:W, when it was declared that the constituent 
stlltes are autonomolls communities within the British 
Empire, equal in statys, in no way subordinate one to 
another, in any aspect of their domestic or internal affairs 
though united by comt1lon allegiance to the Crown. Our 
attachment to the Empire, or Commonwealtli-call it what 
you may,-is no more a matter of sentiment. It is based 
on lhe profound conviction that, not only can each consti
tllent state reach its full expression within this bond and 
under the Crown, hut a higher development, politically and I 
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,economically, than it could attain as an isolated independ
,eot unit. 

Thirdly we stand for the terms of our treaty rights 
and all that they involve. Those treaties are with the 
British Crown and ubviously cannot be transferred to any 

,other authority without our free agreement and assent. 
IBut do not conclude, I pray, from this that I am one of 
those people who think things never cbange. The States 

,really maint'l.in that treaties, concluded in honour and 
friendship are binding, nntil they be amended and they 

. can only be amended by negotiativns and settlement on 
botb shIes. Nor mnst it be cODclu(led that we of the 
:lndian States are under the belief that changes in British 
'Inilia will have no reflex action on ourselves and on our 
. relations with our own subjects. Thll territories of the 
'Indian states are interwoven with British India, the enter
prise of our traders and the business of the new commercial 

,classes have so grown up with the opening of the Suez 
Canal that we must be influenced by the development of 
political ideas and institutions beyond our frontiers. We 
know our f)tates and our subjects. We live amoogst our 
own folk and are in the most intimate contact with the 
people. 'We shall know how and when to adjnst our 
system to any changed conditions but we will do so in our 

,own time and in our own way free from all external 
'interfereDce. 

Is there anything in adherence to those principles 
,either opposed to, 01' inconsistent with, the fnllest develop
ment of India, until she takes her equal place as a 

,constituent state in the British Commonwealth with the 
other Dominions welded into an indivisible whole under 

,the regis of the Crowll? I say no, a thousand times no. 
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It is sometimes said that there are two Indias
British India and the India under the rule of her own 
.Prince~. That is true in a political sense, but India is a 
single geog"al'hical unit and we are all members one of 
another. We, the Princes, are)ndiaus, we have our roots 
deep down in her histories past alld we are racy of the 
Boil. Everything which tends to the honour and prosperity 
of India is for us a vital concern. Everything which 
retards her prosperity and shakes the stability of her 
con.titlltion retards our own growth. 'Ve claim that we 
are on the side of progress. 

On" of the most welcome signs of the times is the 
material weakening of the idea that the Princes are 
opposed to the political growth of British India, and would 
range themselves or allow themselves to be ranged, 
against the realization of the just hopes of their fellow 
cOllntrymen in British India. We I,ave, therefore, watched 
with the most sympathetic interest the rise of that passion 
for an equal position in the eyes of the world, expressed 
in the de~ire for Dominion Status, which is the dominant 
force among all thinking Indians to-day. Those of us who 
have g"own grey in the responsibilities of rule and in the 
pl'l.ctical work of administration-and thirty two years han 
passed, since I assumed the active government of the 
State of Bikaner -deplore some of the expressions of this 
urge. V{ e appreciate the fact that when contracts are 
broken under the impulse of revolutionary fervour they have 
to be re-knit in blood and tears and that a weary path of 
sufftlring and los" has to be trodden before society marchlli 
forward again_ But, behind these lIntoward developmenta, 
which we hope and pray are only a passing phase, 
lies the struggle for equality springing from our 
ancient culture and fjuickened by years of contact with 
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tbe liberty-lovinl\' and constitutionally-minded British 
people_ (Applause.) 

It is, I submit, our 'duty to hend our energy to tbe task 
of satisfying- tbe righteous demands without impairing tbe 
majestic fabric of law. How best can this be achieved? 
My own conviction is that, if we are to build well and truly, 
we mnst recognise tbat, associated with its geographical 
unity, India is a land of some diversity. Our starting point, 
therefore, must. be sought, not in the dead land of an impos
sible uniformity, but in an associated diversity. (Hear, 
hear). For these reasons, the establishment of a unitary 
State, with a sovereign parliament sitting at Delhi, to which 
the whole people would luok, in small things as in large, is 
to my mind impossible. There \Vonld be no room in such a 
constitution for the Indian States. Moreover, such a 
Government would crack under its own ponderability. 
Would it not mean the harnessing of the most advanced to 
the chariot wheels of the least developed, and a slowing 
down of the general tide of progress? 

'Ve of the Indian States are willing to take our part in 
aDd to mako our contribution to the grellter prosperity and 
contentment of India as a whole. I am convinced that we 
can best make thllt contribution througb a federlll system 
of government, compo,;ed of the States and British India. 

These two partners are of different status. The Indian 
States are already sovereigns and autonomous as of right, 
having the honour of being linked with the Crown by means 
of treaties of perpetual alliance and friendship and unity of 
interests. British India derives, whatever measure of autbo
r~ty it may possess by d(lvolution, but it will not he beyond 
the wealth of experience available at tbe table to devise" 
means of linking these differing units into powerful federal 
ad ministration. 
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As to the question whether, if a federal government 
is elevised 1',)1' India, tue Princes and States will enter into 
association with it, tl", final answer must obviously depend 
On the structur" of the Government indicateel, and on the 
othE'r points involv(',I, such for instance, as certain nE'cessary 
safeguards. coostitutional aod fiscal, for the preservation of 
the rights and interests of the States and their subjects, 

F"deralism is an elastic term. There are several forms 
of federal govl'rument. 

Conditions in India are unique. 'Ve have no historical 
pr .. cedence to guide us, and the position of the Indian 
States is, I believe, Ilbsolutely without parallel. All these,. 
and mllny other great (Iueotions of policy and of detail, 
bave to be examinee\ anf\ elefineel and settled first in Com
mittee and in infol'mal eliscll"sion., hut speaking broadly the 
Princes and States realis~ thai All-Inrlia Federation is like
ly to prove the only satisfactory solution of India's pro
blems_ (Applause.) 

A federation on the lines I have attempted to sketch 
on other occasions, has, as I have previously staterl, no 
terrors for the Princes and Governments of Indian States_ 
'Ve, however, recognise that a period of transition will 
necessarily intervene h~fore the Federal Government is fully 
constituted, aDd that Federation cannot be achieved by 
coercion of the States in any form, that the Indian Princes 
will only come into the Federation of their Own free wi\) 

and on terms which will secure the jUht rights of their 
States and subjects. 

I would not ventnre on the impertinence of even sug
gesting what course is best for British India_ As we 
demand freedom from interference in uur own affairs, 
ellually we shall refrRio from thrusting our oars into matters 
which are not our direct concern. The arraogement~ 

3 
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between the Central and Provincial Governments in British 
India are matters primarily outside the purview of the 
Indian States. If Ol!r co·operation is sought, it will, I am 
sure, be gladly and freely and honestly given. Our duty 
is to contribute, so far as we can, to the evolution of a 
system of Government, which will lead to the close and 
effective association of the Innian States with British India, 
whose constitution is to be hammered out here. 

At the same time, the rights in certain directions of the 
Rulers of the Indian States, arising from their Treaties 
require to be more precisely nefinerl. The Prince~ and 
States naturally want to know where they stand. However 
siDc"rely desirous of making their contribution to a happy 
settlement, they will obviously find it difficult to enter into 
new bonds so long as tlwir rights aL·e left tottering on the 
Ahifting sanls of expwliency deemed paramount at the 
moment. 

I think 1 can best elucidate what is referred to by 
quoting from a speech which I made 10 the Chamber of 
Princes on behalf of my Order on the 27th February 

last :-

New-fangled theories about the ulti\n~te powers regarding 
paramountcy, and such matters, before the appointment of the 
Butler Committee, aud extravagant and exa.ggerated Imperialist 
claims, inconsistent with the plighted word and. good faith of Great 
Britain or sound stateomanship advanced on behalf of the Para
mount Power,-claims more wide, ve'ry frequently Illore in8istent 
and, I respectfully submit, based on varied and not infrequently 
untenable grounds, and opposed to constitutional and hi~torical 
facts and to the provitSions of our treatie~ and other engagements, 
and in direct contrarliction to the solemn and sincere pledges and 
assurances in t.he famous gracious proclamation of Queen Victoria, 
repeatedly reitera.ted and re-affirmed by successive British Sove
reigns in numerous proclamations, have not helped to ease the 
.ituation or to allay the anxieties of the States of their rulers, 
government. and people. 
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The Princes and States, fortified by the legal opinion 
-obtained from Bome f}f the most eminent counsel in Great 
'Britain have founrl them.plves unable particularly to accept 
Buch claims on tbp principles enunciated in this connection 
1Iy the Indian States Committee, and have ah'Mrly tltken 
'Up tIle matter with tIle Viceroy and the Bl'itish Gavllrn
,ment, 

Starting wilh the basic recognition that our Treaty 
'rights exist ana must be re.pected, that they are with the 
Crown and cannot be transfel'l'ed to any other anth"'ity 
without oU\' agreement aad that they can be morlifie,l only 
with our free assent, three developments of the existing 
administrative mllchinery afC essential for the smooth 
working of tlu~ new system, and, indeecl, of any system. It 

'is an open matter "f complaint th'it ou,' Treaty rights have 
'been infringed. I need not stress this point, for it has been 
publicly admitted by no less an authority th'in the Viceroy 
and f}overnor-General of India, that the Treaty right. of 
the States have been encro>tched up.,o, awl th'lt, in SOlDe 
-eases, an arbitrary body of usage and political practice has 
come into bping, 'filA timl., has passeil when issues of this 
importance can be flecideil ex-parte by any Govel'Dment. 

We therefore attach the utmost importance to the 
establishment of a Supreme Court, with full powers to 
entertain and ad.illdicat~ upon all disputes of a justifiable 
nature as to our rightll and obligations guaranteed under 
our Treaties, 

Thi. is another point which I need not labour, for it is 
a principle of which the leaders of political thought in 
British India have, I believe, I am ~ight in saying, lent their 
full support. 

Next we claim tf.at in the questions, which arise Con
cel'Ding the purely internal affairs of the States, their case 
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should not go by default. That will be of still greater im
portance in the fntUl'e. The King's Viceregt'nt in Tndia is 
even n"w burdened with many and grievous responsibilit.ies, 
which will be weighted nnder the new system of Govern
ment; nnd here I would voce again like to be associated 
in a respectful tribute and to express our dep,p admiration 
and gratitude for that great Viceroy, Lord Irwin. We think 
that it will be impossible for any man, however able, amid 
these grave pre-occupatioos to give adequate personal atten
tion to those ql'lestions affecting the States which come up 
for day to day decision, and for which he will be directly 
responsible to the Crown. 

For those reasons some of us press for the appoint
ment of an Indian States' Council, to work with the Poli
tical Secretary and to ad vise the Viceroy of the day. 
Thirdly there will be the need for the classification of those 
administ!'ative questions which are of common concern to 
British India and the Indian States. This classification 
will require the previous consent of the States. * * ,. 

Before I sit down, may I ask forgiveness, if as an old 
soldier, r have unwittingly given offeoce to anyone by any 
bluntness of speech. I am inspired by one thought-service· 
to my beloved King-Emperor and devotion to my Mother· 
land. Akbar, the greatest of the Moghuls, when he set out 
on the crowniog adventure of his crowden life placed his 
foot in the stirrup of opportunity and his hands on the 
reins of confidence in God. I would commend to you on 
the threshold of out' great enterpriile-the conquest of 
anarchy and reaction in Hindustan and tbe assurance of 
her contentment and prosperity as a co·equal partner in our 
great Commonwealth-the words of Abraham Lincoln in 
circumstances not altogether remote frolll these :-

U With malice toward none; with charity for all j with firmness· 
in tbe right, as God gives us to .ee the righI, let us strive on to 
futlsb'the work tbat WQ are in." 
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I clid not expect to I.e ('ailed upon at sllch an early 
stage of the clebRt~, an.! I was uucler the imp"cssbn that, 
representing, as I clo, tl:e younger generation, I was to be 
the last of the three speakers on behalf of the British 
I"dian Velegation. Hmvev8r, Sir, as you have commanded 
me to speak at this stage, I ,hall accept yom invitation in 
the sense that I shall put bef"re you a few sentiments from 
the point of view of the y"unger men in India, who are 
looking on the Rounrl TRbl1l Conference. 

You have been told by my esteemed friend, Sir Tej 
Sahadur Sapr'I, un,ler what ci.cnmstances the Round 
Table Conference has been convened. I remember the 
debate in the Legislative Assembly in HIU, when the 
most important political party in India, over wbiel, our 
~8teemed frienel, Pandit )[o:ilal Nehru, presided, passed a 
Tesolution-in 1 ~1:.!4 and 1 ~2,,-two successive years
.desiring anrl calling the Attention of the B,·iti.h statesmen 
,to the desirability of bol,ling a Round Table Conference. 
That was in the year 1\.124 anrl 1925, and it was a surprise 
to British statesmanship that the very men who then uesired 
the holding of a ROllnd Table Conference are to· day averse 
to attending the session of that Hound Table Conference. 

To me it is no wonder, and it is one instance of wbat 
.an esteemed countryman of mine the late Mr. Gokhale 
said, many years ago, very pithily. "On all the portals 
of tbe Government of IlIfiia, " he said, "is written in large 
1"tter8 the words' 1'00 late '." What would have satisfied 
In,\ia in th" ypar 1 fl:? I is not satisfying Inflia to-day, and, 
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if I may Bay so, what will satisfy India to-day, will noll 
satisfy India a year hence. 

That is the ll'sson tbat I wish to put before this 
assembly, lIugust as it is; and I can say with perfect 
confidence that we mllst proceed to onr work, because time 
is, as the lawyers say, "of the essence of the contract, " 
and I repeat, without giving it as a threat, the sentiment 
that time is of the utmost importance, because if India gets 
to-day what she wants, she will be ~atisfied with many 
things which will not satisfy her six months hllnce. 

Sir, I come from a Province where, as possibly you 
have heard, the greatest activity of the Congress is going 
on. I have seen many things, which very few have been 
privileged to see in the conrse of their political experience, 

I say with great confidence that the choice before yonr 
Government in India is a choice between constitutional 
Government and chaos and disorder. Row you will accept 
this choice, it is for you to decide, but it is my duty to 
place bdore you the extreme gravity of the situation i,. 
Indil. As Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru bas stated, to-day we 
are standing on the threshold of great events in India. 
Whether you make them great in' the constitutional field, 
or whether you make them great in the field of revolutioa 
and anarchy, it is for this Conference to decide. I can 
only say that great events are going to take place in India, 
whether they are great in the field of rpsponsibility, 
constructive work and comradeship, 01' wh ether they are 
great in the field of opposition, bitteroess, hatred and 
anarchy-and that will depend very largely upon what we 
achieve at this Round Table Conference. 

Since coming here, I have had frequent talks with 
friends. I used to be a student in this city many yeHs ago, 
and I still retain most pleasant impressions of my days as 
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a pllpil in the rooms of one of your foremost Judges in thlt 
Court of Appeal to-day_ I carried back with me 25 years 
ago plea<ant memories ot my experiences as a pupil sitting 
cheek by jowl with my ~ngli~h friends, one or two of 
whom have since become gr~at .h\(lg~s of yonI' Courts. A 
few hav" died. One or two have becume eminent King's 
Counsels, and others have becoml< gl'eat Englishmen. I 
therefore claim to have a few l"";en,1. in ~ngIHnd, and talk
ing with them, I have discovered that the chief obstacles tl) 
India getting Dominion Statns CAli be put into three 
categories. ] have lIlet frienils who say, "How can Indi& 
have Dominion Status, wben she talks of severance with 
the Empire, and claim" independence?" Many of my 
English frien~s have spoken of their fears as follows: "If 
we give you the first instalment of Reforms, namely, Domi
nion Statns, you will make it a mo.t powerful lever for 
severance from the Empire-the cry of independence." I 
do not know whether there are any frienils on the opposite 
side, in whose minds this threat is in opAration. I can 
only say, knowing' as I do, Illy Congress friends intimately, 
(and I was in contact with them only three months ago), 
that if yon give Innia Dominion Status to-day in the course 
of a few months, th~ cry of independence will die of itself. 
If, on the other hann, we return empty handed from OUI" 

labours in this ~onference, it will be tbe surest way of 
raising, in volume ann in intensity, this cry of inilependence_ 

I say, witl,ont any disrespect to my friend. in India, 
that the CIT of inrl~penrlpnce is a cry of despair, distrust 
Bnd suspicion. It. is a cry emanati"g from those who have
con\"inceil themselves, by reason of their past experience· 
that England does not mean to fulfil her promises to India. 
We have had several promises time after time. Only t() 

take a recent experience, this time last y~ar there was the 
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Viceroy's great declaration. I was then in Bombay. It 
created very great enthusiasm. The idea of meeting 
British representatives face to face always appeals to a 
lawyer, as I am. There is a great fascination to a man 
'bred in the law, as I am, to come in contact with men 
and to discuss face to face with them controversies. As I 
-say, the Viceroy's declaration at that time Cl'ented great 
enthusiasm in the city to which I belong, but unfortunately 
,one damper after another came on that enthusiasm. Many 
,of my political friends wanted to know the purpose for 
which this Round Table Conference was called. The great 
Viceroy, whose name we will always cherish, found him
self in great difficulty. He said, "I am not at liberty to 
mention what is the purpose of this Rouno. Table Confer
ence. Go to the Round Table Conference, face the 
members and ask them to define the purpose of their 
~abollrs by being present at the Round Table Conf"renee." 
I am an old cricket"r, I believe in playing the game. I 
have, therefore, accepted the invitation, ana I have come 
'here; but I would emphasise that, before we proceed with 
{lUI' labours, it is necessary for us to decide that India might 
feel satisfied as to what is the pllL'pose of the Rounrl Table 
Conference. If I may say so in all humility, th" purpose 
1S to make it possible for India to enter the British 
Commonwealtb. If th'lt is done to-day and J am SUl'e my 
frienrls on my right agree-you will kill the cry for inde
penilellce at once. That is a cry in which, in the langua~e 
{If the bargainer, you ask for 16 ann as in order that 14 ann as 
may come to yon. All businessmen know that cry. The 
cry of independence is proceeo.ing from t.hose who either do 
not believe that England wishes to give India Dominion 
Status, or wh" \'ery tactftllly want independance in ot'del' 
that Dominion Status might come. 
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The second obstacle which has been put before we 
by my friends in Englann is the Army: how can Indians 
manage the Army? As Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru mentioned 
in his m"morab Ie words, we are quite agl'eeable to listen 
to any safeguards that may be suggested during the period 
of transition, in order that transition may be ma(le more 
easy and more safe for ooth sides. 

I am surpri,ed that this talk about the Army ansl's 
In connection with a country, in which there i" all tI,e 
fighting material for whicb one could wish. My ~Ioham

medan friends, the Indian States, my own community of 
the :\[ahrattas and the Sikbs are all lighting people. lndia 
is a country which possesses traditional fighting talent, 
which has continued over centuries, and which is quite 
capable of furnishing the Empire, if ever the time comes, 
with all the fighting material she may want. Yon talk of 
India as wanting in lighting talent-as wanting fighting 
talent even in defending herself. I am surprised that such 
talk should take place. 

It reminds me of a little episode which happene<l 
when Mr. Gokhale carne here for a great Coronation, and 
which he was 1le,e!' tired of reciting to me. He was taken 
to one of yoU!" beautiful parks to see a review of the Sikh 
and Mahratta soldiers -and beautiful, tall and stalwart men 
they were. They Illarched past to the aurniration of all 
the Englishmen and women pre"ent and they were clapped. 
Ilk Gokhale refused to clap. An English friend standing 
near said, "'Vby don't you clap"? Mr. Gokhale replied, 
" I reserve my clapping for that mighty people who have 
tllrned these soldiers into their higher links." That is the 
sentimpnt of the yonngpr men in the country. Thel'" is 
splendid material in the land which you could harness, if 
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YOll coul.a only iustil a little sentiment, patriotism, courage 
and &elf-government, if I may say so, into their midst. 

Tbe tbird difficulty whicb was mentioned to me was 
, You are so divided amongst yourself. You bave your 
minorities-Hindus, Moslems, the depressed classes, tbe 
Brahmins and tbe Non· brahmins." ""ith rpgard to that, 
I wish to mention one circumstance. I do not know 
w}ulther my English friends will appreciate it, because 
posliibly you have no minorities problem among you. 
Certainly you bave not bad tbat problem within the last ao 
or 40 years. My solution of this minorities 'iuestion is this: 
gin them opportunities of common endeavour for their 
canntry, and then much of this minorities difficulties will 
dinppear. 

Give them opportunities of feeling tbat, side by side, 
tbey are working for their one country, that they 
haYS a common patriotism, for which they can 
all work together. Do that, and a great deal of the 
diffieulty will disappear. That is my solution, and thp 
r68son why I suggest it is this. F nder the present system 
of Government, we very rarely get any chances of working 
together in the sense of working for our common country. 
Create that feeling. It can be created only by giving 
Inilia complete freedom in the form of Dominion Status. 
Harness all these minorities together, and I have no doubt 
that a great deal of the discontent, which al'ises at present, 
will disappear. Tbat is the solution for the question of 
minorities. 

Lastly I come to an obstacle which has been mention
ed t<l me. It is said, " Suppose India is given Dominion 
Status; what about the Indian States? Do they feel like 
you? Are they prepared to come into a Federation? Are 
they patriotic? Do they feel that they are Indians? The 
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answer to that has just been given by the noble SCIOn of 
the House of Bikaner, who spoke before me. As Sir Tej 
llahanur Sapru rightly remarked, the Indian Princes are 
fil'st Indians and tben Princes. Our deliberations, during 
th" next few days, will make it perfectly clear that a com
mon patriotism actuates them, as it actuates British 
Indians. 

Let me say, on behalf of the young India to which I 
belong, and speaking for tho~e whom I repre.ent, that we 
are quite ready to do tbis in order to Cl'eate a foothold for 
the Indian States: we will not insist on impossible terms of 
federation. I do not wish to go into the vexed question of 
federation or a unitary forlD of Government; although that 
question has been stated as' the subject-matter of discus
sion, you, Sir, have very wisely ruled that we may speak 
on any constitutional question. I do not wish to go into 
the question of federation or a unitary form of Government, 
because that is for the experts to decide in committee. 

I can only say, speaking for tbose whom I represent 
in tbis Conference, and speaking witb great confidence and 
assurance, that we will not insist on impossible terms of 
federation so far as the Indian Stdes are concerned. 'Ve 
sball insist on sucb terms as most of the Indian States are 
prepared to accept at present. We have no desire, if I may 
sreak for the younger men, to interfere at all in the internal 
affairs of the Indian States; we are quite preparerl to wait, 
until they of themselves come into line with our ways. 

I remember a characteristic par~graph in that 
memorable Montagu~Ch~lm8ford R"port, as we callpd it 
in Tndia, where tpn yeArs "go this problem was anticipated 
and ill a memorable paragraph, almost poetic like an epic, 
the autbors of that Report stated what is eternally found 
true and what lIas certainly been fonnd trup in Tu(:ia. Thry 
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said that, when you approach these processes of reformation 
in one part of Innia, you cannot have any barriers or 
frontiers beyond which it will not go. Create these forces 
of refol'mation, sd these processes to work, and the Ino1ian 
States will not remain immune from their progress for a 
long time. 

It is impossible to conceive of a free Britiolo India 
without conceiving of free Ionian Stlltes in the CO\ll";e of 
the nl'xt ten, fifteen or twenty years. \V" are content to 
wait, so that the"e slow processes may operate, and so that 
in the com'se of time His Highness the l'Ihharaja of 
Bikaner can think of an assembly in his own tenitory ann 
of handing over responsibility to his own subjects. That 
is II que~tion of time. 'We ~re II very patient set of 
politicians in British India, and we are content to wait. 

'Ve sloall thprefore not insist on impossible terms, anrI 
all that we say to the Indian States is this, "There are 
concerns of a common character; sit along side us and 
thrash them out. 'Ve have nothing to do with yom 
internal affairs." 

If they will accept a suprem .. tribunal, a supreme 
eonrt of justice, and if all matters which are in 
dispute between the Indian States and British India 
can b~ referred to this supreme court of j ustice (over 
which I hope in course of time a man of the eminence 
and erudition of Lord Sankey will preside). as long as the 
Indian States agl'ee to this mode of arbitl'am~,nt between 
themselves and B"itish India anr! say "we volllntarily 
submit to the jurisdiction of this tribunal "-by what name 
it is called is immaterial-as soon as that is arlmitt.ed 
,then, to '1 politician of my mind, the question i8 solved. I 
'will thel'oo0re not insist on' tinkering with their owu internal 
,.admiriitl!l1·8Jtii. .... ; I leave that to the processes of time, and 
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I havH no ilonbt that in the COl1l'&e of time, "hen the rest 
of India is progr~ssi¥e, is free, is democratic, anil ha. 
notions of right anil wrono~ baseil on human diO"nity all~ .0. 
pel'sonal rights, the saine processes will, in th~ course of 
time, go beyond the frontiers of the British India, because 
these processes recognise no frontiers and admit no 
barriers. 

This is an invitation which I am privilegeil to make to 
the States and let me give them an assurance that so far 
as we are concernen, we will raise no obstacles. I wish to 
give a similar assnrance to those frienns in front of me who 
represent British interests in India. I am aware, Sir, that 
a great many commercial interests are at stake in British 
India. I have II few friends in commercial circles ",ho have 
invested millions and millions of rupees in British trade. 
There is no desire at all that there should be any kind of 
inroad upon the vested rights of tIle commercial people at 
all. All that they wish to do they can do a8 citizens of 
India. We may include them in a definition of the law 80 

that they become domiciled Indians. That is a matter 
merely of phrasing, a matter of definition. But I can 
assure them that we are quite williog to sit down amI 
accept safeguarrls which will give them an e '1" al chance 
with British Indians. 

Let me, however, give them one warning that they 
will not enj oy the ;nouopoly they have enjoyed, so far as it 
was enjoyed, on the simple ground that in their skin there 
is less pigment than in mine. Monopolies they have enjoy
ed on the ground they will find very difficult to maintain, 
but any other rights they have as citizens of India will re
maiu. 'Ve are quite prepare.! to accept any safeguards, and 
I think there i~ enough intelligence in this gathering to 
devise safeguards to protect all h.gitimate in!el'ests. 
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I say that England's main interests in India is com
'mercia!' I think there are five hundred Of one thousand 
families who send their younger Sons to Innia to make a 
~areer for themselves, but that is a pro~em affecting only a 
'few families. The problp,m of the ordinary man in dealing 
with India is mainly commercial. It you exclude these 

'families to whom I have alluded, who are only a handful 
compared with the rest of the population, then I say yonr 
main problem in India is commercial. You want your pro
ductions to be sold in the country, and the consuming 
power of 330 million people is a powerful flsset in our 
hands. It is a country in which yoUI' products can be sold. 
You have just ended a conference at which Imperial Per
ference was diseusseil. May I say that I believe tbat, from 
the point of view of the commercial maD, a conteDted com
mUDity is 8. much better customer tban a discontented one? 
Already, your trade is in great jeopardy. In one city, there 
are British goods worth five crores lying ill tlte ware
bouses. Those goods cannot be moved, much less sold. 
Do you want this state of things to be exaggerated ? Your 
interests are mainly co,!,mercial and therefore, it is surely 
better for you to have a contented customer, a rich 
customer, who can put his hand in h is pockets, and bring out 
pounds with which to buy your goods, rather tban a poor 
and discontent",a customer. I submit tbat prosperity is neces
sary for the improvement ~f your trade. I am not speak
ing of the other moral forces, like friendliness, like comrade-

I ship because they come under the terms of psychology of 
the mind. But eV"'n from the point of view simply of 
material interests, you should give absolute Dominion fre~
dom, Dominion Status, to India in order that your trade 

may prosper. 
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H. H. THE MAHARAJA OF ALWAR 

" The longest night seems to be passing away and the 
'sorest tronule seems to be coming to an end at last. The 
seeming corpse appears to be awakening and a voice is 
coming to ns away, back from where history and even tradition 
fails to peep into the gloom of the past; cowing down from 

there, reflected as it were from peak to peak of the infinite 
Himalaya of knowleclge, of love and 01 work. 

From India, this Motherland of ours, Ii voice is comill, 
nuto ns, gentle, firm and yet unmistlikahle in its utterance., 
and is gaining volume as it passes by, and behold the 
.Ieeper is awakened. Like the breeze from the mountaillll, 
it is hringing life into the almost dead bones and mUIII ... 
The lethargy is passing away, and only the blind cannot 
see or the preverted will not see that she is awakening, 

this ~Iother of Olll'S, from her deep long sleep. 
NOlld can resist her any more; nor is ,he going to 

sleep any more. No more outward powers can hold her 
hack any more, for the infinite giant is rising to her feet." 

Mr. Chairman, Members of His :l\Iajesty's Parliaments 
and Fellow Sons of our great Motherland, I greet yo. .. 
"hese words. 

I invoke the highe.t blessing of Providence, that ,,",
dolO, strength, dignity and co-operation may guide on 

deliberations for the service, of our country. Remerab.r 
that this Conference, at which we Lave assembled, has, to 
80Ill" extent, the aestinies of 300 millions-one-fifth of the 
population of the human race in its hands. This Ilidia is 
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the ancient laod where philosophy and spiritu~lity founded 
thAir first home. It is here that they dared to peep into 
the very mysteries of Heaven. It is the same Iodia, which, 
through its inherent stmtlure of heing on true and solid 
f()undations, has withstood the shocks of centuries, of hun
dreds of eyils, of manners and customs. It is the same 
lalld which has been firmer than any rock in the world 
with its indestmctihle life. :!\Iany times oue is told that 
looking into the past ooly degenerates and leads to nothing; 
but surely it is out of the past, it is on the past, that the 
future must be built. Look hack, therefore, as far as you 
can; drink deep of the eternal foundations of Divine Love 
and Spirituality that are behind and, after that, look forward 
with heads helel erect ,wel march onward to make India 
hr~bter, greater and much higher than she has ever been. 
Remember the blood tbat courses in our veins. 'We must 
hliY(I faith i<l that blood that we build an India Jet greater 
th"D Rhe was. 

The problems in India are more complicated, more 
momentous than the problems in any other country, Race, 
Rtlligion, Language, Government, all these together make 
a aation. We see how in Asia, and especially in India, 
rao(1l i1ifficulties and national difficulties, all melt away 
before the unifying power of spirituality. Therefore, for 
ths well-heing of our national cause, we must give up all 
Ollr little quarrels and differences. Remember, above all 
things that our ancestors look down upon us and they will 
do 1i0 with contempt OR their children, if they quarrel about 
minute differences. It is when ti,e national body is weak 
that the disease germs-in a physical, social or political 
state, or even in an intellectual state crowd into the system. 
To remedy it, therefore, we must go to the roots of the 
disease, and the one tendency will be to strengthen the 
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man, the mind"and the body. It is culture that withstands 
shocks, not a simple mass of knowledge. Therefore, my 
friends, I~t us do nothing that will divide us, for divisions, 
will weaken us and degracle us a)) the more. You all know 
that at this psychological moment, the whole world i~ 

watching us. The solution will not be obtained by drag
ging down the higher, but by raising the lower up to Ii 
higher level. To make a great India, therefore, the secret 
lies in organisation, accumulation of power, but above all 
in the co-ordination of wills. Have that faith in ourselves. 
in that eternal power, first lodged in our soul, and tlten we 
will revive the whole of India. Let this be our detennina
tion and may He the Lord who comes again and again for 
the salvation of Hi~ own people as is described by many of 
the different Scriptures of the world lead us all to the fulfil
ment of our aim -the uplift of India, the good of tht' 
Empire. 

We must now come down to mundane affairs; and 
Federation is the question before us. I am not enchanted 
with that word as a mere form of expression; to me "the 
United States of India" sounds more grand. Here are 
the representati ves of two Indias, to-day each possessing 
different religions, but united in the common bond of 
patriotism, which permeates throughout our respective 
territories and provinces. Weare united in the service of 
our country; united in our co-operation with the British 
Empire, of which we form a p:ut-the highest symbol of 
whose political link is the King Emperor. 

The two Indias are politically separate in their 
administration, and in order to understand the lource of 
their existence, we must-bl1t for only a few brief 
moments, peep into history. The East India Company 
towards the downfall of the Moghul Empire, consolidated 

" 
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its organisation and marched forward, conquering territories 
that in those days were divided between the decaying 
central sovereignty and States, some of which had existed 
for It long time, and others which had come into being 
through new opportunities. It is in such conditions that 
this Company carverl out for itself territories which, 
excluding Burma, now amount to one half of India-called 
Briti,h India. This Company, on the other hand, 
instrncteil by it.s Director!, entered upon Treaty Alliances, 
Engagements, Sanads and Ag,·eements with Indian States, 
..... hich still existed, as the result of which at the present 
day the other half is called Indian States. 

With regard to the India ot the States, when 
opportunities come we shall put forward our points of 
view in greater rletail, but here I will content myself with 
stating that we seek no new territories; we seek no new 
powers but the practical application of our Treaties and 
A11iances, consecrated by several Proclamations and 
Speeehes from Queen Victoria anil all the succeeding 
Sovereigns of J<~ngland, the British Parliament and 
Viceroys to the present day. I will conclude thi. statement 
in two sentenees. 

Usage, sufferance and political practice hllve for 
diverse reasons, encroached upon these sacretl tlomains of 
our Tre~ti8~, and what we desire is that such extra rights 
outsitle our Treaties, 3.ssumed without our cunsent, and 
sometimes without our knowledge may be frankly and 
openly diSCllssecl, and should be decided by mutual 
consent; otberlYise our Treaties between the Crown 
antl ourselves h ne no meaning. 

lYe knoll· hOlv sI\cr"dly the Crown and the British 
people respect their pleclged word, and so we have faith 
that, when the British peoples recognise the simple truth 
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that we want no mOI'e than that those solemn Treaties with 
·m shoula be observed in practice also, they will, we feel 
-sure, appreciate that we make no new demands, bnt desire 
that the simpl" trutb should be recogniserl. and practised. 

I now turn to British India. Those who are its 
represent..tives are perhaps best able to speak on this 
sub.ject; but there are two alternatives, which I can best 
,lefine hy the terms" Eastern and '" eitern" conceptions. 
Talking of the first, thel'e lire many who hoM the view
'however prosaic or antiqnate<l it may sound-that British 
India may be formed again into Indian States. I will not 
occupy your time in discussing the details of the prohlem, 
however logical and interesting they may be, hecause I 
-havA not the time on the fir_it day elo:cept to state (a) that 
it brings true Swaraj as a living reality considera.bly near; 
(b) that it perpetuates the link witb the Crown through its 
Representative, the Viceroy of India. With Hindu, 
Mahommeilan, Sikh anil other States so formed, it would 
i1et at re-I communal '1uestiom. Aboye all, it m~intains 

'in strong bonds commercial and trade relations with 
England. It necessitates an Imperial Army to safeguard 
-the Crown's obligations and to protect the Ports and 
Frontiers, with the internal Army of the States maintained 
for security ao.{ assistance in emergencies. It ensures 
-religious liberties to every section of Inelia's population, 
and it carrills on the trarlition of India's rule according 
to her past history of hunrlrecls of centuries. 

And finally, coming to Federation or which I prefer 
to call "The U oitea State. of India," it immediately 
simplififlB the prublem of the rultlrs uniting in a common 
body to work out the problems of India. Here is the 
shortest anrl the quickest way to Dominion Status. This 
is wbat would be an indigenous growth. 
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The alternative to this had its first seeds sown in a· 
little known despatch by Si,o Charles Wood, the grand-· 
fath~r of the pl'esent Viceroy wbo was then Secretary of 
State, and who initiated the idea of the English language 
being the medium of Education and Government. This· 
was followed by Lord Macaulay who strengthened this 
theory. Gradually, this system has grown, which culmina
ted first in the Minto-~[orley Reforms wh"~e the latter 
statesman, however, was opposed to the introduction of 
democratic organisations in India. It is from the time of 
MI'. Montagu, that passionate lover of India, my country, 
that events took a definite turn towards responsible self
government. Here the irony of Fate exhibits itself, for, as 
we learn from Lord Ronaldshay'. book, this term was 
devised. by Lord Curzon, who was no less opposed than 
Lord Morley to democratic institutions for bdia. This, I 
am sure, will be generally acknowledged, is a Western 
system of rule and, therefore, in India, not a growth but a 

graft. 
Bnt, having said so much, I now come to my main 

point that, if this system is now accepted by British India 
as the best method for her advance; if that is, as declared 
also, the final policy of the British peoples towards India
what do I conceive to be the opinion of the States? 
We realise all that this innovation implieiJ in an EasteL'll 
country. We know that one word 'l<'ranchise' alone has. 
originated communal frictioa. We are not ohlivious how it 
has created complexities of adjusting the future relations of 
a democratic India with the I"dian States. There is further 
the proposition of' this ideal truly permeating down to the 
masses and grasping them in its hold for the good of all. 

May I frankly state with all good-will that, when I 
first beglln to know of the path that was chalked out before· 
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'British India on these lines, I was reluctantly reminded of 
an old Irish tune" It's a long, long way tC' Tipperary". 
However, when [ have said this, I have said enough. I 
h"ve deliber'ltely done so, for holV else could I reconcile 
myself with the statements that I am going to m"ke re
garding British In<1i"',, future, an,1 the other India of the 
States administerer1 on ancient and traditional lines? I 
have certainly sought in doing so no popularity or favours. 

Now, if, as I hltve said, this is the goal that India 
chooses, and if this is the goal which the British people 
have decided to place definitely and perpetually before 
British India, let mo say, equally truthfully, that I wish 
British India God speed. I wish and most earnestly do 
-that the goal of India's Preedom within the Empire as a 
self-governing Dominion may be reached as early as 
possible. Personally speaking, the sooner that goal is 
achieved, the happier I shall be, for who is there of India 
that does not wish our Motherland to acbieve her rightful 
place alongside the other sister Dominions? Understand 
me wby I emphatically state this is, because I have the 
inherent conviction that the sooner British India. has free
dom within these boundaries tbe sooner will India be able 
to have her own constitution, through which it can rev ita
,lise into a. tme and traditional India. I go so fa.r as to say 
without any besitation, I would not be true to myself or to 
the land of my birth could I hold opiniong to the contrary 
that India. should achieve her position on a footing of eq ua
lity with her sist.er Dominions within the Empire, and 
arrive at the situation of a tully blossomed Dominion Status 
a8 early as possible. lily aim in saying so is n~ other than 
that the larger Empire may find a. grateful India, an India. 
co-operating wholeheartedly in making this Empire, to 
\which we are proud to belong, something even greater. 
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A united India will be the finest and truest jewel and 
the strongest force in the cause of our Empire. Under 
this system, I come again to the proposition called at 
present by the name of Federation, where my ideal is the 
"United States of India" within the Empire. We are 
assembled at this table to devise means and ways in order 
to a,cbieve this end by cO'operation, and I am sure you
will not find our States lagging behind in joining hands in
order to arrive at a happy solution. 

Weare quite conscious of what it means. We know 
what nIl big changes imply. It may necessitate at first 
a little more injustice. It may mean a little less efficiency 
at first. 

It mnst mean larger sacrifices on everyone's part, the' 
States and, perhaps, some of the majorities and minorities. 
But tor our country's cause, for the cause of India, for the 
cause of the Empire, shall we stop short for personal, 
communal or narrow-viewed considerations? Our lives 
will pass away, but our country will remain. Then at 
least, let it be said that we were the true sons of our 
Motherland, India. 

I will conclude this statement with these words: 
When British Indians and Indian Princes came together 
on the first occasion within my memory to discuss 
problems of the Empire, it was during the War, at a 
Conference when Lord Chelmsford invited Representatives 
from both Indias to discuss questions regarding the 
performance by India of her duties towards tbe great cause 
that, in tllose momentous days, hung in the balance. 1: 
stated then that there would be people standing .)utside the 
doors of that house to ask what we had gaiued in this 'Var 
Conference. I further stated that my reply would be that 
we han come at a time when the Empire was in need, and 
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tbat was 110 occasion for demands or gains. 'Ve came 
with the will to give whole-heartedly of what lay in our 
powl'r for the Empire's cause, and we asked for nothing. 
Indeed, that was the time whell it was our duty to give
however great or small our capacity-or what lay in us to 
the British Governm~nt, 

Mr. Chairman, anr! throu;;h yon 1 sp"ak to England, 
to·day has come the hour of 1lIllia's need, and to·day 
British India anll the lnllian ~'Hat"s have assemhled to
gether for thp, second tilllt', at another Confert'nce in the 
centre of the Empire. l'i[r. i)!acdonaJd is the first l'rime 
MiniHter, in Illy time, who lias visiter! India. He lmowa 
her morH intimately than many of his colleagues. 'Ve can 
appreciate that he may not have a vt'ry large majority in 
Parliament. But we know he has a tender corner in his 
he,art for my land a8 we, many of us, have for his. 

We have no desire to take- the hit between our teeth 
and to rlln away, which means going astray. Nay! we 
are with you, with England, but it is now England's turn 
to come to our assistance and to help India to reach that 
position beyond which we have no desire to go, India, a 
sister Dominion within the Empire. 

We 81'e grlltefd to the I'rime Minister for what Le 
has already clellrly stated in his Guildhal,l speech, when he 
said, "With the reIJreBentatives of India and with the 
Princes, we shall be p,ngaged in the same task of 
broadening libl,rty, so that we rnay live with them 
under the ""m" Crown, they enjoying the freedum 
in self·government, which is essential to national self
respect and contentment." Thi. will surAly make a. 
grRlefu! Indill til at will be England's greatest strength. 
Then we will prove to the world that our connection of th& 
East with the West, that came through Destiny, has 


